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SL Louis Cops, FBI Guard Caray,

Cardinals Gabber, After Threats
St. Louis, Aug. 2. \

Harry Csriy. play-by-play gabber
I TeiliiMAik

of all CSardinal b.b. games for the AliL' S ijOld6n JUDII66
Criesedleck Bros. Brewery Co., a Ethel BaiTymore ShOW
client of Ruthrauif & Ryan, is un- i» „ j «
der the protection of local cops

r,.. , „
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

and the FBI following the receipt
^

Ethel Barrymore draws a radio

Of an anonymous threatening letter

that the FBI obtained the day be- which date marks her 50th year in

fort the important series with th^?^h®w business and 70th birthday.

Brooklyn Dodgers began at Sports- ^^how follu in Hollywood, New
man’s Park here lYork, Pans and London will pay

The letter that threatened to their respects to the veteran actress

blow up the ball park and Caray show to be broad-

with it was written in longhand
, *1, u n

and bore a St. Louis postmark. Dwight Hauser directs the Holly-

Caray denied having received the
1

wood segment.

letter and said if his employer or i ^ “

Singers’, Bands Yen for Disk Rep

Cues Buyer s Market for Major Cos.

bankroller did he knows nothing
about it. The FBI would not com-

j |j|/ M||||0Q
ment.

Caray did read a letter from a . _ .

fan in Peoria. 111., who said if the
gabber wanted to root for the I III I npQ|irp I V
Cardinals he should do so from a Vll M IIVUII V m f

seat in the grandstand or bleachers
but not over the mike. The writer Entire film industry, after weeks
said he was sending a copy of the 1

intensive huddles, has decided

letter to Baseball Commissioner
,

band together to present a uni-

Chandler requesting that Caray be ^^d petition to the Federal Corn-

barred from broadcasting t h e 1

munications Commission for ex-

Cardinal-Dodger series
j

elusive theatre television channels.

Caray’s flaming admiration for i
Eact that such hitherto TV-recal-

the success of the Cardinals with
j

Pitrant companies as Metro agreed

(Continued on page 55) with the plan, as adopt-
ed by the Motion Picture A.ssn.

C I f lir*J A America directorate, indicates

^rdtOSH S fV106 Upen. enure industry’s belief of a po-

ll,
** tentially lush future for theatre

Prices Down This Year
|

Rnt Na TllimSIWIlVC New York, instructed
UUl nu lUlmlWdyd iJvvIl its organization to petition the

Saratoga Auc 2 ECC to hold hearings for the pur-

Entire film industry, after weeks

(Continued on page 55) wiin me plan, as aaopi-
ed by the Motion Picture A.ssn.

C I f 117*J A America directorate, indicates

^rdtOSH S fV106 Upen. enure industry’s belief of a po-

ll,
** tentially lush future for theatre

Prices Down This Year
|

Rnt Na TiHTASIWIIVC ^AAA New York, instructed
UUl nu lUlmlWdyd iJvvIl its organization to petition the

Saratoga, Aug. 2, ECC to hold hearings for the pur-

Saratoga has apparently seen the Pose of reserving and allocating

light and this watering spot is be- 1

high-frequency channels for large-

ginning to reform. Prices are con- screen video service. Special sub-

siderably lower in an effort to at- committee of the MPAA’s video
tract a wider clientele and the gyp committee was appointed to pre-

Is definitely on the deeline Within Par® Hie application for filing and
> few years, it’s expected that

i

to formulate whatever briefs are

Saratoga will be geared for a mass ' necessary for presentation at the
trade.

^

‘ FCC hearings.
But despite the increased mim- H was indicated at the meeting

t>fr of spenders expected because that member-companies will also
of lower prices, a general aura of onake similar petitions individually

P^slmlsm pervades among those ®t least, be heard at the hear-
wiw made a killing during the war. i

(Continued on page 55)

-'brit.WMras
EDICT. 10-20% PAY CUTS

** City horsey set. Jersey
1 London, Aug. 2.

ontinued on page 46)
| British Film Producers Assn, is

EDICT. 10-20% PAY CUTS
** City horsey set. Jersey

1 London, Aug. 2.

ontinued on page 46) British Film Producers Assn, is

Tn/f I expected to announce tomorrow
I Y t 52,000% Impact tWed.) a. sweeping 10%-20% slash

Philadelphia Aug 2 'on all salaries in British produc-

asSt^ct-
^®»*tains. which marfe an tion except for those covered by

:!I?“‘*hing click with a television union pacts. Stars under^individ-

l«st year, is back for a ual contract may h^ve to be

« 13-week series of renegotiated. The 20% slash will

nJ^^mute spot film announce- be on the bigger salaries. This

ing A
* for WFIL-TV, starl- Plan is effective Oct. 1.

ed "^bey will be insert- Axing of paychecks Is another
j^ursday at 7.28 p.m. desperate effort by the British film

Tv»,
brm blocked up one of industry to down negative costs to

^II success stories using ' the point where production can

fo advertise again operate at a profit. It fol-

'

delDhia
Curtains in the Phlla- 1 lows a recent speech by J. Arthur

month* *r^*' ® period of eight ' Rank, country’s top producer, about

•liowerf. '^*jJ®o’s wholesale sales one month ago which declared that

lb® 52,000% increase over salaries .were too high and de-
ous eight-month period. manded some action.

By BERT BRILLER
|

A new pattern in television pro-
gramming has been devised, aimed
at taking the networks off the
financial hook and setting up a
bargain counter for sponsors to
shop for ‘‘ready to air” packages
that can fit any taste and purse.
ABC-TV has taken the initiative

in developing the brand new tech-
nique—building a backlog of some
20 new shows, cutting kinescopes
and keeping them on ice until a
sponsor picks up the tab. Talent
involved includes Joe Brown,
Edward Everett Horton, Kate
Smith, Fannie Brice, Cab Cal-
loway, Wendy Barrie, Boris Karloff,

Arthur Shields and B'red Robbins.
‘‘Putting on a ibries as a sus-

tainer can pour a lot of dough
4lown the drain,” explained
Charles “Bud” Barry, ABC’s tele

veepee. ‘‘On a single sustainer we
could spend $4,000 per broadcast
for 13 weeks. Which makes it

pretty expensive to compete with
other webs’ commercials, show for

show. Instead, we’d rather pay
$6,000 for a good kine audition and
keep the film making the rounds
until we get a backer. Between
now and Sept. 1 we expect to

spend only” $50,000, but we’ll have
prints on some 20 stanzas.”

ABC-TV, like its AM operation.

(Continued on page 53)

N. Y. Cops Ain’t So

Easy on ‘Arthur’

While the networks have ap-

proved “Take It Easy. Arthur,”

the vice squad of the New Vork
Police Dept, has contrary views on
the song’s acceptability. Acting on
a complaint filed by the Society for

the Suppression of Vice, the cops

recently staged a raid at the Whirl-

ing Disc, midtown N. Y. record

shop, and confiscated some 75 plat-

ters of “Arthur” on the Regent la-

bel.

Following purchase of a Regent
disk, waxed by Johnny Dee with

Randi Richards vocaling, the of-

i

ficers handed store manager Ben
Rubenstein a summons, returnable

in magistrate’s court Aug. 18, and
' removed the store’s stock of the al-

legedly offending record. Accord-

ing to Gladys Shelley. “Arthur’s”

writer, the Regent version uses the

standard lyrics with the exception

of a riff on the trombone In lieu

of the punch line at the end of the

first chorus.

Godfrey-WB Talking Deal
Arthur Godfrey and Warners

are talking a picture deal, with the

possibility that the CBS star would

take time off from his radio and
television activities to make one

film a year on the Coast. Discus-

sions are still in the preliminary

stages, with nothing finalized.

Deal, if it goes through, would
1

be patterned after that set by WB
with Milton Berle. ’ Latter has a

i
one-picture with options.

1

Hope Trying to Get Bing
To Tour Parks With Him

Minneapolis, Aug. 2

When here for the Aquatennial
last week. Bob Hope said he was
trying to get Bing Crosby to join
him in a two-man tour of the ball

i parks and arenas which he (Hope)

,

had found singularly successful

i

when doing a single. Comic last
j

I

season grossed $500,000 which .goes
'

I into Hope Enterprises as a revolv-

I

ing fund to finance his independ-
,

eyt pictures for Paramount under
the “outside” pic-per-year deal
he enjoys.

Crosby has a similar privilege
and Hope feels that the Groaner

'

could likewise realize self-financ-

i
ing for film reinvestment although

i Crosby Enterpri.ses, of course, has
several other ventures doing nicely
as it is.

‘Variety VS. ^G
Must Go to Trial

Los Angeles. Aug. 2.

Suit brought by Variety and
Daily Variety against^the Screen

'

Writers Guild for conspiratT and
restraint of trade will proceed 10"

trial within the next two or three
months as result of rulings made
again.st the SWG by Federal Judge
Pierson Hall here last Wedne.sday
(27). Judge Hall denied the ,

I

SWG’s motion to dismiss the ac-

tion, which was launched by the
trade papers under provisions of

the Sherman and Clayton anti-

j

trust acts.

; Variety and Daily Variety

I

complaint, filed originally in local

I

Federal Court on April 12, alleged

:

that a conspiracy began in 1940

I

when the SWG put into effect a
' resolution barring its members
;

from advertising in any and all
[

trade papers. Attorneys for the
I Guild had sought to have the

i

(Continued on page 55)
I

ALLEN AIN’T KIDDIN’
'

ON RADIO LAYOFF
Apparently Fred Allen wasn’t

kidding w'hcn he proclaimed that
he was laying off radio next sea.son.

at least on a regular weekly diet

basis. For Allen’s rest cure plans
take him far into the fall, without
jso much as a guest shot in sight.

I

The comedian is due to return
to N. Y. from Cape Cod next week.
He then goes to Spring Lake. N. J..

for a month and, then on to the
Coa.st with his wife, Portland Hoffa,
to spend some time with the James
Masons. I

Allen is under contract to NBC
for both radio and video, but the

I

’49-’50 season may find him only
(doing an occasional guest shot. i

Three major recording com-
panies—RCA-Victor, Columbia and
Decea—which in recent week.s de-
buted low-priced disk lines (49c)

separate and apart from the high-
er-priced series, are finding them-
selves in an enviable position
insofar as the purchase of talent
for the new disks is concerned.

All three companies have been
bombarded by agencies and indi-
viduals with offers to supply sing-
ers and orchestras of all types at
“ridiculous” prices. In return they
seek any sort of term contract that
will give an artist a crack at the
tremendously valuable personal
exploitation it’s possible to achieve
from a hit recording.
There haven't been such oppor-

tunities in the recording field for
new talent in the history of the
disk industry, with all three com-
panies going to work almo.st at
once on new labels. All of the
manufacturers involved are re-
issuing recordings by top names on
the new labels, to stabilize and aid
their effect on the market. At
least one, Columbia, is transferring
some names of varying b.o. de-
grees from higher-prided disks to
the lower ones, but each will use
a fair amount of new talent. They
must, since the low pricing of the
disks precludes the possibility of
using expensive names, who de-

(Continued on page 55)

Berle’s $10,000, $11,500

And $13,000 for Next 3

Years on TV from Texaco
Milton Berle and Texaco have

ritpacted for three more years via
the Kudner ad agency for his “Tex-
aco Star Theatre.” Figure is sub-
.stantially higher than his last
year’s take from both TV and AM.
New contract, calling for 39 weeks
a year on NBC-TV for the Texas
('o., gives the comedian $10,000 for
the 1949-50 season. $11,500 for the
succeeding year and $13,000 in
1951-52. There will be no radio
show on Wednesday as last year,
ju.st the Tuesday night video show.
Kudner, now one of the top agen-

ries in TV, plans an immediate ex-
pansion of its radio-TV activities
and has moved N.Y. homeoffice
headquarters from Radio City to
an entire floor in an office building
on 5th avenue. In addition, A1 Reb-
ling, who has been business man-
ager of the NBC video department,
moves over to Kudner in the same
capacity. He’ll be accompanied by
his a.ssistant from NBC, John Mar-
sich.

Last year Berle realized $4,000
a week for both AM and TV Shows.
Deal will give him only 13 weeks
a year for film work, same as the
time he is now taking to work on
his first picture at Warners, the
upcoming “Always Keep ’Em
l.aughing.” TV show will continue
to be produced by Berle in associa-
tion with NBC, Kudner and the
William Morris office.
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Stratford Bard Season SRO for 24-Wk.

Run.No Matter What Play or Players

*
-

'-r-
'I

^ ^

By ALAN SCHNEIDER

Stratford-on-Avon, July 14.

With Tyrone Guthrie’s produc-
tion of “Henry VI H” premiering
Friday (15), Stratford’s Shake-
speare Memorial theatre now has i

Its full repertory for the 1949
Festival and 90th season, which is

running from April 16 to Oct. 1.

A visitor now gets the full Impact
'

of this year’s pilgrimage to Mecca- i

on-Avon.
|

Not a visitor in a trainload who
doesn’t try to land a couple of ;

tickets. Seats are as scarce as
;

hotel rooms. It gives the Stratford
playhouse the uniciue distinction of
being able to sell out for most of
Its 'six-month festival season re-

,

gardless of merits either of plays '

or players. Judging by current
and advance sales, number of

'

worshippers—sorry, customers—at
|

the 1949 Festival should come close
'

to last year’s high of over 272,000,
an average of about 10,000 weekly.

With top prices for orchestra
seats being $2.10, mezzanine aver-
aging $1.50, and all balcony seats
50c, daily gross comes to just over
$1,545 (for total of 1,168 seats and
90 standees); weekly total, $12,000
(eight or nine performances), and
possible season’s intake—24 weeks—more than $300,000. Last week’s
gross for the 28-week season was
$336,864, not counting concessions
and food. Nothing exactly colossal
by Broadway standards, but over
here it isn’t hay—especially not
With lots of dollar bills in the pile.

Besides sporting the air of a na-
tional event and drawing on Shake-
speare fans the whole world over,
the annual Festival—18th since the
new theatre opened in 1932—packs
couple of other b.o. punches. Lo-
cation in heart of picturesque and
historic Warwickshire on banks of
Shakespeare’s Avon is ideal.

Theatre building is large, mod-
ern, comparatively well-equipped.
There’s a comfortable restaurant,
three bars, and variety of light re-
freshments—in a country where
food and drink are considered as
necessary to theatregoing as pro-
grams. Plus ticket prices that,
especially for American visitors,

are more than reasonable. No
wonder Stratford audiences seem
as cosmopolitan as any in the
Strand or 4.5th Street, as festive as
a summer theatre crowd at West-
port or New Hope. And as
crow'ded with Americans as a Sat-
urday morning at the American
Express In Paris.

'This year’s repertory, six plays
Instead of the usual seven or eight,
consists of "Macbeth,” "Othello,”
“Much Ado About Nothing,” "Cym-
beline,” "A Midsummer Night’s
Dream” and “Henry VIII.” With
each production pretty well selling
out, it’s difficult to tell which is

most popular. On basis of advance
requests, “Macbeth” and “Much
Ado” rank even as top draws, with
“Henry” expected to be a strong
competitor from now on.

Part of credit must go to 35-
year-old actor-director Anthony
Quayle, now in his first year as
head man. A former Old Vic
stalwart, Quayle directed ‘^lac-
beth,” and plays Benedick in
*‘Much Ado” as well as the title

role in “Henry Vlll.” With -his
new general manager. George
Hume, he is responsible for artistic

policy, administration, and finances
to a 17-man Executive Council and
Board of Governors made up of
nearly 100 local and national
flgurcs. (Such prominent Ameri-
cans as Myron C. Taylor and, until

his death, Charles Evans Hughes,
have been Board members.)
Board meets annually for account-
ing of previous year; Friday’s meet-
ing (15) was the 74th annual ses-
sion without break.

Tearle-Wynyard Leads
Almost every leading player a^

director in the English theatre,
with a few notable exceptions like
Laurence Olivier and Ralph Rich-
ardson, has taken his turn at Strat-
ford. Present company of 44 is

headed by Godfrey 'Tearle and
Diana Wynyard. Also starred is

j

Leon Quartermaine, . one of this
country’s leading featured players.
Remainder of company is youthful,
varied, fairly experienced in Shake-
speare but barren of strong per-
sonalities or star potential,

i
Directors include, besides

> Guthrie and Quayle, a much-
heralded newcomer, Michael Ben-
thall, and two oldtimers, John
Gielgud and Tearle, who directed

;

himself in “Othello.”

1

“Macbeth,” as staged by theatre
director Quayle, is definitely the
most interesting as well as the most

i popular offering. Production is

chockfull of barbaric pageantry.
Miss Wynyard, miscast in most of

I

the other productions, hits her
stride as Lady Macbeth here. In

I

“Much Ado About Nothing,” John
i

{ Gielgud’s delicate treatment as a
bit of Shakespearean fluff still man-

|

I

ages to be amusing enough for the
j

;

most part. “Cymbeltne” gets a
combination of melodramatic and
romantic treatment that succeeds '

I
in pulling it off as a kind of Eliza-

|

i bethan soap opera.
j

j

In “Othello,” Tearle plays the ;

,

name role with much ranting and
i
raving, and the lago role is com-

i pletely subordinated to it. “A Mid-
,

summer Night’s Dream” is an over-
|

I

literal picture version.
j

I Individual designers and com-l
posers are hired for each produc-

j

tion, all scenery and costumes com-

'

ing directly from theatre’s own
workshops. Permanent staff in-

!
eludes company manager, produc-

!

tion manager, three stage mana-
gers and three assistants, three
electricians, and stage crew of 10.

I

There is no orchestra, musical ef-

fects (with which each production

j

abounds) being recorded and

^

played through an elaborate loud-

I

speaker system. Stage crew is evi-

dently well-paid—though strictly

non-union—and works whenever
and at whatever is necessary, most-
ly striking set and lights im-

( Continued on page 53)

Palladium’s Int’l Bill

London, Aug. 2.

j

Frances Langford and Jon Hall
earned another familiar rave re-

ception at their Palladium opening
while Carl Brisson, in a nostalgic

I

mood, made London welcome his

return.
First rate international bill with

comedienne Cass Daley and fire-

eater Chaz Chase also scored
strongly.

PARIS STRIKE’S SNAFU
Paris, Aug. 2.

Week’s postponement of some
couturiers’ fashion shows, because
of seamstresses’ strike, has
wreaked hardships on visiting buy-
ers.

Setbacks have snafued travel

and hotel accommodations.

373rd WEEK I

3,802 Performances
All-time long run record In the

legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY’S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949”

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

And now In world-wide release

“BILL AND COO”
Ken Murray’e

Academy Award Film

« 9
>

No Prospect Of

20% Repeal
Washington, Aug. 2.

,

Rep. John McCormack, of Massa-
i

chusetts, majority leader of the
House, emerged from a session !

with President Truman, vice-
j

president Barkley and others
yesterday d) to declare he saw no
prospect of repealing any wartime
excises this year. This would
seem to answer the question of

,

whether the 20% admissions tax
j

will be cut back to 10%.
Despite numerous efforts In

|

Congress to obtain a reduction, it

'

is clear that the Administration

I

will not approve such a reduction
!
in 1949.

SubMcriptlon Order Form
Enclosed find check for $

Please Send VARIETY for
One Year
Two Years

il’U'H.-.v ('tint .N'kiii«>

.Sired

Cily /one State

.

Regular Subscription Rotes

One Year—$10.00 Two Years—$1t.00

Canoda and Foreign—$1 Additionol per Yeor

P^KIEfr Ine.

154 WMt 45th Sh eaf New Yorh 1«. N. Y.

' Korda Already Owns Fix

Rights to Novel Being

Musicalized for B’way
Sir Alexander Korda’s refusal to

j

relinquish seften rights to “Cry,

j

the Beloved Country” in return for
a piece of the forthcoming Broad-
way legit production has resulted
in a hassle with Maxwell Anderson
and Kurt Weill. Anderson and

I

Weill, who made the musical
adaptation for Broadway of the Alan
Paton novel, have threatened to
change the title to “Lost in the
Stars” to deprive Korda of any
benefits the original label might
give to his picture in its American
release.

I

Korda acquired screen rights to
the novel before Anderson and
Weill got the legit privileges. He
has readied a script and will have
his brother. Zoltan, produce it in

South Africa, where the yarn is lo-

caled, next spring. Zoltan left New
York Saturday (30) for the assign-
ment and for another in England,
Anderson and Weill reportedly

found added difficulty in getting

j

backers for the musical without

I

owning the film rights. They
wanted Korda to toss them in the
pot for a piece of the legiter. He’d
then profit if an American company
decided to buy them.

British producer nixed the Idea,
however. He offered to delay film-
ing for one year to avoid possible
screen competition with the live

I

version, but no agreement was
reached. It was then that Ander-
.son and Weill and Harold Freed-
man. of the Rmndt & Brandt
agency, in negotiations with Morris
Helprin, .American v.p. of Korda’s
London Film Productions, threat-
ened the title switch so that the
film wouldn’t benefit from the
Broadway buildup. Rouben Ma-
moulian will stage the musical.

I

Another Actress Into

' Are Kahn*s Family?
Paris. Aug. 2.

Ethery Pagava. 16-year-old solo-
ist with the Marquis de Cuevas’
Grand Ballet de Monte Carlo, is

reported engaged to 17-year-oId
Sadruddin Khan, second son of
Aga Khan, with marriage due
shortly. Rita Hayworth recently
married Sadruddin’s older brother,
Aly.

i
The Aga -Khan is a noted bal-

Ictbmane and ballet angcL

Shaw Nixes Home Hate
^

Dublin, Aug. 2.
'

George Bernard Shaw, who was
93 last week, nixed the plan to un-
veil a plaque on the house whefe
he was bom—33 Synge Street,
Dublin—by a last-minute letter

to the project’s sponsor, Patrick
O’Reilly, chairman of the GBS
branch, Irish Labor Party.

Plaque is already up and cov-
ered with a veil, but Shaw wrote
that he had everything that money
could buy and wanted no cere-

mony to honor him. All he wanted
,

was the prayers of his Irish friends.

O’Reilly says,' “The unveiling
ceremony is not cancelled, only
postponed.”

Lawrence, Aaderson May

Do Plays Down Under Next

Summer for Williamsons
Possibility of both Gertrude

Lawrence and Judith Anderson
,

playing Australia next summer i

looms strongly, both doing plays
I

under banner of J. C. Williamson
Theatres. Harald A. Bow’den, a

director of the Aussie firm, ar-

rived in N. Y, last week from Lon-
don, where he talked with Miss .

Lawrence. Latter is due in the
(

U. S. shortly for a rest, after a

busy London season. A British
'

election may snarl her plans for

doing a Noel Coward play in Lon- ,

don next winter.
j

Bowden will talk with Miss Law- i

rence on the Aussie matter when
j

she arrives here. He’s been in

touch with Miss Anderson about '

doing a repertoire of two plays in

Aussie next slimmer on a limited
16-week tour, one play to be
“Medea.” Bowden will be on the
Coast end of August and confer i

with Miss Anderson in person.
|

Meantime, he lined up a series
'

of attractions in London for Down
,

Under. He completed arrange-

1

ments with Dan O’Connor to pre^
sent the Stratford-on-Avon Play^
ers in Melbourne, starting Oct. 17. '

Troupe, headed by Diana Wynyard
and Anthony Quayle, will do 15
weeks in Aussie and New Zealand. <

A Gilbert ii Sullivan troupe will
follow the Bard group, consisting

I

of Savoy theatre principals such as
Ivan Menzies, Helen Roberts, Mar- I

jorie Eyre, Richard Walker, Leslie
i

Rand and John Deane. 'They’ve
sung with D’Oyly Carte in the i

U. S.

The famous Black Watch Regi-
ment Band is going to Africa next
Easter and will visit Australia
thereafter. Leslie Henson and
Vera Pearce are practically set for
an Aussie tour.

Bowden will be in N. Y. for
j

about four weeks, and will be
j

negotiating for several theatrical
properties for Down Under. One*

I

is “A Streetcar Named Desire.”
[

“Harvey” has already been pacted, i

but with no lead set. There’s
possibility a U. S. pix star will do
it for Williamson. “Harvey” is

scheduled for Melbourne next
February, to follow “Edward, My
Son.”

J

Wilde’s Indie Based On
I

'Sicilian Robin Hood’
Cornel Wilde, now rehearsing

for a summer theatre appearance at
Westport, Conn., disclosed last ^

week that he recently reached an I

agreement to appear in a film to
|

be shot in Sicily next spring. It’s i

the blog of Juliano, the "Sicilian
Robin Hood” bandit who was re-
cently storied in Life mag. Wilde
made the deal in Paris with French
producer Raul Levy, Anthony De

j

Sica, Italian director, and Mike
Stem, who wrote the Life piece. I

De Sica and Stern are now prep-
ping the screenplay. Wilde has
signed no pact as yet, waiting to
see the script, but thinks it will

'

turn out okay. He has a new deal
at 20th-Fox now for one pic a year

i

and so anticipates no difficulty in
finding time to make the Sicilian
film.

Wilde Is now rehearsing In
“Western Wind,” Which opens at
Westport next Monday (8). It may
come into New York later in the
year under Theatre Guild sponsor-

,

ship. His wife, Patricia Knight, is

also In it and will be in the Sicilian I

film. Miss Knight has also tenta-
tively made a commitment to ap-

|

pear In a film in France with Jean
Cabin in the spring. They recently
returned from Switzerland where
they appeared In a Lazar Wechslef ;

film, “Winter Comedy.”
j
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$872,01)0.1)00

* ’48 Pic Salaries
‘

Washington. Aug. 2
5 Film industry last year contiih.

uted $872,000,000 to the overaU
,

national income, according to a’ survey just released by the U S
~ Department of Commerce. The oix
' income was $245,000,000 short of
J the record-breaker made in 194e
“

1

and was, in fact, the lowest since
1944. In 1944 the figure wai

I
$871,000,000.

^
^ Commerce also set up a classl-

fication of “amusement and recrea-
tion, except motion pictures” which
did not, however, include televi-
sion and radio. Income of thii
“other recreation” was $835,000-

[
000, a new record $115,000 above
the previous peak in 1946.

J
Radio and television broadcast-

* ing, listed as “communications”
i rather than amusement, had an
1

,

income of $251,000,000, a $22,000.-

p
I

000 gain over the 1947 record,
s

I

In 1948, the film industry paid
\ out $664,000,000 in waees and
I salaries, contrasted with $574,000.-
- 000 for all other amusements and
- recreations, and $183,000,000 for

s . radio and television,

;
I

Corporate net before taxes of

i pictures in 1948 was $124,000,000,
1 ' out of which $49,000 000 was paid
: in Federal taxes. The dividend

; distribution was a fat $74,000,000.

j

This left only $1,000,000 to go into

.
,

the reserves.

J
i

The other amusements paid

I
$48,000,000 taxes on a corporate

t
' net of $112,000,000. and distributed

J
$23,000,000 in dividends.

I
Radio-television netted $62,000.-

. 000 before taxes. It paid out $25.-

i 000.000 taxes and $12,000,000 in

*
I

dividends.
The motion picture industrv had

.
' 248.000 employees last year. Their

’ earftings averaged $2,964, a slight

' decline from the record of $3,031

j

made in 1947.

ii| Although other amusements had
‘

1

302,000 full and part-time' work-

j

ers, their salaries and wages ave^

aged $2,343, an alltime peak for

I

this group. Radio and television .

made a new record with 51,000

'
I

employees. They earned an aver-

*
' age of $3,195, highest in the amuse-

*
;

ment field and the highest ever

i recorded in radio.
a

.

I Murphy’s Death Seen

As Ending Hopes Of

;

H’wood 'Unfriendly 10’

Washington, Aug. 2.

Death of Supreme Court Justice

. Frank Murphy and the selection

J j

of Attorney General Tom C. Clark

i ' to succeed him may end hopes of

,, Hollywood’s “unfriendly 10” to

'» beat the rap on their contempt-of-

. Congress conviction.

: !
Two of the 10, Dalton Trumbo

’ and John Howard Lawson, were

, convicted and their convictions

4 have been upheld by the U. S.

court of appeals here. The other

. eight earlier agreed to abide by

the results of these two cases.

Recently, In the Cristophel case,

the Supreme Court ruled that he

was not guilty in a similar situa-

f
tion, because there was no quorum

present of the Congressional Com-

I mittee which questioned him. »

' w’as generally admitted here th«

^ the Supreme Court would pro^

^
! ably rule the same way when tn*

*
!
Trumbo and Lawson appe***

*
i reached the High Court.

*
j

But it was a 5 to 4 ruling in the

*
,

Cristophel case—and one of the

*
;
majority 5 was Justice Murphy*

* So this is the way it looks now w

*
; Washington observers: .

- I Clark will doubtless disquawy

- himself in the case since he wa (

' the Attorney General under
- the conviction was obtained. Th

s other justices will probably

> the same positions they lo®*

1 ' time—resulting in a 4 to 4 div

1 sion.
r

I

And a 4 to 4 split docs not rr

1 verse a low’er court decision.

t ft was last Thursday *28 ) th

President Truman announced

1 had offered the Supreme Loun

t vacancy to Clark and the Attorn

y Generalship to Senator J. HoW

e McGrath, of Rhode Island,

-

1

man of the Democratic Nati

s Committee.
,

1
j

Clark would -doubtle.*:.*: hlso

- qualify himself from any fu^
-

I

appeahs in the big

1 anti-trust case and in the Cres
j

y case. The Attorney Ue"®*

e argued the Big Five en.-^e

r fuHv before the Supremefully before the Supi

last year.
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DIVORCE TO BREED BETTER PK?
Hay Delay Film Fest Unt3 1950;

Also Switch to Area Preem Idea

All-industry film festival, if and

when it takes place, may not come

off before some time in 1950. That

was generally agreed by industry-

ites this week following decision

at Monday’s (1) meeting of film

execs in New York to withhold fur-

ther consideration of Gael Sulli-

van’s festival plan until the over-

all industry public relations ses-

sions take place in Chicago at the

end of this month.
Rather than a concentrated na-

tional splurge of 20 top pix during

the month of October, as proposed

by the Theatre Owners of America
executive director, the festival is

seen taking the shape of regional

saturation premieres of groups of

illms. And instead of the festival

lasting one month, it will probably
run for at least two months.
The doubling of the length of

the event may dampen some of the
excitement that would be engen-
dered by a flock of top product be-
ing concentrated into one 30-day
binge, but well may be the big
sturdy factor in the whole festival

Idea inasmuch as it goes a long
way toward solving the clearance
problem. Since a great many the-

|

atres already play product less than
60 days after first run, it removes
the necessity for curtailing clear-
ances—a principal factor in damp-
ing enthusiasm for the original
scheme.

May Delay '49

Making the festival 60 days may
also mean its elimination as a pos-
sibility for 1949. Since it won’t
even be discussed until the Chi-
cago sessions Aug. 30-31, it appears
impossible that adequate planning
and promotion can be done to get
started Oct. 1, the original date.
Most execs feel that even two

(Continued on page 18)

Agency Biz Up
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Motion picture talent agents re-

ported an increase of about 10%
in business during the month of
July, largely the result of in-

creased shooting and prepping of
films on the lots.

General opinion is that business
will increase another 10% during
the next three months, but one
prominent agent reported that
profits for the next year at least

would be 50% off war years.

Raiboum to England

On Mission to Invest

Par’s Frozen £500,000
Paul Raiboum, Paramount vee-

pee and fiscal expert, is heading
for Britain the latter part of Au-
gu.st. Reportedly, Raiboura’s pres-
ent in England is required to su-
pervise current Paramount maneu-
vers to invest its frozen pounds.
Par is one of the few majors which
has yet to put its iced British coin
to work either in the form of pro-
duction in England or otherwise.
Problem is growing pressing, it

Is said, because Par has now ac-
wmulated some 500,000 pounds
($2,000,000) which cannot be re-
mitted because of the Anglo-Ameri-
can pact limitations. Hence, the
company recently has been eyeing
the possibilities of investing the
money in Britain in properties
other than theatres or films.

"’fil not embark in a British
production program to use the
rozen cash, it is understood. Bar-

company prez, is op-
P sed to any such program because

s convinced that the problems
filmmaking and the

th» o
of dollars makesthe solution impracticable,

City Investing’s Dowling
Calls It ‘Tolerance Sq.’

Inve^tfiH prez of City

the AbI**’
‘^^'^’Psny which operates

Pointino ^ Victoria theatres, is

ing
deluxers are each play-

I>owIinff"h
Negro question.

to that the 45th

dubbed t^’^^^'tront is being

cause nf Square” be-

of the
,^®'t>ooking of ‘‘Home

ties.” "Lost Bounda-

"is
Dowling writes,

profulM®*^
^ concerned with the
operations of all its

I am *ticludlng its theatres.

•tockhA?5'^^**"’
tiowever, that its

I snij
tts officers, get

wheJ gratification

•Iso
profitable operations

•tructive ^**ciive social purpose.’*

See John C. Woolf

Exiting Ranh Org
London, Aug. 2.

John C. Woolf will resign within
the next few weeks from his top
spot as co-managing director of

J. Arthur Rank’s General Film Di.s-

tributors, according to reports here.
Following his ankling of the com-
pany and all other Rank connec-
tions, it is said that E .T. (Teddy)
Carr, who shares supervision of
GFD with Woolf, will take over as
sole managing director.
Woolf is reported about to enter

a syndicate of American, British
and French investors into film pro-
duction on the Continent. Woolf’s
resignation, it is said, will result
from differences with other Rank
officials, particularly John Davis,
Rank’s chief aide.

Woolf recently sold his interest
in GFD to Rank, it has been learn-
ed. He acquired a substantial slice

of the company through his father,
the late C. M. Woolf who was co-
founder of the outfit. GFD is

Rank’s chief distribution outlet,
handling all the British producer’s
product in England,

i Woolf was not available for con-
firmation. Understood his contract
with Rank has four years to run
and that a settlement will be ar-

rived at to pay him for half that
period.

Odium’s 'How Come’ Queries Confront

BIG STORY BUYS
^

Rather than the loss to major
producers of their theatre circuits

meaning a reduction in picture

budgets or quality, indications are
that strenuous efforts are being
made to hypo the earning power of

product, if possible. New situa-

tion created by divorcement re-

moves the cushion of a guaranteed
minimum income for any picture
from a company’s own theatres.

Thus the studios feel it is neces-
sary to boost quality to best meet
the new competitive circumstances,
at least in this stage of the game.
While circuit operator Ted Gam-

ble, board chairman of Theatre
Owners of America, stated before a

|

group of pub-ad execs in New
j

York under 20th-Fox auspices last
j

week, that a great danger exists of
j

divorcement, meaning a lowering i

of quality, early indications at the
|

studios do not hint that. It’s not !

possible, of course, to tell yet on
;

any large scale whgt the produc- ,

tion pattern will be under divorce-
ment. I

New thinking is most clearly re-

flected at Paramount, which, along
with RKO, is closest to the actual-
ity of divorcement. It is under-
stood to have figured largely in

Par’s decision of a few weeks ago
to buy the costly screen rights to

“Detective Story,” Sidney Kings-
ley’s smash Broadway legiter,

after having sworn off these ex-
(Continued on page 20)

How It Sets Up
If the Matty Fox-Stanley

Meyer-Cliff Work offer of $6
per share for Howard Hughes
holdings in the RKO circuit

goes through. Fox will become
the board chairman of the new
RKO theatre company formed
after the purchase. Meyer, it

is reported, is slated as presi-

dent of the chain while Work
will hold an exec veepee slot

with offices on the Coast to

supervise the RKO theatres in

the west.
Fox is Universal prexy

Nate Blumberg’s brother-in-

law; Meyer is his son-in-law,

but there is no U connection
in this dicker. Work, who was
executive head of U produc-
tion until the Leo Spitz-Bill

Goetz (International Pictures)
merger, has always been inti-

mate with his former a.ssoci-

ates. Fox was executive veepee
of U until the UI merger.

Exhibs Irked By

‘Cycles’ Wave

Bid by Stanley Meyer and asso-

ciates of $5,574,120 for Howard
Hughes’ controlling Interest in tho
RKO circuit of about 100 theatres,

has become the storm center of a
series of recriminations and coun-
tercharges by Interested parties.

As a result, the controversy may
be heading for the courts for ulti-

mate decision as to who gets th«
big affiliated chain.
With the smoke of promised le-

gal battle still obscuring some of
the details, three main combatants
are emerging while other interests

continue active in seeking to take
over the Hughes stock. Trio are
the Meyer-Matty Fox-Cliff Work
combine: Floyd B. Odium, head of
Atlas Corp., who holds an option
to meet any rival offer; and Mal-
colm Kingsberg, RKO circuit chief
and an active bidder on his own.
Meyer’s offer, which would have

expired early this week, is .said to
be extended with Hughes inclined
to accept. Participants, however,
are playing cozy on the exact date
that the proffer must be accepted
or nixed by Hughes. In the mean-
time, Kingsberg reportedly made
a slightly better offer which has
expired without being picked up
by Hughes.
On the heels of the Meyer offer.

Odium has despatched a letter to
Hughes demanding answers on s

(Continued on page 22)

D.C. House Books ’Brave’

But Nixes Negro Faus;

One of the biggest squawks now
being voiced by circuit ops is

that their theatres are being de-
i luged by an unbroken string of

j

“cycle” pix. The sudden bunch-

j

ing of the same type of films in

I successive series, it is claimed, is

i snarling booking problems in a

Damages ‘Excessive/

Judge Orders New Trial

lu ‘Expendable’ Pic Suit

St. Louis, Aug. 2.

W. C. FIELDS REISSUES

BOOMED BY SEP BIOG
public’s rediscovery of the comic

talents of the late W. C. Fields,

I

now waxing into a new Fields fad,

I

is dumping unexpected coin into

Universal and Realart Pictures, re-

I

issue outfit which owns releasing
: rights to four Fields pix.

{

Films languished on Realart’s

shelves for the past few years be-

I

fore a series of eight articles on
I the comedian by Robert Lewis Tay-
lor. titled “W. C. Fields, Rowdy

I King of Comedy.” hit the Saturday
Evening Post, May 1, and started

,

the ball rolling. Same material is

being used by Doubleday in a biog
which comes out Oct. 1. Reader’s
Digest has bought the reprint

rights.

Subject of Fields has also been
plugged in reams of free articles

appearing in a number of news-
papers and other mags.

Indicating the fast climb in the

pull of these pix, Realart reissued

Fields’ “My Little Chickadee” with

“Crazy House” (Olsen & Johnson),

one year ago but the package prov-

(Continued on page 55)

Rinfnril Okiivc Pir Tnn number of towns throughout
1 in ordering a new trial in which

UlUlUlU vnajd I lUU the country. Bookers are finding damages totaling $290,000 were
Washington, Aug. 2. the going tough in an effort to

^
assessed against Loew’s, Inc., for

Translux theatre, which has space out films so that a healthy i actual and punitive damages to
booked “Home of the Brave” for change of pace is maintained.

|
jvips. Beulah Greenwalt Walcher,

an indefinite run, may have stuck Wave of cycles, it is said, is hit-
|

the army nurse who became famous
its neck in a buzzsaw.

i

ting business in many out-of-town as “Peggy” in the book “They
Although the film condemns

|

situations. While the first, second Were Expendable” and from which
discrimination against Negroes, i

and even third film of the same Mgtro pic was made. Federal
Translux follows the town’s policy genre can rack up respectable Judge George H, Moore la.st week
of refusing to sell tickets to Ne- grosses, the law of diminishing re-

: said the verdict was excessive,
groes—and will not sell them even turns starts working with the

for the run of “Home of the fourth and fifth.

Brave.” The anomaly has been i Present prime instance of the

pointed out in “letters to the edi- cycle epidemic is the fact that six

tor” in local newspapers. In addi- musicals, released by majors, are

tion, the Translux has been picket- being made available to the cir-

ed by an organization handing out cults within the next four-five

throwaways commending the the- weeks. These offerings are “Look
atre for screening the film, but ! for the Silver Lining” and “It’s A
calling upon it to practice what its ' Great Feeling” (Warner Bros.);

screen preaches. Thus far, there ' “You’re My Everything” (20th-

(Continued on page 22) ^ (Continued on page 20)

In granting a motion for a new
(Continued on page 22)

National Boxoffice Survey
Weather Break Sees Musicals Pacing Field With

‘Lining* Big Topper—‘Everything’ Second

Columbia Increases

Producing Personnel
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Columbia’s producer roster has

been strengthened in recent weeks
by five term contracts and one
single-picture deal.

Five contractees include Hunt
I Stromberg, Jerry Bresler, Marshall

Grant, Richard Berger and Nat
Perrin. Lionel Houser checked in

on a one-picture agreement and is

I

reported negotiating to remain

longer.

Break in prolonged heat wave

during the last seven days is spell-

ing better business in many key

cities covered by Variety this

week. Entire area from middle-

west to Atlantic Seaboard shared

in this favorable weather break

although it did not hit such cities

as N. Y. and Philadelphia until too

late to bolster last weekend grosses

much.

Public currently is going for

musicals and lighter fare, with

“Watch for Silver Lining” (WB)
way out in front with nearly

$370,000 in some 14 key cities. Ex-

hibitors report trade ranging from
good to big or stout. Also in the

same vein is “You’re My Every-

thing” (20th), second place win-

ner, but the Dan Dailey-Anne Bax-

ter musical is suffering this frame

from dearth of bookings.

I

Third best is “Great Gatsby”
(Par), Alan Ladd’s popularity at-

testing to some nice sessions. “Any
Number Can Play” (M-G) is taking

fourth place coin while “Sorrow-

ful Jones” (Par) again is showing

sustained strength by copping

fifth position,

“House of Strangers” (20th) is

winding up in sixth slot. “Sum-
imertlme” (M-G) will display
1
enough to take over seventh place

while “Not Wanted” (FC) is in

eighth. “Home of Brave” (UA)
and “Red Menace” (Rep) are fin-

ishing ninth and 10th. respectively.

I Best runner-up films are “Foun-
tainhead” (WB), “Lost Bounda-

I ries” (FC). “Stratton Story” (M-G)
and “Dan Patch” (UA).

Standout among the newcomers
are “Come to Stable” (20th), “Yel-
low Ribbon” (RKO) and “Love
Happy” (UA>. “Stable.” opening
in face of record N. Y. heat, is

soaring to smash total, which is

rated sensational in view of condi-
tions. “Ribbon,” also given an
elaborate preem in K. C., to reopen
a new RKO operation there, too,

will hit a terrific total. “Happy”
is doing very strong trade after a

big bally in Detroit.

' Other new entries are not so
good although “Mr. Soft Touch”
(Col.) is okay L. A. jumpoff. “Too
Late for Tears” (UA) continues on
disappointing side.

“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) is re-

peating its New England success
with a giant session in N.Y. despite
torrid weather. Where given cir-

cus bally, this meller has rung up
terrific biz. “Bank Dick”-“Little

. Chickadee,” indie reLssue package.
' is going great guns currently, most-
ly in smaller spots.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

I
Papes 10-11)
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MAJOR CONCLUSION SEEN BY ALL: DECREE

INEVITABLY MEANS UPPED PIX RENTAI^
In one week of speculation onf

the effect of the complete divorce-

ment ordered as an anti-trust

measure by the N. Y. federal court,

a big segment of the film industry

has reached the conclusion that

the court mandate spells higher

picture rentals and bigger dis-

tributor profits. Although the de-

cision is hailed as a sweeping Gov-
ernment victory, there is more
loreboding than jubilation on the

part of indie exhibs—supposed
beneficiaries of the suit. Distrib

execs, for their part, are voicing

quiet if private satisfaction with

the decision.

In all, the reaction bears out the

Initial forecast of Louis (Schwartz
&) Frohlich, attorney for Colum-
bia, that "the old customer is get-

ting it in the neck.” The indie

sees a strong influx of outside,

competing capital. At the same
time, he is far from convinced that

his ancient enemy, the big circuits,

will find their buying power cur-

tailed by the string of anti-trust

ukases.
Highlights

Charting the predictions to date,

they can be broken down as fol-

lows:

further, substantial spread

4-Wall Deals Possible
With the subject of road-

showing pix considerably on
the minds of major distribs,

one peculiarity of the RKO
and Paramount con.sent de-
crees is being studied care-

fully. Legally interpreted,

that proviso; strangely enough,
would permit four-wall deals

next year but not this. Four-
wall deal is so worded that a

distrib rents the theatre from
an exhlb, fixes its own admis-
sion priqe and pays the exhib
a percentage of the take as

rental on the lease.

Both RKO and Par, once
they become pure production-
distribution outfits have no
b.nn against their acquisition

of new houses, either perma-
nently or temporarily. How-
ever, there is a freeze on ex-

pansion' of the circuits and
that ban applies to the parent
org before the splitup. The
separation into two companies
does not take place until the
end of the year.

1. A further, substantial spread r i 1 AAf
of competitive selling of product.

|

l/SlDZl^CrS UlU lUUll

Gets Them U.S. Rights

To Italian-Made ‘Capri

2. Invasion of the exhibition

^eld by new capital enabled to i

buy product on the basis of terms
j

and seating alone regardless of i

who has had the inside track in]

the past.

3. Restoration of distribution to

MPAA’s PHch

On Hollywood
Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-

ica, in a hypoing of its public rela-

tions activities, is sending out a

series of stories to sell "the con-
structive angle” on Hollywood.
Yarns are going to writers, critics

and exhibitors throughout the
country and may be compiled in

pamphlet form for schools in the
fall. Exhibs are being encouraged
to make whatever local use they
can of the stories, including em-
ploying them as material for

speeches.

Initialer was an erudite 11-page
article on "Music in Films.” It

will be followed by others on
"Literature in Film.s,” "Education
in Films,” "How Films Teach His-

tory” and similar themes to give

Hollywood its due as a legitimate

source of culture. Interspersed
with the series and issued as the
second article was an interview
with Joseph I. Breen, MPAA v.p.

in charge of the Production Code
Administration, listing 43 films

"which compare favorably with

.
Ozoners Big Negro Draw

Among the "new” audiences which drive-ins are said to be creat-
ing, one large segment is represented by Negroes. In many sections
of the south where segregation in regular houses is strictly en-
forced, the rule is not applied to the ozoners. Because of this
Negroes flock to the open-air theatres which are attractive de-luxc

'

affairs as compared to the second-rate flickeries generally available
to them. This holds true particularly in Texas.
At the. same time, pixites studying drive-ins believe much of the

ozoner patronage is rather a recaptured old audience than one
which is strictly new. These audiences formerly went to conven-
tional theatres but dropped the habit because of inconvenience or
other reasons. For instance, big part of ozoner patrons are young
married couples with infant children who cannot afford baby-sitting
services. On checkups with drive-in patrons, number of them said
they stopped going to flickeries because they were “embarrassed
by their children crying in the theatre.”
Those surveying the field agree with the estimate of Robert 'Bob)

Wilby, Wilby-Kincey circuit head, that 70% of the audience would
not go to a regular theatre.

StaDing Via an Appeal May Lessen

Theatre Values, bpair TV Tie-ins

150G Plagiarism vs. U
Los Angeles. Aug. 2.

Thomas Burtis, screenwriter,
filed suit for $150,000 against Uni-
versal Pictures in L.A. superior
court, charging plagiarism.

Plaintiff declares Universal
i

the companies’ staff counsels and

)
Continued study of the New

York federal court’s divorcement
decision during the past w eek has
clarified thinking somewh,nt re-

garding the advisability of an ap-
peal, but the que.stion is still in

the air as W'hether the three
majors affected will take such ac-

tion. Many long sessions between

agreed to buy his

Manhattan Masquerade,” in 1938,

and later incorporated the story

^ . . -
I

into its film, “She Wrote the
the best Hollywood has produced Book,” produced in 1945.
in years. 1

^ ^ , _ ,
Breen was quoted as an author-

Edward J. and Harry Lee Dan-
^ Uy since he is "the man who for

ziger. New York producers and
,

the past 15 years has seen prac-
tically all the pictures producedIts former driver’s seat as the big

, ctudio ooerators have ac-
profit-making field in the industry.

American rights to "Pirates
4. Growth in the threat of the

,

television bugaboo since that offers I ^ ^
P Camf recently^ as result

a new market to producers who no u
longer have theatie investments to

producers Victor Pahlen, Rudy a larger percentage of this type of

o Monter and Gregor Rabinovitch picture than has been the case
5. I he folderoo of a lot of mar- . . . . u about .since the termination of the war.’

ginal, oldtime theatres that have ^
Len getting by on the basis “I’m fi^'^^hed and the Dan

in Hollywood, from early script to

finished product. ’’ Breen noted
“that the accent is on farce or
farce-comedy. There seems to be

More on ‘Dirty Linen’

Washing in That ‘Life’

Seminar; Exhih’s Peeve

screenplay, ' outside attorneys will undoubtedly
be held before a decision is

reached.
There is quite a group of legal-

ites who favor continuing the fight

I

against the total divorcement
' order. Their stand is that Warner
I Bros., Loew’s and 20th-Fox are
' much in the position of a man in

the death chamber. He may know
he has very little chance of get-

ting a stay of execution, but he

has nothing to lose and all to gain,

ISO it is worthwhile resorting to

I

every possible avenue of clemency.

I
Those who oppose the appeal

Production side of the film busi-

ness is roundly rapped for its air-

ing soiled linen to public view, via ' claim that that is not the position

the recent Life magazine round- three companies at all. It

had run out of coin when about

m - ^ — - --
I

MPAA flacks have little hope of
.

old customer and you have
j

?ee1"t1.a{’'th"e^w^l^^ave^‘clula‘
i ^

of aU to g^f^^nd n'o^hing’^o S.
Final budget ran up to about effect in planting an aura of Hembusch, National Allied treas by an appeal. There are two im-

$800,000, far beyond expectations, I

class for Hollywood in minds of i
urer. In

protect me
6. Hypo to Little Three distribu-

tion biz since brand new circuits,

once affiliated, are opening to

their product.
7. Shot-in-the-arm for indie pro-

a letter circularized portant considerations in carrying

as result of the producers’ deelsion
' writers »nd critics who are prone

|
among Allied members. Rembusch on aiy longer Mist is

at the last moment to add Louis
; i

d^lares that "production needs to
^ J

' < '

Hayward to the ca.st and to make
Auction for the same reason that ' other changes. Alan Curtis, who
the Little Three is getting a push.

8. Greater volume of production
and more money spent on pix.

Indies Worried
Many of these results are pre-

dicted by Herman Levy, general
counsej for the Theatre Owners of

(Continued on page 23)

Johnston Office Ducks

‘Stromboli’ Tag Dispute

was to have had the principal lead,

took a subordinate role.

First prints were received by the
Danzigers from a New York lab
this week and are being shown dis-

tribs to make a releasing deal.
When the coin comes in, arrange-
ment is for Danzigers to get out
first, then Monter, Pahlen and Ra-
binovitch and then an Italian
nobleman who made a small in-

vestment.

Danzigers now have "Runaway,'

ous side of the film capital shut
out its more valuable assets.

While the preparation of the
Breen list of top films preceded
the announcement by Gael Sulli-

(Continued on page 23)

JAMES MASON’S 2D

WIN OVER DAVID ROSE

real tffetate and the second is the

take a leaf from the book of ex- companies’ desire to get into video
hibition and there would nut be Realty Past Its Peak
such great need for a public rela- On the first point there is preilv

tions campaign for the industry.” .much agreement that with the

As one of the participants in passing of years, theatre proper-

the exhib section of the round-
table, Rembusch asserts, “it was
my observation that the exhibitors
attending that session had one
idea in mind: to protect the in-

dustry from unfavorable comments
appearing in the finished article.

ties are bound to become le.ss

valuable—along with other real

estate and a gradual deiline in

(Continued on page 23)

Previously victorious in having’^' The exhibitors were succes.sful in
;

a N. Y. federal court set aside a . doing just that.”

, .
- .

1946 contract with David E. Rose
j Continuing on that tack. Allied

starring Paul Henreid, in produc- as not valid, actor James Mason
j

states: "Sure, within the
Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-

, tion at the Fox-Movietone studios !
again triumphed last week when

^
p^o-

ica has refused the demand of in New York. Aside from defer-.; the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Charles L. Casanave, exec v.p. of ' ments, the two brothers are ad- sustained the ruling of the lower
Motion Picture Sales Corp., that

,

vancing all the production coin i

court. In an opinion written by
It arbitrate MPSC’s claim to the with no bank participating. Pic Justice Thomas W. Swan, the
title “Stromboli.” MPAA main-

' will be for United Artists release, higher tribunal held that the so-

;

tains that there is nothing ar- as was "Jigsaw.” which they now called agreement was "too incom-iggjgH
bitrable, inasmuch as RKO filed

^
have in distribution. I

plete to constitute a binding con-
i „ . . -is n .

i tr3ct
**

I

K6DiDUscn sp6oinr8lly ^Isnnnicd

Originally Mason sued Rose in

He’s Maiden Voyage Has
I

the first registration of the label

and so was awarded it.

Casanave charged unfairness
last week in MPAA’s granting
priority to RKO, inasmuch as the
outfit’s title registration bureau
was informed in a phone conversa-
tion of MPSC’s interest in it. At
the time of the conversation, how-
ever. MPSC was not a signatory
to MP.4A’s registration scrvic/

By the time it filed the papers

duction and distribution but let an
interloper attempt to a.ssail our
industry and exhibition has sense
enough to keep its mouth shut and

at Joseph Mankiewicz’ “rantings
at the Life magazine roundtable.”
His ire, like other Allied members.

France sailed for Europe Saturday
(30) with a heavy list of show biz
passengers. Among those making

, . , J u -*4 J the initial eastern crossing on the
“P then submitted the

refurbished ship were the Pandro
title, RKO had put in its reRisIra- Bermans. The Metro producer.

If PI r II 11 J prevent the actor from violating roused by the Mankiewicz tag

Many uhowtolk Aboard ' the provisions incorporated In •
; «

p*® estate oper-

Heeal in her new d.rnr .he !
1®“" *>y both individuals.

'

Fr.n?J ine-r ' a»> «ndlng for Mason, FederalFrench Lines rebuilt He de
j ^ C. Knox opined that

tion.

RKO plans to use the handle on
the Incrid Bergman-Roberto Ro.s-

sellini film it is making on Strom-
boli. Mediterranean island off the

coast of Italy. MP.SC also has a

who recently completed
and Souls,” will return in about
seven or eight weeks.

the "letter-agreement” . was too
"vague and indefinite” to be con-
sidered valid.

Suits grew out of a plan of both
parties to enter American inde-
pendent production on a joint

isooies noted in the letter. Rose
was to manage the venture while
Mason was to have contributed his

services. Later, however, Ma.son

ator whose chief concern should
be taking gum off carpets and
checking adolescent love-making
in the balcony.”

Strictly on a vacation. Berman

w.c.r.. ...
expects to vi.sit Italy, Switzerland, moved to cancel the deal on the

pic shooting in the locale and l*'t‘I«md and Scotland among other grounds the memorandum wasn’t

wanted the moniker for that,
countries. Although be feels that intended to be a formal pact.

- ... there s no place like Hollywood i Case was marked by a legal
for shooting a picture, the exec puzzler as to what law should ap-

Casanave pointed out in his

squawk to the MPAA that his out-

fit had been using the "Stromboli”
label right along for a William
Dieterle-Anna Mi^nani film it is

financing, while RKO. untif it reg

wouldn’t mind holding the produc-
tion reins on a C'ontinental loea-

tioner. His next film is scheduled
to roll on the Coast Dec. 1. Titled

ply. The letter was signed in Eng-
land but its provisions were to
have been carried out in Cali-

fornia. Nevertheless .lu.stice Jer-

N. Y. to Europe
Grade Allen
George Bums
Glenn Ford
David D. Horne
Grace (Mrs. Gus) Kahn
Dorothy Kilgallen
Richard Kollmar
Pat O’Brien
Fred Schang, Jr.

Irene M. Selznick
Dorothy Stewart
Alida Valli

John Wildberg

L. A. to N. Y.
Lloyd Bacon
Vera Caldwell
Pat Di Cicco
Paul Douglas
Connie Haines
Sessue Hayakawa
Horace Heidt
A1 Horwits
Rene Hubert
Robert Keith
Zoitan Korda
Gilbert Kurland
Charles Lamont
Virginia Payne
Cole Porter
Bernard Schubert
Zachary Scott
Joseph Szigeti

Edwin Van Pelt
Barbara Whiting

Istcred the title had been nuhlidz- i

P>c will star ome N. Frank, in a concurring

In? its pic as “After the Storm.”
,

Sp^ncer 1 rne.v. opinion, ruled that regardless of

MP.‘\A claims that, in any c.ase. ( Others .sailing were Daniel what “law” should prevail "this i

aince li can accept onlv written O’Shea, prez of Vanguard Films, agreement is too indefinite.” Rep-

j

registrations, it had no choice but who will confer with David O. pirtg Mason was Schwartz & Froh-

j

to grant priority to RKO, which Selznick in regard to possible pro- lich, while Rose’s legal battery

had the first application at the
i

duction abroad; Joseph Cotten,
j

was Simp.son, Thacher & Bartlett,

office MPAA operate.^ an eh^h-
j

heading for Italy to appear in aj Rose was formerly g.m. for

orate arbitration setup to settle film; actres.s Cynda Glenn, adver- Paramount in Great Britain, and

fllle disnutes but in this case Using exec Milton Blow, MCA’s Ma.son argued that before he even

iTiere is said to be no i«^siif. Jules C. Stein, poel-noveli.st Ogden started production Rose had him

MPSC’s only alternative would he Nash and Joseph Weehsberg, of "farmed out” to Par for di.stribu-

Ihe duhiou-s one of going to court, the New Yorker mag. < tion.

Europe to N. Y.
Lucia Chase
Everett Crosby
Susan Douglas
Mrs. Henry Fonda
Florence George
Harry Kalcheim
Elia Kazan
Jules Levey
Burge.ss Meredith
Arthur Miller
Lew Parker
Sid Phillips

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Berlin
Rebecca Brownsteln
Clayton Collyer
Walter Craig
Paul Dullzell
Hy Faine
Eunice Healey
George Heller
Henry Jaffe
Henry Klinger
Philip Loeb
Florence Marston
Edith Meiser
Howard Reinheimcr
Arthur Schw’artz
Ixouis Simon
Edward Small
Clarence Taylor
Edgar Van Blohm
Marek Windhheim

CAN’T LEAVE
H«Rry Morgan
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FABIAN’S 11-THEATRE TV CIRCUIT

For July; ‘Neptune,’ ‘Steal’ Follow

Bob Ho|W-‘Jones’ Wins 6.0. Stakes
P[|||]|[S IH RUlf Hollywood Thawing $3I),0I)0,I)(I0 In

After displaying enough .strength

in the final week of June to finish

fourth that month. “Sorrowful

Jones” (Par) rushed ahead to win '

the national boxoffice derby in

July The latest Bob Hope opus

easily outdistanced the field, wind-

ing up first the first three weeks

in July and never dropping below

third all month, according to re-

ports from Variety correspondents

in about 22 representative key

cities.

“Neptune’s Daughler’ (M-G).

W'hich did almost as well as

“Jones" the first two weeks of July

but failed to show as much sus-

tained strength, took second

money, being well ahead of its

third-place rival, “Big Steal”

(RKO), which was especially sturdy

two weeks of the month. Solid lo

great weeks were far in the ma-
jority for this Robert Mitchum
epic.

Fourth place was won by “House
of Strangers” )20th) although
pressed for a time by “Fountain-
head” IWB) in fifth position lor

July. “Strangers” started out

rather indifferently but came
along briskly later while the Gary
Cooper-Wamer picture piled up
considerable coin but was inclined
to be spotty.

“Silver Lining,” another from
Warners, climbed into sixth, mainly
via its terrific drive in final stan/a
of the month. Aside and apart
from the smash totals rung up in
the fir.st four weeks at the Radio
City Music Hall, the Ray Bolger-
June Haver Technicolor musical
opened big to socko or great in
final week of July. Picture

(Continued on page 2()»

July’s Big 10
“Sorrowful Jones” (Par).

“Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G).
“Big Steal” (RKO).
“House of Strangers” (20th).

“Fountainhead” (WB).
“Silver Lining” (WB).
“Any Number Play” (M-G).
“Stratton Story” (M-G).
“Girl Jones Beach” (W'B).
“Africa Screams” (GA).

FOR RCII UNITS •
Places; 26 Pix This Year

ap-

Ed<fie Small-EL Down i

To a Waltz, Producer

May Set Col Distrib
No progress has been made on

his deal to take over Kagle Lion.
Edward Small said this week, and
he’ll go back to tlie Coast from
New York today (Wednesday*.
Small has completed negotiations
with Robert R. Young and Serge
Semenenko for EL and it is up to
them now' to come up with Hie pro-
duction financing coin wliicli
Would cement the deal.

!

Small said he had no word on
progre.ss toward getting the money,
reportedly credits totalling around
$3,500,000, and w'as going ahead
with other negotiations. Tliese are
for a series of pix to be distriti-
uled by another company. pos.si-
bly Columbia.
Young, controlling stockholder

io EL. has turned the task of gei-
hng the funds togetlier to Koheii“ Purcell, chairman of the hoard
of Pathe Industries, EL’s parent
company. Semenenko, v.p. of the
first J'ialional Bank of Boston,

(Continued on page 2J>

mpea stays in japan

ON UPPED COIN OFFER
Picture Export Assn.

O' probably drop its ttireat of

nf
out of Japan as a result

hn agreement to
ooost from $200,000 to $l.f)()0.()()l)
c amount of coin whicli tlie
jors can extract from Japan

the year ending June 30.
In an MPEA meet yester-

'Tues.i. Irving Maas. MPEA
4

'’^opee and managing direc-
I confirmed the Army move in
ceport to members.

'^*^.*** resulted in agree-
rfj .. .jP'

oiled Arti.sls to continue

thA Germany through

to released

until
agreement holds

not
^ year. It does

fiencof^** ?
product released
'^•och is not a

the MPEA dislrihu-
thereby reversed a

.
previous stand.

cal
personnel and physi-
incidental to the

Qp
of individual .selling in
on Jan. 1 were discu.ssed.

See AD-lndu$try

Conference Next

On Theatre Video
Next development In theatre

television may be' the calling of an
all-industry conference to draft a
program for pre.sentation to tlie

Federal Communications Commi.s-
si'on 'theatre Owners of America
is now mulling the project a.s the
best way of winning favorable ac-
tion by the FC’C. That body re-

cently propounded six questions to

the film industry as to its plans as ^

a w'ay of determining whether spe-
cific video channels should be al-

located to exhibition.
j

1'O.A’s top ofiicials, after quietly
quizzing the F'CC'. are convinced
that any action taken by individual
companies or separate branches of
the industry will throw' cold w'ater

on the chances of channel-alloca-
tion. 1'liey believe that the pres-
ent approacti. based more on en-
gineering briefs as to what difTer-

eiit cmiiiianics car accomplish in

theatre TV. is stricily a w'longway
tack.

.Ml-indiistiV confab. If called by
tlie theatre group, would be to

draft a complete agenda of civic

.service programs. It would be
shaped to show' the FC’C what con-
tribution the industry could make
to tlie public in the form of the-

atre video piograms rather than a

teclinieal exposition of engineering
possibilities.

TO.A would ask for a two-three
month preparation of programs by

a committee repping al! com-
panies and branches. Chief backer
of the proposal is Gael Sullivan,

exec director of the group.

CLAIM QUICK METHOD

FOR 3-DIMENSION PIX
Chicago. Aug. 2.

Chief bugaboo in the develop-

ment of tliree-dimension films

—

the use of complicated viewing

lenses and atlaclimenls—may be

overcome by a new method de-

vi.sed by Scientific Research. Coast

out til. .New tcctmique. according

to Irving Vergin, firm partner, is

based on a simple gadget attached

to projectors which obviat€*s neccs-

.siiy for viewing lenses.

Device will be demonstrated on

the Coast Aug. 27 when its com-
mercial feasibility for films and

video will be tested. Jack Moss,

film producer, and Jacques Fre.sco.

developer of the process, are other

partners of the firm.

New' York indie circuit operator
Si H. Fabian, having bought the
first RC.A-produced theatre tele-

vision unit, has pencilled in an or-
der for 10 more, to be installed in

others of his theatres. Fabian’s in-

terest ill the new venture indicates
he’ll have tlie first theatre TV cir-

cuit in the east and also opens the
possibility of RC.A’s having found
a highly-lucrative new business.

It was also revealed this week
that the problem of TV program-
ming for his theatres, which looms
as one of Fabian’s biggest obstacles,
may be partially solved by NBC,
subsidiary company of RCA. Net-
work’s exec veepee Charles R.
Denny, .Ir., lias been huddling with
Faliian and tiis theatre 'FV con-
sultant. Nathan I,. Halpern, on the
possibility of NBC’s building spe-
cial video shows for the Fabian
Brooklyn tlieatre, were the first

unit is lo be installed. In addition,
the liou.se may also be able lo carry
some of NB(.”s regularly-scheduled
programs, sucli as Milton Berle’s
‘’rexaco Star Theatre.”

General belief now' is that the-
atre 'I’V' can be beneficial to all con-
cerned. Theatres, of course, hope
to gain through bigger b.o. Manu-
facturers of the equipment w'ill

have a new and ready market and
manufacturers of home receivers
should also benefit. It is expected
tliat many people, who see such
shows as “Texaco” for the first time
in a theatre, may want to bu.v a set
to have the programs at their
homes. If the deal for such shows
goes through, the advertisers will

iiave a greatly-expanded audience.
This, In turn, will prove helpful to

the networks by luring more adver-
tisers into their fold.

Disclosure that Fabian is inter-

ested in 10 more of RCA’s large-
screen project Ion units indicates he
may also be considering the possi-
bility of originating his ow'n pro-
gramming. similar to what 20th-Fox
plans to do on the ('oast. With
enough theatres linked together by
theatre TV. it is believed, it might
pay Fabian to stage programs live

at one central point and tlicn feed
tliem to ttie inter-connected houses.
Combined gro.ss from such a cir-

cuit would enable him to get some
of the best talent available.

!
Interest of RCA and NBC jn the

success of Fabian’s experimenta-
tion with theatre 'I'V is evident in

what it will mean to the parent
company. Sets will cost Fabian
about $2.5.000 each. 'I’ofal purcha.se

I pi ice he’ll pay to RC A for 11 of

llieiii. consequently, is $275,000.
'I'lius. if Fabian can boost his box-
ofiice gro.ss with the help of the
new' medium, other theatres
througtuHit the country might fol-

low' suit. RCA consequently will

have found a lush new market for

its product.

Foreign ‘Menace’
Holl\wood. Aiigy, 2

“Beware of foreign pro-
ducers” is the gist of a warn-
ing issued lo its meiiihers h\

the Screen Actors Guild.
Thesp.s are cautioniMl lo look
before they leap into any film

project in alien lerritorv and
to sign only a standard free-

lance contract designed liv

SAG.
Some of ttie boys and gals

have been stung overseas.

Goldwyn, RKO

Wai Go Steady

Another Year

Small-Seaters’ Pitch

To Majors on Reissues

Pressure is lieing exerted on a

number of majors lo induce them
to emliark on a new policy for re-

issuing oldies. The plea, pushed

by Telenews. 'Franslux and a num-
ber of other chains operating art

houses, is for the companies to get

out a substantial number of re-

issues on a limited rather than

general release policy. Plan would

keep down the costs on prints and

at the .same time in.sure. a supply

of product to the converted

lioiises.

Telenews. Translux and the

1 tContinued on page 20)

Theatre TV Dominates

20th-NT Coast Powwow
Hollywood. Aug. 2.

Twentieth-Fox’s plans for the-

atre television lield the center of

interest at tlie tw'o-day meet of

National 1'heatres division presi-

dents. being field at tlie liomeofTiee

w'ith NT prez Cliailes P. Skouras
presiding

Circuit’s 'I'V chief R II McCul-
lough disclosed N'l’ is readying an
application willi the Federal Com-
munications ( ommission for a the-

atre 'I’V channel, which it plans to

file in Seplemher so that it can
launcli its 23-theatre Coast TV
hookup It is estimated that the

venture will cost 20tli and NT
ahoul $1.2()0.0()0 tor the theatre

equipment which it helped develop
with RCA. This inclucies the pro-

jectors. studio and field equipment
and seven relay stations to beam
shows originating at (iraunian’s

Cliine.se theatre here lo NT hou.ses

in .southern California.

(’ircuit also clecich-d to install

‘‘junior” admissions in all houses.

This price brae kel falls between
adults and kids, tanging from the

top ‘2.5c price tor moppets up to

near the adult sc.ile Bracket has

procc'cl a lic'alllij trade stimulant.

Samuel Goldwyn this week of-

ficially notified RKO llial he is

picking up his Option lo renew his

distribution contract with Hie com-
pany for another year. Tims ends
a months-Iong hut cordial hassle
during which Goldwyn atlempled
to have the pact amended lo per-
mit him to release through RKO
at his very favorable 20% terms
the films of other producei s w liom
he might finance.

RKC) topper Howard Hughes
consistently refused lo permit Hie
amendment and (lOldwyn finally

accepted the decision. He was
obligated to officially notify RKO
of his intention to pick up hi,s op-
tion by Monday tl». which was 30
days before the one-year renewal
becomes effective on Sept 1. RKO
had already given liiin a HO-dac
extension of Hie pact from its orig-

inal expiration date of .Inly 1 wliilc

Goldwyn's demands were argued
out.

As the contract .stands. Hie pro-
ducer can still release Hie pix of
other filmmakers Hirougfi RKO
under his deal, but Hie product
must bear the legend "A Samuel
Goldwyn Production” or “Samuel
Goldwyn Pre.senis” He wanted to

get away from that, since other
(Continued on page 18

1

PARKMWy GARREH,

MANDEL SET OWN CO.
Hollywood. .Aug 2.

Larry Parks and Betty Garrett
are joining their manager. Louis
Mandel, as equal partners in Hie
newly formed Louis .Mandel Pro-
ductions. Inc. They are planning
to make indie films and to produce
and finance a Broadway play.

Company has acquired three
scripts and hopes to get its initial

film into production by December.
Mandel said. Efforts wilt lie made
to get clearances from (’olumbia
for Parks and from Metro for Miss
Garrett so that Hie> can appear in

the pix.

Couple, who are married are
now on a vaude tour It is also

being sponsored b> the new com
pany which they are setting up.

Hollywood producers will thawr
excess of $30,000,000 in frozen
funds this year in overseas produc-
tion. Figure reps over 26 produc-
tions and is greatest overall for-
eign production program within a
single year in history of Hollywood.

Offshore project la in direct op-
position to Eric Johnston’s recent
sl.iiemeiit that few'er pictures
wduld be made abroad by Ameri-
can producers. Total of 21 eitlier

are currently shooting or being ac-
tively propped to go w'ithin next
120 days. Several already hava
l)«'*‘n finished.

England alone will be shooting
site of at least 13 films, with strong
possibility this number may b®
stretched to as many a.s 20. Italy
also will be a popular tensing
ground. Other countries w'liieh

will see at least one. and in mo.st
cases several picture companies,
are Germany. France. Kenya
Colony in Africa, Argentine. 'I'aliiti.

Six Shooting Now
Six films currently are shooting

abroad, with more to go within
next few' w'eeks.

Now active in England are Al-
fred Hitchcock’s “Stage Fright.’*

for Warners; 20th-Fox’s “'Fhe Black
Rose”: Walt Disney's “Treasur*
Island.” for RKO release. “Stroin-
hoti" is tensing on- island of
Siromboli for RKO; George Braak-
ston and Yorke Coplen are doing a
wild animal feature in Kenya
Colony, still untitled, for Republic.
2()lb-Fox has “Two Corridors East’*

in production in Germany.
Slated to start within next 10

days to two weeks are RKO’s “The
White ’rower,” in French Alps;

(Continued on page 20)

Ricordi Suing Par Over

‘Mme. Butterfly’ Title

Legal question as to wlio owns
the title rights to Puccini's opera.
“Madame Butterfly,” canre into

N. Y. federal court last week wlien
G. Ricordi & Co. brought an in-

fringement suit against F’aramount.
Claiming ownership lo the title,

plaintiff asks a declaratory judg-
ment determining its riglUs and
also seeks an injunction restrain-

ing Par from using Hie label.

Ricordi contends tliat under an
.April 27. 1901, agreemerd. Hie late

David Bela.sco and novelist .lohn*

Luther Long granted it exclusive
worldwide rights lo the title. Par.

on the other hand, claims Bela.s<o

and Long gave them a license to

“Butterfly" which Included the mo-
tion picture rights.

UA Doesn’t Appear

Likely to Get Out

On Cagney’s ‘Life’

United Artists, which about 18
months ago almost went to court
ayainst Warner Bros, and put up
$251).000 of its own coin for produc-
tion financing in its anxiety to get
•'lime of Your Life” for release,

looks certain to get nicked for its

entire investment in the Cagney
brothers’ film. It is one 'of th®
few pix in recent years which UA
has dug into its slim treasury to
finance.

It appears practically posiliv®

MOW that the company will not
come out on the James Cagney-
slarrer. Negative cost $1,400,000
and the pic must get back about
$2,300.000 to cover prints, adver-
tising. distribution cost and inci-

dentals In 15 months of release It

lias grossed about $1,300,000.
CA. in return for its $2.50.000

investment in “Life,” got a second
motigage on the film. That puts it

second to the Bankers Trust Co. of
.Nc'w'York in the payoff line. Bank
probably will not get its coin out of
the picture .either, but it has no
worry, since its loan was to Cagney
Productions, Inc., and is thus col-

lafetizcd by other assets and resi-

duals. U.A loan, on the other hand,
was specifically on the pioturiza-

tion of the William Saroyan play.

C A made the loan after producer
William Cagney had made » deal
with Warner Bros, for release by it

of the film. Grad Sears. U.A prez,

threatened to take WB to court if

it look the film. Negotiations fol-

lowed in which U.A agreed to put
op the financing and thus was as-

sured of “Life."

Schlaifer’s Gamble Accl
Cliarles Schlaifer & Co. has lx*en

named ad agency and public rela-

tions consultant for all 'Ted Gamble
enicM'prises. Latter includes
Gamble's theatre chain operating
fniiu Portland. Ore., headquartei-s

and the Greater Indianapolis

Amusement Co., operators of first-

run and nabe houses in the Indians

(‘apital.

.Schlaifer was ad publicity chief

for 20th-Fox prior to forming his

I own agency.
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BRITISH QUOTA SYSTEM ON ROCKS
U. S. CAN'T CAIN

I REMITTANCCS
Reports from London that the

entire British exhibition industry—

includinK the three major circuits

^is failing to meet the quota and

that herculean behind-the-scenes

efforts are now under way to sharp-

ly reduce the present 45% figure

brought little joy to American dis-

tribs this week. Their attitude was

a glum "We told you so." They saw

it of little practical help to them.

With J. Arthur Rank. Sir Alex-

ander Korda and assorted indies

producing nothing like the quanti-

ty of dims needed to meet the

quota, it appeared likely that Har-

old Wilson, prez of the Board of

Trade, would be forced to intro-

duce an amendment reducing the

figure when Parliament convenes '

Oct. 18. In the meantime it will

take a dip to 40% on Oct. 1 as a

result of an earlier amendment.
Yank filmites found satisfaction

in the London reports to the extent

that failure of the quota has proved
their contention that a native pic-

ture industry cannot be artificially

built and supported by government
decree. Beyond that there’s not

much joy, because the geneival eco-

nomic .sifu.3fion in Britain appears
go grim that there’s little chance of
getting a tilt in the $17,000,000 in

remittances which are permitted un-
der the Anglo-U. S. agreement of
March. 1948.

Preliminary negotiations are
slated to start toward the end of
this year on revision of the pact
for the second two-year period,

(('ontinued on page 20)

Earl St. Job to Edit

Rank Fix After 0.0.ing I

Them at N.Y. Previews
Editing of pix on a wholesale

scale will be personally handled
by Earl SI. .iohn, head of J. Ar-
thur Rank’s Uenham studios, when
the production exec arrives in the

j

U. S. on Aug. 15. St. John will

sit in on a series of sneak pre-
views held in American theatres
to calch Yank audience reaction
to the British offerings before he
starts snipping. Most of the pre-
views will be staged in New York
houses.

Among the films waiting in the
B S. for his surgery are ‘‘History
of Mr. Polly,” filmization of the
H. Wells novel; "Cardboard
Cavalier. ” "The Perfect Woman”
and “Passport to Pimlico." Last
''as produced by Sir Michael Bnl-
fon, others by St. John. Studio
chief is bringing with him "The
Cay Lady." played in England lin-
ger the label "Trottie True."
"hich is al.so slated for his editing.
Importation of a British film

®xec for previewing and editing
chores represents something of a
switch for the Rank office. For-
merly. U. S. execs handled the job.

RD’s Film Reviews?
Reader's Digest may shortly

incept a film review depart-
ment. Such an addition is seen
in the picture industry as of
vast importance, since the
Digest, with its 8.000,000 cir-

culation in this country and
abroad has great influence.

The mag’s editor saw Metro’s
"Battleground” last week and
RD was impre.s.sed wth the im-
proved quality of film product.
Digest does not regularly re-

view books or other forms of
entertainment.

N.Y. Lab Union

Piqued at lA’s

Stall on Strike

A feeling of re.seniment to-

ward.s their nation.il union leader-

ship flared up among eastern lab
workers Ibis week in the wake of

a la.st-miriiile request from Richard
F. Walsh, prexy of the Internation-
al Alliance of i’heatrical Stage Em-
ployees. to call off their strike set

for Monday <!' Organized into

lab technicians Local 702. 1,900
employees in 19 labs were on the
verge of a walkout to pressure the
companies into w'liting a new
union pact with additional bene-
fits.

Industry was taken off the strike

hook after company execs pleaded
with Walsh to persuade Local 702
tuTonlinue the negotiations which
were deadlocked for over a month.
Attending an I.\ meeting in Den-
ver. Walsh phoned Local 702 prexy
.John L. Krancavilla to postpone
the walkout only a few' hours be-
fore the union’s deadline on Friday
afternoon '29'. Rush orders were
sent to the lat) workers in New
York and N'ew .Lusey to report to
vvoi’k .Mondav- instead of the picket
lines which had been planned.

Local 702 members were sur-

tC'ontinued on page 2J)

Walsh in L. A.

On New lA Pact
‘ Hollywood. Aug. 2.

Richard F. Walsh, prexy of the
International Alliance of Theatri-
cal Stage Employees, has landed in

Hollywood to take part in negotia-
tions for a new basic contract for
the studio unions. Current three-
year pact, covering approximately
15,000 employees in a dozen lA
locals, expires Aug. 10.

Since early January, Roy Brew-
er, lATSE Coast rep, has been bar-
gaining with studio execs for sal-

ary boosts under an annual wage-
reopening clause. It was derided
recently, however, to merge these
talks in negotiations for a new
general agreement. With studio
production considerably revived
over six months ago, lATSE lead-
ers are expected to piess hard for
wage hikes plus the institution of
a pension plan.

Walsh arrived in Hollywood from
Denver where the lA'l’SK. extu*

board held Its regular summer
meeting last w'eek. Board reviewed
the effect of the foreign coin freeze
on studio unemployment and mov-
ed to step up its organizational
drive in the video field.

by
in

a

of

293-SEATER AS PART
OF ST. LOO ROADHOUSE

St. Louis, Aug. 2,
irobahly a film business first is

place in this city. William
Redact is installing a 293-seat
okery in his king-size roadside

I^<‘3tcd near Forest Park.
*th construction under way.
enart expects to have the art the-

“ire running in the fall.
Kestarautcur is converting a

J'ani y)om originally intended as

. Aside from that

,
bss a series of four other
''Pstaurants in the build-

continue as dineries.

ftirfr''*
to play British and

•gn-Iingo pix in the main.

Hughes’ Crime Yarn
Hn.. J

Hollywood. Aug. 2.

Hughes bought "Eye
on V'

* Murder," yarn based

wrlttL^K San Diego.
Gwynne.
made as a docu-

Sna' Werker dl-
at RKO.

AB-PATHE, WB IN FILM

DISTRIBS RESHUFFLE
I.ondon. Aug. 2.

Distribution reshuffle has been
effected between Associated Brit-

ish-Pathe and Warner Bros, follow-

ing talks between Sam ScJineider
and William Moffat.

As result. "The Hasty Heart.” re-

cently completed under the direc-

tion of Vincent Sheinian. with
Ronald Reagan and Patricia Neal
as stars, is to have British distribu-

tion through .\B-Pathe and will be
handled in .America and other
parts of the world through WB.
Originally it was to have had world
distribution througti WB.

Further rearrangement will

make "Stage Fright," ' now being
completed by Alfred Hitchcock at

Elstree. a Warner production with
world release through that organ-
ization. Originally it was to have
been a WB release (»f an AB-Pathc
production.

U. S. lion’s Share Grab,’

Brit. Secrecy in Film

Talks, Rapped by ACAT
London, July 20.

I

Outspoken comment on the first

stage of the Anglo-American talks

in Washington last April is made
by George H. Elvin, general secre-

tary of the Assn, of Cinematograph
and Allied Technicians, in an edi-

torial article in their official

journal. The Cine-Technician.
“The meeting.” he writes, "de-

I

generated into discussions on the
well-known pattern of big business
carving up the territories of the
world between them with no re-

gard at all to native interests, and
with the dominant partners, liic

Americans, re.serving for tliem-

I

selves the lion’s share.”

!
Elvin says it’s no wonder tfiat the

British reps placed the seal of

secrecy on the proceedings and
1
only through the American press

has he been able to find out the
exact nature of the proposals dis-

cu.ssed.

i The one welcomed feature is that

the Board of Trade has apparently
refused to bless the discussions.

I

Of the meeting due next month,
'Elvin comments: "Only tlie regis-

tering of a complete failure to

agree at this meeting will pre.serve

the remnants we still have of our
own industry.”

Only Dillinger
Changes were ordered

the U. S. Secret Service
Eaj^le Lion’s "Trapped,”
Bryan Foy production. One
the scenes sliowed a Treasury
Department operative using a
criminal as a sliield in a gun
battle.

Department declared its

operatives never use humans
as shields.

Agnew Picks Up 13

Foreign-Made Pix

For MPSC Distrib

Flock of deals negidiatod by
Neil Agnew, prexy of the Motion
I’icture Sales Corp., on his recent

Continental trip will stock the
new distrib outfit with 13 foreign-

made pix for release during 1949-

.50. Several of the pix, according
to Agnew, will be produced by top
European filmmakers, including
Roberto Rossellini and Marcel
Pagnol, with American casts being
used in some cases. MPSC, which.
Agnew says, is currently opening
branches in about eight major
keys, plans to release the pix at

the rate of one a month starting in

September.
Rossellini, who previously en-

tered sevr*ral deals with U. S. in-

terests which were not finalized,

has agreed to make a picture in

English starring the Italian ac-

tress. Anna Magnani, and an
American name actress, as yet un-
determined. under an old commit-
ment to MPSC’s Italian partner in

ttie deal. Agnew al.so dLsclosed
that Pagnol had agreed to make
two or three pix for worldw'ide
MPSC release. French producer
will remake his "The Baker’s Wife”

iConliruied on page 20)
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FAVORS SLICE
London, July 2G.

Important behind - the - scenet
moves an* taking place in the Brit-
ish film industry w'ith purpose of
seeking joint action for a lower
quota. I’resent belief is that a top
figure of 33':«'r is the utmost that
can be supported either by studios
or exhit)s and there is strong feel-
ing among .some sections, notably
theatre owners, in favor of cutting
the figure to 2Tt*'o.

Apart from the fact that the
heavy quota defaults which are
taking place in the current year
will he followed by even more sub-
stantial defaults under the 40%
quota, exhihiltns have come to the
conclusion that tliey can no longer
afford to show poor British product
merely to satisfy a legal obligation.
It’s the accepted view here that
British films, with few’ exceptions
have, in recent inonths, taken such
a beating at the boxoffiee that even
the major circuits are feeling the
pinch.
Among the larger groups the

drastic change in the situation
during the past 12 months has led
to a completely new’ attitude. In
the latter part of la.st year there
were a number of high-grade Brit-
ish films which were unquestion-
ably out grossing most American
product, but the situation has now

(Continued on page 20)

Bendix Will Ump
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

' Columbia will film "Kill TIu*

Umpire,” baseball comedy slarring

William Bendix as the umpire.
' Picture will be based on a story

by Harry Clork and .lames Hill.

Studio is talking a one-picture

deal with John Beck as producer.

R.&H. VEHEMENT ON

NO ‘BALI HA’F FILM
[

Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein, 2d. say they will

"cut anyone’s throat” who tries to

make a picture titled "Bali Ha’i.”

Although they recognize that title

can’t be copyrighted, they’ll im-
mediately bring legal action on
the ground.s of "unfair competi-
tion” to prevent anyone using the

name of the song from their legit

smash. "South Pacific.”

Hammerstein explains. "Our
policy of not selling the film rights

to our shows applies equally to

our songs. No one has approached
us for permission to u.se ‘Bali Ha’i,’

but if anyone is planning a picture

of that name we want to stop it at

once, before they make any prepa-
rations or spend any money on the
project.”

It was reported la.st week that

Transatlantic, the Alfred Hitch-
cock-Sidney Bernstein indie unit

releasing through Warner Bros.,

had registered the "Bali Ha’i” title

with the Motion Picture Assn, of

America.

20th 30% Buy-In on Odeon (Canada)

May Presage Other Foreign Deals
London. Aug. 2.

Di.s(h)suiv that 20th-Fox prez

Spyros P Skouras will open nego-

tiation.s this week to buy a half-

interest in .) . .Ai thiir Rank’s Odeon
Theatres of Canada is believed to

presage a drive liy American com-
panies to pick up I heal re holdings

abroad, in the wake of the U. S.

Government’s divorce* decree la.st

week. Drive would be centered,

of course, in hard cunency areas

such a.s Canada, in which there

are no rest riel ions on remittance of

profits. *

Huddles helween R.mk and
Skouras will tee off Thursday (4),

when 20th general counsel Otto

E. Koegel airives in London from
New ’^oik In addition to bidding

for a partnership in the Canadian

chain, Skouras also hopes to buy

from Rank a showcase house in

London’s West End. Theatre will

prohablj be the Odeon Leicester

Square,

What 2()lh has offered for the

theatres has not been revealed.

It is believed certain, though, that

if the deal goes through, 20th w’ill

undoubtedly use its frozen pounds
in England to finance the purchase.

Buy-in would thus represent a

feather in 201 h’s cap. since it would
taking its profits In dollars out

the Canadian circuit. It has

.^.so been reported that Skoura.s

personally owns considerable hold-

ings in Rank’s C.aumont-British

circuit and might put up these

be
of

a I

bonds against a guarantee in the
Odeon Canada chain.

Deal would be advantageous for
Rank in that it would insure him
of 20th product for the 117-theatrc
circuit. Twentieth films are now
sold away from Rank in Canada,
going to Famous-Players Canadian.
Franchise with that circuit expires
in the near future, giving 20th a
chance to hook its product into the
Odeon houses.

Sitting in on the negotiations
with Rank will be John Davis, the
British magnate's chief aide, and
G. I. Woodham-Smith, his legal
counsel. Huddles are expected to
constitute the last business for
Skouras abroad. He will return
to the homeoffice as soon as they
are completed.

Drive-Ins Get Tax Dept.

Edge; 20% Payable On

Per-Car, Not Per-Person
U. S. Treasury Dept, handed

drive-in operators an unexpected
break this week when the Govern-
ment wing ruled that admission
taxes can be based on a per-car
rather than per-person basis. The
iika.se was aired in the form of a
letter to (lael Sullivan, exec direc-
tor of 'I’healre Owners of America,
rom R. .1. Ropo, Acting Deputy
’ommissioner. It was made in re-
sponse to an inquiry by Sullivan.

,

“If on a particular occasion,’*
Bopp’s letter said, "a drive-in the-
atre does not have an established
price for a single admission, but

i does have a set charge for the ad-
mission of a group of persons oc-
cupying one car. regardless of the
number of persons In the group,

I the set price made for the admis-
j

Sion of the group Is the established
price of admission to the theatre
'on that occasion. Under such cir-
I eum.stances, the admission of a
group of persons in a car consti-

; tides one admission regardle.ss ol
;the number of persons in the*
group, and the tax is ba.sed on the
establislied price of adml.ssion for
the group.

I

"Where a drive-in theatre does
not have an established price for a
.single admission on a certain night
'of each week and it charges $1. in-
cluding tax. for each car admitted
regardless of the number of occu-
pants. the established price of ad-
mission to the theatre is 83c. and
the total Federal admissions tax
due thereon is 17e. The group of
persons in each car may be ad-
mitted on one ticket”

Sullivan’s quiz was sparked by
considerable confusion on the sub-
ject. Practice of charging per-car
rather than per-person is wide-
spread among the ozoners.

ACTORS’ UNION CANCELS

FILM FLACK CONTRACT
Hollywood. .\ug. 2.

Screen .Actors Guild cancelled its

contract wUh the Screen Publicists

Guild coxering the employment of

flacks by the Ihesp group SPG
recently notified S.AG that its pub-
lic relations director. Buck Harri.s,

had been suspended for non-pay-
nu*nt of dues.

S.AG declared the original con-

tract. signed in 1945, had been
made when SPG was a member of

the AFL and that the publicists

violated the agreement when they

went independent.
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than any UdrhTtT?
"

p-era^t;r ^rop star when they seeStrong results all the wav ^

fe. the boxoHice ™

N. y. Herald Tribune ,a^
*’ “

« irremiih/,,

ilan Ladd • Betty Field • Macdonald Carey • Ruth Hussey • Barry Sullivan • Howard

la Silva in "THE GREAT GATSBY" with Shelley Winters- Produced by Richard

laibaum • Directed by Elliott Nugent • Screenplay by Cyril Hume and Richard

/laibaum-From the Novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald and the play by Owen Davis
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In The Land, During
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LA Spotty; lining Smart $54,000,

Touch’ Soft 33G, latsby’ Good 34G,

‘Wanted’ Nice 37G, ‘Tears Low 20G
Los Angeles. Aug. 2.

Overall firstrun pace here this

week is pot too forte, biz ranging
from hearty to very slim. Topping
new bills is "Silver Lining,’’ with

smart $54,000 or near in three
theatres. “Mr. Soft Touch’’ looks

okay $33,000 or under in two
houses while "Great Gatsby” is

heading for good $34,000 in two
Paramount theatres.

"Not Wanted” looks to do neat
$37,000 in six spots but "Blue
Lagoon” is reaching only medium
$24,000 in four sites. "Too Late
For Tears” is scraping bottom at

$20,000 or less in four locations.

Reissue package of "Never Give
Sucker a Break” and "Bank Dick”
is fancy $5,500 at Ksquire. Hold-
overs are sliding off sharply with
"Any Number Play” only $24,500
In second round, three sites, and
"My Everything” off to $29,000 in

four houses, second frame.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii.

Hollywood Music Halls tPrin-Cor) '

(834; 902; 1,106; 512; 55-$l)—"Too
Late for Tears” tUA'. Slight i

$20,000 or under. Last week. “Af-

'

rica Screams” (UA) t3d wk-5 days*,

fancy $13,300.
i

Chinese. Loew’s State, I.oyola, I

Uptown (FWC) (2.048; 2.404; 1,248; I

1,719; 60-$l)
—“You’re My Every-

thing” (20th) and “Temptation
Harbor” (Mono) (2d wk(. Down
sharply to $29,000. . Last week,
good $52,500.

Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2.344; 60-$l)—
"Look For Silver Lining” (WB).
Hearty $54,000 or near. Last

week, "Girl Jones Beach” (WB)
( 2d wk), better than hoped at fine

$23,300.

Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wilshire
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l)
•
—“Any Number Play” (MG* '2d

wk). Off to $24,500. Last week,
good $49,000.
Orpheum (D’town* '2.210; 60-$ 1)

I
—“Not Wanted” 'FC* and "Love-

^ able Cheat” (FC*. Good $19,000
here, with $37,000 in 6 day-daters.
Last week, "Reign Terror” (EL)
and "Sleeping Car Trie.ste” (EL)
(2d wk-4 days) $3,100 here with
$8,800 in 5 sites.

Pantagcs, Hillstreet (RKO*
(2,812; 2,890; 5()-$l*—"Mr. Soft

Touch” (Col) and “Barbary Pirate”
(Col). Okay $33,000. Last week,
"Doolins Oklahoma” (Col) and
"Devil’s Henchman” 'Col', mild
$29,000.

Los Angeles. Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3.398; 1.451; 60-$ 1)

—“Great Gatsby” (Par) and "Ring-
side” (SG) (LA only. Good
$34,000, Last week, "Manhandled”
(Par) and "Special Agent” 'Par»,

slim $21,700.
United Artists, Ritz, Studio City,

Vogue (UA-FWC) (2.100; 1.370;

880; 885; 60-$l)
—"Blue Lagoon”

(U) and “Hold That Baby" (Mono).
Medium $24,000. Last week, "Ca-
lamity Jane” (U* and "Mississippi

Rhythm” (Mono) '2d wk). only $9-

900.
Esquire (Rosener) <685; 84-$ 1.20)

.
—“Never Give Sucker Break" 'U)

and "Bank Dick” 'U) 'rei.ssues*.

Strong $5,500. La.st week. (Canter-

bury Tale” (EL) and "Woman in

Hall” (EL) )2d wk*. $2,300.

Fine Arts—(FWC) '679: $120-

2.40)_“Red Shoes” 'EL* '31st wk>.

Nice $5,500. Last week. $6,300.

Four Star dJA-WC) '900;. 74-$l *

—"Edward, Mv Son” '5th

wk*. Mild $3,000. La.-^t week.

$3,800.
Laurel (Rosener* (89(*; 85* —

"Quartet” (ED doth wk'. Good
$5,500. Last week. $6000.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grots
This Week $2,567,000
(Based on 24 cities, 199

theatres, chiefly jtrst runs, in-

cluding N. Y.).
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year $2,776J)00
{Based on 23 and 2l4

theatres >

.

Day Ups ‘Quietly’

Great 36G, Cleve.

‘Menace’ Nice $7,000 In

Mont’I.; ‘Strangers* 13G
Montreal, Aug. 2.

Republic’s "Red Menace,” with
plenty of advance promotion, looks
one of best newcomers at Imperial.
"House of Strangers” shapes good
at Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65) —

"Edward, My Son” (M-G) (2d wk).
Oke $8,000 following strong first at

$14,500.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60) —
“House of Strangers” (20th).'Good
$13,000. Last week, "Pride of

Yankees” (RKO) (reissuel, $13,500.

“Any Number Play” (M-Q). (Dkay
$15,000. Last week, "Beautiful
Blonde” (20th), $12,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60) —
"Streets Laredo” (Par*. Big $14,-

000. Last week. “Undercover Man”
tCol) (2d wk*, $7,500.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45) —
"Red Menace” (Rep) and “Home
San Alltone” (Rep). Nice $7,000.

Last week. "Homicide” (WB) and
"Night Unto Night” (WB*, $6,500.

Bally Helps ‘Happy’ Socko $21,000,

Del; Brave’ Big 25G,
‘

Lining’

28G, U

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total GroM
This Week $.536,700

(Based on 18 theatres t

Last Year 3^618,000

(Based on 15 theatres)

‘Ribbon Preem

Wow $21,01)0, K.C
Kansas City. Aug. 2.

RKO opened its refurbished Mis-
i souri theatre last week, adding

I

another downtown firstrun house
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-6()*—

| here. World preem of "She Wore
"Crooked Way” (UA* and Crime Yellow Ribbon” added iiD to whoD-

Cleveland. Aug. 2.

With Dennis Day’s stage show
providing the jet propulsion be-

hind "Follow Me Quietly,” the

Palace’s combo is soaring Jo the

b.o. heights. Weekend biz was
whammo. “Sorrowful Jones" at

State and "Silver Lining” at Hipp
are doing well.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3.000; 55-70*

—

“Little Chickadee” (U* and "Bank
Dick” (U) (reissues*. Big $11,000.

Last week, “Tarzan’s Magic Foun-
tain” (RKO), $9,500.

Esquire (Community) (704; .50-70)—“Lost Boundaries” (FC) (2d wk).

Still great at $13,000, following

sock first week at $15,000
Hipp (Warners) (3,700;

"Look for Silver Lining” -(WB).
Extra good $23,000. Last week. "We
Were Strangers” (Col), anemic
$14,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200: .55-70*— i Unctly

“Sleeping Car Trieste” (EL*. Ordi- !*’>•

nary $5,000. Last week, "Secret
Garden” (M-G) (2d wk', fine $5.-

200 .

Way
Doctor’s Diary” (UA). Fat $6,000.

Last week, “Africa Screams” (UA)
and "Gav Amigos” (UA), (3d wk),
big $4,5()0.

‘Sp|endor’-‘Island’

Smash 20G, PhiDy
Philadelphia, Aug. 2.

Musicals continue to get a heavy
play from local patrons. Exception
to this trend is the preem of "Sav-
age Splendor”-"Seal Island,” given
smart campaign, this combo is do-
ing smash week at the Stanton.

55-70*
j

Otherwise, firstruns are in the
summer doldrums.
"Great Gatsby” is doing fine at

Karlton in view of size of house.
"Too Late for Tears” looms dis-

disappointing at the Stan-
1

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 50-99)—"Red

I Menace” 'Rep), Modest $9,000 or

Palace (RKO* (3.300; .5.5-85)—

“Follow Me Quietly” (RKO) with
. Dennis Day topping stageshow

.

Smash $36,000, purely as result of

! radio star’s pull. Last week.
I “Doolins of Oklahoma” (Col', oke
$14,000.

I State (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-70*

—

i “Sorrowful Jones” (Par), Big $23.-

000.*L^t week, "Forbidden Street”
i (20th) plus Larry Parks and Betty
! Garrett onstage, very bullish $37,-

500.

j

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-70*
I

—“One False Step” (U*. Average
$6,500. Last week. "Late for Tears”

I

(UA*, fairly good $8,000.

‘Lining’ Only Big New Pic

In Denver, Lofty $1 1,000
Denver. Aug. 2.

Dog races and ball game.'; are

blamed for slow theatre trade here

this week. Big exception is "Silver

Lining,” big at Broadway "('alaiu-

Ity Jane” shapes slight in three

houses.
Estimates for This Wed

Broadway (WMfberg' 'I

74}_‘‘SiIver Lining” 'WB
$11,000. Holds. Las) week
(EL' ' 4th wk-.5 days'. $3 (*00

Denham ((’ockrilD '1.750;

.
—"Manhandled" 'Par' and
cial Agent” 'Par'. Thin
Last week. ".Sorrow tul

(I‘ar) (4th wk*, $6,.5('tj.

Denver (Fox' '*2. .52.’
.

"Calamity Jane” 'U' anu
Kan Francisco” 'Rep',

with Esquire, Webber, SI’

000. Last week. "Chainpi
(Continued on pagt

Soaring Mercury Tilts

D.C.; ‘Summertime’-Vaude ,

Sock $32,000, ‘Lining’ 18G
Washingtoif. Aug. 2.

Sizzling heat is proving a boon
to mid town exhibs. Thousands of

government workers, dismissed
early each torrid day from non-
cooled offices, have beat a path to

the air-conditioned theatres. “Good i

Old Summertime” at Capitol,
looms as current champ, with
"Look for Silver Lining” at the

Warner and “Lady Gamble.s” at

RKO Keith’s next best.

E.stimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2.434; 44-85*

—

"Good Old Summertime” (M-G)
plus vaude. Sock $32,000. Last
week, “Calamity Jane” (U) plus
vaude, thin $18,000.

Keith’s (RKO' (1,939; 44-80*—
"Lady Gambles” (U*. Hot $14,000,
best in weeks. La.st week. "Cobra
Woman” (FC* and "White Savage”
• FC) (reissues*, okay $8,000

Little (Lopert) (283; 50-74*

—

"Bank Dick” (Indie* and "My Little

Chickadee” 'Indie) (reissues'. Ter-
rific $6,000 for this small-seater,
with interest centered on late W.
C Fields. Last week, subsequent-
run operation.

.Metropolitan (WB* (1,163; 44-74.

-"Red Menace" 'Rep'. Fine $8 .-

000 . I>ast week "Not Wanted" (FC.
$8. 500.

Palace (Loew’s* (2,370: 44-74'

—

'/umber Play" (M-(i) (2d wk'.
.’d to $16,000 after hefty
0 last week.
yhouse 'Lopert* (432; 50-85'

le P'an” (20th ''(3d wk'. Steady
0 after $4 500 la.s*, week,
arner 'WB' (2.164: 44-74*—
^er Lining” 'WB*. Stout $lA.-
but undoubtedly lacing by crix

: loll. Last week. "Girl Jones
ch” (WB) (2d wk). solid $15,000.
rans-Lux (T-D (6.54; 44-80'

—

rbidden .Street” )20th' (4lh wk'
jrted to $5,500 for 5 days after
700 last week.

near. Last week,. “Gunga Din”
(RKO* and "Lost Patrol” (RKO)
'reissues* ( 2d wk), fast $ 10 ,000 .

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Girl
Jones Beach” (WB) (2d wk). Down
to $10,000 after fair $16,500 opener.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—
"Streets Laredo” (Par) (2d wk).
Sagging to mild $9,500 after mod-
erate $15,000 opener.

Karlton 'Goldman) (1,000; 50-
99)—"Great Gatsby” (Par). Fine
$16,000 or near. Last week, "Ille-
gal Entry” (U). mild $9,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

"Silver Lining” (WB) (2d wk).
Holding to good $19,000 after big
$28,000 first week.

Stanley (WB* (2,950; 50-99)—
"Too Late For 'rears” (UA). Thin
$14,500. Last week. “Sorrowful
Jones” 'Par) (4th wk), .solid $12,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99*—
"Savage .Splendor” (RKO) and

j

"Seal Island” (RKO). Sparkling
promotion with excellent tie-ups in
producing a giant $20 ,000 , particu-
larly strong in view of weather and
size of house. Last week, "Big Cat”
(ED and "Special Agent” (Par),
fair $ 1 ().()()0 .

Yellow Ribbon” added up to whop
ping $21,000. Other new films are
lightweight. "Any Number Can

j

Play” at Midland and "Silver Lin-
|

ing” at Paramount are turning
in strong secoj^d weeks. Cooler
weather for weekend is helping.

Estimates for This Week
|

Esquire (Fox Midwest* '820; 45-
65)—"Bad Boy’’ (Mono) and "In-j
cident” (Mono). Just over average'
at $4,000. Last week house was in
combo with Apollo for "Red
Menace” (Rep) and "Hide Out”,
(Rep), nice $7,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (.550; $1.20-1

$2.40—“Red Shoe.s” 'ED '15th-l
final wk). Winds up record run

'

with plea.sant $2.40(), Last week,
j

about same. Fifteen weeks hit
close to $45,000, phenomenal figure i

for this arty hou.se.

Midland (Loew’s) (3, .500; 45-64)
!—"Any Number Play” (M-G) and 1

“Secret Saint Ives” 'Col* )2d wk).
;

A winner at $11,000 l.ast week, I

$19,000.
Missouri (RKO* (2,650; 45-65*

—

“Wore Yellow Ribbon” 'RK.O).
Opened the renewed house, for-
merly Mainstreet. with p.a.’s by i

Jane Russell. Alan Hale, Gordon
MacRae, George O’Brien. Ben
Johnson and Harry Carev, Jr., on

j

first two days. Terrific $21.000

1

looms and sure holdover. Last
week, shuttered.
Paramount (Par* (1,900; 45-65)—

'

“Silver Lining” tWB) '2nd wk).
Handsome $10,000. La.st week,
strong $16,000.
Roxy 'Durwood* '900; 45-65* —

“It Ain’t Hay ” (Indie) and “Behind
the Eight Ball” ( Indie' 'reissues*.
Average $3,000. Last week,
"Lonesome Pine” (Par) and “Ger-
onimo” (Par) (reissues). $4,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (45-65; 2.100. 2.043, 700)
—"Calamity Jane” i.U'. Slim $12.-

Last week. “Hou.se of Strang-
(20th), $12,500.

Detroit. Aug 2
Aided by preem fanfare with pix

stars and street dancing, "Love
Happy” looks to hit smash t<.ial at
the Palms this week. Holdover of
"Home of Brave” and "Look for

[Silver Lining” still are getting a
I big play. Convention of Michigan
;

State Legionnaires is figured a
favorable factor.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95*—

“House of Strangers” )2()th' and
"Lone Wolf Lady” (Col) (2d wk).
Pair $22,000. Last week, $26,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) i4,()00-

70-95*—"Silver Lining” (WB) and
, “Hellfire” (WB) (2d wk). Bright
$28,000. Last week, $34,000

!

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—"Love
Happy” (UA) and "Night Unto

I

Night” (UA). Very big $21,()()(( La.st

W'eek. “Never Give Sucker Break ”

(Indie) and “Bank Dick’’ ' Indie)
i (reissues) dull $8,000.
I

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-

I

95*—“Home of Brave” 'UA' and
“Singing Dude” (UA* '2d wk'.

j

Solid $25,000. Last week. $33,000,

!

Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95'-^
“Desperadoes” (Col) and "Rene-
gades” (Col) (reissues). Oke $14.-

. 000. La.st week, "Red Menace”
! (Rep) and “Fighting Fools’’ Mono',
$ 10 ,000 .

i

Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 70-95'

—

“One False Step” (U) and "One
Woman’s Story” (U). Good $12.-

000. Last week, “Edward. M.v Son’’

(M-G) and “Some of Bc.sf 'M-G)
(2d wk), $f0,000.

I Downtown (Balaban) (2 900; 70-

1 95)—“Neptune’s Daughter” 'M-G)
'and “Lovable Cheat” (FC* '4il) wk'.

i

Holding at $10,000. Last week, oke
$ 11 ,000 .

PARKS UPS ‘OUTPOST’

GIANT $40,000, ST. LOO
St. Louis, Aug. 2.

With Larry Parks and Betty
Garrett heading a sock vaude show
plus “Outpost in Morocco.” second
vaudfilrn bill to play at Loew’s in
nearly two decades is crashing
through t<» terrific total this week.
Combo is doing nearly twice as
much as big straight-film weeks at
house. “Girl From Jones Beach,”
only other newcomer, is doing
nicely at the Mis.souri. Cool Canad-
ian breez.es have broken the long
hot spell here.

Estimate.s for This Week
Ambassador 'Fit^M) (3.000; 50-75)—‘The Fountainhead” (WB) and
Mother is a Freshman” (20th) )2d

wk). Holding at $9.()()(), after mild
$ 10.000 initial session.

l.oew’x 'lx)ew) **,172; .50-85)

—

"Gut post in Morocco’’ (UA) and
Larry Parks, Betty Garrett lopping
stageshow. Wow $40,000. La.st

Baito Brisk After Heat

Leaves; ‘Lining’ Topper,

$16,000, ‘Everything’ IIG
Baltimore. .4ng 2

Break in torrid temperatufes
lifted weekend biz into consider-

ably better action than on down-
town front of late, and figures are

taking an upward spurt. In be.st

position is the Stanley with "Look
For Silver Lining” with enough td

top town. “Too Late For Tears.” at

Century is fairish. "You’re M.v

Everything,” at the New i.* going
into second round after f.*st open-
ing session.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) '3.000. 20-

60)
—“Too Late For Teais” 'UA*.

Fairish $12,000. Last week. "Any
Number Play” (M-G), good $‘23,000

in 12 days.
Hippodrome (RappaporC <2.240;

20-70)—"Lucky Stiff ” 'RKO* plus

vaude. Average $13,000 Last

week, “Roughshod" (RKO) and
vaude, $12,800.

Keith’s (Schanberger* (2.460; 20-

60)—"One False Step” 'U'. Just

okay $9,000. Last week, "Calamity
Jane” (U), only $6,800.

Mayfair (Hicks) (908; 20-65'—
“Red Menace’’ (Rep). Strong sell-

fn .* V I I 1 J /I ing but mild $4,500 looms. Last

uUnuncriimc Lush 14u “champion” (ua) <410 wk*.

000 .

ers’

New Films Boost Cincy;

‘Everything’ Hep $16,000,

okay $5,900.
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75'—

“Silver Lining” (WBi. R«»sv $16.-

000, to top town. Last week. "G-
Men” (WB) (reissue) dim $6,400.

New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20 -60 '—
"You’re My Everything ” '20lh' '2d

wk). Starting second round today
. C.urient top grosser is "Fol-

,
(Tues.) after fast $11,000 opener.

Me Quietly with Dick Contino
; Town (Rappaport) '1.500; 35-65)

‘ *“ —"Happened One Night" 'C<»l' and
"Girl Friday” (Col) (reissues'. Mild

$7,000. Last week, "One Woman s

Story” (RKO), fair $8,2(M).

(Cincinnati. Aug. 2.
All downtown houses are shar-

ing in a midsummer jackpot in-
duced by an extra splurge of new
bills and a stageshow added to the
Albee, city’s biggest seater. Sharp
biz bulge is in the face of sizzling
heat
low
unit lopping stageshow at Albee.
where big. "You’re My h^very-
thing” is hefty at Palace while
"Good Old .Summertime” .shapes
solid at ('apitol.

Estimates for 'Fhls Week
Albee (RKO* (3.100; 5.5-94)—

“Follow Me Quietly” 'RKO' plus
Dick Contino unit on stage. Ex-
cellent $’25,000. Last week.
"Streets of Laredo" 'Par' and
“Blondie’s Big Deal" (Col), solid'
$12,000 at .5.5-7.5C. .scale

'

Capitol 'RK()» (2.000: .55-75)

—

“Good Old Summertime" 'M-G*.
Rosy $14.()()0. Holds. Last week.
"Any Number INav” 'M-G) '2d
wk). $8..500.

Grand 'RKO* (1.400; .5.5-75)—
“Sand” '2()th). Okay $7..500. Last
week, "Red Menance ’ 'Rep), $5..500.

Keith’s 'City Inv.' '1.542; 55.75)
\\eek, ’ (lood Old Summertime”

i

—

-"Massaere River" 'Mono). Strong
• M-G) and “Daring Caballero”
'UA) huge $29,000.

5lissoiiri .'FAM) '3..500: 50-7.5*—
"Girl Jones Beach” 'WB* and
"Green Promise” (RKO*. Nice $15.-
000 . I.ast week. "Red Menace”
'Rep* and "Bad Bov” (Mono), $9,-
000 .

St. Louis (FAM) ( 4.000; 50-75)—
".Siher Lining” (WB) and “Adven-
ture in Balfimore” (RKO* (3d wk).
Still fa.st at $9,000 after $11,000 for

t second stanza.

$12..500. La.vl week, "'rake Fal.se

Step” tU) and ’’Jas.sv ' <U). $7..500.
Palace iRKO) '2.600; 5.5-75*—

“Yoirre Mv -Everything’’ '20th( and
"Homicide” 'WB'. Hefty $16,000.
I.ast week. "Silver l.ining” 'WB*
and “Special Agent" 'Pai $16..500.

Shubert 'RKO* *2 100; r).5-75)—
"Silver I.ining” (WB' and "Special
Agent’ 'Par) 'mo.i. Favorable
$6..500. La.st week. "House of
Strangers" <201 h) and "l.one Wolf
Lady" iCol* tin o ', $4,000.

‘Savage’-‘Island’ Tees Off

With Record Philly Line

Philadelphia. Aug. 2.

RKO went all-out on it.*-
J’**'’™"

paign for “Savage Splendor ' and

“Seal Island” which preemed her«

last Thursday (28) at the Stanton.

Terry Turner, RKO exploitation

chief, and Armand Denis, producer,

of “Splendor,” were here for thf

9 o’clock morning opening which

drew the longest line ever .seen m
Philly at that early hour.
Marquee spread included I'*'®

native girl figures, built b> Mes^
more and Damon, of New York,

which wiggled to an ac«"mpf®''
ment of tropical mnsie Warner

circuit publicists took one look at

the unadorned gals and prompHy
ordered pink bras. The mo' i drew

hoots in the local pres.*. b"t

stayed on.
RKO made a smart

the Daily News for Hie t"

concentrating heavy lineage

double spreads in <<>loi' "*

paper and also giving die I’”'*!

a civic sponsor by ccU'hiadng *

75th anni of the Phihul* li')"''

they

>ulh
rein.

I i»»ur

the
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Hinnidity Hits Chi; Dan Patch’ Trim

{13,000, Hope, With Blair-Blackhum

Twins Added, Sock 60G, ‘Sinner 17G

rK-TiniE GROSSKSI II

‘Neptune’ Nifty $16,000,

Toronto; ‘Menace’ IIG

With
Toronto. Aug. 2.

current heat wave, “Nep-
tune s Daughter” is leading
town s take v ith sock biz.

?A?*'j***'^ otherwise
Kcd Menace,”

spots.

on
Nothing

excepting
in four

Chicago, Aug. 2.

The Chicago is still going great !

Aims with “Sorrowful Jones, in
j

fw’ond week, with new stage lay-
j

«Ht toDoed by Janet Blair and

illckbSm Twins. Fancy $60,000

1
' ms Andrews SisUrs dropped

out”of show because of Patti An-

drews’ illness after one week.

Newcomers are being wilted by the

humid weather which has blank-

eted the town for over a week.

Tven the drive-ins are suffering.

•^ovie Crazy” at Garrick should

hit bright $11,000. World brought

in W C Field oldies, “Bank Dick”

and “Little Chickadee” and nifty

$4 500 looms. “Great Dan Patch”

looks sturdy $13,000 at Roosevelt,

^reat Sinner” is nice $17,000 at

United Artists. Oriental, with “We
Were Strangers” and Lassie, Stan

Jones, and Penny Singleton, rates

okay $35,000 for second frame.

Third week of “Champion” at

Woods shapes bright $20,000.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-981—

“Sorrowful Johes” (Par) (2d wk)
Mith Janet Blair and Blackburn
Twins on stage. Socko $60,000.

Last week, with Andrews Sisters

heading stage bill, smash $73,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
“Movie Crazy” (Indie) (reissue).

Excellent $11,000. Last week, “Red
Stallion Rockies” (EL) and “Big
Jack” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Cobra Woman” and “White Sav-
age ” (17) (reissues). Okay $10,000.
LasI week, “House of Strangers”
(20th » (3d wk), nice $7,500.-
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-

98'
—“We Were Strangers” (Col)

with “Lassie,” Penny Singleton, in
person. Trim $35,000. Last week,
$47,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“Sand” (20th) and “Forbidden
Street” (20th) (2d wk-3 days) and
“My Gal Sal” and “House on 92d
St.” (20th) (reissues) (4 days). Light
$9,000. Last week, “Sand” and
“Street” mild $15,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)

—

“Wild Weeds” (Indie) (3d wk).
Passable $7,500. Last week. $8,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
Great Dan Patch” (UA). Sturdy
S13.000. Last week. “Nick Beal”
(Par) and “Crooked Way” (UA) (2d
wki, good $10,000.
^hvyn (ShMbert) (1,000; $1.20-

^2.40) — “Red Shoes” (EL) (3Lst

1

* $2,500. Last week,
oke $3,300.

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 50-98)
r- Fountainhead” (WB) (2d wk).^b $13,000. Last week, oke $18,-

Artists (B&K) (1.700; 50-
Sinner” (M-G). Pert

(pI’. week, “Geronimo”
r^ar) and “Lonesome Pine” (Par)
(re^.sues) (2d wk), $10,000.

(Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
h«iH ?***«"« fUA) (3d wk). Should

$28^Q(^
^20,000. Last week, socko

DiJk"!!* w I"**!*®'
80)—“Bank

(L'wr
My “Little Chickadee”

v^ek $4,500. Last

(Col) (reissues) (3d wk), $3,-

Ettimatei Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Ink Spots Boost

‘Caught’ 26G, Prov.
Providence, Aug. 2.

With (he Ink Spots topping stage-
show at upped scale. State's b.o.
ha.s been rising with the tempera-
ture. “Caught” is the picture on
bill. Tops liereaboiits will be Ma-
jestic’s “Hou.se of Strangers,” with
strong session.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

“Dumbo” (RKO) and “Saludos
Amigos” (RKO' (reissues). Healthy
$12,000. Last week, “Mighty Joe
Young” (RKO) and “Alimony”
(RKO' (2d wk', solid $12,500.

Fay’s (Fay (1.400; 44-65)—“Bar-
bary Coast" (Indie) and “Cowboy
and Lady ”

( Indie) (reissues). So-so
$5,500. Last week, “Red Menace”
(Rep) and “Castaway” (Indie), fair

$6,000

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—

|

“House of Strangers” (WB) and I

“Leave To Henry’’ (Mono). Strong
$14,000. Last week, “Colorado Ter-

i

ritory” (WB* and “Mississippi
Rhythm” (Mono), $15,000.

State (Loew) (3.200; 60-85) —
“CauglK" (M-G) and Ink Spots on-
stage. Hot $26.0000. Last week,
“SI I at I on Stoi y” (M-G) (2d wk),
big $16,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—“Doolins of Oklahoma’’ (Col) and
“.\ir Ho.sle.ss” (CoD. Fairly nice
$9,000. Last w'eek, “Ixinesome
Pine” (Part and “Geronimo” (Par)
(reissues', good $7,500.

sturdy

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Srarboro,

694;
3^60*— ’Red Menace” (Rep) and

To Henry” (Mono). Neat
$11,000. Last week. "Bad Boy”

and “Tuna Clipper” (Mono),
$9,000.

Imperial (FP) (3.373; 40-70) —
“Lust for Gold’’ NSH $9,500. La.st
week. “Sorrowful Jones” (Par) (4th
wk), about same.

Loew’s (Loew) (2.096; 40-70)—
“Neptune’s Daughter ” (M-G). Sock
$16,000. Last week. “Champion”
(M-G) (2d wk*. good $8,500.
Odeon (Rank* (2.390; 35-$1.20)—

“Home Braxe” (U.\) (2d wk). Hefty
$10,000 alter last week’s $13,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2.386; 40-70)—
“Great Gatsby" (Pan. Okay $9,500.
Last week. “Girl Jopes Beach”
(WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
Towne (Taylor) (690; 40-70)—

“Mr. Polly” (F.L*. Fine $4,000. Last
week. “Pai.san” (Indie) (9th wk),
$2,500.

University (FP) (1.556; 40-60)—
“Fountainhead” iWB'. Good $6,-
000. Last week. “Forbidden '

Street” (20lh*. $4..500.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)

—

“Take False Step” (U). Modest i

$7,000. Last week. “Phantom of
Opera” (U' and “Climax” lU) (re-
issues). $4,500.

B’way Goes for ‘Stable,’ Terrif 47G;

‘Joe Young’ Mighty $40,000 Via Great

Bally, ‘Crime’-Morales-Small $65,000

WINDOW’ BEST BET
IN SLOW INDPLS., lOG

first n/Jl.**
^onie .stand of

WeekenH^* opening over

Petish outdoor corn-

dow” it ^
"taking it tough. “Win-

CirL
diana Gambles” ^t In-

1‘oew’s Strangers” at

low par
considerably be-

f®' Tf*!* Week
(2,800; 44-

'^enture “Ad-
*'0 0()0

(RKO). Okay
^Pancr' “Bride Ven-

SS.doo^
“Nick Beal”

“Lad‘*y*G*amM ^3.300; 44-65)-
^«ves I and “Rusty
iNJO. La\t ,

• '^ccy slow $8,-
'P>r) ani -It,’"’

.“Streets Laredo”
^>1.000 Special Agent” (Par),

>V*Wpre^s7’*’ ^2,427; 44-65)-

?'‘iS7 5oo t ?
Diary” (Col). Te-

t’Mch- '\cck. “Great Dan

^ 'rVoV?

*

44-65)—“Sel-
IRKO^ "^e Stops Out”
.illegal v’ ,

Last week,
^tanhunt’’ ?il,

' "Arctic
(Li, amo.

Frisco Cool, Biz Torrid;

‘Beach’ Rousing $24,000,

‘Strangers’ Fat 16G, 2d
San Francisco, Aug. 2.

Biz looms brighter here as dull

weather i.s putting a damper on
outdoor activity and conventions
brighten the local scene. “Girl

From .lunes Beach” is proving so

solid at the Paramount it will be
held over. “Johnny Stool Pigeon”
i.s okay at tlie Orpheum. Elsewhere
it is largely holdover but these are
holding up strongly.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-85)—“Not Wanted” (FC) and “Mi.ssi.s-

sippi Rhythm” (Mono) (2d wk),

Down to $9,000, Last week, fine

$16,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95) —
“Hou.se of Strangers” (20th) and
“Forbidden Street” (20th) (2d wk*.

Holding to solid $16,000. Last
week, $22,500.

\Var6eld (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
“Good Old Summertime” (M-G)
and “Temptation Harbor” (Mono)
)2d wk'. Nice $15,000. La.st week,
sock $21,500.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)

—

“Girl .lones Beach” iWB) and “One
La.st Fling” (WB). Hefty $24,000.

Holds. La.st w'cek, “Stratton Story”
(M-G* and “Daughter of West”
(F(’) )3d wk). still good at $12,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue)

(2d wk(. Strong $12,000. Last
week. $17,000,

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85) — "Johnny Stool Pigeon” (U)

and “Rim of Canyon” (Col'. Oke
$13,000, La.st week, “Lady
Gambles” (U* and “One Woman’s
Story” (U*. $12,000;

United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;

155-85' — ’’Late For Tears” (UA).

Thin $6,000. Last week. “Africa

Screams" (U.\) and “Prairie Pi-

rates” 'Ll (3d wki. big $5,500.

Stagedoor (Ackerman* <3 7 0;

$l.20-$2.40' — “Red Shoes” (EL)
(10th wk». Oke $7,500. Last week,

$8 ,000.

Vaude Ups ‘Judge’

Wham 25G, Mpis.
Minneapolis, Aug. 2.

Vaudeville’s debut is ringing the
biz bell loudly for the Orpheum.
With “Judge Step.s Out,” hou.se is

way out ahead with smash session.
Among major film newcomers,
“Stratton Story” is standing up
best a( Radio City, “Outpost in
Morocco” looms mildish at State.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par* (1,600; 50-70)

—

“Sorrowful Jones” (Par) (m.o.)
Fine $7,000. Last week, “Wizard
of Oz” (M-G* ucis.sue*, very good
$7,500.
Radio City (Par) <4.000; .50-70)—

“Stratton Story” (M-G). Good $15,-
000, Last week. “Sorrowful Jones”
(Par) )2d wk). big $13,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 55-

85) — ‘“Judge Steps Out” (RKO)
and vaude. I’lie long heralded
vaudeville is making everybody
happy, with a giant $25,000 loom-
ing. Last week, “Doolins of Okla-
homa” (Col), fair $9,000 at 50-70c
SCdl^
RKO-Pan (RKO) <1,600; 50-70)

—“Cover Gill” (Colt and “You
Were Never Lovelier” (Col) (reis

sues). Fair $7,000. Last
“Massacre River” (Mono)
“Leave To Henry”
$5,000.

State (Pai’V 75.300;

post Morocco” (U.\t.

or near. Last week.
Patch” (U.\*, lielow hopes but
000 is still plenty good
World (Mann*

“Dulcimer Street’

000. Last week.
(Rep). $2,800.

Noro
Hank
mod-
Froin

week,
and

(Mono), light

,50-70)—“Out-
Solid $12,000
“Great Dan

$ 12 .-

(400;

(U).

“Red

50-70)—
Good $3,-

Menace”

Five new bills, two of,, them
smash hits, are injecting new life

into Broadway tliis session. De-
spite this, four successive days of

above 90-degree heal, including

last Saturday (30*. look a heavy
toll and are giving the Street a

spotty appearance. Last Friday

was the year’s hoUe.st at 98. Break
in torrid weather came too late

Saturday to do any good that day
but sent business soaring Sunday
• 31). and kept it liigh for the next
two days.

Biggest draws held well until

Saturday but a mass exodus oi

New Yorkers cut grosses sharply,
being 30-45‘’e below Friday (‘29)

when normally Saturday trade Is

far ahead of Friday. The fact that
Saturday was so badly olT cut into

nearly every situation.

Both “Come to Stable” and
“Mighty Joe Young” are socko.
“Stable,” with today (Wed.) yet to
be counted, looks to bit $47,000 or
near at Rivoli.

“Joe Young” looks mighty $40,-

000 but it too was melted by Satur-
day’s torrid temperatures at Cri-
terion. However, this is huge
money for this house at the cur-
rent time, circus bally and exten-
sive exploitation paying off.

“Scene of Crime" with
Morales band, Mary Small,
Ladd, others, onstage, looks
est $65,000 at Capitol. “Girl
Jones Beach” shapes mild $20,000
at Strand. In contrast, the vaude-
ville policy with “Big Cal” i.s doing
all right witli $21,000 or better at

the Palace,

Estimates for This W^ek
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 60-$1.50)—“Lost Boundaries” (P’C) (5th wk).

Holding in remarkably fine fashion
at about $14,000 after $16,000 last

week. Stays on indef, ,,,

Bijou (City Inv.' (589; $120-1 Woman
$2.40) — “Red Shoes" (EL> (41st*'*’®''®®
wk). Still steady at around $9,000
after $9,300 last week. Continues.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 80-$1.50)—“Scene of Crime” (M-G' with
Noro Morales orch, Mary Small,
Hunk Ladd, others, onstage. Hav-
ing to open in sweltering heat la.st

Thursday not helping, with only
$65,000 or near likely in first week,
modest. Holds. Last week, “Any
Number Play” (M-G) with Bert
Wheeler, Hal Leroy. Hal McIntyre
orch (4th wk), $41,000. “Madame
Bovary” (M-G) switched from State
and likely to open here in three or
four weeks but not right after
"Crime.”

Criterion (Mo.ss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
—“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (2d
wk). First stanza ended last night
(Tues.) soared to mighty $40,000 or
better, biggest here in many
months, with extra .shows and
tilted early afternoon prices
helping. Heal slashed biz badly
Saturday but even with this dip,
initial week is getting fantastic
money and nearly twice as much
as house has been doing recently.
Last week, “Calamity Jane” (U) (2d
wk-4 days). $5,000.

Globe (Brandt' (1..500; 50-$1.20)
—“Not Wanted” (FC* (2d wk'. Tor-

Hub Heat Hurts Biz; ‘Number’ Not Loud

, ‘Lining OK 20G, ‘Beacb’ 17G
Boston. Aug. 2.

Firstruns .are no match for terrific

heat wave w Inch has sent the popu-
lace .scurrying to resorts in.stead of

the theatre. New product at major
houses will have difTiculty doing
much more tijan average biz.

“Dumbo” vitb “Saludos Amigos”
at Memorial. “.Any Number Can
Play” at Stale and Orpheum, and
“Silver Lining” at Met all shape
up okay considering temperatures.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox' (1.200; 40-85)

—

“Lost Boundaries” (F(’' (3d wk).
Neat $10,000 aL.T nice $11,500 last

week
Boston (RKO) <3.200; 40-85)—

“Johnny Stool Pigeon" (U) and
“Stagecoach Kid” (RKO). Okay
$16,000. La.st week. “White Savage”
(FC and “Cobra Woman” (FC) (re-

issues). $12,000.
Fenway 'NET' <1.373; 40-85) ——“Girl Jones Beach” (WHi and

“Alimony" (EL'. Fair $5,000. Last

week. “Red Menace” 'Reo> and
“Hellfire” (Rep'. g<»od $6,000,

Mayflower (.ATC 700; 40-8.5) —
“Not Wan»(d’’ (FC. Ok^y $8,000.

Last week, subsequent-run.

rid weather this session no help.

Mild $1.5,000 looms after okay $20,-

000 opener. Stays a third week.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 44-99'

—

"Dumbo” (RKOi and “Saludoa
Amigos” (RKO) (reissues' (2d wk).
Doing fairly well on initial hold-
over session at $8,500 after $15,000
first week. Stays a third.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 50-$l.20>
—“Big Steal” (RKO) (4th wk).
Holding r4,''ely in view of condi-
tions at about $10,000 after $15,000
last round. Goes hfth round, with
“Too Late For Tears” (U.\) due in
next.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
“Big Cat” (EL) with vaude. De-
spite heat climbing back near re-
cent levels, with good $21,000
likely this frame. Last week,
“.Alimony” (ED and vaude, $19,-
500, over hopes.

Paramount (Par) <3.664; 5.5-$1.50)—"Hope of Sand” (Par) with Tex
Beneke orch. Vic Damone, Cy
Reeves, Rudy Cardenas onstage.
Opens today (Wed.), I.ast week,
“Great Gatsby" (Par) plus Jimmy
Dorsey orch. Peggy Lee topping
stage bill (3d wk). held up fairly
good at $59,000 aHer $70,000 for
second frame.

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-
$2.40)—“Hamlet” (U) (45th wk>.
Keeping around recent levels,
with $7,600 in 44th week ended
la.st Monday (D night after $7,500
last week.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5.!)4.5: R0-$2.40)—“Silver
Lining’’ (WB) with Independence
Day Pageant onstage (6th-final
wk). Down to about $115,000,
very good for final stanza after
satisfactory $r24,()()0 in fifth week.
“Good Old Summertime” (M-G)
with new' stageshow opens tomor-
row (Thurs.).

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)—
“While Savage” (FC) and “Cobra

(FC (reissues). Nice
$10,500, and holding. Last week,
“Iron Crown” (Indie) (8tlj wk),
okav $6,500.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2.092; 60-
$1.25)—“Come to Stable” )20th).
Soaring to smash $47,000 in first

week ending today (Wed.), after
promising to go higher before heat
cut in on normally big Saturday.
This is the biggest done here open-
ing week in months, and remark-
able in view of record heat. Last
week, “Take False Step” (U) (5th
wk). $4,000.
Roxy (20th) (.5,886; 80-$1.50)—

“You’re My Everything” )20th)
plus Bob Crosby, Sid Stone,
Johnny Mack, iceshow’, topping
stage bill (2d wk). Excessive heat
spells story here too. with only
about $68,000 in prospect; first
round went to very good $84,500.
Stays a third, with “Slattery’s Hur-
ricane” (20th) due in on Aug. 12.

State (r,oew’.s) (3,4.50; ,50-$1..50»

“Great Sinner” (M-G) (6th wk).
Fifth week ended la.st night (Tues.)
at about $12,060, mild, after $15,-
0()0 for fourth frame. “JoLson

'

Sings Again” (Col) opens here
Aug. 17 with “Sinner.”

Strand (WB) (2.7.56; 50-$1.25)—
“Girl Jones Beach” (WB). Mild
$20,000. Last week. “Fountain-
head” (WB) (3d wk), light $14,000
was all.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 70-$1.20)— **

“Quartet” (ED (19th wk). Holding
steady at $8,600, big, same as last
week. “Fallen Idol” (SUO) open-
ing not set yet.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.25)—“Home of Brave” (12th-
final wk). P'inal stanza looks okay
$6,500 after $7,500 last week. “The
Window” (RKO) opens .Aug. 5.

f Memorial (RKO* (3..500; 40-85)

—

“Dumbo” (RKO) and “Saludos
,

Amigos’’ (RKO( (reissues). Opened
strong on Saturday (30). t.asl week, n cv ill •.

"Mighty Joe vouns" <!iKoi and Seattle SliDS Albeit
,

The Mutineers (Col) (2d wk-lO ^
days), solid $28,000.

Metropolitan (NET* (4 376; 40-
85)—“Silver Lining” (WB) and
“One Last Fling” (WB*. (Jood $20.-
000 or over in view. Last week.
"House of Strangers” (2()th) and

;
“Hold That Baby" (Mono) (2d wk*.
$16,000.

i Orpheum (Loew* <3.000; 40-85)

—

“Any Number Can Play’’ (M-G)
and “Gay Amigo” (UA*. Fast $18,-
000. Last week. “Edward. My Son”
(M-G) and “Law Barbarv Coast”

,

(Col), $21,000.
Paramount (NET) <1,74)0; 40-85)—“Girl Jone.s Beach” (WB' and

j

“Alimony” (ED. So-so $12,000
Last week, “Red Menace” (Rep)
and “Hellfire” (Repi. okay $13..500.

State (Loewi (3..500; 40-85) —
"Any Number Play” (M-G) and
"Gay Amigo” (UA'. Fair $12,000.
Last week. “Edward. My Son”

I

(M-G) and “Law- of Barbary Coast”
(Col), solid $15,500.

‘Lining’ Strong $12,000
Seattle. .Aug. 2.

Outdoors took the limelight this
week but .some new fare did well
enough. “Silver Lining” is bright-
est new picture at the Orpheum.
“Stratton Story” is still great at
Liberty in fourth week.

Estimates for This YVeek
Coliseum (H-E* <1.877; .50-84'—

“Crooked Way” (U.A' and “Tempta-
tion Harbor” (Mono*. Okay $7,500,
Last week. “Calamity Jane” (U»
and “Thunder in Pines” (SG), good
$11,000 in 8 days.

Fifth Avenue (H-E* (2.349?-'50-

R4» — “Any Number Play” (M-G)
and “Arctic Manhunt” (U* (2d wk'.
Slow $7,000 after swell $12,300
opener, but below hopes.

Liberty 'Theatres. Inc) (1.650;

50-84) — “Stratton Story” (M-G)
(4th wk». Great $9,000 Lrst week,

(Continued on page 18)
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MOTION PICTURE

” of performance — shining

as OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
cements in “The Snake Pit,

and “Gone With The Wind.”

appeal by MONTGOMERY CLIFT,
^

romantic

fulfilling the promise of “The Search” and “Red River” which established

him as the most sensational new box office performer in many years.

^ Qf direction by WILLIAM WYLER, reflecting his warmth

of human understanding combined with the craftsmanship of his top grossers

Mrs. Miniver” and “The Best Years Of Our Lives.”Wuthering Heights,

. of brilliant acting by world famous

RALPH RICHARDSON, supported by MIRIAM HOPKINS,
MONA FREEMAN and many other important names.

HEIRESS” is based on a long-run hi

a world famous novel by Henry James

" of all these magnificent box office

ingredients is the hallmark of “THE HEIRESS”

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS friTlI PRIDE ITS GREATEST OF A9

>% A>
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Paris Legit Ends Blah Season;

Name Playwr^hts Disappoint

kmk Producers See Pic Stymie If

Govt. Curbs Rawstock in S Crisis
Paris, July 26.

Mftw that lt‘s aU over, taking

rfnrk of the season’s legit offerings

5± that though about 20 pro-

dSns, including revivals, were

l“rn« about 55 stages, practically

Rank’s August Siesta
* London, Aug. 2,

J. Arthur Rank’s production ac-

tivities in Britain will come to aput on
• With very few ex

little
emerge

. noticeable halt during the last two weeks of
ceptions, tn

August. Rank is shuttering his
tiits

a

n' Francaise on both its
,

Denham studio during that period

a fair business, with Pierre to give all his employees a two-
itagesdid

giving a good ac- week vacation. End-of-August

his management. At shutdown is traditional with the

nV^Chaillot, Pierre Aldebert British filmmaker.

Fernand Gregh’s “Petit • Denham studio is the only lot

f and Jean de Beer’s “Guer- i now being used by Rank since he

1 J Irivolohtaire.’’ As to revivals, closed the others recently in

I® J.niiPl Robles’ “Montserrat” ' cost-saving consolidation move.

Z iZe Roussin’s extended. run
^

of “Petite Hutte” have done well, mwv « f T n
' TV Fdms for D.S.

*”steve Pa^s^eur got fair reviews

for his ”107 Minutes” and Sacha

Guitry produced three plays of his,

one being his version of ‘‘Voiw of

the Vtle.” “Toa” and “Qua-

drille.” which was good theatre.
|

Ferdinand’s “Mari ne ’

did well. Albert

Vienna, July 26.
Austria and Tri/onia are work-

ing out a new arrangement on film
exchange, with ratio this time 12
to 50. Austria agrees to produce a
maximum of 12 pix annually,
which are to be swapped against
50 German makes.

In view of the fact that indica-
tions point to a surplus of more
than 3,000,000 marks for Austria,
this amount is intended to be used
for a joint Austrian-German pro-
duction, against which unions have
already protested.

Simone in Rome Pic
Rome. July 26.

Simone Simon arrived from
I
Paris this week to star in a film
produced by Navona Films, titled

“Donne Nell ’Ombra.’’ Story, by
1
Go7a Radvanyi, Corrado Alvaro
and Liana Ferri, concerns women
and girls who consorted with
Fascist and Nazi bigwigs—when
they were bigwigs. After the war,
these women, who came from vari-
ous pfTrts of Europe, were placed
in a concentration camp as unde-
sirables as well as displaced per-
sons.

Radvanyi will direct. Robert
Goelet. Jr., is associate producer;
cameraman

Brit Industry
London, Aug. 2.

Production of films in Britain
Roger AihprV ror use almost exclusively on
Compte Pas did we

. American TV looks like developing
Camus* Etat de o

firopfinn ^ major British industry. News
snafued! anyv^y P®,

, ••voleur !

activities of Parthian Pro-
while

nftpfrv than ductions, whose product is to be re-
d’Enfants ^

|

leased through David Coplan’s new
theatre.

* q- ujs organization, is followed by plans
playwrights P i„ of a new company known as Vizio,
much discussed Ltd., which is associated with the

Bernstein produced his
Edvar

“La Solf ” with actor Jean Gabin S**^®®^®*^* ^
^ company, .Edgar

d^:fn,®lieh for the d« Rene
1

B.att and Roy„«o-|ey.^- in the

s1o"iS^an74enetre de Stephanie," ,

‘h® R'st t*o scries of TV films they

both more commendable than sue- »•«"»»
,

cessful. Paul Claudel’s following There will be 52 films to each

raved about “Pain Dur” while his
,

senes, one dealing wi h real life

“Soulier de Satin” was revived to ' murders from a Scotland Yard

good. business at the Francaise. angle, und the other being classi-

Henry de Montherlant’s “Demain fied as psychological thri lers. But

11 Pera Jour” at the Hebertot did .

they will be TV plays on

no smash, despite his name. ' celluloid. One film in each of the

Curzio Malaparte’s “Das Kapital” senes has now been completed and

created more talk than boxoffice. the directors have taken negatives

Jean de Letraz’s “Nous Avons Tous
Fait la Meme Chose” didn’t stand
’em up. Jean Genet’s “Haute Sur-
veillance” was a question mark.
Louis Ducreux missed with “Roi est

Mort.” Marcel Thlebaut did better
with “Bonnes Cartes.”
The real sensation of the season

was Andre Roussin’s “Petite Hutte,”
which In Its second year’s run is

still doing capacity, with about
$650 take per performance. De

,

Letraz revived his 20-year-old
“Voyage a Trols,” alleging that
Roussin had lifted from his old
comedy for “Hutte,” but Roussin
kept the business.

Joe Friedman Stresses

His Amicable Parting

From Columbia Piets

London. July 27.

Ed; /or. Variety:
I note with considerable regret

the publication both the weekly
and your daily in Hollywood of an
article bearing the London date-
line of July 12 stating that my
resignation from Columbia was
due to • disagreements with Home
Office executives and that I was
leaving for America on Aug. 13 to

settle my contract. It is further
stated that the rift became known
six months ago after I visited

| Paris. Aug. 2.
America for conferences with Scandinavian prospects are
president Harry Cohn and foreign bright for American films, accord-
distribution vice-president Joseph q McCarthy, inter-
A. McConville, being at that time national division chief of the Mo-
lifted out of ny position as tion Picture Assn, of America, who
aging director in Engird and be- recently returned here from a tour
ing replaced by Max Thorpe, my north countries. Accom-
assistant.

^ . , , panied by his wife, 'Lillian, the
Facts are that 1 oeen visited Finland, but failed to

in the best of health for several
Jp ]{ussia on the junket.

U. S. Pix Big In

Norse Countries

Sydney, July 26.

With the announcement b.v

Prime Minister Ben J. Chifley that

the government will cut dollar im-

ports by following talks in

London by his persoii.il rep, J. J.

Dedman. and Sir Stafford Cripps,

fear is lield here that there’ll be a

curb on tlie import of rawstock for

home pic production, plus a cut-

down of im|)orts of minor U S. pix.

Right now tlie only major pro-

ducer making pix here is Ealing.

with “Ritter S|uiugs” Unit has
two more fi’ms lined up for here,
it’s understood. The Charles
Chauvel pie. “Sons of Matthew.”
finanei'd l)\ ljniver.''al - Interna-
tional and (heater Union Theatres,
came ofl the production floor a
eouple (it wiM'k.s ago, (^h.'’uvel says
*u'’,s gilt more pix lined u|> for
19.50 It can he taki*n for granted
that r S. distrihs won’t make any
pix here this or any year.
Most hit by a rawstock nix would

be the inaior processing labora-
i tories. h.'indling tu ints of U S. and
British pix taken from the mother
print t(i save iin|)ort c-ost. Loeal
newsreel units would also be
socked by a rawstock shutoff.
Technicolor and Trucolor can’t be
processed here, lienee colored pix
woidd still Ii.ive to come through
from the U. S.. or lx* completely

I

nixed
Industry men close to the politi-

i cal sci'iie can’t sec tlu' government
eomnletely shutting out rawstock
from here, declaring that it would
mean the sliuldown of one of the

j

big industries emnloying many
I hundreds of skilled wor-kers. al-

j

though thi‘y do admit that there
may be some culdow n on minor pix

I

from the U. S.

1

Meeting of the .Ausir.alian Cabi-
net will he held short Iv to fix the

John MiUs as Radio Star

with them to show to possible dis-

tributors.

Each subject is carefully cut so
as to run for 26V^ minutes, allow-
ing 3Vi minutes for the normal
commercial plug in a half-hour
program. They are being directed
by experienced TV men; one of the
samples was directed by Eric Faw-
cett,

Each of the subjects is skedded
De

,

to cost around $7,000, and although
the first was made at the Mary-
lebone studios, future arrange-
ments will not be determined final-

ly until the two execs return from
New York.
Another entrant into the produc-

tion field for TV in Britain is

James Fitzpatrick, who plans to

I „ f p • *Tiake a series of 27-minute shorts

London Storv Sorios ^^ased on folk-muslc "landmarks.”UUUUUU iFlUlJ JCIICd They’re to have theatrical distribu-
London, July 26. tion in Britain through Metro but

British screen star John Mills will be shown on American TV net-
nas been signed by Towers of Lon- work.s through ABC and NBC. It’s
don for a series of half-hour radio hoped the first of the series will be
transcriptions titled “The London available for American video by
Story.” These are adapted from Christmas,
ahort stories by outstanding Briti.sh
yrlters. including H. G. Wells, A. onfU Rinl^i i rinpfnqqConan Doyle, W. W. Jacobs, H. E.

iJUlia 4 Lyinenias

and Rudyard Kipling. In Israel, 1 in Alexandria
Madrid. Aug. 2.

.o«hip‘'“rc7dbu?y"7''SS' Twentieth-Fox prei Spyros P.

manutactSrers a.ytha Skouras. who arrived here last

ivill start flir’incr
wcck on his tour of Europe, dis-

itarting In Septemher Sorics^wiii
' P'”'’*

offered fo? Xld uxe by To7. >"

ers. of Israel, as result of his belief

„ Program Is being directed by
' bat Israel will become one of the

Bwnard Braden. Canadian radio S’.'H'f"*
"d“stnal nalions of the

wor and director, who is also un- M'dd'o East In addition. 20lh
” p/nns a new theatre in .Alexandria.

Skouras emphasized he h.as

found American films to be pre-

dominant throughout Europe, de-
spite many countries now turning
out local product. In Spain, for

years and requested Colunibia to
, Soviet, however, is currently

relieve me of my responsibilities MPAA’s Louis Kan-
about a year ago, when it was de-

j
jg screening some 24

cided between u.s to grooni Mr.
; Hollywood pictures for the govem-

Thorpe for the position so as to en-
nrip^i there. Films are among the

able him to step in as soon as pos- block which MPAA prez Eric John-
sible. This was accomphshecl on Russia during his 1948
Feb. 1, of this year, thereby reliev-

1 ^o Moscow,
ing me of the responsibility of the Following his trek through most
distributing organization, where I of the western European capitals.
still remained m an advisory ca- McCarthy emphasized the value of i percrnlage cuts on imports from
parity and also agreed w supervise maijing personal contacts with key

j

the U. S.. in kecpiiic with the Brit-

I

production for Columbia m this
^ jp He also vis- ish government’.s ilccision to cut

country. With the revolutionary
; Switzerland where MPAA do’lar cxpimditure by a further

I

change in the value of Britisn ^^ppgj. Qgj.gjjj ^gygj. 25 rj, Au.ssie film industry is
films here, I felt for the time pe-

, gpp^.gjpggjpg from a recent illness. ; awaiting anxiously the resuit of

I

ing that there was really nothing Meanw'hiie, Eugene Van Dee, ' this miMUing to s'x* jnsi how deep-

j

very much I could do m the way
^

been subbing for Mayer in ly the pie biz fits into tlie govern-
of supervising production and in- handling the delicate Italian situa- ment’s new plans.
asmuch as I had wished for a long Hon. has returned from Rome, i

I

time to retire completely Irom bearing the unpleasant news that n . i i n f • i

j?Se'me ?“7ry’"paLd is''lt"iile1.f
^ » Scidelmaii, Scliimel,

was done on the friendliest and
jjg fontd down by amendment. Ap-

^ most amicable basis. parent standoffish attitude of the
never any disagreements between ^ g g^g^g pgpj believed to
me and any of the executives of

g^gp^ from the law’s outwardly non- *

the company and I am very proud
djgpriminatory aspect,

to have left in a most cordial at-
jj^g McCarthys are scheduled to

' mosphere, with friendship on all

sides. Jos. Friedman.

fler contract to Towers.

Voice of America’ Hypo
On Viennese Network

Br Waifor example, the govemment has re

on thtt “A? •

Roo^rts, commentator noniixt i-niori fUtif nna Amprimron the Voice of America” to Aus-

Whu« T> J®
Vienna at the Red-

tion
studios on an inspec-

chanf*'®. ®*’‘®otation trip. Several
“Voice of America” pro-
have been made. Dr.

InAi?- director of radio.

J
attached to RWR network

visgp
special assignment as ad-

Current program highlight.s of
includp tho”c ,

. mercial interest- of (

''als. r\^»r
® Salzburg industry in Israel,”

Perfn,.,2
“ carry all festival

some ^^‘cin to

cently ruled that one American
picture is to be permitted with a

film of any other country on all

double bills, which are run by all

except first runs here. “This
proves conclusively the tremen-
dous popular demand for Ameri-
(an motion pictures." he said.

Twentieth will build its theatres

in Israel in Tel Aviv, Haifa, Jeru-

salem and Nathania. “We will be
the first ones to create the com-

every .American

he said.

Film censorship in the British
outfits

maA program director.

'rim *" pro- Cenoan
''•’ovvs

®® RWR’s weaker jsh Control Commi.ssion. Latter

new 'vlth a half
programs.

^cd 7,one in Germarvv has been turned
over to a voluntary board of the

film industry by the Brit-

do/en reserves right to reverse board de-

i cisions.

BIG SISTER ACT
Buenos Aires. July 26.

Alicia Barrie broke off work for

Lumiton Studios to fly back to

the U. S. on personal business,

leaving a picture half finished.

The studio got over this diffi-

culty by having the actress’ sister,

whom she resembles closely, stand

in to make the few scenes yet to be

completed.

Current London Shows

iF'iqurc shows v^eeks of rnv)

Itondon. Aug. 2.

“Anna Veronica,” Piccadilly (ID.

“Annie Get Gun.” Co ls m (113).

“Beau Strategem.” Lyric (14).

“Brig-adoon,” Majestic (16).

“Black Chiffon.” West (H).

“Daphne.” Wyndham (19).

“Death of Salesman,” Phnx (D.

“Kdwina Black." Ambas. (3'.

“French Without Tears.” \ . (7).

“Happiest Days.” Apollo (71'.

“Harvey,” Prince of Wales IJD.

“Heiress,” Hay market (27'.
|

“Her rxcellency” Hipp '6*.

“Ice Cycles," Empress (6).

“Ice Vogues.” Stoll '3'.

“I.adv’s Burning,” Globe (13).

“I.atin Qt. Revue.” Casino (20).

“Love Albania.” St. James (3).

“Male Animal,” New <6).

“Oklahoma:”, Drury Lane (118).

“On .'Monday Next.” Comedy (9).

“One Wild Oat,” Garrick (35).

“Sauce Tartare,” Cambridge (11).

“September Tide,” Aldwich (35).

“Song of Norway,” Palace (4).

“ I bird Visitor.” York’s (8),

•• Together Again.” Vic. Pal. ‘121).

“Tough at Top,” Adelphi <3).

“Traveller’s Joy,” Criterion (60).

“Walking Shadow,” Playh’se i6).

“'Worm’s View,” W'hitehall (119).

“Young A Fair,” St. Martins (6'.

i “Young Wives Tale,” Savoy (3).

sail for New York via London Fri-

day (5) on the Queen Mary. He
had been held in Paris for meet-
ings of continental managers.
Among those sitting in on the hud-
dles were Universal’s foreign chief

Joseph Seidelman. Li^^ter is also

due back at the N. Y. homeoffice
next week.

Mayer-Burstyn Has Prize

Italo ‘Bicycle Thieves’
Mayer-Burstyn has acquired the

U. S. rights to the Italian-made
“The Bicycle Thieves,” film that
won the top prize at the Second In-

ternational Festival in Belgium.
Pic was produced and directed by-

Vittorio De Sica. It will be re-

leased in the tall.

Joseph Burslyn. head of the out-

fit. embarked Thursday *28)

ahoard-the Queen Mary for Venice
wliere he will attend that city's

film f('stival as a guest of honor.
His p.artner. Arthur L. Mayer,

chief Film Coordinator with the
.Amoriian Military Govt, in Berlin,
resigns his post Aug. 12 and
hegiras to Israel. He may maet
Bur.st\ n in Venice, en route.

Daff Due Back Next Week
B«\sidcs talking the possibility

of joint production activities with

J. Arthur Rank. British producer,

in England. Joseph H. Seidelman,

Universal’s foreign chief, is also

re-examining U’s reciprocal dis-

tribution pact will) Rank on his
current visit to Britain, Adolph
Schimel. legalite who serves as
U’s secretary, aeeoinp.inied Seidel-
man and is sitting iu on huddles
concerning the pact Both Seidel-
man and Sehimcl return to the
U. S. next week.

Universal-R.ank distrihutlon deal
runs for 10 years. It provides for
periodical re.-i(lju.'«lincnl.s of bugs
that may crop up from time-to-
time. No drastic chance in the
deal is co.itemplatcd in the Seidcl-
man-Scliimcl-R;ciik talk>.

U's home office forc'ign wing Is

eurrendv wiihoui iK top two
execs. \1 Dafi. lop MKan under
Ji'*idelni;in. is slated to return to

N. y. a) tlic' (Mid oi the wc(>k after
a monlh's \i',ii to .Austialia. Daff
and his mHo arc soend'n" several
days on the* C'oa^l looking over
new nrof'iut Indore tr kking east.

While on his tiip. D ff .also did

a quickie lookover ol the situation

in Singapore. India atid Cairo.

‘Thieves’
French Tp Riu!»o-TV^

Set Taxes Sharply
Pac is ,luly 26.

Yearly lax on receixiiig sets has

C'ops Italian Oscar
Rome, July 30.

“The Bicycle Thieves” was
awarded Italy's Silver Ribbon to-

day for the best domestic film of been miped l)\ the French Parlia-

tho yc'ar. .Anna Magnini was cho.sen ment, from S2 to S3 a year per
the best actre.ss and Massimo Gi- radio set for private owners. If in-

rolti the best actor for their re- stalled in jilaces open to the public,

speetive performances in “Amore” fee is ?(); tor jukes. .<12. Old
and “In the Name of the Law.” 'crystal sets will onl> set one back

’The Silver Ribbon is Italy’s $1.

counterpart of Hollywood’s Oscar.

Herbert Wilcox’s next pic, which
was to have been directed by John
Paddy Carstairs, is off. Instead,
Wilcox is starring his wife, Anna
Neagle, minus her usual male lead,

Michael Wilding, in “Odette,” story

based on book of that name.

There are an estimated R.000.090

sets in France of wliidi about 3.-

000.000 are not declar-.'d officially,

thus permitting their owners to

exrdo paying ttie tax.

! The tax on \idoo sets is three

times that on radio sct«. meaning
$9 per year. Ttiei e are about 3,000

TV Wits.
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Madaiiio Rtivary
Hollywood, July 30.

Metro release of Panctru S. Berman
rodurtion. Stan Jennifer Jonei. Van
eflln. Louis Jourclan;

Slattery’s Hnrrieaoe
20th*Fo3i release of WilUara Perlberg

production. Stars Richard Widmark.

S
odurtion. Stars Jenniter Jones, van
eflln. Louis Jourdan: features James
ason. Christopher Kent. Gene Lockhart.

Frank Allenby. Gladys Cooper. Directed
by Vincente Minnelli. Screenplay. Robert

£!^f.*^***
Ardrey; based on novel by Gustave J®*!!

cknft^ effyts. Fred Sersen. Ray
Flaubert: camera. Robert »’lanck; music. ?^“®|*- T«de8ho^. N. Y.. July 25.

(liklos Rozsa: editor. Ferns Webster,
i

**

imma BoUry Jennifer Jones So[®r«* Veronica Lake
C.ustave Flaubert James Mason 1 JJ®*>*®**

•••
i,®*^' 5^*“®!}

Charles Bovary . Van Heflin Commander Kramer. Gary Merrill

Bodolphe Boulanger Louis Jourdan ' •••-•• .. .Walter Kingsford

Leon Dupuis ... Christopher Kent Admiral OUenby Raymond Greenleaf

J Hoinals Ge^ne Lockhart J^rank Stanley Waxman
thereui FAnk AUenby

;

Gregory

Mme. Dupuis Gladys Cooper 1
Ross

Mayor Tuvache John Abbott C*Girl Amelita Ward
Henrv Morgan M.C Kenny Williams

Subocage George* Zucco !

N“r»« Bailey Ruth Clifford

Fellcitl* EHen Corby ' Nu*’»« Collins

Boualt Eduard Frans Wspatcher . William Hawes
Guillaumin Henri Letondal Walter Norman I^avltt

Mme Lefrancols Esther Somers Navt istor Lee MacGregor
Frederic Tozere !

Taxi Driver....
Pinsrcl
Marquis D'AndervUliers Paul Cavanagh
Justin Larry Simms
Berthe Dawn Kinney
Priest Vernon Steele

Bick Weasel
Maitre D John Davidson

“Slattery’s Hurricane’’ has
enough excitement to satisfy action

••Madame Bovary” is a woman's '

despicable character.
Picture is well produced, has

some nice performances, but it

picture that should garner sturdy

returns in class situations. Based
on the French classic about an
ambitious woman, the picture has

!ainu.uuu^ wuiua.. h becau.se
unusually exploitation values

• monotony of the flashback
that can. be touted to attract the
femmes and bolster its boxofftce

monotony
technique. Director Andre de Toth

j

seems to jump from one plot angle
chances Star lineup is another

another with confusing overall
favorable factor.

effect. Handling too many airplaneA ,,*...4,, BxaiiuAiiiK lUL/ iiiatijr aii I'la
As a

1

these fail to come oflF.
Is interesting to watch, but hard

| yam takes Widmark away from
to feel. It is a curiously unemo-
tional account of some rather basic
emotions and this failure to plumb
beneath its characters lessens the
broad, general appeal somewhat.
However, the surface treatment of
Vincente Minnelli’s direction is

slick and attractively presented.
This fact, plus the ballyhoo aspects,

his familiar gangster characteriza-
tions and plunks him down as al-

most a cad until the final payoff^^

when he becomes a hero. Triangle
is enacted before the background
of the U. S. Weather Bureau’s un-
tiring efforts to locate hurricanes
off the Florida coast in time to give
adequate warning to residents

shape it as an important entry for
, gjoug the Atlantic seaboard. A for-

most situations.
Jennifer Jones daring

, yp steal his service buddy’s wife
Madame Bovary. a femme whose

, simply because she happens to be
^ w ^

^VoKA^’ 1

one of his sweethearts of war days.
Rocked the France of the 1850s.

jg done sketchily with a bow
The character is short on sym- ^^e MPAA code,
pathy, being a greedy woman so r? • 4 i m *

SnxiJus to better her position in
life that sin and crime do not
shock her moral values. Miss w
Jones is a competent actress and

!

^Slattery) is a chauffeu^pilot for

answers to every demand of direc- *

tion and script in her sketch of the '

Mriv-dflv qhopkpr I

buddy, John Russell, employed as

win Heflin portrays her doctor
husband, an essentially weak man
whose evident flaws in abiding with h
a greedy wife are not too satisfac- n^fn?i/v flnSt
torily explained away by his love
for her. He gives it a good read- ‘n«T*n?*fh^A Ra**hi2I
in^ but it is unothor oharaotpr of th© p&rtnors dftor he diesing Dui It IS anoint r cnaracier » hpart uttArk Alsn thAt thp rap-

re’'l!’.*try’ata'’1.‘e^^huX“ Uk^
i e^W.rhlS'^utn'’

*"

from his wife.
addict.

Nearer to the essential aims of
|

the story is the character played i

by Louis Jourdan. He is Madame
;

romantic clinches. Veronica Lake
Bovary’s first rich lover, a vain !

* rather forlorn figure as the

man who lives a shallow life of
!

^cretary in ,loye wi^ Widmark.
futile amours. Christopher Kent,

i

Gary Mernll is the forthright £oni-

bearing a remarkable resemblance
|

Hiander while a strong supimrting

to Jourdan, is another who falls topped by Walter Kings-

under the Bovary spell and serves ^®yHiond Gr^meaL Stanley

her as a sideline romance. i

Waxman and Joseph De Santis.

The Bovary quest for something
better than she has is brought to
light at the trial of Gustave
Flaubert, author of the realistically
treated novel that brought about
his arrest. James Mason is ex-
cellent as the author who takes the
stand in his own defense to try
to explain the urge that drove his
doubtful heroine on and why he
felt it necessary to chronicle her
adventures. The Robert Ardrey
script is glib enough in Its pre-
sentation of the story and the
scenes develop logically.

Among the featured and sup-
porting players who fit ably into

mer daring Navy aviator, he turns

Herman Wouk’s story has not
' been particularly improved in the
scripting by Wouk and Richard
Murphy. Charles G. Clarke has
contributed some superb camera
work, especially in the hurricane
scenes. Robert Simpson’s editing is

passably okay hut excellent sound
is a highlight of the production.
Fred Sersen and Ray Kellogg have
done remarkaoly well with their
special camera effects. Wear.

Mimatnre Reviews
“Madame Bovary’’ tM-G).

Femme appeal and strung star
names to attract trade.

“Slattery’s Hurricane”
(20th). Richard Widmark and
Linda Darnell should put over
this thriller for big returns.
“C o n • p i r a t o r” (M - G)

British-made Commie meller,
with Robert Taylor. Good U. S.
possibilities.

“Abbott & Costello Meet
Killer, Boris Karloff” (U).
First-rate escapist film fare
for family trade.

“Barbary Pirate” (Col).

Standard small-budget sup-
porter for secondary slotting.

“Trail of the Yukon”
(Mono). Dull, minor-league
effort for fill-in bookings.
“Sky Liner” (SG). Okay ac-

tion melodrama aboard trans-
continental plane. For sec-
ondaries.

conflict, both emotional and men-
tal, with his newly-acquired young
wife fails to reach the heights, and
throughout the development there
is neither powerful drama nor
lurid melodrama which the subject
deserves.
From the point of view of pro-

duction qualities, there is very
little fault to be found with “Con-
spirator.” It is effectively mount-
ed; there are some fine settings,

and the atmosphere of the Guards
regiments and a Welsh village- is

admirably captured.
j

Taylor gets to grips with the

!

starring role but the script doesn’t
j

allow wide scope and restricts his
,

performance within a limited

I

frame. Elizabeth Taylor is given a

j

big opportunity for an emotional
I
and romantic lead and comes out

j

with flying colors. Supporting cast
is carefully selected and top roles

i are in the efficient hands of Robert
I

Flemyng, Harold Warrender and
! Honor Blackman.

I

It’s unlikely that this will meet
I
with the same boxoffice success

! as its predecessor, “Edward, My
Son,” “und the chances are that
it may run into some trouble, par-
ticularly in hot European centers
from Communist and other left-
wing factions. Myro.

Abbott A Costello Meet
The Killer, Boris Karloff
Universal release of Robert Arthur pro-

duction. Stars Abbott A Costello: fea-
tures Boris Karloff. Lenore Aubert.
Directed by Charles T. Barton. Screen-
play, Hugh Wedlock, Jr., Howard Snyder,
John Grant from- story by Wedlock. Jr.,
and Snyder; camera. Charles Van Enger;
editor, Edward Curtiss; music. Milton
Schwarzwald. Tradeshown, N. Y., Aug. 1,
'49. Running time, 54 M1N8.
Casey Edwards Bud Abbott
Freddie Phillips Lou Costello
Swami Talpur Boris Karloff
Angela Gordon Lenore Aubert
Jeff Wilaon Gar Moore
Bett> Crandall Donna Martell
Melton Alan Mowbray
Inspector WeUman James Flavin

' T. Hanley Brooks Roland Winters
Amos Strickland Nicholas Joy
Sergeant Stone Mlkel Conrad
Gregory Milford Morgan Farley
Mrs. Margreave Victoria Home
Abernathy Percy Helton
Mrs. Grjmsby Claire DuBrey
Lawrence Crandall Harry Hayden
Mike RelU Vindent Renno

rubbed out. Suspected along with
Costello are a number of the law-
yer’a former clients, all of whom
were guests at the hostelry at the
time of the murder. Before the
case is solved. A. & C. shuffle
corpses, are locked in steam cab-
inets and dash through a subter-
ranean cavern.

It goes without saying that A. &
C. carry on in their best tradition.
Boris Karloff Is amusing as a
swami whose hypnotic powers are
frequently ineffective. Lenore
Aubert, Roland Winters and Gar
Moore are creditably sinister as
some of the many suspects. Joy
lends realism as the bombastic
legalite who’s knocked off while
James Flavin is adequate as the in-
spector who cracks the case. Hotel
manager Alan Mowbray is okay as
the culprit.

Direction of Charles T. Barton is

competent in this Robert Arthur
pi:pduction. Charles Van Enger’s
camerawork is good as is David
Horsley’s special lensing. Other
technical credits measure up.

Gilb.

Barbary Pirate
Hollywood, July 28.

Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-
duction. Features Donald Woods, Trudy
Marshall. Lenore Aubert, Stefan Schnabel,
Russ Ford, John Dehner, Matthew Boul-
ton. Directed by Lew Landers. Screen-
play, Robert Libott. Frank Burt; camera.
Ira H. Morgan: editor, Jamea Sweeney.
At Pantages, July 28. '49. Running time,
«4 MINS.
Major Tom Blake Donald Wooda
Anne Ridgeway Trudy MarahaU
Zoltah Lenore Aubert
Yusof. Bey of Tripoli Stefan Schnabel
Sam Ridgeway Ross Ford
Murad Reis John Dehner
Tobias Sharpe Matthew Boulton
Rtndeff Nelson Leigh
Dexter Freeman . Joe Mantell
Cathcart Frank Reicher
Thomas Jefferson Holmes Herbert
Captain Crawford Fxank Jaquet
Ezra Fielding William Fawcett
Qommodore Preble RusseU Hlcka

f'onspirator
(BRITISH)

London, July 27.
Metro release of Arthur Hornblow, Jr..

Clonp T nrkhart tVip P'’®*’“‘'Gon. Stars Robert Taylor. Ellza-Ine lOOiage are yei^ LOCXnari, ine
^

Xaylor, Robert Flemyng. Directed
Village druggist; Frank Allenby, ' by victor Savllle. screenplay by Sally

black-mailing dealer in fine linens •
Benaon. from novel by Humphrey Slater;

Tnhn ' camera, Skeeta Kelly. Bunny Francke;and gossip, Gladys Cooper, John editor. Frank Clark. At Empire, London.
Abbott, Henry MorgaQ, Ellen July 28. '49. Running time, 87 MINS,
Corby. Paul Cavanagh and others,

j

“‘^haei Curragh ..._ Robert Taylor
o -0 ' Melinda GrCyton Elizabeth Taylor

Pandro S. Berman S production i cap. Hugh Ladholma Robert Flemyng
carries Ihe gloss of a large budget,

|
Col. Hammei brook. .. Harold Wasrender

setup of the picture reflects S
, Sroaders. . '^ora Hird

generous hand but the expansive Lord PennUtone Wilfred Hyde-WhIte

treatment tends to overwhelm in Witheringham Helen Haye

some scenes. One production treat r j n >*« u j
is the eye-filling movement of the « 'i*Emma Bovary Waltz” as terped ^annifVii
by a large cast and defied by theme. It is a highly fanciful

treatment of an obvious anti-Mlklos Rozsa. Latter also gives comm.Veha^aerer. beirir* iiuTethe film a solid musical score.
Robert' Planck’s photography is

very good, as are the art direction,

z.rsr^'ss‘-,^y.

relation to the situation as it exists
in Britain today. This is obviously
designed to cash in on the current

present 114 minutes. Brog.
U. S. than in Britain.
Apart from its unconvincing

treatment the pic, notwithstanding
two boxoffice names in RobertJanis Paige Pacted For

Frankovitch Rome Pic Taylor and Elizabeth Taylor, falls

T.,i« Oft down in its departure from normal

r. J *1 i K .
convention. Here is a boy-meets-

Productions, headed by without the familiar
Mike Frankovitch, has signed Janis happy ending, and this will inevi-
Paige, Hollywood starlet, to play

! jg^lv di.sappoint maqy of the
Ihe leading role in “The Dark younger fans.
Road,” by Philip Yordan.

j

in the unfolding of the major
Star arrived the middle of July

,
theme the story lacks dramatic

for costume fittings; actual shoot-
i intensity, and little effort is made

Ing of the pic .starts Aug. 5. Mi.ss : to ju.stify the action of the central

Paige’s husband, Frank Martinelli, character. Maj. Michael Curragh.

a non-profe.ssional, will be here for an officer in the Guards, who
the duration of the picture, w^’ich

;

pa.s.ses on highly .secret military

Is ^ch(’duled for eight weeks. ,
inform.'»tic»n to the Paitj. The

Well lubricated with double-
takes, gags and familiar slapstick,
"Abbott & Costello Meet the Killer,
Boris Karloff” is an entry that
qualifies easily as escapist film fare.
J*lcture will be relished by the
comics’ following and is okay for
the family trade. Long running'
time of 84 minutes, however, could
be trimmed to give the film a
swifter impact. Lengthy title, too,
presents a problem to exhibs with
short marquees.
But Abbott and Lou Costello romp

through this opus broadly playing
a hotel dick and bellboy, respec-
tively. The plot is just one of tho.se
things. But the dialog is buttered
so well with the bon mots and prat
falls which have made the come-
dians an American institution that
their fans will likely Overlook the
inanities of the “story.”
A resort hotel is the locale for a

flock of killings which starts when
famed criminal Nicholas Joy is

The Blue Lagoon
“The Blue Lagoon” (Rank)

Jean Simmons starrer being
tradeshow'iL in New York
Thursday «2fe), was reviewed in

Variety from London, March
9. 1949. Reviewer Myro noted
that "for British audiences the
title and .star are enough to
in.sure healthy business, but
the picture has few other at-

tractions to interest Yank ex-
hib.s.” Story deals with two
c|| 1 1 d r e n .shipwrecked on a
South Sea Island and it was
cited in the review that the
plot “is developed by a series
of incidents rather than by a
woven theme,’’

Filmed in Technicolor, the
picture is being relea.scd In the
U. .S. by Universal.

“Barbary Pirate” is a modestly
budgeted supporting feature that
gets by in its classification. Theme
is an ambitious one for the mini-
mum cost bracket in which
“Pirate” falls but stock shots and
similar production tricks are an
adequate cloak for the corner-
cutting necessary to get it by.

Plot is laid just after the Revo-
lutionary War when Barbary pi-
rates are preying on American
shipping in waters of Tripoli. A
traitor in Washington tips the Bey
of Tripoli on valuable cargo so an
undercover Army officer is dis-
patched to the Mediterranean to
smoke out the plotter. Donald
Woods is the officer. He gets him-
self captured, befriends the Bey,

i

gets his information and after suit-

!

able amount of swordplay and
I

other adventuring, things are wrap-
I

ped up into a satisfactory conclu-
sion.

j

Director Lew Landers keeps the

j

footage moving along, acceptably,
I and the cast does okay in putting
over the more or less standard plot-

]

ting in the Robert Libott-Frank

j

Burt script. Trudy Marshall is the
damsel in distress who’s saved by

!

Woods. Lenore Aubert is a native
i
girl. Stefan Schnabel portrays the
Bey and there are minor assists
from Ross Ford, John Dehner and
Matthew Boulton.
Sam Katzman’s supervision

steers the picture around any
budget pitfalls and Ira H. Morgan
gave it okay lensing. Editing keeps
footage to suitable 64 minutes.

Brog.

Trail of the Yukon
(SONG)
Hollywood, July 30.

Monogram release of Llndsley Parsons^ilUam F. Broidy) production. Stars
^^Grsnt; features Suzanne Dalbert.mu Edwi^d^ Dan Seymour, directed by

William X Crowley. Screenplay, OUver
Drake; suggested ^ "The Gold Hunters"

•'J??** Oliver Curwood; camera. WU-
liam Sickner; editors Act Herman. Pre-
viewed July 27. '49. Running time. 67

Bob McDonald Kirby Grant
; Suzanne Dalbert

Jim Blaine BUI Edwards
Ouval Dan Srvmour
DswTOn William F'orrest
Muskeg Anthony Warde

Maynard Holmes
2®**®" J*y SUverheela

nV Adrian
Matt Blaine Guy Beach
Bo*ers Stanley Andrews
Sullivan Dick Elliott
Constable Bill Kennedy
Bank Teller Harrison Hesrne

Peter Mamakos

“Trail of the Yukon” is a
laboriously-paced outdoor adven-
ture yarn that rates only fill-in
bookings. Generous use of stock
footage from a previous Monogram
film helps to pad out the mini-
mum expenditure on this one
but it still lacks production gloss
and features amateurish direction.
It is only just passable for the kid-
dies in the Saturday matinee trade.

“Trail” introduces Monogram’s
new dog star, Chinook, and he
comes off best of the cast 'as the
pal of a mountie chasing a gang
of bank robbers. The Oliver
Drake script is an ovious, but okay
basis for the action but William X.
Crowley’s direction fails to make
the proper use of It.

Kirby Grant is the mountie w'ho
gets hi.s man and suffers through the
tool age mo.st of the time on a cane

which handicaps his heroics. Plot
is full of doublecrosses. First the
banker doublecrosses Guy Beach
and Bill Edwards on a gold claim
They held up the bank, but their
aides on the job have been hired
by the banker to doublecross them
and give the loot back. Before the
confusion is sorted out, there is an
unusual amount of aimless gun-
play and sundry ten-twent-thirt
staging that points up the stilted
in^t handling.

’

Grant sings one tune, “A Shan-
tyman’s Life,” expertly although
It means little to the footage
Otherwise, he tries hard to get his
assignment over. Suzanne Dalbert
is an interesting northwoods’
beauty and Dan Seymour is her
Canuck father. Bill Edwards, and
the heavies, William Forrest, An-
thony Warde, Maynard Holmes and
Peter Mamakos, run through stock
performances.

William F. Broidy served as as-
sociate producer to I.indsley Par-
sons, but neither rate a good credit.
Dullness of the directorial pace is

further emphasized by the dirge-
like musical direction of Edward J.

Kay. Lensing and editing are only
adequate. Brog.

Sky IJner
Hollywood, July 29.

Screen Guild release of William Ste-
phens (Lippert P^duction) production.
Features Richard Travis, Pamela Blake,
Rochelle Hudson. Directed by William
Berke. Screenplay, Maurice Tombrasel;
original story, John Wliste; camera. Carl
Berger: editor. Edward .Mann. Previewed
July 28. '49. Running time. 81 MINS.
Steve Blair Richard Travis
Carol Pamela Blake
Amy Wlnthrop Rochelle Hudson
Bokejian .Steven Geray

i J. S. Conningsby Creg McClure
;

Smith Gaylord Pendleton
Ben Howard Michael Whalen
Mary Ann Anna May Slaughter

. Joe Kirk Ralph Peters
' Mariette La Fare Lisa Ferraday
Buford David Holt
Grace Ward Dodie Bauer
Sir Harry Finneston Herbert Evans
Mr. Jennings Hoy Butler
Mrs. Jennings Jean Clark
Mother Bess Flowers

i
George Eaklns John .McGuire

j
Courier ALm ifersholt
Colonel Hanson Jack Miilhall
Financier George Meeker
Pilot William Lester
Second Stewardess Jean Sorel
Co-Pllot Burt Wenland

“Sky Liner” plots all its action

aboard a west - bound transconti-

nental plane and proves to be an

okay lowercase subject for second-

ary bookings. Sky footage is new,

being filmed with cooperation of

TWA which gets in plenty of plugs

for its big Constellations.
Plot is a spy thriller, with the

FBI after a man who is selling

Government secrets to a foreign

power. A State Department courier

is murdered at the opening and his

sealed orders lifted. Principals

then board a plane for the Coast
and as the air miles tick off sundry
characters are brought on. There’s
a precocious moppet bothering
passengers with her songs; a jewel

thief trying a getaway; an eloping
couple; the agent for the foreign

power; the spy and his girl friend;

an absconder; an attractive hostess

and the G-man.
‘The spy is bumped off high in

the sky, and Richard Travis takes

over in his official capacity as the

FBI-er to sort out the varied

suspects and get his man. William
Berke’s direction keeps the pot

boiling at a good clip before bring-

ing on the gun-blazing climax when
justice is served. Travis does an
expert, likeable chore as the G-
man and Pamela Blake is the

comely hostess. Rochelle Hudson
and Gaylord Pendleton are the

crooks while Steven Geray gets off

the foreign power agent in okay
fashion. Others rating mention

I

include Greg McClure, the thief;

;

Michael Whalen, the absconder;

j

and Herburt Evans. Anna May
i
Slaughter is the moppet on the

lookout for a producer.
William Stephens work.s his way

around a small budget to get the

most value from the framework
for the Maurice Tombragel script

based on John Wilste’s original.

Photography is about average and -

editing contributes a fast 61 min-

utes. Brog.

Monaca 5<ania
(The Holy Nun)

(SONGS)
Genoa, July 25.

Vela Film release of Romana FUJJ
(Fortunate Misiano) production.
Eva Nova: featurea Cesare Panova. Tin*

Lattanzi, Enrico Glorl. Directed w
Guido Brlgnone. Screenplay. FU‘”,"

i Palmierl. from story by Knzo di Uianiuj

I music, Ezio Carabella and Antonio Vaiu*

i camera, Renato del Frate. At Palaixo*

Genoa. Running time. Il.^ .MINS.

Of the soap-opera genre. Mo*

naca Santa” won’t hit its stride un-

til it reaches subsequent run*,

especially in southern
which area it’s principally ‘BtendM

and where it will earn back mow
of its coin. Elsewhere the goinf

will be slow. ,

Naples is pic’s locale.

are plenty of song.s of

(sung by Eva Nova) to keep 1^
audiences happy. Story,

and other credits are on a par with

the film’s very modest
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CLIMAXING 25 YEARS OF ACHIEVEMENT!
Last week the M-G-M Studios rushed a work print of "Battleground” to

New York and within a few hours the picture was put on the screen for

Preview without preliminary notice at Loew’s 72nd Street Theatre, a typical

’ neighborhood house.

Motion picture history is in the making! The audience response, identical with,

earlier Previews in California, set a new high. The Motion Picture Research

Bureau in an audience survey recorded the top mark of enthusiasm of all the

many Big M-G-M attractions previewed at this theatre.

It is a happy circumstance that in our Anniversary Year, a period when good

product is sorely needed, M-G-M s remarkable succession of hits is now topped

by "Battleground.” . This mighty attraction, aptly called "The Big Parade of

World War 11” will have its World Premiere in November.' We wanted the.

industry to know the good news now, that the BIGGEST movie of many

years is on the way!

M-G-M presems "BATTLEGROUND" furring VANJOHNSON • JOHN HODIAK • RICARDO MONTALBAN
GEORGE MURPHY with Marshall Thompson •Jerome Courtland • Don Taylor • Bruce Cowling •James Whicmora

Douglas Fowley • Leon Ames • Guy Anderson • Thomas E. Breen • Denise Darcel • Richard Jaeckel • JimArntst

Scotty Beckett Br’en King • Story and Screenplay by Robert Pirosh, Associate Producer • Dircaed by

WILLIAM .A. WELLMAN • Produced by DORE SCHARY • A Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr Picturt
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Negotiations between the major film producers and American Society

•f Composers, Authors & Publishers on performing rights to ASCAP
music are in complete abeyance. Talks had been held during the spring

on ASCAP’s demand that the producers start to pay for performing
rights, as well as for recording rights, for which they had always' paid

In the past. Performing rights had been paid for by theatres until

Judge Vincent L. Leibell in New York federal court ruled against the

practice last year.

Failure of ASCAP to push for further negotiations with the pro-

ducers is believed to result from the fact it is attempting to work out

a consent decree with the Government on the anti-trust charges against

it. Once this is arrived at. Society apparently figures it will be in a

better position to negotiate with the film companies. No meetings have
been held for several months and none is scheduled.

Tying in with the current venereal disease educational campaign
being waged by cities and states in cooperation with the U. S. Public
Health Service, is a 30-minute documentary turned out by the Southern
Educational Film Production Service for the state of Mississippi. Tagged
"Feeling All Right,” the short is based upon Negro life in Mississippi's

delta country. Cast* is composed of non-professionals. Picture is being
distributed by thle Communications Materials Center of the Columbia
University Press.

Baylor U. Film \VouId
Raise Stadium Funds

Waco, Aug. 2.

World premiere of a home-nude
film calculated to raise $1,000,000
for a - new football stadium was
held here at Baylor U.' Pic, titled

“This is Baylor,” was made on the
school campus. It concerns a re-

pentant father who visits the school
following the death of his son,*

who attended Baylor when his

school career was interrupted by
World War II.

Film was made under the direc-

tion of Paul Baker, head of Bay-
lor’s drama department. Idea is

to show pic to Baptists throughout
the state, thus stimulating the
needed fund. Baylor is a Baptist
university.

Wedne^ay, Aaguat 3, 1949

Picture Grosses

Jerry Pickman, Paramount’s assistant pub-ad chieftain, is in Chicago
until the end of the week to set plans for Cecil B. DeMille’s three weeks
of travel with the Ringling Bros.-Bamum & Bailey Circus. DeMille
Joins the circus Friday (5) to get background for pic which h.e’ll pro-
duce for Par. Pickman’s assignment to the circus chore makes it some-
thing of a family affair, since his brother, Milton, Coast agent, sold the
rights to Par.

Warner Bros.’ eastern executives must get over 20 releases from
places and personalities mentioned topically by Milton Berle in "Always
Leave ’Em Laughing,” his first at the studio. Almost daily he ad libs

names and places like Rodgers & Hammerstein, “Oklahoma!”, Lindy’s,

the Famous Door, Leon & Eddie’s, etc.

One-pic-a-year deal for five years that Miriam Howell of the Paul
Small agency recently set for Margaret Sullavan at Columbia calls for

$60,000 for the initial film with an escalator that goes to $100,000 for the
last. First pic may be “No Sad Songs” in the fall.

May Delay Film Fest
-Continued from page ii

ARNALL AND LESSING

TO REP SIMPP IN CHI
Society of Independent Motion

Picture Producers has named its

prexy, Ellis Arnall, and its v.p.

and chairman of its exec commit-
tee, Gunther Lessing, as its offi-

cial reps at the industrywide pub-
lic relations meeting to be held in

Chicago Aug. 30-31. Lessing is

v.p. and general counsel for Walt
Disney Productions.
SIMPP members voted to accept

a belated invitation to the affair

from the Motion Picture A.ssn. of
America, which is sponsoring it,

after word got out that it was
miffed at not being asked to at-

tend. MPAA’s stand was that
SIMPP was represented in that it

was a member of the Motion Pic-

I ture Industry Council, all-Holly-
wood body which is sending a dele-
gation.

SEATTLE
( Continued from page 1 1

)

big $10,100 and ahead of second
frame.
Music Box (H-E) <850; 50-84

“Sorrowful Jones” (Pkr) and “Jig-

saw” (UA) (5th wk). Big $4,000.

Last week, great $5,200.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—

“Home of Brave” (UA) and “Cover
Up” (UA) (3d wk). Down to $4,000.

Last week, good $7,400.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 50-84)

—

“Silver Lining” (WB) and “Last
Fling” (WB). Sturdy $12,000. Last
week, “Girl Jones Beach” <WB) and
“Daring Caballero” (UA) (2d wk),
$5,500.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-65)—“Lady Gambles” ( U) and

“Johnny Allegro” (Col) (2d runs)
and stage unit, “Gay 90’s Revue.”
Oke $5,000. Last week, “Mutin-
eers” (Col) and “Woman’s Secret”
(RKO), (2d runs) plus Hawaiian Re-
vue onstage, big $7,800.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)

—

“Not Wanted” (FC) and “Flaming
Fury” (Rep). Okay $8,500. l^ast

week, “House of Strangers” (20th)

and “Hold That Baby” (Mono), oke
$7,200.

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 50-84)—“Cover Girl” (Col) and “Never
Lovelier” (Col) (3d wk). Good $3,-

500. Last week, $5,000.

months of preparation is little time .\u.stin Keough, Paramount couh-

to get all the booking details set. sel, sugge.stcd that the promotion
exploitation and the thorough plug-

ging job that is necessary to insure

the fe.stival’s maximum effective-

ness.

Allowing two months to do this

chore would push the starting date

back to Nov. 1. And if the festival

ran 60 days from then, it would be

carried into December and' the pre-

Christmas period. Distrihs have a

traditional and understandable re-

ticence about releasing top product

campaign last longer than a month i

or two. About 50 industry execs
attended the New York luncheon
session. 'They included distribs,

cxhibs, tradepaper editors and
reps of the Motion Picture As.sn.

of .\merica and the Society of In-
dependent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, as well as of TOA.
.Among those present were Louis

A. Novins, repping Paramount
prexy Barney Balaban; Edward L.

'

Ibsen’s 'Hedda’ to Be
Product by Ben Hecht

Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Ben Hecht will produce and
Charles Lederer will direct “Hed-
da Gabler,” to be filmed by the
new indie company organized by
Geraldine Fitzgerald and her hus-
band, Stuart Scheftel.
Miss Fitzgerald will play the title

role and Scheftel will handle the
bankroll.

Koforo tho hAriHov^ Tliat nnshes Robert M. Weitman, Max
before the holidays. That pushes

Robert H. O’Brien,
of Par; Abe Montague, Columbia;
Charles M. Reagan, Si Seadler and
Oscar Doob, Metro; William J.

the whole deal off until next year,

with a possible start at Christmas.

It has been suggested that the fes-

tival might be put in the form of

the industry’s Yule present to

America and it could be carried on
through January and February. on
the momentum generated during
the holiday season. Post-holiday is

usually slow and the festival might
give it a hypo.

Toppers see the plan taking the

form of territorial splash preems,
-which are easier to set up than
nationwide openings and can be

htore effective through the concen-
tration of publicity and exploita-

tion. They also eliminate the ex-

pense of doubling the usual num-
ber of prints, as suggested by Sul-

livan, although this didn’t appear
to be a particularly stiff problem
at Monday’s New York session.

While it went unmentioned at

the meeting, decision to pu.sh off

Heineman, Eagle Lion; Robert
Mochrie, and S. Barret McCor-
mick, RKO; Maurice A. Bergman
and William Scully, Universal;
Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros.;
Edw'ard L. Walton, Republic; Sid-
ney G. Deheau, Selznick Releasing
Organization; AI Lichtman and
Ulric Bell, 20th-Fox: Arthur Sach-
son, jGoldwyn; Robert J. Rubin,

2 Foy Documentaries
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Bryan Foy will make two semi-
documentaries as the fir.st pair of
assignments under his new pro-
ducer contract at Warners.

Subjects are “The Dennis Story,'*
scripted by Borden Chase, and
“The Gold Smugglers,” by Milton
Raison.

BLOCKI YARN FOR WB?
Hollywood. Aug. 2.

Warner Bros, is dickering for

SIMPP; Sidney Schreiber and Tay- rights to “Out of the Darkness,’’ a

lor M. Mills. MPAA; Leo Brecher, story which author Fritz Blocki is

Si Fabian, Edward L. Fabian and currently preparing for book pub-
Harry Brandt, New York circuit lication.

laine Lifts ‘Sand’ Sock

$32,000 in Mild Buff.

Buffalo, Aug. 2.

Biggest news this week is the
way Frankie Laine is boosting
“Sand” to sock week at the Buffalo.
“Tulsa” also looks hot at the
Century.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)

—

“Sand” (20th) and Frankie Laine,
Kitty Kallen, onstage. Great $32.-
000 or over. La.st week. “House of
Strangers” (20th) and “Daring
Caballero” (UA), nice $14,(K)0.
Paramount (Par) (3,400; 40-70)

—

“Girl Jones Beach” (WB) (2d wk).
Down to nice $7,000. La.st week.
“Jones Beach” (WB) and “The Fan”
(20th), fast $17,500 after Dennis
Day unit on stage with “.Alaska
Patrol” (FC) hit sock $13,000 in
2 days.

Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70)

—

“One False Step” (U) and “Ride,
Ryder, Ride” (ED. Mild $9,000 or
near. Last week, “Doolins of Okla-
homa” (Col) and “Lady at Midnite”
(Col), nice $13,500.
Century (20th Cent.) (3.000; 40-

70)—“Tulsa” (EL) and “.Alimony”
(EL). Trim $14,000. La.st week.
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
“Trouble Makers” (RKO) (2d wk),
big $10,500.

operators and Herman M. Levy,
general counsel for TOA.

Mark Stevens Subs For
Johnson in Metro Film

story is a biog of a blind man
who regains his sight through sur-
gery 21 years after losing his sight.

Hollywood, .Aug. 2.

Metro borrowed Mark Stevens
consideration of the plan until the from 20th-Fox to take over the
Chicago conclave undoubtedly re- job originally as.signed to Van
suited from fears in the minds of JoTinson in “Please Believe Me.”
some execs that cooperation of the Johnson was switched to “The
Allied States Exhibitors Assn. Big Hangover,” in which he will
might otherwise be sacrificed, co-star with Elizabeth Taylor. Met-
While Sullivan and Ted Gamble, ro is hurrying “Hangover” to per-

Goldwyn-RKO
Continaed frooi pase S

producers he was interested in

financing balked at it and he him-

self thought it unfair to tag his

name on someone else’s picture.

In any event. Goldwyn has no
who called Monday’s meeting and mit Mis^Taylor to go on loanout Prospective financing deals at the

toa.stma.stercd it. were acting as to Paramount Oct. 1 for the femme
private individuals, they are both lead in “An American Tragedy.”
TOA officials. Because of the Al-

lied and TOA it was thought bet- i

ter to let the festival plan grow out
,

of the industry-wide Chi meet and

thus eliminate the stigma, as far .as

Allied is concerned, of a TO.A
label on it.

Interim Group Due

Sullivan has steadfastly main-

Team Audie, Fran
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

.Audie Murphy and his wife.
Wanda Hendiix, will co-star for
the first lime in “Sierra” at Uni-
versal-International. with Michel

_ ,

Kraike as producer, starting
faint'd that the scheme is a flexible 14
one and subject to any changes the Mi.ss Hendrix will play on loan-
industry wanted to make, so is ac- from Paramount. Murphy'.s
repling the revisions without re-

sistance. He has promised to name
an interim committee to work out

details into tangible form for pre.s-

entation at Chicago,
RKO prez Ned E. Depinet. who

as chairman of the Motion Picture

contract is sha'-ed, 50-50, by Paul
.Short and U-l.

Jacobs Doing 10 '

Hollyw’ood. .Aug. 2.

Busiest producer at Warners is

moment. Thus the point became
academic and Goldwyn decided
there was no use in further argu-
ing. What he originally intended
—and still is holding open to cer-
tain producers— is offering them
every service but the actual crea-
tive one of producing a picture.
He’d provide, studio, distribution
and distribution .supervision facili-

tie.s, in addition to financing their
productions. Objective was not to
show a profit on the financing op-
eration, but to relieve the burden
of overhead of the studio and of
the extensive New York .sales su-
pervision. pul)li<ily and account-
ing organization which Goldwyn
maintains.

Hughes balked at fne producer’s
efforts to include the product of

DENVER
(Continued from page 10)

and "Crime Doctor's Diary ” (Col),
same.

Esquire • (Fox) (742; 3.5-74)
“Calamity Jane” (U) and “Streets
San Francisco” (Rep) also Denver
Webber. Slow $2,000. Last week!
Champion” (UA) and “Crime Doc-

tor’s Diary” (Col). $1,800.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 3.5-74)—

“Edward. My Son. (M-G) and
“Valiant Hombre” (UA)..MiId $11 -

000. Last week, “Big Steal” (RKO)
and “Rustlers” (RKO), $12,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-’74)

“Shamrock
ILll (EL). Dim $7,000. Last week,
‘|City Across , River” (U) and
“Search for Danger” (FC). .$8,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 3.5-74)—^

“Calamity Jane” (U) and ’Slreels
San Francisco” (Rep), also Denver
Esquire. Slim $2,000. Last week.
Champion” (UA) and “Crime

Doctor’s Diary” (Col), $I 800

‘Number’ Paces L’ville At

Bright $14,000; ‘Lining’

Lnsty 8G, ‘Gatsby’ i2C
Louisville, Aug 2

Top notch product is putting
downtown houses back in the run-
ning this week despite temper-
atures in the*90’s. Neat business
is being turned in by “Look For
Silver Lining” at Mary Ander.son
State’s “Any Number Can Play”
is excellent and Rialto’s “Great
Gatsby’.’. is okay. Week marks clos-
ing of three-week run of vaude
shows at the National. Revue-tyne
vaude, produced by W. H King
W'as top notch, but healthy biz was
not forthcoming.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (i 400-

45-65)—“Silver Lining” (WBt. Neat
$8,000, and possible h.o i ast
week, “Johnny Allegro” iCoi)
$6 ,000 .

National (Standard) (2.400 .50-
85)—“Time, Place, Girl” (WB) and
Crazy House” (Indie) (reissues)

plus W. H. King vaude revue on
stage. Modest $6,000. Last week
“Last Wild Horses” (SG) and “Idoi
of Crowd” (FC) (reissue) plus
vaude, $7,000.

^

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3 OOO*

Strike It Rich” (Mono). Okay
$12,000. Last week, “Sand” (20ih)
and “File 649’’ (FC), $11,000

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65) —
Any Number Play” (M-G) and
Henry, Rainmaker” (Mono). Gable

strong enough in “Number ” for
nice $14,000. Last week. “Wizard
Of Oz” (M-G) (reissue) and "Secret
Garden” (M-G); slow $10,000.

Strand (FA) (1.000; 4.5-65) —
“Illegal Entry” (20th) and “Arclic
Manhunt” (20th). Medium $5,000.
Last week, "Red Menace” iRcp)
and “Flaming Fury” (Rep), $4,500.

‘Fountainhead’ Very Big

I

15G,PorL;‘Geronimo’ lOG

j

Portland, Ore., Aug. 2.
I Two Warner pix are in competi-
tion to each other, “Fountainhead’

I
at Broadway being hot but "Girl

j

From Jones Beach” at Paramount

I

looks just passable. “Stratton
• Story” still is coining money in
! third week at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; .50-8.5)—“Fountainhead” (WB) and “One

Last Fling” (WB). Torrid $15,000.
La.st week, “Africa Screams” (UA)
and "Jigsaw” (UA), $11,000.

Oriental (H-E) (2,000; 50-85)—
“Geronimo” (Par) and “Lonesome
Pine” (Par) (reissues), day-date
with Orpheum. Slow $3,500. Last
week, “House of Strangers” (20th)
and “Forbidden Street” (20th),

$3,800.
Orpheum (H-E) (1,750; 50-85'—

“Geronimo” (Par) and “Lonesome
Pine” (Par) (rei.ssues), also a Orien-
tal. Good $6,500. La.st week. “House
of Strangers” (20th) and “Forbid-
den Street” (20th) $7,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,400; .50-85)-r-

“Girl Jones Beach” (WB) .and
“Clay Pigeon” (RKO). Pa.ssable

$10,000 or near. Last week, “Doolins
Oklahoma” (Col) and “Arson, Inc."

(EL), $7,700.
United Artists (Parker) '895; 50-

85)—“Stratton Storv” (M-G» '3d

wk). Still big $9,500. Last week.

$10,000.

Blanke Producing:

Joan Crawford Pic
Hollywood. Aug. 2.

Henry’ Blanke was handed pro-
duction reins on the forthcoming
Joan Crawford starrer, "Man With-
out Friends,” starting late this
month at Warners,

Producer has four pictures com-
ing up. Others on his program are
“Bright Leaf,” “Victoria Grando-
Ict” and “Ethan Froine.”

As^n of America’s exhibitor-corn- W’illiam Jacobs, who was handed other filinmakeis under the pact
a., m A I / ¥4 M M M M ^ •• *«• O/kf Bm

inunity relations committee, is

largely responsible for the Chi

conclave, pointed out that the suc-

ce.ss of that meeting might be en-

dangered by .setting up a festival

plan now. He said he didn’t want

his 10th a.ssignment, “The Girl since Goldwyn’s 20' o fee is the
From Paris.” lowest in the industry for distribu-

Shorlly Jacobs will have six pix tion service, RKO makes little or
working at the same time. They no profit on it, but considers Gold-
are “The Candy Kid Levels.” wyn a valuable asset for prestige.

“Ghost Mountain,’’ “Betrayal." Thus it is willing to accept other

the council that will be sel up in “The Daughter of Rosie O’Gr.idy” producers’ pix If they bear Gold-

Chl to be faced with a piecon- and “(!rashoiil.” In addition to “The wyn’s name in order (o lake ad-

teived program. .Girl From I’aris.” I vantage of that factor.

SAG Rolls Down
Hollywood. .Aug. 2 ^

.Screen Actors Guild is down to
'

6,533 active members, the lowest
number in four years. Member-
ship was 7.898 in 1946, 7,756 in
1947 and 7,008 in 1948.
Guild spokesman declared the

recent clamor for “new faces" on
the screen has not resulled in a
rush of new members.

‘Lining’ IIG, ‘Patch’ lOVi^

Spark Omaha’s Upbeat
Omaha, Aug 2.

“Silver Lining” and “The Great

Dan Patch” will wake up the box-

offices at Paramount and f)rpheiin)

this round. “Colorado Territory” at

Rpndeis also looks solid. “Silver

Lining” looks standout \\ ilh fane.v

session at Par.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) '2.800; 18-

65))—“Silver Lining” (WH'. Kani.v

.$11,000. Last week “Canadian Pa-

cific" (20th), $10,000.
Orpheum (’Tristates) '3.000;

65)—“Great Dan Patch ’’ 'UA* aiio

“High Fury” (UA). Ok.ny $I0..5(K).

Last week, "Outpost in Moio<«^'

'UA) and “No Minor Vicc.s'

$ 10 ,000 .

Brandeis (RKO) (1.500* 16-6.5’-:

"Colorado Territory” 'NVIU and

K(’'-“State Department File (i-lO' '!' •

Good $7,500. Last week, "lohnny

Allegro” (Col) and “Rusty Sa\es a
.Allegro” (Coll

Life” (Col), slender .$5,500.

State (Goldberg) (865; 6-6.5) -
Bfwar^“One False Step’’ (U) and

’

Spooks” (Indie). Fair $4 000 UaA

wpftlr "Rtrattnn Storv” 'IVI-D .. ,week, “Stratton Story
wk) and “Nannok North

t3d wk), big $4,200.

.Indie'
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Pix Reeking With Nostalgia As

Oldtimers Crowd Back on Screen

B.O. Champs
;
Continiird

to be

from paK* S

that will be

Bv MIKK CONNOLLY

llollx wood. Aug. 2.

C'lara Bow. (Iloiia Swanson, Har-

cld Lloyd. Mack Sennett, Bu.ster

Keaton, Krich Von Stroheim—the

T>ews from Hollywood these days

reads like the got»d old days. Rea-

non for it all is the sentimental

kick upon which studios are cur-

rently embarked, sparked by the

fcuccess of Metro’s 4.‘S-minute dose

of nostalgia, "Some of the Best."

with Jean Harlow. Marie Dressier,

John Gilbert, Greta Garbo, Ramon
Movarro, Joan Crawford. Clark
Gable, John Barrymore, Wallace
Beery, et al.

Miss Bow is mapping her come-
back via a strawhat stint at Santa
Fe. N. M.. this month in “Personal
Appearance." Von Stroheim and
JMiss Swanson, along with Gertrude
Astor and a string of other old-

limers, are sharing co-star billing

with youngsters Nancy Olsen and
i

'William Holden in the Charles i

Brackett-Billy Wilder paean to Hol-

lywood's diaper days. "Sunset
Boulevard’’ at Paramount.

Lloyd and Sennett are hitting '

the comeback trail mostly via re -

1

issues, although Lloyd is also in}

Howard Hughes’ backlog in "Mad
Wednesday” on the RKO shelves.

It’s figured the actor's newly-
dubbed "Movie Crazy,” first release

j

by the Charles Casanave-Neil Ag-
new Motion Picture Sales Corp.
will pave the way for reception by
the younger generation of film-

goers of Lloyd in "Wednesday.”
Mack Sennett

Sennett’s contribution is a film

made up of clips from some of his

old comedies, which Eagle Lion
will release. Scnne^jl. a Ihesp him-
elf before he turned producer-di-

rector, wilt appear in some new
footage, and there’ll be glimpses of

a toupee-less Bing Crosby. Donald
Novis. Phyllis Haver. Marie Pre-
vost, Mabel Normand, the Misses
Dressier and Swanson. Loui.se Ea-

renda, the Keystone Kops and
other Sennett alumni.

Keaton will be seen in 201h-Fox’s

“You’re My Everything.” a George
Jessel original that reminisces
fondly about the days of the silents.

Big name star of yesteryear. Ruth
Clifford, is also in this picture.

Another big-budgeter about the
days of 40-fool Rolls Royces, which
haven’t proved too popular a sub-

ject for film-makers recently, is

20th-Fox’s "Dancing in the Dark.”
in which William Powell plays a

broken-down silent star who makes
somewhat of a comeback. Also in

the film, which co-stars Betsy
Drake and Mark Stevens with
Powell, will be oldtimers Sid Grau-
man. Adolphe Menjou and Jean
Hersholt.

Other vets who’ll be seen in new'

)ix are Polly Moran in Metro’s
‘Adam’s Rib.” Spencer Tracy-Kath-
arine Hepburn starrer; Heine
Conklin. Hank Mann and Betty
Blythe, in Monogram’s "Jiggs and
Maggie in Jackpot Jitters;” Lewis
Stone, only actor under contract at

Metro who has been there for the

entire 2.5 years of the studio’s his-

tory. in “key to the City.”

Also Leatriee Joy in Columbia’s
“Air Hostess;” Julia Faye in Para-

mount's "Red. Hot and Blue.”

Betty Hiitton-V i c t o r Mature
starrer; Mae Marsh in 20th-Fox’s

"Front and Center.” football yarn
co-starring Dan Dailey-C o I 1 e e n

Townsend, Corinne Calvet. William
Demarest and Evelyn Varden; and
William Bakewell, who’ll play a

featured role in Niven Busch’s
"Daybreak,” for United Artists.

I.alter thereby will be reunited

with Lew Ayres, with whom he first

appeared in "All Quiet on the

Western Front” back in 1929.

And then there’s “The Life of

Rudolph Valentino.” which Eddie
Small swears up and down he’ll put

before the cameras sometime this

year. Or next.

Techni Profits Up
Continuing its gain of the first

Ouaiter. Technicolor scored again
for the six month period ended
June 30 when the tinting com-
pany’s net take hit $1,147,720
against $880,832 for the equivalent
period of 1948. Second-quarter
pi'ofits amounted to $483,970.

Equivalent per-share earnings
totalled $1.2.5 on outstanding com-
mon against 96c in the previous
year.

Brit. Quota Slice
Continued from paxe 7

altered substantially. In the com-

bines it is generally reckoned that

an average British picture will take

al least l.^'^r less at the boxoffice

that an equivalent Hollywood pro-

duction. Among the independents

the difference is much greater and

the figure is quoted at around
33'-//.

Although J. Arthur Rank has
maintained silence on the subject,
prontinent indu.stry toppers believe
that he now shares the general ex-
hibiting view that the present
quota is completely uneconomic
and that in consequence he is pre-
pared to support the forthcoming
agitation.

I Sir Philip Warter, Associated
|

British topper, recently hinted that
his circuit was having quota dif-

ficulty in regard to the three-day
^

situations. The ABC circuit has

j

around 200 such theatres and at

lea.st 20'’p will be defaulting on
their quota. They’ve maintained ,

j

their quota, particularly for sup-
' porting programs, with a lot of re-

1

I

issues, but the cost involved would
certainly not justify following the !

'•ame piocedure next year. 1

which obtained
early in July,

up to expecta-
many lukewarm

Small-Seaters
Continued from page S

,

P'

Others are urging the proposal be-

cause they are currently suffering
from acute shortage of product.
These small-.seaters, some of which
were formerly newsreel houses,
have been depending on a dwin-
dling supply of British and foreign-
language pix. Operated as fir.st-

runs. these flickeries are without
the economic strength to bid for
new Hollywood-made pix. Hence,
their current dilemna.

As a result, pitch was made sev-
eral weeks ago to several sales
toppers. It i.s understood, the
chains have been promised that
consideration will be given to the
plan which could spread to a num-
ber of situations throughout the
country.

In .some in.stances, it Is said,
the features could be pulled from
the libraiy without the need of
making new prints. Art houses,
in turn, would guarantee first-run
bookings. If any of the pix caught
cm big. majors would be able to
rush out a larger number of prints
to take advantage of the boom.

pears to oe one mat win oe heard
Horn additionally in coming weeks.

".Any Number Can Play” <M-G)
was seventh mainly through the

appeal ’of Clark Gable. "Stratton

Story” tM-G', boxotfice champ in

June, wound up in eighth place.

"Girl from .lones Beach” <WB) and
"Africa Screams” lUA) rounded
out the Big 10.

Other big dates and outstanding

money were w idely split up among
five pictures. These were topped
by "Mighty Joe Young” <HkO)
and followed by "Red Menace”
(Repl, "Happens Every Spring’’

• 20thh "Home of Brave” tUA) and
"Edward. My Son” 'M-Gl.

Besides "Silver Lining.” which
got into the Big 10 during July
brightest newcomers appear to be
"In Good Old Summertime” fM-G)
and "You’re My Everything” (20thl.

Also showing possibilities, on the

basis of its initial date at the N. Y.

i
Paramount, is "Great Gatsby”
I Par). To a le.sser degree, "Lost

i Boundaries” (FC) and "Dan Patch”
(UA) hint future potentialities.

; "Great Sinner” (M-G) on its first

playdate at N, Y. State did not
show great strength hut appears
to have been badly spotted in this

house, with the real test yet to
' come.

"Sand” f20th).

I

several bookings
hardly measured
lions, w'ith too
weeks to get it far in the running.

! The month saw a surge towards
comedy vehicles and lighter fare.

!

The former yen carried "Africa
Screams” up to fourth place na-
tion-wide for one week. The urge
for lighter fare also was a big help
to "Jones Beach.”

"Not Wanted ” (FD brought in

.some nice grosses at the end of
the month without creating too
much excitement. Lack of box-
office names, despite it being a sex
picture, probably hurt.

"Red .Shoes” (ED continued its

extended-runs in many keys, hold-
ing up remarkably well, despite
the hot weather at the N. Y. Bijou,
where it now is in its 41st week.

"Joe Young.” which captured
fifth position one week, looks like

the exploitation picture of the
month, doing sen.sational business
in the few scattered spots where
opened. Big trade is credited with
coming from the extensive circu.s-

ing of the pioduction. "Home of
Brave” (UA) and “Champion”
(UA) both continued very w'ell.

The way In which rei.ssues regis-
tered nice coin caused plenty of
trade comment. Possibly the best
showings were made by the RKO
packages of "Gunga Din’’-"Lost
Patrol” and ‘Dumbo”-“Saludos
.Amigos” as well as by Metro’s
‘’Wizard of Oz.” "Lonesome Pine”
(Par) and "Geionimo” (Par).

"Tulsa” <EL) and "Streets of
I.aredo” (Par) both chalked up
healthy grosses.

Jessel’s Chi Time-Table

Ballyhoo Shed; Giving

His All for ‘Everything’
Chicago. Aug. 2.

Pointing up the heavy exploita-

tion campaigns show biz now uses

,
to hypo the b.o. is the "you-can’t-
waste-a-miiuite” timetable woiked
out for Georgie Jessel for the three
days prior to his opening at the
Oriental here Thursday (4).

j

Arriving in Chi Monday morn-
ing, Jessel appeared with Leo
Durocher and Frankie Frisch on
the baseball telecast over WBKB.
Following that was a quick trip to

the racetrack to present a cup to

the winner of the handicap, then
a press conference at .5:30 p.m.

plus a dinner tendered by Ernie
Byfield, of the Sherman and .Am-
bassador hotels.

i Today (Tues.) the comic ap-

peared on .ABC's "Breakfast Club,”
attending the Railroad Fair which
'staged a Jessel Day. and was feted

at a press cocktail party with Anne
I

Baxter, star of 20th-Fox’s "You’re
My Everything,” at the Sherman,

i
Tomorrow (Wed.) he goes on .ABC’s
"Welcome Traveler” and then plays

Uhree shows at Milwaukee’s Palace.
.Thursday ayem will start with a

'parade sponsored by the Windy
City. And then he’ll start five-a-

( day at the Oriental, he says, "if

I’m still living.”

DIVESTITURE DISMISSAL

DENIED TO WB IN PHILLY
Philadelphia. .Aug. 2.

An order denying Warner Bros,
plea to dismiss a divestiture motion
of William Goldman Theatres. Inc.,

was i.ssued Saturday i30) by .ludce
William H. Kirkpatrick in U. S.

district court here.

The Goldman motion, filed Feb.
2.5, asked the court to compel War-
ners to dispose of its first-run

houses here or be prohibited from
exhibiting films of other defend-
ants. The motion claimed the plain-

tiff had no equal opportunity to

negotiate for all fijms so long as

Warners controls its own theatres
to show' new films.

The New York expediting court
recently ordered divesture in the
Government suit against the same
defendants.

Overseas Prod
C'onttniird from page

d.
I

5

Quota No
Continued from pa

0 Help
Iom paK* 7

which starts next June
leans were hoping that
situation in geneial
improved sufficiently

M. Amer-
he British

would have
by the time

reopened to up
the government

‘Cycles’ Wave
;Coniincpd from pa;;p 3-

Par’s Pro-Fabian Pitch
Paramount is producing a special

»hort in honor of the Fabian cir-

cuit’s 3.5th anniversary. Par’s

friendly overture is being made
because the F'abian chain i.s label-

led as the company’s first cu.s-

tomer. Group of theatres signed

the first contract for a Paramount
pic, Aug, 8, 1914.

Briefie i.s to be shown in every

Fabian house during the month of

Augu.st.
f * 1 n’e 7 t r I „

Foxj; "Yes .Sir, That’s Mv Baby ”

'Uni\ersal»; -In the Good Old Sum-
mertime ’

• Metro); and "Top o' the
Morning” 'Paramount).

Big beef is that spacing of these
musicals is complicated by the in-
sisfance of distribs that their films
be plaved as .soon after availability
as possible. Pressure by the d.is-

tribs is currently heightened be-
c; n.se of drives to liquidate play-
dates at the earliest possible mo-
ment. Several large circuits have
recently feuded with the majois on
this score.

Circuit ops claim they have just
emerged from a prior cycle and
are now’ being hit by the avalan»he
of musicals. Last cycle was that

of westerns. Theatres, it Is said,

had to digest in a short period
of time "Whispering
low Sky.” "Streets

“(’anadian Pa<’lfic."

"Colorado Tei ritorv
'

"!• Hi‘olh»'rv” "K*'d

"'J’ulsa" and "South of

Smith.” "Yel-
of Laredo.”
"El Paso.”
"The Vounw.

C'mvon ’

St. Louis.”

the contract was
the take which
permits.
The negotiations now appear

likely to be nothing more than go-
ing through motions. The .Amer-
icans will fight for the best pos.sible
deal—including a reduction in or
elimination of the quota—but the
most important thing—remittances—seem unlikely to .show improve-
ment. There is objection to the
quota as a inattei* of principle and
bitterness becau.se the British
raised it after making the $17.-
000.000 agreement. Americans
maintain that since the F^nglish al-
ready limited remittances, they
were putting the double whammy
on by al.so instituting a high quota.
That’s all the more rea.son for re-
strained glee that the quota has
failed to prove effective.

Final straw in forcing Wilson to
seek a lower quota from Parlia-
ment is formal representations
made by the Associated British
Circuit—one of the three major
chains pointing out that it will
not be able to meet the figure.
.Strong possibility is seen that the
two Rank circuits—(VHeon and
Gaumont- British—may be faced
with the same problem.
Only 69 British features were

registered for the >ear ending last

March 31 and many of those were
of doubtful quality.

20th-Fox’s "Night and the City,"

in London.

Others set to go within next five

weeks are "21 Bow St..” which Sam
Engel will put before cameras in

London for 20th-Fox: Hal Wallis’

"September,” in Italy; Metro’s ‘’The
Miniver Story,” in London; Boris
Morros’ "Tale of Five Cities,” in

London, for Federal Films.

Also being activated are pair of

Roy Rogers’ starrers, which Re-
public will make in early fall in

Britain; Metro’s ‘’King Solomon’s
Mines,” to go in Kenya Colony and
Belgian Congo, in mid-October;
two untitled Allied Artists films,

to roll in England, and very likely

several Charlie (’bans which Mono-
gram Is planning for English pro-
duction. Universal - International
expects to launch a couple at least

in England during next few'

months.
' Walter Wanger is another indie
producer with foreign plans. He
will do "The Duchess of Langeais”
and "The Ballad and the Source"
in either France or Italy, with
plans calling for former’s start in

September.

Far Away Places

On other side of the woi ld. Metro
will do "’rahiti” on that island, and
Mikel Conrad will do an untitled
adventure film on same island.

Both will be made with frozen
francs.

Still another overseas Metro un-
dertaking will be ".An American in

Paris,” produced in Paris Casey
I Robinson recently comofeted ex-
teriors for "The Big Fall” in Paris
for 20th-Fox. F^dgar Ulmer di-

rected "Pirates of (‘apri” in Italy,

w'inding up several months ago.

Additional .American films shot
and completed abroad are Warners’
"The Hastv Heart.” made m
Britain; 20th-Fox’s "I Was a Male
War Bride.” shot in F'rance. Ger-
many and England. Lewis Allen
and Franchot Tone co-produced
"The Man on the F'iffel Tower.” in

Paris, with RKO slated to release.

John .Auer made "The .Avengers”
in .Argentina.

Better Pix
^roiuinurri from paite < .

pensive properties during the
economy era that began a ci.uple
of years ago.

Par is understood to have de-
bated the expenditure, and like-
wise that for rights to film the
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey
circus, for some lime. It was then
decided that the outlays should be
made in the Interest of having the
.best possible product during the
early stages of divorcement.

F^xpenditure for "Dele<tive
Story” was $280,000 plus IT'vi'^f)

of the gro.ss after 1.9 of the nega-
tive cost has been recouped Cir-
cus rights cost $1.50,000 plus a
percentage. In both cases, the
high co.st of story rights means
big. expensive budgets and pic-
tures that will have to he heavy
gro.ssers to get the company off
the nut.

Par Desires ‘Street Car’

In addition to the.se two expen-
sive properties already acquired.
Par is known to be much inter-

ested in "A Street Car Named De-
sire.” Tennessee Williams’ long-
running Broadway legit hit. Fail-

lire to interest any studio in the
propertv at the approximately
half-million dollar price originally
asked for it has .served to reduce
the price tag .somewhat, but it will

still be an expensive purchase.
Par now has the “Street Car”

buy under consideration. It will

depend considerably on the sched-
ule of director William Wyler, who
wants to make it. whether F’ar will

go into further negotiations with
Williams’ agent on price.

Giving further indication of

Par's intention of making biggies
at anv cost are reported negotia-
tions by the company to gel .Spen-

cer Tracy for the lead in "Detec-
tive Sforv.” It wa.s origin.TlIv pur-
chased for Alan Ladd or Ray Mil-

land. bill studio heads are now
i said to be attemp^ng to make a

deal for the Metro star.

RKO’s policy on picture budgets
I follow ing divorcement has not

been clarified. However, a pattern

may take shape now that Howard
Hughes has officially taken over

as production chief. 20th-Fox may
certainly be expected to emulate
Paramount in going in for heavy-

budeeters to meet the comnetition
when its big National Theatres
chain is seoarated from if. Veepee
Al Lichtman made that clear only

last week in a talk to visiting cir-

cuit piib-ad x-hiefs when he told

them "divorcement may be a

blessing in disguise.”

Agnew’s Pix
Continued from pare 7

In English, while the others will

be done with French casts with

English dubbing. MPSC has also

acquired distrib rights to all of

Pagnol’s old films for a three-year

period, following expiration of

contracts with Siritzky Interna-

tional.

Agnew stated that American

production abroad has had to buck

some difficulties but Hollywood

methods are gradually making

their impact In European produc^

tion circles. Studio facilities and

technical personnel on the Con-

tinent are firstrate. espcciall.y m
Rome, and the influx of .Atiierican

producers, directors and sla)s in

Fkirope today promises to result (n

a brand of realistic, yet enieitain-

ing films w'anted by U. S. filni-

goci's. Agnew asserted.

Other pix which MPSC will re-

lease include a Technicolor ver-

sion of "Carmen.” to be produ«;jo

in Rome’s Scalera studios by Bara-

tello. who did the early version oi

"Ben Hur.” Another operatic pif

will be "Pagliacci.” diiectcd ny

Mario Costa and starring top Ital-

ian opera singers. .

Series of pix to be made abrono

in English will include a WiHiai"

Dieterle production now shoottnx

in Italy with Mi.ss Magnani.

aldine Brooks and Rossano

.Already completed. Agnew ('late

Is "The Street of Fallen

with Maria Montez, Jean-Ptf

Auinont and Lilli Palmer.

George Raft starrer. "Cairo. "

al.so be made for , 'T f*,,/

together with the "Tlic

Venice.” "Paradise” and

of Sheba.” latter .starring Ma'

Montez with shooting to

November, Another Ficnt *

"Charticu.se dc Parriic.’ '
j.

Michclc Morgan and

lippe. will he dubbed m Kngi

lor U. S. release.



A story of bold men...

fiery women ... played

against a background

of adventure. ..intrigue

.drama. ..in the World’s
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Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN . Written and Produced by ROBERT BUCKNER
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NEW YORK
R. N. Wilkinson upped to Uni-

versal branch manager in Memphis,
replacing R. P. Dawson, who has

Kone Into business on his own. Wil-

kinson has been with U since 1941.

BUFFALO
George A. Mason, former man-

ager of Shea’s Great Lake for

l.'i years, becomes house man-
ager of Twentieth Century this

week, succeeding .Jerry Cava-

naugh. Mason began in show busi-

ness with the Shea organization in

1920. having been manager of the

Hipp. North Park and Kenmore.

He also managed the Century

when Shea operated house.

ing Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mayes, w'ho
have moved to a similar spot at

Tulia. Tex.
Jefferson Amus. Co., shutttered

the Liberty at Beaumont for re-

decoration and remodeling. Project
is expected to take three months.

Joplin. Mo., drive-in. Vern Peter-
son will take over this Tri-State
drive-in, including it with theatres
he handles at Baxter Springs for
Commonwealth.
Commonwealth lakes over man-

agement of Oriole, Unionville, Mo,
House is owned by G. W. Summers.
Circuit will shift Harold Mc-
Cracken from Strand Creslon, la.,

to manage.

Keys Disagree on B.O.
Continued from page <

CHICAGO
Prez Steve Broidy heads a con-

tingent of Monogram and Allied

Artists execs due here for national

meeting of franchise holders and

branch manager at the Drake

hotel Aug. 5-1. Others en route

to the session are Harold Mirisch,

veepee; Harold Wirthwein. western

sales manager; Howard ^}^hbins,

Coast franchise holder; M. J.

McCarthy. I^s Angers exchange

manager, and L. E. Goldhammer,

eastern sales manager. Latter held

pre-conclave confabs with Broidy

here. Three-day meet will be

highlighted by an announcement

of the companies’ l949-.'>0 produc-

tion slate. Sales policies will also

be worked out. Those attending

from the New York homeoffice will

be Edward Morey, veepee; Morey
Goldstein, general sales manager
and Lloyd Cind, supervisor of ex-

changes. A.side from numerous
franchise holders, managers of

Monogram’s 31 exchanges will also

be on hand.
National Assn, of Visual Educa-

tional Dealers annual convention

opened here with 2.000 registered.

Increase of 25% over last year.

Allied theatres operating 98 the-

atres in over !S0 towns is spending

$2.'>,000 in public relations cam-
paign to encourage attendance.

Milford theatre, northside nabe.

reopened July 30 after extensive

remodeling.
Cecil B. De Mille and Ben Hecht

In town with Ringling Bros, cireus.

getting background material for

Woods. E.ssaness hou.se, grabbed

off “Jol.son Sings Again” for mid-

west preem Aug. 19. Picture will

have $1.25 top nights, first advance
admission film here since "Joan

of Arc.” Preem will be preceded

by $10 ticket benefit for Cancer
Fund with Jol.son flying in for the

occasion. George Jessel. who will

be headlining at Oriental, nearby
house, will m.c.

Balaban & Katz officials gave a

luncheon for Abe Platt, who takes

over the duties of northside super-

visor for chain.

Illinois

1 0-acre
500-car

500-car
Mo., is

ST. LOUIS
R. E. Carney Theatres, headed

by Rowe E. Carney, former Mayor
of Rolla, Mo., lighted its new Rowe,
600-seater in Rolla.

Elbert Butler. Hillsboro, HI., and
his brother. Homer S. Butler. Jr.,

Centralia. III., who own picture

theatres in Southern
towns, signed lease on a

site near Centralia for

drive-in.

Construction of new
drive-in near Carthage,
nearing completion. W. D. Brad-
field and V. F. Haremore, both of

Carthage, are co-owners.
Southern Enterprises, Inc..;

which has been operating the New
|

Vernon. 551-seater. Mt. Vernon. III.,

for 17 years, purchased hou.se from
i

Lee L. Hurley, Evansville. Ind.

I

Bloomer Amus. Co., which owns I

i the Rex -and Ritz. Belleville, 111.,

,

opened ft!r~~new 750-car drive-in

; south of town. i

I Lack of cooling system shuttfred i

the Rex, Freeburg, 111., for the sum- i

mer.
|

, Second new drive-in theatre near
|

Sike.ston. Mo., lighted by a syndi-
|

cate headed by O. D. Clayton, M.
Ralph and S. Potashnick.

Chains of theatres owned by
Rowe E. Carney, former mayor of

Rolla, Mo., and Mildred Rauth
have been merged for booking and
buying purposes, with Miss Rauth
in charge of the new pact. Mi.ss

Rauth’s holdings include the 600-

seat Ritz in Rolla and a number
of others in southern and south-
eastern Missouri. Carney, head of

the R. E. Carney Theatres. Inc.,

owns two large houses in Rolla and
others in St. James and Cuba, Mo.
Miss Rauth succeeds "Buck” Lewis,
general manager for the Carney
organization, who has been .side-

lined by illness.

ATLANTA
Harvey Smith, partneV and gen-

eral manager of Tower here, joined
SuperVend Corp. of Dallas as or-
ganization's national theatre sales
rep. He previously was with Geor-
gia Theatre Co. and also Wilby-
Kincey chain.

E. B. Price, salesman for War-
ner’s branch here, named branch
manager for company's new Jack-
sonville exchange center.

BOSTON
,
Ben Bebchick promoted to as-

sistant to branch manager Benn
Ro.senwald at Metro. He was sales
manager last year.

While here on his way to New
Hampshire to vacation. James C.
Petrillo announced that a war
again.st the 20% amusement tax is

being waged by the American Fed-
eration of Musicians. He blamed
the tax for slump in show biz.

RKO Theatres
iContlnued from pas* 1;

DALLAS
Recent formation of an "arty” 1

flim club in Port .Arthur. Tex., i

has prompted the operator of

a local theatre to adopt a new:
policy of occasional bookings of

J

foreign and documentary films.

:

heretofore not available in this

area. Move resulted from an agree- i

ment between the newly organized
Cinema Guild and Charles Brent,

co-owner of the Village theatre,

under which the Guild will guar-

antee the house's profits when the

“off-beat” pix are shown.
Cinema GuiltI membership will

attempt to .sell the.se films to gen-
eral filmgoers via Its own publicity

campaigns. Guild is a non-profit

outfit which has taken Its cue from
several thousand other such art

clubs existing in the U.S. Unusual
feature of this club, however, is

Its tieup with the local commercial
exhibitor.

Passing of the hat among Texas
theatre patrons will be revived
Aug. 11-17. It will be a relaxation

, formed a
of the no collection rule for benefit

! provincial
of Texas polio sufferers.

Harry Cook, an usher at the
Texas. San Antonio, suffered a

broken leg when he fell 15 feet

from baicony. Me was dusting the
balcony railing when he lost his

balance.
Paul .Short, indie visiting here,

arranged with Interstate Circuit

for a hig world preem of his "Kid
From Texas ”

It will have midni«»ht

shows in 25 local downtown and
nabe houses Oct. 8. He will have
Audie Murph>. star of film; Gale
Storm. .Albert Dekker and others

bere for opening.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Blue and Mr,

and Mrs. Charles Lov\<‘r <'«mibined

to purchase the Kitz at Linden
from Lanier Kiche\

J. If Hotchkis': named m.maeer
of the Palace at .Sil\eH»)n, rcpiac-,

DETROIT
Wisper and Wetsman circuit en-

tered drive-in field as construction
of two ozoners got under way this

week.
Dave Idzal. manager of Detroit’s

Fox. ill for week w'ith kidney in-

fection.
William Graham, former man-

ager of Affiliated Theatres’ Presi-

dent, jbined Midwest Circuit as re-

lief manager.
Alex Schreiber, owner of Grand

River and Gratiot drive-ins, re-

tained Attorney Seymour Simon to

obtain improved clearances for his

theatres which now are playing
third-run. Paramount. Loews and
Universal already granted Schrei-

ber second-run.
Thanks to Arnold London. David

T. Roberts, manager of London’s
Plaza Theatre, was on probation
for six months after he admittedly
stole $113 from house safe. Becau.se
only 22, London, who owns the
theatre, would not pro.secute Rob-
erts for the theft. He also stays
as manager and promises to repay
the money.

CALGARY
Dawson Creek Theatres. Ltd.,

started work on a new theatre here
to be ready in September. Will

seat 600.
Planning commission here reject-

ed a request by J. R. Diamond,
manager of Sunset Drive-In Thea-
tres, Ltd., for permission to estab-
lish a $50,000 drive-in theatre and
cabaret. Felt site should be kept
for residential purposes.

For better .setting-up of new
Saskatchewan drive-ins. directors
of Saskatchewan Moving Picture
Exhibitors, meeting in Regina.

committee to help the
government draw up

regulations to govern them.
H. B. Narfason building new

theatre at F'oam Lake, .Sask.

Grand theatre. Regina, is hav-
ing its Interior facelifting, making
it the third largest house there and
room legit shows.

KANSAS CITY
Durwood circuit opened its first

dri\e-in. The .Sk>lark. in .St. .loe

.Inly 2.5. It is one of three the
circuit is building, lh«' others h**-

ing in Jidlerson (’it>, M<»
. and

Leavenworth. Kans.
Commonwealth circuit moves J

D. King to Lawrem-e. Kans . to

take over the city managci s job
Replaces .Stanley Sidiwahn. who
died recently. King moves up fn»m

number of questions. According
to Odium’s information on the pro-

posal, the Mellon Bank of Pitts-

burgh is loaning Meyer, et al.,

$4,000,000 of the $5,574,120 to help
close the deal. Mellon bank is the
same institution that Hughes used
to bankroll his acquisition of RKO
coi trol la.st year.

$250,000 Commission?
To add to that. Odium was In-

formed that Hughes has agreed to

pay the Meyer associates a $250,000
commission if their offer is met
by Odium or bettered by others.

In form, the Odium letter quizzed !

Hughes. "How come the Mellon
bank which backed you is now

,

backing Meyer?” Details on the
commission, which the Atlas top-

per contends is invalid against him,
were al.so demanded. Odium strong-

ly indicated that he had no inten-

tion of meeting the Meyer proffer I

but would go to the courts if it was !

accepted. '

While Merrill, Lynch, Pearce.
|

Fenner & Beane. Hughes’ financial
j

reps in New York, continued to ne-

!

gotiate with other interested
parties, the Meyer offer appeared
to be a firm one. As a binder.
Meyer, who is on the Coast, has
posted $1,500,000 in escrow. Con-
fusion, all the same, was apparent
in N. Y. on whether the Coast ne-

gotiations were only talk and not

I
a firm proposal.

I
Kingsberg .Angle

On the Meyer side, recrimina-
tions appear to be directed mainly
to Kingsberg, who has been allied

I

with Odium in previous dickering
but is apparently operating sans

,

Odium with a syndicate at present.

I
One of the big beefs is the claim

• that Kingsberg has been raising

the nece.ssary cash to bid for the

J

circuit by seeking loans from ma-
chine vendors, concessionaires and

i others.
On this side of the argument. It

is said that the RKO theatre chief
has been dickering to exchange
future franchises on soda pop,
candy and popcorn business for
present cash backing. Kingsberg,
it is as.serted, is also seeking back-
ing from Eisner & Lubin, account-
ants. While the beef Is on, there
is nothing in such actions which
could be considered illegal.

.Allied with Kingsberg in the
present maneuvers are a number of
outside parties. Julius .loelson,

head of the .loelson circuit in N. Y..

is a participant as well as Albert
M. Greenfield, big Philadelphia
realtor.

Meyer reps, for their part, claim
that their cash is derived com-
pletely from private sources. If

so. the Odium squawk would not

he valid. Odium is said to be
aroused by size of the Mellon loan
which he contends a bank ordi-

narily would not advance on such
a deal as the RKO circuit purchase

lindcM' the terms of the Odium
option. Hughes agreed to give the
Atlas official eight days notice of

outside offer "by disclosing tenta-

tively its terms so that you may
have opportunity to give adecfuate
attention to such offer.” Odium
then has another two days to meet
the offer when its full details were
disclos«*d and a firm proposition
made. If met. Odium has It) days
to close the deal.

ing to make demands for prompter
availability. Berger still feels that

clearance isn't a problem as far as

drive-ins are concerned.
As far as drive-in film rentals

are concerned, Berger says, it’s a

ca.se of 'fgetting all that the traffic

will bear, the same as with conven-

tional theatres.” Because there

has been so little to go by. however,

exchange managers say the rentals

have been "too low.” based not on

the pictures’ drawing power in the

particular situation, but on the run
which is the la.st. There’s now a

tendency to boost rentals with the

drive-in operators, however, resist-

ing the boosts.

No New Theatre Building

4. Aside from the drive-ins, the-

atre construction In the territory

has been slow since the war’s end
and only a small amount of it is

currently in prospect. The consent

decree has held back the Para-

mount circuit and high building

costs have been a deterrent for in-

dependents. In some building lines

the.se costs are hitting new highs.

The Minneapolis city council is on

record to refu.se to issue licenses

for new theatres becau.se. accord-

ing to North Central Allied conten-

tion. the city already is overseated.

However, it let down the bars in

two instances the past several

years. One of the two new the-

atres allowed was to replace a

shuttered hou.se. In Twin City

suburbs there have been three new
theatres built since the war and
several more are being readied for

construction. Throughout the ter-

ritory about 25 new. small theatres

have been built. Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. has rebuilt several the-

atres and spent a considerable sum
on modernizations and improve-

ments. The same goes for inde-

pendents.
5. Both French and Berger agree

that the candy conce.sslon business

rises and falls with theatre attend-
j

ance and the slump in patronage
'

is correspondingly reflected in

edible sales.

6. French and Berger feel that
,

product has lagged behind that of

a year ago in quality on the

I

average. In French’s opinion,

1
however, the product coming up is

i

.strong and will boost the boxoffice.

j

He’s optimistic on the score df

product.

Status Quo on Prices

I

7. In this territory there’s no
move afoot to revise admission

scales up or down. With busine.ss

holding up comparatively well, no-

body is talking reductions,
although North Central Allied is

taking an active part in the fight

for elimination of the wartime ex-

cise admission lax. The status quo
likely is to prevail for .some time

here. .Agriculture, on which the

territory’s welfare is mainly based,

continues comparatively prosper-

ous. As a result, the industry’s ex-

hibiting end probably is belter off

hereabouts than in many other sec-

tions. A good crop outlook also

buoys optimism.
8. There has been no shuttering

of thelhres this .summer except In

a very few isolated instances. Prac-

I

tically all the conventional theatres

along with numerous new drive-ins

are running full blast.

9. Exploitation and advertising

! are on a continuously increasing

.scale and showmanship is the most

in evidence of any time since be-

fore the war. French is a firm be-

i liever in salesmanship as a means
of increasing grosses and he has

I

the Minne.sota Amu.sement Co. ad-

vertising and exploitation budgets
at 'their highest level in recent

’ years to combat the lowering box-

office trend.

10. French says the loll taken by
outdoor sports and other compet-
ing attractions is about the same as

in other years. These competing
^attractions vie with films for pa-

tronage and. of course, wean away
a certain number of potential the-

atre customers, he points out. Ber-
ger declares the toll is greater than '

ever because throughout the ter-

1

ritory more small towns ha\e had i

baseball park lighting plants in-

stalled and there is more night

baseball than ever befme.

taking on even larger proportions.
in Minneapolis, in particular]

earlier availability has been grant-
i ed to many independent as well as
affiliated circuit neighborhood and

;

suburban houses since the con.sent
decree decision, but more de-
mands for it and for still gieater

I

concessions along this line con-

I

tinue to pour in on distributors.
Before the consent decree de< ision,

there was only one 28-day avail-
ability house. the Minne.sota

;

Amusement Co.’s local I'ptowp.
Now a half-dozen Independents and
another affiliated circuit house has
that early clearance.
The earlier runs are costing the

independent and suburban hou.ses
.sub.stantially higher rentals than
they paid for. but that doesn't .seem
to faze the affected exhibitors.
Some of them, bidding competitive-
ly against each other, have boosted
their film costs 200 to :t00"o
higher, but they’re going right on
doing it. Efforts of North Central
Allied to get the exhibitors to
agree on some plan of staggering
runs so as to eliminate competi-
tive bidding have been unavailing.
The reason for this, according to
Berger, is that the exhibitor sel-

fi.shly or competitively, wants to
have an advantage over his fellow-
exhibitor and is unwilling to forego
it.

The present fight for lower film
rentals is ba.sed on the argument
that grosses are in a permanent
downward trend and are off from
their peak and that Hollywood pro-
duction costs have been cut. so that
exhibitors are entitled to a reduc-
tion. Instead, Berger asserts, the
di.stributors are demanding higher
prices for their product. As a re-

sult, exhibitors in the territory
"are up in arms” and squawks are
pouring into the organization's
headquarters here. A board of di-

rectors meeting has -been called
to decide on a course of action.

‘Expendable’ Suit
iContiuuert from o.<k«> t-

trial. Judge Moore said that the
verdict. $65,000 actual damages
and $225,000 punitive, was largest
amount ever given in a Missouri
court involving personal injuries,
inva.sion of privacy, libel or
slander. The court also .said, "the
actual and punitive damage awards
in an action of this sort are so
excessive as to be neces.sarlly the
result of passion, prejudice and
sympathy.” all of which moved
•him to grant the motion.

The picture, testimony devel-

oped, showed Mrs. Walcher having
a romance with Navy Lt. Robert
B. Kelly during the last days before
the fall of Bataan. .She said this

was untrue. Her husband. Mr.s.

Walcher testified, was on Bataan
at the same time, and although
both were impri.soned by the .la-

panese, they did not meet until

both were relea.sed and transferred

to an Army hospital in Denver.
Another charge made in the suit

was Mrs. Walcher’s "fiiendship”

with Kelly pictured in ailver-

tisements as "flaming romance
as real and tender as flesh and

' blood can make it.” In addition to

;
charging that her privacy had

,

been invaded, Mrs. WaU her testi-

fied that such notoriety made her

suffer intensely.

‘Brave’ in D. C.

have
type.

^Continord from pare

been no disorders of any

(leneral Trend Has Been
To Cut Film (Clearances

.At this time it appears that the
most important industry develop-
ments hmeabouts are the agitation

by neighborhood, suburban and
other cxhibitois for earlier avail

ability and the fight to obtain fill

lental reductions a fight that’s al

ways being waged, but that's now

A Miracle, Brolherl

• Memphis. Aug 2

Lloyd Binford. Memphis censor,

has okayed "Home ot the Brave

for showing here. It opens at the

Malco theatre later this month
Binford’s action came as a snr*

pri.se in this very-much .lim t'low

territory. Nixed in the past have

been even "Gur Gang" couiedies

which showed Negro and x'hde

kids playing together

Nixed in South .Africa

’ CapcMown. ^ug ^

"Home of the Brave-" ha«

given the red light bv South

can censors. Highly tom l»>

rial questions, the govcMnuu

re-fused to allow the

discrimination pie- to plav

country.
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all prices. Therefore, it is felt, it “For .Allied this is victory—total

minl»t be wisest to aci-ept the in- and complete. K.very legal argii-

evitableand try to sell at the high- ment Allied has advanced in favor

est figure —N\hi<h means as soon of divorcement now has judicial

as possible. Balanced against this.
'*‘*f'ction. Kxci.n benefit whith Al-

of course, aie the profits made lird claimed would result from
from the theatres during the pe- divorcement is in proce.ss of ful-
riod while the litigation continues,

.\s for the television angle, it is ... . . ...
feai-..<l Hut Hie pioriiu ing font-

" '* »

ponies Hill not he given fh.lnnei.s
independent exhlbi-

of otlier facilities liv Hie Kedecat ’“'''.iidd In Ide pnbtii ttial IJnbei

Conniinnicalions Connnission as '• "'l*!'"- wbp pin.secnted lb.

long as Hnlv ace involved In anti-
lenafion.slv. should have

some indnsti vltes is that Hie Ihl ee
' " »l'o'dd S" "le h""®'

"J
deicndanis Mould be betlec olT

l"esenlmg to the court the final

giving up on Hie theatre liglil and divorceinenf and divesll-

liiining as quickly as po,s,sihle to
. I'a"! a

'*

vid«, as a potential source of in-
''"‘H" c®"ld l>e Induced to re urn
to tlie Department long enough to

•kll of the Hiinking on hoHi sides
'

is (‘onditioned by the agriM'iiient ——————

—

—
that there is little chance of win-
ning a reversal by the U. S. Su- *

| UniAn
preme Court of the divorcement L3II U 1111111

decision bv the N Y special statu- .. t

torv court. .Ml the attoiiieys agree ^

that it is a simple maltvi' to count prised by Walsli’s move in view of
noses on the high trii)unal and. his previous pledge*' to give .sup-

knowing the complexion of each port to the union's exec board ‘‘in

man’s thinking by his decisions in aii\ move deemed icecessary to ob-
other cases, come up with the un- tain a settlement." The union had
deniable conclusion that the court already proceeded with the print-
will let the divorcement dec-ision ing of picket signs, renting of
stand. strike headquartcMs in strategic

rs sees dark days independent^ exhibitor. That

s!"'opensThrd™t:''*'"»
"’< '"“'icating force behind D™ Pl|v«,. r»|

and, theoretically, action. Now that this ‘Indus- 1 | Uul
thing. It puts tlie try case’ is reaching out to the end
the same basis as of its long road, it is fitting to take Theati-e Owners of ,

ies. inventory to determine how and Clam

ierts the big “but” . .u .i • j j 4 i u .

‘larmg that “divorcement i

lendenl exhibitor's
independent exhibitor eMitainly." believes exhibit

practical matter. been benefited. mainly responsible now fo

h deal. Whether "If competitive bidding; if the ing a flow of quality produc

able to live under elimination of licensing an entire li'e major studios will no Ic

I will be interest- season’s product at one time; if the vnneerned with feeding f

lon’t know whether licensing of pictures one at a time; nwn theatres, he aver

he gaff from a rise if the loss of treasured runs and bibs inust promote that prci

ed by competitive clearanc-es; if the loss of status as getting the maximum busii

an old good customer; if the taking eac-h film,

iiini fhaf awav of theatres from distributors Listing the problems tl

and placing them in the hands of follow' in the wake of divor
others w'ho ha\e no market to pro- flamble also predicted
tect; if the opening of the door for future foi- the industry in j

producers and distributors, di- the 2()th-Fc)x homqoffice 1

vorced from exhibition, to produce theatre ad-publicity chiefs

and to distribute directly for tele- cin his belief that ,the

vision, since again, they will have economy is in a healthy co

no theatres of their ow'n to pro- Wliile noting that supp
tect; if the constant threat of cut- c-aught up w’ith demand in 1

throat competition and the result- dustrie.s—which he said is

ing fantastic increases in film usual—(Jamble declared t

rentals; if all of these things, and industry is unique in that

many others, are good, then the in,- has never caught up with <

dependent exhibitor has been bene- "We have never been able

filed, The.se are the facts stripped more than of public

of all hollow' and illu.sory generaliT ance for our product.’’. 1

ties." “We have customeis ready.

theatre-b.v-theatre selling does not

require competitive selling. Levy

is convinced that the majors can

only use that method as a safety

measure against discrimination

charges. TOA expects to inter-

vene on decree hearings in an

attempt to limit that form of prod-

uct selling to situations where ex-

hibs specifically ask for it.

Exhibs are claiming that the

entry of new' coin into exhibition

is already driving up the rentals

pasMhe profit point. Several ex-

amples are cited in which new
theatre ops have boosted the price

of film anywhere from 100'’c-30()%

in a drive to grab choice pix and

drive their competitors out of

business.

Distrib Tries to Protect

In the face of claims that com-
petitive selling is threatening ex-

hibition, distribs are maintaining
that they are resi.sting any such
development. One sales topper
told V.ARiETY this week that "when
we see two competitors murdering
each other, w'e stop selling com-
petitively and split our product.”
“When a circuit fights an indie for
product, we know the possibili-

ties." this .sales exec continued.
“The big chain wants to force the
Ihdte out of business—and then,
where are we?"

Regardle.ss of this sane approach,
Indie exhibs declare that the gen-
eral level of rentals is climbing
steadily. The decree, they are con-
vinced, can only speed that de-
velopment to a disastrous point.

Entire situation is summed by
Levy in his conclusion to the TOA
bulletin; He

Lichtman
Conliniird from pace S

major

NOW SKCtALIZtNG'
k IN HfPRESHMtNT
m SERVICE EOR

VRIVE-IN THEATRES,

Continued from pane S

which is a major investor in Palhe

and thus was active in tlie nego-

tiations, is in Europe until Sept. 7.C<ori>» jACoasMos.
aukM. v,

Small's 2000 In Valentino
Hollywood. Aug. 2.

Edward Small arrives here from

N. Y. Friday <5' to put "Life of

Rudolph Vaientino" in work .Mig.

l.T He has completed script.

Walter Craig, a newcomer, will

pla.v the role. Small has over

$200,000 inve.sted in the produc-

tion. including a tremendous

amount for work on screenplay,

research, tests.

No release for thf* pic is set.

but it is likely it will be Columbia,

unless Small’s Eagle Lion deal

jells Declaration., by 201 h- Fox

and by .Ian Crippo. indie, that

they consider Valentino material

fair game and would produce pix

about late star is believed
.

respon-

sible for Small’s sudden speedup

of production plans.

TROUPE Rkg U'Jim
Portable High latensity//// /

1
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A. C. CARBON ARC SPOTLIGHT

• Holl.vwood Srrtpt Girl)

PiMit Calt

laurel films, INC
If In N^w York Phone
JUOSON 4-01

2

S

New York Theatres
Producos a stogidy, sharp, uniformly illuminatod snow-
whits spot.

Silverod gloss reflector and two-element variable focal

length lens system.

Draws only 10 amperes from any 110-volt A.C. conven-

ience outlet. Adjustable, self-regulating transformer, on
integral part of the base, makes the use of heavy rotat-

ing equipment unnecossary.

Easily operated. Automatic arc control maintains con-

stant arc gap, free from hiss or flicker. A trim of carbons

burns one hour and 20 minutes at 21 volts and 45 am-
peres.

Horizontal masking control. Can be angled at 45 degroos

in each direction. Color boomerang contains six slides

and ultraviolet filter holder.

Mounted on casters. Easily disassembled for shipping.

THI LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
ion of

^*Losi Boundaries’
lEATRICE PEARSON

MEL FERRER
A FILM CLASSICS RiLEASI
.Sir A C T A
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TO THE STABLE 4
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van. Theatre Owners of America

prex.v, of plans for a festival of big

pix in October, the ro.sler of titles

ties in with that effort to promote

biz. 20th-Fox showed evidence of

a similar idea this week in issuing

a lineup of fall and winter pix for

the Koxy, its Broadway showca.se.

Roxy managing director A. .1. Bala-

ban. under whose name the list

wa.s issued, w'as quoted as calling

it "the most impressive lineup of

important 20th C'entur>-Fox films

to plav the house
”

Pix' slated for the 20(h flagship

include "Slatlerj '.s Hurricane, I

Was a Male War Bride.” "Thieves’

Highwav." “Father Was a Full-

back." ’Everybody Doe.s It."

"Prince of Foxes." and "Oh, You

IDA LUPINO
PRESENTS

“NOT WANTED”
tRANOT't COOL

GLOBE, B*way A 46fli St

riru«« oriid frrr lllrrnliirr. |trl<'r« and
ararr^l dealrr in SIrwn* .'«|m>IIIhIiI«,wAOlO CITY MUSIC HALL

RaektitlUr Ctnltr

garland • VaaJOHNSOI
"IN THE GOOD

SUMMERTIME"
tninr |,» TKCH N KOI.OR
"vun-Cnldwyn-Maycr Picture

gTAOt PRtttWTATlOW

YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING name
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STREET

CITY 1 STATE

A ZOfli f'Vnfnry - For

Pn'fn/e in nn nlor
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Price<Sla$hing Finds Open-Enders

Being Peddled (or as Low as $3
Chicago. Aug. 2.

Price-slashing in syndicated

open-end transcriptions reached

new depths today with the an-

nouncement by George Roesler,

sales veepee of Hal Tate Produc-

tions, of programs being sold for i

$3 each. Most open-enders are
|

priced with an eye to station's i

power, rate, and population served.
1

Under Roesler’s scheme, platters

are sold for a flat fee, regardless

of whether station is a peanut
whistle or a 50-kilowatter.

Alexander McQueen’s “Nothing
But the Truth” is being peddled at

$3 for five-minute episodes, and
$4.50 for quarter hours. Smiley
Burnette quarter hour open-end-
ers are tagged at $100 for 79 epi-

sodes. Also under the Tate ban-
ner are Frann Weigel’s "When
Day Is Done,” “Tom, Dick and
Harry,” and “Yellow Kid Weil.”
Latter has Weil himself closing
dramatization with a spiel on
“crime didn’t pay.”

Tate and Roesler feel that their
new price policy will be a boon to

stations whose local advertisers
can’t afford the usual syndicated
tap of $25 or $50 per program.
Several outlets reportedly have ex-

pressed the intention of absorbing
the disk charge to steer announce-
ment buyers into thinking in terms
of programs.

Murray Bolen to B&B
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Murray Bolen joins Benton &
Bowles here Aug. 15 to handle Pru-
dential Family Hour of Stars on
radio and “Armchair Detective” on
video.
He checks out of KTTV tele staff

for job to which he was appointed
by Walter Craig, who is here con-
fabbing with Ted Steele and A1
Kaye, local agency veepees.

‘People Tues.Airer

Gets Sat. Repeats
Chicago, Aug. 2.

When “People Are Funny”
comes back on NBC Sept. 20 for
Raleigh cigarets, it will be bol-

stered with a.m. repeal broadcasts
over 17 eastern NBC oullets. The
Art Linkletter show will air live 1

• -

from its u.sual Tue.sday 9:30 p.m.
! __ inf

spot, and repeat transcribed the
; NetWOrK ReiUSCS

Up Chalmers To

K & E Radio Boss
William A. Chalmers, who for

I

the past year and a half, has been

1
Ford account exec for Kenyon &

I
Eckhardt, has been elevated to the

post of radio-TV director of the
!

i

agency.
i Chalmers succeeds Leonard

;

;

Erickson, who has resigned. Latter. I

I formerly with BBD&O, joined K&E
i

two years ago, when Bill Lewis re-
'

linquished the post of radio-TV
j

director to become supervisor of

the Lincoln-Mercury account

i
Erickson says he’ll announce his

new tieup in a few days.
Chalmers joined the agency in

1947, moving into the Ford account
exec spot a year later. Ford radio

plans, in the wake of its cancella-

tion of the CBS hour dramatic
.stanza, are still indefinite, and
thus far has only committed itself

to the “Ford Television Theatre”
program. Eugene Burr meanwhile
has joined the agency as script edi-

tor of “Ford Theatre.”
Agency’s on^ coast-to-coast ra-

dio airer is- Borden’s “County
Fair.”

KLZ Announcer

BOB DAVIS
B»ib Davis, a member of KLZ’s

topnoit-ii aiiiioiinoing staff, has been
(InitJK mike work for a dozen years
— amuber example of the exi>eri-

en< ed “know-how” that stamps
KLZ as “The West’s First Station.”

KLZ, Denver.

94.2% of Homes

In U. S. Listen

To Radio Now
A total of 39,281,230 families in

the U. S.—or 94.2% of all homes

—

have at least one radio in working

order, according to “Radio Fam-
ilies—U S. A., 1949” published by

the Broadca.st Measurement Bureau
la.st week. The total is a hike of

1.658,230 homes over the 1948 re- i Johnstone.
port.

BMB’s new publication, priced
at $5 but selling for $3.50 as an in-

troductory offer, includes data on
total families, percentage of fam-
ilies with radios in working order
and total radio families for all

counties and for almost 1,500 cities.

Although it was originally planned

From the Production Centres

-»444444 4 44 4

IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Eddie Albert signed by NBC for cross-the-board audience panu-ipa.

tion morning show, starting in September. Will likely go TV. too
.

WOR announcer Carlton Warren will spend his two-week vaeation on

navy duty with a destroyer ... Peggy Lobbin doing “Grand Central

Station” Saturday ^6). . . .Peter M. Soutter has joined ABC as aeeount

exec.... Sid Awher and George Schreier have pooled their fl;ukeries

....WNBC has increased the “Johnny Bradford Show” to three times

weekly. . . .Sam Taylor to leave scripting staff of “My Good Wife” be-

cause of pressure of work on his forthcoming tele stanza and Rodgers
& Hammerstein's “The Happy Time.” Russell Beggs will take over on
“Wife”. . . Blaney Harris, former casting and audition director of

Dougherty, Clifford A. Shenfield, has been upped to the post of super-

visor of radio and television production .... Patsy Campbell on “’rrue

Story” Thursday '4).

Cyril Armbrlster. in N. Y. from the Coast to sell “Chandu. the

Magician” and a new comedy show, based on the Saturday Eve Host's

“Tugboat Annie” .series, has taken over direction of John Gibbs’ Mutual
“Against the Storm” serial, succeeding Ed Downes, resigned lie is

also doing Perry Lafferly’s “Dorothy Dix” show during the latter’s

vacation and now expects to remain in New York indefinitely Mary
Lou Forster doing the new Dentyne spot commercial for the fall earn*

paign .... Rosemary RIee, radio and TV, auditioned for the new (leorge

Abbott musicomedy ... Bernard Lenrow and Charles Penman new to

“Front Page Farrell” cast ...Helen Claire joins “Young Widder
Brown” players . . Dorothy Francis added to “Lora Lawton” cast . .

.

Charlie Baseh, of Basch Radio-TV Productions, taking his first \aealion

in 15 years, motoring in Maine and Canada. . . .Johnny Thompson, bari-

tone of WJZ and W.IZ-TV>. has an unusual assignment in “Miss l.iberty.”

He does only one tune. “Paris Wakes Up and Sings,” arriving at the

Imperial theatre at 9:30 and leaving by 10 p.m George Petrie, star

of CBS’ “Call the Police.” completing a mystery-comedy which Martin

Gilman is considering fur Broadway production this fall. . . ’’Cisco Kid’’

series adding six new outlets . . Martin Bush, former director «)f shows
on WEVD and WGHF, added to WNYC announcing staff. . . N.Ml prexy
Justin Miller leaving for California vacation Aug. 5... John R.van.

WQXR salesman, back at his desk after recuperating from major oper-

ation. . . Zel DeCyr, WEVD story teller, has taken over “Wor ld’s Great
Short Stories” on WGHF....A1 Simon, WQXR’s light music director,

cleffing several .songs for a revue at the Peterboro, N. Y., Playhoii.xe late

this month. . . WNBC s Ken Banghart left Friday (29) for two weeks at

Cape Cod ... William R. Hesse of BBD&O has been named acc-oiint

exec for Swan Soap, which has moved over from Y. & R. . Su/anne
21-yr.-old daughter of NAM’s Johnny Johnstone, to teach

following Saturday in the 9:30 a. in.

slot in an effort to catch an en-
tirely new audience.

Russel M. Seeds agency han-
dling the deal has no intentions of

stalling the repeat shows on a na-
tionwide basis, and has sold Brown
& Williamson Tobacco on the idea
of playing it cozy with the 40%
population figures on the east
coast. Renewal, effective for 52
weeks, goes into effect Sept. 6.

Seeds radio director Jack Simp-
son said the Tuesday p.m. and
Saturiiiy a.m. periods would reach
entirely different audiences, which
would justify the additional ex-
pense of the ditto airings.

Week before “People” retum.s,
“A Life in Your Hands” bows out
as the Raleigh summer replace-
ment. Mystery show folds Sept.
13,' with no immediate pi'ospects
of finding another spot under the
B&W banner.

AUTRY MAY GET CBS TO

SWITCH IN PHOENIX
Chicago, Aug. 2.

CBS may have a new Phoenix af-

filiate in January when the web's
contract with KOY comes up for
renew’al. Cowboy star Gene Autry
wants CBS affiliation for his

KOOL. Plenty of pressure Is be-
ing put on CBS from both sides.

Autry reportedly has the active
backing of two longtime friends
and advi.sors—P. K. Wrigley. bank-
roller of Autry’s Saturday romp on
CBS, and H. Leslie Atlass, CB.S
Central Division veepee.
KOY joined CBS in 1937. KOOl,

Is presently a Mutual-Don Lee af-

filiate. Both stations are 5.U00
watts.

To Carry School Games
'

On Des Moines Fee Plan
Des Moines, Aug. 2.

Decision of the Des Moines
school board to assess a fee for

rights to broadcast play-by-plays

of high school football and basket-
balls games here, has been scored
by the Iowa Tall Corn Network
stations. The broadcasters, repre-
senting 13 stations in the state,

declared that they would ^not air

any school sports events for which
a fee is charged.
A resolution unanimou.sly

adopted by the stations said that
Iheir carrying of school sports con-
tests gives the schools valuable
publicity which increases boxoffice
figures. They added that potential

advertisers could not pay fees in

addition to costs of program time,
telephone lines, personnel and
other expenses.
The regional web claimed that

other high schools have provided
broadcast facilities for use by local

and out-of-town stations without
lees of any kind.

piano and harp at U. of Alabama next fall. Dad, an ex-802-er. last week
spon.sored her application tor membership in the musicians union . .

.

Bill Tuttle, AM-TV veepee at Ruthrauff & Ryan, and wife Alice Frost

back from a month in Europe. Latter stars in “Mr. and Mrs. North.”

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Sam Hearn tSchlepperman) now helping himself to “Chicken K\ery

Sunday” on NBC in a character created for him by Jack Rubin, who,

incidentally is becoming one of the town’s top scripters. Among other
to use BMBs ’48 report for Study

i assignments he has been set to adapt “A Yankee From Olymp"^’’ f<>f

No. 2. a new report was made to get
I the fall teeoff of Hallmark Playhouse Sept. 8 CBS calling in its

greater accuracy and completeness.
|

western division affiliates Aug. 8-9 for rundown of net’s promotion
The ’49 opus covers an additional

j

plans for next season . . Bud Berend shuttling between his Hollywood
65 cities whose populations have i base and F'risco to line up new clients for NBC’s western operation ...
grown. All communities with sta-

i Bill Erwin, writer-turned-comic, essays “Shy Guy” in a half hortr
tions are reported and where there
is no station, communities with
more than 10,000 population are
reported.

Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, acting
BMB prexy, announced that the
bureau now has 601 subscribers.
There were 700 subs for the pre-
vious study, but that figure includ-
ed FM stations operated by AM
subscribers. Explaining BMB pol-
icy on making available infor-
mation on non-subscribers, Baker
said that members can get data on
non-members if the latters’ signal
shows a measurable audience in at

comedy written and directed by Jess Oppenheimer for CBS. It was put

on wax last week and the platters are whirling in the comrntssicA
houses . . .Fran Allison <Kukla Fran and Ollie) seeing the town in tow
of NBC’s Bob Brown and Sid Strotz, ex-Chicagoans both. . . Tom Mc-
Cray, NBC's program topper, looking in on the net’s originations and
doing a bit of doctoring here and there with Homer Canfield, Coast
program head . . .CBS decided to convert studio A with its 900 seats to

television after prowling the town for an audience plant. Radio shows
using the site will be farmed out to rental auds if the traffic becomes
too heavy at Columbia Square ... Paramount’s Marty Lewis made a

tieup with Ralston Purina to plug the studio’s stars on 366 stati<»ns via

Mutual ...Madeleine Oenmead, assistant office manager of Young &
Rubicam, passed away last week following brain surgery. . . .William N.

Schary, one of Hollywood’s earliest agents, is packaging a mystery titled

“The Black Widow.” to star l,urene Tuttle. Robert Bruce directed from

. . , , , ,
script by John Monsos and the platters are now making the round.s ..

east one county of formers area,
j

Kathy Lewis will be back next season as Marie Wilson’s sidekick in "My
Agencies and sponsors can get info
on non-subscribers through sub-
scribing station.s.

‘Amazing Improvement’

In BBC Programs Noted

By Cbi NBC Director

Wm. Sbriver Gets Radio

Post on Catholic Airers
Washington. .4ug. 2.

National Council of Catholic

Men. which produces three network
religious programs, last week ap-

p^ointed William H. Shriver. Jr., of

Baltimore as radio director. He
succeeds William C. .Smith, now
managing editor of Benziger Bros.,

publishens, of New York.

NCCM produces "The Catholic

Hour” (NBC. “Hour of Faith’;

(ABC), and “Faith in Our Time
‘

(Mutual).

Transit Radio Pacts

Southwest Station Reps
’

Chicago, Aug. 2.

Transit Radio has appointed
Taylor-Borroff station reps to han-
dle its business in the south and
southwest out of the T-B offices in

.Atlanta and Dallas. Clyde Melville
heads the Dallas branch, and Tony
West tops the Atlanta office.

Move follows TR’s decision to

move its sale.s headquarters to New
York Aug, 8. Sale.s veepee Frank
Pellegrin will shift offices that

dale, leaving Carlin French here to

head up western sales division.

Kupcinet Gossiper

I

Chicago. Aug 2

Columnist Irv Kupcinet of the

Chi Sun-Times has been inked fur

a 15 minute weekly gossip show
via WMAQ, starling Sept. II for

'J’urner Bros. Clothing through the

Lawrence ad agency.
I Kupcinet was signed on a 1.3-

week basis, in the Sunday 10.30

p.m, spot, and will feature gue.>t

celebs. Herb Lyons and Clay

« BcrgmiMi produce.

Chicago, Aug. 2.

“An amazing improvement” in
British Broadcasting Corp. pro-
gramming was noted by NBC edu-
ation director Judith Waller, who
has just returned from a UNESC^O
conference in Paris. Miss Waller
had not observed BBC programs
since her last trip abroad in 1936,
and was surprised by what she
termed an upsurge in program in-
terest and preparation.
"Whereas BBC shows used to be

pretty dull, and lacking in audience
appeal, they are now extremely in-
teresting and show a tremendous
amount of thought and care that
rivals our own American com-
mereial shows.” Miss Waller .said.

During her visit to London, she
noted the amazement expressed by
Briti.vh observers that U. S. com-
mercial stations often beam shows
at educational and cultural groups,
such as public servicers stre.ssing
civics, social problems and projects,
and straight news handling of spe-
cial non-<ommercial events.

Mi.ss Waller on her visit' to Radio-
difTusion in Paris, ob.served that
while the entertainment seemed to
be of top flight character, the lech-
nieal reception nowhere near
mal<hed that offered by U. S.

,
mctliods.

Friend Irma.” She was out mo.st of last semester because of piolonged
illness . .Ken Dolan has hot interest in the Bob Bums quarter hour
strip and the Bill Goodwin half hour situation comedy show l.ooks

like Tommy Harmon will get the nod from ABC and Hoffman Radio
for the mike job on the TV’ing of the Coast Conference. football games
... Around Columbia Square they’re making book that Howard Meig-

han will be “talked into” running the western division as succes.xor to

Don Thornburgh . Only three of the original cast of "One Man's

Family” were taken east by ('arlton Morse for radio and TV airings
Renzo Cesana, former radio packager, will show up on theatre screens

as second lead to Ingrid Bergman in “Stromboli.” Seems that he knew
the director and things being a little slow in Hollywood he elected to

return to his old trade of acting.

IN CHICAGO . . ,

Tom KIvidge new asst, program director at WGN... WLS change*
are Bernice Warner shifting to Barn Dance production, and John Drake

taking over as flack ABC tos.sed a welcome party for singer .Iohnn.f

Desmond, who moved into Breakfast Club in Jack Owens’ place

WBBM news editor Frank Barton leaving Aug. 12 for two-we<-k trip to

Europe.. WCFL airing a special show Aug. 4 in front v’ Oriental

theatre with Howie Roberts and Marty Hogan doing emcee j-liores .••

ABC's Shoppers Special switching to new time of 8:30 a.m. <*n Aug 8

...WBBM program director Al Morey to Thousand Islands for \aca-

tion.. NBC .salesman Bill Brewer on honeymoon. He tnairied Vir-

ginia Sherman July 23 Jimmy Hutchinson,' formerly <»f WWVA,
Wheeling. W. Va., has joined WLS Sage Riders, replacing Red Blan-

chard . NBC singer Dennis Day in town for a week’s pers<»nal ap-

pearance Mutual's Dorothy Reynolds to Estes Park, Colo . for vaca-

tion . Singer Patsy l,ee back on Breakfast Club after vacation .

ABC’s “Ladies Be .Seated ” airing from Illinois State Fair at .Spiingficld

Aug, 15-19 . Tenor l.awrenre White on Chi Theatre of the .Air Aug
6 . WBBM engineer Bob Meyer talking about his new son ^ MAW
producer Ben Park playing host to three radio students from (lennany

'
. . Eugene (Ding) Bell has joined WBBM music staff . Nev
George Stone and Clint Yoiile subbing for WMAQ’s Clifton IMIey

^
he’s on six-week European tour . Tom Moore of ABC got an inpireo

I

leg while wafer .vkiing at Railroad Fair . NBC summer radio iii'-titutf

winding up .Aug. 5 with eo-directors Judith Waller and Don Feddersoa

handing out diplomas WILA of Woodstock, 111,, pfeking up
Park concerts WBBM sales promotion manager Ralf Brent m Ne

York for promolum clinic NBC staffer Lillian Fertig wed<ling

ard Braun Aug. 27 Fahey Flynn and John Harrington announcing

new WBBM sports program starting Sept. 24 . . NBC vcep»c «

Showerman to .New York for conferences
i Venables back from Michigan vacation Aug.

WBBM announcer Bob

15.
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TIME MARCHING OUT WITH NBC
Radio s 1400 Murders a Year

Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Variety!

During the height of the radio season I estimate that 50 mur-

ders are committed each week on the four networks. This does not

include the local stations which kill off quite a few each week too.

Television is excluded in my figures.

I break my figures down this way: According to Hooper pocket

edition of last April (height of season) CBS leads with 15 night-

time shows in the mystery classification. I’m not allowing for mul-

tiole murders that are committed on some of these programs—

I

allow one muitier to a broadcast, which is fair. 1 think. CBS car-

ried about 17 soap operas during the week— I ailow one murder to

every four daytime ihows—which adds another four to CBS’ total,

so the Columbia Broadcasting System, according to my findings,

kills an average of 19 people a week. This puts them on top of my
list

Mutual kills about 10 people each night and practically none

during the day—so that proves that MBS does all its killing at

Bight and ranks second to CBS, which is very good for a lesser

ABC murders an average of eight citizens (or aliens) a week

during the night hours and about one and a half during the day.

NBC is a bad fourth, killing only an average of three victims in

the evening and about four during the day. 1 understand that

NBC is mending its ways and during the summer has added more
guns to its arsenal.

This makes a grand total of 45Vi murders per week—but I say

50 just in case I have erred. So the four networks murder an

average of 200 people a month or 2,400 a year. I know some of

them cease fire during the summer but there are replacements that

sometimes destroy more of the population than their parent shows.

I defy Murder, Inc., or any other organized crime unit to match
these figures. Will 'TV outmurder radio’.’ I don’t know at this time

but they’ll have to do better than the movies. If each movie showed
one murder that would total a few hundred—the movies can’t hold

a candle to radio for murder. Please remember that all my find-

ings are approximate and all figures are subject to change. Murder
fluctuates quite a lot you know.* ' Mannie Manheim.

Johnson Warns o( Trouble Ahead

If Radio Accepts Liquor Com’ls
Washington, Aug. 2.

The networks which have ac-
cepted whiskey advertising from
Schepley may be in for trouble
from the government.
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson

(D-Colo.) of the Senate Committee
on Interstate & Foreign Commerce
served notice last week that if the
FCC or the Treasury Dept, can’t
keep liquor copy off the air Con-
gress will. His committee, he said,
has a bill pending to ban interstate
transmission of such advertising.
' If the liquor people go ahead with
their plans to use the radio to
peddle their wares,” he warned,
'they will assure passage of that
bill.” (Time was purchased two
weeks ago on the full ABC web
and owned and operated stations
of NBC and CBS).
Johnson called on Secretary of

j

the Treasury John Snyder and
Acting FCC Chairman Paul Walk-
er to see what their agencies can

4 k
the advertising. He said

me Treasury’s Alcohol Tax Unit
has authority to guide and even

to discipline the industry which it

ih^*'***‘
can be no doubt

that the Alcohol Unit supervises
he content of advertising which is
Indulged in by the industry.”
.. '"“®*t'man Johnson wrote Snyder

j
.

'''hile radio licensees are

in« V consider broadca.st-
hg liquor advertising” the FCC
tioL”®

authority to censor adver-
4,”*** ®®Py* How'ever, he added,

"n? wr ***^*^^‘®'^* under its broad
public interest” powers, could

. f*
* policy determination when

hewal
® license comes up for re-

Snyder he was of the

PROCRIIM SK[DS Grabbing Off Some Ex-CBSers

In Slotting Ambitious UN Series

Hall Marks
Washington, Aug. 2.

Recent streamlining of the

National A.s.sn. of Broadcast-

ers, voted at a meeting of the

board in Portsmouth, N. H.,

left some casualties in the

Washington headquarters.

Here’s how Gladys Hall, sec-

retary to A. D. Willard, exec

veepee. whose office was abol-

ished, advised contacts of her

. plight:

“SITUATION WANTED —
MISCKLLANEOUS. Available

until further notice for sight-

seeing tours (car provided),

luncheon, cocktail or dancing
companion, baby or puppy sit-

ting. Reasonable rates provid-

ed on request. Qualifications:

some. References: None. Dis-

tinguishing marks: Axe scar

from recent Portsmouth mas-
sacre. Apply to Gladys Hall,

815 South Ode Street, Arling-

ton, Va., Chestnut 6009.”

Lion Roars At

‘H’wood Calling’

Dy[ FOR REVISE
Because it is currently in a di-

lemma about what to do with its

flock of new summertime shows that
merit a continued showcasing this
fall, NBC may toss out radio’s long-
established time-table on program
scheduling and experiment along
brand new lines.

As result. NBC may come up this
fall with time periods other than
half-hour or quarter-hour. It’s

conceivable, according to the pres-
ent thinking, that the network may
divide an hour of programming
time by installing a show best
suited for a 20-minute format, fol-

lowed perhaps by a capsule stanza
of five minutes, and wind up w'ith

35-minute dramatic program. The
60-minute breakdown would per-
mit for a flexible three or four-way
program spread to match the con-
tent of the show.
The radio “face lifting” pattern,

should it materialize, stems from
NBC’s problem on retaining some
good properties tested during the
summer. On the basis of sale deals
now in negotiations, it looks like

NBC may wind up with about
three unsold lialf-hour segments
when the curtain goes up on the
new broadcasting season. (Sales in-

clude two daytime strips, Elaine
Carrington’s “Marriage for Two”
going to Kraft, and Sealtest buy-
ing the adjacent segment, probably
for “Thanks for Tomorrow.” which
currently occupies the time as a

sustainer.)

Potential Click Programs
Thus with only 75 minutes left

for the sustainer whirl, NBC faces
the poser of losing out on the
right to such potential clicks as

“C^hicken Every Sunday,” “Silent
Partner,” “Dragnet,” “My Good
Wife” and the Dick Powell show.
NBC al.so wants to keep Henry
Morgan when he comes off the
summer commercial ride. (Prob-
lem of “Archie Andrews” has al-

ready been solved, since it will be
returned to a Saturday morning
slot.)

By unshackling radio from the
traditional 15. 30 and 60-minute
bookings, NBC figures it could
establish a formula to keep worthy
stanzas on the air. checkout of E. P. H. James as

NBC is also mulling the idea of ad - promotion - research - planning

a so-called “perfect program sched- veepee.

Wrong Script
Louisville, Aug. 2.

Three - week conte.st over
WKLO just ended, in intere.st

of a local appliance dealer,

had a surprise finish, when
Mrs. Barry Bingham, wife of
Courier-Journal and Times,
WHAS owner, was declared
the “winnah.”

Entries numbered 580 from
three counties in the Falls

Cities, and odd twist is that

with seven AM. two FM and
one TV station in this market,
the winner should be wife of

owner of the largest competi-
tor station, and a wealthy per-

son in her own right.

Mutual Folds

Branch Offices;

Accent on N. Y.

Mutual is shuttering its sales of-

fices in Philadelphia, Atlanta and

Detroit. Move is viewed as fitting

into prexy Frank While’s long-

range blueprint for tightening up

and integrating the entire opera-
tion.

Closing of the three offices is

cued to the fact that there isn’t

much biz in those locales. MBS
has no auto accounts from Detroit,

billings aren’t coming in from
* Coca-Cola and other southern firms

for the Atlanta rep and the Philly

outlet no longer needs to service

Bayuk Cigars, W'hich is leaving

radio and MBS w'ith its $1,200,000
' annual gross billings.

At the same time, it’s reasoned.

White is concentrating his sales

, fire power where the money bags

jare, in New York. Evidence of the

centralizing process is seen in re-

cent staff changes, following the

NBC is grabbing off one of the
prize program packages of the
year, tieing in with the United Na-
tions for an exclusive series of am-
bitious shows which will be spread
over a seven-week span starting
Sept. 4. Unusual aspect of the
deal is that, though the UN affili-

ation. NBC is making office space
for some ex-CBS personalities.

Among the latter is Norman Cor- ^
win. CBS’ onetime prize documen-
tarian who now works for the UN.

I

He’ll supervise the upcoming NBC
I

scries working out of the NBC
I

offices. tCorwin, a freelancer as
:
far as the networks are concerned,

,
closed up his desk at CBS a couple

I

weeks back after his one-shot “Citi-
zen of the World” documentary).

' Also tied in with the NBC-UN
project is Allen Sloane, long asso-
ciated with Columbia’s “Man Be-
hind the Gun” series. “Assignment

1 Home.” etc. He’s ju.st reHirned
from Europe after 18 months’ re-
search for UN and will do two of
the projected NBC series. His last

j

trip abroad resulted in the prize-
winning CBS documentary, “Be-
tween the Dark and the Daylight.”

Kickoff show on the NBC-UN
series will be a dramatization of
the anniversary of the war, written
and directed by Corwin. The sec-

' ond show will be a special concert
by the NBC Symphony, with Serge
Koussevitzky conducting, and fea-
turing the premiere of Aaron Cop-
land’s “U.N Concerto," which will
be adopted by the UN organization
as its official theme. Words of the
UN Constitution will be worked
into the thematic treatment, and
the broadcast will originate from
the UN Assembly Hall at Flushing,
N.Y.
The third in the series will be

on national resources conservation
work, to be written by Millard
Lampell. Next is a program on
Genocide, to be produced for NBC

,
in Canada by Sinclair Allen. The
brace of Allen Sloane shows will

I

(Continued on page 35)

ule” experiment aimed at getting

away from the block-booking idea.

On either Sunday afternoon or late

Saturday night, the network may
routine shows along the same lines

as a vaudeville bill, bracketing pro-
grams weekly for variety, pace and
entertainment value.

Hollywood, Aug. 2.

As long as Metro is furnishing

the stars for the new NBC Sunday

, was 411 int:
giveaw'ay, “Hollywood Call-

the Treasury has both the
” ‘he studio won’t countenance

juthonty and the responsibility “to
,

the thought of the network plug^

this reckless plan to in- ' other

li;,*
the privacy of the home with Metro

talk.” l-hcre is a

voB different principle” in-

mav.?-
oetween newspaper and

8 nne advcrti.sing and that by
"continued on page 36)

CANOVA, COLGATE SIGN

FOR ’49-50 AIR SHOW
i

Judy Canova, through her agent,

Arthur Lyons, and Colgate-Palm-
olive-Peet got together in New
York last week for a fall radio

series starting Oct. 1.

She follows Deiini.s Day on NBC
Saturday night, giving Colgate and

|

one of its ad agencies, Ted Bates,

the full hour. Understood price

tag on the package is $8,000 as

against the $11,500 she received!

last season from the same spon

sor.

' George M. Benson, now eastern

sales manager, has been appointed

national sales topper, working un-

der sales veepee Z. C. Barnes and
covering the entire network selling

staff, with the ea.stcrn and western

sales managerships eliminated.

1

Duncan R. Buckham has been
named division sales manager, to

headquarter in N. Y., and Carroll

Marts has been named to a similar

position, with offices in Chi,

I

James’ duties are being taken
' over by program sales veepee
Robert A. Schmid. Working under
the latter will be Harold M. Coul-

ter. handling ads and promotion.

Richard J. Puff, in charge of re-

search. and William Fairbanks,

planning.

So There, Now You Can’t

Sue Us, Say Cal. AM’ers

studios’ product,

has told off NBC in no

uncertain terms, refusing to per-

mit u.se of the device “the prize

that money can’t buy,” wherein

contestants would be awarded
^

Sacramento. Cal., Aug. 2.

props, costumes, etc., used in rival
j Libel scare for radio stations and

studio pix. networks was considerably eased

As result, NBC has bo^'n forced last week when Guv. Earl Warren

_ to abandon the idea, at least dur- signed a bill sponsored by C ali-

It took five audition*! tn hu >”8 the duration of Metro’s run on fomia Broadca.stcrs .Assn. Under

Tthe rS Format Sul ‘'h* giveaway, uhich con.inucs un- p„

orn’ Set to Roll

Ih* ^ lormat. but

flora” Pclmar “Senator Clag-
to rou

comedy is now set

comedv is based on a

fde* Came to Dinner”
Claghorn” returning to

®Iter fini
where he was born,

and a term in Congress.
tji with his in-laws,

•oditinn '''•f •'1 Fo.stcr

®fooklyn called “Inside

til the jackpot is cracked.

REVERE RENEWS ‘MOVIE’

Chicago. Aug. 2.

Revere Camera Co. has renewed

“Name the Movie” for 13 weeks

via ABC. starting Aug. 11. SJi«w

is 15 minute airei- with Clark Den- pation shoe s

nis, Peggy Mann. Buddy Gilbert

orch. Marvin Miller and guest

stars.
,

Roche Ae Cleary agency handles.

provisions defamatory remarks

are ruled out if it is sliown that a

sincere effort liad been made to

avoid them.
Given protection under the meas-

ure are affiliate stations, which

have no ccrntrol over what the net-

works feed tliem; audience partici-

at the mercy of ad

libbing, and stations c.arrying po-

litical broadcasts. Donn Tatum,

chief counsel of Don Lee, drafted

the bill.

COMO TO TAPE ’EM;

REXIBLE FORMAT
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Perry Como will come west with-

in the next few weeks with his en-

tire staff, excepting studio orches-

tra. to tape six or eight of his first

fall Chesterfield shows. Como, it’s

.said, intends to incoriwrate com-

edy. dramatics and other typos of

entertainment into his half-hour

show' on NBC Thursdays, which

starts Sept. 8 or 1.5. and his visit

here is for the purpose of making

available the vast list of possible

guest stars among Hollywoodites.

Too, by taping the initial six or

eight w'ceks of regular broadcasts.

Como will free himself and his staff

for the task of getting his Chester-

field video show out of New York

rolling. It will occupy the 8-8:30

p.m. spot on NBC Sunday evenings

CBS’ Honeymoon

At the Waldorf
CBS and its affiliates went

through the throqs of a lovefest at
two-day meet of the Columbia
Affiliates Advi.sory Board and the
Program Promotion Clinic at the
Waldorf Monday' (1) and yester-
day. Results of the confabs make
it clear that the web’s outlets are
pretty excited about the fall pro-
gram lineup and are pledging full

support for the promotional cam-
paign set for ’49-’5() sea.son.

Reps of 178 independently-
owned stations passed a resolution
commending the chain’s leader-
ship. “The CAAB hereby^extends
to the CBS organization its hearti-
est congratulations for its brilliant

1949 program promotion campaign
in support of the greatest sched-
ule of programs ever to be carried
by any radio network," the resolu-
tion reads. It also urged all affili-

ates to “expend all possible effort

,
in support of the CBS fall promo-
tion campaign so that the values
of the program offerings may be
brought fully to the American
people.’’

In addition to a joint meeting of
the f’.XAB and the Program Pro-
motion Clinic, the two groups
joined at a luncheon Monday to
hear speeches by CBS prexy
Frank Stanton, program veepee
llublxdl Robinson and sales man-
ager John Karol. .

Other C.\.\B events included a
report on proposed FCC tele re-

allocations by veepee .Adrian Mur-
phy and general engineering vee-
pee William B. Lodge; a report on
C’BS-TV progress, by Herbert V.
.Akerberg. station relations veepee;
and a report on Washington ac-

tivities by the web’s 1). C. veepee,
Earl Gammons. Other reports
were made by Robinson and
Davidson Taylor, public affairs

veepee.
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*HE ETHEL MERMAN SHOW
With Miss Merman, Leon Janney,

Allen Drake, Ethel Bro^lnf,
Charles Webster, Santos Ortefa,

Arthur Q. Bryan

MAKE BELIEVE TOWN
With Virflnia Bruce, Paul Dubov,

Colleen Collins, Rita Lynn, Ken
Christy, Sylvia Simms; announ-
cer, Johnny Jacobs

Producer-director: Ken MacGregor Producer: Ralph Rose .

Writers: Will Glickman, Joe Stein i Directors: Rose, Frank Woodruff
Writers: Virginia Mullen, William

Alland
30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 3:30 p.m.

Writers: Will Glickman
80 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p. m
Sustaining
WNBC, from New York -- •

Ethel Merman as a Broadway Sustaining

personality has achieved more than CBS, from Hollywood

ner share of attention with a nmsi- This half-hour series should
comedy background of f please the distaff listeners with a

frSeeme? a^'bHght idea to star
j

number of techniques proven to

her in a first-person situational
!

entice the femmes. There’s a

comedy airer. The execution is heavy emphasis on the glamor of
something else again. Chalk this

, Hollywood, with references to

Vere^ iTl^^show whose dramatic
|

stars, noted niteries and the

verbiage on its preem was nothing
j

"lights, camera, action" scenes

more' than a scant framework for
. that film fans dote on. There’s a

Miss Merman s vocalisthemcs. t IS
: romance, with- a

a script with a show business back-
, u ^ i

ground, whose characters include
|

«ood hardworking girl getting her

a male pianist friend, a |ioor-mop I
man. And there’s the draw of

tycoon who is a prospective angel actress Virginia Bruce introing the

p°us%un*y'other,.’^in bet™™:
|

S'*'"* and narrating between the

on this first show. Miss Merman ,

acts.

sang such numbers as "Some En-
j

Each broadcast presents an in-

chanted Evening," “Big Wonderful
i dividual drama, which should get

World" and, in her finale, the
^

the housewives in the listening
Inevitable “No Business Like Show

i habit without the drawback of
Business," which she did in "Annie

j

missing any action in case they
Get Your Gun." Ostensibly the

*' ' ~

fi

rogram is supposed to parallel

[iss Merman’s career.
The idea, also, is to give Miss

Merman a chance to be flip, brash

Vcdnctdaj, August 8, I949

skip a day. On Monday’s (1) preem,
story was that of a high-pressure
producer, supposedly resting in a
hospital but actually tied up on

.-w a battery of phones as he preps
and generally consistent with the

|
a new pic. Name actress he wants

character that she has created for I for the production has walked out
herself in the theatre. But it isn’t ' on him, but fortunately he falls

so much the failure of Miss Mer- ' ’— —swu o.—

l

—
man to get over personally—de-
spite her invariable off-pitch sing-

ing, which she even kids herself.

The fault lies, simply, in that
there just isn’t any show. And '

the supporting people, consequent-
ly, suffer, too. Kahn.

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
With Janet Waldo, Irene Tedrow,

in love with his Swedish-born
nurse and inks her to a long-term
contract both as his wife and star
of his pix. Strictly from Cin-
derella, but the stuff that soapers
are made of.

Scripting, while hokey, worked
in some authentic details of the
trade, such as banks not wanting
to finance a comedy, tempera-
mental talent complaining about

Fred Shields, Sam Edwards,
|

roles, etc. Acting of Paul Dubov
Hans Conried; John Hiestand, :

as the dynamic exec who succumbs
announcer

|

to love and Colleen Collins as the

f
cript Supervisor: F. Hugh Herbert

,

Svensk nurse was good. Miss Bruce
roducer: Tom McAvity I

handled the hostess chore well,
SO Mins. Sun., 9 p.m. although her part was scripty and
ELECTRIC LIGHT Sc POWER

i

weighted with cliches. Bril.
COS.

CBS, from Hollywood
(N. W. Ayer)

Succeeding the “Earn Your Va-
cation” giveaway show as summer
replacement for Helen Hayes’

HOW’S BUSINESS?
With Commerce Secretary Charles
Sawyer, Senator Paul Douglas,
Theodore Yntema

“Electric Theatre,” "Meet Coflis's
;

M*"*-: Sun., 1:30 p.m.
Archer” returns to the CBS net 1 xinV.® * «...NBC, from Chicago

This special series of five "Uni-
versity of Chicago Round Table’

as a breezy comedy concoction for
easy hot weather consumption. Of
lightweight construction, this show
skips brightly along its groove of
amusing characterizations and
comedy situations. Scripters occa

broadcasts is tackling some of the
tough problems being discussed in

sionally err in trying to punch a
|

Washington and by the nation gen-0 Ck W »« 1-. 1 A. ..snapper across too obviously, but
show generally doesn’t strain in
getting at the funny bone;
Opening stanza (31) introduced

the Archer family with Janet
Waldo, as Corliss, standing out as
the super-serious adolescent. Yarn
revolved around the efforts of
Corliss’ father (Fred Shields) and

erally. Produced by NBC in coop-
eration with Secretary of Com-
merce Charles Sawyer, the airer
deals with questlions such as: Are
we facing a depression? What
should be done to expand business
activity? What’s the future for the
small businessman? What’s behind

boy friend (Dexter Franklin) to
j

the world trade crisis?
wean her away from her latest

I

On the opener, in addition towhim to be an artist. All hands !
Secretary Sawyer, the issues were

played skillfully with Hans Conried
,

mulled by Sen.* Paul Douglas and
turning in a firstrate bit as a high-
brow art instructor. Sketch, un-
fortunately, wound up a bit limply

Theodore Yntema, veepee of Ford
Motors. Discussion was frequently
confusing, as it covered some tech-

aiter sustaining a crackling pace nical economic subjects and com-
Tnt* I Vv«i ^ A.1 • - _ pvtfor most of the way.

Plugs for the utility company
were dignified. Harm.

plex business cycle theories. Too
often the participants were more
interested in making their points
with each other than in explaining
them to listeners untutored in the
intricacies of fiscal policies.
However, there was enough

agreement on several points to
make it clear that the participants
feel the U. S. is not headed for a

DAMON RUNYON THEATRE
("Blood Presaure”)
With John Brown. Sheldon Leon-

ard, Larry Dpbkin, Luis van
Rooten, Sandra Gould

Producer: Vern Carstensen
Director: Richard Sanville
Writer: Russell Hughes
30 Mins., Sat., 2:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.
Damon Runyon’s colorful yarns

about Broadway characters and
hangers-on are the subject of this

new series, which bowed with
I "Blood Pressure" Saturday (30).

I

The characters have been trans-
formed to radio fairly reliably and
entertainingly, with their col-

loquial,. flavorsome speech and
somewhat melodramatic, theatrical
activities. Sometimes the scripting

style and dialog are a little too
colloquial and cute, but for the
most part the stuff has schmaltz
to make an engaging half-hour.
Opening show was well directed
and performed, to augur well for

I

the series. Open was interspersed
with several public service pitches,

I for Savings Bonds, the police PAL
I

league and Runyon’s own pet, the
!
cancer drive.
Opener was an amusing yarn

about a bullying tough-guy, a dice
cheat and strong-arm man, who

! scares the mob frantic, but who
knuckles under to the frail femme

' who is his wife. John Brown, play-

;
ing Broadway, the narrator-actor

I

who will figure in all the episodes,

I

was good in his role. Sheldon Leon-
j
ard, as the big bruiser. Rusty

I Charlie, was excellent, and Sandra
! Gould made her brief bit as the
wife tell. Bron.

j

QUORUM CALL
;
Rep. Barratt O’Hara, moderator
Producer-director: Paul Green

I 30 Mins., Sun., 4 p.m.
LABOR’S LEAGUE FOR POLITI-
CAL EDUCATION

WCFL, Chicago

Chi’s A. F. of L. station beams

I

into the Democratic listening audi-
' ence with this half-hour series
transcribed in Washington and
flown to WCFL each week, Dem.

,
Congressmen talk of their bills and
projects; exchange friendly pats on
the back, and do some fence mend-
ing via the airwaves.
Program opens and closes with

the ringing of the Congressional
summoning bell. Moderator Bar-
ratt O’Hara, likewise a U. S. Rep-
resentative, then reads the roll call
of Chicago Congressmen, and calls
upon several to deliver reports on
pending legislation.
Program caught dealt with the

Hoover Commission findings on
federal expenditures. Cong. Wil-
liam Dawson argued earnestly that
Republicans weren’t the only ones
who wanted to trim expenses.
Cong. Sid Yates, one of Washing-
ton’s better golfers, described a
golf match with Sen. Robert Taft.
Tenor of show — to present

labor’s side in legislation—was ade-
q u a t e 1 y maintained. Speakers
showed a minimum of bias against
Republican opposition by stressing
the affirmative aspects of their own
case, rather than getting into per-
sonalities and name-calling.
"Quorum Call” could be Im-

proved by lifting the heavy atmos-
phere of mutual deference and
bowing in favor of a lighter treat-
ment. Likewise inserting some of
the humorous side of Washington
life would help to balance the for-
mat. Mart.

REMEMBER THE DAY
With Martha Deane; Dick Willard.
45 Mins., Fri. (29), 10:15 a.m.
Participating
WOR, New York
As a oime-a-week feature on her

Monday-Friday transcribed airer,
|

depression, but is merely witness-
Martha Deane, WOR’s women’s

|

mg a recession. Also pointed up
commentator, is offering her list- was the difference between the ad-
cners a nostalgic series of 45-min- ministration’s pump priming ap-
ute flashbacks to the years im-

!

proach and the curtailed federal
ynediately following the end of

i

expenditures policy advocated by
World War I. The first of the ,

the Ford topper,
programs following the memory Despite its shortcomings, series
motif was broadcast last Friday should help listeners clarify their
(29). Titled “Remember the Day," views on a number of national is-
the series has been broken into ' sues, such as taxes, wage boosts
four segments with the remaining
shows scheduled for Aung. 5 and
19.

• With Miss Deane as narrator, the
Initial shot faded back to the sign-
ing of the armistice in 1918 and
was keynoted by recordings of
tunes popuar at that time. Tail

and aid to farmers. Bril.

AL FOREST
|5 MinS., Mon.-thru-Sat., 7 p.m.
TEN EYCK HOTEL
WPTR, Albany

Listenable,— Cl iiicii iiiiic. A , relaxing dinner
end of the broadcast was devoted music emanates from a Hammond
to 1919 and also featured songs organ in the Empire Room of the
that were favorites then. On the Yen Eyck hotel, Albany, on nightly
W'hole, Miss Deane provided her

j

broadcasts by A1 Forest, who was
listeners with some enjoyable

;

the console at the Ritz theatre
oldies that throughout the years ,

in Albany during the silent film
have retained their original flavor.

;

days and who has played hotel
Besides the platters she al.so of- dates in recent years. He achieves
fered somed reminiscent chatter

j

neat effects in programs that are
which pointed up the changes that 1

varied.

have taken place since the early
•20’s.

Unfortunately, Forest had to
compete with clattering dishes. Ef-
it M < a I.

a,
I

Tvavaa w « «« l. vv. a I

«

•^
Show is Miss Deane’s creation feet would likewise be enhanced if

and Dick Willard, in addition to his the announcing were done from the
announcing, also lent a helpful Empire Room rather thah by re-

hand In the proceedings. Re- mote control. Room’s fine food

mainder of the series will be de-
;

and beautiful atmosphere are

voted to the Roaring Twenties. 1
plugged. Joco.

1

MAN ON THE FARM
I

With Chuck Acree, emcee; Reggie

I

Cross, various guests; George
Menard, announcer

I

Writers: Acree, Georgene O’Don-
' nell

Producer-director: Miss O’Donnell
30 Mins.; Sat., 12 noon

I Sustaining
mbs, from Chicago
“Man on the Farm" Is an audi-

ence participation show originating
from an Illinois experimental farm
Previously heard only in the mid-
west area, the half-hour airer

I joined the Mutual net Saturday
(30) as a sustainer, but Quaker
Oats picks up the tab as of Aug.

1

27. Emcee Chuck Acree frames
: his queries around such bucolic

I

teasers as "Do Holsteins give more
milk than Jerseys?," name an agri-
cultural state whose crops rank
high in soybeans and wheat, and
similar stumpers. Succe.ssful con-
testants carried off awards rang-
ing from $100 in cash to fishing
reels and steak knives.
Format was a breezy one that

featured an occasiotial nost-ilgic
tune in the layout to bring about
a change of pace. Besides their
vicarious interest in the contest-
ants’ progress, listeners also have
a chance to vie for a vacuum
cleaner by mailing four-line jingles
for Acree to toss at studio guests.
On the whole It’s a meritorious
program that packs a wide appeal
to rural audiences, yet it is brisk
enough to capture a slice of urban
dwellers. Gilb.

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
With Janie Ford, John Reed King;
Kenneth Roberts, announcer

Director: Charles Harrell
Producer: Bob Jennings
30 Mins:; Sun., 9:30 y.ia.

Sustaining
ABC, from N. Y.

Measured in terms of its give-

aways dimensions, "Chance of a

Lifetime” rates as one of the big-

gest shows on the air. And there’s

hardly any other measuring rod

applying to this type of airer. Show
slugs hard with another stagger-

ing array of prizes ranging from a

pittance of a couple of hundred
dollars to a $25,000 completedly
furnished home. Not much pro-
gram finesse is pre.scnt or needed
with all this loot dangling before
dialers who want their gambling
instinct satisfied.

Under this show’s system of
shoveling out the gifts, studio par-
ticipants have to pick out from an
electrical board three letters which
ring either a bell or a buzzer. If

it’s a bell, the prizes soar into

heavy coin; if it’s a buzzer, the
prizes are more moderate, but still

hefty. On the linitial show, one
out of the four participants was a

home listener who wa.s contacted
via telephone. After selecting
their first three letters, the par-
ticipants are given a chance to gam-
ble their previous winnings against
a grand jackpot prize in a 10-sec-

ond race to ring up another bell

on the board.
Like other giveaways shows, it’s

virtually impossible for a partici-

pant to miss winning a good share
of the giveaways. The initial

brainteasers are geared to the I. Q.
of the average dialer. In order to

win the jackpot, however, dialers

would have to know for example,
the technical name of a two-
humped camel which, of course,
narrowly cut down the chances of

winning.
As emcee, John Reed King con-

ducts the quiz in an atmosphere of

near-hysteria. He whips up audi-
ences w'ith shout, howls and a style

of laughing that’s usually heard on
"Inner Sanctum.” But virtually

anything goes on (he show and
King’s approach fits the clime.

Vocalist Janie Ford delivers the
show’s theme song in a non-hysteri-
cal manner.

Currently, .show is sustaining but
Bruner-Ritter. jewelers, pick up
the tab beginning Sept, 4.Herm.

EXPENSE ACCOUNT - FRANK
FARRELL

With Farrell; Herbert Hoover; Ted
Malley, announcer

15 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

WOR, N. Y.. has pacted Frank
Farrell, N. Y. World - Telegram
reporter, to give a weekly spiel on I

government spending. Idea is 1

good, and the series shapes up as
eminently worthwhile, even if the
opening session' Saturday (30) was
more polemic than reporting.

Farrell’s first several programs
will be based on the recent Herbert
Hoover report for streamlining
various government bureaus in the
name of economy and efficiency.
Opener was therefore largely ex-
pository. explaining what the
Hoover Commission was, its mem-
bers, its scope, the need of it, etc.,
before getting down to the busi-
ness of discussing excesslas in gov-
ernment organization.

Farrell speaks clearly, eagerly
and simply, in appealing, man-of-
the-street fashion. Occasionally
his enthusiasm for his cause makes
him stutter or fluff, but otherwise
he’s definitely okay. He got off
an occasional good phrase, as
when insi.sting on "whittling down
the Washington swindle sheet."
He’s strongly back of the Hoover
Report, giving both it and the
former President great praise for
their aim in saving the taxpayer
$3,000,000,000 a year in waste and
inefficiency. Government organiza-
tion is disordered, ineffectual,
Farrell claims; a thorough reor-
ganization is imperative.

Ex-President Hoover, in a tran-
scribed special message, commend-
ed the .series, to give it added
stature. If Farrell sticks to re-
porting the facts, instead of his
occasional preachment, it will be
an excellent serie.s. Bron.

THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARll
With Barbara Eilera. Sam EdwarS.
Joseph Kearas, Myra Marsh. iSaBenadaret. Earle Ross; anno^
cer, Owen James

Producer: Dick Woollen
Writer: Jean Holloway
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from Hollywood
This is another situation comedv

based on the foibles of younc ma/
Tied couples. While it
reach the level of "Blondie” orAdventures of Ozzie and Harriet ’’

it is somewhat better than ‘‘Ma
and Janie" and "My Good Wife'
two shows in the same genre whichNBC preemed this summex
Humor reprised a lot of the old

standbys of similar stanza.s, but
Jean Holloway worked up an ef-
fective script which cut back and
forth from the bride’s-home to the
groom’s abode on the morn of the
wedding. Typically, the gal won-
dered whether her future hubbv
would snore while the latter wor-
ried that his spouse might sleeo
with her hair in lethal curlers
Typically, the garrulous fathers
were sympathetic toward the youna
man "facing a life sentence"
while the mothers were weepy
over "losing my darling child.^’
And typically, there was a youna
brat sister who thinks that cere-
monies are "corny" and that sen-
timent "stinks."

Miss Holloway made good use
of change of pace, inserting several
flashbacks of tender romantic
scenes. These gave the airer an
added dimension of reality and
were generally better scripted than
the comic dialog. Acting of Bar-
bara Eilers and Sam Edwards as
the young couple was slick and
the supporting roles, although
caricatured, were capably handled.

Musical bridges displayed little
originality, one obvious cue being
a few bars of the "Wedding March"
played with a trombone wha-wha
fof comic effect. A minor tech-
nical flaw was that the level on
the audience mike was too low,'
which made the spectators’ laugh-
ter seem thin. Bril

AND YET NOT FREE
With Arnold Moss. Everett Sloanc
Writer: Alvin Boretz
Producer: Ted Hudes
Director: Mitchell Grayson
15 Mins.; Wed. (27), 10:15 p.m.
CITIZENS COMMITTEE AN DIS-
PLACED PERSONS

WMCA, N. Y.

Prepared by the Citizens Com-
mittee on Displaced Persons,
“And Yet Not Free" is another in
a series of transcribed drama
which urges Congress to re-ex-
amine its existing DP entry act.

While most of the salient reasons
why DP’s should receive more con-
sideration is contained in this

?
irer, the stanza is not quite as
orceful as the Committee’s pre-
vious documentaries on this sub-
ject.

Deficiencies of the law are
brought out in a discu.s.sion be-
tween a government DP camp
worker and an inmate. Script is

marked by frequent references to

the 1620 Mayflower Pact, the

Constitution’s preamble as well as

a Lincolnian quotation, in order to

show America was founded on a

policy of admitting free men. How-
ever, in citing historical prece-
dents, the program tended to neg-
lect more pressing contemporary
issues.

Recording of President Truman's
voice, taken from one of his ad-

dresses to Congre.ss, helped sum
up the current situation. He
branded the plight of DP’s as a

"world tragedy" and added that

these people would bring "strength
and energy to the nation" were
proper legislation for their admit-

tance passed. Arnold Moss an(l

Everett Sloane topped the small

cast while John Gart’s original

music formed effective bridges.
Gilb.

MUSIC MEMORANDUM
With Frederick Lloyd
9:00 a.m., 15 mins., Mon. -thru-Fri.

'

Sustaining
KOMO, Seattle
This record-show strip with

Frederick Lloyd < Lloyd Bloom) is
a" pleasant entry in the morning
.sweepstakes for hausfrau listening,
lifted out of the routine with a
judicious use of verse as tune in-
troductions. Music is chiefly on the
nostalgic and ballad side, and mid-
way Bloom fills In with program
notes on other KOMO programs. A
nice Job all around.

BREAKFAST GANG
With Mel Ventner, Polly Lawrence.

Lyle Bardo Orch, others
Producer-Director: Mel Ventner
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.; 7:15 a.m.

Participating

.

KFRC, San Francisco
The technique of devising a pro-

gram acceptable to early hour

rural listeners is a challenge

usually fumbled by producers, who

generally either over-corn (heir of-

ferings or else gravitate to extreme

opposite direction to give dry-a.^*

dust copy that leaves the field of

potential listeners completely coio.

In the "Breakfast Gang’’ .«how.

enough of straight entertainmeni.

With overtones of comedy, is com-

bined with plain but ustdiil data

to be provocative of habit-forming

listening. Unsolicited mail reac-

tion to program from small fo"".

and farms indicates a repeat auo •

ence that responds to the ensy. un

rehearsed material that is pr*)'’ '

with the live music by the '^-pi*^

Lyle Bardo combo, some of d **

(Continued on page 3j)
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BASEBALL: RADIO FRANKENSTEIN——— 4 —

Hooper s Top 15 and the Opposition
|y[||[ jpyj ^\l |

WCAU Fumbles Penn Game Political

Football as 5 Other Outlets Recover
proffram Hooperatlng

Walter Winchell 15.5

Horace Heidt 10.5

This Is Your F.B.I

Stop the usic

9.8

9.8

Mr. Keen 9.1

Louella Parsons 8.5

Our Miss Brooks 8.4

Take It or Leave It.. 8.1

Crime Photographer 8.0

Sam Spade 8.0

Mr. District Attorney. 8.0

Drew Pearson 7.9

Mr. Chameleon 7.8

Fat Man 7.6

Curtain Time 7.5

(July 30)

Sponsored
Network
Competition

NBC Symphony 3.8
(No Sponsored Programs)
Johns-Manville News . 1.7
Sam Spade 8.0
NBC Symphony 3.8
Fish & Hunt 1.1
Johns-Manville 1.7
NBC Symphony 3.8

'

Album Familiar Music 4.1
Jimmie Fidler 6.4
Name the Movie ..... 2.3
Stop the Music 6.0
Stop the Music 10.3
Lawrence Welk 2.2
Family Hour of Stars. 1.9
Roy Rogers ^ . 4.4
Orig. Amateur Hour. . 4.3
Band of America .... 2.6
(No Sponsored Programs)

Total Network
Compe-
tition

10.6

7.0

66
12.9

6.3

10.6

10.8

10.0

8.7

14.1

6.0

9.1

8.6

7.2

8.5

The indie stations with major
league baseball commitments, both
in New York and around the coun-

j

try, have been making much of the

BEECHAM AS LONGHAIR

WQXR DISK JOCKEY
fact that, for an approximate 30

.

Sir Thomas Beecham. the Brit-
, stations Iumo. So fa'r KWY, WFIU
W.BO, ,V„AT and W.P have ac

Philadelphia, Aug. 2.

U of Pennsylvania grid garnet,

for the past 14 years carried ex-

clusively [)> VVtWU, CBS affiliate,

have been thrown open to all nln«

BAB Maps Split from NAB in Year;

MiDer Plugs for Autonomous BMB

copping all the daytime audiences, jo be heard over WQXR. N, Y..
as evidenced by the Hoopers in the this fall. The weekly airer, “Sir
respective cities. Thomas Beecham Turns the

For the first time, however, a Tables, ’ was bought by the N. Y.

great many of the stations are be-.... oo”- Ltd., with Oliver W. Nicoll
ginning to wonder whether It’s been representing Harry Alan Towers
worth it. The skepticism, jparticu- in Gotham.
larly among the Gotham outlets Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR’s
carrying the Yankees, Giants and ' exec veopee, and Mrs. Sanger, pro-
Dodgers games, stems from an gram director, now are in London
awareness that it’s beginning to to confer with Towers on the se-

Broadcast Advertising Bureau 4^

will a self-sustaining body with-

cost them money out of the station
pocket. It was one thing to ride
along with the regulation 2 to 5
p. m. warmup and playing time.

But with more and more games
taking over the nighttime spectrum
(with a record high established this

ries Programs will be 55 minutes
long and will feature music by or-
chestras. Sir Thomas has con-
ducted ^ well as interviewed
longhair celebs. Conductor ex-
pects to use a light approach in

cepted the gridcasts, with WJMJ.
WPEN and VVl).\S unavailable be-

cause of other commitments. WCAU
has been granted an extension of

time to make up its mind, becauso
Donald W. Thornburgh took over
as station manager only Monday
( 1 ).

Games will l)e sponsored by At-

lantic Itefining, \'i.i i^. W. Ayer, and
the sponsor leportedly says it

won’t pay foi’ stations other than
WCAU or. if the latter decides
against c.urying the gridcasts,
whatever st.atiori it buys. It is be-
lieved however, that the univer-
sity itself will par for time on other

SiuofrAl.^“T^B™ras.‘er1 •

Cuild Scts Up

Web Talks on New Pacts

his commentary, feeling that ”.se-

season), the stations find they’ve music need not necessarily local outlets, using coin it receives

been forced to cancel out regular- treated too seriously.”
I

from .Mlantic for rights to the
ly scheduled commercials, particu-

witkin a year, according to NAB
prexy Justin Miller. Latter told
a press conference last week that Eastern region office of the Ra-

larly the lucrative spot business.
Similarly the long games, stretch-
ing into 14 and 15 innings,are prov-
ing costly to the stations, since

leys with its members at CBS, NBC
and ABC in the next few weeks
preparatory to entering into nego-
tiations with the webs for new con-
tracts. Present pacts expire Sept.
30.

Demands will be formulated by
the 75 news and continuity writers
who are covered by the staff con-
tracts.

NAB will continue to aid BAB dio Writers Guild will hold par- they’re committed to see them
during the present reorganization

’ *

period but that details of the sepa-
ration are being worked out for
BAB members to provide its finan-
cial backing.

BAB chief Maurice Mitchell said
that the bureau, which has estab-
lished offices in New York, has
been going ahead “at full steam”
and is completing its personal
roster quickly. Charles Batson is

heading up its TV sector and Lee
Hart will join its executive staff
at the end of her vacation. Robert
M. McGredy, former sales manager
of WTOP, Washington.' and WPAT,
Paterson, N. J., has been added
as an assistant director, assigned
to the national spot field and spear-
heading activities in the chain store
field.

“There has been some discussion
as to whether BAB should plug
tele,” Mitchell said, “buf we feel
that as long as we’re positive in
pushing both AM and TV neither

See D.C’s WWDC

Buyii^ Cowles’

WOL form

through. On the latter, WMGM,
which carries the Dodger games,
seems to have the advantage over
the other stations, since it man-
aged to bypass any such contractual
obligation, signing off at 5 p. m.,
regardless, to make way for Ted
Hu.sing’s “Bandstand.” Thpse
double-headers that run overtime,
the stations cry, are nothing short
of 'murder in wiping out spot biz.

On the other hand, it’s the self-

same WMGM that takes the worst
nighttime beating among the Man-
hattan b.b^ stations, in view of the
45-game Dodger nighttime sched-
ule, including 21 home games alone.

halo Beer Yen,

Femme Smokers,

Show in Survey
Several hitherto unsuspected

facts—such as that Italian house-
wives offer an excellent market
for cigarets and that more Italian
homes buy beer than wine—are
revealed in a special study con-
ducted for WOV, N. Y., by The
Pulse.

Survey differs from WOV’s pre-
vious pantry inventory and similar
studies in that it covers not only

under products in the home on a

I

given day but a careful record of

I

games. Stations would bill Ayer,
with the .agency (t«>ducting the
charges from the p.iyment to the
univer.sity for bro.idcast rights.

Reason f(»r Penn’s decision to
make the grid airers available to
all Fhilly stations reportedly is that
college prexy Harou* E. Stassen,
former governor of Minnesota, ia

raising funds for a $32,000,000 ex-
expansion of the university and
also has presidential ambitions.
Several stations in the city have
been after him to get the broad-
casts, and rather than antagonize
potential allies, it’s said, he de-
cided the easiest way is to give
everj’body a crack at them.

WPTZ has exclusive rights to
televi.se the games this season, but

[

it’s believed that next year the
I games will be opened to all three
video outlets liere.

A deal
this week

(St. Louis stations take the major
rap. with practically half of the m i..«i n covers no

seven’s games played under ,

products In the home

lights )
'

^ careful rec(

, a. me ,
purchases over a four-week period,

WINS, which carries Hie Yankee are valuable to sponsors
games, IS stuck with 36 nighttinie

I agencies because they show

Washington Aug 2 1
games, and WMCA, with its Giants relative standing of variousTYdsnmgion, Aug.
'coverage, has 38 after-dark home Kpanfio the market and the fre-will probably be signed and awav contests an increase of 10

in me marxei ana me tre

medium Will suffer. However, we ‘Xm
“n “h over last selson,' M ?“c'u«V thS^tevloul

Mrt oTn.w"’*
t'’*

to WWDC^fOT a
cancellation of regular Data on 600 products In 65

®
'^®'':?'™*l®“'“?"VThe Midual amiiatlon is tS n'Shttime coipmerclals and refund

| ,, deluded.

of broadcasttog over’^the ^d^ilies •’>' WWDC but no agreement
J,® ^t"^y a®cSro plug

Figures show that Italian house-

tedlo's chlS eomDCtitlon fo? the “> ‘he contract beyond its
® ® "'ves In the New York area buy

retailer’s dollar” expiration next June is provided. th»»ir
15,000,000 packs of cigarets a „

Discussing the orecarious situa- 1^ Is understood that principaL ^^ns manage to ® month, exploding the misconcep- fCC hist week
lion of Broadcast MeLsuremUt interest of WWDC. owned by tirbSLess but^ i’”" ;

quest for it.s views from Chairman
Bureau. Judge Miller sAld S Joseph Katz of the New York and * doe.sn’t smoke. They also show

"J MprM.sii .n m Ark i nf
solution to Us prob^^ Baltimore advertising agency, in year, thus far, they Jiavent even

that although 61% of Italian homes ^rk.) of

Jound in establishing it along the acquiring the Cowles station, is the
lines proposed for BAB M.nking increased coverage it can get from
it indeoendent of NAB two-thirds WOL’s 5 kw operation on 1,260 kc.

of whose memhgar. ofa mvTP The highly prosperous 250 watter.

Hoover Stance

OK’d by F(X
Washington, Aug. 2.

Reeommcrul.it ions of the Hoover
Commission affecting the Federal

Communications C’ommission were
given grmeral endorsement by the

Heplying to a re-

, ^ iiiai aiuiuuK'i oi/O tii itanaii iiuiuua
been able to capitalize on mat 73c^ buy the Senate C’ommittee on Expendl-
break.

Travelers’ Own

Marshall Plan

whose members are not BMB The highly prosperous

(Cfvntinnogi ocY town’s leading independent, is be-
(Continued on page 36)

| be quite satlsfted with

its present format and not seeking

to change it. The present news
contract by which WOL originates

Mutual programs in Washington
is not being assumed by WWDC.

Contract calls for acquhsilion of

all physical facilities, except

television equipment with which

Cowles was experimenting. WWDC
will assume lease of WOL studios

in Heurich building on K Street

hut hasn’t decided yet whether

it W'ill move in. Decision will

hinge on disposition of

Chicago. Aug. 2.

leavi grade,

lo^ ^“8- 12. A plane

llffhton
l*r**®** ranging from cigarct
lo washing machines, will likely

^

hi,
.IJP^ny Tommy Bartlett and WWDC facilities which must be

15
"flcorae' Travelers” troupe of •'old under government duopoly

will entertain GI’s for regulations. Following FCC ap-

femiM^ • ^ yet-to-be-signed proval. station will turn in WOL
inp .wf film star will be call letters and substitute its own.

Brou/n ^ group. Joe E, S.ime will go for WOL-FM.

•pS.n for a London
' "

the show.

•how iifi
tape-record the

'''ill
participants, which

''•rletv
fiy a 45 minute

base. First

^’Pcordfarf
®**’mg of the European-

Sppt. 5^ programs will be on NBC

against mechanical mis- licking in its W i^kington r.ndio

'a«chan P
”*^^«‘''sary electrical and venture. To nbf.nin VOT, it swap-

‘IPd In Ih car- peel the 5 k‘v WMT in Ccd.ir R.ap-

Blplpv Ifis. a CBS .nfTili.ilc. v hifb is one of

l’S.\p ' y .ionket Is th.'it the the biggest momn m.ikcr- in Town

•ftnt to « a Gardner Cowb's. ulu) u.i' domestic
accompany the party. (Continued on page 36;

U. of Cat Campus

Radio Goes Coml
Washington. Aug. 2.

The campiKs-wired radio station

at th.- U. of Southern California in

Los .^ngelcs, KTRO, which has an

audience of 5,000 students, is plan-
^

ning to accept comnierci.nls next i

beer—11.000,000 bottles a week, jtures. Acting FC(’ Chairman Rosel
“The Italian-speaking people in Hydg s;ii(l his agenev agrees that:

N. Y. are a big, rich and important
, . i

•
• . . lum*

market,” declared Ralph Weil, •
Adm.msiralive respomslbillty

WOV manager. “National maga- ' be rct.ained m the chairman,

zines hardly reach them. The 2. Commissioners be removable
single Italian-language daily in the only for cause,

city reaches only 20% of the g Commis.;ioners stay in office
women and because not all are successor has been

(Continued on page 36)
i pointed.
'

4. Salaries should be raised for

TWO-CITY HASSLE FOR ' “Should b.

OHIO STATION SEHLED ters to the .staO fauthority already
provided'.

ap-

In acquiring WOL’s fieilities,

WWDC is buying a plant for con-

.sidornbly less th^n it could dupli-

cate todav. Covics invested near-

ly $500,000 in A ’NT ard FM since

it acquired WOT. about four years

ago Some of the equipment

would cost more toH.'vv.

The Cowles fi»'m has taken a

Hyde eeminemed that in eon-
fall to give experience and to de-

!

The two-city, two-state ha.s.sle sidering salari<‘.s for the Commis-
volon “intellicent sensibilities" in rights for a radio station in <.nough emuhasis is given

j Portsmouth is over, with local in- the imiiortance of its regulatory
broadcn.st personnel.

^
terests apparently carrying the services. Wiiih* FCC has only a

“We. with many others.” KTRO day. Greater Huntington Radio personnel of l.:i')(). he said, it has
told the FCC last week, “are fre- Corp. last week withdrew its ap- resporrsibilii les lor such industries

ouentlv given to denouncing vulgar plication asking same
^

facilities as radio and television which arequcntiy given lo
^ sought by Portsmouth Broadcast- vital to tlie widfarc of the nation.

commercialism and offensive radio
j

„ PPP announced. i- .i .i n„ , ..
dnnuuin-iu. tnder the Hoover recommenda-

practiees. Such tirades aie onij
outfits had a.sked to oper- tions. Commissioners would receive

lovely generalities, however, until ate on 1.260 kc, one kw. unlimited $17. .500 a year and the President
they (.an be backed with experi- time. Huntington firm, which would be ernpoweied to pav the

, n,-,’ in cood bioad<asling and until oporalos =|>: chairnuin Sddonn A hill' hli.

4 .
plication be dismissed without passed the House to pay memben

we (an prove to ourselves ana
prejudice. This the Commission $16,000 and allow the chairman

01 hers that good commercialism has done, and at the same time $18,000.

CNi^v and what it is.’’ the Portsmouth application was McFarland (D., Ariz.) I-

'llic station, which is operated removed from the hearing docket, hopeful ot action this week by th<

"loi and by students” under fac- clearing the way fo»’ FCC ac- senate on his hill which would pa:

iill\ Mipervision, requested that the Lon. Commissioners $1.5.000 a year Iri

(’oimnission hold hearings on pro- No other applications competing stead of the nrcsent $10,000. Wha'
|ios('(l icgulalions governing low- with the Porl.smouth propo.sal have Congress will finally come throug'

Ipov ci (aiupu.s stations. ibeen filed, the Commission said. with this session is anybody’s gues:

.
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*HE ETHEL MERMAN SHOW
With MIm Merman, Leon Jtnney

Allen Drake, Ethel Br^lnf
Charles Webster, Santos Ortefa

Producer-Srector"Ken MacGregor ' Producer: Ralph Rose

Writers: Will Glickman, Joe Stein
|

Directors: Rose, Frank Woodruff

SO Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p. m.

Sustaining
.

WNBC, from New York

MAKE BELIEVE TOWN
With Virginia Bruce, Paul Dubov,

Colleen Collins, Rita Lynn, Ken
Christy, Sylvia Simms; announ-
cer, Johnny Jacobs

Writers: Virginia Mullen, William
Alland

30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 3:30 p.m.

Wcdnctday, August S, I949

DAMON RUNYON THEATRE
(*‘Blood Pressure")
With John Brown, Sheldon Leon-

ard, Larry Dobkin, Luis van
Rooten, Sandra Gould

Producer: Vern Carstensen
Director: Richard Sanville

Writer: Russell Hughes
30 Mins., Sat.. 2:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

, Damon Runyon’s colorful yarns

fier share of attention with a musi- This half-hour series should about Broadway characters and
hangers-on are the subject of this

series, which bowed with

mm;, irom 1

- - .

Ethel Merman as a Broadway Sustaining

personality has achieved more than CBS, from Hollywood

ner share of attention with a musi-
|

This half-hour seri aiiLFUiu

comedy background of please the distaff listeners with a, - . ... , j.v,
fioing back a most 20 years. Thus

* u « * new senes, which bowed with

ft seemed a bright idea to star
|

number of techniques proven to Pressure" Saturday (30).

her in a first-person situational entice the femmes. There’s a
^

The characters have been trans-

comedy airer. The execution is heavy emphasis on the glamor of formed to radio fairly reliably tfnd

something else again. Chalk this
, Hollywood, with references to

pntertainin^gly, with their col-

UD as a missout. L* j loquial,, flavorsome speech and
Here is a show whose dramatic ;

stars, noted niteries and the somewhat melodramatic, theatrical

verbiage on its preem was nothing
i

"lights, camera, action" scenes activities. Sometimes the scripting

more than a scant framework for
;
that film fans dote on. There’s a

|

style and dialog are a little too

Mi.ss Merman’s vocalisthemcs. It is
| patent dose of romance with a

colloquial and cute, but for the

a script with a show business back- romance wiin a schmaltz

ground, whose characters include ' 8ood hardworking girl getting her make an engaging half-hour,

a male pianist friend, a floor-mop
j

man. And there’s the draw of ’ Opening show was well directed

tycoon who is a prospective angel
; actress Virginia Bruce introing the ’ and performed, to augur well for

lor a show to star Miss Merman, . narratinc hPtwPPn thP <^^0 series. Open was interspersed

plus sundry others. In between, narrating between the
^

several public service pitches,

on this first show. Miss Merman .

acts.
, fpj. Savings Bonds, the police PAL

sang such numbers as “Some En-
j

Each . broadcast presents an in-

1

league and Runyon’s own pet, the
chanted Evening," "Big Wonderful

, dividual drama, which should get !
cancer drive.

World” and, in her finale, the
j

the housewives in the listening Opener was an amusing yarn
Inevitable “No Business Like Show habit without the drawback of about a bullying tough-guy, a dice

Business," which she did in “Annie missing any action in case they cheat and strong-arm man. who
Get Your Gun." Ostensibly the

[

skip a day. On Monday’s (1) preem, ! scares the mob frantic, but who
program is supposed to parallel i story was that of a high-pressure knuckles under to the frail femme
Miss Merman’s career. producer, supposedly resting in a who is his wife. John Brown, play-
The idea, also, is to give Miss hospital but actually tied up on !

ing Broadway, the narrator-actor
Merman a chance to be flip, brash

j

a battery of phones as he preps
|

who will figure in all the episodes,
and generally consistent with the

1
a new pic. Name actress he wants

j

was good in his role. Sheldon Leon-
character that she has created for

j

for the production has walked out
!
ard, as the big bruiser. Rusty

herself in the theatre. But it isn’t on him, but fortunately he falls ! Charlie, was excellent, and Sandra
in love with his Swedish-born

j

Gould made her brief bit as the
nurse and inks her to a long-term wifd tell. Bron.
contract both as his wife and star I

of his pix. Strictly from Cin-

,

derella, but the stuff that soapers QUORUM CALL
are made of.

" **

so much the failure of Miss Mer-
man to get over personally—de-
spite her invariable off-pitch sing-
ing, which she even kids herself.

The fault lies, simply, in that
there just isn’t any show. And
the supporting people, consequent-
ly, suffer, too. Kahn.

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
With Janet Waldo, Irene Tedrow,

^

„
Fred Shields, Sam Edwards,

|

roles, etc. Acting of Paul Dubov s /\. r. ui lj. siaiiun ueam:
Hans Conried; John Hiestand,

;

as the dynamic exec who succumbs into the Democratic listening audL
announcer

j

to love and Colleen Collins as the cnee with this half-hour series

f
eript Supervisor: F. Hugh Herbert

j

Svensk nurse was good. Miss Bruce transcribed in Washington and
roducer: Tom McAvity ' handled the hnstecc nhnra uraii neu/n frt wr^PT. ea/>h wooir riom

SO Mins. Sun., 9 p.m.
ELECTRIC LIGHT &
COS.

CBS, from Hollywood
(N. W. Ayer)

aic iiiiiuc ui. ;

R*P- Barratt O’Hara, moderator
Scripting, while hokey, worked Producer-director: Paul Green

in some authentic details of the I'^tns., Sun., 4 p.m.
trade, such as banks not w'anting LABOR’S LEAGUE FOR POLITI-
to finance a comedy, tempera- CAL EDUCATION
mental talent complaining about "CFL, Chicago

.
. Chi’s A. F. of L. station beams

handled the hostess chore well, flown to WCFL each week, Dem.
although her part was scripty and Congressmen talk of their bills and

POWER
i

weighted with cliches. Bril. projects; exchange friendly pats on
the back, and do some fence mend-
ing via the airwaves

HOW’S BUSINESS?w\(. w. /xyKT

}

I ii/wi.' ri — Program opens and closes with
Succeeding the “Earn Your Va- 1

Commerce Secretary Charles
,
the ringing of the Congressional

I Sawyer. Senator Paul Tlniivl oc! ! ciiwim/\v>irkrt VvaIIcation" giveaway show as summer
replacement for Helen Hayes’
“Electric Theatre," “Meet Corliss
Archer” returns to the CBS net
as a breezy comedy concoction for
easy hot weather consumption. Of
lightweight construction, this show
skips brightly along its groove of
amusing characterizations and
comedy situations. Scripters occa-

Sawyer, Senator Paul Douglas,
Theodore Yntema

30 Mins.; Sun., 1:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from Chicago

summoning bell. Moderator Bar-
ratt O’Hara, likewise a U. S. Rep-
resentative, then reads the roll call
of Chicago Congres.smen, and calls

,
upon several to deliver reports on

This special series of five “Uni- pending legislation,

versity of Chicago Round Table” ' „ Program caught dealt with the

hroAHractc ic t
Hoover Commission findings onoadcasts is tackling some of the

: federal expenditures. Cong. Wil-
aiLuatiUiid. OCTipitTrs OCCa-

I

tough problems being discussed in liam Dawson argued earnestly that
sionally err in trying to punch a

j

Washington and by the nation gen- Republicans weren’t the only ones
snapper across too obviously, but 1 erally. Produced bv NBC in mnn ' wanted to trim expenses,
show generally doesn’t strain in L„Hnn

j

Cong. Sid Yates, one of Washing-
getting at the funny bone; I

Secretary of Com- ' ton’s better golfers, described a
Opening stanza (31) introduced

' *”erce Charles Sawyer, the airer
;

golf match with Sen. Robert Taft.
Archer family with Janet

|

deals with questions such as: Are Tenor of show — to present
Waldo, as Corliss, standing out as

[

we facing a depression? What ^®8islation—was ade-
the super-serious adolescent. Yarn should be done to expand business Q u a t e 1 y maintained. Speakers
revolved around the efforts of activity? What’s the future for the showed a minimum of bias against
Corliss’ father (Fred Shields) and small businessman? What’s behind R^Pu^iican opposition by stressing
Doy friend (Dexter Franklin) to :

the world trade crisis? affirmative aspects of their own
wean her away from her latest

I

On the opener, in addition to rather than getting into per-
whim to be an artist. All hands Secretary Sawyer, the issues were tonalities and name-calling,
played skillfully with Hans Conried mulled by Sen.’ Paul Douglas and

' “Quorum Call” could be Im-
turning in a firstrate bit as a high-

|

Theodore Yntema, veepee of Ford P^’u^ed by lifting the heavy atmos-
brow art instructor. Sketch, un-

1

Motors. Discussion was frequently mutual deference and
fortunately, wound up a bit limply confusing, as it covered some tech- lowing in favor of a lighter treat-
after sustaining a crackling pace nical economic subjects and com- ' P^^ut. Likewise inserting some of

1

for most of the way.
;
plex business cycle theories. Too humorous side of Washington

Plu^s for the utility company I
often the participants were more would help to balance the for-

'

‘re dignified. Herm.
1

interested in making their points Mart.
with each other than in explainingREMEMBER THE DAY

With Martha Deane; Dick Willard.
45 Mins., Fri. (29), 10:15 a.m.
Participating
WOR, New York
As a once-a-week feature on her

them to listeners untutored in the
jvfan on thp papiwintricacies of fiscal policies. wwu T”r FARM

However, there was enough Ghuck Acree, emcee; Reggie
agreement on several points to ^ S’®*®' .

various guests; George
make it clear that the participants

1

announcer
feel the U. S. is not headed for a

, Acree, Georgene O’Don-
£ 1 A. • - . tIAllMonday-l^iday transcribed airer, !

depression, but is merely witness- *Martha Deane, WOR’s women’s i

iPg a recession. Also pointed up fX O’Donnell
commentator, is offering her list-

1

was the difference between the ad- c , ,
**

eners a nostalgic series of 45-min- ministration’s pump priming ap- mdL* #
*

tite flashbacks to the years im-
[

proach and the curtailed federal x^***^*^®mediately following the end of 1
expenditures policy advocated bv Farm" Is an audi-

World War I. The first of the ,
the Ford topper. ence participation show originating

programs following the memory Despite its shortcomings series ®*P®”"™®Ptal farm.
motif was broadcast last Friday ' should help listeners clarifv their

Pr®Y‘o«sly heard only in the mid-
(29), Titled “Remember the Day,”

I
views on a number of national half-hour airer

the senes has been broken into ' sues, such as taxes, wage boosts ' Mutual net Saturday
TAiif* CAcrmAnfc 4 .. r ^ Ac a ciicfoiviAt* K««4

MM t <1A CT i

four segments with the remaining
i and aid to farmers

shows scheduled for Aung. 5 and
1 9.

• With Miss Deane as narrator, the
!

FOREST

Bril.

15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Sat., 7 p.m.Initial shot faded back to the sign-
Ing of the armistice in 1918 and TEN EYCK HOTEL
was keynoted by recordings of

;

WPTR, Albany
tunes popuar at that time. Tail

(30) as a sustainer, but Quaker
Oats picks up the tab as of Aug.
27. Emcee Chuck Acree frames
his queries around such bucolic
teasers as “Do Holsteins give more
milk than Jerseys?,” name an agri-
cultural state whose erops rank

buii4^o ai iiiai iiiiic. 1 ail ' L^istenable, relaxing dinner soybeans and wheat, and
end of the broadcast was devoted music emanates from a Hammond similar stumpers. Successful con-
to 1919 and also featured songs organ in the Empire Room of the Instants carried off awards rang-
that were favorites then. On the Ten Eyck hotel. Albany, on nightly ‘*11? from $100 in cash to fishing
whole. Miss Deane provided her broadcasts by A1 Forest, who was reels and steak knives,
listeners with some enjoyable **1 the console at the Ritz theatre Format was a breezy
oldies that throughout the years

*“ j -j-- •• . f--* > --

have retained ‘their original flavor.
Besides the platters she al.so of-
fered somed reminiscent chatter i

neat effects in programs
which pointed up the changes that

i

varied. ants’ progress, listeners al.so have
have taken place since the early Unfortunately, Forest had to a chance to vie for a vacuum
*20’s. compete with clattering dishes. Ef- cleaner by mailing four-line jingles
Show is MI.S.S Deane’s creation feet would likewi.se be enhanced if for Acree to toss at studio guests,

and Dick Willard, in addition to his the announcing were done from the On the whole It’s a meritorious
an.iouncing. also lent a helpful Empire Room rather thah by re- program that packs a wide appeal
hand in the proceedings. Re-

1

mote control. Room’s fine food to rural audiences, yet it is brisk
mainder of the series will be de-

j

and beautiful atmosphere are enough to capture a slice of urban
voted to the Roaring Twenties.

|
plugged. Jaco.

i
dwellers. Giib.

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
With Janie Ford, John Reed King;
Kenneth Roberts, announcer

Director: Charles Harrell
Producer: Bob Jennings
30 Mins:; Sun., 9:3U p.m.
Sustaininf
ABC, from N. Y.

Measured in terms of its give-

aways dimensions, “Chance of a

Lifetime” rates as one of the big-

gest shows on the air. And there’s

hardly any other measuring rod

applying to this type of airer. Show
slugs hard with another stagger-

ing array of prizes ranging from a

pittance of a couple of hundred
dollars to a $25,000 completedly
furnished home. Not much pro-
gram finesse is present or needed
with all this loot dangling before
dialers who w’ant their gambling
instinct satisfied.

Under this show’s system of

shoveling out the gifts, studio par-
ticipants have to pick out from an
electrical board three letters which
ring either a bell or a buzzer. If

it’s a bell, the prizes soar into

heavy coin; if it’s a buzzer, the
prizes are more moderate, but still

hefty. On the iinitial show, one
out of the four participants was a

home listener who was contac^d
via telephone. After selecting

their first three letters, the par-
ticipants are given a chance to gam-
ble their previous winnings against

a grand jackpot prize in a 10-sec-

ond race to ring up another bell

on the board.
Like other giveaways shows, it’s

virtually impossible for a partici-

pant to miss winning a good share
of the giveaways. The initial

brainteasers are geared to the I. Q.
of the average dialer. In order to

win the jackpot, however, dialers

would have to know for example,
the technical name of a two-
humped camel which, of course,
narrowly cut down the chances of

winning.
As eiqcee, John Reed King con-

ducts the quiz in an atmosphere of
near-hysteria. He whips up audi-
ences with shout, howls and a style

of laughing that’s usually heard on
“Inner Sanctum” But virtually

anything goes on the show and
King’s approach fits the clime.
Vocalist Janie Ford delivers the
show’s theme song in a non-hysteri-
cal manner.

Currently, show is sustaining but
Bruner-Ritter, jewelers, pick up
the tab beginning Sept. A. Herm.

EXPENSE ACCOUNT - FRANK
FARRELLi

With Farrell: Herbert Hoover; Ted
Malley, announcer

15 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR. N. Y.

WOR, N. Y., has pacted Frank
Farrell, N. Y. World - Telegram
reporter, to give a weekly spiel on
government spending. Idea is

good, and the series shapes up as
eminently worthwhile, even if the
opening session Saturday (30) was
more polemic than reporting.

Farrell’s first several programs
will be based on the recent Herbert
Hoover report for streamlining
various government bureaus in the
name of economy and efficiency.
Opener was therefore largely ex-
pository, explaining what the
Hoover Commission was, its mem-
bers, its .scope, the need of it, etc.,

before getting down to the busi-
ness of discussing excessles in gov-
ernment organization.

Farrell speaks clearly, eagerly
and simply, in appealing, man-of-
the-street fashion. Occasionally
his enthusiasm for his cause makes
him stutter or fluff, but otherwise
he’s definitely okay. He got off
an occasional good phrase, as
when insisting on “whittling down
the Washington swindle sheet.”
He’s strongly back of the Hoover
Report, giving both it and the
former President great praise for
their aim in saving the taxpayer
$3,000,000,000 a year in waste and
inefficiency. Government organiza-
tion is disordered, ineffectual,
Farrell claims; a thorough reor-
ganization is imperative.

Ex-President Hoover, in a tran-
scribed special mes.sage, commend-
ed the .series, to give it added
stature. If Farrell sticks to re-
porting the facts. In.stead of his
occasional preachment, it will be
an excellent scries. Bron.

THE FIRST HUNDRED YEAbsWith Barbara Ellera. Sam EdwlJS
Joseph Kearns. Myra Marsh. iSBenadareL Earle Ross; anno^
cer, Owen James

Producer: Dick Woollen
Writer: Jean Holloway
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from Hollywood
This is another situation comedv

based on the foibles of young mar
Tied couples. While it doesn^t
reach the level of “Blondie" orAdventures of Ozzie and Harriet”
it is somewhat better than “Ma
and Janie” and “My Good Wife ”
two shows in the same genre whichNBC preemed this summer
Humor reprised a lot of the old

standbys of similar stanzas, but
Jean Holloway worked up an ef-
fective script which cut back and
forth from the bride’s-home to the
groom’s abode on the morn of the
wedding 'Typically, the gal won-
dered whether her future hubbv
would snore while the latter wor-
ried that his spouse might sleep
with her hair in lethal curleh
Typically, the garrulous fathers
were sympathetic toward the youngman “facing a life sentence*
while the mothers were weepy
over “losing my darling child”
And typically, there was a young
brat sister who thinks that cere-
monies are “corny" and that sen-
timent “stinks."

Miss Holloway made good use
of change of pace, inserting several
flashbacks of tender romantic
scenes. These gave the airer an
added dimension of reality and
were generally better scripted than
the comic dialog. Acting of Bar-
bara Filers and Sam Edwards as
the young couple was slick and
the supporting roles, although
caricatured, were capably handled.

Musical bridges displayed little
originality, one obvious cue being
a few bars of the “Wedding March”
played with a trombone wha-wha
fof comic effect. A minor tech-
nical flaw was that the level on
the audience mike was too low,'
which made the spectators’ laugh-
ter seem thin. Bril.

AND YET NOT FREE
With Arnold Moss, Everett Sloan#
Writer: Alvin Boretz
Producer: Ted Hudes
Director: Mitchell. Grayson
15 Mins.; Wed. (27), 10:15 p.m.
CITIZENS COMMITTEE AN DIS-
^
PLACED PERSONS

WMCA, N. Y.

Prepared by the Citizens Com-
mittee on Displaced Persons,
“And Yet Not Free" is another in
a series of tran.scribed drama
which urges Congress to re-ex-
amine its existing DP entry act.

While most of the salient reasons
why DP’s should receive more con-
sideration is contained in this

Airer, the stanza is not quite as
forceful as the Committee’s pre-
vious documentaries on this sub-
ject.

Deficiencies of the law are
brought out In a di.scussion be-
tween a government DP camp
worker and an Inmate. Script is

marked by frequent references to

the 1620 Mayflower Pact, the
Constitution’s preamble as well as

a Lincolnian quotation, in order to

show America was founded on a

policy of admitting free men. How-
ever, in citing historical prece-
dents, the program tended to neg-
lect more pressing contemporary
issues.

Recording of President Truman's
voice, taken from one of his ad-
dresses to Congress, helped sum
up the current situation. He
branded the plight of DP’s a.s a

“world tragedy” and added that

these people would bring “strength
and energy to the nation” were
proper legislation for their admit-
tance passed. Arnold Moss and
Everett Sloane topped the small

cast while John Gart’s original

music formed effective bridges.
Glib.

MUSIC MEMORANDUM
With Frederick Lloyd
9:00 a.m., 15 mins., Mon. -Ihru-Fri.
Sustaining
KOMO, Seattle

This record-show strip with
Frederick Lloyd (Lloyd Bloom) is
a pleasant entry in the morning
sweepstakes for hausfrau listening,
lifted out of the routine with a
judicious use of verse as tune 'in-
troductions. Music is chiefly on the
nostalgic and ballad side, and mid-
way Bloom fills in with program
note# on other KOMO programs. A
nice Job all around.

BREAKFAST GANG
With Mel Veniner, Polly Lawrence.
Lyle Bardo Orch, others

Producer-Director: Mel Ventner
30 Mins.; Mon.-thni-Fri.; 7:15 a.m*

Participating

.

KFRC, San Francisco t

The technique of devising a pro-

gram acceptable to early hour

rural listeners is a challenge

usually fumbled by producers, who
generally either over-corn (heir of-

ferings or else gravitate to extreme

opposite direction to give dry-a.s-

dust copy that leaves the field oi

potential listeners completely cold.

In the “Breakfast Clang” show,

. enough of straight entertainment,
' with overtones of comedy, i.s com-
I bined with plain but u.seful data

to be provocative of habit-forming

listening. Unsolicited mail reac-

tion to program from small towns

and farms indicates a repeat auflt-

ence that responds to the ^asy, un-

rehearsed material that is provided

with the live mu.sic by the l2-picce

Lyle Bardo combo, some of it v®

i (Continued on page 35)
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BASEBALL: RADIO FRANKENSTEIN
Hooper’s Top 15 and the Opposition

1 1|||]|[ SPOJ ^\l WCAD Fumbles Penn Game Political

.

Football as 5 Other Outlets Recover
Program Hoopcratlnj

Walter Winchell 15.5

Horace Heidt • 10.5

This Is Your F.B.1 9.8

Stop the usic 9.8

Mr. Keen 9.1

liouella Parsons 8.5

Our Miss Brooks 8.4

Take It or Leave It.. 8.1

Crime Photographer ., 8.0

Sam Spade 8.0

Mr. District Attorney . 8.0

Drew Pearson 7.9

Mr. Chameleon
Fat Man
Curtain Time .

.

7.8

7.6

7.5

Sponsored Total
Network

Competition
NBC Symphony 3.8
(No Sponsored Programs)
Johns-Manville News . 1.7
Sam Spade 8.0
NBC Symphony 3.8
Fish & Hunt 1.1

Johns-Manville 1.7
NBC Symphony 3.8
Album Familiar Music 4.1
Jimmie Fidler 6.4
Name the Movie 2.3
Stop the Music 6.0
Stop the Music 10.3
Lawrence Welk 2.2
Family Hour of Stars. 1.9
Roy Rogers 4.4
Orig. Amateur Hour.. 4.3
Band of America .... 2.6
(No Sponsored Programs)

Network
Compe-
tition

10.6

7.0

6.6

12.9

6.3

' 10.6

10.8

10.0

8.7

14.1

6.6

9.1

8.6

7.2

8.5

BAB Maps SpGt from NAB in Year;

MiBer Plugs for Autonomous BMB
Broadcast Advertising Bureau

will be a self-sustaining body with-

out financial support from the
National Assn, of Broadcasters
within a year, according to NAB
prexy Justin Miller. Latter told

a press conference last week that

NAB will continue to aid BAB
during the present reorganization
period but that details of the sepa-
ration are being worked out for
BAB members to provide its finan-
cial backing.

BAB chief Maurice Mitchell said
that the bureau, which has estab-
lished offices in New York, has
been going ahead “at full steam”
and is completing its personal
roster quickly. Charles Batson is

heading up its TV sector and Lee
Hart will join its executive staff

at the end of her vacation.
,
Robert

M. McGredy, former sales manager
of WTOP, Washington,' and WPAT,
Paterson, N. J., has been added
as an assistant director, assigned
to the national spot field aiid spear-
heading activities in the chain store
field.

“There has been some discussion
as to whether BAB should plug
tele,” Mitchell said, “buf we feel
that as long as we’re positive in
pushing both AM and TV neither
medium will suffer. However, we
have met some skepticism on the
part of newspaper-owned stations
because of our selling the value
of broadcasting over the dailies,
radio’s chief competition for the
retailer’s dollar.”
Discussing the precarious situa-

hon of Broadcast Measuronit-nt
Bureau, Judge Miller said that a
solution to its problems should be
found In establishing it along the
mos proposed for BAB. M.^king

It independent of NAB, two-thirds
of whose members are not BMB

(Continued on page 36)

Travelers’ Own

Marshall Plan
Chicago, Aug. 2.

junior grade,
Aug. 12. A plane

ll^v***
prizes, ranging from cigarot

washing machines, w’ill

Tommy Bartlett and

U ukf L®”*® Travelers” troupe of
3 Which will entertain GI’s for

^ yet-to-be-signed

inpiiiH^
singer and film star will bo

BroSl^- E.

anni!^
^ scheduled for a London

•PWarance with the .show.

show will tape-record the

Will participants, which

varipH?
followed by a 45 minute

statMifi each base. First

recorrierf
of the European-

Sept 5° programs will be on NBC

I’aps
ORainst mechanical mis-*

oiechani
ooce»5sary electrical and

rJed in
,?rn'lpment is being car-

p,’? friplicnte.

L'SAp r
junket Is th.'it the

•Wnt fo allow a pro.ss
accompany the party.

Writers Guild Sets Up

Web Talks on New Pacts
Eastern region office of the Ra-

,

dio Writers Guild will hold par-
;

leys with its members at CBS, NBC
I

and ABC in the next few weeks
i

preparatory to entering into nego- !

tiations with the webs for new con-
tracts. Present pacts expire Sept.
30.

Demands will be formulated by
the 75 news and continuity writers
who are covered by the staff con-
tracts.

See D.C.’s WWDC

Buying Cowles’

WOL form
Washington, Aug. 2.

A deal will probably be signed
this week for the sale of WOL,
owned by the Cowles Broadcasting
Co., to WWDC for a flat $300,000.

The Mutual affiliation is taken
over by WWDC but no agreement
to extend the contract beyond its

expiration next June is provided.

It is understood that principal

interest of WWDC. owned by

Joseph Katz of the New York and
Baltimore advertising agency, in

acquiring the Cowles station, is the

increased coverage it can get from
WOL^s 5 kw operation on 1,260 kc.

The highly prosperous 250 watter,

town’s leading independent, is be-

lieved to be quite satisfied with

its present format and not seeking

to change it. The present news
contract by which WOL originates

I

Mutual programs in Washington
' is not being assumed by WWDC.
' Contract calls for acquisition of

all physical facilitie.s. except

television equipment with which

Cowles was experimenting. WWDC
will assume lease of WOL studios

in Heurich building on K Street

but hasn’t decided yet whether

it will move in. Decision will

likdv hinge on disposition of

WWDC facilities which must be

sold under government duopoly

regulations. Following FCC ap)-

proval. station will turn in \\OL

call letters and substitute its own.

Same will go for WOI,-FM.

In acquiring WOT-’s facilities.

WWDC is buying a plant for con-

sidcrablv less tlnn it could dupli-

cate today. Cowles inveMod near-

ly fC.'innonn in .am and FM since

if acquired WOT, about four years

ago Some of the equipment

Wduld eo<!t more tnd.ay.

The Cowles finrt has taken a

licking in its Wisbington radio

yenture. To oht.a'n V (^T, it swap-

ped the 5 kw WMT in Cedar Rap-

ids. a CITS afTiliale. vbit b is one of

tl»e biggf'sl u'.onex ni.'ikcr' in Town

Cardner Cowb's, uho domestic

(Continued on pas'-' 36)

The indie stations with major
league baseball commitments, both

j

in New York and around the coun-

j

try. have been making much of the

j

fact that, for an approximate 30

I

weeks of the year, they’ve been

I

copping all the daytime audiences,

as evidenced by the Hoopers in the

respective cities.

I

For the first time, however, a

great many of the stations are be-
* ginning to wonder whether it’s been

j

worth it. The skepticism, particu-
larly among the Gotham outlets

! carrying the Yankees, Giants and
Dodgers games, stems from an
awareness that it’s beginning to
cost them money out of the station
pocket. It was one thing to ride
along with the regulation 2 to 5

p. m. warmup and playing time.

But with more and more games
taking over the nighttime spectrum
(with a record high established this
season), the stations find they’ve
been forced to cancel out regular-
ly scheduled commercials, particu-
larly the lucrative spot business.
Similarly the long games, stretch-
ing into 14 and 15 innings,are prov-
ing costly to the stations, since
they’re committed to see them
through. On the latter, WMGM,
which carries the Dodger games,
seems to have the advantage over
the other stations, since it man-
aged to bypass any such contractual
obligation, signing off at 5 p. m.,
regardless, to make way for Ted
Husing’s “Bandstand.” Those
double-headers that run overtime,
the stations cry, are nothing short

of murder in wiping out spot biz.

On the other hand, It’s the self-

same WMGM that takes the worst
nighttime beating among the Man-
hattan b.b^ stations, in view of the
45-game Dodger nighttime sched-
ule, including 21 home games alone.

(St. Louis stations take the major
rap, with practically half of the

season’s games played under
lights.)

WINS, which carries the Yankee
games, is “stuck” with 36 nighttime

games, and WMCA, with its Giants

coverage, has 38 after-dark home
and away contests, an increase of 10

over* last season, meaning in all

cases a cancellation of regular

nighttime coipmercials and refund

to clients, even though the latter

benefit by a cuffo plug.

Usually, in case of rain, the sta-

tions manage to reschedule their

commercial lineups to salvage a

portion of the business, but this

year, thus far. they haven’t even

been able to capitalize on that

break.

BEECHAM AS LONGHAIR

WQXR DISK JOCKEY
Sir Thomas Beecham, the Brit-

ish conductor, will be a classical
disk jockey on a transcribed series
to be heard over WQXK, N. Y..

this fall. The weekly airer, “Sir
Thomas Beecham Turns the
Tables,” was bought by the N. Y.
Times station from Towers of Lon-
don, Ltd., with Oliver W. Nicoll
representing Harry Alan Towers
in Gotham.

Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR’s
exec veepee, and Mrs. Sanger, pro-
gram director, now are in London
to confer with Towers on the se-

ries Programs will be 55 minutes
long and will feature music by or-

chcslrn.s. Sir Thomas has con-
ducted ^ well as interviewed
longhair celebs. Conductor ex-
pects to use a light approach in

his commentary, feeling that “se-
rious music need not necessarily
be treated too .seriously.”

halo Beer Yen,

Femme Smokers,

Show in Survey
hitherto unsuspected
as that Italian house-
an excellent market
and that more Italian

beer than wine—are
a special study con-
WOV, N. Y.. by The

U. cf CaL Campus

Radio Goes Com!
Washington. .Aug. 2.

The campus-wired radio station

at the U. of Southern California in

Los Angeles, KTRO, which has an

audience of 5,000 students, is plan-

ning to accept commercials next

fall—to give experience and to de-

velop ‘‘intelligent sensibilities” in

broadcast personnel.

“We, with many others,” KTRO
told tlie FCC last week, “are fre-

quently given to denouncing vulgar

commercialism and offensive radio

practices. Such tirades are only

lovely generalities, however, until

they can be backed with experi-

ence in good broadeasting and until

we (an prove to ourselves and

otliris that good commercialism

esi-t'; and what it is."

'file station, which is operated
• l„i and by students” under fac-

uh\ supervision, requested that the

t’ommi.'^sion hold hearings on pro-

posed regulations goxeining low-

I
pov i‘i lampus stations*

Several
facts—such
wives offer

for cigarets
homes buy
revealed in

ducted for
Pulse.

Survey differs from WOV’s pre-
vious pantry inventory and similar
studies in th*t it covers not only
those products in the home on a

1

given day but a careful record of

purchases over a four-week period,

Re.sults are valuable to sponsors
and agencies because they shoxv

the relative standing of various

brands in the market and the fre-

quency of purchase with greater
' accuracy than previous investiga-

tions. Data on 600 products in 65

classifications is included.

Figures show that Italian liouse-

wives in the New York area buy
15.000,000 packs of cigarets a

month, exploding the misconcep-
tion that this group of women
doe.sn’t smoke. They akso show
that although 61% of Italian homes
in the area buy wine, 73% buy
beer—11,000,000 bottles a week,

j

“The Italian-speaking people in

N. Y. are a big, rich and important
market,” declared Ralph Weil, t

WOV manager. “National maga-
zines hardly reach them. The
single Italian-language daily in the

city reaches only 20'"^ of the

w’omen and because not all arc

(Continued on page 36'

riiiladelphia, Aug. 2,

U of Pennsylvania grid gamcf,

for the past 14 years carried ex-

elu.sively by WCAU. CBS affiliate,

have been thrown open to all nin«

stations liere. So far KWY, WFIL,
WIBG, )VH.VT and WIP have ac-

cepted the gridcasts. with WJMJ,
WPF.N and WD.VS unavailable be-

cause of other commitments. WCAlT
has been granted an extension of

time to make up its mind, because

Donald \V. Thornburgh took over

as station manager only Monday
(D.

(lames will he sponsored by At-

lantic Helhiing. \ ia iX. W. Ayer, and
the sponsor leportcdly says it

won’t pa\ foi‘ stilt ions other than
WCAU or. if tin? latter decides
against earrxing the gridcasts,

w hatever si, it ion it Iniys. It is be-
lieved however, that the univer-
sity itself will j)ar for time on other
local outlets, usinf, eoln it receives
from .Atlantic for rights to the
games. .Stations would bill Ayer,
with the agency deducting the
charges from the ti.iyment to the
university for l)ro;idca.st rights.

Reason for Penn’s decision to
make the grid airers available to
all Philly stations reportedly is that

college prexy HaroiC. E. Sta.ssen,

former governor of Minnesota, is

raising funds for a $32,000,000 ex-
expansion of the university and
also has presidential ambitions.
Several stations in the city have
been after him to get the broad-
casts, and rather than antagonize
potential allies, it’s said, he de-
cided tlie easiest way is to give
everj’body a crack at them.

WPTZ has exclusive rights to
televi.se tlie games this season, but
it’s believed that next year the
games will b<* opened to all three
video outlets here.

TWO-CITY HASSLE FOR

OHIO STATION SEHLED
i

Portsmouth, O.. Aug. 2.

I
The two-city, two-.state ha.ssle

over rights for a radio station in

Portsmouth is over, with local in-

terests apparently carrying the

day. Greater Huntington Radio

Corp. last week withdrew its ap-

plication asking same facilities

sought by Portsmouth Broadcast-

ing Co., the FCC announced.

Both outfits had asked to oper-

ate on 1.260 ke, one kw. unlimited

time. Huntington firm, which
operates WHTN, asked -that its ap-

plication be dismissed w'ithout

prejudice. This the Commission
has done, and at the same time

the Portsmouth application was
removed from the hearing docket,

thus clearing the way for FCC ac-

tion.

No other applications competing
vith the Portsmouth proposal have

I been filed, the Commission said.

Hoover Stance

OK’d by FCC
Washington, Aug, 2.

Recommendations of the Hoover
Commission affecting the Federal

Communications Commission were
given geiuMal endorsement by the

FCC last week. Replying to a re-

quest for its views from Chairman
John J. McCMellan (D.. Ark.) of

the Senate Committee on Expendi-

tures, Acting FCC Chairman Rosel

Hyde said his agency agrees that:

1. Administrative responsibility

be retained in the chairman.

2. Commissioners be removable
only for cause.

3. Commis.-;ir»nei s stay in office

until a succes.sor has been ap-
pointed.

4. Salaries should be raised for
nu'iulxM’.s and st.df heads.

5. The Coinmission should be
permitted to di'legati' routine mat-
ters to lh(' .si a ft 'authority already
provided '.

Hyde eommenied that in con-
sidering sahuies for the Commis-
sion, noi <>nough empliasis is given
the importance of its regulatory
services. Wliih* F(’C has only a
personnel of 1.3‘*(). lie said, it has
responsibilities l(»r such industries
as radio and televi.'^ion which are
vital to the welfare of the nation.

Under the Hoever recommenda-
tions. Commissioners would receive
$17, .500 a year and the President
would be empnwered to pay the
chairman S‘2') Oou A bill ha.s

passed the Ihuise to pay memben
$16,000 and allow the chairman
$18,000.

Sen. McFailand (D,. Ariz.) I-

hopeful ot action this week by lh«

Senate on his bill which would pa:
Commissioners $1.5 000 a year In

stead of the present $10,000. Wha'
('ongress v ill finally come throug'
with this session is anybody's gues.^

.
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a good word

^ for you
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Life with luigi” is a hit be

cause it's produced by the team

that made “MY ERIEND IRMA

one of Radio's all-time great buys

" As Radio’s top availability today, LUIGI

has the kind of audience size and critical

acclaim that money can’t buy. . . and the kind

of value that money can. If you haven’t

heard LUIGI lately you ought to

(i.iiother CBS

PACKAGE

PROGRAM
(leliveriiig the

biggest values

ill Radio,

1

.V .V.
• •••. , •. . . .S’.
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TV Alloations Hearing Pot Off: ffcastii^ Sees Threat In

Doubt If Freeze Can Be Lifted m ’49 s
I General Expansion of TV, FM & Fax

Washington. .\u?. 2

Tne inevitable squa%xks to the

government's television allocation

proposals reached cre.scendo pro-

portions last week, with the r»^ilt

that it will take at least a month
longer for the freeze to thaw out

Confronted with a swarm of indu«-
try requests for more time to study

t’le data and prepare comm.ent'
tlte FCC postponed hearings sch^d-

t'led for .\u2. 29 to Sept 26.

Judging from some of the petition*

fled last week with the agency, it

won't be surprising if further ex-

tensions are sought. .Xnah-z'ng th*;'

effect of the allocations, broad-
M.=ters say , is a big job and en-

gineers neod s acalions too.

In view of the hearing postpone-
rr.ent. V is now considered ex-

tremely doubtful if the video free:«.e

can be lifted bv the end of the

year— if then. This means it will

be at least six months before FCC
c .n hand out a television permit
either in the present channel.s or

in the new ultra high frequen'-v

<U}IF' band Anv possible action

on color will be likewise delaved
but the additional time nrovidcd
for testing and demonstrating G me
bundwid’h roforcasting might v ell

^

turn out to be an advantage
fine of the big gripes against the

a'location proposals is the mixing
o: I'flF and VHF stations in the
s irr.e cities. The ABC netwo.k
tpM the Commis.sion the plan v ill

f '*use too manv complications and
produce a “disjointed system." I'

believes more VHF channel.s can
be assigned for cities which ha' e

been given UHF, making it un-
n ‘fossarv for set owners to install

adaptors to tune in the new sta-

tions w’hich would be provided.
The web thinks its plan can be

aeromplished by squeezing m.ore
\ flF stations from one channel
through the u.se of directional
transmitting antennas, by limiting
a station’s signal to the need.s of
its area, and by employing other
engineering aids. So important
docs ABC regard the problem that
it suggested the Commission devote
the initial hearings to it befdre

FCC’t Color List
Washington. Aug 2.

The extent of experimenta-
tion on color television was
revealed last week in a listing

of companies called up>on by
the Federal Communications
Commission to supply re-

.search reports for it.s forth-

coming video allocation hear-
ings. From 32 firms licenced
to operate 46 experimental
television stations, the Com-
mission called on eight to

submit color data. These were
C'.pehart - Farnsworth Co,
CBS. Don Lee. DuMont Labs.,

Paramount Television Produc-
tions. Philco. RC.A and Sher- ,

ron Metallic Corp I

In addition. FCC requested
reports from these and other
rompanle? on their work in

developing equipment for
t'*an«mitting and receiving
UHF television, for propaga-
tion measurements in UHF.
and for results in UHF in vari-

ous parts of the band.
M^'anwhile. it was learned,

members of the Senate Com-
mittee on Interstate & Foreign
Commerce are planning to ob-
serve demonstrations to be
conducted here in two weeks
of color-casts from WMAR-
TV^ Baltimore, to be rebroad-
cast by WMAI.^TV. Washing-
ton. Authority for the tests

w,as recently granted by the
FCC along with permission to

CBS and RCA to try their
s> .stems on commercial sta-

'tions.

FCC Upheld On

Par Tele Bids

TEX-JINX TREV1EW7
Garry Moore may star in his

own half-hour television show for

Philip Morns cigarets, as a re-

placement for the Tex McCrary-
Jinx Falkenburg “Preview" show.
Latter is set to exit its Monday
night spot on CBS-TV at the con-

clusion of the current 13-week

Fear that the expan.sion of tele-

vi.sion, facsimile and frequency

WIW-T Doubles Sponsors .

lusion of the current u-^eek . , aa report of 22 radio toppers and lead-
cycle and the Blow ad agenev, ha\- |^jp||uy ll3ll Ol ing educators who attended the in-
ing re^ptioned the time for the

•

Cincinnati Aug. 2. t
tensive seminar spomsored by the

ciggie firm, wants to put Moore in
, « j J rnm re- Rockefeller Foundation and the U.

the period. Crosley
i*' „

‘
of Illinois in June and this month.

Moore reportedly is still on good ports a doubling of “There has been valuable activi-

terms with Blow, despite hi.s hav- WLW-T during the hrst commercial sta-

ing been replaced as quizmaster on the year, when daily airings aver-
networks to present im-

Eversharp's "Take It Or Leave It’ aged five hours and
portant local and’ national i.s.sues to

radio show this fall by Eddie Can- Biggest gam was in local aaver-
general public and to partici-

Zenith Giving

Go-Ahead Sign

To Phonevision
* Chicago. Aug. 2.

Zenith proxy. Commander Eu-

gene F. McDonald. Jr., hailed

Phonevision as a ripe melon which

will bring fat profits to tele sta-

tion.*. film producers, sports pro-

moters and TV set manufacturers.

McDonald’s “pay as you go" device

was given the go-ahead last week

Blow execs befieve he can be built Ucipations. Excluding spots, cor^
clares. “Limited and sporadic be-

into a standout TV personality. mercial hours during
cause of economic considerations,— months increased *J[om 17 • i these activities have been, never*

44 mmutes per week, to 34 no
, important and valuable Ui

the total educational job. The ad-
Telecart hours

“*"**f®‘*^J*^ vent of the ' new media and in-
hours and 34 mmutes to 80 hours

competition indicate a
and three, minutes

• probable decrease in this kind of
eluding test pat^ms. The station s

jjy commercial broadcast-
research department notes tht

important that commer-
kinescope and network ^how hou

_ broadcasting continue to serve
doubled, as did remote houre. with

^ nationwide audience with edu-
baseball bringing the total of l(Ka

pgtjQpai materials, but the situa-
non-studio time to 13 hours and

places an even greater respon-
55 mmutes in June.

; „„ educational institutions

I

to u*e broadcasting and use it as

well as possible."

The educational broadcasters

prepared their study after consul-

tation with a number of experts,

including Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, of

Columbia U.: Charles Siepmann.of
New York U.; Sterling Fisher,

NBC: Robert Hudson, CBS; Justin

Hollywood. Aug. 2.
‘ Miller, National As-sn of Broa*

_ w OA « casters prexy: Mary Ahem. ABC;

, . . - * w •

^hat 80 reps of Wilbur Schramm, director of
with formal signing of a pact be- eight unions will continue meetings .. Institute of Communications
tween Zenith and its new sub- here late into this week in at-

neseaj.ch. chairman of the seminar,

sidiary TECO (Television Enter-

!

Coast Union Meet

On TV Continues

vision.
1 w u 1.1 u program for educational broadcast-

Conclave, being held here at invi- ^

tation of Screen Actors Guild,
Zenith will license other manu- started Saturday ( 30 > . S.\G ap-

facturers to include Phonevision in

their sets, and claimed that any TV
set now in existence can be modi-
fied to receive Phonevision by add
ing $10 worth of tubes. TECO will

pears determined to maintain con-
trol over acting on film, with that

stand apparently key to any agree-
ment.

ers:

11) Assess community needs and
re.sources.

<2‘ Develop new program tech-

niques.
<3' Build audiences by using pro-

Washimrton Aua 2 Chief item of discussion haswashington, Aug. 2. ^ clearinghouse for the phone been the so-called “President’s
Develop new fields of re-

y ?• of Appeals for companies. entertainment pro- pian." which calls for creation of.. — w.. — . analysis, and ‘ pilot plant expert-
television authority by all eastern

pioreeding with specific alloca- District of Columbia yesterday ducers and the stations

'Tri* nostnoninff its hearin'»s ihe
‘

‘
,^^9. P®hcy i^n holding Phonevision device is one that talent unions, with SAG coming in

i 4.

Commission also extended^ from
4^^^ application of Paramount

will carry entertainment oyer tele- ' on either partnership or joint, ^
lommi.'wion ai.so exienaen iiom pictures for a television station in .hnne wires Into suhscrilUr seLs venue basis that would continue I

^
Blin«“comment,'L*Yhe"i, n^

D-'roit. Commi,,slon delay in pr<> ion-aSitra” y 'f
T'

andVZAug 19to"'scpl°72‘;or Tua Zd” * coding arrangemenb! .rn union repa a,*nt almoa,.11 ,i.y
ela developmenta demand new

anbmltting counterpropoaala. before'the agency wh5n i “T mL'rl
’

’ ,

'6' Publiciae tbe poaaibilitiea of

permlta were being handed out,
^ the phone company, cur- —

n "'‘/H ccntly pegged at $1 per ahow. and
should be allowed to own. „„ thelT phone billa
"We conclude." said the court, later

•(hat the failure of the Commia-
pointed out that

siontoconaiderappellanta (Paral ^ wouldn^ overlap Ita func-
appllcat.on in ita normal routine

, ions with the newly formed TECO.
turn W4a not arbitrary or capri-

entertaln-
patkage, "Surpriae Theatre." lor <mu.a but waa within permiaaive ment buainesa," he aald. "Neither
13 weeks. Program will he dif. '

/'subsidla'iT Detroit
"iH TECO have any rights to man-

t ar S SUD.Siaiary, uniieo ueiroit ai- 1i/.ranc<a DKAnrairlelAn A,

SHOWCASE SPONSOR

FOR ‘SURPRISE THEATRE’
Hollvwood, Aug. 2.

NBC’s KNBH will handle telcns-
ing of the William Morris agency

Cincinnati. Aug. 2.

ferent each week. Agency Is pre- ufacture or license Phhnevlsion or .

senting show In order to get kine. Theatres Corp . claimed FCC fal • .py ,5 Zenith will do the llcens- i

^

educational broadcasting.

1
(7' Establish a central service

:
for sharing program via tape and

! transcription.
i <8' Establish regional FM edu-

cational networks.
_ , - II f • 1 • ® national educational

Stanons on unfair List
transcription service for plann^wu wiMMM
producing and di.stributing pro-

(Continued on page 36)

Jarrett,. Lewis Snarled

When AFM Pnts Scripps’

scope for sponsor presentation.
Morris office will pay costs ff»r

kine while KNBH will stand all

other injuries.

First show, starring Pinky Lee.
1* slated for Aug. 10 telen.«ing.

Following layouts will feature ZaSu
Ihlts. Billie Burke, Bela Lugosi
Sterling Holloway. El Brendel.
Moro and Yaconelli, Weaver Bios.

• nd Flviry and Marcy McGuire.

lire to pass on its application final-

ly resulted in all but one of the
ing of Phonevision to other set

manufacturers.

Musicians’ unfair list. Ban was
put into effect Saturday (30 > after

CON EDISON BUYS

TELEPIX NEWSREtt
Consolidated Edison of N. Y. this

Oboler’s New Show
Hollywood. Aug

Arch Oboler will do a 30-minute firm wished to prefer
d’”imatic television show
KI.AC-TV. .starting this fall.

Detroit channels being assigned ' Mortimer C. Watters, general man-
and UDTC being thrown into a McDonald said that Zenith was ager, failed to agree with union
competitive hearing for the re- already in contact with other set

, ruling that four musicians, at, ,, -a i

inaining frequency, which is now companies wanting licenses to In- weekly 12-hour scale of $100. be week signed to bankroll Telerix,

frozen. elude Phonevision equipment in engaged for WCPO-TV four davs daily five-minute newsreel oi

The court opinion asserted that seis.

since 1945 the Comrpission has —
been trying to determine which of
numerous 'TV applicants in Holly-
wood. San Francisco, Boston, Pitts-

burgh, Chicago, Dallas, Cincinnati
and Passaic were Par subsidiaries
and which five 'the maximum
permitted one licensee • the picture

CHI ACTS TO EASE

LOGJAM ON KINE
Chicago. Aug. 2.

ov(*r

Pro-

after its commercial video bow. Daily News’ WPIX. Jhu*

As a result of the dispute. Art becoming the first public utility in

Jarrett and Al Lewis. AFM mem- ^be N. Y. metropolitan area to en-

bers, were dropped as staffers. Jar- yid^^ advertising, ^ponsorsh p

rett, former band singer and begins Sept. 11. through BBD&O.
leader and screen player, joined Edison plans a heavy pr

the station five months ago for a motion and advertteing campaign

disk jockey role on WCPO. AM 500 [or the reel, utilizing bil inser^

ABC-TV has set up kinescoping watter. reportedly as a buildup for w
Under a proposed FCC decision facilities in its central division

of an AFM card for 15 years came concentrated on local new*

which holds that Par’s 28'rc Inter- studios here and net insiders be- on -several weeks ago from Cleve- foverage since \yPIX abandonea
giam will be Cinemascoped for (•>! in DuMont constitutes control, Heve that as much as four days* land to appear on WCPO-TV as
presentation here as well a* in

otiier markets. MCA Is handling
till* package.

Oboler *how will be given eiehi
hour* in the studios where it will

h • rinem.ascoped on a rio.sed eii -

fiiit and edited to 30-minuies lor
tclcn*ing. Martha Scott has been
s«‘i for the initialer w-hirh will be
put on film this week. Different
tep role thesps will be used each
Vcek.

its national syndicated reel some

saved from the cur- .rkejc"hi-n''g-:anis7-raVhVr“thV„ [j- ako

outlets in Los .\ngeles and Chi- New \ork setup for tele out- jy While spinning platters
been able to score beats on most

rago. Du.Mont has stations in New lets taking* the kine shows from the Jarrett did occasional guitar
reels now on the air.

York, Washington and Pittsburgh.

Paramount would be denied any .. .

additional station. It now- has TV
rent

taking*

‘Vanity Fair’ Optioned

Jarrett did occasional
net. strumming as accompaniment to

Net shows at present are kine- bis own yocaals.

scoped in New York, processed
4»,„J.a 4V, aa cv,{aaa,4 a..4 4a e..K. complicd With BH AFM deal by

By Weintraub Agency reported

there and then shipped out to sub-
scriber-stations. Because there’s a

paying a weekly fee of $45.50 for
several years to Gene Hoctor, pian-

DuMont Web in Bid To

Blanket Ohio Markets

DuMont network this week

Hodges’ WLW-T Show
Cincinnati. .\ug., 2

Paul Hodges, a reioiner ot the

Weintraub

Dorothy Doan’

show on CBS
upcoming season. Agency which the station could u.se five the Columbus station scheduled to

ri o*Ipy staff after a two year fiing Peebs to line up five separate rt Ruiar scneauie oi Kine irom nere
O.scar Hild, local union head begin oiverat ion about Labor IW-

vilh WEWS, Cleveland, ihi.s week clients to bankroll the half-hour
’ * ... .....v, n-and an international officer of New- outlets, together with Du-

J.iunchcd a series of evening 1.5- djetaff program each dav of its
ENR-TV, .ABC-TV s ow ried and AFM. later changed to the offer of Mont’s owned-and-operatod U Djv*

aisian program eain ua. ox ii.s operated outlet here, is planning four men for $400. Watters said. Pittsbuigh. will give the wett •

cros.s-the-board spread. on an additional four to five hours The AFM action, Hild stated, is in chartce to blanket the key Ohio

Now on a summer hiatus. "Fair" of programming daily as soon as line with the television station’s market*. DuMont last week

(Sn previous Crosley stints expected to return about Sept, the kine deal starts on a regular power increase over WCPO, came a permanent customer for the

Ilofleos did man-on-the-streof pu k- S- Formerly aired from noon td basis. Move will permit the sta-
,

Thi.s leaves Croslev stations the west hound coaxial cable ari

11 for WI.W at train and bus dc- 12-30 p.m.. it will be moved into a tion to take more New York orig- only ones In Cincy in good AFM allocated sufficient cable time lo

poi* here and also for piping from late afternoon spot, probably from inations, as well as build more lo-
^

graces, with a staff of more than 30 permit it to provide 50 hours

New York’s Penn.sylvanla Sialioii. 4:15 to 4:45. ical shows.
1 musicians for AM, FM and video, week of network lime aftei Sep.

ninute shows on VVT.\V-'l' with
“Paul’s Place” tabbing for luncli-

V .(“on locale.
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WOR-WS ‘OPERATION BANKROLL’
Plber & Molly Going Slow on TV;

Would Have to Give Up AM Airer;[[||g[|]
||^ gj|j|]||]

Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber F

mS and Moiiy) are considering r

IJrJossibility of going into tele-

but want to get their feet

irt ii the new medium slowly.

?he Jordans told Variety, before

Jattlng last week for a European

Mcation. that they will do an ex-
rr\T oiiclitirtn fnr kinp-

FCC: ‘Quit Stalling’

Washington, Aug. 2.

The FCC cracked down on

EHIEGFILD ROOF Prices Seen Sparkii^

1,5I)0,(KIII Unit Sales in 6 Months

“Anybody can spend money; the
trick is to do it for nothing” is the
theme for WOR-TV, due to preem
in September. The tele adjunct

. > ... , . I r
* Mutual’s N. Y. key will buy no

television permittee last week for
,
programs, but in.^lead will air

stalling on construction but eased packaged shows ai^ceptable to the

Sental TV audition for kine- up on another after a showing of i station, opening them for one-

^nnins In Hollywood next October,
i

complete operations.
, minute spots and giving the pro*

At the same time, Variety
learned, WOR-TV has set a deal

Sher and Molly" is one .of the
,

On the basis of “apparent lack of
^

ducing company a slice of the rev-

tew top comedy airers remaining
.

‘he agency refused
|
enue

NRC after the CBS raids.
|

WJIM-TV in Lansing, Mich., an
®

“I Ike all advertisers," said Jor-
;

extension of completion date but

A.n “our sponsor, Johnson’s wax, i
gave the permittee opportunity to to lea.se the New Amsterdam Roof

oJanid like to get into tele, because !

request hearings. for a video theatre. The house,

rvbody’s talking about it. But I

In*lhe case of KTLX of Phoenix, ! once used by Florenz Ziegfeld for

vprv wisely they’re not pushing us the Commission set aside a previ-
|

his famous summer shows, w'as one

Into it We think that Wistful Vista ous denial of an extension and gave of the first theatres to be used by

wiU go well on'teevee. However,
;

the permittee to Nov. 27, 1949, to broadcasters, with NBC’s Ed Wynn
we’re* not certain that we old peo- complete the station. Texaco show originating there,

pie can adapt successfully to
j

Later it was taken over by WOR-
vldeo.” j
The Jordans have had experience

in visual entertainment as a vaude

team, having done a piano act and

other turns, but they left the field

for radio 24 years ago. “Now,”

Jordan commented, “we’re not

fure we even know how to make
an entrance." They feel, however,

that there may be a good carryover

for TV from their film experience,

which Includes five pix. Their last

effort, “Heavenly Days," was made
In 1944

Wynn s TV Series

Seen 'Opening The

Coast’ to Others
Hollywood, Aug. 2.

Hal Kanter, radio writer just
“If we get into video in ’50,” Mrs. signed as head scripter for the up-

Jordan said, “we’d have to give up coming Ed Wynn television show,
our AM program, because it’s believes the Wynn stanza has al-

vlrtually impossible to do both. If
;

ready started to “open up the
we knew we were ready and could

;

Coa.st” forTV. Once Wynn, whose
do a tele version, we wouldn’t want years of experience have made him
to be on kinescopes at their present an authority in show business, de-
level of quality. However, NBC is cided to gamble his career on video,
constantly improving their kines

: those who had paid no attention to
and we think that those we’re doing the new medium apparently de-
on the Coast are better than those ' cided the time had come to hop on
we’re getting from the east. Prob- the video bandwagon,
ably by the time we’re ready, kine

|

“What surprises me," Kanter
quality will have been perfected." says, “is that so many people
When “Fibber and Molly” re- who’ve been sluffing off TV in con-

turna to NBC Sept. 13 it will cele- ' versations the past six months have
brate its 15th year for the same been calling me to find out what
sponsor, Johnson’s Wax. A special Vhance they have of getting on the
hour-long broadcast is being lined show in some way. Evidently, en-
up, with guest starts and a re- thusiasm for TV is growing out
vamped format.

j
here, not only among those who
are involved in it now but among
radio and picture people who are
beginning to realize they’ll have to

get into it sooner or later or go
into the auto washing business."

W’ynn show, according to Kanter,
will be like the legit revues that

made the comedian a star, Seripter

will drop his assignment on the

rnc I I iL- L “Beulah" radio show to take over
television this fall will be Wynn opus but will continue to

faced with the problem of trans- double as co-scripter, with Bill

posing its entire Chicago audience
j

Morrow, on the Bing Crosby airer.

trim one station to another sev- ;

forking with him on TV win ^
•ral weeks after the new season
*tart8 . Its success in vettine the i

Solomon, for-

•udience to swit5i is e^xnected to
a writer on the Jack Carson

offer evidence on hL deeply-set
^-^dio series. Kanter reportedly is

•re the dial-tuning habits of tele^
viewers '

video but it is still isr be-

Web k nnxu .n.uu AM standards, Jacobs, ex-

Chl Tribune’s WGN-TV On oJt
^hwever, it starts an exclusive i ouvifn ..mvr.m aicit. off via kine-

•mitet on agreement with WBKB. I

^ynn program kicks off via kin^^^

the Balaban & Katz outlet. It was ppE tv KnpirlpI Watch Band will
w^Cnaily reported th^, to fore-

i

™®-Ty. Speidei Watch Bjind will

necessity for the audience
|

^

•witch, CBS would attempt to con-

Mutual, until the latter obtained
the Guild and Longacre houses.

Extensive alterations will be re-

quired to convert the theatre, but
these are expected to be completed
by the time the station hits the air.

Test pattern is skedded for Aug.
15, to be followed by a diet of
sports remotes until regular pro-
grams are launched next month.
Agency reaction to "Operation

Bankroll.” the policy of getting
maximum operation with mini-
mum expense, is said to be favor-
able. Feeling of those agency
toppers who know the WOR-TV
blueprint is Ihat it will open a

Oh, the Pain of It

Chicago. ,\ug. 2.

Tele fans were warned here
last week to assume an upright
position while viewing sets, or
else run the risks of "tele-

squat" and "telecrane.” Dr.
Martin Stone told the national
convention of chiropractors
that “telesquat." which comes
from slumping in chairs, will

produce low baikaches. while
“telecrane. ’’ which is caused
by straining forward, develops
neck aches, headaches and eye
strain.

Dr. Stone warned that the

Joys of TV may well be fol-

lowed by pains at both ends of

the spine.

Esso to BankroD

'Broadway’ Legit

Capsule Package
“Tonight on Broadway.” tele-

vision show featuring half-hour
capsuled versions of legit produc-

large field to local sponsors who ' **^^ «**‘* *^**’ ^‘^*

don’t have the coin to pay for big
,

to tee off Oct. 2 via CBS-
show’s. With the station getting

|

TV In the Sunday night at 7 spot,

stanzas cuffo and the advertisers Program, which had an eight-week

having to pay merely for their run on the same web last year, is

spots, it’s forecast that a large
i

sponsored by Esso, w'hich has

number of new backers will be at-

1

^ 52-week option on the

tracted.
i

package through the Marschalk &
Thinking behind the plan of i

Pratt ad agency.

Dra.stically-reduced prices on

I

19.50 television receivers, some of

which are $200 lower than com-
parable sets now on the market,
indicate the industry might reach
the anticipated 1.500,000 unit sales

for the second half of this year.
' With sponsors clamoring to get

into the medium and with a num-
ber of toj)-name stars expecteil to

hit video for the first time this

fall, manufacturers are confident
! the combination of quality pro-

grams and low-priced sets will in-

I

(luce the public to buy.
Many of the new sets are al-

ready in retail stores and. while

j

there are no signs yet of an ade-

j

quate $100 model, the new prices
'are believed well within the range
of the average family pocket book.
Also on tap to needle sales are
such innovations as Philco’s elec-
tronic built-in aerial, claimed to
eliminate the necessity for an
added installation charge in 80%
of the locations, DuMont's new 19-

inch, short-necked tube. etc.

Manufacturers attribute the new
low prices mainly to improved
mass production techniques. Also
figuring in are lower prices for
component parts. As one indus-
try spokesman pointed out. "the
more sets we make, the more we

(Continued on page 36)

CBS’ Chi Poser

On Audience Shift

Theodore Streibert, WOR prexy,
and Julius Seebach, program

According to indie packager
Martin Gosch. who will produce

veepee, is that the lush days of
,

and direct, cooperation of all 16

TV are still a long way off. Video,
they .say. must be geared for a

mass market and to be successful

must become as inexpensive as

radio now is. In addition, they be-

lieve that WOR’s experience
proves that a strong signal and a

good position on the dial will

always lure sponsors. Location of

the WOR-TV tower high above the

(Continued on page 36)

talent and labor unions in legit has
been obtained. They view the
show as an important method of

trailerizing, and one that will

create new fans for legit.

Program is to run the gamut of
. , ,

theatrical production. In addition
|

^

to Broadway loKiters. il is also ‘'"'""S

Siunmer Airing

In N.Y. Cut 20%
Summer programming has re-

sulted in a 20% cut in the number
of shows being aired by New York
video stations. From a winter
peak of 2.53 regularly skedded
shows in May, at the end of the
winter cycle, network and local
stanzas on the five N. Y. tele
outlets dropped to 207 In July.
Number of quarter-hours stations
on the air per we^ dropped from

Vince sponsors of its new fall shows
JO sign a network pact minus a
VP*.ootiet and then make an indie

WBKB until CBS moved
*0 on that station.

sales execs this week, how-
scotched those reports, de-

•nng all network shows would
on WGN-TV until the

switchover time.

SCHWARTZ TO COAST ON

BIDE’ TALENT HUNT
P^*^^or Schwartz flew to the
J^oast Monday (1) to line up talent

BENNY-AS OF TUES.-

SAYS HE’LL GO KINE
Jack Benny’s on-again, off-again

decision for television this fall has

hit the affirmative again, with the

comedian reportedly set now to tee

off on CBS-TV under American

Tobacco sponsorship. Show would

originate from Hollywood via kine-

scoping on an every-other-week

basis, alternating in the Thursday

night at 8:30 spot with Arthur

Schwartz’s "Inside U. S, A. with

Chevrolet.”

Only last week Benny told Vin-

cent Riggio. the tobacco firm’s prez,

that he would not enter TV this

fall unless the quality of kinescop-

ing is greatly improved. Riggio

concurred w'ith his decision. Then
Ed Wynn, who had earlier signed

for a kinescoped show this fall

from the Coast, returned to Holly-

wood from N. Y. and told Benny

how much he had been impres.scd

Abram S. Gmnes. writer-owner
|

by CBS-TV’s kine process. Wynn
and Benny, ^s old-timers in the

business, are longtime friends and

it was reportedly Wynn’s per-

is

planned from time to time to bring
in play tryouts from Boston. Phila-
delphia or other cities where they
may be te.sted. Strawhats will /ilso

get their share of attention during
the summer months and it is also

planned to pick up important
nltery shows when it Is felt they

(Continued on page 36)

‘Unrealistic Policy’

Rap Tossed at DuMont

As Ginnes Yanks Show

of "Growing Paynes," has taken

the situation comedy off DuMont,

j

where it was aired for 42 weeks,

;

and is turning it over to Music
! Corp. of America for sale else-

where. Reason for the move,

Ginnes said, is DuMont’s “unreall.s-

tic policy: shorty on showmanship,

long on penny-pmehing.”
According to Ginnes, DuMont

program director James L. Caddi-

was
suasion that deci(led Benny

make the plunge this year.

to

Buddy Rogers Sponsor

Nibbles Mount; May Cue

Decision to Move East
Guest appearance television

marathon has apparently paid off

for Buddy Rogers, first Hollywood
personality to showcase his talents
on N. Y. stations for ad agency
and network execs. On the strength
of 11 separate guest shots which he
will have completed by Sunday <7),

Rogers has received seven bids for
his own show in N. Y. and he ex-
pects to sign for one of them be-
fore returning to the Coast.

Most of the offers would require
Rogers to originate his show from
N. Y. and both he and Mary Pick-
ford, his wife, are reportedly ready
to make the move. Indie Holly-
wood packager Mai Boyd. pr(‘z of

the Television Producers Assn.,

lined up the guest shots as Rogers’
personal manager and is now dick-

ording to Ross Reports
vision Programming.
The Ross study revealed that

film offerings spurted to the fore*
front, accounting for 26 programs
and 89 quarter-hours per week.
Number of sports remotes fell off,

but .still provided 301 quarter-
hours of programming per week.
WPIX continues to sked the big- ,

ge.st number of athletic broadcasts,
totaling 117 quarter-hours weekly.

Quiz and game presentations are
continuing to grow and the inter-

view genre is holding its own. the
Ross analysis shows. Dramatic
and comedy-variety series are
warm-weather casualties, but sev-
eral of these have received short-

.

term showcasting for po.ssible fall

spots.

While CBS-TV and NBC-TV
pared down their broadcast sched-
ules. ABC-TV increased its pro-
gramming by two shows and 34
quarter-hours weekly. This month,
however, should see the first of
the autumn stanzas returning to

the air, with the remainder to
come back in September and
October.

PICKENS MAY ADD TV

TO AM, LEGIT CHORES

mAUi otai iii iiic v«
of the show and will con-
Hollywood scripters on

material.
Music for the video series will be

Jane Pickens will be starred in a
half-hour, once-weekly television

^ show for NBC next season, if her

ering with the interc.sted agencies radio and legit commitments per-

and networks. mit. Singer, who is now on NBC-
Boyd co-produced “Punch with AM and is rehearsing for a musical

Buddy Rogers." which ran 10 version of "Little Foxes” for Broad-

weeks on the Coast. Star 1*= “lati'd way In the fall, will have Donald
,

for a guest appi*arance on KTTV’s Richards as her singing partner in

“Hollywood in Three Dimensions” TV,
when he returns, to discuss with Duo recently ran through a

Alan Mowbrav. .star of that show, closed-circuit performance for
their trips to N. Y. Mowbray re- NBC. with the kinescoped version

turned to Hollywood last week af-

'

reportedly emerging highly suc-

ter having appeared on "Chevrolet cessful. Format would comprise a

j

on Broadway” in N. Y. musical program with a Continuous

new economy wave had h**®"
' phildren can watch television.

| Rogers’ N. Y. dates covered the story line. Trial run had MUs

fftr . . tu iintr up luiciii. piu^iiiiii — ----
revue. “Inside U.S.A. gan called him in recently and told

rnc ,^,^®vrolet,” which preems on i him the net felt the show deserved

Sept. 29. The producer-
; better production values and an

.. ni’nnpn its c
expects to pact several

j

upped budget. However, Caddigan Legion pos P

.^S*,^®lebs to Star in the various reportedly informed the packager, 4 to 6 p in. each Sunday

Legion Turns Over Club

To Kids for TV Viewing
Detroit. Aug. 2.

The David M. Vincent American

its club

so

instituted” and hinted at a budget

cut.
Meanwhile Ginnes is readying

and Pickens as the favorite lady among
loan Preslev. former WAC in ' gamut of variety, dramatic

^-
• They were lined up neighborhood moppets, who be-

come Jealous of Richards until he
over by singing for

charge of the children’s two hours, panel shows
. ^ ^ .

was designed to keep
j
by Boyd in conjunction with Gams

X
viuco series win oe

1

meanwimc^ ---,
7- 1.1 move was oesignea 10 Ktrep

j
uy ouyu in uunjuiiiiiun wmi vxo....x —

th«i Schwartz, with most of the audition script f()r the ^fe •

. from going to bars to borough A.s.sociates, N. V. indie wins them
g* lyrics lo be penned by Howard Society" tele show, which the Ted

,

s^ounRsters tr I

I Ashley office is handling. ^
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MEREDITH WILLSON SHOW
With Talking People (5); Alice

Pearce, guest
Producer-director: Bill Brown
Writer: 'Jay Franklin Jones

30 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.

r.F-NERAL FOODS
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

(Young & Rubicam)

FOR YOUR PLEASURE LOST CHILD
With Kyle MacDonnell, Norman i With Lulse Rainer, Vinton Hay-

Paris trio. Earl Sheldon orch,
Jackie Gleason, Mata and Haii,
Hazel Shermet, Donald
ards

Producer: Fred Coe
Director: Richard Goode
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.

worth, Jackson Beck, Julian Noa
Writer: Alfred Bester

Rich- Director: Carl Eastman
Producers: Gerald Law', Chick Vin-

cent
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WPIX, N. Y. "

WPIX put its best foot forward
, . Sustaining

Meredith Willson, longtime radio nbC-TV, from New York
nuisieian. orch conductor and After being off the air for five video dramatic sweep-

inonologist (that’s the way he’s weeks following cancellation of f

night (31. on his own half-hour
j

is back In NBC-TV. this by Alfred Bester. was no great

variety show. Program, as replace-
, with a show of her own. It’s

shakes as video dramatic literature,

,„en. fo, the Je.ho sponsored ‘•Au-
' a s-nooth-ftowin*

'r»easin^- ;

Wstr'^.SlS‘’'’;S;rh
II,or Meets the Critics,

; “r Uaressini Lt^rdav sequenee which com-
four weeks, after which General

,

ear caiessing Saturday evening
action*, it served

Foods will move “Aldri^ l^mily
|

^ _ its purpose well.
Into the time slot. If the Willson

i
Miss MacDonnell serves as a

SEPIA
With Flo Garrin Trio,. Mops Mar-

shall, Dorothy Simmons, Billy

Scott, Ronella Sanders, Vanice
SmiUi, Jimmy Johnson.

Producer-Writer: Gene Starbecker
20 Minutes, Fri., 8:25 p.m.
Sustaining
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis

"Sepia,” first live musical under-
taken by WFBM-TV, preemed in

promising fashion Friday night
(29). Gene Starbecker, who wrote,
produced and directed, designed
program as rebuttal to Canada
Lee’s charge that not single TV
show does anything for colored
people. This one is to employ col-

ored entertainers and show Negro
life in all its phases as it goes

along. It’s being offered to spon-

sors on basis of good first impres-
sion. Night club format was used
in opener but that will change to

depict Harlem, New Orleans, jun-

§
le, plantation scenes, etc., as plan

evelops.

lor summer vicwihr
,
uueiiuii it » aiau xciica.*-

. n-^KaKiv hinffinff nn aiidiPTirf*

there is not much competition on ing to have a change from the
rgactfon invited during inteirols-

the dial. Willson played it for the usual hyperthyroid master-of-cer-

maximum in intimacy, sitting on a
;

emonies in the person of this
sions on Monaay s preseniauon.

doorstep and huddling with the
;

relaxed chirper-hostess with her, Despite the limitations of Best-

audience as with over-the-fence spontaneous, ingenuous manner.
,

er s playwrighting capacitie.s and a

nerghbors. Idea is goo^ as witness
! on the preem (30) included

the* success of Arthur Godfrey and ja^kie Gleason’s monolog on how, wp^'v^ nroirmTimi^^^^ continu-"(Dave* Garroway at Large. But ^ became a member of i

” programming, its continu

Willson had neither the script nor Drinks Anonymous” after
j d’^ wL“'f for

the production values to back up getting the milk shakes. Turn was
' Miss Ra?nei^ The roTf lf

^
the

his work, leaving his attempts
\ s^musing, but was seen in a black-, insanity whoimimacy out on a limb

# ^
effective, version} u”* ®r-dead^ childWillson himself will be okay for

, the Hank Ladd show. Similarly, f but lost nermittld her tl n-
video with a couple more weeks Mata and Hari’s excellent ballet I

work. There’s no questioning his
, burlesque of the Hindu dance has

tl her credirthat she^^^^^^^
versatility and he established good

, been shown to better effect on
rapport with the audienfce. But he g^ber tele stanzas, where the back- Jnd Dlaved with restraint The
still has to leaim which carnera is

; less cluttered than this supporting roles were well man-on the air so that he can talk to
, oiub settina Hazel Shermet did .."5 j * 1. n j a-

ViW. tvio etiiftin His I

seiuiiB. ndici oucimci uiu ^be overall production,
the home and not the stuaio. nis g neat job on a novelty number, direction and camera treatment re-
piano skit on longhair music and

^

“Television’s Bad For Love.” which '

PeMedlSts of kll^'hlw
^ ^

the production routine on Memo-
|
worked gags on NBC-TV stars into .

''®®‘®° knowhow.

l ies” were fair but lacked punch.
. jbe lyrics. Donald Richards was so-

1

His “Talking People, singing com-

1

go vocalizing "Begin the Beguine,” i

bo of three men and two girls
1 but was better dueting with Miss KLAVAN’S DINER

looked and sang well. Best part of MacDonnell on "She Didn’t Say
,

With Gene Klavan, Kitty Dierken,
the program was Alice Pearce, sock yes.” Ann Antrim, Mel Seebode, Barry
with her standard niteiT ^^ Musical accompaniment was Mansfleld

a although a shot or two of Producer: Anthony Farrar
with Willson handling a hve nai- I

;
30 Mins., Mon. 7 p.m.

ration, wore ^.^b « careful selec- i

Participating
NBC let him get away with hose

^ for
,

WAAM, Baltimore

I

terp acts and a few production i

.

A long-time fixture as a disk
' changes, stanza can be assured of jockey on several of the AM sta-

Rose.

NBC’ let him get away
mentions of Jack Benny?

WISH YOU WERE HERE
With Walter McGraw, Peg Mayer
Director: McGraw
Writers: MeGraw and Mayer
15 Mins.; Sun.; 11:30 a.m.
Sustaining
W'NBT. N. Y.

a click. Bril. tions here and still holding dowm

'

such a stint on WBMD, Gene
Klavan is essaying a half-hour
video layout and promises to make
a good job of it. Familiar to
local daytime listeners as a clown-
ing free-and-easy rider of platters
and commercial salesman, his ap-

n „ ^ j * j u ' pcarattce on the TV screen should
Program, Conducted by WRGB s

g^j^j fu bis stature as an enter-

. _lops.

Starbecker uses black ebony
idol with smoke effects to set up
his symbolism at start of "Sepia”
and again at finish. Show was
especially strong on visual side,

nothing elaborate in the way of

sets but with smart camera work
that resulted in clean, sharp, nicely

varied pictures. Use of fadeins,

fadeouts and dissolves was expert,

giving program a feeling of con-

tinuity that was especially helpful

since it’s staged without talk.

Titles and credits are announced
only before and after. Sound was
a bit wobbly, due to performers
lack of experience in medium, but

nothing that can’t be corrected.

Flo Garvin Trio provides instru-

mental background well In keeping
with “Sepia” pattern. Vovals make
up bulk of program, but changing
camera range keeps them interest-

ing to eye as well as entertaining
to ear. Most striking departure in

first layout was a voodoo dance by
Vanice Smith. Jimmy Johnson
showed plenty of stuff in warbling
"September Song” and a young-
ster, Ronella Sanders, came
through exceptionally well in

"Summertime.” Gavin, Mops Mar-
shall, Dorothy Simmons and Billy

Scott al.so made vocal opportuni-
ties count. jCorb.

HEADLINES CLUES
With George F. Putnam; Kingsbury

Smith, guest
Director: Pat Fay
Writer: Norman Baer
30 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Fri., 12 noon,
Wednesdays, 8:30 p.m.

CO-OP
I

WABD-DuMont. N. Y.
I "Headline Clues” presents an

I

innovation in television news pro-
grams—a half-hour show with a

TROUBLE, INC.
With Earl Hammond, Carol Hill
Maurice Gosfleld. Elaine Will
Hams, Eugene Stuckman

Producer-Director-Writer; Elwood
Hoffman

SO Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
DuMont, from N. Y. (7 Stations)

"Program Playhouse” DuMont’s
showcase for new stanzas, offered

I

a moderately amusing whodunit on
the July 27 broadcast. Private eye-

!
er cast Earl Hammond and Carol

; Hill as an adventurous couple who
!

team up in Trouble, Inc., an outfit
that claims it will do "anything,
anywhere, anytime.” Case they

I

were called in to handle on the
I

show caught involved getting rid of
i
$2,000,000 for an ex-con and a vol-

j

uptuous nitery chirper who said
; they didn’t want the long green

I

around. Troubleshooters, however,

I

found themselves in a Jam when
the dough disappeared and the

! beauty and the yegg decided they
I wanted it back.

I

Situation of people trying to un-
I

load satchels full of moola pro*

;

vided some obvious gags and the
I
bulk of the story was played for

I laughs. Script included some gun*
>
play and two killing.s, but the farci*

cal handling made the elements
of menace seem pretty ridiculous.
Hammond was good as the arna*

teur dick, although his fooling
around with kids’ toys and similar
inanities lessened his appeal. Miss
Hill provided a capable “Girl Fri*

j

day” characterization and fact that
i it was her savvy which cracked the

I

mystery added a pleasant twist.

!
Maurice Gosfield was somewhat
hesitant as the thug, while Elaine

I Williams turned in a neat perfom*
I snee as the seductive warbler.

I

Basic idea of “Trouble, Inc.’*
' offers a good springboard for a
mystery-comedy drama. However,
a surer scripting job is needed to
balance the whodunit and humor*

i ous phases. As it was, the viewer
I
couldn’t be certain whether he was

i laughing at or with the actors.
I Bril.

Tele Followup

Elliott Roosevelt and Faye Emer*

son, Mr. and Mrs. in real life,

staged a highly-amusing spoof of

radio’s husband-and-wife breakfast

chit-chats on NBC-TV’s "Broadway

Spotlight” Sunday night (31*. Skit

was slightly reminiscent of the al*

most classic satire done twice on
AM by Fred Allen and Tallulah

teleph^e giveaway included With '
Bankhead. It lacked the acid script

leiepnone giveaway inciuaea, wiin - .. . ,
. ctanrlnnt in nrp-

SPORTS REEL
With Bob Bender, guests
15 Mins., Tues., 10 p.m.
Sustaining

A looksee at Havana as a vaca- 1

WRGB-TV, Schenectady

lion spot was offered over WNBT •
1 ^ A A r% r% ' cavtu aaao ovcavuaz., «ao ata ^isws~

Sunday (31* as the third in a .series
director Bob Bender, un-

1

tainer as well. He clowns through '

i>unaa\ mu as me miru in a .seiits
a viewable quarter-hour. Top ! - vnral and nitnhps in with dialprtc i

of celluloid travelogs titled “Wish I feature consists of interviews with
! mugging to^good effect as well as

You Were Here.” Program pro* area guests from various fields of
! feeding to supporting cast as well

vided some exciting shots of a ' Last telecast seen, had
; wfth Klavaris

number of niteritfs and gambling Gne Arnt7.en, 40-year-old pitcher
. jbe boss, layout leans on food prod-

\

houses situated in the Cuban capi-
,
®

^ 1
ucts for participating support and

tal, in addition to the traditional i Pj?®®
Albany ^stem league club

j

material is spliced into the script.
|

spotlighting of landmarks. Since
j

.

J®"”
1 Kitty Dierken, w.k. on AM and in

the film has no sound track, show’s Counsel, 18-year-old Scotia boy, ijttle theatre activity here lends
packagers Walter McGraw and Peg signed oy tne Pnlllies. 1 potent comedy and vocal support
Mayer lend an off the screen nar-

;

Bender, consulting a paper for and current pops are voiced legiti-

ration. This proves to be the weak occasional questions, handled the
; mately

^
by Ann Antrim and Mel

spot of the program. 1

interview skillfully. Possessed of a i Seebode, Barry Mansfield is a
Script could use some punching steady television personality, he

j

stooge who wanders in and out of
up and lengthening to eliminate demonstrated more alertness and

j

the program for attempted'laughs.
unnecessarily long lapses In the awareness of area tastes than sev-

1
With pruning of interpolated

commentary. Idea of taking video eral broadcasters who play down
|
bits and limiting Klavan’s major - - ^ 'xTn/-. -n n - j vu

audiences to a different playland I
baseball in favor of other sports. ! contributions to a few well placed as a co-op venture, NBC Hollywood announcer Wen

eveiy week is good and with some ‘ Sport Reel” is a good local show, highlights this could build Into an Format, as demonstrated on the Niles (n^an okay^ comedy skit

the telephoned questions based on
news reports as read by commen-
tator George F. Putnam, there is

every reason for home viewers to

of that one but was standout in pre-

senting Roosevelt’s first attempt on
any medium as a performer. He
demonstrated a neat fiair for com-

pay attention to what he says. And.
,

®^Y* a^fafieh
since the daytime part of the show lio
is slanted at housewives, those

, S
w*itrhinc the Dro^rdm Drohablv together, in fart, that a IcK t
watemng tne piogiam Pronamy

,

have a better line on current affairs

than many of their non-TV neigh-
' bors, "Clues” thus serves a public
service function, although the plugs

might not be a bad idea.

Joey Faye added to the fun as

their breakfast guest, but the boy

given manufacturers and others 1

who played their son projected as

who donate the prizes make it list
j

foo precociops. Show also had

clever gab could make for an en-
tertaining stanza.

Jaco. entertaining
spot.

and effective sales
Burm.

Washington — Two applications
Minneapolis—WTCN is install- ' for television stations were filed Fort W’orth — "Davy Crockett’s

Ing the new Dr. Frank Back TV with tlie FCC last week. Scripps- Amateur Night.” a new studio ama-
Zoomar lenses for its giant tele-

,
Howard Radio, Inc., applied for teur hour witli Gene Reynolds as

ri.sion cameras. Dr. Back is in ’ Channel 6 in Knoxville. Max Lutz m e. will make its debut over
Minneapolis supervising the in- asked for Channel 12, not presently * WBAP-TV’, Competition will be
sta nation. assigned, for McAllen, Tex. open to anyone.

show caught (28), was basically a
simple one. Putnam read Interna-
tional News Service reports, inter-
mixed with displays of some INF
still photos. He then asked home

with emcee Dick Kollmar. Other
talent on the half-hour variety
stanza, all good, included acro-

terper Lou Wills. Jr., and soprano
Joan Sullivan. Herb Swope, Jr.,

viewers, via phone, specific ques- 1

replacing Douglas Rodgers as NBC

Vi ff

“A year of all around operational excellence"

'‘'Superior programming, know
bow, and commercial savvy.

says VARIETY of WOV in ifs 16fh annual showmanship^ award for...

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEADERSHIP
Ask us for fh« facts on th# lorgast Italion languag* ouditnet ony-

whert in tht world—mort than 2,100,000 individuals.

NEW YORK

tions based on his reports. If the
answer was right, they got a chance
at a moderate jackpot prize—a new
gas range—if they could identify
the picture of a city flashed on the
screen with the aid of a verbal clue
from Putnam. Jackpot question
seemed somewhat unfair, since the
multi-detailed picture showed hard- I

ly anythiiTg on a 10 or 12-inch I

screen. For an added attraction,
Putnam had a live interview with
a guest celeb—in this case, INS
European manager Kingsbury
Smith, just returned from over-
seas.

Putnam read the new.s and han-
dled his phone interviews like a
Clem McCarthy calling the races, i F
His excited delivery is good in a
way. since it certainly makes the
headlines easy to absorb. It’s also
a considerable strain listening to
the guy. since he virtually wears
out his audience. Only time he

^ slowed to a walk oh the program
; caught was during his interview
I with Smith, when the seriousness
of latter's talk about European af-
fairs forced a more moderate de-
livery.

Production on the show was
standout. INP news photos were
flashed without a fluff between Put-
nam and the director, and use of a
.split screen (half to Putnam and
half to a still I while he was giving

I out with the questions on the
phone Was excellent. Final fadc-
out .shot, in which the commen-
tator’s face was pinpointed on the
centre of the screen with Nows re-
ports rolling around his ears, had
little value.

. stal.

director, show-ed good control over
his cameras.
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Inside Television

:<iul

ler.
other device to prompt television actors before the camera a

^”^ce rehearsal lime is being marketed by John Archer (’art

Y. ad agency exec, in the form of a miniature walkie-talkie.

n*^Tfflied by physicist Paul Rosenbe^ig, the gadget consists of a tiny

Hio receiving set and a transmitter. Receiver, sans battery or wires. .

hidden on the actor, with the prompter stationed off-stage. I

^Invention, according to Carter, will not only reduce studio rental
,

MOses and rehearsal time through easing the necessity for complete
j

**imoriration by actors but will also give many thesps a chance to

A in video who might previously have been forced to bypass the ,

Sedium through iack of rehearsal time . .

Starrett Television Corp. this week came up with a plan for a Bureau

^ Television Optical Standards, designed to fight all adverse publicity '

•bout the alleged optical hazards to viewing TV. Bureau, to be estab-

Uahed as a non-profit organization, would be open to all TV manufac-

turers, distributors and dealers and would furnish a commendation seal i

for sets meeting certain optical standards. Starrett also hopes the

bureau could develop a continuing public relations program and func-
j

tion as a central agency to help dealers promote set sales.
.

j

Cinetel, new central vidpic buying agency for tele stations, has a

“cooperative” feature which gives the 13 outlets now members annual

Abates based on a percentage of their purchases. Films are bought by ,

Cinetel after screening by a board that includes toppers of .some of the '

subscribing outfits. Stations pay for product on a percentage of their

hourly card rates. i

Ed Woodruff, who was forme^^ with DuMont and WPIX, N. Y.. heads

the organization and says he h^t)pes to stimulate vidpic production by

giving producers a good paying source. Stations which have u.sed a

film once can re-screen it as often as they like during a 12-monlh period,

without payment of additional fees.

Glenn Turnbull will make his last television appearance on KTTV’s
“Hollywood Presents” this week. TurnbuH’s initial video appearance
was on the same program last month. At that time, Turnbull was
apotted by Warner Bros., and shortly after signed a studio contract. As

j

In all film pacts, there is a teevee clause re.stricting the.sp from doing
video stints. At the contract signing Turnbull requested that he be
allowed to make a final tele appearance on Ed Phillip’s ‘‘Hollywood
Presents” as the show gave him his film break. Studio okayed request.

New York
Charles Henderson and wife

Mitii Mayfair have been signed for

another 13-week cycle of produc-

Ing-directing ABC-TV’s ‘‘Stop the

Music” for the Louis G. Cowan
office .... Jimmy Blaine takes over
as emcee for the television of “Mu-
sic” while Bert Parks takes a two-
week vacation starting Aug. 1.5

Comedian Danny Shaw added to
the permanent cast of DuMont's
“Front Row Center”... Wynn
Wright, producer of the NBC-AM
“My Good Wife,” gave lips on
video direction to the summer
radio-TV workshop at Adelphi Col-
lege Thursday (28»....Tony La-
velll, Yale

^ basketball star and
composer-musician, is talking his
own TV package with Nelson Pro-
ductions, after having guested on
several video shows during the la.sl

couple of weeks ... Flamingo
Films prez James B. Harris and
weasurer David L. Wolper took off '

J'OjJlday (1) on a two-month tour of
*7 J’’

cities, including those where
stations will open soon . Roger
J^or, Director of TV. FC&B. off

f®*" * two week vacation on his
boat, The Whistler.” Left Aug. 1.

•
I

Chicago ^

Players " now '

called Penthouse Players” but no
lormat changes Bernie Howard
new producer of WBKB .softball

jflk
* KoolVent Awnings . .

t
Kd Gre’ene-

T^i •’
•

* joined research dept, of '

elevision Shares Management ...
Victor guested <»nWENR-TV De.ssert Partv Len !

u^onnor subbing for Clifton Ut-
jey newsca.st via WNBQ Nikki

Ballinger added to
faculty of American

mVS v* n'
school

. . Clown Em-
rii«

!«* from Ringling Bros, cir-

ABCtv^^o appearance on

Tv WTM.r-
i**,. ,

**ting series of public servi-

wViiirL"
conjunction with the Mil-

an^ •
Public library. TV exhibits
installed by the station are

ParJLn
^^rary features Skip

•
"Osted violini.st David“o*nm via ABC-TV.

London
clo.seups of niolorcvele.s
‘n tbe Kent hill climb

noon highspot of the after

-

Ballet a'®**?'”
20.- Grand

Coventor ^onte Carlo, after its

the Run A^^^on sea.son. will be at

for jk. eiT
^‘Oxandra Paiaee studios

thiaVi’®'^ 8 HPrent .Saville

Vncle- *nocess. "Bob's Your
Will kL ^larring l.,eslie Henson.

Witho^ir” *** ^ug. 13 and 16

the ttio *
costumes designed frrr

rer production Piodu-
k'ill Cruist*” on Aug. 12

'^bh the RRr^ ••*'‘nrle. formerly
Variefu .

^nd now director of

®«8tinp Australian Broad-
seneer^M and the "pas-

toBBU o include .laek Train,
Boyer and Jeanne Ravel .

.

Richard Dimbledy will describe a
visit to a factory where TV cathode
ray tubes are manufactured .

“The Perfect Alibi,” A. A. Milne’s
detective comedy, will be telecast
.Aug. 6 with Arthur Young in the

|

lead.

TV Making Iowa Inroads;

Airing to Start Soon In

Omaka, Davenport Areas
Des Moines, Aug. 2.

Television reception is slowly
creeping into h)wa. .Sets are being
installed by numerous individuals,

principally along the border areas
of the state, and franchises are be-

ing granted dealers for the sale of

TV sets in areas where regular

broac^casting is scheduled to start

.soon. These include the Omaha-
Council Bluffs and Tri-Cities dis-

*

trict,

WOW. Omaha, has .started regu-

^

lar transmission tests and goes on
the air offtelaliy with at least a

28-hour per week schedule as of

Sept. 1. The station's test pattern
*

now is being broadcast from 10

a. m. to noon and from 2 to 4 p. m.
on weekdays. The anticipated nor-

mal coverage is a 60-mile radius

from the .station. Station KMA,
Omaha, has erected a TV broad-
ca.sting tower and is progressing
with construction of remaining
facilities.

In Davenport, WOC has complet-
ed its television tower and trans-
mitter building and studio equip-
ment is now being in.stalled. The
station expects to go on the air
about Oct. 1. At Rock Island, 111.,

WHBF was granted a revised con-
struction !• rmit about a month ago
and final stages of engineering de-

j

sigh are now in progress. Con-

1

St ruction is expected to take about
six months.

i

The Iowa State college station,
WOI, Ames, has installed a TV an-
tenna on its new 580-foot tower and
transmitter and studio equipment
is on order. No date has been .set

for the start of TV broadcasting,
however. No other Iowa stations
have yet been granted construction
permits by the FCC.

Cinemascope Process Arouses Some

Enthusiasm in Coast Vid Circles
Holly woo<l. Aue 2

KL.\C-TV ami T»-levision Ke-

corders unveiled their (’inema-

scope method of makiiiE lele\l^i<»n

transcriptions last week. Belter

than 200 advertising ageney execs

attended the showing ami all

j

emerged with a good impression

^

of the process. Proees.s is respon-

sible for the entry of Leroy Frinz

and Louis Lewyn inl(» television

this fall with a 30-minute layout

starring Jerry Colonna

Cinemascope is the eomhmt'd
effort of KLAC and Television Ke-

corders. Method emplo\s KL.AC's
' motion picture type lighting to

an adaption of an Eastman Kine

,

camera supplied by Keetu ders

Johnny Chri.st of J. Walter Thonuv
son. stated that he fell the process
showed a 40*', p improvement over
the material coming out <0 Ni w
York. Foote, Cone A Belding's

!
Bob Ballan .said, “perhaps (’in«*-

mascope is the answer to some ttf

,

our problems. " Balan feels that
'this tele-tran.scription may help

I

move Hollywood into the video
' limelight. It’s a big improvement,
according to Floyd Holm of Comp-
ton. Holm, however, slated that
he doesn't know if it will help

j

the West Coa.st situation nationally.

Biggest boosters were I’riru and
Lewyn who signed a eonliai*!. giv-

ing station exclusive rights to

show, locally, for one year after
viewing the (^inemaseope. Lewyn
said that the (’inernaseope is the
only high grade tele-tianseriplion
he has .seen and inked the con-
tract with Fedderson on the
grounds of this high quality tele-

transcription.

Regular ea.sl for the program

will be Holn*rt Alda. Four Guards-
men and Floradora Girls in addi-
tion to Colonna. First of a series

of weekly guest shots will be Vir-
ginia O'Brien. F’rogram will he
Cinemaseoped this week so that
it may be sent to agencies for
sponsor looksee.

Frinz will direct tlie vidshow
which will be produced by l^wvyn.
Ben f’erry will handle the script-

ing chores. Musical director’s
birth goes to Dean Elliott while
Moe Jerome will do special music
and Jack Scholl will write special
lyrics and dialog. William Tuntke
w ill set up.shop as art director an<l

S. B. Harrison as production man-
ager. Mini-Films will handle na-.
lional distribution of the Cinema-
scoped show’.

Jack Strauss, biz agent for Tele-
visum Recorders, and Don Fedder-
son have inked a contract giving
KL.AC-TV exclusive rights to the
Cinemascope. All shows Cinema-
scoped by station mu.st appear over
station locally but may he telensi’d

by any other outlet in the country
in 'addition.

BONAFIDE SEEKS GIVOT

FOR NEW VARIETY SHOW
Bonafido Mills, which sponsored

“Stop Me' If You’ve Heard This”

and the Benny Rubiiv show, both

on NBC-TV, is prepping a variety

show to start around Sept. 26

CBS-TV or NBC-TV. depending on

time availabilities and number of

.stations the webs can line up.

George Givot is reportedly being

sought as emcee.

The agency is Gibraltar.
t

•

New Tele Biz

WGN-TV, Chi, reported Hyland i

Electiieal Supply will renew
“Women’s Magazine of the Air.”
starting Sept. 7 for 17 weeks, pro-
duced by Herbert S. Laufman; and
film announcements for Power Op-
tical through Malcolm - Howard
agency: Kroehler Furniture
through Henri, Hurst & McDonald;
and (leorge S. May through M. M.
Fisher agency.

WNBQ, Chi, reported station

breaks for Salerno Megowen Bis-

cuits through Schwimmer & Scott
agency.

WENR-TV, Chi. reported an-
nouncements for Stratford Motor
Sales through Malcolm - Howard
agency; Safety Motors through
K a p p s agency: and Niel.sen’s

Restaurant through Guenther-
Bradford agency.
Westgate Electric Co.. Colum-

bus, bought four minutes every
Saturday for "Baseball Score-
board” over WLW-C. Columbus,
with Joe Hill doing commentary;
runs through Oct. 15 .

August Wagner Breweries, (’o-

I limbus, switched sponsorship from
“Telenews” to ’’Top Views of

Sports” to run through balance of

contract to Sept. 25 over WLW-C.
WLW-C sold 26 weeks of “(’ur-

tain Time.” weekly half-hour talent

show microed from Cincinnati, to

Oestreicher & C'o.. Dodge and
Plymouth dealers in Columbus.

K.STP-TV. Minneapolis, h a s

skedded eight film announcements
weekly for Donaldson's and the

Golden Rule dept, stores, featuring

“Famous Brands” of merchandise.
(Vamer-Krassett agency, .Milwau-

kee, handles.

TELEMOUNT TO

PUBLISH MUSIC
Hollywood. Aug. 2

T e I e in o II n t Prodiu’tions has

formed 'a music publi.shing -com-

pany as an adjunct to its tclepix

firm. Telemount will publish chil-

dren’s tunes to aei'ompany its juve

film serie.s “The Magic l.ady and

Boko.”
Alice Hammerslein has cleffcd 13

tune.s based on historical char-

acters which will be wrapped in

hook form and titled "Lands ol

Long Ago. ’ All songs w ill be used

in tuture vidfilms.

Telemounl is the second video

firm to turn to publishing Its own

tunes First step was taken by

.leiTV Fairbanks Productions which

had songs written especially tor its

“I’aradise Island" series.

Ilie Oothain
5TH AVE. at 56TH ST.* NEW YORK 19. N. V. PHONE CIRCLE 7-2200

Jlo/pfUf Ri^Mtdeuf

Biudy Rocers!
Your 1 . A. to N. Y. hop "brought o now oiid welcome personolity t®

eostern televiewing" your "porloy ol talents impressed os knowing

showmonship" ........ you demontfrafvd your own talents "with a neat

piono stint and socked across the hnol production number." *

I

It was generally agreed that you "turned in o top-notch |ob OS guest

emcee on Toast of the Town" . And it was also said "He hos the

some charming monner ond youthful oppeoronce thot mode him the hit of the

notion" Everybody seemed to agree that you represent "sock

showmonship."

So "Happy Birthday" seems to be in order, with a bow to Ed SuiiIvan

for ashing you to be his first guest emcee on Toast of the Town and grateful

achnowledgement to the other top New Yorh TV programs which llkewiso

extended you an invitation.

Best personal regards.

M<U l^04fd

+ Variety

•• Radio Daily

I
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLESV ^
, Hollywood. Aug. 2.

w IT* 1 • Having completed the fir.st 26

lAir I SIAT VlAl^tlAHC Pit'^ures in Procter & Gamble'.s

Tvl LiCItY f lUlclllUllu ‘ Fireside Theatre ” .series for tele-

vision, Brewster Morgan, oversee-

ing lor the Compton agency, re-

WOAFs Spanish VD Wax supervise the film.

t San Antonio, Aug. 2. He returns in 10 days for the
WO A I is recording an educa- next series being shot at the Hal

tional serie.s in Spanish for the Roach studios.
I'exas State Health Dept, for broad-
cast over outlets with Spanish-
speaking audiences. It will consist

of eight-quarter-hour musical pro-

grams with WO.M singing star.

Rosita; Melvin Winters, director of

the WO.M staff oi'cltesti-ji and u

nine-piece band. Raoul Rodriguez
will be emcee.
The series is part of a state-wide

educational project on venereal
disease financed by the federal gov-
ernment.

San Antonio — W. J. “Dick”
Dickerson, former general mana-
ger of KAMQ. Amarillo, has re-

turned to KABC here as a member
of the sales staff. He was a former
sales executive during 1946-1947
prior to going to Amarillo.

home, broadcasting' an
which in three hours neli
tions of 2.000 Items of
gifts, ca.sh, furniture and off
houses.

appeal

Washington, Aug. 2.

\ new strategy in labor relations

was unfolded ye.sterday (1> when
the American Federation of Radio
Aiiists filed a petition with the

F'C(' asking revocation of the li-

cense of WATIj and W.\TL-FM.
.Xtlania Stations are wholly owned
by .1. W. Woodruff. Georgia indus-

trialist. who has been disputing
with AFR.A for several years. The
union has been striking the two
outlets since Jan. 1, with the In-

ternational Brotherhood of F.lec-

tiical Workers, another AFL affili-

ate. respecting AFRA picket lines.

.AFR.A complaint charges that

Wfiodruff has “manifested a flag-

rant disregard for government
regulations designed for the pub-
lic piotection.” has “continuously
and chionically violated the labor
relations law" and has "demon-
«t rated the absence of a sense of

public responsibility.”

Petition cites the case of Law-
rence Mellert. former employee
re< entlv awarded a decision against
Woodruff by a U. S. appeals court,

and an affidavit by G. C. Living-
ston. Jr., a former WATl., topper,
who slates that Woodruff told liim

to refrain from hiring union mem-
bers

Petition, signed by AFR.A as-

•istant executive secretary A.

Flank Reel, .says that the union is

not trying to use the FCC to help
settle the strike and that it will

not withdraw its complaint even
if the dispute is settled. Although
its key charge is labor violations,

the union also alleges that W.ATI.,
violate.^ technical regulations, has
“improper programming” and that

Woodruff "spends very little time
In .Atlanta.”

.AFRA said it is determined to

take .similar action against other
e'ftiployers who “consistently vio-

late" labor laws. Precedent for
the action Is claimed in the WOV-
Mesta case, where the FCC's ac-

• tion in refusing a license because
of the applicants' violations, of the
F'ood and Drug Act was upheld.

San Antonio — A new musical
ow titled “Stars Over Texas”

sponsored by the Gulf Brewing Co. i

started Monday <li and will be
j

heard five limes weekly over
WOAI here and member stations of
the Texas Quality Network. Show
brings back to Texas airways the
baiitone. Lynn Cole. For the pa.st

two years he has been in Holly- i

wood where he was on NBC and
CBS and recording for Capitol '

Columbus, Aug. 2. Records.

Four Chevrolet dealers in the

city signed last week <27i to spon-

sor the five home games of the

Ohio State U. football team over

WLW-C, Crosley TV outlet here.

Memphis — Dick Walls has re-
signed his post here as WMPS ac-
count exec to become commercial
manager of WKGN. Knoxvillf
Mutual outlet. Prior to resigning
from the Memphis ABC affiliate
Watts sold one of the top sport

Hou.ston — Robert T. Chrystie
l»as been named commercial man-
ager here of KLKK. He was for-

merlv w'ilh WF.AK, Chai'leslon,

Nebraska Rural Group

To Set Up $50,000 Co-op

For First in That Area

which will sponsor the entire foot-
ball slate of Mississippi State
Harold F. Walker, w k. Memphis
radio execu. al.so relinquished his
post as- commercial manager atWMPS to a.ssume a similar post
with WDl.A, local indie.

Bojiton—Charles W. Curtin. Di
Signing was accomplished at Ohio rector of Promotion and Merchan
Slate with Dick Larkins, OSU dising to

athletic director. James Leonard.
WLW-C manager, and Lou Wilsch.
representing the dealers, pre.sent. i enter^ tl

.Arrangements have been com- Hampshi
pleted for televising OSU games
with Missouri, Sept 24: Indiana, .Akron

Oct 1; Minnesota. Oct. 15; North- local hi>

western. Oct. 29 and Illinois. Nov.
12. Joe Hill, station’s sports di-

rector, will announce the games.
Dealers participating are Paul
Davies. Rodenfels Chevrolet Co . i !*., .

Winders Chevrolet Co., and Bobb iw,iir’s di
Chevrolet. ..ebroadi
Under the agreement with

WLW-C, the sponsor must pay Dallas
OSU $1,500 per game for the TV fishing ;

rights. Figure was on basis of being he

5.000 sets in operation. If number sportsma

of sets climbs above 15.000 the|P''^S
signers agreed to work out a
higher rale.

^'t***'

WLW-C officials are planning to San A
use two Zoomars and possibly ell. new'»
three cameras. At present only-

two cameras are available. They
will be spotted at the north end
of Ohio’s stadium to catch line-

opening plays and at the 40-yard
line in the press box.

WBNS-TV, the Columbus Dis-
patch stationt which had planned
to go on the air Oct. 1. al.so is ex-
pected to make arrangements to
televise the games, as well as
WTVN, Edward Lamb's station
here .scheduled for La‘*or Day in-

auguration. WBNS-TV will prob-
ably set its opening date forward Dallas—Dick LaSalle, orch leader radio and video
when contracts are signed to carry now current with his band at the ' (hiild airs
the ganie.s.

,

Baker Hotel Mural Room will be NBC web and i—— ' heard in a series of 15-minute pro- ted to use net
grams each week over WFAA built "Playhouse” goe

Chey % WCPO-TV SpU around me works of a single com- said that show .

\/l|lVjr 9 TTvl v If JClo po.ser. LaSalle was a former mem- ki Af withr.!

f ^ I T* n J ***** NBC staff orchestra and nr r

inaugural Tune Record »" s<'ver»i ,-,.asi-io- sli
,

® ***^^* airings as an accordian solo-
In fAmmAfP n ist.

**‘»**« "I

Lincoln. Neb.. .Aug. 2.

The Nebraska Rural Radio Assn,

has been organized and has filed an
application w'ith the FCC for an

AM station here. NRR.A is a co-

operative group, and the radio sta-

tion would be the first in this area

operated by a co-op.

The association was set up June
2. 1948, with the expressed intent

of applying for an AM license w'hen

$50,000 has been rai.sed by selling

membership certificates at $10
each. June 1 the as.sociation an-

nounced that $.52,610 has been paid

in or pledged, and went ahead with
the application. NRRA hopes to

have the station on the air by Oct.

Center, Tex.—Request has been
time in niade to the F(’C by the Center
ncil .ses- Broadcasting To., for the assign-

ly night ******** ***** i'cen.se of KDF.T to the
vSe.ssion C'enter Broadcasling Co.. Inc. The

aring on new group is composed of two of

commit- ***** original ow'iiers and one new-
prograni conu'r. Tom Pol ter has 49' > inter-

ast half- I^*^*
an** '*'<‘'11 E. Foster lias .50%

'ded and interest and are the former ov\ners.
New-comer is William H. Smith.

Screen Directors May

Use Cinemascope For

The co-op is seeking further
funds through a loan debenture
plan already approved by the state

banking board. Debenture certi-

ficates are offered at $1,000 each,
payable in 10 years or less and
bearing non-ciimulal ive inter-

est from earned income. Money
from this source cannot be used
until a license is granted.

Outside capital has been offered
to the group, but thus far has been
refused. A series of meetings in

45 counties has been set up to de-
termine to what extent outside
money will be allowed in the co-op.

Station is to operate on a non-
profit basis, and to be slanted pri-

marily for farm listeners.

Corpus Christ!—Richard I.. Peck-
inpaugh has taken over duties as
promotion manager of KSIX. He
was formerly with the ABC record-
ing department in New York. An-
other newcomer is Clark Hudson,
who takes over the duties in the
sales department. Clark was a for-
mer radio instructor in the Naval
Reserve.

Columbus. .Aug. 2.

F.dwina Atteridge Zanes. former
assistant food editor of Good
Housekeeping magazine, has been
named liome economist of WBNS-
TV. Columbus Dispatch TV station ‘Dream Time’ in Ft. Worth
gel to bow' Oct. 1. Mrs. Zanes also k t w ii
supervised preparation of material *^*>'**’ Aug. 2.

for the American Weekly and was “Dream Kitchen Time.” fii

resiaurant manager of Gimbel’s studio-produced daytime show-, h
N. Y'. department store for two made its debut here over WB.A
year.s Stie will be in charge of TV and will be aired for a ha
the sljlion’s daily feature, “Mrs. hour each Thursday under tl

Zanes’ Kitchen.” sponsorship of Graybar Electi
Building to house WBNS-TV is Co. and Hotpoint. Contract cal

undergoing finishing touches, for a 13-week series.

Transmitter and equipment is al- Future plans call for a comple
read\ 'in the building, though crat- 'I'huisday afternoon scliedule

Fif .Fnlilahlji SeUittg-Isviiififtfe

LANCASTER
fENNA.

WILMINGTON
DELA.

Chicago—WCFL. ( hi. has s(

15-minute weekly gossip 1

titled “New's From Hollyw
I with Dee C’arlstrom report in)
Patricia Stevens Models. Sale
made direct.shows W'it h an hour of platter spin

ning and chatter on the music
trade. Penny Pruden follows willi
an hour’s cookery shop; then aid De6toot
Malcolm Richards, disk jockey, for manager of
an hour, and Paul Dixon from 3 to WW.I-TV. Jot
5 pm. with recorded music A program nia
show for juves. films and Dixon's WW.I-FM. Mj
evening half-hour “Dinner Winner" merly with f

session, plus a news stanza by .Fai k handle public
Fogarty, round out the early night
pr«>gram.

Harry T.eBrun. formerly in llm
east with Mutual, lias joined
WCPO-TV as television di rector.

Detroit—WWJ
READING
fENNA.

HARRISBURG
fENNA*.

Partenol Monaqamaat

A. S. LYONS
1 77 S. tavarly Or.

Bavarly Hillt. Calif.

EASTON
fENNA.

YORK
fENNA.

San Francisco— llorsetrador Fd,
aulomohile mercfiant. has taken
over sponsorship of the Tue.sday-
Thinsdav-Friday edition.s of Ira
Bine’s "Adventures in Sports”
broadcast of KGO-ABC from 11:15
to 1 1 ;30 six nights a week. Pur-
chase of the quarter-hour sports
summary marks the automobile
dealer’s fir.st venture into radio.

PERSONALsteinm'Xn mWiB stations

Clair It. McCollough, Ai^onoginf 0*r«c»or

by ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCATES
Chirooo Son ProncLc* Naw York to* Ang.Ut

Camady writar with craditt ••

program preducort wil

ockot. Objoct: Nodicht.

Jack Mowaton, Box 5J1. ®-5.T
York. H. Y. SChoylor 4-#***

Amsterdam. N. Y.—WCSS here
cattre In tRe aid of a family of
nirre who were burned out of their
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« isnn nroeram, managers and the social service agency involved

K tfBing about a recent stunt to publicise the Boy Scouts in Seattle.

• messengers” delivering a news item, the Boy Scouts walked

^25 radio shows on July 26. In each case the person doing the

1® ^ read the message; then discussed it briefly. Technique used

**^a*^*tt'DOSsible to include a number of Seattle’s top newsca.sts in the
,

itinerary, thus reaching a larger audience than is u.sually avail-

to public guests, and getting as near the "saturation” point as has

-r been done there.

*'^55i*^unt was planned by the Seattle-King County Community Chest

hilcitv department and tied in with the preparation for the 1949

Campaign. Directly plugged was the lowering of age require-

for the Boy Scouts.

Kite Smith's new di.sk jockey show, which preems on .ABC .Aug. 8.

ill require special handling by the telephone company. First six

v
*
Heists of the new airer will originate from Miss Smith’s summer

fc^e Camp Sunshine, at I.ake Placid, N. Y. Because the program will

telephone call to a li.stener every quarter-hour and the local

leSeohone department has limited facilities, the phone company is re-

i^tine vacationers in the area not to make calls during the broad-S Mondays from 9 to 11 p.m.

John Cleary will direct the series, with Doug Browning a.ssigned to

announce.

FM Broadca.sters of Chicagoland, newly-organized with 10 stations,

launched a monthly phone survey last week to determine the local

extent of FM li.stening and the number 'of FM homes. Stations will

use "a coincidental telephone survey” to get listener sampling.

FMBC prexy Ralph Wood. Jr., who sparked the new outfit into exist-

~
Washington, Aug 2

Around World Trips Set Ai.t.,::’.:::

Ac larLnnf PriiAC In bright spots in the receiver oufh.ox
i\o JdvnpUl ril&co in and the National Assn, of Broad-

U ni casters gave indications it’s Irving

new UlY63Way jnow <<> do something for radios step-

New television giveawav show. „ .

•
, . , , , . , ,

William E. Ware, FM.A prexy.
in which holiday trips around 1 he found comfort in Zenith’s campaign
world will he the jackpot prizes, to launch its new "Major” FM-only
is being whipped inl<» shape for an receiver and heavy promotion by

earlv fall start on NBC’-’I'V Pro- of a moderately priced

, , , .... rV-FM combination set. He sanl
g an . tentativcI.N titled Happs orders for the "Major” are exceed-
Holiday," will pi(»hably run a half- ing production and that popularity
hour once a week with prizes lo uf the TV-FM combo is swelling

be awarded \ ia tclet»honc calK lo
audience,

home viewer s.
bs exciting buyer interest.

. . .
. said Ware, and "can’t miss so longNBCs interest in the program as this trend keeps up.” With 7.MI

marks another move by that web stations in 450 cities, he added,
into the still-expanding giveaway “FM represents a national market

fold. Web. until recentlv would 100.000.000 people.

have nothing to do ilith the jack-
’»'be NAB pas.sed on to its FM

. , ,
executive committee a report by

pot shows. Only several weeks Everett L. Dillard, a memt>er of
ago. it launched its mammoth the board, of progress toward
jai’kpot. "Hollywood ('ailing." on carrying out recommendations
AM in the Sunday night at 7 slot adopted June 7. Dillard reported
as a contender for ratings in ttiat that NAB is working with the Radio
period against the Jack Benny Manufacturers .Assn, to improve

Barry Gray in Fla. Exit,

To Rejoin WOR With

After-Theatre Gah Show
Barry (hay is checking out of

Florida climes and returning to the

New York scene. Ex-WOR all-

night disk jockey is set to return

to the station for a late evening
after-theatre show similar to the
stint he did from Miami’s Copa

' and is now doing on WMIE,
Miami. Stanza would have Gray
originate from a Gotham re.s-

taurant or nitery interviewing
c-elebs. answering phone calls and

I .spinning records. Show would be
built into a .seven-times-weekly
strip, with possibility that it would
also be simulcast over WOR-TV.

Gray was dropped by the MBS
outlet chiefly because he had got-

I

ten into scraps with several news-

j

paper columnists, resulting in a dif-

I

ficult press relations Job for the
I station. WOR programmers, how-
ever. always have felt that he was
a .strong draw as long as he could
be controlled. Format chosen will

probably be along the lines of

I

WOR's "Spotlight On Broadway."
I which used Harry Hirshfield and
t Dan Healy as emcees before go-

ing off the air.

Ld^Kjortke

Top talent demands

high fidelitY equipment
I

Now! New series 300
Continued from page 2§

the stunty side, an important a third plug, for mtlk concern, fol-

appeal. lows. .Authentic, helpful, practical

Guided by the adept patter of information on care and diet for

Mel Ventner, who ad libs his way i baby on hot days, handling tan-

through the half-hour melange, triims, feeding, bathing, sleeping,

which includes pop vocals of the relations with others in the family.

“Isn’t It Romantic" type by Polly etc., is given by registered nurses
Lawrence, two or three orcli items, trained in public health,

weather reports given with. music i Miss Ranney handles the show
sound effects, setting up exercise, rather well, although her voice is

baseball results, a "wishing well” too hard and delivery too pres-

novelty for listeners, reading and sured. The spiels, too. Jaco.

replying to mail, and other "conn-
try style" sunny-side-up copy, the poY WILLING AND THE RIDERS
30 minutes passes quickly, pleasant- Qp xiIE PURPLE SAGE
ly and highly suitable for the eai ly 15 Mins.; Tues-Thur.-Sat.. 7:15 a.m.
moraing bucolic trade. WILLIAMSON-DICKEY MEG. CO.

Voices throughout are ea.sy to kABC, San Antonio

Washington, Aug. 2.
|

Appointment of G. Emerson
j

Markham to direct the newly-cre-

id Hie i*****! division of the NABi
was announced yesterday '!• by'

prexy Ju.slin Miller. Markham
\iill gix e up his post as manager

|

of the General Electric television

.station. WKGB. in Schenectady. 1

N. Y.. lo take the post. (

The video divi.sion was voted
j

last month by the NAB board dur-

ing a meeting in Portsmouth^
j

N.H.. in which a plan of streamlin-
j

f
ing Ijje organization was adopted,

j

1 An audio division, to include AM
'UrTetn*" hi." »n.1 kM sections, w« also creal..d.

I

goodly share of Markham has been in radio for

he smooth sljle over 20 years. He is a director of

known for. Only Television Broadcasting A.ssn. and

is the applau.se niember of the Methodist Film
number. and Hadio Commi.s.sion.

»od sup-| In a special tran.seribed series.

7’cd. pny ^villing and his n!.! -

Purple Sage are airing a real

western type musical through the

guests Texas State Network stations. Com-
;I5 p.m. ing as it does at the early morning

hour just before the man of the

house takes off for work it should

h could be a real goodwill builder lor the

I adver- spon.sor who sells work clothes.

V .Ailecn pants and shirts, to both young and

ire wfith old. farmers, ranchers

g Nurse worker in the lactory

of new

CenfoU

(pnsolt MmM 360* S1,S73 7S • fertobU Modtl 300 SI, 594.41 • Itcii MmsiW 11,491.75

F.arly in |9 t8 llie proilurers of ihr Bing Cronhy fhow, offirluU

ol llir Amrrii aii Broaih u^l ing Comptiiiy anil Ainprx rnginrrrs,

ri'i orded the Oin^hy khnw on an Ani|iex -2(H) magnetii- lape

rei'oriler. The abuw ha*i l»e#-n ri-proiliii-eil on the air dirrrily

from ftie la|>e, ami ha** lii-fii eai li \»rek ninve that time.

The freeiloin amt lark ol pri-Kkurr on the artist*, l oinliinril

with the ipiality. reliahilili. ea*.** o) nliliiig ami low l oM of llie

.Amprx rei orilril proilm lion, has staririi a sleaiiy (taraile of

oul»laniiing lalrnl in lln* Ampi x •liii'i lion ... all asking for

liieir 10 ograins lo he .\nipe\»-il.

NBC Grabbing

follow, one on the

Kefugee 01 gimization

write and produc

Memoi'> Street." a si

placed children. whi<

write and dirci t.

Corwin will wind

witli a sho\i tagged

Thrct "— a I'N ' s. wi

ing 1 he series N'liC ^

\eisit.\ 'riiealre' foi

cijsis lo make room
doi iimertiai ies, and 1

1949 loi Ihi ee half-

l)ig proitiol ion will t

ihe pioiecl and HC •'

man Davitl Satanofl

N ill d lo address the

doling the Kou.vsevi

IfoMilactiirad bf Aiipti Clectik Coip.* Ci^
distribnlfd bf

B!N6 CROSBY EBTERPBISES • GRRYBRR ELECTRIC CO. Inc

tK»2i Swmat IW, M*lly*»*o4 430 U«ii»9»on *«•.. York 17
. N Y.
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Johnson Warns on Liquor Ads
Continued from paitP

PSxilEfY Wednesday, August 3, 1919

rrulio and television, he said. There
is MO protection against children
iiearing or seeing liquor advertis-

'

ing on the air, he explained.
i

It’s no answer to say that the
liquor industry is legal, he said.

“In .some states, gambling and pro.s-

titution are legal,*’ he declared, '

“but that does not mean that it is

in the public interest to advertise
gambling or prostitution. Fortu-
nately, operators of these enter-
prises appear to have more respect
for the American home and a

greater sense of propriety than to

force themselves on the privacy of

our people through the radio.”
‘Stupid Move* Sez Johnson

In a letter to Walker, Johnson
said that while he knew that broad-
casters ‘‘are all anxiously looking
for new sources of revenue” he
never believed they “would be so
stupid and so lacking in their sense

public responsibility” as to con-
sider liquor commercials.

Beer and wine commercials “are
bad and of very questionable
taste and propriety,” he said, “but
hard liquor advertising is unthink-
able and must not be permitted.”
FCC policy on liquor copy, it was

learned, will be determined, at

least in part, on the basis of two
previous actions. Following the
repeal of the 18th amendment in

1934, the Federal Radio Commis-
sion (predecessor to FCC) called

upon broadcasters and advertisers
for “intelligent cooperation” and
pointed out that millions of listen-

ers don’t drink and that many
ctiildren are part of the listening
public.
The agency warned it would

hold hearings on renewal applica-

tions “of all stations unmindful of

Jhe foregoing and they will be re-

quired to make a showing that

their continued operation will
serve the public interest, conveni;
ence and necessity.”

More recently, in 1946, when the

Rev. Sam Morris, a Baptist preach-
er ot San Antonio, asked the Com-
mission to deny license renewal to
KRLli in Dallas because he was
refused time to reply to “propa-
ganda” in beer and wine advertis-
ing. the agency ruled that the prob-
lem was too extensive in scope to
single out one station.

But the commission observed in
that decision that “advertising of
alcoholic beverages over the radio
can raise substantial issues of pub^
lie importance.”

SCHEMES
Company koodt and heads of do-

partmonts who are staying up

nights worrying about sales, adver-

tising and allied problems ... in a

market that keeps dwindling from

day to day . . . CAN STOP WORRY-
ING!

SCHEMES
is a new, smart, brainy outfit

headed by specialists who have she

savvy and the guts to set things

up and get things done. We dis-

cuss your problem and objectives

with you, or anyone you delegate,

ond come up with Ideas, Plans,

Programs, Gimmicks, for promoting,

merchandising, marketing, any line

of business that is founded on ad-

vertising, sales techniques, and

public relations.

SCHEMES
does all this for a Rot fee. Are you

a motion picture executive who
wonts some new thinking on a mo-

tion picture coming up7 We'll

startle you with our thinking and

our ideos . . . and get you results

you never dreamed of, with all due

respect to your own advertising and

publicity department.

SCHEMES
operates not only In the motion

picture field, but also in Television,

Radio, Theatre, Sports and with In-

dustrial and Commercial concerns.

SCHEMES
can supplement the thinking and
planning of your own department,

or—and this we prefer—supplant
them on a major project.

ALL CLIENTS KEPT
CONFIDENTIAL

For Information

SCHEMES
(Unlimited)

loi V-287, Voriety

154 W. 46th St.. New York If. N.Y.

Coiilinued from page 31

Educational
f'untliiued from page 30

Slashing Prices
Continurd from pagr 31

12Vi!-ln(Ji set.s, which RC.\ is pro-
ducing the fir.st time this year, is

$299.50. DuMont's now 19-inch
set, with FM and a 4.5-rpm record-
changer, sells at $795. Company
also has a 12-inch table model
with FM at $329.50, as compared
with last year’s price of $425, and
a 15tij-inch con.solelle (al.so with
FM) at $545, as compared with
$745 in 1949.

Philco’s sets, incorporating the
built-in aerial and w'ide-screen
pictures, range from $259.95 for a
10-inch table model offering 61
square inches of viewing surface.
Price cuts are exemplified in the
12V^-inch con.solette, selling for
$349.95, as against $439.50 for last

Shear’s set, with the 1950 model
offering seven more square Inches
of screen surface. Philco hits the
under-$200 marker with a seven-
inch table model, only one in the
line sans the built-in aerial, which
will list at $199.95.

Palisades and away from Gotham’s
skyscraper area assures the outlet
of a powerful signal and plenty of
spot biz. Cut of this revenue, plus
the opportunity for a showcase,
will entice indie producers to put
their packagesi on the station, ac-

cording to the WOR theory.

To further cut costs. WOR-TV
will opeiate five nights a week,
from 7 to It p.m., integrating
its AM and TV operations and si-

mulcasting many of its audio
shows. No vidpix w'ill be used
and all programs will be live, ac-

cording to present plans. Audi-
tions are also being done live,

with “Life of the Party,” starring
Herb F^olesie of “Twenty Ques-
tions,” skedded for an in-the-flesh

tryout next week.

Streibert and Seebach feel that
other video stations have pursued
a “hurry up—and wait” policy.
WORTV, by waiting first, looks
forward to a shorter period of
losses and a quick transition into
the black.

Esso
Continued from page 31

owns WCOP in Boston. KRNT in

Des Moines and WNAX in Yank-
ton, S. D. The company also pub-
lishes morning and afternoon
newspapers in both Minneapolis
and Des Moines, Look and Quick
magazines.
WWDC ha.s been operating on a

24-hour schedule and has a transit

radio franchise for its FM auxili-

ary. The station, with a dial posi-

tion at 1,450 kc, is near the top
in Washington listenership. Ben

;

Strouse, the outlet’s general mana-
' ger, said the 5 kw facilities of

WOL w ill strengthen t’re competi-

tive position of WWDC in the

capital area. “By this purchase.”
' he added, “we reaffirm our faith

in the Washington market and
in the future of radio.”

About 50 people on the staff of

WOL will be affected by the sale.

At .least, they will have some time
to look around while the FCC gets

j

around to approving the deal. And
! w'hoever buys the facilities of

WWDC will probably hire some
of them.

grams to educational stations on a
regular sked.

(l()i Set up a permanent central
admini.st ration office to give pro-
gram and engineering advice, col-
lect data and publish a journal for
educational bioadcasters.

fill C't)operate w ith the rest of
ttie iridustiy,

(12) Universities should take
"bold steps” to get into broadcast-
ing.

Those participating in the semi-
nar included M. S. Novik, radio
consultant. National Assn, of F.du-

cational Rroadca.stcrs; Seymour
Siegel WNYC, N. Y.. topper; I.

Keith Ty ler, Ohio State U.; George
.lennings. prexy of American As.sn.

lor Kducation by Radio; and 18
other radio directors of colleges
and universities. Educational
broadcasters from Japan, Korea,
the Pfiilippines, Britain and Den-
mark attended the seminar but did
not work on the report.

merit promotion. To give legit the
maximum results, a coordinated

exploitation plan is being set up
between Esso and the theatre In

every city where the show' is

carried.

Program, which will cost Esso
over $900,000 for the year, will
have the same personnel that was
featured in its original production.
John Mason Brown, head of the
N. Y. Drama Critics Circle, is to be
the commentator, with Robert Syl-
vester, N. Y. Daily News’ drama re-
porter, acting as coordinator of ma-
terial. Fact-finding committee of
the various crafts and unions will
work with Gosch in lining up the
shows to be trailerized.

Committee includes Sol Pernlck.
of the stagehands’ union, chairman;
George Heller, head of the TV
committee of the As.sociated Actors
and Artistes of America; Angus
Duncan, of Actors Equity; Rudy
Karnolt, of the scenic designers
union; Sam Sober of the American
Federation of Musicians, and Mil-
ton Weintraub, of the Assn, of
Theatrical Agents & Managers.

[

Invitation is to be extended to the
League of N. Y. Theatres to be
represented also.

I

First legiter to he capsuled has
not been set but the show will fol-
low' the general format it carried
last year. Cameras w'ill be moved
into each theatre, where the cur-
rent cast, from stars to walk-on
thesps. W'ill perform. Brow'n will
introduce the show and bridge the
story with his commentary. Every-
body connected with the produc-
tion. from the star to the theatre
doorman, will get paid for the TV
performance. Gosch said.

BAB
Continued from page 27

Italo
Continued from page 27

learn about making them;” hence,

greater savings for the public.

Industry is confident, moreover,

that the cost-cutting practices in-

dulged in by retailers, which have
snarled the market for the last

several months, will cease when
the new, low-priced sets hit the
market. Retailers reportedly had
anticipated the new' prices and so

were forced to slash the sales price

on current models to clear their

floors for the new inventory.

DuMont’s $1,000,000 Floor Sales

Illustrating the general indus-

try optimism is the record $1,000,-

000 in set orders chalked up hy
DuMont on the floor at the Na-
tional Assn, of Music Merchants
meet last week in N. Y. Accord-
ing to sales chief Krne.>t .V. Marx.
DuMont originally had planned
only to exhibit the new line but

theie was so much response from
dealers present that company sales-

men were forced to start writing

orders. As a result, the factory

inventory on the new' line was
completely exhausted.

New low prices are exemplified

in the 1950 model.s of RCA. Philco

and DuMont. RC.A is offering a

10-inch model at $199.95, fir.st of

its brand ever to he offered at

$200 or le.s.s. Price on the 1 fl-

inch table model ha.s been cut

from $495 to $395 and the list fur

liteiate the most effective medium
is radio.”

Interpreting the results of the
Pulse study, WOV promotion di-
rector Carroll Forbes said that
Italo-American families are a good
market not only for specialized
products hut also for nationallv ad-
vertised Item.s. Sterling Salt, an
established national .seller, was in
12.P''r of the Italian pantries, ac-
cording to WOV’s 1947 inventory.
The new pantry' .study, made after
Sterling had been plugged on the
Indie for nine months, shows it in
2l.2^'(, of the homes, almost double
the previous figure.

WOV estimates that there are
562.000 Italian-speaking families
in its coverage area, of which 515,-
400 are In radio homes. Its Italmn
biz is reported at an all-time peak.

WWDC
,

rontiniipd from pagp 27 -

hranch director of OWI during the
war. reportedly wanted to develop
WOL into a quality public service
operation and was willing to invest
heavily to expand its coverage.
The change in policy, plus intense
competition occasioned by a flood
of new stations in the area, made
the going tough. It ha.s barely
kept out of the red of late, it

is .said. At the time Cowles got
if. It is understood, it could have
brought $800,000 to $1,000,000.

With the disposition of WOL.
the Cowles station .said, the pub-
lisher-hroadca.stlng firm will con-
centrate its radio operations on
Boston and the midwest. Cowles

South’s All-Negro Radio

Station to Bow Despite

Damage by Hoodlums

.

Birmingham, Aug. 2.

WEDR, newly built all-Negro
!

.station, will go on the air around
Sept. 1 despite the wreckage of its

transmitter tower by a gang of

hoodlums last week. Tow'er, cost-
;

ing $5,000, was turned into a

twisted mass of steel when its sup-
porting cable was cut Friday (29).

It had been completed only the
night before. i

J. Edward Reynolds, prez of the :

Magic City Broadcasting Co., op- I

erator of WEDR. said a new tower
has been ordered and the station’s
opening would be delayed only
two weeks. An armed guard will
protect the outlet from now on.
WEDR was planned as an all-

Negro operation devoted to educa-
tion, music and religious airers.
Reynolds said that station did not
aim to air programs of a contro-
versial nature.

i

subscribers, would allow' it to be

I

directed by those mo.st interested

in its successful operation. He
said BMB should probably be set

I up as a separate corporation with

[

broadcasters, agencies and adver-

I
Users as stockholders.

On the relations between NAB
' and the Television Broadcasters

I
Assn., Miller said NAB proposes

to operate as a seiwice organiza-

I

tion that will al.so aid TV stations. ,

However, he added, “We won’t go

into promotion of tele as opposed
j

to AM or FM, and therefore there

is a need for a special organization
J

such as TBA. And certainly there

will not be any fight between the

two groups.”

‘Hiroshima: 4 Years Later’

Set as ABC Documentary
Fourth anniversary of V-J Da.v/

will be marked by ABC with an
hour-long documentary on “Hiro-
shima: 4 Years Later.” Special

*

airer has been skedded by Robert
Saudek. the web’s public affairs
veepet. for Sunday, Aug. 14, at

i

4:30 p.m.

Norman Cousins, editor of the !

Saturday Review- of Literature, will '

script Cousins is flying to the
.lapanese city, razed by the first
atom bomb to be used against

]

the enemy, to get first-hand facts
'

on Hiroshima’s present condition.
.\BC. it will be recalled, two years
ago aired a series in which John
Hersey's New Yorker piece on
the bombing was read in its
enliretv.

,

Farrell Show Gets Bounce
Chicago, Aug. 2.

Morris B. Sachs Clothing, a ma-
.ior Chi user of radio and tele, is
dropping the Skip Farrell show on
WENR in favor of a new di.sk jock-
(‘y stint, starting Aug. 8 on the
same outlet. Sachs is reported di.s-

satisfied with the sales impact of
the Farrell show, despite its
healthy ratings, and is reported
switching its ad spotlight to an old-
er audience group.

Sponsor figures the Farrell show,
a weekly quarter hour. Is beamed
at an audience in the 20-30-year
bracket, which makes for a highly
receptive group without an.\ cash
to put dow-n for new clothe*.

WINN-WLOU COMBO

PLAN GETS FCC NIX
1 Louisville, Aug. 2

I

Proposed combined operation
'for Louisville stations WINN andWLOU which was advanced by
Kentucky Broadcasting Corp
owner of WINN, was disapproved
last week by FCC. WINN oper-
ates unlimited time on 1,240 kilo-

!

cycles, but power is limited to 250
' watts.
I Corporation notified FCC it
i considering purchase of the fa-

;

cilities of WLOU. which operates
Ion 1,350 kilocycles, 1,000 watts
' daytime only. Purchase plan
j

would give WINN increased air
range, as WINN could air overW LOU'S 1,350 days and 1,240 at

!

night until facilities for 5-kw. day
airings and 1 kw-. night time could
be built. As soon as new facilities
would be ready, 1,350 frequency
would be used exclusively.

I

FCC. in turning down the plan,

I

said the proposal involved in-
efficient use of the frequencies
Harry McTigue. prez and g6nerai

i

manager of WINN said last week
;

that FCC’s announcement does not
t altogether kill the purchase plan,
' and he is to discuss next course'
of action.

WINN is an ABC affiliate, and
must maintain full time operation
in order to retain its franchise,

I

KAYCEE’S FM OKAY
Kansas City. Aug. 2.

Permit for a new FM station in
McPherson, Kan., was granted by
the FCC’ last week. McPherson
Broadca.sting Co. will build the
new' station.

FCC also recently received an
application for a new AM station
in Poplar Bluff, Mo. W. L. Bran-
don, O, A, Tedrick and E. K. Port-
er. doing business as the Butler
County Broadcasting Co., are the
applicants.

,*/

Caroline Ellis

Caroline Ellis, talented 15-

year veteran radio person-

ality, directs the KMBC-
KFRM "Happy Home"
women’s commentary pro-

gram. Gifted with a won-
derful voice and a rich back-

ground, CarolineEllis is one

of the best known woman
broadcasters. Repeatedly,

her program has the high-

est rating of any woman’s
program in the Kansas City

Primary Trade area.

Caroline is sponsored by

the Celanese Corporation of

America, and has just com-

pleted a successful campaign

in behalfof a regional poul-

try advertiser, with season

business.

Contact us, or any Free

& Peters ’’Colonel’’ on her

two availabilities!

*AvaH*bl* TiMsday and Thnrsday.

KMBC
of Kansas City

KFRM
for Rural Kansas
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Tamous Classical Remarks
_

. wallerstein. Columbia Records president, and Joe Klliotl.

ori^Viclor v p.. in charge of consumer products, made statements

jjjm-sday (28) at the Music Industry Trade Show and ('on-

**^tion in New York about the sale of classical records which

were curiously slanted to dovetail with their respective rpm de-

'^^rol^mbia Microgroove Long-Playing disks, of course, are moie

licable to classical music than Rt’As 4.'i rpm platters and

hangers, which lend themselves more to pop disks. Klliott. who
^nnke first, .stated that this year’s total .sale of disks should be in

he neighborhood of 200.000.000 units. He said that 8()'^r would be

In the pop category, another in tlie kiddie, international, etc
,

fields and only 6% of the total would be covered by classical sales,

Wallerstein stated that, roughly. 20' h of sales are classical, which

reoresented between SS'e and 4()'i' of the dollar volume of busi-

ne5S--and for some dealers of late classicals it may have reached

So% of the volume.

Wallerstein also made the statement that the foundation of Victor

was its current Red Seal catalog. Me also said tiiat the resurg-

ence. in the mid-’30s, of the recording business, was due entirely to

classical recordings. Most record men violently di.sagree wiih

that statement, pointing out that the disk industry was brought

back from the sale depths of the early ’30s. by the development of

electronic recording and reproduction ijukeboxest, and popular
recordings. This type of recording and reproduction w'as devel-

oped in the 20’«, but did not mean anything until 10 years or so

later. •

ORCHRSTII S7

lest Case on Ter Use’ ASCAP Payoff

Saves Sam Fox Over $40,000 Damages
In the case of Frank J. Pallma.

Jr., and Stanley Warner against

the Sant Fox Publishing Co.. Judge

Henry W. Goddard in N. Y’. Fed-

eral court sliced over $40,000 ft otn

the amount which a special master

had awarded plaintiffs. The action

arase under an agreement made in

1928 whereby Pallma-Warner as-

signed to Fox Music all rights in

their publications, and Fox agreed

to pay them royalties, including

60% of all moneys realized fro«n

licensing their ' compositions for

public performance and synchroni-
ution. The principal dispute arose

over the amount to be allocated to

the Pallma-Warner compositions
under the bulk ASCAP and .syn-

chronization contracts made by
Fox.

Fox contended for payments on
a per-u.se basis, while the plaintiffs
insisted on an availability basis,

or. the relative value of the plain-
tiffs’ song.s measured against the
other tunes in Fox’s catalog and a
percentage of income paid on that
basis. The matter was referred to a

special master ...to determine the
proper basis upon which payment
should be computed and the nias-
ter ruled that Fox must account for
both ASCAP and synchi'onization
revenues on an availability basi.s.
He found that the amount due
Pallma-Warner from 1928 was the
sum of $42,149.41. Of this sum
approximately $1,000 represented
incidental item.s, and the balance
the Pallma-Warner share of the
bulk ASCAP and synchronization
revenues.

Fox retained Julian T. Abeles
special counsel to argue the mo-

tion before ‘Judge Goddard in op-
position to the Pallma-Warner ap-
plication to confirm the special
niaster’s report. In his original
Jecision of July 3. 1947. Judge
v^iWdard agreed with Abeles that
•he master’s method of allocation
l^as improper and ordered a re-
earing. The master then filed a
uppiemental report reducing ilie
recovery to $12,555.25. Upon Hie

,
“•‘luent application before
udge Goddard to confirtp Hie m.is-

supplemental report, Judge
,oudard again sustained Abeles’

^^^re should be a

lu
*’ reduction in the amount
recovery. He reduced the

1000®”!
t including intere.sj from

iao^Kon ^dte) to the sum of

ti&ii amount origi-

.

^uund due by the ma.ster.

h. would be $49.104 1).').

saved Fox is over
j’ 'iudge Goddard likewise

ermined that Fox was entitledW df $3,813.89. tlieiebv

ahu K*"
reducing the amount pav-

likou,-^
^'ox to $4,531.41. The court

tenU/,^® with Abeles’ eon-
in view of the sub-

thai n ,f®**uction‘in the recovery.

Dav
'Varner would have to

dish,,. master’s fees and
u'sbursements. -

Important Precedent
The

mu.u important to the

of th*
})“***i^l'ing industry because

'bv formula advanced

^»odda^ff^*'!?
.®'”**'®Ved by Judge

amount
to eorh

^ revenue to be allocated

loir#
®nmposition in the reper-

first This is the

bated repeatedly de-

'oine#i
^^®^i^*on has been deter-
y the Court. The basis of

tContinued on page 43 i

PICKENS’ SOCK BIZ

WITH WASH. SYMPH
Washington, .Aug. 2.

Large.st audience of the sea.son

turned out to hear Jane Pickens

.solo with the National Symphony
in an all-Gershwin program past

Wednesday i27) night. An extra
1.000 seats had to be added to the
10.000 capacity Watergate, out-
door .spot for the symph’s summer
serie.s, with an additional estimated
audience of 15.000 parked in

assorted types of boats along the
river edge, where the concert barge
is anchored, and swarming the

bridges and Government-owned
parks on the fringe of the amphi-
theatre.

Moneywise, the Pickens concert
ran about neck and neck with
that of Gladys Swart bout, who
preemed the Watergate sea.son.

with draw of both attributed

mostly to their radio buildups.

With bite of reduced-rate season

tickets, and house .scaled from
S2.10. with thousands of seats at

.50c. gross for each of these two
concerts ran around $.5,500. Ca-
pacity take of these two attrac-

tions Is a large factor in giving

Watergate its mo.st profitable sea-

son to date.

Disk Jock Polls

Key to Action

Sought by BMI
Be<‘ause it feels that lists that

measure live radio performances

of plug songs, such as the Peatman
and RH sheets, reflect forced and

•.synthetic” popularity ratings.

Broadca.st Music. Inc., is dropping

its “payment by plug” systems ot

afl'iliation with music publishers.

Radio-backed performance so-

ciety is emphasizing to its afliliated

publi.shers that hereafter it wants

to see .song “aetion ” reflected only

in disk .jo<key request tune polls.

It feels tliese performances more

clearly point out the true public

reaction value of a melody.

BMI. incidentally, is currenlly

going through tlie most successlul

period, with affiliated publisheis.

it has experienced since the or-

ganization W'as set up. Currently,

tliere are four BM l-affiliated melo-

dies that are moving up -
”5 on re

Br^akinR My Heart.” "Room Full

of Roses.
•’ "You’re So Understand-

ing” and “Jealous Heart” They

follow. 'It’s a Big Wide. Wonder-

ful World.
”

CHAS. GOLDBERG
Charles Goldberg

manager of Chappell

Grace hospital. New
a heart condition.

Vacationing in New
week. Goldberg was

Friday (29) w hen

I
all icken.

STRICKEN
professional

Music, is m
Haven, with

Haven last

hospitalized

suddenly

Topi of the Topi
RetaiP Disk Best Seller

Some Kncliant(‘<i Kvcnuig '

Retail Sheet .Music .Seller
Soipe Knchanled FA’ening’'

^

“Ylost Requested" Disk
Some Knchanled Kvenihg''
Seller on Coin .Machines

“Soiiu Knchaiitctl Kvcniiig"
Best British Seller

“Wedding of Lilli .Marlene’
£_ .

TV’s Disk Effect

In Brushoff By

Ted Wallerstein
In the di.scussion before a large

'group of dealers, vvhich marked the
'close Thursday '28» of the Music
.
Industry Trade Show and Conven-
tion in New Y’ork. Ted Wallerstein,
president and chairman of the
board of Columbia Records made a

^statement which flatly pointed out
that television isn’t expeeted to
have any effect on tiie record busi-
ness, He said, "there i.s the fun-
damental fact that wlielher it be a
motion picture, whetlier it be radio,
whether it be television, none of
them interferes with the funda-
mental thing that the record indus-
try brings to the home—ll)e whole
world of music you want, when you
want it. and by whom you want it

. . until .some other thing comes
along that can supply that, the rec-
ord industry will be, as it is now.
a great industry. So. it is some-
thing that we (record ment should
have faith in” t

Waller.stein’s statement regard-
ing the possible conflict between
tele and recordings has a lot of
merit, it’s felt by music publishers,
record men. etc. Many industry
people generally agree there exists

|now a TV-disk conflict, particular-
ly in taverns, where coinmachines
and video screens vie for customer
favor.

Since the disk biz floui'ished in

the past decade, with radio grow-
ing during that period in leaps and
bounds, Wallerstein’s statement
.seems to have taken a lot of the
edge off the spectre of video.

Wvll. It ItappeiHHl!
The recording bu.sine.ss was giving ii.self a ncedlc.s.s hotfoot,

and the .slow burn had to happen. It did. at the Music Merchants
Convention in New Y’ork.

The niiddlenien. knowing direct cu.stoiner reactions, blew some
sleam. Maybe .some of it was staged It looked a little too pat
to some, becau.se there were too many ot the top echelon in at-

tendance from both the LI’ (Columbia' and 4.5 rpm dtCA Victor)
factions.

But regardle.ss of the- respective merits, if the debative point.'v

between RCA’s Joe Klliotl and Columbia’s Ted Wallerstein are to

be literally accepted, this looks like a needless drag-out fight.

Each thinks theirs is the be.st. The dealers telt that LP, at least,

had made .some strides; but the sum total conclusiotis appear to

be that the record-buying public was not properly sold on the

idea that, regaidless. the TBers will continue to be fully manufac-
tured and serviced So much empliasi.s was placed by their pro-

ponents on the advent and conflict of the 33 1 3 and 45 rpm
systems, that each forgot about b(‘ing careful to convince the
public that 78 was still the kingpin speed and would be for some
time to come.

That wasn’t very bright. Tliere are still millions of players in

millions of homes, and this ’old customer’’ public found itself

confu.sed, confounded —and sales-resistive.

It’s all been such a needle.ss headache--thls topsy-turvy whirl

of the difTeient disk speeds and it’s about time the recordinK

companies got over the idea to the customers that they haven’t

forgotten their old 78 rpm market And It wouldn’t be a bad Idea

If they got over the fact that many new record players wiU carry

all three speeds, so that customer stops worrying about whirling

himself dizzy about that phase of it and know that if he buys a
favorite song or an artist It’ll play without the necessity of an
engineering course. . Abel.

Harried Dealers Plague CoL Victor

With Anxious Queries on RPM

Dancery Ops-BMI

Tiff Miffs Ageies.

Chicago. .Aug, 2.

Insistence by members of the
Midwestern Ballroom Operators
A.s.sn.. that contract.s covering
bands they hire for their ballrooms
contain clause.s indemnifying oper-

ator.* from damage.* in the event a

leader plays a song owned by

Broadcast Music or one of 'its af-

filiated publishers, is bothering

band agencies. Attorneys for lead-

ers being bargained for by MBOA
member operators are refusing in

many cases to allow' clients to sign

pacts carrying the clauses, under

the theory that the MBO.A battle

witii BMI i.s no concern of theirs

and there’s no reason wliy leaders

should he pul in jeopardy of an

infringement suit.

BMI has insisted that the MBO.A
member operators, headed by

Larry Geer, of Clear Lake. la.,

agree to BMI licenses or ,stop the

use of its .songs in tiieir ballrooms.

MBO.A is resisting and figures that

clau.ses in band contracts calling

upon leaders not to play BMI mu-

sic. or indemnify owners against

B.MI infringement suit damage,

will do the trick .'\c< ording ”<0

agenc) bookers, it isn’t.

TRIO SET UP CO.

TO PUBLISH ODD TUNE
Cromwell Music, new firm jointly

owned by Billy Whitlock. British

.songwriter; Gene Rayburn, WNEW.
New York, disk jockey, and U. S.

songwriter Carl Sigman. has b»*en

set up to publish a melody called

“Scotch Hot.” or “Hop Scotch

Polka.’’ A<lion followed an un-

usual .set of circumstance.s.

Whitlock wrote the tune some
lime ago and recorded it for

British Decca on bells. It made
a unique recording, and Rayburn
secured a copy, lie pounded it

day after day for months on liis

show and. meantime, communi-
cated with Whitlock and got Sig-

man to write a lyric. Title was

then changed to “Hop Scotch

Polka.’’ and Guy Lombardo re-

corded it for Decca and 1’hree Suns

for Victor wiih the added words.

RCA HIRES EXPLOITEER

TO PLUG NEGRO ARTISTS
Philadelphia. .Aug. 2.

Joseph V. Baker. Philadelphia

Inquirer newsman, has been hired

bv RCA-Victor for a special pro-

motional job to plug the company s

Negro arti.sts. allegedly being play-

ed down by local disk jocks.

Platter-spinners here hooted at

the idea of di.sci imination pointing

out that Billy Kck.stine is out in

front on virtoally every jok s li.st,

and tliat re<‘oids are played by re-

quest.* in a great niimbei of rases.

Disk jo« ks blame B(’ A for fail-

ure of the <-ompan> s N’egro artists

t(» get more plugs, rlaioiing the col-

on d Stars are getting Hie lowest-

iiiing material.

See Extension
I

f

As Last One In

ASCAP-TVSnag
New extension of time granted

the television iiidu.stry last week
(28) by the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publi.sh-

ers. on the signing of a ronlract.

may well be the final one the So-

ciety will allow. Organization does

not intend getting tough with the

video men over the delay In

signaturing an agreement, hut in-

dividual members of Hie board of

directors are be<‘oming very im-

patient with the la<‘k of action.

Following last week’s board meet-

ing. at which the extension was
granted, it’s said it was generallv

agreed that this would be the final

one,
ASCAP excc.s insist that the de-

lay on an agreement is the con-

clusion of a per-program contract,

which individual televisors asked

for in lieu of a blanket deal. It’s

asserted that the terms of the

blanket license arrived at bv

ASCAP execs and representatives

of the five tele network* and which
later were submitted t<» the Na-

tional A.ssn. of Broadca.st CI S. is

okay. But there al.^o have been
whispers that one or two objeitors

to that deal are contributing to the

delay.

Tony Paslor’a band is cm rent Iv

in Nova Scotia, first name band
there since during war IMaved
2()()th anni of city of Halifax and
goes on to promotion dates in

Glace Bay. Moncton. .St .lohn and
Fredei ickton, all this week.

R('A executives smarting some-

what over the enlarged account.* of
what (H'curred during the final

meeting between dealers and man-
ufacturers at the Music Indu.stry
Trade Show and Convention in

New York Thursday (28), have ex-
pressed the opinion that the meet
was "packed” wiih dealers favor-
able to CRC’s Microgroove Long-
Playing 33' a rpm system. Ever
since the meeting, which was
marked by talks from Ted Waller-
stein. Columbia Records president
and board chairman, and Joe Elliott.

RCA v p. in charge of consumer
products, the music industry in

N. Y. has buzzed about and ex-
panded on a “blowup" between
Wallerstein and Elliott over the
rivalry of the two new recordivig
developments.

Actually, there wasn’t much of a
ruckus. What there was was
caused by harried dealers wanting
to know what the score might be in

the near future, and they asked
questions of both Elliott and Wal-
lerstein. Some of the queries flung
at Elliott were rather bluntly put.
Midway in his speech, Elliott
pointed out that out of 600 stores
surveyed in 47 cities, around 500
dealers were favorable to and suc-
cessful with RCA’s 45 rpm ma-
chines and records, 14 unfavorable
and 86 indifferent. Later, a dealer
called these figures the partial re-
sult of “some anonymous surveys’*
and sugge.sted that, since the meet-
ing then in progress was being at-
tended by the “finest cross-section
of the entire retail record industry
in the country .. . I propose . . .

a show of hand? to find out whU h
system has met with the best con-
sumer acceptance to date—the 45
or 33' M rpm. We might also have
a show ot hand.* for those that have
nothing to say."

.As a result, the Columbia LP
system drew- a large majority ef
the support of those dealers
present.

Another wanted to know why
Victor and Columbia don’t get to-
gether and each produce all three
speeds of records, as Capitol is

going to do. Both Wallerstein,
first, and Elliott thereafter asserted
that neither would take that course
unless consumer demands made it

mandatory upon them to do so, and
that has not happened as yet with
either one. Elliott, as a matter of
fart, had previously stated in his
addrc.ss to the dealers that Victor
fully intended to see the 45 rpm
s.vstem through.

F'JlioH did make one statement,
however, which has record and
music men curious. He said. "I
can announce to you today that at
least for the balance of this year
RCA-Victor will not merchandise
any other records except 4.5 and
78. Phat phrase, "for the balance
of Hiis year." is being taken by
many as indication that if things
do not go I ight RCA would be w ill-

ing to begin making use of Colum-
bia’s 33 'a Mstem.
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Jocks,JukesandD isks

reigy

By BEBNIE WOODS

L«e “Through A Long

iC.Dltol).
"Sleepless Night, a

^Ible hit from the 20th-Fox

..Come To The Stable," is

IT’ under Peggy Lee's treatment.

She doesn't capture the full por-

Lt of the lyric, and the melody

1. somewhat less attractive than

« is on Dinah Shore's (Columbia).

"Neon Lights" makes one wonder

how and why Miss Lee was assign-

to do it.

Crosby “Ichabod" - “It’s

mony Mama,” cut by Bud Hobbs
(M-G-M) . . . Milwaukee’s beer-

makers should be happy about the

ads in Frankie Yankovic’s “Mil-

waukee Polka” (Columbia) . . .

Same city gets different melodic
attention from Kitty Kallen’s “Mil-
waukee” (Mercury), a novelty . . .

Decca version of “Jealous Heart,”
by Jenny Lou Carson, will be fol-
lowed soon by one by Jack Owens
. . . Jimmie Grisson’s “Haunted”
(M-G-M) is worth spinning by.
jocks . . . Some of the best Latin
music in weeks is aboard America

m#®l^*Ful^^Than A PicW”; “Kat-
1

label disks by Dacita and her orch,
'

••Tiie Headless Horseman” i “Oye Necra.” “Snaninh Tnmata ”
i

the plaintiff moved to

Three tiwies from the

S^e'of Walt Disney’s “Ichabod
gcorv ^—, ,, '‘'*«'*nic, from

Broadway

(Decca).
rnre of wait i.noii'-, -

SSd the Toad, " and picnic,

“As The Girls Go,

JiiQiral None of the four shows

ml hit possibiliUes. “Headless

Horseman” and “Katrina are fair

Oye Negra,” “Spanish Tomata,
'Shua Shua,” "Solido Joaquin.”
Standout western, blues, hillbilly,

polka, etc. Bob Camp, “Reading
Blues” (Decca); Ray Smith, “Ten-
nessee Polka” (Columbia); Esmer-
eldy, “Please Don’t Hurt Me If
You Don’t Love Me” (M-G-M);

PEGGY LEE, BARBOUR

SUED ON ’MANANA’
Peggy Lee, Dave Barbour, Bar-

bour-Lee Publishing Co., Capitol
Records, Decca Records and RCA-
Victor have been named defend-
ants in an infringement suit filed

in N. Y. supreme court by Walter
C. McKay. Plaintiff charges Miss
Lee’s tune, “Manana,” was pirated
from his unpublished number,
“Laughing Song,” written about
1915.

McKay wants an injunction and
an accounting of the profits. De-
fendants entered a general denial
of all the allegations and argued
that McKay’s composition was not
original since he assertedly used
material gleaned from the public
domain.

Action came to light la.st week
ex-

amine the defendants before trial.

Victor to Take Over Transcription

Divbion from NBC; Davis as Head

candidates for jock and juke spins.
; Kirby Walker, “High-Brow Blues’’’— „i k.t fho uhvthm-
; (Columbia).Crosby is backed by the Rhythm

and John Scott Trotters

and Vic Schoen’s orchestra. I

JTo^'-?'on‘ly"Hav^''Eyr?oI,Csi(Ia Explaios Ncw
You” (Columbia). Sinatra may not

have a revival hit in either of these

two standards, but there’s plenty

room for numerous jock spins,

particularly of “It All Depend^
Bouncing it off a rhythin beat by

Axel Stordahl, Sinatra boots the

oldie along a smooth kick groove,

twisting the melody slightly to his

own style. On the reverse hes

not quite so sharp. Yet, the ballad

is well handled, the Ken Lane

Singers and Stordahl backing.

Bill Farrell “Through A Long
and Sleeple.ss Night”-“Circus” (M-

G-M). For some reason, “Sleepless

Night” just doesn’t seem to be a

male singer’s song. Yet, Farrell

does a nice job on it and he doesn’t

compete too directly with Dinah
Shore (Columbia). Jocks figure to

get some use out of it. Farrell does

a better job on the reverse, a tune

with distinct possibilities (Tony
Martin-Victor were first out). It’s

a show-type melody that plays

better every repeat. Earle Hagen’s

baton backs both sides.

King Cole And Trio “I Get Sen-

timental Over Nothing” - “Yo"*'

Voice” (Capitol). “Sentimental”
timental Over Nothing” - “Your

is

the type of tune that fits snugly

into Cole’s vocal groove. He does

It well, aided by a vocal group,

and the side impresses as one that

jocks will spin often though it may
not hit hard. On the reverse. Cole

j

imprinted a semi-novelty, on a

rhythm beat, that’s cute.

Rusa Morgan “Strummin’ on the '

Old Banjo”-“l Can’t Believe It”

(Decca). Morgan has been knee-
deep in hits in recent months. He
could have another in “Strummin’.”
A com tune with a lot of appeal,

Morgan and his aides cut it with a

wide eye on the kernels they might
get out of it, which means it’s as

commercial as a buck. And there’s

a lot more melody to it than usual-
ly found in such items. Flipover
brings up a fair ballad, vocalled
by Morgan and his group.

Blue Barron Orchestra “Luna
Lu”-“Lingering Down the Lane”
IM-G-M). It’s often difficult to un-
derstand why a recording artist

will waste even one side of a rec-
ord with a tune that doe.sn’t belong
on wax. That applies to “Luna Lu,”
vocalled by Bobby Beers and the
Blue Notes. On the reverse, Bar-
ron sliced a corn tune that might
have a chance to do something.
Entire outfit gives tongue to the
^ric, and it sella nicely. Ames
Bros, has a good version of the
melody (Coral), too.

Guy Lombardo “Scotch Hot”-
Dangerous Dan McGrew” (Decca).

,

Both these sides deserve wide jock
;

•nd juke play, and they’re likely i

|o get it. Lombardo’s “Scotch Hot” ;

Is one of the liveliest things he’s

k;”* recently. It’s a polka-type
jhing brightly arranged and vocal- i

{*d by the trio. It was launched
;^re weeks back by a London disk. i

rilpo*'er brings up Kenny Gardner
jand wrat might be termed a sequel
!

ro the band’s “Frankie and John- i

nyi and almost on the saifie level
nt waxed entertainment. The un- ;

usual punchline is a rare touch. I

^es Bros. “Noah’s Ark”-“Tears
01 Happiness” (Cora!). Ames group

•‘A
unusual flexibility on its

|

-I**'* side, a spiritual that zips i

long a groove that will get them 1

Pia.ys. Jocks won’t go wrong
i

programming this piece. It’s smart-

1

a rhythm beat i^ It sells itself. Backing is okay,
;

1^' .* rhythm piece that forms an ^
ccilent companion piece. i

Platter Pointers •

biiiJ** interesting hill -

1

y song ideas in weeks is “Matri*

RCA ’Screening’ Policy

To Major Publishers
Joe Csida, head of RCA-Victor

artists and repertoire division,
called a meeting with all major
publishers in New York last
Thursday (28) to explain the poli-
cies to be put into effect under
his regime.

Csida pointed out to the pubs
that, due to the press of his public
relations post and other Victor
things he’s involved in, it will be
impossible to personally .screen all
new .‘»ongs. There will not be a ,

resumption of the company's
“committee” idea, which. prevailed '

earlier this year under Jack Hall-
.strom, but Charles Greean and

|Henri Rene, pop musical directors. I

will pre-screen all material for
him. He will then go over all ma-
terial they pass on for recording.

_

Csida asked pubs for coopera-
tion under such a system. He
pointed out that it’s impossible for
one man to keep abreast of the
increasingly heavy load of new
songs without assistance.

LP Royalties Dip

30% as 78s Up 10%
Columbia Records paid second-

quarter royalties to music publi.sh-

ers last w'cek. and the total dis-

bursement was low enough to

create unusual fluctuation in per-

centages in relation to the first

quarter. For example, Columbia’s

statement on LP sales was 30%
below the previous three months,

despite the tremendous sales of

“South Pacific,” which, of course, i

is sold on shellac di.sks, too. For

78 disks, the statement was 10%
above the previous quarter, and
lumping the two together showed
the entire amount distributed only

5% under the second quarter, a
trick of figures.
* Even comparatively small
amounts have a startling effect on
statements these days. For ex-
ample, RCA-Victor’s recent state-
ment ran 55% above the previous

I

quarter, strictly because of the
Vaughn Monroe hit, “Riders in the

1

Sky,” Victor has so far shipped
over 1,250,000 copies of that disk

I

to dealers (not necessarily sold),

I

and it made the difference in Vic-

j

tor’s statement. Without “Riders,”
' the increase was slight.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(For Week Ending July 23)
London. July 24.

Wedding of Lilli . Box & Box
Red Roses Blue Lady .Wright
Riders in Sky Chappell
Again F. D. & H.
Lavender Blue Sun
Candy Kisses . .... Chappell
A You’re Adorable .Connelly
Buy Killamey . . P. Maurice
12th Street Rag Chappell
Put Shoes On Gay
Forever and Ever . .F. I). A H.

Careless Hands . Morris

Second 12
strawberry Moon . . Kassner
While Angelus Ring Southern
Echo Told Me Lie. . Chappell
Beautiful Eyes Leed.s

Faraway Places I.eeds

Powder Your Face. Chappell
I’ll Always Love You Clover
Behind the Clouds Feldman
Rolling Round World Sun
Cuckoo Waltz K. Prowse
Put ’Em in Box Connelly
1 Do, I Do, I Do Strauss Miller

CoL Sticks With British

Hit, ‘Lili,’ Rather Than

Issue Re-Recording
Rather than re-record the tune,

“Wedding of Lili Marlene.” in this

country with one of its own
artists, Harmony label, Columbia
Records’ 49c line, will issue the

Steve Conway disking of the song
;

made in England for the British

Columbia label. Col. has bought
^

the U. S. rights to the Conway
1

disking and as soon as the master
arrives here, will begin pressing

from it.

“Wedding” is England’s No. 1

best sheet music seller, and Con-
1
way’s platter helped make it .so.

Leeds Music, which is handling

I

the song in the U. S. for Box A
! Cox of England, circulated the

! Conway di.sk among disk jockeys

here to get the tune started, and
it received such reaction Columbia
decided to go along with it in the

, U. S. in.stead of making a new
' recording.

RCA-Victor, recording division

,
of the RCA family, will soon take

I over full operation of the NBC The-
' saurus, transcription division t>f

I NBC. also an RCA subsidiary. No
transfer date set.

Victor will “buy” the transcrip-
,tion library. In making the shift,

a certain number of executives will

go along to RCA as w'ell as the
entiiT sales staff, including Don
Mercer, head of the latter. Bert
Wood, program director, will move

I

over, too, and the entire operation

I

will come under the supervision of

I

Victor’s Jim Davis, head of the lat-

ter’s “Custom Record” division.

RCA artists and repertoire men,
now topped by Joe Csida. will

handle the chore of recording mu-
sical transcription. Who will han-
dle the other types of tran.scribed

packages—dramatic shows, ni>s-
teries, etc., is not certain.

Disk Jockey Review

1 .

3.

10 Best Sellers on CoMachines
SOME ENCHANTED EVENING (10) (Williamson) J

AGAIN (20) (Robbins)
!

Jenkins
,

I Vic Damone Mercury

RIDERS IN THE SKY (14) (Morris)
!

Monroe Victor

[Burl Ives Columbia

\ Frank Sinatra Columbia4 . HUCKLEBUCK <5) (United)
[ Tommy Dorsey . Vidor

5. ROOM FULL OF ROSES (2) (Hill & Range)
| Y^**®**
( Dick Haymes Decca

J
Perry Como Victor

[
Bing Crosby Decca

Capitol
.... .Columbia

I. I DON’T SEE ME (11) (Laurel) Jenkins Decca
[ Perry Como Victor

6. BALI HA’I C) (Williamson)

7. BABY IT’S COLD OUTSIDE (11) (Melrose) \

^hi^inq-Mercer
[ Shore-dark

9.

10 .

WONDERFUL GUY (7) (Williamson) i Margaret Whiting Capitol
[ Fran Warren Victor

FOREVER AND EVER (15) (Robbins) )
Victor

[ Russ Morgan Decca

COUSIN DAN
With Rob Kay
15 Mins., Mon. thru FrI. (11:30 a.m.)

Sustaining
WAVE. Louisville
WAVE has hereiotore shied

away from disk jockey shows
stre.ssing live talent local stuff if

and when available. This morning
disk se.sh is a deviation from that

policy, and gives Bob Kay. regular
staff announcer, an opportunity to

a.ssume a character, that of
"Cousin Dan.” Projects a folksy,

slow-paced type, obviou.sly aiming
at the oldsters and those of middle
age, and the result makes for easy
listening.

Kay sliuns the latest pops, hot
spins a 15-minute .stanza of old
timers and requests. He reads let-

ters. .some of them qutie lengthy,
which have a friendly approach At
show caught he obliged his listen-

ers with recorded” versions of
“Melancholy Baby,” “If I Could
Be With You,” and “1 Cried lor

I

You.” Numbers of this type .seem
surefire for the 30-year-old-and-up

j

listeners.

I

A neat touch was worked In

when Kay tuned in an adjoining
studio where Carl Bonner was re-

hearsing his a.m. show, which im-
mediately follows the Cousin Dan

' stanza. Bonnu ran a few arpeg-
1
gios, and his nrief rehearsal bit

sounded like the McCoy. So when
Bonner's .show was Introed, lo and

,

behold. Bob Kay was the an-
nouncer, but this time straight iiig

I

as him.self. Bridge from one .stan/a

to the next was a neat touch, and
' established a relaxed, palsy tie w ith

i

the listeners.

I

“Cousin Dan” disk sesh looks
ni'omising. and should catch on
fast. Wied,

Second Croup

FOUR WINDS, SEVEN SEAS (Lombardo).

EVERYWHERE YOU GO (Lombardo)

MAYBE IT’S BECAUSE (Triangle)

LET’S TAKE OLD F.ASHIONED WALK (Berlin)

“A" YOU’RE ADOR.ABLE (15) (Laurel)

HOW IT LIES (.Morris)

CARELESS HANDS (10) (.Melrose)

MERRY GO ROUND W.ALTZ (Shaplro-B)

NEED YOU (Choice)

CANDY KISSES (Hill & Range)

SOMEHOW (Algonquin)

• • • • •

Vic Damone
1 Sammy Kaye
[ Guy Lombardo

\ Guy Lombardo
1 Doris Day
( Dick Haymes ....

( Connie Haines . . .

. . . Mercury

...... Victor
Dccca

... . Decca
. . Columbia

. . . Decca
, . . Coral

( Sinat ra-Day . . . Columbia
1 Perry Como
t Perry Como . , . Victor

[Tony Pastor . . Columbia

1 Bing Crosby Decca
[ Kay Starr

\ Sammy Kaye
[ Mel Torme .... Capitol

1 Guy Lombardo .... Dccca
[ Art Mooney MG-M
Stafford-MacRae . .

.

.... Capitol

1 Eddy Howard . . . Mercury
[Johnny Mercer .... Capitol

Billy Ecksline .... M CM
- Doris Day . . .('olniiibia

( Blue Barron ... MG M
t Carmen Cavallara .

Dccca

WHERE ARE YOU (Famous)

YES YES IN YOUR EYES (Rcmick)

IFiSurw in po«nlhM« indicatt nnmbet c| .one ha, boon in th. Top 10.1

On the Upbeat
Guy Lombardo’s Freeport. N. Y..

restaurant maintaining big pace
since opening, past three weeks
reaching an average gross of $24.-
000 Eli Oberstein to California
Monday (2) until the 15th Ray
Anthony band cutting first tran-
scriptions for Langworth; Bill CTon-
way, former Modernaires member,
joined Anthony as soloist, writer
and trainer of band’s quartet,
Skyliners Georgie Auld open-
ing restaurant and bar near music
industry’s Brill Bldg I.ea

Brown’s orchestra proving how
much a hit record can still mean
to a band with string of successful
one-nighters in F.ast Rosemary
Cluney, former Tony Pa.stor singer,

;
doing single at Chubby’s, Camden,

t ' N. J Jack Bregman .sails to
Fhirope tomorrow (Thursday)
aboard Queen Elizabeth Hans
Weiss, D A H Distributing. Balti-
more, won RCA-Victor’s promotion
contest on “Riders In the Sky.”

Hollywood
.Anita Martell opens a two-week

stand at Chi’s Chez Parcc July 29
Elton Box. after being steered

around these parts on his first

gander at Coast music circles by
Happy Goday, of Leeds Music Co

,

ri'turned to N. Y., Wednesday *27',

en route to Ixindon. Leeds han-
dles most of the U. S. rights to the
Box A Co. catalog Marion .Mor-
gan set for six stanzas at the 2().5

Club. Fri.sco. starting Sept. 8. Chirp
will get $300 weekly.

Eddie Gilmartin has been named
western representative for the .Na-

tional Ballroom Operators Assn.
Gilmartin is manager of the Casino
Gardens, Santa Monica Nellie

iContinued on page 43)

t
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Starr Protests to SPA on Unfair'

Advantage of Non-Signatories
Herman Starr, head of thef

Warner Bros, music firms—Harms,

Remick, Witmark, et al—last week

protested to the Songwriter’s

Protective Assn, over what he felt

to be an unfair advantage held

by music firms that have not sig-

natured the basic SPA contract
arranged last year. Starr did not
mention in his letter any specific

publishers he felt to be holding an
advantage, since they are not
forced to abide by the more or less

restrictive terms of the SPA pact,

but the only major firms that so

far have not signed the agree-
ment are the Dreyfus organization.
Paramount-Famous, subsids of

Paramount pictures, and Leeds
Music.

Band Reviews

FLORIAN ZABACH ORCH (9)

Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City
First time the Zabach crew has

stopped here is for a month-long
stand at the Terrace Grill, supper
club of the Muehlebach hotel.
Zabach -is a vet of network radio,
hotel and club orchestra circuit,

but he’s new to Kansas City.

The Zabach cleffing brings a
variation which hasn’t been heard
in this spot recently, a brand* of
tempos which leans toward society
styling. Much of the crew’s work
features the fiddling of the leader

the trumpeting ofand the trumpeting of Mauro
' Bruno. Instrumentation is rounded

Dreyfus feels that the SPA pact out with trio of reeds which double

Isn’t necessary to him since most
of his negotiations are for show
scores and the contract between
his firms and the writers are writ-

ten on Dramatists Guild blanks.

Paramount and Famous feel it

isn’t necessary to subject them-
selves to SPA pact terms because
all their material stems from
Paramount pictures and the songs

on flutes, guitar, string bass, piano-
celeste and drums-vibes. It’s a
combo from which Zabach draws
the maximum, giving strong play
to show tunes, pops and Latin
rhythms. In the vocal department
Bruno and Mike Moran, guitarist,
double.

Zabach works hard both on the
stand, at the mike and in fancy
fiddling. Adds a good bit to orch’s

are written bv songsmiths tied to ' output with a pleasing personality
’ ‘ ’ "1 both in m.c. workthe studios under separate con-

tracts. Leeds has not signed the
basic agreement because it believes

the terms to be too restrictive on
the type- of relations it has with
songwriters,

Starr’s letter was placed before

the SPA Council in meeting last

week and. it’s understood, a com-
mittee of SPA councillors will get

together with him.

which registers
and in delivering his own featured
string work. Quin.

BALLARD BACKING UP

TOM scon WITH BAND
Pat Ballard, radio and television

writer-producer, has signed folk

singer Tom Scott to an exclusive

management contract and plans to

back up the guitarist-singer with a

special instrumental combination
which includes banjo, accordion,

viola and bass, to add flavor to the

Kentucky mountaineer’s sagas of

early America. Ballard has re-

cently been assisting his old writ-

ing partner, Charles Henderson,
produce the television version of

“Stop the Music.”
Ballard also has a modernized

adaptation of Shakespeare’s com-
edy “Two Gentlemen of Verona”
in work, and the play is being
mulled as a possible book musical
or a straight comedy in modem
GI dress, under the title, “Be
Mine, Beloved!”

DON BESTOR ORCH (10)

Cascades, Hotel Blltmore, N. Y.
Relatively inactive the past cou-

ple years, Don Bestor moved Into
the Cascades of the Hotel Blltmore,
N. Y., last week to display the
same verve and rhythmic style that
has marked his bands for more
than a quarter century in radio,
theatres and hotels. His veteran
crew, in the sweet idiom, fits nicely
with the apparent desires of this
room’s mature clientele.

Bestor is no stranger to Gotham
hostelries, for he has held .down
the podium at sundry N. Y. inns,
starting with the Hotel New
Yorker back in 1931. Bandleader
is back with a combo of three
brass, four reed and three rhythm.
Stressing melodic arrangements,
outfit turns out a type of music
that’s equally danceable and listen-
able.

Aggregation mixes up standards
with current pops, but eschews the
Latin stuff, at least at the session
caught. Bestor is a personable
maestro who alternates from
batoning to the ivories, which he
adroitly fingers. Band also backs
the spot’s half-hour floorshow.
House vocalist Suzanne Gilbert
joins the combo for an occasional
number.

Withal, this unit is a prime ex-
ample of what experience and a
showmanly leader can do for an
orch. Gilb.

Bands at Hotel B.O/s
Weeks

Band Hotel PUye«
Guy Lombardo .... Waldorf (400; $2) 4
3 Suns-Paul Sparr . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) 16
Ray Anthony .... Statler (450; $1.50-$2) 15
Blue Barron Astor (850; il.50-$2) 5

Cavallaro Ordered To

Play Disputed Date
Virginia Beach, Va., Aug. 2.

Surf Beach Club here will get
Carmen Cavallaro’s orchestra the
week of Aug. 12, after a drawn-out
battle between the spot’s Jack
Kane and Music Corp. of America.
American Federation ol Musi-
cians’ New York office last week
ordered MCA to produce Caval-
laro the week of Aug. 12. The
leader will have to cut short a
California vacation, return east
and reorganize his band and play
the date.

Dispute was based on Kane’s
claim that MCA offered him Caval-
laro’s orchestra for the week in
question, that he signed a contract
mailed by MCA and returned it.

MCA never returned him a copy
signed by Cavallaro, and the next
thing he knew, says Kane, the
maestro had broken up his outfit
and headed west for a rest. He
complained to the union and,
meantime, had been seeking a
band of similar calibre from an-
other agency, without much luck.

BMI Setting Up Songwriter Pool

Based on Performance Payoff Plan

'Jealous Heart’ Sleeper

For Chi Indie Finds Big

Diskers on Bandwagon
Universal label, Chicago indie

disk company, seems to be the
first small record company to
plague the majors in a long time
with a “sleeper” hit. Al Morgan’s
“Jealous Heart,” released by Uni-
versal recently, has reached the
point where the majors are being
forced to get out their own ver-
sions. In the past, indies who
broke such hits got a fairly long
headstart before the majors got out
their own copies; the big com-
panies got hep to the Morgan rec-
ord fairly quickly, and are losing
no time.

Written in 1944 by Jenny Lou
Carson, the tune reached little or
no success at all until Morgan’s
current disk. Ironically enough.
Miss Carson’s own Decca disk of
it didn’t make the sort of stir that
Morgan’s is reaping now. Decca
reissued her platter last week and
is following with another by Jack
Owens. RCA Victor has cut the
tune by Bill Lawrence, and the
other majors are scheduling the
tune for recording as quickly as
possible.

Tyroleans Claim AKM
Brush; Arg.-French Deal

Vienna, July 26.

Tyrolean provincial government
has protested against alleged dis-

crimination of its composers and
authors by AKM (Austrian Society
of Authors, Composers and Music
Publishers).

They pointed out that a big sum
is collected annually by AKM, of

which only a small margin goes to

Tyroleans.

Arg.-French Agreement
Buenos Aires, July 26.

Argentina’s Authors and Com-
posers Society (Argentores) has
reached an agreement with its

French counterpart, the Societe
d’Auteurs et Compositeurs Drama-
tiques (Sacd), for payment of all

royalties In their respective coun-
tries on lines laid down by the Con-
federation of Pan American
Authors and Composers Societies.

Jose Giacompol will continue as

delegates in Argentina for the
French authors.

Broadcast Music is bent on
establishing a writer pool of iS
own, for the first time since the
organization was established dur-
ing the battle between radio and
the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers in
1941. BMI is still experimenting
with a plan that will sign writer
and pay them earnings annually
just as ASCAP does, but so far
none has been signatured.

BMI-affiliated publishers weeks
ago were requested to suggest
good, young writers as candidates
for the plan. It’s stated that song-
smiths will not be signed in droves
They’ll be carefully selected and
taken on slowly.
Plan of payoff calls for minimum

guarantees approximating $400
yearly, but the pace of advance-
ment is planned to be much faster
than ASCAP, If the writer-candi-
date is successful, of course. At
the completion of a five-year period
a writer’s income would be fairly
high. BMI declines to guess what
the figure might reach.
BMI has for some time mulled

the plan. It’s emphasized by its

executives that it is by no means
clearly and fully laid out.

Covers Total
Past Covers
Week On Date

2,750 11,450
875 5,925

1,025 5,000
2,600 12,825

Chicago
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2 min.-$l cover). Leni

Lynn held over. Okay 1,800 tabs.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720; $3.50 min.-$l cover).
Ice Show and Masters swinging uphill again; 4,400 covers.
Vaughn Monroe (Beachwalk, Edgewater; $2 adm.). Near SRO with

Monroe. Smash 20,000 admissions.
Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min.-$l cover).

Liberace and Modemaires. Slight drop to 3,100 covers.
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 5^)0; $3.50 min.). “Salute To

Rodgers and Hammerstein” still big; 3,400 tabs.

London Sets Morgan
Chicago, Aug. 2.

Al Morgan, local pianist, has
been pacted by London Records.
Artist, who etched “Jealous Heart”
for Universal Records, which has
sold over 60,000 regionally, will
cut several sides here for London
in Sept. Universal has made a
leasing arrangement with London
on “Heart” and seven other sides.
London has also ordered 100,000
copies of “Heart” from Universal
to meet major competition.

Morgan goes back into Helsing’s,
Chi spot, for another 13 weeks
after month hiatus, at $1,000
weekly, as against his first Helsing
date of $275. Morgan just finished
a two-week appearance at Chicago
theatre.

Los Angeles
Emil Coleman (Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Jack Cole Dancers

and the Merry Macs. Fourth week; 3,050 covers.
Chuck Foster (Blltmore, 900; $1.50). Ninth week; 3,000 covers.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). 620 covers.

LocatioD Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Cee David.son (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Jackie Miles
vice Willie Shore and Billy Eckstine Friday (29); 4,000 tabs.

Dick Jurgens (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm ). Holding at 11,000 admissions.
Al Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Amateur night helping boo.st

covers to 2,300,

Orrin Tucker (Trianon; $t-$1.15 adm.). Final week for Tucker. Okay
S.OOO admi.ssions. •

(Los Angeles)
Ray Robbins (Aragon. Santa Monica; 1st w'k.). 3,100 admi.ssions.

Frankie Carle (Palladium B, Hollywood; 1st wk.). Best opening week
of season; 15,025 admi.ssions.

Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, Santa Monica; 1st wk.). Smash
13,000 admissions. Best in two years.

Phil Moore (Mocambo; $3-$4 min,; 2nd^wk.). With Julie Wilson;

3,100 covers.

'RIVER’ BIG SURPRISE

IN HOLDING HIT PACE
“Cruising Down the River.”

which many music people thought
to be the type of semi-novelty
that would be killed off fairly
quickly by juke and di.sk jock ham-
mering. is setting some .sort of a
record for po.stwar sales longevity.
Started back in mid-January by
Henry Spitzer’s then new publish-
ing firm, the tune exploded into
hit class before Spitzer had copies
printed. And it’s still going fairly
strong, holding down ninth posi-
tion in V.\RiETY’s bestseller list of
last week.

Unusual tenacity of the tune is
figured to be due to certain for-

,

tultous circumstances. It became
I

a hit during the winter and was

I

still rolling when spring and sum-

j

mer came along. Since the lyric

!

is distinctly .summery, it drew’ im-
petus from the hot months and has
kept going long after it was fig-
ured to drop off Spitzer last
week .shipped .5.400 copies of it to
jobbers and dealers, which actu-
ally w'as a boost over the previous
week’s d(®bursement of approxi-
mately 4..500.

Manv nubs believe the tune will
be a standard that will sell sum-
mer after summer.

‘RH’ Logging System
Rxchard Himher's new development in logging broadcast perform-

ances lists tunes in the ^rvey, based on four major network schedules.

They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental,

2 points for sustaining vocals, 3 for commercial instrumental, 4 for

commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories. New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a commercial vocal tn all'

three territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratinys

of commercial shows. The first group consists of the top 30 songs.

Week of July 22-Julj 28

Songi Publishers
Again—t“Road House” Robbins
And It Still Goes Shapiro
A Wonderful Guy—“South Pacific” , Williamson
Baby, It’s Cold Outside—fNeptune’s Daughter” Morris
Bali Ha’i—“South Pacific” Williamson
Don’t Call Me Sweetheart Anymore ABC
Dreamy Old New England Moon Leeds
Everywhere You Go Lombardo
Fiddle Dee Dee—t’Tt’s a Great Feeling” Harms
Forever and Ever Robbins
4 Winds and 7 Seas Lombardo
How It Lies Morris
I Don’t See Me In Your Eyes Anymore Laurel
It’s Summertime Again Republic
Just One Way To Say I Love You—“Miss Liberty” Berlin
Kiss Me Sweet Advanced
Let’s Take Old-Fashioned Walk—“Miss Liberty” Berlin
Lover’s Gold Oxford
Maybe It’s Because BVC
My One & Only Highland Fling—t“Barkleys of Broadway”. .H. Warren
Out of Love : Spitzer
Riders In the Sky Morris
Someday You’ll Want Me Duchess
Some Enchanted Evening—“South Pacific” Williamson
Song of Surrender—t“Song of Surrender” Paramount
Swiss Lullaby Southern
There’s Yes Yes In Your Eyes Witmark
Wedding Day Famous
Who Do You Know In Heaven Robbins
Younger Than Springtime—“South Pacific” Williamson

The remaining 20 songs, based on Richard Himber’s new development
in logging broadcast performances.
Candy Kisses Hill & Range
Every Night Is Saturday Night B.M.L
Eyerytime I Meet You—f’Beautiful Blonde Bashful Bend” Feist
Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue Feist
Havin’ a Wonderful Wish—f’Sorrowful Jones” ..... ..... Paramount
Hollywood Square Dance Santly
Hucklebuck United
I Didn’t Know the Gun Was Loaded . . . . .

.

*
.*

. . . . .

.

Lewis
Good Old Summertime—f'Good Old Summertime”..* Marks
Its a Great Feeling—fit’s a Great Feeling” Remick
Just For Me Peer
Look For the Silver Lining—t“Look For Silver Lining”. 'T. B. Harms
Love Is a Beautiful Thing Porgis
Merry Go Round Waltz

. . ..... Shapiro
Now Now Now Is the Time .Fremart
Room Full bf Roses Hill Sc Range
So In Love— * "Kiss Me Kate” .T. B. Harms
Through Long and Sleepless Night—t“Come To the Stable”. . .

Miller
Twenty-Four Hours of Sunshine Advanced
You’re Breaking My Heart Algonquin

t Filmusical. Legit Musical.

Inside Orchestras-Husic
Albert Johnson, Jr., son of the Negro doctor whose experiences form

the story for Film Classic’s “Lost Boundaries.” is the composer of

langanyika,” an instrumental composition heard throughout the pie-

lure Written in collaboration with Tage Taylor, the theme will be
published this fall by Mills Music as a piano solo.

Fran Warren, in a move to have her stuff more widely plugged
disk jockeys, will fly 44 of the local gentry over to Las Vegas fn

Hollywood tonight (3) for the opening of her two week stand at

Rancho. Total cost will be $900. Chirp Is getting $300 from L.

Meyberg, local RCA-Victor distributor; $300 from the nltery and sh<

pay the other $300 herself.
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1923—Continued

Westward Ho! — The Covered

WaRon March, w., R. A. Barnet. i

n., Hugo Riescnfeld. Jerome H. 1

Remick & Co., cop. 1923.
1

When It’s Night-time In Italy,
i

It’s Wednesday Over Here, w., m.,
James Kendis and Lew Brown.

|

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., Inc., cop.
1923. I

When You Walked Out Smneone ^

Else Walked Right In. w., m., Irv-

!

ing Berlin, Inc., cop. 1923.
{

Who’ll Buy My Violets?—Span-

:

ish Title: La Violetera (Introduced
In: Little Miss Bluebeard). English ;

words by E. Ray Goetz, m., Jose
Padilla. Harms, Inc., cop. 1923.

Wild Flower (The WildFlower).
w., Otto Harbach and Oscar Ham-
merstein, 2nd. m., Vincent You-
inans and Herbert Stothart. Harms,
Inc., cop. 1923.

Yes! We Have No Bananas, w.,

zn., Frank Silver and Irving Cohn.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., cop.
1923 by Skidmore Music Co.
You’ve Got To See Mamma

Ev’ry Night—or You Can’t See
Mamma at All. w., m., Billy Rose
and Con Conrad. Leo Feist, Inc.,

cop. 1923.

Mrs. F. I. Mallory lost the Na-
tional U. S. Women Tennis cham-
pionship to Helen Wills, who re-
tained it through 1929, with the
exception of one year—1926. Rob-
ert T. Jones, Jr., won the National
Open golf championship (and
again in 1926, 1929 and 1930). Jack
Dempsey outpointed Tommy Gib-
bons in 15 rounds at Shelby,
Mont., and two months later

knocked out Luis Firpo in two
rounds at the Polo Grounds, N. Y.,

FRANKIE LAINE
CURRENTLY

Shea’s Theatre
BUFFALO. N. Y.

FRANK WALKER

il\l

WELCOMES YOU TO THE

P ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
3lh at Spring St. LOS ANGELES

ll'rfr or peace, mc
always found ac-
commodations for

our friends in show'

business. And now
— as always — you'll

receive traditional

Frank Walker serv-

ice... plus a special

theatrical rate!
iORIVK-IN OARAOK

while $1,682,590 worth of cus-
tomers went wild.
“Day by day in every way I’m

getting better and better’’ was on
the tip of everyone’s tongue. The
rage was propounded by Emu
Coue, who claimed that his system
of "auto-suggestion” would cure
mental and physical ailments.

Night clubs were evolving out of
the old-style cabarets, while
America went dance-crazy. The
one-step and countless variations
on it were the reigning repertoire.
Some 5,000 speakeasies operated

in New. York City alone. Cham-
pagne was $25 a quart, and Scotch
of questionable merit went for $20
a quart. Bath-tub gin and needle
beer sold for whatever the market
would bear in any particular com-
munity.

Film patrons now saw, as part of
the program, an organ, rising out
of the orchestra pit on which Jesse
Crawford, or some local contem-

I porary, played a solo.

I

The little theatre movement was
getting stronger.
Warren Gamaliel Harding died,

I

and Calvin Coolidge was inaugu-

i

rated president.

I

Cigarette production was still

jumping enormously. In this year
: manufacturers produced 66,700,-
000,000 cigarettes, for which so-
ciety leaders began to testimonial-
ize in advertisements.

Charles P. Steinmetz, the famed
experimenter in'* electricity and
electrical apparatus, died,

j

The marathon dance was anoth-
; er rage.
! Women now preferred the Cape-
I
line hat—a wide-brimmed affair

I curving down on either side of the
face.

I

Eleanora Duse paid her last visit

to America, and the actress broke

I

every stage box office record in
existence.

j

Notable stage performances of
the year, as calculated by Variety,
were the following: Walter Hamp-
den in “Cyranp de Bergerac,”

: Helen Menken in “Seventh Heav-
en,” W. C. Fields (with Madge
Kennedy) in “Poppy,” Raymond
Hitchcock in “The Old Soak,” Eva

. Le Gallienne in “The Swan” and
! the Duncan Sisters in “Topsy and
Eva.”
Burns and Allen made their first

,
big-time vaudeville appearance,
but the Variety review intimated
that their act looked lukewarm.
Edna Wallace Hopper was in
vaudeville. Ben Bcrnie now had an
orchestra. Edward Everett Horton
was an actor in West Coast legit.

;
Clark and McCullough were play-
ing in a burlesque show called
“Monkely Shines.”

Films of the year included “The
!
Covered Wagon” (Lois Wilson, Er-
nest Torrence and J. Warren Ker-
rigan). “The Ten Commandments.”
“The Hunchback of Notre Dame”
(Lon Chaney and Patsy Ruth Mil-
ler). “Safety Last” (Harold Lloyd
and Mildred Davis).

BETAU SHEET BEST SELLEBS

Survey oj retail sheet musle

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 11 cities
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1
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“Forever and Ever” (Robbins) 4 3 5
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1 1 103

4
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‘Riders in the Sky” (Morris) 10 6 6 9 o . 6 42
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‘It’s Cold Outside” (Melrose) .

.

“I Don’t See Me” (Laurel) 6
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1924
All Alone (Music Box Revue), w..

m.. Irving Berlin. Irving Berlin,

;

Inc., cop. 1924.
j

Aniapola—Pretty Little Poppy,
w., m., Joseph M. Lacalle. J. M.
Lacalle, cop. 1924 (Successor Pub.,
Bourne. Inc.)

Bagdad, w.. Jack Yellen. m.,
Milton Ager. Ager, Yellen & Born-
stein, Inc., cop. 1924. (Successor i

Pub., Advanced Music.)
California. Here I Come (Bom-

bo). w.. m.. A1 Jdlson, Bud De Syl-
va and Joseph Meyer, M. Wit-
mark 6: Sons, cop. 1924,

Charley, My Boy. w., m., Gtis

I

Kahn and Ted Fiorito. Irving Ber-
I lin, Inc., cop. 1924.

WANTED
Harmonica Croups or Soloists

AMATEUR OR PROFESSIORAL

Wire Box V-699 for Audition

Variety, 154 W. 46th Street

New York 19

Copenhagen. Fox-trot, m.,
Charlie Davis. Chicago: Melrose
Bros. Music Co., cop. 1924. (Suc-
cessor Pub., Mills Music.)

Deep in My Heart, Dear (The
Student Prince), w., Dorothy Don-
nelly. m., Sigmund Romberg.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1924.

Drinking Song (The Student
Prince), v. ., Dorothy Donnelly, m.,

J

Sigmund Romberg. Harms, Inc.,
cop. 1924.

Everybody Loves My Baby, but
My Baby Don’t Love Nobody But
Me. w., m.. Jack Palmer and
Spencer Williams. Clarence Wil-
liams Music Co., Inc., cop. 1924.

Fascinating Rhythm (Lady, Be
Good!), w., Ira Gershwin, m.,
George Gershwin, Harms, Inc.,
cop, 1924.

Follow the Swallow, w., Billy
Ro.se and Mort Dixon, m., Ray
Henderson. Jerome 11. Remick &
Co., cop, 1924.

Hinky Dinky Parlay Voo. w,, m.,
A1 Dubin. Irving Mills, Jimmy Mc-
Hugh and Irwin Dash. Jack Mills,
Inc., cop. 1924.

1
How Come You Do Me Like You

Do. w., m., Gene Austin and Roy
Bcrgere. Stark & Cowan, Inc.,
cop. 1924. (Succe.ssor Pub., Mills
Music.)

I Want to be Happy (No, No,
Nanette), w.. Irving Caesar, m.,
Vincent Youmans. Harms, Inc.,
cop. 1924.

I’ll See You in My Dreams, w.,
Gus Kahn, m., Isham Jones. Leo
Feist. Inc., cop. 1924.

I Wonder What’s Become of Sal-
ly? w.. Jack Yellen. m.. Milton
Ager. Ager. Yellen & Bornstein,
Inc., cop. 1924. (Succes.sor Pub.,
Advanced Music.)

I Wonder Who’s Dancing With
You Tonight, w., Mort Dixon and
Bill.v Ko.se. m.. Ray Henderson
Jerome 11. Remick & Co., cop
1924.

*

In Shadowland. w.. Sam M.
T.pwis and Joe Young, m., Ruth
Brooks and Fred E. Ah left. Henry

i

Waterson. Inc., cop. 1924. Suc-
ces.sor Pub., Advanced Music.)

I

In the Garden of Tomorrow, w.
!

George Graff, Jr. m., Jessie li! :

Deppen. London: Chappell & Co
!

Ltd., cop 1924. ’
I

Indian Love Call (Rose Marie). *

w.. Otto Harbach and O.scar llam-
merstein. 2nd, m.. Rudolf Friml
Harms. Inc., cop. 1924.

Jealous, w., Tommie Malie and
Dick Finch, m.. Jack Little. Henry
Waterson. Inc., cop. 1924. (Succes-
.sor Pub.. Mills Mu.sic.t
June Brought the Roses, w.

Ralph Stanley, m.. John Open-^
shaw )farms, Inc., cop. 1924
June Night, w.. Cliff Friend, m.,

Abel Baer. Leo Feist, Inc., cop.
1924.

Keep Smiling at Trouble (Big
Boy), w.. Al Jolson and B G. De-
Sylva. m., Lewis Gensler. Harms
Inc., cop. 1924.

Let Me Linger Longer in Your
Arms, w

. Cliff Friend, m.. Abel
Baer. Leo Fei.sl. In»., cop. 1924.
Limehouse Blues (Chariot’s

Revue of 1924) w.. Douglas Fur-
ber. m.. Philip Braham. Harms,
Inc., cop. 1922 by Ascherberg, Hop-
wood A Crew, Ltd.. London.

i

The Man I Love (Strike Up the
Band; originally In: Lady, Be
Good!), w., Ira Gershwin, ni.,

George Gershwin. Harms, Inc.,
'

cop. 1924.
I

Mandalay, w., m., Earl Burtnett,
Abe Lyman and Gus Arnheim. ;

Jerome U.. Remick & Co., cop.
1924.

j

Memory Lane. w.. Buddy G. De
Sylva. m., Larry Spier and Con
Conrad. Harms, Inc., cop, 1924. i

My. Best Girl, w., m.. Walter
Donaldson. Jerome H. Remick &
Co., cop. 1924.

I

My Dream Girl (The Dream
Girl), w., Rida Johnson Young, m.,
Victor Herbert. Harms, Inc., cop.
1924.

O, Katharina! (Chauve Souris),
w., L. Wolfe Gilbert, m., Richard i

Fall. Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1924 by i

Wiener Boheme Verlag, Vienna,
j

The Prisoner’s Song. w.. m., Guy
Massey. Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., ‘

Inc., cop. 1924,
Put Away a Little Ray of Golden :

Sunshine for a Rainy Day. w., Sam
M. Lewis and Joe Young, m., Fred '

E. Ahlert. Henry Waterson, Inc.,
cop. 1924, (Successor Pub., Mills
Music.)
Rose Marie (Rose Marie), w,.

Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammer-
stein, 2nd. m., Rudolf Friml.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1924.
Serenade (The Student Prince),

w., Dorothy Donnelly, m., Sigmund
Romberg. Harms, Inc., cop. 1924.

S-h-l-n-e. w., Cecil Mack and
Lew Brown, m.. Ford Dabney.
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., cop.
1924.
Somebody Loves Me (George

White’s Scandals), w., Ballard Mac-
Donald and B. G. DeSy.lva. m.,
George Gershwin. Harms, Inc.,
cop. 1924.
Sometime You’ll Wish Me Back

Again, w.. m., E. Austin Keith. F.
B. Haviland Pub. Co., Inc., cop.
1924.

Spain, w., Gus Kahn. m.. Isham
Jone.s. Chicago: Milton Weil Music
Co., cop. 1924. (Successor Pub.,
Mills Music.)
Tea for Two (No, No, Nanette),

w., Irving Cae.sar. m.. Vincent You-
mans. Harms, Inc., cop. 1924,
West of the Great Divide, w.,

George Whiting, m.. Ernest R.’

Ball. M. Witinark & Sons, cop.
1924.

What’ll I Do (Music Box Revue).
w., m.. Irving Berlin. Irving Berlin.
Inc., cop. 1924.
When You and 1 Were Seven-

teen. w., Gus Kahn. m.. Charles
Ro.soff. Irving Berlin. Inc., cop.
1924. (Successor Pub.. Bourne.
Inc.)

men” made their alma mater and
Knute Rockne the giants of foot-

ball, while at race tracks the total

of purses and stakes for the first

time crossed the $10,000,000 mark
(five years before the figure had
been a mere $4,600,000).

( Continued next week)

Program AGAIN

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SAILBOAT IN

THE MOONLIGHT
CRAWFORD

A NEW JIMMY MeHUGH
STANDARD

JT’S A MOST
UNUSUAL

DAY
Music by, ,

.

JIMMY MeHVCH
ROIBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

America’s increasing appetite

'

for dancing hit a new' high with
the Charleston.
The cros.s-word puzzle appeared,

'

and took the nation by storm. Rec-

I

ognizing the cross-word puzzle’s
popular dimensions, the B. & O.
Railroad put dictionaries on its
mainline trains.

jEvery up-to-date college male
wore flannel Oxford bag.s (trou-
sers).

Sports continued to occupy na-
tional attention. Bobby Junes now
annexed the National Amateur

leaf in 1925.
1927. 1928 and 1930. Bahe Ruth
topped all American League bat-

fi)® y<‘a*’ with .378.
At Notre Dame the “Four Horse-

ABC MUSIC CORP.

BLUE SKIRT
WALTZ
YOU’RE

HEARTLESS

TING-A-LING
(Wolli of tho lolhl

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

lait Broadway Now ¥ark la. N.



bourne, Inc

ILss CoBtlnucd from p«M 37 sssJ
thli formula is to determint the

percentage of comparative uses as

reflected by the ASCAP records

of radio performances over the ma-
jor networks. This percentage is

then taken of the total amount re-

ceived by the publisher from
ASCAP, including for perform-
ances. availability and seniority.

Now known as the “Goddard
formula,” this dissipates the con-
tention that had been repeatedly
advanced that the allocation should
be on an “availability” rather than
on a “per use” basis. Zissu & Mar-
cus appeared for Pallma-Warner,
and Fitelson, Mayers k London
were attorneys of record for Fox.

Survey of retail disk beet

eellere, bated on reporte ob-

tained from Ikodinp stores in

11 cities and thouHng com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Decca Records turned out a net

earnings statement for the first six

months of this year, which wasn't

too far below the corresponding

period of last year. Decca marked
a net revenue of $390,650 for tha

half-year ended June 30 after set-

ting aside $239,430 in taxes, th«

income equalling a payoff of 50e.

.share to 776,650 holders of capital

stock.

Revenue for the same months of
*48 totalled $427,200 or 55c. a share

<#

on the same amount of stock. •

Hatlonal

luting

This Last

wk. wk. Artist, Label. Title

PERRY COMO (Victor)

1 1 **Some Enchanted Evening'

BING CROSBY (Decca)

2A 4 **Some Enchanted Evening

AUGHN MONROE (Victor)

M. WHITING-J. MERCER (Cap)

S 3 *^Baby It's Cold Outside” . . .

.

GORDON JENKlWlDecca)
Again

MARGARET WHITING (Cap)
A Wonderful Guy
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
You’re Breaking My Heart'

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
You're So Understanding

Mel TORME (CapitoO
Again
D. SHORE-B. CLARK (Columbia)
Babyi It's Cold Outside

FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)
The Hucklebuck

DICK HAYMES (Decca)
Room Full of Roses

MEL TORME (Capitol)

Four Winds and Seven Seas'

PERRY COMO (Victor)
10A 14 “Bali Ha’i”

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)
The Hucklebuck
AMMY KAYE (Victor)

Room Full of Roses

G. JENKINS-STARDUSTERS (D)
1 Don’t See Me in Your Eyes'

HERB JEFFRIES (Columbia)
13 . . “Four Winds and Seven Seas”. .

.

D. HAYMES-TATTX^S“(Decca)
14 15 “Maybe It’s Because”

PEGGY LEE (Capitol)

CARMEN CAVALLARO (Decca)
Twenty-four Hours of Sunshine'

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“I Don’t See Me in Your Eyes”.

.

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Forever and Ever”

D. DAY-F. SINATRA (Columbia)
“An Old Fashioned Walk”

BABY, IT’S COLD OUTSIDf
MY ONE AND ONLY HIGHLAND FLING
Dinoh Shore and Buddy Clart 38463 (1-200)

THE HUCKLE BUCK
IT HAPPENS EVERY SPRING

Frank Sinairo 38486 (l-222’^)

LET’S TAKE AN OLD-FASHIONED WALK
JUST ONE WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU
Frank Sinatra and Doris Day 38513 (1-260*)

AGAIN
EVERYWHERE YOU' GO
Doris Do y 38467(1.211’)

LOVERS' GOLD
TILL MY SHIP COMES IN
Dinah Shore 38509 (1-254*)

ST. BERNARD WALTZ
BYE BYE, MY BABY
F. Yankovic 12414.P

ROOM FULL OF ROSES
PUT ALL YOUR LOVE IN A COOKIE JAR

George Morgan 20594 (2-272*)

BLUE SKIRT WALTZ
CHARLIE WAS A BOXER

F. Yankovic 12394-F

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
BALI HA’I

Fronk Sinatra 38446 (1.174*)

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

MANHAHAN
TOWER

Garden Jenkine

Decca

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned)

No. of ^

Point!

No. of
Record! Point!

65
29

Label
Columbia
Mercury

Label
Victor .

Decca ,

Capitol

Record!

(Continued from page 39)

Lutcher goes into Chez Maurice.
|

Trace bedc

Montreal, for two-weeker starting ,
with pianis

Sept. 23.. Los Angeles cops, in- !
conducting

volved in a full-scale vice scandal
|

marck. P
and graft payoff within the depart-

;

and other

ment, are making life tough for
j

ing withoui

niteries in these pans. They barge James Peti

in stop floorshows and scrutinize
,

bands out

patrons, ostensibly for minors who . continue v

aren’t allowed in liquor spots.
|

.. Ted W
They’ve hit both the Casbah and hotel,

the Oasis during past week. . .Joe Ray M«cK
Graydon cutting four sides for Pier Galv(

Coral. Two were duets with
;

blind piani

Connie Haines, two were solo Blue ^ote

etchings . Hal Winters has been Page Cava

TOl^O A COUNTRY BOY
I’M FADING FAST WITH THE TIME

LittI* Jimmy Dickens 20585 (2-238*)

^Columbia 7 -inch Micregreov* Rtcerd*

the ever popular
STANDARD

Chicago
E.squire mag profiling .Jazz. T.ld.,

near nortliside dixielan<l bistro

singer Anita O'Day parted 23-week-

er with Hi Note, near northside

jazz snot, starting middle of Sep-

tembeT . Buddy Moreno opens at

Blackhawk Restaurant Aug. 24 for

eight weeks. Moreno s being con-

sidered for a TV show to originate

from the spot... Irving Green,

Mercury topper, and Art Talmadge,

veepee and ad head, back

NAMM convesh in New York. . .At

DEDE
laurel music CORP

1419 lro«dw«y. N. Y. If

1 3 3

SONGS WITHOUT

4

SUPPER CLUB
SOUTH PACIFIC KISS Ml, KATI WORDS FAVORITES
ireadwoy Cait Breadway Coit

Selected Perry Come

Columbia Columbia Capitol Victor
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Tis an Dl Wind, Etc.-Heatwave,

Dry Spell Prove Resort Windfall

The continued heatwave and lack

of rain during July proved an un-

precedented windfall for beaches,

amusement parks and resorts

throughout the country, and es-

pecially those in and near New
York. The multiple millions that

crowded these areas to capacity

during that period may not have

been the lush spenders of the war

boom days, but the greater volume

of the crowds spread plenty shek-
els around.

Operators are admitting that

they’re plenty in the black for the
first time in many seasons. If Jupe
Pluvius continues to play ball with
them for the remaining six weeks
of the summer season, and the vis-

itors’ entertainment budgets can
stand further strain, their finan-

cial cup of joy will be bubbling
over.
Coney Island, the Rockaways

and Palisades Park, atop the cliffs

of Fort Lee, N. J., drew the boflest

trade, with the former two. be-
cause of their greater area, getting
the greater play.

Consistently throughout July,

based upon Police Dept, reports.
Coney and the Rockaways hosted
millions on the weekends and also

did consistently good business
through the week. In both in-

s'^ances the surf was the main lure.

But those who came for the aquatic
excursions stuck around to play
the concessions, rides, restaurants,
food and juice stands and other of
the coin-snaring attractions.

Tilyou’s Steeplechase at Coney,
which traditionally gets the family
groups via its 50c-$l combination
tickets which Includes gate fee
and five and 10 rides respectively,
reports the best busine.ss in years.
Ditto for the Rockaways, with its

Playland amusement area also on-
er.ating with a combination and ad-
ditionally helped by a free gate.

Palisades’ main lure was the pool.
V'hieh reportedly was a sellout at

all times. Rides and other attrac-

CARDINI
"Cardini^ Eosily the Best of

th« Sltighf-of-Handort.**

ABEL, VARIETY
MARCH 9»h. 1949

MCA WM. MORRIS AGENCY

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

when in LONDON for Rorgaint in

Furs, Fur Coots, Luggage, Travel

and Sports Goods:—Call at 1 Port-

man Square (comer of Oxford
Street), Marble Arch, Loedon, W.1.

tions also got boff trade from those
attracted from upper New York in
an escape from the heat.

IMayland, Rye Beach, also prof-
ited in hypoed biz through getting
a good play from excursionists via i

boat ride. Bus line operating from
Fordham enlisted extra crews in

order to accommodate the thou-
sands making the trip in that man-
ner. Added to this was the myriad
of customers via private cars, who
cumulatively helped swell takes for
happy returns.

Minsky Due to Reopen His

Carnival, N.Y., in Late Sept.,

, Then Resume in Florida
I Despite having dropped nearly
$100,000 via his semi-burlesque
nitery show at the C^arnival, N. Y.,

Harold Minsky is far from dis-

couraged and will reopen the spot

in late September. After setting

the Carnival in running order, he’ll

trek to Florida, where he’ll again
operate the Colonial Inn, in Hal-

lendale, with a similar policy,

which paid off handsomely for

him last year. There’s also the
possibility that he may shuttle

shows between his N. Y. and
Florida spots.

Carnival operation got off to a

poor start reportedly because of

employing a $2-$3 admission fee at

the oqtset, with no obligation to

purchase food or drink. After sev-

eral weeks’ test showing such a

scale was not paying off, spot was
switched to a free gate with $2
minimum. With that format busi-

ness improved, but when summer
and attendant heatwave set in,

Minsky decided to shutter.

.\clual losses were about $20,000
despite the high figure set, since

Dip additional $80,000 was spent
on renovating the Carnival to con-

foi in with his new policy.

|

LA ROSE WILL PEEL IN

NEW LINDER PACKAGE
Rose La Rose, burle.sque strip-

^

per. is planning to head up a new
package, designed for cafe dates, 1

and possibly vaude stands later, in

conjunction with Jack Linder,
indie vaude booker, who’ll stage it

|

for her. Dancer has foujr weeks
already lined up and will open its

cafe tour in Hartford. Conn.

Unit will have a Gay 90’s format, !

will Bert Frohman emceeing and ^

Miss La Rose doing her peel stint

between the nostrlgic numbers of

the other acts, yet to be set.
j

KALCHEIM DUE Dff N. Y.

London, July 26.

Tlarry Kalcheim, of the N. Y.
William Morris office, off to Paris
for a week, then Belgium and Hol-
h-iiid. after which he sails for

,

America from Rotterdam on the
.Nieuw Am.sterdam Aug. 6.

The Lew Parkers also returning
to America on same boat. i

LOEW
BOOKING

i AGENCY
•iMfRAi fxfcurivf orricif

lOIW lUILDING ANNEX
'tM W. 41*m M.V.& • wm

a

our

Deep River Booked Solid
London, July 26.

The Deep River Boys, booked in

England for four weeks, inclfiding

two weeks at the London Palla-

dium, have already been signed

for a series of four broadcasts with

Ambrose’s band, and are now
booked for tour with a Hyman
Zahl vaudeville unit till end of

year.
1

After- that, they will tour the
^

continent.
I

Omaha Going Hot

For Stage Shows
Omaha, Aug. 2.

Rivalry for stageshows here is

at its highest point in years. No
sooner did Ak-Sar-Ben get through i

playing Alec Templeton to 11,000
j

people at their field, than Tri-

States announced that they had
set Spike Jones unit at the Or-

pheum theatre Aug. 31.

Ak-Sar-Ben then let it be known
that they were angling for Eddie
Cantor’s show for a one-nightef in

the Coliseum next fall. Tri-States

signed “Streetcar Named Desire’’
j

for six performances at the Omaha
in October. Ak-Sar-Ben closed .

with Spitalny and his “Hour of

Charm’’ show for the Coliseum to

follow the Ak-Sar-Ben grand ball

which follows the coronation and
|

which is, incidentally, top social
j

event of the year.
j

Max Clayton, who handles wres-

tlers and boxers at the audito- i

rium, presented Rochester and
his unit al fresco in the new
Municipal Stadium last Monday

^

night (1). More than 2,200 seats
J

were sold in advance, scaled at

$1.20-$2.40.
I

The World-Herald, not to be by-
j

passed in attractions has closed

with “Hasty Heart” for a one or

two-nighter at Technical high
school auditorium.

Keith’s Syracuse In

Earlier Teeoff Of

Talace Type’ Vaude
Syracuse, Aug. 2.

1

“Palace vaude” policy originally
,

scheduled for RKO Keith’s Sept.

;

' 8 with the Pat Rooney, Sr., unit,

1

will make its bow a month earlier,

Aug. 4.

The eight-act inaugural show in-

cludes Gus Van, the Edwards
Bros., Yvonne Moray .The Mar-
vellos. Cook & Brown, Steve Evans,

,

the Appletons, and Ross & La-

!

Pierre.
i

Second Palace unit has been set

'

for Aug. 11.

: CHI RAILROAD FAIR

MAY TOP LAST YEAR
Chicago, Aug. 2.

'

Chi Railroad Fair, with more
^

than two months to go, looks as if

' it will pass the 2,500,813 attend-
ance mark set in 1948. Fair has
already drawn more than 800,000

I

visitors, averaging 25,000 daily.

I

Lure of course, is the 25c gate ad-
mission, with at least 10 hours of

:

entertainment and exhibits free, :

on the inside. Only extra admis- I

jion charges are for “Wheels a
!

Rolling” pageant and the “Cyprus
Gardens Water Show,” with both
doing hefty biz. I

Fair has attracted attention of
,

other midwestern cities and may
j

serve as a model for similar Indus-
]

trial shows where exhibits and en- !

tertainment costs are paid by vari- !

ous industries represented, for ad-
vertising and good-will. Fair,

'

meanwhile, attracts visitors to the
city, increasing summer biz in

mo.sl fields. Kansas City, Detroit,

I

St. Louis and Birmingham, Ala., I

have sent delegations to the Chi
Fair to study its method of presen-

j

tation, with projects of similar
types being considered in their
towns.

i

Aussie Strike Shutters
j

Tivoli Vauder 4th Week
Sydney, July 26.

;

Marlin's Tivoli vauder here is

still shuttered because of the coal
strike (fourth week) and the lack
of an emergency plant. Martin is

hopeful of getting the house lit

again within the new two weeks.
Most of his acts routed for here

have been loaned out to night
spots.

J

Julie Wilson Doubling
|

Tlate’ Into Chi Hotel
Chicago, Aug. 2.

When Julie Wilson, lead in the

national company of “KiSs Me,
Kate,” starts doubling into the

Empire Room of the Palmer House
here on Sept. 22, it will be a first

for the Merriel Abbott-Hilton

Hotels policy. Songstress will do

only one show, instead of the usual

dinner and post-theatre shows.

Her album of Columbia recordings

will be released to coincide with ,

the local booking.
!

Miss Wilson clicked at the Mo-
,

cambo, HoHywood, doubling from
|

the Los Angeles legit date, but

'

ducked doubling into the Fair-

mont, San Francisco, because she

only recently played at the Pea-

cock Court of the Mark Hopkins

there.

AGVA Rep Blasts Ind.

Fair^ in Hassle Over

!

Grandstand Talent

Indianapolis. Aug. 2.

American Guild of Variety Art-

ists, through Bob Edwards, its

Cincy rep, criticized Indiana State
j

Fair Board for rejecting a low bid
j

on its 1949 grandstand show “with-

out requiring the winner to match

it.”

Low bid was submitted by Kay
;

Keiser agency of Indianapolis but
j

contract was given to Bames-Car-
ruthers, of Chicago. Latter’s bid

would bring it $39,000 on a $70,000

gate.

“There is no question about the
i

ability of the Keiser agency to pro- i

vide top-notch entertainment,” Ed-
j

wards complained. “The contract
j

with Bames-Carruthers is very
|

general in nature. It specifies only
j

two acts by name and neither is a

headliner. It also specifies a band,
|

but doesn’t say what band. Nor :
>

is there any required minimum I

for the booking agency to spend
on talent.”

“We can’t gamble on a $60,000

or $70,000 gate,” said Roger G.
Wolcott, Fair Board member, in

admitting the Keiser bid was low.

Chicago agency, he said, has held
the contract 22 years. Show will

run six nights starting Sept. 4. >

It usually grosses more than $10,-

000 a night.

Blair-Blackburns Fill

In for Andrews Sis
Chicago, Aug. 2. i

Andrews Sisters cancelled out
of the Chicago theatre, after one
week of two-week engagement on
Patti Andrews’ plea that she
needed a rest. Nate Platt, theatre

i

producer, wired Janet Blair and ,

the Blackburn Twins, who were
{

playing at Virginia Beach at the
Latin Quarter, and they’re filling

in while they have an open week.
Andrews trio heade^l for the

Coast and will rest before resum-
ing their radio stint on Club 15. !

Cafes Cited For

Chiseling In

Toronto Cleanup
Toronto, Aug. 2.

Waning nitery and cafe biz in
Toronto took another blasting
when a newspaper survey revealed
that customers are being cheated
on drink measurements and that
short-changing is prevalent. Esti-
mated that some of the bistros
have been making an extra profit
of at least around $1,000 a week
by holding back even Vh to J4

oz.
per drink.

Liquor Control Board went into
action and confiscated sample
measuring jiggers and “shot”
glasses which are now being
checked by the Federal bureau of
weights and measures. Also re-
vealed that several complaints
have been made to police by bar
cu.stomers claiming they’re being
short-changed. ‘ LCB inspectors,
who make routine checks, sup^
posedly at least once monthly, of
drinking spots and eateries, were
on the carpet, with Board taking
a serious view of laxness.

Board also plans to have honest-
measure jiggers and “shot” glasses
compulsorily placed in all bars and
the “cheater” measures destroyed.
Blowoff came when a double by-
lined survey by George Bain and
Mary Fraser of The Globe & Mail
showed customers were being
gypped by deceptive measuring
methods. The two reporters took
along a surgical measuring glass

for their tests. Over a score of

prominent spots, with an indi-

vidual report on each, were visited

and named, plus four hotels that

were given top rating for honesty.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac, N.Y., Aug. 2.

Murray Weiss, Variety Club exec
in from Boston to supervise reno- .

vations at the Variety Clubs Will
Rogers hospital.

j

Ruby Gayles, hit the all-clear

!

jackpot and left for N. Y. to join
her husband, Juggy Gayles, music
publisher. I

Leandra Rinzler, former Roger-
!

ite, in from N. Y. C. for a month’s
;

vacation. •
!

Birthday salutations are in order 1

to Forrest “Slim” Glenn, Victor
(lATSE) Gamba and Charles Kauf-
hold.
Lawrence S h u b e r t Lawrence,

manager of the Shubcrl Philadel-
phia theatres, shot in to vLsit
Mark Wilson, who is making nifty
progress.
Helen Grupp was tendered a

birthday party at the lodge. Among
those attending were Jeanette Va-
Mni, Frances Grupp, Lee Klimick,
Dr. William Stern, Marie and Mar-
lene Southard and Esther Gamba.
She was gifted with a gold fountain
pen set.

Betty Murray, Gil Hall and Dora
Weaver motored in for a weekend
visit to Mary Lou Weaver (Warner
Bros.), recuperating from recent
operation.
Bob Cosgrave, Columbia Pix

staffer, in for annual vai^tion at
his Lake Flower camp.
Maurice Evans, Shakespearean

j

actor, in for a summer vacation at
his Upper Saranac Lake camp.

Bryce LaVigne, orch leader, in
for two weeks’ fishing* on Lake St.
Regis.

MEMO:
“One of the better slelsht-of-hand

artlsta. Billy Bishop ia working the

Carrousel thin week and if you are

tired of the usual magicians' routines
then Bishop is your boy ... he really

shines . . . keeps up a continual line

of hesitant chatter that clicks with
the ringsiders.’’
MAX NEWTOS, Montreal Standard.

“Billy Bi.shop is an artist you
should not miss."
DON D’AMICO, Montreal-Matin.

. . If "you areTtired^of the usual

magicians’ routines then Bishop is

your boy."
MAX NEWTO^ Standard.

. . very good tricks . . . very

comic."
HAROLD WHITEJ^EAD, Gazette.

. . if you are tired of the usual

magicians’ routines then Bishop is

your boy." . .

MAX NEWTON. Standard.

". . . . udNssiiming and almost shy,

a feliow wiih pleniv of what it takes

.... fine for a guffaw."
BRUCE TAYLOR. Montreal Herald.

Thank you, PIERRE MAURER. MAR-
TIN GOODMAN, MARK LEODT.
LEON NEWMAN, for two wonderful

weeks et the CARROUSEL, Montreel.

Rggords.

BILLY BISHOP.

Currently:

National Tbaotra, Lonitvilit

Write to those who are ilL •
*"*

P. S : “If you ere tired of the

u.sual mugicians’ mutines men
Bishop is your boy."

MARK LEDDY-I.EON NEWMAS
Plaza 7-3760 .

PHILADtlPWA.

CLIM ON HOTEL r.’S?"!

aoo OUTSIOI ROOMS

frem *2 DAIlY
e

SPfCMl WttKtr •ATt$
HOUStKtteiNC rACIllfll*

Etfitful y.*

mmmwAiWmt mrAMCi or ah refarsi
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fanKis Seen Restoring Stageshows

At N.Y. Strand; Strai^t Fix No Dice

ronflict between Warner Bros,

hiatre and distrib execs over

Itiitfeshows in the Broadway Strand

L currently swinging in favor of

^rtoratlon of live entertainment at

tM company's N. Y. showcase It's

linderstood that a switch back to

the stage policy may take place in

the fall if no improvement m the

theatre’s grosses are shown under

the present single feature policy.

Warner theatre execs were orig-

inally reluctant to pull out the

itage attractions from the house

because of the competitive factors

among the Broadway firstruns.

Distrib execs, however, were con-

vinced that the elimination of the

shows would save coin.

Results of the first three weeks

tans stage shows, however, have

been disappointing. With the

itraight picture policy opening

with > the Gary Cooper starrer,

“The Fountainhead,” the Strand

grossed only $63,000 for the three

frames. With a stage bill, the same
picture figured to gross double or

more than that figure. Taking into

consideration the cost of the stage

shows, which averaged around
$15,000 weekly, the house would
still have come out ahead.

Warner proponents of the pic-

ture policy want a longer test with

a variety of films and without the

prolonged heat wave which has
generally bopped Broadway in the

last month. Another factor oper-

ating against the house’s policy is

that the Strand’s patrons are still

unaccustomed to it. Continued
failure of the house to draw up
to expectations will, however,
strengthen the hand of the stage-

show partisans among the Warner
hierarchy.

HOLLOWAY FLOPS IN

DOWN UNDER VAUDE
Melbourne, July 26. '

StanleyHolloway, British comic
out here for the Dave Martin
Tivoli vaude loop, failed to hit the
popular fancy and wound up a

poor run.

Comic will most likely give up
balance of his Down Under tour
and return to London.

Jaywalkers pacted for Vancouver
Fair, Aug. 24.

FATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
CURRENTLY

BEVERLY HILLS
COUNTRY CLUB
COVINGTON, KY.

- 5^**mkntator at i.iiikktv
luL i?. **’U**a«‘*f rfBtniirHn<H.
"jmftliln* nrw! Fifty niinutr late

a^neral ad liti rommeiil.
!I_*S** ••‘otn mHKar.ine artIrIrN and

¥«'^‘«’*l»«tlon. A new hIiow
W aNliInKton or New York

preMentntlon In the Fall.
'(iBiniain Heekly Halary, $100.

1B4 » air..**®* V-.MI4. VarietyW. 4«th Wt., New York 19, N'. Y.

“r-SPACE FOR RENT
•«" St., near 8th Ave., N. Y. C.

F.xeellent for
OOKIHG OR GENERAL OFFICES

mTtv •"‘•ode TV Ftiidloe

nxrenllm..*! ****** eoarhln$ olTIreH.

balldfil Fireproof
"• 0>0608.

N.Y. Coq Rouge Reviving

I

Blue Blood Blues Singers
I New York’s Coq Rouge will bring
i back its old policy of introducing
new singing talent from the ranks
of Gotham’s debutantes. Frank

I

Bonacchini, co-owner of the nitery,

I

conceived the idea about 10 years
. ago and found the policy payed off
' as a good drawing card besides act-
ing as a showcase for possible
talent. Club is sending out invita-
tions to the socialite chirpers who

i made their debuts in the past two
years and to those who are sched-

j

uled to come out next season,

j

Among the debs who made their
professional bow at the nitery are
Anne Francine, Martha Burnett,

I

Beverly Paterno, Marcella Hend-
I

ricks. Lady Margaret Strickland,
jMaggi McNeills, Adelaide Moffett
and Peggy and Eleanor French.

Hotel N. Y.er

In Policy Stpie
I

New Yorker hotel. New York,'
has no idea of what sort of a policy l

' will be installed in its Terrace
j

Room come fall. Currently the

I

room is open for luncheon and din-
ner without music and dancing.

!

Hostelry’s execs have considered
putting in the ‘‘Salute to Gersh- :

I

win” show, which the Sherman ho-

j

tel, Chicago, preemed last winter
1

with good b.o. effect, but the idea

I

is costly. It requires an outlay of
I approximately $5,000 to install the
lights and control board necessary ;

to handle that show, and three men
I are needed to operate the board. i

,
It’s improbable that the New
Yorker will go for the cost. And

i so far no other satisfactory policy
,

idea has been advanced.

GLASS HAT PUNS TO

i RESUME FLOOR SHOWS
1

The Glass Hat of the Belmont-

I

Plaza hotel, N. Y., which is operat-

I

ing on a straight band policy for
the summer, plans to resume Hoor-
shows around Labor Day.
Management is still undecided

on a format. In the past it has oc-

,

casionally operated with a line of
girls and two or three acts. How-

1

ever, it’s likely, according to those
j

booking the spot, that it may fore-

go the line and concentrate its

budget on a couple of medium-
priced names for its entertainment.

A.C. Hotel Workers Spark

Pitch for Repeal of Tax
Washington, Aug. 2.

A resolution by the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees Union,
Local 508, Atlantic City, call-

ing upon the Government to

I

reduce the 20*^ nitery bite to its

I prewar 5^h, or to eliminate the

levy completely, was introduced in

the Congressional Record la.st

week.

1

Resolution, put in by Rep. T.

i

Millet Hand, of Atlantic City, said

in part: ‘‘This excessive levy has

already exacted a heavy toll of un-

I

employment among workers in the

culinary, hotel service, and bar-
' tending trades by discouraging

patronage of establishments offer-

ing entertainment with meals . .

.

It ill becomes our government at

a time when unemployment is ris-

ing, to continue in force a measure
which can only swell the jobless

total, thus undermining living

standards and accelerating an eco-

nomic collapse.”

WANTE
traveling magical theatrical company

SWING in SEPTEMIER. CLOSING IN MAY. 1950 — SEASON OF
40 WORKING WEEKS

Girls* *® i.ns., S'l" lo .vi”. shapfi.y avo
* •»FA| TIFI I,. .N<» TAI.FNT KKqi IRFI». SFM> I’IIOTO.

BOYS: ATTKM»\NTS. M KCHAMCAI I-Y

mimif.i) w ii.l mki.i*. skxii photo.

ORGANIST-DIRECTOR
••• <lfHt Kthtitra, ttMiiikU •rehatlratUnt. tu« »h»wi. Qlv« full Mml N unU".

IM. Cm VAIIETY, lU W. 44lli %*., N,w Tofk. H. Y.

j

Cantor Made JTG Prexy

For 18th Straight Term
Eddie Cantor was elected to the

presidency of the Jewish Theatri-
cal Guild for his 18th consecutive
term at the annual meeting of the
philanthropic organization in its

quarters in the N. Y. Palace the-
atre building, July 29. Cantor is

due back from a European junket
next week.

I

All other officers and council
i were returned to office, including
George Jessel, Jack Benny and

!
William Morris, Jr., as veepees,

'

and Dr. George H. Solomon added
to the council.

> Talent Disregards Boss,

Closing Law to Cavort For

I

Hope, Godfrey in Mpis.
! Minneapolis, Aug. 2.

|

I Performers and management

;

,

clashed at Club Carnival when the !

,

former insisted oir doing their stuff
j

,

on the stage "after hours” for Bob
j

Hope, Arthur Godfrey and their

party, here for the Aquatennial,
annual summer mardi gras, and
visiting the spot late. Management
objected because it wanted to

empty the room at the 1 a.m. clos-

ing hour in conformity with the
law'.

j

The performers won out and the

j

city authorities overlooked the

j

technical law violation because of

the famous guests and the cir-

! cumstances.
I Hope, Godfrey, et al., entered
the bistro at 25 • minutes to one,

,

coming there from a party which
CBS had tossed for them at the
jfotel Radisson. Joan Edwards,

' the headliner, was just finishing

her act for the last show when she
spotted Hope.
"Why didn’t you come earlier.

Bob?” she called out to Hope. "I’m
just finishing my act.”

"Well, why not start over again?”
queried the comedian.

! "All right. I w'ill,” answered Miss
Edwards and, forthwith proceeded
to staft from the beginning.

1
But with only 25 minutes to go

j

j

to "closing time” that didn’t set

; so well with Ted Cook, the nitery’s
' manager, and he rushed to the
stage to expostulate with Miss Ed-
wards. Also, Buddy Lester, wait-
ing to go on. was fearful he
wouldn’t get his chance if Miss Ed-
w'ards continued. After she had
finished Lester went on, just as he
declared he’d do, and he did about
20 minutes more than usual.

It was an extra treat for the cus-

I

tomers, who filled the room, en-

joyed the thrill of being in the

I

same crowd with Hope, etc., and

I

got to see Miss Edwards and Les-
ter virtually “working their heads
off,” performing overtime and em-
broidering their acts to the limit.

It was well after 2 a.m. before the

show was over.

Cook denies that he was influ-

;
enced in his efforts to halt Miss
Edwards and curb Lester by the

fact that extra expense would be
! incurred, including overtime for

the 12-piece orchestra, etc.

HIGH WAGES NICKING

i B. AIRES NITERIES
I Buenos Aires, July 26.

Goyescas nitery, which two
' years ago was grossing $4,000

(U. S.) nightly, has had to fold.

High wages for general help ran

expenses far beyond grosses. Situa-

i

tion is gradually killing off nitery

biz in Argentina altogether. The
Embassy night club charges $5 for

;

Ideal whisky and the average cost

j

of taking a date for a spot of din-

ner and dancing in Buenos Aires

these days is $40 (U. S.), provided

only a minimum of two drinks is ,

consumed in the evening.
j

Josephine Baker nixed an offer
|

from Buenos Aires impresarios to i

;
appear in the Principe nitery this

I

season, although she promises to

consider the bid for 1950.

Blackstone, Recovered,
|

Sets 45 Wk. Vaude Tour
Colon, Mich., Aug. 2.

Harry Blackstone. vet rnagician,

who has been a patient in Leila

Post hospital cat Battle Creek,

Mich., wa.s released and went to
,

his home on Blackstone Island, in

Sturgeon Lake, near here.

Blackstone has booked a 45-

week coast-to-coast tour for the

coming season, starting in Milwau-
j

kee. Sept. 11. —

—

Gus Van $ Decision to Run Again

Creates New Stew in AGVA Balloting

Menke Gets S'/zG For
.Damages to Showboat

St. Louis, Aug. 2.

Capt. J. W. Menke, owner of ttie I

showboat "Golden Rod” that has
|

been doing a flourishing biz here,
last week won a $5,500 verdict
against the Inland Waterways
Corp., for damages done to the
floating theatre on Aug. 15. 1946.
The award was made by U. S. Dis-
trict Judge George H. Moore.
Menke testified that the corpora-

tion was guilty of negligence when
it failed to secure its barges as the
Mississippi was rising. Because of
this negligence he claimed the

;

barges broke loose and smashed
into the showboat and damaging it.

In the same case Judge Moore i

awarded $1,200 to a deckhand on '

a towboat for injuries suffered at

the same time.

Mounds Club F3es

Appeal to Reopen
Columbus. O., Aug. 2.

j

The battle between Gov. Frank

J. Lausche, of Ohio, and the oper-

ators of the swank Mounds Club

in Lake County near Painesville

—

first in the Governor’s announced
j

drive to put the plush gambling '

casinos of the state out of busi-

ness—entered its third week with
|

the issue headed for Franklin

County Common Pleas Court in

Columbus.
!

The club made a token appeal
j

before Fire Marshal Harry J. Cal-
j

Ian last week (27) for the lifting '

of a padlock order on charges that
the club is a firetrap and violates
building regulations. Callan took
the appeal under advisement.
Should the Mounds Club win its

case again.st Callan in Common
Pleas Court, it would still have a

fight to reopen. The State Liquor
Department has brought charges
against the club for alleged sales
of liquor without a licen.se. The
trials of four employees on liquor
violations will be held in Paines-
ville, Aug. 15.

New Sunday Bop Concerts
'

Set for Village Nitery;
Savannah Cafe, Greenwich Vil-

lage, N. Y.. will inaugurate a series
of Sunday afternoon bop c'onccrls,

beginning next Sunday (7). Ses-
sions will run from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.,

;

after which nitery will swing into :

its regular colored floor show^
Manhattan Paul, who’s producirvg

]

the concerts, has set The Ravens,
,

vocal quartet, and Dinah Washing-
ton as guesters on the initialer. A
90c minimum will prevail.

In addition to the concert there
will be dancing, with milk and
malteds available fur the younger !

set of bop fans. I

Gus Van’s decision to run for re-

election as president of American
Guild of Variety Artists, after pre-
viously stating "he did not choos#
to run," has bombshelled the camps
of the competing candidates,
Georgie Price and Jackie Bright.

Bright, youngest of the candi-
dates, is believed to have the back-
ing of the N. Y. branch board, of
which he is currently chairman.
Latter has reportedly lined up sup-
port in other quarters, principally

Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston and
Hollywood for their i^candidate,

these areas having the largest

membership groups within the
union. Price is not making too
vigorous a campaign but neverthe-
less he also has many supporters
in. the N. Y. and other branches of
the guild.

! Bright’s campaigners character-
ize Van’s change of heart as being
maneuvered by the present AGVA
administration, primarily Dewey
Barto, current executive secretary.
Both Bright and Price have not
been in accord with many of
Barto’s administrative acts in the'

past and it’s figured, according to

Bright’s supporters, that should he
be elected he would propose some
drastic changes in the current
AGVA setup.

In some quarters it’s felt also
that Van, who made it clear at the
AGVA convention that he didn’t

want to succeed himself as prexy
of the union, was drafted on a “for
the good of the union” plea. The
idea is that a three-way campaign
would split the Price-Bright fac-

tions sufficiently to reelect Van.

GIRO’S STOCCO TAKING

^ OVER LONDON EMBASSY
j

London, July 26.

Abe Aronsohn and Bob Barnett
have disposed of their lca.se of the
Embassy Club nitery to Fausto
Stocco, former partner of Martinu.s
Poulsen, killed in air-raid in last

war, of the Cafe Anglais. Stocco
now operates Clro’s Club, in which
he has a financial interest with
Rubin Bros.

Embassy has had lean times since
the government vetoed bottle

.
parties. Stocco has applied for a
restaurant license, and intends to

run the club on the same lines as
Ciro’s. Although it is kept very
hush-hush, it's understood the price
paid is around $140,000, with Stocco
taking possession early in August.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branchoo of Thoatritalo

Fr!¥-MA.STKR
'Th« ORIGINAL Show-Bii Gag FiU"

NOS. 1 to 30 @ $1.00 Ea.
(Ordor In Stquenc* Only)

—Spocial: First 13 HUs for $10.00
All 30 Pilot for tas.OO

• S Bki. PARODIES tIO Ptr Bk. •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25.00 •
• HUMOR-DOR far EmtMt.. 25.00 •
• 3 Blackout Baoka $25 as. •

ar all 3 DIff. Vala. far $50
Send far FREE Infa. an athar malarial.
Na C.O.O'i—Opaa Daily lacl. Suadaya

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54tli St., Dopt. V, N. Y. 19
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AFTER FOUR CONSECUTIVE YEARS AT
THE EARL CARROLL THEATRE

HOLLYWOOD

BILLY BAYES
JUGGLING SATIRIST

CURRENTLY

ROXY, New York
HELD OVER

Tkaalii, SAMMY RAUCH. HARRY ROMM

NOTE: I DON'T DO IMPERSONATIONS!
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Night Club Reviews
(lioK Faroe, Clil

Chicago. July 29.

Jackie Miles, Betty Bruce, Betty
Reilly, Anita Mart ell, Chez

man-porter number, has opening

Baby.” Movements in some dances!
are too broad, and small floor I

seems a handicap. Their Apache I

garners neat plaudits.

Miss Allen, who played Ado An-

4 J LI iliil Sjvawuana ix KU UVCi IllLCriY.
/\flOT“CLhlp,s (10) U)itrl Inez C^ldVljo, pcnooiAllv c*Iif^lcinf nn thp lift^

WnMi« ree Davidson OrcliA I Wallis, Cee Davidson
tl2>; $3.50 ininimuv).

“Jericho,” et al. And one of the ' nie in “Oklahoma!” for three years,
amazing things about him is his doesn't reprise any of the show’s
grace, despite his 275 pounds. I

tunes until the finale, when she i

Edwards & Diane go over nicely, ' teams up with Shelden for a sock
duet of “All or Nothin’.” Best of

'

though his voicing of a love paean, her previous numbers is “Primi-
as she glides about the floor, is a five Man,” with it’s broad lyrics

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AUGUST S

Mumer>ili In oonnection frith bill* briow Indlcat* •pening 4nr nf thnw
wlinllier full or apllt week

Letter in pnrenihaeee Indientee rireuiti (I) Independent: (L> I.Mwt Mnae
(I*) PHrwiiiouiit} (K) KKO; (8) Stoll ; (W) Warner; (WK) Walter Keade

Current layout is the best paced
sitow here in several months and
wliile some acts ran overlong open-
ing night, it held pace.

Jackie Miles has refurbi.shed his

material and with the exception of

his Gene Autry stint, now standard,
has some new’ stories to fling to
the ringsiders. Slight comedian de- ' over,
tails the neighborhood responsibili-
ties of owning a television set;

the racetracle habitue’s talk with
God; some patter between a few
'choruses of “Shine,” and a hilari-

,

nus bit about an ungrateful patient
all add up to plenty laughs.

I

Betty Bruce gets the crowd in
receptive mood with kidding intro
before going into some terrific toe

|

twirls. For change of pace she

little too ethereal for a cafe floor, and burlesque routine from “Pal york city
Miss Carson continues to im-' Joey.” Gal sells well and the im- capital (D 4

prove in selling as she goes through promptu teaming with Shelden is Noro Moral*** oic

a routine of pops and ballads. She ' hit of the show.
| Ei'/v

doesn’t achieve the usual glamour
Mary Small

Will Skinner orch handles show ' stan Fiihu-

that most cafe singers strive for, music with ease. Usual finale is

and that, maybe, is one reason why ' sparked by vocals of Carol. Newt
Miss Carson is doing so well here, i

Production numbers are hold
Kahn.

Flame Room, Mpis.
(HOTEL RADISSON)

Minneapolis, July 30.

Hank Ladd
Music Hall (1) 4

Bettina Dearborn
Chas Lasky
Glenn Burris
Allyn dr HodgesVillage Vanguard, N. Y.

Mary Lon Williams, J. C. Heard
|
Sfi®rd® Gie.fi

Trio; $1 7ninimum, $2 weekends.

Falling in line with the summer
trend towards lower tabs, this

Monica Lewi^ Frakson, Danny
;

(Greenwich Village spot is offering
Ferguson Orc/“(8); $2.50 mini- • ^ ^ « !

Corps de Ballet
Rorkelte*
Sym On-

Palace (R> 4

Burns 3 &
Evelyn

Grace Drysdale

mum.
O

a smart package for the jazz afici- Anthonv & Rogers

onados at reduced scales, also
j
coiemaiV dark c

,

eliminating the 20% tax by cutting Rochelle & Beebe
The combination of top-drawer out vocalists. Nitery’s operator

j

song and magic makes for a Max Gordon is alsq, testing out an ! paramount (pi i

does impresh of Ray Bolger’s “Tea i

pleasant entertainment interlude “in-the-round” type of show pre-
,

Tex Beneke orc

for Two” embellishing the routine
with rapid, whirling dervish spins

at this plush, intimate spot. Spot-
' sentation, with performers playing i

. „ ,
ting Monica Lewis, songstress, and near the center of the floor. But

|

RudFcardena*
After reprise of her stint from “Up

;

Frakson, magician, together to pro-
, the Vanguard is framed so small Roxy <i) 4

in Central Park.” she* does a ' vide the floorshow was a choice, i that this innovation doesn’t add
shimmy for solid applause and

i

Customer enjoyment is very evi- much in the way of intimacy. I

bowoflf.
I

dent. rp^p current attraction is Mary * —
Betty Reilly almost steals the

!

first time here for the Lou Williams* subtle pianistics.

show with her Spanish and Yiddish captivating Miss Lewis and, at din-
1 Avoiding superficial flashiness,

renditions. Blond thrush starts with ' show caught, she had easy sail- Miss Williams accents intricate but
straight selling of “Irish Eyes. ’ throughout. Her loveliness, clean rhythms with superb key-

She’s added some Latin lyrics to stunning wardrobe and sparkle, as board artistry. Her repertory is

• Rhumba Rhapsody” and while the I
her voice and song-selling wide, spanning a range from

majority of customers might not I

ability, help to extract every ounce the quasi-classic to boogie-woogie

know what it’s all about, spirited
,

from her numbers. She jumps. She’s solid item for this

delivery garners good response. dramatizes, as well as yo- type of nltery.

She dips a little in the blue for each selectmn
, Along a similar vein of authen-

Glnny Lowry
Leonardo & Anita
Georg# Dunn
3 Olympica

CHICAGO
Cbicago (P) 3

Dennis Day
Clark Bros
.Acromaniac*
Marvas & Upstarts
Gale Robbins

Oriental (I) 4
George Jes-sei

Dorothy Claire
Gene Sheldon
Carl Sands Ore

ReesI (I) •
Earl Bostic Bd
Roy Brown
Mighty Men
Chubby Neusom
Herb Lance
Wini Brown

CLIViLAND
Palace <R) 4

Dick Contino
Richard Melaii
Pepperettes
Harold Peck
Mystery 4
Jeannine Meister
Eddie Grieg
Tommy Check
Glenn Pigott

tic jazz, the J. C. Heard Trio is

dishing up a snappy brand of

IS
B.ACK!VAUDEVILLE

,Vi FOX THEATSE. St. Louis
Every Week Starting Thurs.. Aug. 18

F&M STAGESHOWS Inc.

DOC HOWE

'«av. gavvavr aaa vaav k/avav Avk . At a i • a * a • a l. at a

Kinsey Report” before going into i

the sort of distinctive touches that

-Rancho Grande.” which is inter- ®”istry.
_ ^ ^

spersed with Pancho stories. En- “A Wonderful Guy” and “Some
|
music, alternating with Miss Wil-

j vireinia Maxey
cores “Want a Man” for additional F.nchanted Evening,” from “South ' liams in a continuous music policy. BiiW Rave*
pattycakes. Pacific,” showed off Miss Lewis’ Combo, composed of drums, bass i

Johnny Mack

Anita Martell, opens show with charm and |>ipes nicely. A “Tele- and piano, has a solid style, getting
some neat juggling. Line spaces i

phone Song ’ had its comedic mo- most out of its narrow instru-

K
roceedings with three new num- ments which she handles cleverly, mental range. Heard, on drums,
ers, with solo dancer Inez Clavijo

' Winds with ‘A Tree in the Mead- tends to err, however, in spotlight-

doing production neatly in the Java- ’ ^nd a swing arrangement of jug long and powerful skinbeat-

nese number, Al Wallis handies the lively You Were Meant for ing solos without tempering his ef-

production vocals in good style,
j

heavy applause. torts in this cubicle-sized nitery.

Cee Davidson orch background.s A hit here on previous appear- Herm.
ance, Frakson mystifies with his
tricks and amuses with his accom-
panying patter and comedy busi-

ness. The manner in which he
makes lighted cigarets vanish into
thin air and reappear, his adroit
business with the apparently
sheared rope and the way he causes
a radio to disappear produce cus-

Returning from a smash lour tomer interest and

Paramoimt
Kullding

Affiliate*:—Chlcege, keattle, Le* An-
geles, Terente, Rhiledelphle, Londen.
Paris, Ruenes Aires.

expertly and handles cu.stomer
dance tunes equally well. Zabc.

Asl»r Roof, !V. Y.
(HOTEL ASTOR)

Xavier Cugat Orch, Bill
Cane Orch; $1-$1.25 cover.

Me-

NICKY BLAIR TAKES
'

OVER CLICK, PHILLY

baltimori
Hippedrome (I) 4

V A G Haydock
George Prentice
Penny Edwards
Burton Sc Janet
Ross Wyse Jr Sc

Peggy Womack
Milton Douglas t'o

5 De Marco Sis
State (l> 4-4

Jean Latlotle
Harris 3
Dick Sc Dinah
Ardath Sc Russell

7-10
Ru&s Le Beau
Stewart Si*
Alan Carrier
3 Queens

BOSTON
Keith's (R> 4

Edwards Bro*
Yvonne Moray
Cook & Brown
Marvellos
Steve Evans

Philadelphia, Aug. 2.

Nicky Blair took over the man-
perplexity. agement of the Click here last

through Latin America (minus The.se are all very familiar tricks, night. Associated with Blair in
Argentina), Xavier Cugat is giving but they’re good ones and he gives the deal is Arthur Ganger. N. Y.
this class hotel dine-and-dancery them original touches. rpitnnrant mitfittpr and the new 1

Appietons

a"knpSinP nf^naS^p'VanH^h^‘°irT J"
Danny Ferguson orche.stra plays owners told the press at a cocktail GSrv^n*"*’*'*'^**a long line of name b^d bookings, the show and tunes for customer reception yesterdav they plan to ; buffalo

® s retuge dancing. Room filled for dinner. ortnliniio tho r’li/'b’c nrocpnf nnlipvfrom the steam-heated sidewalk.s.
j

Rees.
will draw business and the well-
filled tables opening night (1) was
early proof of that.

Cugat’s orch, which has had the
benefit of a Metro glamorization

continue the Click’s present policy

of name bands and also intend to
' bring in top name acts.

Opening bands are Louis Arm-
strong orch and the Keninore

Babetfe^s, A. C.
Atlantic City, July 27.

. ^ ^
Seiler, Ronnie King, Doris Caravan, local combo. Peggy Lee Rice”sTs

trcdtiiiunt in scvcrsl recent nlimisi* Hovr, Uyinbelle flotvciTd Htic, Bctzmj/ Jc slnted for Auk? 19 snd Tommv
cals, is a solid and versatile crow Morris Orch, Frank Ramoni Rhum- Sorsev seo, 21

loi'i'y

that’s still tops in its genre of Latin ba Band; $1.50 minimum, $2 week-
music. But the maestro isn’t going ends.
overboard on the tamale tunes in
this spot, rightly figuring that the Lou Seiler, funny little guy, Is
Astor clientele is not grooved for tops for this spot. Coming on with
a straight rhumba diet. a great big hello and table hopping

Cugat is mixing up his items to welcome payees warms things

Hlppedreme (R) 4

Peggy Lee
Dave Barbour 8
Billy Gilbert
Lewis Sc Van
Marsh.ill Bro*

CAMDEN
Tewers (I) S-7

Saratoga
Continued from page 1

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 1

SAM Harri.son
Pamela Austin
Bob Grey
3 Imps
Patricia A Colin
Sbeila Daly
Vic Kerris

I
Morris Bros

with a change of pace from the Vi- up for a hearty session. Imperson- tracks are more accessible and f^^aries Dickens

J.orte. and he does a many bettors like the treatment re- , Ke ofvere t
back from straight pops to the neat job on his carbons, not too ,.pivf.d thprp Santopo Track * Birmingham
Latin rhythms where the orch is hlueish, yet packing a good deal of considerable competition from Hippodrome (M)
undeniably Standout. Band’s basic fun. His version of the lost weekend rho I,.'*'

s ^^avis

instrumentation has four on reeds, and his cowboy bit are toppers
Raceway which runs \ic Oliver

five on brass, three on strings and tliat send him off to sock applause. *’‘8ht time harness meets. Niteries
oiieii

six on rhythm, including the usual Ronnie King, nifty song.stress. especially burned over night- Jeanette Hughes
complement of bongo drums, scores in her stanza. Opens with racing because of the direct com-
inar.accas and marimba. Versatile -i Feel a Song Coming On” and petition.

; Li„nei King
doubling by the sidemen give un- segues into “Mother Never Told Additional evidence that Sara- n*
USU.31 flexibility to the arrange- Me." Winds with “Fat-Man’s Polka” toga will cater to more people with i st'evii si*
Dumts.

« I

encores with “S’Wonderful”
i le^s money per capita is seen by ^

hTiT. I

'“l.addIHonal pattycakes. the figures at the racetrack s open-
' ‘

from mg the orch during the Latin Doris Har gets nice returns on
jj, Attendance was 1,100

»i- tr»n rrmtinpe TInflhpllp Hnw- .T , . .
, vrse

more than last yea
the handle was le.ss.

Brook
ymer A

Betty

numbers Cugat essays little in the her top routines. Unabelle How-
"aVr'year" opener' but iway of bandstand showmanship, ard girls (6) contrib three colorful ^

^ years opener but

Vocals are delivered by various
, numbers.

,the handle was le.ss.
!

Biiiy Russell

sidemen while maeBtro alternates ' Babette (Stebbins) emcees show There s some comfort for the •

between miiet batoning and in glib style to keep It moving at smart money boys in that the
;

Amiey a Day
fiddling. Here again, the style has enjoyable pace. Benny Morris casinos have been given the green Brandon Freda Barrie

been trimmed to this room’s decor Orcli backgrounds neatly and alter- lif?ht.
I Albert Mariand

but plenty of the orch’s vitality nates with Frank Ramoni rhumba- Cafes received a bad break on
!

Opera House (I) 1

gets through. When the band ists for customer dansapation
^...1 • X_

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 3

Duke Dorell
Ryan A McDonald
June Edwards
Jackie Green
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 4

Ed. Mack A
Lorraine

Dennis A Thompson
Myles Bell
Stagi?-McMann 3

SIOUX CITY
Orpheum (R) 4

Berk A Hallow
Chords
F A K Wat.son
B Hammond’s Birds

!

Mack. Russ A
Owen

Wally Brown
Dollnoff A Raya Sis
Pat Rooney Sr
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 5

Martin A Florenz
.Ada Lynne
Tommy Wonder
Smith Sc Dale

Howard (l> S
Machito Orc
Sarannah Churchill
Ginxer A DeChovis
Canfield’s Dancers
Joe Chisholm
Wallace Bros

CANADA
BAST HAMPTON
Oranada (I) 1

Flack A Lucas
Francis Coudrill
Oail A Eugene
Cawalini’s Dogs

BRITAIN
Webster Booth
Anne Ziegler
Rudells
Albert Whelan
Johnson Clark
Frank Preston
Chas Ancaster
MacDonald A
Graham

Kardoma
CHATHAM

Empire (Si 1

Morris A Cowley
I.eon Cortez
B Wright A Marion
.lean Melville
A Kay A- Gloria
Charle.s blague
Karlson 3

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 1

Peler Lorre
Janet Brown
Silver A Day
Pierre Bel
l.e* .Myxons
Godfrey A Kerby
A J Powers
Janine Karen 3

DERBY
Grand (S) 1

Albert Burdon
Karina
Kay Sothern
Frank Worth
Vadio A Herts
Willie Clark

HACKNEY
Empire (Si 1

Ray Ellington 4
Max Wall
Harold Barnes
Al Burnett
Johnny Lawson 3
Don Philippe A
Marta

Frank Marx A
Iris

LONDON
Palladium <M) 1

Carl Brisaon
Frances Langford
Jon Hall
Cats Daly
Ted Ray
Chaz Chase
Doc Marcus
7 Ashtons
2 Kemmys
Balcombes
2 Laconas
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome <S> 1

Frank Marlowe
Bobby May
La Esterella
Winifred Atwell
Harris A Jarvis
Permanes
Bayer's Dogs
Lupe A Velez

Palace (Ml 1RAM Lamar
Chico Marx
Konyots
Suzette Tarri
Peter Raynor
Collins A Elizabeth
Conrad’s Pigeons
Harry Bailey

NEWCASTLE
Empire (Ml 1

2 Sophisticates
Allan Jones
Irene Hervey
M French Co
Leslie Strange
Val A Monty
Warren A Jean
Harry Benty
Hackford A Do.vie
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (Ml 1

Kizma A Karen
:

Sam Coats
. Melville A Rekar
Jon Pertwee
Ford A l.enner

i Wilson Keppel A
I Betty

I

Marie Louise A
I Charles
Eddie Gordon A
Nancy

David Poole
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (Ml 1

Ed Vyne A

Valant.vne
Borrah Mlneviich
Harmonica Rascals
J Crisp A Jill
f-’harlie Clapbain
Mary Priestiuau
Rob Murray
Dennis Lawes
Olga Varona

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy Ui |

Dick Tubb Jr
Jeannie McAndrews
Dehl 3
Dorothi Neal
Laurie Hanson
Francis Hughes
Grecian Models

SHEFFIELD
Empire (Mi 1

Issy Bonn
Wackj Boyd
Darly’s Co
Merreaux A

Lilliaae
Nobertl
Mickey Ressell
Hamiltons
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) |
Hutch
I.en Young
J Holsl A Milady
Vic Ray 3
Peter White
•1 Eddies
Harris A Christine
Anna Co
WOLFHAMPTOM

Hippodrome (I) |
Marie Lloyd Jr
Harry Tate Jr
Theo Lambert
Chris Wortman
Olive Dale
Kilty Gillows
Steve Daniel
Daniels A Dale
V A M Norman
6 Victorian BellesWOOD GREEN

Empire (Si 1
Robb Wilton
Jack Jackson
George Doonan
Doreen Harris
Craig St VovI#
Floyd A B'Nay
Eddie Leroy
Tappy Oliver

YORK
Empire (I) |

Jimmy Gave
(ioldwyn 4
Margi Morris
Bert Brierley
Johnnie March
Tom Hanley
10 Mayfair Girls
3 Sloane Sis
Leslie Brooks

NEW YORK CITY

1

Blue Ansel
Roger Price
Josephine Preinice
Stan Freeman
Irene Williams
Chittison 3

Bop City
Dizzy Gillespie Ore
Dinah Washington
Ravens
Billy Taylor

Care Society
Josh White
Ruth Brown
Calvin Jackson
Tom Scott Orc

Cepacanans
Romo Vincent
Edwards A Diane
Mind.v Carson
Ramona Lange
Penny Carroll
M Durso Orc
Alvares Orc
Diamond Horseshoe
Jay MarshallW C Handy
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks
Chora* Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mcra
Juenger Ballet Line

El Chice
Roslta Rios

Harlan Dixon
Eddie Nelson
Harry Forrest
Perrv Mayo
Morris Lloyd

I l.iiie

I Jack Palmer Ore

Latin Quarter
I Adeleine Neice '

Billy Vine
Albins
L.eta Moore
Don Saxon
.4rt Waner O
B Harlow Ore

Le Coq Reufle
Oscar Calvet Orc
Jack Townc Ore

Loon A Eddio't

I
Eddie Davis
Shirley Diet*
Rita A Allen
Marilyn Joyce
Johnny Crawford
Tom. Dick A H
Bella Smaro
Shepard Line
Art Waner Ore

Macombe
Jerry Bergen
Sandy Locke
Jack Prince
I.eonne Hall
.loanne Jordan
Dave Roger.s
Gordon Andrews

swing.s into one of its hot Latin
numbers, the patrons sit it out and
take it as straight entertainment.

Bill McCiine’s combo altornati‘S
on the himdstand with an okay
brand of dansapation. Herm.

Walk.

C'opad*j*>4ana. IV. Y.
(FOLLOWITP)

Comedian Homo Vincent

Bii€*liarPNte Nfoutr«‘a1
Montreal. July 27.

Vivian Allen, Bert Shelden,
Lund Bros. & Patricia, Will Skin-

' ner Orch (3); minimum $2 $3.

the track’s opening day Monday
,
aSSm nSneeM

Ml with competition from the Halam'a a Konarski
Monty Woolley dinner given by the casavecdlia*^^
Saratoga Chamber of Commerce at Henry LyUon
the Grand Union hotel, feteing the
actor on his 30 years’ residence in Regency ’^slngm
the spa. Instead of turnaway Midsummer i.oviies

crowds for dinner, cafes were only ^ %riae#'^"iV‘*i
comfortably filled, but with many

,

Vera Lynn

Present layout with Vivian Allen »«’i;vations for the midnight ponai* b' stuart
and headlined is one of the best since shows. Georges a Dorina

In the cafe scene, the big show Aniia''!\iac”*^**^^

is at the Piping Rock with Hlklo- Tommy Rciiiy

Hi ley’s *'^'^‘"br^cmton

ballroom dancers Kdwards Diane producer Carol took over this spot
are the major replacements on tlie several months ago.
current bill, sharing the headline
hilling with Mindy (songstress'
Carson, a holdover.

. Vincent is an amiable comic-
singer, one who invariably sells

more on per.conality than material, scraper Blues.” Encores with
There’s hardly anything new to his operatic to sock applause.

x- mu ^ j • u roiv
stuff, but bv the time he walks off Recently formed trio of the

J'^*

The food concession has
j Kemble

lie has the customers with hlr’ on Lund Brothers and Patricia do a ht*en taken over by Bob Mentzer, ^orah Robert*

.sheer selling ability alone. He’s set of dance numbers,. scoring be‘t Nat Lewis and Frank Zolta of the
, “^"BRtsxoL^"^*

still doing such .stuff as the Pull- with a modified sofUhoe to “Pretty Casablanca, Miami Beach.
1 Hippodrome (•>

(jpening spot has Bert Slmlden. as the attraction,
baritone from the musical. Along
Fifth
till

Care.s,” “So in Love” and “Sky

a.-iruone ironi uie musicdi, Aion
, opens Thursday (4i with the Minsky

i

Hippodrome (Mi i

Fifth Avenue. He does a .set of Carnival unit The Brook Clnh U
[hree tunes embracing "Who J ne «rooK liud is r.ertip mtana
ri ” “Qn in I nvp” and “Skv- ^“''titrlng a three-piece hand. The

;

Eiia shipia*

an Jfock has reverted back to kandoipb ‘

si.tton
Max Scllette of the Latin Quarter, Talbot oF.irreii

Winnie Silver
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) I

2 Dancettes
5 Smith Bros
I.e* Spanglers
Leslie Sarony
Malcia
Mooney A King
Latona A Sparks
Eiray A Dorothy
Tanner Sis
Evers A Dolorez

GLASGOW
Empire (Ml 1

Yale A Dl.ane
Bon Yost Co
Stuart A Gray
I.add T.yon
3 Garcias
Geor.ije Wood Co
Joe Biac'k

i
Gaston I’almer
Raymond Smith
B Warren A Chic

,

GRIMSBY
I Palace (II 1

j

Jimmy C'hartars
; Beth O’Dare
Johnnie Carlton

!
David Cas.sity

I G A D Beaty
1 Le* Cygne 4
' I A I. Webb «

,

MrDtiugal MarNab
I A MarKay
8 Dream Glrlg

NOW BOOKING
ACTS FOR EUROPE
ALSO AMERICA

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Bldg.. Niiite BOS—JCdtien 6-SS48

Damiron A
Chapuscaux

Tina Ramirez
Los Gutfracheros
Vizcaino Orc

Havana-Madrid
Bob A Larry Leslie
Raquel A Rolando
Trinl Reyes
Sacasa* Orc
Pancho Orc

I Hotel Ambassador

i

Jules Lande Orc
Hotel Astor

Xavier Cugat Orc

I

Rill McCune Ore

I

Hotel Biltmore
Don Bestor Ore

! K Dully Dncr*
i
Harold Nagel Ore

I

Hotel Edison
Lee (;rane Orc

Hotel Plaza
Nicolas Matthe.v Or
Payson Re Orc
Hotel Roosevelt

N Brandwynne Orc
Hotel St Refis

Laszln A Pepito
M Shaw Orc

Hotel Statler
Henry Busse Orc

Hotel Taft

Johnny Nazzarl
No I Fifth Ave

Louise Howard
llowney A Fonvul#
Hazel Webstef
Jack (-’assidv

Old Knick

1
Gene Barry
Paul Kllliam

I Cloris l.earhmaP
I Bob McMcnimen
I John Silver
Gloria Manning
Al Cooper Orc

Old RoumanlaR

I

Sadie Banks
Bob Fitzgerald
Carmen .Montoya

I Mickey Freeman
I

Joanne Florlo_
Joe I.aPorto Oft
D’Aquil.i ore

j

Penthousa
! Eve Yoimg
Nol)Ie A King

I

Kurt Maier r

Riviera‘

! Harry Hiehman
.M.'irtha R"V*
.lack farter
Jud\ Lvnne
Jefl flii' nr*
Walter Nve OM
Ralph F'"'*

Vincent Lopez Ore j

Iceland
, ppiIisop

Danny I.ewi* ' Arlelgh

(Continued on page 55)
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Soto Morales Orch
J
20), Hank

t Stan Fisher, Mary Sviall,

Hi Lea Bates; -Scene the

rtSme- iM-G) reviewed in

5Setv June 22, ’49.
I

a harmony quartet held over from
last week’s show. Boys net an okay
response.
Jimmie Smith, garbed in top hat

and tails, gets off three tunes on
the vibes by banging the hammers
with his feet, liis is a unique turn
that always scores. Ford & Harris

One of the neatest stage combina- effective in their footwork, but

4 nns the Capitol has had recently.
^

iheir comedy is far too banal.

U-”naner. this bill doesn t sound ' n ou.se’s stand

like much, but it works out to a

really standout hour of entertain-

Snt It’s well-planned and played

olenty tunes and giggles.

^
if there IS a standout, it’s Noro

Morales

IS

standard comedy troupe.
“Spider” Bruce & Co., wow.s ’em
in a corny blackout. Gilb.

cus-
the

His five-by-five girth his

broken-syllable approach to Eng-

S his piano playing, which isn t

rotch but sounds good to the

Kmers and his foiling for

Shers on the bill, sends a sort of

®hnwmanship over the footlights

aU in his favor. He’s leading

Vn dick-haired musicians, among
congss and bongos, fiddles

Vnd brass and the combination

dSes real well, the spotlighted

chore being an arrangement of

-Malaguefia.” !

And the other names follow

down the line. Hank Ladd’s dead-

oan comedy, as emcee and in own

dot never gets an explosive howl.

But’ it works those bellylaughs into

a consistent string. Stan Fisher,

an excellent harmonica tooter,

serves pops and standards in crack

fashion. Whether it was the mike

this showing, or whether the guy
,

has a new trick is hard to tell, but

sometimes he sounds as if he’s add-

ing an echo sound to that w hich he

gets out of the Instrument, liis

topper, “Roumanian Rhapsody” is

a fine job. ....
Mary Small, though she slightly

oversells her stuff, is in the groove,

too, and the audience didn’t refrain

in letting her know. She curves
“Wonderful Guy” for the first

strike and then goes into "Tene-

ment Symphony” and a .samha-beat

deal vdUi Morales called "Enjoy
Yourself.” She could have done
more.
Peg-Leg Bates is the real topper,

however. Having spent a lot of

time on the Coast with Ken Mur-
ray’s “Blackouts.” Bates is new to

a lot of patrons and the fast.,

rhythm and trick routines he
pounds out with one gam and a

wooden stump fractured a flock of

this audience. The guy isn’t doing
anything different than he did

years ago at the Apollo, but he

does it with more polish and cocki*

ness than before and it hits the

bullseye.

Finishing piece here is good. It

uses Ladd, who complains to Mo-
rales he hasn’t anything to get him
off. Maestro hands him a new calyp-
so tune and Ladd sings the lyrics

as an uninitiated might do them,
which means off-beat, off every-
thing. It’s funny and it turns into

the introduction of some of the
tunes Morales has written. Miss
Small comes back to sing “Bim
Bam Boom,” a speedy getaway and
the trio bow down in the elevator.
Miss Small and Ladd good-nighting
in Spanish, or what passes for it.

and Morales likewise in English, or
what passes for it. It’s a cute
touch. Wood.

Olympia* >liami
Miami, July 31.

Hi, Lo. Jack & the Dame, Fred
Lowery, Milt Ross, Barr Si Estes,

Wayne Marlin Trio, Freddie Car-
lone House Orch.; “The Fountain-
head” iWB).

There’s a solid setup of vaude
installed here this week. In top
spot. Hi, Lo, Jack and the Dame,
click in neat fashion with their

specials on the old and new pops
plus satires of radio commercials
for neat returns.
Fred Lowery, an annual here,

sets himself solidly with the audi-

ence via his whistling and show-
manship. • Mixes pops, standards
and operetta tunes, all done in vir-

tuoso style to garner applause.

New partner. Leslie Roberts, local

song.stre.ss, who looks nifty and
handles her vocals well, spells lor

Lowery competently.
Teeoff spot is a sock, with the

Wayne Marlin Trio warming them
fa.st Via controlled acro-adagio

.stunts done to musical background.
Offed to plenty plaudits.

Comedv dance work of Barr and
Estes bleiid in nicely with the bill’s

ingredients. Milt Ross, young
comic who has been playing this

area, comes up with the most im-

proved act any young laughmaker
has purveyed here in months. Pre-

sentation is slick and bigtimey.

with the lad setting up a series of

vocals, patter and for the topper,

"grand opera” lampooning that had

them howling. Most of his stuff

is fresh and original. Also handles

emcee chores in ea.sy manner.
Freddie Carlone hou.se orch

backgrounds capably. Lary.

\11lional9 L^villo
Frank Payne, Wally Dean.

Helene Si Howard, June Jackson

Line t 6 t . Tiny Thomale Orch (7>:

“Time, Place and Girl” (WB) and

“Crazy House” (Indie).

one-hour

l*aila€M*. Y.
.41 &, ('onnie Fnnton, Canfield

Smith, Attf/ie Bond Trio, Ross
Wysf, ,ir. irilh Peyijy Wynlack,
John & Rene .^rnaut, Snsati Mil-
ler, Don Cnmminys, St. Leon
Tronye iHi, Doti .Albert House
Orch; “The lily Cat” { FL > re-

viewed in V.AKiKTY, .April 27, '49.

Current Palace layout is solid in
the laugh department with half of
the eight acts falling into a comedy
classification. .Show, however, isn’t

overboard in this direction since
each of the four turns deliver with
markedly distinct stylos. Rest of
the bill help round out another
good vaude show, which is par for
the Palace course.

Standout are Ross Wyse, Jr., in

the number four spot. John & Rene
Arnaut following, and Don Cum-
mings. in next-to-closing, all sock -

1

ing home plenty of guffaws. Other
comedy act, Canfield Smith, is re-

viewed under New .Acts, along with
.\1 and Connie Fanlon. .Angie Bond
Trio and the .St. Leon troupe.

Wyse, who formerly worked an
acro-comedy routine with his par-
ents. is. now aided by Peggy Wo-
mack. a brunet warbler and body
vvhirlcr. Wyse mixes clover verbal
byplay with firstrate knockabout,
acrobatics for solid impact. Pair
finishes strongly with execution of
a difficult stunt, which previously
is used for a series of hard falls.

Vet team of .lohn and Rene Ar-
naut work through their repertory
with masterful timing. Starting
out with their violin-dancing duet,
they build rapidly with their ter-

rific bird-whistling stint which is

good for a cotinuous audience
ripple.
Coming after the series of other

comedy acts. Cummings still gar-

ners plenty of yocks. He’s doing
an edited version of the full rou-

tine offered at the neighboring
.Strand in the latter’s house's next-

to-last stage show. Originally a

rope-twirler, he is now getting top

results with impression of a stewed
radio announcer trying to fit into

I

a girdle. It's a surefire low comedy
howler.
Susan Miller, statuesque blonde

songstress, renders several current
and old faces in okay style. Clos-

ing number. In which she u.ses a

inirror to spotlight individuals in

the audience, is an effective albeit

familiar item which earns her nice

applause. Herni.

New Acts

Apollo, IV. Y.
'‘Cootie” Williams Orch *8) with

Willi* Jackson, Bob Merrell: Ida
Janies, Mayo Bros. <‘2>, The
Striders (4) Jimmie .Smith, “Ce-
Uoa,” Ford Si Harris, “Spider”
Bruce & Co,; “The Spiritualist”
(EL).

With “Cootie” Williams’ band
*nd songstress Ida James topping
the Apollo’s bill this week, the lay-
out adds up to firstrate hot weather
vaude fare. Well balanced session
Is rounded out with several stand-
ard comedy and dancing turns.
*’™ost of which are doing repeats.

Fronting a smaller unit than in
previous stint at this house.

^‘Ihams leads his crew through a
prisk opener paving the way for
Celina,” a Latino dancer who
**fpishes her work with ample
'*'nthing, bumps and grinds. Ac-
companied by two male bongo play-
ers, the buxom gal’s efforts earn
good return.
Made up of three rhythm, three

*nd two reed, the band spot-
"ghts trumpeter Bob Merrell for

energetic vocal of a blue.s nuui^
Particularly solid is Willis

ijJi
tenor saxing in a long

^*0 bit. Williams, per usual, regis-
^*s trumpeting and the out-

Mi
on the overall.

,M*ss James, who’s placed some
^ the better ea.st side N. Y. sup-^r clubs, uses her "bab.v” voice to

unw*
on a trio of tunes. Pert

niimk plenty coy on such
as "Told You 1 Love You ”

^ Little Tenderness. ” Her
rates salvos, hut

rhythm
present set to
royness.

’ ®fays. have a smartly

dem lurn. Work in tan-

form ^'ogly on a small plat-

lencp snappily with chal-

a-JJ® plus an aero bit for
reception. The Striders are

Current bill a neat

vaude package Of a briskly moving
j

as.sortment of specialties.
'

June Jackson line opens, and

offers three production numbers to

good effect. "Louisiana Swamp
|

Shuffle” has a Deep South set. with

gals decked in tight-fitting dresses i

and twirling red handbags. Move-

_

ments are slow-paced, but the

femmes, mostly blonds and good

lookers, have plenty appeal.

Frank Paynd. m e., indicates

!

nightclub background. He is the

first specialty turn, offering vocal

impressions of radio singers, and

soap opera satires. Guy has a pleas-

ing pair of pipes.
,

Wally Dean, suave magician,

catches interest with a few neat

cigaret stunts, following with the

silks, card tricks, diminishing

cards, fanning the deck, etc. for

nice milting.
Helene and Howard on for some

straight ballroom exhibition terps

promptly .segue into comedy stuffy

Femme is a petite miss, w'ith a re.il

flare for comedy, Male partner is

dolled up in an exaggerated zool

.suit, and gal gets sock laugh.s with

her skill at tossing him around. It s

a .sock turn that copped .solid ap-

plau.se.
. , , ,, .

Clo.ser. and third week at this

house, is Doris King, songstress.

Gives ’em some operatic stuff to

open, an aria from "La Traviata.

then back for nice piping of

“Smoke Gels in Your Eyes,
,

fjoS"

ing with "Night and Day. ” Wicd.

IIKII-llrpli«‘unf* >lplN.
Minneapolis, June 30.

Berk & Hallow, The Chords <2).

Fanny & Kitty Watson, Bob Ham-
mond Birds, Mack, Russ St Owen,
Wally Brown, Dolinoff St Raya Sis-

ters '4i. Pat Rooney, .Sr.. Nick
Francis House Orch vl2); “Judge
.Steps Out” (RKOt.

Sl’SAN W.AYNE
Songs
20 Mins.
Club Versailles, \. Y.

Miss Wayne is an at (i active
brunet out of Vienna b\ wa.v of
London "Oklahoma!" company. This
is her first time in .America, and
while a summer stopgap booking
for Nick & Arnold at their class

east 50th street bistro, it's a happy
midriff choice.

For Mi.ss Wayne it’s an excellent
showcase opportunity of which she
should make much On peiftuiu-
ance she does. She's a perstmable
and fine-pitched .soprano; what’s
more she doesn’t use nor does she
need the mike as a vocal crutch

For a first-time-over she evi-

dences her innate showmanship by
running the gamut from the "Wiim.
W'ien" entr’acte music to a Conti-
nental Cook’s tour in song Italian.

French ("Place Pigalle"! Hungai-
ian. etc. Then the “Oklahoma'"
medley, in light of her London sea-

.soning. and the Cole Porter ex-
cerpt, "So in Love." from "Kiss Me
Kate" among others.

On looks, the European flair and
her basic vocal prowess .Miss

Wayne is a natural for the I'l.'iss

cafes, and she doesnM disappttint
on performance. She’s OK f(»r an.v

rostrum w'ork from vauders t») pm-
duction and a cinch, too. toi ;in\

of the video guest shots. .4f>« /.

CANFIELD S.MITII
Ventriloquist
9 .Mins.; One
Palace. N. V.

Canfield Smith h.is I'nough on
the hall to make his mark despite
the highly worked-over field of ven-
triloquism. .Although relying on
many standard gags 'such as the
dummy’s crack to the audience not

to look a* Smith’s lips*, .Smith also

demonstiates .several out-of-the-
way vocal tricks, together with
enough bright lines, for solid audi-
ence impact.

Smith’s top trii'k involves his

sending of the dummy into a vio-

lent crying spell with some highly

skilfull voice projection Puppet's
personality is based on the stand-

ard fresh-kid pattern, with the

usual gags about women, dogs ami

I

being overworked. Dummy also

i

is made to sing "On the Road to

Mandalay” with surprising volume.
Herm.

m.’ike for unsure footing. Work on
the ice also allows several unusual
I ricks.

Boff climax is the climbing of
wicker baskets six high atop of
uiuh'istander with partner break-
ing from a 15-foot drop to ice and
rolling off. Team should be a

natural for television, stage, and
better rooms—with or without the
blades. 7.abe.

ANGIE BOND TRIO
Instrumental-Vocal
9 Mins.; Two
Palace. N. Y.

.Angie Bond Trio, who have been
around in New Y’ork cocktail
lounges, have fair impact on the
vaude stage. Comprising piano,
bass and accordion, femme combo
dish up a variety of Instrumental
and vocal numbers in okay, if not
standout style. Their instru-
mentation is far superior to the
warbling, which is spotty in
(piality.

Gals impress stronge.st with a
Imt chile number which should be
reserved for their closing bit. In-
stead. they bow off with a piano
solo on a Bach toecato whii’h is

ok.iy. but ton much on the high-
-brow side for a vaude house.

Herm.

Al. A CONNIE FANTON
Dancing
H .Mins.; Two
Palace. N. Y.

.A I A Connie Fanton are young
goodlooking pair of hoofers with a
niie change of pace. Opening
number is an unusual attempt al
mixing a juggling routine with
I heir taps and it comes off suce»*ss-
fiilly. Rest of their stints, h<»w-
ever, while executed flashily, are
more conventionally grooved.

I ’air race through a samba and
jitterbug number, topping off with
a couple of intricate .solo turns and
some aero jumps, iney are suit-

able for minor spotting
bills.

in valid*
Herm.

Midwest Dates

Chicago, Aug. 2.

Marvin Himmel taking time off

from booking duties at the Dave

O’Malley oflice for stint at

('lub, Sioux City. .Aug. 5 Erwin

Rose joined the .Al Borde ofl>t'f

Kentucky Club has the

Pal .MacCaffrey and Betty Chappell

current show, to be followed by

D’Rev and Rusty Fields Aug.

Elkhart. Ind Four-H Fair.

10. bringing in Lanny iwss.

Nelson. Smith & .Allen. Car-

Sisters, Hank, the Mule and

Bishop orch Harmonicats

at the Sioux •’'alls. S D..

k of Aug. 21 Bobby
swing of midwest

in

Phil
Ifi

Aug.
Nip
roll

Billy
headline
fair wee
Breen does

song in

counteract all

she
her
that

dates teeing off at Grand theatre.

Evansville. Ind . Aug. 3.

Hal Rawyin. dancing violinist,

hits the outdoor circuit with seven

weeks of Wisconsin and Minne-

sota fairs Glenn’s

Newport. Ky.. /‘I
Judv Manners, and Stan Kramer

Co. for Aug. 12with Ilenny ^oung-

man following in on Sept.

Vaudeville's return brought the

same heart.v welcome here as else-

where along the line. On a scorch-

ing Thursday, a practically ca-

pacity house was on hand for the

1 p.rn. show, the first of the day’s

four. And every act evoked a tu-

multuously enthusiastic reception
,

from the 2.8()0-odd expectant and
eager cuslomers.
The way for the event had been

paved with tremendous publicity

and exploitation. Columnists and
city editors had 'been most gener-

ous in I heir cooperation to help

put it over with the eclat and in

a big way.
While "old-timers.” the middle-

aged and elderly for whom the oc-

casion provided pleasant nostalgia,

predominated in the initial audi-

ence. the teeoff also brought out a

considerable number of teenagers ,

who. judging by the applause.
|

whistling and laughter, found the ;

entertainment dish very much to

their liking. The younger genera-

tion joined their elders in acclaim-

ing the talents of gray-haired Pat

Rooney. Sr., and the veteran Wat-

son Sisters.

I
The wisely assembled bill, pro-

1

viding diversili(*d entertainment

appealing to many tastes, gained in

value through the work of Nick

Francis orchestra conductor, in

the pit, and the clock like speed

with which it vvas run off. The
preliminaries, including the trailer

introducing the debut and the brief

overture, "Strike Up the Band,

lent appropriate impressiveness to

the occasion, while the finisJi.

which had Joan Edward.s. of a fa-

mous vaudeville lamily. over fiom

Club Carnival to bring on all the

acts, also made for ceremony. It

all added up to slick showmanship.

From .start to finish there was

abundant evidence of audience ap-

preciation. The difficult and un-

usual lap roulincs of the youlhtul

Berk A Hallow were amply ap-

ph'uded. Plenty of laughter was

stirred up by the comic shenanigans

of The Chords during their clever

imitations of bamis and instru-

ments. The Watson Sisters had

them in stitches with their comical-

ities

The kiddies, as well as

elders, w ho had gone for

Chords in a big way. did likewise

Hammond s nained lockatoos

comedy acrobatics of

THE MAXWELL.S (2)

Aerobatic Comedians
10 Mins.
Stevens Hotel, Chicago

This is the first U. S. booking f<*r

this team of deadpan acromedians
who deliver a sock balancing
routine—on ice skates. Australian

duo work in the current ic»; revue
here. With youths mounting on
each other's shoulders, the blades

.ST. LEON TROUPE (6)

Acrobatic
X Mins.; Full
Palace, N. Y.

St. Leon Troupe (6) comprise an
expert group of teeterboard spe-
( ialists. It’s a circus turn that’ll

serve as a good opener or closer
to any vaude bill. Strong part <*f

this act is the series of precarious
spins made by this sextet off the
teeterboard.

Divided into jumpers and calch-
ers, members of the team are
catapulted off the boards, ending
in risky handstands. One jumper
does a triple spin across the stage
landing upright in the chair rest-

ing on another man’s shoulders.
It’s a snappy and spectacular item.

Herm.

Russ & Owen al.so generated much
mirth. With Wally Brown fidlow-

ing with his amusing monologue
and songs, funny bones continued
to be tickled. The novel dance act

of the Dolinoff & Raya .Sisters,

with its macabre illusions, got

heavy returns. The biggest ova-

tion of all went to Pat Rooney. Sr .

and old and young alike marvelled

at the smooth adept ness and agility

of the 70-year old star during his

soft shoe dances and Fri.sco imita-

tion. His plea for vaudeville’s sup-

port hit the bull’s eye. too. .All in

all, a momentous and happy event.
Rees.

down the curtain are the Non-
chalants, trio of comic-acros, who
are welcomed back, after a four-
year hiatus, with plenty of salvos.
Accent Is on gags and comedy, hut

a good share of hep aero
too. Walk off to solid mitt

Lowe.

t here’s
stunts,
action.

- Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, July 30.

Max St Gang, Ruth St Tommy Raf-
ferty, Kate Murtah, Dick Buckley,
Jack Powell, Peggy Taylor St Co.
'3>. Eddie White, The Herzogs
1 3 1

. Jo Lombardi House Orch
< 12 > ;

“The Lucky Stiff” (UA).

Dancing

C'apitol* WhmIi.
July 28
Roy Dong

Washington,
Duanos '2>,

las, Yvette, 8 Nonchalants,
Jack Kaufman House Orch
Bob Knight; “In Good Old
mertirne” {MG>.

.Sam
n ilh

Sn m

lineup follows the

format which has

here in recent weeks
audiences go for it

same
been
Hot

in a

,

cheering on everv act

the overture, which
steel guitar solo by

popular maestro from

in

fea
Boh
the

for

The

their
The

.Mack,

Capitol
smooth
clicking
weather
big way
eluding
tures a

Knight,
2400 hotel

Headliner on marquee and with

payees, is blonde. l><-auieous

Yvette, who garnered more en-

thusiasm than any chantoosey has

rated here this .season. Gal lias

class, style, and a way with a tune

that is strictiv topdrawer. Opens
with "Riders in the .Sky.” g«»es on

to ".Again.” with marked blues el

fects, and then i'i “Highland

Fling” Winds with ".South F’aCific
”

nmdley tosseil off with oomph and

enthusiasm to

show

.

Rov Douglas
highlighted hv

dummy, on “Old
Effect displays
Some of the gags are on the tirei

-ide, but voice projection atid tl

lusion is solid.

Dancing Duanos make
curtain raisers in a sop

ballroom terp routine

aluio''t slop the

has a vent ro a<t.

duet with the

d Clang of Mi lie
"

good leehiii ((lie

effmtive
jvt uat ed

Bi inging

Mainly sparked by singles 'there
are four in the eight-act lineup*
this bill is nevertheless heavy on
versatility and comedy.
Max and his gang provides a

snappy getaway with the somer-
saulting dog, a standout among the
assorted pooches. Pace holds with
Ruth and Tommy Rafferty in the
deuce providing practiced comedy
hoofing and .setting spot for Kate
Murtah to follow with her comedy
singing. Previously caught here
in trio with her sisters, she makes
her solo spot stand up on own with
broad clowning and grotesque ges-
turing to point vocal impressions,
Dick Buckley is next and has a

field day with his assembled audi-
» nce stooges who mouth the Amos
'n' Andy routine. Concluding hat

switching business keeps the laff

score up for a solid getaway.
.lack Powell in slick drumming

all around the stage is antdher-
highlight after which I’eggy Taylor
and her two male partners whack
out a flashy three-way adagio rou-

tine to good effect. Eddie White
scores in comedy and songs rou-

tine He’s a practiced comic aiul

has a way with a gag or a vocal and
whacks out a show-stopping inter-

Im'e.
The Herzogs provide a flashy

(lincher. Femme trapeze winkers

aie at home on the swinging b.tr

and bit of inviting plant from audi-

eiue lo have a go at the swing a<hls

pleniN of laughs.

B:/ good. B'lr 11.
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See Spotty Road Biz This Fall;

Farm Areas OK, Mdl Towns NSG
Roxottice prospt*cts for Ihe road

this fall are a matter of more than
usual s(>e( Illation among managers.
In general, il s figured that the !

.spoil > (ondition.s prevalent last

spring may be intensified. Various
local and legional factors may al-

ter the overall picture.

If recent trends continue, there
may he ample business in the agri-
cultural areas and the large cities

dependent on them, where the
8even->ear boom shows no sign of
tapei ing off. But conditions are >

expected to deteriorate further in

the industrial towns, particularly
in New Kngland. With the col-
laspe of the warm-boom industries,
economic conditions have been
worsening, with unemployment be-
coming w'ide.spread.

I)e,'< )ile the mass impact of radio
and, to a limited degree as yet.
television, it still takes a compara-
tively long lime for the road public
to be<ome aware of legit hils.

Whereas on Broadway the newest
Clicks almost always have the great-
est draw, out of tow'n an es-
tablished reputation, and if possi-
ble al.so a name heading the cast,
is essential for a large b.o. pull.
That was illustrated to a consid-

erable extent recently, when the
managements of six Broadway hits
offered tickets for sale through a
Trenton depailment store. Of the
six plays, the two previous season
holdovers far outdrew the four new
clicks In fact, one holdover out-
sold all four new'. entries combined.
Since the four new shows offered
more and just as big marquee
names as the holdovers, it was evi-
dent that 1'renton playgoers were
not yet aware of the current-season
successes.

Indications are that there will
be a relatively strong lineup of
touring productions this sea.son.
Besides tho.se already playing out
of town, the road prospects include
‘.\nne of the Thousand Days.”
‘•(loodbye. My Fancy,” "Madwo-
man of (’haillot,” “Two Blind
Mice. Private Lives,” second
companies of "Death of a Sales-
man" and "Detective Story.” pos-
sibly "Wheres Charley?” and
Lend an Far” by next spring, and

such current layoffs as “High But-
ton Shoes.’ "Finian’s Rainbow”
and the perennial "Oklahoma!’’
There will probably be tryout

tours by most of the incoming
Broadway productions, although
except for some of the Theatre
Guild enliies. they will generally
play only Boston, Philadelphia and
.\ew Haven.

Chicago, Aug. ,
i Ann Harding $ lOG, Kay France’ 9G

Spark Okay Grosses in Strawhats

Ballet Russe Booked
For 1949-50 Season

Ballet Ru.s.se dt Monte Carlo,
which will open its fall season in

X. Y, at the Metropolitan Opera
House Sept. 16. playing till Oct. 2.

has already booked Its 1949-50 tour-
ing schedule with exception of five

dates. Tour will cover about 78
cities.

Booker David Libidins reports
outright sales to be twice tliat of
la.st year. These outright sales,

about 30 dates, ai'e mostly one-
nighters. the Ballet Russe refusing
to sell outright in big cities where
they play a week or half-week, pre-
ferring to play perc'entage. Troupe
has several dates with symphony
orchestras, including .Minneapolis,
Cincinnati. New Orleans and Na-
tional < Washington. D. C.L and also
has several dates on the Commun-
ity and Civic series of Columbia
.Artists Mgt. and National Concert
&c .Artists Coip.

Chicago, Aug. 2
William B. Davis, architect of

California theatres and quondam
pic producer, has taken an option
on Ralph Kettering's play, "Mau-
passant,” for New York produc-
tion in October. The play, which
covers the last 11 months in the
life of Guy de Maupassant, is a

romantically spiced biography,
Davis is now in Hollywood looking

for a name. He wants to cast the

play there if possible.

He may give it .some trial book-
ings on the Coast before heading
east.

CATHOLIC U. GRADS

FORM ROAD TROUPE
Washington. Aug 2

Neu and unique legit touring
outfit is about to be launched here
by a group of recent graduates of
Catholic ir.’s Speech and Drama
depart menf. Incorporated into a
non-profit outfi’ called University
Players, gr<»up i,s raising its own
nut b\ subscription and going out
on its own.

Waller Kerr, school’s playwrighf-
dirc(toi. is skcdded to take lime
out fiom pioduction chores on his
forthcotning George Abbott music-
al. "T hank You, Just Looking.” to
direct "Much Ado About Nothing”
lor the newly formed group.

Players plan a five-month tour
In late September through the col-
leges. high schools and communiiv
theatres in the northeastern sec-
tion of the country.

Equity Council Studies

Off-B’way League Request

To Allow It Union Adors
'I’he Off-Broadway Theatre

League’s request for .Actors F^quity

to lift its ban against Kquily mem-
bers appearing with experimental

theatre groups not contracted by

the union was discussed at Kquity’s

council meeting yesterday I'rues.)

and was reacted upon sympatheti-
cally. Council, however, referred
the case to a factfinding commit-
tee comprised of reps of all theatri-
cal craft unions. The committee
will try to de<-ide on "lelaxed con-
tracts” for negotiations with off-

Broadway enterpri/es. The league,
recently formed by five local non-
commercial companies, was noti-
fied of the ban last Thursday <28t.

Claiming that key roles in the
present productions of all five

groups were being undertaken by
Equity actors, the League sent a
letter to .Angus Duncan, associate
executive secretary of Equity, stat-
ing that withdrawal of the union
members would terminate all cur-
rent off-Broadway activity. The
letter also suggested that a joint
board of representatives from the
league and Kquily be established
to study the problem of creating a
contract between the two organiza-
tions.

The letter pointed out that "the
obvious inability of the existing
commercial theatre to provide a
place for serious young theatre
people is generally recognized as
being the precipitating factor for
the Off-Broadway theatre move-
ment”

(tioups included in the league
are the Interplav ers. Off Broad-
way. Inc

. Peoples Drama. Studio
7 and We Present.

Lynn’s Switcheroo In

‘Philly Story’ Strawhat
Boston, Aug. 2.

Jeffrey Lynn, film actor co-sfar-
ring in summer stock with Sarah
Churchill, daughter of the former
Prime Minister, fs convinced that
legit thesping is valuable to Holly-
wood players only if they do
considerable experimentation to
broaden their experience. Putting
the theory to the test, Lynn is al-
ternating in the two chief male
role.s in "Philadelphia Story.”

Previously playing the part of
Dexter in the legiter. Lynn took
over the role of Mike both here
and in Norwich. Conn. When tlie
company reaches Wellesle>. he
wilt revert to Dexter. Dexter film
role in the Metro film version was
plav ed by Cary Grant while Jimmy
Stewart had the part of Mike

Writers, Producers To

N.Y. to Huddle ‘Guys’
Frank Loesser and .lo Swelling,

who liave been collaborating oti
(»uvs and Dolls,” will come east

the middle of the month with co-
prodmer Ernest .Martin. .After
sevcial vvecks in .New York dur-
ing which tlu‘y'11 huddle with co-
pi()ducc.r ( y Feuer, and Swerling
will familiarize himself with the
background of Damon Runyon,
whose cliaracters will be the basis
ol the show. Loesser, Swerling and
Marlin will return to Hollvwood to
complete the writing. Fener will
remain east to handle business
ends of the deal and do prelimi-
nary casting Rehearsals are ex-
pected lo start in October, when
all four are in .New York.

j

Feuer and Martin, in association
with Gwen Rickard '.Mrs BoIger». i

are produceis of the c urrent '

Broadway musical bit. "Where’s
C’liarley st irring Ray Rolger
arid for w fucli Loesser w rote the
music.

I.aiis'hing Stork C’o.
(The Laughing Stock ('o.. Inc.

has been chartered lo produce
theatrical musical and other shows
with offices in New- York, ('apilal
slock is 200 shares, no par value I

Diieciors are Robert A Bern-;
stein Viv kle Kanner, Stewart i

.Meyers;
j

OS-BVay Groups

Winning Wider
!

I

Pro Recognition

I

Off-Broadway groups are coming
out of their nebulous existence
and establisliing themselves as an
integral part of New York’s the-

atre activity. Daily newspaper cov-
[erage of these outfits is more ex-
tensive today than ever before,
with either first or second stringers
catching most of the offerings. Thi.s

could possibly be attested to a

shortage of activity on Broadway,
but nevertheless tlie reviews are
appearing. And as a member of

one of tlie groups said, "a review,
even if it’s bad. is better than no
review at all.”

Five of the experimental groups
recently banded together as the
Off-Broadway Theatre League in

an effort to strengthen their posi-
tion and also to try to increase
their audiences. These groups all

began their current operation this

summer. The five outfits are the
most prominent of the off-Broad-
way theatres, including Studio 7,

the Interplayers. Off-Broadway.
Inc.. Peoples Drama and We Pre-
sent. All the groups work on a

weekly budget and on a cooperative
basis. Which means there are no
weekly dividends, but "any profits

at the end of the sea.son are
equally divided. Initial financing
for most of the groups was secured
by subscriptions.

Average weekly budget for the
groups runs from around $6.50 to
$1,000. Off-Broadway. Ine.. oper-
ates on a weekly budget of $7.50.

Its first production. “Yes Is for a

Very Young Man,” ran seven weeks
at a total expenditure of $4,900.
The first week’s take w'as $1,800
and the following week brought in

$1,200. Remaining five weeks
averaged about $800. bringing the
total close to $7,000.

The Off - Broadway Theatre
I^eague held its .second meeting
last Thursday <28) and appointed
committees that will endeavor to

establish permanent member-
ship, improve ticket distribution
methods and find a permanent
theatre or theatres for the organi-
zation. Al Hurwiiz. of .Studio 7.

Louis Criss. of the Interplayei's.
and Merle Debuskey. of Off-Broad-
way. Ine.. were assigned to visit
local schools lo try to establish a
cooperative system for offering
tickets to students for all produc-
tions pre.senled by groups in the
league. Lee Nemetz, of Peoples
Drama, and Mel GoMblalt. of th(‘

Interplayers, will look for avail-
able theatres in the fall. Gene
Wolsk. of Studio 7. and Bob Fuller,
of We Present, ccmiprise the or-
ganizational committee.

The league, open to other off-
Broadway theatre groups, marks
the first concerted effort by ex-
perimental thcaire groups in New'
A ork to (‘ollahorate and campaign
lo acquaint the public with its
achievements.

Dennis. Mass.. Aug. 2.

.Ann Harding, in "Yes. My Darl-

ing Daughter." did $10,000 al

Richard Aldrich’s Cape playhouse
here last week. Aldrich’s Falmouth
playhouse. Coonames.set. Mass.,

look in over $9,000 with Sylvia
Sidney in "The Two Mrs, Carrolls.”

Gertrude Lawrence. Aldrich’s
wife, who has been appearing in

Loncion for the past seven months
in Daphne du Maurier’s "Septem-
ber Tide.” is scheduled to arrive in

New' York aboard the Mauretania
.Aug. L5. Upon her return she will

join her husband here and on Aug.
20 will begin a week's engagement
at the Cape playhouse in the
.American preem of "Tide.” The
play will be put on at the F'almouth
playhouse the following week.

"Tide” completes Its London en-
gagement Saturday i6>.

was slightly under that "Vaa
bond King.” opening tonight

< 2V
' has strong advance; $2 4n !

’

weekdays. $3 weekends

I

Terrell s program for remainder
t of season, which lasts through
18. includes "Bitter Sweet ” ‘ft
Thee I Sing.” "Rose Marii^
"De.sert Song.” "Blo.s.som Time”
and "Song of Norway.”

®

Wilbur Evans, whei co-stars with
his spou.se. Su/.anna F'osler ha*
been staging since the second bill
Robert Zeller continues as musical
director.

2 .

Woolley in 24-Week

Tour With ‘Dinner’
Saratoga. N. Y.. Aug. 2.

Monty Woolley, who on Monday
* honored by Saratoga with
a Day. is sei to begin a 24-week
tour of "The Man Who Came to
Dinner" in Buffalo laltei part of
October under management of
Max Gordon and George S Kauf-
man. Kaufman and .Moss Hart
wrote the comedy in which Woolley
scored a Broadway and film
He will play cities as far west
Chicago. Info was revealed
Woolley's friend, former Mayor
Clarenee H. Knapp.

Woolley has his home here.

Kay Francls-‘Gay*

Washington, Aug.
Despite the terrific heat. Kay

F'raneis in "Let Us Be Gay” clicked
at OIney theatre to the tune of
$9,000, out of a po.ssible $11,000.
Solid t'dke due almost completely
lo popularity of the star, since the
dated opus was panned by local
crix.

Rutli Chatterton, current in

"Lovers and Friends.” aroused lit-

tle advance interest.

Basil Rathhone and F'rin O'Brien
Moore check in tomorrow for a

week's rehearsal of "The Heiress,”
which opens here Aug. 9.

Heat Dents Bucks County
New Hope. Pa. Aug. 2.

Prolonged lieat wave dented
Bucks County Playhouse slightly
last week when Haifa Stoddard and
Mary Wiekes costarred in "The
Torch - Bearers.” Week before
Fhnest Truex, in “Ah. Wilderness!”
hit SRO every evening pei-
formance. Advance sale for cur-
rent week, Walter Sle/.ak in

"Laburnum Grove,” has been
slow'ed by meteoric mercury read-
ings.

"The Torch-Bearers.” George
Kelly's oldie, proved popular with
custofuers. Cast luclucled Jessie
Busley, Henry Jones, John Harvey,
.lared Reed anfl Ruth White.
Robert Caldwell staged.
John Carradine and Marget Phil-

lips, in "The Heire.s.s,” Aug. 8, and
"Three Men on a Horse,” w'ith

Henry Jones and Sara Seegar, Aug.
15, will follow.

Falmouth’s Big Tix Demand
Boston, .Aug. 2

The terrif demand for tickets at
the Falmouth, (Mass.* Plavhouse for
the remaining schedule of attrac-
tions has been .so groat that an ex-
tra matinee has been added to each
week’s schedule.

Capacity biz, is b»‘ing done for
such stars as Joan Blondell. Paul
Lukas. Helen Hayes. Gertrude and
Sarah Churchill and Jeffrey Lynn.

- Boston Troupe Solid
Boston, Aug. 2

Boston Summer Theatre current-
ly enjoying its greatest season,
with solid grosses reported for its
first four product iouN.

Biz has grown progressively bet-
tei 'each week with the lomth pro-
duction. "Philadelphia Story" co-
slaning Sarah Churchill and Jef-
frey Lynn.' smashing all existing
house records with a sock $14,000
during tlie week of .Iul\ 25.

Teeing off the new' season July 4
with a new revue. "Pretty Penny"
the house gro.ssed a neat $10,500
and upped that figure the next
w'eek. with Ann Harding'.s appear-
ance in "Yes, My Darling Daiigii-

ter” netting a .solid .$11,000. Third
week, with Kay Francis itr’‘Lpt Ifs

Be Gay.” $12,000.
Susan Peters, eurieni in ‘‘Bar-

rens of Wimpole St.” is shaping
solid.

Mady Christians ‘Wife’ $5,300
Stockhridge. Mass.. Aug. 2.

Berkshiie playliouse here took in

a capacity gross of $5,300 la.st week
with Mady Christians in St. John
F.rvine’s "Robert's Wife.”
Current is the package hill. "The

Medium” and “The Tefcplione."

2 .

Dowling's D. C. Spiel

Washington, Aug.
F'ddie Dowling combined his

week’s stint in "Time of Yciur
IJfe” at Meridian Hill theatre
with a personal campaign for the

of legit to the nation's
Actor each night, in a
speech, dished out five
of human philosophy, a

return
capital.

curtain
minutes
prayer for tlie future, a plea for
tolerance, an expression of faith
in Hie nation's young, plus a plug
for revival of the living theatre in
Washington.

Final performance of show past
Sunday (31 • was hypoed by pres-
ence of Congressional celebs and
Equity proxy Clarence Derwent,
with later taking a bow. Preceding
the show, a newly formed group
tabbed Civic-Labor Committee in
Support of the Living Theatre in
Washington tossed a party al which
Derwent, Elmer Rice and Betty
Field made pitches lor the cause.
General theme was e.stablishmcnt
ot a national theatre.

Dowling in "Time” brought b.o
spurt to Meridian Hill with .solid
$7,.500 at $3.60 top. Group operates
under heavy nut. however, and
anything short of capacity is lough

$10*500
^ 81'oss would be about

Chl’s Chevy Chase $6,700

Chicago. Aug. 2.
C lievy C base thc'atre did espe-

cially well last week with Nina
Foch in "Light Up the Sky.” which
gro.ssed an estimated $6,700.
House had an extra matinee to

accommodate the heavy busine.ss
and was completely scild out for

pel formance.s at $3 lop. Mar-
Migalz, producer, i.s bringing
the production as the ninth

A. C.’s Ocean Theatre Flops Out
Atlantic City. Aug. 2.

After a hectic week, the Ocean
theatre on Steel Pier closed fol-

lowing the final performance of

"The Glass Menagerie” Sunday
niglit (31'. The fold is "pending

reorganization,” a spokesman for

Robert S Courtney, its producer,

explained. George Hamid. Sr., who

operates the pier, said Sunday that

the future of the theatre would be

decided this week.
It is no s«‘crel that Susan Peters,

in "Menagerie,” did poor l)iz.

,Al the opening performance last

Tuesday night (26*. an audience

awaiting the 9 o’clock curtain was

informed that the show' wouI(i be

delayed. It was. until midnight.

F’dwin Wyle. Court ney’.s general

manager, announced the delay wa.s

due to tlie late arrival of scenery

from New York. Payees had the

choice of getting their money back.

.

getting tickets for a later show, or

seein.g the Steel Pier's other attrac-

tions. Most of them got their

money hack.
,

II was Hamid who finally signed

the bond demanded by F'.quity.

To cap It all. matters came to

siu'h a head by Sunday night that

Miss Peters stepped out of the

show altogether and Terry Clemes,

member of the Dramaleiirs. local

little theatre group, played her last

fw'o show's.
Stepping out of the show also at

the same time was Robert Queeny

his place being taken by Harvey

Mitchell, another Dramateur,

four
shall

hack

hit.

as

by

and final offering of the season.

Terrell’s “Circus” Checkinr
Lambert ville. N. J.. Aug. 2

Music Circus’ arena-style operet-
tas under canvas has definitely
clicked w ith the pew holders si
John Terrell has had to add extra
( hairs and bleachers the past fort-
night bringing caparilv over 7.50

Biggest grosser to date has been
second bill. "Naughty Marietta"
(July. 19-24' with an estimated
$8,000 Last week’s “Rosalinda”

Calls Off Eastern ‘Strings’

La Jolla. Cal.. Aug. 2.

Sam Rosen is not satisfied wim

"Arrangement f(»r Strings*’ In

present form, and has called on

.scheduled pre-Broadway tour m
east. ".Arrangement.” a mystery

melodrama, was to have opened

Aug. 8 for a w'eek at John Tirew

theatre. F'asthampton. L. I .
then

was to have gone on two-week tour

before opening in N Y Rosen. fO-

author with Michael Clayton Hut-

ton, and direetoi’. wi
doctor.

Anne Revere. '

star (Rosen’s wife, will go to F-^s
'

hamplon instead to do "1-adies
f

Retirement ” J. M hw**'

'

slay In La Jolla for " Arm> ^nd tn

Man.” starring Richard Hasena

W'eek of .Aug. 16 Otlu’is m
rangement" i-ast were Tom *•

more and Mary Drayton.

call in a pla>’

' AriangemenI’
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N Y. LAW KEY TO MS' RETURN
— -

Howard Awards to Dramatists Guild

To Bankroll Promising Playwrights

ciHnpv Howard award.*? for

vear and next, amounting to $3,000

all will be given to the Drama-

istg Guild to be u.sed to develop

opportunUies for young ploy-

";Shts” The awards, in memory

the late Sidney Howard, are

made annually by the Playwrights*

Co., of which the late author was a

charter member.
Guild committee, under the

chairmanship of Howard Lindsay,

will select not more than 30 •‘unes-

tablished’’
playwrights <that is.

ones who have had at least one pro-

fessional production or had a script

optioned for production.) Infor-

mation would be supplied regard-

ing opportunities for straw hat. col-

lege and little theatre production:

group meetings and seminars

would be arranged with name au-

thors: admission would be arrang-

ed for previews, dress rehearsals

and performances of Broadway

shows, and craft lectures would be

sponsored.

The Playwrights' Co. made no

award last season, but previous

awards went to Robert Ardrey.

the Authors League Fund for

financial assistance of needy young
dramatista. to the New School for

the production of Dan James’

“Winter Soldiers.” to Tennessee
Williams, and jointly to Garson
Kanin and Arthur l^aurent.s.

mm FACTOR

IN 75-CFNT LIMIT

HBdegarde’s Fancy

Chapeau (Strawhat)

Takings and Bookings,
Princeton. N. J.. .^ug. 2. i

Hildegarde is due here at the

McCarter theatre for another one-

woman strawhat show' on the
j

strength of her click at the North-

ihore Playhouse. Marblehead. •

Mass., when, at 60-40. she came
out with $6,000 for her end. The
nitery chanteuse does a whole eve-

ning’s revue, backed by her own
orchestra 'Salvatore Gioe). repri.s-

Ing the entire format of her Per-

sian Room routine, including ro.ses

to the audiences, etc., etc.

Songstress is at the Piping Rock.
Saratoga, this and next week be-

fore resuming her .strawhat tour.

Click in the summer stocks has
caused her to cancel the projected
tour she and her manager, ,^nna
Sosenko, had in mind later this
month. Besides, there are a num-
ber of TV bids pending.

‘SALESMAN’ SELLS SELF

IN LONDON DEBUT
. London, Au^ 2.

Hailed by both public and press.
Death of a Salesman." which
opened at the Phoenix Thur.sday
28), should repeat Its Broadway
wccess. Paul Muni in the title
foie dominates the proceedings
iJJtth a magnificent performance,
Notable support is rendered by
Aevin McCarthy and Katharine
Alexander, with remainder of the
Wst al.so turning in outstanding
imrlrayals. Show stands out as

* mo.st powerful dramatic fare
being ofTered in West

*00 theatres.

Elia Kazan and Jo Mielziner. w ho

th.***^!*'^***’'’
^loged and designed

set.s for the Broadway produc-
succe.sslul|y repeated their

for the London offering,

ment .

^•’O^imtions. by arrange-

anri uT*!
^ Kermit Bloomgarden

the ni
* Fried, is presenting

eaii,*^^''-
look \fi curtain

**M**”"^^
night with Muni

y bawins out
vnce s clamor for

Steam Shovel Trade
Excavation and construction

work on the widening of west
4.'^th street. New York, be-

tween Broadway and 8th' ave-
nue. was interrupted last

Wednesday afternoon <27) only
after the managements of
shows playing theatres in the
block complained to municipal
authorities. Until then, pub-
lic officials and contractors ap-
parently hadn’t thought of how
the noice and vibration might
disturb playgoers at "Death of
a Salesman” and "Mi.ss Lib-
erty.” as well as the film, "Red^
Shoes.”

With vehicular traffic in the
block closed to the public, one
legit manager notes that prac-
tically the only way carriage
trade can reach the theatre
is in bulldozers and steam
shovels.

‘Detective’ Personnel

Get Week’s Pay For

Par’s 1-Day Filming
.Ml the legit unions have .stepped

in to insist on extra payment for
Paramount’s filming of a special
performance next week of “Detec-
tive Story,” at the Hud.son theatre.
N. Y. Stagehands, managers,
pres.sagent, wardrobe attendants,
doormen, porters and the entire
backstage crew will receive a full

week’s pay for the single day's
shooting. This is in line with the
standard .Actors Equity regulation
that the cast must be paid a week’s
salary for each day’s shooting.
Demand for pay for the filming

was made by the Theatrical Fact
Finding Committee, repre.senting
all the legit craft unions, after a

meeting Monday M ». Only box-
office men and ushers, who w ill not
be required for the special per-

formance, will fail to get the extra
coin.

Herman Bernstein, business man-
ager for producers Howard Lind-
say k Russel Crou.se. presenters of

the Sidney Kingsley melodrama,
will arrange actual terms of the
pay to the show personnel. Money
will be paid by Paramount, which
is making the film as a guide in

preparing the .screen version, the
rights to which it bought last week.

"Detective Story” is the first

Broadway show filmed for use by
Hollywood in preparing a screen
adaptation. Such a procedure was
propo.sed by Columbia after it

bought the rights to “Born Yester-

day.” but the project was dropped
after the cast insisted on higher
pay. Metro made a sound track of

an actual “Philadelphia Story ” per-

formance. using it in readying the
I pic version of the play. And there
were silent films made of several

plays some years ago.
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CAROL STONE AWARDED

$750 IN ‘SHOES’ BILLING
'

Carol Stone, who played

femme lead in "High Hutton

Shoes” for the last 13 weeks of

the Broadway run. won an award
of $730 from producer Joseph Kip-

ness for contract violation. The
amount was a compromise reached

at an informal hearing called by
.Actor.s Equity, at which company
manager Jack Small, an employee

of the Shuberts. n-prescnted the

management and
represented bv

union associate

tarv.

When the actress signed to go

into the musical succeeding .loan

Roherts. she was guaranlei'd co-

star hilling with Phil Silvios

Howf'ver. she ne\er recri\*'d it.

despite rrp«*ated protest bv Kf|uil\

Her last previous Hioadwav ap-

peai'ance was i*arlier in ihe season,

as featured femme le-id onuosite

Paul Muni in .lohn Co'den's re-

\i\'al of 'Ihey Knew What They

Wanted.”

Miss .Stone was
.Angus Duncan,
executive-seere-

Possible return to the old sys-

tem of broker “buys” of tickets for

Bioadway shows apparently hinges

on the .state busine.ss law. Also,

there may be a factor of enforce-

ment by the League of N. Y. Thea-

tres. in cooperation with Actors

Equity. Both rules would presum-

ably apply to vaudeville presenta-

tions in legit theatres as well as

regular legit shows.

The state law figures in the situ-

ation because it specifically limits

broker fees to 73c per ticket, and
' it's inherent in the “buy” .system

that agencies be able to charge
higher prices on tickets for hit

shows in order to offset losses

I from their commitments for flops.

In other words, if a broker makes
a "buy” on a show that subse-
quently turns out to be a flop he’s

.stuck for the duration of the deal.

1 The only way he stands to recoup
! the loss is by making an excep-
tional profit from his "buy” on a

play that turns out to be a hit.

But if he’s limited to a 75c fee. he
can't make the extra profit from
the hit.

Therefore, unless the state law
were amended to lift the 75c limit,

a return of the “buy” system
would leave brokers holding the
bag. That is why they have gen-
erally expressed opposition to a

resumption of the old “buy” set-

up. .As it is, they’re able to get
ticket allotments on assignment,
with the return privilege, so they
don’t have to gamble. But under
a "buy” system, with a 75c limit,

they wouldn’t even have a gamble.
They could lose, but couldn’t win.

Code Expires Aug. 31

The present code expires Aug.
31. but League officials believe
they could enforce its terms there-
after. e\en if it isn't extended.
They point out that although
Michael Todd has announced he
will make "buys ” for his presenta-
tion of his “Two-a-Day” at the
Winter Garden, he cannot do so
because the theatre 'is operated by
the Shuberts. who are members
of the League. Billy Rose, who
owns the Ziegfeld theatre, where
the “Blackouts” vaude will open
Sept. 6. might resign from the
League and thus be entitled to

lake ‘‘buys’ for that show, but

League members believe the or-

ganization could prevent him from
extending the system to legit

shows at the house. Both Rose
at d Todd have announced their

intention of having "buys” for

their shows.

New York City commissioner of

investigations Jolin M. Murtagh.
who is conducting a probe of

ticket speculating, said yesterday
• Tues.) that he is not particularly

interested in the question of

broker "buys ” His primary con-

cern. he indicated, is whether the

law is being observed. That is.

he intends continuing his efforts

to check on broker ob.servance of

the 7.5c limit and other a.spects of

he law.

Others in the trade express
the doubt that, even if the state law

could be changed to cover ''buys.''

such a thing would improve the

situation They point out that

"buys” would not Increase the

supply of tickets for top hits nor

make biokers any le.ss anxious to

obtain more than their regular

allotment of desirable .seats.

"Diggers" were active long before

the code outlawed “buys.” and

the pa\ment of "ice” also was
prevalent in the days of " buys.”

-Ice’ Setup Practically Disappears

But Murtagh Thinks It Temporary;

Scalper Prices Reported Sky-High

R&H Concert Nile
.As it did last summer, the Sta-

dium concerts v?ill close its season
at l.ewisolm Stadium. N. Y . .Aug.

13, with a Rodgers-Hammerstcin
Night. Salvatore Deli "Isola. wlio

batons for "South F*acific" at the

Majestic. N.Y.. will make his Sta-

dium debut as conductor. Soloists

will be .Annamary Dickey. Gladys
Swarthout. Thomas Hayward and
Robert Weede. Tliere will al.so be

a chorus of 40 under direction of

Crane Calder.
Program will consist of about a

half dozen songs or numbers each
from ".Allegro.” "Cai'ousel,” "Okla-
homal.” "South Pacific" and the

film "State Fair.”

Audience Escorts

Cast to Subway To

Crimp Hoodlums
An arou.sed audience attending

the off-Broadway presentation of i

John Wexley's "They Shall Not

Die,” stayed on after the Sunday
'31) evening performance to escort

|

the cast to the nearby 8th avenue
subway, N.Y. In announcing re-

placements for certain members of
|

the cast, the management informed

the audience that they were unable
j

to appear due to injuries suflered

at the hands of a “gang of hood-

lums" July 26. The management
also made known that the members

;

of the cast had been attacked once
,

before and both limes the gang
|

voiced anti-Negro epithets.

The Wexley work, being offered i

by Peoples Drama at the Yugoslav-
American Hall, on West 43rd street

deals with the Scott sboro ca.se and
uses a mixed cast. Since last Wed-
nesday '27) the group has been
given police protection, though
members of Ihe gang still hang
around the theatre irxl imidating

the cast. 'I'wo men. identified by

members of Ihe group as being in- I

volved In the beatings, were arrest-
]

ed and charged. with felonious as-
]

sault. A third was arrested in a
j

courtroom when he came to witness

Ihe arraignment of the two men.
The accused, identified as Peter
Piro, Clement Felligra and Salva-

tore Daziano, are out on bail. Irv-

ing Pakewitz. Lee Nemetz and
Monroe Classon were the ai'tors

beaten.
In addition to members of Peo-

ples Drama, a committee comprised
of representatives of "Detective
Story.” “Death of a .Salesman” and
"Mr. Roberts” protested to Acting
Mayor Vincent Impellitteri Monday

,
il). Impellitteri promi.sed to in-

vestigate the complaint and pledg-
ed cooperation in preventing any

j

further attacks.

! Group was .scheduled to end the
run of "Die” .Sunday '31'. but in

defiance decided to i-ontiniie an-
other week.

.As a result of the eontimiing
ticket probe by New Y <* r k

City Commissioner of liixestiuation

.lohn M. Murtagh, payment of "ice”

by brokers to boxoffice men ap-

pears to liave all but disappeareil.

Ticket speculation has al.so de-

irea.sed sharply, although scalper
prites have reportedly risen.

Those developments were more
or le.ss expected if the investiga-

tion were vigorously carried out.

However, Murtagh himself belleies

that such manifestations are purely
temporary and that, if his probe
were to end now,' the same old con-
ditions would quickly reappeiu In

as flagrant degree as before.

Although practically no one e\er
admits flrst-hand knowledge of

“ice” payment, it’s understood that

the practice is at a virtual siaiui-

still. Murtagh plainly means to

push his inquiry to the limit, and
Ihe city administration shows every
sign of backing him up, even to the
extent of recommending legislation

to license boxoffice men. So brok-

ers are leary about paying "iie”

and treasurers aren’t eager to lake
it.

As for the .scalper trade, the

probe has pul 16 smaller agencies

out of business, including several

admittedly guilty of oversharging.
Some are obviously operating cau-

tiously and others, generally Ihe

unlicen.sed “sidewalk” ones, have
run to cover or are doing only a

trickle of business. .As a result,

most of the tickets for lop hils are

being sold at legitimate prices, so

there are few available for last-

minute sale to clients who demand
I

them regardless of price. With Ihe

I
supply thus strictly limited ami ih«

risks great, prices have rocketed.
I Ritterness Increasea

All tho.se developments have in-

creased bitterness in some legit

circles against the commissioner.
Not only are the brokers and

. (Continued on page .50)

‘Philadelphia Story’ Set

For London November

Bow by Henry Sherek
London, July 26

Henry Sherek has acquired Ihe
English rights to Philip Barry’s

"The Philadelphia Story ” which he
will stage in Ihe West Find end of

November, with Margaret Leigh-
ton likely to star.

Meanwhile Sherek has set two
plays to be staged, each I»m one
week, at the F^dinburgh Feslixal

.starting Aug. 21. First will be T,

S. F:iiot’s "The Cocktail Party.”
starring Alec Guinness. Robert
Flemyng. Cathleen Nesbitt. Ursula
Jeans and Irene Worth. 'Ihe sec-

ond is a new play by actor-play-
wright Peter Ustinov titled "The
Man in the Raincoat.”

A tola

gencx

391G to the Needy
of $391,323 in spot emer-

icf Id .'^how people has

Ihe Stage Re-

xears of opera-

rcliei I"

been dishiirsed by

lief Fund m its 17

I ion.

OI that Miin .S22 2U) has been re-

funded Itx Hie unci line needy. The
(irgiini/alion s largest revenue

4 ouies IroMi benefit performances

gixcn h> Hi'uii<l"<i\ liilb.

‘MISTAKEN iDENTIH’

DETAINED DERWENT
A ease of mistaken identity is

the latest excuse offered by Im-
migration autiiorities in regard to

the six-hour detention and cjiies-

'ic ning of Clarence Derwent. Ac-

tors F'qiiity president, two weeks
ago at LaGuardia airport, .N"

Derxxent. who attended a >pecial

reception in Washington .Sundax

' 24 I for the Meridian Hill I’ai k

I theatre festival, visited the Imini-

gralion office there before return-

ing home the following day.

Derwent wa*; told by officials at

the Immigration olfice that his de-

ter. tion at LaGuardia was due to

the authorities at Hie field eonlus-

ing him xxith somehodv tliex had
been alerted to hold for question-

ing. Derwent. ho\x«-xei. exiiertv a

letter from the I minigi at ion Dept,

later thi*' week gixing him a clean

t bill of health.

‘SUGAR HILL’ SET

TO OPEN IN CHICAGO
HolJyxv’ood. Aug. 2

“Sugar Hill,” all-colored revu#
at the Las Palmas theatre hei'c,

will open at the Great Northern
theatre, Chicago, on l.aboi Day,
Sept. 5. Show closes here Sept 3.

Cast remains intact for the C'hi-

cago run. “Hill” clicked here at-
the 388-.seat Las Palmas theatre,
same hou.se which played "Lend
.An Ear” before it went on to so«-k

over in New York. ’"Hill” is by
F'lournoy Miller and James P.

.lohnson. Paul P. Sehriehrnan and
Alvin Baranov piodueed

Musical ’Orpheus in Hades’

.Anatole Chujoy. ballet auitionlv
and editor of Dance Nexxs, js woik-
iiig on an adaptation of ()fTeril>a« b s

opr*reffa. "Orpheus in Marie*-. '
lr.i-

a Broadxvay musical.
.Morh’in ver'-ion would he slagtd

hy George Ralanehitu' hr Iter

known as a choreographer.
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Seasonal Skid Slaps 6 way Again;

liberty’ OK 43G, Bolger $34,500,

‘Roberts’ 30G, ‘Detective’ 18G

i

decline continued
Broadway, with ‘Rose Marie’ $43,100

The seasonal
last week on

l osses sagging as much as $4,000 '

or some of the shows. Except for

the three consistent sellouts.)

•South Pacific.” “Kiss Me. Kate”
and “Death of a Salesman,” every
production felt the slump. '

With no openings or closing last

week and none scheduled for the

next few weeks, the list remains
unchanged, with 13 entries.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R ( Revue ) , ,

M (Alusicol), O (Operetta). I

Other parenthetic figures refer

to seating capacity and top price,

including 20% amusement tax.

Homever, estimates are net; i.e.,

e.xc1usivc of tax.

“Born Yesterday,” Miller (182d
wki (C-940; $2.40'. Senior runner
of the li.st was affected by the gen-
eral droop, hut will apparently con-
tinue indefinitely: $5,000

“('abalgata,” Broadway (4th wk'
(H-1.900: $3.60). Spanish import
also eased from its previous up-
vard trend; still plenty of profit at

$18,200.
“Heath of a Salesman,” Morosco

(2.5th wk) (D-919: $4 80. With
slightly reduced sealing capacity,

the regular weekly gross is now
$24,100.

“Detective Story,” Hudson (19th

wki (D-1,057; $4.80). Meller slipped
with the field; almost $18,00().

“Goodby, My Fancy,” Fulton
(36th wki (CD-366; $4.80). Also
tapered off a bit; under $10,000.

“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Cen-
tre (10th wk) (R-2.964: $2.88'.

Standard attraction for tourists,

particularly family trade; ebbed to

$33,000.
“Kiss Me. Kate,” Century (31st

wk) (M-1.654: $G). Another of the
solid SRO draws; almost $47,200 as

usual.
“I.end An Ear,” Broadhurst (33d

wk' (R-1.16(); $6'. Shrunk again
to $19,300.

“Miss Liberty,” Imperial (3d wk'
(M-1.400; $6 60'. New Irving Ber-
lin-Robert E. Sherwood slowed
from its maximum opening pace
and the next few weeks should in-

dicate its hit prospects better;
almost $43,000.

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (76th
wkt (CD-1.3.57: $4.80). Also fell

the general down-draft; about
$30,000.

“South Pacific,” Majestic (171h
wk) (M-1.659; $6'. If anything, the
b.o. pressure is actually increasing
on this wall-taxing smash; gets the
standee limit every night, with lots

of turnaways; $50,600 again.
“Streetcar Named Desire,” Bar-

rymore (87th wk» (D-920; $4.80 >.

Tennessee Williams prize-winner
Still rolling along; $14,000.

“Where’.s Charley?” St. James
(42d wk) -(M-l.fiOg; $6). Eased a
bit with the field, but lots of mar-
gin at $34,500.

In 5 Shows, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Aug. 2.

“Rose Marie,” featuring Mar-
guerite Piazza, Edward Roecker,
Jack Goode and Nina Olivette,
gros.sed $43,100 in five perform-
ances at Pitt Stadium in Pittsburgh
C.’ivic Light Opera production last

week. Friday night performance
was cancelled because of rain, with
$13,600 paid back in refunds.
“Wizard of Oz,” current,

ninth and final production of
fourth season.

Current Road Shows
“Blackoubs of 1949"—El C'apitan,

L. A. (Aug. 1-13'.

“Brigadoon”—Curran, S. F. (1-6';

Aud.. Sacramento i8-9'; Mayfair,
Portland ( 11-13).

“High Button Shoes” — Upton,
Salt Lake City (11-13).

“John Loves Mary" — Biltmore.
L. A. (8-13».

“Kiss Me, Kate”—Philharmonic,
L. A. (1-6); Curran. Frisco (8-13».

“Mr. Roberts” — Erlanger, Chi
(1-13).

“Streetcar Named Desire” —
Geary, Fri.sco (1-13'.

Total Legit Grosses
The following are the comparative figures, based on Variety’s

boxofiice estimates, for last week (the ninth week of the season)
aud the corresponding week of last season:

is

the

Kate’ Continues

To Soar in LA„

541/2G; ‘Hf 7G
T,os Angeles. Aug. 2.

“Kiss Me. Kate” continued to
rack up the best business in these
parts, with its third week slightly
better than its first two stanzas
at tlie Philharmonic auditorium.
“Annie Get Your Gun,” with Ger-
trude Niesen, also proved strong
bait for customers of Gene Mann’s
outdoor Greek theatre, topping
previous hou.se record.
“Sugar Hill,” all-colored revue

by Flournoy Miller and James P.
.lohnson. is enjoying capacity busi-
ne.ss at the small Las Palmas thea-
tre after considerable rewriting
and dance re.staging. “Blackouts
of 1949’’ walloped out another
terrific week. “Accent On Youth,”
at the F.I Patio, took a rather sharp
drop the beginning of its third
week. ,

Estimates for Last Week
“Accent On Youth.” El Patio

(3d wk'. '790; $2.40'. Sour $4,500.
“Annie Get Your Gun.” Greek

Theatre. (2d wk). (4.400; $3.60).
Smash $.54,000. This equals house
record set in 1948 during second
week of "Anything Goes.”

"Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan.
(371st wk'. (1.142; $2.40'. Standard
top biz of $17,100.

“Kiss Me, Kate," Philharmonic
Aud. (3d wk'. (2,670; $4.80'. Even
belter than first two w'ceks. rous-

I

ing $54,500.
“Sugar Hill," Las Palmas. (3d

wk'. (388; $3.60'. Tops capacity of
$7,200.

‘Roberts,’ Alone

In Lean Chicago,

Up to Neat 18G
' Chicago, Aug. 2.

Departure of “Inside USA" from
Shubert theatre Sat. (30) leaves
Chi with leanest summer in over
25 years. “Mr. Roberts” at Erlanger.
now in 48th week, is only legiter in
town and take has jumped accord-
ingly. Relief to drama drought
won’t come until late September,
when “Kiss Me, Kate" and “Death
of a Salesman” open.

Biz has not increased as much
as expected, with jewelry Conven-
tion in town, but strawhatters in
suburban areas have regi.stered
hiked gro.sses. Chevy Chase theatre
had near-.sellout during entire
week of “Light Up the Sky” with
Nina Foch.

Estimates for I.ast W’eek
“Inside USA,” Shubert (lltb

week) (2.100; $4.94). Up over last
week, with fine $32,000 for final
week.
“Mr. Roberts.” Erlanger f47th

week) (1.334; $4.33), Jumped up by
near $2,000 to nice $18,000.

This
BROADWAY Season

Number of shows current 13

Total weeks played so far by all shows. . . . 143
Total gross for all current shows last week $346,900
Total season’s gro.ss .so far by all shows... $3,573,800
Number of new productions so far 2

‘ ROAD
{Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring shows reported 8
Total weeks played so far by all shows 94
Total road gross reported last week $194,300
Season’s total road gross so far $2,500,500

East
Season

17

194
$346,100

$4,010,400

2

14
125

$316,500
$2,889,100

Inside Stuf-Legit
Idea of British government restrictions on American performers and

shows in London was editorially deplored last week by The Stage,
English theatrical weekly. Commenting on a letter from a reader, the
paper noted “the welcome given to British plays and players in Amer-
ica,” remarked that U. S. shows are “employing large British staffs and
many British actors and actresses,” and added that considerable money
is being paid at We.st End theatres by American tourists.

“Just now.” the editorial continued. “British masterpieces are not
presenting themselves as plentifully as we might wish—and they are

nqt all being kept out of the West End by lack of available theatres.

Meanwhile, good American melodramas, in the true musical .sense, like

‘Oklahoma!’, ‘Annie Get Your Gun’ and ‘Brigadoon’, are doing much to

keep up the popularity of the flesh-and-blood theatre. . . . Granted that

our dramatists will do their job efficiently, there should be nothing to

fear. Good plays are equally acceptable on both sides of the Atlantic

and from the entire Commonwealth. The idea that free intercour.se in

a beautiful, creative art should be affected by a paper-scratching finan-

cial formality seems a petty inhibition.”

‘Ice’ Setup
Continued from page 49

Management of “Mi.ss Liberty” has begun mailing postcard acknowl-
edgements of mail orders in cases where there may be any delay in

sending the required tickets. Idea is to forestall any repetition of the

situation that arose just before the mu-sical’s opening, when there were
numerous squawks about the delay in filling or even acknowledging
orders.

Apparently as a result of N. Y. C. commissioner of investigation John
M. Murtagh’s public criticism of the situation, mail order patrons are

becoming more exacting. Some of the orders received since the show’s
premiere have specified not only the date of performance and price

ticket desired, but have actually demanded particular rows or. in some
instances, even seat numbers. Such requirements are apt to mean
delay or even impossibility in filling orders.

Strawhat Jottings
Raymond Massey makes his sum-

mer theatre bow at the North
Shore playhouse, Marblehead.
Mass., Aug. 15 in “The Winslow
Boy*’ Theatre Guild production
of Lynn Riggs’ “Out of the Du.st,"
in rehearsal for the past three
weeks under direction of .Mary
Hunter, will be offered at the
Westport (Conn.) playhouse the
week of Aug. 8 The South Shore
playhou.se, Coha.s.set, Ma.ss.. will
try out “The Fundamental
tleorge," week of Aug. 15. Elliott
Nugent will star-direct . . . Charles
Ruggles will tour the Franklin
Trask chain of summer theatres in
“Nothing But the Truth” Ken
Welch’s “Of All Things.” new re-
vue originally pre.sented at the
Pittsburgh playhouse in May. will
be offered at the Ogunquit 'Me.'
playhouse the week of Aug. 8 . . .

Ramsey Burch has been signed as
director for the Dlxfield (.Me.’ sum-
mer theatre.

Carl Allen.sworth's “Count Your
Blessings” finishes a three-per-
formance tryout at the Barter
theatre. Abingdon. Va., tonight
(Wed.) Margaret Perry directed
. Irving Strouse's “Spring 1865 ”

j

will be tried out for four per-
formances beginning tonight
(Wed.) at the Lake George (N. Y.»
playhouse . The Lakewood thea-
tre. .Skow began. Me., will try out
Parker Fenley’s “Spring Breaks
Through” the week of Aug. 8,

‘IRENE’ SOCKO $42,100

IN WEEK AT ST. LOUIS
St. Louis. Aug. 2.

With the Friday (29' perform-
I

ance lost through a wind and rain
[storm, the second show of the
current sca.son. “Irene.” wound up
its .seven-niglii stand in the Mu-
nici|)al Theatre Assn’s al fresco
playhou.se in Fore.st Park Sunday
'31' with a neat $42,100.

Mauri?en Cannon, who played
the title role, and Jerome Thor
copped nods from the crix and
chair-warmers. Helen Raymond,
throaty comedienne, also scored
.solidly, and the ballroomologv of
Mary Raye and Naldi clicked.
“The Vagabond King.” teed off

a one-week stand last night (.Mon-
da.y'. Walter Cas.sell and Marion
Bell scored in the top warbling
roles Eaves of former seasons
making their first p.a.s of the
.season are Marthe Errol le. James
Mc(’oll and William Lynn. Stand-
outs in support are Jean Handzlik.
making lier bow here; Edwin
Sleffe. Leonard Elliott, Virginia
Gorski, Gean Grccnwcll and Mel-
ton Moore.

‘Streetcar’ Boff $25,500,

‘Brigadoon’ $35,500, S. F.
San Francisco. .Aug. 2.

“Streetcar Named Desire” open-
ed Monday (25' to the .strongest
set of rave notices grabbed hv any
show' during the past season. Stars
Judith Evelyn and Anthonv
rated

Shows in Rehearsal
“Good Housekeeping” (straw-

hat—Theatre Guild.
“High Button Shoes” (road)

—

MuiUe and Jusepii Kiputt.!kt>.

. Quinn
bouquets from all crix. with

opening of this Theater Guild
, offering bringing out large number
of black tics and formal gowns.
Show, scaled to $4.20 at the 1.5.50-

seat Geary, showed a tremendous
,

$25,500 on sub.scription.
“Brigadoon” chalked up strong

$35,500 for its fourth week at the
J.,775-iicat Curran, at $4.20 top |

I

b.o. men becoming increasingly
aroused, but certain managerial
and theatre employees, who pre-

j

sumably share in the “ice” under
normal conditions, are complaining
loudly. Also, a more cynical tone

I is beginning to be evident in the
theatrical columns of .some of the
New York dailies, po.s.sibly re-

! fleeting the outcries of brokers and
treasurers.

' The general attitude among pro-
ducers. however, has remained
.sympathetic to the probe. With

i
authors, actors and directors in ve-
hement agreement, s.'iowmen favor
anything that will eliminate or
even seriously limit whole.sale over-
charges on tickets. Their altitude
is that the revenue from a show

I
should be fairly distributed among
the creative talent, the managerial
end. the theatre and the backers,
without one particular group
siphoning off an abnormal share,

i Sharing Arrangement

For instance, it clearly makes no
sense for the producer.s of a musi-
cal to get $12 for a pair of .seats
while scalpers and their henchmen
collect $48 or more on the deal.
Showmen point out that the man-
agement has to share its $12 with
the author, actor and director tal-
ent. w'ith the theatre, stagehands,
musicians, front-of-the-hou.se em-
ployees, etc., and split the profits
with the backers, besides taking
the initial risk on the venture. On
the other hand, the .scalper’s $48
is presumably cut up with three or
four collaborators, none of whom
has performed a real service for
the show.

Producers appear inclined to
agree that, if “ice” |)avments were
eliminated or drastically reduced,
hoxoffice men would be entitled to
higher salaries. With employment
in the field spoti\ and uncertain,
it's conceded that treasurers can’t
gel by on the present salarv of
$110 a week. But il’s figured that
if the ticket me.ss were cleaned up
there should be more than enough
extra busine.ss to pay bo. employ-
ees adequately.
One suggestion, on which there's

been considerable discu.ssion pro
and con. is that "the lower flour
should be rescaled for Broadway
shows, with the belter locations
down frrtnt and center bringing a
higher price and the rate ranging
down for the less desirable scats.
It's also been proposed by one pro-
ducer that the w hole ’

difficulty
might be solved by having the
producers collect the “ice” and en-
ter it on their books, to be dis-
tributed on the same basis as all

other revenue. . .

Failure of the Grace and Paul Hartman revue. “Up to Now,” to play
Wareham, Mass., last week as announced, was because the management
had not posted an Equity bond or otherw'ise conformed to the union’s
regulations. So as to be able to go through with their verbal agreement
for the engagement, in case the strawhat got its Equity rating in time,
the Hartmans remained on hand until the scheduled opening day, July
25. even paying the hotel bills for some of the cast members.
The show', which had previously played .several strawhats, is at

Marblehead, Mass., this week, and thereafter will play Newport,
Saratoga. Ea.st Hampton, Ivoryton. Conn., and Mt. Kisco, N. Y. TTie

.shoW|' was not originally intended to be brought to Broadway in the fall,

but if revisions are .satisfactory the Hartmans will consider it.

Click of “Death of a Salesman” in Tiondon last week apparently
leaves a number of British theatre “experts” with some fancy explain-
ing to do. Number of English legiters in New York, some visiting and
others permanent residents, had predicted that the Arthur Miller drama
would be a quick flop w'ilh West F!nd audiences. In fact, not in memory
was a Broadway smash so di.scounted as a prospect for London. Among
the exceptions who figured the play would register with English audi-
ences were Basil Dean, London author-director-producer, and Philip
Hope-Wallace, drama critic of the Manchester Guardian, both of whom
said the show’s reception would depend on how well it was done there.

{

What is happening on the Broadway stage “is usually worth looking
1 at, even if it isn’t always worth listening to." w'as the view expressed by
London Sunday Times’ drama critic, Harold Ilob.son, in a recent article
on the state of the Broadway theatre. Back at his desk after a visit to
N. Y.. Ilob.son noted that “America takes .symbolism in its stride; and
Its two leading playwrights, Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller,
practice this method with combined artistic and financial success.”

Hobson went on to call “these young men . . . the only strikingly
original playwriting talents that the English-speaking theatre has pro-
duced since the end of the war. . .

.”

C opacity of the Morosco theatre. N. Y.. has been cut 12 seats, amount-
ing to $324 per week, for the run of “Death of a Salesman." Although
Uicre had been no requests for refunds for the locations, producer
Kermit Bloomgardcn discovered that there was imperfect vision from
two of the seats in each of the six boxes, so he ordered them withdrawn
from sale. Boxes sell for $6 evenings and $3 matinees. Capacity gross,
including the limit of 30 standees per performance, is now about $24,100
per week.

'

Legit Bits
Eunice Healey, in Central (’ity.

C’ol.. to attend Mae West’s opening
’Diamond Lil,” may go to thein

Coa.st to vi.sit her parents before
returning to New York about Aug.
15 . . . Clarence Taylor, manager
for Brock Pemberton. leaves this
weekend for a vacation on the
(]oast . . . Louis Lotito, prez of
C’ity Playhou.ses. Inc., and manager
ol the Martin Beck theatre, N. Y.,
laid up with a cold . . . Producer
•Michael Todd was the off-the-rec-
ord speaker at Monday’s ( 1 ) lunch-
eon of the Drama Desk, New York
legit reporters’ group.

Irving Keyser, treasurer of the
Alvin theatre, N. Y.. is in grave

Conn. . . . Irving Schneider, man-
ager for producer Irene Selznick.

vacationing this week al We.st

Hampton. L. 1. . . . Press agent

Samuel J. Friedman may undergo
an operation this week f('r bursitis.

Attorney Howard Reinheimer
goes to Sun "Valley this week for a

short vacation, with several inter-

ruptions for business engagements
in Hollywood . . . Maurice Evans,

at his fishing shack on an island In

Saranac Lake, is beyond the reach

of telephone, which has members
of his production staff gue.ssing

about progress on the star’s up-

coming production of the Terenc®

Rattigan dual-bill. “The Biowning
condition in Neurological Institute.

1
Version" and “Harlequinade”

N. Y.. with poliomyelitis and spinal
meningitis. His parents have been
called to his bedside from Phila-
delphia . . . Alan Hewitt, in the
cast of “Death of a Salesman," is

tcoiiiuuuiting Xioiu- Compo Beach,

Del Hughes will be stage manager
of Kermit Bloomgarden’.s tuodu^
tion of “Montserrat” .

Sigmunfl

Romberg may write a new operetta

for the Shuberts, who presentea

J’A],> Romance'! last season
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LYNN HEARTBEAT
^^Tlie Inc'oiiiparuhle*^

*'}{ildegarde will be available for all of

Lynn to see in person at the Marblehead

Summer Theatre all of next week •begin-

ning Monday, July 2St. Onee nightly she

is going to present a two-hour concert, the

first time she has ever attempted such a

performance.

“She is the only entertainer in the history

of show business who could ever walk out

on a caf# or supper room floor, tell you how
long she would stay? leave with thunderous

applause and not return.

“If you think it’s easy, try it sometime •

yourself. Try to be amusing and entertain-

ing for forty-five minutes; you'll have a new
appreciation for Hildegarde

“In ten years she has appeared only in

the plushiest hotels in the country. She’s

commanded fabulous fees and accounted

for even more fabulous busine.ss. The aver- ,

age person who has never seen Hildegard*

wants to know: ‘How come?’
“This is not an ea.sy question to answer.

Just when you are ready to decide that

personality is the proper explanation, she’ll

wow you with a touching song that will

have you fumbling in the dark for a hand-
kerchief. . And just when you’ve decided

That she’s a wonderful singer, she tears the

house down with sheer charm and excite-

ment.
“To see Hildegarde is an experience. A

fellow has only one honeymoon as a rule.

He has various other ‘once in a lifetime’ ex-

periences. This could easily be one of

them. So, don’t say we didn’t offer a good
suggestion. Incidentally. Blake John.'ion. of

the theatre, reports the advance sale on Hil-

degarde’s engagement i.s the best in several

seasons. Since the theatre’s capacity is

slightly less than 1,000 a sell out is a good
possibility. Try to make the Wednesday
matinee; it’s the sleeper performance! In

track lingo, that is." '

—Tom McGovern,
Lynn-Telegram News.
(July 21, 19491

Continued From Page 56 Mv RoMlon

"Down at the Marblehead Auditorium,

the North Shore Players really ignited dy-

namite Monday evening, when they pre-

sented the fabulous Hildegarde in her
summer theatre premiere one-woman show.
The audience went wild. Seldom has such
applause been heard this side of ‘South Pa-
cific’!’’

—Ilarbara Ttbbeis,
Boston Traveler.

^ (July 27. 1949)

Opening August 1, for Two Weeks,

at the PIPING ROCK,

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Opening McCarter Theatre,

Princeton University, on Aug. 15th,

for One Week of Concerts

Booked by JACK BERTELL, Per. Rep.

All publicity for Hiidegorde's

Marblehead engagement done by

FRANCIS P. L CRONIN, 100 Boyli-

lon Street, Boston.

Publicity for New York:

DAVID O. ALBER ASSOCIATES

V(H PAY A^n YOU CF.T
INTO THK ACT

ITial'a CliHii-'rooay on lh«* Slyl#* of
Hildt'g'a rdc Prcaonlly ul Marble-

lieatl TTieatre

‘’Making her first summer theatre appear-
ances here, in a clamor of publicity suitable
for the return to earth of Edwin Booth, the
supper club .singer, Hildegarde, has failed
to keep the tides from coming into Marble-
head on schedule. But she does give a good
show, chan-toosy style.’’

Picks Stooges
‘’Miss Hildegarde. a slender, supple,

blonde chan-toosy who works at a terrific

tempo and holds her audience remarkably
well, picks people out of the audience as
stooges. If they don’t want to stooge, they
get it!

“An elderly fellow in the front row who
fiidn’t jump up and down with glee when
he was singled out for comment—he was
told he looked like a Broadway ‘angel’

—

was not neglected through the rest of the
evening. It was suggested to him by the
smiling chan-toosy that he had* better seem
to be gay and have a good time, and that
would be good for him! He was required to
give his place of birth, required to stand
and take a rose, required to hear from time
to time throughout the evening that he
looked like an angel.’’

You Pa.vs and You Acts
“It could be that the fellow had paid to

be entertained and not to entertain. For a
chan-toosy, however, that is apparently not
enough. You pays your money and you
winds up in the act! Willy nilly. Wily
Hildy!

“The Hildegarde show, supported by an
orche.stra of 10 men on the .stage, consists

of two parts, each an hour long. Between
bouts with the angels of the audience. Miss
Hildegarde sings a variety of songs, from
the tender to the corny, plays her tiwn ac-

companiment to many comments on herself,

offers jokes, chatter and smiles. Millions
of smiles.

“A novelty on the straw hat circuit, this

chan-toosy knows her way around an audi-
ence.

—Elliot Norton.
Boston Post (July 29. 1949)

Throng LhihIs Prcscnlation

By Hildegarde

“Hildegarde, the incomparable, lived up
to her international reputation last night

when she thrilled a capacity audience at

Marblehead Auditorium, at the opening of

her week’s engagement marking her debut
on the summer theatre circuit.

“The famous chanteuse, who for .several

years has :captivated the hearts of patrons

of the famed supper clubs on two occasions,

scored a decided hit with la.st night's audi-

ence as she sang the selections for which
she is noted.

“Salvatore Gioe, her accompanist who di-
’ rected a nine-piece orchestra, had arranged

the orchestration in such a manner that the

full beauty of Hildegarde’s melodious voice

seemingly blended with the instruments.

^“The only drawback to the performance

was not the fault 6f the artist but of the am-
plification system which took an un.sched-

iiled holiday after the second act and re-

fused to function for the remainder of Hil-

degarde’s ort'erings.

“Notwithstanding this. Hildegarde held

the audience seemingly entranced for the

two hour production.
“Patrons, who had witnessed her per-

formances at smart New York city hotels

and supper clubs, were of the belief that

her offerings last night topped her previous

efforts.

"Needless to say her efforts were loudly

applauded.
“The Noith Shore players, sponsors of

the Head Theatre, have provided a diversi-

fied series of attractions for their seventh

season. So far they have offered the the-

atre-goers such stellar altractions as Tal-

llulah Bankhead in a lovable comedy, Basil

Rathbone in a tense, spell-binding drama,

and now Hildegarde. singer extraordinary.

The change of pace apparently pleases the

Greater Salem audiences for each night

there is a capacity house.’’

—Salem Evening News.

“Two of the most talked about women in
America arrived in Ko«^ton >cster<lay. .At

3 S.A p m . one was leaving the Gopley Pla/a
and (he other was arriving, and (hey
bumped Then they hugged One was
HILDF.GAHDE and the other was PERLE
MKSTA . . .

“On request of the comedian, Abe Biir-
lows. Hildy abandoned her sophisticated
style and went hill-billy re«’ently on tele-
vision. Bouncing in her chair and holding
imaginary reins in her white-gloved hands,
she sang a few bais of Tm Hop-along
Hildy. a gal from the West’

, . . She hasn’t
formulated her own T\ future yet but said
her picture was on (he cover of ’Life' 10
years ago. as the ’First Lady of I'elevision.’

That was because she put on an experi-
mental program in the NRG studios. In

black and white, color projection on a
screen ... ‘I was also the first .American
televised in London and Paris,’ she added.
“The famous chantoosey’s switch from

swank supper rooms to a summer theatre
was Jack Bertell’s idea. Jack Is Hildy’s
booking manager ... He said he picked
Marblehead for her only summer theatre
appearance because the Marblehead theatre
has the finest management meaning Larry
Washburn and Blake .lohnson . . . Besides,
it .seats 1,000. Hildy doesn’t work for pea-
nuts.

"Last week, at Marblehead. ’The Heiress,’
starring Basil Rathbone, took in $7.0r2 at
the box office out of a possible $8,200. That
was at a $2.40 top <tax included) . . . The
previous week, at a $3 top, and with two
matinees instead of one. Tallulah Bankhead
grossed $14,300. At the same prices, but
with only seven performances, Hildegarde’s
possible is about $12,500 . . . The advance
sale, prior to her opening last night,
amounted to $4,200, a record.
“The idea of giving a two-hour, one

woman show, seven days in succession,
didn’t alarm her. .After Marblehead, Hildy
will keep a date at the Piping Rock Club,
Saratoga Springs.’’

—Alan Fraier.
Boston Evening American.
(July 2S. 1949)

AT THE THEATRES
INorlh Shore Playera •

^Continued from Page 5(0

Norih Shore Players and offqr their public
a musical, a revue or even a 3-ring circus.

Hildegarde has shown that it can be done,
and with striking success.’’

Real Trouper
“This Milwaukee bombshell made good

the hard way last night. She was facing a

traditionally ‘reserved’ opening night audi-
ence in a large hall, making it difficult to

get across her ‘intimate’ style. And at the
outset of the second act, the microphones
went blooey. Yet, working without a
‘mike,’ she won over the audience even
more completely than in the first half of the
evening. There was nothing ’re.served’ about
the tremendous ovation she received at the
final curtain.

“She’ll find that New England ‘shyness’

absent in the later audiences.
“She did so many numbers last night that

it would be difficult to list them all here.

Furthermore, there’s no guarantee that she
will do the same routine tonight or tomor-
row; she’s that unpredictable.”

—ED E. JAFFEE.
Daily Evening Item,
Lynn, Mass.
(Tuesday, July 2€, 1949)

To the Concord Hotel Management:
Thanks for moking it poftible for

me to enjoy the thrill of on excit-

ing success in the famous ^'Borscht

Belt in the Catskills."'

•on Str**f, Boston. Th, .h.nw of pace .pp.renny ^ Thonkt to Bloke Johnton, II, ami
there is a capacity house. ” John L. Woshburn, General Mon-

Publicity for New York: —Salem Evening News. ogers and Producers of the North

DAVID O. ALBER ASSOCIATES —^===^ Ployof*-

Engagement Booked by JACK BERTELL, Per. Rep.

Lighting Installed by WILLIAM E. RICHARDSON Agents-MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Manager, Director, Producer—ANNA SOSENKO
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ShowBizAgainTakesOver CenlralCity toon

Drama Fete Drawing 250,000 Visitors,

StrawhM Reviews

By BILL DOLL
Central City, (’ol.. Aug. 2. I

Thi.s mi!e-and-a-half ghost town, j

V’ith a permanent pojiulation of

only 500. is probably the best ex-

ample of how show business under (

intelligent civic sponsorship can be
;

built into a formidable tourist lure.

The Central City Drama Festival,

now in its 14th year, attracts 250,-

000 visitors to this mountain top
,

every summer and as a result

brings plenty of hotel and other

business to nearby Denver. Whole
thing started when the old Opera

|

House, built in 1878. was presented
to Denver U. and restored to the i

original condition it was in when
Salvini. Bernhardt, Joe JelTerson

and John L. Sullivan regaled the
|

miners.
Under the auspices of the Central

’ City Opera House Assn., a non-
profit organization, it has grown
until the operation has practically

taken over the entire town. Asso-
ciation runs two hotels, including >

the famous Teller House, three
saloons, a livery stable -where '

square dancing is held, a group of
houses where actors may be housed,
and a gold mine. Property is now
Valued at $1,000,000. and the over-
all gross during the six or eight

-

week summer season is over
$300,000.
The whole town comprises show

business, and emplo.vees. including
hotel, bar. and restaurard help,
dancers, stage crew, guides, etc.,

numbers over 200. Revenue. In
addition to sale of theatre tickets,
comes from such byproducts as
hotel rooms, food, whiskey, the
take from about 60 slot machine.s,
guided tours through theatre, hotel
and mine, po.stcards and souvenir
books.

Year-Round Employee
Despite the size of the operation, '

the Assn, has only one year-round
paid employees. This is Business
Manager Don Stophlet, who super-
intends all of the enterprises and
makes an annual trip to New York
to cast the opera. In the summer
the Assn, retains a press agent.
Adolph (Bud) Mayer, former Rocky
Mountain News reporter, and it’s

spearheaded by Frank M. Ricket-
son. Jr., president of Fox Inter-
mountain Theatres (he originated
“Bank Night"), and Roberl Selig,
another Fox exec and president of
the board of trustees of Denver U.
They are in charge' of the voluntary
committees who wdioop up plenty
of local excitement, in addition to
arranging initial plans for eacli sea-
son’s activities.

Season opens every summer with*
an opera which the Assn, produces
Itself (this year it was “Fleder-
maus’’i. spending as mucl» as $140.-
000 and Importing top talent and
production people. Another fea-
ture is an afternoon critique to talk
about drama. This year John
Chapman. Hanya Hold, i)ay Tuttle.
James Michenor and others were
on the panel. Windup attraction
sees a Broadway sluvw specially
transported for the occasion. This
year it’s Mae West in ’ Diamond
X^il

.

Naturally, papers in Denver. I he
Rocky Mountain News and the
Post, go allout for the events, with
the Post frequently doing different
stories for each edition. State
papers and radio stations give
plenty of space and time, and a
traveling boxoflice. with plenty of
fanfare, visits neighboring towns.
Trailers are shown in a couple of
hundred Fox theatres.

Ticket sale is unusual inasmuch
as the hoxotfice is located in Den-
ver. .50 miles av\ay from the fhe-
atie. though a boxoffice is opened
here in town one hour l)ef<Me each
pertormance. Advance sale for
Mi.ss West on opening dav was
$72.0()(). .$5,000 short of capacity
for the scheduled three-week ruri.
Expected .s«*llouf resulted in pro-
ducers A I Rosen and Herh Freezer
agreeing to extend the ettgagement
an additional week (lioss will be
$100,000 for the run.

For the star it is the first time
she has played the role sincty last
winter, when she br(»ke hei- ankle
and had to call off the New York
siniwing. Show will go to Detroit
from here and then into the
Plymouth. N. Y., Sept. 7.

OlJcr.'ition here is verx- pic-
furescpie. with this <dd town hang-
ing on the .st(*e|) sides of Hu* cj>n-
tinental divide. All emplo,\e(*s are
dressed in frontier ciistiimes.
squai-es d;»nce exhibitions go on
before and alter the show, atid !

and ring bells in an effort to get

the customers out of the saloons
and into the theatre.
The actors are having a heck of

a time, breathing fresh air for a

change and feeding on buffalo

steaks. And on Saturday (31)

Steve Cochran and Billy Van were
out panning for gold. They
washed out about $9 w'orth.

Colleano, Jr., Looks Set

For London ‘Streetcar’

London, July 26.

After auditioning several Eng-
lish legit and film names for the

top male role opposite Vivien
Leigh in “Streetcar Named De-
sire.” Laurence Olivier, who is pro-

ducing the show' in October, has

practically set on Bonar Colleano,

Jr. Colleano is an American and
son of Bonar Colleano, Sr., w'ho

I

has been appearing for many years

in the Maurice Colleano standard
vaudeville offering. Act is cur-

rently playing Australia.

Colleano is currently appearing

in Jack Hylton’s “Together Again”
at the Victoria Palace, having re-

placed Bud Flanagan, who has

been ordered to the south of

France by his medico. “Streetcar”

goes into rehearsal in September,
with show due in October at Ald-

wych theatre.

I

Theatre Guild Protests
|

Ala. Group’s Name Use
j

Mobile, Ala., Aug. 2.

The Montgomery, Ala,, Theatre
Guild has received a protest from
the Theatre Guild of New York
against the use of the words “The-
atre Guild.” The New York organ-

' ization charged that “confusion
does exist” resulting in irreparable
loss.

A representative of the Mont-
gomery Guild called the charge

j

flattering but ridiculous. “We are '

fiattered that our organization of
amateurs . . . would be confused
with the professional ability of the

;

Theatre Guild, Inc.,” he stated.
;

Attorneys representing the New
|

York organization have “been in-

structed to take such legal steps
as many be necessary to protect !

our client’s valuable property
right.”

'The Elmer Rice-Kurt Weill mu-
sic-drama. "Street Scene.” seen on

I

Broadw ay in 1947, holds up pretty
' well in concert version—a severe
test by all standards. Presented
sans costume and .sets, in abbrevi-
ated form, at Lewisohn Staudium,
N. Y., Saturday (30), the w'ork

,

came off remarkably well, as a
’ stirring combination of melodrama
i and music.
' Perlorpiance itself was abbrevi-
ated when a thunderstorm broke

, up the second half of the ai fresco

I se.ssion.

I

The N. Y. Philharmonic-Sym-
phony, soloists and ensemble w'ere

led by Maurice Abravanel, who
conducted for the Broadway pro-

duction and who here seemed to be
as much, or more, in his symphonic
element. Several members af the
oi'iginal Broadway cast repeated
their roles here, including two of

the leads, Polyna Stoska and Brian
Sullivan. Other repeaters were
Marie Leidal. Peggy Turnley, Mar-

! cella Uhl. Kenneth Remo, Joseph

I

James and David Thomas. Abrava-
nel used 13 singers as principals.

I with an added choral ensemble of
4-12 more.

i Mi.ss Stoska. as Mrs. Maurrant,
' was in excellent voice, and did a

;
superior job with her "Somehow 1

I

Never Could Believe” solo. Sulli-
van was particularly impressive
with his "Lonely Hou.se” solo, and

! in the "Remember That I Care”
duet with Dorothy Sarnoff, Mi.ss

Sarnoff. taking the Anne Jeffreys
role of Rose Maurrant, was fine
support in the duet, and registered
admirably with her solo, “What

' Good Would the Moon Be.” Nor-

I

man Atkins had Norman Cor-

I

don’s original role as Mr. Maurrant,

I

doing a hangup job with his solo
1 number. "Let Things Be Like
They Always Was.”

Support was in every instance
fiist-rate. Jo.seph James, the orig-
inal janitor, again repeated an ex-
cellent “I Got a Marble and a
Star.” and Kenneth Remo repeated
the amusing “When a Woman Has
a Baby.” The ensemble scored
strongly, especially In “Ain’t It Aw-
ful. the Heat” and “Ice Cream
Sextet.” Bron.

Legit Follow-Up

Off-B’way Show

Tool >lHnv ThiinibM
OIT Kruadway. Iiip., production of com-

edy in two act.s by Robert Hivnor. Di-
leiled by Curt Conway; settlni; and IlKbt
InR. Charles Hyman and William .Sher-
man. At Cherry l.aiie, N. Y., July 27.
•4fl; $1 80 top.

Psy<-hye . Sadie l.onR
Smith Dick Robbins
Johnson Eddie Frost
Macklebee Gene Saks
Jenny Macklebee Kim Stanlo
Too .Many Thumbs Nehemia PersolT
Professor Block Ernest Summers

'The first of Robert Hivnor’s
plays to be .staged. “Too Many
'Thumbs” might, with proper doc-
toring and a more profe.ssional pro-
duction, make the grade on Broad-
way. This Otl'-Broadw’ay Inc., offer-
ing starts off weakly but builds in-
to an amusing and fanciful comedv.
Ktnploying the theory that man is

deseendanl from ape. Hivnor pre-
sents his audience with a chim-
panzee who in thg midst of .scien-
tific observation develops into a
htmio-sapian.

Hivnor s .script also approaches
in a satirical vein the conflict be-
tween science and religion, with
Gt'ne Saks’ portrayal of a religious
tanatie the high-spot. A particu-
larly funny bit involving two
chimps of the opposite sex is not-
al)le at the tail end of act one.
Nehemia f’ersoff as the male of the
species has the title role and gives
a restrained performance in a diffi-
cult part. His transformation from
heasi to man is both pathetic and
humorous.

As the struggling scientist con-
ducting the observation. Dick Rob-
bins i.s effectively methodical, and
Kim Stanley, as his liancee, has
little lo do hut lend charm to the
proceedings. Sadie Long, a.s the
female ehimp, handles her* role
well. Eddie Fro.st. as an attendanl.
is ok.ny, and Ernest Sommers’ por-
trayal of a successful scientist is

good, though his exit line in refer-
ence lo a nude picture is slock
stuff.

ushers partlde through the streets reclion.

Entire action lakes place in a
comhinalion lahoratory and office.
Curt (’onway handled’ the able dl-

Mister Roberts
I (.ALVIN, N. Y.)

After 18 months’ of almost solid
.capacity business. "Mister Roberts”
' remains one of the top straight-
play hits of Broadway history. And

I despite considerable recasting, it’s

lost little of the entertainment
quality that made it an instantane-
ous smash. In the comedy-drama
category, there’s been nothing
newer to compare with it and, from
present indications, there’s little

j

prospei t of anything doing so.
I’o a repeat playgoer, several

things stand out in tlie show. The
play itself, combining 'Thomas Heg-

. gen’s basic story and Joshua
1
Logan's skillful stage craftsman-

f ship, is an irresistible blend of
humor, poignance and dramatic

i wallop. 'The casting, including the
. various changes since the preem, is

,
brilliant, while the performances
are excellent and the physical pro-
ducl ion superb.

'The performance is remarkably
clean for such a long-run play. It

has broadened heie and there, par-
licularly in the smaller parts, but
not seriously enough to mar the
aulhentieily or vitality of the show'.
Hem'y Fonda is still ideal in the
title part. His playing, seemingly
a trifle tnore emphatic than orig-
inally, is perhaps even better for
that reason. 'The other original
lead. William Harrigan. is also
skillfully loathsome as the patho-
logically ly rannieal skipper.

Rusty Lane, subbing for Robert
Keith, on leave for a Hollywood
picture assignment, is good as the
philo.sophical ship’s doctor. And
Muiray Hamilton, although lacking
the style and fier.sonal impact
David Wayne gave the part, is ef-
fective a.s the juvenile officer.
Pulver. With the exception of mild
overplaying in some case.s. the
smaller parts arc all well handled,
wilfi Rufus Smith contriliuting a
notable hit as drawlingly eloquent
Shoi'c Patrol officer.

Logan’s staging is even more im-
pressive when seen again, and Jo
.Mielziner’s scenery registers strong-
ly on further inspection. 'The at-
mospheric lighting and expressive
l)etw«*en-scenes sound effects are
also helpful. Incidentally, too. the
tlu‘alie is kept comfortably cool
lliroughoul the performance, which
is the exception rather than the
lule in legit. Jiobe.

Second play of the U. of Texas
dr;ima dep.-Hlmenf summer sea.son
will he "(’oinmand Decision.” for
three days opening Aug. 10 in

t Au.stin.

A in III*- rouiiir.y

Westport, (’onn.. Aug. 2.

Weslporl <'ounlr.v Pla.vhoo.s** prespiita*
tion of Einl.Mi WilllHiiiK' adaplatiuii of
comedy by Ivan 'rurx()eMev. .Stars Ruth
Gordon; features Kdmon Myan, Howard
St. John. Scott McKay. E f!. Marshall.
Directed by Garson Kanin. David M. Par-
doll. as.sociale producer; cftshinirs. Maiii-

bocher Theatre (’ollerl ion; .settiiiK-s and
lightiiiK, Elh vtin Kent/ow. At Weslpoit,
Conn . Aug. 1, ’4tf. '

Vera Ha^el Dawn. .Ir.

Shaaf Rex Williams
Anna Yslaeva Fraiu'es Brandt
Lizaveta Bogdanova Diana Rivers
Natalia Ruth Gordon
Rakitiii Kdmon Ryan
Kolia CliHord Tatum. Jr.

Beliaev Scott McKay
Matvei I.ew t-Xkels
Doctor K G. Marshall
Yslaev Howard SI. John
Katia . Peggy Cass
Bolshintsuv '. . . . . Jesse White

Ruth (Jordon and Gar.son Kanin
hope to lake this new Emiyn Wil-
liams’ adaptation of ttie traditional
Turghenev Russian comedy lo

Broadway, which has not liad sueli

a revival since Naziinova coiled
through a Theatre Guild produc-
tion two decades ago. Kanin has
given this Westport performance
far more than the attention usually
lavished on a summer tryout and
the management lias given him a
liberal hand.

Williams’ version, recently suc-
cessful in l.ondon. is not as crisp
nor as inventive as was expected,
and the play’s chief pleasures stem
from Kanin’s skill in conjuring oc-
casional vignettes in which les.ser

characters, not caught up with
Natalia’s impatient roinanee.
brigtitly illustrate their own prob-
lems.

This new version of tlie Turghe-
nev legend hitroduces some low
comedy of the Katzenjainmer
school and also a new ending. The
unsuspecting intruder goes off

to Moscow with a faithful and elo-
quent family friend rather tlian
with the highborn heroine’s pretty
ward.

!

Miss Gordon, so .successful In
Guthrie Mc(Mintie’s revival of
“Three Sisters.” is a disconcerting-
ly mobile star this wtrex. She has
little time for patrician repose and
the familiar and admired Gordon
characteristics are abundantly
catalogued. She looks youthful
and winsome, however, as she
whips around the stage in a succes-
sion of handsome Mainbot'hers
that add much atmosphere to the
proceedings. There’s no Slavic
lethargy here.

Outstanding in Miss Gordon’s
company is Hazel Dawn. Jr., as the
dependent who also loves the tutor.
Lovely looking offspring of an un-
forgettably lovely mother. Miss
Dawn brings new freshness, nice
modesty and a singularly promis-
ing technique to tlie

’ Westport
stage. Diana Rivers is excellent
too a.s a snuff-inhaling duenna,
equal to every artful suggestion

I

that is file index to me hne Kanin
I

talent. E. G. Marshall gels Into
1
stride a.s the eouniry doctor and

I

Jesse Wtiite has a liilarious lime
I

with the role, of an awkw'ard suitor.
I

SeoU McKay is .suitably hand-

j

some and obediently ill-at-ease as

j

tfie tutor, and Howard St John and
j

Edmon Ryan are riglit in other as-
signments. Doiil.

1

‘

iirilav
•

Baltimore. .Tulv 26.
Doll Swann produc-linn of mii.siial .oin

edy in two ails Hook hv Dorothy l,f>»
Tina; lyiics and inu.xir by (. Wood: staRcd
by Ooii{«* Srhaelyi; danrfs bv Khha Von
Saleski and .Mhi* Solo*!. syt>. .\op| 'I'avior
and Georxe .Sullivan

f'a.st: Alice (ihosllcy. Vlaitine RaillcIt.

I IMI
eiud’homnip. Davis Cost, Archie

l.aiflf. Joseph .Sopher. Bi in e lewell.
UouKlas Henderson. O. Tolhei I Hewitt,
r l ances Oliver. Robinson .Slone, Klaine
Swann. flilT Col hern \t Hilltop theatre.
Baltiinoie, .luly 2H, '49

Ambitious attempt at a musical,
with clioral ensembles and terp in-
terludes lo round out a rather in-
volved story line and a highly
pleasing musical .score. conu*s off
rather well. George Schaefer’s
direction is standout and pianist i«
musical accompaniment bv com-
poser Wood a real assist But
there’s not enouKh for Broadway at
the moment.

Book is a killer-diller. It deals
with a mythical town w'liere every
Saturday i.s C’hristmas and every-
one tells the truth. Added to this.
Santa i.s a racketeer who rides in
a TarK^v sled pulled by his wife,
who wouldn't mind engaging in
more hectic pursuits given tlie op-
pot tunity. Into all of this is a love
triangle, with the village belle,
famous the country -over a.s the joy
of visiting traveH’ing men. sought
by a mamma’s boy and a bookish
villain on Ihe ruthless side There
are other chara'Jteis. too. hut noth-
ing jells mid the humorless lines
and heavy-handed situations.

Music and l> rics are ximcthing
el.se. 'The composer lias a score of
eonsideratile merit The rhythm Is
on file modern side witli a good
hooge.v in*,at and some splaslies of
all rigid melod>. Numbers arc not

smartly spotted for best coni,;«,»
and maximum selling.

Alice Ghostley, in the
lead, dominates the show witli
voice of considerable quality ana
she holds up the acting end’ whi
enough. Best among the re.sl ni
the cast are O. Tolbcrt-Hewitt ana
June Prud’homme, particularly

Supper”; Elaine SwanJ
and Robinson Stone, a.s Mr anH
Mrs. Santa Claus; Dougla.s Hendei
son and Cliff Cothern. Solo dancii
spots by Ebba Von Saleski and
Alice Sobel, who staged the nuni
bers, are well handled, and set*
tings are above barn average
With book given a compUde re

write and score refitted and shaped
under practiced au.spices. this one
might provide potential inalerlal
particularly as an all-Negro ooii«
in the “Hot Mikado.” “(’armen
Jones” motif. Bor/"

CoHege Show

^liinall Beer in

j

(CATHOLIC II.)

Washington. July 27.

I

Catholic U production of ciHiiedy in
I three acts by Joe Coogan and Oan Rod
den. Staged by Sally Schari>er; and

I

lighting, James D. Waring. At Univer-
sity theatre. Washington. July 2.y, *40

$1.80 top.
Tim Kilty Don Waters

;

Agnes KUty Wenona Matthews
' Philip Scharper
Kellogg Edward ('. Justii-e
Willie Dooley lohn Rodney
Hannah Mildred Wolf
tdith Pat Carroll

New play by radio writer Dan
Rodden and magazine freelancer

1
Joe Coogan is given a Itetter pei-

I formance by the (’alholic li.

Speech and Drama Department
j

than it deserves,

j

Play is set in a saloon in Philly,

;

called the Galway Tap. Its piin-*

I

cipal character is Willie Dooley,
{the charming, doing-nothing bar-
' room philosopher w'hose career

]

consists of writing letters to the
I editors of newspapers and hoping

I

that his solutions to all the ills of

I

the world will get lop position in

I

the letter columns. Saloonkeeper
Tim Kilty would like to get rid of

!

his sister-in-law, a maiden gal in

her late 30’s, and Dooley decides
' to get her a hu.sband.

Of course, sister-in-law Hannah

I

has had a secret crush on Dooley

I

for years. Just about Ihe time he
i gets a middle-aged truant officer

to propo.se to Hannah. Dooley di.s-

:
covers that he, too. loves her. So

I true love finds a way and Dooley

I

agrees to take a job as a file clerk

to support his wife. And tlial i.s the

i
story.

John Rodney, a former Catholic
U. student, Is starred a.s Ihe philo-

sophic Dooley, playing tlie part

complete with auld sod brogue.

Rodney gives a lively reading
lo the role, a fat one decked out

I

w ith long speeches. However, he

!
never manages to lift the part over

i

ttie barricade of incessant jabber,

I

which interlards the tliin plot

I

Play i.s reported to he in tryout

with a view to Broadway produc-
tion. However, in its present form

' it offers little w'hlch would coax

; customers into plunking down
$4.80—or any fraction thereof—at
the boxoffice. I,

j

‘Peter’ Sydney Interim;

‘Booms’ for Melbourne
' Sydney. Inly 26.

British comedy. "Fly - Awav-

Peter,” with British plaver.4 J. H-

Roberts, Pamela Bygrave and Bea-

trice Smith, will pla> a limited

i

run at the Royal here, before Rolv

erf Morley, in “Edward. Mv -Son,

' comes in in early September

j
“Annie Get Yonr Gun’’ winds up

a year at the Royal, and heads for

New Zealand.
In Melbourne. June Clyde and

Hal Thompson come into the Cou'*

edy theatre, for J. C Williiim!«)n;

.Aug. a, with “Separate Rooms.

Show will do general .\nssie run-

around after the Melbourne run

Kamber’s Program Servic*

Philadelphia Aug 2.

Bernard Kamber, wlio puls )ui

programs for the four legil housen

i here, has launched a new assooa-

lion of program publishers for

towns outside New York Faihn*

ill recent seasons lo latcli m* to t ic

big national accounts led •'»

move,
.

,

So far. Kamber’s gron|) hJ^

up 15 theatres in four ciiie.s -Bos

ton. San Francisco. Clevelsnd h)

Philadelphia—and tlu‘> !•!'’

a New York central olfice
")»

of new’ outfit calls tor solicit d'O

of national accounts foi P'

j

In all cities, proceeds to he h' io

pro-rata.
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Literati

Busy (?) Literati

Here’s how it is in these summer
iintf days in the publishing busi-

John O’Hara phones his pub-
nesi. from his

Fischer flying over a cast of top

'

I European performers for each I

j

broadcast; “Papa Romani," a dra-

'

matic series featuring Carlos D’An-
gelo; situation comedies starring

'

-
Edward Everett Horton and Joe E.

X
the Yale Brown (latter would also do an AM-j

faculty Edward C. Aanswell. Me-
i daytlmeri; vehicles for Fanny

u"**
"‘‘“'-in-

I Brice and Cab Calloway: "Plbby

'

chief of Whittlesey House. An ad- Houlihan” Arth..is cuiaaial
visory committee of distinguished ol.v ' a ;n ?r .h iVnt ^
Rritich anH Amarievan ,

P*ay»ng sn IHsh janitor*.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully «.

t

fLn*home''^Bennett I’m Britis'h and AmirieVn Vchoiars win
So^errirHam- i

«sist the editorial boarf Purchase ®™‘!: T comedydramaT "SIwith Dick Rodgers lae nam- 1 Q^y .

***^*rini and we have a $50 bet ,

amount of the gift and . “J’

hrStheT of the sieUani the funds advanced by the publish- ® mystenoso; “Li’l

that the oroiner Ol uie saiCMUdn
, ^ ,, , Abner" h.iseH on the eartnnn ctriiv

In ‘Death of a Salesman i

fortune in Alaska, but I

made his

say it’s

ing firm were all undisclosed.

. -as in AiasKa uui i sav its Included in the projected series

The Random House prexy
,

be all the material privately

tells O’Hara he doesn’t know but J" ^
Yiking Press which lo 570 copies and sold attells

he’ll phone
$900, which represents only a frac-

Abner,” based on the cartoon strip;

and “Jury Room," a Phil Berle
courtroom package.

Beside these Barry has a number
of offerings already set for the ’49-

’50 .season; “Conflict,” starring
now available. The Boris Karloff; “Pho.ucnme,” based

P rimiL 0113WCl , V-c AwesAO VIlCAimO i; .. . , .... ..
’ In-

him elaborately, expresses regrets ' side Hollywood,” a Photoplay mag
over “taking up so much of your n

acquired scries with Wendy Barrie,

time Bennett." 1

® ^ rights of publication. Advantage of the kine audition

CeVf replies, “That’s nothing,
j
vrLlnJjf®

William over the sustaining tryout, Barry

John, excepting you blankety- “
volurne^ ’in^FneTam?’

^^^l^res. is that it reduces amount
blank you just made me miss Wz '

volumes in England.

innings of a hot Yanks game on
< A _ 1 ml rvM 1 M n>«r ^

'W him ri^hTb ““‘'Al^sfa ;

fion of what"'

f"the right fn^wer.".Hara thanka
;

on I.ook mag feature; and

Mc(3raw-Hill has also acquired

the television in my office.’

Earl Hines* Band Biz Expose

CHATTER
Yarn on circus clowns. “It's Hard

_ , i

Work to Make You Laugh,” penned
Jazz pianist Earl Hines has

j

by Cy La Tour, will be featured in
penned a byline piece for the Sep- the August issue of the Rotarian,
tember issue of Ebony mag titled

' Rotary International’s official mag.
"How Gangsters Ran the Band
Business.” Article exposes gang
dom’s rule of niterles and bands
during the ’20’s and ’30’s bringing

In such notorious characters as A1
Capone, Owney Madden, George
'Big Frenchy’ DeMange and Jack
‘Legs’ Diamond. Hines explains in

his seven-page yarn how these ex-
mobsters controlled such music
personalities as Duke Ellington,

Cab Calloway, Lena Horne, Billy

Eckstine and himself.

mag.
Movietonews comic Lew Lehr

invades the gastronomic field with
‘Lew Lehr's Cook
Didier is publish-

' his new tome
Book for Men.”
ing.

Joey Adams,
authored “From
turns novelist
Falls” which Frederick Fell,
is bringing out next October.

1
The 20th anniversary of impre-

!
sario Serge Diaghileff’s death is

of coin risked if a format doesn’t
jell. “Li’l Abner,” for example,
will use live actors to portray the
comic strip characters, and the
idea, the web topper admits, will

either hit Pike’s Peak or bust.

Kinescoping will cut possible em-
barrassment to talent if the show
doesn’t pan out.

Net is packaging the Horton and
Brown shows and is co-owner of

“Abner,” with indie producers
handling the other stanzas. If

who previously
' ABC-TV airs a scries as a sus-

Gags to Riches,”
I

tainer, web is cut in for a slice of i

in “The Curtain the package, but if it is aired as

a commercial, the entire nut goes
to the packager.

Inc.

Finishing off his treatise, Hines commemorated in Dance News for
notes that the end of prohibition

|

August with a three-page spread,
did away with the mobsters, but in including articles by Anton Dolin,
turn gave vent to what he feels is

i
George Balanchine, Anatole Chujoy

racketeering on the part of band
,

and Lincoln Kirstein.
bookers. Hines also expresses his

feeling on what he believes to be
dishonest band populariJty polls.

Stratford
Continued from page t

Jack Davies’ MissioA to H’wood
Jack Davies, film critic for the

London Sunday Graphic, pushed
off for Hollywood over the week-
end after a short stopover in New
York. Davies, on film biz for the

Nancy Wilson Ross, w hose “The
Left Hand is a Dreamer” w'as a
good seller for Sloane, will have

new novel, “I, My Ancestor,”
published by Random House, Her
husband, Stanley Young, is a play-
wright and a director of Farrar
Straus.

’Morning Face.s,” a collection of

Kemsley Press, biggest newspaper i

^*’nw n’s pieces from
chain in England, is engaging a

. „ his
of Literature

Hollywood correspondent for the ' - -
‘ ®’‘P®*^>®nces w'lth his

Kemsley papers
Reportedly, Jonah Ruddy, Eng- i

lish-born mag writer, has the i

inside spot for the job. Davies is

the father of John Howard Davies,
j

moppet who played the title role i

In J. Arthur Rank's “Oliver Twist.” '

Eire Censors Nix 14 More
The Irish Censorship of Publica-

tions Board has hixed 14 more
novels on the grounds that they are
indecent or ob.scene.
They are: “The Loves of My Lord

Admiral,” by Philip Lindsay; "Into
the Labyrinth,”

I

.
. - - .sons, ,

will be a Whittlesey Hou.se publica- early 1930’s.
tion Sept. 7. Book will al.so in -

1

elude two previously unpublished I

essays and w'ill be illustrated by
Susannes Suba.

!

Bill Ornstein, of Metro, has three I

new stories coming up, the first, ^

! "Francis,” in the July-August is.sue ^

j

of Wildfire magazine, to be fol-
’

I

low’ed by “Happiness on a Hanger”
:

I

in the Autumn issue of Seydell :

Quarterly, published in English I

j

in Brussels: and “Of Time and !

Place” in the October American I

, Courier.
1

G, William Gahagan of Woodside,
’

mediately after one performance
and setting up the next day’s show.
Program is normally changed
daily, so that the entire repertory
is played each week. Since some
productions involve several set-

tings, including very heavy pieces,

shifting Job is not ea.sy.

Theatre building it.sclf looks,

from out.side, like modernized fac-

tory; and, on inside, like chromium-
plated film house left over from

Cape Homblow, Aug. 1.

Arthur Homblow, Jr., 'is looking for a finish for “The Hornblow
Story.” He sort of feels that from being clinked for his part in the
Broadway production of “The Captive” long, long ago. to being knighted
today by the Knights of Columbus Avenue, or something, for his work
on “Quo Vadis,” would be a nice way to round out a career.
The Homblow Story otherwise is going well. On “Quo Vadis,” for

instance, he’s got more publicity so far than most producers get for a

whole year’s released product. It reminds him of the first year of the
Goldwyn-Lasky productions, when they got an award for the best pic-
ture of the year and hadn't made a picture yet, while Harry Reichen-
bach kept asking the world. “Can they keep it up?”

But Arthur Homblow. Jr., is sure that Loew’s International will

finally get around to making “Quo Vadis" in Rome next spring. This
will give people plenty of time to read the book. “Quo Vadis,” inci-

dentally, heads the Hornblow list of books people are ashamed to admit
they haven’t read, but I’ll be a Sienkiewicz if I’ll admit that sort.

Most people, he says, believe "Quo Vadis” is about a chariot race,

somehow confusing it with “Ben-Hur,” “Intolerance” and everything
back of “The Covered Wagon" Some think the title derives from an
old Roman traffic centurion flagging one of the wildest charioteers
with, “Where do you think you’re goin’. bud?”

In fact the Hollywood droopearsons say some indie sharpshooters are
already working on a sequel entitled. “i)etrahe ad latus viae, fraterl”,

which quite literally translates, “Full over to the side of the road,

brother!”
Actually, “Quo Vadis” dealt with traffic in Christians and the liquida-

tion of same by throwing them to the lions in Romm arenas. Hut in

order not to disappoint those who think “Quo V’adis” is a horse of

another color the producer has added a chariot race, and Gregory Feck
will probably drive one of the chariots or get dragged behind one, or
something, in order to point up the conflict between Christianity and
paganism. And if Peck survives that (Iregorian chant he ultimately

W'ill be thrown to the lions in the Roman coliseum. If this doesn’t

.prove gory enough in Technicolor, the junior branch of I.oew’s Inter-

national can always reshoot sadistic scimcs like this in the Los Angeles
coliseum, and use Leo, the MOM lion, to tear the remaining martyrs to

pieces. So, like “Ben-Hur.” “Trader IRun.” “Eskimo,” “White Shadows
In the South Seas” and other epics of far-away places with strange
sounding names, the bald spots on the landscape can always lx* cov-

ered with Hollywood toupees.
“The Hornblow Story.” meanwhile, remains in status quo vadis.

Arthur. Jr., is not worried about the delay becau.se there is little danger
of other Homblows jumping the gun. In fact as far as he knows his

family is the only Hornblow in America. When his father was running
Theatre Magazine and wrote “Mr. Hornblow Goes To the Flay.” he
didn’t have to warn the peasants against imitators becau.se there were
no other Hornblows who could make that statement.

Trader Hornblow Tells All

It's a strange name, Hornblow concedes, but one so perfectly suited

to show business that many suspect it was coined, like Goldwyn, Jol.son

or Sliding Billy Watson.
Actually the name does not derive from Arthur blowing his own horn

at all, but there is an old legend that in Flngland one of his ancestors

(actually named Horn) was a member of Shakespeare’s original com-
pany that hung around the Mermaid Tavern after performances at the
Globe. One night the beaker buys were quaffing quite late and began
begging Horn to stay for just one more round. But Horn had his own
mind about the art of drinking. “I don’t know about the rest of you,”
he said, “but Horn blows at midnight.”

After that they all called him “Hornblow,” so as to distinguish him
from another Horn who was a swoggicr. In fact, the name became so

identified with Arthur’s family that when Jack Benny decided to star in

“The Horn Blows At Midnight” he had to get not only Arthur’s per-
mission, but his father’s.

Arthur, Jr., was a cla.ssmate of George E. Sokolsky, who still blows
a mighty loud horn. M. l..incoln Schuster was in this class, too. 'I'his

was at De Witt Clinton highschool, then on West 59th street. New York.

— by Bentz . Plage-
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mann; “The Girl on the Via Flam- formerly a.s.sociated with the
ina,” by Alfred Hayes; “Nineteen Publi.shing Co. and
Eighty-Four.” by -George Orwell- ' McCann-Erick.son advertising

on average season has been any-

where from $40,000 to $50,000;

only two sea.sons that landed the-

_ atre in red were the first two war
“White Crocus,”’' by” Peter PacieVr’ ^

^^ency, is one of nine new profes- years, 1939 and ^1940. Present sur-

“Red Morning,” by Ruby Frazier faculty of plus, as noted m July 15 balance
Frey; “Lovers Aren’t Company.” by

' Dartmouth College in Hanover,
' sheet covering up to March of this

Monica Stirling; “Roads From 21. Gahagan, will be year, appears sizeable: including, as
Home,” by Dan Davin- “The Other instructors in Dart- a sample, some $80,000 in cash and
Passion,”, by Edith Simon; “Dragon

,

Iss«®s’’ course. more than $200,000 in various in-
Id Chains,” by George Lancing: i ,

“English Episode ” by Charles ' Women’s National
Poulsen; “The Butterfly,” by James Press Club in Washington, has re-

M. Cain; “The Transient Hour.” by
1

as member of the United
Marcel Ayme; “She Came to Stay,” P**®®* bureau in the capital to ac-
by Simone de Beavoir. ^ company Mrs. Perle Me.«ta. town’s

* ' famed hostess, when latter a.s-

Pioneer Gazette Monthly I
^®** role of U. S. Am-

New

Dorothy Williams, retiring presi- vestments. This year s profits
4 A \a7M MM M M Ki 4 • .M. .V 1 I

• • 1 •• I

should add another chunk of cash

to the kitty.

Contrary to general idea, the

Festival is not the only activity of

the Memorial Theatre; in fact,

takes up only half the year or Ic.ss.

bassador to Luxembourg. Miss
| Rest of time, theatre is rented to

Video’s Stars
Continued from paze >

New publication The Pioneer Luxembourg. Miss (Rest ot time, theatre is rented lo

Gazette, is being edited by C. V.
I

''^Hbams will handle press chores London productions in tryout stage
Fardig at Springfield, Mass. Four- ' ^^® Embassy.

|

or touring, or kept bus., with such
^ge monthly tab, which sells for

rti engravings and
nicies from America’.s early press,

as the "New York Weekly
Museum” of 1792. the “Columbian
^ntennial” of 1814. “Massachutts

I^'® “New Eng-

1844
Adverti.ser” of

is on entertaining
Meiiany concerning family life
bygone years.

‘"®i«<ie<I is ‘‘Trading Post
”

antiques and items of
Americana currently available.

came
other

on the scene later than the
chains and therefore has

three ways of solving its problems.
Barry said: <1» sit back and wait

until the other fellows sell out
their good time and advertisers

come lo ABC-TV for prime
periods: (2) build its own .shows

and su.stain them until enough cir-

I dilation has been amassed for

pur- sponsors to shell out; '.’F buying a
^ number of choice properties of all

was made posiSible kinds and for a variety of budgets,
' w'ith rights for at least five years,

bv keeping them in the film tran.scrip-

.Boswell Windfall

Chase
’*®®®®‘

JamL private papers

bv a
niade posj^iuM

mininn^V® ^h® Did Do
Paul established by

tionai fi
®®’.DIass of 1929. Addi- tion stage until a backer is signed,

an acquired via Third alternative is key lo Barry’s

lor the"*Y7^”^ McGraw-Hill, “backlog” policy.

throuBh n- Until the new packages are

House thp 40
,''^*^'Ulesey bought, the web will fill gaps in

^ill re.sult ils sked with more mode.‘tly

ooliection The budgeted suslainers. Barry’s feel-

Wham of New York ’ Jhn "hen “we get the good shows
Oe»rly 25 years acauirine ^the i

®h ^he air we’ll get the audiences.”
P«Wrs Isham graduated from Yak ^he packages Barry is

i prepping are; Easy Come, Easy
^tauing and mihiiraiiFFn I Go,” a talent show with Fred Rob-

^*11 be 1
P^hllcation plans

board ®^.*^®*')aken by an editorial
"huh will include in addi-

bins as emcee; “Continental Re-

vue,” with impressario Clifford

U. S. Contributions
Funds for the building, which

cost $1,000,000 to construct, were
gathered by public sub.scription—

'

contributions from U. S. totaling

more than half ($625,000), John
D. Rockefeller was largest single

donor, with gift of one-half million.

Investment has turned out okay in i

more ways than one. In addition

to theatre’s general prestige and
specific artistic accomplishments Sok was an anarchist agitator then and just as plausible as he is now,
over the years, the normal surplus when he has become a capitalist agitator.

After surviving the hot blasts which u.sed to come down from the
High School of Commerce and Hell’s Kitchen, Arthur Homblow, Jr.,

was deported to Dartmouth, where Walter Wanger was trying to get a

cultural word in edgewise, too. Then Junior joined his father on “The-
atre,” hoping his hither one day would head, his department, “Mr.
Homblow Was Too Tired To Go To the Play and Sent His Son.”

Caufht With “The Captive”
But before that happened he found himself a job in the Charles

Frohman company with orders to get something for the Empire theatre,
a refined old piece of velour which hadn’t been out of the black since
it went into mourning for Queen Victoria. He got “The Captive,” a

refined presentation of a subject then taboo in refined circles but by
now as well aired as the Atlantic City boardwalk. For Americanizing
the French play about unilateral love Homblow got a percentage of
the rights.

When the cops got around to catching what Homblow, the Frohmans
and Millers were pitching, they called it a four-bell production and gave
everY’body a ride to the Tombs in pie wagons. All started screaming
for Max Steuer,

Steuer got a settlement out of court. If the producers would change
the name to “Old Homo Week ” and take a chance on being raided with-
out notice, the play could go on indefinitely. To Frohman. Miller, et at ,

“indefinitely” might mean one night, so they threw all the rights into

the lap of Arthur Hornblow, .Fr., and said, “It’s all yours. Junior.”
All this excited the admiration and envy of Sam Goldwyn, the winner

of that trophy for not making a picture for a whole year. So he hired
.Arthur Hornblow, Jr., as his supervi.sor.

This went on for seven years and then one nippy November morning
Mr. Goldwyn woke up only to find he had no horn to blow in. Then a

few mornings later, while the frost was still on the pumpkin, he read
where .Arthur Hornblow, Jr., had become a producer over at Paramount
He was attracted to Par by the pos.sibility of producing “The F’ursiiit

of Happine.ss,” a title that naturally would appeal to anybody after
.seven years under Sam. Francis Lederer was the star.

They were having trouble wilti the script, and J. P. MeEvoy was
called in to help. I remember 1 suggested there might be more box-
office in the thing if the title were changed to “The Scarlet lA*derer

’

This was J^efore air conditioning, but the resulting coolness lost me
three friends in as many minutes. .In fact, after making this suggestion
I didn’t .see the producer again until the other day, and even then the
meeting had to be arranged on nciilial territory. Many people stilt

believe I’m barred from the f*ar lot, though Hornblow, ^icEvoy and
Lederer left there ages ago.

Hornblow blew, in fact, in 1942. We were at war. and there was a

shortage of man power. Metro didn’t know where to turn to find some-
body to handle Hedy Lamar in Heavenly Body.” .Arthur Hornblow. Jr ,

offered to make the sacrifice. .A real Spartan.
Since then he has produced “t.'a.'«s Tirnberlane." “The Hucksters"

“Weekend at the Waldorf.” "Con.-pii ator ’’ for MGM and, coming up,
“Quo Vadis.”

If you still don’t know what "Quo Vadis” is all about, let Peter
Maurin, the peasant poet of 't he Catholic Worker, tell you:
"The world would be bettci off if people tried to become belter
“.And people would become better if they slopped trying to be belter

off.”

I Or would you rather read about chariot races?

non-Shakespearean projects as an-

nual Christmas show for children.

At conclusion of this year’s

Festival Oct, 1, a somewhat ab-

breviated company and crew are

off to Australia for a 14-week tour,

playing three of the current six

productions (probably “Much
Ado.” “Macbeth” and “Henry
VIII”), Originally, the company
had planned its first American visit

this fall, and negotiations had been

progressing with the Theatre

Guild and later with Theatre. Inc.

At a late date, plans fell through.
i

For next season, no definite ar-

rangement has been set. except a

promise of .John Gielgud and

Peggy Ashcroft to appear together

in play not yet selected. There arc

also hopes on part of the theatre

management that in the not loo

di.'tant future another building.

, more Elizabethan in appearance

and facilities, can be added, leav-

ing the present structure lo house

a repertory of more modern plays.

But. at the moment, that’s just

wishful thinking. The reality is

still Shakespeare and more
Shakespeare. And good. bad. or

indifferent—in which latter cate-

gory mo.<5t of this season’s offerin.es

' seem to fall—it’s .still SHO. If

I you can get up early enough in

the morning to get it.



CHATTBK

Broadway
Moe Gale to the Coast on busi-

ness and a holiday.

John Wildberg to Europe Satur-

day (30) on the De Grasse.

Jack Bertell to Saratoga for

Hildegarde’s Piping Rock preem

Wednesday, August 3, I949

Charles Einfeld flies to Cape Cod
j „ b?st

for
,

weekends .t his brotiier-.n. -
"“'lywopd « test

laws cottage. tinn that “WPStchl

La Centra, staying east for radio

television commitments.
Playwright Robert E. Sherwood

w'as awarded a Bancroft Prize for

“distinguished writings in Ameri-
can history” by Columbia U.

Award was for Sherwood’s “Roose-

velt and Hopkins,” which also won
the 1949 Pulitzer history prize.

Smith’s opinion of

summed up by
Kisco’s observa-

tion that “Westchester looks good

London

next 8-10 months on writing assign-

ments.
Grossinger’s, best known of the

Catskill Mt. resorts, has had a se-

ries of festivities to mark the 35th

anni, and among those participat-

ing have been John Garfield, Jan
Peerce, Robert Merrill, Pearl
Bailey, Sid Caesar, cartoonist Ham
Fisher and Robert M. Weitman,
managing director of the Broadway
Paramount theatre.

Louise (Mrs. Bugs) Baer resting ^hree weeks of Double
at the New York Hospital after

| Dubuque.” Humorist going into a
having been taken ill Friday (29) with his typewriter for the
night. '

Dick Weaver doing special ex-

ploitation in N. Y. on UA’s “John-

1

ny One-Eye” during its current

filming here. 1

Kurt Unkelback has taken leave

oI absence from his post of public-

ity director of the Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y.

Jonas Arnold tapped by Eagle
Lion to succeed Harold Danson as

ad manager. Danson has resigned;

Arnold formerly Danson’s aide.

Metro foreign exec Seymour
Mayer married Mary Magee, of

Scarsdale, N. Y. Bride is the sister

of Mrs. Walter (June) Winchell.

Georgia Gibbs, who ended a one-
week engagement Friday night
(29) at the casino in Monte Carlo,

due back Aug. 26 from Europe.
Constance Gordon, daughter of

theatrical booker Jack Gordon, di-

recting the arts and crafts classes

at the Ross Country Club, Monroe,
N. Y.

Perry Lieber, RKO’s studio pub-
licity head, in town for h.o. confabs
on new RKO films. Ditto A1 Hor-
wits, studio publicity chief for Uni-
versal.
Buddy deSylva reported ini^ood ,

shape on the Coast and still work-
{

ing on the Theda Bara biopic idea
although not as intensively as was
his wont.

I

No. 1 Fifth Avenue’s gimmicks
|

to hyoo biz include “Door Prize”
j

and “Balloon” nights. In addition,
the nitery also shows silent pix on i

Sunday nights.
Mayor William O’Dwyer acting

as installation official at the annual
installation of officers of the Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners Assn.,
Aug. 11, Hotel Astor.

Henry Stevens of “South Pa-
cific” and Rusty Lane of “Mister
Roberts” doubling into Benedict
Bogeaus’ “Johnny One-Eye,” cur-
rently location shooting here.

Harold V. Cohen, Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette columnist and
Variety mugg there, back from
Cape Cod vacation looking smokier
than his native Smoky City.

Vera-Ellen, who co-.stars in UA’s
“Love Happy,” p.a.’d Monday (1)

at Fabian’s St. George and Palace
theatres, Staten Island, to help the
loop celebrate its 35th anniversary.

Rita Rubin, until recently with
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
has joined Screen Associates, com-
mercial shorts and TV filmmakers,
as aide to producer Morrie Reiz-
man.

Inaugural dinner of the N. Y.
Variety Club (Tent No. 35) at the
Hotel Astor Oct. 27 will include a

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

Mitzi Hajos visiting here. Ditto

Lizbeth Scott,
Brock and Margaret Pemberton

here for rest of the summer.
Lawrence Langner may extend

Country Playhouse season two
weeks.
Raymond Massey moved into the

Wilton house acquired from Law-
rence Tibbett.

Edith Behrens now editing pub-
lications of National Federation of

Music Clubs.
Anita Loos here huddling with

John C. Wilson on forthcoming mu-
sical “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”

Frederick C. Schang, president
of Columbia Artists’ Mgt., and Mrs.
Schang sailed for Paris (30) on the
He de France.

Charlotte Frances has arrived
here from England to work on
script of her “Western Wind”
which Cornell Wilde will try out
here late this month.

Fania Marinoff, Carl Van Vech-
ten, James Melton, Theresa Hel-
burn, Walter Hampden, John C.
Wilson at opening of “A Month in
the Country” at the Playhouse (1).

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Columnist Earl Wilson at the Ex-
celsior.

Charles Feldman here from Hol-
lywood.
Countess Dorothy Di Frasso left

for Capri.
Ed Sullivan and wife due in

Rome from Capri.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dix in

Rome for a few days.
Elaine Shephard planed for

Geneva on picture business.
Clifton Webb has left Rome for

a few days’ vacation in Austria.
Merle Oberon is quietly visiting

friends in the countiy near Venice.
Monte Banks here from Capri.

Grade Fields is expected in a few
days.

The Val Parnells to Juan Les
Pins for a month’s holiday.
Honor Blackman off to Switzer-

land to recuperate after recent
surgery.

Sid Field taking a vacation from
the starring role in “Harvey” end
of August.
Emile Littler back from five days

in Deauville for combined biz and
pleasure jaunt.

Clifford Fischer here for one
night, them off to Paris for week,
after which he returns to London.

British Broadcasting Corp. on
look out for big West End theatre
and eyeing Covent Garden Opera
House.
The Harry Fosters on three

weeks’ vacation to the south of
France, covering Cannes,^Monte
Carlo, etc.

Hermione Baddeley leaving for
eight weeks’ vacation at Capri for

‘The Terrorist,” Merle Oberon’s
latest starrer.

Alfred S. Kahn o.o.’ing show
business here for the next couple
of months and planning return to
New York in September.
Lou Wilson, Prince Littler’s aide,

engaged to Fern Whitney, Ameri-
can currently appearing in "Okla-
honfia!” at Drury Lane theatre.
Bob Barnett, who recently ac-

quired Snow’s Chop House, has
sold it to Younger’s, wellknown
brewers, at a profit of $140,000.

Valerie Hobson planning her
fir.st vacation in seven years as
soon as she finishes her part in the
film, “The Rocking-Horse Winner.”

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., off to
Paris, Athens and Rome and plans
to join “The State Secret” unit at
Trento, Italy, in time to start shoot-
ing Aug. 8.

Having completed his writing
chore on “Treasure Island,” Law-
rence E. Watkin is staying over to
script Walt Disney’s Irish fantasy,
“The Little People.’’

Val Parnell dickering for Count
Le Roy, current hit in Morton
Waise’s “Skating Vanities” at
Wembley, for London Palladium
and Moss Empires tour.

Peter Graves quitting cast of
“Private Lives,” now on the road
with Margaret Lockwood, because
of U. S. commitments with Ger-
trude Lawrence at Cape Cod sum-
mer theatre.
Tom Arnold and Emile Littler

Hammerstein 11, Mr. and Mrs.

George Kaufman, Theron snd

Phyllis Bamberger, Jinx Falken-

burg and Shirley Booth guest-

appeared. Henry Jones, of straw-

hat acting contingent, featured in

Par release.

Paris

By Maxlme de Beix
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)

The Charles Millers to Rome.
Sylvie St. Clair off to the Riviera.

Eugene Van Dee back from Italy.

The Leonard Biscoes due back in

Paris from Riviera.

Clifford L. Fischer back from

trip with Mitty Goldin.

John McCarthy back after

Copenhagen week’s stay.

Lucette Caron back from Riviera

for the fashion openings.

Alex Stein holding a Columbia
territorial sales convention.

Irene Hilda back from Montreal

and off to Belgium on a radio as-

signment.
. X „ j.

John Ringling North to Scandi-

navia and Germany for 0 .0 . of pos-

sible talent.

Honolnltt

By Mabel Thomas

Herman Rosen, of Royal Thea- strawhat troupe,
tres, was here for two weeks.

Dick Haymes and wife here for

a three-week vacation at the Royal.

The Ralph Fitkins, owners of

local KHON, to New York for two
months. ^ _

' Consolidated Amusement Co.

opening elaborate drive-in theatre,

first in Hawaii. Kenneth Means is

James Stewart and bride will be

at the Royal for a month, honey-

mooning.

HoD^ood
A1 Hall vacationing at La Jolla.
James Barton in from N Y

film chores.
‘ *’

Judy Canova returned from an
eastern tour. '*

Scotty Brown to Chicago for th-
16m distributors’ convention.

Arthur Sheekmans celebrated
their 15th wedding anniversary,

Tom Drake easting for a straw
hat^tour, starting’ in Fayetteville^

Max Youngsteln in from N v
for Paramount publicity confer-
ences.

Dan Duryea to Vancouver for
the preem of “Johnny Stoni
Pigeon.”

Ann Sheridan hospitalized in
Santa Monica for her annual
checkup.

Robert Mochrie in town with 1
home-office delegation for Rkq
sales confabs.

Ed % Don George in from Buffalo
to round up rodeo and other acta
for his arena.

Ronny Lubin shifted from Para-
mount to the Nat Goldstine-Georgt
Willney agency.
Jane Cowl to La Jolla to appear

in “Art and Mrs. Bottle” with

Russell Collins will be featured 1

Delilah.”

June Haver awarded a silver

Oscar by the National Assn, of
Dance and Affiliated Artists.

Charles P. Skouras will receive
the 1949 Golden Bear award at the
California State Fair. Sept. 8.

Susan Haywood will take a cross-

country tour when she washes up
her current chore in “My Foolish

Heart.”
Adolph Zukor in from N. Y. for

huddles with Cecil B. DeMille on
releasing campaign for “Samson

in production of “Father Damien.'

Production designer Tambi Larsen

arrived from Hollywood last week.

Gloria McLean and Jimmy Stew-

art have announced Aug. 6 as their

wedding day at the Brentwood
Robert Morley, with his mother- Presbyterian Church.

in-law, Gladys Cooper, wife and
children, resting here for three

weeks before Clippering on to

Australia.

South Africa
By Joe Hanson

Pic biz generally slack with “Ed-
iujii rviiiuiu aiiu r,iiiiie Liillier i . w.. o„„f» /Wjr rtnlv film tn

have booked Vic Oliver for a new 1

show at London Casino, which will
be a new edition of “Latin Quar-
ter,” to be staged next April after
the pantomime season.

Miaini Beach

MBS

Lake.
Aileen Brenon on leave of ab-

sence from Selznick to handle
press on “Guilty Bystander,” to be
produced in New York by Laurel
Films in association with Edmund
L. Dorfmann.

week.
American Negro pianist, Charlie

Beale, engaged at the Club Tragard
in Capri.

Film editor Lou Lindsay back
to Rome from Moroccan location of
“Othello.”

T ij i

Rene Clair at the Hassler prior toEquitable Life has a paid-up starting work directing a film being
'licv on Lawrence Wilbur, for- niade near Naples.

The Gene Markeys (Myina Loy)
are in Austria, but expect to return
to Rome next month.

policy on Lawrence Wilbur, for
merly of the Castle Square Opera
Co. (Henry W. Savage), and is seek-
ing his whereabouts. He would be
over 70 if living.
Ted Strong. Celebrities Service

vice-prexy, fsils on Queen Eliza-
beth tomorrow (Thurs.) to 0 .0 . the
company’s London offffice. He’ll
return in October after a vacation
on the Continent.

Jewish Theatrical Guild’s me- i

morial service for Sam H. Harris, star, back from Brazil
legit producer, in its chapel in the

;

produce a show here.
Palace theatre building tonight
(Wed.) at 6 pm. Rabbi Abraham
Burstein officiating.

After guesting at the Howard

Lisbon
By Lewis Garyo

Evenida theatre will be closed
all summer for renovations.

Beatriz Costa, a prewar revue
Intends to

By Lary Solloway
Alfred McCosker, retired

prexy, building a home here.
DeCastro Sisters head new show

at Five O’Clock Club with Freddie
Bernard supporting.

Nunnklly Johnsons and Jean
Negulescos taking in the trade-
winds at the Saxony.

Barry Gray airer switched to
Kitty Davis’ with biz hopping in
the year ’round spot.

Hotels here filled with stateside
visitors escaping the “northern
heat wave.” Town booming as a
result.

“Slattery’s Hurricane” filmed
here last fall, preeming in three
Wometco theatres (sans mid-season
fanfare) this week.
Gambling clamp still on. New

police chief has finally been ap-
pointed by town’s “reform council-
men” and no easeup in sight.

be held over in recent weeks.
F. Schuurman arrived from Hol-

land to take up appointment as

conductor of Johannesburg Muni-
cipal Orchestra.

Broadcasting in South Africa
celebrated its 21st anniversary last

month. First broadcast was from
Johannesburg July 1, 1924.

Mrs. Maria Lee, caretaker of

Pagel’s Circus training farm, died
after mauling by tame Hon. She
was sister of owner Mrs. Pagel.
Metro to release seven London

Film productions in South Africa,
including “The Winslow Boy,”
“Bonnie Prince Charlie” and “The
Fallen Idol.”

Cecil B. DeMille to Chicago to

start a three-week tour with the

Ringling circus, gathering back-

ground for “The Greatest Show
on Earth.”

Backs County, Pa.
^ By Sol Jacobson

Francis Robinson of Met Opera
staff in for weekend.

Arlene Francis. Martin Gabel
and Herman Levin visiting Moss
Harts. Ditto Max Gordon at George 1

CrioDled
Kaufman’s. - ^

Chicago
Signe Hasso in town for Chevy

Chase production of “Love From A
Stranger.”
George Jessel, opening at Orien-

tal Theatre, Aug. 4, feted at a
luncheon given in his honor by
Ernie Byfield.

Flack Tom Fizdale returning to
Chi from Coast to join wife, Pat
Stevens, in promoting her charm
school and model agency.

Virginia Mayo and Michael
O’Shea, film players, hosted colum-
nists at Pump Room, Ambassador
Hotel, before heading for the
Coast.
Opening of Harold Lloyd’s film,

“Movie Crazy” at Garrick theatre,
Friday (29) hosted 100 children
from Illinois Assn, for the

Ririera

By Margaret Gardner

. Richard Ney at the Martinez.

Louis Jourdans back from 1

four-day weekend at St. Tropez.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Addams at

the Carlton.
Lou Walters eyeing the Riviera

attractions.
Leslie Charteris and wife at St

Jean Cap Ferrat.
Clifton Webb guest of honor at

another Elsa Maxwell soiree.

Richard Dix wandering alone

and a little lost through the Carl-

ton lobby.
Pierre Blanchar and his actress-

daughter Dominique at St. Jean

Cap Ferrat.
Earl Wilson off to Switzerland,

the only tourist to leave Cannes

without a sun-tan.
Norma Shearer and husband,

Marty Arrouge, installed for a six-

week stay at Hotel du Cap.
Errol Flynn back from Italy in

his old suite at Hotel du Cap. John

Perona also at Cap d’Antibes.

Borrah Minevitch and his Har-

monica Rascals readying for their

Hollywood opening at Juan-Les-

Pins.
Eddie Gruskin down from Pans

to talk to Eddie Cantor about doing

, an hour long show for the Marshall

Plan radio series. .

Eddie Cantor in Cannes for 10

days from Paris. His guest spot on

Chevalier radio show broke up the

audience when he did uncanny

i
imitation of the the French singer.

Composer Frederico Valerio back
from the States where he sold
some of his Portuguese songs.

Piero Bernardon will present a
Cullmans’ Westchester house (dur- ' summer revue at Teatro Varie-

_ , _ j t
Ford, pic actor and Valll,

Bob Zeller, musical director of actress, stopped over last week, on
Lambertville Music Circus, to way to N. Y. and European junket
Washington Fri. (22) to guest-con- . for filming of “White Tower” In

Ing their European vacation) for
the entire month of July, the Ben-
pett Cerfs are now Augusting at
Cape Cod with the Quentin Reyn-
olds.

Air France came to the rescue
of Ray Morgan’s Sam Pierce
(“This Is Paris”-MBS) by planing
over some insulin capsules to Can-
nes where Pierce is producing the
Maurice Chevalier series. Pierce
urgently needed the capsules for
somebody on the Riviera.

Walter Lowenthal joined Trans-
film, Inc., on both television and
feature films. Prior to joining
Transfilm. Lowenthal was director
and assistant production manager
for RKO Pathe. He entered the
film business in 1938 under guid-
ance of Loui.s de Rochemont.

Paul Stewart planed to the Coast
last week for a featured part in
Paramount’s “Postal Inspector,”
with Alan Ladd and Phyllis Cal-
vert. His wife, actress-singer Peg

dades starring Irene Isidro, An-
tonio Silva. Alfredo Ruas and
Joao Villaret.

Muraro, Argentine pianist, back
in Lisbon after a six-months’ tour
in Spain, gave a recital at the

duct National Symph for night
Mary Porter, acting manager of

Empire theatre, down to visit
1

spouse, Paul, guest directing
Walter Slezak in “Laburnum
Grove” at New Hope.
Walter Slezak commuting from

Ottsville farm, ditto Sara Seeger

Switzerland.

Politeama theatre before leavine Newtown home, for

for BrazU. i

Lilly Moreno, Brazilian song-
stress, made her bow at a new
revue at the Maria Vitoria theatre,
first house to reopen for the sum-
mer seaspn. Joao Perry, leading
legit actor, costarred in the same
revue, which also has comic
Eugenio Salvador and
Carvalho.

Agent Dubini has booked

aburnum Grove” this stanza at
Playhouse,

Lambertville, N. J. planning cen- ' appearance here
tennial celebration Aug. 24-28 to “Bitter Sweet.”
mark 100th year as incorporated

Dallas
By Henry Senber

Metropolitan Opera to play here
April 28-30.
Conley Lovelace new director of

Variety Club Boys’ Ranch.
Ilona Massey back to Coast after

in Starlight’s

Lima, Peru
By Bart McDowell

Bolivar Colosseum brought N. Y.

Circus here July 28.

German pianist Walter Gieseking

to play here shortly on new Soutn

American tour.
Off-season bullfights for appren-

tice torreros cutting into Sunday

afternoon pix receipts. .

Mexico’s Paco Miller opening ai

Teatro Segura in Mexican revue

with Raul Iriarte’s orchestra.

Westrex’s Ulda B. Ross, handling

Western Electric film distributioilj

through Lima on way to Santiago

Peru’s National Comedy Co.

o ,1 ,-J - , ^
Vaudeville returns to Dallas for

up. ditto first time in 17 years with opening
Paul Whiteman, a nearby resident.
Bill Taylor is program director of

Santos „ .George Kelly s niece. Grace,
made pro debut last week at Play
i • __ I* . « • j.M*. r

Capella and Patricia (American), '
*^uuse in her uncle’s “The Torch-

dancers; Glen Pope (American),
magician; Lily Bartel (Belgian);
acrobatic dancer; Ballet Blue-

j

bell’s Follies (English), and a
i

Cuban orchestra, Los Gansos Can-

Bearers.” Dad is John B. Kelly.
Philly Democratic bigwig. Late
Sidney Howard’s niece, Jennifer,
also in same J>ill.

Justin Herman last week shot
tores, for the floor show at the Jwo reeler at Bucks County Play
Estoril Casino. i house. Paul Whiteman, Oscar

bill at Majestic Aug. 18.
Vivienne Segal and Georgie

Tapps here for Starlight’s “Pal
Joey,” first time in summer thea-
tre.

William R. Katzell in town talk-
ing about bringing “Finian’s Rain-
bow,” “Lend an Ear” and “Great
Waltz” here this fall.

Berneice Kazounov, New York
concert impresario, entering Dallas
field with three bookings an-
nounced for coming season.

starting winter season here Au^

19 with Alejandro Casona’s Snip

Without Fisherman.”
Independent publishing h 0 use ^

mulling ideas for Peruvian ta

magazine; U. S. fan mags price

out of range by scarce dollars.
•

Lima’s concert sea.Son

French pianist Paul Loyonnet w
Jan Tomassow. from Vi'ashingi

Symphony, and Luis Galve. Spa

Revival of 20th’s “Under 1

Flags” doing big business at

tro City Hall. RKO’s “The W
J

dow” getting big
“Arrive early; don t tell how

ends.”
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of Boston and had been in show
business for many years.

01 Boston and had been in show MARRIAPITC
H business for many years. l

I ^ ‘On^¥TAr>¥17C! I Kussell to Guy Madison.
I llllllUr\l\lrj3 I Warsaret Blaine Damrosch. Santa Barbara. July 31. Both are
.1

w m-r * * 'w • ^ ^
I

g2 Walter Damrosch. noted scr*?en players.

I J orchestral conductor, died at Bar Muriel Allan to Robert Casey.
Harbor, Me.\ July 27. In addi- Jr,, New York, July 31. Bride is

GEORGE MORAN MRS. LINDA GRIFFITH tion to husband, she leaves three nitery dancer recently at the Copa-

Moran 67 vet performer, Mrs. Linda Arvidson Griffith, daughtets and a sister. cabana, N. Y.

than'a Quarter of a former actress and first wife of the . Miml Benzell to Walter Gould
UcWed^the r?slbllities of late David Wark Griffith, film pro- Mrs. James B. (Bessie Isabel) Derby. Conn., July 29. Bride is

century woiu
a„dipnrps ducer. died in New York. July 26. Allen, founder and owner-operator ooeratic and concert sinner- he’s a

Wety’vs.SWG
Continued from page 1

suit dismissed fur failure to state

a definite cause of action.

Edward C. Raftery, counsel for

Variety, answered briefly the

muslcomedy audiences ducer, died in New York, July 26. A*len, founder and owner-operator operatic and concert singer; he’s a icnathv arguments of Morris Cohn
WackSce act of Mor^^ After her divorce from the produ- ,

of the Icelandia arena, Toronto.
! concert manager and brother of

^ in Oakland CM., Mon- cer in 1936, she had done film criti- died there July 29. Survived by Morton Gould, conductor-coin-
^^'^yer for the SWG, and Judge

^*(
1 ) five days after suffering a eism for several magazines and tiusband. poser. Hall ruled in favor of the N. Y.

His partner, Charles Mack, ®tso authored "When Movies Were
| Mildred June Chernoff to Irving lawyer (of O’Brien, Driscoll, Raf-

killed in an auto collision in Joung telling of the early work; Frederick O. Hutchinson. 65. re- Goldstein. New York. July 29. lery & Lawler regular counsel to
S?4 I V , c superintendent of the Para- Bride is with WSA, Huntington, vlt. ...7 v . A

\ AHiETY ‘ had a claim for relief,"
ho Hpath nf Mack Moran ' t^^’iifitii was born in San mount studio laboratory, died July W, Va.

After the deMh of MacK, xworan
prancisco and met her husband 24 in Hollywood. nit, n

h,d te.me(J *‘‘h olj"
i
while both were acting in stock

Rila Foran <„ B

W’"
*'tha"he USd MaS had reg- I Ji7.™7re'd"rn ‘',

0
“*®,’

i
^bbly Theitre Co.

-e. “T'hp Two Black Crows" 1

later appeared in oldest .stagehand, died July 27 at v Mooi

Rita Foran to Brian 0’Higgin«

rnwnonioc hori Th!.« wot-o I » K d M ii 77 on o* T • .
Dublin, July 24. Both are with thf the judge ruled, "by alleging a com-

»nfi tfif: in HTK Abbey Theatre Co. bmalion to restrain the trade in

a‘nuX?“of llms'maL*^,?'?he‘'oid t‘’he'^‘.r*otrda«gh?er-’w?o” he‘
'
,,

Margaret E. MacKenrie ,o Robert -be sale and p».;hase of advertis-

Biograph Co. was visiting in San Francisco. i
®^*’ry- Rochester. N. H July mg. He described the Guilds

Survived by a sister. I

^3- Bride is a secretary at radio action m barring its members
! ’ Ramon Mnntnva fiQ w k piiitar- WMOU in Berlin. N. H.; iiom advertising as "an absolute

EMILE DE RECAT ist. died in Madrid July 2^' He had \ announcer at WWNH. prohibition of trade."
TN^ Ty A £9f\ -a. A.i aPPrininariioH lAiarltnct Qr^onicVi X\OCnt.Mir| IN, 1, QlYAYt^ivinn

MfTKo niflplr rrnu;«'» awuu. one aypcairu iii oiaesi SiagenaflG, 0160 JUly Z i a
Istered as ™ Two Black (..rows

^ number of films made by the old the home of a daughter whom h<
and other simiiaj skiis. Biograph Co. was visiting in San Francisco.
After both had come up the hard Survived by a sister.

way in minstrels and sinall time Ramon Montoya. 69, w.k. guitar
vaude. they hit the jackpot in 1927 EMILE DE RECAT ist, died in Madrid July 22. He hac

la the ‘'Black Crows routine, p j, p j accompanied leading Spanish dan
*'^''1 f^y-eXore yai«.‘ ballet master of the Paris Grand

,

«rs with his music.
pulte^ them tonned Co. and former supervising
riA« These were to be later topped frsKesierr, Aimc Mothcr. 73 of T.ilifln Altpct hpflr

Mildred Jocelyn to Dick Weaver
Cohn argued that the Sherman

Act was "designed to prevent

Ties. These director on foreign films for Metro ^
Mother. 73. of Lilian Altert. head actress; h^s a legit-pix pressagent

by their various excursions into le-
Pathe, died July 26 in Holly- hooker for the District Theatres ..

Marlon Jerry Packer

New York. July 4. Bride is a legit iK.(n„HMit to the public’’ and

Jft musicals and revues such as
““o/**

^Ziegfeld Follies,” Earl Carjoll s i

Moving to the U. S. in 1915, De ^1.

Corp., died in Brooklyn, N. Y. July New York. July 29. Bride is one

claimed that the SWG members
were "just like lawyers, dentists
and doctors in refusing to adver-

of Marlon Sisters, vaude team; he’s
"

with the Jane Pickens airer.
'

I

Judge Hall Sees Violations
.9.“''®' yf Recat produced and directed niusi-

i

‘be Jane Pickens airer.

* » ‘MPnffir a 9hnw " Farthv shows in the midwest, among ' Otis Marion Sebring, 74, who
Shuberts Passing

^ fhem “Smiles of 1920." He put on operated theatres in Shelburn and ' DIDTUC
«« fc t^*i”wi^p prar-kinff i

American Festival at the dedi- Sullivan, Ind., died July 22 in l iSIK I Ma
jected Moran as ine wi^-cracKing

Los Angeles Coliseum Shelburn.
j

Mr. and Mrs. Don Brinkley, son.

thi too iflSckface '

and remained in California : Chicago. July 26. Father is assist-

Mm^y act of that eM Sough for a career in the film industry.
j

Fritz Hart, 75, London-born di- program director at WBBM.

their deliveries were in caricature DAVID^TTrOUDY rector of the Honolulu Symphony. Chi

win it never brought criticism and ^
UAVIU A. BKULDY died in Honolulu July 10. V. , 7 li

hpv nrpsumablv had as many Ne- David A, Broudy, 65, orchestra New York, July 25. Mother is ac-

gro^fans as white. Their material leader, died after a heart attack in Will Owen Carter, 72, formerly ^
tv»‘u r<i

and comedy were tops—and that’s ' Pittsburgh, July 31. He was the , with Republic pictures in Indi- 07
SuthalT mattered. In addition to 1

conductor for old Grand Theatre ' anapolis, died there July 24.
I

Father

15Mm?rurSp‘l'r?eSfr^! i"9.rr ‘;he‘’?la"<fe"r : Crtland 56, acreen !
Mr^irdVT I'&liarles hRehe.son,

r* f ae “olTnera the

writer, died Jul. 27 I, Hollywood.
,

p. N^bc'

^e mlng_cment Obtain ^uLlin^" to ™becomf‘'^a‘' man- lli "Mr.'^^d'Mrs, Edward nmyiryk.

Judge Hall answered this by
pointing out that "sinee the writer
is hot free to contraet this is a
violation of the Sherman Act."

Fritz Hart, 75, London-born di- ^nt

rector of the Honolulu Symphony,
,

Chi.

died in Honolulu July 10. ..

ant program director at WBBM, He declared that any group of
Chi. people could get togetlier and agree

tags that were best sellers. in® oianiey ineaire orcnesira wnen

,

-u Uo WaiTier Bros. launched that house.
Although stage In 1940 Broudy retired as a

jm, mangement did not
to become a pian-

' F. Prior to r g * ager for Warners. He was at their
Mack incorporated the team narne

, g^adyside theatre in that capacity
aad Moran worked on a sflarv

at the time of his death,
rather than a 50-50 splrt of ttor

^
earnings. This arrangement went

j . rfa„«htpruif npav ;

oaugnier.

ed in Honolulu July 10 and Mrs. F. R. Bussey, son not 4o do something, without any
New York. July 25. Mother is ac- provision for enforcing that agree-

Wili Owen Carter, 72, formerly Irra Petina. ment and they would be within the
ith Republic pictures in Indi-

i i’
t®*' Since there was an enforce-

lapolis, died there July 24. : son. Burbank. Cal., July 27, Father ^lent provision, providing definite

Cortland Fitzalmmons, 56, screen
New'*5^o?k Jufy '28 '^F^herTs ’"'sin'r boycott" rule, ^he'^.said'* thU

•Iter, died July 27 in Hollywood.
, Brm bJa!-

"as ‘an elfeetive means of an eco-

1

“
I ing his name. nomic strangulation.

' Mr, and Mrs. Edward Dmytryk. “Is it a violation for a group of

nimp aVr ’for' WaVnerr^He’was" at 'theta Thfidtrfi TV II
London. July 25. Mother is people to agree among themselves

o ca?rJv ' Shadyside theatre in that capacity |

IH»au U I I film actress Jean Porter; father is not to u.se a particular commodi-

fhpir I

of f'is death, lasss Continued from paze 1 ji—J ,

^ producer.
-

’ Cohn asked.
j-oU spill oi X

leaves his wife three sons* !

Mr. and Mrs. James L. Stirton, “T-tis, miA-tinn ‘Kioc a man
arrangement went! ings in support of the channel al-, son. Oak Park. 111., July 26. u
intil they hit peak

. locations. Since the FCCI! has set
,

Father is general manager of ABC* t a 7 UpH*
n Moran made an HENRIK GALLEN I

Sept. 2 as the date for receipt of ,
TV Central Division in Chi.

.’."iyi®

^ here, Judge Hall replied,

Hpnrik Calppn a former mo- answers to questions on theatre ' Mr. and Mrs. Will Lleberson,
.

function of the Shernjan Act
1 50-50 split. Mack,

i

tele submitted to the Society of son. New York. July 29. Father is >s to perm cotnmerce to be free

TrUp^i^^p : died Roch^rte? Vt July^SO
^

’ Motion Picture Engineers. Para- e^xec etbtor m charge of comics for and competitive.

?’I®7 i RJ? in Rprifn’ hp ’ Gpr- mount and 20th-Fox it is exepeted i

Fawcett Publications. judge Hall also ruled that the

•long smoothly until they hit peak
earnings, wherein Moran made an
ultimatum to his partner that here-
after he wanted a 50-50 split. Mack,
who wrote most of the material or

HENRIK GALLEN
Henrik Galeen, 57, a former mo

rr. “.c'cTe t'f.he Tew teVmV I
Bo;i: h7 wa"^^^ Gcr-

' andTorh-Fo^T" eiepeted .
Fa^eU PuWioatloSs. j„age Mall also ruled ,ha. the

',Si7U”^aT^1.1kV’dl^"oTti"eTt ' ma^nTrm? o??Lr"in t'he first World Jhat the MPAA petfilon to the FCC „
Mr^ Mrs. Peter Po.,er^_^,om public Interest was at stake In the

While they were starred in "Vani -

1

War After the war he went to will be filed by that time
songstress Beryl Davis; father is JhlV u ias not The Lrtat sS

ties" at the Earl Carroll theatre,
|

Sweden where he wrote and di- MPAA’s video committee faced disk jockey with KFWB there. JL .stipvatlnns in thrsuta
N. Y. Mack enlisted a former part- :

rected several motion pictures in- considerable difficulty in con- Mr. and Mrs. Allen Luden Jhat the allegations in the suit go

ner, Bert Swor, also a wellknown ' eluding “The Golem and Student
^

vincing some member-companies daughter, July 31. Hartford. Conn to the public interest,

minstrel, to bri(lge the gap, retain- i
of Prague."

|

of the wisdom of the move. Some I Father is continuity director for Cohn hsd sought to have a vital

ing the team name of Moran &
]

Survived by wife, son and a Qf majors showed no interest W'TIC there. portion of the complaint .stricken

Mack, and with few other than the
I

daughter. in the firoject but were convinced; Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Brooks, and Judge Hall al.so ruled against
show’s management any the wiser. that, even if they did not plan to son. in New York, Aug, 2. Father him on this point. Matter here
When the show went on tour, John ROBERT LAMBERT I jaynch theatre TV at this time, is film buyer for Fabian circuit. dealt with aii allegation in the
Barton supplanted Swor. Robert Lambert, 56, veteran they might be interested in the fu- trade papers’ complaint that the

In 1929, Moran brought suit showman of Penacook, N. H^ died
^

ture; hence, the need for all-indus- I SWG. while exercising a general
against Mack to restrain him from July 22 at 'Ti^ndero^, rL Y.

jj-y support. Others feared pos- V«m Ra^L Dah trade advertising boycott, solicited
continuing to use his name in the A native of East Hartford, conn..

gjj,|g anti-trust implications in 1611 lUI UISK 1160 such advertising of writers in its

Moran & Mack act, since he was he served in \^rld ^ar l ana together for the applica-
i | -mnunn^a fmm i

f'wn publication. The Screen
no longer with It. Subsequent liti- operated amusement enterprises were persuaded that other

|

** * Writer (now defunct),
gallon brought out that Moran and I Ju

Penacook for many y a
. industries have similarly joined ' mand guarantees and royalties Rafterv successfullv onoosed

.n‘d?har5li.ck‘'couirnot i nlnt.l eriy
' ‘orces to petition the FCC

|
that eannot be paid under a 49e Cohi'a'SI.en^'pt'rhav^ thaTSS

be enjoined. Couple later buried ' managed Contoocook River Park Designed to serve on the sub- Pr»ce tag. eliminated from the complaint,

the hatchet and reteamed for sev- and the Penacook Roll-A-Way. ,
committee to implement yester- H s quite possible that among jufigp Hall gave the SWG 60 days

eral pictures ?nclu^n^ Isay’s decision were Edward T. ' the new talent bought by the three in which to file an an.«iwor to his

Crows,” "Why Bring That Up’^’’ JOSEPH F. MORROW I Cheyfitz, secretary of the MPAA’s u®"' labels will be a nutnber of ryiings or to enter a plea to the
and "Hypnotized," Joseph Francis Morrow. 52, a tele cornmittee and chief aide to ,

bands Agenci^^^^^^^^^

After his partner’s death. Moran
, m e m b e r of Metro’s Philadel- prez Eric Johnston; Frank Cahill bos that are known as territorial

, vapiety and Daily Variety

Yen for Disk Rep
s’ Continued from page 1 ss

dealt with an allegation in the
trade papers’ complaint that the
SWG. while exercising a general
trade advertising boycott, solicited

such advertising of writers in its

own publication. The Screen
Writer (now defunct).

Raftery .successfully oppo.sed

the hatchet and reteamed for sev- ^nd the Penacook Roll-A-Way.
eral pictures, including "Two Black ^
Crows,” "Why Bring That Up?’’ JOSEPH F. MORROW
•nd "Hypnotized." Joseph Francis Morrow, 52, a

After his partner’s death, Moran .member of Metro’s Philadel- Variety Daily Variety
resumea me act with other part- phia sales staff since 19’Z4, died in

|
or warners. ana ineuuu.e omuA ui

poyj-pjracy suit asks no money
ners and last appeared in it on a

! Forty Fort. Pa.. July 29. He was 1
Republic. Jack Cohn of Columbia had a crack at making recordings

It simply requests that
USO tour during the war. I in the motion picture industry and Sidney Schreiber. MPAA gen- before. And it s felt among agen- “

^
P

since 1913 and for many years rep- eral counsel, were designated as cies. and among some recording ^
NORBERT LUSK resented Metro in northeastern

, ex-officio members
Norbert Lusk, 66, motion picture Pennsylvania.

j Yesterday’s meet was attendee
publicist and magazine editor, died ,

Survived by wife, son and two delegates of all mcmber-com
•fter a heart attack July 23 at

,

daughters.
I

panics, together with most MPA^
Forest Hills, N. Y.

| EDWIN HODGE excepting Johnston, who ii

VIVO* caiavt caiiav/aaa , • .. . •

men, that when and if these bands enforcing a boycott on

hPPin maWinP rPrnrrtinP* thp wav I
P^'l’S. "Ot ju.st VARIETY < weekly

)

Bom in New Orleans. Lusk en- ri f^rmpr actor now on the Coast. MPAA veepee “J®
®

tered motion pictures in 1912 as o*» ’ Francis S. Harmon presided. 1

V mopi wAc AtfpnHpH bcgta making rccordlngs, tHc way 1 v Amr... . wrcA.y

Tji, momhlrc^m "ill at laaat 5o open for new band and Us nAli-v Vakiity Uocally
by deleg.ates of all mcmber-com-

which could «Pt nn ^nbhshed).
oanies. together with most MPAA click, which could set up

execs excepting Johnston, who is
a *'‘“a‘'<>" making it possible for . -

r.,.., MPAA veeoee the band business to stage a come- I _a come-

lt’s figured that the 49c labels
will use bands that couldn’t even
secure contracts from indie labels.

If a non-name singer is secured by MTnhattan’^p*ui
one of the cheaper disk lines, he The Blenders

or she must be supplied with ar-
®ndr*e*fc*^r)o^theo

rangements and backgrounding, Tim Benson
iwhom he has rnade many friends company, but O" Williams
! h.As blunted his broadcasting in the r_ i : i

,
j c Heard 3

•cenarirwritpr And fo died in New York, July 27.
^ ^

:

^^rancis narmon pi.7,.ucu.
j

Arthur Johnson at the Lubin studio i

Originally in dramatic stock, he
!
__ '

will use bands that couldn’t even Continued
In Philadelphia. At Lubin and later «PP®^Jp^d .,®®

. ^ ^ secure contracts from indie labels. 1

Jt World Pictures, he wrote ve-
; aid St LOO CODS ^ non-name singer is secured by Paul

hides for Johnson, Norma Tal-

1

'^*dow, Oh, Promise Me and fcUU wupw cheaper disk lines, he The Blenders
wadge. and other stars of the Pe-

!

""ViJrin "Look Ma I’m 1= f®"**""*** ‘ =J or she must be supplied with a r- 5i^V'e*fc%o'?thec
“°d. LiOok. lid, ill rangements and backgrounding, Tim Benson

I
,* Joined the Goldwyn company Dancin

. 1

whom he has rnade many friend
l^y company, but Lucille Dixon On

yoors its di- pdamu tai unx I
has blunted his broadcasting in the buying a band, all these things! VtrMiiict

rector of publicity, serving later in - vet theatre ®P‘®}®U oome in the package, including a Susan wayn*

InL !?® ®^Pacity with Thomas H. M^lhoSJne^
Caray keeps up an almost

W’hich is the reason the :

p*”*

fnce, George Loane Tucker, and
,

owner and maniiger in Melbourn
, ceaseless chatter and many local

labels will use bands riiiHugo and Mabel Ballln. Australia, died there recently.
'dialers have noted in recent weeks CH]

tiii^Her two years as motion pic-
1 nix how he has almost crowded Charles . ...-sri Biaekhawu

New York Morn -

1

to
nrn. 1

"Gabby" Street, who does the ^ , ai Trace ore
Telegraph, he bccanie editor, ® ^ Glaciarium. He aUo pr

(hp games as they 1 Ciolflo^ .larkie van

i

KeiSSUCS
N Y Ri*

i'oid until 1938. He was
c,,rvivrft hv eon and daughter Because of the closeness of the ^^j^contim.ed from page Jackie .Miles

yeU."" HAUTFieV Sa/ and Strae^W B^kTynlS ed ,o be only niUd. After the Fields ‘ Ipl^S’orc

rfHeS'lSi edrara'n«"7\Sr?L'dnn ^.T^nair^pturr,* fif^X !n ^o^^Cr^r^
J
S „„

-xX"xri"'ri=: r„SerXrti;'eX‘rttf riTg^s n„,4^pL

Variety Bills
Continued from page 4S g f

I
Panrhito Ore ,

Vlllate Barn
' Bob Scott
.
Mary Ellen 4

;
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A NEW CONCERT STAR!

HILDEGARDE CREATES NEW STYLE IN STRAWHATS!

AROUND BOSTON
“ in the handsome auditorium of the

Marblehead High School—the theatre-

home of the North Shore Players—an ele-

gant audience, gay in Summer finery, sat

rapt and still while Hlldegarde, always the

incomparable, worked the magic of a su-

perb performance.”

Fantastic Hit

“This is a new kind of show business!

“And it certainly Is, for never before has

a star of such magnitude prepared such a

concert recital to play, in of all places, a

Summer theatre! ^nd, curiously, everyone

connected with it will make plenty of

money. It’s a cinch to be a fantastic hit.

“To begin with, it is magnificently pro-

duced.
“
‘Hilda,* herself, is magnificent in two

sensational gowns and with two changes for

every performance!”

Sell-Out Assured

“The show runs for at least two hours,

with an Intermission, and the audience was

truly as select as at an opera opening, with

notables coming in from all along the North

Shore. And every night will be the same,

with a sell-out practically assured.”

—George IV. Clarke,
Boston Evening American.

HILDEGARDE SCORES HIT
“Impressarios who look beyond present

narrow summer theatre horizons in an ef-

fort to give a shot In the arm to summer
theatre fare deserve some kind of an acco-

lade, so here’s to Blake Johnson, 2nd, and
John L. Watson, of the North Shore Play-

ers. It takes courage for gentlemen who
pay the bills to boldly depart from familiar

paths and these two had it. They brought

Hlldegarde, popularly known night club en-

tertainer, to the Marblehead this week and

it’s nice to report that Hlldegarde and the

audiences aren’t letting them down.

“A full evening’s entertainment in the
*

theatre is an adventure along uncharted

trails for Hlldegarde, too. Her act has gone

over ‘big’ in the more intimate confines of

night clubs and hotel dinner shows, but

these appearances are 30 minute stints at

their longest and an evening in the theatre

requires an undiminished tempo of enter-

tainment of well over an hour for an audi-

ence whose demands are not lulled by good

food and its fizzy accompaniment.

“Hlldegarde met the challenge hand-

somely for a capacity first night audience

In her initial repertoire and after intermis-

sion she not only met this challenge but

that of dead microphones and the chuffing

of the 10:40 train . . .

“Hlldegarde sets herself a breakneck

tempo and keeps up with it; a song such as

‘There’s No Business Like Show Business,’

a quiet bit of nostalgia like ‘My Heart

Sings,’ a roistering ‘See That You’re Born
In Texas.’ and sandwiching them, a few
'“'rny jokes, relished because of the mix-
ture of corn and flashing Hlldegarde per-
sonality.

“She is equally effective at the piano in

solos and duets with Director Gioe.
“The opening night audience liked it very

much.”
—A. E. Watts,
Boston Traveler.
(July 27, 1949)

THEATRE
NORTH SHORE PLAYERS

HILDEGARDE
“This Is a summer season full of novel-

ties and unexpected pleasures, not the least

of which, when the records are finally in

for 1949, will be the engagement of the
celebrated Hlldegarde this week under the
auspices of the North Shore Players at Mar-
blehead. Hlldegarde, as an entertainer

par excellence in the more elegant supper
clubs and hotels, has won fame and fortune
on the radio and through her many record-
ings, but last night was the first occasion
when she had played in this vicinity before
an audience in a regular theatre. The size

of the Marblehead Auditorium, which cer-

tainly lacks the intimacy of a night club
and is indeed formidable in its dimensions,
provided a considerable challenge in itself,

and since enterprise and courage are to be
commended in the theatre as elsewhere it

Is pleasant to report that .the evening went
off extremely well.

“Hlldegarde, wherever she appears. Is a

masterly' entertainer, even when .she is mak-
ing the carefully rehearsed seem impromptu
. . . Her appearance is engaging and attrac-

tive. Her costumes are striking, especially

a lovely white satin gown sewn with sequins
and she adapts her style adroitly from the
softly sentimental to the lustily patriotic or
cheerfully comic.
“The style o.f show that she presents is an

enlarged version of her supper club act,

running for close on two hours and consist-

ing of a series of songs and piano selections.

“Among Hildegarde’s many assets are
her generally good diction and power of
projection which appeared to carry even
her most intimate numbers to the back of
the hall.”

—Elinor Hughes,
The Boston Herald.
(July 26, 1949)

HILDEGARDE PLEASANT
SUMMER SEASON

SURPRISE
“Hildegarde sans a hefty nightclub tab

and a ‘head’ the next morning is one of the
pleasantest surprises of the current ‘straw-
hat’ season. Imagine her, she begs you to
imagine, playing in a schoolhouse!

“For this very snazzy darling of the night-
clubs and the smart hotel supper-rooms is

doing just that . . . playing to capacity In
the Marblehead High School Auditorium
under the sponsorship of her manager, the
celebrated Anna Sosenko, in association
with the North Shore Players.

“It is Hildegarde’s fir.sl and only summer
theatre appearance. Judged from this
week’s informal airing along the Mosquito
Circuit, Hildegarde should be a hit on
Broadway. The customers are extravagant-
ly vocal about her and her highly-original-
for-the-theatre show.

“It is doubtful if any other summer the-
atre production has assayed even a fraction
of the intermission sidewalk debating
chalked up by this hotter-than-hot ‘straw-
hat’ novelty,

“
. . . adds her pianistic skill to an act

that delighted the seat-holders no end.
“Appearing in a series of her customarily

low-hung, strapless, clinging-as-the-skin-on-
a-peach gowns, the begloved charmer of a
chanteuse beguiled the evening away for
possibly one of the mo.st appreciative audi-
ences her showmanship has ever assembled
. . . Hildegarde’s enormous capacity for
bringing the utmost in showmanship to her
performance has built this ambitious girl
from Milwaukee into the world’s highest
paid woman entertainer.”

—Peggy Doyle,
Boston Evening American.
(July 27, 1949)

MY BOSTON
“Hildegarde (there’s that gal again!)

proved to be even better on the stage at the
Marblehead summer theatre, in her two-
hour one woman show than she has been
In the Oval and Terrace Rooms ... On
opening night it was remarkable how she
held the attention of the audience of 1,000
for an hour and 47 minutes, with one inter-

mission. I have never heard so much favor-
able comment in a theatre lobby. Evident--
ly most of those present were seeing Hildy
for the. first time . . . The sound system
failed after the first act but the lady from
Milwaukee survived that ordeal with flying

colors. It was nice seeing her up on a stage
instead of on a supper room floor and I

hope she continues in the theatre. Frank-
ly, the Marblehead audience was spell-

bound,”

—Alan Frazer,
Boston Evening American.
(July 27, 1949)

NEW FARE AT LOCAL
SUMMER THEATRES

Hildegarde Civeg Her One-Woman
Show for Noiih Shore Players

“Hildegarde, the one and only, is prob-
ably the hardest working woman in show
business, this week.

“For this, her first Summer theatre ap-
pearance, the public is rallying loyally and
in large numbers.

“Hildegarde has that energy, that drive
and forceful personality which deposit an
audiepce in the palm of her hand in some-
what le.ss than no time at all.

“When she announces some of her old
favorite numbers like ‘There’s No Business
Like Show Business.’ ‘It’s a Great Big, Won-
derfftl World’ or ‘The Last Time I Saw
Paris,’ a loud, anticipatory gasp goes ’round
the house. When she tackles that conven-
tional ingredient of supper club humor, Jhe
sexy Innuendo, she does it slyly and gaily.

Which is pleasurably different from laying
It on with a trowel.
“How Hildegarde can keep up her whirl-

wind pace for more than two hours beats
me. But she does, running from patter to
song to piano pieces.”

—Cyrus Durgln,
The Boston Daily Globe.
(July 27, 1949)

Continued On Page 51

AT THE THEATRES
North Shore Players

“In the history of the Summer theatre,
July 25, 1949, is already a red letter day.
It was then that the North Shore Players
scored their greatest pioneering success
with the premiere theatre presentation of
Hildegarde, truly one of the most scintil-

lating and thoroughly delightful entertain-
ers of our time. You have to see it to be-
lieve it!

“Though she has been a star in radio for

a long time, it was obvious after only five

or 10 minutes last night that this girl’s best

entertaining medium is ‘in person.’ She
leaves you a little breathle.ss, not only with
her vivacity and versatility, but also with
her sparkling charm and natural beauty.
“With Hildegarde, all the traditions of

the Summer theatre go out the window. No
longer will producers and managers have
to be content with straight plays, new or

old. From now on, they can point to the

(Continued on Page 51)
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STARVED FOR CHEESECAKE
Goodson-Todmans Dept. Store

Translating' Into cold statistics the Mark Goodson-Bill Todman
giveaway belt-line program operation offers some evidence of the

fabulous character and current popularity of the shows.

The Goodson-Todman combo adds up to the biggest merchandis-

ing stunt in show business. They give away, via their multiple

showcasings, $3,000,000 in merchandise a year—on “Hit the Jack-

pot," “Winner Take All,” “Stop the Music" (in association with

another big league giveaway operator. Lou Cowan), “Beat the

Clock,” “Time’s a Wastin’ ” and “Spin to Win.”

That’s enough merchandise to stock a good sized department

store and keep it running for 10 years.

Continuous Action Filming, Via Video

Technique, May Solve Kine Problem
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Revolutionary new method of

film lensing that may be the answer
to television’s kinescope problems
and eventually be picked up lor

‘ major film production has been de-

veloped by indie producer Jerry

Fairbanks.

Combining the best advantages
of both video and film shooting, -

the system permits a picture to be
lensed in continuous action, even
with cuts from one camera to an-
other. In addition, the director

|

can see, via a remote control moni-
tor similar to that used by TV
directors, what each camera is re- ;

cording at all times. By equipping
his cameramen with earphones, he
can call the shots as he wants them,
also as in a live TV show.

j

Finished product, being basically .

straight film, provides just as good
quality as any motion picture. With
Hollywood stars and their studios
•till complaining about the poor
quality of kinescoping, Fairbanks
believes his sy.stem may be the an-
swer to luring them into TV. Test
prints have shown the sy.stem can
provide better lighting, sound and

(Continued on page 63)

Cngat Paid Off in Coffee,

Realty—Everything But

Yanqui $ on S.A. Tour
Cugat is sitting on a pile

®f coffee beans.
As the payoff for his recent

wven-months tour through Latin
America, the rhumba maestro
massed enough java to fill every

tHe Automat chain for a

f.lii Typifying the dollar
.3“*® by junketing American
to, Cugat collected coffee in

£
’ estate in Montevideo and

tha k”
pesos everywhere soulh-of-

cnin £ !r- very little in hard
of the realm.

switoo^u
'vho’s planning another

South America plus
January, will prob-

chitaa.*^^
himself the owmer of a

Of $25 0(?n
® The chateau,
per week in olive oil.

been proffered to the rlium-
eu of

Spain.

Decca’s Q.T. 15th Anni In

N[[DINC GliOR
The complaints are mounting in

radio and television circles, par-
ticularly in the realm of TV, that
the basic ingredient of show busi-
ne.ss—glamor—is being bypassed.

As a result, both media at a
time when it’s nece.ssary to put
their best show biz foot forward,
are becoming hogtied witli an over-
abundance of “talk, talk, talk”
shows that are driving the viewer
and the listener away.

Those whose interest in tlie per-
petuation of a solid radio structure
and the development of video pro-
gramming with an eye toward box-
office and ratings grounded in

Vaude Forces Burley to Dress Up;

See Strippers Stripped of Action

an appreciation of inherent show

Deference to Jack Kapp business values complain that both
‘ radio and television are taking the
lazy and easy way out. They accuse
the AM and TV programming im-
presarios of lacking the courage to
step in and take over where once
the Dillingiyims and tlie Ziegfelds
reigned.

As one complainant put it; “Let’s

Cincinnati, Aug. 9.

Decca Records quietly marked

its 15lh anniversary last Thursday

(4). There was no celebration and

no press promotion arranged.

Company’s executives and some

A1 Jolson Envisions 3d
Biopic; Israeli I^ocale

Al Jolson, now in New York on a

personal appearance buildup tour

for the world preem Aug, 17 of

“Jolson Sings Again” at Loew’s

State, N. Y., has an idea for a

second sequel to the original "Jol-

son Story.” Its locale would be- in

Israel.

Having had his rather rich life

immortalized in celluloid in the
two pix, Jolson figures tliat liis

activities in the next two or lliret*

years on behalf of the youngest
member of the United Nations,
coupled with his still fertile sliow

biz anthology, would be a sturdy
story basis for a possible third pic

for Columbia Pictures production. i

of its other employees got to-
; bidding ourselves; just as the

gether in one of the recording stu- stage was deeply rooted in glamor,
dios, and that was all. “ girls, cheesecake, or wiiatever you

Lid placed on the occasion pre- want to call it, so it will go for

sumably was due to the recent ' video. That’s always been the

death of Jack Kapp, president
;

drawing card, and always will be.

and founder of the company. “But instead what are we get-
ting, with but few minor excep-
tions. One forum show alter an-
otlier; one dramatic show after an-
otlier. There’s nothing but gab.

gab. gab. Dramatic shows and the
so-called whodunits will and must

(Continued on page 61)

CBS Has Edge On

TV World Series

Cincinnati. Aug. 9.

Possibility tliat the World Series

this year will be carried by a single

television network, instead of being
open on a pooled basis to all com-
ers as it was last year, is expected
to give the honors to CBS.

Both radio and TV rights to the

Series were sewed up for Mutual
on a several-years’ deal by Edgar
Kobak a few years ago when he
was Mutual prexy. Mutual thus

still holds the rights and, with

Frank White, former Columbia
Records chief, now at the MBS
helm, it’s expected that CBS will

Kel first cra<^.
, the lurnaway volume has remained

not have a video netrrork i op a-
1 and the advance sale has

!
enmbined weekly jross for the

'Big 3' Continue

Hot Pace Despite

B’way ‘Dog Days’
Despite the most .severe summer

lull in Broadway liistory, tlie box-

office pressure for the “big three”

hits is still unprecedented. Not

only has attendance for all three

stayed at the absolute limit, but

NBC Shoots For

Pinza and Martin
I

I

I

NBC has made overtures to Mary
Martin and Ezio Pinza, stars of the

“South Pacific” musical smash, to

do a half-hour weekly nighttime

, show.

I

Miss Martin says she’s not anx-
ious to do a regular air series,

but will reconsider if a proper
format can be worked out and a

good Sunday spot found. Pinza’s

willing to go along, but up till now
he’s held out for a $4,000 fee on
any air commitments (“Teleplione
Hour,” etc.).

NBC’s idea would be to combine
both light classical and pops, with
the Martin and Pinza combo car-

jrying on a light dialog line. If

proposed program can be worked

,

out, NBC will submit it to agen-
cies for reaction on commercial
nibbles and then decide whether
or not to schedule it as a sustainer.

Chicago. Aug. 9.

Burlesque is due for a “new
look” when the eastern wheel
• formerly the Izzy Hirst circuit)
and its midwest counterpart teeoff
for the 1949-50 season around Aug.
•26.

Probably activated by vaude’s
comeback, the burley brass and its

impresarios figure they’ll have to
dress up the format in forthcom-
ing sca.son. Just how they’ll do it

is still tlie $64 question, but as one
of the toppers of the wheels put it,

tlie girl-and-giggle shows will now
have to really give them some-
thing what with vaude’s mush-
rooming to the hinterlands, where
in pa.st seasons the hurleys were
ttie only fle.sh exhibits to hit those
t(*rrilorics.

Showmen of the circuits are con-
vinced that the plethora of strips
has run its cycle and that In few
spots the stag audiences are in-

siilTicient to keep wickets turning
at profitable pace. Also, many of
the circuit houses are of limited
caiiacity that would practically
la iuler them useless for policies

other than grind pix—and they
don’t want that to happen.
Some operators are plugging for

a change nearer hurley’s original
foimat of book shows spaced by a
vaude olio, with more accent on
comedy and less stripping. They
solidify this argument thfough
( luiming. that all the strippers have
liranchod into other and more
profitable fields and that tlie

Jcnny-come-latelys seemingly pre-
fer the cafe dates to a Cook’s tour
willi the wheel shows. If the
tliouglit holds, more attention will

also be given to comedians with
peelers not entirely limboed but

(Continued on page 63)

on an exclusive basis la.st month.

While Gillette will sponsor the

Series on Mutual AM. a.ssignment

of (he TV riglits has not been

made, but it is expected the safety

razor firm will lie in the bankroll-

cr’s seat on botli media. With the

coaxial cable now- extended to all

major league baseball cities, all

games of the Series will be avail-

able to every inter-connected city

no matter which two teams play.

Because tliere was no cable link

between the cast and we.st in 1948

baitt I.: i.*"*""®*^®** to the rlium-

throulh Spain.^
**®^*®*’® ®

SUlTIniitlCf ItM. MWY2VV44 LilW V

Cugat saiH *1!*^ T
^ recent circuit, games played in Boston were not

but w X
people “love seen by midwest viewers and those

re about 10 years behind played in Cleveland were not avail-
^'Continued on page 63) able to setowners in the east.

1 trio. “.South Pacific.” "Kiss Me.
Kate” and “Death of a Salesman,”

continues to be $121,900.

“Pacific” remains the top grosser

and unquestionably the hottest

ticket on Broadway. The Rodgers-

Hainmerstcin musical has not had

an empty seat or less than the

limit o(’ 30 standees for any per-

formance since the opening. Even

during tlie worst of the recent hot

spell there was invariably a long

line at the window before it

opened every morning.

Same has been true, to only a

.slightly less degree, with both

(Continued on page 63)

BEA LILLIE TALKING

TO LOGAN ON TUNER
Beatrice Lillie has been talking

to Joshua Logan about a musical,

possibly for this season, roiiiedi-

enne, wlio sails Friday (12' for

England aboard the Queen .Mary,

is tentatively set to resume her

tour in “Inside U, .S A ” in Octo-

ber. .Slic’Il be liack in six weeks,

but has not signed a contract to re-

sume in “U. .S. A.”

Miss Lillie knows nothing about

a report that John van Druteii is

writing a musical comedy book for

her. Van Druten. currently in

I

Europe, will be represented on
Broadway this fall by Alfred de-

I Liagre, Jr.’s production of liis new

j
play, “Bell, Book and Candle.”

TV Color Too Hot

For Samoff, Sees

Long Life for AM
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

David Sarnoff, high man at RCA-
NB(’. undoubtedly has some very
definite ideas about color televi-

sion and when it will break, but he
is discreetly reticent about sharing
his thoughts with anyone el.se.

.X.sked point-blank about tinting-

ihe-vid. he replied, “No, that sub-
ject is too controversial; I’d rather
wait until the tacts are developed
at the FCC hearings.”

Merc for a week following his

encampment with NBC’s western
division chief, Sid Strott, <ii Bohe-
mian Grove up nortli, Sarnoff
termed his vi.sit "a general inspec-
tion trip.” He looked over the
.NBC layout in Frisco and Holly-
wood and said he liked what he
sav KNBH’s teevee signal in

Hollywood is tlie best lie saw.
wliich concurs with the Hollywood
(on.scn.sus.

.As for radio, he thinks it has a

good many years left and “wdl!

always be welcome and needed."
He’s due to return ea.st this week.
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Spa Biz Blah as Easy Money Scrams

Saratoga; Resort Bids for Masses
By JOE XOIIEN

Saratoga Springs. Aug. 9.

The disappointing take at Sara-

toga Springs follows the trend

made evident in Miami Beach and

other luxury resorts, indicating

that nearly all high-priced spas

must get down to the price level

of the masses or go dark. The
era of angling trade to the big

spenders is virtually over, opera-

tors feel.

Appeals Petitions .

On Tminbo, Lawson

In Wash. This Week
'Washington, Aug. 9.

Charles Houston, of counsel for

Dalton Trumbo and John Howard

•Saratoga is the latest instance Lawson, said he has heard from

of the evaporation of the free and the Coast that the appeals pe-

easy coin. It s true that there are
titions for Trumbo and Lawson

^?^eviou^‘“^nu^ns-bu^U•s .IsS ‘should be in Washington by Thprs-

evident that there’s less money be- day (11). The petitions and briefs

ing spent. Track attendance is will ask the Supreme Court to

above last season, but the handle nn appeal on the conviction
Is somewhat lower. The attendants Hnllvwnod scrioters from
at the $.50 windows have enough Hollywood scnpters irom

leisure to finish •(;one with the their contempt of Congress con-

Wind” but the boys at the $2 viction.

windows are constantly on the
| pridav is .the last day for filing

go. The beaneries are doing the petitions with the high court,
majority of business while swank

jg expected to rule some time in
restaurants are catering to a com- October whether it will take the
parative few. case. Lawson and Trumbo were

Indications that the fast money convicted in federal district court.
Is on the wane is seen by the long here, and their convictions were

j

line of taxicabs waiting to take upheld by the U. S. court of ap-
customers to the track at $1.50 p^als. The other eight “unfriend-
a head. The hackics are hawking

jy witnesses” have waived their
for all they’re worth in an effort trials and have agreed to abide by
to make the short Saratoga sea- whatever is the outcome of these
son pay off. The trade is slim, two cases.
but the 10c busses make depar-

tures every few minutes i ,,, „ , ,

Another indication of the declin- j a o
Ing opulence of the spa is seen ' Hollywood, Aug. 9.

in the sparse lobby crowds of the
i

^lilton Diamond, of N. Y. law

major hotels. The smaller inns firm of Poletti, Diamond, Freidin

and the rooming houses are doing & Mackay, with whom Franklin D.

comfortable business. Roosevelt, Jr., and Bartley Crum
Like Miami Beach. Saratoga busi- are a.ssociated, has been retained '

nessmen are wondering whether by the "Unfriendly 10” to work out
terms in any attempts at settle-

ment of the $60,000,000 in suits

'

they have against film companies

;

growing out of contract suspen-

1

sions and firings following their
failure to answer $64 que.stion be-

'

fore Un-American Activities Com- i

Walter Wanger returned to the mittee last year.
Coast over the weekend after 10 Diamond was here recently with

,

days in New York endeavoring to young Roosevelt, when latter, re-
set his fin.ancial arrangements tor cently elected to Congress, spoke
filming of the Greta Garbo-starrer. hefore United Jewish Welfare '

"Duchess of Langeaise.’’ in Italy, fund meeting in Beverly Hills.

'

He consummated no deals, but oianiond conferred with Robert W.
will be back ea.st in about a week Kenney. Charles Katz and Ben
to set final details. Margolis, local counsel for “the

Producer has set a budget of jqx
jjf time. Crum has been

$1,009,000 on the picture, of which associated in the .suits since the
he needs about $:I00.000 in dollars beginning,
and the rest in lire, francs and

Wednesday, Angmt 10, I949

.374th WEEK I

3,812 Ptrformancts
All-time long run record In the

legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY’S
“BLACKOUTS OF 1»49”

I

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

And now In world-wide release
i

“BILL Ai\D COO”
Ken Murray’s

Academy Award Film

(Continued on page 63)

WANGERS^TOROIL
GARBO’S ITALO PIC

pounds. He discussed a number
of deals with outfits with frozen

coin, but has not come to a de-
cision on any yet.

One of the factors involved is

the distribution. Wanger may
make a deal for release of the pic

which will include supply of for-

eign currencies by the dislrib.

Producer plans shooting in Italy

If no settlement comes suits will '

continue, with hearings possibly
this fall.

Burns & Allen’s First

London Date in 12 Yrs.
George Bums and Grade Allen.

, _ , ,
"ho sailed for Britain last week on

and France with editing and lab Queen Elizabeth, will make,
work to be done in F.ngland. their first vaude appearance in 12

'

years w hen they open a two-week
i

Calleia’s London Play .stand at the London Palladium

Principally active in films the shortly after their arrival. Couple s

past 15 years, Joseph Calleia fast stint at the British house was

returns to legit next month when 1934. I

he co-stars in Leon Gordon’s new Comedy team, of course, did

play. "Till the-Thaw’.” Piece will numerous cuffo p.a.’s for camp
be presented at London’s West End shows dnring the war. With the

with Wanda Rotha handling the windup of the Palladium booking
femme lead. the pair goes to Paris for vacation-

Long a freelancer. Calleia just ing. then returns to the U. S. via

completed a stint in Columbia’s plane. They’re set for a CBS airer

“Palomino,” a western which Rob-
,

w hich starts Sept. 21 bankrolled by

ert Cohn produced. The veteran Ammodent.
actor plans to remain abroad at Ben Blue and composer Rudolf
least a year regardle.ss of the Friml also sailed for Britain on the
length of "Thaw’s" run. Title, Elizabeth, former likewise to ap-
incidentally, is a tentative one. pear at the Palladium.

TV Test Case On

Old ‘Hopalongs
Los Angeles, Aug. 9.

Test suit to determine TV rights

in old films, made under forms of

contracts in vogue before video
loomed importantly, is currently
being fought here. It involves the
tele rights in 13 "Hopalong Cas-

^

sidy” westerns being reissued by 1

Masterpiece Productions, N. Y.
Jules W’eil, Masterpiece topper,

has brought the action in Cali-

;

fomia superior court against Toby
Anguish, indie TV producer on the
Coast. He seeks a declaratory i

judgment and damages in an ^

amount to be determined later.

Anguish claims to own the TV
rights to the 13 oaters via a deal
made with Clarence E. Mulford,

|

who wrote the original yams;
Doubleday, which published them,

|

and Bill Boyd, star of the pix, who
owned a piece of them.

Interpretation of the old stand-
ard form of contract is Involved, 1

with the result providing an im-
portant precedent. Anguish claims
that Weil did not obtain video

|.

rights when he bought the reis-
^

sues from United Artists, which <

in turn had acquired them from i

Paramount. Leonard E. Meyer- ^

berg, his counsel, quintains that
Mulford, Doubleday and Boyd had
reserved TV rights when they sold .

the films.
i

Irwin Margulies, attorney for
Masterpiece, interprets the con-
tract to mean Mulford, et al., re-
served ri-jhts only in the literary
material, not In the finished pic-
tures themselves. In other words,
he contends. Anguish has the sole
right to use of the “Hopalong”
character and yams for new TV
films or live action shows, but
Masterpiece got the TV rights in
the 13 pictures when it bought
them.
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Personal Services, Such

As U.S. Talent, Exempted

From Britain’s $ Cnrbs
London, Aug. 9.

Britain’s latest dollar-.saving
campaign, which originally was re-
ported to have clamped a three-
month ban on importation of
Amercian arti.sts, won’t affect U. S.
talent after all. Treasury points out
that the step exempts personal
services and therefore performers
fail to come within its scope.

In disclosing the austerity meas-
ure early last week, the Treasury’s
first announcement through its of-
ficial spokesmen gave an erroneous
picture of the situation. Later the
government agency hastened to
advise the press that the new re-
striction won’t hit American talent
in any way.

r- ^ * “5
> • 1 I t

Deanna Durbin, U

End 13-Year Assn.
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Deanna Durbin ends 13-year as-
.sociation with Universal Sept. 1 .

Deal to star her in coin-unfreezing
filrn abroad has been abandoned.
She hasn’t made a picture during

past year, although she drew $300,-
000 in salary. No new deals .set.

»t . j .1 i t

VagaboD&ig with Vandy
' By Conieliiu Vanderbilt. Jt.—•'

Malvern, England.

Understand on high authority

that Luxembourg is going to be-

come the GHQ for the Atlantic

Pact, and that Perle Mesta, the

newly appointed U. S. Minister
there, will soon be named Ambas-
sador. The joint High Command,
now headquartered at Gen. Mont-
gomery’s Chateau de la Riviere at

Fontainbleu, will be transferred to

Luxembourg, and in time its af-

fairs administered by a group of

three: the French General Koenig.
British Air Marshall Tedder and
General Eisenhower. Gen. de
Gaulle would have been chosen as

Supreme Commander if he had not
played politics so much.

England’s game now seems to

be: If you don’t continue to help

us with our ERP deficits, we’ll

play neutral in the next war! My
own survey of three weeks in Eng-
land assures me Labor will win the
next election—if no war conies

about beforehand. Labor’s win
won’t be as great as it was last

time, but its majority will be com-
fortable.

A week in London, two in the
provinces, convinces us if you have
to live in England, be sure you live

in the provinces. This applies also

to London. For although we had
comfortable rooms with baths at

Grosvenor House, the food situ-

ation is deplorable. And although
the Labor Govt, has fixed the price

of meals there are always means of

circumventing them. For instance
on all hotel bills of fare it is stated
no more than five shillings can be
paid for dinner; but at the same
time a "cover charge" of six shill-

ings per person is added; and at

the end of this meal a "surcharge”
of two shillings six pence, bringing
the $1 meal up to almost three
bucks per head. This same fee is

tacked onto each meal; and in ad-
dition to all of this a "service ‘sur-

charge’ ” is added at the end of the
stay. Our floor servants (room
waiters, valet, maid, etc.) all as-
sured us they received not one
penny of this extra surcharge, so
of course we must tip them lavish-
ly too. But the infuriated manage-
ment informs us, the floor servants
were lying: "We cut them in on
every surcharge.”

A week at the Grosvenor House—photographing London, buying
clothes at Norman Hartnell’s and
Austin Reed and Selfridge’s; then
two weeks in the country, one of
them at the rambling comfortable
Abbey Hotel in Great Malvern,
near the center of England, and
the other at the spacious, well op-
erated Moorelands at Hindhead, 45
minutes south of London, three
miles from Chequers (the Prime
Minister’s summer home) and
within easy radius of Ascot, Eton,
Windsor, Henley as well as all the
South Coast resorts.
Though food makes little differ-

ence to some, we find this differ-
ence very important in Europe to-
day, especially important in Eng-
land. The food at Malvern and
Hindhead was as good as any on
the Continent away from England.
The rates, service and accommoda-
tions commensurate. Having stayed
at both the Abbey and the Moore-
land pre-both-wars I felt certain
their service would hold up. It
has. f'rom Malvern I have com-
muted daily to the southern and
the northern coal mines and steel
pits of Wales; to the textile towns
(Manchester, Birmingham, Coven-
try, Rugby, Chester, Leicester,
Nottingham, Worcester) of the
Midlands; to the farming country
of Stratford-on-Avon, Broadway,
Upton - on - Severn, Shrewsbury,
Tewksbury, Wolverhamton and
Bridgnorth. From Hindheacf we
have been as far west as Torquay
and Plymouth, Bath and Bristol;
east to Folkeston, Chichester, Can-
terbury and Brighton. We have
run the gamut of the elements,
with rain every day save five, and
only two days with the ther-
mometer about 80.

England’s crops are three weeks
earlier than ever; they appear ex-
cellent. It doesn’t look as if as
much land is under cultivation this
year as la.rt, but what is. is in top-
notch shape. There appear to be
more cattle, sheep and chickens
than I saw a year ago, but less peo-
ple working on the farms. 1

The English people still look
dowdy, but there are lots of
clothes in the shop - windows,
though the prices seem to me to be
very high. Mrs. Vanderbilt likes
Norman Hartnell’s things better
than those of all the Paris showings
including Jean Dcssus. She likes
"Utility” tweeds at Jaeger’s in
Stratford-on-Avon and Selfridge’s

. • '
I . < » t.

Cantor to Huddle

Todd on l-a-Day
Paris, Aug. 9 .

When Eddie Cantor arrives on
the Queen Mary tomorrow (Wed 1

in New York he will huddle witi!
Mike Todd on the George Jessel
Ethel Merman-Cantor setup for th*
producer’s proposed "Two-A-btv”
at the Winter Garden on Broadway
Cantor wants to do several perl
sonals—he has a number of repeat
fair dates set—and will bear down
on "Take It or Leave It ”

(Ever-
sharp) which he is privileged to
tape-record for NBC.
Cantor was in Cannes 10 days

where he did a guester with Mau-
rice Chevalier on the latter’s MB4
"So This Is Paris” series. The
comedian’s opinion of the Riviera*
"It’s Grossinger’s, Lindy’s, Hollyl
wood, Broadway and not French'"
Chevalier works with a studio au-
dience and Cantor observed that
"it sounded like Loew’s State."

Cantor felt out Chevalier on tele-
vision and found that the French
star—like so many in America—
“wants the big boys to experiment
for a year and then maybe I can
benefit by what they find out.”

NEXT SHAW-PASCAL PIC

‘ANDROCLES’ (KERR)
George Bernard Shaw’s "An-

drocles and the Lion,” with De-
borah Kerr starred, has been set

by Gabriel Pascal as his next pro-
duction. He plans to film it in

Italy early next year, taking ad-

vantage of natural settings provid-

ed by the old ruins for the yam
located in ancient Rome.

Pascal has picked up the one-

picture option on Miss Kerr’s serv-

ices that he retained when ht
turned her contract over to Metro
several years ago. Producer, who
has an agreement with Shaw giv-

ing him sole rights to film the

playwright’s works, is currently at

the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

Minn. He underwent an opera-

tion there about two weeks ago

and will be laid up for another

couple weeks.

Florence George Back

From European Tour

Concert singer Florence George

trained to the Coast over the week-

end after arriving in New York last

Wednesday (3) from a three-month

European tour. Accompanying her

west' was her husband. Everett

Crosby, brother and manager of

Bing, who also made the swing

through Continental capitals.

A coloratura. Miss George sang

at such overseas meccas as St. An-

drews Hall, Glasgow, and the

Drottningholm theatre. Stockholm.

In regard to Bing’s activities,

Everett Crosby said there was lit-

tle chance that his brother would

make a film or appear in vaude

abroad.

Nicholson to Head Up
Army Info in Germany

Washington, Aug. 9.

Newspaper publisher Ralph
NichoLson leaves for Germany at

the end of the month to take

charge of the Army information

program including motion pictures.

Announcement of his appointment

is expected shortly.

Nicholson, who will be a top as-

sistant to John J. McCloy, the

U. S. High Commissioner, said that

changes in the picture program are

under discussion in Army circl^

Just what the.se shifts would ot,

he did not disclose, but he e^

plained that the Army will W
hampered by a shortage of budget.

Nicholson recently .spent two

weeks in the U. S. zone of oc^*

pied Germany ss an ob.server. Re

recently sold his New Orleans

Item to David Stern 3d. Howev^
he retains a half interest in we

Tampa Daily Times and in raiiw

station WDAE there.

too, I like the underwear W
socks in Austin Reed’s and 2^'

fridge’s as well as any I’ve se •

thhugh the prices are about no

hie those at home. We have co

to the conclusion that

for the holdup of the

pictures is that the British g

ernment doesn’t want the Bri

people to get a taste for Anicr

rcady-to-wcar.
, 1

• 1
• ' '
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YANKS MELT 80% OF ICED POUNDS
20th s WHIingness to Double-BiD

With Brit. Fix May Spark New Hassle

Looming as the next major con-

troversy among member companies

of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America is a reported move by

20th-Fox to force abandonment of

the unit rule in England. That rule,

announced by MPAA prexy Eric

Johnston in Britain last year, bans

the mixed packaging of British and

American features in double-bills

booked among Anglo circuits

Hughes Has All Groups Bidding For

SETS PATTEIIN
Theatres Vampin’ Till He s Ready

Freeman’s Par Pinch-Hit
Y. Frank Freeman. Paramount

studio veepee currently in New
York IS pinch-hiUlng as . sort o „ „„„ontincr in fnA oKfion/iA nv ... _

American film companies have
hit upon a successful pattern for
the liquidation of frozen pounds
in Britain. Already, the majors
have retrieved in cash or other-

Krim’s Long Vacash

their estimated earnings during the
initial year of the Anglo-U. S. film
agreement. A rush is currently
on to take care of the remaining
20% and what is earned in the

acting president in the absence of
Barney Balaban who is presently
vacationing in Europe. In answer
to inquiries as to his duties in

'’under'* the Johnston declaration, N. Y.. Freeman’s response is; “I’m _ _
the rule expires next April unless

;

minding the store while Barney is future before the curtain bangs
the companies can agree upon its

,

away. Studio biggie is operating down on further“ - • - > ^
’ out of Balaban s office.

Additionally. Freeman has par-
ticipated in distribution meets and
has been eyeing the corporate set-

up to determine whether further
economies are feasible.

> Howard Hughes has all bidders
for the controlling stock in the
RKO circuit dangling. That pre-
dicament apparently applies equally

Hollywood. Aug. 9. I to the so-called favored bidding
Artluir Krim, pre.sident of Eagle

: triumvirate of Stanley Meyer-Cliff
Lion, heads for New York next i work-Matty Fox as well as Floyd
week on what is likely to be an ex- odium. Atlas Corp. prez; Malcolm
tended vacation. Krim’s resigna- Kingsberg. RKO theatre head, and
tion from the top EL spot takes at least one other undisclosed syn-
effect Monday (L5>. He served dicated.
notice on the company several

j The Meyer, et al. offer ran out

extension. Twentieth, it is said,

has already served notice on other

MPAA members that it will sell its

product along with British film

when the original time limit ex-

pires. Number of other Yank dis-

tribs want the same ban continued

and a fight is believed brewing.

While the rule holds until April,

question of an extension is already

a pressing matter because Yank
distribs customarily book their

product in British circuits some
six months ahead of actual play-

dates. Hence, spring bookings must
be handled in the coming fail.

Without a decision on the unit

rule, majors would be stymied in

dealing with the British chains.

The Johnston declaration was
predicated on a prior agreement by

all companies that they would
abide by the announcement. If

20th refuses to go along and per-

fuasion fails, other companies will

be forced to drop the policy.

Ruie was first announced fol-

lowing a long hassle with the

Odeon and Gaumont-British chains,

both operated by J. Arthur Rank.
(Continued on page 27)

on

Par-Butterlield

Can’t Agree, So

Auction Ordered

maneuvers
June 30, 1950.

Fruitful negotiations to take
care of Universal’s iced currency
in Britain were disclosed this week
by Joseph H. Seidelman, U’s for-

eign chief, on his return from
abroad. U has worked out three
methods which will absorb its en-
tire 800,000 pounds ($3,200,000) rep-
resenting what the company has
and will earn in the tw'o years
which end in mid ’50.

Paramount, the other major
which has heretofore done little

to thaw its pounds, is getting set
for similar maneuvers. Paul Rai-
bourn. Par’s veepee and fiscal ex-
pert, goes to Britain this month
to recommend specific invest-
ments.. Par has already piled up
500,000 pounds ($2,000,000) in fro-

zen assets. Other majors have
made a number of important in-

vestments or launched into film

months ago.
Krim is expected to go to Europe

for several months

Friday (5' and the trio are still

waiting word from- Hughes on
following a whether he will sell his 929,020

short New York stay. He may be (o the syndicate at $8 per
accompanied by Robert Benjamin,

: share. Meyer & Co. expects to
head of J, Arthur Rank’s U. S. eiosp g deal but any hopes which
org and a partner with Krim in they mav have entertained for a
the taw firm of Phillips, Nizer, Ben-
jamin & Krim

Bergman-Rossellini Idyll

Seen as B.O. Boost For

’Strombofi,’ NG for ’Joan’

Ingrid Bergman’s announcement
from Italy over the weekend of

plans to divorce her husband— j

with the implication that she

'

would marry director Roberto Ros-
j

sellini—is figured by most indus-j

try observers as still another blow
at her already struggling “Joan of

j

Arc.’’ At the same time, it is

;

thought it will be another public-
ity hypo to kick up business for
“Stromboli,’’ which Miss Bergman
and Rossellini are now making in

Italy.

Aura of scandal in the heavy
press and radio treatment of Miss
Bergman’s romantic entanglement
with Rossellini is cause for the
fears concerning the effect on
“Joan’’ business. It Is believed
that this will offend religious
groups on whom the pic must de-
pend for much of its b.o.

On the other hand. "Stromboli’’
la strictly a romantic item and the
large amount of publicity has cre-
ated a great deal of public Interest
In the new Bergman, as seen in the
pic, as well as the locale itself.

Both pix are being handled by
RKO. “J«an,’’ which so far has
played about 2,000 engagements,
•11 at upped admissions, has ap-
proximately $2,500,000 in the till.

Pic started out fairly well, but
there has been a severe dwindling

(Continued on page 63)

After several months of fruitless
negotiations to reach a deai on the i

Butterfield circuit. Paramount is

preparing to advertise for public

;

bids. It will be the first partner-
i

. .

ship chain held by the company In
' Production.

which a breakup is arranged by ^ s opera-

the public auction method, under
;

that system. Par will put its i

(Continued on page 22)

minority interest in the circuit on
the block with the highest bidder
getting the property.
Major company holds a one-

third slice in some 20 houses and
one-fifth in the remaining 100. Cir-
cuit blankets the state of Michigan.
Purchaser of the Paramount share
would be entitled to two directors
on the board of seven.
Par has refused an offer by the

Butterfield interests at a price
based on computations similar to

those used with RKO. Latter com-
pany recently liquidated its cut in

Butterfield through sale to the
management. Par maintains that
RKO took too low a figure.

Monte F. Gowthorpe, former
Paramount theatre exec, is head of

the chain. His entry into the cir-
!
year”

cuit apparently has not smoothed

fast nod from the RKO biggie have
not been realized. From all ap-
pearances, Hughes remains closeted
with his advisors mulling the fate
of the big circuit.

Meanwhile, as late as yesterday
(Tues), Merrill. Lynch. Pierce,
Fenner & Beane, Hughes’ New
York reps, received no word that a
deal had been closed with Meyer
interests. The N. Y. house is con-
tinuing to negotiate with at least

two outside syndicates, one of
which is probably that of Kings-
berg.

Odium, who holds an option to
(Continued on page 24)

Pix Diwys in ’49

U Qtr.: $10,241,

Washington, Aug. 9.

Total dividends declared by the
motion picture industry during the
second quarter of this year amount-
ed to $10,241,000 as against $13,-

038,000 for the same period in

1948. Department of Commerce
figures, however, reveal that dur-
ing June, the pix indu.stry sliced a

$7,419,000 melon, exceeding the
$7,280,000 dividend in June of last

Johnston’s EGA

Mission Causing

SIMPP to Worry
Indication that the relationship

between the Motion Picture Assn,
of America and the Society of

Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers is not all turtle-dovey —
despite two recent meetings to plot

‘‘cooperation’’—is seen in reaction

of SIMPP members this week to

!

reports that Eric Johnston would
go to Europe shortly on a mission
for the Economic Cooperation Ad-
ministration. SIMPPites fear that

the MPAA topper will take the
opportunity to di.scuss film deals
with foreign governments, particu-
larly the British.

i j * * j
Suspicion of the motives for the Paramount consent

Johnston trip abroad goes back to ' "re in budding new houses. At-

Paramount Circuit

Quizzing D.C. on OK

To Add New Theatres
Washington. Aug. 9.

Officials of the new ParaiWount
circuit which gets its birth Jan. 1

have been meeting with the Depart-
ment of Justice in an attempt to

determine how far the chain can go

the basic differences in approach
to the industry’s foreign difficulties

(Continued on page 27)

the course of negotiations.

B’way Ads on Negro Pic

Chief reason for the fall of this

year’s second-quarter divvy was
the failure of the Stanley Co., War-
ner Bros, theatre subsid, to declare
its regular dividend. Commerce
Department officials point out that

Cohn Will Miss Preeih
Columbia president Harry Cohn

is due in New York about Aug. 19,

following a six-week tour of

Europe. He sails next Saturday
(13) on the He de France from
Paris.

It is expected that he will re-

main east a few days for discus-
sions regarding “Jolson Sings
Again’’ openings at the State.
N. Y.„ next Wedne.sday (17) and
at the Woods, Chicago, the follow-
ing Wednesday, before continuing
to the Coast.

tending D. C. confabs on that knotty
question have been Leonard Gold-
enson, prez of the coming circuit;

Robert O’Brien, future veepee; and
Walter Gro.ss, general counsel.

The big point to be ironed out
is the decree’s provision which

(Continued on page 27)

n J T* J Ilf’iL ' Department officials point out that

U66in6G linGGu Tilin DlaS^ the announced figures represent

n/1 • 1
about 60% of all dividends

rC Revises its tampaign distributed by the industry.

Following squawks from individ-

ual patrons and organizations.

Film Classics has partially revised

its ad campaign for “Lost Boun-
daries,’’ currently playing at the Musicals Still Big, ‘Summertime’ Pacing Field

—

Astor, N, Y. Paradoxically.

National Boxoffice Survey
ads

Musicals again continue in the

tent but have moved to tone down
their promotion copy.

FC has already expunged the

word “coon” from one of the post-

used in fronl of the Astor.ers

balaban may ENCORE

EUROPE 0.0. THIS FALL
Barney Balaban, Paramount’s

prez who is currently in Europe on
• three-week vacation with his fam-
Hy. may return to the Continent in
Ihe fall for an extended trip. lin-
ger discussion are plans for the
•ramount topper to accompany

and lobby displays for this film,

which Louis de Rochemont pro-

t“ere%iar^ed“":^fh“.':>%erirg”ra%?ai,»ore and -re weathering a resump-

prejudice. FC execs, handling the

pic’s release, denied any such in- [^^st ease this session. Several
* key cities covered by Variety

were helped by rain and a brief

respite from the excessive heat,

but even these reported still fur-

ther heat waves starting over the

weekend.
“In Good Old Summertime"

(M-Gi is taking first place honors

with fine to smash or great show-

ings as well as nearly $300,000 in

total coin. “You’re My Every-

thing’’ (20th), showing a decided

spurt this round, is a strong second

while “Silver Lining’’ (WBi is an

okay third. Latter was b.o. champ
la.st week.
“Any Number Can Play” (M-G»,

su.stained strength.

‘Everything’ Holds Strong in Second

Originally, the Motion Picture

Assn, of America advcitising code

execs queried FC on its usage of

i Continued on page 63'

Zanuck Meeting Skouras

In Paris on 20th Biz

Paris. Aug. 9.

Spyros P. Skouras. 20th-Fox

proxy, will plane back to the U.S. di-splaying

„ . {jpxt week after talks with produc- again is fourth. Home of Brave
^eorge Weltner, Par’s foreign tion chief Darryl F. Zanuck who’s (UA) is pushing up into fifth posl-

jmef, when the latter takes his reg- coming up to Paris from the Rivi- tion via a brace of new bookings,
mar swing through Europe in Oc- era this weekend <13). Skouras and ! ranging from nice to terrific.

Murray SUvenstone. 20th Interna- •Great Gatsby" I P-ri IS «

B.l,ban has not seen the com- !
tional pres, presided over a Con- up sixth

SlKrt ^'"“Pean ollices since the tinental staff convention ,rkOi?“tbreak of war and is hankering iMon.i which wound up with a Mlght.v Joe Young 'RKO

^

to t
* ^

tion* 'tj * thorough inspec-
permit on his

Visit pi T expects to

the f ^*11 •• of
same trek.

Amigos,” RKO reissue package, i

which is doing okay to big trade. I

Top runner-up pictures are “Girl
From Jones Beach" <WB>, “Dan
Patch” (UA) and “Not Wanted”
(FC>.

“Rope of Sand ’ (Par), on basis

of smash showing at N. Y, Para-
mount. shapes as best newcomer.
“.\nna Lucasta" <Coli. which opens
this week at N. Y. Capitol, also

looks promising, being nice in

Providence and sturdy in Philadel-
phia. “Yellow Ribbon” (RKOi is

dolg solid trade in second K. C.

w'eek. “Great Sinner" (M-Gi is

better in Philly on teeoff round
than it is doing in N. Y.
“Big Steal" (HKOi is okay in

fifth N. Y. session. “Cliampion”
)U.\' looms fast in (’hicago. “llride

of Vengeance" (F’ar) looks mild in

Louisville and light in Omaha.
“Doolins of Oklahoma” (Colt

shapes neat in Boston, “The W^in-

dow’’ (RKOt is getting away in

sock fashion on N. Y. Victoria

first week. “Calamity Jane” (U).

okay in Frisco, looks big in Chi.

“Africa Screams” (U.A) i.s stout

in Seattle. “Fountainhead” (WB)

Trad* Mark RegrlatArod
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Faster Film Playoffs Create Seller s

Market on B’way; Distribs Call Shots

In complete contrast to war
postwar boom days, the distribs

are calling most of the shots cur-

rently In the booking of product in
j

Broadway houses. Not only is it
,

pretty much the seller’s choice on

where he’ll spot his pic, but some

Welles Redubs Lines

On ‘Macbeth’ in Rome
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Print of "Macbeth” is being sent

;;Mb's ‘a're re^orVedl?' givi^^^^ to Orson Welles by Republ^ so

considerably on "tough” deals. star can redub us lines. Studio

Prime force behind this switch- has completed full redubbing of all

over is. of course, that ancient other players, cutting thickness out

economic factor: supply and de- of Scotch burr,

mand. A couple of years back.!. VVelles has ao plans for return-

when pix were regularly holding *og to U. S. in near future, so Re-

over for long runs, there were too Public has asked him to do his

many films for the number of ond of job in Rome,

houses. Now it’s vice versa.

Reflecting the change is, the

burn currently by City Investing

Co. against Columbia over booking
*‘Jolson Sings Again” in Loew’s
State, N. Y. Maurice Maurer, Cl’s

theatre operating head, thought he

had a half-promise from Col to put

•‘Jolson” into his Astor, but didn’t

count on the $250,000 film rental

guarantee demanded by the dis-

Irib. He refused to give it.

Maurer thought the guarantee ex-

cessive, particularly after he had
played along with Col, he felt, on

Film Testivals

Tied Too Closely

With Ideologies
, u u MPEA, in part:

While Hollywood long has been “nKiwato ari^i

Glorifying Popcorn
Walter Wanger is apparent-

ly convinced of how much
money there is for the picture

indu.stry In popcorn. So much
80 he’s going to build the pop-

crackie-crunch rights into a

film.

He registered with the Mo-
tion Picture Assrt. of America
last week two titles for feature

pictures: "Popcorn” and "Pop-
corn of 1950.”

$30 Prices for American

I

Pix at Czech Fete As

Red Winners Brushed
Washington. Aug. 9.

Motion Picture Export Assn,

yesterday <81 gleefully greeted re-

ports that ticket speculators had
gotten $30 apiece for seats to

j

"Johnny Belinda” and "Treasure of

' Sierra Madre” at the 4th Interna-

tional film festival, which closed

yesterday in Marienbad, Czecho-
slovakia.

The Communist - dominated
Czech officials awarded all top

prizes to the Russian entries, with
popular dissents being registered

by the audiences. Commented

‘Fbmeran Plan’ a Speckled Rainbow

In the All-Industry Chicago Powwow

Lerner’s ‘Brig’ Huddles

Allied’s acceptance of the invL
lation to attend the all-indust,

^

' public relations ccnierence »

With Rank on Pic Sale A«g^^303. ,s

Hollywood. Aug. 9. arranging the conclave. It’s
Alan Jay Lerner ‘eaves for N. Y jn that it means every segm^n^

I

today (9) to meet with Cheryl i of the industry will be renreTp
"

Crawford and J. Arthur Rank rep- gd. It’s bad, it is said if Sh*
I
resentatives Aug. 15. i inists, as indicated, on pu<hin*

I

Rank reps will return from Eng- the "Finneran Plan” at the sei
! land' on that date for fuitlur dis- sions.

cussions on British producer ac-

quiring film rights to Lerner’s and
Frederick Loew's "Brigadoon.”

NBC Pledges Full

Co-op to Fabian

On Theatre Tele

"Finneran Plan” is a scheme
long-discussed by Allied for bov
cutting by the studios of anv HoN
lywoodite whose actions reflect
badly on the industry. It came ud
after Robert Mitchum was ar-
rested on the Coast and a few
other players got themselves ia
the public prints for drunkenness
battles with cops, etc.

Execs of the Motion Picturt

I

Assn, of America and other ©ffi.
cials who are attempting to ar-

,

range an agenda for the Chi
meetings are fearful that insist-
ence by Allied on discussion of

The National Broadcasting Co. ‘be Finneran scheme will turn the

this week deflnitely committed it-
i instead of

K.O, -
. .u,. Private adviees from Caecho- a peaceful session for a start to.

two previous pix in the Astor cognizant that awards granted
gjovakia reported that huge crowds self to cooperate fully with Si H. vvard a solution of the indu.stry’i

which did not quite measure up overseas film festivals often are ^ad to be turned away from every ,
Fabian in programming the indie

|
public relations problems. They

to expectations. They were "Knock inspired by political considerations showing of the American film.s. The circuit operator’s theatre television ' are trying at all costs to avoid
On Any Door” and • Wo Were rather than the true merit of the

prire-winnlng Russian films, on the „ having the conference boomer.ni
Strangers.” He had hoped that ‘^‘*”ues to be relatively aroused little popular

ictteV to Fabian bv NBC excc resulting in publicity that th«
this would soften up Col sales chief ^^tive in the pix c^ompetition.s U. S.

' ^‘^spite tub-thumping , . q ^ j j
. indu.stry couldn’t even agree on

Abe Montague on giving "Jo'son
diriv^‘'from the shoidngs’’ mual y ."‘'n "n r''' r** ’<>'™ O'® '•l'ni >’i«t 7" Public relations.“D from u-sually commu problems confronting Fabian In his IntroducUons of the FinneranuiiNeu me idCK oi pnzti.

, According to United Press, black-
^ ^ ^ onerate the first said to be dangerous in

» A f .w. t . . w.. 1 _ i.—A ......wi.t. .....

iTitirket operators got $30 for a $1 .fheat^e TV ch^a*in ?n7hi^easL .

^bat the m.-Jor companies will ^

to the house. He had given
iContinued on page 13)

I liism at festivals is last week’s ac- ticket at the theatre showing Amer
I

tion of the Italian delegation in jean entries,
withdrawing from Czechoslovakia’s "Further evidence of the over ,,, ^

1 International Film Festival held at whelming noDularitv of American both program.^ especially

Marien.ske Lazne. The group from pictures with the people is shown ^
for theatre TV by NBC and

Denny’s assurances definitely

open the possibilities of Fabian’s’Shaking-Down’ Process

Has Put Hollywood On

Pvon V—

I

1— H97pn ‘'f* '>®"’ by IhV'faia'thaT'tyfla's.’fcatircs^ reBularly-scheduled com-
LVvU IVCCl JU“ ndAClI Czechs and Russians disclo.sed that “Arabian Nights ’ and "Adven- 1

‘'b®"’®* *®®b as Milton

First .shock of the economies they had no intention of participat- tures of Robin Hood ’ — are now Texaco Star Theatre. In

that started to hit Hollyw’ood two- >^8 at either the Venice or Cannes playing on long runs in theatres
'

i

\ ears ago have been fully absorbed f®sts.
.

in Prague and other key Czech *

*bat it would bring up some

now and results are being seen 1 In refusing to enter the Italian cities to overflow audiences. So

(Continued on page 22 )

Seniority, 15^ Hikes

Demanded by lATSE

At Early Producer Meets
Hollywood, .\ug. 9.

Preferential hiring on seniority
extremely complicated problems

In greater efficiency of production and French meets, the Russians great is the demand for tickets that i iP
® number of instances, wage hike, are be-

and improved quality. So says Jo- claimed the "capitalLstic” rules persons in boxoffice lines are sell-
i

‘”8 demanded by lATSE in prelim-

M^Sis^ProSon^whoXs^to ^

‘be i r places for fancy Pnees.”

^

[C'pay ! contM^'nl^^^^^^

AUTEN’S FRENCH B.R.

FOR ’THE MONEYMAN

rope on Friday (12). i

‘be Czech conclave, which

“It has taken this long for the closed Saturday H), the all-Czech

indu.stry to get completely shaken
,

jury handed practically all of th«?

down to the new conditions.” Ha- major awards to Ru.ssian entries,

len declared, "but the people in Brushed off were such American

Hollywood are now going about
,

pictures as Warners’ "Johnny Be-

ers on

expires

us t‘o"’Kt'“th;m'"’‘”“’‘“"'’'*
ar’nrdnig'’h?,“%,

, , „
* three seniority grades

I

^

Nevertheless, ’ Denny added, be established, with industry work-
"

!

"we will de what we reasonably ^ ers since prior to 1939-40 period

j

can to obtain or assist you in ob- coming in first-grade; those going

New production unit headed by appropriate rights in order into studios between that time and

W. E. Auten, formerly Eagle Lion’s
programs as you

,

this year in second grade and new-
. , • r t. .1 may reque.st us to clear for use comers in third.

UADC DC ArniTCTMCIklT
' Europe, has been in your Fox theatre. Brooklyn,; Since Taft-Hartley Act outlaws

lui/KJj KfcAilJlJ^ I IVlfcll I i

with a filmization of
i
may be made available to you for

,
closed shop, a union shop will be

- ^ ! Thomas Co.stain s bc.st-seller of
i
that purpose on a reasonable basis.

, asked with IA Dressing for pact

(IF B’WAY BO SCALES Moneyman," slated as We have given further thought to JLembiTng old one aTdosrisMVI il ff/ll V.V. uVniiLiu the first venture. Understood that the suggestions you made concern- will permit

(Continued on page 27)their work in a better frame of

mind. Those who had to go arc

gone and those who have remained
feel more secure. No longer wor-
ried that they won’t have a job

tomorrow, they’re showing much
greater efficiency.” I

— — — u,*. „,m vtniurc. unucrscooa inai ine suggestions you made concern-
: will permit.

Hazen added that the resistance !
Several Broadway firstruns have "Moneyman” will get RKO re- ing the creation of specially-built Other meetings aie scheduled

to economy which was felt on every i trimmed their scales. The Roxy has lease. Company, under the label .television programs for u.se in your
1 before Richard Walsh. I.\ head,

aide a couple years ago has now eliminated its weekend top of $ 1 .80
,

j

Eeuago.ss Productions, plans six ! theatres. However, we cannot pro- leaves, probably late this week,

passed and there is general recog- getting $1.50 which is in line with Plx yearly, all to be turned out in ceed further in this respect until i Seniority now appears to b«

nition that "extravagance and the other stage-film theatres’ peak Europe.
I
we know specifically what kind agreed upon, with formula for ap-

tthowmanship are not neces.sarily scale. ' Auten is currently on the Coast programs you need and the lime
,

(Continued on page 22)

synonymous, that you can exhibit The Victoria has dropped to ' seeking a lop director and cast. He which you w'ould propose to

plenty of showman.ship but be $1.25 top. instead of $1.50. It elim- : is due in Paris Monday (15) to ^ use them. At such time as you
•en.sible about costs.”

,

inated its $1.80 several months ago. arrange for an early len.sing of the in a position to furnish us
Divorcement and the disintegrat- The Astor is keeping its $1.50 peak unit’s fir.st pic. All films will be "'“I' such information, we will be

Ing British situation may make price. The Criterion and several produced in English and aimed for ‘o Slve you quotations on
further curtailment nece.ssary in a ‘other houses announced several the world market. |‘h® production of specific programs
year or so, the former Warner ' weeks ago a 50c admission for > Understood that Auten has both specific needs.”

Bros, exec warned. He admitted, youngsters hoping to get patronage
| an English and Fi*ench partner

however, that the effects of di- of kids out of school. The Roxy ^vifh the trio contributing neces-
vorcement on production can’t be also now has an afternoon scale of gary financing. Mrs. Carolyn
ascertained with anything less 95c on weekday afternoons up until

|

stagg, formerly story editor of
than a crj'stal ball. 5 o clock, being only a minor cut. Samuel Goldw vn. is acting as both

Hazen clippers to England to It also ha.s a $1.25 admittance fee story editor and talent supervisor
Join his partner, Wallis. Latter is on Saturday afternoon until 5 p.m., ! for Benagoss.
now in Italy shooting exteriors and apparently to get juve attendance,

j “Monevman” w ill he nmHnreH
loctions for •septembvr ;•

V rtu»lly all houses on
French ™c"le.s bo ause th.lto""

expects to return to the U, S. with now open up with a 50c or 55c ad-'expeii!. lu iviuiii lu me -'t. »im -w.. . -v,,. wa v..»v ou-
nerinrl nieee in th.- lAth onntni-a/

Wallis early in September, 9"
I tato place in France, Jew outm

the way over to Italy, Hazen said Joe young, the Cnt is pushing up ^
.. . . , offices in Paris

he would stop in England for a i Its prices fast, getting a general i i oduce films aivwhere
Meek or so for a gander af the admis.sion of 80c weekdays last ^ ronHnent

^ anywhere

aituatlon there. His fainilv will go week before 1 o’clock. "
.

Feeling among N. Y. showmen Is i

Benagoss topper is a son of Capt.
^

that the realignment of scales, Auten. formerly connected
|

especially with straight-film the- ' both United .Artists and J.|

atres, is in line with the competi- i

A>'‘hur Rank. Son served as an
tion from stage-film houses. High ' Eield Marshal Montgomery
scales for film-only spots hardly during the war.

were justified, it was claimed, in '

to Italy

there.
by ship and join him

JUDGE ORDERS SALE

OF GOLDWYN STUDIOS
Los .Angeles. .Aug. 9.

in the face of less than $l top
weekd.ny nights at the Palace with

Col. Suspends Vidor

A Ripley: This Newark

Indie Sues for Last Rnn
Alajor company attorneys are

puzzling over a no^el complaint
aired by the Empire theatre. New-
ark. in an anti-trust action filed

Hollywood, Aug. 9. against the eight distribs. While
('olumbia has suspended Charles most treble-damage suits charge re-

• nd 19'80ths to the Formosa Corp.. Vidor for refu.sing to direct "The fusal to sell at a certain run, Em-
owned by Goldwyn. Petty Girl, ” skedclccl for Aug. 29 pire’s beef i.s that it wanted last-

Pi'operty was order-cd sold not stai-t with Robert Cummings and run product but the majors refu.sed

later than Aug. 31. with the mini- Joan Caulfield starring. Nat Per- to sell it any films at all. Empire
THinn bid set at $1,500,000. although rin produces. i.s an old burlesk house which was
estimates of its value run as liigh Offeial reason for suspension is converted into a flickei\v.

as $2,500,000. Sale w ill be handled studio’s statement that Vidor failed
|

.Action demands damages of
bv three referees. Charles Shat- to "act in good faith.” Vidor re- $1,692,000. .Atlorney repping the
fuck. .Alexander MacDonald and mains silent, but it’.s believed he plaintiff is O. John Rogge; suit is

Loui.s J. Pfau, Jr. objected to final script. brought in N. Y. Federal court.

Sale of the Samuel Golchvyn vaudeville and films or as com-
Studios was ordered by Judge Paul ' parrel with the Music Hall or Para-
Nourse in L. A,, superior court, mount, for instance.
Minding up a long legal battle be-
fwc'cn Goldwyn and Mary Pick-
ford. Coin dcriv’cd from ihe sale

Mill be split three ways among the
owners: 41/flOths to Miss Pickforcl;

20 fiOths to Goldwyn Productions.

N. Y, to L. A.
Benedict Bogeaus
.Jean Dalrymple
Cy Feuer
Leonard Goldstein
Cary Grant
A1 Horwits
Howard Le Sieur
Chico Marx
Dolores Moran
Wayne Morris
Bob Moss
Pat O’Brien
Robert J. Rubin
Norman Siegel
A 1 Tamarin
Michael Todd
Walter Wanger
L. Arnold Weissberger
Martha Wright

N. Y. to Europe
Ben Blue
Malka Farber
Joan Fontaine
Ru.ssell Ford
•loseph H, Hazen
Mrs. Gus Kahn

Europe to N. Y.
Eddie Cantor
Otto Harbarh
William B. Levy
William Perlberg
Arnold Picker
Adolph Schimol
Samuel Schneider
Lee Shubert
Joseph H. Soidelman
Molly Day Thatcher

L, A, to N. Y.
Berle Adams
Ricardo Amador
Don Ameche
Art Baker
Dewey Barto
Rebecca Brownstein
Jeff Chandler
Roy Disney
Paul Dullzcll
Hy Faine
Nina Foch
Don Haynes
,,Edith Head
Ben Hecht
George Heller
David Hopkins
A1 Jolson
Percy Kilbride
Philip I.,oeb

Don Loper
Marjorie Main
Florence Marston
Edith Mei.ser
Mary Pickford
Georgie Price
Ruth Richmond
Thelma Ritter
Charles Ru.sshon
Ruth St. Denis
Schuyler Sanford
Arthur Schwartz
Louis Simon
Marta Toren
Arthur H. Wehry
Marie Wilson
Marek Windheim
Max Youngstein
Adolph Zukor

READY
Haary Morqoa



IKUST LAW BARS BLANKET CUTS
UA in Much Better Shape Domestic

But Foreip Is Still a Big Headache
While United Artists has at least

temporarily beaten its problems in
i

the domestic field and is showing a

substantial profit each week in,

IT s and Canadian operations it

'

has yet to find a solution to its
j

foreign headaches. International

department, primarily as a result i

of UA’s peculiar status as a

distrib of indie product, is showing i

red- each week to the extent that
|

U is pulling the entire company

below the break-even point.

Product situation, in the. matter

of quantity, at least, is the best it
|

has been in some time, with

enough pix at hand to maintain

the domestic operation for about
;

a year.
1

U,\s domestic operating co.sts

are now averaging between $70,000

and $75,000 weekly. That’s about

$3,750,000 yearly. Since UA’s dis-

'

tribution fees average slightly over

25% of the gross income of the

pix it handles, it must do about

$1.5.000,000. yearly to break even

In this market.

It now has about 15 pix awaiting

release, editing or in production,
j

That means that if they averaged
,

$1,000,000 gro.ss each, they would
j

keep UA in busine.ss for a year,
j

Not all of them can be expected
^

to get $1,000,000, of course, but

others will undoubtedly bring in

more than that. What the company
needs is one or two particularly

strong grossers to bring up the

average and perhaps compensate
for the foreign losses. i

UA usually manages to get at

least one of these surprise b.o.

(Continued on page 60)

‘Girl from Jones Beach’

Outrages Confederacy’s
|

1st Vicepresident, Suh!
Atlanta. Aug. 9.

Southern blood is boiling over a

cinema faux pas. This time War-
ner Bros. Is the offender in its

“The Girl From Jones Beach.”
In film, Ronald Reagan, a night

school enrollee, recites names of

leaders of Confederacy in War Be-
tween States. Reagan erroneously
lists Judah P. Benjamin as vice-

president of Southern Confedera-
tion.

That did it! Alexander H. Ste-
phens, beloved and peppery Geor-
gian. was really the Confederacy’s
veepee.

Atlanta chapters of United
Daughters of Confederacy have
been bombarding Warners with
mail in bitter protest over the ‘‘in-

excusable error in your knowledge
of Southern history” and urged
immediate correction.

In giving publicity to the incl-
oent. Atlanta papers, for the bene-
fit of Yankee readers, have given
correct lineup of Confederate Cab-
inet. viz: Jefferson Davis, president.
Alex Stephens, viceprez, Judah
Benjamin, first attorney general
and later secretary of war.

Pic, as yet, has not been exhib-
ited here.

’ EL Gets a Breather from Bank; Must

1]
Dig New Product; SmaO Deal Cold

Surefire OK for Sound
Number of drive-in theatre

ops have suggested that film

companies make specially
soundtracked prints of come-
dies for the ozoners. They
want laughter dubbed into the
tracks at the appropriate
places.

Complaint is that comedies
don't do h)o well at the fresh-
air-fi I merles becau.se members
of the audience, spread out in

car.s. can’t hear each other
laugh Guffaw spontaneity
which a humorous pic needs
for best results is lost and thus
the exliibs would like to sub-
stitute for il a pre-laughed
soundtrack.

Distribs Resist

Drive-Ins’ Bids

For 1st Run Pix

Any attempt by American film

companies to meet the pressing
economic problem.s by a sweeping
revision of payrolls, such as that ,

the British Film Producers Assn.
|

has unanimously adopted would be
fivmly barred by U. S. anti -trust

.'.s. That sharp distinction'
b. iween the tw'o rival industries

;

was noted this week liy film execs
|

w'ho studied the joint movement
to cut production costs, wliich was '

pushed through without dissent bv '

the BFPA.
A scheme for combined action

'

No Theatre Gravy
Employment contracts of a

number of top execs in the in-

dustry may undergo consider-
able revamping as result of the

Federal court’s decision in fav-

or of complete divorcement.
These particular salary tickets

provide for percenlage-sharitig
on company profits. Such high
officers as Darryl F. Zanuck.
20th-Fox’s studio chief; Spyros
Skouras. company p'rez; Nicho-
las M. Schenck. Metro's topper;

and Louis B. Mayer. M-G
chi. ",

""
"“‘."•r-sludio head, arc all alTcctc.l

V ,
W|„.„ ,|,e pcccnlaa.-s w,-,.-Yank eompan.es under the She.-'

„ „man anti-trust laws, it was point ('d

oip. No two companies could take
the step together since, in theory,
wage payments are determined liy

competitive conditions and not by
agreement of purported compe-
titors. Distinction in possible ac-
tions by the ’^two indust l ies again
points up the big part played by
anti-trust laws in determining Uie
tactics of Yank film-makers.

British r-eductions a|)ply to all

employees except tho.se iind<T
contract either tlirough union
pacts or otherwise Even so far as
arti.sts under confracl are con-
cerned, the Britisli agreement
provides tliat every effort slionid

be made henceforth to either
reduce payments b.\ not less than
percentages provided against otlu'i

(Continued on page 8»

Distribs are holding fast to a re-
a‘<«een,cn

fusal to permit first-run bookings Provides tliat eveiy efloit slionld

of their product in drive-ins despite
t^iade henceforth to either

strong threats of court tests bv »’educe payments by not less than

circuit operators of the open-aiV P^'fcentages provided against other

bouses. A concerted effort has (Continued on page tt)

been marie in the past few weeks
by the faste.st growing branch of QI|- niiff fAnnAr NsiniPfl
exhibition to force a change in l/OOpcI nalllcU
stand. The big objection to first- T_ Hn-I.r/v
run bookings is the distrib claim 10 IlOip LXpOri UriYC
that they would affect the pic’s D D* f* i*

i
earning possibilities in subsequent Dnt. rix on lontinent

: bookings in the area. » ^ «
rr..- . r London. Aug. 9
Thieat of suit closely follows Intensive export drive of Brit-

nixmg by the majors of a number films on the Continent has been
of dnvp-in bids tor first-run which launched with the naming of Sir
have topped conventional tlieatre Dufi’Cooper.formerBritlshambas-
offers in some impoiiant situaTions.

' aador to France, as special Euro-
In rejecting the ordinarily-winning

j
p^gn envoy. Duff's appointment

! offers, majors have flatly declared k^as made* by the British Eilm
that a $10,000 or so better take Assn, w'liich Is renewing

I

through an ozoner booking would attempts to dent the w'orld mar-
i (Continued on page 22) ket. Cooper will headquarter in

Paris.

QMAII TH niCTPIRIITr i Cooper will be concerned with
I ulflHLL lU 1/10 1 IVIDU 1 £i ^improving playing time for British

^ KORDA-RATOFF PICTURE

'

isles in various European ea pit a Is.

Edw'ard Small has acquired Am- „
lerican rights to the Sir Alexander
Korda-Gregory RatofT film. “If This ' f ^ •

Be Sin”, and ha.s made a deal with
;

K||||A|Pn C \|||ri|iriQP ^

United Artists to distribute it for 1^1111 VIHO kJlIl IOC
i

him. Picture, made in England
under the label. “Strange Case of Bjl W
I.ady Brooke”, stars Myrna Loy |¥|oy
land features Peggy Cummins. IfIII f OCVpiIH
Richard Greene anJ Roger Livesey.

It is understood that the terms Motion Picture Assn, of America

of the deal call for an advance by" and United Artists attorneys are

SMALL TO DISTRIBUTE

profits from both distribution

and exhibition. Once divorce-
ment goes through, exhibition

take will be lost. It means a

considerable decrease in bo-

nuses unless revisions are

made.
|

No Early Decision

On Decree Appeal

Seen by Majors
No early decision will be made

by any of the major company ile-

lendants on the big anti-trust

(picstion confronting them— wlietli-

er to appeal from tlie Eederal
court’s complete divorcement in.an-

date or seek a settlement with the
Dept, of Justice. On the ultimate
answer, top execs and legaliles re-

main strongly divided after sev-

eral weeks of mulling the posen-

With the division in strategy slow-

ing any action, companies are like-

ly to take the full time permitted
by law.

To file (he important a|>peal to

the U. S. Supreme Court, com-
panies have 60 days after a final

dec r»*e is signed by the lower
cenirt. With hearings slated to

start in September, a final docu-
ment cannot be inked before late

in October at the earliest. Com-
panic*.s. therefore, have at least a

.lanuary deadline before voting

((’ontinued on page 27i

Binford’s Surprise OK on *Brave

May Jeopardize UA’s Test Suit

Small in pounds to Korda and in

dollars to Ratoff. When this ad-

vance ha.s been recouped by Small.

I Korda and Ratoff will share in the

!
picture’s earnings. Small’s rights

fearful that approval of “Home of

the Brave” last week by Memphis
censor Lloyd T. Binford is a move
preliminary to cutting the ground

out from under them In their ef-
include the entire Western Hemi- ,,,a,.

1 . ! ing locaT blue-pencillers in all

CIMII I

of the U. S. It is thought th

liNALIZINh DIVliRrF realized by Korda and , ..3j.ave” approval may next
ruiifiinu l/lfUliVLi

1 Ratoff. they see an advantage in oj^ay of “Curly”, the UA-Mal

OF Ff ANn riNrrninD British ongm ^n which the MPA A an
Vi i /illl/ vIHEivvLUA of the film will be completely sub- fiave a suit pending a

Papers are expected to be signed nierged. Billings will be “Edward Bi^ford’s nix.
th's week officially divorcing Film Small P'e.senls a

i Charge is that Binford’s
Classics from Clnecolor. The move production Since the ^tar is an

“Curly” was arbitrary an

agreed on by stockholders of American
con.stitutional. MPA A and

Jhe tint firm several months ago.
^ "

'r i?^i- wm with the applause of the Am
lawyers have been busy in the

Kordasiiameoul.it ^ Civil Liberties Union and
Jieantime preparing the necessary 5*''*'

'
anti-censorship groups In

Papers. duction that will up income beyond
y, eventnall

Karl Herzog, exec v.p. and treas- what the* usual British-made pic
^ Supreme Court dc

urer of Cinec-nUtr la in can earn In (his country. u,niiiri prc*(t leeal I
iir!^**

'’ P- 3nd treas-
of Clnecolor. is in New York

inH to ink his firm’s
• Joseph Bernhard,

of FC. represent that
Small Dickers Columbia

Hollywood, Aug. 9.

ing local blue-pencillers in all parts

of the U. S. It is thought that the

“Brave” approval may next mean
okay of “Curly”, the UA-Hal Roach

film on whicii the MPAA and U.^

now have a suit pending against

Binford’s nix.

Charge is that Binford’s action

on “Curly” w'as arbitrary and nn-

con.stitutional. MPA.X and UA.

with the applause of the American

Civil Liberties Union and othc*r

anti-censorship gioiqis. brought

suit in the hope of eventually get-

ting a Supreme Court decision

that would erect legal hedges

against such alleged arbitrary bans,

j

Suit Is now' on appeal before the

I

Tennessee supreme court. It has

been nostnoned a number of limescomoanv (.Mat iioiivw'ooo, /\ug. ».
i

lennessee vw,.... ..

PC * coup,, .g, .
Kddie Sn.aM s.aru

options of KdSrd I St-

nr,!;,,!;'"";':;
oBH.n n.;,-,, ,..,y

.Utusl, bei„T.c. Bn"- P-"- ’^i'i S', .Id of

'' exchange of stock Return to nersliip setup on seiits ol

'» Being »c-
P"'"*''’"'

By .nother stock shut- ""“"cng
will again give Bern- Number of pix is large one,

of FC as principal, deal contemplates production

tiorttv^ ®®***'f'*rd is expected |. ing spread ‘wer seveial y

(ja.i ^ consummation of the Small is wholly bankrollmg

apunclm an extensive an-
,

“Valentino. ” although no rel

.9Hniiej^^Ht gf FC.plans. l
set.

w holly

extensive an-
,

“Vj

!ans. l
set

an- “Valentino,” although

.several years. “

bankrolling his October

ugh no release Since

waging the fight with the aici oi

Sidney Schreiber. MPAA’s gen-

eral counsel, and other lawyers.

It is now sc!u‘duled for hearing in

Since there is very little practi-

cal difference to UA now whether

or not “Curly” is okayed for show-
ing in Memphis, attorneys are fear-

ful that Binford may turn around
and call off his veto. In that case,

the issue would be “moot” and
the Tennessee supreme court un-

doubtedly throw out theTase with-

out a decision on the basis that

there’.s nothing to decide, since

•’Curly” could play in Memphis.

’’Curly” is, of course, only one
of a lengthy string of pix which
the 81 -year-old Memphis guardian
of white supremacy has throw n out

oil racial angles, as well as for

moralistic ancl other reasons w'hic h

the industry feels were arbitrary.

Speculation as to why he okayed
’ Brave” was that it was eithej- the

|)ielude to killing the “Curly” suit

or a result of political changes in

Memphis.
“Curly” was nixed because it

showed white and Negro kids in

Roach’s “Our Gang” playing to-

gether. Compared with the innoc-

uity of this. “Brave” is a dircMt

attack on dl.scrimination against

.Negroes and is completely out-

spoken on the subject.

The other conjecture regarding

Binford’s change of heart is that

when Estes Kefauver was elected

to the Senate recently, putting a

serious crimp in the Bo.ss Crump
machine in Tennessee. Binford

lost his political backing If that

Is true, it might mean the end

shortly of Binford.

Serge Semenenko, exec veet>ee
of the Fir.st National Bank of Bos-
ton. has bailed out Eagle Lion by
a one-year extension of loans to
the film company approximating
$6. .500.000. Semenenko. it has been
learned, granted the added time in
course of negotiations which Rob-
t*il R. Young and the banker re-

c»*nlly pushed with Edward Small
for file producer’s entry into the
company Young is controlling
stockholder of Pathe Industries,
Kl.’s parent outfit.

.\s a consequence. Young's hands
have been freed in his quest for
additional financing. From all in-

dicalion.s. the railroad magnate has
abandoned all consideration of the
possible Small tieuii and is aiming
to bring in more cash without aid
of (he indie producer. Young i.s

seeking releasing deals with big
lh)ll.v\vood producers as part of his

program to get urgently needed
product for his company.

It is believed that without out-
side product. EL cannot operate on
file profit side of the ledger. Coni-
|)any has taken on some more
Hrilish product and is dickering
toi a number of foreign-language
films. Aside from these, it has
seveial Hollywood-made pix from
Bryan Foy. plus a feature which
uses Mack Sennett shorts. Volume
is not considered sufficient on its

own to meet F!L’s overhead.
However, Semenonko’s extension

of iredit permits the company to
operate, with some small losse.s,

while searching for that big out-
side product. As for the Small
deal, it fell through because the
filmmaker was left free to negoti-
ate with other companies despite
a provision w'hich give Young and
his associates 90 days to dig up
outside coin.

Reissue Firm in Suits

And Countersuits With

' Two 42d St Cinemas
Whether a licensing contract gave

them exclusive or non-exclusive
lights to screen certain product is

tlie <-rux of two suits brought in

N. Y. supreme court by operators
<>t two 42d SI. theatre.s again.st

Principal Film Exchanges, Inc.

Plaintiffs in the actions are the
Rialto and the Laffmovie, N. Y.

j

Principal, according to the com-
I plaint, allegedly violated two 1948
pacts with the Laffmovie by selling

, the same plcture.s to competing
' exhibitors within a 14-day period.

Lafimovie admits that its as.serted

exclusivity rights were not incor-

porated in the contract, but adds
this was omitted through mutual
error. It’s charged that the de-
fendant took advantage of the error

to violate the ticket by fraud.

In its legal squawk, Laffmovie
wants the contract reformed to

expre.ss the “true agreement” and
in addition asks $50,000 damages.
IMincipal. through its attorney. Ev-
erett Frohllch, made a general de-

nial and counterclaimed for $2,500.

Sum is allegedly due the defend-
(C’ontlnued on page 27)

PAR HAS 2 BIDS FOR

ITS N.Y. OmCE BLDG.
Leonard Goldenson, Paramount’s

theatre head, was authorized to

continue negotiations for the sale

of the Paramount Bldg, at a special

Paramount board meet. At the

.same time, the directors withheld
approval on two offers for the big

tmilding on Times Sq. which
houses Par’s h o. and the deluxe
Paramount theatre.

One of the offers ctTnsidered

would give the company some $10.-

000,000 as purchase price. Other

;

pi'oposal would be for $9,250,000

with Par retaining its equity in the

1
building Latter offer also Includes

I
easy terms on rental of the theatre

I by the new United Paramount
I

circuit after the splitup.

Coin (oming from any deal will

I go to the produetion-distributioD

. unit.
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BASEBALL BEANS BOSTON, BUT EXHIBS

HOPEFUL; DETROIT CUMBS, CANADA OFF
Boston. Aug. 9

Bopped b> inroads from tele-

vision and drive-ins, regular busi-

ness is generally lower than last

summer as much as 25' < . Despite

the slump. ho\ve\er, exhibs feel

that Hollywood product is improv-
ing and that bii should swing back
to a more normal level on or be-

fore Labor Day.
Additional factors adversely hit-

ting the b.o. recently have been
unusually hot summer weather and
the heavy night game schedules of

the Boston baseball clubs. There
have been some weeks when the

Braves played all their home
games at night and witH the games
telecast in this strong baseball

town, the wickets have suffered ac-

cordingly.
While in-town firstruns and nabe

house are w-ilting, the drive-ins are

booming. Mushrooming of the

©zoners has resulted in keen tom-
petition, but clearances are stiff in

most cases and many spots are

playing the low rental reissues.

Currently, distribs are making
more of a play for this type busi-

ness and better product is expected
to be available soon.

*

Notable exception was the open-
ing of Metro's "Barkleys of Broad-
way" at Louis Segrini’s East Den-
nis ozoner which pulled hefty

grosses. This drive-in has a cock-

tail bar, children’s playground,
bottle-warming service and juke-

box dancing. Construction of addi-

tional drive-ins is, now going on
throughout the New England aiea
but regular theatre construction
Isn't showing much activity.

•Among the smaller nabe.s. rev-

enues from the candy and soda
concessions sometimes has topped
admission take, especially during
matinees.

Lack of business has caused the
shuttering of five ATC circuit

nabes for the summer. Some <»f the
indies would also like to shut dow n
but fear of losing patrons perm-
anently to other towns has fore-

atalled the move. As a result, many
houses are operating in the red.

8 More to Go
Hakim brothers apparently

aren t sure which of the 10

Commandments they most fa-

vor for picture material, so

the\ ve slaked a claim to two
of them. The\ \e registered

the titles. "The Seventh Com-
mandment " and "The Ninth
Commandment."

Seventh is "Thou shall not

steal" and ninth. "Thou shall

not covet thy neighbor's wife."

though the beaches and the general
outdoors have received much atten-

tion in this natural resort country.
One aspect of the entertainment

business which has garnered much
I summer patronage is the Theatre
Under the Stars. This project is

under sponsorship of the Civic
Parks board and provides live

entertainment with large casts at

minimum admish.

That’s What Man Says
Bing Crosby may be the top

marquee star for the popula-

tion as a whoie, but Bob Hope
is the b.o. fave of boys be-

tween 12 and 17, according to

Dr. George Gallup’s Audience
Research pollsters. Abbott &
Costello rank second with the

juves while Crosby places

third.

Crosby, Hope and A&C have
interchanged first place among
this age bracket for the past

four years.

price.s. but the unanimous opinion

is "leave 'em alone” Prices were
decreased in a few nabes as a test

.several months ago but failed to

increase patronage.
Despite downward grosses,

there's no move afoot to increase

exploitation. Flackeries, radio
plugs, billboard space are on the

downgrade, reflecting more limited

budgets. Only evidence of bally

tactics was used recently in con-

junction with the preem of “Love
ilappy" and a "Bing Sing'’ to pro-

mote Crosby's "C onnecticut
Yankee."

Exhibs are generally agreed

that there Is a greater variety of

pix now than a year ago. with bet-

ter quality. But what con.stitutes

a good pic at the b.o. varies from

one theatre owner to another. Ex-

hibs flatly stated that there was no

such thing as a definite type or

cycle of pix getting a play at this

time.

Richmond Exhibitors

Weather State of Apathy
Richmond, Va.. Aug. 9,

Exhibitors here appear to be
weathering the current state of

flux with some apathy but little

hysteria. General business slumped
10' c to 15' f, early in the year but
has picket! up since July 4 and is

reported to be only slightly less

than for the first six-month period
of 1948. Exhibitors attribute this

^Continued on page 24)

Detroit’s 10% Dip Keys
Steady Upward Climb

Detroit, Aug. 9.

Although theatre business is

climbing back to normal, the b.o.

is still 10% off in firstruns and
20'© off in- nabes, compared to
la.st year. Three months ago. how-
ever. the number of admissions at

the firstruns was off 20'’©. indicat-
ing a slow but steady climb out of
the doldrums for the big hou.><es.

Greatest inroads into theatre biz
currently are being made by out-
door sports and other competing
forms of amusement. Bowling
clubs, instead of disbanding as u.su-

al for the summer, have been
welded together into permanent
recreation groups offering counter-
attractions with social, swimming,
hiking, etc. Practice of lighting up
the city’s recreation centers for
right ball is also keeping ’em away
from the wickets. Big unions in
this area have also organized com-
petitive forms of nighttime enter
lainment.

Television isn’t cutting percepii-
bly into biz now, although it did
about three to six months ago
when it was more of a novelty, af-

fecting the nabes mostl>. Dave
Idzal, Fox manager, says video’s
poor summer programs are driving
people back- to theatres for enter-
tainment.

Drive-ins have picked up mark-
etlly recently after being badly
bopped during the first part of the
summer because of unu.sually hot
and humid weather. Ozoners h.-n ^-

taken some biz away from the
nabes but the firstruns have beer>

unaffected.
Drive-in construction at present

limited to two projects in the
Ecorse-Wyandotte suburban area.
Most drive-ins are getting third-

runs with a few getting second-
runs. Ozoners get their pix on a

percentage basis with costs now
double and triple over*Iast year
Only ‘one new regular theatre.

In Royal Oak, is now under con-
fttruction, although costs are down
from last year. Several other new
houses are being planned for the
Indefinite future as evidrnc» rl hv
signs in vacant lots in newly de^p|
©ped housing areas. But no one
knows when building will get un-

der way.
One of the most popular topic'-

ef ex h(b eonv,er.sa(ion is admis.sion

Western Canada’s Biz

Off 20% From 1948
Vancouver, Aug. 9.

Business in Canada's most west-

ern province has slumped some
’20' r in la.st year, with about 50'/©

of that slump coming within the

last six months.
Telexision has had no effect on

theatre business. There are only

a few television receivers here
picking up videoeasts from Seattle,

150 miles to the south.

Biggest segment of entertain-

ment business has been grabbed
off by the drive-ins. With the ad-

vent of hot-\\eather, patrons high-

tail it out to ozoners on the city’s

ed*ie.

Two ozoners are planned for the
immediate vicinity, with three in

the province having been erected
in the last year. At present the
ozoners are still getting the left-

over product. They are paying
same as small suburban houses and

' getting as much business as the
fir.st-run downtown houses.
When drive-ins first got under-

way. they played only oldies, that
being the only product available
to them. Patrons liked the old
stuff, but the source dried up. Now
they get what product is leh over
after being picked clean by the
other runs.

Standard in drive-ln construction
are the in-car speakers, but one
has installed a merry-go-round for
the convenience of the kids.

.Another tried dancing without
success. Big source of revenue is

food. Carhops are kept on their
toes all evening.
Theatre eon.struetion has passed

its peak. There are some four or
five on the drawing-boards in the
province, none of any major con-
sequence. l,oeally, a couple sub-
urbans are undergoing the hammer
treatment at present, with only
one forecast to be erected in the
near future.
Only construction of conse-

duence for the future is remodel-
ling of the older houses. Famous
Players has finished its new build-
ing program and is now embarking
on a remodelling program all
across the country. Costs have gone
up 12'f in the last year with no
immediate hiking forecast.
Candy and concession busine.ss

has increased ralio-wi.se to the
admish take. Theatre operators
are finding that it is not wise to
lea.se out concessions, but rather
are operating same then-selves.

Bigge.st gro.ssers are mu.sicai.s.
though drama.s. with accent on
«-rime. are good dollar-fetchers.
Good foreign films with proper
c.\ ploitation garner heavy coin,
loo. Pix doing worse business are
iho.^e which are obvious propa-
ganda.

Greatest diversion fiom theatres
are the outdo<»r sports. Baseball
has receixed the greatest attention.

Buying Flats’ At

Peak % Averages

Annoys Exhibs
Growing willingness of distribs

to .sell many situations at flat

rentals instead of percentages is

no unmixed blessing, according to

exhibs. Experience with the flats

in hou.ses where important pictures
have been played that way in a

number of years proves that per-
centage dates are frequently bet-

ter, according to indie circuit buy-
ers in the New' York area.

Trouble is. it’s said, is that the
distribs liave a tendency to base i

their flat rental prices on the per- '

centage biz they have for a house i

on their records. They’ll look
'

through their files, pick out the
i

highest film rental paid by the
exhib during the wartime heyday,
and then try to ba.se the flat deal
on that, the circuit buyers squawk.

i

' Exhibs say that if they ever go for
'

I a price arrived at on anything like

that basis they get .stung.
!

I
Another problem they have with '

the flat deals, the buyers declare,
‘arises every time a distrib comes
along with a picture that's above

|

the average. If an exhib is will-
j

ing to recognize that fact and pay '

a bit more than usual on a flat

rental deal, he’s dead after that,
,

Distrib. on succeeding pix, always
wants the highest price he's got-
ten before and it's a big battle
to wear him down to the level he
was getting before the good one
came along, the circuit men as-
sert.

All in all. they declare, they’d
rather do business on percentage
except in the mo?it minor spots.
It’s fairer, require.^ less haggling
and ends up with neither party so
likely to be gypped.

‘KETTLE,’ ‘RILEY’ KEY U’S

BREAD-AND-BUTTER B.O.

Universal’s bread - and - butter

pix, framed strictly for exploila-

bility. are now proving to be the

company’ most profitable ventures.

Indicating the turn of events at

U, one of. the company’s biggest

black-ink operations ai the present

time is "Ma and Pa Kettle." which

U produced at a negative co.st of

$500,000. In its firs^t 17 weeks,

“Kettle” has been good for $1,250.-

000 in rentals with its ultimate

domestic gross figured ' at $1,-

750,000.

Another big earner in the ex-

ploitable class is “Life of Riley."

starring William Bendix. That pic

has already earned $1,500,000 with

a number of bookings still to be

liquidated in the U. S. market,

U first swung into making a

series of bread-and-butter pix last

year after a series of costly weakies
knocked the company into the loss

column. Its present production
costs are less than one-half the

level hit in the first two postwar
years.

AMUS. SHARES CLIMB

WITH REST OF MARKET
Rally of amu.sement stock.s on

the N, Y. Stock exchange, along
with all other indii.*Jtries, has sent
price quotes on entertainment
shares on an upward climb for the
first time in many months. .A? a
result, overall value of amusement
shares during July bounced back to
$627.094.()(>1 . representing a gain
of $19. .883.568 for the 30-day pe-
riod. Recovery continues during
the current month with major film
company, radio network and disk-
ing outfit siofks listed on the big
board at a high point since the
early spring.

Average per-share price of these
.stoi’k.s were at $M..'?8 on July 31
against a figure of $14.04 at the end
of June. Indicating the steady de-
cline before the July upbeat are
previous exchange t<dals. Value at

the end of June was $607 211,093;
that of May. $630,392,929: Aoril,
*644.833.437: and .March, $660,947.
930.

Rob Hone Resumes
HoMywood. .Aug. 9

Bob Hope resumes in Par’s
"Where Men .Arc Men" this week
after five days in hospital.
He took a fall during filming.

Warner Bros.’ 9-Month

Net Profit, $7,363,000 [>;:

Net profits of Warner Bros, for

fi.scal 1949, which ends for that

company Sept. 2. will show a con-

tinued retreat from the firm's peak
1947 lake of $22,094,000. Further
decline i n earning.s now^ appears
certain as result of the company’s
nine-month report which fixes its

net for that period at $7,363,000
after provision of $4,900,000 for

Federal taxes. It compares with

$10,321,000 for the corresponding
stretch of last year.

Nine-month period ended May 28
leaving the usually dull summer
season to be absorbed. The drop,
however, will no-wise be as great

on a percentage basis as the de-
cline between the 1947 peak and
the $11,837,000 racked up la.st

year.

After a fast starting six months
in which WB grabbed $5,624,000.
third quarter proved a disappoint-
ing $1,739,000. In the same pe-

riod of ’48, Warners took in $3.-

010,000 while the company's first

six months was only slightly bet-

ter than the figure announced this

year. Fourth quarter take last

year, however, was a slow $1,506.-

000 and the company may make up
some of the lost ground in the
three months ending Sept. 2.

Gross rentals and theatre admis-
sions for the nine months amount-
ed to $101,242,000. This figure
compares with $112,415,000 in '48

and $125,078,000 in '47. Equiva-
lent earning.s on outstanding com-
mon equalled $l per share for the
current nine months against $1.41
in the same period of '48.

Accounting for part of the de-
cline is the fact that Warners, like

other majors, no longer credit
profits with rentals accumul.nted
in foreign markets. Only that part
of the overseas revenues w'hich are
remittable in dollars are now
scored up. Change was first ef-

fected Sept. 1, 1948. beginning of
the present fiscal year.

Breakdown of operating ex-
penses shows an outlay of $30,007.-
090 during the nine months for
amortization of film co.sts. Operat-
ing and general expenses totalled
$54,243,365; royalties and partici-
pations, $6,416,604; and amortiza-
tion and depreciation of proper-
ties, $2,865,114.

Cash holdings as of May 28
w-ere $17,092,605 and U. S. Gov-
ernment bonds. $3,067,102. Film
inventory consists of pix in re-
lease. $11,308,252: completed hut
unreleased pro<liiclion.<. $12,586.-
838; and pix in production. $10,-
871.289.

Warners has oeclared a common
stock dividend of 2.5c per .«hare.
payable Oct. 5. to slo<‘kholders of
record. Sept. 9: i . .

M-G s QT Tests

Qp How Extra Ads

Can Boost B.O.
Metro is engaged in exten.siv*

tests on its own to determine th*
exact relationship between a boo.st
in newspaper advertising and re-
suits at the boxoffice. While the
industry has been pondering a raft
of suggestions on how to build up
theatre revenues. Metro has been
quietly conducting a 16-(*ity. con-
trolled test of the effect of boosted
ad expenditures with a cros.s-check
against comparable cities where
only normal expenditures are
made.
The M-G flyer in hypoed ad.s has

been going on since March, it hat
now been learned, and will be com-
pleted by Sept. 1. The 16 citiei

were chosen because they each
represdhted a typical American !».

cale. Against each city, its closest
counterpart has been held to nor-
mal ad budgets so that gros.ses in

each lest area have a reference
point.

Under the scientifically mapped
venture, expenditures in the 16
cities are carefully scaled from a
tiiflle above normal to a peak
which . represents approximately
(touble what the company would
ordinarily layout in that situation.

By this method, Metro hopes to

plot out a graph which would
demonstrate the relationship of ads
to attendance and determine
whether the company should boost
its outlay on newspapers. Satura-
tion point, if there be any on ads,

is also being sought.
Tests have been launched with-

out publicity because Melro-
ites fear that airing of the

icular cities might adver.ee-

ly affect the accuracy of results or
start other majors on the same
cour.se. In choosing the 16 locales,

company has weighed cliniale,

population, economic conditions
and availability of comparative
towns.

JULY TRADING WAY
OFF ON PIX, RADIO

Washington, .Aug. 9.

Daniel M, Sheaffer, of Phila-

delphia, a director of Universal
Pictures, purcha.sed 1.000 shares

of U common last month, increa.v

ing his holding to 2,007, according

to the report of insider slock tian.v

action filed by the Securities Ic Ex-

change Commission. It was one

of the thinnest months on record

for the purchase and sale of amuse-

ment stocks by officers and direc-

tors of film and radio corporations.

Ix)ew’s. Inc., continued buying

up al! loose shares of the Loew'i

Boston Theatres’ $25 par, common.
It added 200 more shares last

month; and the parent company
now has 124,935 shares. Robert

E. Hannegan, a director of 20th-

Fox, reported to SEC that he had

acquired 426 shares of the no par

common. Jack Cohn purcha.sed

100 share.s of Columbia cotrvmon

for a trust account. He now has

49.068 shares in his own name,

plus an additional 19,157 in the

trust account.
On the radio side. Samuel Paley.

a CB.S director, reported making

a gift of 5,000 shares of the $2.50

Cla.ss B. common stock. He still

own*s 16.000 shares of this group,

plus 7,000 shares of the Class A,

common. Joseph A. W. Iglehath

also a CBS director, purchased 206

shares of the Class B. common, in

the past two months. Glen Mc-

Daniel. of RCA. reported acijuiring

his fir.st 100 shares of common
stock in the company of which he

has become an officer.

Educ’l Mkt’s Growth
Hollywood. Aug. P

Fastest growing market in fh*

picture industry Is the educational

pic. according to Stuart Scheftci.

head of Young America
Inc., producer of 16m short sim-

jects for usb In schools, factorie^

and other institutions. Betwee

$10 000.000 and $1.50.000 000

spent la.st year by educaiiona^

groups for audio-visual

eluding approximately SSOOOltw

for the purchase of 7.717 etluca-

tional films.
,

Training by film during
war demonstrated that .voldic

learned subjects 38 per cent

by the visual medium than hv

conventional book method.
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MARKDOWN ON TOP STARS
(iig Bros.’ Film Admish Chatse Acd

Idea Nixed by ‘Cash Biz’ Advocates

Plan of theatres opening charge

,or admissions, whlchjas
'

advanced by

LESSEfi PESyERS

National Exhibitors Film Co. Sets

$2,000,000 Roor Before Teeolf

the

Coast
producers

King brothers,

last week, has

intrigued many industryites, al-

though they are wondering about

the
practicality of it. Kings are

planning to present the proposal,

which they claim will give a great

S to the boxoffice. at the The-

it-p Owners of America convention

•“ Los Angeles Sept. 12,
’

’ work
King plan would work pretty

much on the gasoline company and

denartment store credit plans. Any-

Lraesiring to take advantage of

the charge service would make ap-

plication to the theatre, giving

personal and business references.

These would be checked and, if '

satisfactory, a credit card would

be issued. Card would be presented
|

at the b.o. and its number noted

by the cashier. At the end of the

month a bill would be sent out. i

Among other advantages is that

the charge card w'ould attract more
frequent attendance on the same
principal that department stores

have found charge accounts so

valuable—it doesn’t seem to cost
j

anything when there is no immed-
iate outlJiy and tlie bill doesn’t

come until the end of the month.

Also, as w'ith other types of

business that extend charge ac-

counts. the credit card would give

I closft and direct tieup between

patron and theatre. Charge account

customers comprise a mailing list

with a very direct interest in the

shows coming to a house and at-

tendance could be promoted on

that basis.

King brothers see their scheme
as primarily an idea designed to

appeal to the family man. They
are of the belief that workers who
get paid once or twice a month
may have enough money to provide

(Continued on page 22)

In West for Arty Pix
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Leon Siritzky is here seeking
three local houses and others in 11
w'estern states for art type prod-
uct. Says he’ll open office here for
exhibition of “Man to Man,” French
film on Red Cioss, which he’s
bringing to U.S.

Siritzky also is looking for Holly-
wood producer to make pix in
France with his frozen coin.

Oliier Unions’ Demands

For ’Story’ Filming Policies

1$ Hotfoot to Equityites

Cast of “Detective Story” was
In a tizzy last week W'hen members
of unions other than Equity de-
manded pay for Paramount’s spec-
ial screening of the play. Actors
apparently reacted to a rumor that,
rather than pay the extra labor
cost, the studio might drop its plan
to film the show, for use as a guide
in the production of the picture
version.

Actors wrote a letter to Equity
protesting the fact that the union’s
representative had not attended
the Fact l^inding Committee meet-
m? at which it was decided that
stagehands, doormen, manager,
^ardrobe mistress and others were
to be paid for the filmed perform-
ance. Theory seemed to be that
the Equity spokesman might have
Pc^uaded the other unions not to

demands.
pointed out, however, tliat

fft

~ltilty delegate is not expected
•ttend Fact Finding Conamiltee

bnless a matter concern-

j
®ctors’ union is on the

iiu p Instance, the reg-
L^bity rules require that cast

mernbers be paid a full week’s
*0*’ every day’s shooting for

Star,-?
P^^^lbre. so the “Detective

. actors were alreadv covered.
^ <lomands that are

‘

are that

WB to Produce 6

Pix in England
Reviving plans (or largescale

production in Britain, Warner
Bros, is mapping a program of six

pix on Anglo terrain for the com-!
ing year. Company will turn out

the half-dozen at .the Elstree stu-

dios in collaboration with the As-

sociated British Pictures ('orp., in

w'hicii WB has a substantial in-

terest.
#

Original program of six pix in

Britain was announced by Jack L.
Warner last .year as part of the
U. S. majors’ strategy to stem the

j

imposition of a stiff quota tlirough
demonstrations of c o o p e r a t i o n
with Britain’s industry. Ensuing

i
internal crisis within the British
industry and general uncertainty
prevailing in American film circles

caused Warners to delay putting
the program into effect.

j
Six pix to be produced at Elstree

will currently be aimed at thawing
out Warners’ frozen earnings in

England while, at the same time,
sulxstantially boosting the com-
pany's releasing roster. While it’s

understood that the pix will be
produced under the ABl^C banner,
Warners will provide the major
part of the coin. American stars

and some other personnel.
Initial pic under the program.

“Stage Fright.” is now' rolling at

Elstree With Alfred Hitchcock di-

recting and .lane Wyman and Mar-
lene Dietrich starring. Hitchcock,

who also has a distrib pact with
W'arners as co partner- with Sidney
Bern.stein In Transatlantic Pic-

tures, is piloting “Stage F'right”

under a straight deal as a Warner
director. Yarns and titles for the

remaining productions are still to

be fixed.

Hitchcock and Fred Ahearn, his

production manager, are due back
in the’ U.S. in mid-September. Miss
Dietrich and Miss Wyman will re-

turn to the Coast immediately fol-

lowing completion of “Stage
Fright” in about 10 days.

Continued war on high costs in

Hollywood for the past two years
has as yet failed to dent top star i

salaries. Players w h o drew
$125,000 per picture and over dur-
ing the period of the studios’ most •

spendtlirift heyday in 1945 and
1946 are still finding their earnings
in those brackets, a survey dis-

closes.
1

The middle- and lower-salaried
actors were the hardest hit when
the word came in from New' York
homeofflces that every possible
cost must be sliced. Price tags on
those players have dropped any-
where from 2.5^0 to 75%. They’ve

|

pretty much hit bottom and leveled
off now. although that is only half

,

the story so far as actors in this

category are concerned.
They have been hit not only by

salary cuts, but in studio casting
j

practices. Whereas it was previ-

ously habit to go into the market
for secondary leads and cbarnct»'r

people and pay Ibem a relatively

fancy sum during Ibe lush da.v.s,

casting directors are now mucli
more prone to stick to contract
lists.

A secondary phenomenon in the

talent situation is that prices for '

newcomers—particularly the young
Broadway players wlio are being
picked up with increasing frequen-

cy—are gradually climbing. All

the lots are well cognizant of their

need for new faces as future star

material and they’re willing to pay
a relatively generous fee to ex-

perienced thespers w'ho have the

talent and personality desired.

There lias been almost a com-
plete move away from the pretty-

face type of contract player. There
is no inclination any more to spend
either the time or tlie money to

train a tyro and hope he or she w ill

catch on. That’s the reason for

the hqavy draw on young Broad-

I

(Continued on page 22)

Film Paychecks Up;
Employment 10^ I^ess

Sacramento, Aug. 9.

Weekly earnings of film workers
averaged $98.85 in Juno, accord-
ing to the California Stale Employ-
ment bulletin.

Average paychecks were slightly

higher than those of June, 1948,

hut tlie numhiM' of jobs on the mo-'
tion picture lots was about lOCr
less.

largest’ Prod.

Sked for Mono
Chicago. Aug. 9.

Altliough Steve Broidy an-
nounced the largest production
schedule liy Monogram for 1949-

.50 here at the annual sales con-
vention. announcement was tem-
pered with words that “budgets
would be in line witli economic
conditions.”
Mono prexy told 50 exchange

managers and franchise-holders
that 40 pix would ho made under
the Monogram emblem and eight

for Allied .-Artists, two of which
will he filmed in England for

hloeked funds.

Rush ‘Stage Fright’ In London
I.ondon, Aug. 9.

As.sociated British Picture stu-

dios at Elstree due to close for an-i by Schary.
nual summer holidays are being

kept open so Alfred Hitchcock can
finish his film “Stage Fright” be-

fore Aug. 22.

Rush is due to fact that Jane
Wyman, one of the .stars, is due

back in Hollywood late in August
to star in "The Glass Menagerie.”

1st Time in Metro

History the Entire

Year’s Pix Set Dp
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Spotlighting the new order of

things at Metro, all films planned

by the company for release in the

1949-50 season are either in the

can, in production or in prepara-

tion. It is the first time in the

history of the Culver City lot that
,

a complete program for the season

has been laid out far in advance

and carried through without hitch..

In all. 59 pix of the 64 originally

announced early in the year by

Dore Schary. production veepee.

are completed, before the cameras
or being readied for production.

|

Intensive production activity

conforms with the earlier decision

Louis B. Mayer, studio

I

3-WAY RESIDUAL DEAL

INVOLVES 7 U SERIALS
Three-way deal under which

Univer.sal and King Features have

assigned both serials and filnimak-

1

ing rights on a number of comic

1
strip characters to F'ilmcraft, Inc.

has been closed. Transaction is

I said to involve approximately
[$.500,000 although breakup of pur-

chase price between U and King
Features has not been disclosed.

' Under terms of the pact. Film-

craft has acquired all rights to

seven of L’’s oldtime cliffhangers.

'riu'se include “Don Winslow in the

Navy.” "Don Winslow' in the Co«.s»

Guard.” “Ace Drummond.” "Red
Barry,

” “Flash Gordon” and “Flash

Gordon's Trip to Mars.”
i Two Universal features. “Mars
Attacks the World” and “Rocket
Ship” al.so pass hands. King, on
its part, has granted Filmcraft

production rights to serials involv-

ing the cartoon characters. Sam-
uel S. Krcllhorg is prez of Film-
craft.

‘ Mitiimum investment of $2,000,-

[000 in the National Exhibitors Film

'Go. in the form of stock subscrip-

tions l)y circuit ops must he made
before the company starts official

operations. .Agreement fixing the

minimum figure for successful ac-
tivities as a new hankroller of Indje
filmmaking has hern reached In re-

cent meetings of bigtime exhihs.
If the cash-on-the-line in that
amount from tho.se committed to

the outfit is not forthcoming, no
organization would ho formed.

! Sponsors, how'ever, have no fears
[that the $2.()()().000 support in stock

I

buys will he withheld. Backers
[are shooting for $4.00(),000-$5.()()0,-

000 as a probable startoff capitali-

zation. ('ommitments for $4,000,-

000 were made by exhibs who at-

tended the confabs whicli originally
approved the venture.

Besides fixing the minimum
$2,000,000 figure, proposed charter
for NEFG bans cxhiliition activities

and limits those of distribution to

a possilile supervision of licensing
contracts along the lines generally
woiked by producer reps for

.United Ailists. Whether the super-
1
vision power would ever he used
is prolilematical although the char-
ter will preserve that right.

j

On the subject of production,
charter being finalized preserves
the maximum scope. Besides hank-
trolling indie producers w’lio come

I

w ith packages. NEFG hackers bo-
jliove the unit may engage widely
I In combining Its own packages and
turning them over to producers.
It will not hesitate to purchase
stories and make casting sugge.s-

tjoMs on them, il is stressed.
One of the questions W'hich has

slowed actual incorporation is

the outfit’s name should
he changed to National Exhibitors
Film Investment Co. That pro-
posal has been pushed by one of

the lawyers working on the matter

(Continued on page 27)

scenic aestener.

inrt IK
should be paid $154,

SutK«I?i®
costume designer, Millie

theln^- Ket $100. for

heas Bernstein, busi-

ed producers How-
Russel Crouse,
Items In behalf

p«id

Dttle in
they amount to

cost J"».^'”Parison to the total

AUh^ screening.

tha*
figured virtually
special film will

Huasen
^ decision Is up

^®stem ® Paramount’s

Kanlfn .representative, and
,

P an. the company’s east-

are on the

in ques-
designer.

frn talnn* L; ^omi
Both

50 PIX BY DECEMBER

GOAL OF REPUBLIC
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Production speed is the watch-

word on the Republic lot this year,

with a goal of 50 pictures before

the end of Decenil>er. the highest

mark on the lot since 1944. The

Roy Rogers starrer, “The Bell.s of

Coronado.” is the 33rd film on the

San Fernando Valley lot tins year,

equalling the total output for 1948.

Coming up for production In

August and September are 11 pic-

tures. Slated for this month, in

addition to “Coronado.” are “Belle

of Old Mexico.” “Rock Island

Trail.” “Powder “day-

break” and “Dakota LiL

head: Nicholas M. Schcnck. prez;

and William F. Rodgers, distribu-

tion v.p., to speed up both film-

making and releases. Schary’s main

job has been to map a longrange

program and to pile up a consid-

erable backlog to help the Metro

I pace along.

Metro now has 21 films com-
pleted but unrelcased and six being

len.scd. This represents the large.st

backlog for the company in many
years. In tlie past, its inventory

never exceeded six or seven fea-

tures. Accumulation of films on

the shelves insures the outfit’s

(Continued on page 27)

Dietz Back Sept. 19
Howard Dietz. Metro’s ad-pub

veepee, returns from an extensive

European vacation Sept. 19. Dietz

visited a number of the companj s

overseas offi<“Os in the course of

his three-month stay.

His trip took in Italy, France

1 and Britain.

Underwriters Reclaim

Bronston’s ‘Walk in Sun’

Walter E Heller & Co. of Chi-

cago and Ideal Factoring Co. of

New York, which jointly ( financed

Samuel Bronston’.s* production of

“A Walk in the Sun” in 1944,

acquired title to the picture last

week in foreclosure proceedings

in New' York. This Is one of the

few' instances in recent film history

in which moneymen have been
forced to bring court action to take

over a picture which failed to pay
off.

Last week’s proceedings in N. Y.

supreme court were a mere tech-

nicality. there being no bidders

and Holler and Id<*‘al taking over
“Walk” for the sum of their Judg-
nient against it. Film cost about
$1,250,000, of which the two financ-

ing outfits put up almost $1,000,-

000. About $400,000 remained due
them in principal and Interest.

Pic, distributed by United Art-

ists. was in a .series of difficulties

from its very inception. Bronston’s
Comstock Productions ran out of

coin before finishing it and Heller
and Martin Hersh. head of Ideal,

set up a new' company, Superior
Productions, to complete It.

Heller and Hersh are looking
toward setting a new distribution

deal by which they hope to

regain some of their coin via a

reissue.

Nonnan Siegel’s Pitch To

Cut Out Lost Bally On

Changing Pix Titles

Because Paramount, along with
other studios, is having its peren-
nial difficulties over film titles,

Norman Siegel. Par’s studio ad-
puh chief, wants the companies to

hire experts whose fulltime job
would be labelling pix. Siegel ha.s

been urging his own studio for the
past few months to take that step.

He points to the fact that ad agen-
cies hire specialists to w rite slogans
rather than depend on a hit-and-
miss method w'ith everyone from
the office steno up joining in the
naming game.

Siegel has asked his studio to put
the tagging of pix on a scientific

basis. It is his idea that these
specialists could probe the effect

on hoxofficc of particular types of
titles: clock grosses on particular
labels; and generally make a thor-
ough study of the subject so that
certain principles could be formu-
lated.

On that score. Paramounter notes
that plenty of publicity on individ-
ual pix has gone down the drain
because of title changes after a
studio flackery has plugged the
film for a number of months. This
waste of publicity which has
proven a frequent source of har-
assment to the studio can be elim-
inated by s|>ecialized and scientific
labelling before the pic goes be-
fore the cameras. Siegel maintain.s.

Citing one instance of lost pub-
licity. Siegel said that his lot re-
ceived a number of letters from
patrons asking what had become of
a projected filmization of “The Big
Haircut." The.se letters came In
long after the film had been re-
1ea.sed under the changed title of
“Random Harvest.” Patrons were
unaware of the switch after pene-
tration on the original name had
been accomplished.

Siegel, currently in New York
for huddles with Max E. Young-
stein. Par’s national ad-mih tonper,

> returns to the Coast Friday (12).



FILM REVIEWS

1 WnN n Male War Bride
TvnfntiPlh Ko* irle*** of Sol f. Siegel

Bioduciion. SteiJi Ciinnl. Ann Sheri-

dim; featurec Marion Mai»hall. Kandy
Ctuart. William Neff. Direcied by How-
ard Hawk*. Screenplay. Charle* I.ederer.

Leonard Spigelgas*. ilagar Wilde, fro|n

original »lor.v bv Henri Rorhard; camera,
Noibert Brodine. O. Bonodaile; editor.

James B. Clark; music. Cyiil Mockridge.
Previewed N. Y.. July 28, 49. Running
time. 105 MINS.
Henri Rochard
I.t. Catherine dales Ann Sheridan

t.viarion .Marshall
“•vs •• (Kandy Stuart
Capt. Jack Kumsev
Tony Jowilt
Innkeeper'* .Assistant

%Vaiter
Trumble
^aman
Lieutenant
Bartender
Chaplain
Shore Patrol . .

William Neff
. tCiiKene dericke
Kuben Wendorf

Lester Sharpe
John Whitnev

Ken Tobev
Robert Stevenson

Alfred Linder
David McMahon

Joe Haworth

E«Ny IJ%ing
(SONG)
Hollywuod, Aug. 6.

RKO release of Kobert .Sparks pioduc- .

tion. Stars Victor Mature. Lucille Ball,

l.izabeth Scott, Sonny Tults. Lloyd .Nolan;

feataire* Paul Stewart. Jack Paar. Jeff

Donnell. Art Baker, Gordon Jones, the
Los Angeles Rams. Directed by Jacques
Tourneur. Screenplay, Charles Schnee;
based on story by Irwin Shaw: cameia.
Harry J. Wild; music, Roy Webb; editor,

|

Frederic Knudtson. Tiadeshown .Aug. 4,

'49. Running time, 77 MINS.
\ ictor Mature
Lucille Ball

Li/abelh Scott
Sonny Tuft*
Lloyd .Nolan
Paul Stewart

Spooner .lack Paar
Jeff Donnell

Art Baker I

Pete Wilson
Anne ...

Him Wilson
Tim McCarr
Lenahan
Argus
Scoop
Penny McCarr
Howard Vollmer

“I Was a Male War Bride” is

20th-Fox’s late.st entry in the so-

phisticated comedy sweepstakes.

Rasically a bedroom farce in mili-
|

tary dress, the picture is well-

stocked with mature dialog and

situations which are hound to get

U not only laughs but also tremen-
j

clous word-of-mouth. Tl^at. coupled i

with Cary Grant and Ann Sheridan i

lor the marquee, makes it a cinch
|

looxolTice winner. I

Scripting trio of Charles I..ederer.

Leonard Spigelgass and Hagar
Wilde translated Henri Rochard’s

j

ofttimes ri.sque yarn almost liter- '

ally to the screen. Result is a

smash combo of saucy humor and
slapstick.

Title describes the story perfect-

ly. Grant is a French army officer

who, after the war, marries Miss
Sheridan, playing a W.^C officer.

From then on it’s a tale of Grant’s
attempts to get back to the U. S.

with his wife by joining a contin-

gent of war brides. Plot forms a

neat background for the comedic
talents of the two stars and they
sock across both the situations and
the dialog. Film was caught at a

sneak preview iny« New York nabe
house, where (he laughs came so

hard and fast that many of the lines

were lost.

Picture’s chief failing, if it can
be called that in view of the frothy
components, is that the entire pro-

duction crew, from scripters to di-

rector Howard Hawks and the cast,

were apparently so intent on get-

ting the maximum in yncks that

they overlooked the necessary
characterizations. Despite his

French nationality, for example,
(trant is completely familiar with
American slang; yet later in the
Rtory he stumbles over "Massa-
chusetts.” Fuller detailing of his

background somewhere along the
line might have explained that.
Film's impact, as a result, remains
on the surface: the deeper emo-
tions are hardly scratched, and
never penetrated.

.Story, in addition, seems to have
trouble finding a point at which to
end. .Although it seldom drags, the
script halls several times and then
resumes for a fre.«h start on a
slightly modified tack. Film picks
lip the two stars on a postwar mi.s-

sion inside Germany. Despite a

previous antagonism, their forited
proximity naturally leads to ro-
mance and they marry. When Miss
Sheridan gets her sailing xfrders.
they find all the immigration quo-
tas filled, leaving (Grant's only
chance to accompany her home the
“war bride” twist. .Army regula-
tions prevent them from consum-
mating their marriage night after
night until finally, after consider-
able skirmishing with Army brass
and red tape and the accepted dip-
lomatic amenities, they finally get
together on the boat.

.Story was filmed for the most
part in Germany, until illness of
the stars and .sevei'al of the sup-
porting players forced their return
to Hollywood, where the remaining
interiors were lebsed. Illne.ss. how-
ever. did not hamper the <'a.st’s

cavortings. Grant and Miss .Sheri-

dan. carr>ing most of the film, dis-
play some of their best comedic
thesping yet. .Supporting players
get little chance to shine, although
Marion Marshall, as Mi.ss Sheri-
dan’s sidekick, and Randy Stuart,
as a naive WAC from the .south,

manage to score.
Hawks’ directorial finesse is evi-

dent throughout, as are the fine

production technieiues of Sol C\
S^cficl. Most notable, of course, are
the authentic German backgrounds
—those bomhed-out cities could
never have been duplicated in
Hollywood. Film is tightly-knit and
well-paced but might have been
trimmed fiom its lO.Vminute run-
ring time with little loss. StaL

Bill Holloran
Jaegar
Buddy Morgan . .

Ozzie William
VVhlley

Cordon Jours
Don Bediloe

Dirk Erdman
• BUI ’ Phillips
Charlrs Lang

brnnv Kenny Washinaton
Mis. Belle Rvan Julia Dean
Virgil Ryan Eveielt CIjikh

Dr. Franklin lames Barku.s

Urchin Robert Ellis

Cilbert Vollmer .Steven Flagg
Don Sharp
Hunk Edwards Ru«' Thorson
Billy Duane lune Bright

Curly Eildie Kotal

Singer ’ .Audrey Young
Los Angeles Rams

Miniature Reviews
“I W«» a Male War Bride**

(20th). Saucy comedy star-

ring Cary Grant, Ann Sheri-
dan; cinch boxofflce winner.

Easy LIvInr*’ (Song) 'RKO'.
Drama with pro football back-
ground; only moderate and
spotty grossing possibilities.

“Yea Sir, That’s My Baby”
<U-1) (Color-Songs). Uupre-
tenlious but entertaining bo.
comedy w ith Donald O’Connor.

"Make Mine Laughs" tSongs)
(RKOt. Entertaining vaiide

show on film with musical ex-
cerpts from RKO pictures.

“South of Rio” (Song! (RepL
Good Monte Hale western for

the oater market.

"Easy Living” is only mildly

successful in putting over its

story. Spotty grosses, at best, can

be expected. Its pro football back-

ground offers some exploitation

possibilities if relea.sed during the

gridiron season and the cast names
are good. but. on the whole, it’s

disappointing film fare that lacks

the common touch needed to put

it over.

Despite the action promised by

the pigskin premise, the movement
i.s static and the script by Charles
Schnee is a character study rather

than a fast-moving plot. Dialog
listens okay but does little to snap
up the pace and Jacques Tour-
neur’s direction has arty inflec-

tions that make the yarn difficult

to follow.
Victor Mature is the plot hero,

a pro footballer who disr-overs he
has a bad heart but stilt keeps in

the game in an effort to hold an
ambitious wife who’s inclined to

stray when her husband is no long-

er a hero. The story development
is obvious, except for the ending,
but the twi.st is not enough to .save 1

what has gone before. Finale is

a face-slapping, sox-laden sequence
which brings Mature and the wife,
Lizabeth Scott, back together after
he smacked her into the proper
wifely pose.

Lucille Ball’s starring role, while
expertly done, doesn't reali'/.e on
the possibilities of her name and

;

talent. As a disillusioned girl

j

who carries a torch for Mature
! with little chance of getting him.

I

the role develops the sympathy
:
totally lacking in Mi.ss Scott’s
character and the audience will
pull for her to get her man.
Mature is up to his usual good

I
.standard and his personality helps
the character he portrays. Sonny
Tufts is likeable as a fellow ball-

• carrier. Lloyd Nolan, owner of the
ball club, has a hard time making
a cryptic character come to life.

Art Baker, an elderly amourist;
Paul Stewart, news Icnsinan; Jeff
Donnell, Tuft’s wife; Gordon
Jones, footballer; Kenny Washing-
ton, Julia Dean, Everett Glass arc
among the others who try’ hard to
spark the synthetically realistic
character probing in the Irwin

I

Shaw original.
Physical framew'ork supplied by

Robert Sparks’ production guid-
ance keeps a good part of the
footage In the locker room and on
the field and. otheiwi.sf. is ade-
quately glossed for the slory to

,

be told. Good lensing hv Harry
IJ. Wild projects the arty influence
of the Tourneur direction. Score
has one song, the title tune, used
during a party .scene. Broq.

Kaibv

a question of adjusting their aca-
demics with their family life. For
instance, there’s a quintet of foot-

ball stars who have to fit their
gridironing in with their baby-
minding. at the dictation of the
w ives.

Al.so complicating matters are a

frustrated femme psychology prof
who is all for having the wives

—

her students—not allow their hus-
bands to play ball. But a male
biology prof, who is also the foot-

ball coach, seeks to pit his charges
against the distaff uprising, with
the solution reached only when the
two profs get together romanti-
cally. It seems that 30 years before
lliey had broken off their romance,
and that was a contributing factor
in her frustration.

O’Connor is excellent as the
football star, singing, dancing and
generally cavorting himself with
an ingratiating personality. Gloria
de Haven is cute as his wife, while
Charles Cobum is fine as the
coach, though he’s probably the
only monoeled grid mentor in the
business. Joshua Shelley, from
the Broadway stage, gets laughs as
a frustrated gridder, and Barbara
Brown does okay as the psych prof.

There is one dance routine done
by O’Connor that shows him off

especially well. Direction and
scripting are nifty, with several in-

cidental songs serving okay for
background additionallv to the
so<k title tune. And the Techni-
color is an orbful. Kahn.

Frances Langford's torching. Day
and Anne Shirley work together
on ”lf You Happen to Find My
Heart.” Mis.s Langford sings “Send
Back My Love to Me.”
For comedy, picture teams Joan

Davis and Jack Haley and the
.sequence is topped by Miss Davis’

imitation of an outboard motor. .A

Leon Errol domestic comedy is

included for sturdy chuckles. As-
sisting him arc Myrna Dell and
Dorothy Granger. A high spot of
the film i.s Robert I.amouret and
bis dummy duck in a hilarious
ventriloquist routine. Manuel and
Marita Viera w'ith their monkey
orchestra: Freddie Fisher and his
Schnickelfritzers; Rosario &. .An-

tonio in a Latin dance routine; the
Titans, inu.scle act; and Frankie
Carlo’s keyboarding are among
the ea.sy-lo-take moments. Added
fun comes from clips out of a 1920
Palhe newsieel showing bathing
beauties of the >period, and an
early-day silent sob drama.

Production by George Bilson sets
the picture up in showmanly revue
style and Richard O. F'leischer’s
direction gives it fast pacing. Lens-
ing and editing are good. Broy.
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ISieblerina
(Town Tale)

(MEXICAN)
Mexico City. Julv

P<‘lit*uUt Nacionales release of'
“ '

clones Refornia production, siai
Canedo. Columba DominKuex-
Manuel Dondc. I.uis .Acevea CaiJr;"?*

Perea. Directed bv
Screenplay and
Magda|enn; cameia. Gabriel *?

At nne'^S
in

lamael
nandez.
Maurirlo
gueroa: music,
meda. Mexico
MINM.

Dial Conde.
City, Running

Md

.^ouih of Kio
(SONG)
Hollywood. .Aitg. !i.

Republic release of Melville Tucker pro-
ducliun. .Slats Monte Hale; features Kay
Christopher. Paul Huist, Roy Barcruft.
Douglas Kennedy. Dun Haggertv, Ror.y
Mallinsun. Direited bv Philip Ford.
Si'ieenplay, .Norman S. Hall: camera, John
MacBurnie: eililor, Harold Minter. Pre-
viewed .Aug. 2. '49 Running lime. 4t
MINS.
.leff Lanning Monte Hale
Carol VVateiman Ka.v Christopher
.Andi ew' .lack.son W eems Paul Hurst
Ixni Bryson Roy Barcrofl
Boh Mitchell Douglas Kenneil.v
('buck Rowers . . Don Haggerty
Dan Brennan Rory Mallinson
T** Lane Bradford
Henrv W'aleiman Emmett Vogan
Travis Myron Healey
Weston "Tom London

Combo of top work by n««
comers and vets makes thi.s simnli
story excellent enterlaininent
where. “Pueblerina” is g
start for a new producer. Produc
clones Reforma. It wins kudos
director Emilio Fernandez
cameraman Gabriel Figueioa.

Setting is a typical hamlet U
Mexico Valley, with the grandeur
of the backdrop of Popocatepetl
and Iztaccihuatl. tow«*iing twin
volanic mountains. Mood music i*

provided by Diaz Conde. Atm©,
.sphere characteristic of the scene
is perfectly captured.

Cast has the Gallic gift for nat-
uralness of acting. Roberto Canedo
hitch-hikes home from jail where
he was railroaded on a minder rap
after serving half of a 12-year
stretqb, to find his aged mother
dead and himself unwanted. Luis
Aceves Castaneda, as ihc hamlet
political-economic boss comes in

with Canedo. Latter falls for
former’s .sweetheart. Columba Dom-
inquez. who reciprocates his affec-
tion.

Triangle involves cock fighting
scenes, horse racing, gambling, vil-

lage fie.sta, gun fighting, etc., until
drama has a happy ending. Groh.

I

}llaike Mino
(SONGS)
Hollywood, Aug. fi.

I

RKO release of George Bilson produc-
tion. Stars Ray Bolger, .Anne Shirley.
Dennis Day, Joan Davis, Jack Haley, I.eon

I
Errol. Frances Langford, Frankie Carle

' orchestra. Robert Lamouret. Manuel A
I Marita Viera, Rosario it Antonio. Fred-
' die Fisher & ^hnickelfritz band. The
' Titans, Myrna Dell. Dorothy Granger. Gil
‘ Lamb. Directed by Richard O. KIei.s<-her.
Leon Errol sequence directed by Hal
Vales from his screenplay: camera. Jack
MacKen/ie. Robert de Grasse: editors.
Robert Sw'ink. Edward W. Williams: sound
imitations. Rufe Davis. Tradeshown .Aug.

'49. Running time, 43 MINS.

RKO has concocted another
vaiide show on film that lives up
to the title of "Make Mine Laughs.”
•A fast 63 minute.s of fun and songs
are unreeled, highlighting new
footage and clips from previous
RKO releases. It is excellent
underpinning for dual bills.

Emceeing the setup is Gil I.amb
He gives the intros a glib sendoff
and also collects a few laughs on
his own. Musical talent is .strong,
having Ray Bolger’s standout terp-
ing; Dennis Day’s tenoring; and

“South of Rio" will serve the
galloper market very well. Film
measures up to the bc.st of the
Monte Hale .scrie.s at Republic,
combining plenty of action with an
okay plot to entertain the kiddies.

Hale is out to break up a gang
operating the protection racket In
the western territory. The hero’s
brother is in with the buddies and
is responsible for Hale* being
kicked out of the Rangers. On his
own. Hale taokle.A the crooks and
aids the territory In its move to
gain statehood.

Dealing out of western justice
has Hale riding hard and handy
with sixgun and fists, although as
a marksman his aim is bad. Same
is true of others In the cast, all of
whom waste a lot or lead before
the final footage sees the gang
done in. Hale reinstated in the
Rangers and a romance blooming
between the hero and the femme
publisher of the territory news-
paper.
Aiding Hale’s heroics are Paul

Hurst. prinler-rcpoi'Icr who does
a good job; lawman Myron Healey
and Tom London. Roy Barcroft
heads up the cruttks and Douglas
Kenedy is excellent as the way-
ward brother. Kay Christopher is

adequate in the heroine spot.
Philip Fords direction of the

Norman S. Hall script Is punchy,
keeping things on " move tor a
fast 60 minutes. Melville Tucker

Ilia ielmca THI
(William Tell)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa. Julv 18.

Atlantis Film release of U'krr <Ci«r|U
Venturinl) pruduction. Stars GIno Cervi,
Monique Orban, Paul Muller; feature*
.Aldo Nicodemi, Raf Pindi. Directed by
Giorgio Paatina. Screenplay. Giorgio Psa-
tina, Giuseppe Zucca; adapted from aUy
of F. Schiller: camera. Aiiuro GaHca;
music by Giovacchinu Rosaini. directed be
Fernanefo Prevlfali: editors, t'aila Rail-
onleri. Loris Bellero. At Moderno, Genea.
Running time, ft .MINK.

TeH

I

£
William
Berta
Gessler

.

Rudens.
Rodolfo

Giro Cervt
Monique Orbas

Paul Muller
Aldo Nicodemi

Raf Pindi

Weak costumer has little except

its title to help sell it. Pic is being

billed here as "Story of the Swiss

Hood.” but even the moppet trade

will find the going heavy in spite

of the comeon. Slow pace and lack

of action, plus unimaginative direc-

tion by Giorgio Pastina, keep this

from rising to even average cos-

tume pic level. Based ttn F. Schil-

ler’s play, story bears little re.sem-

blance to the original. I he u hole

emphasis being switched from Wil-

liam Tell to a romance between

Rudens and Berta with interfer-

ences by the villainous Gessler.

Even the apple-.shooling scene

fails to pack the expected punch,

due in part to the poor adaptation

of G. Rossini’s famed score, inept

handling of which often makes

suppo.sedly dramatic scenes seem

ridiculous.
Acting by Gino Cervi lends au-

thority to the part of the Swiss,

hero, and Paul Muller is properly

villainous as Gessler. French ac-

tress Monique Oroan has little to

supplied suitable production back-
! do’ as Berta. Location phoHigraphy

mg for the action and John Mac-
, with Italian Alp background* i*

Burtiie did the good lensing Broy. pood Hfluk.

.kbir, Thai’N .91 v

Goldolvin
D't'unrmr,

(COLOR-SONGS)
Universal release of Leouaitl

prucluctum. Stars Don.-ild
Gloria tlellaven: features ('harle-; Coburn
Directed by George .Sherman. Storv and
si reenplay. Oscar Bro<lnp\ ; camera iTe* h
nirolor), Irving Gla^aberg: edilm. Ted I

Kent: dancer, Louis Da Front sungr. Wal-
ler Scharf. Jack Brooks. Waller Donald-
son. Gus Kahn Traile^hnu n N. Y., .Aug
«. '49. Running time, 12 MINS.
W illiam Waldo WInheld Donald 4) Connor
Professor Ja.son llaitles Charles Coburn

IS

con-
w ith

en-
tile

Sarah Jane Winfield
•Arnold .Srhult/.e
Professor Boland .

•loe Tasi'arelli
Tony (.'resnovich .

Eddie KosloNsrki •
Pudge Flugeldorfer
Mrs. Tasearelli
Mrs. Koslowski

Gloria dellaven
lorhua Sheilev
Barbara Brown

lim Davis
lames Hrt>v« n

Michael Dugan
Hal Fie he I ling
Palricia .Alphin

. . . June Fulloa

‘Summer Stock’ Next
Pic for Judy (sariand

Hollywood, .Aug. 9,

Judy Gai Ihfid’s next w ill be
“.Summer Slo<-k.” whii'h Meiro has
DOW sf'heduled ahead of "Show
Boat .”

fi’ene Kelly originally was pen-
cilleit in as co-star.' but may he
Siipplanter bv \ an Johnson.

“Yes Sir. That s My Babv." from
the Waltw Donaldson-Gus Kahn
pop tune, has been m;ide into an
innocuous though pleasant comedy
that should satisfy most tastes.
Starring the extremely talented
Donald O’Connor, it is hokey. yet
with a rather di.sarming ouality
bubbling with youth. It has a cute
.story and apparently wa.sn't too ex-
pensively budgeted.
“Baby,” with its title tune as

part of the musical background,
deal.s with e\-GIs who have re-
turned to college postwar. Some
of (hem tiave. in tt''* u - r \ 'ac-
quired wives and children, and It’s

Little League Baseball
Designed to provide Ameri-

citn youths 8-12, with planned
ouldoor recreation, l.ittle

League Baseball is an ama-
teur. non-profit community un-
dertaking, which to date
located in 22 states and
.*i.sts of over 900 teams
13.000 kids participating. Pro-
duced by the Little League
Ba.veball .Assn., with the eo-
operation of the U. S. Rubber
Co., this 20-minute short pro-
vides an interesting and
tertaining pre.sentation of
league's development.

In addition to an informa-
tive background eommentary
by Joseph Hasel. the film i.v

highlighted by a play-bv-play
description of the 1948 l.ilHe
I-eague championship game.
Professional spoit.sca.sting by
Ted Hiising, excellent camera
work by Biirgi Center and
Rus.'jell Carrier, and creditable
direction by Emerson Y4»rke
fill this lengthy sequence wil-tp

all the color and excitement
termented at a major league
tussle.

Though pic may run too long
for some exhibitors purposes,
it nevertheless Is good film
fare with appeal for ha.sehall
Ians and other who enjoy
watching children in action.
Film IS available in both 3.’)m

.^nd 16m prints.

.91a i«l of Eormowa
(CIIINE.SE)

China Film .Axenry rvlra-w of ’ .Norlh-
Wfst Film piothK-lion Dii'i*('lrd by Ho
Ff'i-KwooK. S<-i tT iiplav . Took Shao lUm;
i-amt-ra. Chow T«-Ming: Ki>gli.«h titles.
Charles ClemeiU. .At .Stanley. V.. .Aug.
S. '49. RiinninK time. 91 MINS.

Trust Law
Continued from pare .V

Minna
Di . Hiiiii Han
Namo llaka
Younii I,in
Chief Haka
Di'unkai (I

Lin
Shen Min

Tsiing Van
W»>ng Yoeh
Lin Tse Hoii

Ch«)W Yin-Yun
Sou I III

(/n Chinese: English Titles)
.As the firsi Chinese-made pic to

be relca'^cd in the foreign language
eirciiit, “Maid of Formosa" has no
other claim to distinction. Report-
edly produced for about $10,000.
the film proves that more coin is

needed to make an aceeplahle
product even with cheap (’hine.se

,

labor costs. This item has no pos-
sibility in the U. S. market aside
Irom small cuiiosity appeal.

Pic indicates that Chinese pro-
ducers are aping the worst aspects
of low budget C. S. films of about
20 years ago. Mixing a p.seudo-
modern approach with crude tech-
niques. the producers even failed
to make use of China's exotic baek-
giifiunds except for a couple of
travelog shots that are inserted.
Bulk of the film was shot on trans-
parently rickety sets.

Yarn revolves around a Formo-
san princess who commits suicide
after tribal customs prevent her
from marrying a Chinese doctor. In

I

the lead, actress Shen iVlin play.s
the primitive princess with pen-
cilled eyebiows and heavy lipstick.
The cast’s thesping style h.'>s

ing to recommend. Uenn.

employees: or to make contract*

based on di.soussion had by t)i*

BFPA with the Personal Managers

.Assn.

Plan calls for slashing of salaries

on a graduated scale varying fm"”

10^ for persons receiving 261

pounds ($1.044> yearly to a max-

imum of 20%. Ail ( lerii al workers

employed in Ixindon offices ar*

exempt. Each case of an employe*

under contract will be dealt wit"

separately.
Scheme is to be binding on

BFPA members. It comes into

operation Oct. 1. It applies eqiiaHy

to distributing outfits associated

with the J, Arthur Rank. .Sir Alex-

ander Korda and Associated Brit-

ish Picture Interests. .

In the event of a salary fix^”

by contract which is ut exp»r*

within six months or so. no attempt

need be made to cut pay
balance of the period. Proper

percentage slash, however, i*

be put through when the P»^’*

renewed. On the other hand, ex-

isting contracts with more
half-year to go would he subject

to an attempt to cut t.hrough nego*

tiation. .

Agreement provides that H .

Industry’s economic posit i<m is

bad in 12 months time. BFPA m*-

decide to apply a further gra<lnaie

slash.
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LEADER

Here's LEADERSHIP won at the box-office

at a time when the whole industry was

calling for the return of solid showmanship...

Here's LEADERSHIP harnessed to top-notch

product with "BUILT-IN" box-office values...

Here's the kind of LEADERSHIP that

makes the industry say...
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7Jic HiSlti9H4^H0U^^W40 are still talking about

the outstanding grosses rolled up by

"THE LADY GAMBLES/' "TAKE ONE FALSE STEP"

LIFE OF RILEY/' "RED CANYON/' "MA & PA KEHLE/'

"CITY ACROSS THE RIVER/' "FAMILY HONEYMOON/'

"ILLEGAL ENTRY/' "CALAMITY JANE & SAM BASS". .

.

every one a fine box-office picture backed

by intensive territorial and national

promotional campaigns that

proved themselves by results

IM

ANTHONY CURTIS J
gar MOORE g/

JOHN MclNTlRE

<:cccenplav by

Oiiected by

Produced by MRON ROStNBERb
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,mmc

Screenplay by ROBEIir

O'^ecteobyROBEf?!
MONTGOI

Produced by JOAN HARRISON
A NEPTUNE PRODUCTION

Lenuic

Donna YJEOLOCI^,

/•rcjenli

OoMaLO

Story and Screenplay

BOWERS
^

3nd OSCAR BRODNEY
Directed by

PREDERICK De CORDO
Produced by

ROBERT ARTHUR
WOEL PURCELL

f .
' CYRIL CUSACK

JAMES HAYTER
Screenplay by FRANK LAUNDER

iOHN BAINES. MICHAEL HOGAN
launder • AN INDIVIDUAL PICTURE

IT AlJjA

^Hk

iWi S ISi 'H bQbm
H i A

A'l tm
*. jm ' 1



•'ith PHILIP FRIEND •HUGH FRENCH ‘LIAM REDMOND .nd introducing JEFF CHANDLER
Directed by GCORCE SHERMAN

Writfen end Produced ROBERT BUCKNER

t 1 1
1

' i^J N - . [T-: 'ints

^cma

ANDREWS
Ml KE . . . Kordboiled American skipper

of the blockade-running refugee ship.

He'd do anything for a fast buck.

Aici/ita

TOREN
:2c SAB R A . . . worn a n in a man's world

ond worth 20 men in any fight.'Worth

$10,000 to the enemy, dead or olive.

Step/i&n

MeRALLY
DAVI D ... fighter in the secret Desert

Legion He had everything to win
and nothing to lose-but his life.

VcJ—day^ ^Awgim 10, I940
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

-er of a picture’s title to push »ip its boxoffice varies directly with

***inarquee value of the cast, Dr. Cleorge (lallup’s Audience Research
^*'**-!

ite asserts in a report to its clients. If llie cast is strong, the

states, the title doesn’t make too much di

*^*|^eak, a good handle on a pic can push up a

%%

*^”r‘ast is the most important factor in a picture'.s want-to

I res “Casts with low marquee value tend to produce low wan

and casts with high marquee value tend to produce high w

In the latter case, a change in title will not make great chai
to*sec

fference. But if the cast

appreciably its “wanl-to-

-see ’* ART
low want-to-

ant-

hanges
With low marquee value casts, however

the want-to-see every time

4 h<» title becomes a more important part ot the picture’s label and a

t^ong title becomes a must if the picture is to do its best. It is. of

*• urse necessary to strengthen every other element in the picture so

as Dossible, but the title is the one element about which something

be done most readily.”

ARI uses as illustrations of its point the iVictures “Best Years of Our

lives’’ and “Back to Bataan.” Former was originally labeled “Glory

fnr Me.’’ Change resulted in pushing up the w-t-s only three points,

f om 64 to 67. “Back to Bataan” was originally monikered “The In-

visible Army.” Switch in its title pushed up the w-t-s nine points,

from 50 to 59.
______

RKO theatre execs would like it be^er if the dailies reviewed the

stage bills instead of the picture at the Y. Palace. Since the house

opened two months ago, there has been a paucity of favorable Palace

film reviews by New York’s screen-appraisers.

In the case of this particular theatre, execs feci that an exception

should be made. Pictures are booked into the house virtually as

fillers, and are bought primarily on a price-basis. The major lure at

the Palace is its eight-act vaude bill as is evidenced by the fact that

bo many patrons exit immediately after the stageshow.

Lone N. Y. daily paying attention to vaude aspect is the Post which

has a Saturday column covering the various stage show.s in town.

Those concerned with the Palace operation would like to see all papers

discuss the live talent at length. They wouldn’t complain if the picture

was given the brush—the opposite of current practice.

Gloria Safier has acquired the rights to agent any deal involving the

filmization of a story about 14-year-old .lohnn\ Spear, the deaf mute
who was found last week living in the wilderness known as the Big

Thicket in Splendora, Texas. The boy. one of seven children, was
turned loose in the Texas jungle by his family because there was no

room for him in the two tents they occupied on the edge of the thicket.

Yam about the youth, who lived on raw meat and fish, broke as a

United Press release last Wednesday (7).

Afiss Safier contacted her Texas represent alive. Harriet Bath, who
negotiated a deal with naturalist Larry Dean? Dean was responsible

for taking the boy out of the thicket and was given authorization by
the youth’s parents. Lillie Messinger. Miss Safici s associate on the

Coast, will handle further negotiations.

Jolson's Split-Second

Swing of l.,oew Theatres
i Trailerizing the preem of “.lol-
son Sings Again” at the l.oew*s
Slate. N. \ . .lexl Wednescla\ tl7‘.
.\1 Jolson tonight (W’ecl.i opens a
whirlwind |>ei.sonal appearanct'
lour throughout the l.oew's metro-
politan ciicuil. I*ic. in which .lol-
.son ha.s a substantial inteiest. will
be plugged b\ .lolson \'ia capsule
10-minute stage shows to be played
at six theatre nightly for three
nights ending Fridax ( 11!'.

]

Jolson w ill be accompanied bv
]

Coast bandleader Malty Malnick.
bis personal piani.sl Harry .\ksl and
a Local 802 orcli. Jack Lacy, WINS
disk jockey, will emeee the shows
which will oiler two mimbeivs by

I the nianunx singer and one band
number. In order to cox'er the
heavy p.a, sehedule. arrangements
have been set up to in.stanlly in-
terrupt the films sliows at the

i
various theatres when the caravan
arrives.

'

^

Itinerary opens tonight at Loew’s
Yonkers and v\ill clo.se at the Vic-
toria in Harlem. ’I’omorrow (’I’liurs.)

Jolson will start from the Coney
I.sland theatre and will wind up at
the Manhattan Orplieum, and on
Friday, he’ll open at the Triboro in

I

A.storia with the Pitkin in Brooklyn
getting the final show. In 45 other
houses, film trailers will be shown
announcing the Jol.son appearance.s

' at the other 18 houses.

Faster Playoffs
C'oiitinnrd from page 4

United Artists is taking no chances on complicating the trouble it is

In already with the Federal Trade Commission on “Colonel Blimp.”
J. Arthur Rank pic is currently playing the Madison avenue Translux
in New York. Ads, in type almost as big as the title, announce
“Original uncut version,” And that’s just what is being presented

—

ill two hours of it.

U.\ was cited by the FTC a couple years ago and is still involved
In a long series of hearings and appeals on charges that the pic was cut
without notice being given in the adveilising to patrons that they
weren’t getting the original, untrimmed version.

First survey of picture performances at the boxofTice by the Theatre
Owners of America has been sent out to its members by the exhib
group. Intended as a weekly report, somewhat along the lines of
National Allied’s Caravan, the TO.A bulletin classifies pix as big, very
good, good, fair, poor and suitable for second features only. In the
report, country is divided into four sectors—oast, south, midwest and
west—w'ith three population brackets provided, towns of 2 ,000- 10 ,000 ;

10.000-25,000; and over 25,000. Teeofi' survev covers 29 pix. Sampling
is obtained through TOA members whe are asked to file reports weekly.

With the opening of UA’s “Too Late for Tears ’ at (he Mayfair, N. Y.,
Saturday (13), Arthur Kennedy will be spolligliled in three films play-
ing the metropolitan N. Y. area. The two other Kennedy pictures are
BA’s “Champion” and RKO’s “The Window" 'riic former is now
making the rounds of nabe houses, wliile the latter opened at the
Victoria Saturday ( 6 ). In addition to the films, Kennedy is also fea-
tured in the Broadway production of “Death ot a Salesman.”

Twentieth-Fox, in line with its recent ly-annoimcod policy of aiding
small town exhibitors, has launched a special campaign supplement

.P^PPaced for them on all important 20lh i)ro(luct. Containing
publicity copy and art, ads and exploitation ideas slanted c.specially
towards the smalltowners. the supplement will he inserted in the regu-w press book. First of these will go out with the press sheets on
House of Strangers.”

COLUMBIA PICTURES

XOUNTER-SPY’ SERIES
Columbia Pictures has virtually

ctoied a deal with Phillips H. Lord.

lau rights to the

“n -j
t'adio adventure show,

uiyid Harding, Counter - Spy.”

th* 1 u ^^^’^'Pany already ha.s filed

r Motion Picture
America’s Title Registra-

addition has
submitted the tag, "Counterspy.”

Lord, the ether

eni built around a Fed-

on agent and started

that r f*"*
1942. It’s understood

ty for
may use the proper-

iti
action series similar to

undkrift films. Price is

whiTh
in the transaction

excent # wrapped up
P Of some minor details.

^?cau8 Troupe Back
dlctVn.?

Artists producer Bone-
and crew

York Coast from Now
weekend After two

One-Fvo-' li'nnting on "Johnny

•«nsed in
pic ''i*i i’*-’

iicadeH ®nd Wayne Morris

Staten T*i
^nr scenes on a

inglon «
'• in

and ’
^ntloii

and Third avenue.

Settle Alger % Suit
' Chicago. Aug. 9.

Majors’ percentage suit against

the Alger tlieatre circuit, LaSalle,

' 111., in Cook county superior court

1 before .ludge Frank Padden last

:
w eek reached an out - of - court

settlement.

Federal action was dropped with

the agreement of payment of court

and lawyers’ fees by the majors,

which amounted to over $ 10 ,
000 .

Case was the largest percentage

action in the midwest in recent

years, involving over a dozen

iiousc.s.

guarantees to ‘Door” and
“Stranger” and on the latf(‘r. par-
ticularly. either lost money or

'

came mighty cIo.se.
IWith all of Broadway open to
|

him, Montague switched from the
'

1.300-.seat long-run Astor to the
,

3,450-.seat State. While an Astor ,

booking over a protracted period I

is strong prestige for a pic in other
territories, Montague apparently
figured he didn’t need such a 1

buildup for “Jol.son.” Advantage
at the State is that Col can get its

money out much faster, since the
run will be shorter in the bigger
house and the film can begin play-
ing the Loew’s circuit much sooner.

I

‘Battleground’ Into Astor?
|

Cl is now hoping to get Metro’s
,

“Battleground” for the Astor. That
would be a switch, with a Col pic

|

going into a Metro house (“Jol.son”
is the first outsider to play the
State since it went into the present
policy I and a Metro pic going into

1

the Astor.

Metro has made no commitment
on “Battleground,” a Dore Schary
personal production and company’s

|

top pic of the year. Company is i

waiting to see how “JoLson” opens 1

at the State next Wednesday ( 17). 1

If it is tremendous, indicating a

lengthy stay, M-G will consider
the Astor and other houses for

“Battleground.” Otherwise, the'
company will hold it for its own
longruti flagshi|). !

With a sizable list of houses now
,

competing for any pic heralded as

being slightly better than average,

distribs report something of a

breakdown in the hard front on
terms that the Broadway theatre

i operators had been putting up.

Houses are still demanding that

they be guaranteed their operating

nut—which distribs feel is general-

ly inflated—and toss in such items

as $400 “booking fees," but terms
otherwi.se offered are a little bet-

ter than they’ve been in the past.

Among bou.ses which a producer

can turn to with any moderately
acceptable picture are the Capitol,

Astor, Criterion. Globe, Palace.

Mayfair. Gotham, Rialto. Rivoli

and Victoria.

SIMPP Committees
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Cecil B. DeMille, chairman of

the Motion Picture Industry Coun-

cil. appointed five members of the

Societv of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers to key committees

of the industrx group.

Gunther U-ssing will serve on

the executive committee. George

Hagnall on the program and agree-

ments committees. James Nasser

on the financial committee. Hoy

I)isiu*\' on the liaison committei*

•md Marvin L. Faris on public re-

I
iations.

Par’s Controllers Now

Make With the Figures

Paramount’s circuit controllers

were summoned to New Y’ork early

this week for a .series of confabs

at the Hotel Astor preparatory to

the theatre chain’s launching into

independent operation. The two-

day meet, which ended ye.sterday

tTues.', was chairmanned by Si

Siegel. Par’s top theatre controller.

More than a dozen controllers from

various Paramiiunt chains attend-

ed the huddle.s.

Leonard Goldcnson. Par’s the-

atre chi"f. opened the meet. Also

on hand from the h o. were Walter

Gross, general counsel, and Rob-

ert O Hrien. future veepee of the

chain. N u m h o r of accounting

changes wliich must he made be-

fore Jan. 1 when the circuit sep-

arates from the parent org were

discussed.

PICTWIRES IS

Film Rental and Payroll Take 50%

Out of Each Boxoffice Dollar Take
Film rental and payroll take the

SOPEG Wins at Col
Prept)ing for resumption of new

contract talks with the majors

.Aug. 30, Screen Otfice & Profes-

sional Fmployees Guild racked

up a union shop election victory at

C’oliimbia Pictures by a \ote of

193 to 54. Conducted h\ National
Labor Relations Boanl. election
was first in a series ot company-
by-company contests to determine
whether SOPFG is entitled to

union shop.

Talks between the whiteeollar-
ites and the majors will reopen at

the end of the month alter a long
break. Meeting was arrariged by
the U. S. C'onciliatitm Service,

who.se previous efforts to bring
about a settlement failed. SGPKG
is asking for substantial wage
hikes, retroactivity to September.
1948, and an arbitration setup.

STAG FILM DISTRIBS

NABBED IN N.Y. RAID
The accidental arrest of two men

by Detectives Daggett and Phe-

lan of the Safe and Loft Squad, on
Tuesday (2), has led tlie police to

believe they have cracked the
ring that has been flooding New
York with French postcards, porno-
graphic literature and indecent
films calculated for stag showings.

^The detectives, who were fol-

lowing an anonymous tip on a

suppo.sed loft robbery, noticed two
men acting suspiciously. Figuring
they were contemplating the loft

haul, they tailed them to the build-

ing at 2’4th street and Madison ave.

After satisfying the dicks they
were tenants, the cops decided to

look around and their curiosity

revealed the place was loaded with
obscene films, literature, etc. When
confronted the men claimed ignor-

ance of who owned the stuff. After
further questioning they were
placed under arrest. They gave

|

their names as Kenneth Dads. 37,
|

salesman, and Gastano Sessa, 45,

also a .salesman. Upon arraign -

1

men! in F^ssex Market Court Fri- '

day (5), the pair waived examina- i

tion and are held in $2,500 bail

for Special Sessions.
j

Wilcoxon Trailerizing I

Par-DeMille’s ‘Samson’
Armed with color slides of Para- i

mount’s “Samson and Delilah,”

blowup prints, color art |md fash-

ion designs, thesper Henry Wil-j

eoxon is getting set for a swing
through 24 U. S. cities and two in i

Canada. In seeking to pailay ex-

ploitation on the Cecil B. DeMille
;

opus with civic activities, Wilcoxon
plans to meet with women’s clubs, '

religious orgs, schools, maiiufae-
turers and press, radio and film

outlets.

Actor* shoves off from the Coast
Saturday (13i on a three - month
itinerary. His first port-of-call is

San Francisco.

U’s ‘Baby’ Bally

A1 Horwits, Universal’s .studio

publicity head; Charles Simonelli,

exploitation chief; producer Leon-
ard Goldstein and actor Charles
Coburn shoved off for Chicago yes-

! terday (Tues.i to join forces in

ballying the world preem of U’s
“Yes Sir. That’s My Baby.” Pic

opens today (Wed» at the Roose-

i

velt. Horw'itz and Goldstein con-
t tinue to the Coast Friday (12»

while Simonelli and Coburn return
to New York. Horwitz was east for

a week of confabs with h o. execs.

Blank’s 70th Birthday
Des Moines, Aug. 9.

More than 200 lowans paid

tribute to A. H. Blank, president of

Tri-States and Central States The-
atre Corps, at a testimonial dinner
honoring his 70tli birthday at the

Standard Club here.

A bronze plaque was presented
to Mr. and Mrs. Blank as tribute

to their generosity and interest,

not only in civic, but in state and
world affairs, and e.specially for

their gift of the Raymond Blank
Memorial Hospital for children e.s-

tabli.shcfl in memory of their son.

It’s said to he one of the finest

ehildnn’s hospitals in the entire

country.

heaviest bite out of each hoxolTice

dollar received by the average In-

die theatre circuit, a sample bud-
get made up for the instruction
of its managers by a New' York loop
discloses. The two top items eacli

lake 25c put of every buck received
after taxes, while profits are
figured at about 6 ^ 2 ^r.

Jack Hattem, film buyer for the
Ititerboro' C'ircuit, which operates
some 3() bouses in the metropolitan
N. area, ha.s dissected an aver-
age circuit’s income in a pamphlet
made up for the enlightenment of
the chain’s employes, Hattem base.s

'his figures on a loop of 20 houses
with capacities from 500 to 2, .>00

seats 'and taking in. exclusive of
taxes, about $2 ,000,000 a year,

i Here is the breakdown: film

rental, 25'"r; payroll. 25‘'o; rent.
18' f ; administration, l^c’, light and
power, 3'^'r; advertising, 4%; taxes
'and insurance, 5?p; depreciation.
3'/(

; other charges (out of whirh
{come the 6^1 or 6 ‘*

2 ^b profit*, 10‘’b.

! Regarding film rental, which is

even more of a controversial sub-
ject than usual these day, Hattem
declares that 25% of the gross re-

ceipts over a period of a year ‘‘is

I

accepted by exhibitors as film ren-
|tal for both features and shorts.

'I’he showman whose average film
bill runs beyond that is destroying

;

his profit po.ssibiIities or he i.s on

j

ids way out of busine.s.s. On the
other hand, if tlie exhibitor’s total

j

film cost runs below 15%. he is

unfairly taking advantage of a sit-

uation. This i.s just as dangerous
to exhibition as the showman who
permits costs to run away with
him and pays excessive film
rentals.”

Other Breakdowns
The 7^b charge of “admini.stra-

' tion,” Hattem explains, includes
i
“general home office overhead,
such as rent, .light, help, telephone.

I stationery, hooking and buying, of-

ficers’ salaries and other items of
' expense which are contributing
factors in homcoffice operations.”

Regarding advertisings the 4%
expenditure should include “news-
papers, theatre front display, pro-
grams, billboards, accessories, trail-

ers, heralds, advertising salarlo.s to
billposters, valances, mailing list

and other items of publicity.”

The “other charges” category. In
addition to profit. Hattem explains,
includes “group Insurance, rep.iirs,

sound service, film delivery, tele-

phones. cleaning supplies, carbons,
electric bulbs, tickets, licenses,

legal expenses, fuel oil, water,
bonu.ses, charities, dues, royalties,
fire alarm and uniforms for hel]).”

Rotating Officerships

For TOA on Conv. Agenda
Likelihood i.s that Arthur Lock-

wood, prez of Theatre Owners of
America, and Ted Gamble, hoard
chairman, will step down as the two
top TO.\ ofiicers when that na-
tional theatre group meets in Los
Angeles Sept. 12-15. Understood
that both high ofTicials have indi-

cated a desire to turn over their
jobs to other TOAers in an effort

!

to rotate offices among active mcm-
ber.s a.s much as possible.

TOA officials are seeking to cs-

i

tablish the rotating principle as
traditional in the org. F!xec com-
mittee meetings have been discus-
sing possible new officers although
the committee is not expected to

come up with an official slate. After
some quiet sounding of potential
candidates, it is said that the last

word on selections will be left to

the body at the convention.

j

Among those attending exec
committee meetings have been
Ix)ckw()od, CJamble, Si Fabian,
Leonard Goldcnson, Samuel Pinan-
ski, Robert Coyne, Gael Sullivan
and Herman Levy. Details of the
convention arc al.so being dis-

cu.sscd.

Texas Boosts P. £. Smith
Lubbock, Texas, Aug. 9.

Political observers throughout
the state agree that Preston K.

Smith, local exhibitor and a mem-
ber of the Texa.s legislature Is a

definite and strong dark horse pos-

sibility in the Texas gubernatorial
race.

He is currently serving his third

term and is the only member at

present in show biz among the
. stale law-hodies inembersbin.
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LA in Sharp Seasonal Downbeat But

‘Boundaries Big $10,000 in One Spot;

‘Patch’ Okay 28G in 4, ‘Lining’ 38G, 2d

ToimiamhMd ^ Vaudo Retuin With ‘Roughshod’

Rousing $30,000; ‘Doolins’ Trim 23G

Los Angeles. Aug. 9. 4
Firstruns are experiencing a

sharp downbeat this frame with
oversupply of holdovers, only two
new' bills and beach w'eather hurt-

ing biz. Best of newcomers is "Lost
Boundaries." in 900-seat Four Star,

where it will hit sharp $10,000 or

close. "Dan Patch," only other
new entry, is sighting an okay
$28,000 in four small-seaters.

Pacing holdovers is "Silver Lin-

,

Ing," with pleasing $38,000 in three
theatres, second week. "Mr. Soft
Touch” looks oke $25,000 in second
Etanza, two houses.

j

“Great Gatshy” is mild $23,000
In second round, two Par houses.
“Not Wanted” looms pleasant $24.-

000. second frame, six spots. “Blue
Lagoon” is down to $16,500 for

four sites, second session.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown,

Hawaii, Hollywood Music Halls
(Prin-Cor» 1834; 902; 1.106; 512;
65-$l) — “Great Dan Patch” (UA)
and "Silent Conflict” (UA). Okay
$29,000. La.st week, "Too Late For
Tears” (UA) dO days), $26,500.

Chinese, Loew’s State, Loyola,
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248;

1,719; 60-$l I—"You’re My Every-
thing” (20th) and “Temptation

|

Harbor” (Mono) (3d wk-4 days).
I

Slim $17,000. Last week, down to
$27,200.
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern

(WB) (1.757; 2.756; 2.344; 60-$l)—
“Look For Silver Lining” (WB)
(2d wk). Pleasing $38,000. Last
week, stout $49,300.

Egyptian, Los Angeles. Wilshire
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l)
-
—"Any Number Play” (M-G) (3d
wk-4 days). Light $12,000. Last
ma/pplr OHO
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 60-$l)

—"Not Wanted” (FC) and "Love-
able Cheat” (FC) (2d wk). Neat
$12,500 here with $24,000 in 6 day-
daters. Last week, smart $19,200
here, with $37,500 in six situations.

Pantages, Hillstreet (RKO) (2,-

812; 2.890; 50-$l) — “Mr. Soft
Touch” (RKO) and "Barbary Pi-
rate” (Col) (2d wk). Oke $25,500.
Last week, satisfactory $32,500.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3.398; 1,451; 60-$l)
—Great Gatsby” (Par) and “Ring-
side” (SG) )2d wk). Fair $23,000.
Last week, just okav $31,900.

United Artists. Ritz, Studio City.
Vogue (UA-FWC) (2.100; 1,370;
880; 885; 60-$] )

—“Blue Lagoon”
(U) and "Hold That Baby” (Mono)
(2d wk). Slow $16,500. Last week,
$23,900.

Esquire (Ro.sener) ($685; 84-
$1.20)—"Never Give Sucker Even
Break” (Indie) and "Bank Dick”
(Indie) (2d wk). Near $3,500. Last
week, good $4,500.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-
$2.40)—“Red Shoes” (EI.,t (32d wk).
Good $5,000. Last week. $5,500.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 74-$l)
—"Lost Horizon" (FC) (rei.ssue).
Sharp $10,000. Last week. "Ed-
ward. My Son” (M-G) (5th
$2,900.

Laurel (Rosener) <890;
“Quartet” (EL) dlth wk).
$5,000. Last week, $5,500,

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $716,900
(Based on 18 theatres)
Last Year $571,000
(Based on 14 theatres).

Gable Standout

In Del, Big $16,

M

Detroit. Aug. 9.

Clark Gable’s "Any Number Can
Play” (M-G) is giving the Adams
its biggest audience in months and
is taking biz laurels this stanza.
“You’re My Everything” at the Fox
and "Great Gatsby” at the Michi-
gan look okay. Holdovers of “Love
Happy” (UA) and “Silver Lining”
(WB) are standing up well.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)

—

You’re My Everything” (20th) and
Ringside” (SG). Good $27,000.

Holdovers in most deluxers plus
teriffic heat is resulting in a box-
office slump here this week. "The
Fountainhead,” good at Loew’s,
will get top money.

Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

“Fountainhead” (WB). Good $14.-

000. Last week, "Edward, My Son”
(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000. •

Capitol (C.T.) (2,421; .
34-60)—

"House of Strangers” (20th) (2d

wk). Down to mild $8,000 after

strong $13,000 opener.

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—
“Any Number Play” (M-G) )2d wk).
Off to mode.st $9,000 after sock
first week at $16,500,

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
"Streets Laredo” (Par) (2d wk).
Off to fair $8,000 after nice $14,000
first.

Imperial (C.T.) (1.839; 26-45)—
"Criss Cross” (U) and Blondie Hits
Jackpot” (Col) (2d wk). Solid

$9,000. Last week, "Red Menace”
(Rep) and "Home San Antone”
(Col). $6,000.

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—
“Lady of Burlesque” (UA) (reissue)

and "Guest in House” (UA). Okay
' $5,000. Last week, “Crooked Way”
(UA) and “Crime Doctor’s Diary”
(UA), same.

‘Brave’ Terrif

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gro**
This Week $2,667,000

( Based on 24 cities, 194

theatres, chiefly nrst runs, in-

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week

I.ast Year $2,379,000

( Based on 19 and 176

theatres).

>• ILast week, "House of Strangers
(20th) and "Lone Wolf Lady ” (Col)
)2d wk), $22,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—"Great Gatsby” (Par) and
“Special Agent” (Par). Nice $24.-
000. Last weekr “Silver Lining”
(WB) and "Hellfire” (Rep) (2d wk),
$20 ,000 .

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—
"Love Happy” (UA) and “Night
Unto Night” (WB) (2d wk).. Good
$15,000 or near. Last week, great
$21 ,000 .

United Artists (UD) (2.000; 70-
95)—"Home of Brave” (UA) and
“Singing Dude” (UA) (3d wk).
Swell $18,000. Last week, $25,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—

“Any Number Play” (M-G) and
"Hatch Up Troubles” (M-G), Big
$16,000. Last week, "One False
Step” (U) and “One Woman’s
Story” (U), $10,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2.900; 70-

95) — "Illegal Entry” (U) and
“Omoo” (SG). Slim $8,000. Last
week. “Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G)
and “Lovable Cheat” (FC) (4th wki,
$9,000.

in Philly

Philadelphia, Aug. 9.

Strong pictures continue to do
healthy business, with others suc-
cumbing to the heat. Weekends
here still are tragic because of
seashore exodus. Outstander cur-
rently is “Home of Brave” huge
at the Earle. "Anna Lucasta,” at
Stanley, and “Great Sinner,” at
Boyd, shape as the strong entries.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

“Dumbo” (RKO) and "Saludos
Amigos” (RKO) (reissues). Good
$10,000. Last week, "Red Menace”
(Rep), $8,500.

Boyd (WB) 12,360; 50-99)—
"Great Sinner” (M-G). Hefty
$25,000. Last week, "Girl Jones
Beach” (WB) (2d wk), mild $10,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—
“Home of Brave” (UA). Biggest
thing in town, terrific $35,000.
Last week. "Streets of Laredo”
(Par) (2d wk), dim $9,500.

|

—
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)— M • 1 I j* nr

"You’re My Everything^’ (20th) (2d
! IflUSlCalS Leading Way,

‘Summertime’ Hot

$20,000 Tops Pitt

Pittsburgh, Aug. 9.

“In Good Old Summertime” is

heading for Golden Triangle’s top
gross this week, with plenty of

room- to spare. It holds. Nothing
much else to crow about here,

although second stanza of "Silver
Lining” isn’t .so bad at Stanley.

Both "Calamity Jane” at Fulton
and "Johnny Stool Pigeon” at

Harris are mild while "Nick Beal”
and "Red Stallion of the Rockies”
is staggering along at the Warner.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Sheai <1.700; 4.5-80) —

!

“Calamity Jane” (U'. Western
staggering along and will be lucky I

to hit $7,000. La.st week. "You’re
My Everything” (20th( (3d wk-4
days), $3,800. to give musical sock
$25,000 for 18-day run. i

Harris (Harris^ (2.200; 45-80) — I

“Johnny Stool Pigeon” (U». Slow
i

$10,000. Last week. “Doolins of
Oklahoma” (Colt, $11,000.

I

Penn (Loew'’s-UA) <3.300; 45-80)
,—“Good Old Summertime” (M-G).
j

Big $20,000. Holds over, natch!
Last week. “.Any Number Play” I

(M-G) (2d wki, okay $12,500.

Stanley (WB» (3.800; 45-80)
"Silver Lining ” (WB» (2d wk).

i

Ought to do at least $10,000, very
good. Last week, stout $19,000.

Warner <WB) <2,000; 4.5-80) —
"Nick Beal ” <Pari and "Red Stal-
lion Rockies” (EL». Lazv $3,000,
Last week. "Not Wanted” (FC)
(m.o.), walloping $9,500.

Boston, Aug. 9.
Preem of Palace type vaude atRKO Boston with "Roughshod” is

big noise here this stanza. Biz hold-
ing up after terrific opening, with
rousing week on‘tap. H.o.’s .-jt most
other spots are faring about aver-
age. Lone newcomer, "Doolins of
Oklahoma” at Memorial is shaping
fairly strong.

*

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85(-^

[“Lost Boundaries” (FC) (4(h wkt
Still doing okay at $9,000. Last
week. $10,500.

Boston (RKO) (3.200; 5.5-85)—

;

"Roughslipd” (RKO) with preem of
vaude policy in Boston. Vaude is
really dragging them in here with
hefty $30,000 in view. Last week
"Johnny Stool Pigeon” <Ui and

! "Stagecoach Kid” (RKOt. not bad

^

$18,500.

j

Fenway (NET) (1.373; 40-85)—
;
"Girl Jones Beach” (WB) and “Ali.
mony” (EL) (2d wk). Fair .$5,000.
Last week, $6,500.

i Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85)—'-

j

"Not Wanted” (FC) (2d wk(. Hold-
ing up to big $7,000 after wow $8.-
000 first.

Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
' "Doolins of Oklahoma” (CoD. Neat
$23,000. Last week, "Dumbo”
(RKO) and "Saludos .Amigos”
(RKO) (reissues), $18,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.376; 40-
85)—"Silver Lining” <WB) and
"One Last Fling” (WB) (2d wk).
Oke $17,000 after good $21. ()()() fir.st.’

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
"Any Number Play” <M-G) and
“Gay Amigo” (UA) )2d wkt. Nice
$17,000. Last week, solid $22,000.

Paramount (NET) (1.700; 40-85)—"Girl Jones Beach” <WB) and
“Alimony” (ED (2d wk). Fair $11,-
000 after neat $14,500 fir.st.

State (Loew) (J.-fiOO. 40-85)—
“Any Number Play” (M-G) and
"Gay Amigo” (UA) (2d wkt. Fair
$10,000 after $14,000 first.

,7 H.0.’s HOBBLE FRISCO;

‘EVERYTHING' HEP 22G

wk),

85)—
Neat

L'ville Lags; ‘Strangers’

Low $9,000, ‘Summertime’

Fine 14G, ‘Bride’ NG 5G
• Louisville. Aug. 9.

Biz is spotty this week. State
with "In Good Old Summertime”
catching nice trade, but the other
new entry, “Hou.se of .Strangers”!
looms sluggish at Rialto. Vaude
bill at the National topped bv Toni
Harper, plus "Hit Parade’’ and
"Lovable Cheat” shapes stronger
than previous vaude-film bills.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,400; “‘Seal

‘Number’ Racks Up Nice

IIG, Omaha; ‘Bride’ lOG
Omaha. Aug, 9,

Metro is hogging the spotlight
this week with “Any Number C!an
Play” at Paramount and "Barkleys
of Broadway’’ at State. Former is

nice w'hile “Barkleys” shapes very '

big at small-seater State. "Bride
of Vengeance” is mild at Orpheum.

|

“Dumbo” and “Saludos Amigos”
looks fancy at Brandeis, ,

Estimates for This W’eek
!

Paramount (Tristates) (2.800; 16-
65)—"Any Number Play” (M-G).
Nice $11,000. Last week. "Silver
Lining,” (WB). $11,500 which built
to last day and then moved to the
Omaha.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
“Barkleys of Broadway ” (M-G).
Great $5,000. Last week. "One
False Step” (U) and "Beware
Spooks” (Col), fair $4,000,

Brandeis (RKO) <1.500; 16-65)—!
Disney revue of “Dumbo,” "Salu-
dos Amigos” and ".Seal Island’’ (all

RKO). Tremendous afternoon
i

business, and big $8,000 on week.
|

Last week. "Colorado Territory” I

(WB) and "State Department” (FC),

'

$7,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) <3,000; 16-

65)—"Bride of Vengeance” (Par)

pnd "Daughter of West ” (FC). :

Light $10,000. Last week. "Great
Dan Patch” (UA) and "High Fury”'
(UA), $10,600. 1

45-65)—"Silver Lining” (WB) (2d
wk). Holding up okay at $7,000
after last week’s solid $9,000.

National (Standard) <2,400; 65)

—

“Lovable Cheat” (FC) and "Hit
Parade” (Rep) (reissue) plus vaude
topped by Toni Harper. Excellent
$8,()00. La.st week. “Time, Place.
Girl” (WB) and “Crazy Hou.se”
(Indie) (reissues), plus "Night in
Paris.” vaude-revue. modest $6..50().

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65) — "House of Strangers”
(20th). Mild $9,000. Last week.
"Great Gatsby” (Par) and "Strike
It Rich” (AA). solid $13,000.

State (Loew’s) (3.000; 45-65'—
"Good Old Summertime” (M-G'
and “Slightly French” <(’ol).

Healthy $14,000. Last week. "Any
Number Play” (M-G) and "Henry.
Rainmaker” (Mono', medium $11.-
000 .

Strand (FA) (1.000; 4.5-65)—
"Bride of Vengeance” 'Par' and
"Strange Case Mrs. Crane” (ED.
Modest $5,000. Last week. "Illegal
Entry” (U) and "Arctic Manhunt ”

(U) about same.

wk). Great $18,000 after $26,000
opener.

[

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

,

99)—“Any Number Play” (M-G)
j

(3d wk). Slipping to $10,000. Last!
week, big $15,000.

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)1—“Great Gatsby” (Par) (2d wk).

'

Holding near initial week at fine
$12,000. Last week, $16,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)

—

"Silver Lining” (WB) (3d wk).
Still doing biz at $15,000. Last
week, $19,000. i

Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-99)
“Anna Lucasta” (Col).
$24,000. Last week. "Too
for Tears” (UA), $14,000
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—

"Savage Splendor” (RKO) and'
Island” (RKO) (2d wk).

'

Late

Down to about $13,000 after ter-
rific $17,000 last week.

"Incident”

'5.50; $1.20-
(ED <I6th

to move out
biz forced it

La.st week

Small’s ‘Valentino’

From yilman Rook
Hollywood. Aug. 9

Edward Small’s biopic on Ru-
dolph Valentino will be tided
"Valentino as 1 Knew Him,” taken
from a book written by George U li-

man .who was the actor’s agent.
Walter Craig, a newcomer to the

.screen, has been mentioned for the
title role.

K.C,, ‘Everything’ Sweet

18G; ‘Summertime’ 21G
Kansas City. Aug. 9, I

Musicals are leading the way
currently, with "You’re My Every-'
thing” fine at Uptown-Tower-Fair-

1

way combo, and "In Good Old;
Summertime ” getting great coin at I

Midland, Paramount with "Great

'

Gatsby” looks relatively good.'
Missouri which RKt) reopened la.st

SUirdy ! shapes stout with “Wore Yel-

1

low Ribbon’’ in second week.
[

Weather was cool most of week,
but warmed up over w eekend.

’

'

Estimates for This Week
j

Esquire 'Fox Midwest) <820; 45-

i

Bandit” (Rep) and "In!
Old California*’ iRep) irpissuo).i
Old and new combo bettering aver- i

age at $3,500. Last week. “Bad'
Boy” <Mon(») and
(Mono). $3,000.

Kimo (Dickinson)
$2.40)—"Red Shoes”
w'k). Was .scheduled
last week, but steadv
to stay for $2.400‘
ditto.

Midland (Loew’s) (3.500; 4.5-65)— Summertime” (M-G)
and "i.eave to Heniv” 'Mono)
Sweet $21,000. and holdover. Last
week. ".4n.v Number Play” (M-G)
and "Secret St. Ives” (Col) i2d
wk), nifty $11,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2.6,50; 45-65)—
Wore a Yellow Ribbon” (RKO)

world preem
reopening of refurbi.shed

nou.se holding up at solid $11,000
Last week, great $20,000.
Paramount (par) (1.900; 45-65)—

Great (latsb.v” (|*ar'. Moderately
strong $13,000. and possible hold-

Tu-T.
* '/‘St week. "Silver Lining”,

<V\ B) '2d wk), $9,000.
Roxy (Durwoodi (900; 4.5-65) '

’One Night of Love” <Col) and
talk of the Town” (C’oD (reis-'

Eairish $3,300. La.st week.
It Ain t Hay” dndie) and “Be-

hind the Eight Ball” 'Indie) (re-
i.ssues', $2,800. I

Fewer . Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwe.st) '2.100. 2.043. 700; 4.5-65)—’’vou're .My Everything” (20th) iMne $18,000. Last week. "Calam-

1

ity Jane’ (U), fine $11,000.
,

Prov, Muggy But ‘Lining’

Very Fat $18,000; ‘Anna’

Sound 12G, ‘Screams’ 16iG
Providence, Aug. 9.

Majestic is riding high with
’’Look for the Silver Lining” to
le.Md a hot muggy town. Close be-
hind is RKO Albee with "Not
Wanted” and Strand’s "Anna
Lucasta.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

"Not Wanted” (FC) and "Amazon
Quest" (Indie). Very sturdy $17,-1 (2d
500. Last week. "Dumbo” (RKO) with

^ it-release

and "Saludos Amigos” (RKO) (re-
issues). good $12,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)

—

"Silver Lining” (WB), Quick
turnover helping to sock $18,000.
Last week. "House of Stranger"
(WB) and “Leave to Henry”
'.Mono), $14,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
".Africa Screams” (UA) and “Se-
cret Garden” (M-G). Good $16.-
500 Last week, "Caught” (M-Gt
and Ink Spots onstage kept build-
ing to terrific $30,000, over hopes.
Strand (Silyerman) (2,200; 44-65)—"Anna Lucasta” (Col) and

"Devil’s Henchman” (Indie).
Sound $12,000. Last week.
’’Doolins of Oklahoma” (Col) and
“Air IIoste.ss” (Col), fair $9,000.

San Francisco. Aug. 9.

Biz is generally dullish here this

week, with plethora of holdovers
cutting into the total. Best new-
comer is "You’re My Everything”
which is fine if not sma.‘^h at the
Fox. "Calamity Jane” is doing
okay at Orpheum. Most holdovers
are down sharply from first weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; GO-

BS)—"China Sky’ViRKOi and "Val-
ley of Sun” (SRO) (reissues(. Mild
$12,000. Last week, "Not Wanted”
(FC) and “Mississippi Rhythm”
(Mono) (2d wk), fair $9,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—
"You’re My Everything ” (201 h) and
"Hold That Baby’” (Momn. Fine
$22,000, Last week. "House of

I

Strangers” (20th) and "Foi bidder!
good.

!
street” (20th) (2d wk'. $1.5,000.

Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
"Good Old Summertime” 'M-G)
and "Temptation Harbor” (Mono)
(3d wk). Off to $11,000. good La.st

week, big $14,500.
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85)—

"Girl Jones Beach” (WB' and
"One Last Fling” (WB' '2d wk).

Okay $13,000. Last week, big

$24,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 60-85)—

"Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue (3rd

wk), Nice $8,000. Last week, sock

$ 12 ,000 .

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2 448; 55-

85)—"Calamity Jane” 'U' and
"Devil’s Henchman” (Col'. Okay
$15,000. Last week, "Johnn.v Stool

Pigeon” (U) and “Kim of Canyon
(Col), $13,000.
United Artists (No. Coast' (1.207;

55-85)—“Great Dan Patch” (UA).

Good $9,000. Last week.
Late for Tears” (UA). $6,800.

Stagedoor (Ackerman'
$L20-$2.40)—"Red Shoes”
(11th wk). Holding at $7..5U0.

week, nice $7,800.

"Too

(370;

(EL)
Last

Houston’s ‘Brave’ H.O.

first

bal-

Houston. Aug. 9

“Home of the Brave ” was held

over here at Interstate’s Majestic

for a second week. For Hie

time in five years, the Negro
cony was opened to accommodate
the crowds during the second

week’s run.
Eddie prenner. manager of ‘be

Majestic, estimates that business is

"better than 25% above average
on the run of the film. Grdmarily
holdovers are shifted to the Kirby

here but film was kept at the Ma-

jestic, where greater sealing

pacity was available.
Special midnight shows

been held for Negroes.

ca-

bav<
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(;ool Wave Helps Chi; Everything’ Up

Via jessel $55,000, Dennis Day Lifts

‘Step’ Fat 69G, ‘Joe Young’ Tall 25G
Chicago, Aug. 9.

With the advent of cool weather
With 'O Legion dele-
j Illinois American Ij*

Stes LOOP is heading

overall for

• Take One

IS neauiiiK for best

the summer thus far.

False Step*’ with l>n-

"«;:dinTfor'gra?.Vw9.M^^
“the way* the combo Oriental

My Everything” and

^“••M°ghtrJoe^Young” at Grand is

•-« toward best gross house

fftad in months trith mighty

MlmS shaping. The larger Palace

fSog the same total with "Cal-

S” af State-Lake ia shaping

S-im»3.000. „
Estimates for Thif Week

Chicago (B&K) (3 900;
5(J-98)

—

“One False Step” (U) plus Dennis

Day unit onstage. Excellent $69.-

000. Last week. “Sorrowful Jones

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from tlie vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax

‘Number’ Winner

In St. Loo, $21,

again.

(pi) (2d wk> with Janet Blair and

Blackburn Twins topping stage,

$69,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)^

•‘Movie Crazy” (Indie) (reissue) (2d

uS Holding well at $7,500. Last

week, $11,000.

Grand (RKO) <1.500; 50-98)—
• Might Joe Young” .(RKO). Huge
$25,000. Last week, “Cobra Wom-
an" and “White Savage” (U) (re-

issues), $9,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3.400; 50-98)

—“You’re My Everything” (20th)

with Gwrge Jessel and Kitty Kal-

len personals. Fancy $55,000. La.st

week. “We Were Strangers” (Col)

with “Lassie,” Penny Singleton,

and Stan Jones in person (2d wk),

$33,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“Calamity Jane” (U) and “I Cheated
haw” (20th). Big $20,000. Last
week, “House on 92d St.” (20th) and
“My Gal Sal” (20th) (reissues!
(4 days) with “Sand” (20th) and
“Forbidden St.” (20th) (2d wk-3
days), $10,000.

Rialto (Indie) ‘

(1.700; 50-98)—
“Miracle of Life” (Indie). Big $11,-
500. Last week. “Wild Weeds” (In-
die) (3d wk), $8,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—

“Great Dan Patch” (UA) (2d wk).
Light $7,500. Last week, $11,500.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

'Good Old Summertime” (M-G).
Pert $23,000. Last week. "Fountain-
head" (WB) (2d wk), $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98) —

“Champion” (UA) (4th wk). Fa.st
$20,000. Last week, $24,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1.073; 98)—

Dick” (Indie) and “My Little
tnickadee” (Indie) (reissues) (2d

Excellent $4,000. Last week,
54.800.

St. Louis, Aug. 9
Trade is as spotty currently

the weather. Standout is “Any
Number Can Play,” galloping to a

I socko stanza at Loew’s. “Lust for
Gold” shapes good at the St. Louis.

I
“Silver Lining” is still doing well
on moveover to Ambassador, for
'fourth downtown week.

I

Estimates for This Week
' Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50-
75)—“Silver Lining” (WB) and
“Adventure Baltimore” (RKO)

i (m.o.). Nice $9,000 for fourth week
I downtown. La.st week. “The
Fountainhead" (WB) and “Mother
Freshman” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)—
“Any Number Play” (M-G) and
“Blackie’s Chinese Adventure”

I
(Col). Sock $21,000. Last week,

i

“Outpost in Morocco” (UA) and
stageshow. great $37,500.

’ Missouri (F&M) (3..500: 50-75)—
“Girl Jones Beach” (WB) and

j

“Green Promise” (RKO) (2d wk).
, Dov n to $9,000 after big $12,501)

initial stanza.
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 50-75)—

“Lust fpr Gold” (Col) and “Mas-
sacre River” (Mono). Good $14,000.
Las( week. "Silver Lining” (WB)
and “.Adventure Baltimore” (RKO)
(3d wk). solid $9,000.

‘Brave’ Lusty at $23,500,

Denver; ‘Lining’ $24,000
Denver, Aug. 9.

“Home of Brave” is topping
town in three spots and rates a
double moveover to two theatres.
“Look for Silver Lining” is doing
well, playing two drive-ins day-
date and second week at Broadway.
Both “Neptune’s Daughter” and
“Great Gat shy” are doing okay
and will hold.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway iWolfbere' (l..5()0: 3.5-

74)—"Silver Lining” (WB) (2d wk).
Day-date with North and South
drive-ins. Nice $7.500. Holds
La.st week, big .SI 1.000.
Denham (rockrilh (1.750; 35-70)

“Great Calsby" (Par). Good $10.-
000, and slays over. Last week.
“Manhandled” (Par) and “Special
Agent” (Pa) ), small $7,000.
Denver (Foxi (2.525; 35-74)—

“Home of Brave" (UA) and “C-
Man” (FC. day-date with Esquire,
Webber. Big $18,000. Last week.
“Calamity Jane” (U) and “Streets
San Franci.sco" (Rep). $11,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74) —
“Home of Brave" (UA) and “C-
Man” (FC). also Denver, Webber.
Good $3,000. La.st week, “Calamity
Jane” (U» and “Streets San Fran-
cisco” (Rept. $2,000.

North Drive-In (Wolfberg) (1.000

I

cars; 74)—"Silver Lining” (WR).
also Broadway. South Drive-In.

__ ) Fine $8,000. Last week, subsequent
run.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 3.5-74)—

“Neptune's Daughter” (M-G). Big
$19,000. Holdover. Last week. “Ed-
ward. My Son” and “Valiant
Hombre” (UA), $11,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)

—

“Red Menace” (Rep) and “Hellfirc”
(Rep). Tliin $6,000. Last week “Big
Cat” (ED and “Shamrock
(EL). $7,000.
South Drive-In (Wolfberg) (1.000

ears; 75)—“Silver Lining” (WB).
Also Broadway, North Drive-in.
Fine $8,500. Last w'eek. second-run.
Webber (Fox) (750; 3.5-74)—

“Home of Brave” (UA) and “C-
Man” (FC). also Denver. Esquire.
Good $2. ,500. Last week, “Calamity
Jane” (U' and “.Streets San Fran-
cisco” (Rcp'. $2,000.

‘Rope of Sand’ Ties Up Wilting B’way,

Aided by Damone-Beneke Stager, 103G;

‘Summertime’ Wow 154G, ‘Window’ JOG

‘Gatsby’ Okay 15G,

Best Bet in Cincy

Vaode Boosts ‘Fling’ To

Torrid $16,000 in Balto

.
Baltimore, Aug. 9.

Business here remains rather un-
p’entful with top entries gamer-
ing ni^ coin and balance of down-
0^ list limping along at sumnier-

“In Good Old Sum-
S current leader. Combo
ii»*i

* Fling” tied to contin-
uatiori of vaude at Hippodrome is

«in«- ^'f b®St figures
since pohey was instituted.

for This Week
i^tnry (Loew’.s-UA) (3,000; 20-

n T Summertime” (M-
$17,000. Last

*10.400
^^® for Tears” (UA). fair

SoSoKn jRaPPaport) (2 240;
I^ast Fling” (WB)

“P DeMarco
best

reaching out for

•ce-tv.5.
inception of Pal-

Ust $16,000 likely.

'•“^^(13 ,000
"'“’'

60 Merger) (2.460; 20-

8oini fLi <FC). Not
“One pai*«

week,
M .Stop” (U). $8,200.

Lee-Gilbert Up ‘Arson’

Smash $20,000 in Buff;

‘Number’ Lucky at 14G
Buffalo, Aug. 9.

The wav Peggy Lee and Billy

Gilbcri are boosting “.Arson, Inc.,”

1 to sock total is big news this week.

j“.Any Number Can Play” also is

nice at the Buffalo,

Estimates for This Week:

Buffalo (Loew's) (3,500; 40-70)

—

‘.Anv Number Play” (M-G). Nice

$ 14 ,000 . Last week. “Sand” (20th)

and Fi ankie Laine. Kitty Kallen on

stage, .sma-sh $35,000.

Paramount (Par) (3.400; 40-70)

—

“fJreat Gatsby” (Par). Fine $12,-

000 or over. Last week. “Girl

(Continued on page 24)

20-65)

K
^‘®®’’ <Par) (reis.sue).

•^•1 »lck ••L!!'''.'?’'®
*4.200.

"®^ Menace” (Rcp),

<t-860: 20160)—
'3(1 Everything” ( 20th)

SeennV^'^®^^ third round to-

sock ? t)ig $9,500,

.
Stanl^; to $11,600.
Silver ‘’t-2«0; 25-75)-

R^o r® (2d
«f $9,000

Yown ( p opener.

''"Reiim ' 't.-’>00;

*9.00o!^t .V®'*or” (ED
NiKhf*’ - j Happened

*:.®.^^..‘.‘<^*'rl Friday " iCol;

wk)
after

35-65

1

N ic«

®s’. $0,200.

‘Gatsby’ Not Big IIG, Port.

Portland. Ore.. Aug. 9.

Holdovers and reissues are doing

the real biz. thi.s week in firstrun

spots. “Great Gatsby” is only pass-

abl\ good ill two houses, but best

ol newcomers.

Estimates for This Week

Broadway 'I’ai'kori (1,832; 50-8,5)

-Fdiinlainhcad " (WB) and “One
last Fling" (WB) (2d wk». Okay

SO.500. Last week, torrid $15,000.

Mavfair (Parker) (1..500; 50-85)—

“Manhandled" (Par) and “Specia

Ag(*nt" 'Par*. Mild $4,000. Last

week “Africa Screams" (UA) and
• Jiusaw" (UA) (m.o.i okay $5,200.

Oriental di-E) (2.000: .50-85'—

“Great Gatshv" (Par) and “Daugh-

ter ol West" (Rcp). day-date with

Oriilu'um. So-so $3,500. Last week,

^ “G<M'onimo (l*ari and Lonesome
^ Pine" iPan (reissues'. $3,600.

Orplieum Hl-F,* (1.750; 50-85)—

“Cireat Gatsby” (Par) and Daugh-

ter ot West iRep'. also Oriental,

flood $7,500 Last week. “Geroni-

mo 'l*ari and "I.one.soine Pine

(I»;)ri I reissues' mild .$(>.000.

I’aramount 'll-E' ' 3.400: 50-8.5'—

• Ciunga l)in (RKO' aiul

li ol" I RKO' 'reissues', f a 1 r S . .)()().

l.asi week “Girl Joues Beach

(WB» and “Clay Pigeon (RKO).

l)ig $9. ,500.

United Artists (Parker' (895:

05).—’’Stralton Story" 'M-(''

N\k'. Holding well at $6.iUU.

week, lamy $9,800.

,
Cincinnati. Aug. 9.

“Groal G.itsh> ’
is the only lively

grosser this round but just okay.

Two other new bills are contribut-

ing to dip down to dog days level.

“Lost Boundaries” is in moderate

tempo and “Manhandled” is fair-

ish. Disney reissue package of

“Dumbo” “Saludos Amigos” shapes

okay.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 5.5-75)—

“Great Gatsby” (Par) and “One

Last Fling” (WB). Satisfactory

$15,000. Last week. “Follow Me
Quietly” (RKO) plus Dick Contino

unit on.slage. terrific $30,000 at 55-

94c scale.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 5.5-75'—

“Good Old Summertime
wk). Merry $10,000

hotsy $15.0()0 preem.

Grand (RKO' (1,400; 55-75)

—

“Dumbo” (RKO) and “Saludos

Amigos’ (RKO' (reissues) plus
“ Sea Island” 'RKO). Disney pack-

age encoring to all right $8 500.

Last week. “Sand” )20th*, $7,500.

Keith’s 'City Inv.) (1.542: 55-75*
—“Manhandled" (Par*. Fairi.sh $7.-

000. Last week. “Massacre River”

(Mono*, pleasing $10,000.

Pa’ace 'RKO* (2.600; 55-75)

—

“Lost Boimdarie.s’

True Lov»'" (Par*

000. Last week.
“

thing” (20tli* and
hefty $15,500.

(M-G) (2d

on heels of

(FC) and “Own
Moderate $10.-

5 ou’re My Every-
“Homicide” (WB),

Return of hot. sultry weather
starting Sunday (7), aftt'r hu.sine.ss

was hypoed by rain and lower tem-
peratures, will give Broadway first-

runs very spotty results tliis slan/.a,

Continuing publicity on polio in

New' York seemingly is having no
adverse efTeet on tlie boxo.fTiee. .A

couple of managers said the fewer
people at some beaelies and the
closing of one Long Island beach
appeared to help their trade.

Several rainy days, after a brief
midw'eek warm spell, brouglit cool-
er weather and stimulated theatre
business. This upbeat was counter-
balanced by the soaring mercury
Sunday - Monday and yesterday
(Tucs).

Both the Music Hall and Para-
mount have sock business-getters.
Par flagship, with “Rope of Sand,"
coupled with Tex Beneke band and
Vic Damone at head of stageshow.
is soaring to terrific $103,000, one
of the best non-holiday weeks the
house has had in nearly two years.

“In Good Old Summertime.” with
new stageshow. is roaring ahead to

a smash 4154.000. one of bigger
non-holiday weeks for the Hall.

T/‘ Music Hall continues to lure

out-of-towners. and there are many
vacationers currently in N. Y.
Backed by novel teaser ad cam-

paign. "The Window” got off big at

the Victoria and looks to hit socko
Hill” I $30,000 in initial week. New vaude

I
at Palace, with lust plain “Sand.”
as distinct from “Rope of Sand.” is

giving this spot a bright $‘23,500

currently.
Top second weeks are being

turned in by “Mighty .Toe Young”
and “Come to Stable.” Latter

looks groat $31,000 in second
Fivoli week, and is set for a run.

“.Toe Young” is surprising the

Street by holding up in initial

l>o1dover session at rousing $30,000

at Criterion.
“Lost Boundaries” is

contrary to usual downtrend by
pushing up ahead of previous week
for sock $23,000. or near it. in sixth

Astor stanza. Unusual, extensive

newspaper ads apparently are cre-

ating added interest to film.

ATost holdovers and extended-

runs are sagging this round.

Estimates for This Week

Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 60-$1..50*

—“Lost Boundaries” (FO (6th wk).

Big ad campaign paying off, with

hiz soaring ahead of la.st few weeks’

totals, winding up at sriiash $23.-

000 or near. Rain, cooler weather
for a time also helped. La.st week.
$16,000, with break in heat boost-

ing. Stays on indef.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1 20-

$2.40*—“Red Shoes" (EI.i (42cl wk*.

This one goes on and on, going to

$10,000 or belter this round after

steady $9,000 last frame. Con-
tinues.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 80-$1.50)—“Scene of Crime” (M-G) with

Noro Morales orch, Mary Small,

Hank Ladd, others, onstage (2d-

final wk). Down to light $42,000

this frame after mild $61,000 open-
er, below expectancy. "Anna Lu-
casta” (Col), w'ith Tommy Tucker
orch, Golden Gate Quartet. Nancy
Donovan. Paul Winchell beading
stage bill, opens tomorrow' (Tlmrs.*.

Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 50-$1.75)—“Mighty Joe Young" (RKO* (2d

wk*. Holding very well at $30,000
in initial hol^)ver stanza after ter-

rific .$39,000 opener.

Globe (Brandt* (1,500; 50-$1.20)

—"Not Wanted” *EC) (3d-final wk*.

Doing barely okay $12,000 after

good $15,000 second.

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 44-99)

—

“Dumbo” (RKO* and “Saludos
.Amigos” (RKO* 'rei.ssues) (3d-final

wk). Down to $7,000 with publicity

given polio apparently not hurting;

second week nice $9,500.

Mayfair (Brandt' (1.73(5; .50-$l 20)—“Big Steal” (RKO* (5tli-final wk'.

Still piotilable at $10,000 after nice

$12,000 fdurth round. “Too Late
For Tears" (U.A* opens Saturday
(13*.

Palace (RKO* (1.700; ,5.5-$1.20)—

“Saiul" and vaude. Perking up a

bit, with fine $23,500 likely this

round. Last week. “Big Cat”
(ED. with vaude. $22,000. a bit

over hopes.

Paramount (Par* (3.664; 5.5-$1.50)—“Rope of Sand” (Par) with Tex
Beneke orch. Vie Damone. others
onstage (2d wk*. First session

ended last night (Tues.) roared
ahead to giant $103,t)00. one of
be.st opening weeks in months. In

ahead. “Great Gatsby" (Par' with
Jimmy Dorsey oreli. Peg,gy Le«
lopping stage bill (3d wk'. $*>7,000,

Park .Avenue (U> (,583; $1.20-

$2 40*-“Hamlet“ (U* (4(itli wk*.

Dt)ing a l)it better at $8,000 in 4.5th

week ended last Monday (8) night
after $7,600 for previous round.
Continues.

Radio City Music Hall (Roeke-
fellers* (.5.945; 80-$2 41))—“Good
Old Summertime” (M-G* with new
stageshow. First week looks to hit

sma.sh $154,000, and naturally is

holding. Last week. “Silver Lin-

ing” (WB) and Independence Day
Pagenat onstage (6th wk*. very
good $114,000.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98'—
“White Savage" (F'C> and “Cobra
Woman" (FC’* (reissues) (2d wk).
Holding up fine at $8,t)00 but likely

won’t liold another frame. First

week was nice $10,000,

Rivoli (UAT- Par) (2.092; 60-
$1.25)*—"Come to Stable" (20th)

(2d wk*. Staying up in the big

I

brackets at great $31,000 or better,

running 1
First week hit smash $42,000, a bit

below liopes but leriflic for this

time of year and lieat. Makes it

one of greatest opening weeks
here in many months.

Roxy .(20lht (5.88(5; 80-$! .50)—
“You’re My Everything" (2()th>

with Boh (’rosby. ieesbow. others
onstage (3(l-fin;il wk). Holding in

okay fasliion at $60,000 after $68,-

000 for scdind stanza. “Slattery’s
Hurricane’’ (2()th) plus Sid CLic.sar,

Evelyn Kiii.ght. Pitchmen, new
ieeshow open Friday (12*

S\aU' 'Loew’s* '3.4.50; .50-$!. .50)—"Great Sinner” (M-G* '7lh-final

wk). .Sixth wa'ck he-l niglit

'Tues.'. (Ii'ifted a l)lt more to $10.-

000. not far from fifth sc s' ion’s

$12,000 Holds until Aug 17 when
“.lolson Sings .Again” (Col* comes
in.

Strand (WB* (2 7.56; .50$ 1 ’2.5)—

“Girl From .Jones Beacli" 'WB» (2d-

final wk*. Down to $13,000 or less,

very slow , after light $18,000 open-
ing week, below ho|)es. Current
taking;, tip.yen to bring back stage-
film policy or launch vaudfilrn
here, "ft’s Gre.al Feeling” (WB)
opens Friday (12).

Sutton (R&B) (.561; 70-$l 20)—
“QuaiU't” (EL* (20th wk*. Slipped
a bit this past week ending .Monday
<8* to .S7 400 after strong $8,60(1 for
18lh week, (’ontimies.

Victoria (Cilv Inv 1 (1,060: 9.5-

$1,50)—“The ’Wimlou’ 'RKO).
Soaring to socko .$:j().()00 or there-
abouts, great reviews and worcl-of-

moulh following ti'asei' ad cam-
paign putting it over In alie.id,

“Home of Brave" 'UA* '12111 wk),
finished highly sucees.>liil run at

$7,000

Indpls. Finally Perks; ‘Number’ Dandy

I, ‘Lining’ Fine 13G, ‘Steal’ 9C

50-

4111

Last

Indianapolis. Aug. 9.

Break hnalB came this week In

the doUlium.v gripping fii>truns

here all summer Biz.

even hut “Anv NuniixT Can Play

is solid and leading the town at

Loc'W Look tor Silvei Lining

at Jndian.i is lich'
,

Estimates for This Meek
Circle 'fL.mhle-Dolle' '*-.800; 44-

^5 “Bis .Steal 'RKO' and Bos-

m Blark.e’s Chinese Venture"

(’oil Tepid $9.00(1 T.asI week.

•Window" 'RKO- and -'‘I'

B dtimore" 'RKO .
oke $10' 00

Indiana C -D) vJ.JOO. 44-6J)

“Silver Lining” (WB* and “One
Last Fling” 'WB*. Nice $13,000.

Last week, “Lady Gambles” (U*

and “Rusty Saves Life” (Col*, very
slow $8,000.

Loew’s (I.oew’s* (2.427; 44-65'

—

" Auv Number Play” (M-G* and
"Seeret St. Ives” (CoH. Dandy
$14,000 La'd week. “We Were
Strangers” *Coli and “Crime Doc-
tor’s Diarv” 'CoH. light $7,500.

Lyric 'G-D* (1,600; 44-6.5'—"Red
Menaee” (Repi and “Flaming
Furv” (Rcp). Dull $3,000. Last

week. “Set-up” (RKO) and “Judge
Slcus Out” iRKO). $5,000.

‘HEUFIRE’ PACES NEW

TORONTO PIX, $13,000
'ron)nft>. ,Ang. 9

“Neptune’s Daughter" i.« still

leading the town on holdover hiz

with “Home of Bi’a’.e. " another
holdover-, ei-owding it ‘Helliiic" is

top neweomer, lust\ in loui- houses.
Estimates for This Week

Downtown, Glendale. Searboro,
Stale '20th' f 1.059, 9.">.5

. 698. (594;

36-60'—“Hellfire” 'Kep> and “Hold
That Baby” '.Mono*. Lust\ $13,000.

Last w eek. “Red Menae»‘“ ' R('p)

and “Lea\e To Henry" Mono',
fine $9,000.

Imperial 'FI*' '3 373: 40 -70 '—
“House of .Strangers” i20ih'. Mild
$9,000. Last week. Lust lor Gold”
'Col*, ditto
Loew’s 'I.oew' '2,09(5 40-70' —

“Neptune's D.rughter .\I-G' (2d

wk'. Still smash $1.5.000 alter last

week’s .$16..500.

Odeon 'Rank' '2.390; 3.5-$! 20'—
“Home of Bra>-e’ 'I \* '3d w k)

1 (fVintiniied on n.«ee ’*4)
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.Wf»/ V/AV

. . . as the adventurer . . . whose flaming past

led to vengeance . . . treasure and intrigue . .

.

...as the Commandant... with a taste for

beauty . . . and d talent for brutolity . . .

, . . as the crafty intriguer . . . with

an uncut diamond for a heart!Off to a sizzling start

at World Premiere En-

gagement, as New York

Paramount winds up
one of the biggest first

weeks in recent years!

PETER

. . . as the informer ... a fountain of ex-

traordinary information . . . torrupt ,

eager to be of service ... for a price

On Every Screen
In The Land, During
Paramount Week

SEPT. 4^10

. . . about whom LIFE MAGAZINE soys:

"Corinne Calvet will occupy the throne

of the love goddess of Hollywood T

SAM JAFFE • Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE
Story ond Screenplay by Walter Doniger

Additional Dialogue by John Paxton



A MIGHTY STORY OF SAVAGE GREED AND SULTRY LOVE
'

; ?i4 ^et in the Dreaded Desert that Guards the Dark

Continent’s Forbidden Diamond Fields...The

Produced by

ff-whd gave you the

nforgettable ‘‘Casablanca

Should Ploy TKo On«-R*«l Short

Owe?“ Mod. By th«

^ f®r Ihe Disabled American Veterans
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Paris Firslruns Way Ahead of ’48 Germany’s Pix Biz Off 40% in 6 Mos.;

In First Part of Year But Industry

Woes Mount; Producers Hardest Hit

Fay Compton, Rattigan,

Portman Legit Winners
London, Aug. 2.

Presentation of Ellen Terry

Paris, Aug. 2. 4

Judging from the way film

grosses have soared in the first

four months this year, the French

pix industry should be in a happy
frame of mind. Total gros.ses for

Paris rose to $0.3.50.000 in the
4.uu 4 *«

Initial four-month period of 1949 Awards for the best acting per-

which is hctlcr th:m $2,000,000 formanccs in 1948 and for the best

•head of comparable period of last Play were made at an informal re-

year and nearly $3,000,000 over >*

lame period in 1947. Part of this Ihe Duke of Edinburgh. Winners

increase stems from hiked admis- were Fay Compton for her per-

•ion scales, which arc government-
,

‘e^euee in Family Portrait,

controlled ® Portman for hts work in

Although other segments of the Version.” and Terence

film business obviously have a Rattigan for writing the latter play,

tough road ahead, the exhibitors This is the second time since the

should be pleased with tlie soaring awards w^ere instituted three years

biz. Even if tlie exhib has nothing ^^9 that -Rattigan has won the play-

to complain about the take (much other being for

of it comes from .American product The Winslow Boy.

despite the quota rules against it',

the theatre operator has plenty to

beef about. There is such a scar-

city of firstrun French product he
• c u

is constantly asking for exemption 1-ouis Sterling,

or getting around the rules govern-

1

Ing showing of foreign fare. n *l* I C* C J
Then, too, exhibs are kept in a DritlSn OC6 jDOnSOrCQ

constant turmoil by the administra- ^
tion about programs, scales and i

taxes. Out of the super-tax, which
sets up a Cinema Aid fund they
had hoped to reclaim and improve
theatres, the administration now
wants to create a fund to set up

London. Aug. 2

Spot check by the Board of

Trade carried out in 152 picture

theatres covering two London nabe
districts and a number of coastal

and provincial centres revealed
that exhibitors generally are fall-

j

ing down on their quota commit-
ments in the first six months of this

Act.
.Analysis shows that so far the

hou.srs checked have met their 45%
(quota by an average of 35.7% for

British first features.

U.S. Fare, Except Message Films, Click
Frankfurt. Julv 30

^ .. . 1 v- '
Picture business in Germany hu

Biff German Musical Yen fallen off about 4o% since

Frankfurt. July 30
‘ ^ ***

MPAA Seeks End

To Ban on Yank

Pix in Argent.
Buenos Aires. Aug. 2.

After a quick trip to many other
South American countries included
in hi.s territory, Joaquin Rickard,

Winners are picked by panel of of the MPAA office, is back here
six which includes Eric Bloom.

' trx ing to obtain an okay from Ar-
chairman Gallery First Nighters gontine economic officials so that
committee. Beverly Baxter and Sir u. S. film distributors can continue

operations in Argentina. It is es-

sential that Yank distribs obtain

Television as Answer

To Program Problems

exchange permits, not forthcoming
for months because of the short-

age of dollar exchange, if they are
to get new pictures in for distribu-
tion.

Decision is expected within the
next 10 days after several months

London Aug 2
|

confabs. Understood that some

Developments to cover the en- progress has been made in obtain-

a government-operated e x p o r 1
1 country with TV transmitting

i

^9® goodwill of economic
agency. Many feel that this would stations are taking place in Eng- l^osses in this country, and Claudie
turn out a pork barrel for the land. The second British station at Martinez Paiva. Entertainment
politicos .since costing $300,000 Sutton Colfield, to cover Birming- Bo^ird director, has displayed a
annually when $20,000 is consid-

| ham and the Midlands, is due to ^riore amicable attitude. The im-
ered ample.

1 open in the early fall, a site has continues. Ameri-
The unhapplcst in the industry, been selected outside Manchester

i

ran firms have been told that there
however, are the French producers, to cover the northern sector and imports from the U. S.

One of the loudest squawks is that preliminary tests are taking place any materials included in the
while laws were passed to restrict to pick the best possible situations Anglo-Argentine Trade Treaty

—

the business to a selected few, ‘the to feed Scotland. ^nd this takes in films,

number of registered producers
|

Manufacturers of TV sets and .

Local exhibitors are inclined to
has increased from 100 in 1944 to equipment are, nonetheless, critical

1

Pooh-pooh any suggestion that dis-
200 last year. of the government for the casual i

tributor negotiations will fall

Studios* Dilemma way in which the developments are
The studios also are finding it taking place and insist that if the

tough going. The Epinay Eclair service ^had expanded rapidly the
plant has been ordered closed and British system would have been ac-
niust move elsewhere. The state cepted in the greater part of
wants to widen a road that will Europe.
.use studio ground. Shuttering will

|

Speaking at the annual meeting
mean that fiOO will be out of jobs, of Pye. Ltd., large set manufac-
Studio is the only one in France turer, chairman C. O. Stanley ap-
equipped for color processes. pealed for the introduction of

While the A'oetorine Studios in sponsored TV as the solution to
Nice are dark and studio business the program problem. ‘‘It is

in general is bad. official support understandable,” he said, "that

Though musicals mostly are

greet i*d warmly in Germany,
Marian F. Jordan, MPEA rep

here, cited that Warner’s

"Rhapsody in Blue” went over

big in Frankfurt but flopped

in Bavaria. Attributing this

to Bavaria still partly feeling

its Nazism. Jordan pointed

out that, while carried out

delicately, there was consider-

able resistance against "Rhap-
sody” because of Gershwin’s

Jewish background.
Also significant of current

public opinion in Germany Is

that the success achieved here

by "Song of Bernadette" has

had an adverse effect on other

Jennifer Jones starrers. Jordan
explained, "they regard her as

a saint there, not as an ac-

tress.”

Flood of Foreign Pix

Blamed for Troubles Of

through. They think Argentine
(Continued on page 61)

British Disney Goods

Setup Now Hitting Take

Of $2,000,000 Yearly
London, Aug. 2.

In the 16 years since the organi-
zation was first launched in Lon-

Fs given to a $200,000 producing a large number of people may not !

<^on, the Walt Disney setup for
setup, considered by many as a like American sponsored programs,

j

merchandising, has developed to
real estate piuiuotion intended to but there is no reason to suppose Rs present peak level where its

sway producers into using this that all sponsored programs have annual turnover exceeds $2,000,-
Riviera tract for location work. I

to be to the American pattern, any 090- Bulk of the earnings is con-
There are numerous complaints more than it is reasonable to give i

vertible into dollars and is trans-
about the way the administration np wearing neckties because one ferred to its opposite number in
is functioning on film matters. ' dislikes the American variety.”

j

the U. S. «

Michael Fourre-Cormeray appartly i

He claimed the type of program
I Biggest individual items are jig-

is doing the best he can in a job the public would demand couldn’t saw puzzles, which for the currentmade difficult because being some- be financed from revenue drawn year are being produced at the• K4 from state-owned radio. Irate of 3.000.000 and books, the
! sales of which are expected to top

BRIT. PRODUCERS SCRAP
I

wide range of merchandise, ex-
tending from knitting wools to

February according to Marian F
Jordan, Motion Picture Export As-
sociation representative hero. Dip
at boxoffice has been accentuated
in recent months by the excessive
heat. U. S. films are doing well
in Germany but the so-called “mes-
sage” pictures, which are shown
to teach the advantages of democ-
racy to the Germans, meet with
resistance and have little appeal.

Musicals and action pix are go-
ing over big while sophisticated
comedies and films dealing with
social problems have little drawing
power. Recent release of Para-
mount’s "Road to Morocco ’ is prov-
ing successful and as a followup
it’s likely that the MPEA will re-
lease Par’s Bob Hope stnrrcr "The
Paleface.” Tarzan films are sure-
fire b.o.

RKO’s "Best Years of Lives” and
20th’s “Song of Bernadette” are
the two top grossers according to
the MPEA. "Bernadette” has taken
in around 6,000,000 marks equiva-
lent to about $1,800,000. “Best
Years” has also broken records,
which Jordan attributes to special

Gennan Film Producers
!

Jordan claims that 60^r of the

Frankfurt Julv 30 shown in Germany are

German film produc^ioJ is in the "9‘Vh«t the

red with producers blaming the
^er® is

^
situation on the "invasion” of for- i ^ pprman nrp««!

mZ "leen put"7ef?reX i

XelltfonXw german films™ J

cimlra"^7neeThe:ar^X^P™!ih-^^^^^^ "Rivals of native

ducers claim that foreign product I ‘mntnrUv pC .•

by a ratio of nine-to-one is provid- '

SpTA^ii.clZreo'V o^f
Na'rdssus’

running are German-made.) i MAM-
Only out seen in German film

circles is a boost in local produc-
tion which is hampered by money
troubles. The producer suffering
from lack of capital and the severe
credit restrictions. Export of
local film product has decreased to

practically nothing from a pre-
war level of $9,000,000 yearly. The
import of pix, which before the
war ran about $1,500,000 annually,
is now in the millions.

Last year’s production output fell

10 pictures below the mark set.

I

Producers credit this to financing

I

difficulty. They claim banks in

addition to the regular interest are
also asking for a percentage of the
gross. Star salaries and studio
rentals are also exceptionally high.
German producers currently are

attempting to get a credit of

ne.ss.

Some 42 films were released In
Germany since last August, with

' plans calling for the MPEA to dis-

tribute about 30 more before the
end of 1949.

thing of a politico football.
. Since

seemingly the government can’t
change him and still be happy,
matters have been complicated by
naming M. Moury as his executive
assistant. Result is that the two
are working at cross purposes.

Virtually a government branch,
the Union Generale Cinemato-

OLD STUDIO UNION PACTS ‘f;*
inoruarngcomV V WTA s nvsv/ senes of greeting cards,

London, Aug. 9.
j

toys and various novelties. A spe-
All existing agreements between cial feature of the activities is the

graphique, made up of seized the British Film Producers Assn. I publication of a fortnightly comicenemy properties, is attempting to and the three studio unions are to ' strip magazine which has a circu-
keep its head above water by rals- be scrapped forthwith. In their latlon of 500,000 and which will be
ing another $1,000,000 out of gov- place a single comprehensive pact transformed into a weekly by theernment appropriations even after embracing every studio grade is end of the year.
Its experience with "Alice in to be negotiated. BFPA executive

I Although it Is Imnnssihio tn /.niWonderland.” This was financed meeting last Wednesday (3) took culate the effect of ^his methnH nfby UGC despite apparent public thia action. Inviting the unions to ™plo1tMion on th/ ISjceTs of Dis-consider a new comprehensive ney films, there is little doubt that
it has played an important part In

New Irish Film Unit

Starts Rolling; Will

Show in N.Y. End of Year
Dublin, Aug. 2.

Leinster Films, new Irish pix

setup, starts rolling this week on

an original story, "Iron Staircase,”

by Desmond Leslie, who will direct

I the production. Cameraman is

Brenedan J. Stafford, formerly

with Gaumont-British. Leslie is

ii^obojooo"from The E'uropean Re- son of Sir Shane Leslie, cousin of

covery Plan, Producers claim the
funds would be enough for pro-
duction of at least 20 pix.

UPPED AUSSIE EXHIB

COSTS STIR DISTRIBS

Winston Churchill. Unit plans to

work on the European continental

system making use of locations

rather than studio sets. Dubbing
will be done in London. Agnes
Bernell has been named for the

lead, with Joseph O’Connor (for-

merly with Donald Wolfit’s Shakes-

pearean Co.) as an ex-Commando
who knows one job—how to crack

safes.

Leslie plans to have pic on the

around Christmas, with

Sydney, Aug. 2.

Looks like a real storm is loom-
ing between some U. S. distribs ' screens
and exhibs here over upped over- i

concurrent openings in New York
head costs caused by current coal and Dublin. Arrangements for dis-

strike. One distrib is reported tribution in U. S. are reportedly

nixing any attempt by a local cir-

1

complete, but distribs have not

cult to add on theatre operational i

been announced. It is understood
costs the oil used to operate

!

that pic will not rate as foreign in

emergency power plants In keep-
j

England and will therefore b«

opinion again.st it.

Delfont’s ‘Roundabout’

Flops, Tolies’ Being

Rushed In to Replace

View .n,«„g .studio workers Is msint.iniig the high popul.ri ylhat the voluntary cuts imposed on
j level, particularly among young-

studio execs are going to be fol- sters.
^ y ^

loued through in the new agree-
ment. >\itb an attempt made to
reduce the existing minimum
.scales.

ing theatres open.
Exhibs say operational costs

have zoomed because of the strike
and that distribs should be pre-
pared to meet them half way on
such costs.

London, Aug, 9.

Bernard Delfont’s “Folies Ber-

gere'* Revue, originally scheduled

for the Palladium Sept. 19, will go

See No Mex Film Walkout

Dieterle Winds Italo Pic
Rome, Aug. 2.

All location shots were finished
on "Vulcano” the last of July,
the company returning to Rome

Mexico City. Aug. 9. for cutting and editing at Scalera
.... e 111 1 4 ^ Fear.s are disappearing over pos- Studios. Cast includes Anna Mag-
Into the Savllle instead. Change sible .strike against the eight ma- nani^Jlosanno Brazzi and Gerald-
Js due to the flop of “Roundabout." joi U. S. pic companies operating ine Brooks. Director William Die-
Delfont’s new musical comedv, Mexico. Phis stems from excel- terle heads the production unit.

which- opened to • mixed reeeplio'n "Vulcano" are ama-
. .u o It A A .1 oi,A I I I

two-year work teurs picked up for small pay in
at the Saville, Aug. 4. Show lacked pg^.j hiaj expires this month be- Southern Italy.

snappy song numbers and briglit tween the .American.s and reps of Reported here that Lana Turner
comedy. Hie National Cinematographic In- may make a film on this same

Bobby Howes and Pat Kirkwood diistrv Workers I’nion. bleak voleanic island soon,
vere the stars, but the highspot ol Kxpeiled that the ease will be
Ihe .show was the magnificent ee- nmicablv .settled before the end of

centric dancing of American reii- thiv inontli .X Iso i hat workers will

bejui Marilyn Hightower, who t»- rr t a piiv hike ina\ lie another 20M
\.fl a b.g ovai.on, r! in IMIT.

Other Forei^ News on

Pape 20

‘Uniform’ Due for Spanish
Pix Version in Mexico

Mexico City, Aug. 2.

Rodolfo Loewenthal, European
' pic producer, is readying produc-
tion in Spanish here of "Girls in
Uniform,” the German filrh classic

in which he was a bit player in

Germany 20 years ago. Dolores
del Rio and Isabel Corona are

' penciled for the leads. Alfredo

I

Crevenna will direct,

j

Loewenthal intends to start

"Girls” immediately after comple-
tion of his ‘•Rencor de la Tierra”

I

•"Rancor of the Soil”), now in
production here. Loewenthal ob-
tained by cable Spanish pic rights
to "Girls” from George Marton,
who ac(|uired them from authoress
f’lirispa Winsloc.

bookable by houses there as a Brit-

ish quota pic.

Non-Union British Prod.

Workers Get 10-2070 Cot

London. Aug. 20.

British Film Producers Assn,

unanimously adopted a scheme

for reducing salaries of execs and

others not covered by union agre^

ments. Official pronouncements
made this week Is that all per*

sons earning $1,044 annually

are to get a 10% cut, with the aw
making a minimum cut of 20%
for higher salaried execs.

Those under contract will have

their cases dealt with individually

by studio managements.

j

^ •

The Coit Came High
Mexico City. Aug. 9.

Cine Rialto, cinema in Merida^

capital of Yucatan state, ^
stroyed by fire during a niglh ^9^.

when skyrockets, featuring a

eelebration, hit it. No one wa

hurt. .

Water shortage hatnpi red iri

firemen.
• a
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British Govt. Fix Loan Unit Nearly

Ont of Cash; Use $20,000,000 in Year
London, Aug. 9. ^

Reliable sources claim the Na-
^

lional Film Finance Corp., which

came into existence a year ago to

help independent British produc* ,

tion with $20,000,000 of govern-,

ment money, is now running out of
j

cash. If it is to carry on with its ^

function of providing money for

British pix, Harold Wilson will
j

have to ask Parliament to author-

ize additional capital.
^

Almost half of the corporation s

total re.sources have been ploughea

Into Alexander Korda’s British

Lion Film Corp. It is frankly ad-

mitted that the State Bank was set

up in a hurry to help the company
out of its difficulties.

Although originally intended to

finance only programs through dis-

tributors, Parliamentary pressure

led to a change in tactics, and in-

dividual loans have been made to

Indies. Apart from advances to

British Lion, the loans all have

been of a modest character. But it

was recently computed that a large

proportion of British production,

other than what is made by the

Bank outfit, is being aided by the

government's film bank.

When details of the late.st loans

are announced in the next two
weeks the fund will have almost

dried up and will cease to be a

force for production until either

some of the advances are repaid or

more money is put into the pool.

Madras Bans ‘Stiff,’ ‘Siren’

Madras, July 30.

United Artist.ss "Lucky Stiff”

has been banned throughout

Madras Province as unfit for ex-

hibition. "Siren of Atlantis” also

is on the ban list. Reasons are

crime and immorality respectively.

Both the films however played

at the local Casino a month, doing

average business.

Arg. Pix Deals With Italy,

France Cuing Similar

11 Madrid Legits

Sloughed by Heat
I

Madrid, July 30. !

The 1 1 legit theatres now open
here are doing little business be-

|

cause of the intensely hot weather.

Heat has been so bad that all have
t abandoned matinees, doing per-

formances at 7 o’clock and again

I

at 1 1 p.m.

1
Along with the slow boxoffices.

.unemployment has soared in show
business despite small subsidies

given by the government for tour-
i ing companies. However, trade in

the provinces is not good because
patrons in these areas want to see

; shows only with the original casts,

j

Carlos Garriga, star comedian

j
w ho has done well with his com-

' pany, is starting a provincial tour
i this week in Zaragozza. .Arturo

! Serrano has built up a company

Current London Shows
(Figures shows weeks of run)

London, Aug. 9.

"Anna Veronica,” Piccadilly (12).

‘‘Annie Get Gun,” Co’ls’m (114).

"Beau Strategem,” Lyric (15).

"Brigadoon,” Majestic (17).

"Black Chiffon,” West (15).

"Chiltern Hundreds,” Strand.

"Daphne,” Wyndham (20).

"Death of Salesman,” Phnx (2).

"Edfina Black,” Ambas. (4).

"French Without Tears.” V. (8).

"Happiest Days,” .Apollo (72».

"Harvey,” Prince of Wales (32).

"Heiress,” Haymarket '28).

"Her fexcellency,” Hipp (7).

"Ice Cycles,” Empress (7).

"Ice Vogues,” Stoll <4).

"Lady’s Burning,” Globe (14).

"Latin Qt. Revue,” Casino (21).

"Love Albania.” St. James (4).

"Male Animal.” New (7).

"Oklahoma!”, Drury Lane (114).

"On Monday Next,” Comedy (10).

"One Wild Oat,” Garrick (36).

"Sauce Tartare,” Cambridge (12).

"Song of Norway,” Palace (5).

"Third Visitor,” York’s (9).

"Together Again,” Vic. Pal. (122).

"Tough at Top,” Adelphl (4).

"Traveller’s Joy,” Criterion (61).

“Worm’s View,” Whitehall (120).

“Young & Fair.” St. Martins (7).

"Young Wives Tale.” Savoy (4).

Lisbon Legit Hard Hit

By Hot Weather; Delay

Swiss Yodelcrs, Corny Tllfin. Tefl'

Outdraw Zurich Longhair Names

Gieseking’s Latin-Am. Tour
Santiago, July 31.

Banned in the U. S.. German
pianist Walter Gieseking. is cur-

rently touring South America.

Arriving here from Buenos Aires

after a .successful engagement,

Gieseking began the first of three

concerts last night '30'.

Vienna Boys’ Choir is scheduled

to appear here next week.

U.S. Pix Releases

Flood B. Aires

Buenos Aires. July 26.

The past week saw an unusually

large number of U. S. pix releases

in Buenos Aires—in a season

which has been remarkable for

the slowness at which Hollywood

material is being screened.

"Sorry, Wrong Number” finally

got its release (19), after Para-

mount had been announcing it

m e e A mi Of since March. The picture has cre-

Tecof of Z New Shows ated a sensation, with nervous

|v| £ IT 0 I\* i Isabel Garcez and will tour

I Ions tor UlSiriDS northern Spain summer resorts

until this fall. Sturdy biz is being
recorded at Gibraltar byBuenos Aires. July 26.

Bad flying w'cather has held up
the return to Buenos .Aires of .Toa-

ciuin Rickard. Latin representative '

of the f!ric John.«!ton office, who
h;id to interrupt his negotiations

^

with Argentine economic officials

on future imports of U. S. pix. to

settle urgent problems in some of

the other Latin-American coun-

tries he covers.

Meanwhile, U. S. Embas.sy r^
eeptions attended by both Presi-

dent and Mrs. Peron are leading

representatives of U. S. corpora-

tions in Argentina to hope for

some switch in exchange relations

betw'een the U. S. and Argentina
In the more or less near future,

which could herald a return to a‘

more liberal government policy in

the matter of film imports.

However, all the .';lraws are

pointing towards a much tougher
situation than existed before
-World War II, with the Argentine
pix industry increasing its de-

mands for favored treatment.

Atilio Mentasti, of Argentina
Sono Film, is now bark from the

European junket he had started

some months ago in company with

Jose J. Guthmann, of Interamcri-

c.ana. The fir.st stage of that trip

led to an agreement with Itali.an

producers, forcing them to accept
di.stribution and exhibition in Italy

of 10 Argentine pictures per an-

num. The second stage of the trip

found Atilio Mentasti negotiating

a similar deal in France, which
has now been concluded. France
Is to take 10 .Argentine pictures,

and make dubbed versions
film interests also agiced
ply 2.000,000 metres of law stock

to the .Argentine pix industry, to

o\ercome the current shortage <rc-

fiulting from the dollar famine),
which has kept many .Argentine
studios folded for many
past.

.There is no doubt but that the
Argentine negotiators are angling
for some similar type of deal with
the U. S. Motion Picture .X.ssn.

I operetta and Marco Redondo.

I

Latter is playing to full houses
with his company in open air thea-
tres.

I Gala performance at Circus
Price this week drew capacity
hou.ses with impresario Juan
Carcelle staging a benefit for

I

Mons, Kambeau, French wild ani-
' mal trainer, xvho lost his stock of

I

animals in a blaze at Toledo.
Another show expected to make

money will be a corrida in which
Edith Lauries Entrin, U. S. writer,
will participate.

I femmes in the audience requiring
Lisbon, July 30.

j first-aid treatment, and exceptional

so bad in Portugal grosses are predicted.

"The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty” at the Broadway is in its

I second week, with long queues
!
stretching for several blocks.

I
After a bare two weeks of exhibi-

tion of a national production »“De

j

Hombre a Hombre”). the Gran
i Rex teed off with "The Smugglers”

. , ,
. . (EL) July 21. one of the scant

the Spanish play at the Apolo late this
j
nmi^ljgr of British pix seen in

Show biz is

that Piero Bernardon has given up

control of the .Avenida and Apolo

theatres and is operating only the

Variedades. A new company, star-

ring Mirita Casimiro and Teresa

Gomez, which was to have pro-

duced the translation of a new

S. Africa Spends lOOG On

Lourenco First-Half ’49

Johannesburg. July 26.

South African advertisers spent
£24.800 '$100,070) during the first

six months of 1949 on buying ad-
vertising time on Lourenco Mar-
ques t Portuguese East Africa)
radio. Meanwhile, arrangements
for introduction of commercial
radio in South Africa are going
ahead.

Sw’eeping changes that have
been made by the new Nationalist
government in the South Africa
Broadcasting Corp. board of gov-
ernors is causing concern here.
The Board consists of seven mem-
bers and of the five members
w'hose term of office has expired
since the new government came
into power, only one has been re*

' appointed. The others, including
French ! the chairman, have been replaced
to sup- by government nominees.

It’s pointed out that even if the
government is not replacing mem-
bers of the board for political rea-
.sons (although this is .suspected in

.«ome quarters), the lack of con-
of policy which must re-

11 be a threat to the effi-

ciency of the SABC.

month has postponed opening un-

til August, hoping for cooler

weather. For tlie same reason a :

new revue scheduled for the Teatro
Variedades is being held back,

.A real surprise to show business
1

here is the announcement that the
Teatro Ginasio is up for sale. This
house, a 600-sealer, is said to have
been profitable on finstrun show-
ings of good European films, but
the compulsory legit season of four
months a year annually takes away
any profits available and results in

heavy losses. Hence, the owners
want to sell.

The Avenida also is for sale.

Tliis house needs plenty of altera-

tions and improvements. It is also

expected that this old-fashioned
spot will dp little biz this fall when
it will have real competition from
the new St, George film theatre
that Rank is building.

.Actors are asking that theatre
owners here follow the example of
the Teatro Serrador operators in

Rio de Janeiro who are renting the
house to the Eva Tudor Company
for a small monthly rental and
without the usual percentage deal.
This reputedly is because of the
crisis in Brazil’s legit field. Busi-
ness there is so bad that Portu-
guese legit actors Francisco Ri-
beiro and Joao Villaret, W'ho had a
contract (o produce and play “King
Lear.” had their contracts can-
celled.

w ecks i tinuity

suit wi

Stan Holloway to Tour
Canada After Anzac P.A.

Melbourne. Aug. 9.

.After his run at (he Tivoli for

Dave .Martin. Stanley llolioway,

British cometlian, will do a vatuie

lour of Canada on way home to

London and film work.
Holloway was not as surefire

Jiere a.s had been expected.

‘Hamlet’ Cuba’s Hottest
Washington. Aug. 9.

Briti.sh protluetion of • Hamlet’’
was the hottest ho. for Cuban film
houses in .April, reports U. S. Dept,
of CommciTC. Running day .md
date for a full week in seven
Havana theatres, it racked up
$19,299.

During the month. 32 films \\»>ie

released in Havana, their boxoffiee
croMS aggregating $238, ’270 Of this.

23 American pix earned Sl‘);i8.‘).>.

or 81.4’ r.

20TH’S 2 MEXICO CHAINS
Mexico City. .Aug. 9.

20th-Fox has signed up product

deals with two big circuit.s here.

I. Ills Castro, headed by the firsinm

Palacio (’hino, and the secondnm
chain of Oscar and Samuel Granal.

’PARADISE’ SET FOR AUSSIE
Melbourne. Aug. 2.

J. B. Priestley’s "Ever Si me
Paradise,’’ set for the Princess here
by Fuller-('arroll.

British aetres.s Nancy Brown has

the lead.

BRITAIN’S FILM PROD.

LAGS BEHIND QUOTA
Washington, Aug, 9.

British film studios continue to

turn out considerably fewer films

tiian are needed to keep up with

share of playing time allocated

them in Great Britain theatres ac-

cording to statistics reported by

U. S. Department of Commerce
film branch. During first six

months of year, tiie English stu-

dios turned out 28 first features

and 16 “B ’ pix. thanks in part to

money from the British National

Film Finance Corp., which made
loans to 15 companies, and to that

spent by Hollywood companies
from their iced I'oin.

On .lime 18. report says, there
vvere 13 studios active in Britain,
with 45 stages. .Anotlicr 14 studios,
liav ing 38 stages, were dark. While
production for the fir.st half of
vear fell behind the comparative
period in 1948. Commerce report
slates the studios would probably
equal last v car’s total of 63 first

features b> end of 1949.

Buenos Aires this year. Now that

an Anglo-Argentine agreement has
been accomplished. British Eagle-
Lion hopes tor a change for the

better.

Paramount has reissued "Foreign
Affair" at the Gran Palace, which
had grossed close on $30,000 lUS)
previously in two weeks at the

Gran Rex. "Caccia Tragica,” a i

Lux-Mar Italian release at the
'

Premier and Ideal, is in its .second >

week, and having a.s sensational an
|

effect as "Open City.” or any of i

the other Italian postwar pix w hich
,

so stirred local audiences.
|

"One Touch of Venus” lU) and
"State of the Union” 'M-G) are two
other American release.s of the
week, at the Metropolitan and
Opera theatre.s respectively. "Kiss
the Blood Off My Hands” '20th)

at the Opera gros.sed $40,800 'US)
at the Opera and Roca .simultane-

ously in two weeks from .lime 16
to 30. “Abbott and Costello Meet
Frankenstein” at the Noiniandie
is in its third week, having gros.sed

around $32,000,
For the first time in Argentine

film history, a Spanish production.
"Joan the Mad.” has esiahli.shed

record gros.ses, in a nine-week run
at the Broadvv.iv first and Gran
Palace later. The picture drew
$45,800. The Argentine musical

I

‘’Vidalita” (Emclco), a l .OOO.OOO

I

peso production, .stayed only two
weeks at the Broadway, netting
only $15,600.
Of the many Argentine releases

of the season, only "Hi’stoiia del
900,” which was directed and
.starred in by Hugo del Carril,

netted $62,200 in a seven-week
firstrun. the only local production
lo go over the $60,000 mark.

By VIRGINIA DAVIS
Zurich, July 26.

While Swiss cities like Geneva
and Zurich are bursting at the

seams with tourists, resort inn-

keepers are crying for more cus-

tomers. The season is just begin-

ning in the mountains, and the

penny-minded tourist of 1949 can

have a gay time in any Svv iss resort

for very little. By U. S. standard.'i

Switzerland is cheap—$3-$5 a day

for room and three meals if you

have them in the same place. Meals
outside run from a dollar to $2 in

the best spots.

This reporter spent a week in

Zermatt, typical touri.st town but

with atmosphere. The natives’

wooden huts push up right along-

side the hotels, and dining a I fresco

is usually enlivened by a herd of

mountain goats which goes troop-

ing down the 'main street, belts

tinkling around their necks, every

evening at 7:30.

The Zermatterhof, with the be.st

dance music in town, was doing

poorest business, possibly because

what tourists there were, were out

for bargains. The local pt‘ople go

to less formal spots, like the bar of

the Mount Cervin or the Walliser-

hof. The last two are decorated in

Swiss country style and go in for

occasional yodelling acts 'all caught

were female), but most music heard

is American. The Austrian musi-

!

cians, definitely preferred to Svvi.ss

! here, haven’t caught up to current

I

song hits, but manage pleasantly

. with old ones. Tourists would lake

a lot more native music than is of-

fered, judging from inquiries over-

' heard at the Tourist Office. Acts

are booked into above-named spots

for two or three nights a week,

and are generally pretty corny.

Dance teams, magic and comedy
i predominate.

Outdoor events and music festi-

vals are drawing trade in the rest

of Switzerland. Schiller’s •William

Tell,” 13th century horse opera,

and national legend, plays at Inter-

laken every Saturday and twice on

Sundays. The spectacle also is

given at Altdorf every weekend

during August. High point arrives

when Tell actually shoot .s apple off

son’s head.
Music Festivals are now taking

place at Braunwald (works of Bach,

with lieder recital by Heinrich

Schlusnus) and in the St. .Moritz

area (mostly quartets, with So'o-

mon, English, pianist, featured). In-

ternational Lucerne Fc.stival nin.s

from Aug. 10-28. Wilhelm Fort-

wangler will conduct "The I’rea-

tion” of Haydn. Zino Franccscattl

and Robert Casadesus will give a

sonata evening. Other soloist « are

Nathan Mllstein, Marcel Dupree,

organist; Edwin Fischer, pianist;

M. Mainardi, Italian cellist; Franz

Vroons, tenor. Conductors Bruno

I Walter and Herbert Kara jan also

are participants. Festival reports

it is expecting big business. .Mmns*

phere of the town, one of the most

j

picturesque in the country, should

' delight U. S. music lovers.

Finish Renown-Lux Pic

In Italy Ahead of Shed
Rome. Aug. 2.

Renown Pictures of London, and
T.ux of Italy, who have been mak-
ing a film called "Her Favorite
Husband." finished the |)i<’ five

days ahead of scheduled 60 days
set for production. This is unusual
for a picture made in Italy because
ot the electrical shortage and gen- pendent Studio Sica made

B.A. Studio Woos Magnani

For Pix; More Dickering

For Arg.-Venezuela Swaps
Buenos Aires. Jul> 26.

Argentina Sono Film is rcpoi't*

ediy dickering with Anna .Magnani

lo make pix in Buenos .Aire.' m
1950. The Italian actrc.ss woiiln

be teamed with Arturo de t'onloxa,

and would have to learn Spanish

before coming out lo fulfill (he

contract, which is being negotiated

by a Spanish agent with .Md'®

Menta.sti. guiding mentor of .Sono.

Argentina’s crack jockey.
•'‘(’J®

Leguisamo, has been offercil yfi.OOu

(U. S.) to appear in a motion pu'"

ture about horse racing.
tiu bin-

eral nuisance delays.
-lohn Sulro produced with an

all-British east including Robert
Beatty, .lean Kent. Gordon Harker
and .Vlarrtaret Rutherford. .Small
roles and extras were pi<-kcd up
from the .Ameriean and F.ngli.sh

(’olony here. Marin .Soldati was
director. Tliis Italian director was
angry with one of his crew and
after nmeh .screaming and gesticu-
lation. there was a recomiliation.
Despite this he finished ahead of
schedule.

Bolivar
dickering
gentine .stars,

to make pix in

Films, of Vcnc/iM la. '*

with another ihne Ar-

who will he signed

Caracas as 'oon a*

the first combined .Artoniinr-

Venezuelan production r-

pleted. The three are Aierha

tiz, Roberto E.scalada and Iniiq"*

Serrano, who would tuo'l

Venezuela once the prc.'cni

working- there — .luan

Thorry, Su.sana Frey re and

tor Carlos Hugo Chri.st«‘n''cn •

turn.

( tr-
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AND HOW THESE BIG ONES KEEP GOING!

"We return to our homes with a new spirit, a renewed faith in the motion picture business and the firm conviction that

liU,
CINTURY^X

^Ffam a resolution unanimously adopted by the 52 Theatre Ad Execs at tha

conclusion of the Industry Merchandising Conference, July 28-29, N. Y, C.

YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING • HOUSE OF STRANGERS • IT HAPPENS
EVERY SPRING • THE BEAUTIFUL BLONDE • FORBIDDEN STREET

MR. BELVEDERE GOES TO COLLEGE • MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN
A LETTER TO THREE WIVES • CANADIAN PACIFIC • THE FAN
THE SNAKE PIT * YELLOW SKY • CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY
THAT WONDERFUL URGE • DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS

EVERY THEATRE SHOULD PLAY THE ONE-REEL SHORT “HOW MUCH DO YOU OWET MAOE BY THE INDUSTRY FOR THE DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
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Short Season, Bad Weather Place

Hamper On Drive-Ins in Mpis. Area
Minneapolis. Aug. 9,

Drive-in theatre business in Itiis

lerrilory continues on the skids in

the smaller communities with (on-

»ie(|uent curtailment of operation.^

and abandonment of plans for fur-

ther construction of the ozoners.

Unfavorable weather on several

weekends, when the drive-ins do
the bulk of their business, has been
an unfavorable factor in both the

smaller and larger situations. The
comparative shortness of the drive-

in season in the territory is a fur-

ther handicap on ozoner operation.

In Albert Lea. Minn., population

l.')..')()0. the Friedman Bros , owners
of the town’s only two conventional

theatres, have cut down their shows
to one a night at their recently

opene’d drive-in. They say that

during the first two weeks of the

ozoner’s operation there were only

four to seven cars a night for the

se<-ond shows, although the ad-

mission is 50c for adults and 12c

for children and fairly late releases

are being shown.

The Friedmans say they’re re-

ducing the drive-in’s capacity from
420 to 300 cars and returning 120

in-car speakers to the distributors

for credit. They point out certain

ozoner operating co.sts just can’t be

reduced with diminishing returns,

such as bulldozer use after closing.

They also assert that since the

drive-in’s opening, business has

been off 40% at their conventional

“B" house.

With the unfavorable drive-in

developments, the Jules Edlestein

group have called off plans “for

the present” to build drive-ins at

nibbing and Virginia. Minn. Also,

previously announced plans to

build drive-ins are being deferred

, by Eddie Ruben at Grand Forks.

f N. D.. and Aberdeen. S. D.; Ted
Karatz’s group at Virginia and Hib-

bing, Minn.; Home Theatres cir-

cuit at International Falls and
Park Rapids, Minn.; Will Glaser at

Fairbault. Minn.; Ed Baehr at

Bemidji. Minn.; Rubenstein & Mann
a second drive-ln at Duluth: Clar-

ence Kaake group at Duluth; Roy
McMinn group at Superior. Wis.;

W. R. Frank group at Wilmar.
Minn ., and Elson & Nathanson at

Detroit, Minn.
In the more populated centers,

however, the drive-ins, for the most
part, are thriving, according to re-

ports reaching Film Row- here.

Operations of the four Twin City
drive-ins, owned by a group of

leading Minneapolis and St. Paul in-

dependents, continues highly prof-

itable, although under last sea.son’s

level for ‘the only two in existence
then. A fifth Twin City suburban
ozoner. the Hilltop, owned outside
the group, has just been opened
and still another is in the construc-
tion stage. A 420-car 'drive-in is

also being built by V. Gould and
A. Kuhiman at Williston. N. D.

Fargo. N. D,, and Sioux Falls,

K. D.. drive-ins are reported pros-

pering far beyond initial hopes,
while a number of other towns are
bad, revealing the spotty nature
of business.
Members of North Central .Mlied

are cautioned in a bulletin regard-
ing small-town drive-in theatre 1

operations. ‘‘Every report receiv ed
by this office is that drive-in thea-
tres in or near small towns are In

serious trouble and are folding up.’’

(he bulletin advises.
“Apparently to be suc<ess(ul. a

drive-in must be located near a

larger town where there is some
concentration of population, partic-

tilarly laboring people. Rankers
are interested in this development
and consider drive-ins m)t in or

Ticar a larger town to be bad fin-

ancial risks.”

1st So. American Drive-In
Washington. Aug. 9.

The drive-in has invaded
South .America. Under the tag
of “auto-cine,” first drive-in
has been opened on hillside

overlooking a suburb of

Caracas, capital of Venezuela.
Despite bad weather, it drew
capacity crowds at outset.

First “auto-cine” parks 2.50

cars and includes a terrace be-
low' the parking spaces which
has tables and chairs for 600
spectators and diners. Food
and refreshments are served
to autos and the terrace.

Finneran Plan
t'ontiniird from page

II

* —
forced to oppose It. They claim

that it is completely illegal, that

they cannot join together in re-

fusing to give a player a job. They
point out that they tried that very

thing in the case of the “Holly-

wood 10.” the alleged left-wingers

who were cited for contempt by

the House Un-American Activi-

ties Committee-a couple years ago,

and wound up with millions of dol-

lars of lawsuits against them. The
suits are still pending.

It Is expected that a rep of the

MPA.A or some other industryite
may attempt to prevail on Allied
between now and the Chicago
huddles to forget the Finneran
Plan there. It will be pointed out
to board chairman Abram F.
My^s that adoption would be an
illegal action by the studios and
that introduction of the subject
would only be a discordant note
at Chicago.

Allied’s insistence on discussion
on the plan grows out of a policy
announced by prez William L.
Ainsworth back in June. He said
at that time that “while the pro-
ducer-distributor idea of public re-
lations was to publicize oniy tho.se
things that are right in Hollywood.
Allied’s approach is to put equal

I effort on cleaning up the things
that are the basis of public criti-
cism.” Thus the Finneran Plan.

Agenda for the Chicago meet-
ings is being prepared by Francis
S. Harmon, v p. of the MPAA and
head of its exhibitor-community
relations department. He has been
consulting continuously with vari-
ous other industry factions in an
effort to put on it every subject
that they want to di.scuss, but yet
hold it down to the maximum
number of points that can rea.son-
ably be taken up in two days.
Likewise, effort i.s being made to
hold it to those subjects on which
there is rea.sonable assurance of
getting agreement and least
chance of recriminatorv argument
upsetting the good will aura.

Distribs Resist
Conliniicd from pag* S ssn

result in $100,000 ultimate loss in

the area.

Once the pic is established
through a regular first-run, distribs
have no objections to giving a

drive-in the opportunity of bidding
for second or subsequent playings,
it is said. But an initial slotting of
a pic to a drive-in. “cheapens” the
film and cau.ses a general tumbling
of terms, it is asserted.

No legal precedent on the cur-
rent feud has yet been .set. Hence,
the question is considered wide-
open although company legalites
this week expressed confidence that
their reason for denying drive-ins
equal competitive status would not
be tagged di.scrimination by the
courts. One action, brought by
exhib E. Adelman in Houston cur-
rently poses the question.

It is argued by sales staffers that
booking in an ozoner does not give
a film the best chances of exploita-
tion which a de luxe downtown
house can supply. With the loss
of exploilability. film i.s not ac-
cepted by either the public or other
theatre ops. Legalites view the sit-

uation as being parallel to that of
an expensive suburban house which
seeks to take a film away from an
established theatre in the center of
town.

In smaller areas, however, ex-
ceptions have already been made to
the rule. RKO. for instance, grants
first-run in .lacksonville, Fla., to an
ozoner. Case is extreme since the
open-airer operates all year round;
is tremendous in size; and there
are only houses of limited capacity

^

in downtown Jacksonville.

In Chicago where a large num-
,
ber of big drive-ins have opened,
there is .some relenting. These
drive-ins get product immediately
'behind the Loop fir.s\-runs without
any clearance delay. In Detroit,

I

one drive-in takes second run
w hich it has been consistently win-
ning in the past few months.

lABPC Told Drive-Ins

Would Help Its Gate
London, Aug. 9.

Introduction of drive-ins as in-

surance against boxoffice losses in

the summer was advocated at

' Associated British Picture Corp.

,
annual meeting last Thursday <4)

by a London insurance broker,

' Ashley Edwards, who has just re-

turned from U. S. and Canada.
|

! Sir Philip Waiter, company
chairman, however, thought that

gas rationing in Britain would be

a serious obstacle. He also told

Edwards that since the annual

statement had been prepared the

weather had hurt business but that

there liad been an immediate im-

provement during the recent break

over the August holidays.

lA Demands
5^ Continued from pate 4 -

plying it still being worked
Judge Matthew Levy is silting I,'

with Walsh on the Talks.
*

Yanks Melt
;ronilnurd from 3;

FCC Grants Film Cos.

Delay on Theatre TV
Washington. Aug. 9.

The motion picture industry was
given a breathing spell yesterday
to get in its frequency require-
ments for theatre video. The Fed-
eral Communications Commission
extended to Oct. 3 the time for TV
broadcasters to file comments to
proposed micro-wave allocations
for remote pickups, intercity re-
lays and other auxiliary services.

20th-Fox recently asked the
Commi.ssion to hold up allocations
for the TV auxiliary services until
it has submitted its requirements
for theatre video. Its purpose was
to prevent foreclosing a part of the
micro-wave band from future the-
atre needs.

I he C.oinmission’s order main-
tains the allocation status quo un-
til the picture industry makes
known its requirements and gives
the agency opportunity to deter-
mine its needs before allocating
Irequencies to televi.sion broad-
casters.

Mull Philly Drive-In
Philadelphia.

Philadelphia’s first drive - in

within the city limits loomed as a

possibility with city council s zon-
ing committee debating the proj-

ect and assorted exhibitor groups
holding emergency meetings. Plan
was di.sclosed when the Zoning
Board was asked to auth(»ri/e a

drive-in in an eight-block area near
(he Municipal Stadium in South
Philly.

The applicants, Harry Bollmvei
and Charles Goldflne. lo<‘al exhib.*;,

said the project would cost .$225.-

000 and accommodate 1,000 caiw.

Ozoner for Dallas Suburbs
Dallas.

Newest local ozoner. The Hi-Vue
drive-ln opened here in submtiaii

Oak Cliff. M. J. Komeniann i.v

operator.

I

.Allied’s Five Reps
Washington. Aug. 9.

By mail referendum, the direct-
ors of Allied States have author-
ized William L. Ainsworth. Abram
F. Myers. Charles Niles. Trueman
T. Rembu.sch and Martin G. Smith
to attend the all-industry public
relations huddles In Chicago at the
end of this month,

Exhibs’ delegation will have to
report their findings to the October
ses-vion of the board before .Allied
can be committed to any definite
plan. The indie exhibitor group
will urge that the Chicago meeting
be confined to public relations for
the time being, with trade practices
being .shelxed as an issue.

They intend to insist strongly
that the propo.sed public relations
program should include ‘‘a re-
affirmation of organized respon-
sibility to the public, and the
adoption of new machinery and
strengthening of old machinery for
the corri^ tion of those matters that
have given rise to criticism.”

Metropolitan Motion Picture
'I'heatres Assn., group repping
90'f of exhibs in the New York
area, has named Leo Brecher.
O.vcar A. Doob and D. John Phil-
lips as a committee to attend the
tndu.stry public relations meet in
Chi<ago Aug 30-31. Brecher is
pro/ of MMPT.A; Doob. a Loew's
official, chairman of the exec com-
mittee. and Phillips, exec director.

' Disney Readying Sales

;

Campaign on ‘Cinderella’
Major confab on releasing and

advertising plans for Walt Disney’s
“Cinderella” is being held in New
A ork this week by Disney, RKO
and advertising agency execs.

I Roy Disney came into New York'
fi om the C oast o\'er the weekend
'for the sessions, while W'illiam B.
Levy, genera] salesmanager, re-
turned from a two-month .sales
trip to Europe. Just back from
a trip to the Coast to see the pic
land sitting In on the meetings will
be Le\ y s aides. Leo Samuels and
Irving Ludwig, and pub-ad chief

I

Charles Lev>

.

I Next on the Disney slate Is
“Ichabod and Mr. Toad.” which
goes into relea.se in October. Out-
fit is planning distribution next
year sometime of "Treasure Is-
land". now in prod net ion in Eng-
land in all lixe-aetion.

Freedom New Indie
Saeramento, Aug. 9.

Freedom Pioduetions filed in-
( oi por«ii<,n papers here w ith Jack
Wialher. Edward Golden and
Monte E. {..ivingslone named as di-
rectors.

Coinpanys first picture will be
Guilty of 'rreason,” to be pro-

duced indepcrulently for United
.Aiti.slv release.

iceeded in reducing balances in one
way or another a total of slightly

I

under 9.000.000 pounds ($35,000,-

OOOi and left there only 1,800,000

• pounds ($7,‘200,000* for the 12-

month period ending last June 14.

I

Pressure is on to clean up the

I

frozen pounds before next June 30

! because part of any accumulation
' over 2.000,000 pounds held by the

!
industry must go to British char-
ities.

!

Seidelman’s operations in Eng-
land in the past 10 days sets the
pattern for other companies. He
parted with J. .Arthur Rank for the
acquisition of Western Hemisphere

,
rights to a group of pix including

I

“Hamlet”; for joint production of
up to four films in Britain with the
Rank interests; for participation
jointly with Rank in number of

!

productions now being planned.

I

’ While the industry’s percentage
: figures have proved amazingly
high to the companies themselves,
as well as to the British govern-
ment, there are a number of
catches involved. First is that the
45^0 quota, which wa.s imposed
shortly before the agreement be-
came effective, held down Ameri
can earnings substantially, so that
there was considerably le-ss coin to
be remitted from England than i

anticipated when the deal was •

made in March. 1948, by Eric
Johnston, prez of the Motion Pic-
ture A.ssn. of America, and James

i

A, Mulvey, representing the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, with Harold Wil-
son, president of the Board of
Trade.

Second factor involved in mak-
'

ing the 80% figure actually a lot
less favorable than it appears on
the surface i.s that the £9.000.000
taken out of their balances by the
Yank firms does not represent the
equivalent in dollars at the stand-
ard rate of $4 to the pound —or
$36,000,000. Much of the sterling
was used up or sold at discount
rates. Exactly how much was re-
trieved is almo.st impossible to tell.

How It Figures
Of the £9,000.000 of bala nces

removed, the equivalent of $17.-
000,000 was in cash, as agreed on
in the March. 1948. pact. In addi-
tion there was to have been some
cash from the “B Pool.” made up
of the equivalent of earnings of
Biitish pix in the U. S. However.
Ih^s money i.s involved in a ha.ssle
between the companies and its fu-
ture is uncertain at the moment.

Actual earnings of American
companies in Britain for the 12-
month period aren’t known as yet.
but are merely estimates by foreign
department execs ba.sed on the pre-
vious year s business. Income for
the year prior to the agreement
was about $.50,000,000. The quota
was only about half as stiff at that
time and bu.siness in general was
much better. Ba.sed on those fac-
tors. it i.s thought that the income
for the year ending la.st June 14.
couldn t have been much more
than $40.000?000.

Heavy portion of their frozen
balances were u.sed up by the
Americans in a variety of ways. |

One, of course, was pcoduction of
film.s in England. Second wa.s the
outright buying of American rights
to Briti.sh pictures, ('ompanies
also had a great many of their
prints made in England for the en-
tire foreign market, used e<»in to
pa ytheir staffs, Ixuight equipment
etc.

There are still almost three
years left to use up the balance.s.
Anglo-U. Sff pact was for two year.s,
ending next .lime 14. but proxidetl
that the companies would have an
additional two years to find uses
for their coin. •

Eastern Execs in Move To

j

Settle l^b Workers’ Pact
I Top execs of the major filmcompanie.s will enter directly i,,^the ea.stern labor picture this
when negotiations for a new na,.;
to cover eastern lab technieiTn;

I

are slated to resume. In a nio\e
to avert another strike tli eat thiexecs are reportedly aiming for !

• swift agreement with the lochni
Clans Local 702. International Ainance of Theatrical Stage Employ'!
ees. whose pact with the 19 eastern
labs expired in June. lATSE niexv
Richard F. Walsh, returning
(oast labor confabs, will take ^
leading hand in the talks.

I Local 702 prexy John J Franca
villa staled last week that his unionswung solidly behind Walsh s postponement of a scheduled strike
after a plea to continue bargaining
was entered by several major com-
pany prexies. Intervention of thecompany toppers, according to

I
Francavilla, indicated a change
from the former “uncompromising

I

position” taken by the employer
group headed by Joseph E Me
Mahon, Republic treasurer. Union
leaders, however, declared they
were keeping their strike ma-
chinery oiled in case no settlement
could be reached on their demands
for a 32-hour week, severance pay
and increased vacations. Union Is
asking for reduced hours to combat
unemployment Incurred bv techno-
logical improvements.
Importance of the lah workers'

negotiations is highlighted by the
fact that a half-dozen other lATSE
film locals in the east have also be-
gun pressing for new pacts with
the majors. Operating without a
contract for over a year in .some
cases, lA cameramen, cutters, edi-
tors and .scenic workers, are ex-
pected to follow Local 702 s nego-
tiating pattern If latter union is

succes.sfuL

No Markdotwn
Continued from page 7 ;

way players in the past year. They
are being chosen because 'a* they
are trained actors, and (tn they
have a projectible personality that
goes far beyond mere good looks.

While these players may start at

$200 or $300 per week, as against
the $7.5 that used to be handed to

the pure tyro, there’s plenty of

economy involved. F'irst thing is

that a minimum of training is re-

quired for them and, secondty,
there’s less waste in bad choices,
since these actors have already at

least partially proved themselves
in their Broadway engagements.

High price tags that continue to

hang on the top star names are

simple to explain in ordinary terms
of supply and demand. There are

only a score or so of players in this

category and if a lot wants their

services it must meet the competi-
tive price demand. The group has

proved its value in pushing up in-

come on the pix in whicli they ap-

pear. While it has been shown re-

f>eatedly that few star names will

help a poor film at the b.o.. the

well recognized marquee monikers
are valuable to distribs in getting

bookings. Producers well know
that their exhibitor-customers have

never overcome the habit of «sk-

ing, “Who’s in if.'”, and hooking
the picture and paying rental ac-

cordingly.

King Bros.
Continued from page 7

for amusements, but that they run

short of cash in between pay peri-

ods and that the charge account

would solve their problem
Theatre execs in New York point

out that the idea has been broached

before but never got an> place

because of the feeling of most ex-

hibs that they are in a cash busi-

ness and don’t want to change ij

to anything else, Thc'.v fear that

the cierical work, billing and ban

debt collection problems are so

great that they outweigh the pn»fits

of the additional euslomeis the

charge cards might brine

“If they can’t afford to lay on

the boroffice line the little

charge them,” declared one ijr*

cuit op. “then I think it hc itc-r tha

they don’t come to a t heat re.
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Baseball Beans B.O.
(ontiniied from

to the fact that Richmond is so di-

versified industrially that it seldom
reacts violently to the peaks and
valleys of economic conditions.

Television is not considered a

menace at the moment. There is

but one television station in opera-
tion and approximately 5.000 sets

have been sold. Two other stations

entertainment centers, but that, at

present, the decline is nothing to

be excited about.

Richmond never has gone in for

extravagant ballyhoo or circus

stunts. The town never indulges

in double features, bingo, give-

I

aways or other such methods of

,
selling its entertainment. At the

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 15t

scheduled to begin operations
j

moment Loew’s is cooperating in

eventually. Based on past expert- 1 1

ence, film houses expect a tempo- ' I

rary decline in attendance as long ji

as television is a novelty, but they j'

do not view the situation with un- jl

due alarm.
Drive-ins have been booming..!

There are several small independ- ;

ent houses, one de luxe independ-
|

ent. one other big drive-in operated
j

jointly by Fabian-Wilmer & Vin-

j

cent and the Neighborhood The-

|

atre chain. Near-capacity is re- i

ported nightly. Rather than cut in

on regular urban attendance, the
;

drive-ins appear to be creating a
j

new picture audience. The two big
|

hou.ses particularly are attracting
,

older people and families with
;

young children, thus solving the
j

sitter problem, and bringing in pa-
I

trons who either will not bother to
j

dress for a downtown theatre or
cannot get out unless they bring '

the children.
Bookings for the two big drive-

|

Ins run usually to pictures playing
Immediately after subsequent run,
with a sprinkling of reissues. The
smaller outfits take anything they
can get. with westerns and action
films predominating.

“Extra added attractions” have
Increased patronage. At the Broad-
way < independent I. Frank Porter,
local radio "country store” singer
and comedian, appears weekly. At
the Bellwood < Fabian-Neighbor-
hood\ Harvey Hudson, disk jockey
from WLEE, puts on his platter

- show from 6:30 to 8 p.m., prior to
the showing of the first picture pro-
gram on Mondays and Tuesdays.
Here al.so on Thursdays and Fri-
days the program is augmented by
five cartoons 'and a serial, while
there is a regular Saturday night
thrill show at midnight with no
extra charge. Mobile concession
units with icecream, cold drinks
and hotdogs have proven profitable,
and a playground is opened at 6:30
each night for youngsters who pre-
fer the swings and sandboxes to
the confines of their parents’ care.

Concession stands within the
theatres are more firmly estab-
lished than ever, but business
varies according to the type of the-
atre. Suburban houses report that
the conces.sion business has not re-
flected the drop in attendance. In
action houses there is a per capita
Increase in candy counter sales. On

1 MGM’s Silver Anniversary Year
1 by using special trailers, extra art

jin the lobby, additional radio spots.

'The Fabian-Wilmer & Vincent
'houses, celebrating F'abian’s S.'ith

I anniversary, have placed hillbilly

singers on the stage of one subur-

;
ban house, (Lee theatre) and also

I have organized a students quiz pro-

jgram for the same theatre, during
.which students or prospective stu-

I

dents at the Richmond Profe.ssional

i
Institute compete for prizes of cash
to be applied to their tuition. Other

I

events of like nature are to be spot-

I

lighted at their other houses

I

throughout the anniversary month
of August. Special exploitation,

i although on the dignified side, is

I

said to have increased grosses.

!

The overall picture of the film

j

business in Richmond is neither
frantically pessimistic nor blindly

['optimistic. The general feeling is

that of “busine.ss as usual.” as op-

and fights, have taken a greater
'

' '

boxoffice toll this summer than

last. Since Syracuse is a solid .l|rnCCOC
ba.seball-minded town. Sunday af- WiPVV
ternoon doubleheaders often rob

the film houses of much business.
^ w iBUFFALO

Wilminsrton Complains (Continued from page 15)
j

Of Overtalky Films
j

Wilmington. Aug. ». I'^HIpp (Par) (3.400; 40-70)—‘‘Ar-

;

Theatre bu.siness is off here up ^on. Inc.” (SG) plus Peggy Lee and
|

to 25'^r. Exhibs complain that out-

1

miiy Gilbert onstage. Socko $20,-

i

door sports and other amu.sements OOO. Last week, subsequent* run. •

|

are among the prime causes for the Teck (Loew s) (1.400; 40-70)—
i

drop, but managers In those fields “Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue) and
j

also are crying the blues. Another
,

“Sons of Adventme (Rep) (2d I

reason for the slump is marked wk). ^ $4,000. Las

down to alleged slipping Pix stand-
(3.000; 40-70)-

ards. Many stars seem to be los-
..j^^^^-^ Pigeon" (U) and

mg their hold on the public
“"J

'

..j Barbarv Cqast” (Col». Nice i

customers are beginning to squawk *12000 Last week. “One False

j

about over-talky pix. Step” (LD and “Ride, Ryder, Ride”
|

Television is another headache (ED, $7,500.
’ for exhibs since it’s known that It

j

Century (20th Cent.) (3.000; 40-

keeps many potential patrons home 70 )

—"Late for Tears” 'UAi. Dim
nights.

j

$10,000 or near. Last week.

Only one drive-in is operating in '

“Tulsa" (EL) and “Alimony’ (EL),

this area, playing oldies to big at- $12,000.

posed to the lush and inflated war
years. .

'

Skouras Predicts Good
* Theatre Biz Ahead

Los Angeles, Aug. 9.

With at least 57 “good” pro-

'

ductions ready for screening, thea-
tre business is due for a strong up-
swing between now and the end of
the year. That was the opinion ex-
pressed by Charles P. Skouras,

|

National Theatres prexy, after per-
sonal inspection of numerous top
pictures and reports of others with
strong audience appeal. Skouras
said;

“I am not worried about the
state of our business even though
the boxoffice has gone down 20% i

drop, but managers in those fields

also are crying the blues. Another
,

reason for the slump is marked
dow-n to alleged slipping pix .stand-

ards. Many stars seem to be los-

!

ing their hold on the public and 1

customers are beginning to squawk
about over-talky pix.

Television is another headache
for exhibs since it’s known that It

j

keeps many potential patrons home
nights.

j

Only one drive-in is operating in

this area, playing oldies to big at-

tendance. No other building is

projected for other drive-ins or

I

regular theatres in view of declin-

ing grosses.
Theatre operators are turning a

deaf ear to suggestions for lower

I
prices. However, policies for the

circuit houses are set by execs in '

other cities and nabes are content

I
to follow past practices,

j

Declining grosses have failed to‘

bring any changes in exploitation

or improve showmanship. Both
Warner theatres and the nabes fa-

vor small ad space and only Metro
goes for extra spreads on special

pix.

Lower Philly Take
Philadelphia. Aug. 9.

Decreased attendance at films

was reflected in monthly financial

report issued by Receiver of Taxes
W. Frank Marshall and City

, Treasurer Ralph W. Pitman.
' Amusement tax collections for
July were $35,000 lower than the
corresponding month last year. For
the seven months ending Sunday,
July 31. they totalled $2,427,568.
This was a drop of $122,932, or

‘Brave’ Sets New Mark

In D.C., Wham $16,000;

‘Gatsby’ Sturdy $21,000
Washington. Aug. 9.

Holdovers are pulling down the

general average here this week,
but newcomers look strong. Of
these. “Home of Brave" at Trans-
Lux is terrific, breaking all records

at this small hou.se. Demonstra-
tions over segregated policy fiz-

zled. with pic doing capacity at the

Republic. Negro nabe. where It is

day-dating. Next best bet is “Great
Gatsby” solid at I^oew’i Palace.

Eaiinoatea for This Week
' Capitol (lx)ew's) (2,434; 44-85)

—

I “Good Old Summertime” (M-G)
'plus vaude (2d wk). Satisfactory

!
$20,000 after smash $31,000 last

week.
i

Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-80)—
i 'Lady Gambles ” (U) (2d wk). Fair

$7,500 after fine $13,000 la.st week.
Metropolitan (WB) (1.163; 44-74)

drop of $122,932, or
1 _“Girl Jones Beach” (WB)

5.25% lower than the comparable
1948 figure.
The report showed that lower pic

irun). Okay $6,500. I^st week,
I “Red Menace” (Rep), disappointing
I $7,000.

Palace (I..oew’s) (2,370; 44-74)

—

I “Great Gatsby” (Par), Stout $21,-

j

000 but*not up to level hoped for.

!
I.4ist week. “Any Number Play”
(M-G) (2d wk). nice $16,000.
Playhouse (l..opert) (432; 50-85)—“One Woman’s Story” (U). Solid

: $6,500. and holds. Last week,
“Fan ” (20th) (3d wk). $3,500.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—

“Silver Lining” (WB) (2d wk).

I

Steady $14..500 after better than

I

expected $19,000. fine last week,
I Trans-Lux (T-L) (6.54; 44-80)—
“Home of Brave ” (UA). Boff $16.-

000 for this small-seater and new
I
house record. Last week. “Forbid-
den Street" (20th( (4th wk-5 days),

fair $4..500.

since April. Already the trend is I

boxoffice returns accounted
upward and will continue in that

|

direction with plenty of fine films
coming up. Drive-in theatres
have tapped the tills of the regu-
lar film houses by as much as

$125,000 a week during the sum-
mer in California, but this busi-
ness will return to the established
theatre with cooler weather.”

Syracuse Slips 25%
Under a Year Ago

Syracuse. Aug. 9.

Film business in Syracuse is 2.5%
off a year ago. except for Loew’s

other hand. Loew’s, a class !

State. Compared with six months
house, fluctuates according to the

j

*8o, trade is only slightly under, a

•ttraction. An abbott and Costello city-wide survey indicate.v.

picture will sell 1.100 boxes of pop- Credited with boosting Loew’s
corn per day; a Gable film will sell boxoffice receipts, in addition to

not more than 200 boxes. Loew’s. * lineup of strong pictures, was a

however, plans the construction of
j

Loew stage unit headed by the
a complete concession stand to in- ' Ink Spots, which grossed a re-

,

elude soft drinks and icecream as ported $24,000 the week of .Inly

well as the packaged confections 21, and whetted Syracu.sans’ appe-

1

they now handle. : tites for the return of stage enter-
No Pix .Gripes

I

tainment.
Exhibitors here have not joined

!

Vaudeville’s local revival was
the general hue and cry about “bad !

originally slated lor Sept. 8. at

pictures.” In general the.v state i

RK.O-Keith’s. with Pal Rooney and
that they think pictures are about !

the “Palace policy" unit. Since
as good as they were a year ago,

|

then. Keith's .scheduled another
They deplore the “similarity” of Palace eight-act show headed by
man.v of the releases that have

i

Gus Van for the week of Aug. ll.i

appeared recently but are quietly And Loew's expects to have an
optimistic about th& immediate fu- August stage attraction, possibly
lure. Musicals, comedies and pic-

|

the Betty Garrett-Larry Parks unit,

lures with name players still are
j

Television has had little to no;
considered the best bets for good effect on theatre business here,
business; ps.ychological themes are [Station WHEN, only Syracuse video
poison, crime pictures are not pop- [outlet at pre.sent, does not operate
ular; an excellent picture with a

j

on direct TV network wavelength
little-known cast Is an uncertain land will not be linked with coaxial
gamble. The consensus Is “There cable until the fall,

is no substitute for a well-made
I

Drive-ins In the Syracuse area
picture with .star value.” haven’t sliced into city film bu.siness
No new theatres are being built, as much as they have into them-

but none has shuttered for the
,

selves it is indicated. New North
Bummei. Balconies usually are drive-in at North Syracu.se is esti-

roped off during the day but are i
mated to have nicked Kallet's Fair-

^ppen for night shows, despite the ’ mount outdoor house. Until this

fact that prolonged good weather year, Kallet’s was the only drive-
bas taken crowds to night baseball

1

in near Syracuse. There’s talk of
•nd miniature golf courses. Out-

j

building two more drive-ins. one
door sports have cut into the at- i east of town and the other south
tendance on ceitaln nights but reg- for next year. Neither Sviacuse
iilar film patrons usually attend at drive-in has a.sked lor clearance,
other times during the week. One

j

No other theatre construction is

exhibitor states. “Baseball must
;

announced for Syracuse,
have hurl us because thev offer us

j

Candy and concession business is

competition,” while another says. ' on the upgrade In Syracuse h<ui.ses.

•‘Outdoor attractions can’t have
i
with increases 8-10‘f . ratio-wise, to

much effect on tlieatre grosses be- admission take,

cause the ba.seball officials are : Syracuse’s current run of pic-

complaining about the falling off tures is not as strong as a year ago,

of their own attendance.” Still with the exception of Loew’s new
other exhibitors conclude that season string. There have been no
there is a general and nol-to-be-un- changes in admission scales,

•xpected attendance slump at all ' Outdoor sport.s, chiefly baseball

most of the decline, although taxes
from sports events and nightclubs
are included in the city's amuse-
ment levy.

Norma Shearer Sues

On Thaiberg Taxes
Los Angeles. Aug. 9.

Suit for $34,542 was filed here
by Norma Shearer against the
State of California, claiming that
amount was overpaid in taxes on
the estate of her late husband, Irv-

ing Thaiberg.
Through representatives in L A.

superior court, actress declares the
sum was paid twice, in inheritance
and income taxes.

‘EVERniONG’ MODEST

$14,000 LEADS MFlj,
Minneapolis, .4ug. {Another heat wave, third thitsummer is taking boxoffice i«i

this week. Lightweight fare i;

being planned by exhibitors p.i,
of musicals, “Silver Lining" .Ji
“You’re My Everything." top thi
fresh entries. “Not Wanted" loomi

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1.600; 50-70)

“Sorrowful Jones” (Par> (4ih wki*
Probably will take Its place amont
year’s boxoffice leaders in ihi,
town. Still respectable at S.5 0(ifi

after hefty $7,000 last stanza.
^

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-701
“You’re My Everything" t20th7
Well-liked musical but only modi
erate $14,000 in prospect, La.»
week. "Stratton Storv” (lu-ni

good $16,000. •

RKO-Orpheum (RKO» (2 8()(V

50-70)— “Silver Lining" .Wfif
Meeting with approval, but Ray
Bolger’s name doesn't mean wmuch here. Fine $12 000. Last
week. “Judge Steps Out "

(RKO)
and vaudeville (.5.5-85 >. with latter
entirely responsible for smaxh
$24,500.

"

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600 ; 50-70l—“Not Wanted” (FO. Big $10,000
or near. La.st week. “Cover Girl”
(Col) and “Meant for Me" 'Col)
(reissues). $6,.500,

State (Par) (2.300; .50-70)—"Cok
orado Territory” (WB>. Good |12..

000; looks about all Last week
“Outpost in Morocco’ 'LA*, fin*

$ 12 ,000 .

TORONTO
(Continued from page 1.5)

Very big $12,000 after last weeki
$14,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-70I-.
“Great Gat.sby” (Par* (2d wk).

Light $5,000 after nice tfr.OOO

opener.

Towne (Taylor) (690; 40-70(—
“Mr. Polly” (ED (2d wki. .Near

capacity $4,000 after last week's
$4,200.

University (FP) (1.5.56; 4O-60i—
“Fountainhead” (WB» (2d wk).

Light $5,000 after la.st week's t6.*

500.

Uptown (Loew) <2.743; 40-701—
“Johnny Stool Pigeon" (li». Dim

I

$6,000. Last week. “Take False

1 Step” (U), about same.

Hughes-RKO
iContinued from piv*

Burtis Awarded 25G In
j

U-I Plagiarism Suit

;

Los Angeles, Aug. 9.

Thomas Burtis, screen writer,
won a $25,000 piracy verdict against
Universal-International after an i

eight-day trial in L. A. superior
court.

j

Scripler charged his original '

story, "Manhattan Masquerade.”
was incorporated by the studio in-

j

to its Joan Davis starrer, “She I

Wrote the Book.” The jui y decided
that Burtis wrote it, or at least
a substantial part of same.

' Bob Weitman’i 0.0.
Robert M. Weitman, Paramount

theatre veepee, entrains today
(Wed.) for Virginia to make his
first inspection of the three the-
atres retained by Par following the
liquidation of the company's part- !

nership with Hunter Perry. Weit- ,

man returns at the end of the week
after looking over the Paramount
theatres in Charlotte, Newport
News and Lynchburg.
Under the breakup. Perry took

1 1 houses while the three show-
cases remained in Paramount

I

PEREIKA BACK TO L. A.

Hal Pereira, Paramount theatre
exec in charge of const ruit ion
plans for the circuit, is being trans-
ferred to the studio. Pereira will
make the change early in the fall.

He originally comes from the
studio where he supervised art
work on a number of productions.

Pereira is currently engaged in
handling the extensive moving op-
erations preliminary to the di-
\ ision of the company into two
units.

•eet" •20th) (4th wk-5 days).
, meet any bid on the circuit, does

500. not intend to match the Meyer of-

jfer, it has been learned. After

*• » ¥1 * .forwarding a letter to Hughes de-

oUmmcrlimC IlOltCSl mandlng an explanation of certain

Thing in Seattle. 14G “i
Seattle. Aug. 9. jjjjj accepted. He ha*

Cooling plants are helping
|

attacked the offer on the ground
this "eek but not enough to vom-
pete with the warm outdoors. Best ui. the
bet currentlv is “Good Old Sum- h!
mertime” great at Fifth .Avenue, view that ‘^e b«d |s proper

^
“You re Mv Everything” shapes P*****®, would piohibit Allas,

okay at Music Hall. i

meeting it. If it is lon.^idered

Estimates for This Week
,

merely a device for bringing up

Coliseum (H-E) <1.877; 50-84)— the price, the Odium forces win

“Reign of Terror" (ELi and “Sleep-
,

attack by suit. However, there ki«

ing Car Trieste" (EL>. Fancy $10,- (industry insiders
000. Last week. “Crooked Way”
• UA) and "Temptation " (Mono), so-

,

so. $7,000.
Fifth Avenue (H-K) <2.349; 50-'

84)—“Good Old Summertime” (M-i
G) and “Sky liner” (SG>. Great
$14,000. T.ast week “Any Number
Play’’ (M-G» and “Arctic Manhunt”
(U) (2d wJci. $7,400 in 10 days. i

Liberty (Theatres. Inc.) (1.6.50;

50-841 — “Stratton Story” (M-G)
(5th wk'. Good $7,500 after sweet
$8,800 last week.

!
Music Box (H-E) (8.50; 50-84)—

.“Sorrowful Jones” 'Par* and ”Jig-|
saw’’ (UA) (6th wk). Good $3,500.
Last week, big $4,000.

Music Hall dl-E) (2,200; 50-84)—
“You’re My Everything” (20th) and
“Forgotten Women” (Mono). Okay
at $9,000. Last week. “Home of
Brave” (U.4) and “Cover Up” (UA)
(3d wk). $4,000.
Orpheum (H-E) <2.600; 50-84)

—

[“Silver Lining” (WBt and “One
' La.st Fling” (WB) ('id wk). Big $7,-
500 after $11,600 fii.st week.

' Palomar (Sterling) <1.350; 40-65)—“Champion” (UA) (2d riini and
vaude. Fair $4.,500. Last week,
"Lady Gambles ” (U) and "Allegro”
(RKO) '2d run* plus “Gay ’90s”
revue, fairish $5,100.

1. Paramount dl-E) *3.049; 50-84)

—

!
“Africa Screams” (UA) and “Hell-
fire” (Rep). Nice $11,000. I^.st
week “Not Wanted” (FO and
“Flaming Fury” (Rep), good $8,-

' 600.

industry Insiders who arc con-

vinced that all paitic.s will vet

reach some agreemcnl because

“people of their stature do nol go

to court too readily.

On that score. It is said that Od-

ium never was interesic'l in ac-

quiring the RKO chain out ob-

t«ined the option with the idea of

selling it for a profil. If he tan

still grab a good sum. a suit woc'd

be unlikely. Odium has

$500,000 for the option and na*

been offered $100,000 for it.

- Kingsberr

As for Kingsberg. his efftuis are

said to be unremitting Otlhi^

favors the RKO exec and leptut-

edly would surrender his opiion

to him for some rea.sonable

Meyer still remains on the ^

awaiting word from Hughes. L^*
"

ter does not have to accept the o -

fer even if it is the highest inatie.

It is believed that Hughes is wcig -

ing the possibility of a

attack by Odium before git ing

final word.
Odium claims that th*”

,

National Bank of Pit i shut gh

backing Meyer, el al.. with a •

000.000 loan. This bank, he W-)"’

financed Hughes wlien the i«

bought RKO control.
’

he charges that the

would receive a $250 000
.

•ion if their offer ie not accep



SHAKES
M-G-M has won the Blue-Ribbon Award of Boxoffice

magazine four months in a row! Another M-G-M First, it’s

»

the all-time record in 17 years of Blue Ribbon Awards

!

The winners! April: ''Take Me Out To The Ball Game.”

May: "Little Women.” June: "The Barkleys of Broadway.”

July: "The Stratton Story.” We predict the August winner

will be M-G-M’s new hit "In The Good Old Summertime

Big at Radio City Music Hall and across the nation!

AlseBtg: "Neptune’s Daughter," "Any Number Can Play "Watchfor'Madame Bayary”

AND I
YOU’LL

I

ALWAYS ^

GET A
SQUARE
SHAKE
FROM
LEO!

Toibitor »«A6A2l(.e •

product and !

fairest terms/*

''Good Old Summorfimo"

at Music Hall sets new
M-G-M opening record.

First 4 days are second big-

gest all-time M-G-M high!

SaltUt to Disabled Vetal

Booh -Horn MMclb Do You OmoI**
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“Miracle of Life,” and “My Lif*-
Although Paramount is still feed

ing iU releases through Balaban A
Katz, wholly-owned theatre sub.
siduary here. It is not happy about
it. Film company would like to aei
house to play unlimited runs feel-
ing that business has been lost bv
two-week limitation under Jack
son Park decree. Also feels proper
exploitation can’t be done on such
short runs. Parent company de-
sires to have all major release

probably illegal” and those distri-

butors who claim calling for bids

is mandatory are taken to task.

Attention is called to the recent
opinion of the federal court in its

decision in the case of the remain-
ing anti-trust defendants which
opinion, it is asserted, upholds
North Central Allied views regard-
ing competitive bidding.

Harold Field and Harold Kaplan,
owners of the suburban St. Louis
Park theatre, plan second deluxe
house in the same area to be called
the Lilac.

will operate on own as circuit
owner.

Eddie Ruben and Joe Floyd sold
,

Rapid City, S. D., drive-in to Black
j

Hills Amus. Co., owner of conven-

!

tional theatres there.

Nearly 100 managers of Central
States and Tri-States theatres and
home office personnel spent July
12-14 at Breezy Point Lodge, Minn.,
as gOests of A. H. Blank, head of

the two theatre circuits. Outing
climaxed a “Tribute” contest of 10

weeks honoring Blank, who
celebrated his 70th birthday July ,

27.
North Central Allied Is.sued bul-

i

letin to members warning them of
' risks involved in small-town drive-

in theatre operations. "Every re-

port received by this office is that

i drive-in theatres in or near small
I towns are in serious trouble and

|

are folding up,” bulletin says.
j

I

Barney Benfield, vet Morris.

Minn., exhibitor, recovering from '

j

serious illness.
;

j
North Central Allied continues

, to attack Paramount in its bulle-

tin, charging unfair treatment of I

I exhibitors and claiming it’s sell-

i

ing to smaller number of theatres

in Minneapolis territory than any
! other major company. It disputes
claim of Ben Blotcky. Par branch ,

manager, that company has 436
theatres booked with features in

this territory for week of Sept. 4.

James Nederlander. manager of

Lyceum, legitimate roadshow
house, making inquiries regarding

i 28-day films availability with idea

j

of playing pictures in between le-

1

git shows.

I

M. A. Levy. 20th-Fox branch
i manager, sufficiently recovered
I
from back ailment, to be moved

I

from hospital.

I W. H. Workman, Metro branch

j

manager, a granddaddy. It’s a
baby boy bom to his daughter,
...J. Elaine Lund.
North Central Allied continues

to wage war on Paramount. In its

current bulletin it again trains its

guns on this distributor, charging
its policy is “unfair treatment” of
independent exhibitors.

Competitive bidding is assailed
in the current North Central Allied

lion on “Samson and Delliah.

Montgomery was with J. Arthur
Rank office.

Managerial personnel changes in

l^oew’s New York theatres, an-

nounced by g.m. Eugene Picker:

Daniel Cohen, assistant manager
Loew’s Metropolitan. Brooklyn,
appointed acting manager of

Loew’s Palace. Brooklyn, succeed-
ing Lawrence Stark, who rnoves to

Boro Park theatre. Martin Gal-
lagher. acting manager of Willard,

Woodhaven, L. I., moves to the

Melba, replacing Edward Burke,

ST. LOUIS
Skyway drive-in theatre, near

Mattoon, 111., lighted. Owned by
Outdoor Amus. Corp., headed by
Rou O’Keefe, H. R. Rissman and
M. A. Osborne. It cost $120,000.

Turaer-Farrar Theatres. Inc
Harrisburg, 111., cut ribbon on new
$100,000 Wabash, Grayville. ill.

Several houses in .southeast Mis-
souri, owned by Lead Hell Amug.
Co., temporarily shuttered be-
cause of polio.

Rialto, Cape Girardeau. Mo.,
owned by Edward J. Rosecan, Han-’
nibal. Mo., reopened alter face-
lifting.

Lee Bunch, former owner of
Lee, New London. Mo., purchased
the Home in Oblong, 111., tioin T.
J. Price.

State Senator Edward V Long,
Bowling Green, Mo., obtained pos^
session of Trojan. Troy. Mo., from
Charles B. Rudolph, who will de-
velop summer resorts in Canada.
Long is new to exhibition.

TKiniANAPm IQ over active managemeiu 01 iiuu.>>c.

lISUlAINAnULiIij The Grand at Happy, Texas, op-

Terry Turnet and Hugh McKen- erated by Tulia Theatre Co., leased

zie set up “Roseanna McCoy” to Hiram Parks, who operates a

preem at Circle for Aug. 18 as group of houses in Amarillo, Lub-

benefit for Marion County Cancer 1 bock and Brownfield. Wake Luke
Fund. •

' named manager of Grand.

Hoagy Carmichael here to shoot i

Charles McGlotMin, treasurer of

scenes for Alcorn production, the
. Colonial with

"Johnny Holiday,” being filmed at ager of InUrstate s Colonial, with

Indiana Boys’ School. Bill Ben- i

}V«IHam Gehnng formed^^
dix, here for last three weeks on 1 drew audience
pic. making plenty of friends.

| K/m j.V^<r,ecial midnight show

Albany. Portland. Redkey and Dun- !

fp** St 25%

hi northeast IndiaL^^ Ex^^
' attendance

towns on fringe of area, particular-
I

for a m d ^ht h
^

ly Anderson, report more than us-
observing their 34th anni as exhibi-

ual amount of business because of
^

o^
Cooper. Sparks opened the

.situation. Grand here with Mrs. Sparks .sell-

John Roach, who recently resign-
( tickets, job she still does. She

ed as booker and buyer for Settos i^ .selling tickets to grand-
chain and manager of its Ohio children of her fir.st patrons of
here, back on old job. early days. Pair operate the Sparks

Varietv Club’s annual golf tour- ' theatre here now.

CHICAGO
Mort Green, relief manager of

Schoen.stadt circuit, leaves to take

over as manager of the Webster.

“Lost Boundaries” set for open-
ing at RKO Grand, Aug. 31.

Robert Keiffer elected president
of Film Council of America with

Edward Stevens as secretary.

Depositions on anti-trust million

dollar action of the Towne, Mil-

waukee, against majors distribs

start this week with Tom McCon-
nell. plaintiff attorney, examing
district managers.

Variety ('lub. Tent 26, holds an-
nual golf tournament Aug. 26.

Chi censor board had a light

month in July with 79 pics review-
ed. Only one was banned, “Child-
ren of Loneliness” (indie)). Tagged
adults only are. “Wild Weed,”
“Tania.” “Wild Belle,” “Dedee,”

MINNEAPOLIS
“Home of Brave” set for terri-

tory premiere at State here Aug
PITTSBURGH

Shea circuit affiliate formed a

new corporation to take over the
Penn. • House now is known as

Shea’s-Penn theatre.
Stan Dudle.son resigned from

RKO sales force to join Republic
in Detroit, his home town.
George Josack, until recently a

WB manager, joined Columbia as

north area sales rep; succeeds
Herb Berman who recently trans-

ferred to company’s Buffalo
branch.
Jim Levine, Par exploitation

man, resigned after more than 22
years with that organization; was
stationed here for long titne but
recently was sent to the Cleveland
area.
Joe Vandegrift and 20th-Fox

parted company after nearly quar-
ter of century; he was a booker.

Bill Zeilor, city manager for Har-
ris circuit, elected commander of

Variety (Club) American Legion
Post.
Ben Stahl, until recently asso-

ciated with Theatrical Enterprises,
established his own bu.siness as

distributor of theatre game.s and
premiums.

One U. S. Senator and five Con-

f
ircssmen of Minnesota delegation
n Congress have advised North
Central Allied in reply to its

reque.st for support for repeal or
modification of wartime excise ad-
mission tax that they’ll work for
such a change.

Recurrence of torrid weather i Mrs
denting boxoffice in territory.

Bill El.son and Gilbert Nathan-
Bon. circuit owners, have bought

Here’s a complexion car*

that really makes skin

lovelier! In recent Lux
Toilet Soap tests by skin

specialists, actually 3 out

of 4 complexions improved
in a short time.

Judy Garland finds these

beauty facials leave skin

softer, smoother. She works
the fragrant lather well in,

rinses, and pats with a

soft towel to dry.

You’ll love the generous

new baf/i size Lux Toilet

Sr)ap, too— so fragrant,

so luxurious!

Co-(lar »f .

'^

^ riN mi
lb suliMfiirw^

JUDY OAtiAND Is arfarsM* Indasd «w tha ploys appesHa
VAN JOHNSON la “IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME''

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use !t~

i

I

I
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Johnston-ECA
Cont*"''** 'fO"* P»«® *=5=

hv SIMPP *nd the MPAA. SIMPP
aiiainsl any negotiations by

individuals. It wants all dealings

with foreign governments carried

by the State Dept.

While there was no indication

from either Johnston or the KCA
A to exactly what the MPAA
„,.t.xy's assignment would be.

SIMPP members became immedi-

ately appi'ehensive over the very

fact of his presence abroad. They

vere quick to state that in what-

ever action he takes overseas, he

cannot claim in any way to repre-

sent the U. S. industry, since

SIMPP will go along on no agree-

ments unless it is consulted every

step of the w'ay.

In recent se.ssions with SIMPP
prez Kllis Arnall in Washington,

Johnston has agreed on the need

to enlist the State Dept, in fighting

the industry’s battles abroad and,

a matter of fact, joined with

SIMPP in a protest to the Depart-

ment on the British quota. Indies

nevertheless remain highly ap-

prehensive that Johnston will not

limit himself to the State Dept,

formula and will take any oppor-

tunity he can to discuss the situa-

tion with foreign biggies. SIMPP
feels that by thus taking the prob-

lems out of the realm of govern-
nient-to-government negotiations

the Yank industry’s case is weak-
ened.

PKrrVltKS 27

JOHNSTON’S EXTENSIVE 1

TRIPS IN NEXT 2 BIOS.'
Washington, Aug. 9.

\

Kric Johnston has switched his
earlier plans to be in Los Angele.s

'

today (9i. following a meeting of
the directors of Bank of America
in San P'rancisco.

Johnston’s oflue said, after the
Frisco session, he would return to
Spokane. He will be back in Wash-
ington either Aug. 20 or 21, re-
maining here until he leaves for
t’hicago for the all-industry public
relations meeting Aug. 30-31.

'I'he Motion Picture Assn, of
America prexy plans to leave for

I

Hollywood Sept. 8. remaining
there until the end of the Theatre'
Owners of America convention,
w hich he- w ill addre.ss Sept. 14. He

i will return to Washington, leaving

I

here a few days afterw ard on an
'

PX’A mi.ssion to P'urope.

Decree Appeal
f'ontinurd from page S

Johnston To Europe In Fall

Washington, Aug. 9.

F.ric Johnston and other mem -

1

bers of an ECA advisory board are
|

going to Europe this fall to check i

public reaction to the way the re-

lief and assistance agency has been
operating. ECA Administrator
Paul C. Hoffman urged the trip

and Johnston said he would be
willing to make it any time after
Sept. 11, so that the party will
probably leave about the middle
of next month.
The tentative plans include an

Initial stopoff at Paris headquar-
ters of the agency with London and
Rome also likely to be included.

NEFC
Cantinued from page 7

because it would lessen the chances
of anti-trust probing by the CIov-
ernment. Move is opposed by many
of the company’s sponsors on the
contention that the changed label
“lacks boxoffice.”

Flock of top Indie producers
have already approached either Si
Fabian, NEFC prez, or Samuel
Pinanskl. board chairman, for back-
ing from the exhib outfit. One top-
bracket producer offered to drop
his own filmmaking projects and
take over Coast supervision of op-
erations. No deals can be made
Jmlil the company is officiallv
birtlied.

Another month of preliminary
Work is likely before the charter
IS filed. Report will be prepared
and filed with the Security & Ex-
changes Commission as a preeau-
tinn although the action is not re-
quired by law'. SEC has 20 days
to pass on the charter which
should slow filing of papers by that
stretch.

M-G’s 1st Time
from page

up the releasing

f'ontinurd

ability to Stef)
schedule.

louiieen films will be released
Lorn Aug. 1 to Dec. 31 including

top entries for the
Jear. Battleground” and “Intruder
HI the Dust.” Of the 40 films defi-
oely slated for production during

H'*? coming year, 20 are dramatic
Pioduction.s. nine musicals and 11
omedies. Some 30% of these will
he in Technicolor,

In addition to the 40 scheduled
start Sept. 1. four will tee olT

present month. They

V«ii
^ Hangover.” “The

Hlow Cab Man.” “Devil’s Door-

Varii,..
"Outriders.” “Quo

nian* j ,®P*c-proportioned pic

star, '^*>1 definitely
during next spring.

Film ‘Festivals’
S t'onttniird from pate 4 ^

linda” and “Treasure of Sierra
Madre.” Former, however, won ac-
tor Walter Huston a prize for a
fine portrayal and sold out at pri-
vate showings.

Witli the Venice meet opening a
20-day session tomorrow (Thurs-
day*. .some seven U. S. films will
be shown there. They include
“Snake Pit” (201 hi. “Three Cabal-
leros” (Disney!. “Belinda” (WBl
“Look for Silver Lining” (WB),
“Portrait of Jennie” (Selznick),
“The Quiet One” (Mayer-Burstyn)
and a Metro documentary, “The
Secret Land.” Britain is submitting
five pictures while some 15 other
count lies are also participating.

Italy’s Prizes

Rome. Aug. 9,

Vittorio De Sica’s “Bicycle
Thieves” copped a majoiity of the
traditional “Silver Ribbons.” Italy’s
highe.st film awards, distributed
here Iasi week at the Casino delle
Hose. F’rizes are awarded yearly by
a jury of erities designated by the
Italian liiion of Motion Picture
Writers for best aclilevcments in
Italian pictures. De Sica was ad-
judged “best” director.

Other encomiums were handed
Anna Magnani for her performance
in “Amore;” Massimo (lirotti, for
his stint in “II Nome Delle Legge”
I Name of the Law. and Giuletla
Masina, best supporting perform-
ance in "Sensa Pieta” (Without
Pit.N '. .All these films have been
.sold to .American distribs. Prize for
the best foreign film went to “Le
Diable .Au (’orps” (Devil in the
Flesh I.

British Set Cannes Plx i

London. Aug. 9.

Five British features have been
selected by the British Film Pro-
diuers A«..sn. for the Cannes Film
Festival which open.s Sept. 2. Only
four, however, aie eligible for the i

(ompelition and the fifth is sub-
mitted under the auspices of the
festival

The four competing films are
“The Passionate Friends.” starring
’I’revor Howard. Ann Todd and
Claude Rains; “Obsession.” di-

rected by Edward Dmytryk; “The
Third Man,” starring Joseph Cot- I

ten. Valli and Or.son Welles; and
“The Queen of Spades.” directed
by Thorold Dickinson and starring ^

Anton Walbrook and Edith Evans.
The non-competing film is Eal-

ing’s “Passport to Pimlico.” pro-
duced by Sir Michael Balcon. In
addition, there will be four shorts,
including a David Hand cartoon
and one of “This Modern Age”
.series .Anthony Downing has been '

loaned by the Rank Organization
to represent the BFP.A at the
Cannes I’estival.

one way or tlie other on the appeal
question.

j

Two at least of the major the-

atre-owning defendants ai'e expect-

ed to open preliminary negoti-

ations for a settlement with the

Government while the appeal

problem remains unanswered.
Tho.se two are 2l)th-Kox, already
well in preparation for dickering
with the D of .1. and Metro. Un-
derstood the latter company in-;

tends sounding operations in the
near future. Possible action of
Warner Bros, is stiU unknown,

j

Division of opinion among all

companies is spotlighted by the
situation at 2()th. Understood.'
that one of the reasons for the
hurried trip of Otto E. Koegel.
20th’s general counsel, to England
last week was to convince Spyros I

Skouras. company prez. that an ap-
peal should be pushed. Koegol’s
early confab with Skouras was
pressured by imminent negoti-
ations on settlement with tlie Gov-
ernment.

Metro ‘Exploring’
i

As for Metro, confabs among
Nicholas M. Schenck, company
president; Charles C. Moskowitz,

i

v.p. and treasuier; J. Robert
Rubin, veepce and general counsel.

,

and Leopold Friedman, secretary
J

will be held on the subject of fu-

ture action. Meanwhile. Metro's top
brass sees no harm in exploratory
talks with the Government to dis-

cover what can be gained by set-

tlement.

Understood that ultimate de-
cision by Metro would depend on
how much the Loew's circuit could
salvage by independent operations.
That’s important, of course, be-

cause of the repercussions on the
stock of the company. If the chain
would be forced by the D of J to

'

divest itself of a large number of

houses, settlement elTorts would
,

be dropped. i

Metroites are convinced, so far

as divestiture is coruerned, that

the Loew's w'eh is immune from
attack outside of New York. In the
metropolitan area, circuit would be
willing to surrender certain subse-
quent-run houses hut would insist

on retaining tlie important first-

1

run nabe theatres such as the!
Paradise (Bronx* and Valencia (Ja-

I

maicai. The claim is that tfiese
|

houses do not throltle (ompetition
but are entitled to prior run be-

eau.sp of their de-luxe nature.
j

There l.s only one possibility of

appeal by the Little Three— Uni-
versal. United Artists and (’olum-
bia—altorne.vs for these companies
indicated. An appeal may he taken
if the trio are haiined from ac-

quiring theatres in the final de-

cree. This ban is feared beeau.se

both the Paramount and RKO con-

sent decrees bar those two com-'
panies from selling houses to all

defendants including the Little

Three, Latter made an unsucees.s-

ful effort to knock out this clause

during hearings on these decrees.

Three companies want to pre-

serve their future freedoui to en-

'

ter exhibition via showtases. That
right is deemtfd important enough
to warrant an appeal. Otherwise,
Little Three lawyers have no big

'

squawk against tlie court decision.

6,000 M3es Apart, Skourases in LA.

And London Weigh Appealing Decree
Hollywood. .Aug 9

Officials of 2()th-Fo\ are study-
ing the Paramount consent decree
here with the idea of proposing a

similar con.sent document to the
Dept, of Justice as a way of ending
the Government’s antitrust action
against tlie^'ompany. Fred Pride,
of the law nrm of Dwight. Harris.
Koegel & Caskey, 20th's attorneys,
is on the C’oast in close huddles
with Charles P.' Skouras. National
Theatres head, and othei top of
ficials in 2()th’s tlieatre empire.
Twentieth is expected to (»pen

negotiations with the D ot .1 as
soon as Spyros Skouras, company
prez, and Otto Koegel. general
eoun.sel. return from England .Any
settlement, of course, w t) u 1 d
necessarily involve separation of
the NT chain from the parent com-
pany since tlie Federal eoiirl has
ordered complete divorcement.
Whether a deal goes through

will reportedly depend on how
many theatres the new NT chain
would be forced to divest. H au
advantageous deal cannot he won
from the Government. Charles
Skouras is said to he insisting on
battling the divestiture question
before the court.

Twentieth’s attorneys have little

hope of upsetting the derision on
an appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court. For that reason, the nego-
tiations will undoubtedly be pushed
with considerable vigor. NT top
per, heretofore, opposed previous
settlement dickerings unless they
insured that his circuit would
emerge fairly intact.

cuireiit jaunt, arrived in London
'riuirsda> (4i from Stockholm, tlm
same day that Koegel landed in
England Latter is expected to ac-

company the 20lli prez back to Hi*
C. S.

Nut ‘Finalized*

London. Aug. 9.

Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.
Skouras. here for huddles with J.

.Arthur Rank on a po.ssihle huy-in
of Bank’s Odeon circuit in ('anada,
declared the deal will not be final-

ized before bis return to Newr
^<lrk He said negotiations have
rexolved around 2()llrs acquiring a
minorit> interest only and are still

inconclusive.

Deal for 20tli to buy a We.st End
showcase theatre from Rank is also
unset fled but any arrangement
would leave control of the house
with Bank, Skouras said. Three
tlieatri's mentioned as prohahle.<i

are the Odeon Leicester Square,
Leicester Square theatre and the
Gaumont I lay market.

20th*s Appeal Depends on Skouras’

Despite connieting reports that

20th-Fox niiglit or might not ap-

peal the Government’s order to di-

vest its theatres, the company will

make no decision one way or an-

other until prez Spyros 1*. Skouras
returns Irom his current European
visit. He is expected hack at the

liomooffice Monday (1.51.

Skouras has been in Europe
more than eight weeks and the de-

cree was handed down two weeks
ago. As a result, he has liad no
chance to study its legal ramifica-

tions with 2()th attorneys or with
execs of National Tlieatres. the

company’s wholly-owned subsidiary
circuit. Otto E. Koegel, 201 h gen-

eral counsel, who joined him in

London last week to huddle with
J. Arthur Rank on a possible 50''r

buy-in of Rank’s Odeon circuit In

Uanada, is understood to have
takpn a copy of the GoveriimenI’s
decree with him for Skouras’
perusal.

Execs of both 201 h and the

Rank organization in the U. S. re-

fuse to discuss the circuit buy in

Koegel’s report on domesfie
divorcement will play a leading

part in the discussions, since if 201h

is forced to give up its theatre

holdings in the U. S. a half-interest

in the Canadian circuit would in-

sure the company of at least some
profits from exhibition. Any money
201h might earn in Canada i.s re-

niitlable.

Skouras, who las covered mo.st

of Europe and the Near East on his

Reissue Firm
Conlinurd from pate S

ant for Hie Laffmovie’s failure to
play four features on designated
dates.

Under an October. 1948 deal tb*
Bialto asserts it had exqlusive
riglils from Principal to exhibit
double feature reissues. This pact
allegedly violated, the complaint
slates, when tlie defendant turned
over “I Cover the Waterfront” and
’‘.Saboteur” to the Loew circuit

despite Hie Rialto’s efforts to play
the films prior to April 1, 1949.

Plaintiff also w'ants $7,500 damages.
Aiisweiing the Rialto action,

I'rineipal made a general denial
and asks dismissal of the suit.

For the theatre’s failure to play
“\Vat<‘rfront” and “Saboteur” In

a( tordance w ith an allegedly modi-
fied agreement. Principal wants
$111000 damages. Balm of $10,874
is additionally sought for the
hoii.se’s failure to screen four other
films on designated dates.

Both suits came to light this

week when motions were made to

examine Principal’s president be-

fore trial.

20th’s Willingness
;< iiiiliniicd from paxe 7;

' Yank distribs then charged that

Bank's lesser product w'as riding

the coattails of strong American
features in double-bills. These
British pix, it was then charged,

were colleetliig the bigger rental

slice alHiougb the American plx

packaged w'ilh them were the chief

pal roiiage-pullers.

Twentieth, which owms a slice of

British-Gaumont, has always been
on close terms with Rank. Report-

edly. Spyros Skouras. 20th’s prez.

1 talked abandonment of the rule

dui ing his huddles with Rank last

week.

Par Circuit
from pav-* -I

New York Theatres

Edinburgh’s Festival
Edinhurgli. Aug. 9.

Third Edinburgh Film Festival
gels under way here .Aug. 21 with
some 25 eountries due to partici-

pate in the event. Among the 20
full-length features entered are
Hungaiw’s ’ Somewhere in Europe.”
Italy’s “The .Miracle.” an Anna
Magnani slarrer directed by Ro-
berto Rossellini, and “Jour de
Fete.” which France is submitting.

More than a 100 shorts will also be

judged during the meet which
clo.ses Sept. II.

OUTDOOO
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Bette Checks Out
Bette Davis checks out of

Warners after 18 years on the lot

and the completion of “Beyond
* the Forest.” her 73d picture there.

Her contract, which had three

I

years to run. was torn up by

mutual agreement.
i f < I

bans building new houses if tliey

“unrea.sonablv restrain competi-

tion” Question has already
cropped up because Par has under

construction a new Hieaiie in Salt

Lake C’itj. It i.s believed that the

D of J is challenging the new cir-

cuit’s right to the hou<ie.

Since the other majors will un-

doubtedly be ruled by the .saint

restriction when their divorcement

goes through, the D of .1 is pro-

ceeding cautiously. Any ruling in

reference to Paramount would be

preecdental. one way or Hie other,

so far as Warner Bros ,
20th-Fox or

Metro are concerned. RKO. an-

other con-sent decree signatory,

would be affected forthwith.

Problem is considered tough by

legalites because the decree does

not define unreasonable restraint of

competition. Par would like to see

a ruling which would permit build-

ing of houses in situations where

there is a fair proportion of out-

side competition It fias a number
I of theatres planned, depending on

how the D of J rules.
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He New Fashion in Prices
NBC has drawn up a price list for its flock of newly developed

sustainers and it reveals the “new thinking’’ on what the traffic

ttnll bear today for network programming. With such singular
exceptions as Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis ($10,000), Eddie Cantor
($9,000) and James and Pamela Mason ($8,000), most of the shows
on the NBC availability list come within the $2,000 to $4,000
bracket. Here's the list:

Net Price
Archie Andrews (currently sponsored by Kraft) $2,500
Chicken Every Sunday (Billie Burke Si Harry Von Zell). .. 4..5()0

Richard Diamond iDick Powell) 5,000

Dragnet 4.000

Dr. Paul (daytime 5 per week) 2.400

Four Star Playhouse 8.000

Halls of Ivy (written by Don Quinn) 5.800

Hollywood Calling tone-half-hour) 7..500

Martin and Lewis Show 10,000
James and Pamela Ma.son Show 8.500

Ethel Merman Show 7.500

Frank Merriwell 1.900

My Good Wife (Arlene Francis & John Conte) 5.000

Post Office Box 38 (Eddie Cantor) 9.000

Silent Partner (Faye Emerson) 5.000

One Man’s Family 4.000

Radio City Playhou.se 3..500

Thanks for Tomorrow 'daytime 5 per week),. 2..500

Tree Grows in Brooklyn 4.500

Voices and Events 1.900

Who Said That? 3.000

Not on yet.

SCHWERIN’S NEWS FOR NEWSCASTERS:

FEW BASIC RULES MULTIPLY INTEREST

Radio’s Wiley Memorial
Chicago, Aug. 9.

Chi Radio Management Club last

(Fifth in a series dealing with

the Schwerin System’s findings on
each of 17 leading types of pro-

j

grams and commercials in what is 1

probably the most comprehensive I

effort yet made in qualitative radio week (3) presented a plaque mark-
research.) ing the formal dedicati^ of the

Margaret Wiley dormito^ of the

When the Schwerin System first OlT-the-Street Club here,

began testing sponsored programs. Funds for the building were do-

many people in the broadcasting nated by the radio in(fustry at large

trade were sure there were some memory of the late J. Walter

types of shows that qualitative re- Thompson agency time buyer,

search wasn’t equipped to study.
|

News programs were high on the
,

list. I

Now, three years later, these
doubters are proved wrong by the

j

number of top news programs that
1

have been tested to the complete
i

satisfaction of those concerned
j

with putting them together. Some
1

leading ones have sought repeated
| HJI . I $ !

checkups after viewing initial re-

sults—one major news show has
had about 25 editions tested to

date.
j A. G. Spalding has torn up its

Research naturally doesn’t in- :
contract with WNEW, N.Y. to spon-

vade the newsc"aster’s province of sor the national professional ten-

choosing what stories to broadcast. matches over the indie Aug. 26,

Where it does help is in determin-
|

27 and 28. Reason for the move
Ing the best format, methods of reportedly that the station re-

presentation, degree of emphasis in fused to delete a surcharge clause

terms of time, and the like. i
from its contract, which protects

In other words, research recog:
nizes it has no right to sugge.st how
much “good” or “bad” news should
be presented: if it did make such
suggestions, it would and should
be thrown out on its ear. But the
Schwerin System has demonstarled
again and again that depressing
Items can gain either high or low

Spalding Scrams

WNEW Tennis As

No love Match

which have to be nixed. Situation
points up anew the complaint of
several stations which take- sports
that they’re losing revenue from
cancelling commercials to make
way for the play-by-plays.

WNEW, which takes very few
athletic shows, has aired the court

Interest, depending
’ on" program

i

from Forest Hills for the

KLZ Newt Editor

CARL AKERS
N*-ws writer siiul aunounc-cr, Carl

.\kt-is is (lilt* of ffie reasons why
KI.Z's iiopiiliU’ "Vtiire of the News”
tirojiil* osfs are a must for Rocky
.Moimiuiii lisU'iieis.

KLZ, Denver.

McFarland Bill

Revamping FCC

Passes Senate

format and presentation method.
In orienting test audiences.

Washington, Aug. 9.

The Senate today (Tues.) passed

the McFarland bill to speed up
last three years, always including
a clause requiring the sponsor to

Schwerin’s Test Director Bill Back spofs it couldnt (^tove into ' Communications Commls
and his assistants carefully under- uther periods. Sponsor signed the I

. raise salaries of mem-
line that it is interest in the item P»'‘ ‘h's y**"-. actordinf- to

salaries of mem
rather than liking for what took f'’3de sources, but last week asked bers and top stafiers and give the

place that’s being probed for. The station to strike out the sur-
’ Commission “cease and desist”

consistency of results from lest to ^’harge clause. The station refused authority. The measure now goes
test reveals that li.steners make J®

this saying that the contract
' House It is the first piece

this distinction accurately.
I

had already been signed and its
to me iiou.se. ii is me nrsi pmee

Further proof is found in the 1

h‘sses might run up into a sizable of legislation affecting the FCC
fact that items bringing bad tidings ^gure. The sporting goods firm

^

which has gotten through either

are often among the highe.sl-.scor-
1

yoar bui^s a tennis network i jq years.
Ing ones tested. An example was
the effective handling of the Ef-
fingham hospital fire story earlier
this year by “News of the World.”
It contained harrowing accounts of
eye-witnesses recorded on tape and
reached the very high score of 90
(100 would be a perfect score,
meaning everyone in the audience

Barry Gray has been signed by

WOR, N.Y., for an eight-week run

on the station he left two years

ago. Gray will start on Sept. 4

during his two-month vacation

from WMIE, Miami.

Gray is under contract to WMIE
until April 15, 1950, with WOR
having an option on his services

after that date. He’ll return to the

Miami station around Nov. 1 to

complete his obligations there.

Gray would join WOR upon expira-

tion of his WMIE pact. Gray, who
Is represented by .laffe & Jaffe,

also has a WOR-TV tiein deal.

for the Davis Cup and professional
championship gamek, and uses
WQXR and WNEW in N. Y. This missioners

year only WQXR will be used in

The bill raises salaries of com-

from $10,000 to $15,-

000 and provides for a reorganiza-

^s*ed**”^

cities are also 6f the federal agency along

the lines of a panel system. This

permits minor actions to be han-DAYTIME ‘CINDERELLA’
“Cinderella Show,” originally

' by '"^’’^bers, freeing the

was interested by the items) though skedded for broadcast on WMCA, commissioners for more important
naturally no one “liked” to hear
of this disa.ster.

Think Twice About Tape
Though there have been stand-

out exceptions like the one ju.st

noted. Schwerin concludes from a

N. Y.. from midnight to 2 a.m., has
been shifted to the noon to 2 p.m.
slot. Starting date has been post-
poned from Aug. 15 to Oct. 3. earli-
est date on which the indie can
clear time.

policy decisions.

Each commissioner would be per-

mitted to hire a legal assistant

at $10,000 per year, which would
help speed up F'CC procedures.

whose feet fit a glass slipper in fco'^i in.stituting anti-trust

each sponsor’s store. proceedings on its own.

mass of evidence that one major fhogram gives prizes to women |The bill also prevents the commis-
fault of news programs today is

their preoccupation with recorded
Interviews, accounts, speech frag-
ments and miscellaneous sounds.
Poor recordings early in a new.s-
cast have many times greatly les-

sened interest in the rest of the
how. In most cases, far more

(Continued on page 42)

ABC Adds an Addenda

To ‘Come on In’ Policy

In Bid for Small Clients

Boycott Seen Likely on Chi Dailies

New Policy on Paid Radio Listings
erale on a maximum of 48 hours
between placing and publication,
get greater courtesy than the ra-
dio listings. “What happens to
last minute kills and inserts?” he
asked.

Smaller Chi stations, such as the

Chicago. Aug. 9.

Radio and tele stations here are
taking a “wait and see’ attitude to-

wards the decision of Chi news-
papers to bill them for sponsored
listings on the radio pages. Ac-

A further development of ABC’s cording to .some of the station

•*make way for smaller adver- spokesmen, the lag might well turn FM’s and indie AM's, figure they’re
Users” formula is a new policy of into a boycott, going to be the victims of the
permitting local outlets to sell The Trib is starting the parade “.squeeze play.” The main bulk of
spot announcements in its coopera- towards greater ad revenue Sept. 6. their accounts are medium and
live programs, .starting .Monday when they are “accepting” spon- small adverti.sers who will kick at
(15). Murray Grabhorn, veepee in sored listings on a three-line mini- any stretching of the ad budget to
charge of owned-and-operated sta- mum and 14-line maximum basis, include paid listings, and the sta-
tions and co-op shows, feels the with the longest paid listings get- lions them.selves figure they're op-
strategy will get its affiliates more ting the top spot in each time pe- crating on such small margins now
national .spot revenue. riod. The Daily News starts its that any added financial strain will

According to the new policy, the drive Sept, 12 on the same tech- kick them over to the red column,
Martin Agronsky new.scast will be nique. and the Sun-Times figures Several vet radio ob.servers have

its starting date about the same pointed out that if the stations can
hang together on the “not one cent

Rate cards have already been is- for tribute” policy, they can force
sued by the Trib ad dept, to .sta- the papers to backtrack on their ad
tions. agencies and radio-tele ad- policy. .Most startling note is the
verti.sers. What particularly burns warning of a station insider to
up the stations, besides what they "watch the Herald-American ”

term “a greedy attitude” on the That paper is the only Chi news-
part of the papers, is that their sheet that doesn’t carry a regular
listings have to be submitted .so far radio-TV column In fine with a

or unable to commit themselves to in advance of date of publication. Hears! policy here to “tolerate ra-
costly programs and heavy national Thursday listings have to be sub- dio hut don’t love it,” The Her-
network schedules, but who find it mitted the preceding Friday, a de- .^m. in a move to grab off circula-
desirable to use more selective lay of six days, while there’s a tion by feeding its readers “a non-
radio advertising. The new setup, nine-day deadline on Sunday list- puff radio page,” might very well
It’s felt, will permit these backers ings. upset the apple cart by refusing to
to pinpoint their expenditures in

|

One station spokesman pointed go along with the other papers on
the markets they want. i

Trib want ads, which op- the ad policy.

Johnson & Johnson

Taped Out as WNYC

Airs Com’l ‘Life’ Series

Unusual situation of a non-com-

mercial station taking a sponsored

program develops when WNYC,
New York’s municipal outlet, airs

transcriptions of the .lohnson &
Johnson airer. “It’s Your Life.”

However, W’NYC will delete all

plugs and mention of J&J.

“Life,” which is heard only on
WMAQ, Chicago, has an impres-
sive list of awards in the educa-
tional field to its credit and the
Gotham station is airing it as a
public service. Series is a docu-
mentary using tape recordings and
subjects include “Birth of a Baby,”
featuring interviews with a mother
in labor, as well as broadcasts on
juvenile delinquency, sex educa-
tion, blue babies and industrial ac-
cidents.

WNYC will carry the program on
Sundays at 9 pm., starting Sept.
4. Deal was arranged with .lAiJ

prexy George F. Smith and Ben
Park, of the Chicago Indu.strial
Health Division, producer-director
of “Life.”

Station is developing a policy
of picking up worthy stanzas not
available to Gotham. It is now
skedding MBS’ “Northwestern U.
Reviewing Stand.” which WOR is

unable to take because of commer-
cial commitments. Deal may al.so
be set for WNYC to take NBC’s
“Chicago Round Table,” which
WNBT airs by transcription on
Saturday afternoons or late Sun-
day nights.

T> /-» U
* jNBC CoastLament:

'Oh, for the Good

Old Summer Days
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Now that NBC is up to its pro-

verbial neck in production, with the

major accent on Coast originations,

the network boys are yearning for

the good old days. As, for example,
la.st summer, when but one web
sustainer emanated from Sunset
and Vine, premitting for the golf
course, swimming pool breathers
to which the radio fraternity have
become accustomed.

In contrast, however, this sum-
mer finds no less than 10 NBC
packages riding the coast -to coa.st

kilocycles from the NBC Holly-
wood studios. And, on the ba.sis

of program boss Tom McCray’s
plans, there are a flock of others
in the offing.

What the picture will be like in

the fall, with the end of the com-
mercial hiatus, is anybody’s guess.
NBC wants to keep on the good
ones, even if it means paring them
down to three, 20-minule stanzas
to fill each hour of time. And the
emphasis is on interesting clients

in switching to NBC-produced
shows. Which sounds like the golf

course honeymoon is over— for

keeps.

opened to 18 spots per week, while
several other cro.ss-the-board shows
will have room for 15 -per week.
Included are two Sunday .shows.

Edward Arnold’s “Mr. President
”

and “Piano Playhouse.” each of

which will be able to take two an-
nouncements per broadcast.
Grabhom’s .strategy is to appeal

to the sponsors who are unwilling

‘LUX’ RETURN CUES

CBS SHOW SHIFTS
With “Lux Radio Theatre” re-

establishing it.self in its Monday
night 9 to 10 CBS beith. starting
Sept. 9. the two summer half-hour
Monday occupants move to Friday
night. .loan Davis, currently in
the 9 to 9:30 Monday period, takes
over the Friday. 9-9:30 time, un-
der Hoi Tan Cigar sponsorship,
while the Abe Burrows sustainer
shifts from Monday. 9:30. to Fri-
day. 9:30. Thus the Burrows-Davis
bracketing will continue.

Shifts pose a problem on where
to slot the hour-long “This Is
Broadway.” now occupying the Fri-
day, 9 to 10 slot. It’s likely that

.
it will be moved to a late Sunday
night period.

Yankee Stubbornness

Yields to FCC on Sale

Of WAAB and WMTW
Washington. Aug. 9

Yankee Network last week gave
up the idea of trying to persuade
the FCC to okay the sale of two
of Its stations under a rental deal

based on gross billings. The w» b

requested permission to file a new
application to sell WAAB in

Worcester, Mass., and WTMW in

Portland, Me., to Radio Enter-

prises, Inc., on a fixed rental basis.

A previous arrangement to trans-

fer the stations to Enterprises un-

der a five-year rental agreement
plus 25% of the gross in e.xcess of

$12,000 a month was rejected by

the Commission on grounds it

would give Yankee a stranglehold
on the lessee. The agency had

ruled it could not approve a trans-

fer which required the stations to

operate at a profit if Yanker- were
not to take a loss on the transac-

tion.

• Yankee is now prepared to as-

sign the outlets on a three-year

lease at a flat rental of $4().(Ki()

annum, with an option for two- suc-

cessive three-year terms. Enter-

prises would have the privilege of

purchasing the equipment, after six

years, for $50,000,

Doubleday’s ‘Top Tunes’

Doubleday & Co. will sponsor

“Top Tunes” when the cross-the-

board record strip returns to WOR.
N.Y., Aug. IS. Sidney Walton spins

the disks.

Huber Hoge It Son* is



NBC’S ‘SPLIT PERSONALITIES’
6.9 Plus; NBCs 5.5 Minus

Jl|||(] S[J5 Jf
first six months’ gross time sales for the four major networks

finds CBS leading the pack, with a 6.9' c* gain in estimated billings

over the corresponding period last year, while NBC is 5.4% under

the first half of ’48. ABC just about holds its own with 0.3 plus

for the six-month stretch (flock of cancellations won’t show on the

books until the fall), while Mutual, also hard hit, is liJ% below

the ’48 figure.

Columbia’s June billings ($5,409,l.i0i a,je 12% higher than June

of ’48, while NBC’s $5,268,179 is 7''c‘ under the June mark of last

June Gross Time Sales
(Estimated!

Columbia $5,409,150

NBC 5,268,179

ABC 3.387,984

Mutual 1.403,880

For First Six Months
(Estimated!

Columbia $33,605,205

NBC 33,489,085

ABC 22.465,161

Mutual 10,279,274

+ 12— 7— 3
—12

+ 6.9

— 5.4

+ 0.3

—11.7

Sarnofs Credo: Torget About Me

And Grab tbe Coin,’ So Comm’l Sticks

NBC found itself in a dilemma-
last week and it took no less a

personage than the Boss Man him-
j

self. RCA board chairman David
|

Sarnoff, to ease the network out

of an awkward situation.

NBC had scheduled Herbert

Hoover’s 75th anniversary address

for airing tonight (Wed.), but as 1

a delayed show, since otherwise
'

it would have meant cancelling out
|

the Henry Morgan Bristol-Meyers .

commercial. ABC then came '

through with open time and sched-

uled the Hoover talk live. Ditto /

CBS, where it meant only cancel- '

ling out the sustaining pickup of
|

the Lewisohn Stadium concert. I

Mutual then got into the act, with 1

a 60-minute delayed pickup. That
put NBC in fourth position, with a

j

late night rebroadcast. I

The irony of the situation is that

Cen. SaTnoff was booked in to in-

troduce Hoover. When SarnofT

agreed, to the intro honor, NBC
took matters into its oWn hands
and cancelled out the Bristol-

^

Meyers show in order to carry the

SarnolT-Hoover teamup on a live
,

basis.

The clincher came, however,
when SamofT. apprised of the sit-

uation, recinded the cancellation.

“We’d rather have the dough: .

don’t cancel any commercials, no
matter how many speeches I make’’,
he reportedly told the network
brass.

Result is that Sarnoff gets the
delayed broadeast treatment on his

own web, while* the rival CBS and
ABC carry him live.

Standard Oil (N.J.)

Eyes Kostelanetz
Standard Oil of New Jersey,

which cancelled out of sponsorship
of the Sunday afternoon New York

j

Philharmonic concerts on CBS as i

•n economy move, which repre-

,

sented a budgetary item in excess
of $1,000,000 a season, has appar-
ently reconsidered, and wants ‘‘in’’

gain on a musical program.
j

However, If SO of N. J. docs em-

.

brace network programming again, ^

it will probably be on a split net-
work basis covering the eastern
states. with an approximate
$600,000 celling on time and talent.

Company is eyeing the Sunday

!

fternoon 5-5:30 period on CBS
®nd at the moment is seriously
considering a musical sliow built
round .Vndre Kostelanetz. An au-
dition record is expected to be cut

the next few days.
NBC pitched up Arturo Tos-

canini and the NBC Symphony
^•’ch. but Standard Oil wasn’t in-
terested in that cut kind of coin
outlay. fSymph summer series is

sponsored by U. S. Steel, but with-
out Toscanini !

Kostelanetz has ^«en missing as
network p-r-o--”*'.' Ke Coca-
0 a dropped spon.sorship.

Stoki’s Dilemma
WNYC, N. Y., got a letter

last week from a North Green-
wich (Conn. I listener, asking
the name of the conductor and
orch on a recording of De-
bu.ssy’s “Soirees en Granada”
which the city-owmed station

had aired.

Request came from Leopold
Stokowski.

Sealtest to Slot

Dorothy Dix As

NBC ^ap Opera
Kraft and Sealtest will again

show up on NBC back-to-back but

daytime in.stead of night. Sealtest

is taking over the 10:15-10:30 a.m.

strip tKrafi has 10 o’clock), and

plan is to inslall Dorothy Dix in

the time segemenl. but reconvert-

i ing I he present format into a day-

time serial. !

Scaliest presently sponsors Dor-

othy Di.v on .ABC in the 1:45-2 p.m.

period and present thinking is

to showca.se the readapted show on
both networks until the ABC con-

tractual commit nient runs out.
|

Originally there was talk of Seal- i

i test picking up the NBC “Thanks
for 1’omonow’’ sustaining serial

! for the 10:15 time, but the com-
pany has rejected this idea In fa-

1

vor of the new Dorothy Dix format

and switchover.

'

NBC LIKES PM’S
^

i SMOKE RING BRAND,
NBC is pitching up the 11 to!

11:15 a.m. segment to Philip Mor-

j

ris for cross-tlie-board sponsorship,
j

’ Sale of the time would give the

i network a morning sellout, now

! that Kraft and Sealtest are moving

into the 10-10:30 quarter-hour
j

strips,

I
Philip Morris currently sponsors

the Mutual “Again.st the Storm’’

serial, hut whether an affirmative

P.M dcci.sion would affect a switch-

over of that program or an expan-

sion is undetermined.

KremI Likes Heatter

KremI lias renewed Gabriel

Heatter for a firm two years on

Mutual, effective Jan. 4. 1950. In

these jittery da.vs, the contract is

viewed by MBS toppers as some-

thin;/ of a plnm.
Krwin-VVascy is the agency.

TOP ECHTIOK?
By GEORGE ROSEN I

The possibilitie.s stemming from i

I the NBC admini.strative rcap-

[

praisal being mastermind by the
|

j

firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton has I

I

stirred new conjecture within the
|

j

NBC organization during the past
week.

i

' As the deadline approaches for ;

final action based on the wholesale
|

I siftings being undertaken, major i

!

interest centers on the far-reaching
j

' consequences of tlie projected
j

I “NBC split personality” blueprint
,

j

and how' seriously the complete
divorcement of AM from TV will

affect the top administrative brass.

For example, the question has
been raised in some quarters, in

the event of a National Television
Co. as a distinct entity from the

Divorce vs. Taxes
The Booz. Allen Sc Hamilton

survey of tlie NBC adminis-
tration now in its closing

stages, w hich is expected to re-

sult in a divorcement of radio

from television, poses a tax

problem for tlie network,
should it fall in w’ith the pro-

posal for split operation^. If,

as some believe, NBC finallv

rejects divorcement and runs
AM-TV as a single corporate
setup, it’s the tax factor that

would probably be tiie clincher.

It’s no secret that the cur-

rent video losses (and that

goes not only for NBC, but

right down the line where,
basically, one company is in-

volved!, are being written off

from radio profits. But once
NBC television and NBC radio

are on their own. those AM
taxes will still be around—but

those TV losses will be strict-

ly losses.

NBCs $5,000,1)110 Show Packet to Be

UnveSed at Greenbriar Convention;

Bids Clients to 'Discard the Old’

The New Treatment
In line with NBC’s new pol-

icy of concentrating on in-

dividual personalities for a

big-time building a dovetailing
of program, press, promotion
and recording activity, tlie net-
work is getting ready to

“spring” Mindy Carson, singer
currently at the Copacabana,
N. Y. nitery.

Similar to tlie treatment re-

cently accorded Dennis Day
Uhouglit in his case it involved
an establish personality, NBC
will give Miss Carson lots of

hoopla in prepping a half-hour
radio show for her, with a day-
and-date RCA-Victor relca.se,

and all-out publicity and pro-
motion.

Looks Like Pot

Of Old Gold Coin

On NBC Horizon

National Broadcasting Co. (which
i

now looms as a foregone conclu-

sion), will the split down the mid-
dle be so drastic as to leave Niles

'

Trammell presiding over the AM *

dynasty, with another personality
'

moved in as the video prex\ ?
,

I

By the same token, some of the
j

network officials are asking, will '

the B A & H “Operations: NBC”
blueprint split up the press, promo-
tion and sales divisions .so as to in-

vite TV execs on a parralel level

with Syd Eiges. veepee of NBC
press: Charles Hammond, veepet
promotional braintruster. and vee-

pee Harry C. Kopf. the web’s No. 1

sales administrator. ,

Sentiment appears to be that if

the Trammell presidency is cx-

!

(Continued on page 42»

R. R. HOUR STILL RUNS,

BUT WITH 200G LESS
The Assn, of .American Railroads,

which sponsors the “Railroad

j

Hour" Monday niglits on ABC. has

decided in favor ot continuing in

the fall, half-hour, rather than 45-

'

minute program. Gordon MacRae !

I will continue in the top singing t

* role. Change in format is sched-

i uled to take effect in the fall.
\

I
Association Is cutting back to the

' tune of about $200,000. with ABC
taking the major rap on loss of

15-minute billings.

Benton & Bowles is the agency.^

Why Be Half! Safe! i

San Antonio.
|

Editor, V.MtiFTY: !

• You’re slipping! I

In the good old days, the hcad-

I

ing for the letter written by Manny
j

I Manheini and printed on page 25

of the Aug. 3 issue would have

read. “Manhcim Measures May-

hem” instead ol “Radio’s 2400

.Murders a Year”
Unless you can get back to your

old form, am alraid I will have to

cancel my subscription,

ffuph /V L Haltf

1
Frctidcrt A General Manager,

1 WOAI, San Antonio '

The Old Gold-sponsored “Orig- i

inal Amateur Hour’’ (both the AM
!

and TV versions) is still going

tlirough the throes of multiple
(

checkerboard maneuvers. Wlien the

smoke clears away, it’s likely that^

NBC will cop both the radio and

television billings away from ABC
and DuMont, respectively-

The hour-long radio version,

heard Wednesday nights on ABC
during the past .season, has ju.st

been shifted to Thursday nights

on the same network (pitting Old

Gold in competition with its .ABC-

TV “Stop the Music.’’! Now NBC
has stepped into the picture and
has offered 0(7 the Friday night 1

8 to 9 hour for tiie AM edition.
|

Negotiations are still going on. '

Switchover would moan a liefty

billings loss for ABC. I

There’s still some uncertainty as

to how the TV “(Original Amateur
,

Hour” situation will resolve itself,
j

At the^ moment it’s seheduled to
’

switch * from DuMont to Tuesday
nigiit 9 to 10 on NBC in November.

Originally. OG dickered for

Monday night on CBS. hut the lat-

ter web was unable to clear all tlie
^

stations. Same situation now ap-
plies to NBC. with DuMont step-

ping in and grabbing off Erie, But-
,

hilo and Rochester TV outlets for

the Tuesday hom, blocking a

through cable to Cliicago.

DE SOTO MAY BECKON

TO ‘H’WOOD CALLING’
! I

j

Plymouth - DeSoto dealers, who
sponsor the CBS “Hit the Jackpot”

|

' show, apparently are sold on give-

aways. Auto dealers association Is

now mulling picking up the tab on
'

a half-hour of the 60-minute new
NBC “Hollywood Calling” show'.

|

j

Other half of “Hollywood Call-

ing” has already been .sold to

!
Gruen Watch Co.

NBC promi.ses a “hot agenda”
for its iipeoming convention (Sept.
7-11 » at Greenbriar. While Sulphur

i
Springs. W. V’a., with the No. 1

'spotlight grabber the revelation

[

that it is ready to spend $.5.1)00.1)00

j

within tlie span of a single year to
carry out proxy Niles Trammell’.s

I

promi.se of “bigger, better and
I

fresher shows.”

j

I’rammell wiirtell how. since he

I

initially set forth before the NBt’

I

affiliates at the Chicago powwow
I
six months ago the ambitious pro-

;

gramming plans for 1949, NBC has
' already splurged to the tune of

I
nearly $1,250,000 in a new bid for

I

dominance.

I

Trammell will also set before
tlie convention the impressive li.st

of projected airers and tlio.se

]

already “packaged and ready to
go.” ineluding Eddie Cantor’s “Post

^

Office Box 33:” the Mary Martin-
‘

^

Ezio Pinza vehicle: 17on (juinn’s
“Halls of Ivy:” the “Senator Clag-
horn Show:’’ the Hank Ladd show;
Phil P'ostcr’s “Inside Brooklyn;’*
Frances Langford’s “Just Bridget;”
Douglas Fairbanks in “The Silent
Men” ( based on State Dept,

j

stories), a new Claudette Colbert
show', and the upcoming Eddie Al-

' bel t cross-the-board morning pro-
gram.
The convention will also bt' ap-

prised of the web’s contemplated
• time-table “face lift” designed to

[

break away from traditional half-

^

hour and qnarter-hour slotting to
* permit for 2() minute formats and
? other flexible programming
. schemes.

^

I The $5,000,000 program blue-
print, i Inspired by NBC’s “do-some-

‘ thing” credo in tbe wake of the
’ top-talent exodii.s to CBS. repre-

sents probably the most ambitious
concentrated coin splurge in radio

^
annals. It has also sparked a decl-

' sion on the part of NBC to concen-
t trate on sale of NBC properties

^
and packages, even to the extent

J
of inviting established clients to
discard worn-out stanzas in favor
of the fresher elements being

^ brougiit into radio by the network.

Onaway’s ‘Maxon Day’
Onaway, Mich., Aug. 9.

Lou R. Maxon. prexy of tlie ad
agency that bears his name, was
feted with a “Maxon Day” eelebra-

tion Sunday i7> honoring Dnaway’s
native son who has helped this

town’s needy with financial contri-

butions.

Events included a parade, dedi-

cation of .Maxon Field, the local

ball park and a sjiecial edition of

of the Onaway News.

Agencies’ Toughie:

Phasing Everyone
Figured among the most head-

ache producing, toughcst-to-handle
accounts in radio programming are
those involving combined sponsor-
ship_ of utility operations, such as

' the Assn, of American Railroads,
P'.lectric Power (’os,, etc. Some-
times the agencies wonder if It’i

' worth all tlie troulile.

Handling the railroad combine,
for example, presents more then
its share of woes for Benton Se

Bowle.s. On a recent stanza of the
musical show, one of the lyricf

made mention of the Santa Fe.
The other railroads involved in the

. sponsorship let out a squawk that
could be heard -io-Atcheson and
Topeka as well.

I

Similar “sensitivities” iiave pe-
' riodically cropped up with the
same client, and N. W. Ayer, which

j

handles the Electric Cos., is re-
portedly alerted to the same
watchfulness on script continuity.

I

The Phiia. Story
Philadelphia. Aug. 9.

I The city is telling its role In
American history to the nation this

week, via WC’.AU and the CBS net-
work. A series of five afternoon
broadcasts, beginning today (Tues.)

and continuing through Saturday,
will present through interviews a

group of prominent: locals and
authorities on Philadelphia mat-
ters.

The series was conceived by
WCAV and the interviewers are
Norris We.st and Dwight Cooke,
of the station’s public affairs de-
partment The programs go on

' daily from 4 45 to 5 p.m.
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lop of the Dial’ Woes Pfle Up For

N. Y. Times WQXR; New Protests

Washington, Aug. 9. 4

New York Times’ WQXR is keep-

ing an eagle eye to protect its

1560 kc signal from interference

by new stations near the top of

the dial. The Times is not only

worried about losing listeners to

its present 10 kw operation but

also to its proposed 50 kw facility

which is pending before the FCC.

Last week, WQXR protested to

the Commission against its recent

grant without a hearing of a 1 kw
daytimer in Fitchburg, Mass.,

which will use the 1580 kc fre-

quency. The Times claims its

listeners in this part of the country

will be unable to tune in WQXR
j

because of the Fitchburg outlet

and that it is entitled to protection

against interference under its

status as a Class 1-B station. It

submitted engineering evidence

that the Fitchburg station would
cause interference in a rural area

having 15,700 people. With its

proposed 50 kw power, an area

of 21,000 people would be affected.

The Times petition to the FCC
said the authorization to Fitchburg
Is “contrary to law’’ in that it

results in “real, destructive and
ruinous interference’’ to a sub-

Liquor? Yes &. No!
Local stations are about

equally divided on the ques-
tion of accepting liquor adver-
tising, with slightly more than
50% against taking the spirit

biz at present. Hesitancy was
reported by the National Assn,
of Radio Station Representa-
tives, which polled its mem-
bers on the attitude of the out-
lets they service.

Most stations declared that
they were finding it difficult to
make up their minds, wanting
further talks with other broad-
ca.sters in their cities and
states. A large number of
those saying that they wouldn’t
accept the alcoholic accounts
say they wouldn’t want to be
the first to break the ice, but
might later go along with the
tide if hard liquor advertising
became a widespread radio
practice.

Almost all stations said that
if liquor commercials were ac-

cepted, they would be aired
only after 10 p.m. and that

copy would have to pass a criti-

cal test.

Seek Fort Wape Merger
Fort Wayne, Aug. 9.

This city of approximately
125,000 persons will have four in-

stead of five radio stations if the
FCC approves the sale of WKJG,
owned by the Northeastern Indiana
Broadcasting Co., to the Fort
Wayne Broadcasting Co., Inc.,

which owns WFTW, that city. Both
stations began operations in the
fall of 1947.

Sale of all outstanding stock of

From the Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY
Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS program veepee, left for Coast Saturday

(6) for two weeks .. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt will tete-a-tete with

Norman Corwin on radio and the UN on her ABC stanza Friday

(12). .. Gerald Maulsby, CBS manager of broadcasts, Nantucket-ing

I

WKJG^ was convicted July^ 30, ^at three weeks . Mona Fisher, ex-WWRL femme commentator, backT"
- H’wood after two weeks’ pitching video shows at N. Y, agenciesundisclosed terms. Plans for fu-

ture operations, subject to FCC ap-
proval, provide for a merger of the
two stations, broadcasting from the
WKJG transmitter.

Spot Biz Wflts In

Summer, But Fall

Prospects Bright

Scripter Sidney Reznick joins Will Glickman and Joe Stein on scrip-

ting Ethel Merman airer....Bob Hoffman, WOR research chief. i.s

passing out cigars for his new daughter, Steffi Wyn, bom Thursday
(4) . . WWRL to air “Spanish Amateur Hour’’ and stage .show from
Bronx’s Puerto Rico theatr^, .starting tonight (Wed.) ... ABC’s film

director, Nat Fowler, lectured at Fordham U. Friday (5).

Jlmsey Somers, 11-year-old actress, convalescing in East Hampton,
L. I., hospital. Youngster was hit by a truck while bicycling Saturday
(30), two days before she was to star on NBC-TV’s “Academy Theatre.”
Seven-year-old Norma Marlowe stepped into the role . . Doug Brown-
ing pinchhitting for vacationing Don Gardiner on the latter’s ABC
newscasts Richard Keith added to “Lora Lawton’’ .. Humphrey
Davis. James Monks and Grace Coppin new to “Backstage Wife’’

John Stanley joins “Lorenzo Jones’’ regulars .. .Tom Holer and Wil-
liam Zukcert join “Young Widder Brown.”

Beverly Hope, White Plains high school student, has been given a

one-month job at WINS’ newsroom and promotion department as part

of her prize in a WINS-Westchester Herald contest.. . Actre.ss Hester
Sondergaard, recently married to former Congressman Hugh De Lacey
(Wash.), will set up home in Cleveland but commute to Radio City for

her shows . Les Abramson, WMGM music librarian, became the
father of a son Tuesday (2). . . .With Bert Parks vacationing in Benimda
Bud Collyer is subbing on “Break the Bank” and Jimmy Blaine pinch-

stantial portion of WQXR’s service Am
area now free of interference. The rre€ UaSOIlDC 111161 Vll

WJBK Throws 100,000
FCC action was further charac-
terized as resulting in “an arbi-

trary curtailment and reduction”
of the service areas which WQXR
proposes and expects to serve, thus
depriving it of proper considera-

tion under the Communications
Act and the Fifth Amendment of

the Consitution.

Therefore, WQXR requested the

Detroit, Aug. 9.

The greatest instantaneous re- decline, .but radio advertising was
sponse by a Detroit radio audience growing so rapidly that the volume
in recent years occurred Friday of sales in one summer usually ex-

Commission to reconsider the
!

^5) following an announcement by
factors elim-

authorization to Fitchburg and i WJBK disk jockey Ed McKenzie,
| j^g^^d the seasonal variations and

hold a hearing in which it is made known as Jack the Bellboy.
i

In the three summers following

Announcement threw 100,000 id945 the sellers’ market also tend-

phones out of order, according to
!

«“<»>» *>usl-

the Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

The station complied with a Michi-

Radio has seen a noticeable

slump in summer spot business for

the first time, but fall prospects

are good and by next year the

broadcasters will have found ways
of counteracting the warm-weather

|

hitting on “Stop the Music,” AM and TV ABC’s “Piano Playhouse”
seasonal dip. According to T. F. team. Cy Walter and Stan Freeman, are cutting two albums, one pop

and one longhair, for MGM release .. Tex and Jinx McCrary will

take on another chore, a six-times-weekly column on personalities, for
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, starting Sept. ll....WOR’s “Luncheon at
Sardi’s’’ using guests from other stations this week, including WJZ’s
Tony Lane and Johnny Thompson and CBS’ George Petrie. CBS is

also playing host to competing talent whjgn “Second Mrs. Burton ” airs

an interview with ABC’s Pauline Frederick today (Wed.) Edgar
Kobak, ex-MBS prexy. in Chicago this week for All-Star football game,

there was a seasonal June-August
i

IV^eanwhile his Park avenue offices are being readied for his consultant
biz. . . Fred Thrower, ABC sales veepee, left Friday (5) for two weeks’
cruise of New England waters.

AI Ward, formerly of CBS production, replaces Ann Bastow at
BBD&O as “Armstrong Theatre” director. Ira Avery is producer
Mrs. Asya Zucker is newest addition at WFDR. ... Scripter Margot
Gayle to Atlanta for the funeral of her father.

Flanagan, head of the National
Assn, of Radio Station Represen-
tatives. the current mid-year drop
in spot billings is due to the fact
that the American economy is get-

Det. Phones Out of Order seasonal .swings in business activity.

“Before the War,” Flanagan said.

a party.

Recently, The Times attempted
to prevent the Commission from
allowing WPTR in Albany, N. Y.,

to commence operations with 50
kw on 1540 kc. The U. S. Court gan Bell request that it urge its

of Appeals of the District of Co-
i to stop calling.

1 .— ui- -_r—
j grant a staylumbia refused to grant a

order on WQXR’s contention that
It should be protected from in-

This is what happened:

At about 4:30 p.m.. Jack the

terference. Previously, the Com- ! Bellboy played, in succession, five

mission held that only a small
I

types of singing commercials used
“toDD^'toYd"

number of WQXR listeners would to advertise Speedway gasoline. He
. ^ manv^ fields which can

be affected.
I

asked his radio audience which !

oiicvicu.
I Ijg tapped for good summer spot

Now, however, with a more nor-
mal demand situation and lower
warm-weather sales in many lines
of business, radio will also be af-
fected by seasonal trends, Flana-
gan feels.

“But that doesn’t mean that the
dips can’t be counterbalanced,”

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Al Capstaff, who goes where Bob Hope goes as his producer, ha.*; now
moved into his third agency. Starting at Foote, Cone & Belding, he
trailed the comic into Young & Rubicam and last week berthed up at
BBD&O,... An unknown writer, name of Sam Schultz, dropped off a
sample script for Carroll Carroll at Ward Wheelock. Next day he was
hired for Club 15, which proves, according to Carroll, that writing for
radio is not a closed corporation. . . Brewster Morgan back from N. Y.
to ride herd for Compton on the next series of 26 teevee pictures for
Procter & Gamble... Larry Gelbart and Larry Marks will be back
next fall pounding out gags for Bob Hope .. Del Sharbutt, moving
spirit of the Century Players (legit) has installed remote equipment in
the theatre for weekly broadcasts. .. Alan Courtney, NBC’s a*isislant

asked his

type they liked best.
business, notably resorts, traWl i

guest and station relations, walked the plank last week
As an inducement to get audi- agencies, ice cream, beverages, sun !

from Bevhills. . . . Alan Rich’s quizzer,“Managing Editor,”
ence reaction, he said the first 1()0 tan lotions and the like. Recog- i

being submitted to sponsors by three networks. He’s radio cd of
persons calling and giving their nizing that there’s a midyear tend- ‘ ^^lley Times, hard by Hollywood, and format of show has participants
opinions would be given five gal- ency for spot business to decline, n^oving up through the newsroom ranks from copy boy to m.e, Horace
Ions of gasoline free. stations and their representatives Heldt likes the idea for television. . . .Campbell Soup picked up Waller
The Bellboy gave the telephone will make special efforts to bring

;

®’*^*®^*’* "Double or Nothing” for another season. Metro also took
number just once and announced in this additional income. Besides,

;

tab for another year of Lynn Castile’s “Looking at Hollywood”
the offer of free gasoline just once, there are many advertisers who are KHJ . Lou Cowan and NBC’s Tom McCray hu.stled back to New

Within minutes, Michigan Bell learning the advantages of summer
|

York after working over “Hollywood Calling”. . . Larry Berns will pro-
phoned WJBK demanding to know [advertising and the enormous au- duce the Jack Carson audition for CBS, with Frank Galen embroidering
“what the heck you are trying to dience for automobile, portable and the script .. Sponsor interested in Don Quinn’s “The Halls of Ivy”

Arbiters to Rule

On Tape for Hope
Los Angeles. Aug. 9.

Arbitration on tlie issue of tap-
ing the Bob Hope show next sea-
ion comes up for hearing tomor-
row (10> at offices of American Ar-
bitration Assn. Charles Luckman.
prexy of Lever Bros., sponsor of
the Hope session, has contested the . , , . ......
right of Hope to tape record his i

taneously by any one exchange, it big shows. Programs which re-

shows and efforts at a compromise
failed. Hope insists on taping so
he can travel the show'.

Both sides had made concessions,
Luckman giving in on five -tapes
In each 13-week cycle but Hope
held out for more.

asked for a second platter, which was cut last week by Ivy Productions
(Quinn and Nat Wolff). Probably wanted to know if the first one wa.s
a flash-in-the-pan. NBC will put it on in the fall, sponsored or other-
wise . . It’s Howard Melghan’s turn at the helm of CBS and J. Kelly
Smith returns to N. Y. but not until he gets his vacation out of the

!

way . . Frank .Samuels got a hurry call from N. Y. to talk over tele-

just blows a fuse or something. main on the air around the calen- Kintner. Net’s Hollywood station takes to the

Right after talking to telephone dar are not affected by the drop,
[

..
9**^**"^*’ David Samoff out on his yac.hl for a

pull.” A telephone spokesman ex- summer colony radios.”

plained that 10 exchanges each NARSR conducted a study on
serving 10,000 telephones were out summer listening which reports
of order. He said whenever 200 that the only important drop in
or more calls are received simul- ratings occurs on the “spectacular

weekend . Mel Rulck around for a few days with his bride, the
former Claire NIesen (Mary Noble of “Backstage Wife”). Other fu.gi-

GARRY MOORE SIGNS

FOR DAYTIME STRIP
Garry Moore has been signed by

CBS for a five-a-week hour day-
time .strip starting in late Septem-
her. It marks his return to the reqi^sted the whole thing be

type of show which first brought

,

him to the attention of Coast pro-
|

ducers and resulted in his long a.s-

sociation with Jimmy Durante and
later as successor to Phil Baker on
“Take It Or Leave It” and “Break-
fa.st in Hollywood.”
Show will be sold in segments to

participating sponsors.

officials, manager Richard Jones NARSR found
got a call from a paint and glass Fall spot prospects are very hvpe « u —

. "r '•

firm wanting to know whether
;

favorable. Flanagan says, with in- mm .In ^
i

the balmy clime are Vic

“WJBK was trying to ruin our quiries for accounts such as cold olon*!!®’
Glenhall Taylor . . Mann Hoffner, longtime

business.” {remedies reported very large rfe
exec, whipping up the music for a revue with his frau, Roberta

Many of the Bellboy’s listeners ' estimates that spot billings for the Re^d whoMI
to the stage are Bob

transposed the first two digits of last four years of ’49 will be from Jvho^ W n a ^
Broadway, and Tony Leader,

the number he gave them and seven to 10% ahead of the same
: Don 1?

‘t^^ecUng a drama of artificial insemination
^

flooded the paint firm with calls.
,

Period last year. ” partners In packaging. Good
The Bellboy stopped a record' how° selling know-

he was spinning and asked his' I

is now handling Arthur Lyons’ list for radiospinning and asked his ^ i Frank and Doris Hursley .sold “Short Order” to CBS for the daytime
*inp. Make Believe Town” .. Don Quinn deserted Encino for Santa

listeners to stop calling, explaining
^ CBJ. IBEW PACT

that the first 100 calls had been
received and that Michigan Bell

TEXAS WEB TO REPORT

‘STATE OF THE STATE’

Barbara, where he is now domiciled.

Austin, Tex. Aug. 9.

Gov. Allan Shivers has accepted

an invitation of WFAA, Dallas, to

ALLIS-CHALMERS STICKS ' make his first report on the status

Chicago, Aug. 9. * of the State government through
Alli.s-Chalmers has renewed Na-

;

its facilities and that of the Texas
tional Farm and Home Hour on Quality Networlc. Other outlet to
NBC for the fifth year, .starting carry the airing include WOAI,
Sept. 10 for .52 weeks. Vet agri- San Antonio; KPRC, Houston;
culture show has been aired over KRIS, Corpus Christ! and KV’AL.
the net since 1928. ! Brow’nsville,

Account was sold here hy NBC i Airing is scheduled for Wednes-
hire new employees below the full

central division through Bert S. day (10) for a quarter-hour but of^wwWnc
arrangements have been made to Hon nf

*"

allow the Governor to finish if not ' «iih.tnntinll’v’K;!i **^*':il
*

through at the Quarter hour. t^ «Tge1i"cre,se,

Gittins agency. Milwaukee. No
change in time—farm show stays

'

at 12 (noon) Saturdays.

COVER SEVEN CITIES „
CBS and the International '

. j,
• * *

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers ' louf
^ Flynn taking over .or WBBM news ed Julian Bentley during

inked a one vp«r inll VafY L ^ayor Martin Kennelly commended producer Ben
one-year pact last week Park for It .s Your Life ” show on WMAQ Two radio fathers here

covering the network outlets In having bad time with ailing youngsters. NBC chief flack Jack Ryan’s
New York, Boston, Chicago, Los I

bedded with severe eye injury, and singer Bob Lee’s tyke is

Angeles, Minneapolis, St. Louis
' e.scape . . Writer Ann Coyle getting leave

and San Franeivseo Tprmc m aosence from .Schwimmer & Scott agency for European tour . .

ing to N Y and I A Carson to New Mexico for vacation .... WBBM con-

iave a $3 50 wik^v w,?!'^
'» northern Michigan for rest . Hal Tollen

to L hnicians whh^ No't «»"-ney for WON ... Lawrence Welk

over eCloyment record^^^^^ wr'Iii-*'",'”',.'™'"
ABC Chi studio Wed. (10) ...Emcee Hank Grant of

hikes to the Test sfieht n Program hosting film stars Gloria De Haven.niKcs 10 the rest. Slight changes In Donald O’Connor and Charles Cobum . WBBM musician Jack Fulton
out with another .song. “Great Day in the Morning” Don Herbert to
ae.scnbe a cae.«!arian birth on “It’s Your Life” Aug. 14 . . Don McNeill

of an assistant
Breakfast Club via phone wire from New York this week • •

f.rr
" V work VerroitHTo ' r,?^ “»'> Hurlelgh elected treasurer of Chi I’ress

.. • permitting the net to Club . . .Oak Park, III., celebrating “Cliff Johnson Week" starting Aug.
It, honoring WBBM family show ... Pair of Chi stations got congifs-

V "hen Sen. Paul Douglas commended WGN. and Rep.
toasfed WLS. Both outlets hit their-25th annis this ye.Tr . •

JjfJS S?*i*'****
Dutton back from Coast trip WGN announcer

passing gigars for son born July 24.... Jim Roxburgh
new Mutual trafficker. .

.«!alary patterns were made in other
cilie.s. retroactive to May 28.
IBEW agreed to establishment



Johnson Slates Hearing on Radio

Liquor Ban; Tiffs With Fla. B caster

Washington, Aug. 9. -
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson (D-

Coio ) of the Senate Commerce

Committee followed up his recent

blast against projected radio liquor

commercials by announcing hear-

ings next Jan. 20 on a bill to pro-

hibit all advertising of alcoholic

beverages. Johnson made the

announcement in a letter to a

Florida broadcaster who had taken

issue witli his attack on networks

for considering Schenley copy.

The Senator sharply disputed

contentions made by Tom Watson,

manager of WSWN in Belle Glade,

to members of the Florida delega-

tion in Congress that acceptance

of liquor advertising is for the

individual station to decide and ;

that the broadcaster has the same

right to the ads as the newspapers

and magazines. He reminded Wat-

son that both radio and liquor are

licensed industries, with the li-

censees under well-defined stand-

ards of conduct.

“Of course,” said Johnson,

*‘thert is freedom of choice in

radio, the choice of the listener to

turn off the receiver, which you,

and others like you, constantly

hammer on as an excuse for pro-

gramming anything, no matter

how objectionable. But that is a

choice that is premised on the

theory that radio broadcasting is

not a licensed industry, and that

its standards of conduct are the i

standards set by the individual
'

licensee. That premise does not

square with the facts.

‘‘The people in their wisdom
establislied certain minimum

^

standards for radio licensees and
you and every other licensee is

required as a condition of your
franchise to observe those stand-
ards. It is not an effective control
to tune out a station. Long before
it is turned off much damage may
have bceti done to alcoholics and
others who are fighting to leave
Vhiskev alone.

‘‘The Initli of the matter is. and
you apparently don’t see it, that i

radio could do it.self inestimable i

damage In following the vicious
policy you advocate of compelling

(Continued on page 42)

Shriner in Exit

After Alka Tilf

Alka-Seltzer and Herb Shriner
are calling it quits, with result that
ihe 1.5 -minute cross-the-board
stanza won't return in the fall.

Shriner h.as been taking a 13-week
summer layoff and was scheduled
toi'ctmn early in September.

Alka-Selt/.er is retaining the
p.ni. CBS time (show has

heen heard 6:30-6:45 in the central
time zone! and pending a further
deei.sion. .Mka Seltzer’s summer re-
placeineni stanza, featuring Curt
Ma.sse.v and Martha Tilton, will
*'^n1inuo in the spot.

Shriner and the sponsor were re-
Porledlx tiffing over the comedian’s
desire in cut down to three times a
^Pek. v\i(h differences also existing
dver whether the program should
ne taped or be continued live.

Coffin Corner
Hollywood, Aug. 9,

There’s too much statistical

baloney being fed radio and
television advertisers, Joe Cof-
fin, head of Television Re-
search Assn., last week told
Hollywood Ad Clubbers, wlio
sat out a rundown *of what the
survey outfits are doing in
town. He further charged
measuring techniques are bad
and poor logic used to give the
time buyer a true sample of
his audience.
Other survey monarebs de-

fended their sy.stems with a
reddish hue on their kissers
after Coftin put them in their
embarrassed places.

FM, Clahning

Maturity, Bids

For Fulltime

Erikson Named Gen. Exec.

For McCann-Erickson
Erik.son. who checked

la',
* FCcn\on & Eckhardt agency

si Week as director of radio and
Is moving into McCann-Erick-

with the title of veepce

h® I
1 executive. However,

Will nol bo assigned to the radio

Washington, .\ug. 9.

Activity on two fronts gave more
j

encouragement last week to tlie

FM situation. The broadca.sters,

through the FM .Assn., said they

,

were now grown up enough for
fulltime operations and urged the
FCC to raise the minimum .sched-

ules. The FCC took steps to make .

it easier for FM icceiveis to tune
in stations.

,

FMA’s general counsel. Leon-
ard Marks, told the Commission
that FM has now readied the point
where it can give and i> giving

service to practically ihi* entire

country but that sonic stations are
still operating on the six-hour per
day minimum. He filed a iK*tition

recommending that broadcasters

with both AM and KM hi' required
to keep the latter on llic air at

least as long as the .\51.

Where the AM station is a d-ay-

timer. it was rccommended that

the FM affiliate oiierate a mini-

mum of three hours alter 6 pm.,
in addition to the same schedule

of the AM oiitlel

.

In the case ol FM stations with-

out AM, the Comnii.ssion was
a.skcd to set a six-hour jier day
minimum for the fir.st year, eight

hours the .second year. 12 hours

the third year and tulltinic Ihere-

1

after.

Special dispensation would be

given ‘‘individually iirovcd hard-

ship cases.”

FMA emphasized it doesn’t want
duplication of programs on .AM-

FM stations. An K.M licensee, it

told the Coinmi.s.vion. ‘‘should de-

cide for himself which progiams

tContinucd on page 42

People Will Still Go For

‘Dignifed B’casling,’ Sez

WHAS, L’ville, Director
Louisville.

Editor, Varikty-

As a hroaden>ier. I was .some-

what embarrassed that the lead

article in the Jiih 27 issue sliould

proclaim that broadcasters are

Washington, Aug. 9.
1

Campus radio sations, sometimes
cal called “gas-pipe” radio and techni-

md cally known as carrier-current !

of- broadcasting, put up a big howl
;

[^e- last week against the possibility oi
|

old their being outlawed or curtailed.
1

bo The little college outlets, of wliicli

the there are about a hundred, have
in been ‘operating for years without

led regulation by the FCC.
rad The Government agency is won-

|

the dering whether they cause too '

of much Interference with licensed !

radio services and is considering
de- new rules governing their opera- i

I a tion. The student stations broad-
j

ers cast on the standard band but use
leir very low power. They are. in ef- '

feet, “radiation” devices, since they i

55SSS use the electric wire or other metal
connections to carry the signal
from the transmitter.

But to the schools and colleges •

which have them, the Commission
,

learned from a batch of protests.

S
the stations are important to the
students and faculty. They help in

teaching a variety of subjects, in-

cluding speech, physics, music.

•
j

and radio production. 'They are

||1P
I

also useful in keeping students

:
abreast of campus activities. Par-

1
ticularly in institutions wliere en-

I

rollment has greatly increased,
more

j
they take the place of convoca-

[> tlie tions and student assemblies. Ac-
usters, cording to the National Education
they

,
Assn., the broadcasting by "on-

h for campus systems” furnish “the
d the basis of the unity in the student
iched- body which is becoming ineroas-

makc . ingly difficult to achieve.” Such
1 tune stations did important work in

I

Europe during the bombing. sa\ s

Leon- NEA, and would perform a vital

lission service in a national emergency,

point Some of the colleges feci .strong-

giving outlets can make a real con-

entire tribution toward improving proles-

as are sional radio operations. Soul hern

,r per Methodist University in Dallas

•tition boasts it was able to broadcast pro

asters Srams “dealing with .some rather

mired F>ot race is.sues” without having to

air at suit the “weak-kneed ideas ’ of a

commercial broadca.stor. But the

a d.ay-
unaware of the

1 that qualities of the commercials opera

mini- Quite a few of them sell lime

1 p m., ®ud are proud of their coininer-

'ledule vials.

One of them, in Wilhamstown,

with- seat of Williams College.

I

points out that the campus statitm

situated in a relatively isolated

eight community offers both national

hours 3ud local advertisers a medium for

Ihere- reaching students which can't he

duplicated by commercial stations.

lid be (Continued on page 42»

CAMPUS RADIO
Stations in Organized Gangup

On Baseball B cast Restrictions;

Chandler Compromise Gets Rebuff

NBC Mobilizes I

NBC’s army reserve outfit,

406th Mobile Radio Broadca.st-

ing Co., which was activated

at the web’s New York head-

quarters as an organized re-

serve company last January, i

Is assigning additional officers

and enlisted men.
The present authorized table

of organization calls for adding
six lieutenants and approxi-

mately 100 enlisted men.
Training activities of the unit

are devoted to the study of

propaganda and psychological

warfare.

Chi Labor Station

In Top-Coin Bid

For Local Shows

!

Chicago, Aug. 9.

WCFL. the Chi Federation of
|

Labor station, is embarking on a

big program expansion following
|

the appointment of Bob Platt as

program director. “The Voice of

Labor" station recently completed

a $700,000 plus physical expansion
j

including studio remodeling and
modernizing, a new transmitter

and four antennas at Downers
Grove, III., and stepped-up intra-

station activity.

While WCFL bra.ss is keeping
Iho lid on new program develop-

ment;-; until they are ready for air-

ing. it’s known that Platt wants
to hypo the Chi angle with a heavy
inlusion of local talent shows,

hosiiles dropping some ABC pro-

grams which the station has been
i arr\ ing.

Prime reason for the new “bold

look ” on the part of WCFL is the

led-ui> attitude of station toppers

with being considered partially a

feed outlet for network shows
originating elsewhere. Under pre-

senl arrangements. WCFL takes

ABC shows that WLS, which also

has a tie-in with ABC. refuses to

carry in deference to its own pro-

grams or policies.

This set up, WCFL believies, is

(Continued on page 42)

WDSD Parlays Its Tenant Wanted’ I
^

Project Into Humanitarian Payoff i
I

New Orleans. Aug. 9. ' An unexpected turn of events

WDSU garnered plenty of Page arose when the child had to be

One space here as well as national rushed to a hospital the night be-

publicity as the result of a smooth fore the presentation. On the

promotion idea, good showmanship morning the aw’ard of the apart-

and a sincere interest in helping meni was to be made. Bruce

Louisville,
j

About six weeks ago the station.

Editor, Variktv in co-operation with a leading

.As a hroadea>iei'. 1 was some- furniture merchant and apartment

what embarrassed that the lead house, launched its “Tenant Want-

article in the -luh 27 issue should ed" project. Designed as a mail

nroclaim that iiroadcasters are pull, it offered a rent-free dream

Ditching their standards out of the apartment and $1,800 worth of new

window'. I don’t take issue with furniture to a worthy f^mi‘>'.

the facts in your story hecause, The project was conducted i)\

basically Ihev are true. The net- Dick Bruce on his mid-afternoon

works ‘certainly are giving the platter .show. Hundreds of letter^

heave-ho to a lot of policies which poured into WD.'^U s mail room,

not only were sound when origi- and after screening and invest iga-

nallv Initiated hut. in my book. tjon. the associate editor of The

eontinne lo be sound even though \o\v Orleans Item and two prom-

business might be a little toughet

to get.
..1 ,K „4

vide oiHnTVr I . I link XOU will find that there

Tiovr
btt-sincss. ‘ ^,oup of stations

•Jo d (oulter is McC-E radio- ,,,r„mnies on which
lii«

Latter returned to

iiir
.'vsterdav (Tues.) after a

three-week absence.

adhering to the principles on which

they were built. I think, in lu.inj

respects, we are going through the

The project was conducted 1)\

Dick Bruce on his mid-afternoon

platter .show. Hundreds of letter>,

poured into WD.'^U’s mail room,

and after screening and investiga-

tion. the associate editor of The

N'ew Orleans Item and two prom-

inent social and civic workers se-

lected the young parents of a “blue

baby who needed an operation

by a Johns Hopkins specialist with-

in six months to live.

The father i® cmploved in (ft

on-thc-job training. After paying

Bm ' ^mragonics the newspifpers suf- their rent, the family had less than

L , in thoh- »h.-.kins.do,vn pe.iod^ *<,0 a monll, foV »ll IKink exponves

ll .7 'J'- '•how .t K & E, is
Tod n. the

agency’s new radio-fv direc- .

1 believe. howcNcr. you win

iContinued on page 42»

including

inlant.

medical

menI was to be made. Bruce
'I

iourneyed with reporters to the

hospital, set up a wire recorder
in a closet, and summoned the ‘‘vaffn. Uu*

\oung mother. Mrs. Warren Bond- cornm

reaux. j

character tl

As Bruce told her the good news, ®
'I'

she sobbed “God has been good to amiits and

us ” into the WDSU mike. In the " "en the p

following five minutes, Bruce garn- sonai nygu

ered one of the most heart-rending,
j

atg‘‘sti\

spontaneous Interviews ever re-

( orded on wire. ' Jas. KtlO
Tlie New Orleans Item spla.shed

the picture and story on Page One. *

The press services and .Acme Photos I I

sent the story and picture out na- James H
tionally. rector of

Robert D. Swezey. WDSU exec Real Esta

vcpec, said the amount of solid re- named gen
lations, good will and listener in- here. Slat

terest precipitated by the promo-
,

Van. WOR.
tion was immeasurable.

I

Knox, v(

“I am confident that promotions radio, has

similar to our ‘Tenant W'anted’
j
Rublcam, F

'could be utilized by other stations Blow. In
’

with (ho samt excellent results,” ficer in ch

Hie stated. ‘for the U.

Washington, .Aug. 9.

Brondca.sting stations throttled
by strong-arm tactics of organized
baseball are resisting efforts of the
Dept, of .lustice to couuiromise re-
strictions imposed agaiii.st broad-
casters by local teams to safe-
guard attendance, Varikty learned
yesterday. Ba.soball Goiumissloner
Happy Chandler, it is understood,
is willing to make concessions to
avoid anti-trust actions Imt depart-
ment is being pressed to break
practices wliieli stations have com-
plained against

A recent decision of the Federal
Court of .Appisils of the Second
Circuit in New York, holding that
basch.nll is subject to the Sherman
Act. is spurring the hroadcaster*
to fight. About 28 years ago the
Supreme Court bad ruled that the
sport was not compierce hut that
was before radio and the interstate
Implications involved

Speeilically, broadca.sters are
fighting a rule which require*
clearance from the local l<*ain for
the broadcasting of ativ game
within a aO-mile radiu.s. It make*
no difference whether the local

team is playing aw’ay from home.
It can and does restrict broadcast-

ing of nearby games at its discre-

tion. Among the stations which
have complained lo tlie Depart-
ment against this practice are
WISH, in Butler. Pa., which could

not broadcast games of the Pitts-

burgh Pirates heeau.se of refusal

(Continued on page 41)

|CBCWonUft

Canada Spot Ban
Toronto, .Aug 9.

' The rcciuest of privatidy-owiied

stations in Canada foi' a liflmg of

the regulation prohibiting spot

announccim’iits betwcmi 7:30 p.ni.-

1 am. vs as bluntly rclieed by the

Canadian Broadcasting Coi p wlu’n

the C.anadian \ssn of Broadcasters
.souglit greater revenue outlets. It

was the view of tiu* CBC th.it the

indies h;id already heen broadcast-

ing from .500 to 2.000 spot an-

nounemnents a week and (hat this

was an excessive commercialization

of time on community stations.

The CBC Hoard of Governor*
pointcil out that private station*

I were virtually untramiueled in the

! use of daytime spot announeenient*
I but felt that such prohibition in

j

the evening hours should be eon-
i tinued as providing some elmck in

' the interest of -radio-listeners In

f^Tanada who might In* saturated
during the good listening hours
with commercial announcements.
The indepimdents also asked

that the (’B(’ permit spot announce-
ments during network broadcasts
but this was also rcfu.sed as not

I being in the general interest, such
requests referring to food and
drug products. On the recommen-
dation of tli(* Department of
Health, the CBC judgment was that

such cornmcrdals were not of a

j

character that should he Iieard by
a mixed radio-listening group of

,
adults and children, particularly
when the products applied to per-
sonal hygiene or the workings of

. the digestive system.

Jas. Knox as Manaji:er

Of Lyle Van’s Station
De Land. Fla.. Aug. 9.

James IT Kno.x. lormcr radio di-

rector of the National Assn, of
Real Estate Board.", has been
named geinnal manager of WDLF
here. Station is owned by Lylt
Van. WOR. .N. V . new scaster.

Knox, veteran ot 14 years in

radio, has served with Young &
;

Rubicam, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and
Blow. In '47 he was appointed of-

ficer in charge of radio recruiting

'for the U. S Marine Corps.
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FCCs 'Stop Sitting on Frequencies’

Poses Problems for Permittees

By JACK LEVY f

Washington, Aug. 0.

Video permittees stalling on con-

struction are being hard put these

days to keep their licenses, what
with the FCC calling them to ac-

count and saying, in effect; “No
sitting on frequencies.” A few
years back, when channels were
going begging in many cities it was
considered a good idea to grab a

i

permit and worry about building

later, when the medium developed
more. Some permit holders have
been content to wait until the

other fellow starts his station and
the nucleus of an audience has

been built, always, of course, FCC •

permitting.
|

In a number of cases, however,
other would-be television broad-

i

casters have been watchdogging
the permittees even closer than
the Commission, advising the

!

agency that if Mr. X doesn’t go
ahead with his station they will be
lad to take the permit off his

ands. Not that the Commission
would transfer the permit that eas-

ily. but there’s no harm trying and
maybe the licen.se would be made i

available to the next in line after

the lifting of the freeze.
'

FCC policy bn the whole has
been quite lenient in granting ex-
tensions—up to a point. But as
aoon as it becomes evident, either
from “progress” reports received
from the permittees or from infor-
mation from “watchdogs,” that
stalling is deliberate the agency
begins cracking down. First, the
permittee is advised that if he does
not intend to get started soon he
might as well surrender the li-

cense. which some do. But if the
permit holder won’t surrender and
fails to show “diligence” in pursu-
ing construction, the agency de-
nies his next request for an exten-
sion of time.

For the permit holder, it’s tough
sometimes to have to decide
whether to turn in the permit, try
to hang on longer, or go ahead
with the full commitments toward
building the station. If he sur-

tContinued on page 42)

Lucky Strike Buys

U. of P. Grid Gaines

For NBC-TV Pickup
Philadelphia, Aug. 9.

The Univ. of Pennsylvania foot-
ball games will be telecast over the
MBC network this fall for a ciga-
ret sponsor—Lucky Strikes.

Harold E. Stassen, president of
the university, okayed the deal,
although Penn reputedly was one
cf the moving spirits at the East-
ern Collegiate Athletic Assn, early
his year in the drive to ban ciga-
ret. liquor and beer sponsors from
collegiate athletics.

Nobody in authority is around
he university at the moment, for
comment but it is known that a
dozen cities will see the Penn net-
work telecasts and the Universi.*.’
will pickup between $10,000 and
$12,000 from each game, which
isn’t hay even though it may be
edged with nicotine.
WPTZ. local video outlet for the

Penn grid spectacles, has Franklin
Field again under contract this
year and will telecast under the
sponsorship of Atlantic Refining.
The network telecast will cover

from Richmond to Bo.ston and sta-

tions as far west as Pittsburgh and
Cleveland. The games to he
\ideoed are Penn vs. Cornell.
Army. Navy. Columbia and Dart-
mouth. President Stassen. we
bear, will make a fireside talk be-
tween the halves at each game.

NBC-TV ‘Clock’ Shift

NBC television has decided to

move "The Clock.” half-hour who-
dunit, from its current Monday
right at 8:30 time to Wednesday
nights at 8:30 starting tomorrow
(101. Lever Bros, has optioned (he
show for the Wednesday night pe-

riod starting in the fall and the
early move will thus build the
bankroller an audience before its

sponsorship begins.

“Black Robe,” another NBC-TV
sustainer now occupying the Wed-

,

nesday night slot, will probably be
moved to another night. New time

'

£
erlod has not yet been deter-

lined. i

Motorola’s Peak Jobs In

Bullish TV Outlook
Chicago, Aug. 9.

Motorola is giving the lie to de-

pression talk in the radio-tele in-

dustry by taking on an additional

1.000 employees to handle all-out

production of its 1950 line of sets

coming out this fall.
,

Increase
swells the total number of Motor-
ola workers to record high of 4.500.

Prez Paul Galvin, happy about a

six-month record sales of $33,822,-

368. nearly $7,000,000 greater than
the corresponding 1948 period,

said “prospects for business
throughout the latter part of this

year and into 1950 seem very
favorable,” Motorola opened a

new plant July 11, in a move to

achieve peak production before the
end of the year.

Phonevision Bids

For Chi Test Run
I Wa.shington. Aug. 9.

|

Phonevision, by which a tele-

vision set owner orders extra spe-
cial programs by telephone, may
soon be tried out to prove its prac-
ticability Special authority was

|

reque.sted of the FCC last week by
j

I

Zenith Radio Corp. to test the
|

.system with 300 subscribers in Chi-
cago during a three-month period

I

,

beginning in late December or
i

;

early January. Firm is waiting on
completion of a new transmitter

i

and necessary phone connections.
Zenith told the Commission the

basic theory of Phonevision is that
! TV set owners are willing to pay
an extra charge to view programs
of outstanding interest or enter-
tainment value which are not

j

otherw ise available. ‘‘Such pro-
grams," the firm said, ‘‘would in-
clude first-run motion pictures,

i current stage productions running
on Broadway or in other parts of
the country, outstanding sporting

! events, etc.”

The company said a recent poll
on the West Coast showed that a

j

majority of video owners would
' welcome the opportunity to pay ex-
tra for outstanding- programs. It

;

expressed the belief that “Phone-
! vision may afford the public sub-
i stantially greater use of tele-

!

I

vision, as well as affording to the
!

broadcasters, and in particular

'

those located in small communi-

1

ties, additional revenue which will
;

increa.se the feasibility of a tele-

1

^

vision operation.”
j

Gate on TV-Banned

Bout to Guide Fnture
• With boxers and their managers
having banded together to outlaw
television from all outdoor fights
for the time being. TV broad-
casters regard the Ezzard Charles-
Gus Lesnevich bout tonight (Wed.)
at Vankee Stadium, N. Y.. as a
.^upreme test. There will be no
TV cameras on hand for that one '

and. if the gate does not come up
to expectations, the bi’oadcasters
feel they will have a clincher in

j

their argument that TV is not the '

culprit the boxing managers be-
lieve it to be.

I

Managers have banned video on
the results of the recent Ray
Robinson-Kid Gavilan fight at
Philadelphia. Bout was not tele-

|

vised and pulled one of the biggest
crowds in recent >ears. Broad-

'

casters claim, however, that the
wod gate resulted from the fans’
interest in the bout, averring I

receipts would have been .satisfac-

1

tory even if TV had been allowed, i

They point to the fine biz being:
hung up this >ear by such major
lei’4gue baseball teams as the N. Y.
Yankees, Brooklyn Dodgers, etc

,

as proof that fans will attend in
person an event .they want to see.
regardless of whether they cant
view the same event via TV in
their living rooms.

I

If the 'I'V ban on outdoor fights
continues, meanwhile, it is ex-
pected to throw a sever crimp in
plans for theatre television. Indie i

circuit operator Si H. Fabian, who
plans to have the first theatre TV

(Continued on page 42)

The McCoy
Chicago, Aug. 9.

WGN-TV went the current
flock of tele chillers one bet-
ter last week (4 ) by filmcasting
an actual gun battle between a
fleeing bandit and 29 squads^
of Chi police, less than four^
hours after the fracas oc-
curred. (Four cops were shot
and the bandit killed by ma*
chine gun fire.)

Lenser Felix Kubik was sent
to the Northwestern R. R. sta-

tion here at 2:30 p.m., and
filmed the free-for-all involv-
ing tear gas, riot guns and
tommy guns fired into the sta-

tion washroom where the ex-
con was trapped. WGN-TV
carried the film on its 6:45
p.m. telecast the same day.

rrV to Pattern

‘Tailore(r Shows
New television package firm, de-

signed to build shows tailored
specifically to the needs of an ad
agency or client, has been set up
by Paul White, former Continental
sales manager for David O. Selz-

nick, under the name of Interna-
tional Tran.s-Video. Other officers

include Lawrence L. Wynn, vet ra-

dio-TV producer, as program vee-
pee; T. Newman Lawler, member
of the O’Brien, Driscoll, Raftery A
Lawler law firm, as secretary, and
Walter Keane, as comptroller.
Dolores Pallet, music consultant
of the Radio City Music Hall. N.Y.,
production staff, will be exec con-
sultant on music and choreography.

Seeking to utilize the show biz

background and know-how of the
ITV staff. White said the outfit

will not attempt to line up a group
(Continued on page 40)

Kalcheim’s Europe 0.0.

For New TV Talent;

U. S. Barrel Scraped
With television variety shows

already scraping the talent barrel,

Harry Kalcheim of the William
Morris office is now on a swing
through Europe to dig up new
vaude acts for Milton Berle’s ‘‘Tex-

aco Star Theatre” and other vau-
deo programs which the agency
books.

Similar junket was taken by
William Morris reps prior to the
Berle show’s preem last sea.son.

Acts pacted then, however, have
appeared on many vaudeo pro-
grams during the year and the
agency feels that new faces are
now a definite necessity. With
such programs as the Olsen &
Johnson weekly stanza also swing-
ing over to a vaudeo format and
with vaude itself making a come-
back in theatres throughout the
country, the Morris office feels it

can guarantee any European acts
practically solid .seasonal bookings.

AMER. TOBACCO COIN

FOR CBS ‘BLACKOUTS’?
Deal is understood near the ink-

ing stage this week for American
Tobacco to spon.sor Ken Murray s
"Blackouts," when the show
preems on CBS-TV this fall in the
Saturday night 9 to 10 slot. With
Jack Benny reportedly set for a
twice-monthly video show on the
same web for the tobacco firm, the
spon.sor will have two of the costli-
est shows on video, as well as two
of the top name stars, next sea.son.

Negotiations for the Murray
show were started on the Coa.st
.several weeks ago. when Lucky
Strike prez Vincent Riggio was
visiting there. There are now be-
ing followed up in .N. Y. by CB.S-
TV sales chief David Sutton,

NBC-TV Biz Switches
Tn a personnel realignment of

NBC-TVs business department.
Leslie ('. Vaughn has been named
cost and billing manager under de-
partment chief .1. Robert Myers.
Other new appointments include
Joseph Bcrhalter. in charge of
budgets; Neil Knox, coordinator of
personnel and office management
matters; J. M. Mllroy. pricing su-
pervisor. and Robert A. Anderson,
cost analyst.

Joseph Fuller was named pro-
duction facilities cost and billing
manager, and Hani.son Weed, film
cost and billing chief.

BBCs L^ht Entertainment Gets 50%

Hike as Fix Oldies Get Brusheroo
-f

‘Hollywood Presents’

Is Dropped by KTTV
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Motion picture studios' nixing of

its • contract producers and direc-

tors from appearing on television

is responsible for the lopping of

“Hollywood Presents” from the
j

KTTV schedule.
|

Original format of “Hollywood.” ,

packaged by Ed Phillips, called for
,

producers and directors to appear
on the show as judges with an eye
to casting talent in studio’s pic-

tures.

Phillips had to reverse format
when studios clamped down on its

j

contract personnel. Program
switched to the use of freelance

writers and directors. Station found
this effective insofar as placing

program talent in films and drop-
ped the program.

1

Channel Slicing

Stirs PhOly Beef
Washington. Aug. 9.

Philadelphia’s beef over being

sliced a channel in the present

very high frequency band, which

j

would give it three, instead of four

I

VHF television stations, was car- ^

ried to Congress last week. Sen.
Francis J. Myers (D-Pa.) took the
matter up with other members of

the Committee on Interstate &
Foreign Commerce and filed a pro-

[

test with Acting Chairman Paul
Walker of the FCC.
Myers told Walker that Chair-

man Edwin C. Johnson ( D-Colo. ) ,

and Sen. Ernest W. McFarland

j

(D-Ariz. ) of the Committee agreed i

i
with him that “an obvious error’’

I

was committed in the proposed al-

I location. ‘‘It is no answer to sug-

!

gest.” he said, “that Philadelphia

j

would receive additional ultra
‘

I

high channels in view of the fact

I

that until such time as ultra high
television transmi.ssion is fully de-

I
velopcd the people of the Phila-

I deiphia area would he deprived of

1

adequate competitive television
service.”

He said he felt (hat Philly and
;

Pennsylvania generally are being

j

.seriously discriminated against by
i
the proposed allocations. He pointed

I
out that cities like Syracuse and Buf-

i

falo get as many VHF stations as
I
Philly and that Washington, with

I

a third of the' population of Philly,

I

gets four. He asked that the Com-
mission “make every effort to rem-
edy this patently unfair and dis-

I

criminatory allocation.”

I

The Senator said he realized
' that the Commission is planning to
open up the LHF band so that
every community can have a televi-
sion station. But “what puzzles
me,” he declared, "is why the Com-
mi.ssion propo.ses to delete one
channel from a city the size of
Philadelphia while New York. Chi-
cago and Los Angeles v\ould re-
tain seven VHF channels."

! Myers al.so urged Ralph Kelly,
prexy of the Philadelphia chamber

I

of C’ommerce, to have his and other
civic organizations protest the al-
location at hearings to be held
Sept. 26 before the Commission.
If it Is sufficiently shown that
Philadelphia "does not intend to
take this unfair discrimination

, against it without protest. ” he
wrote Kelly, FCC will revise its

pfoposal.

DuMont Labs 120Pike
DuMont Labs, for the 24-week

period ending .June 19, reported
net income after taxes of $1,779.-
587. an Increase of 120''© over the
same period last year. Earnings
represent 83c a share on common
stock after preferred dividends, as
compared to 40c per share in 1948.
when the net income was $8()’7.246.
DuMont .sales Increased Rl' i

.

with $18,486,856 this year, as
, against $9,827,192 in 19^8. State-
I

ment did not break down the oper-

]

ating income between equipment
and receiver tales and the broad-
casting network. It is believed,
however, that the DuMont web is
atlll operating at a loss.

London, Aug. 2.
A 50% increase in program

time for light entertainment on
the British Broadcasting Corp ‘g

London TV service is to be intro-
duced shortly as a result of re-
orientation of schedules.
Change has been brought about

mainly because of the inability of
the BBC to come to terms with
the film industry for a supply of
suitable product and many of the
oldies that have been used in re-
cent months have not had a good
reception. In future their use will
be .severely restricted and will be
kept mainly for standby purposes.
With this object more use is to be
made of the recently enlarged
BBC film unit which, apart from
concentrating on newsreels, is also
going into the documentary field
and producing interest shorts.

Despite reports to the contrary,
the BBC is maintaining its Sun-
day night drama program which
still remains the highspot of the
service and attracts almost a 100%
viewing public. Up to the present
time light entertainment has been
allocated around two evenings per
week with programs usually last-
ing upwards of one hour. Pre.sont
intention is to increa.se these to a
minimum of three and possibly from
time to time beyond that figure.
This means of course that apart
from afternoon transmissions half
the program time will be allocated
to vaude 'and similar forms of en-
tertainment.
With the opening of the Birm-

ingham station to serve the Mid-
lands in November, the existing
programs will reach a potential
audience of millions. In the Lon-
don area alone there are now
around 175,000 TV receivers and
production rate is increasing every
week. It is confidently believed
that there will be an equal de-
mand among the public in the Mid-
land area.

Programs from London will be
received in Birmingham either by
coaxial cable or by radio link and,
whenever the occasion demands,
the reverse method will operate
and programs transmitted from
Birmingham will be received in
London,
Important aspect of this devel-

opment is the extension of the
BBC range for covering topical
events and sporting fixtures, in-

cluding football, cricket and rac-
ing.

Libby’s ‘Auction-Aire’

For TV Seen S^rking

Raft of Premium Shows
Chicago, Aug. 9.

Libby’s signing with ABC-TV
for a 30 min. lottery-type show

j

titled “Auction-AIre,” to start early
next month is expected to kick off

a raft of premium shows based on
the same format. The John Ma.s-

tei.son package will give away ex-

pensive prizes on a “fustest with
the mostest” basis, using Libby

t

labels collected by customers.
Talent hasn’t yet been set for

the New York-screened production,
but it's expected a top notch emcee
of (he Ralph Edwards type w'ill be
picked soon. Show will go on Fri-

day nights in the 9 p.m. (EST) pe-

liod.

.1. Waller Thompson agency,
Chi . w hich handled the deal, is al-

ready rubbing its hands over the

anticipated “visual impact plus

merchandising” appeal of the show
format. Agency spokesmen said

that "it might very well start a

whole new’ trend in giveaways,”
because of the neat tie-in with

sponsor promotion.
.Some trouble getting a govern-

ment okay was a factor in tiolding

up the three-week old negotiations,

but producer Masterson secured a

post office opinion in the affirma-

tive. As an agency man i>ut R-

"premiums are nothing new in

business, and neither an* give-

aways new in television. We just

combined the two,”

109G TEX. TV BID
McAllen, Tex., Aug 9.

Max T.utz. local buyer, shipper

and seller of fresh fruits and
tables and operatmg as the

Allen Television Co., has appl>ea

to the FCC for a licen.se U) op-

erate a video outlet here

Outlet would be built at a cosi

of $109,000.
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TV TO PK: TIURRY, HURRY, HURRY’
East-West Bickering

Breakup of the talent unions* negotiations on the Coast last

weekend, resulting In a stalemate on TV jurisdiction, is one more
evidence of the continuing petty, intra-union bickering stem-

ming from east-west jealousy and executive jockeying for power.

The jurisdictional squabble should have been Ironed out at least

a year ago. Meanwhile, actors are left holding the bag as diffi-

cult conditions in tele tend to crystallize into standard practice.

As a result, television remains in a state of uncertainty and
hundreds from within the creative ranks of show biz can only

git and sweat it out.

TV Creating New Sports Fans DaOy;

Boxing Only Game Adversely Hit

NEW STRIITEGy TO ABC-ITs *Non-Expendable Layout

Seen Establishing Low-Cost Pattern

Although television is creating^

new sports fans each day. boxing

may be the only sport that won’t

prosper by it. That is the opinion

if Les Arries, DuMont sports and

special events chief, who this week

blasted sports promoters who pin

sll their troubles on video.
,

Even boxing’s current troubles

can’t be blamed entirely on TV.

Arries thinks, although it may have
j

a point in thinking video is not

good for its gate. “TV,” Arries

said, “gives the home viewer too

good a seat. You couldn’t see the

fight any better if you became the

fourth in the ring. That factor,

combined with the reluctance of

some promoters to give the ticket- i

buying fans a break on good pro-

motions and popular prices, is

going to keep the folks away from
the ring.”

As for other sports, Arries thinks
TV is the best thing that has
happened to them in years. He

j

cited DuMont’s telecasts of N. Y.

wresting bouts, which has un -

1

questionably turned the grunt-and-

'

groan sport into a profitable setup;
'

the Roller Derby in N. Y. and pro !

basketball in Washington. As for i

pro football, in which several team.s !

have already banned video for the
!

upcoming season, Arries cited

(Continued on page 42)

Mary Pickford East For

Baddy Rogers Pacting

Of ’49-50 TV-Radio Deal
Mary Pickford Is slated to ar-

rive in N. Y. from the Coast to-
day tWed.) to sit in on final hud-
dles with Buddy Rogers, her hius-
band, and his personal manager.
Mai Boyd, on Rogers’ radio-TV
plans. Possibility exists that the
latter may sign for a show that
Would require him and Miss Pick-
ford to move to N, Y. If so. she
Wants to be present for the final
negotiations.

Rogers, who starred in his own
Video show on the Coast, has
guested on a number of radio and
TV programs during hi.s current
stay in N. Y. As a result of the
guest shots, he has received bids
from all the major networks and
several agencies and indie package
producers for permanent .shows.
Deal is expected to be set by to-
niorrow tThursday).

. been learned, meanwhile.
*hat “Hollywood in Three Dimen-
sions,’’ packaged by Boyd and

-loseph and now aired o\ er
^TTV. Los Angeles, may be the
Pxt Coast-originated show kine-

for national di.stribulion
nitial test kine was made under
wraps Monday night (8) for agenev
•nd eastern CBS-TV viewing
*how, emceed by Alan Mowbrav.
"as been on the air 12 weeks. It
ses behind-the-.srenes films of

wars as a regular feature and also
amatizeU interviews with picture

Personalities.

Prayer—TV Style
NBC-TV's "Swift Show” was

forced to take the air Thurs-
day night '41 with two hours
less than the customary studio
rehearsal time because of a
last-minute switch in studios.
Cast and crew, as a result,

went on with no chance for the
necessary dress rehearsal, with
all eonceined worried about
the outcome.

Director Ted Hu.ston. alert-

ing the (ast belore the show
started from his studio control
panel, was calling the time.
“Get ready. ” he said. "We
have a minute - and - half— a
minute—45 seconds—30 sec-
onds—Our Father who art in

Heaven.”

Talent Unions

Stalemated On

TV Jurisdiction

Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Meetings of the various talent

unions on television jurisdiction

going on here the last eight days
have recessed with plans to resume
at a later date in N. Y. Confab
here apparently winds up in a

stalemate on how to divide union
control over TV films,

Paul Dullzell, prez of the Asso-

ciated Actors and Artistes of

America, announced the confer-

ence would be resumed after dele-

gate.s have talked over problems
with their respective exec boards

tContinued on page 42)

D,C.’s TV Sel Spurt

Rockingham Races Nixed

For Hub TV on Claim

It’s Boon for Bookmakers
Boston, Aug. 9.

I.ou Smith, executive director of

Rockingham Racetrack, in nearby

Salem. N. H.. has nixed the televis-

ing of race.s at the track in the

forthcoming meet.

Smith declared. "I have no de-

.«;ire to help bookmakers in Bos-

ton. New York. Chicago and every

area reached by television. The
new medium has been a boon lor

illegal bookmakers, and.it doesn’t

seem to me that this was the orig-

inal purpo.se of video.”

TV’s ‘1,001 Nights’

New half-hour lelevi.sion pro-

gram that would incorporate orig-

inal wetrds and music into

mu.sicals each week is being

aged by indie publicist

Tilled "l.dOl Nights.'

Aui, Washington, Aug 9.

ttftr
*he summer monihs

set t to be slow for

he IK*
here, July turned out

*^fK ^ month
^‘th 4.700
"f buyers to get in under the new

so
receivers

vide(»

to

far this year,

sold. Desire
the
Into ef-

Ine.i .
" *o o

sales lax, which went

trihiitlV^*’* undoubtedly con-

whirh^K business

In th. number of receivers«« metropolitan area to 55.700.

book
paek-

Don (Hesv.

the show will

he written by Edmond and Alex-

aridei Cadoux. who have already

finished six complete programs in

Ihe series,

Gie«v is now dickering with

Rambi Lynn for the femme lead,

('horeogiaphv may be staged by

Pauline Koner. Show would be the

second to present original music

and I.Mics each week, with Arthur

.Schwartz planning the .same tech-

nique for his upcoming Inside

US A. with Chevrolet” show on

CBS-TV.

“You can’t beat us so you'd bet-
ter join us now.” That’s the ap-
proach that television is pitching
to the film industry in an attempt
to lure what it thinks may be a
lucrative new group of advertisers
into TV—and for the best interests
of the picture business.

Pilch is being ba.sed on three
primary factors:

1. If it’s true that television
might hurt the film boxotrice, then
the best way for the film industry
to overcome that is by hitting home
with its advertising at the roots

—

via TV trailers, spot campaigns,
etc. In that way. according to the
broadcasters. • the film companies
can reach directly Ihe customers it

should be mosf interested in reach-
ing.

2 With all Ihe talk now going on
in the film indu.stry about public
relations, the companies are miss-
ing out on a good bet by not utiliz-

ing TV as a prime medium in ils

"we’re not .so bad" campaign.
Video ran help promote the film

industry in a way that radio, news-
papers, magazines, etc., have never
been able to accomplish tiy pre-
.senting interesting behind-the-
scenes programs about Hollywood
and its stars, in action.

3. TV offers al.so a major exploi-
tation and ballyhoo medium for
the film industry, one that has
hardly been touched so far. By ar-

ranging for star interviews and
letting personalities guest on TV
shows in return for the standard
cufTo plugs, the film companies
would get a new and highly ef-

ficient exploitation medium.
“—But Nothing Happens”

According to the broadcasters,

film toppers to date liave been
paying only lip ser\ ice to video.

They’ve been talking about mak-
ing special TV trailers and about
probing video’s ballyhoo possibili-

ties but to date it has been only
talk. When the chips are down,
film execs retreat behind their of-

fice doors with a mess of year-old

statistics in an effort to show' that

video is still loo young for their

industry to honor with its coopera-

tion. This attitude, according to

TV spokesmen, is only another ex-

ample of the “cutting off your
nose” routine.

Backing up the “hurry, hurry,

hurry” piteti. broadcasters point

out that the film companies may
already have missed the iioat as far

;

as spot campaigns are eoneerned.

j

Other major advertisers have eon-
' verted the available spot market

j

into a hot bidding ground, with

I
the result that the best spot limes

i are already sold out. It is impos-
sible at tfiis time, for example, to

buy spots adjacent to any of the

big TV shows, such as Millon

Berle’s “Texaco .Star Theatre,”

I

(Continued on page 40)

WOR SETS CLIENTS

FOR TV PACKAGES
WOR-’l’V. N Y . which expects to

start program opeiations Oet. 1.

has already signed firm orders for

three half-hour shows. Ronson
will sponsor a simulcast of ils

"Twenty Questions” and a food

distributor will back two 30-min-

ute broadcasts of a .John Re<’d

King slutpping stanza.

I

Agency read ion to its "Opera-

tion Bankroll.” which calls for the

airing of programs by indie pack-

agers with the latter getting a cut

of the revenue from spot an-

nouncements. has been very good,

according to program veepee

.hilius .Secbach. The agencii's feel

the policy will allow many clients,

who otherwi.‘.e might not be able

to pay for a full program, to sign

for participating spots.

At the same time, some of the

series which had licen originally

planned as spot carriers’ have

proved so altrarti\e to backers

that one bankroller has decided to

pick up the tab. Advantage of this,

according to program sales direc-

tor Norman Livingston, is that it

give.s the advertiser an equity in

the airer and a franchise on the

.time peiiod.

Wynn vs. Berle
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Continued rivalry bttween
comedians Ed Wynn and Mil-
ton Berle is being carried over
into television.

Questioned here last week
on the format of his upcoming
CBS-TV program, Wynn de-
clared, “Something old, some-
thing new, nothing borrowed,
nothing blue.” As a persistent
critic of Berle’s alleged lifting

of gags, Wynn is believed on
the "nothing borrowed” to

have referred specifically to

the Texaco emcee.

Canada Sets Sept.

Parley to Thrash

Out TV Hurdles
Toronto. Aug. 9.

Tn an effort to clarify the pre-
viously dormant and wait-and-see
policy of television in Canada and
get the new medium more quickly
functioning in this country, the
newly-appointed Royal Commission
on Culture has set four days, com-
mencing Sept. 6, when meetings
will be held in Toronto to permit
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
and the Canadian Assn, of Broad-
casters to present their respective
cases.

With television here a hot politi-

cal potato inasmuch as tlie CBC is

the Federal-appointed body hand-

I
ling nationalized radio in Canada

I against the opposition of some 90
privately-owned .stations, the Cana-
dian government has passed on the

I solution of the gigantic task to the
Royal Commi.ssion headed by Hon.
Vincent Massey, former Canadian
ambassador to Washington, die is

the brother of Raymond Massey,
stage and screen star*. \'ineent

Massey’s chief henchman in the
four-man Royal Commi.ssion is

Father Levesque. w*ho has just re-

turned to Canada after studying
television developments in Britain,

France, Switzerland and Denmark.
The complaint of the indepen-

iContinued on page 34)

Unveiling of the ABC Television

Centre in N. Y., due to bow with
official fanfare in the next few
weeks, shows the reduced-cost
advantages of large site de-
signed specifically for video. The
west 66th Street building, a former
riding academy, is resulting in

streamlined operations and mass-
production techniques that are
lilt ting many costs below those of

other webs, ABC toppers claim.

Ils layout will serve as a model
for ABC’s Coast tele plant and
may become a blueprint for other
video operations.

.MiC-i'V can handle its shows
with 35 stagehands, compared to

double that number required by
another netw'ork. according to

I
Charles Holden, production inana-

g<*r. The reason, he says, is that

lele r«*(|uiies horizontal space,

while NBC-TV is in a vertical sky-
scraper and consequently needs to

paint some sets in hallways, break,

them down into pieces to fit small
elevators and reassemble them In

Ihe studios.
I'lilike a Radio City operation,

Ihe TV centre has high eeillng.s,

big load limits on floors, 16-foot

elevators and better fire regu-
lations.

Biggest Pair^ Rig

Typical of ways in which space
and planning can axe costs is a

$13.out) mechanical rig, the bigge.st

in N. Y.. which covers a wall 30
by .50 feet. A 50-foot elevator,
eonl rolled by push button, enables
painters to finish a large backdrop
in one-eighth the time of men

'Continued on page 34)

I

Swift’s $1,000,000 TV

Plunge to Be Analyzed

i As Guide for Future
After almost three y<*ars of ex-

perimenting witli various tele-

\ision formats, which ranged

through practically Ihe enlire pro-

j
gram lineup, Swift A Co. bowed

off the air last Thur.sday night '4*

to assimilate the knowledge gained

during that lime. MeC’ann-Eriek-
son tele chief Lee Coidey. wh(» pro-

duced most of file shows, left for

Detroit and Chicago Monday (8» to

take complete repoits <»n most of

the .shows to the Swift homeoffiee.
Meal packing outfit is iiol expeited
to return to the air until after the
next fiscal year.

According to Cooley, .Swift

budgeted $1.00().()0() to he spent tor

TV experimentation during the
three-year period and Ihe agency
"stayed well within that .” Noting
that the various .Swiff programs
had pioneered on many technifiues

which have since been picked up
by other t)roa(lcasters. Cooley said

that results qf the experiments
have not yet been collated. While
the programs have paid off in In-

creased product sales for various
.Swift producl.s, he said it would
take at least 90 days for the
agency and client to di.scuss the re-

port.s thoroughly.
After several test programs on

NBC-TV. .Swift took Ihe air In

May. 1947. with the daytime Swift
Home Service Club" on that web.

* (Continued on page 40)

Refusal of Film Experts

To Move East for TV

I Poses Producer Problem
Reluctance of Hollywood talent

to leave their swimming pooKs for

I

television work in New York l.n

also being felt by indie TV film
I producers working in the east. Ac-
cording to Lars Calonius, prez of
the recently formed Archer Pro-
ductions, the best film cameramen,

.
technicians, animators, etc., are on
Ihe Coast but all the top ad agen-
cies, and thus TV business, is in

the e.ist. And, because the film
’ experts cannot be lured east by
' even top salary offers, the pro-
ducers have run up against quite

f a problem.
Archer recently finished a set of

I

animated cartoons spots for
Chevrolet dealers and a .series of
live commercials for Chewy’s cen-

I

Iral office, which are to be In-

j

tegrated into all TV shows spon-
sored by Chewy through the
Campbell-Ewald agency. Anima-
tion staffers have all had consider-
able experience with Walt Disney
studios, with Calonius himself hav-
ing worked for Disney since 1935,
along with Hal .\mbro, also an
.^rcher staffer. Others on the staff

include writer (’ari P'allberg and
I Tom Craven, formerly an exec
with Universal and United World
Films.

Outfit is now’ conducting color
tests on animated characters and
backgrounds over TV monitors to

determine color values best suited
for transmission, pending the ar-
rival of color video. Tn addition to
contracts for a series of filmed
commercials for lop clients next
season. Archer will 'also work on
dramatie films.

HARLAN THOMPSON TO

PRODUCE WYNN SHOW
Hollywood. .Aug. 9.

Harlan Thompson, onetime
Broadway musical figure and late

head of IMPPRO. television pack-
agers. has been taken on the CBS-
rv staff by Harry Ackerman ami
will be associate producer of the
Ed Wynn show for Speidel.

Series kicks off live here Sept.

20, with the kine being run off in

N. Y. Oct. 6 for the CBS skein It

marks the first big commercial
show to go east from here on re-

corded film.
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KATE SMITH CALLS
With Ted Collins
Producer: Collins
Director: John Cleary
105 Mins., 9 p.m., Mon.
SustainiiiR
ABC, from Lake Placid, N, Y.

Kate Smith's new ABC show is

short, or rather stunted, on enter-
tainment values and long on its

anxiety to build up an audience via

giveav\ays. It runs from 9 to 10

p.m. and from 10:15 to 11 Monday
evenings and the chances are it

will i’ave a difficult time gathering
a Hooper, even with the handouts.
There’s too many other shows
handing out valuable bric-a-brac.

Miss Smith’s initial broadcast,
assisted hy her partner, manager
and mentor, Ted Collins, was done
from her Lake Placid home. That
means a minimum of production
costs since it in>folves only the
rather weak palaver the two gene-
rate, recordings, vocals by Mis.s

Smith and a pianist-accompanist.
Occasionally there’s a vocal by the
singer witli full-band background.
It’s not explained by Collins that
the source is one of Miss Smith's
recordings. It’s implied that the
chore is live.

Conte.st angle is covered thusly;
Miss Smith sings a tune, usually an
old one, and a few minutes later is

on the phone with a listener, ap-
parently forewarned, asking a ques-
tion relative to the plot or the lines

of the lyric. If a correct answer is

given, a prize such as a kitchen
range is awarded plus a crack at a

jackpot w orth .5,000. This conun-
drum Is to identify after a W'oid
description, an outstanding name.
The description is rather vaguely
given and so is the questions Miss
Smith asks relative to the pre-
jackpot quer.\.

All in all. the new show contains
a minimum of idea and a minimum
of entertainment that might keep
anyone other than those fore-
wained that they’re to be called,
timed to ABC. Wood.

MARTIN KANE. PRIVATE EYE
With William Gargan; announcer.

Fred IJttal

Writer-director: Ted Hediger
30 Min.s.; Sun.. 4:30 p.m.
L. S. TOBACCO CO.
IMBS, from New' York

( Ki/duer)

“Martin Kane. Private Eye” is a

routine whodunit tluillcr with Wil-
liam Gargan in tiie title role.

Initial show Sundai t7) was fairly

interesting although the situations
were often tcl«,*graph<‘d. This tran-
seribod series is not spotted too
advaritageously on Mutual’s time
slate for two other half-liour mys-
tery shows immediately precede it

and anollier detective drama even
follows it.

Presumably most dialers wlio
have been aiuliored to Iheir MBS
station all afternoon will be well
satiated witli shootings, corpses
and sundry sound elTccts by the
time “Martin Kane” readies the
scene. However, dyed-in-the-wool
crime yarn addicts will find ade-
(luate, lliougii not outstanding en-
tertainment. in Gargan's auven-
tures.

Inauguial in.stallment had the
film acior gumshoeing tlirough an
international smuggling case whidi
drew most of its .suspense from a
murder at a Long island house
parly. Gargan was forceful as the
private investigator wliile the un-
uilled supporung cast wa.s com-
petent. Plug.s for U. S. Tobacco’s
tour brands of smoking mixtures
were relatively modest. Gilb.

EVANS SHOWCASE 1 BETWEEN US GIRLS
With Carl Moore. Gloria Carroll. 1 With Louise King. Earl Nightin-

Salvy Cavvichio. Evansaires and
!

gale. Harold Kartun orch

Frank Bell orch; Tom Russell. Writer: Charles Romine

1

Producer: Jerry Dee
1
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.. 2:30 p.m.

MUNTZ TV
MwbbM. Chicago

—...... Louise King Is the best thing

Proof that the Hub can come up about this musical mid-afternoon

with a good listenable musical airer, but only when she s singing.
TV *• ^ Cf 1 « fA O HCT B CnBlIC^ llll*

the better

VIC BARNES NEWS
With Vir Barnes
15 .Mins., Mon.-Fri., 7 p.m.
CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR

W'CFE. Chicago

Vic Barnes is another newscaster
will) reads press dispatdies witli a
ininimum ol editorializing, tlius
leaving listeners with, a choice of
opinions on the day’s news. How-
e\er, Barnes manages to weigh his
dispatches with enough labor news
so tli.it liis sponsor, the Chi Fed. ol

Labor, winil.s up happy with the el-
f0( I

Outside of a husky, authoritative
\oi( e. tliere is not much distinction
between liis delivery and man.v
Ollier newscasters. Several oral
slijis wen* diseernible, but Barnes
cauglil tlu'iii and recovered in time
to ki’i'p the lisit'iK'rs on the beam.

While there’s a lot to be .said for
his scliool of thouglit re ncwscast-
iiig. i e. to nresent the facts and
Jet the listener decide for himself,
the (omplele lack of personal and
grou|» opinion presents a danger In
itself. Tile dialers might well end
up with no opinion at all. whieli
situation rioesn’l lend itself to an
Inloi ined ami alert citizencry.

Mart.

BII.I. & V.\N
With Bill Pope. Bill Van Stccn-

berg
40 Mins,: .>lon.-thru-Sat., 8 a.m.
PARTICIPATING
W'OKO, Albany
Now learn monitors a musicil

clock on a block long handled by
Singles. Tlieir first joint venture
holds promjse of better things,
wlien tlio\ polisli rough spots, de-
velop a tighter format, build up
the public service phase and im-
pro\e mike play. Program ran too
.slow '.nd too lalky the first week.
Possll)l\ Bill Pope and Bill Van
Sfecnlierg were tn’ing to avoid
Hie bong\ appro.ich familiar to
.shows of the kind hereabouts; ii

so. the\ leaned too much in the
opposite direction.

Start of seieral broadcast.

<

dra.ggod noticeably, as the boi
verballi fenced in a light \ein
Stanzas g.iined speed w'hcn Pope

—

originallx paired with George
Miller on a WGY sports program
and later his partner for WTn’.T
.sport sea.<f.s—swung into the sports
department. He could build up
tlie baseball scores, tcnnis-goli
news. etc.. \ ia brief commentaries,
spotlighting of area professional
ba.seliall and possibly Saratoga
August racing, pins interviews.

Pope possesses a fair voice and
ea.sy aii' personality. Van Steen-
herg. who has one of the most
pleasingly modulated set of pipes
hereabouts, registers at three-
quarter mark witli a poem. His
specialty at WTTR and WBCA. he
reads pocti*y well.

Pope and Van Steenberg sell

tlie commercials—four sponsors -

persuasivclj. Jaco.

announcer
Producer: Ray Giradin
30 mins., Sat. 8:30 p.m.
EVANS LIGHTER CO.
WEEI, Boston

of

a gooa iisienaoie musical airer, oui uiny

stanza is this half-hourcr currently Program gives her a chance to un-

being broadcast from tlic stage of cork one of the better femme
RKO’s Memorial and other houses voices in Chi radio,

on the circuit. Sparked by the Hub i Show gets off to a shaky start

fave, gravel-voiced Carl Moore, jn the title “Between Us Girls”
VKEff;show includes some of WKEff; best followed by patter between Miss

known talent and is rdpidly shap-

1

King and a male announcer, in

ing as a topflight airer. this case Earl Nightingale, which
Comic Moore, a master of the must put him in a dubious situa-

zany. and a trigger fast m.e.. guides tion.
the show with solid competence and qjj caught. Miss King
takes over a couple of spots to sing marbled nicely on “How It Lies,”
some of the ridiculous songs that

..jj^e Man I Love,” “Somebody
are his trademark. At .show caught Loves Me ” and “There’s Yes. Yes,
he sang “A Farmer’s Conversation your ’Eyes.” Harold Kartun
With His Mule ” with solid reaction

. Q^ch interspersed with a halting
by the visual audience, and fol-

' version of “Laura.”
lowed with the oldie “Merrv Olds- ... . *

mobile” With an assist by Gloria
Carroll. Ot tiers who grabbed solo a fairlv snide
spot., were Salvy Cavyiehi„..a xylo- KmR - out «

phone wiz. the singing trio, and ^ nuvn-c j

m'fh?“non,' ‘"if more thought went Into keep-

CommcSls are handled taste- ing this show musical and less into

fullv^Rh the accent on a S2 500 amusing, it would be a plea-
luiiy with the accent on a $2,o00

^ afternoon break in the soaper
con^test to name a new Evans

JouUne Program sked calls for

‘o®?hrp,Aa. o'‘is“piemrsook'’Th? M^^y Hogan *to handle thejues.

Show dcbuU'd a Memori d T^ * sponsor. Muntz

fbout six'weekl agoTnd'iJ^done TV, with a staff announcer ta^g

p.m.

STAR.S OVER TEXAS
With Lynn Cole, Busier Bryan,

K. Burt Sloan and Oreh
Producer: Buster Bryan
15 Min. Mon.-thru-i ri., 6:15
GULF BREWING CO.
M^OAl, .San Antonio
For the past nine years “Head-

liner Time’ ha.s been heard three
limes wfcekly troni tlie studios of
Kf^KC. Houston, and memlier sta-
tions of tlie Texas yuaiity Netw'ork

' under the spom>or.>liip of tlie Gulf
Brewing Co., bottlers of Grand
Prize Beer. Tliis opus is being

j

heard nightly over tne same web
I

and \ aries from tiie old program in

j

that it is a straigiil musical sliow
teat wring favorite w estern and folk
imisie. Airing is smartly paced in
musical fare and coining at the din-
lUM- hour should blend well with
the musical taste of Texans and
make tliem stock up on llie brew.

IMogram marks Hie return of
Lynn Cole, baritone .soloist to
’l'e\as airwa.Ns. He was at one time
leainred on "lleadlm**!' Time” and
for the pasf two years lias been in
I lollv v\ood wliere lie was featured
on NBC and CHS and also re-
corded foi- C’apitol Records. His
voice shows tin* added polish of
ru'iwoik and recording work. Can
sell a ballad well and is at home
on Hie 1\ lies ol an\ i\pe melody,
IfesI on airing cauglil was “Don't
See Me in You're Kves.” Good too
was Ids lendition oi "I Tipped My
Hal" and "l.opin Side the Lazy
Hid (irande" an original song writ-
ion hy Stove Willielm. former nar-
rator on "Headliner Time.”

K. Burl Sloan and his orch lend
good musical simpfirl to Cole.
Original theme melody “.Stars over
'l'c\;>v" was written f<n* the .scries
l),v Sloan. A good old fashioned
rulilU' breakdown featured Hank
ami his fiddle was well played.

Bill Bryan doulilos as producer
and m.e. of tlie airings and turns
III as usual a Idgli calibre job. The
musical back,ground to the
G-H-A-\-D P-lt-l-Z-K .spelling is

novel and ear arresting. The in-
formal chatting witli Cole by
Brvan is well liandled and lends
it sell to a homej type of airings.
'I’liere are two eommereials, well
spaced afiarl and not too overlong.

Andy.

about six weeks ago and has done
much to hypo biz at tlie various
houses it has played. Heard
throughout the New England area
through an 11-station Columbia
hookup, it’s the first live audience
production show to hit town since
First National Bank dropped its

Opera House shows with Arthur
Fiedler. Stanza adds up to good

the Mon.-Wed.-Fri. shows until

Aug. 22, when “Girls” goes wholly
commercial with Robert Hall

Clothing taking the Mon.-Wed.-
Fri. periods. Mart.

LET’S HAVE FUN
With Hank Grant, emcee; Holland

ricuicc. oitiii/.d auu.s up lo goou Engle, announcer
entertainment and slioukl do tlie Director: Hunt Downsenicriammeni ana snouiii ao itie nuu*
job it was designed for, namely 30 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 12 (noon)

sell Evans lighters. EUe. GOLDBLATT’S
i WON. Chicago

This is a giveaway staged in the

I

sponsor’s downtown store studio
with audience participation, songs,

i and a phone quiz. Emcee Hank
!

Grant, heartily echoed by announc-
er Holland Engle, merges the
bra.ssier features of Ralph Edwards

ADVENTURES IN TRAVEL
With Henry Milo
Writer-Producer: Dlilo
15 Mins.; Wed., 10:45 p. m.
Sustaining
WINS, N. Y.

For vneal loners looking for ' and Bob Hawk in a big, fast, noisy
travel tips, this show will prove show.
interesting. Henry Milo, program it’s the type of program that will
conductor, has a w ide range of info appeal to a horde of women shop-
about near and far-off places which pers. resting their aching feet
is supplemented by guests from between bargain grabs. Neverthc-
travel agencies, .shipping com-

j
less, so much of the personal ap-

panies and mag publications. The proach is lost on the radio sets
data, however, is retailed in a
rambling stylo wilh too nuich com-
mercial enthusiasm and not enough
critical discrimination.
On a recent show. Richard

Joseph. Esquire travel editor, and
E. riyron Bull, prexy of the Hull
Line, plugged the Carilihean area
in general and the Bull Line in
particular as vacation possibilities.
Much of the descriptive rnalerial.
unfortunately, wa.s marred l)v a
corny, travelog flavoi . Hcrm.

_

that li.steners get a maximum of
noi.sy confusion and a minimum
of active entertainment.

Grant is a capable emcee, and
does a glib job of kidding the
participants. But an unnecessary
amount of belly-laughing by an-
nouncer Engle after every sally
drowns out listener appreciation.
Commercial plugs are shouted in
a barker style that get on a per-
son’s nerves.

Trouble with this program is
that it’s a direct takeoff on “Truth
Or Consequences,” and not deliv-
ered half so well. It needs a fresh
angle. Grant and “Fun” have
something here that’s a hvbrid by

Edwards, but in this
variety case, it doesn’t improve the snecies.

CLEVELAND SUMMER SYM,PHONY "
With Cleveland Orchestra, Diree.

tor Rudolph Rlngwall. Hal Mor-
• Kan, announcer
Producer: Wayne Mack
30 Mins., Wed., 10:30 p. m.
WGAR, Cleveland
WGAR follows the Lewisohn

Concerts with 30 minutes of tran-
scribed music from the Cleveland
Summer Pops. The program
picked up earlier in the evening’
is directed with expert finesse by
maestro Rudolph Ringwall who
briefly introduces the pieces by
giving just enough of the back-
ground to .spice the audience’s at-
tention.
The light music, following the

heavier “longhair” network show
makes for a very pleasant summer
night’s listening. Hal Morgan at
the announcer’s mike and Wayne
Mack at the producer’s end tie in
nicely. Mark.

DESIGN FOR LIVING
With Harriet Rabe, guests
15 Mins., Sun., 2:15 p.m.
Su.staining
WROW, Albany
Program incorporates a sound

idea, but shaky radio technique
mars Its projection. Harriet Rabe
formerly associated w'ith Columbia
Univ. and an Intelligent woman
with definite ideas and opinions
gushes too much and laughs too
shrilly for ea.sy listening, whether
it be in interviews with guests or
in di.scu.ssions of their “design for
happy living.”
Femme dialers may be particu-

larly critical of her. Miss Rabe
must tone down, ease up and talk
less. Trait .of asking a question and
giving her own opinion before the
guest an.swcrs needs to be curbed,
too.

An interview with Jonathan
Lucas, appearing at the Crandell
theatre in nearby Chatham and
scheduled to play in the new
George Abbott show, unfolded a
lively story — despite side excur-
sions by Miss Rabe. Lucas, who
comnetes with Jeffrey Lynn for the
rating ol the most persuasive
male .strawhatter heard on the air
hcrealwuts this sea.son, reported
that as holder of a degree in psy-
chology from Southern Methpdist,
he had worked on the secretarial
end of Hie famed Kinsey Report.
Another exchange, with a woman
member of an artists organization
turning out Chrixtnias cards, also
had moments, but the gals over-
gal)hed and over-laughed. The “de-
sign for happy living” segment
could Im? expanded. Jaco.

ABC-TV
Continued from page 33

•4 J

Radio Followup ^

Mart.

Canada-TV
Continued from page 33

CANTOR’S ECA SHOW

SET FOR U. S. RELEASEW
F’aris, Aug. 9.

On Hie e\(' of sailing home on
Hie Queen Alaix. Eddie Cantor
I raiiscrihed a hroadeast to be re-
leased in the L.S. on Sept. 1 on be-
hair of the European Cooperation
Administration. .\ini is to counter-
act tlie propaganda against spend-
ing heavy dough to help the Con-
tinent get back on its feet eco-
nomically.

(’omie. vitally inlcrested in sup-
porting the .Marshall Plan as a
means lo preserie peace, refused
lo act opt an\ money either for his
\toik or expenses.

Script was written by William N,
Rtibson. who came up from the
Riviera lor the waxing. Session
was all ended by Ed Gruskin, ECA
radio head, Ben Smith and Allen
Oakes wlio acted as announcers,
and Barbara Rurup, of ECA radio
slaff Studio used was that of
Paris Radio Productions, the new
Pierre Gninblat organization.

{

.show (9:30 p.m.) Sunday eienings
is still tied down by a thin script-
ing format that fails to make full
u.se of the .star’s unusual talents.
Past broadcast (7> was a liodge-
podge of .situations, gags and
weakly-excused performances of
standard tunes with which Miss
Merman has been associated in her radio stations is that they are
long string of Broadway musicals, prepared to sink and gamble sev-
All told, the 30 minutes amounted ^ral million dollars of their own
to good effort, no satisfaction. money in Canadian television but

But, long after the final minutes that the CBC wi.shes to extend their
the impre.ssion persists that .some- present monopoly in the radio field

fers a great deal of opportunity though these groups in-,

It simply isn’t being used. This
that they are prepared to take ;

show was brightly written, offering
® heavy investment-flier. Mean-

i

some sharp lines in spots, but sunk '^hile. the Federal-operated CBC is !

into a basic pattern that misses ^xP<^rted to get the green light on I

hre. a $4,000,000 Federal government
Perhaps the fault of the writer grant which will permit the CBC toand producer lies in attempting to establish a television station in To-

nilf"*!
*^^o*’*? tp Miss Mer- ' Tonto and another in Montreal as

Ilo if
^ ” mustcal comedy, to the nucleus of a video setup to

essary. It could be That her ta"ent
“ Tt'ncWanguagc network

could be employed in a dumb dame n ^’'a^S'Canada networks.
j

role, or by widening the idea be- J^^r-day meetings, to
hind the one or two of the sketches ^he CBC
used on the past weck’.s broadcast Independents present-
which were broad slapstick. At any .

eir briefs, will devolve the
rate, while Miss Merman’s new “f®‘sions of the Royal Commission;
show^ has little beside the singer’s P'”* *h® “>n” that the CBC already
standard vocals, she has possibili- Lhe present nationalized
’

j

radio monopoly and which, under-

TITT: ; ;

Standably, might be extended to
** ~ Walter Johnson, television In Canada.

g.m. has been - I

PresWenl of the' Lubbock. Tex.

public relations committee?* I enTer''^?telLu"s5??

working on the floor. To hang the
backdrops there is $19,000 worth
of countorlialanced lines in the big
main studio. 'J'hi.o capital inve.st-

ment. Holden believes, will pay
for itselt witliin a yc'ar by allow-
ing lor asscnil)lyline creation of
sccner.v.

l^ecaiise ot tlie ample storage
facilities, Hoiden li.is devised a
“non-expendahle” s.vstem of set

production. All flats, platforms,
backdrops, doors, window’s, etc. are
made in standardized units which
fit togctlier like building blocks or
pre-fa brica ted furniture. Each flat,

constructe<r for long-tc'rm use. has
its independent built-in stand and
ties that inosli with any other.

“We’ve ne\cr destroyed a si ’''lie

flat in tlic .vear we’ve been '

'x-

ing,” Holden point.s out. e
done 1,100 sliows for which e

built 2(iH new sots, using some ot

tlie elements as man.v as 40 or 50

times.”
Files or artists' drawings, blue-

prints and plans are kept on all

sets, flal.s, drops and furniture, for

quick selection b.v directors. When
new' sets are recpiired. they are de-

signed lo fit into Hie web’s “set

library” with a little adaptation.

Sets are sold at cost to sponsors.

“Conve.vor belt” layout includes

a carpenter shop on the fourth

floor, wlioie flal.s are built and can

be raised lo the filth floor paint

shop througli a slotted ceiling by

means of pulle.\ s. To further trim

costs. lumber and canvas are

bought in quantity, with the canvas

sewed right In the shop.

Holden, former aifor. Theatre

Guild .stage manager, stagecraft

Instructor at the of Michi^n
and Carnegie Tei h and CBS-TV
cameraman, drew on his experi-

ence in legit stock {ompanles for

the “non-expcndahle " set systenj.

In addition lo the hi.g studio i#

ABC will use studio 4 for smaller

shows and three suiallcr studios.

Nos. 5. 6 and 7. in the baseme«

for da.vtiine airers

W'ill also be shared *

which ha.s leased t'\o l)ig

Nos. 2 and 3. for a two-year ncriw^

WOR-TV will also share some o

ABC-TV’f engineering laciUUO»'
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Tele Follow-Up Comment

rurtain was rung down on three

h?!;? vears of Swift-sponsored
Thursday nightjtraight

years

jji® wfth"one
^ot McCann-Erickson

.Hucer Lee Cooley’s intricate TV
dictions. NBC-TV stanza

Emerged as excellent viewing, de-

StP a last-minute change in stu-

»P‘7 ®hich prevented a dress re-

Star Lanny Ross, featured

^;^nStress Martha Wright and the

*Slete cast and production crew

t.rned in fine jobs, performing
^“•2 hardly a fluff despite an

"hlindance of trick camera effects

iSd an Evolved shooting script.

Ross, in his

«« the program, was in ime viMie

2r«nnalily. Same went for Miss

gfS guest Donald Richards and

}Je other singers and dancers

Show had no set formal, represent-

ing a series of songs and prod-.p-

tion numbers linked only by ei

" - asccnivps and fades troin <

week
voice

series of songs and produc-
* .am-

;Va' dissolves and laaes one

Object or set to another It added

f.n to easy looking and listening

2Ed a good sendoff for Cooley, di-

Ted Huston, the cast and

are still more suspenseful than be-
ing conflned to a TV studio.

Story concerned the wife finding
some la.st-minute evidence to save
her husband from the chair but.
with the governor away, only the
Judge on the case could grant tlie

stay—and he was on the other side
of the continent. With the wife on
the phone in one-half of the screen,
the other half showed the people
she was talking to in her attempts
to track down the judge. Scenes
were cut in and out within the split

screen without a mishap, reflecting
plenty of credit on producer Frgd
Coe and director Kingman T.
Moore. .Ian Miner, who played the
wife in the original AM-production,
repeated with a neat thesping job.
building to an hysterical mood at

the fadeofT and making it believ-
able. Supporting cast was equally
good. Story’s inconclusive ending,
leaving it for the audience to de-
cide whether the wife was success-
ful. might have ired some viewers.
The original radio script provided
a happing ending.

FAIR EXCHANGE
Producer: Mary D. Chase
Director: Lee Hall
30 Mins.: Fri., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaininf
WNIIC-TV, New Haven

This Connecticut hamlet,

recognized as an ace breakin spot

for pre-Broadway legit, added an-

rector icw
Robert Q. Lewis, subbing for the

cr®w. “Arthur Godfrey &
Friends’’ Wednesday night <3> via

CBS-TV, had a smash show for the

first half of the hour-long stanza,

introducing enough novelty and
hilarity into the script to rale him
his own TV spot when Godfrey re-

turns. But the show’s second half

slumped via some poor scripting

and Lewis’ apparent tiredness, and
it became just another vaudeo
presentation with little punch. This
was despite the efforts of Benny
Fields in the closing spot, who
showed nowhere near his usual top

form because of too-heavy attempt
at nostalgia.
That first 30 minutes, though,

presented a mark for many e.stab-

lished comedians to shoot at. It

was loaded with yockful material,
i including a fade-in on a simulated
Metro trademark, with Lewis in

, the lion’s spot; a very funny satire

on Milton Berle’s Texaco show, re-

plete with the Mariners’ Quartet as

the four Texaco men, and a well-

,

managed monolog by Lewis a la

Berle. Also smash was a recording

of Godfrey’s voice, cut in advance,

which Lewis mouthed in synch with

,

the^isk. But, that was it. Balance 1

of the program, including the
j

Mariners, Janette Davis and Bill

^ l.iawrence, all Godfrey regulars;

Paul Remos and His Toy Boys;

Cyril Smith, and Art Carney, was
pleasant but average viewing.

Fields might have been okay if

he’d done a couple of complete
' tunes but the “and-then-I sang

’

Last week’s DuMont “Playhouse ” routine, based on Lewis’ leafing

presentation, a video adaptation of through his book of clippings, did

a Michael Sklar script. “Dead of not make it.

Night,” was strictly amateur pro- 1

gramming. Both the acting and ‘ iviama,” CBS-TV’s s i t u a t i o n
direction were of a quality not

|
comedy scries, picked up Maxwell

calculated to advance the cause I House as a sponsor Friday night
of television. At times it wasj, 5 ) while continuing the top-
downright embarrassing to watch quality standards of production and

“Enter Madame,” a pleasant

little farce, was given a pod rule

nn “Philco Summer Playhouse

Sunday night via NBC-TV.

Story of a flamboyant opera star

and her attempts to save hp
marriage, the pUy was excellently

acted by Carol Goodner as the diva

and Philip Bourneuf as her hus-

band Comedy, penned hy Gilda

Varesl and Dolly Byrne and

adapted for video by Fred Coe,

who also produced, held little

suspense, telegraphing its happy

ending from the first scene. But

the thesping, production and direc-

tion were good enough to maintain

Interest.

Miss Goodner and Bourneuf
were given a fine assist by the

supporting cast. 'Beverly Payne
was sufficiently domineering, as the

other woman and Henry Barnard
shone as the diva’s son. Beauteous
Rita Colton showed thesping
promise as his fiancee and Miss
Goodner’s menage of servants,

played by Lilli Valenty, Joseph
Kallini and Jason Johnson, were
standout. Show was played against

the usually lush Philco mountings
and well directed by Gordon Duff.

Sponsor and the Hutchins ad
agency displayed fine showmanship
in their introduction of the new
1950 TV receivers for the first time
on the program.

other facet to its tryout setup when
it premiered this new tele series
as a warmup for eventual potential
national sponsorship headquarter-
ing out of New York. Taking a leaf

from the current legit springboard
plan liial finds it an economic ad-
vantage to launch prospects via the

|

strawhat » circuit rather tlian the
more expensive metropolitan lay-

out. this newcomer which had been
conceived arfd prepared in Gotham
was transported here bag and
baggage for its premiere at a sav-
ing of considerable shekels.

Preem Fri. <.*>> provided an ex-
cellent showcase of program’s
possibilities, these being something
well worth a sponsor’s close

scrutiny. Capable of production on
a shoestring, aside from station

' charges, show involves no paid

'

I

talent, participants being voluntary I

moppets, and even giveaways are
piomoted \ia the free plug system. I

Programs require practically no
rehearsal and entries are procured
at a minimum of expense simply
by mail application.

Half-hour show gets a surprising'
amount of action into a formula

|

that requires no settings whatever
—just two rows of kids semi-
circled around an m e. Participants
have brought with them various
articles they want to swap with
each other. Resulting banter and
barter lends itself to a wide scope
of audience reaction ranging from
comedy involving one tot hawking
her white mouse, to a ca.se of

sympathy for a lad who persistent-
ly tries to dispose of a book, with
no takers. Idea presents tremen-
dous appeal lor youngsters .seeking

participation and provides enter-
taining viewing fur adult, as well
as kid. audience.

First show came over smoothly,
with only minor technical short-
comings. Camera and mike well
handled, former having to buck an
awkward floor-seating arrangement

EVALYN TYNER SHOW
With Ted Alexander and

Smith; George Duffy,
Snyder

Producer: George Hill

30 Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.

lone Sustaining
*

1 WMAL-TV, Washington. D
I

Evalyn Tyner. local gal who has
! made good on the big time, returns

y
johnny
Drucit

C.

to home base to headline town's
first regularly scheduled telecast

from a local hotel. Show originates
from the plush F.mbas.sy Room of

the Slatler Hotel, with both stati<)n

and the Slatler reaping benefits

from the arrangement.

Miss Tyner is above criticism in

her performance on the ivories.

Fortunately for video, besides
being a consummate artist, and a

versatile one. she is also a visual

one. There is constant inteiest in

her playing foi' the eves as well
as the ears. Her hands, her face,

and even her feet are part ol it.

It is to the credit of the camera-
men who man the pair of cameras
that they manage
The TV audience
better view of all

go into this gal's

ing than the live

room. In addition,
camera does better bv

to get it all in.

actually g«’ts a

the factors that
hep piaiu) play-
audience in the

the video
Miss Tvner's

lively personality than the still

camera, which is generally mn-
flattering to her. Some shots, of
course, dti not show pianist in best
light, but general effect is good.

Format of program, now in its

fourth week, is still being juggled
around by producer George liill.

Up to now. star has emceed her
own numbers giving it a homey,
informal touch. However, tripling
as musician, emcee and interviewer
is strenuous, and probably accounts
for the occasional breatliliysne.ss

1 in Miss 'Fyner's voice. Plan to
'switch to announcer for straight

j

announcing chores may help.

1

With la Tyner are her "regu-
i lars,” Ted Alexander, who handles
,
the vocals and the violin cello, and
'Johnny Smith, drummer. The trio
' have been working together here

i

for years, and operate smoothly as
a team. Alexander's vocals are
pleasant, and he is photogenic to
boot. Cameras switch from face
to face and instrument to instru-
ment to add variety. Intere.sting

RUTHIE ON THE TELEPHONE
With Ruth Gilbert, Philip Reed
Writer-Producer: Goodman Are
Director: Fred Rickey
5 Mins., 7:55; Daily Except Wed.
PHILIP MORRIS
CBS-TV, from New York

( Bioir

)

“Ruthie on the Telephone.”
Goodman Ace’s capsule package,
represents the first serious attempt
to inject a new programming ele-

ment into television, svimewhat
paralleling the comic strip tccli-

ni(|ue of the dailies. Idea is a video
elaboration of the onetime comedy
insert on the Robert Q. Lewis CH.S
radio show in the dtiys when Ace
was doing desk duty at the netvvoik
and contributing a writing assist to

the Lewis stanza.

.\s a 'I'V novelty, the slutting of

a five-minute easy-to-take comedy
lonuat h;is considerable merit and
may establish a pattern in breaking
away from the traditional half-hour
and (piarter-hour program formula,
l.ikt* the comic strip, too. it c;in

provide an abbreviated fillip to

daily viewing habits.

Ruth Gilbert (already familiar In

TV viewers as the Mrs. Ruth Dut-
ton on the “Goldberg" show', is

re|>rising her telephonic bit (with
its inevitable ‘‘Let's not fight it -

it’s bigger than the both of ns ’)

with Philip Reed doing TV dut.v in

the ex-Robeii Q. radio role on, the
receiving end of those Gilbertisms.
There’s a split-screen effect and it’s

natural for the two-way by-pl;iv -

and in this case it’s all done with
the aid of mirrors.
As a daily diet, even as a four-

minute showcase (allowing the
other 60 seconds for the Philip
Morris commercial), the onus falls

on Ace as the writer. Idea behind
the gal’s relentless pursuit by teh*-
phone of a guy who’d rather iie left,

alone is a good one. hut only as
good as Ace’s scripting will allow.
Initial airing suggested that .Ace s

reputation for tossing off those
pithy commentaries and baibs
should make “Ruthie" an enter-

,

taining TV briefie, although the
i initial two installments erred in

;

failing to establish the premise for

! the show. Rose.

that sometimes hid the articles be-
;

gimmick is that audience is assured
ing swapped. Tom Romano turned
in a capable job as m.c., with the
kids taking kindly to his style of

verbal exchange.

Tentative plans call for national
' sponsorship tied in with approx-
imately 13 local outlets on a basis

1
w hereby national sponsor would
foot time charges and local .sponsor
would pick up tab for individual
local production. Bone.

what was going on.

It’s been established that there’s
|

a definite place in TV for dramatic'
fare and thcit, under proper
auspices and with good casting, it

can receive superlative treatment.
At this stage of the game there’s
little place left for the low-quality
programming as exemplified last

week on this DuMont showcase.

Jack Carter is punching too hard
j

as emcee of DuMont’s “Cavalcade i

of Stars” but, as straight vaudeo.
this show is steadily building in

pace and quality. Saturday night’s
16) layout ran off neatly with a

roster of good, standard acts with
Henny Youngman as headliner.
Youngman’s string of gags was
uneven but, overall, his impact was

In a straight comedic vein.
*Wton Berle, incidentally, received
•bout a half-dozen plugs between

and Youngman who find
^•t the mere mention of Berlc’s
name is good for a laugh.

Rest of the bill included the
^ndout acro-balancing of Vic A’

nud two neat hoofing te.ims
Business Men of Rhythm

•na Mary Raye & Naldi. Nitciy
un legit song.siress Joan Merrill

strongly with a torch ballad

riH.lj
Smith, on the organ.

faUr 1
show with some

«ncy Instrumentation.

acting set for the show as a sus-

tainer. Series is based on Kathryn

Forbes’ novel. “Mama’s Bank Ac-

count.’’ from which the legit and

film versions of “I RemembcT
Mama’’ were adapted, and is unof-

ficially referred to by CHS execs

as the "Scandinavian Goldbergs.

Title might be apt, since the show

has the same warmth and intimacy

that put “Goldbergs’’ among the

lop 'rv 10. . ,

Friday night’s program presented

a well-scripted .story of the near-
almost hits thecatastrophe that

^ .

fimilv when “Papa decides to go ....
nio (he contr.ictln(! business on his ' ilarily of Iheir silualions requires

MIXED DOUBLES
With Billy Idelson, Ada Friedman,
Rhoda W'illiams, Eddy Fire-

stone. Calvin Thomas
Producer-director-writer: Carleton

E. Morse
30 Mins.: Fri., 9 p. m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

“Mixed Doubles.” while not a

yock-fillcd situation comedy, comes
across as an (ntertaining light

drama with good possibilities

Dealing with the trials of young
married life, it avoids many of the

cliches by focusing on character-

ization. -rather than time-honored
bromides.

Story has two newlywed cou-

ples living side by side in one-

room apartments. The men are

both underpaid copywriters in the

.same ad agency and their wives

are hard pul to make ends meet
on their scanty pay checks. Sim-

. I

it is never televised, an angle that
has been kidded by local press as
protection for two timers. 'Fhere’s
no question, however, that telecast,
with resultant excitement of the
cameras, the truck parked outside
for the remote pick up etc., has
hypoed biz on what is normally
the dullest night of the week.

Sidelight of the program is the
between-halves interview. Plan is

to accent show biz. rather than
government personalities. Latter
are taken care of in the informal
Tyner chitchat, with the inevitable.
“And over there is Sen. .So-And-
So.” Guests at last telecast (.fi)

were George Duffy, the Statler
maestro, who normally does not
appear on the program, and Drucie
Snyder, daughter of the .Secretary
of Treasury, and emcee of a video
program of her own on a rival

station. Inti'iview is completely
off the cuff and informal.

WMAI.-TV. the ABC outlet here,
is shopping for a sponsor for this
one. Prospects arc good, with the
Tyner name a big one in these
parts. There’s no talk yet of this
going net. but, of coius«‘. nobody’s
saying “no .

” Lone.

use of television’s split-

off
® dramatic sliow came

without a hitch on

nK> '‘Lights Out” Tuesday
’ stanza, based

riHu ^,'^nukin’s “I,ong Distance
”

generated terrific sus-

• detrJl 4
story of a wife making

'»Uyh*2u [*st-minutp attempt to

excrution. But.
fine technical work,

imori.
acting,

remained that the

sockonr.iij pven more
'^^ose mental images

evoked by such a script

own to give his children the advan-

tages a nouveau-riche neighbor is

bragging about. Cast, with Pegg>

Wood as “Mama” and Judson Laire

as “Papa,” was uniformly excellent.

Production by Ralph Nelson and

Carol Irwin and Nelson s direction

were standout. Commercials were

woven neatly into the script as part

of the diary being penned by Rose-

mary Rice as the daughter. Max-

well House and Benton & Bowles,

ad agency on the 'account, wisely

confined the

and closing spots, letting the story

run its course.

' With Bert Parks on a two-week

vacation, Jimmy Blaine

into the emcee spot on ABG-i v s

“Slop the Music.” Blame, a

voung Kan.san who is the regular

male vocalist on the ^«"anza

stanza, turned in a

kept strictly to the pattern

has set—maintaining a

tempo in his telephonic shatter

wUh contc.stants. injecting himse f

into the acts and warbling » ^(Hiple

of tunes. Although he started off

a bit nervously, he
multitudinous chores and

1 them off well. He was glib

'»;<r’p'irSble. parucula^r^y .n a

i..„4:Qq number or Strinnzei

And with

He
Parks

rapid-fire

proOuclion number or.^ni,

bank.

imaginative scripting and direction

to difterentialp between the pairs,

and this Carleton Morse has been
able to do. Billy Idelson plays

a hypochondriac, unaggressive
breadwinner with Ada Friedman
cast as his serious homemaker. For
confra.sl. Eddy Firestone is a

healthy go-getter and Rhoda Wil-

liams the more glamorous, frivo-

lous spouse.

On the preem <f>) both males

were (ompeting for a promotion

on the job. with the result that
:

neither got it. Plot allowed for

some insight into the attitudes of

both families and had some charm-

!

ing moments. Details of life in a

crowded fiat were realistically

handled and shofild click in thi.s

housing shortage era. Cast played

understandingly and the total ef-

fect was mature.

Dialog was natural and simple,

except for a few lapses into coy-

nes*; The scripting was tight,

with the four young mnrrieds hold-

ing the cameras’ attention throijgh-

out and with only one other char-

acter the boss, coming in briefly.

However. Morse could have pro-

!

vided a finale with more impact.

A scene of the two couples having

a nartv together, as the script sug-

gested. would have been a stronger

curtain than
a

a couple of

(Continued on page 40)

clinches.
Bril.

MOVIE TOWN RSVP
With Carroll Carroll, Helen Fergu-

son. Jack Johnstone, Dick Lane,
Rud Stephen

Producer: Phil Booth
30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
KTLA, Hollywood

Put to filling the time of the
j

defecting Mike Stokey, who moved
j

over to KTTV under sponsorship, '

KTLA’s Klaus Landsberg reasoned
|

that inasmuch as home viewers
have come to expect charades at

that .Sunday night fiour. that's what
,

they would set. .And what they’re
getting is pantomimiery. n(»l quite
up to the .Stokey grade hut enter-
tainment of its kind.

Turn is worked a little different
from the general run of charades.
Panel of three presides at the
studio while at some remote spot,

in this instance the Town House,
class hostelry. Dick Lane puts a

few V(»lunteer plants ami pickups
throuEh the motions eonforming to

the title of a song, quotation, sjiv-

ing, etc. Panelists are CairoII Car-
roll. raflio scripter and agency
exec; Helen F’ergiison. (metime
stage star and now running a pub-
licity office, and .lack .Johnstone,

radio producer. Bud Stephen, who
replaced Keith Heatherineton. has

the appearance but not the voice

for emcee of the guessing end.

It might just as well been the

double (’arroll all hy himself for

all the help he got from the others.

He was on top of the charaders

(Continued on page 40)

NEWSWEEK VIEWS THE NEWS
With Ernest K. Llndley, modera-

tor; guests
Director: I.es Tomalln
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.
Du Mont, from New York
Newsweek mag has come im with

an interesting and workable format
for a video digest of the news. Cut
into a series of spots averaging
about five minutes each, show
ranges over a wide diversity of im-
portant material in the style of the
mag publication. Show stems from
a cooperative deal in which Du
Mont supplies the time and gets a

firstratc public affairs program,
while Newsweek gets a big plug.

.Sho\M)pens with a battery of the
mag’s top editors briefly summariz-
ing latest developments in the
news. The fact that newspapermen
like Ernest K. Lindley, Kenneth
Crawford and Chet Shaw lack the
facile manner of regular air eum-
mentators doesn’t hurt too much.
They compensate by dellvtuving
the news authoritatively without
reading from scripts.

Hulk of the show Is devoted to
interviews of leading figures in

I

various fields. On show caught.
Dr. Hart E. Van Riper, medical di-

rector of the National Foundation
of Infantile Paralysis, was queried
on the current polio epidemic; Wil-
liam Kelley, manager of the New
York division of the Atomic Energy
Commission, explained aspects ot
atomic energy production while
other guests discoursed on air

air power and new advances in

lighting and lamps. It was a well-

rounded review with plenty of

visual devices to sustain interest.

1
Herm.

PRACTICE TEE
With William P. Barbour, guest;

announcer. Tom ^

Producer: Stuart Buchanan
Director: Charles Ranat.u
LA Mins., Fri., 7:30 p. m.
NBC-TV, from Cleveland
WNBK’s first regular network

presentation is an effort to help

the already exposed golfer to mr-
rect his game. On hand to do the

teaching is William I*. Barbour,
golf pro at .Sleepy Hollow Coun-
try Club, and a patient man with

a difficult pupil.

This is not a show for the man
just planning to take his first step

on the links He’s able to pick

up a suggestion or two. hut the

program is not geared in his direc-

tion. The man who has been on
the course and who still sliies,

hooks, etc. will find many lips

from Barbour’s suggestions to the

pupil of the week who pre.sents a

different problem.
In stanza caught <5) camera

work lagged behind several of the

key moments of explanations, but

overall work made for nice, clear

pictures. Background sccnerv was
' fine workmanship. Mark.
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poned a week until next Monday
(15' upon agreement between at-

torneys, Judge Samuel Dickstein,

meanwhile, modifled his previously

signed stay to allow Macy’s to take

orders for Du Mont sets “provided
that such sets shall not be deliv-

ered unless and until the other

staying sale and delivery is va-

cated.”
It has been learned that Macy’s

is now taking orders on DuMont’s

new 1950 line of receivers. Since

DuMont itself will not sell sets to

the store, it is believed the re-

tailer is getting them from some

other source. But, in line with the

pending court order, the new re-

ceivers are beiing offered at

straight list price.

“Curbstone Cut-Up” S h i r 1 •
Dinsdale and “Judy Splinted
moved back to Coast Fri. ( 5 ) aft!,
winding up NBC-TV series hirl
. . Sarra film producers launchino
“Clumsy Cuthbert” series as^f
guide in screening techniques

*

NBC-TV’s fourth Chi studi;
rushed to completion for return a#
“Kukla Fran and Ollie”. Wov
TV’s Bob Hibbard and Len Bar!tholomew on vacations in north
woods . . WBKB promotion man
ager Red Quinlan taking two weeb
absence for work on tele novel.

London
Shortened version of “Tupnenp#

Coloured” with Joyce GreWlL
Max Adrian and Elizabeth Welch
in their original roles will be
featured Aug. 26 . . . How to read
history on the highway is the
theme of a talk by John Read on
inn signs, to be telecast with photo-
graphs and drawings Aug. 19 .

150th anniversary of the birth of
Pushkin will be marked by the
presentation of “The Queen of
Spades,” adapted from his short
story by Mervyn Mills with Albert
Lieven in the lead . . . Arathi
Christie’s “Ten Little Niggers” will
be on the air Aug. 20 and leadini
roles will be played by John
Bentley. Arthur Wontner and John
Stuart . . . Final test match
between England and New Zealand
from the London Oval will be
broadcast on the afternoons of
Aug. 13, 15 and 16, with Brian
Johnston and E. \V. Swanton as
commentators.

Du Mont’s move last week in

cancelling its receiver franchise
witli Macy’s, N. Y.’s largest depart-
ment store, because of the store’s

price-cutting tactics is expected to

help stabilize the price lines with
|

all DuMont dealers. Move was
generally hailed in the trade. •

meanwhile, as being generally
beneficial to the entire industry,
since it might convince other re-

j

tailors that it doesn’t pay to cut
prices.

|

Hassle started with the lifting of <

the franchise by DuMont sales
chief F.rnest A. Marx after learn-
ing that Macy’s was trimming
established prices on DuMont sets.

Store immediately announced, via
full-page ads in N. Y. daily new.s-
papers, price cuts of 20% on all

DuMont receivers, whereupon
Marx obtained a court order direct-

inf Macy’s to show cause why they

should not be restrained from fur-

ther cut-rate advertising.

Hearing on the motion was post-

TV’s “Market Melodies” five days

weekly, since early June... Doris

Frankel. whose play. “What’s To
Love,” has been sold to Brock Pem-
berton for Broadway production, is

writing scripts for “Suspense” and
“Actors Studio.”

“Points of View,*’ new series of

di.scussion programs on current

events, preems tomorrow night

(Thurs.) on Newark’s WATV at

8 o’clock ... Ed Nofziger, w.k.

cartoonist, subbing for Chuck
Luchsinger on ABC-TV’s “Cartoon
Tele-Tales” Sunday (14) while the

latter takes his first vacation since

the show preemed 15 months ago
. . . Bonafide Mills preeming new
fall TV package, “Bonny Maid
Floor Show,” Aug. 26 via NBC-TV.
Starring George GIvot, the pro-

gram is packaged by Ba.sch Radio
and Television Productions . . .

Film Equities Corp. moved to new
and larger quarters. Company prez
Irvin Shapiro is currently once-
overing foreign production on a

six-week European junket . . . Con-
rad Thibault guesting Sunday (14)

on Jacques Fray’s “Music Rooms”
via ABC-TV . . . “Mary Kay and
Johnny,” which has been aired as

a 15-minute acro.ss-the-board sus-

tainer via NBC-TV, returning to

its original half-hour, once-weekly
format tomorrow (Thurs.) on the
same net . . . Eight members of the
original “One Man’s Faimly” radio^
cast have been brought to N. Y.
for the TV production by producer
Carleton E. Morse. They include
J. Anthony Smythe, Russell Thor-
sen, Bernice Berwin, Page Gilman^
Thomas Collins, Laurette Fill-

brandt, Billy Idelson and Mary Lou
Harrington.

Thanks
'A' Irene Dunne

iiC Florence Eldridge

Geraldine Fitzgerald

John Garfield

Paul Henried

John Larkin

'lAr Fredric March

lAr Jon Miner
t

if Lizabeth Scott

Marta Toren

Kansas City, Aug. 9.

What was to have been a special

events broadcast from the polio

ward of St. Luke’s Hospital here
proved so beneficial to patients and
their families that it ha.s been put
on a regular two-per-week basis

by the hospital and Station KCKN,
George Stump, KCKN’s chief of

production, set up the original

broadcast with Melvin Dunn. a»
sistant superintendent at the hos-

pital, in view of the current in-

tense interest in polio.

Hollywood
A&S Lyons is peddling Leo

Guild’s “Wizard of Odds” to tele-
vision. According to Lyons office,
deal for sponsorship is near the
inking stage for video with radio a
possibility following teevee debut.
Phil Baker and Jay Stewart are be-
ing considered for emcee roles . . .

Mini-Films has completed pilot
reel in a proposed series on make-
up for women. Pix are being of-
fered to a national spon.sor for
$5,000 per 15-minute segment. Pro-
duction cost on initialer in series
ran $3,0()(). Film was produced and
directed by Bennett Ross and fea-
tures Ern Westmore . . . Melvin
Levy will rewrite “Ringside” tele-
script for Eclip.se Productions.
Scries has been set to star
James Gleason and feature Mickey
Walker . . . .Apex Films has com-
pleted the first six “Lone Ranger”
telepix for General Mills. Company
will lay off until September when
it will go out on location again to
roll final seven in the 13-week sc-
ries . . . KTL.V is telensing^ the
midget auto races from Culver City
. . .“Bozo’s Circus,” Capitol Rec-
ords’ show produced by AI Simon,
will be kinescoped by KTTV for
spon.sor pre.sentation.

AMERICA'S FINEST

WESTERN ACT'

I

for making ‘’Eight By Request (reprisf

of eight hesl programs from ‘Radio Citv Plavliouse’

a most pleasant and sueeessfiil series

The Texas Rangers, stars ot

stage, screen, radio and tele-

vision, early this summer

made a personal appear-

ance tour in the Midwest.

They are pictured here in

Oklahoma City, when they

were commissioned honor-

ary Colonels of the State of

Oklahoma by Governor

Roy J. Turner.

The T^xas Rangers tran-

scriptions, used on scores

of stations from coast to

coast, have achieved Hoop-

eratings as high as 27.4.

Advertisers and stations

— ask about our new

sales plan!

W/re, u rite or phone

Chicago
WNBQ promotion manager Hal

Smith took second prize in Benton
& Bowles NBC station promotion
for “Who Said That?” WGN-
TV operations director Vern
"tooks on month tour of Europe
checking TV operations .. ABC-
TV sports announcer Wayne Grif-
fin picked as top TV spieler by
Wrestling As You Like It mag.
Griffin and V’ince Garrity handle
bouts from Rainbo arena . . .

jyT^lJ/TV’s “Gordy’s Guessing
Game” scoring .so strong on mail
pull the Milwaukee station is plan-
ning to sked Gordon Thomas as a
regular fall feature . Rill Kusack
appointed chief engineer at WBKB.
Ho joined B&K indie in 1940
Indie producer Tom O’Brien on va-
cation Golf champ Sammy
Snead guested on WGN-TV’s “Pars,
Birdies and Eagles” ABC-TV
actor Mike Wallace to Marblehead.
Mass., and New York for combined
"'z-Pjeasure Ernie Simon of

olT to Hawaii and India
'•I'king contract with sponsor
Victor dealers that will screen

him five weekly instead of three on

Dir«ctor-Wriftr

KADIO CITY PLAYHOUSE, NBC MONDAYS, 10:30 P.M

SIGHT MY REQUEST, NBC TUESDAYS, $.30 P.M.

Personal Representative: MARTIN GOODMAN. 38 East 57th, New York City

ARTHUR B. CHURCH
Productions

KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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V/CAU-TV is following in the footsteps of WCAU-AM, whic u.

phenomenal listener response from the stort on locol loyalty.

began to say that WCAU-AM was their station . . .
developed the hstenmg

habit. . . . It's working out that woy for WCAU-TV too. In on

we televise 28 local shows, with 325 people taking part The.r famd.es

neighbors and friends are selling for you; And ’hit su.ts u* 'o a bee

it's nice to see this history repeat itself. So use WCAU-TV to reach the local

buyers who count.

CBS A F F I L I A T E

TV
AM
FM

The Phi Bulletin Stations
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Cincy’s Daytime Video Rivalry

Gives Impetus to Programming

Wrdneailay, August 10, I949

Cincinnati, Aug. 9.

Coiupeling for early afternoon
audiencesi with the new WCPO-
T\‘.s noontime kickoffs, C'rosley s

W|,W-T last week added two hours
til its daytime schedule, Monda>
lluixigh Friday, In advancing the
(•itening of telecasts on those days.
VVLW-T came up with four new
live shows. Ten-hour salvo of tal-

ent block programming is aimed
at femmes and juves at times when
tfte Scripps-How ard video station is

heavy with disk jockev routines.
C’tncy’s third TVer, WKRC-TV has
a 5:15 p.m. starting time.

Wiimen’s segs top the new pro-
grams. First of these features Rita
Haekett. who has already developed
• high night rating with her weekly
* ( tub ‘49” series. In her latest

*tmw. from 2 to 2;30. she is the
editor of a magazine called ‘‘Now!

’

Rutititled ‘‘For the Modern Wom-
an” Miss Haekett is assisted bv
Honor Nicholas, who advanced
from the WLW-T makeup ranks to
stiow In front of the camera.

“Tea Time.” a second new se-
ries. from 2:30 to 3, is processed
by Crosley’s special broadcast serv-
ices division, under supervision of
Katherine Fox. Central personality
Is Skippy Knoop, who ties in pro-
motion of civic events with chatter
and mu.sical interludes. John
Cliester Smith, tenor, and Ann
Ryan, soprano, are gue.sts on al-

ternate iHograms.
Tots are targeted from 3 to 3:30

In a combo of fairy-tale telling and

charcoal drawing called ‘‘TV Won-
derland.” Rudy Prihoda is the art-

ist and narration is by Jana Hoff-;
man. Juves are invited to do Inter-
pretations of figures described in
stories and submit them for prize.s.

A general rustic entertainment
stanza has the 3:30 to 4 p.m. slot.

3’itled “Haystack Hoedown.” it

merges with a similar show. ‘‘Cur-
tain Time,” which previously
opened the daily airings at 3:45.

J'liere is a wide range of WLW
rural talent for this giddap.

F'rom 4 p.m. on the .schedule re-
mains as was, with ‘‘The Merry-
mans.” Bob Merryman, announcer,
and his actress w'ife, Mary liOu, in

a domestic set. followed by “Magic
Telekitchen” at 4:45 and "Junior
Jamboree” at 5.

.Another added starter last week,
separate from the revised after-
noon schedule, is ‘‘Paul’s Place.”
with Paul Hodges, comic, in a
luncheon setup. 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.,
four times a w'eek.

BURNETT’S CLUB FOR VETS
Chicago, Aug. 9.

Leo Burnett agency took a look
over its shoulder at 14 years ex-
istem e last week (5». and decided '

to induct 63 agency staffers into a
j

"F’ive Years and Over” club. Those 1

tapped got special neckties for men
j

and lapel pins for women.
j

Breakdown includes six with 14
years service, and 23 with 10 years
of ulcer coddling.

WGN-TV, Chi. reported White
Ragle Brewing will sponsor first

half of Madison A. C. boxing bouts
for 22 weeks, once weekly, through
(Jerald Sheilds agency; Newart Co.
will sponsor DuMont teletran-
scribed “Front Row (’enter” for 52
weeks, once weekly, through W’il-

liam Futterman agency; and an-
nouncements for Ruby Che\rolet
through W. B. Doner agency.
WBKB, Chi. reported announce-

ments fur Alliance Manufa(;turing
through Foster & Davies agency.
Cleveland; ('anadian Ace Brewing
through Louis Weitzman agency;
Balaban Floor Covering through
Irving Rocklin agency; and Old.s-

mobile through D. P. Brother
agency. Detroit.
WRNR-TV. Chi. reported Stew-

art-Ashby (’offee has I'enewed the
15-min. “Paul Harvey News” once
weekly for 52 weeks through
Roche, Williams & ('leary agency;
and announcements for Ruby
Chevrolet through W. B. Doner
agency; Dad’s Root Beer through
Malcolm-Howard agency.
WNBQ, Chi, announced partici-

pations by Kaiser-Frazer Distribu-
tors through Malcolm-Howard
agency; and Chicago Motor Club
through Agency Service Corp.,
both in Herbie Mintz piano show
"But Not Forgotten.”

Inside Stuff-Radio
Current i.ssue of Harper’s magazine includes an article on the Rev

J. Harold Smith, who broadcasts seven days a week on a souther
Bible Belt network. Piece points up .some of the dangers of pai^

I religious broadcasts and relates the war of the reverend aeain r

WFBC, Greenville. S. (’.. WSPA, Spartanburg. S. C.. and WNOX. Knox"!*. Reason for the boycott by the preacher, who says he learned
•h from the broadca.sting technique of the late Huey Long, was that

ville

m uc
the three stations refused to take his paid religious airers. As a result
he and his wife became principal stockholders in a religious organiz*’
lion which operated WIBK, Knoxville, until the FCC decided not t'
validate its licen.se. His daily sermons, however, are 'still aired bv
a network of .southern stations and are also beamed across the burd»r
from XKRF, a Mexican station.

The magazine errs, however, in .saying that ‘‘the large city stations
are banning paid religious broadcasts.” Recent trend is for the nets
to accept more of this kind of busine.ss.

’

NANCY

0^ JieaiAen 9h

Currently Appearing at the

CAPITOL
New York

Thanks to Sidney Piermont and Harry Romm

NOW
fealNred on

MUTUAL
Network

SUNDAYS
1:30 p. m.

and

MONDAYS
thru

FRIDAYS
12:30 p. m.

RFXENTLY COMPLETED RECORD BREAKING 13

WEEK “RETURN ENGACiEMENT’’ AT THE
VERSAILLES, New York

(booked back for this eiig^a^ement within 9 months)

Follow'ed with a most pleasant chore with Don McNeil
and his Famous Breakfast Club via ABC Network . . .

(Thanks Don McNeil).

Par. Dir—MCA (Thanks Dick Rubin)

Pratt Ralafiont—Francat E. Kay A Ca.

Catholic B’casters

Name Fr. Peyton Prez

At So. Bend Confab
South Bend. Aug. 9.

The Rev. Patrick (‘. Peyton, di-

rector of “The Family I’fiealre” on
Mutual, founder of The Family

I
Rosary Crusade headquartered in

I

Albany, N. Y., and the ('alliolic

j

clergyman considered to have en-

j

joyed the most spectacular success

in radio, is the new president of

the ('atholie Broadcasters Assn.
He was elected at the second an-
nual convention held in South
Bend, and attended bv Catholic
broadcasters from 20 stales, as well

^

as from Canada and tlie Philippine
Islands.

Father Peyton, who divides his

^

time between Albany. Hollywood
and the road, and who has just

j

returned from a Kuropean tour. ^

I was named to su((eed Msgr.
Francis X. Sallaway, director of ra-
dio tor the archdi«)cese of Bostoti.
Only other change in the ofTiciai
board of CB.A was the election of
Rev. Louis (Jales. founder of the
Catholic Digest, of 'Jt. Paul. Minn.,
to serve lor a year.

Father Peyton, wlio presents a
weekly dramatization over Mutual
to foster family prayer, with film
stars donating their services, and

|who offers three special shows via
the same network for Christinas.
Raster and Motlier’s Day. piobahly
will essay television, too. the com-
ing season. He started with a Ro-
.sary program over WABY. Albany
seven years ago. Bing Crosbv
broke the Hollywood ice for
“Father Pat” by agreeing to appear
with ( ardinal Spellman and the
parents of “the five Sullivans" on
a Mother’s Day program on Mutual
in 1945.

Before leaving for Rurope. Rddie (’ant or confabbed with Milton
Blow, whose agency is handling “Take It Gr Leave It,” on which
('anlor will star, for Rversharp. When the talk turned to Hooper and
Nielsen ratings, the comic expre.s.sed liis considered opinion that cold
statistics don’t prove much, “Take ’Crime Photographer,’ for in.stance
which your agency picked up for Philip Morris,” Cantor .said, “ni
bet you lOO-lo-l you can’t tell me the name of the previous spon.sor”
Blow was stumped. The previous backer, incidentally, was Toni.

First regular committee meeting of the Foreign Language Oualitv
Network, held at the offices of WOV. N. Y.. MdViday (8). has decided
to limit participation, at first, to Italian and Polish language stations

(
Reason is that the body will be set up as a non-profit corporation and

I

to speed the legal process the number of outlets to take part has been
pared. It’s expected, however, that Spanish broadcasters will be the

! nexl group asked to join.

The FLQN will include .stations in 19 markets: Boston, Chi Phillv
N. Y.. Scranton-Wiikes Bane, Pittsburgh. Cleveland, Buffalo. St Loui

!
Washington. Milwaukee, Providence. New Haven. Toledo, Wilmington
San Francisco, Springfield, Los Angeles and Baltimore. One station
in each market will be selected for membership, except where there
is no conflict because one outlet broadcasts a foreign language during
the day and another in the same city carries the language at night

*

Stations selected will provide full stati.stics on listenership, coverage
raft cards and similar information to Claude Barrere, who is serving
as FLQN secretary. Taking part in the confab were Ralph Weil WOV
topper, chairman: Frank Blair. WSCR. Scranton; George Lasker

I WBMS, Bo.ston; William Jory, WJLB, Detroit; and Samuel Sague’WSRS, Cleveland Heights.

IBEW Beats lA In

L.A. Video Station Vote
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Stagehands, traditionally lATSR.
will be under the IBRW banner on
KI.A(’-TV. In an election con-
ducted by the National Labor Rela-
tions Boai’d, station personnel vot-
ed to join the IBRW rather tlian
the lA.

Covered under the IBRW ballot
win will be all personnel but TV
directors, not involved in the elec-
tion. As a result of the voting, the
IBRW gains as new members .stage
hands, .scenic artists and makeup
crews, totaling nine KL.\C staff
members.

Already with the electricians un-
ion at the station are cameramen,
and their contract will he renewed
although no dale for negotiations
on pact have not been set as yet.
IBRW will ask lor increased

wages for engineers and produc-
tion staff with the exception of art

IBhW jurisdiction. 'I'heie has been
no wage increase since KI...AC’-TV
went on the air.

lAlSFJ recently signed a prece-
dental contract with KTLA giving
It jurisdiction over all technical i

^’^TIV in addition to,
KL.A(

. .NABRT has KFI-'I’V^KNBH and KRCA-TV under con-
tract.

! TOM MOORE SCRAMS

LADIES’ IN HASSLE
Chicago. Aug. 9.

Tom Moore resigns from
“Ladies be Seated” on Aug. 19 as
producer and emcee, with leaving
caused by clasli over projected
New York economy move. ABC
five-a-weeker has been sustaining
for past half-year with Tom Moore
as associate producer.

Moore has been emcee on give-
away lor past two years. Partici-
paler was spon.sored by Toni and
Quaker Oats this spring.
Show amanating from Chicago •

2 00 to 2 30 ((’DS'T) may move to
New York or possibly he dropped.

MASON MEMORIAL FUND
San Antonio. Aug. 9

A “Bill Mason Memorial F'und”
is bc'lng raised by the San .Antonio
Chapter of the American News-
paper Guild.

Fund is to retain a special coun-
sel during the trial of the deputy
sheriff charged with the murder
of the former pcogram director of
KBKI. Alice, following a broadcast.

Robby Lantz With Gibbs
formerl.v head of

the Berg Allenberg Coast agenev's
' 11''

i*^*^*?.
I'as joined the

John R. Gibbs & Co. agenev as an
as.sociate. Lantz will handJe legit
and film talent and story proper-
ties for the Gibb.s office, w hich has
been dominantly In radio and tele-
vision.

With r.anlz's leamup. the (Jihhs
agencN will take over represeiiia-
tion of Berg-Allenberg clients inNew ^ork as well as repping the
Llirislopher Alann LutuUm agenev
Berg-Allenberg recently dosed its
At. 1 . office in an econom\ mo\e.

‘Action Autographs' Due
For Revival on ABCNTV

U 11 . ,
Chicago. Aug 9 .

uhJ i.

^ encouraged by
bat It considers good viewer re-

sponse is reviving “Action Auto-
jraphs on ABC-TV. Sunday. Sept.

oi.f
»‘oved

June^
^ dropped at the end of

account recent I v

Donald agency to Mc(’ann-Krick-

ide'
handling the 15-min-

*

m-g-m—
"On an Island with You"

TIIR rA.MKI. 8IIO\V
Ki-wry l-'rifiiiy M(i«. H::SO II.8.T.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

Pittsburgh — After nearly 15
years on VVWSW. Rev .lai k Mun->on the radio evangelist, has
switched to WPIT While Biliv
Hinds IS vacationing. Buzz Aston
has his old femme sidekick
Jeanie Regal, on KDKA’s Buzz and
Bill show with him. Thev 'used to
be the team of Buzz and Jean be-
tore he went into Armv . Joe
Mann has resigned from the KQ\’
announcing staff to freelance

wufew joined theWWSW engineering department to
work the all-night 1500 Club pro-

J gram.

Marjorie (’oonev.

itips Ipfi f women’.* activ-

tour' of^ i,
* six-week

Kngland. France.

alLi 1
She took
"Pirated

^^^IH^^^^^Iew^uropean releb.s.

WILLIAM SWEETS
Raperti on tkt

BLACKLIST

IN RADIO
Thursday, Aug. 11, 8:30 P.M.

HOTEL ABBEY, 149 W. 51 St.

AIR CONDITIONED
Adm., 83e

Millard Lampoll, Chairman
Orhor Prominonr Radio P*r«onolitl#*

VOICI OP FREEDOM COMM.
Rodlo-TV, ASP
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Inside Television

Simplification of buying and selling video advertising is being

launched today (Wed.) at the new Broadcast Advertising Bureau by a

special committee on standardization of television rate cards and con-

tract forms. Starting the ball rolling is a five-man nucleus from the

Television Standardization Group, an adjunct of th^ NAB’s sales man-

agers executive committee.

Chairing the special committee is Eugene Thomas, manager of

WOIC, Washington, who also heads up the larger group. Meeting with

him will be E. Y. Flanigan. WSPD-TV, Toledo; John E. Surrick, WFII.-

TV, Philly; James V. McConnell, NBC, representing the webs; and
William Weldon, Blair TV. for station representatives. Staff work on

the project will be handled by Charles A. Batson, BAB’s assi.stant di-

rector in charge of tele. Group will have the records of another sub-

committee of the NAB which planned the recommended format for

am and FM rate cards and contracts.

New York City’s Television Unit, muny non-profit operation, will

start shooting on two 10-minute shorts next week, as it nears com-
pletion of its 30-minute vidpic on housing. The one-reelers will deal

with the school health program and the home-care hospital program.
Clifford Evans, head of the TV unit, will offer the pix ciiffo to local

video outfits.

Aversion of Chesterfield.s and Philip Morris to having their shows
slotted back-to-back has forced CBS-TV to confine its five-minute
“Ruthie on the Telephone” show to six nights a week, eliminating
Wednesdays. Bankrolled by PM and packaged by Goodman Ace.
“Ruthie" is aired nightly except Wednesday at 7:55, since the Chestcr-
fleld-spon.sored "Arthur Godfrey & Friends” tees off that night at 8.

Around the Hollywood ad agencies they’re a.sking with puzzled looks,
•how’d he do it?” What stumps them is how Joe Rines could bring
In a half-hour filmed leevee show with names for less than $6,000.
But it's Rines’ secret, developed after a year’s intensive .study of
cutting corners to save a buck here and there. Series of 26 films
made by General Television Enterprises for Procter & Gamble cost
$10,000 for a similar length of celluloid. Rines not only turned out
the pilot film of a series-to-come for less than $6,000 but he had it

telecast on NBC’s eastern network by Colgate. Soap sponsor is said
to have liked it so well that option may be taken onjanother 12. For
his cast Rines rounded up Dick Foran, Rosemary De Camp, Joyce
Compton and Hans Conried and will use them intermittently.

Nat Fowler. ABC-TV film director, has inked a contract with Encyclo-
pedia Britannica Films for 39 pix on an exclusive basis. To handle
the syndication problem, pix shown in N. Y. on Sept. 4 will be aired
in Chi on Sept. 11, in Detroit on Sept. 18 and in 'Frisco on Sept. 25.

Films are divided into three series—“TV Tot Time.” "Other Lands,
Other People,” and “Industries for America.” One pic from each
series will be screened each week for 13 weeks.

Amsterdam, N. Y.—Cecil Wood-
j

station. He succeeds former
land, general manager of WCSS, Mayor Arthur Carter, who with-

Amsterdam. has been elected pres-Tu®'^
Went of the Community Service taken over by the present »tock-
Broadcasting Corp., operator of the * holders.

A Double Poser
With Maiden Form bras-

sieres signed as one of the
Weintraub agency’s participat-
ing clients on Dorothy Doan’s
“Vanity Fair” show on CBS-
TV, agency and CBS execs
were in a quandary last week
over how they could plug the
product. They realized they
would not be able to use live

models and figured use of man-
neqiuns would have no sales
impact.

Harrassed men finally called
in Miss Doan to get the wo-
man’s viewpoint. She told them
frankly that women see noth-
ing risque in buying bras-
sieres and declared she could
plug them merely by holding
them up and pointing out their
finer features, as a salesgirl
does in a store. Agency and
web toppers Immediately hail-
ed her solution as “stupend-
ous,” so the bras will take the
air when the show resumes
next month.

Crosley’s Fnlltime TV

Sales Rep in Biz Bid
Cincinnati, Aug. 9.

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. ini-

tiated an intensified campaign for

time sales on its three TV sta-

tions with assignment this week of
Theodore Fremd as fulltime New
York sales rep. He recently was
merchandising manager for the
G. M. Basford agency.

Fremd huddled here last week
with Marshall Terry, veepee in

charge of television, and visited

the Crosley video installations in
Dayton and Columbus, O., as well
as the Cincy one. He reports to
Henry Mason Smith, veepee in

charge of sales and will have head-
quarters at the WLW sales offices
in New York.

Houston—“The Queen for a
Day” radio show, m.c.’d by Jack
Bailey will originate a series of
three broadcasts over Mutual
coast-to-coast from the Shamrock
Hotel on Sept. 4, 5 and 6. Air
show will be part of a big Food
Show to be staged here.

"Blacklist’ Talk Slated by Sweets

As RTDG Probes Into Charges
' William Sweets, former Radio-

Television Directors prexy who al-

;

legedly was forced to resign as di-

rector of two Phillips H. Lord

i shows because of his political be-

I liefs, will speak at a meeting on the
'

"blacklist” issue tomorrow evening
at the Hotel Abbey, N. Y. The con-
fab has been called by the Voice of

' Freedom Committee and the Radio-

I

Television division of the National
i Council of the Arts. Sciences and
Professions.

Other speakers will include
scripter Millard Lampell, chair-
man; actor Paul Mann; John T.

McManus, former New York News-
paper Guild topper and now man-
ager of The National Guardian, and
Charles A. (’oil ins. business agent
of the Hotel & Club Employees
Union.

Meanwhile "Counterattack,”
anti-Communist newsletter which
has been carrying charges about

'

Communist infiltration in broad-
ca.sting. devoted the major part of

I

its July 22 issue "Communist
! cau.ses that Sweets has openly sup-

’

ported.” The paper pooh-poohs
Mhe existence of a blacklist, say-'

ing; ‘Must because one director is

fired it's a blacklist! If it were
,
a blacklist there would be mighty
few party-liners in radio. Today

I

there are many. And the 'situa-

tion isn’t pretty. You can help to

alleviate it by notifying the spon-

'

sor and the agency whenever you
,

learn of a Commun*‘;t or fellow-

I

traveler on the payroll of any
sponsored program. And if you

.

'don’t get results at first, keep'

;

pounding away.” '

;

Meanwhile the fact-finding com-
mittee of the RTDCt has been

: gathering material, after meeting
with representatives of (he Lord

‘

I

office, in preparation of an exhaus-
i tive report to determine why

|

!
Sweets resigned and whether a

i

"blackli.st” does in fact exist.

;

While findings of the committee
have .so far been kept completely

’

I under wraps, individual directors

and'actors have commented on the

j

charges in “Counterattack.”
I They say that negotiations for

I

new union contracts are coming up
in many fields of broadcasting and
that tht anti-Commie hullaballoo
Is directed at splitting the unions.
The fact that some actors, sup-

1 posed to have been on the "black-
' list,” have been hired does not
disprove the existence of such a
list but shows the effectiveness of
the expose and the stand which the
unions have taken, the.se radioites

. declare.

Utility Sponsor Beams

j
From Own TV Studio

! Cleveland, Aug. 9.

The East Ohio Gas Co. is be-
lieved to have made video history
with its construction of a corn-

I

plete 20 by 50 f(ft)t telecasting
studio inside its own building for
a half-hour commercial show over
NBC’s WNBK.

Called "Through the Kitidien
I Window,” the show will be tele-

I

cast Tuesday and Thursday for 30
minutes beginning at 2 p. m. East
Ohio paid the complete construc-
tion cost. Instead of microwave
relays customarily used to trans-
mit a program from outside the
.studio, a coaxial cable was laid the

i half-block distance from the Gas
Building to NBC.
From more than 120 contestants,

interviewed in nine cities, Mi.ss

Louise Winslow, formerly with
I
WJZ, was picked to conduct the

^

show. Miss Lucille Ryan, former-
ly of New York radio, is production
supervisor.
The show will feature cooking

,

demonstrations, but w ill siib.se-

quently include other home-mak-
ing and home-economics subjects.

I

Seattle—Bill Shela, formerly at
KXRN, Renton, now announcing at
KXA here. Don Han.sen is a new
announcer at RKSC and A I Morris
has joined the .sales staff at KRSC.
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NARNn’c fwarilc Paiipl !5 /mWttI 115 1 dllvl
j
gi^Qy^; q( g kind at a time. Ouirtt

MinneapolLs. Aug. 9. Y^ijn incorporate in its work several
Panel of four expeits to judge

picture innovation.s, such as
entries for the National Assn, of

, .
^

i

Radio News Directors first annual
t

^***''*"*1^ luost of the Him in Koda-

awards has been set, it w'as an- chrome from which a black-and-

nounced by Sig Mickelson. white reversal print will be made.
.NARND prexy. Judges are; K. R. White expressed conviction that

Vadeboncoeur. general manager of the process provides a better TV
WSVR, Syracuse: Prof. Mitchell V. picture than does straight black-

Charnley. of the U. of Minnesota’s and-white Him.
School of Journalism; Wilton C'obb, While ITV's basic function will
general manager of WMAZ, as a package outfit, the firm
Macon: and Robert K. Richards, also set up a distribution .serv-
.National Assn, of Broadcasters j^.p outside indie producers on a
press director. percentage fee basis. Product will

Kntries should be .sent to Earle then be leased to local stations for

Smith. KMBC. Kansas C’ity, Mo., a certain period of time, similar

before Aug. 31. Awards will be to the states rights system of sell-

made during the NARND coriven- ing. .All such product w'ill be
tion in New York City, Nov. 11-13. turned out with open ends, per-

mitting the station to insert local

ad plugs.

Following his resignation from
the Sel/nick outfit. White estab-
lished his ow'n vidHIm production
firm, (‘onducting tests at Movietone
Studios. N. Y.. to work out format
ideas. He then joined the newly-
formed Lion Television Pictures
Corp. as veepee and board member.

I He’ll continue as a member of

IJon's directorate. ITV has five

associate producers in Hollyw'ood
and three in N. Y. and will soon
appoint a veepee in charge of Coast
opeiations and a sales veepee. Also
associated w-ith ITV is Robert M.
Savini. prez of Astor Pictures.

and researcher for all the years
tliai Bing Crosby was in Kraft Mu-

'/.I. ^ V-!?
SIC Hall But it’s still charade.'? and WHh Ld Kallay, guests

you lake it or leave it. Helm. Director-producer; Dick Jackson
15 Mins.: Fri., 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining

WORDS AND MUSIC WAVK-TV, l.ouisville

With Barbara .Marshall. Jerry .Modest l.'i-minute show which
Jerome Trio should prove appealing to the kids,

producer-director: Duane McKln- and grownups too. opens with Ed
ney Kallay. staff announcer, as pro-

1.5 Mins.; Tues., Thurs., 7:30 p.m. prietor of a pet shop, dozing dur-
Suslaiiiiii!;: ing a lull in biz. .Apparently the
NHC-TV. from N. V. summer slump has hit the pet shop

This 1 5-minute musical stanza, trade as well as other lines of
wolch preemed 'I’uesday night business. In walks a couple kids
i2'. is to be an eight-week replace- witii a dog and a parrot. Kallay
iiu'tii for Roberta Quinlan and lier quizzes ’em as to the performing
‘Mohawk Showroom” program, talents of their charges, and they
Judging from the show caught proceed to have the dog sit up,
14', it’s a pleasant, tuneful inter- ride in a small wagon, and the like,

lode allieit similar in production Pels wi*re evidently struck with
technique and format to other such stage fright for the respon.se was
programs on the-air. indiflerent.

Songstress Barbara Marshall. Next in with her pets was a
who carried most of the show, im- teen-age girl, accompanied by a pet
picssed with ber middle-register crow' and a baby skunk (deodorized
pipes .An attractive blonde, she h>r 'I'V'. Kallay. as the kindly pro-
ii indled ballads, novelty and show prietor cairied on a q. A- a. sesh
tunes with equal facility and also- with the gal. bringing out some
demonsl rated a good TV person- facts anent the proper method of
alitv. She did most of the show' domesticating the pets. (lal was
sealed at the piano but moved photogenic, and registered with
al)i)ui the set from time to time for nice per.sonality. The pels respond-
fhe requisite action. Jerry Jerome <?d acceptably, particularly the
trio, comprising a clarinet, accor- crow which caught pieces of food
dion and bass (doubling on guitar), in its beak, sat on gal’s shoulder,
backed her nicely and evidenced ^tv.

good instrumental ability in their Simple set provided the pet
solo work. Bass player, in addition, shop background, and one of the
worked a neat, harmonious duet kids, as well as Kallay. told the
with Miss Marshall. ! viewers that an invitation was ex-

.Show was staged on an attrac- tended ti) other kids who had pets
ti\e set. the small size of which In bring ’em up, and show ’em off
Was overcome by producer-direc- nn the television.

outdoor Grant Park

t’onttnufd from pajce 33

where they will naturally hit tht
largest audience. Tho.se left are
either daytime or late evening
availabilities.

Videomen have several other
ideas for luring the film companies
into the fold. For one. TV caa
create and build new stars, for pig
by slotting them on video pro-
grams. This does not mean bring-
ing a few top stars into the me-
dium but promoting those person-
alities who have not yet reached
the lop. As for exploitation,
broadcasters think the average
fan’s interest in the film studios
and their technical workings Is

.something that has never been ex-
ploited; TV would form a natural
setting for such shows as a film in-

dustry public relations endeavor.
.As an example of the type of

shows that Hollywood might co-
operate with, broadcasters die
specifically ‘ Hollywood in Three
Dimensions.’/ now aired via KTTV
on the Coa'^t. That program’s in-

terview's with stars, behind-the-
scenes film clips, etc., could form a
good blueprint for the film com-
panies’ entry into TV.

Tele Followup

NBC’s “Academy Theatre” pie-
.sented Austin Strong’s ‘ The Drums
of Oude” Monday (8> and the re-
sult w'as pretty academic. There
was hardly a trace of real emotion
or suspense in this drama of a
British garrison in India in the
inid.st of a native revolt. Chiefly,
it was the fault of an unin.spiring
.script that never rose above the
.stale stereotypes of beating ritual
drums, tight-lipped, stoical British
Highlanders, massacre-mad Indians
and icy English women "who take
trouble like a thoioughbred.”
The weaknesses of the play

might have been overcome by a
craftsmanlike production and sin-
cere acting, but unfortunately the
staging was inept and the cast
phony and stiff.

* SIWCIN6 ACf PAI EXCEUEWCE.. Kandy

AMERICA’S NO. 1

COMEDIENNE ROWKNA
With Rowena Frehse; Joe Mulvi-

hill. announcer
Producer-director: Jack Bcrker
15 Mins., Thurs., 7:30 p. m.
WNBK. Cleveland
The captivating per.sonality of

Rowena with her 12-cord autoharp
makes for a restful post-supper

!
period. Singing the better known
tolk.song.s. Row'ena shows her com-
plete understanding of the. song’s
background and true meaning. In
fact, she introduces each piece
briefly with just enough comment
to entice interest.

Throughout the stanza. Rowena’s
pei'sonality and chariij are major
undertones that help highlight this
easy-to-take stint. .A simple back-
ground. subdued lighting, and nice
transition by production and ca-
mera wea\e format into all-around
fine quality. Mark.

^ rontinued from page 33 ^ z.T o increase in sales, as
well as a heavy increase in “floor

starring Tex McCrary and Jinx activitv” which helps to create
Falkenburg. From then until April. I future .sales.
1948, Cooley and his staff' produced
an unbroken string of lialf-hour
sliows, exploring practically all WTIW I TV WRIiN TV
(onceivable daytime formats. It TTDL11‘‘1 t u6l
switched to nighttime program- M »| ,>| n i n
ming in 1948 with the Lanny Ro.ss IieW Nat I jHleS KCDS
.series, which continued unbroken v.... . i

^
on NBC-TV until last Thur.sday.

^ television station rcprij.sen-

During the three-year trial pe- Harrington, Righter

riod the agency racked up a num- ^ Parsons last week signed as ex-
ber of TV ’ firsts” It had the first elusive national representatives for
stop-action film for a Swift (j>m-

, both WTMJ-TV. Milwaukee andniercial. was the first to adapt I n-w u .

stylized scenery to video instead of ^ .i
’ effective Aug.

using the literal theatrical ap-
' s*«Hon.s were formerly

proach or vaudeville’s backdrops '^PPed by Edward Petry & Co., for

and was the first to integrate film
^'|’'‘ll the three heads of the new

into a live show. In addition. Swift
Hirmerly worked,

staged the first remote water bailet According to A H. Kirchhofer of
(from the Hotel Park Central. ''^HEN-TV and Waller J. Damm of
N. Y.. pool) and the first indoor ice VV'I’.Vl.I-TV, the “problems of tele-
show. Through arrangements with viviion make it highly desirable to
NBC and BBC’. Swift had films of|id)li^t* the .service and sales effort
the British Royal wedding on the”*/ a representative engaged exclu-
air in N. Y'. 17' _» hours after the •'‘b'ely in television promotion.”
e\enl occurred, beating TV news- ——

—

reels by a day and theatrical reels .

by half-a-week.
1

I

CHICAGO

Th* Modarnair*! <

off th« «ccoladat

fhit ti«nza, thowir

that puts tham into tha

top nama class. Thay’v#

got tarrlfic malarial!

. . . Johnny Sippol In

inboard.

WM. H. KING
Portonal Managomont

A. S. LYONS
1 77 S. iovarly Dr.

iovorly Hills, Calif.

Hartford — Robert E. Smith,
longhair disk joekey at WTK', has
been appointed Hartford eliairman
of the Metropolitan Opera Guild.

Returning August 29

"CLUB 15'

C. B.S. Coast-to-Coasf

Fof PielitdUe |eQtng*>liiyei%|itc

Exeluslvoi

LANCASTER
PENNA.

WILMINGTON
DEIA.

to Pattern
ontinued from

HARRISBURG
PENNA.

READING
PENNA.

EASTON
PENNA.

YORK
PENNA.

STEtNMAN tnflm STATIONS

Cloir R. McColloogh, Managing Dirxetar

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATESRaprasaatad by

Chicago lot Angalat-Son Francisco

Ha canT even begin to eat up in Wheatiea what he anf

in coni and oil.'! _
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Walter Damm s

Grid Jackpot
Milwaukee. Aug. 9,

Walter Damm’K WTMJ and!
WTMJ'TV have lined up an ambi-j

tious radio and tele coverage of
|

football games this fall, skedding
I

]2 telecasts and 24 radio broad-

easts, all of them sponsored. Sta-'

tions will handle the contests of

the Green Bay Packers. Marquette

U. and U. of Wisconsin.

Five Wisconsin and three Mar-
quette home games will be tele-

vised for the First Wisconsin Na-

tional Bank. Milwaukee, through

the Marvin Lemkuhl agency. Deal

for Wi.sconsin tilts at Madison was
completed when A. T. & T. agreed

to erect three semi-portable towers

between Milwaukee and Madison
to carry the series. Coaxial cable

will be in.stalled between the Madl-

on phone building and Camp Ran-

dall stadium.

Pro games of the Packers to be

telecast are four Milwaukee con-

tests, sponsored by Wadham's Di-

vision of Socony Vacuum Oil

through Compton agency. This is

the second year that WTM.I-TV
has carried the Packer games.

In addition. Socony is bankroll-

ing all 24 radio broadcasts of

WTMJ. Nine of the.se tilts are Wis-

consin. home and away, and the

remaining !.’> tilts are Packer road
and home games. Sports announcer
Bob Heiss will cover all 24 radio

contests.

Some sort of record was estab-

lished when Socony signed for the

radio series. Socony manager M.
G. Peeters said it will be the 21st

consecutive season that Socony
has picked up the tab on WTMJ
airings of Wisconsin and Packer
games.

TEXAS BAPTISTS PREP

FOR FM OPERATION
Dallas, Aug. 9.

Contracts for a 600-foot tower

and other equipment for KYBS, an

FM outlet to' be built here by

Texas Baptists have been let by

Dr. R. Alton Reed, director of

radio activities for the State Bap-
tist Convention. It will be accord-
ing to Dr. Reed, “the most power-
ful FM station in Texas.” KYBS
will be the key outlet of the pro-

posed statewide Baptist ‘ network.
Andrews Tower Co., of Fort

Worth will begin work at once on
the tower. Collins Radio F.quip-

ment Co., has contracted to provide
the equipment.

Yet to be let is a building to

house the transmitter and a studio
at Mount Lebanon, site of the
tovver. Two studios will be built

at the Southwestern Baptist The-
oligical Seminary. at Fort Worth
and one at the Buckner Orphans
home here. The outlet is expected
to be ready to go on the air by
Nov. 1.

Firemen Boy ‘City HalF
United Firemen's Assn. of

Greater N. Y. has bought “City
,

Hall." l.'S-mlnute public service 1

show aired Saturdav nights bV the
N. Y. Daily News’ ‘WPIX. Welfare I

organi 2ation. which placed the i

order directly with the station, will !

bankroll the show for 13 weeks, I

starting Saturday (13).

Mayor William O’Dwyer will be
'

interviewed by political reporter
John Crosson on this week’s pro-

,

gram, discussing the forthcoming
mayoralty campaign and current
problems confronting the city.

FCC Preps Giveaway Crackdown,

Roused to Action by Their Increase

Seattle—Jack Kinzel again doing
weekly “Speaking of Radio” on
KIRO

W’ashington, .4ug. 9.

The Federal Communications

Commission is prepping rules to

re.strict giveaways, Varikty learned

today. It's understood ’ the Com-

mission has instructed the staff to

draw up regulations which will

soon be given final scrutiny. It’s

exepected that further oral argu-

ment will be allowed before rules

are adopted.
giveaways

is believed to have roused the FCC
to action. Hitherto it has tx-en

sitting on the problem, because of

legal questions involved. Since

oral argument on the prop«»sed

regulations were held last October,

j

the FCC has been coasting in the

I

hope that imminence of formal

[rules would prevent further spread

of the bonanza shows. For a while

the, boom quieted down, but as

time passed and the commi.*«sion

did nothing, the industry launched

a new flood of giveaways.

Baseball
Continued from 31

of the local Minor League club to

grant permission.
Similar complaints have been

lodged by WSAY in Roche.ster.

N. Y.; WBNY in Buffalo, and
WARL in Arlington, Va.
As a result of the complaints. It

was learned, conferences were
held in the Department with .John

Lord O’Brian, former assistant at-

torney general, and W. G. Claytor.
Jr., both of the Washington law
firm of Covington. Burling, Rublee
it Shorb, counsel for Commis-
sioner Chandler. They reportedly
agreed that the restrictions by
home teams against broadcasting
of other games should he revised
so as to avoid anti-trust problems.
The Department thereupon

sounded out complaining stations
for comment on a proposal to limit

the power of a major or minor
league club to veto major league
broadcasts or telecasts except
when the loi-al club is playing at

.

home or broadcasting or televising
|

Us out-of-town games. '

At least one station refused to
accept this compromise and ad-
vised the Department in no uncer-
tain terms It considered the pro-
position a Violation of the Sher-
man Act. The onlv rea.son it could
find for giving a local club power
to prevent major league broad-
casts at any time, it contended.
Would be to suppress competition.
If this could be done with radio
*nd television, it argued, it

he done with theatres and
entertainment enterprises.
The only solution to the prob-

lem, the station said, is to remove
entirely the power of a local club
to prevent broadcasts of contests
In which It has no interest. If
*uch a solution cannot be obtained
by a consent decree it urged that
the Justice Dept, institute anti-
trust proceedings to outlaw the re-
strictions.

WLS Educ’i Director’s

Series on German Youth

Centers for Midwest
Chicago. .Aug. 9.

Army authorities in the occupied

zone are planning to tell of U. S.

sponsored German Youth Activity

on midwest radio in an effort to

help German youngsters get back
on their feet along democratic
lines. Part of the scheme is a one-
month tour of the U. S, zone by
WLS educational director

Josephine Wetzler.

i

Latter departs Westover Field,

Mass., Sept. 2 for an inspection

trip of German youth centers in the

! American section with Army brass

hoping her unbiased, factual re-

I

ports later to the large rural and
i
semi-rural WLS listening audience

' will arouse an encouraging re-

I sponse in the U. S. middle regions
towards the steps the Army is tak-

I

ing to rehabilitate the German
' teenagers.

1

Plan stemmed from the three-

year program of Miss Wetzler via

j

WLS. in which she featured Ger-
' man Youth Activity, and it.s strug-
gie against Communi.st ideas and

;

influence. The campaign report-

edly aroused such military interest

that the Army command at Heidel-
: berg made a special request for

: her personal tour.

Enroute, Miss Wetzler will tape-

record programs in FIngland and
Scotland, using domestic life inter-

views among various clas.ses of

people as a future .series on the

Prairie Farmer outlet.

could
other

I

BMI Reprises CKnic
Formula of la.st month's Broad-

cast Music. Inc.’s piogram direc-

I
tors’ and librarians’ clinic—w hich

combined education w'ith a country

club atmosphere—was so succes.s-

ful that a repeat is being staged

Aug. l.'5-16. The cuffo two-day
school will include, beside lectures

on programming and library op-

erations. a cocktail part.v, lunches

and a trip to the Cresthaven Coun-
try Club, L. I.

Speakers will include Tom Mc-
Fadden and Clay Daniel, general

manager and program manager,
respectively,'of WNBC, N. Y.; .Jack

Poppele. engineering veepee of

WOR, N. Y.; Arthur Rothafel.

a.ssistant program director of

CBS-TV; Gordon Graham, WCBS.
N. Y,, assistant program, direc-

tor; Ted Cott. program veepee
of WNEW, N. Y.. and BMI official*

Bob Burton, Carl Havelin, Roy Har-

lowe and James L. Cox. Latter is

chuftinan of the clinic.

Dick Gilbert in N.Y.
Dick Gilbert. Phoenix .KTYL)

bisk jockey planed in Sunday '7)
for week’s stay at Waldorf to tran-
'^riDc Interviews with Xavier Cu-

| CKY when that station became

Winnipeg — CKY. Winnipeg’s
new radio station, has been granted

a power boost by the CBC board of I

governors. Station will up its

power from 1,000 watts to ."S.OOO

when it starts broadca.sting in the

fall. Station is owned by th« Berg-

man - Moffat Broadca.sting Co.,

which took over the call letters

Mt, Perry Como, Freddy Marlin,

J
Wayne, Tex Benekc. Fon-

«ne Sisters and other platter per-
*®nalitles for use on h.ts .Arizona
pancake parade.

(in
lo Washington tomorrow

J President Truman to
Wend Phoenix Jaycee’s f.lunior
J^tiamber of Commerce) 18th an-

'"'brld’s championship rodeo
April.

CBW.

San Antonio—Jerry Lee. pro-

gram and production manager of

WOAI. and a former .singing star,

has returned to the air in a IS-

minute show titled “Songs You
All Remember” Lee will sing

under the name of George Gilbert.

Program is to be heard Monday
* through Friday.
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Schwerin
Continued from pace Z%

careful monitoring of tape record-
ings would be desirable.

{

Tapings of ordinary people tell-

ing about their parts in some news-
worthy event generally succeed
best, being the only one that some-
times create high interest even
though their fidelity of reproduc-
tion quality may be poor. Excerpts
from speeches seldom gain high in-

terest. and neither do ‘‘authentic
sounds."

In short, the best rule in moni-
toring is the venerable editorial
maxim—"When in doubt, leave it

out." The average listener isn't

aware that it may have been a tri-

umph of ingenuity for you to get
the recording; nor will he give you
high marks just because of the
trouble you went to.

Foreign and Domestic
In an earlier chapter on mystery

shows, it was mentioned that audi-
ences are no longer automatically
impressed with foreign settings,
but demand both authentic back-
ground and a real reason for the
story’s being laid in a faraway
place.

There’s “a parallel to this situa-
tion in the case of news. Pick-
ups of reports from overseas can-
not nowadays depend on their
novelty, value. The wise editor
asks himself whether a foreign
pickup definitely will add some-
thing to the program, or whether
the slory cannot be related just as
cogently from a U. S. newsroom.
One top program tested by

Schwerin, by exercising more se-
lectivity and reducing the amount
of time devoted to overseas pick-
ups from about a third of the
total news time to about one-tenth,
raised the average score of the
foreign pickups tliat remained by
10 points. Concurrently, the ave-
rage interest in all the program’s
news rose 12 points.

In reporting foreign news,
whether from abroad or by a news-
caster in this country, the tests

have brought out the great im-
, portance of relating the meaning
of each item to the plain U. S.

citizen. In studies of the longer
items by a reporter especially
noted for his foreign coverage,
Schwerin found that every time
the item concluded by telling what
effect the event was likely to have
on the average American, intere.st

lose; whenever the event’s tie-in

to lice listener was left cloudy,
interest fell off.

As a final point on foreign pick-
ups. Schwerin brings up the re-

minder that there’s a double haz-
ard in using them. Not only must
the story have intrinsic worth to

get good intere.st; there is always
the stronger danger that reception
won’t he good. On one show-

test ed. a special reporter had trav-

eled 5.000 miles to cover an im-
portant on-the-spot event; his

pickup was so static-ridden as to

lie unintelligible, with the result

that it hit an average score of

only 21, thej^low'est interest mark
ever reached on a news jirogram.

Problems of Approach
The principle of Approach, one

of Schwerin’s five basic "F-A-M-E-
D" elements of sound program-
ming. is one naturally of great

concern to newscasters. Their
reportorial training makes them
recognize how important it is

to get their broadcasts started
strongly. Therefore, the Schwerin
System has put considerable study
Into this subject.
On one news program, it was

found that the comparatively sim-
ple change of having the main
reporter rather than the announcer
deliver the headlines produced a

15-point gain in interest in the
headlines themselves; not only

that, but there was a carryover
effect, with the rest of the news
being markedly better received.

On another major show, the

basic problem proved to be the

organization of the lead stories.

When they were shortened and the

iiew'scaster reorganized them to

cut down on the confusion caused
by too much shuttling back and
forth among "points of view,"

there was clear gain in Interest

both for the lead stories and for

tlm re.st of the new’s.

News Program Appeal
'

Schwerin’s extensive data on

audience group appeal reveal that,

on the average, news programs
have a more even pattern of in-

terest among both age and edu-

cation groups than most other

types of .show. In the case of age

groupings, news show's generally

appeal a little more to older peo-
ple than to younger adults, but
this is not as pronouncedly true as
with most other program-types.
In the case of education groups,
people with high school or college
educations are. if anything, .some-

what more interested in the aver-
age major news programs than are
the grade school educated.

However, one veteran com-
mentator tested by the Schwerin
Sy.stem was a violent exception
to the above rule. His whole audi-
ence average was quite low, be-
cause interest in the program was
concentrated almost exclusively
among older people and those with
grade school educations. A spon-
sor desiring wide audience cpver-
age would have been making a big
mistake to buy this show; but if

was an ideal outlet for a product
aimed at older people.

NBC’S Split
Continued from page 29

FCC ‘Stop Sitting’

Campus Radio
; Continued from pace 31

The revenue received by WMS at
Williams keeps the station going
and Williams objects to a proposal
by the Ft’C to forbid outlets from
selling lime.

Minn. Station’s W'ide Ad)peal
That the staHons are popular

with students i;, evident from in-

formation furnished by the col-
leges. The University of Minne-
sota cites a survey among its dormi-
tories showing its campus outlet.
W'MMR. as third In listening to
WCCO and KSTP in the Twin
C’itie.s. despite poor reception in
some of its buildings.

According to the Intercollegiate

;

panded to embrace the overall

,
radio-television structure, despite
the split up, Eiges, Hammond and
Kopf will continue their reign in

both spheres of operation.
At tlic moment, the sales picture

is in need of clarification. With
i Sylvester (Pat* Weaver moving in

as head of television, aetually no

j

one in sales reports to him. Under
I the present system of sales integra-
tion, George Frey. No. 2 man in

the sales picture, reports to Kopf.
Both Kopf and Weaver, in turn, re-

• port directly to exec veepee
Charles R. Denny.

' It was original I y anticipated
that the decisions coming out of
the B A A' H report would be ready
for submi.ssion and study at the
annual NBC convention Sept. 7 to

11 at W’hite Sulphur Springs. How-
ever, with prexy Niles Trammell
and RC.\ prez Frank Folsom cur-
rently vacationing and not due
hack until Aug. 15 at the earliest,

it’s now a certainty that the final

report won’t emerge until after the
convention.

I

Broadcasting System, th« campus
station is the largest extra-curricu-

lar activity at many schools. The
college outlets, says IBS, develop a

variety of professional radio
people, including engineers, an- •

nouncers, station managers, and ac-

tors, in addition to personnel for

electronics manufacturers and re-

,
search groups—government and
private.

The stations cooperate with com-

!

mercial outlets in exchange of pro-
grams and joint u.se of facilities

! and. IBS a.s.serts, are “complement -

1

ary rather than competing." !

Because of their low cost and
the fact they can be tuned in by

‘

I

ordinary receivers, the stations
I are admirably suited to many col-

leges. The suggestion that colleges

j

substitute noncommercial educa-
tional FM .stations is opposed by
IBS on grounds that many schools
cannot afford the more expensive
FM cost and maintenance, that

there is no opportunity to defray
expenses by income from adver-
tising, and that the majority of
college administrators do not de-
sire that unreviewed programs
leave the campus. "Otherwise."
says IBS, "such programs might
adversely involve the institution in

public relations.”

TV Creating
Continued from page SS

People Will
Continued from pace 31

Continued from page 32

' renders the license he’ll have to
gamble (if he’s an AM broadca.st-
er» that radio will be good for a
long time. If he hangs on. it means
hearings before the FCC (and the
expen.se of legal counsel) and con-
vincing the agency it hasn’t been
squattihg on the channel. If he
goes ahead with the station, he is

really making the plunge which,
who knows how much it will cost
and how' long it will take before
he’s out of the red.

Of course, delay in going ahead
with construction doesn’t neces-
•sarily mean .stalling. Sometimes,
it’s a headache to acquire a satis-
factory site for a television trans-
mitter and antenna tower. There
are problems involving zoning and
approval of the aviation authori-
tie.s. let alone finding a location
w'hich has the desired elevation.
In a number of cases, getting the
site has t.aken up to a year or
more. And it would be foolhardy
to order equipment until the site
is assured.

Recently, the Commission in de-
nying extensions, has given per-
mittees the opportunity of lequest-
ing hearings to offer evidence of
diligence. Last week, the agency
scheduled proceedings to hear tes-
timony from KEYU in San Antonio
and KTVU in Portland. Ore The
hearings will be held Sept. 1 and
29. respectively, in Washington

that many station operators are
fighting this period through on
the premise that quality of product
will continue to pay off.

I don’t want to give you the im-
pression that I am determined to

go into bankruptcy with the purest
of white flags unfurled. Actually,
we haven’t changed our feelings
about double-spotting, laxatives,

selling time for religious programs
or accepting female remedies. Curi-
ously. although we have held to

that line, our time sales and earn-
ings are running ahead of last year
despite unavoidable increases in

operating co.sts. I think the net-

works may very well find that some
of their affiliates at least will not
go along.
We have accepted beer advertis-

ing for some years, and perhaps
we are fortunate in having three
local breweries with a shrewd
.sense of public relations as well as

sound selling and business think-
ing. Their commercial copy and
programming not only meet our
standards, but apparently haven’t
offended our listeners becau.se in

the last >i»ar I have received but
one protest from listeners and that
was a stereotyped form letter

which upbraided me not only for
beer copy but also for handling
liquor, which we don’t do.

I can’t help but feel that the lis-

teners w'ill stay W'ith the station
that continues to try to maintain
broadcasting on a dignified basi.s.

I know there are many others who
agree with me.

Victor A. Sholis,

Director, WIIAS, Louisville.
i

George Marshall, prez of the

Washington Redskins, who has

refu.sed to kick the TV cameras out

of hi.s arena. "Televi.sion can’t

possibly hurt his house,” Arries

said. "His fans know they’re going
to see a fine squad in action and
they’d go to see it regardiess.”

DuMont exec noted a slight

slump in certain baseball attend-

ance figures but claimed that

couldn’t be blamed on video. "Peo-

ple who go for that kind of think-

ing are fools,” he said. "I think

that of all the sports played in

this country, baseball has the best

chance of stimulating interest

among future supporters by stick-

ing with TV—and they are appar-
ently cognizant of that fact.”

Arries thinks that TV networks
will develop a well-rounded variety
sports program which will be aided
by the coast-to-coast coaxial hook-
up. He foresees the day when
eastern viewers will watch the
Ro.se Bowl game from Pasadena on
their sets and Coast viewers will
be able to watch the big eastern
college games. And if sports like
baseball, football and boxing are
finally proven to be adversely
affected by video, Arries thinks
there may be a cure for that. It’s

in the increased use of fihn.s—giv-
ing viewers just a fragment of
some events, such as a few hor.se
races each day. to whet their
appetites enough to draw them out
to the tracks.

FM
C'oiiliniied from page 31

CBS’ 35G Rap in Stanley

Suit Coes Wariness On

Part of Webs, Agencies
Hollywood, Aug. g

Networks and ad agencies ar*
exercising greater caution in the
handling of program idea submig.
sions as a result of a recent high
court deci.sion in a damage suit
against CBS. There’s even been
some' talk of refu.sing to consider
freelance program ideas, but that’n
regarded as an unlikely prospect
The court case that has been the

talk of radio and television cifMe.
resulted in a $35,000 damage ver-
dict against CBS for appropriating
a program formula submitled by
scripter Jack Stanley. The network
appealed a low'er court decision
but the plea was dismi.s.sed in a’

5-2 decision by the supreme court
highest tribunal in the .state.

’

Interesting aspect of the ease
was that tlie upper court upheld
the previous judgement that^al-
though no single clement in Stan-
ley’s program format was originaL
the combination of all the elements
constituted an original creation.
Also, it affirmed the original jury
verdict that the overall similarity
in the plaintiff’s show and that
used by the network was sufficient
to support the charge of copying.

Stanley alleged that his program]
"Walter Wanger Presents.” with a*

format called "Preview Parade”
and "Hollywood Preview." were
u.sed by CBS in its "Hollywood
Preview” series for Mohilgas and
Mobiloil. In asking for a reversal
of the $35,000 aw'ard. the netw'ork
argued that the jury verdict was
“so excessive that it appeared to

have been given under the in-

fluence of prejudice and passion.”
that it had discovered new evi-

dence. and that the evidence was
insufficient to support the verdict.

Johnson
c

Continued from pai;e 31

the listener to screen your broad-
casts. It indicates lazine.ss, lack
of pride and a total rejection of
station responsibility.”

Watson had sent Johnson a copy
of the letter he wrote to the
Florida delegation. He said he held
no brief for the liquor interests
and that his station does not
accept their advertising. “We do,
however," he said, "claim the right
to make such policy decisions our-
selves, ba.sing our judgement on
an appraisal of the needs of the
area we serve and on our own
best intere.sts in a highly coni-
petilive radio market. I vigorously
protest the invasion of free speech
proposed by Sen. Johnson.”
Watson said he was of the

opinion that Johnson’s “campaign
to strengthen Federal control of
radio" and all allied campaigns
should be fought by tho.se "faithful
to truly American principles” He
.said he was unable to understand
the rea.soning prompting the Sen-
ator’s "borderline prohibition" un-
less it was based on a political
desire to satisfy both his drinking
and non-drinking constituents.

John.son apparently alluded to
this remark in a part of his letter
which stated; "Let me emphasize
that I am neither a crusader nor a
zealot. I just happen to believe
that the privacy of the home is
more scared than the sales talk of
the whiskey peddler aided and
abetted by the family radio sta-
tion."

would be of benefit to the station’s

audience”

The Commission would improve
F.M receiver selectivity by revis-

ing its standards affecting inter-

ference ratios for stations. These
standards, said the agency, are

,

based on present and probably ^

future development of FM re-

ceivers.
j

The proposed changes, on which
the agency has asked for comments,

'

were regarded by Everett Dillard,
a director of FMA, as “a far-
sighted move” by the Commission.

'

He said that in improving the
standards to meet the realities of
receiver design problems, the Com-

\

mi.ssion is doing everything possi-
ble to improve the efficiency of
the sets He pointed out that the
agency has no jurisdiction over the
receiver manufacturer.

Dillard was of the opinion the
(’ommission’s action w'ould mean
fewer Class A or community type i

FM stations in such metropolitan
,

areas as New York, Los Angeles
and Washington.

j

He expressed confidence that

:

other problems having to do with
FM receivers will be met by manu-
fact urers through the force of com-
petition. '

j

NEW TELE FILMING

PROCESS CUTS COST
Hollywood. Aug. 9.

Filmtone. Inc., under the direc-

tion of Dr Ferenz H. Fodor, has
developed a process for filming

television programs at a co.st level

to that of kine.scope.

Dr. Fodor stated that process

enables the filming of 30-minutc
shows with specially built cameras
with a magazine capable of holding

1,200 feet of film. Filtn. al.so, is

specially packaged as usual load is

900 feet.

Cameras are operated mechani-
cally from a control panel. Each
camera has three len.ses which are

al.so automatically switched. Sys-

tem. which has been dubbed Video-

films. makes use of double system

sound recorded .separately.

Talent Unions

^

(

Chi Labor
ontiniipd from page 31

di.stinclly detrimental to its own
prestige and position as a 50,000-
watter that is Chi owned-and-op-
erated. Platt formerly was assist-
ant program director of WIND
here, and reportedly was brought
into WCFU to correct a catch-as-
catch-can operation.

One station spokesman was
quoted as saying: “We’re sick and
tired of being considered a second
class, second choice, second run
outlet. We’ve got the power and
the position to be a top dog in the
midwest. Now that our physical
plant is ready, w'atch our smoke
in programming.”
Gne technical difficulty in

WCFL showcasing is the size
limitation of its present quarters
in the Furniture Mart. Although
H special job has been done with
acoustical ceilings in the .studios,
the height of the rooms still handi-
cap sound effects, according to
station engineers. There’s also a
space obstacle.

indication that

I*

U w ill move to larger quarters
in the near future, but the attitude
IS that such a step is a logical
loiiowup of the present drive to
capture bigger audiences and in-
fluence.

Continued from pase 33

and memberships. Greater part of

live TV work is handled in the

ea.st, with Coast unions fearing any

permanent authority might be

dominated by eastern talent.

Another tough problem is the

fact that the Screen Actors Guild

and Screen Extras Guild now con-

trol film talent, with no desire to

relinquish that control unless the

lines between telefilms and motion

pictures are clearly drawn. This

could not be done during the eight-

day debate. Unions repre.sented

W’ere members of the AFU interna-

tional of the 4.A’s. namely Equit.V,

American Federation of Radio Art-

ists, American Guild of Musical

Arti.sts, American Guild of Variety

Artists, Chorus Equity. S.\G

CEG.
and

TV-Bouts
Continiird from parje 32

chain in Hie east, has announced

his intentions to concentrate on

sports events pickups at the start.

With less than 10 major events

available throughout the year, the

elimination of even two or

of them might seriously curtail his

plans. ^
Fight nianager.s’ ban on iv*

meanwhile, .settles the squabble

between NBC and C’BS over which

would have rights to the outdoo

bouts staged by the Internatiopa

Boxing Corp. and the Madi.son

Garden Corp. As plans now
up, CBS will air Wednesday
indoor fights from St.

Arena, N. Y., under
sponsorship and NBC
Friday night bouts
Garden
Gillette

Sq.

line

night

Nickjs

Bailantine's

will televise

from the

under spon.sorship o

Safety Razor.
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SHOWDOWN ON DISK RELEASES
Decca Holds to LP Denial, But

Columbiafressers Say Tain t True

Mi-

disks fur

According to plant

Bridgeport. Aug. 9.

Columbia Records Corp.’s main

Dressing
factory-now its sole plant

,ince the closing of the Hollywood

said to be turning out

crogroove
Long-Playing

Decca Records

Sers. CRC presses u^re put to

!ork within the past few weeks

nn LP versions of many of Decca s

heaviest selling albums and a fair-

lized inventory has already been

stacked up.

Columbia execs here, however,

won’t admit they’re making LP
platters for Decca.

Decca’s Denial

Decca executives in New York,

who several weeks ago denied hav-

ing made any decision to use Col-

ombia Record’s 33>/h rpm system

for its album product only, also

deny that Columbia is now pressing

LP’s for them. Decca’s Dave Kapp.

head of artists and repertoire,

itated late last week that when

and if Decca decides to go I.P it

will press the platters it.self.

However, it’s felt that Decca.

while refusing to admit it has de-

cided to go LP, has done so and

i.s allowing Columbia to press an

initial batch of platters that will

hit the market at the .same time

an announcement is made.

r-

D[CCI1, LE[DS ROli AP Consent Decree Seen Taking

BREAKINC II OPEN
Precedence to Society-Tele Deal

AFM Releases

Spivak from WM
After months of waiting for a

decision from the American Fed-
eration of Musicians executive
board, Charlie Spivak was given a

forced release from the William
Morris agency band department
last week. That leaves tlie Morris
outfit wfith only Duke Kllinglon as
a name outfit and could result in

the finalizing of a decision by book-
er Cre.ss Courtney to strike out for
himself. He had intended doing
that months ago when the Morris
agency band division began break-
ing up.

Spivak filed a plea for release
with the AFM sometime ago. on
various grounds, all of which
charged Morris with not living up
to their contract. While awaiting
a decision, Morris, however, con-
tmued to book him. He is talking
With Music Corp. of America, and
General Arti.sts Corp. about a new
deal with either one, but nothing
•* definite, k

Mystery Unraveled!
Percy Faith made a fishing

trip into the wilds of Canada a
week ago. He had an In-
dian guide along and during
the course of the trip

Faith taught the guy to sing
“A—You’re Adorable,” It went
fine, except that the guide
would sing -the alphabet let-

ters in Rnglish and the
rest of the lyric in his native
language.

F'aith says the result sounded
like bop.

Hucklebuck’ Disk

May Team Bafley,

Page on 1-Niters

Pearl Bailey and trumpeter Hot
Lips Page, who combined on the
Harmony label <Columbia’s 49c
disk) to work up a hit platter of
‘ Hucklebuck.” may be booked to-

gether. .loe Glaser. A.ssociatcd
Booking head, who handles Miss
Bailey, is working out a deal un-
der which Page and a small band
would be aligned with the singer
to work one-nighters they’ve been
offered.

Harmony disk cut by Miss Bailey
and Page was unusual in that it

was done .solely to deliver an es-

tablished hit on a low-priced disk.
‘ Hucklebuck ” had been made a hit

by Frank Sinatra (Columbia),
Tommy Dorsey (Victor) and others,
but when the Bailey-Page platter
was released it took a lot of the
play away from rival platters. And
created Ihe .situation under w'hich
it would be advantageous to book
them as a team.

The almost constant bickering
betv\een recording companies and !

music publishers over violated re- I

lease dates on pressings of rew
tunes may be broken wide open as i

a result of the clash last week by i

Decca Records and Lou Levy, head '

of Leeds Music, over Decca’s
'

claimed jumping of restrictions on i

Bing Crosby's ‘ The La.st Mile
i

Home,” l.,evy’.s blast at Decca and
Decca's answers, which are echoed '

by other recording execs, could
have the effect of breaking up the

|

piactice of stamping release dates,
on new tunes and the removal of
what many disktus feel is a prac-

:

( tice that has been hampering “free
enterprise” in the di'^k business. i

Victor, for one. is mulling the
advisability of telling publishers i

from whom it accepts tunes that it
1

will observe no release dateN on;
' anything but show' and film scores.

1

that it will release a new tune

^

when it sees fit. If those terms
aren’t acceptable if will not take a
melody for disking. Decca’s Dave
Kapp agrees fairly closely, except-
ing that in Ihe event a publisher
insists on a relea.se date. Decca
doesn't want to .see the song until
Just before Ihe date the publishers

I

will w'ork on it.

Diskers are all of the pronounced
,

opinion that the habit of using re-
lease dates on p(»ps is hurting the

(Continued on page 60)

Now, There
San Francisco. Aug. 9.

Columbia Records Corp. has
an answer lo KC.A-Victor's
stream of communic|ues which
point out that RCA’s 4.') rpm
record changers are being
spotted in automobiles, air-

planes. as part of apartment
house equipment, etc.

CRC’s 33 'n rpm LP system
has ju.st been installed in .Al-

catraz prison.

Decca Finds Sale

Moves Disks That

Didn’t Go Before

Carl Fischer

Plans to Exit

N. Y. Jobbing

CHI RETAIL DISKERS

SEEK NAT’L GROUP
Chicago. Aug. 9.

Ghi Retail Record Assn., formeo
to combat price-slashing of

disk manufacturers, met at Ihe
®ngress hotel last W'eek for a re-

Ibe NAMM convention re-

1
**"-V held in New York, plus the

of a proposed nation-
'^ide Retail Record Assn.

'

K.Il!* group will join

Yni-w .* ®*oailar setup in New'

ftiK-
*t'Of)ulate organization in

I,
®lll®s. A national convention

planned for Chicago. Or-

atum ’ * national scale, will

nri«
have some control over

Instead of being
) ct to moves by the waxeries.

Ricordi’t New OfFicert
of the Alien

G .^nstodian in returning
^ to its former

reeJn? stockholdei-s and di-

a new of-

Sinatra’s Disking Of

Marsala Tune Stirs

Interest After Nixes
Record companies are buzzing

currently about a new ballad titled

"Let Her Go. l.et Her Go. Let Her
Go.” recorded first by Frank
Sinatra for Columbia Records, .loe

Marsala, jazz clarinetist, who
hasn’t had loo much luck recently,

is the writer of both lyric and
music of the tune and its publica-
tion inx'olves an unusual story.

Marsala took the song to various
publishers, only to be turned
down. He finally went lo the

Warner Bros, fiiins. and the latter,

explaining that they were well

stocked with WB film pop.s. agreed
lo have copies printed for Marsala
with a Music Publishers Holding
Corp. note indicating the publisher
(MPHC i.s parent company of vari-

ous WB films). After that Mar-
.sala was to do what he could with

the tune. If anything happened
they’d publish. But it was ail up
to Maisala himself.

Musician got Sinatra Intere.sted.

and Ihe latter's disking, not yet re-

leased. has stirred all the intere.st.

And so WB will work on the tune.

LANZA PLUGGED VIA

M-G PUSH OF PIC TUNE

Carl Fi.scher is planning lo drop
out of music jobbing in .New York
only. Frank Conners, head of the
organization's eastern distributing
division, has been discussing with
two personalities in N. Y. the pos-
sibility of either buying out or
taking over the F'i.scher accounts

i

in the east. Music Dealers Service,
which recently took over the in-
ventory and customers of Ashley,
another jobber, is talking over the
.same idea with Fi.scher. but there’s
no indication of whether a deal
will be made.

Fischer, the largest jobber in the
midwest, headquartering in Chi-
cago. will continue that outlet. It

i.s said lo be drawing out of the
eastern market because of the de-
mands of emploxees. who recently
elected lo orgafiize anti join the
United Office and Professional
Workers of .Atneriea. CIO white-
collar union. Fischer apparently
feels that the added expense of
shipping and billing sales in the
east doesn't justify Ihe compara-
tively small amount of business the
outfit does out of N. Y.

UOPW.A, incidentally, caused
Ashley to get out of jobbing in

N Y.—that plus hiked demands for

the rental of office space. A new
lease had to be signed by .Ashley

at the same time its personnel de-
manded salary boosts, and the out-
fit couldn't see its way clear to

underwriting both increases. It

sold its inventory to MDS and the
latter t<»ok over most of its ac-

counts. a rnoxe. incidentally, which
strengthened MDS’ hold on the
greater portion of the jobbing busi-

ness in the U. S.

Decca execs are being pleasantly
.surprised by one aspect of the
' sale still being conducted
by dealers. It's pointed out tl^t

quite a bit of the album material

!

that heretofore did not sell Is be-

ing moved off dealers’ shelves.

Such-items as Ihe "Songs of Our
: Times” series, which hasn’t shown
'sales health since first relea.s«‘d;

I

the more recent "Telephone

j

Songs,” ‘‘.Automobile Songs.” etc.,

all are claimed to be selling at the
' reduced tab, whereas they didn't

I

go before.

I That’s unusual in view of the ex-
' perience of HCA-Victor. which ran
' a similar sale previously. Victor
people found that sale or no sale,

items that were not in demand at

full price were hard to move at re-

duced price. It was found that

buyers sought out the t<»p maleiial
in pop and classicals and left most
of the other to continue gathering
dust.

Goodman Solos At

Monte Carlo Club,

,

Underwrites Vacash
Benny Goodman played his cl;>ri-

net in Europe after all, following
his two-week run at the Palladium
theatre, London. Work consisted

of a one-night. sol<» appearance at

the Sporting Club. Monte Carlo,

where B, G. had gone for a \aca-

tion. He drew .AOtl.OOO francs for

working alone (about $2.1)00). and
it paid his expenses for the run
to Monte Carlo.

Goodman originally intended
working a series of concert one-
nighters in F^ngland. and on Ihe
Continent with his own band there-

after. Band would have met him
in Paris, since it was barred from
working with him in F^ngland by
British Musicians Union rules;

Goodman used English men at the
Palladium. But during the run at

the London theatre he cancelled
all further bookings. He may go
to Europe next April, how'Cver.

PossibUity of a settlement soon

between the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publish-

ers and television has taken a new
tack along lines never pointedly

mentioned before by either side.

It's Ihe opinion of the video men
that a deal will be made before
the new Sept. 1 deadline, but they
say they do not expect -to finalize

an agreement before ASCAP
works out its new consent de<-ree

with the U. S. Department of Jus-

tice. now being negotiated.

Video angle on the nece.ssary

priority of the decree is that its

terms are exepected to have some
bearing on ASCAP’s collection of

fees for the exhibition of motion
pictures. Last year N. Y. Federal
.ludge Vincent L. Leibell decided
in suit brought against the Society
by New York film theatre oocralors
that ASCAP must divest itself of
tiu' right to collect exhibition fees

in theatres; later he amended that

lo read that ASCAP could retain
the rights, but could not .sell such.

Tele people expect in the future
to be using quite a hit of musical
films on the air ’and they will want
to know how the situation stands
before an ASCAP-tele deal is com-
pleted. They’ll want to know
whether ASCAP can. under a

blanket licen.se agreement with
tele, include the right to televi.se

music in motion pictures without
extra cost. Or whether such rights
must be bought separately from
copyright owners. To them it’s an
important angle since dickering
separately for an okay to exhibit
musical film on tele screens, wliich
i.s basically the same as exhibiting
them in theatres, will cost extra
coin,

II has been mentioned that ‘he
G(»vernment’s new consent decree
with ASCAP will give ASCAP Ihe
right to collect exhibition fees
again. If that’s so, Judge Leibell
will, of cour.se, have to be consult-
ed and his deci.sion amended. Tele
people have been aware of the im-
plications of the OKhibition fee
angle in relation to the use of films
on the air, but the situation has
not until this time been spot-
lighted.

»l*te.

Camilio Ricordi was voted prez
was named

rotnec -.1.
Renato Tasselli be-

and managing di-

whiu «« •"'-''lui was

trer.

f^rtor.

Comp*

— Hollywood. Aug.
I.oew’s owned Big 3 music

lishing affiliate has been given or-

ders by homeoffice execs in New
York to push heavily on the ex-

ploitation of the musical score of

“Midnight Kl.ss’ as a means of

helping introduce and put over a

film n e w c o rn e r, Mario Lanza.

Known in operatic circles. Lanza

plays opposite Kathryn Grayson in

the film, along with Jo.se Ituibi

and Ethel Barrymore.
score to be

9.

pub-

Sammv Kaye Cracks
• *

Pa. Admish Record

^nmno.. •
Initial lime from the

f
catalog is principally plugged will he "1 Know, I Know.

®f grand opera scores. I Know.”

Lancaster. Pa.. .Aug. 9.

.^amm,\ Ka.\e'.« orche.stra cracked
(he bo. mark al Ihe .American
Legion Park ballroom. Ephreta,

Pa., near here. .Sunday (7) eve-

ning. Kaye played lo 4 440 admis-

sions al $L2.A on a oromolion date

handled by Dave HiOman for the

local Legion chapter.

Park uses names consistently.

Kaye's mai k lopped a .?.400 admis-

sion maik set Ibis year by Louis

Priina and an all-lime bo. level of

3,800 h\ the Mill*- Bros.

ARMSTRONG MAY TOUR

EUROPE AGAIN IN FALL
Louis .Armstrong may go lo Flu-

rope again in the fall for another
string of concert dates with his

small jazz combination. Arm-
strong has been offered a number
of bookings on Ihe Continent, but
Joe Glaser, head of .Assoi-lated

Booking, won't let him take off

until he has signed agieementsTdr
a minimum of 60 dales.

So far. tentative agreemenl.s
have been made for a twc>-week
run in Scandinavia. Oel. 1-13, and
for four other single dates in

Switzerland, Oct. 16 to 19. Each
booking is on a $2,000 guarantee
and percentage, with an exchange
arrangement.

Armstrong opens Aiu’. ?'' • (
”

City, New York. It's incidentally,

his first shot in N V. in some lime

Lay Groundwork

For Tape AM Fee
Meeting last week between

Harry F'ox, music publishers
agent and trustee, and Robert P.
Myers. NBC v.p. and general coun-
.sel. laid the groundwork for the
.separate payment to pubs for the
use of music on commercial AM
broadcasts recorded on tape. And
it’s probable that ad agencies and
spon.sors will ask the stars of such
shows to pay such costs themselves,
at* least in those instances where
taping is done to make things
easier for the performers involved.
If such shows were to be done
live, there would be no extra c<»st*,^

music would be free under radio’s
bl.nnket licenses.

When Fox and Myers first met
over the problem of paying extra
for taping, a type of recording not
covered under existing contract .s,

a figure of $15 per song was ad-
vanced, That’s granted to be loo
high for a one-time use. particu-
larly since transcription compa-
nies using music in various kinds
of show-recording pay less.

Future meetings between Fox
and Myers will e.stablish a rate.

Hopping 'Blues’ Wagon
New arrangement of the oldie.

“Lovesick Blues.” by Hank Wil-
liams and His Drifting Cowboys
on the M-G-M label, has clicked
so .solidly that other disk firms are
rushing out their own versions

Williams’ platter has been lead-
ing the hillbilly field in point of
•ukebox plays as well as r' d
vales. Song was written h.v liv-
ing Mills and Cliff Friend in 1922.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By BERNIE WOODS

Williams*. “Slidin* and Glidin'’
(Mercury) . . . Louis Prima is try-
ing the spaghetti circuit again with
his ‘‘For Mari-Yootch” (Victor).

Standout western, race, polka,
hillbilly, spiritual, etc.: Spade
Cooley, “Don’t Call Me Sweet-
heart Anymore” (Victor); Johnson

„ _ . . „, 5*K itiM ' f*«*nily Singers, “God Is My Land-
Como “Give Me

J"'®
*!?*

I
lord” (Columbia); Tennessee Ernie,

r._ ...* 1. ¥ XlnA Q 1
^ KflOW, frOITl tllC

1 Mmintain
“I Wish 1 Had a Record

?/! /.r) One of the fine.st record

K Como ever made, “Give M.

Hand” has a hot chance to

a solid smash. A dra-

Tm” »"'• Como spins »t with

Mies Impact than even his

®"i^..Smtation" and ‘'Prisoner of

>. jjides. Flipover is a rhythm^St
‘‘TemUtion

iSwiy with little to recommend

S liSepting Como’s bounce per-

S,rS5in?e. which could move it.

Andrews Sisters I Can Dre

M-G-M film, “Midnight Kiss.” A
rivp^vua Jstrong ballad melody. Case batons

it with salesmanship, aided by the
Quintones’ vocal. Song and disk

could hit heavily. He works well,

too, with "All Year,” which isn’t

quite as powerful a tune. Stuart
Foster vocals.

Eddy Duchin “There’s Yes Yes
In .Your Eyes”-“Who Do You Know
In Heaven”; “Through A Long and
Sleepless Night” - “Now That I

Need You” (Harmony). Columbia

Smokey Mountain Boogie” (Cap-
itol); Ray Smith, “I’m Throwing
Rice” (Columbia); Jackie Paris
Trio, “Lonesome Lover Blues”-
“Tormented” (M - G - M); Dude
Martin. “I Always Had A Way
With Women” (Victor); Skeeto
Yaney, “I’m Sealing This Letter
With Tears” (Columbia); Joe
Turner. “Boogie Woogie Baby’
(M-G-M).

Key Mid-Maiihattan Music Merchant

Views AD 3 Speeds as hevitable
Meyer Rabson, who is a key

: music-radio merchant in mid-
Manhattan, and is often an im-
portant barometer on public tastes

to the music and radio bu.siness

on Broadway, is of the opinion that

the new phonograph record speed.s

must eventually catch on. "All

. . f ^ these are additions to the better
a senes of

.
livlnc. Who would have thouKhI of

the Nashville Youth Fund, under i on 9 ir..as« «.oi.

Dinah’s Tenn. Benefits
Nashville. Aug. 9.

Dinah Shore is due here Aug.
19 for her first personal appear-
ance in her home area in a couple
of years. Singer has agreed to do

Dream,
\Andrew* tMSiers

f’jjii lUar-^ turning out good disks on its

p"'.) ‘ De cs, Iwo ‘;«enen't'49c labe/ These four by Duchin
lene «.hinh h'is a fine ''‘’‘•"y* Yes Yes and Heaven,

•i.'ll’jl.' .0 cUck ^big.
^

"I Can
;

•>oth >n rhythm and with vocals
chance
Dream

rarrips**a easily topping the conipanion disk,
most of which carries

You“ Is okay, but Tommy
standout solo

"^^ohoims Mercer’s vocal of "Sleepless Night"

»l^the'Go"rdo"in^^?ch5ra’
-'-"vn ,he averace.

an** ctnoV, Qn ia tVig
u a commercial cinch. So is the

reverse, however, a smooth trio

rersion of the top English hit now

being pushed here. Ywo tunes,

wpaFat?ly. are among the best

the trio has cut. They re

brings down the average.

Platter Pointers

BaDplayers On

the auspices of the Nashville Ban-
ner, afternoon daily.

Miss Shore will also make an
appearance in her home town,
Winchester, 90 miles from here.

Hubby George Montgomery won’t
come along since he’s due to start

a new film in Hollywood Aug. 10.
^

MB ca iiv laataA w

Waxing BaD
: piano team’sfam

Columbia Records aims to take
advantage of the many new re-
cordings made for major labels by

Bill Darnell presents an unsual 1 baseball stars, olus the great come-

vie Damone “My Bolero’

and attractive style on his first

Coral pairing, “So Much” - “Hot
Cake, Hominy and Sassafras Tea

back by Joe DiMaggio, by reissu-
ing a disking of the pop tune,
“Joltin’ Joe DiMaggio,” Song, by

beautifully backed by Jenkins
,
^ delivered. Iliads '

di.i;- jiek"e; Xian” Courtney'rnd"'.
^ — for name bands, the two sides ex- -- - - y .

“Through a Long and Sleepless
^

hibit a vocal groove far from that

Night” (Mercury). Now riding
.
path. They’re different, and good,

high with “You’re Breaking My l

. , . Dennis Day delved into hill-

Heart,” Damone has a chance at billy in good style with “Hand
another hit in the “Bolero” side of Holdin’ Music” (Victor) . . . Car-

this disk. An attractive tune, a men Cavallaro’s pianistics flare

lightheavy of the “Ballerina type, brightly on “Miami Beach

collaborator, was released origin-
ally in 1941, cut by Les Brown’s
orchestra. It was backed then by
“Nickel ‘Serenade,” which will
again become the companion piece.

DiMaggio himself recently fin-

ished recording a kiddie album for
Mar” Capitol Records, which will be re-

lea.sed soon. Prior to that, Pee
Damone cuts it solidly and R^ts I Rhumba” - "Cancion D e 1

excellent assistance from a band (Decca), latin-beat tunes
Erected by Glen Osser. Bscking

; doubled Leeds’ plug tune, 1 Wee Reese and Jackie Robinson,
is Mercury’s version of a nieloc y -someday.” into hillbilly, with Brooklyn Dodger players, had cut
that doesnt Impress under a male Arthur Smith, backed by the best a kiddie set for Columbia Records.
vocal, bamone’s work on it is fair.

Doris Day “The Last Mile

Home”—“Land of Love” (Colum-
bia). Miss Day’s “Last Mile” is

every bit as good as Bing Crosby’s

(Decca). A fine tune with cvery-

version of “Dime A Dozen” so far.

. . . Tommy Tucker also cut a
saleable version of “Someday”
(Harmony) , . . One of the liveliest

polka outfits to hit wax is batoned
by Mickey and Mary Carton

a kiddie set for Columbia Records.
A while back. Decca Records is- m

sued a tune, written and recorded
j

Spitzer Maps Lon^rcr
by Buddy Johnson, titled. “Did
You See Jackie Robinson Hit That
Ball?” And there’s a disk by Dod-
gers Ralph Branca. Carl Furillo

television 20 years ago? Even with
I radio we had sales resistance prob-
lems but eventually prices were
brought dpwn, radios were com-
bined with phonograph record play-

ers; and .so, in time, the manufac-
turers will Combine the standard
78 rpm with the LP and the 4.'i.s,

and all the present confusion will
I be eliminated,”

I
He admits, of course, as with

_ other dealers that for the moment

DATE AND DECCA DISKS
Eadie and Rack, piano team, will

play at the Nieman-Mareus annual
fashion show in Dallas over the

Labor Day weekend. Rack is com-
posing a special score for the event.

Jacques Fath, fashion designer,

will also be on handvto receive this

year’s citation. Duo recently inked
a recording pact with Decca. their

first platters from the “South
Pacific” score to be relea.sed .Aug.

22 .

Team is currently at the Blue
Angel, N. Y. Instead of shutter-

ing during the summer months,
the nitery is remaining open with

only the keyboard couple playing

in the outer room.

thing reou red for h t classification^ their “County Fair” zooms,.^ . . . jiimn fans and in^kc u-ill po fnr •''"d I'-rv Palica. on the Apollo label

there are other factors. Besides

I

the uncertainty of which speed, the
weather is naturally not conducive

I

to playing records at home, and
then too the economic picture is

even more uncertain than such
I relatively minor thing as which of
the three disk speeds will survive.

As a practical retailer, in direct

touch with his customcra, Rabson
knows that the basic elements of

' space-saving and cost can’t be ig-

nored, The average record collec-

tor has from $100 to $1,000 worth
of records, and when Rabson points
up how much less space those disks
take in the new sizes, not to men-
tion their unbrcakability since
they’re all in vinylite, all argument

! ceases. It must follow that, even
though the 78 rpm customers will

rjx * xj remain important for years to
olRyS in ilOliyWOOu lome, the retooling of new phono-

Henry Spitzer, who set up his ' graph players to include all three
music publishing firm last fall after speeds must eventually work to the

it’s given a smart run by Miss Day
and a choinis. backed by John

. . , Jump fans and jocks will go for ^ ^
Ziggy Elman’s “Carolina In The Brooklyn Dodger Jump.

Rarig’s orchestra. Jocks will be Morning” - "Boppin’ With Zig,

spinning it aplenty. Backing is a (M-G-M) two solid sides . . . Varsity

most interesting melody hard to
,

reissued three Majestic items by

describe. It may or may not catch
attention, but it’s worth any jock’s

Percy Faith’s large band; they’re
all powerfully played standards.

time. Singer performs it beau-
j

"Hancing In The Dark”-“Tempta-

“Wouldn't It Be
Scotch Polka

tifully.

Art Mooney
Fun” — "Hop
(M-G-M-). First tune is a

novelty-type tune chorused by

,

Mooney’s entire band in staccato-

1

rhythm style. It’s playable. On

'

the reverse he planted an ar-
j

rangement of "Scotch Hop,” which
j

is getting a lot of attention; it’s j

close musically to Billy Whitlock’s
|

(London) version, but an added
Ingredient is the band’s chorus-
ing again. It’s good and could

:

click. i

Anne Shelton “Wedding of Lili

Marlene”—“Hold Me Ju.st a Little
j

Closer, Dear” (London). A good ^

version of “Lili.” Miss Shelton’s i

try is not the equal of the Andrews
j

trio disk, but in itself proves a
very worthwhile face. Wardour
Singers and Paul Fenoulhet’s

;

orchestra back the Engli.sh singer
j

who by now has established her-

,

wlf to .some extent in the U. S.
|

Backing is a fair tune unlikely to
mean much.

Inrlnr Fields “Scalawag”—“That

'

Wonderful Girl of Mine” (Victor).
|

Neither of these sides may be hits,

,

hut they’re worthy of jock attention
!

because they’re off the beaten ar-
MBgement path, yet commercial.
Fields’ piano, a sort of shuffle
rtythm and chorusing by the small
hand make the "Scalawag” side
hstenable over and over. “Girl”
hasn’t the same amount of appeal,
hut is good ne^rtheless.
Dick Haymes “Song of Surren-

der"—"Circus” (Decca). Haymes
a much better job on “Sur-

render” than any prior recordings
®t the title tune of a new Para-
mount film. But It still isn’t im-

as a possible hit. A chorus
and Victor Young’s orchestra back
him. “Circus” is .something else.
A good tune, it’s smartly done by
naymes and a chorus, almost
matching Tony Martin’s face (Vic-

Goon-Bones
Aint slie Sweet”-“Shiek of Ara-

^ 'Ciysfalite). These Crystalite
huggest where Milt llerth

f®!” ‘lis "Ain’t She
1

which Variety
^ weeks ago as a possible

-4 i)iL These disks w'cre then
«--3

*hg in the midwest. Paired
^angements involving two stand-

organ and
sore/a dicky and should

hationallv. They«nd they re dilltrent

tion”: “That Old Black Magic”-
“All Through the Night”; “Begin
the Beguine” - “Touch of Your

Harmony reissuedfair Hhnd”
Artie Shaw’s “The Blues'
Jump kids will click with Cootie

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

“.Some Enchanted Evening”
Retail Sheet Music Seller
“Some Enchanted Evening”
“Most Requested” Disk

“Some Enchanted Evening”
Seller on Coin Machines

“Some Enchanted Evening”

leaving as general manager of the
Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris organiza-

tion, has Ica.sed, with an option to

buy, a home outside Hollywood.
^

Hereafter, he will divide his time
between Nev/ York and the Coast.

Spitzer made the move mainly
because of his family, but also be-

cause he expects to spend a con-
siderable time in Hollywood
strengthening business conncction.s

that couldn’t be made while he was
with Morris, since the Hollywood
end was handled by Morris himself.

merchandising upbeat of the new
records.

Disk Jockey Review

t 2. ROOM FULL OF ROSES (3) (Hill &

3. AGAIN (21)

: 5.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
.6

1.

4 .

6. BALI HA’I (8) (Williamson)

7. WONDERFUL GUY (8) (Williamson)

8 .

9.

10 .

J Perry Como . . . 'T’icfor

1 Frank Sinatra . Columbia

j Sammy Kaye . , . . Victor
{Dick Haymes .... Dccca

J Gordon Jenkins .... Decca
( Vic Damone . . Mercury

I
Frank Sinatra . .Coinmbio

} Tommy Dorsey . . Victor

) Vaughn Monroe Victor
( Burl Ives . .Columbia
1 Perry Como . . . . Victor
) Bing Crosby .... Decca
J Margaret Whiting . ,

.

.... Capitol
IFran Warren.":...,..

j Gordon Jenkins Decca
( Perry Como Victor

j Whiting-Mercer . . . Capitol
i Shore-Clark . Columbia
1 Perry Como ... Victor
1 Russ Morgan

Second Croup

'X

FOUR WINDS. SEVEN SEAS (Lombardo) .

YOU’RE BREAKING MY HEART (Algonquin)

MAYBE IT’S BECAUSE (Triangle)

EVERYWHERE YOU GO (Lombardo)

I Sammy Kaye Victor
I Guy Lombardo Dccca
Vic Damone Mercury

( Dick Hayrne.i Decca
I Connie llaines Coral
)Guy Lombardo Decca
I Doris Day Columbia

DIXELAND JAZZ
With Roger Wolfe
6U Mins., Sat.
Sustaining,
WDSU, New Orlcons
“Dixieland Jazz’ is 60 minutc.s of

good jazz—the real, mellow stuff

and Roger Wolfe really sells it.

One of tho.se credited with the re-

naissance of jazz in the old
Crescent City, Wolfe is a lover of
Dixieland, knows and tells why it

is good. His enthusiasm and
knowledge come warmly over (he
airlani'S.

.Style is on informal, ea.sy-going

side,With Wolfe interpolating facts

and information on disks, tunes and
sidemcn, as w'cll as interviews with
jazz notables to hold audience. His
approach to the business of plat-

tcr-.spinnlng is considerably more
adult than that of the standard
needleworker. Among other
things, bebop and such decadence
is scorned by Wolfe, but per-
formers like Sharkey Bonano,
Wingy Manone, Kid Ory, Bunk
John.son and Papa Celestin are
among tho.se who give out.

Wolfe’s n>anner is friendly with-
out slopping over, and his ch.nlter

between tunes rates much higher
than filler. Linz.

YES YES IN YOUR EYES (Remick)

WHERE ARE YOU (Famous)

MERRY GO ROUND WALTZ (Shaplro-B)

bounce

^ Kqpw. T Know. I

Case u Round ’’ (M-G-M).
disks TV.-

®®* exceptional

excelion* second, carried two
ot string-full arrangements

LET’S TAKE OLD FASHIONED WALK (Berlin) \
‘'perry^ Como

\ Blue Barron M G M
(Carmen Cavallaro Dccca
Doris Day Columbia

\ Guy Lombardo Decca
I Art Mooney M-G-M
S Bing Crosby Decca
(Kay Starr Capitol

. Billy Ecksiine M G M
( Vaughn Monroe V'icfor

I Mills Bros. Dt cca

\ Evelyn Knight Decca
I Blue Barron .MOM
1 F'ran Warren Virior

I Dinah Shore Columbia

HOW IT LIES (Morris)

SOMEHOW (Algonquin)

SOMEDAY (Duchess) ..

YOU’RE SO UNDF.R.STAXDING (Barron-Pemora)

HOMEWORK (Berlin)

IFigures in parentheses indicate number oj veeks song boa been in the Top 10.1

Band Review
HENRY BUSSE ORCH (16)

With Phil Gray. Moose Prager
Statler Hotel, N. Y.
Henry Bu.sse’.s initial location

(late in a long time brings him into
ihe Statler with a surprisingly
good commercial type band, one
that works cleanly and with good
mu.cicianship, all based on a com-
paratively brief hearing- opening
night (Monday), It’s composed of
five bra.ss, four sax, three violins
and three rhythm, plus the rotund
personality of the leader and his
sugary, b.o.-aimed trumpet.

Busse still employs the com-
mercial touches that have for > eai s

marked his bands—the shuffle
rhythm, trumpeting style, etc., but
it’s ail coupled to a more varied
arranging style. The band will
often work through arrangements
that are more or less modern in
approach to pops and novelties,
then turn and deliver one of older
arrangements geared more closely
to (he shuffle rhythm idea.

!

Briefly, Ru.sse turns in extremely
plea.sant music that is neither fish
nor fowl, that is. it’s neither
strictly modern nor old timey. but
a combination of both. And it’s

good to listen to. Whether he will
do bu.sine.ss in this room, however,
is another que.stion. In recent
months it has been a toughie for
any combination of values.

Wood.
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Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 31 songs of the week (more in case of ties'i, based on

the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Mu-
sic Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research. Jnc.. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

Survey Week of July 29-AuKUst 4, 1949

A Room Full of Roses Hill & Range
A Wonderful Guy—‘‘South Pacific” Chappell
Again—+‘‘Road House" Robbins
And It Still Goes Shapiro-B
Baby It’s Cold Outside—‘‘Neptune’s Daughter". ... Morris
Bali Ha’i—‘‘South Pacific" Chappell
Every Time I Meet You—f'Beautiful Blonde” Feist

Ev’ry Night Is Saturday Night BMI
Fiddle Dee Dee—f'lt’s a Great Feeling” Harms
Four Winds and the Seven Seas Lombardo
Hucklebuck United
I Don’t See Me In Your Eyes Anymore Laurel
It’s a Great Feeling— +‘‘lt’s a Great Feeling" Reinick
Just One Way To Say I Love You—*‘‘Miss Liberty" Berlin
Let’s Take An Old-Fashioned Walk—‘ Miss Liberty’’Berlin
Lora Belle Lee . Santly-Joy
Lover’s Gold Oxford
Maybe It’s Because—‘‘Along Fifth Avenue" BVC.
One & Only Highland Fling—1“Barkleys of B’way" Warren
Now That 1 Need You
Riders In the Sky
Similau
So in Love—‘‘Kiss Me, Kate"
Some Enchanted Evening—*‘‘South Pacific" Chappell
Someday You’ll W'ant Me to Want You Duchess

Famous
Morris
Campbell
T. B Harms

Swiss Lullaby
There’s Yes Yes In Your Eyes
Twenty-Four Hours of Sunshine
Two Little New Little Blue Little Eyes
Weddin’ Day

Southern
Wit mark
Advanced
Morris
Famous

Who Do You Know In Heaven Robbins

The remaining 21 songs of the ireek (wore in case of ties).

based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu
Inr Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the

Office of Research. Inc . Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
‘‘A’’—You’re Adorable Laurel
.Always True in My Fa.shion—‘‘Kiss Me. Kate”. . . . T. B. Harms
Don’t Call Me Sweetheart Anymore ABC
Dreamy Old New England Moon Leeds
Everywhere You Go Lombardo
Five Foot Two. Eyes of Blue .

Feist

Hollywood Square Dance Santly-Joy
Homework—‘‘Miss Liberty" Berlin
How It Lies, How It Lies, How It Lies Morris
In Good Old Summertime—1“In Good Summertime” Marks
Just For Me Melody Lan«
Look At Me Jewel
Love Is a Beautiful Thing Porgie
Powder Your Face With Sunshine Lombardo
Someone To Love ... Warren Pub
Through Sleepless Night—+‘‘Come to the Stable". . Miller
Why Fall in Love With a Stranger Campbell
Younger Than Springtime—‘‘South Pacific” Chappell
You’re Breaking My Heart Mellin
You’re My Everything Harms
You’re So Understanding Barron-Pem.

1 Filmusical. Legit musical.

$2,500,000 to Chi Orch I

Chicago, Aug. 9.
j

Chi Orchestral Assn, will get
^

half of the $5,043,925 left by the
,

late Charles H. Swift, former
I

chairman of Swift & Co. I

U. of Chicago granted the other
half.

On the Upbeat

New York
Bob Poole, Mutual net disk jock

<500 stations), marks his first anni
on the current show Aug. 23 . . .

RCA-Victor promotion department
sent out boxes of Lifesavers last

week, each roll of candy wrapped
with a tab that heralds RCA’s 45
rnm disks as the ‘‘Lifesaver of the
Record Business” . . . Dick Bruce,
WDSU. New Orleans, disk spinner,
doing a weekly Saturday matinee

>..,on television, spinning platters
from a mobile unit at the curb . . .

Jack Hunter leaving Elliot Law-
rence orchestra to do a vocal sin-

gle . . . M-G-M Records added four
new' distributors. M & N Co., Buf-
falo: Lou Sowa Record, Pittsburgh;
A D Hewitt Co.. Seattle, and ar-

ranged an outlet in Cuba through
Gonzalez Novo Y Cia, Havana . . .

I.ecds Music last w'eek issued "in-
vitations" to the "Wedding of Lili

Marlene" and "Mr. Joe Citizen,”
listing as "guests of honor” all art-

ists who recorded the top Engli.sh

liit for U. S. companies.

withoff for two-week vacation
wife, to Eagle River. Wise. . . .

Les Brown set for Rendesvous
ballroom. Salt Lake City, Aug. 24
for four days . . . Johnny “Scat”
Davis goes into Mayfair, Wichita,
.Aug. 13 for tw'o-weeker . . . Tiny
Davis set lor Guy hotel. Spring-
field, 111., Sept. 15 for two weeks.
Billie Holliday opens at Apollo
theatre here Aug. 19 for a week.
. . . Herbie Fields repeats at Con-
tinental Club, Milwaukee. Aug. 22
for two weeks . . . Louis Prima into
Oriental theatre. .Aug. 26 for three
weeks . . . Georg Brunis into Blue
Note, Aug. 26.

RCA
Dennis
Day is

theatre

Chicago
- Victory hosted singer
Day at party Tliurs. (4).

personaling at the Chicago
. Tim .Morrow appointed

as ad agency to handle wire record-
ings of Magnetic Corp. of America.
. . . Kitty Kallen replaced singer
Dorothy Claire at Oriental theatre,
with George Jessel . . . George
Olsen set for Claridge hotel.

Mem|)his. .Aug. *12, for two weeks.
. . . Nate Hale, former disk promo-
tion Chi-head for Columbia Rec-
ords, now one of toppers of Har-
mony Records . . . Singer Patty
McGuire opens Aug. 10 at Casper
Club, Casper, Wyo. . . . Kirby
Stone held over again at Snack
Bar of Forest Park hotel, St. Louis,
with Sept. 8 as exit date because
of theatre bookings ... Si Stern,
former assistant to advertising
head at Mercury Rejcords, now
doing freelance promotions, with
Leeds’ tune, "Wedding of Lilly
Marlene" as first exploitation set-

up .. . Chuck Suber, biz manager
of General Artists’ Corp. in Chi,

Dallas
Lou Bovis. owner and operator

of Louann’s. Dallas nitery, has
booked name band one-niters, in-
cluding Ray McKinley. Aug. 16;
Lionel Hampton. Sept'. 6 ; Tommy
Dorsey. Ocl 19. and Tex Renekt\
Nov. 28. with .Ian Garber a later
possibility . . . Glen Gray and Casa
Lomans due in at F^appy’s Show-
land Sept. 1 . Band opens Thursday
for three weeks at Shamrock hotel.
Houston ... Louis Jordon band
also due in the state for a .series
of one nigliters in Sept.

Hollywood

over
band
hotel.

Leighton Noble band inked to
wax for Vocalion label Freddie
Fisher orch in two-week stand at
Georgian room Freddie Slack
band playing one-nighter at Pacific
Square. San Diego Down in the
same region the Woody llerman-
Klng Cole concert at Russ audi-
torium last week grossed
$3,800 Dick LaSalle’s
opens Sept. 8 at the Manes
Reno, at flat $1.5.50 weeklv.

.Mai Hogan into Oasis tor an-
other stand Aug. 16. at $200 week-
ly . Eddie Robert.son, who fronts
trio at Club Waikiki. Catalina, is
working with his leg in a cast.
Singer-bassist broke it in a fall
Jeanne Taylor Is at Club Bingo
Las Vegas, at $250 a week Betty
Hall Jones sliced four sides for
Capitol last week.

(Continued on page 48>

In Other Words, Disker

Billy Whitlock Must Be

A Pretty Old Boy by Now
Roanoke, Va., Aug. 6 .

Editor, Variety:
Because I have specialized for

many years in collecting antique
discs and cylinders, your story of

1 Aug. 3 telling of a new' firm. Crom-
well Music, being set up to pub-
lish the novelty tune, “Scotch Hot,”

I

was of great interest to me. As
1
your story mentioned, the number

!

has atttracted considerable atten-

tion since London Records issued

it several weeks ago as a bells solo

I by its composer, Billy Whitlock,
and has since been recorded by a

good many combinations under the
name of “Hop Scotch Polka.”

I

It probably will come as a sur-

prise to most Variety readers

,

that Billy Whitlock is a veteran of

I

the British recording studios and
I
is the only still active record-
maker whose experience goes back
to the wax cyclinders of the turn

I of the century, I believe he even
made records in the ’90’s. His

I

closest rival seems to be the basso.
' Peter Dawson, who “commutes”
nowadays between his native Aus-
tralia and England, and has been
singing regularly for phonographs
since 1903. In this country. Billy
Murray began making records in

1896, but has not been active since
1942.

I have a 1904 issue of the Talk-
ing Machine New’s, a trade paper
formerly published in London,
which contains an interview with
Whitlock, who was even then con-
sidered a veteran of min.strclsy and
variety. He had also been a circus
contortionist and had traveled
widely as a sailor. Whitlock was an
unusually versatile entertainer. He
was a freelance, working for all

Engli.sh record companies, and
made thousands of records of his
own compositions, played as bell
and xylophone solos, .in addition
to specializing in recording laugh-
ing songs. Some of his records
were imported into the U. S. bv
companies, such as Columbia and
Vocalion. which had English af-
filiates. He was one of the few re-
cording artists who.se productions

^had a worldw'ide sale. The nioneer,
but now defunct Edison Bell Co.
produced a long list of six-inch
records, issued under the Bell and
Crown labels, which were made for
export to countries wliere the na-
tives wanted recorded music but
couldn't pay the price of standard
sized records. They sold in India.
Africa and throughout the Orient,
and the repertoire consisted large-
ly of Whitlock’s instrumental solos
and laughing specifftities.

By the way. did it ever occur to
you that a laughing song is the
one type of vocal record which can
he sold in any quarter of the
globe? Travelers have told of visit-
ing Arabian bazaars and seeing
the natives convulsed with merri-

j

ment as they listened to laughing
specialties by such mimics as
Whitlock. Burt wShepard and Harry
Lauder. Missionaries in the heart
of the African jungle used to play
laughing records for the natives to
get them in good humor before
beginning the serious work of try-
ing to make ( hristians of them
And I might added that in the old
days of acoustic, or horn, record-
ing. bells and xylonhone solos w-ero
among the most popular types of
lecords.

I

Your reviewer predicted wlien

j

the London record of ‘‘Scotcli Mot"
w-as i.ssued that it might start a
hit and it looks as if he'.s right
Rut the composition itself is noth-
ing new. Whitlock tapped it out on
pclinders 45 years ago. It appears
in the 1919 catalog of Rathe discs
tmaybe you remember them
tliey were played with a roun«l
sapphire ball> and was i.ssued by
many other companies at one time
or other. I’m glad to see that the
composer-player is likely to make
some money from this' attractive
polka in what must he Jiis advanced
old age.

Just how old Billy Whitlock may
be Is. incidentally, a matter that
baffles me. In the 1904 interview he
vas quoted as saying that his
father w'a.s a popular entertainer
in the U. S. in the 1850.s. but it
wasn’t made clear whether the
present-day Whitlock was of

Bands at Hotel B.O.’g
Band Hotel Ob^dS

Freddie Martin... Waldorf (400; $2) 0 t900 liv!!

Nat Brandwynne .. Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2) 1 goo
Henry Busse Statler (450; $1.50-$2> 1 1400 1 ???
Xavier Cugat Astor (850; $1.50-|2) 1 4*225

4225

t 3 days.

Ice

Chicago
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens. 720; $3.50 min.-$l cover)
e Show and Masters holding at healthy 3,970 covers.
Eddy Howard (Beachwalk, Edgewater; $2 adm.). Howard follower!

Vaughn Monroe Friday (5). Combination sock 20,000 admissions
Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min.-$l cover)

Liberace and Modemaires. Drop to 2,900 covers,
Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $3.50 min.),

still strong; 3,300 tabs.
‘Salute’’ series

Los Angeles
Eddie Fitzpatrick (Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Peter Lind Hayei

and Mary Healy. First wk. great 3,325 covers.

Chuck Foster (Biltmore, 900; $1.50). Tenth wk. 2,800 covers.
Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Slow' 650 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

j

(Chicago)
I Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Jackie Miles
and Davidson; 3,600 covers.

Dick Jurgens (Aragon, $1-$1.15 adm.). Final week for local fave-
fine 12,000 admissions. ’

Art Mooney (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.). In for three nights only (5-6-7)

with Lawrence Welk coming for tw'o-week stay. Nice 8.000 admissions.
A1 Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min,), Cornpiper doing a steady

2.200 covers.

(Los Angeles)
Ray Robbins (Aragon, Santa Monica; 2nd wk). Fair 4,000 admissions.
Frankie Carle (Palladium B., Hollywood; 2nd wk). Okay 12,000 ad-

missions.
Tommy Dorsey (Casino Gardens, Santa Monica; 2nd wk). Huge

14,000 admissions.

Inside Orchestras-Music
^

Spike Jones had a banner sent onto the field at Gilmore stadium,
Hollywood, last week at a filmtow'n benefit ballgame. Banner pro-

.
claimed "Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra” and then Jones filed out
with his 30-man aggregation in long underwear. It certainly didn’t do
anything to patch up his differences with Monroe.

First blood was drawn two months ago w'hen Jones waxed a satire

I

of Monroe’s RCA "Riders in the Sky.” Baritone and his manager,
Willard Alexander, beefed and record won’t be released. On CBS,
however, Jones sharply lampooned Monroe’s "Riders,” breaking into
it once to sing; "I’m glad I don’t sing like Vaughn Monroe, but I wish
I had his dough,"

Both Horace Heidt and the Lions Club deny reports that he refused
to appear at a Lions benefit in San Francisco last month until he was

,

guaranteed a cut of the program sales. Fri.sco Lions’ execs aver that
they are "entirely satisfied witli the results of the spon.sorship of the
Horace Heidt Youth Opportunity Program.” There were no squawks,
moreover, over the bandleader’s allegedly stiff terms and the Lions
Club states that if they get a chance to sponsor a Heidt show again, "it

would be w'illing and happy to do so on the .same terms as prevailed
in the past."

j

Meredith Willson, an infrequent visitor to New York, but now east
on his television series over NBC:. repaid a visit to the Stork Club and
reminded boniface Sherman Billingsley about a pre-war epi.sode when
the composer-conductor had "You and I" as the No. 1 song. Asked
about the absence o fthe tune from the band’s books, Billingsley told
^ill.son that the difference between playing ballads and fast tempoed
dansapation could mean up to $ 1,000 a night on the bar bills, since
lively music inspires more elbow'-bending. Billingsley reiterated that
he .still figures it that way.

Jolson Sings Again" music package came mostly from the
Warner Bros, group of publishing holdings, and Columbia Pictures
bought the oldies for around $80,000. This compares with the $130,000
sync bill for the first, “Jolson Story."

It almost compares w'ith the 50% ratio of the second pic’s produc-
tion cost, which Harry Cohn brought in (in Technicolor* for $1,400,000,
as against $2,900,000 for the first.

The father of Marion Stein, Austrian-born pianist who weds the Earl
of Harewood Sept. 29, like his daughter is strictly in the longhair
groove. Stein is with Boosey & Hawkes, English publishers of classical
works. He was at one time a noted conductor in Vienna and an
active composer. Benjamin Britten, the British composer, introduced
iliss Stein to Harewood. who is also a longhair disciple.

American or English citizenship.
There was a minstrel singer named
Billy Whitlock in those days, who
I believe w’as associated with Dan
Emmett, and I assume that he was
the father of the composer of
Scotch Hot.” I think it w'ould be
reasonable to guess that in 1855
the elder Whitlock may have been
around 35. That would give 1820
as the approximate year of his
hiith. which means that he would
be 129 or so if he were .still
alive. If he w'ere 30 when his .son
was born, the still-flourishing Whit-
lock must be around the centui-y
mark today. Conceding that the
father w'as 40, the son would bo
89. That still seems to be too high.
He looked to be about 35 in the
photo reproduced with the T. M. N.
article. Add 45 and he’d be 80 to-
day.

This problem of Whitlock’s likely
age is more baffling than ”How' old

I’m glad to see that
this old-timer, who has been mak-
ing records a half century or more.
IS still going strong, with a hit on
his hands.

Jim Walsh
Walsh’s Wax Works, WSLS

E. B. Marks Sues In

‘Summertime’ Infringing^

Wright Recording Corp. in*

fringed its mechanical reproduc-

tion rights to "In the Good Old

Summertime,” Edward B.

charged in a N. Y. federal court

suit filed last week. Publisher

claims that the defendant never

made any payments for use of tne

tune de.spite notification. An in-

junction and accounting of profits

are .sought.

Written by the late

j

Evans and Ren Shields in

tune originally was published n

How ley, H a v i 1 a n d A Dresse .

Marks acquired the song's renewa

rights, the complaint states, uP®

a.ssignment from the 'Jt’iter

widows, and filed “notice ^1
‘I*®,-

W'ith the register of copyrights

1937.

Sydney Kornhelser left

York yesterda.w (Tuesday) for

lywood, w'here he’ll slay

nently for Edwin H. and
as liaison between the firm

songwriters.

f
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THROUGHA LONG AND SLEEP-LESS NIGHT I

THROUGH A LONG AND SLEEP-LESS NIGHT of blame*

lie there and toss a - bout

heart would leave mem - ries

Why must I re - dream, re - live the we have known

some
4 '< •

heart to

through an oh

Copyright 1V49 Twentieth Century Mutic Corporoi.on, hiew York. N V
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K66Y LEE ....
VERA LYNN . . .

DINAH SHORE . .

aAUDE THORNHILL

Hi-Tone

Columbio

RCA Virtor

HarmonyEDDYDUCMN
BILL FARREU

EILEEN WILSON ond GORDON JENKINS with Chorus and Orch. . . Decco
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CUGAT IN N.Y^ T.D.

ON COAST DO WOW BIZ
Business Xavier Cugat’s orches-

tra is drawing onto the Astor Roof,
New York, has completely sur-

prised eastern bandsmen and
ISIusic Corp. of America, which
booked the date. Cugat, in his

first week at the hostelry, has
racked up w-artime cover figures

—

over 5,000, far surpassing the turn-
out for any band at the spot during
the past three years.

There’s no show accompanying
the Latin-beat maestro. Bill Mc-
Cune’s small combination, doubling
from downstairs, spells Cugat's out-

fit.

T. D.’s Phenom Coast Biz
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Band circles are buzzing here
over the heavy b.o. response to

Tommy Dorsey’s orchestra, back at

the leader’s own Casino Gardens,
Santa Monica. In the two weeks
since he opened, Dorsey has
worked close to 28,000 admissions,
a completely unexpected turnout.
Band drew over 6,000 dancers on
each of the past two successive
Saturday evening sessions and
overall is doing by far the best
business the spot has lured in over
two years.

Dorsey did well in some spots
and badly in others on his cross-

|

country, one-night route into the
Casino, and bandsmen are at a loss

to explain the b o. figures he’s turn-

ing in at his place. Harry James,
who preceded Dorsey on weekends
only, didn’t do nearly as well. Only
conclusion is that Dorsey hasn’t

played in this area in about 18

months.

Filbert Named ASCAP

Super for Pitt Area
Pittsburgh, Aug. 9.

Joe Filbert, out of Cleveland, has
been named district supervisor for

ASCAP in Pittsburgh territory.

He succeeds the late Walter Tun-
ning, who was killed in an automo- {|

bile accident near Wilkes-Barre in

June. ''

Joe Sikora, Tunning’s assistant,

who was critically injured in the
same crash, has since been re-

moved to the Ligonier, Pa., hos-
pital and will recover, but doctors
have told him he won’t be able to

i*eturn to work for at least six

months.

ABC-Eagle Puts 39c

Platter on Market
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Gearing itrf operations to chain
store distribution, ABC-Eagle Re-
cords has put a 39c record on the
market here. Firm will make only
Ic on each platter, according to
Gordon Burdge, manager of the
local operation.

Artists work on a flat coin-per-
side basis plus a minute bonus
royalty. Curt Massey, Jack Rivers,
Tex Wallace, Don Steele and Eddie
Robertson are under the label.
Company also put out four Gus
Arnheim masters two years ago.

I SINGINC ACT PAI EKCELLENCE.. Paottr

RETAE DISK BEST SEUEBS
UAniEfr

Survey 0/ retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending

Ang. 6
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1 1

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Some Enchanted Evening” 4 2 2 1 1 • • 1 2 6 • • 1 79

2 3

M. WHITING-J. MERCER (Cap)
“Baby It’s Cold Outside” 7 9 3 2 2 1 • • • * • • 42

3 5
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“You’re Breaking My Heart” 6 1 1 2 10 5 • • • • • • 41

4 2
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

“Riders in the Sky” 8 10 4 3 • • 4 4 10 • • 34

5 2

BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Some Enchanted Evening” 9 1 3 • • • • 1 30

6 4
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Again”- 2 5 4 5 • • 28

7 11

SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

“Room Full of Roses” • « 6 8 4 3 23

8 9
DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Room Full of Roses” 3 2 • • 8 20

9A 6
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
“You’re So Understanding” 1 5 8 19

9B 12
G. JENKINS-STARDUSTERS (D)
“1 Don’t See Me in Your Eyes” . . .

5* 4 5 19

10 14
D. HAYMES-TATLERS (Decca)
“Maybe It’s Because” 8 7 4 8 17

llA 8
FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)
“The Hucklebuck” 5 • • 1

—•

16

IIB 7
MEL TORME (Capitol)

“Again” 10 4 3 16

lie
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Ball Ha’i” 7 6 4 16

IID
ART MOONEY (M-G-M)
“Twenty-four Hrs. of Sunshine” . . . • • 1 5 16

12 ..

INK SPOTS (Decca)
“You’re Breaking My Heart” 6 • • 2 14

13A 7
D. SHORE-B. CLARK (Col)

“Baby, It’s Cold Outside” 7 2 13

13B 15

PEGGY LEE (Capitol)
“Ball Ha’i” 2 7 13

13C 9
MEL TORME (Capitol)
“Four Winds and Seven Seas”. , .

.

5 6 0 13

14A
.
4

MARGARET WHITING (Cap)
“A Wonderful Guy” 10 3 9 11

14B 10
TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)
“The Hucklebuck” 10 7 5 11

15A 13

HERB JEFFRIES (Columbia)
“Four Winds and Seven Seas”. . .

.

3 10 9

15B
FRANK YANKOVIC (Columbia)
“Blue Skirt Waltz” • . • • • . • . • • « • • • 2 9

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1
>

2 3 4 5

SOUTH PACIFIC SONGS WITHOUT KISS ME, KATE SUPPER CLUB CONTINO

Broadway Cost
WORDS

Broadway Cast
FAVORITES ALBUM

Salactad Parry Como Dick Confino

Columbia Capitol Columbia Victor Magnolia

Label Records Points
Decra K 163
Victor 4 147
Capitol 5 95

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned

t

No. of No. of
Label Records

Columbia ' 4
Mercury 1

M-C-M 1

Points
47
41

16

5 TOP NAME BANDS

SET FOR CANADA EXPO
I Toronto, Aug. 9 .

Contracts have been inked for
five top bands at the Canadian
National Exhibition, according in

I

Elwood Hughes, CNE g.m. They
I

are Benny Goodman. Aug. 26-27-
Tommy Dorsey, Aug. 29-31; Vaughii
Munroe, Sept. 1-3; Duke Ellington
Sept. 5-7; Guy Lombardo, Sent’
8- 10 .

Admission will be $1 per. with
bands apperaing in a prefabricated

I ballroom, with canvas top, to ac-
' commodate some 1,000 couples

Par Guarding New Tune

For Montgomery Clift

Hollywood, Aug. 9.

*‘My Love Loves Me,” ditty writ-
ten by Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans for Montgomery Clift to sing
in Paramount’s “The Heire.ss,” will
be kept under wraps until the film
is released in November, if studio
can have its way. Clift sings the
song himself, without the usual
dubbed vocalizing. First warbling
he’s ever done in a picture.

RCA has latched onto the tune
and assigned Fran Warren to re-
cord it, but Par’s music subsid.
Famous, is holding plattery to a
stipulated release date. Song ap-
pears to have been taken from an
old (circa 1600) French melody
“Plaisir D’Amour.”

St. Paul Pop Concerts

Hold Up in 13th Season
St. Paul, Aug. 9.

Now in its 13th season, St. Paul’s
pop concerts are holding their own
despite slipping entertainment
business elsewhere. Reason for
this is pop prices and because of
its semi-civic nature.

Last year over 125,000 attended
! 22 concerts out of a po.ssibIe

175,000, and although there are 24
concerts during this summer, at-

tendance is expected to remain the
.same, or slightly higher. Other
events, like films and fairs, .show

I nearly 30 to 40% losses here-
abouts over last summer.

Profits and overhead are split

three ways in the cooperative ven-
ture among the local musicians as-

sociation, the city of St. Paul and
tlie Civic Opera and Figure Skat-

I

ing Club.

!

Programs are given each

Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
nights, and include an orchestra of

60 directed by Clifford Reckow.
Vocalists are leading local stars

who perform free of charge, except

for a few out-of-towners now and
then who accept minimum fees. All

performances are given in the St.

Paul Municipal Auditorium, seat-

ing about 8,000.

Upbeat
Continued from page 46

Hollywood

PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO

The Modernaires, with pert

Paula Kelly leading the way.

display a variety of talents and

ideas that lend «sf and beauty

to everything from "South Pacific"

hits to a clever canine quintet. Their

impersonatrons of musical stars

are uniformly good. All in all, this

1$ a fresh, delightful act.

Wi Davidsw n CfNcago Srmday TriiwM

Returning August 29

•CLUB 15'

CB.S. Coast-to-Coa$t

Tommy Dorsey orch carved four

j

sides for RCA-Victor last week, in-

!

! eluding “Keep A-Knockin’ ” and
"Only Have Eyes for You” ...

I

Henry King band start at the Bilt-

'

more Bowl Sept. 15 . . . Private
and pubiie toasting of Phil Ohman

' orch was the order of the day
Thursday (4) w'hen he checked out
of Ciro’s after a ipng stand. He’s
been playing on the strip off and
on for 15 years . . . Spade Cooley

, crew jumped down to March Field
j

Thursday i4) for non-commissioned
j

officers’ dance.

}

Barney .McDevitt replaces Charles
j

'Mousie) Warren as Coa.st rep for
ilarry Warren Music Co. . . Page '

Cavanaugh Trio goes to Germany
j

middle of this month to play for]
occupation forces . . . Albert Glas-
ser doing score on Lippert Produc-
tions “Apache Chief’’ . . . Jay Liv-
ingston and Kay Evans splitting up
for month’s vaeash apiece. Living-
ston off to Guatemala, Evans re-
laxing in New England . . . Trenler
Twins booked for four frames at

Blue Note. Chi. starting Sept. 19.
at $1,250 weekly.

Les Gillette, C’apitol Record’s
western and folk repertoire direc-

1

tor, confined to his bed with pneu-
monia . . . Jimmy Wakely waxing
six for Capitol . . , Nicky Camp-

'

bell, publisher, and his wife, Mabel i

Wayne, songwriter, in for look-
around from N. Y. . . . Tom Rock-
well, president of GAC. in town to
run agency’s operations until late
Sept. Milt Krasny, coast chief, re-
turns from Gotham at that time . . .

Connie Haines and Page Cava-
naugh combo info the Ca.shah for
two weeks starting Oct. 1 1 as a
package, at $2,500 per week.

ling as headliner on bill at Play-
house, with Johnny Hauser crew
on the stand . . . Bob Wilson oreli
holding forth at Wildwood Lakes
Clubhouse . . . Pla-Moor ballroom
holding judging Aug. 10-11 of
“Miss Kan.sas" and “Miss Mls.souri"
entrants for “Mi.ss America" title
at Atlantic City.

Kansas City
Dick Jurgens orch one-nighting

at the Pla-Mor ballroom Aug. 13
'

. . Jerry Murad and llarmonicats
]

into El C’asbah for a fortnight as
Joe V'era's orch continues on the
stand . . . “Grand Ole Opry”
played matinee and night in Mu.sic
Hall last Sunday (14i

. . . Joshua
Johnson bark in town pounding
keyboard at Milton’s after several
dates down .state . . . Dream Dust-
ers, gal quartet, playing Penquin

,room of Continental hotel ...
Bobby Peters and Musical Maniacs
playing fifth week at Eddy’s Re.s-

,

tauranl . . . Emma Pritchard warb-

!

Pittsburgh
Skippy Strahl’s Bop Cats into

the Carnival Lounge while Deuces
Wild vacation .. .Tommy Carlyn's
band back into Bill Green’s Aug.
19 for four weeks following cur-
rent engagement at Kennywood
Park.. Hy Edwards new' maestro
at Copa, replacing Johnny Marino.
He has Wilbur Hildebrand, former-
ly with Billy Catlzone. on piano
...Baron Elliott’s orch into Vogue
“Terrace for two weeks Herman
Middleman resumed as leader at
Jackie Heller’s Carousel. Out-
fit for some time has been under
baton of Ralph DeStephano, wlio
stays as trumpet. Return of Mid-
dleman re.sulted in pianist Joe l.es-
cak leaving. . only music at new’
Monte Carlo provided by Bruce
Carlton, who used to have a band
at the Penn-McKee hotel, McKees-

in.^***
Herth Trio opened at

Bill Green’s Monday (8) for a
week.

FRANKIE LAINE
CURRENTLY

CONVENTION HALL
AStfURY PARK, N. J.

MUSIC
BOURNE

TO LIVE
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CAVALCADE
(Musical-Historical Uevtew: l8(Hhl9i8) *'•

Compiled for P^^JETY
By JULIUS MATllKLl)

(Copyright Varioty int All Rights Retorvod)

legends and other basic background information, attondont to tho compilation

and presentation, appeared in the Oct 6. I94g, issue when the Variety Song

Cavalcade started publication serially It is suggested that these installments be

clipped and filed for future reference

Attention is hereby called to the fact that this material is copyrighted and may not

be reproduced either wholly or in part

1924—Continued

Rulli Miller andWhen the IJemocrats and the

Ropublieans held their national

eonvent ions, the radio broadcasters
veil* there to air the proceedinj's.

Through loudspeakers came that

persistent refrain from the Demo-
eralie conclave; “Alabama, 24
votes foi‘ Underwood.’’ Davis was
the ex’cntual Democratic candi-
dal e. but Calvin Cooiidge and
Charles Ci. Dawes (vice-president)

von the election, whereupon
’Cooiidge prosperity” went into

high gear.

Radio sets spread through the
nation like wildfire. In this year
some SlhiU.dOO.OOO worth were re-

tailed as again.st $135,000,000 the

yeai- beiore—a percentage increase

in sales that established an all-

time radio record.

In Ciiicago, little Robert (Bobb.t

)

Franks disappeared, leading to

kidnapping and murder charges
against N. F. Leopold, Jr., and
Richard Loeb (both 19). Clarence
narrow, their attorney, saved them
from till' gallows, and the verdict

was life impri.sonment plus 99-

ys'ars. i Loeb was killed by a fellow

convict in 193G>.

The L . S. practically had a mo-
noi>ol.v on Olympic victories. In

1924 the\ carried off first honors
lor the eighth straight time.

The dirigible ZR-3 flew from
Fricdriclishafen. Germany, to

L.iU('hurst. N. J.. where the U. S.

Nav> took it over under the name
‘ Los ,\ngcles.’’

Once more women went back to

I be poke bonnet as a headgear.
• Whal Price Glory?” (by Max-

wrll Anderson and Laurence Stall-

ing':' w;is the smash hit of the
sia-’e. F(idi(> Cantor appeared in

‘•|\id Bools ' and Lady Diana Man-
ners and 'the latei Rosamond Pin-
choi in •TIk' .Miracle.” “Rose
Marie was oil on a run of filiO

some pcrlormances.

In liMih picture houses and
\,ui(K‘\ille the jaz7. orchestra was
a solid hit.

Suciossful pictures of the year
includi'd: "Tlic Sea Hawk” (Millon
.Sills and Knid Bennett), “Girl Shy"
I II.Mold LIomI'. and "'fhe Thief of
P, le.Had ’

i Douglas Fairbanks). Col-

leen Moore. Patsy
llin-Tin-'l’in were stars.

A short-lived, but sharp, depres-

sion was the IS'o. 24 such occur-

rence since 1790.

RETAIL SHEH BEST SELLERS

w..

Van
and
cop.

Otto

LOVESICK
BLUES

•

BLUE SKIRT
WALTZ

•

TING-A-LING
MILU MUSIC, INC.

(Aid Kroadway Now TaA IR, N. f.

192.>
.Alubamy Bound, w.. Bud De-

S.N Iva and Bud Green, m., Ray
llendch-.son. Shapiro. Bernstein &
Co., eop. 1925.

Always, w.. m.. Irving Berlin.

Irving Berlin. Ine.. cop. 192.5.

Bain. Bam, Baniy Shore, w., Mort
Dixon, in.. Ray Henderson. Jerome
H. Remick & Co., cop. 1925.

Brown F.yes— Why Are You
Blue’? w.. Allred Bryan, m.. George
W. Meyer. Henry Wateison, Inc.,

cop. 1925.

Bye and Bye (Dearest Enemy),
w.. Loren/ Hart. in.. Riehard
Rodgers. Harms, Ine., cop. 1925.

Collegiate. \v.. m., Moe JafTe and
Nat Bonx. Shapiro. Bernstein &
Co., ne.. cop. 1925.

A Cup of Coffee, a .Sandwich and
You (Chariot’s Revue of 192fi). w., '

Billy Rose and A1 Dubin. m.. Jo-
seph Meyer. Harms, Inc., cop. 1925.

Dinah, w.. Sam M. l.,ewis and
Joe Young, m.. Harry Akst. Henry
Waterson. Ine., cop. 1925,
Do I Love You (Naughty Cin-

derella). w.. K. Ray Goetz, m.. H.
Christine .and F.. Ra\ Goetz. Fran-
cis Salabmt. Ine., cop. 1923 by
Francis Salabert: cop. 1925 by
Francis Salabert. Inc.

Don’t Bring Lulu. w.. Billy Rose
and Lew Brown, m.. Ray Hender-
son. .lerome H. Remiek & Co., cop.
I <12 5

Don’t Make Me I'p. w.. L. Wolfe
Gilliert. m.. Mabel Wa\ne and
Abel Baer Leo Feist. Ine.. cop.
I9:>5.

Down b\ the Wniegar Woiks. w .

m.. Don Be.'tor. Roger Lewis and
Waller Donovan. Sliapiro. Bern-
stein A' Co., Inc., cot) 1925.

Drifting and Dr<*:iining.

Ilavt'n C,il!<'si)ie in.. Fighert

.\lst.\nc. Frwiii R Schmidt
l.oyal Curtis J. B Curtis.
1925.

D’ye Love Me (Sunny), w.
Ilarbach aiul Osvar 1 l.imiiu'islein

2n(l. m.. .leiome Kern. T. B.
. Harms Co., eop. 192.-|.

Five l oot Two. F.yes of Blue, w..
.Sam M Lewis and Joe Voung m.,
R. !\' ih'fulerson. Leo Feist. Ine..

(op 1925
I'resliie. w. Ji-s'^e

Harold Her:’ m
Sliapiro Bernsiem
19‘25.

Headin' for i.utiisv ille. w . Bud
C. Dt'S.'ha in. .losoi)!) Meyer
Sliapiro Bi'instem ,S. Co., eo|). 1925.

Here In My .\rnis (Dearest
Enemv). w I.oii n/ Halt. m.. Rieh-
ard Rodgers. Harms, Ine.. eop.
1925.
The Hills of Home. w.. Floride

Calhoun, m.. Oscar .1 Fox. Carl
Fischer. Inc., eop. 192.1.

I’m Gonna C'liaricston Bark to
Charleston, w., m.. Roy Turk and
Lou Handman. Jerome 11. Remiek
i!. Co., cop. 1925.

I’m Sitting <)n Top of The World,
w

, Sam M. Lewis and .loe Young.
m. . Ka\ Henderson, i.eo Feist. Ine..
cop 1925.

I Love iMy Baby— >l.v Baby Loves
Me. w.. Bud (’,r('eu. m.. Harry War-
rt u. Sh;i|)iro, Hei nst<*m & Co.. Ine.
lop. 1925.

I .Mi.ss .4Iy Swiss (C'buu\e Souris),
w L. WoIl(' Gilbert, m.. Mx'l Baer.
Li'o Feisl. Inc., cop. 1925.

If I Had a Girl Like You. w..
m . Bill.N Rose. Mori Dixon aiul Ray
Henderson. .Icromc 11. Remick &
Co . cop. 1925.

If Yon Knew Susie—Like I

Know Susie, w . ni Bud G De-
S.\l\a Shapiro. Bernstein & Co.,
eop, 1925.

If You Were the Only Girl (.Aft-

erward Introduced in Film: The
Yagabond Lover. 1929), w.. Clif-
ford Grey. m.. Nat D, .Ayer. Chap-
pell-Harms. Ine.. eop 1925 b> B.
Feldman & Co,. London.

Ill the Luxembourg Gardens, w .

m.. Kathleen Lockhart ManniiiK.
G Sehirmer. Ine.. eop. 1925.

In the IMiddle of the Night, w..

Rill.\' Rose. m.. Walter Donaldson.
Irving Berlin. Ine.. cop.' 1925,

Isn’t She the Sweetest Thing,
w.. Gii.s Kahn m . Wallei- Donald-
son. .lerome H, R< niiek A C’o.. eoi).

1925
.lust a Cottage Small — Bv a

Waterfall, w.. Bud G DeSylva. in..
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Survey of retail sheet music

tales, based on reports obtained

front leading stores i)i 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and la.tt week.
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National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
Aug. 6

Title and Publisher

1 1 “Enchanted Evening” (Williamson) 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 119

2 2 “Bali Ha’i’ (Williamson) . . 4 3 2 3 6 10 5 2 2 4 5 75

3 4 “Forever and Ever” (Robbins). 5 2 4 • • 5 8 • . 3 7 3 7 55

4 8 “Room Full of Roses” (Hill-R). . • . 3 9 7 • • 6 3 . . • . 9 9 6 2 45

5 3 “Again” (Robbins) • • • 8 3 2 • . 2 5 - . . . 5 . . 9 43

6 "6
“It’s Cold Outside” (Melrose).. • • • • • . • . 6 4 - . 7 2 3 • • . . 38

7 11 “Yes in Your Eyes” (Remick).. • • . . 6 6. 4 7 - . • - 8 6 • . . . 3 37

8 5 “Riders in the Sky” (Morris).. • • • . . 8 9 . - 8 2 9 4 . . 5 9 34

9 5 “Old Fashioned Walk" (Berlin) 6 10 - 10 2 8 8 3 8 33

10 8 “Wonderful Guy” (Williamson) • • • • • • • 3 9 7 • - 6 . • 10 2
"

•
* A.29

• 11 11 “Breaking My Heart” ( Algonquin) . 1 . . 5 • - • . . . 4 . • 6 . . 28

12 7 “I Don’t See Me” (Laurel) • • • 10 . . . . 10 . . 3 10 . . . . 10 4 19

13 13 “Highland Fling" (H. Warren). • • • • • 5 - • • . 9 9 • . . • 7 7 . . 18

14 9 “I Love You” (Berlin) . • • • • 8 8 . • • - 4 • • . - - . • • . , 13

15 “Cruising Down River” (Spitzer) .

.

9 _ 1..
4

i... ...
9

James F. Hanley. Harms. Inc., cop.
1925.

Keep Your Skirts Down. Mary
Ann. w., Andrew B. Sterling m..
Robert A. King and Ray Hender-
son. Shapiro, Bernstein &: Co., Inc.,

cop. 1925.

Let it Rain! Let it Pour!—I’ll be
in Virginia in the Morning. , w ..

Cliff Friend, m., Walter Donaldson.
Leo Fei.st, Inc., top. 1925.

Looking for a Boy (Tip-Toes),
w., Ira Gershwin, m.. George Ger-
shwin. Harms, Inc., cop. 1925.

Manhattan (Garrick Gaieties),
w., Lorenz Hart. m.. Riehard Rodg-
ers. Edward B. Marks Music Co.,

cop. 1925.

Milenberg Joys. Fox-trot.
Leon Rappolo, J’aul Mares

m..
and
Mel-
eoj).

Greer and
•lesve Greer
iS: Co., cop.

“Jelly Roll ’ Morion, (’hitago
rose Bros, Music Co., liu.

1925.

Moonlight and Roses, w.. m..
Edwin H. Lemare. Ben Black and
Neil Morct. San Francisco; Villa

Moret. Ine.. eop. 1925.

My Sw'eclie Turned Me Down.
\v.. Gus Kahn. m.. WaltiT Dona.hl-
son. Irving Berlin. Inc., cop. 1925.

Neapolitan Nights, w.. Harry D.*

Kerr, m., J. S. Zameenik. Cleve-
land; Sam Fox I*uh. Co., eop. 1925.
Oh! Boy, What a Girl (Gay

Paree). w.. Bud Green, ni., VViight
and Bessinger. Shapiro. Bernstein
& Co., Ine., eop. 1925.

Only a Rose (The Yagahond
King), w., Brian Hooker, m.. Ru-
dolf Friinl. Henry Waterson. Ine.,

cop. 1925,

Rhapsody in Blue. Orel), compo-
sition. m., George Gersliwin.
Harms, Inc., eop. 1925.

Remember, w., m.. Irving Berlin.
Irving Berlin, Ine., eop. 19‘*5

Save Your Sorrow—for To-mor-
row. w.. Bud G. DeSylva. m.. A1
Sherman. Shapiro. Bernstein &.

Co., Ine., cop. 1925,

Kahn, m., Walter Donaldson. Irv-
ing Berlin, Inc., cop. 1925.

Two Guitars. Orch. composition,
m., arranged by Harry Horlick.
Carl Fischer, Inc., cop. 1925.

Ukulele Lady, w., Gus Kahn, m.,
Rich.nrd A. Whiting. Irving Ber-
lin, Inc., cop. 1925.

Waltz Huguette (The Vagabond
King), w., Brian Hooker, m., Ru-

! dolf Friml. Henry Waterson, Inc.,

I

cop. 1925.

I Waters of Perkiomen. v>\, A1
Dubin. m., F. Henri Klickmana

! Jack Mills, Inc., cop. 1925.

Who (Sunny), w., Otto Harbach
and Oscar Hanimerstein, 2nd. m.,

Jerome Keern. T. B. Harms Co.,

I

cop. 1925.

Why do I Love You (My Fair

Lady), w.. Bud G. DeSylva and
Ira Gershwin, m., George Gersh-
win. Harms, Inc., cop. 1925.

Yearning—Just for You. w'., m..

Benny Davis and Joe Burke. Irving
Berlin, Inc., cop. 1925.

j

Yes Sir, That’s My Baby, w .. Gus
Kahn, m., Walter Doi)aldson. Irv-

ing Berlin. Inc., cop. 1925.

Miller', “The Cocoanuts” (Marx
Brothers). “Tho Green Hat” (Kath-
arine Cornell). “The Jazz Singer”
(George JesseH, and "The Vortex”
(Noel Coward).

Phil Baker was appearing in
"Arti.sts and Models,” while
George Raft was a Charleston
dancer.

Prosperous films of the year in-
cluded “The Big Parade” (John
Gilbert and Renee Adoree), “The
Gold Rush’’ (Charlie Chaplin),
“Tlie Merry Widow’’ (Mae Murray
and John Gilbert “Stella Dallas”
(Belie Dennett and Ronald Col-
man'. “The Freshman” (Harold
Llo\ d'.

192D
After '1 .Say I’m Sorry, w.. m.,

Waltei- Donaldson and Abe Lyman.
Leu Feist. Inc., cap. 192G.

All Alone IMonday (The Ram-
blers). w.. Bert Kalmar, in.. Harry
Riihy. Harms. Inc., cop. 1926.

Animal Crackers t.sec below) I’m
Just Wild About j'\Mimal Crackers.

( C.'onttiiued next week)

W’omen’s skirts flapped around
their knees, disclosing legs encased
in flesh-colored silk stockings. Hats
were close-fitting.

A million and a half copies of
True Story made the house of

Macfadden one of the most re-

markably successful publishing
firms.

Red Grange (Illinois' was the
idol of football fandom. In the fall

of this year he turned professional.

To the list of fashionable dogs
now was added the police dog.

In Washington, D. C., the last

horse-drawn fire engine, powered
with a span of three horses, made
its ultimate public appearance.
The last thing in radio .sets was

the ell-electric set, eliminating a

THE PUBLIC CHOICE
0

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SAILBOAT IN

THE MOONLIGHT
CRAWFORD

cabinet full of batteries or the

Sentimeiitai Me' lGarrick Gale- '
sets rigged up with

tics), w., Lorenz Hart. m.. Richard h‘'‘')dphones.

to Go Home.
Harms. Inc..

w.. Joseph R.
A F.gan. m..
Richard A.

Rodgers. f!dward B. Marks Music
Co., cop. 1925.
Show Me the Way

w., m.. Irving King,
cop. 1925.

Sleepy Time Gal.
Aldcn and Raymond
Ange Lorenzo and
Whiling. L(h) Feist, ine.. eop. 1925.
Some Day (The Vaxahond King),

w., Brian Hooker, m.. Rudolf
Friml. Henry Waterson, Ine.. cop.
1925.
Song of the Flame (Song of the

Flame), w.. Otto Harbai h and
Oscar Ihimmerstein. 2nd. m.
George Gershwin and Ih'ibort
Stnlhart. Harms. Ine.. eop. 1925.
Song of the Vagabond.s (The

Vagabond King), w .. Brian Hooker,
m.. Rudolf Fiiml. Henr\ W’aler-
•son, Inc., cop. 1925.
Sunny (Sunny), w Otto Har-

bacli and Oscar Hammerstcin. 2nd.
m., Jerome Kern. T. B. Harms C’o..

cop. 1925.
Sweet and Low-Down (Tip-Toes),

w . Ira Gershw in, m . George Ger-
'huin. Harms. Ine.. eoj). 1925.
Sweet Georgia Brown, w

,
in .

Ben IR'rnie. Maeeo IMnkard. and
Kennel h C’asey. Jerome H. Reni-
ick &c Co., eop. 1925.

'fhat (,'ertaiii Feeling (Tip-Toes),
w., Ira Gershwin, ni.. Gcori'»* G«'r-
shwin Harms Inc., cop. 1925.

'That Certain Tarty, w., Gus

Florida was enjoying a land
boom which sent real estate prices
sky-high. Coral Gables and Miami
w ere now important places on the
map.

In Dayton, Tenn., John Thomas
.Scopes was found guilty of teach-
ing evolution la a trial that at-
tracted so much attention that part
of it had to be held outdoors.
C’larence Darrow' appeared for the
defense, while the prosecution was
aided by William Jennings Bryan.

Equally good new'.spaper copy
was the tragedy of Floyd Collins
in Kentucky. Collins, while explor-
ing a cave, was trapped by a rock.
Rc.scuors, at first able to reach the
victim, were finally shut off by a
cavein. After nearly three weeks
they finally got to Collins, but by
this time he was dead.
The dirigible “Shenandoah” got

caught in a storm over Ohio, and
was torn to pieces with a lo.ss of
14 officers and crew. Off Block Ls-
lan. N. Y.. the submarine S-51
collided with the steamer “City of
Rome” and went to her doom with
37 lives.

James J. (Jimmy) Walker was
elected mayor of New York City.
The legitimate season brought

forth “Arms and the Man” (Alfred
Lnnt and Lynn Fontanne). “Cradle
Snatehers” (Mary Boland). “No.
No, Nanette.” “Sunny” (Marilyn
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Hoontain Resorts Doing Sock Biz;

iGVA vs. Legit Tangle Continues

i« ceason fears of the N. Y. ' counts, the clients and audiences

. mnMfitaln resort belt, that its are satisfied with them.

train would be derailed this
; AGVA has since attempted to ,

gravy I gumnier vacation- oust Woolf from the territory,'
leason . - jqj. the high tariffs claiming it’s their exclusive do-

^‘having a wonderful time,”
,
main, but Woolf just takes it in

aDoarently been unfounded, stride and flashes his Equity pact

l!>u'^*/«ontlnued heat wave and fine into the AGVA rep’s kisser. Upon
^

tiier will mountain re- complaint of AGVA to Equity that i

^^4^”their best busine.ss in several ; Woolf was underselling in com-

'

I parison to its own scales, a com- I

cnnts such as Grossinger’s. mittee was set up, but before get-
;

Nevele Country Club ‘>ng anywhere on the matter had
^j^ Ss ’have catered to ca- to off to Hollywood for confabs on

itv biz and turnaways so far and the television situation.

VAroBVnLLB

Atlantic City, Aug. 9.

Indications point to a boff sea-

biz ano

S have heavy advance reserva-
,

ons most of them even beyond ^
Returns

10-20% early rn the sca.son. nut

vhen the bonanza came they le-]

aus'-s.”'" Point 0 Peak
Aiiide from scarcity of rescria-

tions in early July, operators were _ f 1 /I

ScaSOU foF A. C.
voiced by the American Guild of i

Variety Artists for performeis.
|

Atlantic City, Aug. 9.

Since ^
, either too or I

Indications point to a boff sea-
large and small, p y wppkpndts i

here, based on collection of
intermediate talent on weekends,

luxurv taxes most of which
oia nroDosed hike, at a time when ’'nn*? wnitn
the proposeu a

.. . .. are paid by visitors.
things looked

dither Tod ^

June tax receipts were up $8.-

^JwTre not annoyed by the $30, f
’ ‘o » «port r^^a.sed

lot s!f$ief"i=s shs
sh^ce most paid much above that collected this June from hotel

Sre for talent. It was the rooms, amusements, liquor and

smaller spots of 50 and 100-room tobacco as against $137,203 from

capacity that were mostly annoyed.
,

the same sources last year.

These generally operated on a I

Hot and clear weather through-

budget of $100-$125 for a Saturday
;

out July is expected to boost the

night show of four acts. They in-
,

tax collections to another high

tended to meet the difference by when July report is released. The

cutting down on number of enter- ' reports are not filed in City Hall

tainers to maintain former budgets until two weeks after the end of

despite the hike. Consequentiv i the month and it usually takes an-

there were many cancellations of
;

other two weeks before they are

talent on the Decoration Day and audited.

July 4 weekends. Finally the N.Y.
1

Figures on luxury tax payments
agent groups swung into action, for the first six months of the year
notified the talent union they

: are behind such figures of a year
would not go along with the hike ' ago, however. Last year $571,383
and after much persuasion got the i was collected against $538,758 this
union to okay a more modified year

be attributed to lack

h.
‘ *

I
of conventions from the first of

wpUbJe ill arSuni aJd a^nls hei i

'h' »"• Hoteimen. too, blame

gan channeiing acts again to thei*^,f,
American Bowling Congrea.s,

which took over Convention Hall
mountains.* Higher tariffs re- , . i • *$. i

mained for the class spots.
I

meet early m he year
!

However, by the time the truce ^
|

was effected it was somewhat of a
r^’unvention business,

hollow triumph for AGVA and its
i

On top of the figures comes the
members, since during the contro- prediction of the Chamber of
versial period over the new scale Commerce that an eight to 10^ b i

Stanley Woolf, who had eight tour- decline in the resort’s overall sea-
j

ing legit stocks skirting that area. ' sonal business, is to be expected. 1

made a deal with Equity to union- The Chamber, in a letter to its

ize his companies on the regular members, said the drop would be i

$50 weekly strawhal miniiiuini due principally to a marked de-
with provision that half that sum dine in retail stores and a falling
would be paid in salary and the off in cocktail lounge and night
other half for board. Since this dub patronage. Hotels and res-
jrrangement was reportedly satis- taurants, the letter said, are even
factory to Equity he jumped in and or running ahead of last year. I

wntracted 60 hotels, which for- Commenting on the'lack of sup- !

Dunninger Slated

For Vaude, Cafes
Dunninger, the mentalist, is

being set for a string of cafe and
vaude dates by William Morris
Agency, his first since his tele
series.

He’ll tee off with two weeks at
the Last Frontier, Las Vegas.

N. Y. Strand Back

To Acts in Sept.
With restoration of stage shows

at the N. Y. Strand clinched by
I

continuing poor b.o. under the
|

.straight picture policy, Warner
j

Bros, execs are shopping around
for a new format to be used at the
Broadway showcase. It’s under-
stood that WB toppers want to
switeh away from the house’s for-
mer expen.sive name band policy
while avoiding a vaude pattern that
would be too much akin to the
one used the closely neighboring
Palace.

Final decision on format has not
yet been reached but Warners is

pressing for an early reversion to
live talent, most likely in Septem-

|

her. Company execs have already ,

made inquiries concerning the
|

Palace’s deals with the .stagehands ;

and musicians unions with an eye
|

to cutting costs. House bookers
i

have also been talking with various
!

acts and bands about terms for
future dates at the Strand but no
deals have been inked.

TONY MARTIN PREEMS

2-A-DAY IN SEAHLE
Hollywood, Aug. 9.

Tony Martin headlines vaude
show at Metropolitan theatre,
Seattle. Aug. 29, when house
launches two-a-day vaude. Joe
Daniels’ eastern circuit vaudeville
office is handling booking.

If Seattle showcasing clicks,

Daniels will book Portland and
Vancouver, offering acts three
weeks’ time between towns.

Alan Young’s P.A/s
Chicago, Aug. 9.

.Alan Young, film and radio star,

will tee off his theatre tour at Chi-
cago theatre, Aug. 26. • Comedian
is eager to line up several months
of vaude.

Celeste Holm and Liberace have
been set for the same bill, in con-
junction with Par’s midwest preem
of Bing Crosby starrer, “Top of the
Morning.”

N.O. Judge Cites French Quarter Cafes

For Lewd Shows, Sexy Ballyhoos

Grant Exiting Versailles

For Plaza’s Persian Room

'

After three-and-a-half years at

the Versailles. N. Y.. (he Bob
Grant orch is exiting to take up
new headquarters at the Persian
Room of the Hotel Plaza, N. Y., i

Sept. 24.
I

No successor to Grant has been
decided upon for tlie Versailles. '

U.UcisM Up

;

In Prop Qearance

On London Dates
London,- Aug. 9,

,

American acts arriving here with
their props have found it difficult

to land lately, with Customs of-

ficers badgering them over the tax
question of the essential part of
their act.

(

Latest act to encounter trouble, i

which nearly delayed their open-
,

ing date at Bristol was The Ru- !

dells when they were not allowed
to land with their specially built I

trampoline, an integral part of the
act.

After a lot of trouble, the
:

Charles Tucker’s agency, w ho
i

booked act. was finally compelled
to put up a bond of $1,600 before*'
act was permitted to go through,

i

This was on top of trouble the
|

act encountered when arriving at
|

Southampton and finding their

'

baggage, insured for $2,000, miss- :

ing.
I

Another act encountering same
|

difficulty, with same result, were
Tom and Jerry, comedy-bar act.

Agency again deposited bond in
this case. This despite explana-
tions that props were tools of
trade, and that acts had Ministry
of Labour permit to work here.
Upshot of the hassle is that mat-

ter has been taken up by the Vari-
ety Artistes Federation, who have
made suggestion that acts booked
in future for England should no-
tify them and their agents of the
essential props they are bringing
over so that the matter could be
taken up with the Customs au-
thoritiei to avoid further delays in

future.

New Orleans, Aug. 9.

J'udge Leo Blessing of the Ju-
venile Court last week lam-
basted French Quarter night club
opierators who hire entertainers
“because of their criminal rec-
ords.” He also attacked New Or-
leans newspapers for publishing
advertisements of such attractions.

Judge Ble.ssing said that certain
nitery operators’ “attempts to ca-
pitalize on participation in crime
is revolting to decency and insult-

ing to the intelligence.”

The judge was commenting as

chairman of a citizens’ advisory
committee. He said:

"Newspaper advertisements rela-

tive to theatre and night club en-
tertainment. have, in the past been
decidedly objectionable, according
to the criteria which the commit-
tee employs in judging comic
books,
“The committee understands

that advertisements must neec.s-

sarily attract the customer’s atten-
tion and interest, but this commit-
tee feels that the newspapers
should exercise more restraint in

presenting their material as a fur-
ther safeguard to the morals of
this community.”
On the subject of night clubs

and their use of former criminals
as entertainers, he said his com-
mittee "has no right to complain
officially since prostituting of the
community’s moral decency is not
within the scope” of the group's
purpose.

"In calling attention to these ob-
jectionable conditions, the com-
mittee hopes that the organizations
whose representatives compose
this committee, will be able to al-

leviate such conditions by what-
ever concerted action may be ad-
visable.”

Targets of Judge Ble.ssing's

attack were Satira (Patricia
Schmidt), pardoned by the presi-

dent of Cuba in the Lester Mee
murder case, and Vicki Evans, a
principal in the Robert Mitchum
'marijuana case, who appeared re-
cently at Two French Quarter
spots. Their appearances were
widely advertised.

Chez for Thomas
William Morris Agency has set

Danny Thomas for a six-week run
at the Chez Paree, Chicago, open-
ing Aug. 26.

Agency is currently negotiating
other cafe and vaude dates for the
comic.

contracted 60 hotels, which for-
laerly played variety layouts, for
n s snows Latter are booked at Chamber said:

* performance and. from ac- “Whatever

port for the legitimate shows, the PENNTEDWMIDS
attention
Theatre Managers • Owners

A PA

TENN
NC

independent
•Motrical Enterprises

42 STREET. N. Y. C.

The BLUE ANGEL
Mess.

Auditlonini

aad UNUSUAL ACTS
1S9 n.**’
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•• *»th Sk • PL l-Sffl

"Whatever the reason back of

these periodic failures, the answer
is definitely not to b* found in

I

building an expensive municipal
theatre until it has been definitely

ascertained that local citizens and
vacation visitors will support legit-

:
imate shows in available theatres.

,

It is the audience that makes for

; a successful show, not the building

j

it is staged in.”

I

Terrell May Reclaim

Cole Circus by Default
Louisville, Aug. 9.

*

Zack Terrell, former owner of

Cole Bros. Circus, now living in

Owensboro, Ky., may be forced to

foreclose the mortgage on the cir-

cus he sold to eastern interests last

spring. According to Terrell, its

new ow'ners have steadily lost

money due mostly to heavy operat-

I

ing costs including the hefty sti-

: pend for film star Burt Lancaster.

who has been a disappointment as

:

a draw. Buyers of the circus still

i owe Terrell 50% of the purchase

price.

Stockholder decision on whether

to let Terrell repossess the show
was due in Saratoga Springs Sat-

i urday (6). New owners had se-

cured some 200 acres of land in

I

Miami, for winter quarters and a

year-round zoo, but Terrell said he

I

would return to the State Fair

winter quarters in Louisville,

should he be forced to re-

possess the Cole show.

Motion Piefuro CrodIU

"TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS'"
Opposit* Jack Carson

FEUDIN', FUSSIN' AND FIGHTIN'
Opposif* Donold O'Connor

"THAT HAGEN GIRL"
Opposite Rory Calhoun

"MY WILD IRISH ROSE"

And toon to be seen as star in

"TUCSON"
20th Century-Fox

Personal Appearances*

HIPPODROME
Baltimore

Weeks August 12, and 19—CHICAGO, CHI.

Week August 26—RADIO CITY, MINN.
Week September 2—RIVERSIDE, MIL.

THEN

Returning to Coast for Further Picture Commitments

Thanks. Horry Romm and Donny Welkes Monagement^MCA
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Blackpool Britain s Atlantic City,

Still Boil Show Town; U.S. Acts Score
By HARRY REGENSBERG

Blackpool, Eng., Aug. 2.

Blackpool. Lancasliire. with a

steady population of 151.600. and
a floating population of 260.000

during summer months (late June
to end October^ mo.stly from Mid-
lands and North of England, has

the biggest show biz in the world
tor the size of the town. It’s the

English Atlantic City.

Boasting 14 theatres, all running
live shows, it provides a flow of en-

tertainment comprising revue,
\ audeville, ice and water spectacles

and circus to millions of visitors

and locals, with the season absorb-

ing some of the bigge.st radio and
vaude names. These shows pay out

around 55120,000 in salaries per
week, with their intake exceeding
$240,000 per week.

Although the weekly revenue of

34 London West End shows exceeds
$400,000, Blackpool’s weekly return

is really fantastic, considering that

admission prices are much lower
than in London. But that is not all

Blackpool subscribes to. Besides
the 14 live shows, it also has 18

picture theatres, which garner
around $85,000 per week.

Two oddities stand out in Black-
pool’s entertainment. First, all the
stars featured here are males, with
not one femme name; and (2), not
one theatre stages a straight play.

Only time town had straight play
for the season was in 1942, when
George Black produced "No
Orchids for Miss Blandish’’ prior
to its lengthy run at the Prince of

W'ales. London. This freezing out
of straight plays has cau.sed plenty
of tongue-wagging among the
town’s intelligentsia.

Bigge.st entertainment purveyors
are the Blackpool Tower Co. and
Blackpool Winter Gardens &
Pavilion Co. Joint ventures have
a share capital of $5,000,000, with
current market price of shares
around $40,000,000, all held pri-

vately.

Topper among their spots is the
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Tower Circus, a 3,000-seater, play-

ing 15 shows per week to average
gro.ss of $40,000.

The Opera House is next with
3.08(0 seats. Show staged for second
year by George and Alfred Black
is ••Mid-Summer Madness." with
cast headed by Charlie Chester and
his Radio Gang, one of the top fe.i-

tures on BBC. It’s an elaborate
entertainment costing $120,000 to

produce. Cliester’s main supports
are George and Bert Bernard
(.\mericans>, whose salary is $2,400
per and Andrea Dancers, who
jilaycd .\merica last season, and
were originally known as the ^lexi-

ca nos. The Blacks’ show' did ca-

pacity last year, averaging $28,000,
hut this year it’s likely to be nearer
$26,000 for 12 performances.

! The Palace, also a Tower con-
cern. plays regular vaudeville

‘policy all year round, mostly Eng-
lish stars, such as George Formby,
.Steve Conway, et al., supported by
American and Continental stars,

and does a steady $16,000 to $20,-

000 per w'eek according to the star’s

pulling pow'er.

The Grand theatre, leased for

second year by bandleader Henry
Hall, stages "Buttons and Bows”

1 revue headed by Donald Peers, a

vaudevillian who has made
I

meteoric strides in the last few

I

years. Unrecognized for many
vea^s with salary ranging around
$100 per. he has jumped to the
jfore, due to his many broadcasts,

and is considered one of the top

I

singles today. Although booked by
Hall for $1,000 per, his contract

iW'as doubled by mutual arrange-
ments. and he Is now drawing
$2,000 per. Important support
given to Peers is by Robert
Lamouret, wellknown in America;
Billy Ru.s.sell. old vaude standard,
and Ernest Arnley and Gloria Day.
Former is a clever all-round per-
former who should be grabbed for

a West End revue, for which he is

ideally suited. Show is doing 12

capacity performances, with gross
around $20,000.

Winter Garden’s ‘Annie’
The W inter Garden, another of

the BTC' properties, was formerly
a picture house and has undergone
extensive structural alterations for

the staging of Emile Littler’s

I

‘•Annie Get Your Gun.” It’s doing

j

capacity nights, with 90*?^ capacity

I

on its three matinees, garnering
$17,000 per, which Is plenty profit-

able,

Bl’C’s action In lea.sing the
Winter Garden to Littler is being
contested by the Black brothers
who claim tliat the Littler deal was
closed after they signed contract
for the Opera House, and manage-
ment has thereby misled them,

I

They are elaiming damages, alleg-

ing (his opposition is hurting their
biz. C'laim involves big money and
protr.iclod legal difTiculties, with
likeliliood that case will be settled

jOiil ot court.

B rC s Tower Ballroom is another
reveiuie-gctter. It’s the only known
spot in England that stages ballets
for kids. It holds 5,000 and

jams ’em in at 40c each daily,

yielding around $12,000 per.

Most formidable opposition to

BTC are Jack Taylor and Tom
Arnold. The.se formerly played
their shows for the Tower manage-
ment, but tliere’s a big rift which
has developed into a feud. T. and
A. are gradually getting their teeth

in and have now three big shows
here and already scouting the field

lor more spots for next year.

Bigge.st of their ventures is Solo-

mon Schneider’s “Water Follies” at

Derby Baths, newly constructed
Blackpool Corp.’s building. It’s

staged by Jean Le Seyeux. and
stars Johnny W’eissmuller. assisted

bv Dutch Smith, at joint salary of

$5,000 per week. T. and A. are

paying a $48,000 rental for a 12

weeks’ season, plus around the

$60,000 cost of production, not
counting ov'crhead of rest of big

cast. Spot is away from the enter-

tainment center. With all the dif-

ficulties, show is doing near ca-

pacity. with advance bookings well

ahead. W'eissmuller, due to a pic

commitment, quits Aug. 20, with
rest of show staying on till October,
with Peter Fick and Eddie Rose
taking the head spot. Show then
tours Europe, covering Paris.
Geneva. Brussels, Copenhagen and
Stockholm.

T. and A.’s second venture is at

the Hippodrome, a picture theatre
owned by As.sociated British Pic-

ture Corp. which they leased last

year. Show is Robert Ne.sbitt’s

new edition of "Coconut* Grove”
revue, with last year’s stars. Jewel
•and Warri.ss. ace radio names.
Show is built on lines of Littler

and Arnold’s London Casino
“Latin Quarter,” including the re-

ception orchestra in the foyer and

I
the nudes. But revue suffers from

I

too much Jewel and Warriss, who
barely give others a chance. They
certainly try to earn their $4,000
per. Support has Josef Locke,
radio and disk name. Formerly
an Irish cop. he crashed show biz

getting around $120 per a couple
seasons ago. Now he is in the

I $1,250 bracket. Has a pleasing

j

enough voice. Of American con-
tingent, Gil Maison and his pets
and Wally Boag score, while Julie

I Andrews, a kid pi'otegee, whams
I
’em. Intake averages around $25,-

000 again.st last year’s $28,000,
; which is still a moneymaker.
I Orchid Room, on the Central
Pier, is T. and A.’s other venture.
Revue type of entertainment,
credited to Robert Nesbitt, it stars
Frankie Howerd, who, despite his

I radio rep. is plenty blue and often
resented by the customers. But
he manages to pack ’em in with

1
able support by Carl and Faith
Simpson i Americans), and ‘Freddy

:
I Schweitzer), of Teutonic origin,
brought over to England by Jack
Hylton in the days when he was
maestroing. Act is antiquated,
having changed little in years, and
is more suitable for a circus arena.

Music publisher Lawrence
i

(Continued on page 60)

Mpls. Radio City Sets

Vaude Bill for Aug. 26
Minneapolis, Aug. 9.

Tremendous birsiness dpne by
the two stage shows at Radio City

and RKO-Orplieiim last month has

prompted Minnesota Amusement
Co. (Paramount theatre circuit) to

make a hurried booking of more
flesh for its 4.0()0-seat Radio City

during State Fair week. Aug. 26.

Show will include Ted Weems
orchestra. Boh Crosby. Three
Stooges and Pennv Edwards. Next
Orpheum vaudeville show isn’t due
until Sept. 15.

The July stage shows were the

first vaudfilni offerings locally in

more than a year. With Frankie
Carle and the Mills Bros. Radio
City did just under $42,000, while

the vaude unit chalked up almost

$25,000 for the Orpheum.

AGVA BENEFIT PULLS

4G-5G IN MOUNTAINS
The first of a series of benefits

to aid the Death Benefit Fund of

American Guild of Variety Artists

was held Sunday (7) night at the

Concord hotel. Lake Kiamesha,
N.Y. It drew large attendance in

the mountain area and while re-

turns have not as yet been com-
puted, it is believed a sum between
$4,000 and $5,000 will accrue to the

fund which will provide $500 in-

surance for its members.
Benefit was the collaborative ef-

forts of Jimmy Lyons, ea.stem re-

gional director of AGVA and Jackie
Bright, chairman of AGVA’s N. Y.

branch board. Duo plan to stage
several similar events in the moun-
tain area before end of the season.

Myron Cohen emceed the affair,

with some 30 acts comprising the
entertainment, which lasted almost
until dawn.

Kentucky Fair Shakeup
Louisville, Aug. 9.

Major shakeup was given the
Kentucky State Fair administration
last week w hen Manager George E.

Lambert requested resignations of

General Superintendent John C.
Wehrley and Ann B. McCrocklin,
secretary to the Fair Board. Wehr-
ley had been an employee of the
State Fair for 3 years, and Miss
McCrocklin for an almost equal pe-
riod.

An assistant manager has been
appointed, to serve only through
the State Fair period, while Ed
Brooks, former grounds engineer,
has been appointed to the Super-
intendent post.

JACK LINDER RESUMES

BOOKING FOR VAUDE
Jack Linder, indie vaude booker

and quondam legit producer, who
shoved off to Hollywood years ago
when the vaude market collapsed
is back in New York to establish
another vaude booking agency due
to renaissance variety bills are en-
joying.

Linder claims to have lined ud
15 houses, independents, which he

' formerly booked in tlie heyday, as
the nucleus for a new circuit hVll
organize to gel under way around
Labor Day. Reticent to name
houses until pacts are actually
signed, he did state that they were
in the New Jersey. Pennsylvania

j

and upper New York area.s. As-

!

sociated with him in the new book-

j

ing setup will be Edward Hanna'
' who will scout additional houses
and talent. Hanna will leave on
a field tour later this week.
Although Linder’s concentration

will be on vaude bookings, he’ll
still retain his legit and television

I

department under Harry Fields
with Danny Fagan assisting him
on the bookings.

Will Mahoney Plans RenTal

Of Old Act for U. S. Tonr
Will Mahoney, comedian and

headliner- when vaudeville was at

I

its peak, has returned to the U. S.

after some 13 years in Australia

I

and reportedly will revive his old

I

turn for U. S. dates. Now vaca-

tioning in the Adirondacks, he wag

I famed for a routine in which he

played the xylophone with feet.

While in Australia. Mahoney be-
came one of Down Under’s top
show'man with interests in a flock

of theatrical enterprises. As op-
erator of the Cremorne theatre,

Brisbane, he has presented revivals

of George M. Cohan’s "Little Nellie

Kelly” and "Sunny.” His wife,

Evie Hayes, is co-director of the

Cremorne and currently is appear-
ing as “Annie” in "Annie Get Your
Gun” for Williamson-Tait in Aussie.

I

Big Competish Looms For

,

Bunched Talent in Omaha
! Omaha. Aug. 9.

Fevered competish for audience
coin looms here the latter part of
the month. Max Clayton is bring-
ing in the Judy Canova show at
the Auditorium Aug. 29, The fol-
lowing night. Spike Jones plays a
jone-nighter at Tristates’ Orpheum
!

theatre.
i Plenty of ballyhoo Is already be-
I

ing u.scd for both attractions. Jones
'gets a strong draw from the rural

;

sections, from which several hun-
|dred mall orders have already come
:ln. Ak-Sar-Ben has Mimi Benzell,
I

Ted Drake and Carla Marche at
jthe Coliseum Aug. 10.

Parnell Holds Palladium
Vaude Season to Oct.

London. Aug. 9.
I

Val Parnell will continue vaude
at the Palladium until the end of
October, Parnell is bringing in

'

Alfred Blacks’ Blackpool show’,

!

"Mid.summer Madne.ss,” which will
remain until the pantomime season
begins around Xmas time. House
was originally .scheduled to bring
in Bernard Delfon’s "Folies Ber-
gere Revue.” but show is going

' into the Savllle instead. Change
in plans was due to the flop of
"Roundabout.” Delfont’s new
musical, which bowed al the Saville
last Thursday (4'.

Ih nry Hail’s current Blackpool
show, being staged by Jack Hvlton.
roplaces “Together Again” al the
\ ictoria Palace late in October.
R< vue will remain tor four months
exiting when the new Crazj Gang
sliow is ready.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac. N, Y., .\ug. 9.

Deerw'ood Adirondack Music
Center held its fifth concert at the
local Town Hall. Orch under
the direction of Nicholas Har-
sanyi, with Madame Agi Jambor,
pianist, featured. It was highly
successful and sellout. Seventeen
patients of Variety Clubs hospital
attended as guest .> of Mrs. Erno.st
Wood, sec’y of Saranac Lake Tu-
berculosis Society.

Lew' Dean, blackface comedian,
curing at ^Iattapan, Ma.ss., expects
an all-clear in September.
John (I.\TSE) .Nolan and Eugenic

(legit) Reed ma.stered the phrenic
"nerve” operation and doing
nicely.

Larry Doyle, yesteryear second-
baseman of the N. Y. Giants was
saluted on his recent birthday by
radio station WNBZ, the Pontiac
theatre and Durguns nltery. He’s
doing nicely at the Trudeau sana-
torium here.

Robert Louis Stevenson Society
held its 33th annual meeting at
the Steven.son Memorial Cottage
here. Dr. David McKee was the
principal speaker. Many ot the ac-
tors colony attended.

Dr. Sam Harben and the Si Hem-
melrechs in from Philadelphia to
chat with Bob Pasquale, who is do-
ing O.K,

Write to those who are 111.

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
CURRENTLY

BEVERLY HILLS
COUNTRY CLUB
COVINGTON, KY.

CARDINI
"Cardini, Easily Hie Best ol

th« Sltighf-of-Handtrs."

ABEL VARIETY
MARCH fth. 1MT

MCA WM. MORRIS AGENCY

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

whM la LONDON for Rorgdai

Pari. Par Coots. Laggogo. Trow

oad Sports Goods:—Coll ot 1 P^^*^

aioa Sqaoro (coraor of

Stroot), Morblo Arch. Loadoo, W-l-

GEORGE-ANDRE

MARTIN
Th« Man With th« Dancing Fingort

Rsturning from

A Moaths Tivoli Circait, Aastrolia

oftar

t Moaths, Kaa Murray’s llockoots

Thsnks to Hsrthey Msrtin

M.CJk.
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Ktchester’s Unit

Vows Even The

Mempliis Censors
Memphis, Aug. 6.

|

Despite a steady rain during the ,

. the Eddie (Rochester) Andei-j

Jn’ all-Negro Hollywood variety

«>vuf was a sock hit with the com*
|

wn#d white and Negro audience

Thursday (4 ) at Martin Stadium,!

h# local Negro baseball park. And

rtJ wyoff was that the all-Negro

;

Ihow also caught the fancy of the
j

hnrd-boiled Memphis Censor Board.

Avery Blakeney, who was as-,

nifined by censor “czar” Lloyd T. i

fiSford. told promoter Matty

Brescia and the press that “it was

.nood clean show—very entertain-

'

ini— hope Memphis gets more;

shows of this kind.” The local cen -

1

lor board heretofore Was usually
|

put the clampers on shows where !

Negro talent was involved. i

Rochester was practically a show-

itopper in every scene, and tied

the audience in knots with his

,

clever patter about his "boss,”

Jack Benny.
,

The Jubalakies featured on the

Amos ’n’ Andy radio stanra '

clicked with their smooth-sailing

spirituals and terrlf blues. They
,

won salvos on all. Mabel Scoll,

torcher, also scored with topfight

rendition of “Elevator Boogie Girl.”

Scat Man Carrouthers working i

with Rochester was also solid in

the laugh department. Edwards
Sisters, dancers, and Naomi, pian-

ists. also contributed to overall
|

impact of show. Joe Lutcher’s band
was tops in the backgrounding.
The unit played to 4,100 while

and Negro patrons. Federal Artists
[

Corp,. of Hollywood, is directing I

the Rochester tour which has In-

cluded Houston, Denver, Joplin,
j

Topeka, Kansas City, Salt Lake

'

City, Atlanta and Oklahoma City.

Record Crowd Expected

At Stamford Expo
Stamford, Conn., Aug. 9.

More than 50,000 people are ex-

pected to visit the nine-day Ex-

position of Progress being held

here Sept. 10-18. The first trade

show and fair to be held here in

M years, the Exposition has prac-
tically sold out its 70,000 sq. ft

exhibition area. A special bill put
through the Connecticut legislature
and signed by Governor Bowles
will allow the exposition to oper-

afternoons and evenings of
both Sundays during its run.
Stamford Chamber of Commerce

and their affiliated organizations,
the Stamford-Greenwich Manu-

Council and the Stam-
ford Retail Merchants Councils are
aponsoring the project.

VAIJBEVILLB

ECKSTINE PACTED FDR 3

LOEW'S DELUXER DATES
Billy Eckstine, who’s currently

riding the crest of a popularity

wave, has been set for a three-

week tour of Loew’s deluxers by

the William Morris agency. Col-

ored songster will head his own
package, which is being currently

assembled and will be booked in

for a flat sum, undisclosed. He will

pay off the other acts.

Sidney Piermont, Loew’s booker,
has set the unit to tee off at Loew’s,
Syracuse, Sept. 30. It then plays
Loew’s, Rochester, Oct. 7, and
Loew's, Buffalo, Oct. 14.

Eckstine is currently playing a
nitery stint at the Bowery, Detroit,
where he is establishing new rec-

Vaude Stops Traffic
Minneapolis, Aug. 9.

During the week of vaude-
ville at the RKO-Orpheum, the
long lines at the box-oft’ice cre-
ated a traffic problem, Cedric
Adams reported in his Star
column.
The sight of a huge throng

in front of a local theatre, he
pointed out, apparently is so
unusual now that it has be-
come a traffic jammer. Per-
sons driving by stopped to
gape and then came the clog-
ging, he said.

Ringling Circus Switches Dates

To Avoid Conflict With Minn. Fair

‘SALUTE’ SERIES BOFF

IN CHI, FRISCO, L. A.
Chicago. Aug. 9.

“Salute” series, originated by

Ol ds for the spot, according to I u*^*?*^
Byfield in the C ollege Inn,

Frank Barbara, nitery s op.

Hypnotist Slater, Back

From European Tour,

Hotel Sherman, last Nov., has ap-
parently been the answer to nitery
blues both for the Inn and other
spots in the country where the for-

mat has been tried. Current
“Salute to Rodgers and Hammer-
stein,” the third in the series at the
Sherman, is still packing them in,

Rlacfc Rrit TaaRaFC ^4th week. Original production,
Ulddld Ulll. Gershwin,” had a suc-

Peeved with the British musi- cessful run at the Amba.ssador,

cians union, hypnotist Ralph Slater !

Angeles, with producer Sher-
, ,

. .. 1 XT ... man Marks planing to the Coast to
declared upon h.s arrival In

eurrenlly playing
York last week on the Queen to near SRO at the Mark Hopkins,
Elizabeth that he’s quit British San Francisco.

theatre dates for a “long time” to I “Salute to Gershwin” and all

eome. Malers dissatisfaction stems
«,i,h the Gershwin show,

from a bill for $44 handed him by playing Sacramento, Aug. 8-10-11,
j

looters at Manchester’s Hippo- following with two-week runs at:

drome theatre for 25 minutes over- ICal-Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe and
j

.. 1 J • „ r iThe Flamingo, Las Vegas. The
tune ineurred during a perfor-

1 ^ jo
,

mance at the house last month. Cole Porter,” is being whipped into
,

Time runover came about when
J

shape by Marks for the Coconut
Slater "cured” a paralysis victim

_

Grove of the Ambassador hotel,

Los Angeles. Coast hotel will prob-
ably book the Rodgers and Ham-

‘Vanities’ Back for 1950
|

Run After London Click

Cast and other personnel of i

“Skating Vanities.” which closed a

nine-week, run at the Wembley
Pool, London, Saturday (6) arrived l

in N. Y. via two chartered planes

,

Monday (8) and will immediately
|

go into rehearsals for the 19.')0

edition of the roller production. It
f

tees off in Montreal. Sept. !4. In
addition to London, show also
played engagements in Zurich and
Paris.

Producer Harold Steinman stated
the show could have extended the
London date had it not been for

'

prior commitments for the new
edition. i

who had been afflicted since birth.

Both audience and musicians
agreed to remain while he attemp- merstein unit when it concludes its

ted the cure, the hypnotist ex-
plained. In view of the circum-
stances he felt it was unfair for

the band to bill him. He noted
that the sum itself was of no con-
sequence. but the principle of the
thing was disturbing.

Slater originally went to Britain

for a four-week stand that later

blossomed into a nine-month tour

i
current run at the College Inn.

Seattle Clubs Stymied

In License Hassle

JAY MARSHALL
It Still at Billy Rose’s
Diamond Horseshoe

New York

Seattle, Aug. 9.

Ten Seattle clubs, including
some of the town's best known,

of the country. In a week’s stint
j

have been refused Class H club
; at London’s Empress Hall last May,

| Rquor licenses and will either have
I he grossed $24,000. Currently he i close or apply for regular res-
has deals pending for vaude, films taurant liquor licenses. Club’s re-
and television. However, nonefusedincludetheAthensClub.Ma-

,
has reached the inking stage as yet.

j gicians. West Seattle A.C.. Blue
'

j
Button, and Seattle Business Men.

i SPIKE JONES UNIT TO
'

jriAt JUllLJ Uilll IV
I

already gotten

CDADIf TFYA^ FAIR regular licenses and are now oper-
lliA/liJ 1 Alls ating on an “open-house” basis.

Dallas, Aug. 9. The Cirque Club eurrently has

I Spike Jones and his City Slickers Craig, Slevens and Ames, with Paul

will give 3(1 shows at the State Fair ,

» band a»d other cluhs are

of Texas this year, the most per- now eniphasiaing food service,

lonnances ever given during the I A number oi other cluhs that

Stale Fair run at the Auditorium, bavc dancing and/ot cntertain-

Thc show opens Saturday. Oct. "lent are now operating on tern-

Aero-

from $1.30 and $3.10, tax included, marine, ^-^oiorcu waiieis Porters

Among new performers signed and Cook.s. and Sourdough Club,

for the Spike Jones show are Au-
(trev Moss, acrobat; Evelyn and ^
Betty, dance duo, and Bill King, DurantC PostpOFlCS CopR
Juggler.

While here. Jones will make sev-

eral per.sonal appcnrances in Dallas

stores as well as lead the down

Contino, Hypoed By

Heidt Vaude Tour,

Becomes B.O. Lure
Cincinnati, Aug. 9.

Dick Contino, accordionist who
jumped into prominence via Horace

Heidt’s vaude unit, has become a

powerful b.o, draw in theatres and

one-nighters. Contino completed a

week at the RKO Albee last Thurs-

day (4) and drew a neat $8,700 as

his share of a gross that approx-

imated $28,100. He went into the

Palace theatre, Cleveland, the next

day and is reported to have run

up a $4,400 opening day gross.

When Contino finishes in C'leve-

land, he’ll begin a series of six

N. Y. state one-nighters. in Niagara
Falls, Batavia, Lockport, Utica,
etc., for which he has guarantees
of $11,000. He’s heading his own
unit of seven acts and a small band.
Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking
handles his dates.

Minneapolis, Aug. 9.

Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey
circus, which played three days in

the Twin Cities last season (two in

Minneapolis and one in St. Paul),

i.s passing up Minneapolis and St.

Paul this year, but will show in

three other Minne.sota towns, Win-
ona, Aug. 13; Duluth, Aug. 16, and
Hemidjl, population, 13,000, Aug.
17.

It’s because of a state law pro-
hibiting appearance of a circus in

Minnesota during the 18 days pre-
ceding the State Fair which opens
in the Twin Cities Aug. 27 this

year.
Through some strange process of

reasoning, the circus, unable to hit

the .state at any other time, figures

it’s all right to disregard the law as

long ns it keeps away from the
Twin Cities. Therefore, the’ afore-
mentioned bookings.

C. E. Houston, assistant state at-

torney, says there’s little chance
anybody will try to prevent the cir-

cus from showing at the three
Minnesota towns or prosecute it for
law violation.

“Somebody would have to file a
criminal complaint in court or a
police ofTicer would have to arrest
circus officials for gross misde-
njeanors in order to stop or hinder
the showings.” said Houston. “I

doubt if anybody, including the
State Fair officials, cares that
much,”
The circus last year played the

Twin Cities July 29-31, well ahead
of the 18-day period. The longer
Chicago run this season pushed
back the Minnesota visit and made
it impo.ssible to reach Minneapolis
and St. Paul in time.

CAFE’S NO-TAX POLICY
Dallas, Aug. 9.

A new policy is being put into
e fleet here at the Mural Room of
the Baker Hotel, with no luncheon
floorshows and no tax except on
Wednesday.

Current' on the band stand is

Dick LaSalle and band. Floorshow
features the Cooper Sisters.

The show opens Saturday, Oct. « « nuw upf.cuu.B u..

8 and will give three performances ' porary hquor licenses. The

daily. Ticket prices will range the Pown and C ountry,

*
‘ Cl ‘tn ffkv inHiiflpd Marine. Colored Waiters. P(

FTILL manaoid by
Nark j. leddy

(N.Y.) Booking: Till Nov.
Jimmy Durante was compelled

to cancel out his N. V. C’opa date

town pxra<le on the opening day "''xl
‘

.T,.
°

..f n keen him
r ti.J v.kir commitments that will keep him

of the State Fair.
notified man-

agement to that effect this week,
but said he would play the date
pos.sibly in late November or De-
cember.
Copa has sini'e juggled its sched-

ule and will bring in Joe F'.. l.ewis

and Kay Starr, songstre.ss. to fill

the former Durante date starting

Scpl. 8.

Future of Miami’s Copa City

To Be Threshed in Court
Miami Beach. Aug. 9.

' F'lituie of the fabulous Copa City

here remained in doubt after fur-

ther meetings of creditors and rc-

I ceiver last week ' ft-
Bid to take over on a $12,500 borge t 1 oroflto Lncorc

payment and assumptiori of debts Poronlo. .Aug. 9.

i by a local realtor was nixed when Victor Rorge, playing a repeat
attorneys for a group of creditors aj 11 ,^. F3mwood hotel within
moved for bankruptcy instead. i space of a couple of weeks, is

Unnamed group also was said to puuing terittic biz. Motel room,
have offered to take over at a year- a capacity of 700. has been
ly rental of $80,000. Hearings on turning away customers nightly,

the bid and the bankruptcy action Danish comic was rcbooked into

continue, but any possible re- jjje Elmwood after pla>ing a weekwi
opening of the spot in lime for the at .lack Heller's Carousel in Pitts-

big pre-.scason conventions became burgh, where he broke tlie spot’s

dim. with some observers pointing opening night record,

out that even takeover before 19.50

might be .stymied by the court

fight.

Murray Weinger. who built the

Norman Bel Geddes designed

place, is now in Massachusetts Me

LIMA (0.) NITERY RAZED
Lima. O., Aug. 9.

Fire of undetermined origin on
Aug. 4 destroyed the swank Ridge

morial Hospital i Boston), awaiting Supper Club with loss estimated

a second operation for a blood by Walter Beer, owner, at $50,000.

nressure condition. Before going Firemen had only water enough to

north he said he may retire from ' prevent the blaze from spreading to

cafe business. ' .djacent (arm bu.ldiniis.

J

E

A
N
N
E

^^GODDESS OF SONG”
CURRENTLY

LEON & EDDIE'S
New York

HELD OVER FOR TWO MONTHS
P^nonal Dlrtcffoii: BOBBY BERNARD

MAX RICHARD AOENCY. 1774 Rroodwoy. N«w Y«Hi
PLcm 7-4414
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Night Club Reviews
Riviera

(FORT LEE. N. J.)

Martha Raye, Harry Riclnuan,
B*'»t Yost’s Guardsvten <5'. Donn
Ardcu Girls (17), Waltt'r Nyt’

Orrh (9), Catalivo Rhumba Band
(9); ininiintnn $3.50, a?td $5.

While the August heat is prov-
ing a tough hurdle for most Broad-
way niteries. Bill Miller’s Riviera

at suburban Fort Lee, N. J.. has an
etfective antidote for a skyrocket-
ing mercuiT- For in Martha Ra>e
and Harry Richman, who bowed
here last Wednesday (3), this de-

luxe roadhouse atop Jersey’s Pali-

sades boasts a potent lure that

should pay off in hefty covers in

the duo’s four-week stand.
No.stalgia is the keynote of the

new layout. In making her intro.

Miss Raye recalls that it’s her first

Riviera stint since 19.32. while
Richman was part of the cafe's

sock 1941 combo whose other mem-
bers included Joe E. Lewis and
Sophie* Tucker.
A comedienne whose style often

borders on the blue. Miss Raye
occa.sionally lapses into a too

earthly idiom. However, her
salty excursions might well be
overlooked for the most part be-
cause her overall demeanor
emerges so patently frank and dis-

arming. From her initial en-
trance where she appears garbed
In strapless gown, plume hat, er-

mine stole and leading a brace of

Afghan hounds. Miss Raye goes
on to essay some seven tunes amid
much mugging, ad libbing and gen-
eral insouciance.

In her 42 minutes on stage. Miss
Raye works diligently and scores,
among others, with her standard
"Mr. Paganini," a sexed up ver-
sion of Gershwin’s "Summertime.”
"Sunny Side of the Street.” and a

risque calypso, "Feets Too Big for
the Bed.” The comedienne’s pro-
ficiency is such that she doesn’t
need to remark on her underarm
shaving nor are her Minskyish ref-

erences to other anatomical areas

1 cafe song
still debon-
despite the
of time. He

would give the
better balance,
crew cuts the
while Catali'no’s
vide competent Latino rhythms.

Gill).

HooMovoll larill. X. V.
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

Nat Bra)tdwynne Orch. (12* u'ith
Virqiuia Alien, Cutun Rhumba
Orch.
$1.50

(4).; cover
weekends.

$1 weekdays

One of the more prominent
bands on New York’s cafe circuit.
Nat Brandwynne moved into the
Roosevelt Grill last week replacing
the Three Suns. His “society” st\ le

Is well suited for the soft decor of
this air conditioned room.

Brandw'ynne’s instrumentation
leans heavily on the rhythm sec-
tion with three violins .supplement-
ing the u.sual bass, drum and
leader’s piano. .Balance of the out-
fit is madet up of three reed and
three brass. Result is a sweet and
listenable music melange.

Maintaining an intriguing beat
on the better known pops, the
combo occasionally essays a Noel
C’oward medley in addition to

standards and a waltz here and
there. Violins are an important
factor in the band’s smoothness

and Brandwynne’s planning is also
a decided asset.

Virginia Allen freditably vocals
such tunes as "True to You in My
Fa.shi»)n " and 'There’.s a Change in
the Weather” While her voice
leaves little to be desired, the
brunette Miss .Allen could achieve
greater visual impact with a white
dress instead of the black gown
she wore when caught. I

Relief orch is Cutun and his'

rhumbas. Small crew adequately'
handles the Latino rhythms. Withal
the Grill makes a pleasant diver-

tissement for midtown cafegoers.
Cilb.

Liberty.” Costuming and routine
continue to impress.

Ambassadors score with selec-

tions from "Student Prince” and
"Vagabond King.” Blair & Jean
click with fresh, novel dance rou-
tines. Fast opener to "I Love
I.ouisa” and "Dancing in the Dark”
showcase duo’s versatility.

Howard’s rendition of his di.s-

clicks, "My Last Goodby,” "If 1

Knew Then” and "C’areless” hold
aud’s rapt attention and rate
kudos. Show’s finale a weird and
fascinating production scene, "Bal-

'

let le Mer,” has excellent light -

1

ing and musical effects, with un- :

der-water illusion garnering hefty i

plaudits.
j

Betty Gray Trio is satisfactory '

in relief assignment. Greg.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK or AUGUST 10

NuHteraU la conn«<-tion with hllli helow Inillonta opcninc dmr ot
wh«tli«r full or «plU weok

'

Lellor in pnrnntii«>MB Inilliiito* rirruit: (1) Indcpondeoti (I.) Loowt tMt ««--
(I*) rnmnioanl; tK) KKO; (H) titoll; (W) Waraeri (WB) Wnllor KeadT**

Ko4*k
(SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.)

Hildeyarde with Salvatore Gioe
Orch. Sammy Watkins Orch; no
cover or minimum.

necessary.
Once America’s No.

salesmen. Richman is

air and in good voice
more apparent inroads
handles "Your Broadway” and "I

C m’t Give You Anything Rut
Love” as a warmup, then a few
bars of “Old Gang of Mine’ to

luive the way for a medley of Jol-

son’s "April Showers.” Brice’s
"My Man.” Cantor’s "If You Knew
Susie” and Tucker’s “Some of
3’he.se Days.” It’s a strong se-

quence that registers neatly.
Richman reprises his famed

"F’uttin’ on the Ritz” and bows oft

with "Birth of the Blues.”
^

Al-
though the veteran warbler was
announced as suffering from a

cold on opening night, liis piping
gave little indication of his ail-

ment.
Ben Yost’s Guardsmen, vocal

quintet who are packaged with
Mi.ss Raye. click with such har-
monies as the standard "Stout
Hearted Men” ' and “Gl’ Man
River.” Dressed in smart military
attire, they’re a crack crew of
choristers. However, their impact
Is somewhat dulled by a return
stint near the finale. For the
show is already topheavy with
singers and the Guardsmen’s re-
appearance tends to accent the
plethora of vocalisthenics.

Sandwiched between the turns
are several of Donn Arden’s pro-
duction numbers. Dozen ponies
and five showgirls are an eyefill-
ing unit. Group’s dancing se-
quences help bring about a change
of pace, but an added terp act

entire session a
Walter Nye’s

show creditably
Rhumbas pro-

Although the Saratoga Spa
doesn’t expect prosperity business
this year, it can be safely assumed

,

that the Piping Rock will get its

share with the engagement of
Hildegarde. This spot and Riley’s

are the only cafes that are going
in for sizeable entertainment
budgets. The others apparently

i

feel that the big-monied spender
is an extinct species which will not
return until a major economic up-
turn hits the upper brackets,

Hildegarde. in this spot for the

first two weeks, shows appeal for

the horsy set and captivates with
the same charm and showmanship
that l>as made her the all-time

draw at the swank Persian Room
of the Plaza hotel, N. Y. The
Rock’s audience is somewhat dif-

ferent from the chi-chl spots in

which the Milwaukee mamselle is

accustomed to working, yet her
brand of entertainment boffs with
a high degree of potency. Her small
talk and intime chan.sons generally
hit their mark. Knack of charm-
ing the ringsiders is evident.

C’hantoosey works under a tre-

mendous handicap in this spot. The
general run of her work is geared
to intimeries and in this large-seat-

aj’ some of the personal contact is

inevitably lost. There are times
when Hildegarde must make an
uphill fight to get the far reaches
of the room, but the net return
after an hour’s .stay is always grati-

fying even from those far removed
from front and centre.

Hildegarde’s material measures
up to usually high standards.

I

I'here's always the accent on charm
with copious doses of showmanship
always Evident. It’s a parlay that
has made her a staple in the upper

i brackets of entertainers and one
which, as far as entertainment val-

ues are concerned, justifies the
$11,500 weekly paycheck.

Again the dre.ssing given her act

accentuates the songstress’ particu-
lar talents. Her maestro of long-
standing. Salvatore Gioe. has
dressed up the musical backing
s u p e r b I y. The backgrounding
pared by Gioe’s sapient piano-
pounding adds materially to Hilde-
garde’s effectiveness.

3’he Rock is probably one of the
most expertly decorated rooms in

the country. The shocking pink
and chartreu.se decor is exhilarat-
ing without being flamboyant. The
spot was re-done two years ago.
Max Sellette, of the Latin (Quar-

ter. N. Y.. is again at the helm of
this room, with Nat Levin, Bob
Mentzer and Frank Zolta, opera-
tors of the C’a.sablanca, Palm Beach,
in charge of food and service.
Eddie Elkort is listed as entertain-
ment director. Under this setup,
it’s been decided to low'er tariffs

fi’om last season. Instead of the
stiff a la carte tap. dinners start
at $5. which, according to Saratoga
standards, makes the Piping Rock
a lop entertainment buy for the
area Joe E. Lewis and Connee
Boswell will round out the season

' starting Monday (15*. Jose.

CRAIG. COLIANS & AMES
Comedy, Songs
25 Mins.
Cirque Club, Seattle

Fast-paced "comedy impres-
sions” and .song bits that spark
make this male trio excellent floor

show material, currently helping
the town’s first night club, under
the new liquor law, get off to a
good start. The routine is varied,
moves at fast tempo, makes the!
customers happy and is getting
plenty of laughs so the bits are a I

"natural” for this type of attrac-

1

tion.
I

"Impressions” lampoon politco
i

Ind theatre greats and near-greats
in a way designed for fun and run
true to the pattern. John L. Lew'is,

Pres. Truman. Churchill. Eleanor
Roosevelt. Sinatra. Boyer, etc,,

;

are the impersonations, all excel-
lently done. All three are equally
clever and accent the comical man-

j

nerisms and styles of the subjects.
Collins paces the act nicely. Trio
opens with a ridiculous "Sabre *

Dance” version. Hollywood is

satirized with a nifty number show-
j

ing physique and facial build up i

in making a star out of a new' ar-
j

rival. Designed for fun. there is

plenty of it all of the 25 minutes
with no lagging. Trep.
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,1;; FOX THEATRE, S». Leuii
Every Week HI art ing 'rhuia., Aug. IS

F&M STAGESHOWS Inc.

DOC HOWEl*n rnmount
nullding

Affiliatos;—Chicago, Seattle, Los An-
geles, Atlanta, Boston, Toronto, Phila-
delphle, London, Paris, Buenos Aires.

ANTHONY, ALLYN & HODGES
Comedy acro-ballet
9 Mins.
Music Hall, N. Y.

Anthon.v. Allyn & Hodges, two
men and a gal. aie a classy acro-
hoofing team with a comedy flair.

Trio makes an initial impression as
a higlibrow ballet unit at the Music
Hall but soon cuts away into a
series of trip-ups, pratfalls and
complex tangles of arms and legs.

This is familiar stuff but this com-
bo executes it wilh first rate timing
and appealingly graceful form.

Closing bit comprises some fast

tossing of the gal between the two
guys. While preserving a comedy
approach, trio socks across a
series of precarious body twirls
with the gal taking all the chances.
They make a handsome grouping
that’s okay for niteries and vaude
houses. • Hcrm.

Norman Young
Audrey Dearen

BALTIMORE
Hippodrom* di II
M A L Ross
W Waiters. Jr
Gillette A
Richards

Susan Miller
Gaudsmith Bros
Roy Benson
Kichard-Adair
Dancers
State (I I 11 13

Valentine A Ruth
Astor A Reniiee
Reiss Bros
Delinars

14-1Z
Ed. Mack A
Lorraine

.Stewart A Barbour
Uanny Crystal
Flauretta Co

BOSTON
Keith's (Rl M

A A C Fanluii
Artie Danii
Herzogs
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Moke A Poke
3 Arnauts
Kay Kenton
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Towers (li 11-14
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Walt.v Brown
Dolinoff A Raya

Sis
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MIAMI
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Dick Todd
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Laine A Crawford
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Dav Dreameri
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SYRACUSE
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Edwards Bros
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Cook A Brown
.Steve Evans
Applelons
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WASHINGTON
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Vanderbilt Buys
Ade IluVal
Terry l.awler
Leon Fields

CANADA
AST HAMPTON
Granada di •

Joy A .Anils
Ciir/.on .1

Fold A Lenner
2 Betty Boiresls

Blue Angel
Roger Price
lusephine Premie*
Sian Freeman
Irene Williams
Cbittison 3

Bop City
C Ventura Ore
Count Basie Ore
Buniig Briggs

Care Society
Dorothy Donegan
Coleman Hawkins
Lewis St White

Copecaeans
Romo Vincent
Edwards St Diane
Mindy Carson
Ramona I.ango
Penny CarroU
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore
Diamond Horttshog
Jay Marshall
W C Handy
Jack Gansert
Billy Banks
Choral Sextet
M Sandler Ors
Alvarex Mera
Jusnger Ballet Line

II Chico
RosUa Rios
Damiron Sc

Chapuseaus
Ting Ramirez
Los Guaracheros
Vizcaino Ore

Havans-Madrid
Bob A Larry Leslie
Raquel A Rolando
'I'rini Reyes
Sucasas Ore
i'ancho Ore

Leia moors
Don Saxon
Art Waner O
B Harlow Ore

L* Co* Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack Towne Ore

Loon A idOio'a
Eddio Davis
Shirley Diets
Rita A AUen
Morilyn Joyce
Johnny Crawford
Tom. Dick A U
Bella Smaro
Shepard IJn*
Art Waner Or*

Macomb*
Jerry Bergen
Sandy Locke
Jack Prince
Leonne Hall
Joanna Jordan
Dave Rogers
Gordon Andresrs
Johnny Nazzari
No 1 Fifth Av*

Louise Howard
Downey A Fonvili*
Hazel W'ebstei
Jack ("assidy

Old Knick
Gene Rarry
Paul Killiam
Cloris I.earhina*
Bub McMeiiimeo
John Stiver
Gloria Manning
A1 Cooper Ore

Old Roumanlao
Sadie Banks
Bob Fitzgerald
t'armen Montoya
Mickey Freeman
Joanne Florio

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
lOOKED

THE MAXELLOS
at tiM Chicago Theatro, Ck!

Weeks of Aiig. 12 o«d 19

KKO Bldg., Suite MIS—Jl'dson B-SSiS

NORVAS & THE UP-
STARTS (5)

Song and Dance
10 Mins.
Chicago Theatre, Chi.

While still in (he unwrapping
process, group being only formed
this winter, youthful quintet gives
every indication of being top
drawer fare in all fields. Sparked
by Bill Norvas. former arranger
and special material writer, three
lads and two gals, give out with
beat tempo on original composi-
tions. "Booted.” an(l “Some Folks
Have It.” Along with the singing
the five give out with some fancy
winging.

For a closer, the group gangs up
the leader as he attempts to croon
soulfully, "Night and Day.” while
resisting playful mayluMii. Zabe.

BRITAIN

lloa«*hu'alk. f hi
(F.DGE1VATER BEACH HOTEL)

Chicago, Aug. 5.

Fddy Howard's Oreh, Blair &
Jean. Yost A o(ba.<.sndors (4), Dor-
othy Hild Daneers (10*, Betty
Gray Trio; $2 admission.

Midwest Dates

C'urrent show winds up the out-
door season here, with entertain-
ment moving indoors after Labor
Day. Kddy Howard’s orch. a local
fave, handles showhacking and
danceables w'ith Howard’s person-
able emceeing and Dorothy Hild’s
produel ion numbers being w ell

worth I he price of admission.
Youthful daneeteam Blair 6c Jean
and Yost Amba.ssadors’ operatic
selections, rounds out the bill for
varied approval.

Orch tee.s off with lively "Rag-
time C’owhoy Joe” and sets things-
for "Old Fashioned Walk” produc-
tion number. Yo.st carolers back
gals’ terping with tunes from "Miss

Chicago. Aug. 9.

George Morris leaves the Wil-
liam Morris Agency to return to
New York, with Jean Smith re-
placing Jimmy Ames into Chase
hotel. St. Louis, Aug. 26 Ilar-
monicats do a week’s stint at Turin
Inn. Sioux C’it>. Iowa, Aug.. 12 .

.

Crown ( lub relnstitutes show pol-
icy with Jimmy Nelson, ventro.
Aug 12 Georgie Goebel set for
the Radisson, Minneapolis, Aug.
15 . Tropics. Battle Creek, brings
in George Gilbert and Maureen
Hughes. Aug. 10 . Vine Gardens
revue Sept. 9 has Doly Kay and
Jerry Coe and Dick Lynn Ca-
sino holds over Lola Ameche for
new bill tonight (9t with Freddie
Towns and Kay Windsor.
David Branower. associated

Eddie Sligh agency, takes
management of Paul Gilbert,
edian Patrice &
Henry Grady hotel.
Aug. 11 .. Carltons
the fair circuit toi
summer

with
over
com-

Russell into
Atlanta, Ga.,
switching to
rest of the

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrom* (Mi •
R A .M Laniai'
a .Smith Bros
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Malcia
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Donald Peers
Billy Russell
Robert Liimouret •
Norman Wisdom
Arnley A D.av
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Andrea Danvers
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BRIGHTON
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Sam Cosla
Flying Rubins
Jon Pertwee
D Philippe A M.ir»aW Keppel A Be(l\
David Poole
Doreen Hams
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Eddie Gordon

BRISTOL
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G H Elliott
Gertie Ghana
Ella Shields
Lily Morris
Randolph Sullon
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Billy Danvers
Wayne A Barbaia
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Frank Marlowe
Patricia Burke. *

Harold Barnes
Edrir Connoi
DeBoar A DuBarrr
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Rex A Bessie

GLASGOW
Empire (Mi

Uaitlell A Dukes
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.lean Jack A Judy
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Xrthur Worsley

LEEDS
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Vic Oliver
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Mau(een O'Dell
Jeanette Hughes
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Les R.-iyner A
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F’red Lovella
I A S Davis
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Henry Busse Ore
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Vincent Lopez Ore
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' D’Aquila Ore
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Eve Young

j
Noble A King

' Kurt Maier
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Harry Richman
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I

Catalino Ore -
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I

Annabelle Hill

I
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Jimmy Lewis

I
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Shotsie Davis

' Andre A Dorlhta
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I
Lucille Dixon Ora

t Vartailias
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Bob Grant Ore
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Bob .Scott
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J C Heard 3
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Freddy Martin Or*
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CHICAGO
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mpira (M) •
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fiminie Elliott
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Valinar 3
Louise A ('hades
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Jackie Van
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Dick Gale
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Blair A Jean
D Mild Dancers
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» Hotel Stevens
"Skating Circus"

I Betty Atkinson
' Charles Main
I Wonder Wheelers

I

itrinrkmann Sis.

Skating Blvdears
Charles A LucUlS
Jark Raffloer

I Jerry Mapes
I
(; A B Du Ray

;
(iloria Bondy

j

Buddy Rust

Palmer Heiis*
' Sid Caesar
1
Maria Neglia *

I

Fosse A Niles

;

1 ed Slraeter Ore

Sherman Motet

Harry Hall

Bill Snyder Ore

I

"Salute to Rodgers
I A Ilammerstem
Honev Dreamers
Ralph Sterling
Kenneth Msckenzl*

Dusty NVorrall

Vins Garden*

I

I.ind Bros (3»

! Mi<ke> Sharp

j
N'ehna Sherry
Mrl Cole Ore

I Pancho Ore

Berpnlr* Kazounov, N,

cert manager, has set *^osaii .

Antonio, Alec Templeton »»«*

James Melton for Stale fa**

Dallas, this season.

audi
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Benekt Orch. (18) with
Buddy Yeayr.

vic"“Di!nS“:

. 4 genertlly satisfactory stag*

K«w which maintains a good enter-

pace throughout. Ironic-

‘^enough. though Vic Damone
CUVw© . 4|%41 m/\nnAnf

HOVSB REVIEWS 85

•*|y,;“Dienty hot at the moment

to i wries of click records, and

ffAnrte are the star, of the

, it’s a juggler who runs off

ISh^the top kudos. An applause

would clearly have showed

Sim standout, when caught.
i

If the reaction of the first show

p„dv Canderas is the guy. A
J

audi^ence at the preem of ‘Palace

siitfhtlv built personality vaude is any indication, there is

niiiM hard from start to fini.sh, no doubt that the Hub welcomes

rr^SSwUh a handful of shaved the revival and will support ii.

5 Indian clubs, three large
!

Literally hanging from the rafters,

a batch of small
|

the payees, well springled with

ones’ and three top hats, oldsters, rewarded each act with

what he does with them, ;

Plenty of mitt action and an cn-

^'ll.irilv the three large spheres.
,

thusiasm seldom see« here. Lay-

Kr laughs as well. It s a .slick out was plenty fast with no* letup

V/if its type. On for about 10 i

oown the line, acts apparently

minutes Canderas got tremendous aware of the importance of this

^pplIlTsi from » packed house,
,

^eoff present^ and giving oul

n»mone fresh from a run at Bill

Miller’s Riviera. Fort Lee. N. J.,
,

Opening with the Edwards Bros..

Hd running hot on the strength of i
the lads got the hill off to a fast

tit ‘‘You’re Breaking Mv Heart” start with a solid sesh of aero and

is also a .solid turn, though on
l

balancing in chairs on top of four

the basis of performance caught bottles and atop a grand piano,

he could stand a bit of polish on
,

Yvonne Moray billed as Dyna-

Sandling of him.self. A nice-Iook-
,

>«»te is just that and her clowning,

ing guy in dinner jacket, he turns * singing and wrestling with the

ton via “Again.” then a rhythmic
,

nuke regi.sters solidly. The Euro-

pe Girl.” “My Bolero.” an ex-' Pean importations. The Marvellos

cSent new melody. “Heart” and ‘n third spot, although billed as a

"Sorrento" the la.st of which frac- musical act. baffled the .stub-

tured the audience. In his work holders by making musical instni-

Damone imparts an impression of
.

jnents appear and disappear into

shyness, a sort of “little boy” de- ' thin air. Cook & Brown colored

meanor that's di.stinctly in his steppers follow with a fa.st ses-

favor. On the other hand, that re-
I

smn of terpsing.

ticenc* is carried to an extreme. ! Steve Evans, no stranger here.

If he could strike a happy medium, scores w!th his comedy impreshes,

he’d have something.
i

the drunk bit good for plenty of

Tex Beneke’s crew', made up of yocks. His new bit, impressions
of an audience, could stand some
tightening but was w'ell received.
The Appletons, two gals and a boy.

in the sixth spot, have a fast

Apache routine that is plenty
knockabout and includes a knife-
throwing bit. Soex climax has
one of the girls being thrown

style. Yet, ^je doesn’t use it here. Ihrough a window.

He opens with “Blues In the Night Billed as a "One Man Juke Box.”
March,’’ a new RCA-Victor record- Frank Ross & Anita La Pierre,

ing, then does “I.over’s Gold, ’ with ;
breeze through a comedy routine

Glen Douglas, in a spot that, for and throw in a few impressions of

example. “Kiss and a Ro.se,” a re- w.k. bandleaders for okay returns.

Boom.** Follows with impreshes of
Harry Lauder, Jean Sablon and
Sophie Tucker for additional plau-
dits and winds with ”Ave Marla”
to rock the house. Solid all the
way.

Charles Dant conducts excel-
lently. Zubc.

nine brass, including two French
horns, five sax. three rhythm, plus
Beneke, is a good band. It plays
cleanly and with enthusiasm and
good rhythm. But. the pacing of
its tunes here could be improved
upon. Maestro recently has desired
to get back into the Glenn Miller

cent disk following the Miller bal-
lad style’ could be used. Later, he
does “Lavender Coffin.” also a
disked arrangement, using the
Moonlight Serenaders. It s okay.

,

. . ...
Beneke sines too of omirsp in ' ^or repeal of wartime tifket lax.

addition to the

’

r^oC'd
of bringing all the

HeaKs BucfdrVeJSer a ru^ together for finale brought

pter for . comed.v Jocil of ' I
,

*f*y ^ Wrong.” It's noatly done,
“Dishing punch is lacking.

Cy Reeves, comic, completes the
layout. A deadpan type of funster,
***. g.a r n e r s belly-laughs with

Elie.

ChivMffo* rhi
Chicago. Aug. 5.

riginal in their sonK and
t)anjo and “poor me"

offerings which i in heft «otic.s gathers plenty laughs.

• Reviewed under New aA^ Loretta Fisher’s foiling sets things
rs.v,.._= noei ]\«w Acts.

Sheldon’s slap.stiok bits, which
l7«a .'"oniacs. vMio have i eorPin- *or ^ncioon s siapsncK

re.^P.B00d returns
One m K
and iost «.s speedy

hef(„ (.. Tlirec-high

garner
Whlu^A^t reception.

o>s i^'enty yocks with
^ORed «!fi«

Jack Bennv's al-
. , ,

apinoc DPs.s. sharp dialect presh on “California Here I ( ome.

^onnf-anH Gordon. Jerrv Co- ”Kol Nidre.” “My M other s Kyes

*0an SnKl^"'*'''oos satire of Ger- and a Cantorish “If You Knew
Itill

uVooianne commander, it’s Suzie”—all delivered with plenty

RKO9 Baston
Boston, Aug. 6.

Edwards Bros. (3), Yvornie Mo-
ray, The Marvellos, Cook & Brown,
Steve Evans, The Appletons, Frank
Ross St Anita LaPierre, Gus Van;
''Roughshod'* (RKO )

.

Gus Van with his collection of

old songs and gags, clo.ses the bill

solidly, winding with a pitch for

the support of vaude and urging
payees to write their Congre.ssmen

Oriental* Chi
Chicago. Aug. 4 .

ouickfv Wrii/gsr,
I George Jessel, Chocolnteers

Xn Hioc in
every so Gene Sheldon with

i^stoT Loretta Fisher. Carl Sand's Orel,.:

hh staff “You’re My Everything” t’JOthi.

• 1 K
outstanding, but it does

;

finish is a parody lyric
of or Man River.”

Biz big when caught. Wood.
Amidst the hub-bub, fanfare and

ballvhoo connected with George
Jcs-sel’s farew'ell (but positively*

appearance tour, a well-paced,

highly entertaining layout emerges
on the stage oflthe Oriental. Cur-

rni L''lark- Bros. <2>. rent layout, hypoed by Ann Bax
^oie Robbins, Bill Norvas & Up- ter’s p.a. had payees queueing up a

rhi I

^ o ju fi 1 / 1 n c s <3*. block long. Filmster clowns with

n Hoi/.te Orel,.; "Take Je.sscI and gives out with a “llolly-
^ False Step” ,U). wood isn’t such a bad place after

Tfn, ^ aR” garners plaudits.

I r^i k
Coast celebs would build Hour-long show adds up to click

»s**n**^*
®*^nnnd themselves such family stuff w'ith Jc-s-sel’s emceeing

^as. vaude theatre and stories scoring heavily for

iDurt n t’njoy a sudden 1 yocks.

“Forever^Ln^v”'' After fast band salute to Jessel.

on the Haru R" Chocolateers. who
'vho hold Mf.ntf

• tap team, with fast hoofing, knee slides

•tering and f ^ .P" ^nd comic stuff for a begoff.

Jessel’s knack of clowning with

GalA n Ku- ' the acts and warming aud holds

off I
^nsh thrush, starts attention and keeps audience in

Go’’ hTt
“Everywhere You high spirits.

‘‘Again’’ i
Kitty Kallcn tees off with her

delivery di.sclick “Happy Talk.” then goes
’iam With '"n® into a special. “Please Take Me
'''ell, Team« ?.

^ Home This Moment.” and impre.s-

of “Babv ire sions of Ethel Merman. Lena
*olld returns

* ^ ^ ^ Outside for jiorne and Ella Logan singing “No

'-sh'ter.r'*

dance
i

*

Plause.

Acrom

Jes.sel is the dominant person-

, o:-. iicioi'e 1 hrec-nign ality in the lineup and his solo
-Kaway and the fast tumbling stint, which winds the sho«.

provides the belly-laughs, nosl.dgia

and songs the seatholders have

been waiting for. Jolson im-

conie tn*k ®^*ngsterinK customers of schmaltz—is surefire s

EnchantArt
p*’’ *^'*Kins with “Some ’has the rafters ringing.

K«„ -nied Evening” and rings the
|

Carl Sand’.s hou.se ore

Clancy Lowers the grounds effectively

stuff and

Mmmie Hall, N. Y.
“Sea Breeze,'* with Peiro Bros.

^2),Clifford Guest, Anthony, Allyn
St Hodges, choral ensemble, corps
de ballet, Rockettes, Music Hall

\

Symphony Orch. with Raymond
:

Paige, guest conductor; produced
by Leon Leonidoff; settings, Bruno
Maine; ehoreography, Russell Mar-

1

kert, Florence Rogge; "In the
Good Old Summertime'* (Metro),
reviewed in Variety, June 29, ’49.

Counterbalancing the high fah-

i

renheit suggested by the title of
the current Music Hall pic, Leon
Leonidoff is serving up a coolly
garnished and trickily staged revue i

under the heading of "Sea Breeze,” i

Integrated via its marine and sub- i

marine motif, this show is paced a
trifle too slowly, but there are

,

enough spectacular production
trappings and technical wizardry;
to stun the patrons at this tourist
mecca.

I

The trick staging, as frequently
1

is the ca.se in the Music Hall shows,
j

cops top honors in this layout. .

Virtually overshadowing th% per-,
formers, the lighting crew has
rigged up a series of oceanic ef-
fects through the projection of
film on a gos.samcr screen. It’s an
effective bit of sterbpticon to un-
derscore the ballet numbers.
Too much accent, however, is

placed on the corps de ballet, re-
sulting in a slow runoff. For the
finale, there’s an over-lengthy bal-
let piece that loses It grip despite 1

the glittering garb, lavish under-
water .setting and the ornate
choreography with Bettina Dear-

!

born and Charles Laskey as the i

dancing stars. Midway, the Rock-
|

ettes execute a snappy number
w ith their usual sock precision
technique.
Among the visiting acts, the

:

south-of-the-border Peiro Bros, are
standout with an unusual juggling
routine. Teeing off with some in-

tricate Indian club tossing, duo ex-
,

ecute some astonishing stunts with
some blackboard pointers, manip-

;

ulating a stick in mid-air in de-
fiance of the laws of gravity. Top
trick in their repertory is their
twirling of hats in the air by

,

means of the pointers while en-

,

gaging in some horseplay. They
are a surefire item.

|

Back in a return booking at the
'

M.H.. Clifford Guest, an Austra-
lian ventriloquist, delivers a clever i

turn. Guest’s best results stem
from his dummy’s recalcitrance

;

towards being packed away in a
traveling kit. Guest’s encore bit,

|

in which he reproduces echoes and
1

the far-off sound of a drill ground,
i

is okay, but is much weaker than
'

his puppet’s back talk. Comedy
|

acro-ballet team of Anthony, Allyn
& Hodges under New Acts. I

Following through the watery

;

main background lor the revue,
the glee club and choral ensemble
also deliver a brace of sea chanties
in good style. Raymond Paige. I

guest conducting in place of vaca-
j

tioning Alexander Smallens, brisk-

ly paces the symph orch through
a .stirring overture of Tschaikowsky ,

themes. Hcrm.
|

youngsters belt from walk-on, with
a smart assortment of vocals, terps
and clowning. Misa Ryan garners
healthy laughs via her mugging
and comedies, and in the terp slot

with McDonald adds to overall im-

1

pact. McDonald’s hoofing top-
drawer. Offed to solid applause.

In the emcee slot and in own
spot, Jackie Green socks. Person-
able mimic-come(Uan is an ingrati-
ating introer; then in own spot
scores with impreshes, toppers
being Cantor. Jolson and Durante.
June Edwards is aViother clicker.

Lass works her acro-terps while
balancing on head, topping with
the kerchief pick up for neat recep-
tion.

Comedy-violining of Duke Dorell ,

goes over. Works the range from '

concert to broad stunts on the
strings for full returns. Juggling
work of Lee Orlando is okay.
Freddie Carlone backgrounds in
usual capable fashion. Lary.

{

Apolhi* X. V.
Andy Kirk Orel,. tl2*. Mills

Bros. ».'>•. Dinihills i3). Conor &
Jenee. Connie i'arroll. "Puimeat”
Markham & Co.; "The Incident”
( .VI oil o >.

with another
Your Eyes.”

five reed and
al.so registers
several other

Mills Bros, lend sparkle to what
otherwise would be only an aver-
age bill for the Apollo. In closing
niche, the veteran harmony group
tackles some six numbers for solid

response Besides the more con-
loniporary tunes, the boys shine
with an instrumental interpreta-
tion of “Basin St. Blues” and wow
’em with tlie rlassio “F’aper Doll.”

Following their brisk opening.
Andy Kirk's band dresses up “Por-
trait of .lenny ’ in coneert style.

Lanky .limmy Anderson croons the
vocal in a dreamy fashion and
wraps up his stint

slow ballad. ’’Close
With three rliythm.
four bra.s's. the orch
with the payees on
pieces.
Buxom Connie Carroll warbles

an okay “It’s Cold Outside,” but
tunes in the blues idiom are more
in her forte. Es.saying one of the
latter, she gels across nicely, Cor-
tez & .lenee are a boy-girl adagio
team whose work is quite similar
to the terping of Jack Cole’s
troupe. Working in bare feel, pair
contribs lifts and spins followed
by somewhat suggestive gyrations.
Gal is especially vigorous in mak-
ing with the humps and grinds.
Duo. however, .scores handily.
'Dunhills. three ofays garbed in

tuxes, have a potentially .strong

terp turn once the uneven edges
are smoothed. Stepping in uni-
son. their precision routines
rather lustreless. Trio shifts
challenge stuff near the finale

wind with a smart acrobatic
max “I’igincat” Markham,
usual, elicits his always enthusi-
astic reception in the house com-
edy bit. Gilb.

are
into
and
cli-

per

Si4*ol Pier* A. r*
Atlantic City, Aug, 3.

Three Suns, Whitaker Bros., Star
Spangled Dancers (16), Sam Lin-
field & Co.. Johnny O'Connell
House Orch.; “The Fighting Fools”
, Mono *

.

Three Suns live up to the reputa-
tion made via their disks

and over the airwaves. Artie Dunn
and A I and Morty Nevins with
their accordion, organ aijd guitar
combo, are solid with the vacation
crowds which are packing this big
hall

"Twilight Time.” their radio
theme song, and “Lover’s Gold”
register best with the payees. Tops,
too. is the “Alphabet Song” and
other novelties, wherein bits of

pop numbers are woven together
to tell a story. Comedy repartee
between Dunn and Morty Nevins
gives offering an added fillip.

Whitaker Bros, score in carbon-
ings of Fred Allen, Jack Benny,
Dennis Day, et al.

Sam Linfield and Co. (6). in

“Kra/y Scouts” please grownups
and voungslers alike with their

c o m i e actrobatics. Dressed as

scouts, the five men (two midgets)
and a girl, offer a fast routine of

slapstick and tumbling for nice re-

turns.
Star Spangled Dancers get over

neatly, with minstrel number with
slioholite effect getting top re-

turns. Walk.

Olympia* Miami
Miami, Aug. 6.

Vetigxi Ruan St Ray McDonald,
Jiickie (Ireen, Lee Orlando, Duke
Dnri’ll, June Edwards, Freddie
('arloite House Orch.; "Sorrowful
Jours'' ^Fari.

orch back-
Greg.

f)nc of the better bills to have
pla,\ed thi.s house In recent week.s,

with reaction solid all the way.
Teaming of Heggy Ryan and Ray

McDonald is a happy one. The

Pallailiiim* l..oniloii
Londem. Aug. 2.

Frauces Langford, ndth Jon Hall;
Carl Hrissou, Ted Ray, Cass Daley,
Chaz Chase, Doe Marcus, 7 A.s’h-

toiis, John & Era Ketumy, 2 La-
conns. The Boleonibes '2i. Woolf
Phillip's .Skyrocket Orch.

For the holiday attraction the
Palladium lined up a good inter-
national bill.

I'rances Langford on for 2.'> min-
utes goes through her repertoire
of songs for sollcl returns. She is

joined by hubby— film.ster Jon Hall
for coy cro.ssfire. Songsters’
stint includes such pops as “Night
and Day.” “Black Magic” and “I
Don’t Know Why I Love You Like
I Do.” which .she whams over for
happy returns.

Rival for t(*p billing is Carl
Brisson. who opens act with a med-
ley of song.s he introduced to Lon-
don audiences many years ago.
Reception given him left no doubt
that he is still a big fave with Lon-
doners who admire his talent, per-
sonality and his vigorous .songster-
ing to win and hold the audience.
Another visitor from acro.ss the

pond is Hollywood's Ca.ss Daley,
who walked off to almost the top
applause of the evening. High-
spot of her rep is “Laundry Girl’s
Lament” This and her other num-
bers coupled with her comedic in-
terps made her an easy winner.
Chaz Chase is anolher clicker who
keeps 'em amused via munching
of lighted cigarets, matches, etc.

Britain's own Ted Ray, now al-
most a resident comedian at this
house, and doubling from “lee
Vogues." is in top form.

Show is opened by the Lacona.s.
who displays perfeet team work on
a double ti ape/e. Doc Marcus
held o\ei freun previous bill, con-
tinues to entertain with hi.s magic.
The Ralcomhes, opening second
half of show, provide fun and
thrills on a revolving ladder John
and Eva Ken)my. also holdovers,
continue their slick comedy acro-
batic act. Myro.

Palace, X* Y.
Btim* Twin* k Evelyn, Gracm

Drysdale, Jack Anthony St Harry
Rogers, The Fontaines ( 3 ) , Cole-
man Clark (3), Ben Rochelle Sk

Jane Beebe, Timmy Rogers, Pro.s-

icee's Tigers, Don Albert house
band; "Sand** (20th), reviewed ii»

Variety, May 4, ’49.

Returned vaude policy at the
Palace continues to click for happy
returns. That it is far beyond the
experimental stage was attested to

by continuous long lines and
standees at all performances open-
ing day (4*. While grosses have
fluctuated, some better than others,
the fact remains that every week
has turned a neat profit.

To consistently book standout
layouts at this erstwhile American
flagship of vaudeville is a tough
road to hoe. Some bills have been
better than others, but overall they
have all been entertaining and a
bargain buy at the O.'ic top.

Current layout is a eompact
package, speedily paced for gen-
eral satisfactory results. Burns
Twins & Evelyn, two fellows anti
gal. set the tempo with fast neat
tapstering to .set things nicely for
Grace Drysdalc’s hand-puppetry,
which registers both on novelty
and performance. After manipulat-
ing her dance team dolls on mini-
ature stage. Miss Drysdale steps
out for a dance numher while
manipulating the dolls. It gets nice
sendoff. Anthony & Rogers, com-
edy team. get over nicely in their
Italian dialectics, crossfire and
.songs, Mo.st of their material
would be familiar to yesteryear
vaude fans, but it strikes a re-
sponsive note with this audience.
The Fontaines, mixed trio, exude
talent and cla.ss in their ballroom
balancing, Coleman Clark, table
tennis champ, flanked by an an-
nouncer and another player, su.s-
tains novelty motif with trick shots
and a playoff match.

Rochelle & Beebe are soi-k. as
usual, with their dance satires,
with femme’s comedy posturing
grabbing laughs although incor-
porating standard ballroomology
twists to add to potency of their
turn, Timmy Rogers. Negro
funster, starts off slowly but gets
’em midway with his barbs and
clowing and holds them for neat
returns.

Proskee’s Tigers, eircjis act
which has been alternating in
vaude stands for years, is plenty
.standout on novelty and thrills.
Capt. Proskee enters a rage t»f
five tigers, torments and puts them
through paces of posing and other
.stints with an ea.se a.s if they were
kittens. Two attendants — with
drawn revolvers—provide suspen.se
to turn. Punch is where trainer
feeds his charges with hunks of
beef and then takes U away from
them. Of course, there’s an upris-
ing but he manages to calm them
to bewilderment of audience A
real sock act. Kaba

Xatlonal, l.^ville *

Louisville, .4ug. S
Toni Harper. Lalilanea & Garcia.

Christine & Moll, Billy Bishop. Don
Cummings, Manhattan Maids <6c
Tiny Thomale Orch. <9*; "Lorahle
Cheat” IFC) and "Hit Parade*
( Rep).

Tom Harper, 11-year old Negn
moppet, w.k. through her disci ick.«
is bringing ’em in this week
backed by a solid lineup of sup
porting acts. Gal has a winsomi
personality and a wcIl-moduIat»M
voice, which she u.ses to full ad
vantage in giving out with “Goldi
locks and Three Bears,

”
’ Ladv B

Good.” “Candy Store Blues. ” am
a dignified, reverent piping u
“Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” SoIk
hit.

Supporting turns are all ofa>
with Don Cummings wanning u|
the customers. He does satires ui
the other turns, and spoofs th
patrons with a fa.st line of chattel
etc., all registering for laughs Ii

own spot, garners howls with hi
zany rope twirling.

LaBlanca & Garcia go in fo
authenic Spanish dances. Pair ar
graceful. and male docs som
warbling whilst femme partner ex
hibits some contortions an<l het
clicking which lends color to th
turn.

Billy Bishop tees off with som
standard magic tricks, n-lying o
an apologetic line of chatter to gt
laughs. Brings couple of lads froi
the audience to assist In a rop
trick, which builds to a big finisl

Guy has him.self tied with th
rope, and while his naiios aie co\
ered, he removed rope and in spl
seconds, shows that his hands ar
again tied. Had the audient
mystified, as well as the volunteer
and built to a sock finish.

Excelling in heel and toe stuf
Christine and Moll. Imporle
French dancing turn, are a swe
act. Guy has a gift for snappin

I

his fingers to simuooe taps, an

(Continued on page 61)





YEN GROUP TOURIST PATRONAGE
Hamlet* Audiences Wanned to Them,

But Not Elsinore Weather, Sez Breen
Anyone who*s acted at RIsinore

should never again complain of
^

the cold. After the chilly, wind-!

swept courtyard of Kronborg
Castle, supposedly the locale of

i

the Hamlet story, even the coldest
j

theatre and rehearsals halls should

seem comfortable.

That is the reaction of Robert

Breen, who had the title part in
j

the American production of “Ham-
let" that recently played a gue.st

]

engagement at the hi.storic Danish

site. Although the visit took place

in June, the actors rehearsed in

long underwear, sweaters, topcoats,

mufflers, gloves and, in some cases,

earmuffs. he says. Even for the

actual performances, longies and
sweaters were necessary under the

heavy costumes.

“No such makeshift was enough
for Clarence Derwent, however,"
according to Breen. "Under his

voluminous Polonius robes. Clar-

ence wore all his street clothes

—

complete with vest and pearl stick-

pin—ready to become the presi-

dent of Equity again at the pull

of a lipper. What’s more, he was
just as severe about makeup—dur-

ing the entire trip, he used only a

single sheet of Kleenex.

“The cold in the Kronborg court-

yard, Just off the narrow sound be-

tween Denmark and Sweden, was
almost unbearable. Early in the
opening performance I noticed
smoke issuing from Walter Abel's
nose and mouth. For an in.stant it

occurred to me that our King
Claudius must have sneaked a puff
on a cigaret. But then I realized
we all had frosty breaths.

“Aline MacMahon, who played
the queen, and Ruth Ford. Ophelia,
had maids posted offstage read.v to
throw blankets over their shivering
shoulders as they made exits. The

(Continued on page 58>

ATPAM Considers

TV-Band-Concert

Drive as Job Aid
Organizational drive in the tele-

vision, band and concert fields mav
be undertaken by the Assn, of
Theatrical Press Agents & Mana-
gers. The union affiliation of
managers in those fields is inci-
<lental. and employment of ATAM
members there is negligible. It's

hoped to remedy the situation,
mainly by education and negotia-
tion, so as to alleviate unemploy-
ment in the union.

Thus far, the only active steps
In that direction have been in the
field of television, where A TPAM
has tried to arrange for the em-
ployment of its members as hou.se
managers of legit theatre.s taken
over by video companies for use as
atudios. Confabs have been held
With NBC, hut no agreement has
been reached as yet.

Meanwhile, ATM,\ secretary-
treasurer Milton Weintraub is dis-
cussing organizing drives on a na-

Ihe course of his
•sits with the union's chapters in

Inuring his confabs
ith the Los Angeles local, lor In-

Pue.sfion of .employment

f
^TPAM members as managers

. .
local legit outfits was con-

*>aered.

MARGO JONES NEEDS
TWO 5»0RE FOR DALLAS
Margo Jones still needs two

srhaa
Pibyv to complete the

in-
* Tor the forthcoming sea-

n « her Theatre '49 in Dallas,

for
mu.st select two clas.slcs

’ "'‘Th one likelv to be

manTrr Juliet.” Direetor-

r optioned three new

The^theJI She'll pick

In N«u,*v her euircnt stay
''' »ork, ending about Labor

*^®*^o* opening In Oc-
oT wh'tcli

weeks, the first 24

Excuse It, Please
Westport, Conn., Aug. 9

Edmon Ryan and Scott Mc-
Kay. appearing at the Country
playhouse here last week in
support of Ruth Gordon in "A
Month in the Country,” were
both asked to take over the
male lead in “Goodbye. My
Fancy" for the tour, starling
this fall. The bids were in the
form of almost identical let-

ters, each implying that the
actor was the only one .sought
for the assignment. Both let-

ters were from legit agent
Toni Ward, of the William
Morris office.

Ryan and McKay posted the
letters side-by-side on the
backstage bulletin board, with
a pencilled comment, "Notice
to apprentices: How hollow is

fame.”

Todd Sets Up New

Partnership Deal
Michael Todd will hereafter pro-

duce his shows on a partnership-
basis, but with himself getting .solo

billing as producer. His partner,
who will raise the money and have
charge of financial matters, w ill be

I

William L, Richard.son, an attorney-
' financial advisor who was one of
the principal backers of Todd’s

;

production of “As the Girls Go.”
; The partnership corporation is in

process of formation.

The new setup will be used in

the presentation of the proposed
I "Michael Todd’s Tw'o-a-Day"
vaudeville show, tentatively slated
to open early in September at the
Winter Garden. N. Y. In that case
little fund-raising will be involved,
as the presentation is expected to

require little production expense.
However, Todd’s production of

"My Darlin’ Aida,” based on the
Verdi opera, is likely to be a major

' financial venture.

A1 Strelsin and his brother-in-

law, Morris Fromkin. who were

i

large investors in "As the Girl.s

Go," probably won’t participate

financially in “Two-a-Day” or “My
Darlin’ .Aida."

Registers “Two-a-Da.v”

Mike Todd, who is planning a

revival of two-a-day vaude with
' top names at the Winter Garden.
N. y., in September, may carry

* Continued on page .‘)8)

‘Goodbye’ 2d Troupe

For B’way Dropped

As Original Tours
Management of "Goodbye. My

Fancy” has dropped Its tentative

idea of forming a second company
of the Fay Kanin comedy to con-
tinue on Broadway when the cur-

rent production goes on the road
this fall. Members of the cast at

the Fulton, N. Y.. have been noti-

fied that the show will end its run
Sept. 17, and have been asked to

continue for the tour, starting Sept.

19 in Boston.

Madeleine Carroll, vacationing

In Europe, will resume her original

starring role for the tour. Ruth
Hussey, who is subbing in the in-

terim, had been figured to continue

in the part as star of a replacement
company on Broadway, if the play

did substantial business 4*»is sum-
mer. However, grosses have been
disappointing, so there’s no longer

prospect of the comedy extending

it.s New York .stay be.vond Sept. 17.

Also. City Playhou.ses, Inc., has

lea.sed the Fulton to Kermit Bloom-
garden for his and Gilbert Miller’s

production of “Mont.serrat." open-

ing in October after a Philadelphia

tryout. "Fancy” i.s presented by

Mdrich &. Myers. In as.socialion

with Michael Kanin.

B.0.LIPTlNITll01IT’®*^^y Thealreowners Can Police

PIII1T! BIZ EVILS
Treasurers Under Licensing

’ Setup of Houses, Murtagh figuresCroup patronage from out-of-

town. p.'irticularly from organiza-

tion.s holding conventions in New
York, will be souglit next season

by Broadway managements. How-
ever, only half-houses or less will

be booked, so as to avoid the possi-

bility of having a specialized and
unreceptive aud^nce, which is re-

• garded as one of the drawbacks of
single-group audiences,

j

Program, discussed at the la.st

meeting of the Committee of The-
atrical Producers, would probably
involve the employment of an
agent to handle such bookings for
all members of the organization,
on a cooperative basis. Idea would
be to contact all organizations with
conventions and meetings sched-
uled for New York, and to take
orders for seats to legit shows.
Such bookings have been solicited

! by a few managements in the pa.st,

but on a sporadic and limited basis.
I Limit of $15 per day expenses
. for production personnel on out-of-
town tryouts of Broadway shows
was also adopted at the CTP ses-

I

sion. This is in line with the
group’s basic policy of reducing
production and operating costs. It

[

was again agreed by CTP members
that all house seats, including those
held by management, performers
and theatre owners, should be
stamped accordingly. Step is aimed
to help prevent house seats from
getting into the hands of brokers.
CTP now has its own offices

with Ellen Siegel as fulltime secre-
tary. She’s the daughter of Max
Siegel. company manager of
"Streetcar Named Desire."

State Dept. Wants

B way Advice On

German Theatre
Washington. Aug. 9.

The Stale Department is seeking

established Broadway actors,

directors and technicians to serve

as "visiting experts’’ for the reor-

ganization of the legit theatre in

the U. S. zone of Germany. The
project is being carried out by the

theatre and cultural affairs divi-

sion of the oflice of military gov-

ernment.

Thus far. the only one known to

have been invited is Nat Karson.
New York producer-designer, who
created the physical production
and lighting for the American com-
pany that played ‘ Hamlet" at Elsi-

nore and for the occupation troops
in Germany. He may alternate be-
tween trips to Germany and lin-

ing up other "experts” from the
Broadway stage.

Besides trying to put over the
idea of democratic philosophy
among German legiters, the Amer-
ican reps w ill be expected to work
out a system of standardized tech-

nical facilities for the German the-

atre. to simplify the touring setup.

As it is. backstage equipment and
electrical systems vary widely In

different areas and even in ad-

jacent towns, which involves end-
les.s complications for traveling

productions.
That, plus the problem of ob-

taining qualified American tech-

ni(‘ians and enough suitable plpys,

were the principal subject.s dis-

cussed at recent meetings of the In-

ternational Theatre Institute, a

branch ot UNESCO, in Zurich and
Paris. Kar.son and Rosamond Gil-

der were the U, S. representatives

at the confabs.

Shows in Rehearsal
“Death of a Salesman” troad)—

Keimit Blooingarden.
“Good lloiisekeeplng” (straw-

hat *— Theatre Guild. *
,

Agencies Profit
Although ticket brokers have

}

thus tar been the chief ones on
tlie hot spot in the theatre

,

ticket probe in New York, they
are also figured to be profiting

from it. Explanation is that

with payments of "ice" to box-
office men wiped out lor Hie
time being, the agencies are
saved a major item of expense.
So' while they’re not getting

fancy prices for lop-demand
I

seats, they’re actually netting
more than under ordinary con-

: ditions.

!
Even .so, the brokers are

I

unanimously against the probe.

I
They are convinced that noth-

I

ing can change the basic ticket

I
distribution .setup and that the
payment of "ice" is an inevit-

I able evil, .^nd while they’re

I
temporarily profiting by the

I

situation, they figure that the
' present probe can have only
! harmful effect on them in the
'

long run. Even the ones who
I

retain their licenses will be

j

subject to public ill-will.

35 Brokers

I

To Lose Licenses
.Tohn M. Murtagh. New York City

.commissioner of investigation, now
I

estimates that about 35 ticket
i brokers will lose their licenses be-
jfore his scalping probe is com-
Ipleted. l..ast May, shortly after the
investigation started, the commis-
isioner predicted that perhap.s 10

agencies would be disenfranchised.

I

Nineteen have already been put
out of business and action is pend-
ing again.st about a dozen more.

If. as Murtagh predicts, 35
brokers go under, about 30 will

remain In operation. So far. only

• Continued on page 58i

! Managers’ League

Mulls Own Bureau

For Theatre Parties

I

T..eague of N. Y. Theatres is con-
sidering setting up its own theatre

!
party bureau. Such a service, sug-
jgested by several managements,
would be available to all League
members on a cooperative basis.

No decision on the matter is ex-
' pected before fall, however.

Idea i.s that a l.,pague bureau

• Even if legislation Is not enacted

to license legit boxoffice men. New

,

York City commissioner of inves-

,
ligation Jolin M. Murtagh now be-

lieves it will be possible to force

• theatreowners to police the trea.s-

urers of their own houses. 'The

I

fact that the theatre.s them.selve«

are licensed gives the city power to

carry out such a policy, the com-
mis.sioner figures.

During the course of his scalp-
' ing probe, Murtagh has staled that
he thinks ail evils of the ticket dis-

I
tribution setup "originate in tlie

bo.xoffice." At his suggestion the
city administration is drafting leg-
islation to license b.o. men, by
means of which it’s hoped to ipru-
late the distribution of tickets In
brokers and wipe out the age-old
payment of “ice.”

The commissioner is confident
such legislation can be pushed
through at Albany, despite the in-

dicated opposition of the boxoffice
men’s union and possible other
groups. However, he thinks that
even without such a law. the pre.s-

ent theatre licensing system gives
the city sufficient power to handle
I he situation.

As he sees it. the commissioner
of licenses. Edward T. McCaffery,
could require theatres to supply
complete records of ail ticket dis-
tribution. If necessary, in case
there were suspicion a b.o. man
was taking “ice,” it might require
the theatre to produce the treas-
urer’s personal accounts. Since
b.o. men are employed by the thea-
tre, Murtagh thinks such steps
would be effective.

Although he did not carry out
his threat, Murtagh’s gesture .some
weeks ago toward revoking the li-

cense of the Maiestic theatre,
where “South Pacific” is playing,
is an example of the city’s power.
In that case, the principal victims
of revocation would have been the
show and its management and « om-
pany, rather than the theatre man-
agement and the treasurer.

However, Murtagh believes that
if the city ordered all theatre man-
agements to submit complete
ticket distribution records regu-
larly as of a certain date, the onus
of possible revocation would be on
(he show and house managements,
rather than the city. Thus, he
thinks the city would be able to
deal with the situation, even un-
der existing conditions.

Murtagh has apparently alxiut
given up the idea of having the
producers take over control of
tickets from the theatre owners.
The Committee of Theatrical Pro-

w'ould be able to elimirjate .some
j

ducers and, to some extent, other
of the drawback.s of the present managements, enthusiastically en-
theatre party setup, as handled by dorsed the suggestion when it was
independent agents. For Instance, first made, but have done nothing
parties could be limited in size to carry it out and, in some cases,
(that is. half-houses or lesst. resale have more recently expressed mis-
prices of tickets could be con- givings about the idea.

of the drawback.s of the present
theatre party setup, as handled by
independent agents. For instance,
parties could be limited in size

I

(that is. half-houses or lesst. resale
prices of tickets could be con-
trolled and unsold tickets could be
kept out of the hands of scalpers.
Under present conditions, indi-

vidual paity agents, among whom
there is keen competition, have not
been able to handle the situation.
The .4s.sn. of Theatre Benefit agents
has a code of ethics designed to
meet some of the complaints, but
It is a voluntary organization and
cannot enforce its rules.

Even if the l,eague sets up its

own party bureau, members will be
free to deal with independent party
agents. Anv League rule or agree-
ment to the contrary might involve
monopoly or restraint of trade.
However, it’s figured most manage-
ments would use the League’s facil-

ities. over which they would have
greater supervision.
Theatre party booking is admit-

tedly a specialized business, in

which the established agents have
experience and valuable contact.*!.

However. It’s figured that the l,ea-

gue could hire a qualified person
to handle its party bureau, po.ssihly

getting one of the agents to take • can tour

‘BRIG’ HEADING EAST

AFTER NORTHWEST
San Francisco. Aug. 9.

‘‘Brigadoon,’’ just closed at the
Curran here, will head back east
after several weeks in the north-
west. It may wind up its tour with
a pop-price return date next spring
at City Center, N. Y. The Kurt
Weill-Alan Jay Lemer musical is
still drawing hefty grosse.s here,
but must close in order to fill other
bookings.

In addition to a three-week re-
peat run in Chicago, opening Oct.
3, the show will play several re-
lum dates, on its trek eastward.
However, producer Cheryl Craw-
ford reportedly figures there’s still
ample unplayed territor>’. and is

tentatively planning to 'send the
musical out again in the fall of
1950 to play split-week towns. With
its no-name cast, the prudiuiion

the a.ssignment. operating budget.
relatively modest
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Strawhat Reviews
4lui of Ifust
Westport, Conn., Aug. 8.

Theatre Guild (Annina Marshall, asso-
ciaix piuduieri production of drama by
l..\nn lliKKo. Directed by Mary Hunter;
•ettimts and lightipK, Robert Edmond
Jones. Featuring lielen Craig.

Maudie Helen Craig
Teece Hugh Reilly

Jeff Billy Redlield
Bud Robert F'oster

Old Man Grant Edwin Jerome
King Barry Kroeger
Snake Everett Gammon
l.iike . Crahan Denton
Sh(*rly Carleton Carpenter
Roic Joan Lorring

Lynn Riggs is in a somber mood
In “Out of Dust.” It hasn’t much
for the commercial theatre.

Three sons of a tyrannical father

plot his death as they move across

the western prairies in the 1880’s.

Kach has a passionate motive, for

the old man has ensnared the wife

of one. financially ignored another

and denied even his favorite any

parental feeling.

An ambitious outsider goads the

trio into ambushing the old ranger
and lielps them carry out their in-

tentions—to little avail. For broth-

er turns against brother until the

youngest rides off to Federal au-

thorities to confess their crime.

This is pretty heavy theatre-

going. with only occasional re-

minders that Riggs can enchant-

inglv recapture the prairie tongue
of the period. Robert Edmond
Jones, in a .series of prairie views

that are quite breathtaking, pro-

vides the evening with its best

flavor and emphasizes that even in

a country theatre’s simple paint-

sliop he is one of the theatre s

keen craftsmen.

Helen Craig’.s assignment as the

v'ife is not an overly attractive one

but she gives it expert projection.

Barry Kroeger is al.so highly ef-

fective as the shifty outsider, and
Joan Lorring is nicely spunky as

the traditional prairie ingenue well

remembered from Belasco’s west-

ern sorties. Though she has gal-

lop(‘d 75 miles across the sunbaked
plains to catch-up with her man.
she is as fresh as a daisy as she

trots out on the Westport stage.

Most successful of all is Billy

Redtield. grown up to dramatic
stature as the favorite son .who
tries to make up for his misdeeds.

He plays with spirit and convic-

tion. and gives true depth to Riggs’

ino.st .satisfactory characterization.
Doul.

I

Loc*k« ^io«*k and llarrtd
1

Brookfield Centre, Aug. 6.
Nutmeg Rlayhouiie pruductiuii ul fare#

in three acts (live scenes) by Margaret
Hill and Ted Ritter. Stars Robert Allen:
features June Morgan. Hank Clark. Paul
A. Lilly. Maurice Fitrgerald and Kate

,

Byron. Staged by Leon Michel; setting.
Richard Hughes Opened at Nutmeg
Playhouse, Brooktield Centre. Conn.. Aug.
2. ‘49.

Katie Ellen Humboldt June Morgan
Marian Pearson Ann Sorg
Joshua E. Peaison (Fathei ) Robert Allen
Joshua E. Pearson (.1. E.) Hank Clark

. lo.shua E. Pearson (Gr;uidpal
Maurice Fitzgerald

Emily Pearson (Mother' .... Kate Byron
•‘Honest Ed" Hurley Paul A Lilly

Elmer Toddwinter Richard Hughes
Howard Hurley Bill Howe
.Mrs. Poltis Elizabeth Brew
Mrs. Gurney Lucille F’enton
Cousin i.nrcne Betty .Morrissey

,
Mr. Hope Richard Martin

' ‘‘Lock, Stock and Barrel” should
keep the authors in cigaret money
R)r the next few years with royal-

! ties from little theatre groups, etc.

It’s that kind of stnall town farce

—

funny but not funny enough for

j

Broadway.

(
Built as a vehicle for two mop-

pets (a boy and a girL. it deals with

I
a teen-age David Harum and a dis-

taff Boss Tweed (aged 12i who is

managing his campaign for student
mayor at their school at the sarne

time that his stuffed-shirt father is

, trying to get elected to the city

council. Through stupidity by city

officials on his father’s ticket, the
kid buys the city firehouse for

$11.37 at a tax .sale, instead of the
fruit stand next door. The rest of

the play is concerned with un-
tangling the mess so the kid’s

father and the mayor won’t lose the
election.

I
A typical rural Connecticut

straw'hat audience was amused but
not agog the night this play was
caught. The best jobs were done

j

by 12-year-old June Morgan, as the

I
juvenile political boss; Maurice
Fiftgerald as tlie grandfather, and
Kate Byron, who. as the mother,
gave the piece its only semblance
of re.straint. Vine.

SL Paul Bookings Up
St. Paul, Aug. 9.

Coming bookings for tha Audi-
torium here look bright. Last sea-

son was different. There were few
events in the fall of 1948. nothing
from November to March, 1949,
then several legits, followed by

' another hiatus until- the pop con- !

'certs opened July 12. Coming are:
;

Aug. 28, U. S. Army Ground Forces
Band; Mae West’s “Diamond Lii.”

j

Aug. 30-31; rodeo, Sept. 16-2.5

(arena), which departs here for I

Madison Square Garden; “Briga-
'

doon,” Sept. 25-26; “Oklahoma!.”
;

Oct. 28-29; Minneapolis Symph
children’s concert Nov. 3; Civic
Opera’s “The Great Waltz.” Nov.
17-19; Dec. 26-28, “Finian’s Rain-

[

bow.”

j

Pencil-dates for balance of the
'year include Ballet Theatre. “Mr. i

Roberts,” “Alda” (local), “Student 1

Prince,” “Silver Whistle.” “Merry
I

Widow” and “Blossom Time.”

'Hamlet' Audiences
Continued from page 57

served and at 6 a m. breakfast
brought in. Breakfast wa.

dre.ssing rooms in the castle were
ice-cold, and there was only one
tiny electric heater at which we

,

smorgasbord and beer Aft
all thawed out our hands between

. that we started on scotch and
scenes. I

uour*

Dressed
bOAi
“Every morning, after coffee

Walter held, his head and groaned
in a rough bass, ‘Never

”
,v’ —;’ -•»-»»-a again*

Clarencer m a tired tenor, wailedNo more functions, please.’ ” ’

Play Abroad

I ount Your
Abingdon, Va., Aug. 3.

Barter Theatre production of comedy
In three acts dive scenes) by Carl Allens-
vtiirth. Staged by Margaret Perry; set-

liiiKs. J. D. Fltz-Ilugh; lighting. J. t..

Jlndgin. At Barter theatre. Abingdon.
Va.
Annie Kudelka Joan DeWeese
Leo (irabowski Syl l.ainonl

» Finiina Diefondfirf Carolyn Gary
Bcs.'sie Diefendorl Elizabeth Wilson
Fred Diefendorf ... Herbert Nelson
Nancy Diefendorf (Sis) .. Charlotte .Nolan

Jiioniip Diefendorf I’at Hare
Kitl.v Diefendorf Nancy Watts
John Gates Mac Shaw
Elmer Price Walt WhiUover
Newton Gates Laurence Hugo
fieorge Caldwell Frederic Warriner
Hattie Edwards Edna Dooley
Jdr. Fiddler Jamie Heron
Ifomei Mell Turner
Telephone Lineman ... Ernest Borgnine
And> Bowen John Ciarner

This turns up as promising

E
laywriling, although' missing the

igtime. As potential for Broad-
way it will depend on further
character development and top-

flight casting.

No.stalgic comedy of 1912 has a

light Imaginative quality that car-

ries the play along in its spirit of

yesteryear America, when the
woman suffrage movement was in

full swing. "Blessings” is basic-

ally a character play. The thread
that ties it together is the story of

?'iod Diefendorf. a paint salesman
who buys a small Ohio farm. He
decides to settle down tlicre but
has to have all the modern con-
veniences. The play is chiefly
concenicd with the difficulties and
near-disasters he encounters in

getting running water.

.Author Carl Allensworth starts

off with a homey family scene but
his central character soon plunges
into the humorous consequences
of his mania for trying new things.
Tliere are times when the acting
seems to lack inspiration, but for
the most part the cast maintains
Its nostalgic flavor.

As staged by Margaret Perry,
the scenes move along easily,

sometimes almost wistfully. Show
Is paced neatly by Herbert Nel.son,

as the fanatic Fred. Elizabeth Wil-
son does neatly as his wife, partic-
ularly in her rebellion against the
“glory train” of progre.ss. and
cTiarlotte Nolan wins some laughs
as the bobbysoxer of 1912.

Single setting of the combina-
tion dining-sitting room of the
Diefendorf farmhouse shows J. D.

'

Fitz-Hugh’s Ingenuity In stage fur-

nishings.
,r ) •

I

,

Iloundaboui
London. Aug. 5

Bernard Delfont production of new mu-
sical in two acts. Directed b.v Austin Mel-
ford. Kook by Austin Melford and Ken
Attiwill; lyries. Frank Eyton and Ken
Attiwill; ballets. Beatrice Appleyard; mu-

. sic. Edward liman; dance luinibers by
Philip and Betty Buchel. At the .Saville.

!
London. Auk. 4. '49.

Rusty Marilyn Hightower
AnKelina Pat Kirkwood
Billy Warren Bobbv ((owes
Philip Burton Vic .Marlowe
Customs Offirer Kenneth Henry
Judy Blythe Marie Sellar
Monty Blythe lerrv Desmonde
Molly Blythe Gabrielle Brune

I

Bernard Delfont’s new mu.sical,

‘‘Roundabout.” recently tried out

on the road and completely rewrit-

ten before this presentation, has
the flimsiest of improbable plots,

and lacks tuneful numbers and
bright comedy needed to carry it

along. Mixed reception on London
preem emphasized need for drastic

revision, and possibly new song
numbers.

Story concerns a pair of divor-
cees who are accidentally brought
together to share tlie same flat
when the ex-husband's fiancee is
visiting London. This allows for
near-farce construction in which
the ex-wife hides in chests and cup-
boards before the final reconcilia-
tion.

With one exception the tunes are
average. This is “A Little Bit of
Love” which is sung by l>at Kirk-
wood. and has vivacity. Staging is

colorful and elegantly dre.ssed. but
in the main the script by Austin
Melford and Ken Attiwill does not
match the production.

Undisputed highspot of show Is
the magnificent (lancing of Marilyn
Hightow'er. an American redhead,
who performed with unusual skill
and won the biggest hand. Bohbv
Howes and Mi.ss Kirkwood, the two
stars, are handicapped by the ma-
terial. rarely being given an oppor-
tunity to display their skill. AJi/ro.

U. of Wash.’s Hefty Sked
Seattle. Aug. 9.

Not only do local legit theatres
flourish in the Pacific Northwest,
but the region also has its own
touring legit show. The U. of
Washington’s touring theatre,
which has pioneered in the road-
show line, taking legit to cities and
towns throughout the Pacific
Northwest, already has hookings
set until next February for its
third season, and more requests
than can be filled are coming in.
according to Betty Dimitt, man-
ager of the troupe.
The coming 1949-19.50 .season

will bo the third for the U’s troupe,
which will do three ,diMcv<?nt plays]

Michael Todd
Continued from paR* 57

the idea a step farther and make
a film built around the variety
shows. If the producer gets to it.

pic will be released by United
Artists. Indication of Todd’s plan
is seen in his registration with the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
last week of the label. “Two-a-
Day.” Not being a sub.scriber to
the service, the registration was
put in for him by UA.
Todd’s idea is to film the picture

in New York using some of the
names he’d have in his vaude
revival and po.ssihly shooting part
of it in the Winter Garden. F'ie-
tionalized story would be built
around vaude. Todd had .some
previous experience in tlie picture
field during a session as a producer
on the Universal lot. He got into
a battle with studio heads, how-
ever, after a long period of script
preparation, and never made his
film. “Up In Central Park,” which
was completed by others on the
lot.

The legit producer does not hold
priority, under MPAA rules, on
the “Two-A-Day” tag for a pic. In
primary position is Jack Goldberg’s
Herald Pictures, which registered
it Nov. ,5. 1947. In line after Gold-
berg are Stanley Kramer’s Screen
Plays, Inc (Dec. 2, 1948) and
Walter Batchellor’s Manhattan
Productions (July 15, 1949). Todd

as for Football
“Audiences were dressed as if

for a late-season football game in

Minnesota—with overcoats, hats,

mqfflers, mittens and blankets.
There was even a blanket conces-
sion on the premises.

i

“The wind off the sea was so
strong that anyone wearing a cape,
heavy robe or dress, practically
had to be anchored down. Hair
hod lo be lacquered and covered smaller agencies have been knockedw ith a nel. and wigs securely spirit- oft. Ifs expecled that most ?fgummed. Banners used as masking

all. of the larger oiilllts
‘

Murtagh
Continued from paice 57

DullzeD Asked To

Explain Plan For

Equity Dues Hike
Proposed Increase in Actors Eq-

uity dues from the present $18 to

j$24 per year is being considered
by the union’s council, Paul Dull-
zell, the union’s treasurer, wlio
recommended the boost, has been
asked by the council to give expli-
cit reasons for such a move. He
previously suggested It in his an-
nual report to the membership, on
the ground that increased union
expenses necessitate It.

' It’s expected that among the rea-

i

sons Dullzell will cite are the
fact that Equity will undertake
sizable expenditures as its share
in organizing television, that the
various new services the union pro-
vides for Its members have in-

volved extra co.sts. and that Ihe
treasury should not be depicted
in case of a strike or inter-union
strife.

Although the council Is aware
of the added drain on the union’s
income, it’s felt that with wide-
spread unemployment and shrink-
ing actor salaries, a dues increase
now would be untimely. If a boo.st
is absolutelv essential, council
members will accept it. but they
prefer to try to get along on the
present rate, possibly even opera-
ing at a small deficit and. for tlie

time being, using some of the
union’s huge rash surplus.

Since the collapse of the pro-
posed merger with other performer
unions, nothing further has been
heard of the suggestion that Equity
should adopt a graduated dues
.structure based on individual earn-
ings. That system, similar to the
setup in the American Federation
of Radio Artists and Screen Actors
Guild, would substantially raise the
dues of high-income players.

pieces were nailed on frames to
keep them from flapping and rip-

ping—and then the standards hold-
ing the banners had to be rein-
forced so they wouldn’t snap.
“We couldn’t rehearse onstage

during the day, because tourists
swarmed the castle then. Every
night of rehearsal was rained out.
Our only complete run-through on-
stage was the night before the
opening. But the weather was
beautiful (except for the cold) for
all but one performance. That
night it started pouring during in-

termission. The audience stayed

I

in place and the last act started

j

with Walter gulping the Claudius
!

I soliloquy. ‘Is there not rain enough
in the sweet heavens, etc.’ I

I “Although the management an-!
nounced that the performance was
cancelled, the audience refused to
leave and demanded we continue,

j

So. rather than ruin our costumes,
we resumed in various versions of

;
.street clothes. But no changing for
Clarence. He kept on his Polonius
suit to protect his Equity president
costume.

A Union Delegate
i “During rehearsals a strange
1 man appeared on the scene. He fol-

lowed me about, nodding, smiling,
bowing, tipping his hat and placing
a chair for me whenever he
thought 1 might want to sit. I

,

nodded and smiled back and tried
'

to thank him in pidgin-English. but ‘

I it was all pretty mysterious. Later,
1 learned he was the president and I

busine.ss agent of the Danish Ex-
tras Union, Elsinore local. I wished
some people on Broadw'ay might

i

have seen him.
“The ca.stle guards fascinated

us. The captain was our favorite. '

His name was ‘O’—just ‘O.’ He
would regale us with imitations of
all the Hamlets in the *Kronborg
festivals for the la.st 13 years. Be-

' siejes being an acting performance,
it was quite a linguistic feat. ‘O’
sw'ears he saw the ghost of Ham-
lot’s father stalking the courtyard
in 1945, and he believes the
spectre helped In the Allied victory
that freed Denmark from the Nazi.s.
“When we cros.sed the triple

rtioat to enter the castle for re-
hear.sals, we sometimes had to take
.stones and pound on the huge gate-
doors leading to the courtyard to
attract attention. There is anoth-
er. smaller door, but ‘O’ Invariably
started the machinery and the
great gates crunched and ground
open. He would top all this by
bellowing. ‘Your Majesty! Your
Royal llighne.ss!’

A Relie Key '
'

O gave us what he said was
a kc\v to the ca.stle—a large heavy
rusty chunk of iron. We thought
little of it, but several days later,
when a taxi took me around to the
seaward wall, where no guard was
po.sted lo admit me, I took the key
from my topcoat pocket and was
amazed when the old lock clanked
anti the gates squeaked open.
“Most of the company, including ,

C larencc. followed local cu.stom
by riding bicycles. Clarence ap-

1

piV'cntly got a wild bronco model,
for it continually threw him. Ev-
erytime a taxi horn tooted, Clar-
ence took a header. We expected
him to be all done up in splints
before we left Denmark. But pres-
ently ho ma.stered the ‘bea.st’ and
reduced his number of tumbles to
an average of two on his daily
Marieiilyst hotel-Kronborg castle
run.

“Never were actors so ‘well be-
stowed.’ Our quarters at the hotel
had balconies overlooking the
.sound facing Sweden—over which '

the sun rose at 2 a.m. We were
royally entertained. There were
parlies, drinking and speech mak-
ing. morning, noon and very late
into the night.
One party started at midnight

not

„ "ill be
i

among the 30 survivors.
According to Ihe commissioner

30 is about the proper number of
.brokers to handle tickets for the
!

Broadway theatre. He figures that
there isn’t enough busine.ss for
more than 30 or so to operate pro*
fitably by legitimate methods. But

i

with only 30 in business there
should be enough trade to go
around on the basis of the 75c
fee per ticket.

1 Murtagh opposes the suggestion
that the 7.5c. legal limit should be
lifted. On the basis of his study
of agency books thus far, he is
convinced that there is ample mar-
gin of profit at $1.50 service charge
for a pair of tickets, provided there
is enough volume of business.
The commi.ssioner regards any-

thing higher than $6.90 for a mus-
ical or $5.70 for a straight play
(Including lax) as against the pub-
lic interest. “The theatre is not,
or shouldn’t be. a luxury.” he says,
“but is an invaluable factor in the
cultural life of New' York. A ma-
jority of the people, not just a few,
should be able to share in it.

“Boxoffice prices are already too
high for many people to pay. Any
increase would keep stili more
away from tlie theatre. Ticket
brokers undoubtedly perform a ser-
vice to the theatre and the public.
But $1.50 per transaction should
be adequate compensation.”
Murtagh expects the scalping

probe to continue several more
months, at least. At its conclu-
sion he is understood to be plan-
ning a eomprchcMLsive report to
Mayor William O’Dwycr, not only
summarizing his findings but also
recommending drastic reforms in
the ticket distribution setup in
New York. Some of his proposals
may involve new’ legislation and or
wider application of existing
.statutc.s.

can lay claim to the title however u-ith a f*'**"^!
^j?**^®** midnight

if he goes ahead with fllmine whilp ?
formal dinner—everyone In

the mhers Rive no ovidenco
fj'll with medal, and ribbons,

actual production \jork.,

Kansas City May See

Legit Shows Playing

Against Each Other

Kansas City. Aug. 9.

Prospect of major legits playing
against each other here next sea-

son became a likelihood when the
Playgoers League, legit siib.scrip-

tion organization, announced its

bookings will play the Music Hall.

Legits of past few seasons from all

spon.sors have jilayed the Music
Hall under banner of A A N Pres-

entations. partnership of John An-
lonello and .limmy Nixon.

Holder of the United Booking
Office francliise. Nixon has

switched to Fox Midwest and will

manage the Orpheum theatre,

which came to tlie circuit in a

property switch wiiicli gave RKO
the former Maiiistreet theatre, now
the RKO MUi.souri. Antoiicllo will

continue to operate the office for-

merly known as A & N, and set

shows for the Music Hall.

In a letter which Playgoers

League sent out last week for in-

itial suh.sciiplions. it was an-

nounced the League (with more

than 3,000 members) woiwd co-

operate with Anioncllo. Opener is

to be “Finian’s Rainbow” early in

Septembc*r. League also an-

nounced the lineup likely will plaV

“Mr. Roberts.” “Goodbye, My
Fancy,” “Oklahoma!.” “High But-

ton Shoes.” and “A Streetcar

Named Dc'sire” “Skating Vani-

ties,” Veloz and Yolanda dance r^

vue, Sigmund Romberg concert,

' Ballet Theatre, Krem Kurtz witn

Houston Philharmonic OiTh,

Boston Grand Opera arc

listed.

Fox Midwest and Nixon -

lively have set mid-Septemher i

and
also

tenta*

There
j beer.

was much akvivit, wine and
ft 3 a.m.^ ..a^iothei: , snack

seats

1,900 against the Music Hall s

Orpheum is expected to run sRO

a full week, while MH runs

generally, ^ . shorter.

opening the Orpheum.
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B way Up a Bit But Still Light;

liberty $40,500, Bolger $35,800,

tar’ $20,600, Tancy’-Hussey $10,000
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Tpflit business on Broadway^*

HiSues to follow the seasonal pat-

AuVndance last week was a

letter than the preceding

'-- hut the traditional summer
expected to last a week or

nnJS If the trend of recent

leawns is repeated, there should

SI .moderate upturn in mid-Au-

with a major boom beginning

?ipdiatelv after Labor Day and

Sinufng until Thanksgiving.

%Spts the first two nights of

iKtJweek were below those for the

iirrespording performances of the

Previous week, but spurted at the

Wednesday matinee and continued

hPtter the rest of the week. In

most instance.s. the week’s gro.ss

was slightly up.

Eftimates for Last Week

Keys: C ( Comedy D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drojna >, R tRetnie),

M (Musical), O (Operetta).

Other parenthetic figures refer

to seating capacity and top price,

iiiciiidino 20% amusement ta.r.

However, estimates are net; i.e.,

f.Tflusiue of tax.

“Born Yesterday.” Miller )183d

wk) <C-940; $2.40). Run leader

rose a bit to $5,500.

"Cabalgata.” Broadway t.5th wk>

(R-1900: $3.60). Another profitable

week for the Spanish song-and-

dance show; $18,600.

“Death of a Salesman.” Moros<-o

(26th wk) (D-919: $4.80). Gets all

the house will hold at all perform-

ances; $24,100 again. !

“Detective Story,” Hudson (20th

wk) (D-1,057; $4.80). Rose slightly

-

to top $18,000.

“Goodby. My Fancy,” Fulton
(37th wk) (CD-366; $4.80). ALso got

a welcome boost; nearly $10,000.

“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Center
(11th wk) (R-2.964; $2.88). The fine

weekend weather apparently stim-

ulated tourist trade; $35,500.

“Kiss Me. Kate," Century i32d

wk) (M-1.654; $6). Same as usual;
the absolute limit; $47,200.

“Lend an Ear,” Broadhurst (341 h
wk) (R-l,160; $6). Also got a nice
break from the general upturn;
120.600.

“Miss Liberty,” Imperial (4th
w/k) (M-1.400; $6.60). Eased again
to about $40,500.

“Mister Roberts.” Alvin (77th
wk) (CD-1.357; $4.80). Climbed a
triflie to $30,500.
“Sonth Pacific,” Majestic (18th

wk) )M-1.659; $6). Always the
same; the absolute limit at $50,600
“Streetcar Named Desire,” Bar-

rymore (88th wk) (D-920; $4 80) !

Edged up a couple of notches to
$15,000.

,

“Where’s Charley?” St. James
'43d wk) (M-1,509; $6). Ray Bolger

joined the general rise;
W5»w0.

‘BRIG’ HNE 28G, FRISCO;

‘STREETCAR’ FAST 27G
San Francisco. Aug. 9 .

“Brigadoon" shuttered Sat. )6)

following its fifth week at the 1.-

775-seat Curran, where it has been

plaving to a $4.20 top. Final

stanza slipped a bit, but showed a

still fine $28,000.

“Kiss Me Kate.” with Anne
Jeffreys and Keith Andes, opened
Monday (8) at the Curran and
before the curtain went up showed
an advance of $135,000 for its

scheduled six weeks.

“Streetcar Named Desire.” with
Judith Evelyn and Anthony Quinn,
hit a boff $27,000 for its second
week at the 1.,500-seat Geary,
where it's scaled to a $4 20 top.

Gross should increa.se with the end
of subscriptions. Booking, origin-
ally for six 'weeks, w ill probably be
extended to seven or eight.

Current Road Shows
(Auf. 8-20)

“Blackouii of 1949 ’— El Capitan,
L. A. (8-20).

“Brifadoon"—And.. Sacramento
• 8-9); Mayfair. Portland (11-13).
Temple. Tacoma )io-ib'; Met..
Seattle (17-‘20).

“High Button Shoes"—Upton.
Salt Lake City > 11-13); Philhar-
monic. L. A. ) 1.5-20).

"John Loves Mary"—Bill more.
L. A. (8-13).

"Kiss Me. Kate"—Curran, Frisco
( 8 -20 ).

"Mr. Roberts" — Erlanger, Chi
( 8-20 ).

"Streetcar Named Desire" —
Geary, Frisco i8-20'.

Total Legit Grosses

boxoffice esiimales. /or la.vi ti'cck • the lOf/i

and the corresponding trcc)< of In.vt season:

BROADWAY
Number of shows cm lent ...

Total weeks played so tar by all shows . . .

Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season's gro.ss .so far by all shows . .

Number of new productions so far .....

ROAD
(Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring sfuiws reported
Total weeks played .so far by all shows .

Total road gr«).s.s reported last week . . .

Season's total road gro.ss so far

s, based on Vasiety’s
. u'eek of the season )

This l..ast

Season Season

13 14

L56 20H
$351,900 $336,000

$3,925,700 $4,346,400
2 2

7 1.3

101 13H
$161,400 $3 12,.500

$2,688,900 $3,201,600

‘Kate’

‘Roberts’ Solos

To $22,260, Chi
Chicago. Aug. 9.

Legit spotlight remains on "Mr.
Roberts” as solo fare here, and
grosses have jumped accordingly.
Play vacates Erlanger Sept. 17,
making way for "Death of a Sales-
man’’ on tile 19(h. There’s talk of
the Coast production. “Sugar Hill,”
debuting Sept. 5 at Great Northern.
"Anna Lucasta” mav also show'
here. “Ki.ss Me, Kate ” nestles into
the Shubert Sept. 22.

Straw hatters have been getting
hefty play, with Chevy Chase Sum-
mer theatre presenting Mady
Christians in “The Vinegar Tree”
through ,5ug. 14.

Estimate for I.ast Week
“Mr. Roberts.” Erlanger )48th

week) ) 1.334; $4 33). Into last six

weeks with upped grosses. Healthy
$22 ,200 .

‘Annie’ Ditto In

Whanuno LA.
Los .5ngeles. Aug. 9.

“Kiss Me. Kate.” in its fourth
and closing week at the Philhar-
monic auditorium, wound up
stronger’ than w hen it started w ith
a smashing $56,000 take, giving the
four-frame engagement a total of
$218..500.

Hea\'y biz was al.so registered by
Gertrude Niesen’s last week in
"Annie Get Your Gun" at the
Greek theatre. Show did $56,000,
setting a new record for the amphi-
theatre. “Sugar Hill” kept on at
capacity, as did “Blackouts of
1949.” “Accent On Youth” took
another mild dip in its final week.

Estimates for Last Week
“Accent On Youth," El Patio

(41 h wk) (790; $2.40 ». Poor $4,200.
"Annie Get Your Gun," Greek

(3d wk* <4.400; $3.60). New record
for the house of $56,000.

"Blackouts of 1949,” El Capitan
(372nd wk) (1.142; $2 40). Just
short of capacity. $17,000.

"Kiss Me. Kate,". Philharmonic
Aud. (4th wk) (2,670; $4.80). Smash
$56,000 for its final stanza.

"Sugar HIM." I,as Palmas (4th
wk) (388; $3.60». Close to sellout.
$7,000,

Boston Opera Co.

Huddles With AGMA
„
BMton Grand Opera Co., on the

unfair” li.st of the American Guild
.

Musical Artists, is negotiating
^)tn the union In an effort to re-
Win okay status. Meanwhile, the

signed a contract with
no American Federation of Miisi-

** readying its fall tour,
‘•rtlng Sept. 27 and slated to in-
clude 120 performances.
The repertory will include ‘”Car-

•nti"'..*,
Traviata," “Rigoletto

”

•nd “Faust,”

Strawhat Jottings

reJJl* Turtle” will

tryout of Vittorio

or&‘n S^’arlet Letter.”
week

theitii?’ summer
.

Springs. N. Y

oiie-ict
f®^*^*tful of Love." new
°*nce opera by Julian

PrSnTS V*le. will

»choS Q Nyack (N. Y.) high-

'14) **'*1 Sunday
bill with Kurt

Froak n w?"'" the Valley.
”

bsrrv mi*u’ Tompkins,

Bowman,
the ^be corps de ballet

t^flo Russe de Monte

"^<5kVtfuV* ‘he cast of

offeri«« ‘"boreography for the

J’®"® by Ruthanna
role ''ni!

* have the lead-

*pP®»r in
Buggies will

u* ‘1»« ^ ‘be Truth"
'^•’idge Ma*« ' theatre. Carn-

Wass.. the week of Aug. 14

‘Oz’ Healthy $49,000 To

End Pitt Opera Season
Pittsburgh. Aug. 9.

^

‘•Wizard of Oz ’’ ended summer
opera season at Pitt Stadium last

,

week with healthy $49,000, second

best gro.s.s of the series, being
|

lopped only by “Naughty Marietta.”

which got about $3,000 more.

“Rose Marie" would have been
No. 1 in the standings but it got

rained out closing night. i

Take for the nine productions
was $330,000 for 50 performances,
four having been rained out. That
wa.s slightly better than a year ago
in 51. six having been washed off

(he boards then. Extra shows in

1949 were accounted for via added
half week’s run for the opener.
“Show Boat”

Kathy Barr. Tim Herbert. John-
ny Downs. George Lipton, A. J.

Herbert. Lulu Bates and Bettina

Rosay headed the cast of “Oz.”
Miss Rosay having been added at

last minute as premier ballerina
;

when Patricia Bowman Injured her
knee dm ing rehearsals and couldn’t i

go on. William W’ymetal, head of

al fresco \cnture for third straight
'

sea'^on. left immediately for New
York to sail on Friday (12) with hist

familv for Sweden, where he will

dire(i Stockholm’s 1949 opera sea-

son returning to this country in

•lanuarv.
,

‘VAGABOND KING’ NEAT

$54,000 IN ST. L WEEK
St. Louis, Aug. 9.

Twice escaping washouts by rain
and wind storms by narrow mar-
gins. Rudolph Friml's musical.
“The Vagabond King.” wound up
a one week stand Sunday <7) in the
Municipal Theatre Assn.’s al fresco
playhouse in Forest Park with a
neat estimated $54,000.

Walter Cassell and Marion Bell,

a native, scored solidly in the top
warbling roles. Others who clicked
are William Lynn. Edwin Steffe,
Marthe Errolle. Mellon Moore and
Jean Jandziik.

“Roberta,” one of the best coin
grabbers of the Muny Opera reper-
tory in its four previous outdoor
presentations, teed off a seven-
night run last night (Monday) be-
fore a mob .of 11.000 for a new
season’s opening-night high for a

gross of approximately $4. .500.

Marion Bell is repeating opposite
George Britton, who is making his
sole pa. here this sea.son. Stand-
outs in support are Jack Goode.
Sybil flowan. Helen Raymond. Ray
Malone. Davis Cunningham, Edwin
Steffe and Leroy Busch.

London Bits

Tiifls Tours Subway
Circuit in ‘Petticoat’

.Sonnv Tufts has been set for a

tour of the New York subway
circuit as star of Mark Reed’s

comedy. "Petticoat Fever." which

opened in P,’incelon last week.

Play will hit the Flatbush theatre.

Brooklvn. week of Aug. 16 and

will follow into the Windsor.

B((»nx. and Brighton theatre.

Brooklyn, for t w o additional

weeks
Tufts i.s ctirrently mulling the

idea of <onlinuing on the road

with the pla\ after its summer
circuit rlo*.e in Lakewm»d Sept, 9

Jack Buchanan to play lead in

“Castle in the .5ir.’’ written by
Alan Melville revue author, whose
first straight play attempt. “Jona-
than.” failed after 10 days last

year, Melville has also authored
another play. "Top Secret” which
is .soon going into rehearsal with
Hugh Wakefield as star Donald
Wolfit called off his tall season of

classical drama al luc nane house,

Bedford. Camden Town, 'fter hav-

ing lost $8,000 on his Shakespeare
and Shaw seaspns For the first

time in his laieer John Gielgud
has agreed to aci at the Shake-
speare Memorial theatre. Stratford-

on-.5von. and next year will be

seen in “.Iiilius Cae.sar
.’’ “Measure

for Measure.’’ and “Much ,5do

about Nothing” His recent pro-

duction of the last named play at

Stratford marked hi.s first associa-

tion wilh the theatre l.aurence

Olivier is presenting “'I'he Fading

Mansion ” al the Duchess on Aug.

31. II will be his thiid managerial

venture, the others being "Born

Yesterday” and "Daphne Laure-

ola. which has nf(W pas.sed its

1501 h pel loi rnance.

Talent agent Maynard Morris,

rubberneckfng in Paris last week,

bumped into aetor-direetor Sam
Wanamaker at the top of the Eif-

fel tower. . Basil Kathbone, cur-

rently strawhat-touring in “The

Heiress,” being sought by the Pla.\-

wrights’ Co. to star in Elmer Rice’s

J

“Not for Children” Warren
O'Hara appointed chairman of the

membership committee of the

!
As.sn. of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers Leo Rose, on leave

as company manager of "Where’s
Charley?” has been moved from
Polyclinic hospital, N. Y.. to the

Convalescent home. N. Y Joe
Phillips is pic.ssagenting “Anna
Lucasta.”

Eleanor Pinkham is manager and
Hal Weiner p.a, of the l.,os An-
geles Civic Light Opera, with
William Zwissig and Tony Buttitta

in similar capacities with the San
Francisco end of the operation
Russell Ford, director last season
at the Henry Street playhouse.
N. Y., and his act res.s-wife, Malka
Farber. sailed last week for Paris
to study French film pruduetion

I

methods Louis M. Simon, execu-

;

tive-secretary of Equity, returned
east over the weekend with other
representatives of the ea.stein tal-

I

ent unions, after television juris-

diction confabs on with Coast with
Screen Actors Guild and Screen
Extras Guild heads.

Max Siegel, company manager
of “Stre»tcar Named Desire.” va-
cationing this week al Hamilton.
Me., goes next week to Martha’s
Vineyard , . . Joe Magee, on leave
of absence from the William Mor-
ris legit department, is at Salzburg,
having spent several weeks in

^ Venice . . . Tom Kilpatrick, press-
agent for Brock Pemberton, is at

Provincetown . . . Actress Treseott

I

Ripley due back east next week
after playing leads in “The

' Heiress” and “The Importance of
Being Earnest” at the Tustin (Cal.)

j

strawhat . . . "Lost in the Stars” is

the new title of the Maxwell An-

I

derson-Kurt Weill adaptation of
' Alan Paton’a "Cry, the Beloved
Country” . . . and George Abbott’s
production of the Walter Kerr-Jay
Gorney revue, formerly titled

i “Thank You. Just Looking,” will

be called ’‘Touch and Go.”

I

Arthur Schwarts returns this
' W'eek from Hollyw'ood. where he
sought writers for his Chevrolet
television series and the hook of a

legit mu.sicai comedy . . . Cy Feuer
leaves for the Coast tomorrow
(T. r.) for a week of powwows wilh
co->^roducer Ernest H. ^4artin. com-
poser Frank l,oesser and .scenarist

Jo Swerling on the hook for their
"Guys and Dolls” musical . . .

Pressagent Howard Newman back
in town after completing the sea-
son with the Pittsburgh Civic Light
Opera.

Charles Gaynor, composer-au-
thor of “Lend an Ear.” pi epai ing a

musical version of "Dulcy,” the
George S, Kaufman-Mare Connelly
comedy . . . "Double Bill" will be
the title of Maurice Evans' produc-
tion of the Terence Rattigan plays.
“The Browning Version” and “Har-
lequinade” . . . Daniel Melnirk and
Bernard Carson will present the
Burnett Hershey - l.yon Mearson
adaptation of Franz Werfel’s
“Class Reunion” on Broadway this
season . . . Carol Channing, one of
the principals in “Lend an Ear.” is

,

set for the lead in the musical
version of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes.”

Up to $8,000 Wkly. Spent

By Broadway Theatres

For Ice Cooling Systems
Bill for ice for the cooling

systems of Broadway legit t he-

al ics currently runs about $6,000-

.$8,000 per week. Although tha

chemical cooling system is much
more efficient and economical than
the antic^iated ice setup, and pays
loi- it.self in a few years, only eight

of the 33 available legit houses are

equipped with it.

During the hot spell, the iee bill

at the larger musical houses runs
$1,000 or more apiece. At the

smaller, straight-play theatres the

outlay i.s about $500 or so. In con-

tia.st. the cost of operation of the
Freon equipment, the modern
chemical system, amounts to a max-
imum of $100 a week. Moreover,
the chemical system is much more
efiective and satisfactory.

Virtually the only drawback to

the chemical system Is the initial

investment it involves. That in

the ('oronet theatre, the latest and
mo.st efficient type, is understood
to have cost $69,000. The one In

the Hud.son, in.stalled several years

aeo during peak prices, c'ame to

about $45,000. The equipment in

the Mark Hellinger, to which a

backstage unit has just been added,
i.s regarded as the best in town.
Other houses having the Freon
sy.stem are Martin Beck, Henry
Miller. Music Box and Center.
Ziegfeld has the Carrier, also a

chemical system.

Ice cooling equipment Is In the
.Mvln, Biltmore, Booth, Broadhur.st,

Broadway. Century, Cort, Empire.
Ethel Barrymore, 48th Street, 46th
Street. Fulton. Golden, Imperial,
Lyceum, Majestic. Mansfield,
Morosco, National, Plymouth, Roy-
ale, St. James, Shubert and Win-
ter Garden. The system in

the Fulton, installed during the
Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse
ownership of the house, is one of

the best examples of the ice

method.

On the basis of an average num-
ber of hit shows in the theatre, a
Freon system can be figured to

earn back its initial cost in about
10 years, because of it.s lower
operating expense. After that, it

effects a positive saving. Mean-
while, it provides much more satis-

factory cooling, simplicity and con-
venience for the management, and
comfort and health for audiences.

For example, the chemical sys-

tem can be regulated to provide
steadily any desired temperature.
In ca.se of a 'sudden jump in the
outside heat, which might catch
the old-fashioned system short of
i<e. the temperature control la

aiilomalically adjusted to compen-
sate. .Mso, ice cooling creates a
humid atmosphere in the theatre,
which some people with respira-
tory complications find objection^
able and which becomes uncom-
fortably warm near the end of t|i«

performance, when the house 1^
gins to grow warm.

' The customary deal for coolinf,
the theatre and show share the eost
according to the same terms as the
rental. For example, at "Death of
a Salesman,” the house pays 80%
and the producers 70% of the ice

,

bill. They share the weekly gross
on the same percentages. An exr
ception is the “Mister Roberta^*
deal at the Alvin, where the the-
atre pays for the entire amount.

5 for Vancouver
Vancouver, Aug. 9.

A series of five roadshows has
been announced for this city by
Hilker Attractions. Included are
“Brigadoon.”’ Streetcar Named
Desire.’’ “High Button Shoes,"
“Oklahoma!" and “Finian s Rain-
bow.” Only “Oklahoma!" has
played here before.

Longhair Shorts
Nora Kaye, lead dancer of Ballet

Theatre, invited to appear as guest
ballerina with Ballets de Paris |n
the French capital.. Knrt Joom,
founder of the Jooas Ballet. wUl
rebuild his old school in Easep,
Germany . . Nathalie Krassevska 9n
leave of absence this fall from Bal-
let Russe de Monte Carlo.
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More Memorabilia

.By Ralph T. Kettering.

Wednesday, Angoat 10, 1949 '

|

DO YOU REMEMBER WHEN—?
George White’s “Scandals of

1922” had Paul Whiteman’s orch,

W. C. Fields, George White, Les-

ter Allen, Pearl Regay aiwHllchaid

Bold.

Ai Woods did a play (1923),

•‘Light Wines and Beer,” with Joe

Cawthorne, George Bickel, Ma

“The Merchant of Venice” (1929)

with Frieda Inescourt as Portia.

“Rosalie” had McGulre-Bolton
book, Wodehouse lyrics and Gersh-
win music, and Marilyn Miller,

Jack Donohue, Bobbe Amst, Frank
Morgan and Margaret Dale In the

cast (1929).

Jack Kirkland was John H. Klrk-

Scramble for St. Loo

Post of Kiel and Mgr.
St. Louis, Aug. 0.

A wild scramble is in progress

for the post as manager of the

Henry W. Kiel (municipal) audi-

torium. following the resignation

last week of John J. Rakliff, after

serving for 10 days. Job pays a

wisa would have f®"*
talnment. and
sunny weather, which is best the

town has experienced in

However, show folk are ®®^

duly perturbed, as they are antlcl-

Cincy Studies L’ville

On AI Fresco Theatre
Louisville, Aug. 9.

na fnfuIrSl bad weather con-
|

Three Cincinnati ,Sark board of.

dmons for month of August, al- ficials visited Louisville last week

ready predicted by some of the to gander Iroquois amphitheatre

prophets. And they still
,

I and to study feasibility of starting
serviiiB lu. - .their p**

U a similar summer operetta project
starting salary of a6,37Z per -po,,motion by the local Council ,

k ujcu
r*in/»innAfL viciHn»

num. When the Democratic party
| l/‘’Bjackpoors famed illuminations,

j

for Cincinnati. After visiting the

captured the city election last
j jg being resumed after 10

, local al fresco site. Max J. Palm,

spring the managership of the;.^ from Sept. 16 i®
; jr., Cincinnati board president*

auditorium was one of the prize
, 24.

{

George F. Zachritz, secretary, an(i

plums dished out by the mayor,
j

jyjost of the hotels are already
l. Camp, engineer and assistant

The position is not subject to
! fully booked for these live weeks,

j

superintendent, returned to

Golternian. one of Mayor Joseph

Darst’s administrative assistants,

has been made acting manager un-

til the job is filled.

Disk Releases
i Continued from pase 43 ;

thllde Cottrellv and Marcia Byron, i the local civil service setup, and
' ^hich should more than compen

^
f K V ^ iQor* hAd Rav ;

i
several weelw ago Harry Bouer,

! g^te them for any slack patch.
Hitchy Koo of 1923 had Kay Chicago, with Grace Kem as

, % fur six years, '

mond Hitchcock Marion Green. Frankie and Louis Heydt as John-
| banded in his resignation. Then

Irene Delroy, and Busby Berkeley, ^jp ^,ilh an unknown actor
; Rai^iiff was appointed. He said he

“SpriiV! Cleaning” was opening named Preston Sturges in the cast.
1 leaving city service to enter

attraction at Woods’ new' Adelphi,
1 j^^p a terrific star in

J
the contracting biz. Edward N.

Chicago, played by Violet Heming.
, “Rgiu or Shine” (1929) with Tom

Arthur Byron and Estelle Winwood Howard. Dave Chasen, Wini Shaw,
(1923). and Charlie Straight’s band.

“Music Box Revue” (2d Edition). |,.p^p punne first came to Chi-
had Charlotte Greenwood. Bobby

, (1929* as Magnolia in “Show
Clark. Paul M(.'Cullough, Win. Gax-

1 wilh Edna Mae Oliver,
ton, Helen Rich and Ruth Pase (-harlie Winninger, Sammy White,

Eva Fuck but with Margaret Carl-

I

isle as Julie.

Shakespeare opened the Civic

theatre. Chicago, Nov. 11, 1929,

1
with Fritz Leiber as “Hamlet” sup-

ported by Helen Freeman, Louis
Leon Hall, Tyrone Power (the first)

and Hart Jenks.

Lew Leslie^ w'as a great producer
(19301 with “Blackbirds” with Bill

Robinson, Adelaide Hall, Aida
Ward. Snake Hips Tucker and Mid-
gie Miller.

Earl Carroll's “Vanities” (7th

Edition. 1930i had W. C. Fields, one of the high spots. Shaver and

(1923).

“Topsy & Eva,” with the Duncan :

Sisters, ran 47 weeks at the Sel-

wyn, Chicago, and Basil Ruysdael
played Uncle Tom (1924>.

Taylor Holmes became a popular

star in “The Nervous Wreck,” with

June Walker and Jim Marlowe in

the cast (1924).

Robert B. Mantell played Shakes-
pearian rep, supportetl by Gene-
vieve Hamper, Edward Lewers and
Anthony Kemble-Cooper (1923),

Walker Whiteside was nearing
the end of his Chinese roles in

“Mr. Wu.” supported by Sydney
Shields, Harol(i Vosburgh and Eu-
nice Hunt (1924).

“Sancho Panza,’’ with Otis Skin-

Blackpool
Continued from page 52

Cincinnati with blueprints of the
Louisville amphitheatre.

Palm estimated a seating capacl-

ty of 2,500 would be about right

for Cincinnati. However. George
E. Gans, president of the Louis-

ville Park Theatrical Assn., noted

that Louisville had a capacity of

music and record biz. Kapp 3 402 and has only half the draw-

points out that in his opinion the population that Cincinnati has.

publishers, who by insisting on a He suggested a minimum capacity

release date as a means of securing
j

of 5,000 for Cincinnati,

maximum concentration of disk
j

proposed amphitheatre for Tin-

jockey exploitation by a maximum
pj„nati would supplement and not

number of disks issued at the same
j.^.pig^.p fbe summer grand operas

time, are laying down a pattern 2oo, according to Palm.
that hurts a song’s chances. So

,

many difterenl disks of tlie s.ameWright, associated with Blackpool

I

since his song-plugging days, has
gong^ are dumped on the market

' been here for 2.5 years, and is con- ^be same time that buyers are

sidered one of the town’s charac-
j

become confused if any
iters. His current show, at the

, j,f hkmii is not outstand-

i Pavilion. North Pier, titled

UA’s Shape
Continued from page 5

On
With the Show,” is one of the best

he has staged. It’s headed by local

favBj Albert Modley. but the hit of

the bill are Buster Shaver, Olive,

George and Richard, with Betty

ing.

Kapp feels that today’s di.sk in-
hits a year. Last year it was “Red

River" that gave it whopping

Ruth Draper (sketches) played Wright for his next

two weeks (Dec.. 1929), followed by ; Spot is doing around $16,000 per.

dustry is such that no record man
! jj,,)sses. Currently. Stanley Kram-

can plan too far ahead. Anticipated “Home of the Brave” is turn-

hits too often collapse. A disker has in surprisingly strong figures

-
. I

got to be free to do a new tune a jiiat will give UA $600,000 or
JumeE comedy^ fm

,.(.(.p|ving it from a better as its share of the income,
market as While foreign currency restric-

he tions are hurting all Yank distribs,

, chow '
lUllc ij»iuov4«i UA is believed to be the only on#

yeai s s 10 •
i ^bat having new- songs .submitted that’s actually losing money on Us

Ben Blue. Grace Wells, Dorothy ! his troupe. American .standard act,
1 ^

=
’1^1 „ nossible if he feels tli

Brillon and .loey Ray. i are already being dickered for by
!S ha “inuaua merit n'ra^^

nlavpd urnioht fr.,- hi« npvt veal ’s show. I

ner as the star, was the closing at- .Cornelia Otis Skinner (sketches)
|

w'hich is top intake of all tlie three

traction at the Powers theatre,

Chicago (May 4, 1924).

“No No Nanette” broke the Dun- ^

can Sisters’ record by playing the
Harris, Chicago, 49 weeks, with
Louise Groody, (IJharles Winninger.
Bunny Granville and Edna Whist-
ler in the cast (1925).

Mary Newcome played “Easy
Street,” a Kettering opus, fur 17

weeks (1924), with Nan Su^ider-
land (Mrs. Walter Huston), Ralph
Kellard, Harry Minturn and
Dwight Meade in the cast at

Wood# theatre.

“Greenwich Village Follies” had
Gallagher & Shean, Carl Randall
and Marie Clifton In ca.st (1924).

at the same Selwyn, Chicago (Jan., i piers here.

1930).
!

Strong Pier Shows
Frit/.i SchefT sang “Mile. Mo-

diste” in 1939 in the same good
voice she sang in 1905, and Chi-
cago “kissed her again.’’

William Gillette played his final

performances in “Sherlock Hol-
mes” (1930).

Joe Howard tried to bring back
his “Time. Place and Girl” (1930)

with Fred Santley, Toby Wilson,
.\nita Case, but failed.

Eugenie Leontovich and Gregory
Raloft acted together in “Candle

' Light” (1930) with Reginald Owen,
I

Alan Mobray and Mildrea Quigley
in the cast.

“The Last Mile” made a star of

The South Pier has two shows.

One is headed by Dave Morris, lop

Lancashire comic, who has played

everything here. But his present

solo venture is proving now'hcre

as succe.ssful as his previous ef-

forts. Weekly Intake barely ex-

ceeds $4,000. which is about an
even break. Other show is being
operated by Peter Webster, who
has been running shows here for

months in advance of release dales international operation. That's be-

often helps by giving the recorder pause of its character as solely a

plenty of time to assign them to disirib of other people’s pictures,

artists felt to be fitted for various since it doesn’t own the films it

types of tunes, but Kapp feels that ' leleases. it is not in a position to

the advantage to be gained lherel)y (j„ ti,e maneuvering that enable#

Is lost because all other rival com- other companies to get out much
panies have had the same time to

j

„f tlieir frozen funds. Indie pro-

prepare. ' ducers who distrib through U.\ are

‘Publishers Abuse Release Date* 1 alile to recoup considerable of this

Most of the rpoordlns n.eo are I
‘oi"

.

'»> themselves 'mt UVi

convinced tliai the release dale. 1 h*'***'^ only mino a

which was unknown before the war
in so far as pop songs are con-

four seasons. Gets overflow from
, cemed, is abused by the publishers

Pressure Off Owners
The improved situation domesti-

cally and the respectable backlog

that has been built up has stabi-

lized the outlook for the t ompanythe Morris show but. as there’s no
, anyway. They feel that loo often a

overflow, is playing to peanuts, and ! restriction is placed on a tune as i

Is one of the tow’n’s flops. a means of protecting an artist and somewhat ana
**f

”

"pr

Feldmans’ theatre, which is the company believed to have the be.sl
;

pressure on owners

rv u u * .rv
- only house still plugging songs,

j

record of a song and which cannot i

Chap
„ j*

Geo. Hobart, Geo. Kautman and
j

Spencer Tracy ( 1930) and put Her-
|

mostly its own publications, runs
|

get it on the market in time. Oi |'on to LA s los.ses.
.

Billy K. Wells wrote it, i nian Sliumlin on his feet as a pro-
j
a mixture of second-rate revues ' to be assured of getting other

Gladys Wallis (Mrs. Samuel In- ducer.
j

and small-time vaude. It has a
i

records by using the first as a

suit) played “The School for Scan-
;

Lenore Ulric starred in “The ' steady family clientele, doing good
,
wedge. Pubs often use (hat tack,

dal” with Richie Ling, Frederit k Son-Daughter” with a supporting average trade of around $8,000 per
j

For example, some w'eeks back
Lewis and Dorothy Oversend

i

cast including Albert Bruning, week, which is very profitable. i Joe Marsala submitted a tune he

is well agreed that since there’s

little chance of a real improvement

in the foreign field for years to

come, UA can only achieve reason-

able stability by building up its

(1925).

Ann Harding sat through three
acts to act three minutes in “Trial
of Mary Dugan” (1927), w'ith Rex
Cherryman as Jimmy.
Ed Wynn played “Manhattan

Mary” (1928) and for the first time
George Cohan’s name was off the
Grand Opera House ,Chicago.

Phil Baker, Ted Healy and Ai-
leen Stanley were featured in "A
Night in Spain” (1928).

“The Front Page” made Hecht
and MacArthur (1928), wilh Roger
Pryor, Fuller Mellish, Jr.. Olive
Reeves-Smith, Wllva Davis and
James Kearney in the second com-
pany.

“Blossom Time” still had J.

Charles Gilbert as Franz (5th year,
1929) and the end was not yet in

sight.

George Arliss played Shylock in

Marion Abbott, Nick Long and Ice-Drome, facing the South
Clark Silvernail (1921).

j

Pier. Is the only ice show in town,
,

Mitzi (Hajos) starred in “Pom- and is operated by Donald Thomp-
Pom” (1916). and in the cast were son, local indie theatre owner. It

Toin McNaughton, Bessie De Vole did a good trade, averaging around
and Detmar Poppen. i $12,000 per. but is now tempo-

j

.Nance O’Neill played “The Pas- rarily closed due to a fire. It’s ex- i

sion F'lower” (1920) and her lead- pected to reopen in about five

ing man was Alfred (Little Billie weeks.
in “Trilby”! Hickman.

j

Blackpool is far from dull on
John Golden’s start with “Turn Sunday, as most theatres run spe-

to the Right” (1917), and the cast cial Sunday enterlainments, far
|

ahead of the type of shows in other
;

resort towns. Biggest attraction
is the Opera Hou.se, which always '

has star attractions presented by
arrangement with Harold Fielding.
Some of the names that have
played or are engaged to appear

^

are Vera Lynn, Allan Jones, Tes-
sie O’Shea. Rawicz and Landauer, ,

Patricia Burke and Sophie Tucker,

I

who was a sensation wlien she ap-
peared here last year. !

Blackpool is the only

Joe iviarsaia suomiiieo a lune ne .
.

,
#

wrote (“Let Her Go. Let Her Go ”) domestic grosses to

the red and put some cushioning

coin In its treasury. For that it

had Ralph Morgan, Joe Byron
Totten. Mabel (Ben-Hur) Bert and
Robert Taber.

Billie Burke starred In "The In-

timate Strangers” and in the sup-
porting cast with small mention
were Alfred Lunt. Frances How-
aid. Glenn Hunter and Elizabeth
Patterson (1922).

Frank Bacon in “Lightnln’ ” and
in the cast were Mildred Booth
• Mr*. Pat Campbell), E. J. Blunk-
all. Jessie Pringle, Jane Oaker and town in

to Frank Sinatra, who recorded it

for Columbia. Warner Bros, music
firms have the song, but had no
hand in securing the recordings
(see separate story). When It be-

came known that Sinatra had re-

corded the melody the WB firms

placed a restriction on it—to en-
able the information to he relayed
to other companies that Sinatra
had cut it and to convince them
that they should also.

Under those circumstances Perry
Como was about to do the tune
for Victor, but Columbia, piqued
at WB for placing a restriction on
a song they had nothing to do with
getting recorded, proceeded willi

preparations to release the song
this week under the theory that 11

accepted the tune without a dale
Como heard that Sinatra’s was
b« released Immediately and. since
tember or October, he cancelled

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1830

Play, Brokers and
Authors* Representatives
#8 U'fat 45th Street. New Vork

lots Sunnet Bled.. Hollrwood 40. t'nl.

FOR SALE
•quipped Retteurant; Summar
r»i Threa Cottaoai. Situatad on

At Cragsmoor, Ulster Co., N.Y.
Wall
fK*atr»i
nine ecret of land.

For further information enquire

P. O. Box 23, Crogtmoor,
nilor tolephone llenvllla 443W.

STORE YOUR TRUNKS AT “LIBERTY
from l>UBl. Fire. M I'le xv 'Minfi Ynti iti«> open your trunk

f# M t»rtt*t| H'* \ t>M

j

Minnie Palmer (1921). the provinces luruiing midnight his disk wouldn’t be out until Sep-
Julian h’.llinge, Walter Kelly, dances twice and sometimes three plans to cut an arrangement al-

Dainty Marie, Sam Mann all on times per week. Some of the bands ready made.
one Orphenm Circuit bill (1916). engaged to play for these dances 1 There are unending compilca-

Rod La Roeque played with are Geraldo, Billy Terncnt. Ted tions In the restriction idea, which
Francine Larrimore in “Nice Peo- Heath. Vic Lewis, the Blue Rock- work against both the publisher
pie ” (1921). ets, Ray Ellington. Leslie Douglas, and the recording company. Weigh-

Jeffer.son De Angelis played and Felix Mendelsohn.
j

ing all the factors, the disk men
"Madame Mosell” and In the cast The Empress Ball Room is one are all definite in their opinions
were Josie Intropidi, Diane d’Au- of the biggest in Europe, comfort-
hrey. Jack Henderson, Ernest ably holding 3.000 dancers, with
Lanibert and William Pruette another 4.000 onlookers. Loyalty
'1014'. to artists is one of Rlackpool’s vir-

Fav Bainter played Ming Toy in tues. Instance is Reginald Dixon
“Fast is West” (1921) with George and his BBC Wurlitzcr. He plays
Nash. Robert Ober, Harry Mail- for some of these dances, and has
land and Clarence Handyside in been here for the last 20 years,

and is still one of the bigge.st fa-
thing up vorites in town.

Insiders maintain that biz this
year Is at least 10% down from
previous years. Tins is attributed
to divei.se causes, such as the dol-
lar crises; threat of further au-
sterity; local propaganda ^ursuad-

mnst find a source of financing

for its indie producers—a problem

still far from solved.

This financing will always remain

a prime problem because it is only

by a ready fount of coin for pro-

ducers that the company can gain

control of its own destiny and

insure a supply of pictures that

w-ill provide stability by permitting

it to plan sufficiently far ahead.

On the release slate now are

Edward Small’s “Black Magic,

^

Lester Cowan’s “Love Happy

(Marx Bros.), Edward Small*

“Indian Scout.” Hakim Bros.

“ Without Honor” and Hoy Df'

Ruth’s “Red Light.”
.

i;,,p Editing are Rooney - Stiefel s

« I
“Quick.sand” and “The Big Wheel,

the King Bros.’ “Gun Crazy.” Sam

Bi.schoff’s “Mrs, Mike.” and Coim

Miller-David Loew’s “A Kiss for

Corliss.”

In production a^e the Danzig*^

brothers’ “Runaw'ay,” Ronald Al-

corn’s “Johnny Holiday” a®®
Benedict Bogeaus’ “Johnny One-

Eye.”

sii pport.

(OKd / can keep fJiis

for years )

pick U|t or dpn»«*r> In Nrw Cllj

—

81 . 'V#

NInrMKO i»rr niuntli—

#

1 . 0(1 rtii'li

48 Weel eith Street. New Vork ( n>
Liberty Mevinq and Storaqa Carp.

a eia. TRafolcor Y-eOSl

that the restrictions accomplish
nothing. The Leeds-Decca story ap-
parently Is bringing it to a head,
and they feel a betlei disk biz will

result.

^Streetcar* Mex Standout
Mexico City. Aug. 9.

Summer season's outstanding

legit novelty Is “A Streetcar Named
Desire,” in Spanish, al the Teatro
Iris. “Streetcar” is In its 151 h
consecutive week, one-a-day, and
has an average daily gross of

$346.80—big coin for the.se limes
ing people to spend their savings ' here, and wilh many seats at 19c.

in their own cities; removal of Seki Sano, Japanese producer,
clothing and other lations, which is impresario. Mary Douglas plays
means more for clothes and do- 1 the lead. Cast includes Wolf
mesUc re.quireiuenU which, otheir- 1 Ruviniiki and Uil|ian OppenheLm.

'

JOHN DOLMAN,

A good book in a field where tker*

ore many bod onet . • • I*"**

•ound principloa and selective

ciotion. It wiM open mony doort W
the beginner." —MARGARET W

32 Pagts of Photograph*

$4.50 at All Booksforat

•r from

HARPER A
4» I. JJte *». • e.» rw*
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Broadway
William Tracy in from Coast for

radio and TV shots.

Grace LeBoy (Mrs. Gus) Kahn to

Europe on a holiday.

Kurt Frings arrived here from
the Coast early this week en route

to Paris.

Stanley Melba orch returns to

Hotel Pierre’s Cotillion Room
Sept. 20.

The Harry Cohns and Arnold
Grants return on the He de France
sailing Aug. 13 from Paris.

Helene (Mrs. O. M.) Samuel in

Boston on a commission to do a

portrait of Mrs. John King.
Adolf Lantz. father of N. Y.

agent Robert Lantz, undergoing an Hollywood p.a.

ooeration in London tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Mrs. A1 Jolson due in next Mon-
day or Tuesday for preem of “Jol-

son Sings Again” at the State Wed-
nesday (17).

Librettist Otto Harbach and Bob
Kriendler, of 21, returned from
European vacation Monday (8) on
the Caronia

“Wizard of Oz” In favor of Bettina
Rosay.

Harold Lund, who manages Dick
Powell’s Enterprises in Hollywood,
back to Coast after visiting his

mother.
Lou Sowa new distributor here

for M-G-M Records. They were
previously handled by J. A. Wil-
liams Co.

Carl Ackerman, brother of Mary
Frances Ackerman, “Ice-Capades

6
.a., to Rome for clerkship in U. S.

mbassy.
Tim Herbert took off, after clos-

ing summer operetta at Stadium,
for St. Louis to do “Red Mill” at

Muny Opera.
Mrs. Joe Blowitz, wife of late

Manor theatre manager, will make
her home with son. Bill Blowitz, the

London
Joe E. Brown to step into the

starring role in “Harvey” while
Sid Field goes on vacation Aug. 29.

Among the American acts booked
by Emile Littler for his various
Christmas pantomimes are Gaud-
smith Bros, and The Briants.

Success of Hajrold Steinman’s
“Skating Vanities” at Wembley
Pool has resulted in company re-

turning next year with a new edi-

tion.

Cilli Wang, having finished short

season at Arts Theatre Club, re-
[

turns to Paris but comes back for

Nick Pery, local Columbia top-

per, on biz lookseeing in Singapore

Charles and Elsa Chauvel will

stay in Hollywood for several weeks

at U-I studio having their “Sons of

Matthew” readied for screening.

Pic was sponsored by Universal

and Greater Union.

Clucsi^o

Hollywood
Anne Baxter to Chicago.
Vince Barnetts divorcing
Bob Stack to Laguna for summer

8COCK*

Virginia Van Upp returned aft.-
four months In Spain.

Jeff Donnell to Laguna Beaeh
for strawhat appearances. "

Lizabeth Scott in town after eaiit
ern strawhat appearances.

Jesse L. Lasky In town aft**
business huddles in N. Y.

”

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

.Jachary Scott in from the Coast.

Charlie Strakosch property hunt-
ing-

. .

Laura Pierpont visiting Christie

MacDonald.

six months at Bal Tabarin, open-
ing Dec. 15.

Mady Christians arrived Friday

(5) for rehearsals of “Vinegar Tree

at Chevy Chase Summer Theatre.

Producer Dave Sebastian, Car-

1

Prince Moezzi, of Iran, ganderin»
men Miranda’s hubby, in towii vis-, film production at Warners
iting friends, on way to Washing-

.Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hull
ton, D. C.

I readying a five-week stage tour.
^

Lew and Leslie Grade have set i pggp®J^pg”fQl.®m?dwS>t* preem of
Rvfln’s English dates. She ..?P,

Sines Again” at Woods ® of illness.

theatre Aug 19 ^ „ Joseph I. Breen bought the Wm
imnois American Legion eon-'

"ays ranch near Lake Sherwooi'"

vensh got under way Thurs. |4I
,

Paulette Goddard to Mexico City

with 400 extra police on hand to to start her picture. Inamorata.”

booking at London Palladium on conBscate water pistes
gLdgTts ' hofpSed' after

advice of Fosters' agency. After ahock_ers >"1 o‘h«Jr.ck__ga^gits hosmtala^^ after a fall from

Peggy Ryan’s English dates. She
“jorso'n 'Sin’gs’ Again” at Woods

opens at Bournemouth Aug. 15,

with following week at Birming-
ham, and to be followed by three
weeks at the London Palladium.
Chaz Chase accepted two weeks

j i-. I
Hcleu Hokio.son back fcom 8 stay

Clifford C. Fischer s lo^Stime
|

Franco-American secretary, Odette,

back from Paris, her first return to

her homeland in 10 years.

Mike Kaplan, Daily Variety
mugg, leaves today (Wed.) for Pal- i

estine to settle family affairs and '

to survey the scene there for mag
j

articles. I

Borden Mace, prez of the RD-DR i

Palace theatre at South Norwalk
being renovated.

(Geraldine. Farrar off to

Thousand Islands.
Johnnie Evans vacationing with

the Marks Levines.
Mrs. William Anthony McGuire

at the Arthur Levys.
John Patrick here to catch Ruth

‘A Month in the Coun-

auvicc ui rusicis ^ ivi
to molest pedestrians

opening was immediately booked
,

oesigneo lo umicsi, w

for 26 weeks including pantomime.
After playing in North Africa, re-
turjfis to take up his vaudeville
date in England.
Cass Daley’s opening at London

Al Horwits, Universal-Inter- Zachary Scott and family to their

national studio’s press chief, in Virginia farm for the rest of the

town setting up world preem of summer.
“Yes Sir, That’s My Baby” at Murray Alpcr celebrated his 25th
Roosevelt theatre, Aug. 10, which business on the Para-01

, nyrtttwyithe Palladium Aug.. 1. has resulted in will include a parade an^d p a s
i mount lot

Corp. and associate producer of Gordon in
“Lost Boundaries,” off to Bermuda

tj-y
•»

Saturday (6), in quest of material
: Martin Manulis due back from

for a new film. I Cope Cod where he directed “West-
The Norman Readers (he’s flack

j

ern Wind” with Cornel Wilde,
chief of the French National

| Herman Levin and Oliver Smith
Touri.st office and European Travel

! huddling with John C. Wilson on
Commission ad topper) off to Cape forthcoming musical “Gentlemen
Cod until Labor Day. Prefer Blondes.”
Metro producer Gottfried Rein- i Agnes D e M i 1 1 e, John Tyers,

hardt shoves off from the Coast Helena Bliss, Shirlee Weingarten,

A C« i t 14 111 IICIO IVOUlWV* 111 — * - rV-v

flood of vaudeville offers which Donald O’Connor and Gloria ue-

she has had to turn down because Haven. _ _
of prior holiday arrangements in George Jessel, here for three-

1 Columbia.
Paris and Rome. But she is def- w-eeker at Oriental theatre, hosted i ^
initelv slated to return earlv next the press at a cocktail party Ann

f Alaska to durk
Baxter’s honor at Sherman Hotel. y heat wave
Wed. (3). Miss Baxter, featured in '^ave.

the pic, did a one day p.a. with

“You’re My Everything” which

opened with Jessel Thurs. (4i.

Friday (12i for a European vaca-
tion wich includes a visit to the
Salzburg music festival.

Anita Loos, Robert Edmond Jones,
Theresa Helburn, William Gaxton,
Jerome Whyte, Christie MacDon-

year.
Dolores Gray in Italy on vaca-

tion but due to return to lead in
Emile Littler’s “Annie Get Your
Gun” at Coliseum late in August.
Incidentally, Littler has just closed
new library deal involving $120,-
000 advance, which assures
“Annie’s” run to the end of Febru-
ary, 1950.
New acts set by Tom Arnold

and Emile Littler for new Latin
Quarter show due at London Ca-
sino March 16 are Professor Lam-

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Siobhan McKenna to London.

Fibber McGee and Molly giving

the 0 .0 . to Ireland.

Marie Wilson due to arrive from aid, at Monday (8) premiere here of
Coast Friday (12)), remaining here
for two weeks In connection with
publicity for the forthcoming Para-
mount release of “My Friend
Irma.”

Chico Marx, back from six

months in the British variety
houses, later joined by his brother
Harpo, flew back to Hollywood
yesterday (Tues.), preceded by the
latter.

Thyra Samter Winslow calls her
new East 6 1st street manse
Heaven” since it’s the 14th apart-
ment she’s occupied since moving
to Gotham from her native Ar
kansas.

Theatre Guild’s “Out of Dust.”

Minneapolis

Norman Siegel, Paramount’s
studio ad-pub director, in New
York for confabs with Max E.

Youngstein, national ad-pub top-
per, on Par’s “Samson and Delilah”
and "The Heiress.”
Ed Sargoy’s daughter, Janice

Ellin, engaged to Richard Harvey
Rosenberg. Father of bride-to-be
is member of Sargoy & Stein, law-
firm repping major film companies
In copyright matters.

Screen actress Thelma Ritter,

due back tomorrow (Thurs.), after
completing “Perfect Strangers” at

Warners, goes immediately to Fire

By Les Rees
Annual Roller Derby under way

at Auditorium.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offer-

ing “The Women.”
“Brigadoon” set to open season

of Lyceum, Sept. 5.

I

Lena Horne inked for Club
^ n Carnival Sept. 1-14.

Old Log strawhatter holding over
“I Remember Mama.”

Dick Jurgens into Prom Ball-
room for one-nighter.

. .. ... o „ John Corfield, prexy John Cor-
berti with Roger Ray likely, Rob-

fiejfi Productions, in on vacation,
ert Nesbitt again will stage. In ^ rt..KUn
current show Herman Hvrie who Charlie Kuns in for Rojal Dublin

^ —
has been booked for six weeks Horse Show Week date at Olympia,

i
weeks of Metro huddles before re-

is being held over until show ends Father Urban Nagle’s “The City Bo.ston for further hos-

Howard leSieur and Al Tamarin
in from N. Y. for ad-publicity
huddles^t United Artists.

Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier
announced a marital separation
with divorce in the offing.

Paramount Shriners tossed a
luncheon for Harold Lloyd, with
Henry Ginsberg as toastmaster.

Cary Grant on his way back to
Hollywood after an eight-day
checkup at Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital.

Judy Garland in towm for two

1

late in December.

i Jessica Dragonette into Hotel
Radisson Flame Room.
Four Blazes into St. Paul Drum

Room with Hy-Lo held over.
Jessica Dragonette into Hotel

Radis.son Flame Room with Danny
Ferguson orch.

Jack Thoma fiew in from Chi-
cago to set Dick Jurgens for one-
nighter at Prom Ballroom.
“The Silver Whistle” and “Mad-

Las Vegas
Spike Jones a smash at Flamingo

with several new features added
to the act.

of Kings” currently being mulled
^

pital treatment.

for production here.

F. E. Pardoe, Briti.sh FUm Insti- DUCKS CoUIlty, Ph.
tute, set to gab to Irish Film So-

ciety on film appreciation.

Robert Dawson inked for lead in

London production of Abbey win-
Seymour Korman, Coast corre- ner “King of Friday’s Men.

spondent for Chi Trib in town to
do feature story,
Leo Mishkin of the N. Y. Tele-

graph at Hotel Thunderbird on
writing assignment.

Tenor Hubert Valentine, on va-

cation, returns to U. S. for concerts
in N. Y. 'Town Hall in the fall.

Countess of Longford has writ-

ten new comedy, yet untitled, sked-
Neil Regan, bureau manager of i ded for fall production at Gate

Steve Hannagan Associates pub-
i

theatre.
licity office here, to Sun Valley for ' Cyril Cusack set for Michael
vacation.

j
Powell-Emeric Pressburger cur-

Jimmy Dugan, publicity man for rent filming of Mary Webb’s “Gone
Last Frontier, back from two-week to Earth.”
tour of duty with the Marines. Ambrosine Phillips in from Lon-
Ted Lewis continuing to do don for lead in Roland and Michael

socko business at Last Frontier af- Pertwee’s “The Unknown Man” at
ter two weeks. Frank Libuse the Gaiety.
opening at Hotel Thunderbird.

I “Belvedere Goes to College”
Jockey Jackie Westrope and (20th) cleaning up on extended

By Sol Jacobson
Don Walker’s daughter Anne

terping with Cannon Ballet at Mu-
sic Circus.

St. John Terrell tossed birthday
party for Wilbur Evans at his can-

vas theatre Fri. (5).

Brock Pemberton, Robert Breen,

Richard Beckhart in to gander
Playhouse last week.
Teddy Hart, Joe Downing, John

Marriott in for “Three Men” re-

hearsals Tues. (9) at Playhouse.
Theron Bamberger to Allentown

Sat. (6) as judge for Atlantic City

beauty contestants at Lyric theatre.

Walter Slezak checking out of

his Ottsville farm this week for

Hollywood to play in Red Skelton

film.

Ezra Stone commu!?ng to N. Y.

woman of Chaillot'" definitely set as
1

wife Nan Grey at Last Frontier: playing time at 3,500-seater Savoy, direct Olsen & Johnson
Theatre Guild-A.T.S. subscription i

John Payne and wife. Gloria de now in third week.
M*.4vtnwn dairy

series attractions at Lyceum.
A^uatennial ball and queen cor-

onation ceremonies featured Art
Island with her husband, radio-ad

|

Mooney’s orchestra. Roland Twins
executive Joseph A. Moran, for ex-

j

Bejmont Bros, and the Nissens.
tended vacation.
Screen thesps Marta Toren and

Jeff Chandler arrived in Gotham
Monday (8) to throw their weight
behind advance publicity on Uni-
versal’s “Sword in the Desert.”
Pic has its world preem before an
Invited audience at the Criterion
theatre. Broadway flickery, Aug.
23.

Majorie Main and Percy Kil-
bride in New York along with

Dorothy Lewis Ice Show and
“Jewel Box Revue” continue to
draw big biz to Hotel Nicollet
Minnesota Terrace and Curly’s, re-
spectively.

Rome

at

By Helen McGill Tubbs
Concert pianist Amos Allen

the Excelsior.

producer Leonard Goldstein and i

Paris but

director Charles Lamont on eastern return here later,

p^roduction of “Ma and Pa Kettle
Go to Town” which Universal has
before the cameras here.

Pittsburgh

Gabby Hayes to host Flamingo
party for all couples married 50
years or more in Las Vegas
Enough couples to represent 1,000
years of married life expected to
attend.
RCA-Victor in conjunction with

Hotel El Rancho Vegas flying 21

I

disk jockeys from Hollywood for
!

“Disc Jockey Party” at he.stelry,

,

hosted by songster Fran Warren.

inlfonirfor^Tew dajl';'’'''' i

^y'VourheTded Al

Comedian Jimmy Save visited
' ffo^lyvimod

'

Haven on vacation at Flamingo The Abbey Theatre’s School of
and fishing on Lake Mead.

j

Acting, directed by Ria Mooney,
Mozelle Britton Dinehart Gosser, is being closed, only a few out-

former widow of Alan Dinehart, at
i standing pupils being retained as

Last Frontier with new husband,
j apprentice players and under-

inventor Thomas William Gosser of
,
studies to regular company.

Hollywood, and their two children. 1

San Francisco

show from his Newtown dairy

farm.
Phil Cohan, producer of Jimmy

Durante air show, in from the

Coast for visit with Don Walkers

and Paul Whitemans.
Bob Sensenderfer, Eve. Bulletin

critic, busman’s-holidaying from

Ivyland home to matinee at I^m-

bertville and evening perf. at New

Hope, .

Margo Jones, Manning Gurian

and Tad Adoue in from N. Y. to

see how Lambertville Music Cir-

cus compares with their Dallas

Theatre ’49 operation. Miss Jones

was persuaded to appear as super

in “Vagabond King.”
I notable# suping were Kenyon

By Hal Cohen
Karen Tedder and Jay Lawrence

heading new floor show at Copa.
White Barn Theatre will do Clif-

ford Odets’ “Big Knife” next week.
Jimmy Feat herst one’s drummer.

Al Carter, doubles as band’s press- i summer

here on his way to Capri.
The Earl Wilsons went to Venice

for weekend but are returning to
Rome.

Italian picture company making
“Sky is Red ” went on location in
Leghorn.

Janis Paige and husband. Frank
Martinelli, have taken Italian
actress Isa Pola’s apartment for

Australia

agent.
Ray and Marie Griffith, the danc-

ing masters, off to Mexico for five

weeks.
Songwriter Sammy Mysels in

from Nevs' York for week’s visit

with his folks

Author Kathleen Winsor and
husband, Arnold Krakover, at the

I

Grand for three weeks. She
working on novel.

Rene Clair is directing Michel
Simon and Gerard Phillipe, in

I “Faust.” an Italo-French film at

Ed King, radio scripter. is knock- Cine-Citta studio here.

Ing out special material for Song- Gregory Ratoff’s production of

stress Dona Mason. “My Daughter Joy,” with Edward
Sophie Tucker comes to Vogue G. Robinson starred, starts Aug.

Terrace Sept. 12 for her first ap-
i
8 on location in San Remo,

pearance here in years.

By Eric Gorrick
Paul Regan booked for C'elebrity

Club in Sydney thi.s month.
Shell Oil Co. is giving demon-

strations of video hero in ace
hotels.

Margaret Lockwood. Briti.sh film
star, reported mulling offer for
Aussie stage appearance next

is year.
Hoyts cinema circuit hopeful of

getting official okay for new'sreel
house below their ace Regent.
Brisbane.
French film. “Mons. Vincent,” is

being previewed for Catholic or-
ganizations. Pic will go into Syd-
ney arty house.

A. Ben Fuller not due back
from London until December.
He’s on a talent buy for the Ful-

By Ted Friend

Dante at Press Club dinner.

Woody Herman orch to Oakland.

Lionel Hampton at the Edge-
j

water dancery.

Judith Evelyn guested at Frisco
Critics Council.

Dorothy Shay and Eddie O’Neal
i
Nicholson, the flarry Haenigsens,

orch at Mark Hopkins. i Jon Gnagys, and Frank Godwins.

Arthur Fiedler in to direct
|

Standard Symph orch. .

Variety Club, Tent 32, picnicked
at Adobe Creek Lodge,

j

Jerry Devine, ABC writer-direc-
tor. doing the seven hills.

Al Dalzell in from New York to

replace Gertrude Bromberg, press
agent for “Streetcar,” who left for
L. A. vacation.

Arizona Daily Star publisher,
William R. Mathews, visiting: he’s
one of two survivors of Dutch

Barcelona
By Joaquin C. Vldal-Goinls

Annabella in from Paris to spe

a vacation in Spain.
Bahia nitery now offering

and Karina. Bcatriz de Lcnc

and “The Flying Trio.”

Composer Agustin Borguno a

rived from New York after an

sence of several years.
T.»„;no

Argentine actor Enrique ,,

™"‘'Vere;rin 'Madrid at-'-lhe Zaijuri.
spondents.

I theatre. Spanish cinema
attended, besides representatives

Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
Alex Bartha

Dude Ranch

of the Argentine Embassy

colony.
Author Salvador Bonavia

and

and

la pulling ’em into the composer Jarme Mestres
new show at the Arnau

.J
lela. Sal y Pimienta <

, Salt and Pepper’ a folk P
Duke Ellington into Orsatti’s at “Canela. Sal y Pimienta

Somers Point Aug. 12
Vaughn Monroe Into Steel Pier

ballroom, with Joe E. Howard in

Music Hall.

mon.
with music. , Ron-
Rafael Escrinas. manager (>t^

tence Studios. Madrid;
Eric Maria Remarque left for

Jules Pfeiffer in town trying to ' Lugano. Switzerland, where he
get up a local date for his nitery owns a house, and where climate is ler-Carroll circuit.

production of “The Drunkard.” beUer for work on his next book.
|

Dave Martin hopes to get his Hathaway. Monroe Seton, Phyllis the Vatican asking permisswi*

Johnny Harris majie a flying trip Tyrone Power has joined the Sydney vaude-revue house operat- Louise. Tony Bari and Ted For- the Pope to film a -f
American Legion Eternal City post ing again in a couple of weeks, rest Quartet.

. _ . — fr...nnpv

here. ’Tyrone and his wife will Industrial strife shuttered. Air-conditioned amusement
tour Holland. Belgium. France and Marjorie Lawrence, singer here spots did top biz here this past
Scandinavia before returning to

.

on concert tour, claims she is writ- week, one of the hottest in the

here from Atlantic City for funeral

of his aunt, Mrs.’ Christopher Dur-

Patricia Bowman hurt her knee

rehearsing and had to bow out of Hollywood. ing a pic yarn for Greer Garson. long history of the resort.

New show at 500 Club has Ann tonio Vilar, and cameramen, yisi

.. -
. Vatican a.sking permission .

the Pope to film a biograpm

Saint Jose de Calasanz^ sJnie
the order “Escuelas
scenes will be shot I” io

the Saint lived, and others

Madrid.
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Big 3' Continue
Continued from pnfo 1

ously on live TV shows by the off. The male spenders on the
technical director. loose frequently seek companion-
Fairbanks so far is concentrating ship of a line filly they knew in

on selling the system to TV broad- New York or elsewhere and often
casters. His contract with NBC place a few chips on the tables

"
.f H “Salesman.” Standing

|

first refusal on it. I
for them. It’s likely that the line

“Kate
I

Tlrosd who have seen the system
i

will be back next year. In fact

chows is always sold work and the finished product ;the Rock is trying to recruit a line

of all three
boxoffice opens i

believe it can be of prime Impor- in time for Monday’s (15) change
e„t won after ‘

,5 usu^ eventually to the major film of show,
each

f > coiiple of dozen
I

studios by providing them with a
,

The casinos, incidentally,

ally a hhe o
.

j

time-saving method of production.
|

physical connection with tl

,^nle in the loDoy m eata uica ^ thoiiirh nn mainr ctiiHin ppnf nioht plnhc Tho

have no

uuj «*t »;a».a. v..'.-- erjaai-i- the Sdja-

nlcht waiting to buy I

uate, though, no major studio
,

cent night clubs. The gaming
tre every nignw

rptm-ns representative has been shown the rooms are separated by a few feet
possible ^ast-mlnute reiuras.

equipment. and constitute a separate building.

TontempoM developing the process on a i

is tc^ conform with local law

ly (at
by coiuempora^

hush-hush basis for the last several forbidding casino adjuncts to cafes

standards) piling up pro is lo
Fairbanks has come up with i

‘o
.

of a gambling
their

respective pioaucirs ao®
many techniques heretofore thought i

Thus the liquor license is

backers. For msi^ante ine nnai
i,„possible. Standard 16m Mitchell jeopardized by connection with

20% ® generally carry 400
,

^

investment of Pao»fi®
J^ash fi‘"'* have been converted I

s felt that this season will tell

this week. The show has a cash
to carrying 1.200 feet. In addition, the story. If too much in the red

advance of
,

Fairbanks has worked out a way ‘b®" b® likely that reforms will

usual of maintaining constant focus from be more evident next year. The
cumulated The show is cominu

camera to another, of standard ?bght drop in prices this season

ing to ne about ^ lighting, of true framing ‘^n t regc^ded as sufficient for the

which will hence foith bo split
for cameras mounted on dollies and Slashes will be deep

between producers and barkers.
^ continuous sound track so next year if revenues aren’t enough

The production actually co.st $163.- camera can be cut on and nfT to pay all bills. The businessmeb

000 to open on Broadway.

The principal running expense
^

for "Pacific” is the rental of the

Majestic theatre, which comes to

$10,150 a week. Mary Marlin and

Ezio Pinza each get 7% of the

gross, or approximately $3,542

Burley Wheel
Continued *rom page 1

just refuse to be philanthropists
any longer.

Pacing the reforms likely to

^come next season, is a warmer and
more personal treatment of track
patrons. They’ll have to get at

j

least as good a break as obtained

loiece. The authors, Richard relegated as features rather lhan in Jersey, By this year, the track

Rodgere. Oscar Hammcr.stcin, 2d;
!

main attractions. They' figure on will have discovered that there are

Joshua Logan and James Michener, a not-too-risque setup they can more $2 bettors than any other

share a royalty of lO'^c. and Logan angle plenty femme trade and also .type. That’s where most of the

gets 2^0 as director. circumvent further costly con- money is likely to be.

As Indicated, the proftl.s will be 'ocal authorities of

S-cl“el'‘"Sr,r p^dt'/r?
i

-"‘erest Better Talent
' If we clean up our shows,” one
spokesman continued.” we’ll be able
to interest better talent. With

HARRY M. LOWENSTEIN
Harry M. Ltiwen.stcin, vice presi-

dent of Clrillilh Pictures, which
operates a cliain ot 144 motion-
picture houses in Oklalioiua and
Texas, and a founder, director and
member of the executive coininil-

tee of the Theatre Owners of

America, Inc., died Aug. 5 in

Las Vegas.

Born in Dallas, Lowiiistein

went to Oklahoma when it was llie

Indian Terriior.\. Lnlcred llu* c.x-

hibition HeUi in 1912, wlieii inreo

reels consiiiuicd a program and
the admission prices were li\e and
10c.

lie became associated with (Inl-

filh tlieatrcs in 1927. Had bi eii

their vice presideiil for the past

few years. Was a director ol Aio-

tion ibciure 'incalre Owners ol

America at liie tune of liie merger
Witli American I'liealrc.s A.^’socia-

tion and placed a prommiiil pari

in forming Tliealre Owners ol

Aniciica.

II. C. FRAZIER
H. C. Frazier. 5.5, sen en actor,

died Aug. 2 in Hollywood.
In recent years he had been

a standin.

BILLY STARR
William T. Springfield. .53 known

professionally as Billy Starr, ilied

Aug. 5 in Philadelphia, lie had
done a singing act in vaiide and
niteries until several years ;igo.

Survived by wife, tliree sons and
five daughters.

JOHN P. CARROLL
John P. Carroll, publit a\ man

for Fay’s theatres in l’ro\ idenee,
R. I., for 30 years, died vvIiiN \ iiea-

tioning at Chatham, Mils'-.. \ug. ;t

Survived by wife, two ^ons. a
daughter, two sisters and a broiher.

William Price, 48, juinr on (lie

Panimount lot for 22 yf .irv, died
July 29 in North Hollywood.

Bergman Idyll
;(.'cn(ini:t'd from pa;.* 3;

share, Rodgers and Haminerstein

get 30% each, Logan gets

JfvUirnl^wdll^be'^m'ade of the^pr^^ *be upbeat, there’s no ' of interest. It is hoped that a

ceeds of the second company!^ to "'fi/ rejuvenated burlesque new publicity campaign will hypo

be sent on tour in tlie fall of 1950, i

should not again become a proving it to bigger grosses when it goes

and from foreign and other rights, as it had
,
into general release at regular

ThPM* unn’t hp a film sale in line
traditionally for years before prices in six months to a year,

o/ifh thp RnftffPi-fis Flammerstein '
switch to the ‘dirt’ formula. Unless this happens, producer

S?cv of „e®e? pemiS film
To Ibis end each .show, in addition Walter Wanwr. Miss Bergman and

Revision or radio versions of their !“ Principals, will carry
;

the estate of director Victor Flem-

creations i

three vaude acts.
|

ing, as well as the Investors, will

"Kate"' last week p.Hd another
'

/“ri out take a heavy shellacking. Pic

$57,000 dividend lo its b.nckers, i

""b “ weeks, compared to last must do about $9,000,000 gross to

briiging the profit thus far to
i v’®' i,

“ T'"“b
$150 000 on the $180,000 invest-

“ N- Y. showcase, with shows

ment. The rate of return should "“"st approach to N. Y, being

henceforth increase, moreover, as !

**iii

the recently-opened second com- *^^5 v
*

pany is playing to smash business ®
,f

about 1$ stock burlesques
...... ..«»

on the Coast. The origin.'ll edi-
®P®riod in town.s where

, date. Picture drew amazingly
tion, grossing a regular $47,200 at

'b' "bccl shows are not played

the Century, N. Y., i.s netting
about $11,000 a week and has an
estimated cash advance of about
1200,000.

“Salesman,” grossing $24,100 at

Moan’s* Socko Foreign B.O.

RKO’s “Joan of Arc” is showing
hefty strength in the few over-
seas engagements the film has had

WALTER OLITZKI
Waller Olilzki, 50. Wagnerian

baritone who .sang with tlie Akiro-
politan anil San Fiamisco Optra
companies, du ti Aug. 2 in Los An-
geles.

He was born in Hamburg, Ger-
many, and was a.i American citi-

zen. He sang leading roles for 10

years at the Munieipal Opera
House, Koenigsberg. Germany. He
was a nephew of llie operatic con-

tralto, Rosa Olilzka.

Other operas in which Olilzki

w’as licard at tlie Metropolitan in-

cluded Wagner’s "Die Meisler-

singer,” "Siegfried,” "Goetter-

daemmerung” and "Parsifal” and
Richard Strau.ss’ "Dcr Rosonkava-
lier.” In 1944, he was assisting

artist with the Branscombe Choral
for its annual spring concert in

Town Hall.

John Olin Nicholas, 46. gaidimcr
at Paramount, died Aug. 4 in Hol-
lywood.

Mother. 75, of Lillian iltdlman,
playwriglit, died in- New Vo*k.
Aug, 4.

I

(Cugat Psid Off
Conlinurd from pane 1 ^

Spa Biz Blah
Continued from page Z

the Morosco, N. Y., is netting about to angle the lure to an all-year
$4.3(W, has a cash advance of ap- basis instead of waiting for the
proximately $170,000, and has re- 'short August racing season. There’s
paid $90,000 of its $100,000 invest- a terrific attraction in the health-
ment. In addition, it has accumu- 'giving waters of the spa. Saratoga
lated a reserve and part of the can be counted upon for a steady
cost of a second company. The amount of trade throughout the
latter and the London production 'year from those w'ho patronize the
are expected to increase the rate { Saratoga drinking water and bath
of return to producers and back- spots.

well during a three-month London
run and last week started off

auspiciously in bookings at Port-au-

j

Prince, Trinidad, and Georgetown,
British Guiana.

!
Previously the Bergman spec-

;

tacle had racked up an "all-time”
record at the Kuhio theatre, Hono-
lulu, where it opened May 27. Fol-
lowing a 14-day run there, the
pic moved into the island’s sub-
sequents to mop up.

ers.

B’way Ads
;
Continued from page 3;

Continuous Action
Continued from page 1

Conditions are ripe for this type
of change. The property owners ' the objectionable term. But after
pay little or no taxes because of I FC explained that it was a direct

the 5% track tax w'hich remains quote from the pic, MPAA okayed
in the county. This has been suf- it. All other advertising material
ficient lo pay all municipal and has also been taken directly from
county needs. With little or no the film. Critics, however, contend

focussing than even the best kine- tax assessment, overhead is con-
; that the quotes, when wTenched

•cope work to date. Thus, if a siderably cheaper and the visitor from their context, have distorted
•tar is unwilling to move to New can be given a break which prop-

|

the film’s view'point.

DR, PERLEY G. NUTTING
Dr. Perley G. Nutting. 76, noted

optical physicist who aided in the

scientific development of motion
pictures, died in Washington Aug.
8. He retired from the Interior De-
partment several years ago.

A graduate of Leland Stanford
University, he went lo Washington
to work with the National Bureau
of Standards as a physicist, later

going to the Eastman Kodak Co.,

as assistant director of research.

AHcr the first World War he served
as a con.sulting engineer in optics,

his work including motion picture

engineering.

SAVERIO COSTA
Saverio Costa. 76, musician, died

at his home in New Orleans, July
21. Organizer and conductor of

the Roma Band of the 1930’s, he
had also helped to form Houston
Philharmonic Orchestra.

Born in Sicily, Costa, a prize

winning trumpeter, landed in the

U. S. in 1908 and went to New
Orleans in 1932.

in tlieir musical tastes.” Soulh-of-

the border, Paul Wliiteman is still

king of jazz while the current top

American bands are hardly know n,

he said. His own smash results

rode on the crest of a Hollyw'ood

pix buildup through which th*

Cugat band attained a wide South

!
American following. Many of the

Cugat pix were released coinci-
dentally with his tour which added
to his band’s glaniorization.

Cugat paid his touring band
members out of a $4..500 weekly
fund guaranteed by the South
American promoters in dollars,

while the bandleader received the
bulk of his payment in fixed prop-
erty, For next year. Cugat has been
bonked to stay over in Montiwideo
for six weeks for the citv’s an-
inual carnival season, lie’ll omit
Argentina beeaiise of the musicians
union regulations there but will

lake in the rest of South America
I |)lus a swing through Spain. Porlu-
jgal, Belgium, Holland and Sean-
! dinavia.
I

Currently at the Hotel Astor
Roof. N. Y., Cugat Is plattoring a
series of 60 quarter-hour shows for
commercial beaming to Latin Am-
erica. Sans his band, he will con-
duct an air chatter column in Span-
ish under the program title of
“Cugat Speaks From Hollywood.”

Attack against the pic’s advertis-

ing broke into the open last week-
York for a live video show, he

|

erty owners in other resorts can-
could do a series under this svstcin, not give.
•t TV’s cost and methods, without !

At the same time, this 5% tax end when the Screen Office & Pro-
Iming Hollywood. Use of the is resented by the mass of horse-

I

fessional Employees Guild ad-
•ystem would add only about $1,000 playftcs'that hit the track. Winnings

j

dressed a protest letter to FC and
to the average $6,000-$7,000 pro- couldibe greater w'ere it not for

^

de Rochemont, saying: "Your pic-
**•01 . Since the system would this additional levy. Thus many

,

ture purports to fight an evil and
Pormit an entire series of 13 shows in the New York City area prefer yet your method of selling it does

Jo be lensed on a mass production to take their patronage to Mon- ' just the opposite." While modify-
oasis, the cost per unit could be mouth. N. J.. where this tax is non- ing the ads, FC execs stated that

forked out at less than a live pro- i exi.stent. The Monmouth track is their ad campaign was approved by
Auction.

, also more convenient. If the im- the MPAA and several leading

Can Film Show In 30 Minutes ' post were reflected in Saratoga Negro citizens.

Fairbanks claims the system Is living costs, bettor - resentment
^Rer than shooting straight film wouldn’t be as high,
or video since the actors can work i Gambling Off

through a script and thus I Gaming i.s also off from last year.

And
necessary spontaneity.

;

The major casinos are doing com-

DON LOGAN
Don Logan, 36, former Oakland,

Cal., radio editor and theatre man-
ager, died Aug. 5 in Hollywood.
Prior to the war he was radio ed
of Oakland Post-Inquirer and later

manager of Golden State theatres

there. After war service he joined
ABC in Hollywood as photo editor.

Surviving are his wife, a son and
his mother.

MARRIAGES
Maureen Stapleton to Max

Allentuck, New York, July 22.

Detective"I'd, as in standard film produc-
'

paratively well even though betting actress in Detective

Ron, it is still possible to go back lis considerably smaller. One of the
|

Of retakes if necessary In adill- ,
major spots didn’t have enough t9

‘ Death of a Salesman.

EUGENE PLATZMAN
Eugene Platzman, 71, for 30

years one of the outstanding ar-

rangers of piano orchestrations for

major music companies, died at

Saranac LSke, N. Y., Aug. 4. He
had been active up to 10 years ago.

Cause of his death is undisclosed.
Wife and two married daugh-

ters survive. Burial was in New'
York.

"on, since it permits the lenslng pay opening costs, but came in on Gloria Hatrick

PMontlnuous action, it cuts dras- the deal even (hough it lost a few West Los
[^^•lly into the time usually re- davs. The horse-rooms in town He s a film ^tai.

Jfired for film production. Fol- are open until early evening or
|

Fern Katz to David Cooper. Chi-
|0!'’‘ng the usual rehearsal, a 30- shortly before the last race at the . cago_^_Aug_. 7. Br^de is film booker

McLean to James
Los Angeles, Aug. 9.

He’s a film ^tar.

mined in 30 minutes made to give the steed courses the Martha Knight to Bill.v Catizone,

frJr* dissolves, and other best break, but the money just
,

Pittsburgh. Aug. 6. He’s a band-

tmni effects worked elec- isn’t there.
|

leader.
, ,ronically on live TV shows of i Cafe trade i.s also disappointing. Stacey Hunter to Philip f ‘Tlyle.

»«iist be done optically in The Piping Rock with Hlldegarde Greensburg. Pa.. July JO. I hey rc

tem
o^der the Fairbanks .sv.s- is spotty and Riley’s with the Min- both legit players,

j
• “Ut the money saved by the skv unit is doing only fair. The .Toanne Dru to John Ireland. La

the n process will permit Brook club, formerly Outhwaite’s Jolla. Cal.. .5ug. 7. Bndc is an acl-

j, .
Producer to afford such work at the last minute installed Frank rcss

HENRY J. RAYMOND
Henry J. Raymond, 46, band-

leader. died in New Orleans, July
31. A native of New Or-
leans. he played saxophone and
clarinet in theatres there during
the vaudeville era and in night
clubs.

Survived ny wife, son and a

'

sister.

if hi
i the

"ants it. Fin*;! a'7''''mhlcr Parker as the atti'action,

and former wife of Dick

but re- Haymes. singer; he’s stage and

.screen player.
iogethpr'Vu*^ "'Ro turns are di'^appointing. .seieen p a.vir

ent
^^0

' ('iffer- ;
Incidontallv. the Piping Rock is Cei ile Roy to .fohn Beni. .Niw

in ihp c -t .se- operating sans lino this year and York. .\ug. 6. Unde is a radio ad-

it’s an economy that isn t paying rcss.
^ i., • vn.

^uencp operat
• the job done instantane- it

SIMON SIIEFFLER
Simon Sheffler. .53. general man-

ager of the Edward B, .Marks Music
(’orp., died of a heart ailment in
his ofiiee in New York. .Aug. 3. He
had been with the music firm for a
number of years.

Survived by wife, iwo sons and a
daughter.

t « 1 '. / I » t 1-1

..».») I /,

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Archer,

daughter. Hollywood. July 27.
Mother is Billie Rogers, trumpeter;
father is a hand booker.

Mr. and Mrs. William Free, .son,

Burbank, Cal., Aug. 4. Mother is

the former Baby Jeannie of films;
Father is actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Georgic Claire, son,
Pittsburgh. Aug. 3. Father’s a
booking agent.

Mr. and Mrs. George Wells, son,
Pittsburgh, July 2tt. Father’s a
bandleader.

Mr, and Mrs. Jack Kahn, daugh-
ter, Pittsburgh. Juh’ 23. Father’s
asst, publicity dirci ‘ ir lor WB in
Pittsburgh zone.

Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Cortez,
daughter, Pittsburgh. July 27.
Father’s a hand leader.

Mr. and' Mrs. Ben Gage, son,
Santa Monica. Aug. 6. Mother is

Esther Williams, Metro star; father
is a radio actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Ocorgie Hale,
daughter, N. Y.. Aug, 7. Father is

producer-director.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ludden,
daughter. Hartford. July 31, Father
is a continuity writer at WTIC
there.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Ettlinger,
daughter. New York, Aug. 6. Fath-
er’s a film and radio scripter.

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Abrahamson,
son. Chicago. .\ug. 6. F; flier is a
booker with Essaness theatres. Chi.

Mr. and Mr^ Clark “Doe”
Whipple, son. New Yoik. .\ug. 9.

Fallur is radio organist.

Mr. and Mrs. John ('arradine,
son. in .San Mateo. Cal.. Aug. 8.

Mother is Sonia Sorel. actress;
father is a legit and pix actor,
Oi M . •• ,» 7 < « $f » •

• 11 ‘t .
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bring their brilliant dance stories

to Charlie Morrison 's Mocambo,
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BARN BIZ AND BEEFS BOTH BOFF
Belop Fmds Its Small But Solid

Beat Paying Off in Limited Way
By HERMAN SCIIOENFELD

Beboj>—the hottest potato in the

lOMsic business since the swing-or-

gweet schism back in early ’30s

—

is grooving out a definite corner for

iuelf in the jazz world. That cor-

ner is admittedly small, according

to the flatted fifth factionalists, but

it's permanent and Influential, and

most importantly, it’s paying off

in a limited way as a commercial

item.

Riding out five years of critical

controversy, bop is now anchored
safely against the shifting winds of

faddism. Like swing, it has not only

developed a solid following in its

own restricted jazz circles, but is

•lowly permeating into the prevail-

ing idiom of popular music. This,

for the partisans of “progressive

mujic,” is proof enough that bop
in no flop, but is here to stay in

one form or another.

That bop, however, hasn’t clear

uiling from now on in is conceded
by its adherents. Bop is still bat-

tling against the odds of its own
queer monicker and the sensation-
allxed publicity incurred by the l

cultiats In the early years. Band
bookers who, it’s alleged by the

|

bopplsts, in many cases can’t tell

between a keyboard and a smorg-
Mbord, shy strictly away from dal-
taf bop or semi-bop bands on

|

grounds that have nothing to do :

with music. They’ve been scared
by bop’s connotation with beards,

j

berets, bowtieism and bandstand '

buffoonery.

Reactionaries

^
Unsympathetic critics (called
reactionaries’’ in bop’s politico- !

niuslcal jargon) have played up the
**ny aspects of the music’s practi-
tioners to hide their hostility to

(Continued on page 63)
j

Tin Just Starting,’ Says

Ethel Barrymore, Young At

70; M-G Helps Celebrate
Hollywood, Ang. 16.

’ 1936 I said I would retire."
•Lei Barrymore said yesterday

birthday, “today
mink that is a very silly remark.

/ i^st starting. At 70 years 1

younger today than I did. shall

iin..**^’
ago. I hope to con-

ue my career, and can’t think of

tlvil”'^
^ don’t hope to be ac-

I
oi'iy in llie theatre but

1
at least in interest.

jnay be 70. but I don’t feel it.

*
^el young.”

Metro execs

iturtin
gathered at the

Th» « 1
actress celebrate.

R M causes. Louis

Rurv^ with Mayer, Billie

iDoairi..
Lionel Barrymore

tji).
studio gave her a

Mav-r silver tray.

the
^o*‘ceful personalities In

Opinion ?h
” expressing tlie

(CnnH would make her
'Continued on page 63 j

Bandmaster Creatore At

78 Plans TV Comeback

s
By ARTHUR BRONSON

Giuseppe Creatore, one of Amer-
ica’s top bandmasters, is planning
a comeback to the podium at the
age of 78 with an eye
working in television. He was
among the great names of a gene-
ration ago as head of Creatore’s
Band wliich ranked with Sousa,
Conway and Pryor. Creatore’s
name slipped out of the public eye
in the 1920s during the eclipse of

amusement parks and vaude by
films and radio.

Creatore came out of retirement
two years ago when he guest-
conducted a concert at Randall’s
Island, N. Y. Recently returned
from Italy, where he loured with
his own opera company, Creatore
plans to revive his band organiza-
tion this winter which, he believes,

will fit into the new sight values
created by video.

Stars on Ayem

Programs Now
7'he trend next season, on the

basis of deals already set, will be
toward development of network
morning programming using major
personalities. Inked for stanzas

thus far, for example, are Eddie
Albert. Buddy Rogers, Joe DiMag-
gio and Garry Moore.
The am. star fever has been in-

spired l)y the sock audience reac-

tion to Arthur Godfrey, whose last

Hooper (6.6.) for Chesterfield far

outstrips any of the four webs’ be-

fore-noon competition.
The morning emphasis points up

anew the fact that the

have virtually abandoned any
hopes of competing with the day-

time serial as afternoon program-
ming fare, recalling Lucky Strike’s

recent attempt to popularize Don
U’ontinucd on page 561

Straw'hat trade this summer is

marked by two thing.s—strong biz

and strong beefs. Coupled with
good receipts are complaints about
agents’ greed, higher royalties, the

towards
j

bad effect of one or two stars’ high
pay on other salaries, rehearsal
problems and name stars in gen-
eral, Biz and beefs show a healthy
condition, but the storm signals are
raised.

Results of Variety’s second an-
nual survey of the summer scene,

!
via a questionnaire sent to about
20 representative strawhat produc-
ers. shows business generally up
over last summer, in some spots
as much as 30' r . Richard Skin-
ner’s Olney, Md.. theatre claims
biz up 30',: Westport (Conn.)
Country Playhouse reports a 20%
increa.se.

Richard Aldrich advises that b.o.

at his Cape theatre. Dennis, Mass.,
is running 10% ahead of last sea-

son. At his new' theatre at Fal-

mouth, only 40 minutes from Den-
nis, Aldrich says he’s discovered a

new audience of approximately
5,000 persons a week and hasn’t

affected his Dennis following in

any way.
One or two managers admit

trade is nut quite so good this

summer as last, attributing this to

July’s very hot weather. Several
found conditions about the same
as last season, with a strong June
offset by a spotty July. Operating

(Continued on page 58)

See Pattern Set for Joint Anglo-U^.

Division of World’s Film Markets

Florida Yens to Emulate

Riviera for Summer Biz
Miami Beach. Aug. 16.

Local hoteliers are looking
askance at the socko business be-

ing done on the French Riviera and
are wondering why Miami can’t

emulate the French idea and con-
vert into a year-round operation.
Like Miami, the Cote d’Azur was
essentially a winter re.sort and i<i

this day many smart Parisians go
to Deauville on the Channel coast

rather than south to Nice. Cannes
etc. It has been tlie Americans who
have dominated into converting the

Riviera into a turnaway summer
resort.

This is sparking ideas among the

Florida hotels to campaign for a

parallel idea and keep the Yank
dollars on these shores, particulai -

ily if they can get away with casino
operations.

Record Biz In

August Pickup

Strauss Nixes U. S. Visit

But Wants His Royalties
(larmiscli. Germany. Aug. 16.

Hicliard Strauss, 8.5, lamed
opera-s.Miipli compo.ser, has rc-

fu.sed an invitation to come to

the U. S.. on grounds of ill health.

The National Arts Foundation.
' repre.sentcd by director Carleton

Smith, is.sued the invite. The com-

poser recently returned from

Switzerland to his home here.

He has also refu.sed permission

for his latest opera, “Die Liehe

Der Danae, ’ to be performed in

Stockholm. Zurich, and Salzburg,

because .so many opera theatres in

Euro|)e have been destroyed.

Composer is now trying, through

legal action, to obtain release of

royalties amounting to $1,000,001)

(his figure! which have piled up

in the U. S. since 1939.

I Record business has shown signs

networks of picking up during the past week
or 10 days. Sales executives liave

felt a slight surge vsliich they point

out is spotty, not yet general, but

w'hich lliey fe(*l is indicat i\’e that

the usual seasonal iiatlei'n is stir-

ji'ing. Prewar, the disk business was

[

good through the winter, sloped off

in spring, dipped in summer and

began rising again about Aug. 1.5.

Sales execs wh(» have recently

been out on the road assert that

througli coiuersation.s witli dealers

and di.strihutors tliey are convinced

that the fall and winter hiz will

come back strongly. This despite

the continuing cia.sh of vari-speed

I
platter.s. Some feel that the

eheaper recordings being put out

by Victor. Decca and ('olumhia are

going to take u|) a goodl.v portion

of the sales slack.

World’s Fair in D.C.

On Its 150th Anni
Washington, Aug. 16.

Nation’s capital may get a

World’s Fair next year to cele-

brate the 150th anni of its found-
ing, similar to the New York ex-

travaganza held in 1939-40.

Hou.se Appropriations Commit-
tee today (Tucs. I reported out a

hill devoting $3,000*000 towards
financing of the Sesqui-Ontennial
celebration. Plans for the fair have
been in work for some time but

have been held up by the reliic

tance of the Senate to okay the

House’s vote. President 'I'ruman

stepped in last week to push the

measure and it is expelled now
that the Senate will go along witii

the Hoi’se hill,

Celcbratiou. provided the hill

passes, will open Apiil 1.5. hut it

is believed that all the buildings
and eonces.sions, which together
will he named “Freedom Fair.

’’

may not he ready l)y ttiat time.

Historic pageant to be serijited l)y

Paul Green for an amphitheatia* mi
the fairgrounds will not he readv
until June 15. however, so if is ex-

pected (hat the amusements and
recreation centre on the grouiuU
will he open for husiiie.^s !>> that

date.

Biggest Anglo-American joint
production program in tlie history
of the industry is taking form for
the 1949-50 season as the answer
to currency barriers raised because
of Britain’s continuing crisis.

Momentum for numerous film-
making ventures in England, both
with the J. Arthur Rank forces and
indie producers, has built up dur-
ing the current W'eek. Both the
British producers and American
majors give every evidence of
anxiety to reach agreement on
partnering deals. The Yank com-
panies are lieing prcs.sured by tlie

net'd to pul their frozen pounds to
work while the British arc actively
.'leeking joint ventures to insure a
profit on their pix.

.\irival this week in the IJ. S,
of Earl St. John, one of Rank’s lop
production execs and joint manag-
ing director of Two Cities Film.s,
is adding scope to the extent of
lhe.se joint ventures. One such
deal, a three-way proposition in-
volving World Screenplays, United
.Arii.sts and the Na.sscr brothers
has already been closed and the
British indie outfit is in tlie throes
of Ollier negotiations (See separata
story lierewith).

J
Hank is eager for such deals be-

cau.se he gets American filmmak-
ing know-how and bankrolling in
the form of 50% participation by
Yank companies. As the program
now shapes, it would mean a divi-

( Continued on page 63)

D.C. Current
Radio’s giveaway sliow im-

presarios have been doing a

burn the past week.

They don’t like the competi-

tion coming out of Washing-

ton on the deepfreeze give-

aways.

Lep:ion’s Anti-Commie
Resolution for H’wood

Hollywood. Aug. 16

American Legion, at its 31.st an-

nual convention at Lprig Beach
Monday (1.5i, drafted a resolution
urging ‘^tudios to “fire all known

I

or proven Communists, or mem-
bers of fellow travelers’ groups."

I

Veterans’ organization pledged

I

its assi.stance in upholding “.\mci-
' lean ideals” on the screen.

Mary Pickford Seen In

Active Video Role (Bnt

Not Acting) in Move East
With Buddy Rogers set to sign

a combined radio-television con-
liai t this week with ABC forshow.s
that would originate in N. Y.. it is

believed certain that he and Mary
I’ickford his wife, will move from
Hollywood to Manhattan perma-
nently. That would require their
clo.sing their Pickfair home oti the
Coast, one of Hollywood’s show-
places. for the first time since it

was built l)y Miss Pickford and
h<*r late husband, Douglas Fair-
banks, 29 years ago.

If the cou|)le moves ea.st. it’s

expected that Miss Pickford. be-
sides taking a much more active
interest in United Artists, of wliich
she is co-ow'nc*r with Charles
Chaplin, will also take an active
role in video. (She has an ap|)li-

caiion pending for three .Carolina
Stations. I While she will not do
an\ rV' acting, it is possible lliat

tC'ontinued on page 61)

Channel Swimmer’s P,A.’s
Shirley May France, currently

in England waiting for the right
weather in which to attempt lier

swim of the English Channel, will

make a personal appearance tour
when she returns to the U. S.

Robbins Bros., New York agents,
are handling the booking arrange-
ments for the 17-year-oid girl.
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Iron-Man Jolson Whams New York In

‘Live-Trailer Swing of Loew s Circuit

By ABEL GREEN
A1 Jolson. whose impact with

“The Jazz Singer,” pioneered the
|

i*Cr^&rri3n-lvOSS€llini S

Own Idea of The Chase*
Rome, Aug. 9.

Ingrid Bergman and Roberto

In the Loew s metropolitan New ““f*"*"''
«rom Strom-

York theatres last week. In play-
' scenes

ing six houses per night, for three i

* papermen a dizzy runaround in

Rome. Miss Bergman, who was
whisked into the city In Rossel-
lini’s new speedcar, is in strict

literally proved himself the iron
man of show husiness. i ‘‘'/ff

transition from silenls to talkers,

appropriately enough trailblazcd a
new kind of “living trailer” with a
series of six-in-onc-nighters he did

nights (Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday), starting at 8 p.m., and
traveling with a police convoy to
make timetable connections, Jolson

Vednesdaj, Angngt 17, I949

Ambassador’s Daughter
Set for Berlin Play

Salzburg, Aug. 9.

Rosemary Murphy, daughter of
U. S. Ambassador to Germany
Robert D. Murphy, starts rehears-
ing in Berlin for local debut Aug.
16 at Schloss Park theatre. Play
is “Wir Armen Erden Burger,”
translation of French play by
Jacques Duval. Miss Murphy plays
part of an English governess.
She received tremendous pub-

licity in Germany recently in con-

Tnmibo, Lawson

Reprise Reasons

For Refusing Info
Washington. Aug. le

Dalton Trumbo and John Howan
Lawson told the Supreme CourtIncf u/oaIt 4>Via«» Uit

nection with her first film, “Deri last week that they were on firm
Ruf” (“The Challenge”), written fground in refusing to di.sclose
and directed by Fritz Kortner. litical and labor union affiliatW
Russian magazine, Soviet Art, criti- to the House Un-American Arfi»

• ^ Jl ^ — *4 Ji- a-ki-k Ml -» < 4 4- r. r.
••vUV*

cized her for making it.

One by eac li, Loew’s and Colum
bia executives fell by the wayside,

tor’s family. Joseph Steele, han-
dling public relations for the ac-

but Jolson came up the following ;

has been handling all queries

night to do Ills two to tliree, and '

concerning her picture plans.

on occasion, four songs in each ''"'ZZ' '‘i'^ „i
theatre. Sea.soned showmen and _ h^edda Hopper, who planed to

newspapermen, making the rounds **st week, has been the only

with Jolson. to a man observed, i

U- S. reporter to get near Miss

-You couldn’t picture this until i

Dergman. The Hoi ywood colum-

you actually made this tour as we i

however, is leaving for a
M

I

swing around Italy and may wind

The physical drain in battling Hf
, Morocco to visit Orson

teeming thousands at each theatre
belles f^e hni is preparing to

staggered many a younger man. i

complete God 8 Earth for RKO
For Jolson it .served as a tonic.

Picture company people, trade
press, the lay pre.ss, the Life
photographers, el al., found them-
selves dragging .after the second
or third show, but with Jolson,
for his topper-offer .at Loew’s Pit-

kin, in the Brownsville section of
Brooklyn, it worked in inverse ra-
tio—there he threw in a ct>uple of
extras, including a traditional Yid-

at the Cine-Citta studios here.

Burns & Allen Click
'

At Palladium; Benny’s

Surprise Personal

37Slh WEEK!
3,822 Performanbet

All-time long run record In the

logitim.a.te theatre.

KEN MURRAY’S
“BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

CompleU's 7-ycar run El t’apltan

Theatre, Hollywood, August 27.

OPENS Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y.,

Sept. 6. ,

EDDIE CANTOR OKAYS

PALLADIUM FOR 1950
' Eddie Cantor gave Val Parnell

and Harry Foster an OK for next
summer at the Palladium, London.
The managing director of the

British vaudeville flagship and the

Foster’s agency head met the

ities Committee.
Asking the tribunal to take juris-

diction and hear appeals from
guilty verdicts for contempt of
Congress, they contended further
that a quorum of the Committee
was not pre.sent when they testified

H’wood Can Rest Easily;

New Paris Fashions Seen

No Threat to Pic Backlog

By LUCETTE CARON ’

fljt" cases "of trelrMnd t
Paris, Aug. 9. • come up to the Supreme Court

What has_becn seen so far of Both were convicted and are suhi
the fashion shows can permit

i

Ject to a year’s imprisonment and
Hollywood to breathe easily. SIO.OOO fines. Their convictions
Whatever changes so far are im- have been upheld by the U. S.

material, so that completed prod- Court of Appeals here,

uct does not look dated. All back- i

The other eight “Unfriendly Wit-

logs can be considered as good as
new.

If Paris is to retain positive
supremacy in fashions, however,
the couturiers here will have to

watch their step. Apart from

nesses ’’ have agreed by stipulation
to be bound by the final rulings in
the Lawson and Trumbo cases,
rather than to go to trial them-^
selves on the same charges.
Lawson was found guilty on one

London, Aug. 16.

Despite a 15-year absence,

dish doggerel, ad libbed with the comedians Burns & Allen scored

customers, etc. •
I

heavily before a nostalgic-minded

Here was the “route” as this re- Palladium Monday
porter played it Friday (12) night:

i

:Whettin^g the customers

Triboro, Astoria. 8 p.m., and then i

their funmaking, the

in half-hour intervals, almost on couple climaxed their comic rou-

. in r-onnoe «« a fix/incy I

Amerlc.'in oppositioH (and Ameri- refusal to tell the House

rtrin 0Pt visitors are considerably in- Un-Amerman Activities Committee

IXi Ln.npcLnPP dpnpnHiL nn ' flucncing the designers here) there whether he was, or ever had been.

other sources competing for p^the^

the trade of the smartly - dressed

tines with a minuet dance from the
13-year-old Paramount film “Col-
lege Holiday.” On the latter se-

quence they were supported by

(Continued on page 61)

TODD DICKERING SCHNOZ

COMBO FOR N.Y. VAUDER
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

the nose, followed the Prospect,
Flushing; Valencia, Jamaica; Gates,
Premier and Pitkin, all Brooklyn.

Flanked by squad cars front and
, „

aft. utilizing both a Grand Central ® « * ah •

Parkway convoy car and one from ' „
Highlighting Bums & Allen s

the N. Y. Police Dept., so as to !

Pahadium return was the surprise

Insure familiarity with the maze
,

of Queens-to-Brooklvn streets, the
!

ppening day s performance Mo-

crackerjack Loew s Theatres pub- ^

licity department run things like a
6,000 miles to sit in at the

well-oiled machine. Just to make P**®®"?- ”® made an impromtu

sure. Loew Theatres execs Oscar ^P®®®^ 9^^^ allowed off-

A. Doob.and Eugene Picker were ^ ‘}®

next year with Mary Livingstone

j

and Phil Harris. Now in the CBS
fold, Benny huddled in Paris with
the net’s board chairman William

;

S. Paley before planing back to the
Coast.

j

Balance of the Palladium show
I w'as a brisk potpourri with Blue

Mike Todd left for New York
j

standing out via his comedy and
Monday (15) following incompleted dancing. Count Leroy, from Har-
negotiations for the appearance of old Steinman’s “Skating Vanities”
Clayton, Jackson and Durante for at Wembley, wowed ’ena with his
four weeks in Todd’s contemplated

j

roller routines while the ’Three Ru-
“Two a Day” at the Winter Gardens dells were appreciated in their
N. Y.. this fall. Todd, who has

;

comedy offering. Withal, the head-
been in Hollywood for the past liners look a cinch to pack in

week, plans getting Ethel Merman trade in their fortnight’s stay not-
with Cole Porter at the piano. Jack with.standing the sudden heatwave.
Cole Dancers, and some imported
vaude acts to fill.

Durante’s acceptance of the
Todd date has been made difficult
due to the fact that comic would
have to transcribe his proposed
new radio show with a story in-

stead of a gag basis. Another Emlyn Williams arrives in the
hurdle is whether the Esty Agency U. S. from London by air Sept. 5.

will allow Durante to stay east He’ll immediately go into re-

following the Garden stand in
.
hearsal in Lillian Heilman’s play,

order to play the Copacabana nit- “Montserrat.”
cry in November. “Dolwyn,” a Sir Alexander Kor-

Durante is also waiting before da film which Williams wrote and
final acceptance to see if Todd directed and in which he co-stars
can arrange with the Esty Agency with Dame Edith Evans, opens in
to absorb part of the expense of New York a few days before his

transporting radio troupe with him arrival. It will have its U. S. preem
while in the east. at the World Aug. 29.

radio, TV or other committments.
Cantor will bring to London a

i •

departure ,or American comedians
: in^iue^ie""",;* C ’'L™'3:!;‘’’if

,now working hard. An English

'

firm is even competing with
I Parisians on their home ground by ,

sending his own models and hold-
ing a fashion show at the Plaza-

|

Athenee.
j

The fact that Paris couturiers
are hiring more and more Ameri-

I

I

can models to show their dresses is
,

I
proof of their desire to have them

I shown to best advantage in the
eyes of American buyers.

'

No more buxom women, says
Christian

— a kneaded show which he’ll

break in first in America. Work-
ing with and into the other acts

is a novelty for Londoners who
haven’t seen the emcee style of

integrated performance.
Incidentally, Cantor turned

down a percentage bid from Bill

Miller for the Riviera, Jersey
roadhouse, which could have
netted the comedian “almost $35,-

000 if you do the same amount of

business Tony Martin did.” This
was over $70,000 gross.

Brisson Proving Terrif

B.O. Draw in 1st Concerts

In Denmark in 20 Years

His petition and brief, a 111-page
document, covered this matter.
Trumbo was found guilty on two
counts—refusal to state whether
he was a Communist, and also re-

fusal to say whether he was a mem-
ber of the Screen Writers Guild.
Trumbo’s 35-page brief adopted the
arguments given in the Lawson
brief and devoted Itself entirely to

points dealing w’ith membership ia

unions.
“The instant case and its com-

panion, Trumbo v. United States,”

said the Lawson brief, "arc the first

(Continued on page 61)

Dior. The 1950 “Mid- ir* i r < i i >
dle-of-the-century” belle . will be NpW K||lf| nf ADDiailSfi

*

casual, daring and boyish, like the ,

heroines of the silent pictures. No
hips, no breasts, a close-cropped
hurricane haircut. She will wear a

. sheath slit up to the knees.
Both Dior’s and Jacques Path’s

j

premieres opened with their tradi-
! tional glamour. The midinette

Copenhagen, Aug. 9.

Carl Brisson hasn’t performed hJi"rdd“ed a d^maunouTh:
but not one gown showed signs of
it, and members of the staff hid
traces of sleeple.ss nights. Paris-
ians on their holidays in Deauville
or in Cannes week-ended back to
town to applaud Dior and Fath

—

in Denmark since he left 20 years
ago. But his popularity here is so
strong, that it w-as impossible for
him to refuse when Skandinavisk
Koncertdirektion asked him to give
two concerts at the big K. B. Hal-

Audiences at Drive-Ins

Give Acts the Klaxons

len |4,500 seats), sponsored by Den-
; and, of course, all the international

mark’s two biggest newspapers,
Politken and Berlingske Tidende.
The success of Brisson’s one-hour
autobiographical program over the
Statsradiofonien had shown the

press and foreign buyers were 1

there in greater number than ever.
Path’s illuminated garden was

like a stage setting and women— ‘

almost all sun-tanned — looked

Nashville, .\ug. 16.

Drive-in theatres may provide

the next major vaude circuit. Idea

has already been tested by Bradley
' Kincaid, hillbilly singer from
i WSM here, with an in-person draw
' at open-airer in St. Mary’s, Ohio,

recently. Tumaway business re-

. suited, but at the same time an en-

j

tirely new set of audience mores

had been uncovered.

I
Kincaid and his country crew

found no stage facilities. Conse-

quently they did their show from

the roof of a concession stand. The

audience realized that, because of

EMLYN WILLIAMS INTO

LILLIAN HELLMAN PLAY
British writer - player - director

singer, than even if he sang mostly
, .strancelv beautiful in that liphi .. . . . =

Amprinan hit songs, the Danes v,^.* the vast distances in the drive-ins.American mt songs,
loved him anyway.
The sum offered

The
best

applausc Wouldn’t register to the
.and knew it. Mrs. David performer, so they honked their

\ '^‘^® U. S. Ambassador in Torns o sh7w aDorecia ion for «
said to be the biggest ever paid, (Continued on page 56)

“
in Denmark to a .solo performer, i

In two hours all seats were sold to
’

the first two concerts, (Aug. 24-25)
|

and therefore there will be two
|

more. Aug. 26 and 29.

Brisson will sing all his old and
new song hits, both from England
and America, as well as some
Danish numbers. Teddy Petersen,
Statsradiofonien’s dance band di

Mussolini Biopic May

Be Done By Arg. Group

Subarription Order Form
Enclosed find check for $

|/17

Please Sqnd VARIETY for
One Year
Two Years

I o
(I'leai* I’l lilt .Vhii.t J

Street

('ity . /ame Slate.

Regular Subscription Rotes

One Year—$10.00 Two Yeors—$18.00

Conodo and Foreign—$1 Additionol per Yeor

f'SKlEfr Inc.

1 54 West 4«Hi StTMt N«w Yerk 1«, N. Y.

Lisbon, Aug. 9.
Life of Benito Mussolini would

be reprised on the screen by an

V..-
^fKentine producing organization,

rector, will lead a big orchestra at circles,

the concerts. When Brisson con- '

s widow, Rachele, is said

dudes his Palladium engagement ]?
"®''® ®®®" aPProached to write

in London, he’ll return to Copen- 1

supervise the pro-

hagen.
I

auction. Vittorio Mussolini, son
Before he goes to New York in

' ^^® ®"^time Italian dictator, and
September, Brisson will sing an Argentine resident, assert-

“Song of Copenhagen” for the
** interested in the venture.

Danes from the balcony of the old
Presumably Signora Mussolini’s

city hall on Copenhagen’s largest
®®®®®"Play would be based upon

square, Raadhuspladsen. Never in
which have been pub-

the history of Danish show busi- k
"®° have

ness has any performer been feted ®.
^.*^*^her of Spanish

number or a gag.
Kincaid played that stop on a

guarantee and percentage basis.

Because of the success of this ini-

tial venture in this field, he’s lined

up a series of drive-in dates in

Ohio.

as Brisson has this summer. He
dailies in serialization. Her per-

$80-PER-HEAD RIVIERA

‘BENEFfT’ A BIG BUSTO
By MARGARET GARDNER

Cannes, Aug. 16’

One of the most expensive and

elaborate flops of the season took

place Aug. 11 at the Palm Beach

Casino in Cannes, on the occasion

of the Bal Des Petits Lits Blancs

(The Ball of the Little White Beds),

the most heralded and publicized

.social event of the entire year m
P'rance.

This charity affair, which
1921 has been a “must” for the

moneyed and aristocratic Euro-

and Cleo Brlsso^ wTll probai;i; «®®ved

take a holiday in Denmark next k® u w?®
marketability of a

vear too and this time written by the mother of nioneyeu anu ansiun.in*- .

with’their son. film producer F?ed mistre.ss. As told to peans. has yearly contributed ^
Brisson and his w-ife Rn.;aiinH

® ‘^Panish reporter, the tome was profits to the upkeep of hospiw

RusseU.
’ Kosalind

titled “Memoirs of Clara Petacci. beds for the tubercular youth of

j

the Girl Friend of Mussolini.” I France. Normally it is given >»

n-s . • tcA n Meanwhile, a report that Italy’s the fall In Paris, but this V^^r i

Brisson s 50 Brit. Tour former foreign minister. Count was decided to give it in Cannes

Val piln Vi ’ Grandi. had written a script during the height of the sunune

vvinin!!se , **!i® \
^‘ssie for a Mussolini biopic and would season. It was a great mistake,

start
Brisson to Supervise its Hollywood production, I The 700 in attendance xvho pa>^

inpdiatPiv af/or
denied emphatically by the $80 each to enter will long remeiJJ.

hng fho'hiil^at p®V^ Cabling his disavowal
j

her the evening for its ineff>c»c^

Hi’i«nn
^®*'® Paulo. Brazil, ' organization, badly directed enter

diwn thP nfflr
Grand! declared "all news relating tainment. lack of “ambiance.

at thA n ^® ® open to my collaboration to a picture poor taste in extraclin.g money.

J

ut Grove, Los Angeles, about Mussolini being made ini For one month piir(''ng
’ * 'Hollywood is pure invention.” |

(Continued on page 46)
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'49m DIPPING TO $50,000,000
Ms New Sales Policy Paying Off

With $100,000 More Rentak Per Week
Twentieth-Fox’s new sales pol-4

Icy is paying off handsomely for

the company with just the results

hoped for—increased film rentals.

Veepee A1 Lichtman declared this

week that 20th is now deriving an

average of $100,000 more per week

in rentals than it did at this time

last year. As a result, the com-

pany expects its current distribu-

tion earnings to be the best since

the peak postwar years.

First intimation that the system

was working successfully was made

Balaban Due Back 30th
Barney Balaban, Paramount's

president, is due back in New
York Aug. 30 from his current
European trip. Mrs. Balaban and
their two youngest cHildren are ex-
pected to sail from Italy next
week,

Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount
studio exec who has been pinch-

FROM « TIKE

Meyer-Fox-Work Grant Hughes

Week s Delay on RKO Stock Bid

The big toll exacted by the
spring boxoffice slump on the in-

dustry’s profits is first becoming
apparent in the shape of major
company net and gross revenue

Selznick Boys 4 Farrar

Stanley Meyer-Matty Fox-ClifT
Work syndicate has granted Ho-
ward Hughes a week’s extension
from Monday lb's) to accept their
bid of $6 a share for his controlling
stock in the RKO theatre circuit, it

London, Aug. 16.

Michael Powell and Emeric
reports released to the jlublic or

i
Pressburger (Archer B'ilms), who ' has-been* learned This is tho

filed with the Securities 4 Ex- have David Farrar under three
| ,

changes Commission. While the years personal contract, calling previous one having been five day«
returns are not uniformly bad. in- upon him to make two pictures per from last Wednesday (10>
roads scored against profits during year, have sold 50% of their con-

^

Agreement for the latest delay
the May and June record postwar tract to David O. Selznick. '

slump proved heavy enough to af-
1

Deal calls for one pic per year.

.everal weeks ago by sales veepee ! Wf absence heads for the Coast
Bcvcin a „ this wppIc Hp Will stav in Hnllv-

hitting at the h.o. for Balaban in
|

feet the entire year’s take of the to be made in Hollywood, with

this week. He will stay in Holly
wood only a few days before plan-
ing for Chicago to attend the in-

dustry public relations meet at the

Andy W. Smith, Jr. Asserting the

results proved that exhibitors fa-

vored^the new policy. Smith said

at the time that 20th had 11,455
, ^ „«u

more contracts on A features than
j

month,

during the same period in 1948 and

21,695 more bookings. Lichtman
declared this week that the policy

generally has proved successful,

adding that “we don’t contemplate

any more changes at this time.”

With the exception of the pay-

off in increased rentals, 20th has

not yet completed its study of

which of its suggestions the exhibs

have taken. Plan called for thea-

tre operators to have their choice

of buying film on percentage or

flat rental deals, but no statistics

industry.usiry.
! owner did not indicate why the

Consequently, with the figures fall. Contract involves Selznick
|

extensions were desired, he said

was made in a session between
Hughes and Meyer on the Coast
over the weekend. While the RKO

20th s Bid to Buy

Into Canadian

Odeon Co. Cold
London, Aug. 16.

now becoming available, a revision in around $250,000
in estimates of the industry’s pro-

fits for fiscal ’49 is under way. It

is likely that the seven majors
(United Arti.sts excepted) will not
equal the $60,000,000 take of ’48

as previously predicted. Industry
insiders are currently fixing their

sights on a $50,000,000 total.

Downward revision is given im-

petus by the latest SEC report
filed this week by RKO. Company
discloses that its gross for the
three months ended July 2 totalled

$21,900,000 including $2,605,000 in

income from non-consolidated for-

eign subsids. That figure repre-

Ask Chi Confab

To Sidestep Any

‘Controversies

J. Arthur Rank has turned down
are yet available on how many '

.

made the switch. Plan al.so called proposal made by

for 20th to try convincing small- ' Skouras. 20th-Fox prez, for the

town exhibs to book A pictures on purchase of a half-interest by 20th

weekends instead of the standard Rank s big Odeon circuit in Can-

fare of westerns and Bs. Results f^a. it has been authoritat vely

of that phase of the campaign also |.®acncd. Rank n>xed the deal be-

have not yet oeen divulged. i

fo^e Skouras left England for

Very fact that the number of

playdates has been increased
.

means that exhibs have accepted ^koiiras Jo obtain a minor interest

Theatres As.sn. yesterday (Tues.)

sents a sharp tumble from the made an open appeal to Ned E.

$27,100,000 garnered during the I Depinet, RKO prez who chairmans
Spyros first three months. It is $5,000,000 the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer

that he has no offers but the pres-
ent one for purchase of his theatre
interests.

Meyer-Fox-Work combo placed
$1,500,000 in e.scrow about three
weeks ago as an earnest of their
bid in an agreement with Hughes.
This was in the nature of a deposit
against the total price of $5,57.5,000
for the approximately 920,000
shares Hughes holds.
Under an option agreement with

Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp., enter-
I ed into when it sold its controlling

Metropolitan Motion Picture inlere.st in the RKO parent com-
pany to Hughes about 15 months

(Continued on page 24)

(Continued on page 22)

France.
A slight possibility remains for

the policy,

spokesmen.
according to 20th

Hnghes Feels Contracts

Not Necessary Between

i ica’s public relations committee, to

I keep the forthcoming Chicago

j

meet’s agenda free of controversial '

subjects. The appeal throws the
;

spotlight on the tug-of-war cur-

rently being staged over National

.Mlied’s ‘‘Finneran plan’’ which

Rank Trims Prod. Costs

45^ Via Salary Savings,

33;^ Economies: St. Jolm

in the 150-theatre chain in return
for dollars and an assured supply
of 20th’s product. That interest,

however, would not exceed 20%
tops. Any deal of this nature
would necessarily Involve the pay-
ment of dollars since the Bank of

England would not approve the
j

company. Under the modification

inn I
overseas as.sets for frq;!en

RKO and Its Personnel;--^
^

Banks HelpU Ease

c f iL I J,s«ks to bar stars from pictures '
s,;,',',; 'i5cr'’t;

borne 01 the Load
Universal has won an agreement

from the three banks backing it

which permits a substantial reduc-
tion by U in the amount of readily

convertible assets to be held by the

MMPTA by its letter to Depinet
(Coi.tinued on page 6)

Brevity RKO Rule
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

J. Arthur Hank's filmmaking
costs in the coming seasoji will be

om the 1948
British producer’s

organization went all-out to meet
quota demands, according to tlie

estimate of Earl St. John, one of
Rank's top production execs and
joint managing director to Two
Cities Films. His estimate is pre-
dicated on a 10*^0 negative co.st

, . rxrxrx .
Brcvlty, once known as the soul saving from the recent salary cuts

in the terms of the $8,500,000 loan of wit, is the slogan at RKO where imposed by the British Film Pro-
made to U, the company need not

, ffjp average running time of pic-
j duoers Assn, plus 33lti% reduction

hold more than $19,500,000 in net tures, since Howard Hughes took already put through by economy
There will be no more contracts with Rank, it has been learned

[

quick assets as against a previous over control of the studio, is 68 measures.
for execs at RKO. That’s the word that the idea of buying a big slice i $22,500,000 figure. Banks agreeing minutes, slightly more than the

of the Odeon chain was entirely
I
to the easing of terms are the First

; average western, which runs about
that of the 20th prez. Rank made

|

National Bank of Boston, the Man- an hour.
I hattan Co. and Guaranty Trust Co.

j

Longest picture under the
of N. Y.

I

Hughes regime is "It’s Only
Net quick assets are defined as Money,’’ running 85 minutes. “The

ca.sh. Government bonds, unamor- Bail Bond Story’’ was timed in 78

that has seeped down to company
officials from controlling stock- , • j- r

holder Howard Hughes. Hughes ;

"« overtures in the directton of a

himself recently entered into a pact

St. John, currently in the U. S.,

sees * no strong opposition from
(Continued on page 24)

with the studio as production chief,

but assertedly has edicted there
•hall be no other contracts handed
out because he doesn’t believe in

them.
Those execs now holding tickets

will have to work without them
after they run out if they want to
continue with the company. Sid
Rogell, who has functioned as
studio chief since Hughes took over

sale but agreed to listen to the

(Continued on page 24)

COHNS. GRANTS RETURN

FRIDAY FROM EUROPE
Columbia prexy Harry Cohfi and

attorney Arnold Grant will arrive

in New York from Europe Friday

more than a year ago, is among key (19) on the He de France. They
officials who are now without pacts, have been away on a combination
His contract expired recently and business-vacation tour for the past
nughes refused to give him a new

i ,

.seven weeks.

tized films, scenarios and story
| minutes, “I Married a Communist”

rights. The $22,500,000 figure was m 75, “The Big Steal” in 71 and

(Continued on page 24) “Make Mine Laughs” in 63.

National Boxoffice Survey
Cool Wave Lifts Biz— *Lining* Moves Up to First

Place; ‘Summertime,’ ‘Joe Young* Next Best

Break in hot weather in numer- seventh with “Lost Boundaries”

paper although Inviting him lo -von woox. , cities covered hy Vxmxrv.,
' is

paper, although inviting him t® ^ • • xt v i, 'especially in important communi- no ninth while "Home of
«tay on indefinitelv Cohn will remain in New York . . , . „

winaing up ninin wmie ui

.

Hughes- stand is that a contract „„,i| Monday (22. night, bringing
; “f/ rfhe^eruX"’ this wS XV "

gence^^^of^^vi*^^'
him.self up to dole on the com- ^ew product launched in the last Best runner-up pix are “Any

w^?h an
^ or di.ssatisfaction pany.j, affairs, before returning to days, however, is not proving Number Play” (M-G) and “NotW 'he Coa.st by air. Grant, who is ' satisfactory as hoped for. Sev-

i Wanted” (FO.
VaSnl

^ au
setting no

^ member of the Col board and ^,,3} cities had to weather heavy Stronge.st newcomer appears to

pmnin • has many filmite clients, is expect- ^ains on three .succe.s.sive days but be “Yes Sir. That’s My Baby” (U».
'ho ed to remain at his New York office continued mild temperatures obvi- Given great bally, this comedy is

several weeks, then head for ously are being felt favorably at garnering smash biz on Chicago
the Coast for business there. boxoffice. teeoff. "It’s a Great Feeling” ( WB >

AI Jolson is remaining east to "Silver Lining” (WB) is push- shows possibilities, being nice in

huddle with Cohn before heading
,

back on top after dropping Philly, okay in Cleveland but mild

Trad* Mnrk Rexlst<‘r<‘d

FOl’NllKO HY SIMK SII.VRRMAN
PublUhrd Wfrkir l>> V.\KIKT1’. Inc.

Sill .Silverman. President
154 West 4l)th St., New York 19, N. T.

Holly W’immI SH
6.'! II Yucra Street

WHshliiKlon 4
1292 National Preas Building

riilenxo 1

3fi0 No. .Midi I nan Ave.
I.oiiilon U'Pt

8 St Martin's PI., TrafalKar 8q.

SPHSCRIPTION
\nnn,'il $10 KorelKn $11
.Single Popies 25 Cents

Vol. 175 No. 10

company, Hughes’ belief is that ho
shouldn’t be obligated by a con-
tract to remain.

west this weekend.

Nicholas M. Schenck’.s cmploy-
^''^ent contract as president of

Loew’s, Inc., has been extended for

NICK SCHENCK’S LOEW

^ Pickford, Chaplin Both

East—But Not on UA Biz

Both United Artists owners Mary ,
getting much additional playing

an added five-year period. Under
pici^fopd and Charles Chaplin are time this session, is crashing shapes goc

cecent action by the company’s furreiitly in New York, but the through to third position. The ‘‘,Scene of

board. Schenck’s new ticket will

expire Dec. 31, 1954. Prior to the
board action, his old one would
have ended at the close of the cur-
rent year. I presence in N. Y. is bccau.se “Oona “Great Sinner” <MG>.

.cm., and provi.,ions of ...e
'

'

i„“ m"V;n '
Sra'vSrrN-

V"
Present contract will apply for the

down to third last stanza. It is in N. Y. “Slattery’s Hurricane”
nosing nut "Good Old SumiiTer- (20th). good in N. Y. and L.A.,

time" (M-O) for top money, al- hints potentialities on Widmark-
though the Metro opus, champ last Darnell name draw. It also is nice

session, is a strong .second-place in Providence. Initial date for ".-Xb-

winner. hott-Costello Meet Killer” ( U > in

"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO), Washington looks fine.

"Once More. .My Darling” (U>
good in L..\. on first date,

(’rime” (M-G. looms

twosome apparently are on domes- King Kong sequel is nice to ter- spotty currently. "Too Late For

tic affairs and not UA business, rific. being .standout or to|)s in two Tears" (UA>. rated nice in Monf-

Chaplin is in Gotham on his way keys. Fourth spot goes to "You’re real.^ is slim in Detroit and mild

to attend a peace conference in My F'verything (2()th'. in N. V.

He avers that his Fiftli place is being captured by "Brimstone’ (Rep' is standout
“ (MG>. vbieh did in Seattle with fine session. "Big

on initial Steal" (HKO> shapes slick in

Mi.ss Pickford came in to join playdate in N Y. Sixth slot is be- Louisville. "Outpost In Morocco”

husband. Buddy Rogers, east ing taken over hy "Anna Lucasta’

Mexico C’ity.

* •' hor II Wtl IIXI , I.1I4V4V4J r?, . -
* ,1 4 t

dditional five years. His salary is a radio-JV contract. Neither at- ( Uol

'

mainly on sheer weight of

s**! at $130,714 yearly plus 2».i% of tended the UA board meeting held extenuve hookings

hi.s

(UAi is oke in Portland. <

“Doolins of Oklahoma" (Col)
since highly looks nice in Omaha. "One False

"ft Viormura'’flx‘od' i;i yeiierd.ay' .Tue,:.. Conclave was disappointlns in nunmrm,,^ ^oca- Step" <U( is doin, nicely in Bos-
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CHILLER-KILLERS AT HIS HOUSE OF HORROR’

(N. Y. RIALTO) TAME COMPARED TO GERMANY
By ARTHUR L. MAYER f

i Former Exhibitor, Chief of Mo- adult population at that time of

tiou Picture Branch, Information

Serricc.t Division, Office of

M Hilary Govt, for Germany)

Munich. July 19.

FRENCH’S NEW DEAL AS

PAR’S MOiN. OPERATOR
Henry French, head of the Para-

mount-partnered Minnesota Amuse-
ment circuit, has won a new ticket

boosting his pay and extending his

employment. Under a new agree-

ment just inked with Par, French
gets $500 weekly plus a profit-

sharing provision. His contract is

, , . . .. extended to Jan. 2, 19.54 from its
Israel is an exhibitor s paradise, expiration date of Dec.

bad German and the bad Germans,
A few days ago, I asked a man i Army brass an^ motion picture

In Beilin, if there were another industry brass, Mayer brashness

war, who he thought would win it. done a

Despite Stiff

Protests, UFA’S

Splitup Certain
Frankfurt, Aug. 16

On the eve of the new Keith
government's formation the nro

and distributor Arthur u Mayer,
j

^iH be paid 3% of the i jected breakup of the giant m ^who has just flnished a lO-day tour ..hain's net on all pronis over and

'

Mayer’s Israeli 0.0.
Tel Aviv, Aug. 3.

at least 140,000,000.

Under the.se untoward condi-

tion.s, the Mayer mission is coming
to an inglorious end. Between my

i according to New York theatreman
; 3Q 1950.

and distributor Arthur L. Mayer,
who has just finished a 10-day tour

^ , .4-
of country. In surveying the

ai^^v'e” ’$8'6b"666. ‘Previous pact
Durante nosedive, nation’s situation, he was particu- «'hich was signed Jan. I of this

“Why should I worry,” he an- I W’ithin the next few weeks I will I larly impressed with the fondness year gave the Minnesota Ainuse-
swered, "what I am trying to find

^
bid the fatherland a far from of Israelis for cinema entertain- ' ment tonoer $400 weekly ulus a

out is who won the Iasi one.” That, * fatherly farewell and return to ment.
, in throroftts

viet y p

Indeed, is the burning question in 42d Street and Broadway, which
1 However, in order for local op- I

. _

Germany today. All over we see jn my ignorance of foreign cus- ^ erat^s to realize a maximum ! _ . _ , n
former Nazis creeping or, to be toms I used to refer to as the amount of business, Mayer pointed

i
ran I |n||Ar ^l|||ia

more accurate, leaping back into “double-crossroads of the world,” out that key houses should stress
1 _ 'I _

positions pf power. In Bavaria
j

Actually I outlasted General comfort and airconditioning. Mayer
alone 83% of the judges and 81% Clay by a few months and have y’ho is quitting his post as chief of

of the court prosecutors are said seen the first days of the McCloy- Motion Picture Branch for the U.S.
to be former party members. My

,
ment. as the new regime is called. Military Government in Germany,

chauffeur, who was a Communist
j

For the time being, Germany is a
, is scheduled to return to N. Y.

when he was 17, and is a fighting no-man’s land. I am not referring ^ about Aug. 20.
liberal not only now when it is

|
to the fact that there are four

»*omparatively easy, but during the women to every three men, but
war when he went to a concentra- to the impending discontinuance
tion camp rather than serve in the of Military Government and the

Nazi army, cannot drive a car for assumption by the State Dept, of

Military Cmvernment, but an ad- whatever authority has not been
mitted former Nazi holds a good relegated to the Germans. We
jtb with EUCOM 'European Com- are now bu.sily engaged in giving

mand to you) in Heidelberg. the country back to the Indians.

More and more nostalgic devo- I beg pardon, I mean the German
lion to the "good old days” is

j

who, clad in brown shirts, did a

openly expressed. At a public better job of scalping and burn-

gatheVing a well tanked German ing than any redskins in history,

vaid: "They grudged us our wealth. I have a recurring nightmare that

We have always been the ablest !
'Continued on page 20)

Drive-Ins Talk

Suing For Better

Film Clearances

Arbitration Hearings

Chicago, Aug. 16.

Drive-ins are counterattacking
the picture distributors’ refusal to
grant them improved clearance on

people on earth. For this rea.son,

we have produced the most and
the best goods, and then, when the
others thought their prestige was
endangered, they dragged us into

war. Today, we can clearly see,

that they are trying to destroy the
German people,” Not long ago,
driving through a rural region I

actually .saw a vehicle with a,
, - *1*1. i.

riuiPiv drawn Na7l pmhlem nn the day* wound up arbitration hearings the rentals they must pay and ad-

humprr! I wa/JLher Shorn
^

'he <livvy among U. S majors
;

missions they charge that their

'of $11,700,000 m French coin, customers are entitled to first run

J .1 * • 1 J Proceedings before arbitrator Will pix. As one operator put it,

H. Hays concluded just one day "Drive-ins are no longer a novelty;

short of a year from the date that they are an established part of the
theatre business and the sooner the

In Oinadian Odeon

Theatres As in Eng.
Toronto, Aug. 16.

Despite loosening of liquor sell-

ing regulations which might permit
a parallel of bar establishments at

the rear of the house, or in upstairs
lounges, as now is permissible in

Britain, none of the 160 units across
Canada of Odeon Theatres Ltd.

(Rank) will serve alcoholic drinks,
according to Leonard W. Brocking-
ton, vice-president of the chain.

Statement followed a blast of the
United Churches of Canada that

' the Odeon, Toronto, 2,390-seater

I
flagship of the Odeon chain, scaled

i at $1.20 top, had applied for a liquor

I
lounge license. Brockington's state-

ment pointed out that the United

film monopoly is touching off one
of stiffest rows between the Occu-
pation forces and German politicos

since the end of the war. But
despite the bitter squawks, Anglo-

U. S. authorities are showing every

intention to carry through the

splitup of the $13,000,000 corpora,

tion under the Allied decarleliza-

lion program.

The dispute broke wide open
last week when Dr. Herman
Puender, prexy of the pre.sent bi-

zonal German Economic Admini.s-
tration, accused the Americans
and English of wielding the anti-

monopoly axe solely "for the one-
sided benefit of foreign movie in-

terests.” Puender’s imi>ortance is

highlighted by his virtually cer-
tain appointment as minister of
economics under the newly-elected
right-wing Christian Democrat
federal government.

Countering with equally stiff

language, Anglo-U. S. officials said

Puender’s criticism was .so •'de-

structive” and "so little to the

point” that it would be ignored.

Puender was also tagged with sup-

tions for restaurant renewal li-

censes apply to dining room and/or

A #11 ^AA AAA r 1-
action being

Un Sll.lUU.UUU rrCnCD, threatened if better playing time

r**l A • P* 11 1?
granted. Ozoners maintain

, ^pp^y

Film Coin Finally End lnd^hXH the dhcTimhJat on^^n !

present
J ana tnat It tne aiscrimmation m Laqu^i. Control Board regulations.

. j w , t- ^ .Testimony by Warner Bros. v.p. booking does not stop, legal steps
I Through a reputed "misunderstand-

1

changed his tack slightly and said

Sam .Schneider yesterday iTues- will be taken. Owners insist with
j ing," the restaurant-concessionaires

I

the decartelization was unconsti-

had signed an application for some-
j

tutiontiL

Church protest was "based on a
nusunderstanding.” On legal—-and

j

pQ|.|^lng an industry setup that
often obtuse—terminology, applica-

[ ^ould be "pro.stituted” to the exist-

ing governmental power.

Following his party's .Sunday

(15) election victory. Puender

lion, as some Military Government
.pokes,non take great pride in an-

-exies voted to arbitrate
nonncing. after surviving therti.ti auiviviiiK inc Hicniitp ThniKSinds nf n»0PC
heaviest bombing of hi.story, has

i

1"® AA rAina ?nin™
.
.

/
’ , fjoc ' ^ f ‘ mon.v

,

f 1 1 1 1o g m3oy volumcs

,

row_ achieved 87% of its 1936 _ making the nm-have been taken, making the pro
cecdings one of the longest on

level. Spiritually and mentally,
however, the Germans, after sur-
xmng the greate.st barrage of

1 ArKo..,»i«r, ho.
democratic propaganda of all

times, are exactly 100% where
they were prior to the war.

Incredible People

producers know this, the better,”
As to the charges that playing

first subsequent product in their
locations affect nabe second and
third run showings, the outdoor

Arbitration has found Warner ' men maintain they are not aflfect-

' Bros., Paramount and United Ar- :

ing the patronage of regular film
I tists 'known as the "overage” com-

I

houses, and their revenue would
1

panics in the hearings) aligned
j

be lost to the distributor otherwise.
' against RKO, Metro, Universal and i

While many claims have been made
Frankly, they are an Incredible Columbia 'the "underage” com- of the inroads of the open-alrers,

people. They adore Bach, Beeth- ' panie.s). Involved are $800,000 several authorities claim that drop
iiven and the beauties of nature claimed by WB, $200,000 claimed in boxoffice in towns not having
and are nauseatingly ob.sequious i

by Paramount and $300,000 drive-ins nearby is almost the same
to their suppo.sed superiors and fiaimed by United Artists, 20th- proportions as tho.se having several.

thing they didn't want.
Church blovvoflf was an indignant

cable to J. Arthur Rank, who re-
plied that his Odeon chain in
Britain did not follow the policy of
liquor selling as practiced by other
theatres in the United Kingdom

With the new govern*

ment in power, he asked in more
polite terms that the film indus-

try’s centraliz.ntion be continued
in control of the ceiitrai German
officialdom.

Plans for the breakup of UFA s

state-owned property via sale to
and that it was "abundantly dear”

i private individuals are, meantime,
in his practice as a non-smoking,

{
being pressed with the actual law

non-drinking, Methodist layman
and' Sunday School teacher, that
the combination of liquor selling
and entertainment in his 160-the-
atre chain would no more be per-
missible than in his U.K. cinemas.
(Church authoritie.s had referred in
their cables to Rank as "a promi-
nent Methodist layman.")

Vice-president Brockington said,
"The principles and policies of
Odeon Theatres in Canada, with

shortly to be posted. UK.A. a

monopoly which dominated the

German film industry even before

the Nazis took it over, has horn

in Allied hands since the Hitlerite

capitulation.

Inevitable, Says Wasliin£:ton

Washintgon, .Aug. 16.

Unless there is a revcr.sal of the

U. S. dccartelization policy. UFA s

'Continued on page 9)recon.struction but to be sympa- porary truce wa.s reached and the
thized with for its destruction, coin transmitted to the U. S. and
They are kind to little children placed in escrow. Battle then
end old people, suspicious of all .started all over again, with the
foreigners including Germans from underage companies demanding
other sections, and yield implicit that the money be divided strictly

unquestioning obedience to whom-
^

on the ba.<!is of each company’s
ever is in authority. Last week ' gross billings. Overage companies
ve had a severe fire at Geiselgas- claimed that by such an arrange- ,. . . . w
teig. When the firemen arrived «««'nt the underage distribs would t hicago s Ambassador

we' had trouble to persuade them getting the same money twice,

o'crbearing to their .supposed in- 'Fox wa.s originally aligned with
;

Also, much of the drop is sea.sonal
i
reference to the .sale of alcoholic! T.'. ''i

—•*“ V*;:"'*"" r ";V'
feriors. Thrift, diligence and Ihe three overage companies, but in nature and attributed usually to bevera^**® •" th.oiro — I

hieakup is definitely in the works

eleanline.ss are prevalent, but so has shifted its po.sition somewhat
!

other summer diversions. those
are brutality and sadism. They during the hearings.

j

Pointing out family groups and
1
pany.”

are inten.sely patriotic and resent- i
Dispute is over coin which others with auto transportation are

ful of Allied domination and at France allowed the majors to remit the mass users, several managers
the same time singularly apathetic, for the period from the end of the have commented that this audience
Not a single member of the Occu- :

German occupation until Jan. 30, is the one spokesmen of the indus-

pation Forces has been assassi- ' 1947. When an attempt was made ' try are crying is "the lost segment”
rated for political reasons. 'They to divvy the lump sum, it was dis-|to the film industry. Much of their

•re boastful and full of self pity, covered that the underage com- I

auto trade is tho.se over 30 and 35

Recently we completed a docu- panics did not have on hand a suf- ' '' •th children who can not attend

mentary entitled "Two Cities.” It ficient number of frozen francs to «ther theatres. Car spots claim

hows .scenes, which had been equal what they would be entitled they are creating more potential

smuggled out of the Russian zone, to remit under the agreement, i
for the business than

of the desolation and misery of
,

They had used the money, when other source. Many of the

Dre.sden and compare.s them to the they thought it was frozen, for Rummer attendees have started go-

material progress and improved
i

filmmaking and real estate pur- regularly to nearby houses after

hou.'iing conditions of Stuttgart, chases. the warmer months.

But the city fathers of Stuttgart In order not to leave the money With the announcement last

protested. They did not want in France while the argument on 'VP<‘k that Seymour Simon, film

their city to be admired for its the diivy was going on, a lem- retained by five

COLUMBIA SETS NAT’L

CONVENTION FOR CHI
Columbia Pictures is staging its

first national convention in several

East hotel beginning Monday (22).

to run the hoses straight from already used part
hi

attended

their engines acro.ss the lawn, on "hat they were now claiming, m
which ^vvle .signs "keep .off the Far. WB and UA wants a .settle- Xl managcis and

grass.

„ Cana-

During the conflagration rnent on the basis of gross billings

beer was freely served to fire minus the equivalent of the frozen fommla^t^n of the
fighters perched precariously on ‘'^jnes used hy U. RKO. Col and

Columbia’s biggest film f?r th^
the roof and ladders. They love coming year. "The Jolson Story.”
not only beer but potatoes, foot-

| I • O l ii* i
which will be screened for the

Levin dubs Vidor
ball, choral singing and lamp-
shades made of human flesh.

Practically no Jews will remain
in Germany by the end of this

year, but the malady of anti-

Hollywood. Aug. 16.

I

sales force. Liquidation plans will
be di.scussed on five other major
('olumbia leleases including "All

Columbia has assigned Henry the King's Men." a Kobert Rossen
Le\in to direct "The Petty Girl," production: "Tell it to the Judge."

Semitism lingers on. Evcr\onc. replacing Charles Vidor, who was Hosalind Kusscll-Kobert Cummings
who comes to me for a license originally a.s.signed to the job. starrer; "Tokvo Joe,” Humphrey
takes one good look at me and be- It s getting to be a habit with Bogart starrer; "The Blank Wall,"
gins to tell how, during the Nazi' Levin, who is pineh-hitting for Walter Wanger production starring
regime, he hid and fed a Jewish Vidor for the third time. The James Ma.'^on and Joan Bennett;
family. If there were 70.000.000 other two occasions were ‘The and “Mi.ss Giant Pakes Rich-
Germans prior to the war, my re-

|

Guilt of Janet Ames” and ”rhc mond." Lucille Ball-William llol-

poJts would indicate a Jewiish Man from Colorado.” den slanei.

N. Y. to Europe
Basil Dean
Ketti Frings
Kurt Frings
Dr. George Gallup
Greer Garson
Mack Harrell
H. E. Henderson
Walter Pidgeon
Gottfried Reinhardt

Europe to N. Y.
Milton Blow
Harry Cohn
Howard S. Cullman
Walt Disney
Frank M. Folsom
Arnold Grant
Radie Harri.s

Rex Harrison
Martita Hunt
Gertrude Lawrence
William S. Paley
Lilli Palmer
Oliver Rae
Mollie Parnis
Joyce Redman
David Rose
Earl St. John
Oscar Scrlin
Spyros Skouras
Lou Walters
Clifton Webb
Tennessee Williams

N. Y. to L. A.
Harry Akst
Martin Block
Steve Broidy
.Mrs. Flddie Cantor
A1 Jol.son

Robert J. Landry
Annett MacQuarrie
Harold Miri.sch

Franklin Pulaski
Mrs. Ruby Sehinasl
L. Arnold Weissberger

German pro-

tests, one Government official de-

clared that "there are indications

that some action would be taken

in the not too distant future.”

U. S. State Department however,

is passing full responsibility for

the action onto the Military Gov-

ernment in Germany. "If and

when action is decided upon.” »

Department spokesman said, ‘
it

will probably be announced in

Germany.”

. L. A. to N. Y.
George Bilson
Harry Blair

Rogers Brackett
John Bromficld
('orinne Calvet
Carmen Cavallaro
Gary Cooper
Fefe Ferry
Cy Feuer
Ed Gardner
Farley Granger
Barbara Hale
Russell Holman
Michael Kanin
Howard Le Sieur
Warren Low
"Mitzi Mayfair
Nancy Olson
Robert Quarry
Dnnny Scholl
George Skouras
Mike Todd
Franchot Tone
Richard Walsh
Margaret Whiting

GOING
Henry Morqnn
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BRUSHOFF ‘BRAINY’ BESTSELLERS
E Hungry for Product; Acquires 2

«

British Fihns But Needs Many More
With its product shortage likely-^

to become acute again following

renewed shuttering

this week, Eagle
of its

Lion is on
studio
a new’

Gering’s Cubano Feature

“"Vl for' outside film to fatten its
prowl lu

Furthering

RKO Paid $2,500,000 in Cash For

Pantages, H wood; Other Deals Pend

meagre supply.
.

Furthering the

taropaign. EL this week purchased

the Western Hemisphere rights to

Herbert Wilcox’s British - made

“Soring in Park Lane” and en-

,

-aged in negotiations for U. S.

rights to ‘‘The Glass Mountain,”

British production turned out by

George Minter’s Renown Pic-

tures.

In the deal with Wilcox. Joseph

Blumenfeld, Coast exhib, is a part-

ner. Reportedly, EL and Blumen-

feld are paying in the neighbor-

hood of 50,000 pounds ($200,000)

as a guarantee figure, with Wil-

cox receiving a small percentage

on any grosses exceeding an undis-

closed figure.

In a search for added product,

EL is pushing its negotiations with

Minter. Deal would be along the

lines of that made with Wilcox.

There is also a possibility that EL
will buy the U. S. rights to two

other Wilcox productions, “May-

time in Mayfair” and “Courtneys

of Curzon Street.” Intermittent

negotiations have also been car-

ried on with Sir Alexander Korda

on four of his films including “The
Fallen Idol” and “The Winslow

Boy.”

$275,000 Break-Even Point

Since the EL lot, with one

break, has been closed for the past

nine months, the company is lean-

ing heavjly on its British releases.

At that, revenues have now fallen

below the break-even point of

$275,000 weekly after the company
(Continued on page 24)

Veteran producer - director
Marion Gering heads for the
Coast within two w'eeks to set the
cast for a film which he’ll do as a

Cuban locationer. Based upon a

play by Jay Victor, the yarn is

scheduled to go before the
cameras some time in January.
Script deals with an American
family that moves to Havana.

Gering said in New York last

week that the balance of the up-
coming feature would be shot as a

locationer inasmuch as Cuban
studio facilities are inadequate. He
recently completed a series of one-

|

companies

real featurettes tagged “Cuban i
There

Cameos.” Shorts present Latino for the

entertainers against a Cuban back-

ground. As yet he ha.sn’t set a re-

lease deal for either “Cameos” or

his projected full-length pic.

Although there’s been some up-
turn in story buying by the ma-
jor studios during the pa.st few'

months, the best-seller list—once
the prime source of literary mate-
rial for transposition to the screen

I

—is largely getting the go-by. Prin-
i
cipal reason, according to story

I

editors, is that the stuff is “too
,
cerebral” and “too subjective.”

I There was a day. up to a half-

i dozen years ago. when few' books
that even got close to the best-

I

seller category didn’t get snapped
; up for pictures. Check of the N.Y.
yimes’ current list reveals only
three items in the hands of film

Majors Reissues

To Replenish Fix

Famine in Arties

DA Claims Within Its

Rights to Nix Harlem

Indie’s Bid for ‘Brave’

United Artists will claim its po-

sition is both “morally and legally

defensible” in the .onti-trust pro-

ceedings brought against it and
Loew’s last week by Leo Brecher’s

Apollo theatre in the Harlem area

of New York. Brecher claims that

UA has sold “Home of the Brave”
to Loew'’s Victoria, an opposition

house, although he made a prior

offer to negotiate.

UA maintains that it is under no
obligation under the U. S. vs. Par-

amount decision to license pix on
anything but the individual merits
of the case. It claims that it would
be unfair to take the film away
from Loew'’s, its regular customer
in the area, and give it to Brecher
because it happens to be a pic

which by its pro-Negro nature is

particularly strong in Harlem.
Apollo ordinarily puts the emph.v
sis on its stage show.s. with the pic

secondary. UA claims that the Vic-
toria is in every respect a better
theatre for the pic. particularly
since it regularly plays first-run in
the area.

Brecher is asking a temporary
Injunction to prevent delivery of
the film to Loew’s. Hearing will
be held in N. Y. federal court next
Tuesday (23 >. No damages are be-
ing asked. “Brave” is tentatively
booked into the Victoria for Sep-
tember.

Sparking w'hat Is likely to prove

an all-industry innovation. Para-

mount and 20th-Fox are bringing

out a number of their outstanding

oldies in limited print volume to

meet the famine In product faced
i

by art theatres throughout the

country. Move is being made after

repeated urgings by sureseater op-
j

erators, particularly the Lopert dr-
|

cuit. as the an.swer to the terrific

shortage on foreign product now’
,

crippling an estimated 300-400 art

hou.ses.
I

In the case of Paramount, ac-

1

cording to Sam Baker, booker for

the Lopert chain, arrangements
;

have been made with his circuit
|

and others for an ultimate reissu-

ance by the company of 30-40 “out-

standing films.” Twentieth is start-
:

ing off more slowly with a test run

of a double-bill package of two
Will Rogers vehicles which will

I play the Lopert circuit of eight

I houses. If the test run stands up,

1
Twentieth will swing into an exten-

i

(Continued on page 20)

are a number of reasons
present hands-off policy,

but looming larger than any of
them, it’s said, is a change in the
style of modern w’riting. Used to

be tliat plenty of authors could be
counted on to sit down and write
action and adventure and romance.
Whether reali.stic or not. it made
for easy transition to the screen.

Now’ the writer of fiction who
w'ants to be called sophisticated,
smart and modern—rather than
corny—sets down more of how
people think than what they do.
And it is mighty hard to transpose
a “stream of consciousness” to the
screen. As a result, studios are
depending more on originals and
magazine fiction.

Another important factor, of

course, in causing the shy-off from
the best-seller preserve is that most
of the action stuff that would make
acceptable films are costume stor-

ies. The period pieces are expen-
sive to make and in this era of at-

(Continued on page 56)

Metro the Key Co.
In the eyes of attorneys

studying the question of an
appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court from complete divorce-

ment ordered by the lower
court, key to the entire sit-

uation now lies with Metro.
Of the three companies hit by
the decision, Metro is regard-
ed as having the best case.

In the words of one of the at-

torneys for another defend-
ant: “If they (M-G) don’t ap-
peal, we can’t possibly see how
we can.”

Defection by Metro would
so weaken the case of both
Warner Bros, and 20th-Fo.\.

this attorney said, that an a|>-

peal would be less than use-
less. Hence, 20th and WB are
eyeing Metro’s future course
of action. Latter company’s
position is strongest because
most of its houses are show-
cases in competitive locales.

Fix Bid for TV

Channels Via Its

Technical Skills

RKO paid the Pantages interest!

$2,500,000 in cash in the recent

deal closed by Malcolm Kingsberg,

RKO theatre chief, for acquisition

of the deluxe 3,000-seat Pantages
theatre, Hollywood. Chain took
title to the house free-and-clear of
any mortgage or lien. In addition,
it received an undeveloped lot at

Fairfax and Wilshire boulevards.

Indicating the technique to be
followed in other possible deals
with the circuit’s partners, entire
$2,500,000 came from the theatre
company coffers. Of that sum. ap-
proximately $1,500,000 was derived
by RKO from the recent sale of its

holdings in the Butterfield chain,
114-theatre outfit straddling Michi-
gan. RKO took that figure, it is

now disclosed, in soiling a 20^r in-
terest in some 04 hou.ses and a
33'; cut

20TH SHUTTERED

UNTIL SEPTEMBER
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Shooting on the home lot at

2()th Fox ceased until September

w ith the completion of John Ford's

“Front and Center.” although the

company Is still making four pic-

tures on distant locations.

Filming .starts this week on

Ticket to Tomahawk” in Colorado,

while “The Black Rose.” “Night

and the City” and “Two Corridors"

are in work overseas.

45^ Dollar Payments In

Montgomery British Film;

Rose Due in N.Y. on 2d Pic

London, Aug. 16.

David E. Ro.se arrives in New’
York Thursday (18» on the Queen
Elizabeth to line-up star, director
and script for his second British

production to be made under the
aegis of his recently formed
Coronado Productions. He’ll be
in New’ York for a week, is then
going on to the Coast, and will

plane back to be in London early

September,

It’s almost certain that Rose will

sign Ronald Colman as his star,

and it’s planned to put the picture

into active production by No-
vember

Initial picture on the Coronado
(Continued on page 56)

Film industry, massing its forces

for a concerted pitch to the F^ed-

eral Communications Commi.ssion

for exclusive theatre television

channels, will press the point that

it will be able to give the public

new technical advancements in TV
much quicker and easier than reg-

ular video broadcasters. Filmites

will argue from that that such
problems as technical ob.solescence

and the advent of color, both of

I which have plagued regular broad-

I

casters, may be solved via theatre
TV and so redound to the general
benefit of the public,

j

Argument will be ba.sed on the

j

film industry’s steady develop-
ment. because of an innate show-
manship sense and intense compe-
tition, h’om the early nickelodeon
days to its present high technical

level. Spokesmen will point out

j

to the FCC that producers and ex-

hibitors did not hesitate to switch

I

over to sound in the late 1920s,

despite its cost, to advance the in-

dustry generally. In the same way.
; increased emphasis is currently
being put on Technicolor and other

(Continued on page 46)

in the balance.

Payment of the $2,500,000 w'as
made to Lloyd Alexander Pan-
tages, R. A. Pantages and Mrs.

}

Carmen P. Considine, a sister of
I the Pantages. In return, the chain
took all outstanding stock of Holly-
wood Pantages Theatre Corp. con-
sisting of 75 shares held by the
trio.

Next likely deal to be made by
RKO in its drive to wind up ail

partnerships would be on Metro-
politan Playhouses, a United
Artists Theatre Corp. operating
subsid in which 50% is owned by
UATC, 3()'^fj by Spyros, Charles
and George Skouras and 20^o by
RKO. Negotiations are currently
under way but no price has yet
been reached.

Other large RKO partnership
tieup, that with Walter Reade in
the Trenton-New Brunswick chain
of 12 houses, still renuiins a bone
of contention between RKO and
Reade. Negotiators have been un-
able to reach a basis for talking
price after months of effort. En-
tire tangle may land in the law
courts.

Rank s Crisis-Bred Consolidation

Stirs Host of Rumors-Mostly Fhony

Lobbyist Expose May

Be Tbeme of Film

Walter Howey Biopic

Planned By Popkin
Hollyw’ood, Aug. 16.

Harry Popkin, through bis attor-
|*^y, Herb Silverberg. is negotiat-
mg with Walter How’ey, Hearst

executive, for screen
‘ghts to the story of his career,

luu "ill produce the biopic,

“Tu “The Howev Story” or
ihe Fighting Editor.” for United

"UUng
editor is

rugged journalistic ca-
41,^*^ served as a model for

^ Walter Burns, the man-
JK'ng editor in the Ben Hecht-

“Who’s
eminent
picture
Garnett

Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Who in California Gov-

will be the theme of a

to be produced by Tay
if he can acquire film

rights to the life story of Artie

Samish. whose influence as a lolv

byist in Sacramento was recently

aired in Collier’s.

Garnett and his agent, Bert

Friedlob. are currently in San

Francisco negotiating with Samish.

I

in the hope of shooting the pic-

ture while the heat is still on

among the state solons,

I

REP’S REGULAR 25c DIVVY
Republic Pictures’ board last

week approved payment of the reg-

ular quarterly 2.5c dividend on the

company’s preferred stock.

Payment will be distributed Oct.

j 1 to stockholders of record Sept. 9.

London, aig. 16.

As J. Arthur Rank’s tilm empire

digs in for the long pull via major

reshuffling of its product ion-distri-

bution setup, “The City," London s

financial di.strict. is refuting a

stream of unconfiiined and gen-

erally unreliable rumors about the

company. These are brushed off

as being “chiefly Wardour St. pub

talk."
.

•

Rank’s consolidation moves have

started conflicting reports that the

banks have moved in and, con-

versely. refused to grant further

credit* Neither report .seems to

have anv justification aside from

the admitted fact that the Rank
interests are currently struggling

through a difficult period.

The bald fact is that both the

banks and the British government

have too much at stake to permit

anv temporary money difficulties

to* up.set the $.3()(j.000,000 Rank
empire. Banks are in for $55.-

000.(;00 in loans, while the govern-

ment recognizes the Rank group

as the key pin in the entire film

industry setup Hence, those in the
i

know scoff the raft of rumors as
mainly untrue or exaggerated.

Before the year is up there w’ill

undoubtedly be considerable re-

vamping of the Rank setup. Con-
solidation of production is under
way and one report has it that
production will be headed by one
man for the first time. Earl St.

John, joint managing director of
Two Cities Films, is reported
slated for the spot.

Other shifts are already taking
place. John C. Woolf, co-director
of General Film Distributors with
E. T. (Teddy) Carr, has re.signed.

However, Woolf will not move out
unless he gets a satisfactory set-

tlement to his employment ticket.

He and John Davis, Rank’s top
aide, are currently in a hassle over
terms.

Reportedly. Lord Archibald is

slated to move into GFD as co-

director with Carr. Archibald is

now one of Rank's top four pro-

ducers. He previously was asso-

ciated with Carr at the British

.sales office of United Artists,

(Continued on page 20)

Unable to Set Suitable

Yank Deals, Korda Will

Preem Own Pix in U. S.
Instead of .veking distribution

deals for the quantity of films h«
has available for this country. Sir
Alexander Korda w’ill open them
under his own sponsorship in art
hou.ses and semi-art hou.ses in
larger cities. After the.se initial

dates the pix will be open for ne-
gotiation by any dislrib who might
want to handle them.

Teeoff booking under the new
policy finds “Dolwyn” going into
the World theatre, N. Y.. Aug.
29 under a deal .set by Morris
Helprin. v.p. and general manager
of London Films, Korda’s Ameri-
can company. Emlyn Williams
wrote, directed and stars in
“Dolwyn” along with Dame Edith
Evans.

Deals are now’ being set by
Helprin on two others. They are
‘•Saints and Sinners,” with the
Abbey Theatre Players, directed
by Leslie Arliss and based on a
story by Paul Vincent Carroll, and
“The Winslow Boy,” from the stage
hit by Terence Ratiggan, with
Robert Donat and Margaret Leigh-
ton. “S&S” opens at the Little
Carnegie. N. Y.. following the run
of the current tenant.

Helprin had been negotiating for
.some months for a distribution
deal for “Winslow” and an option
had been taken on it by Jo.seph
Curtis, son of Columbia v.p. Jack
Cohn. However, Korda has in-
si.sted on receiving £100.000 for
American rights and won’t budge
from that figure, so Helprin was
never able to close a deal for
numerous offers he had at lower
amounts.

Erskine Exits U
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Chester Erskine has negotiated
a release from his Universal con-
tract after three years.
Producer of “Egg and I” has no

1 immediate plans.
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DRIVE-INS TAKE CUT OF B.O. IN CLEVE.,

ONTARIO; SAN ANTONIO BIZ BEATS ’48

blue-

play
larpe

road-

Cleveland. Aug. 16.

Dlive-ins are doing far more
damage than television to Cleve-

land’s downtown key houses, in

the opinion of exhibs here. There
are nearly a dozen ozoners on the

outskirts of this Lake Erie port,

with a couple more in the
print stage.

All of them get a heavy
from suburbanites w i t h.

families who find such
side double-feature entertainment
cheaper than running the gauntlet

of traffic jams, parking tolls and
stiller gate fees on the Main Stem.
Free supervised play - grounds,
milk-heating and diaper service

are also drawing factors that have
given the progressive drive-ins a

tremendous edge over the chain
de-luxers in congested areas.

That’s one rea.son why the

latter’s grosses are 25-30'^b lower
than last year according to circuit

brasshats. A decided drop in

attendances in la.st six months is

attributed to the t('rrific heat spell

as well as Clevelanders’ annual
exodus to lakeside cottages and
the scores of amusement parks
th: I skill noi Ihern (ihio.

Since there are less than 60,000
television .sets in this territory,

with not enough TV programs com -

1

ing through regularly, video is not
yet considered a very .serious local

th '^1.

it’s not a gag here that candy
concessions help some theatres
wash olT their daily overhead.

By far the most menacing, un-
beatable competition, all operators
agree, are the night ba.seball games
and broadcasts of Bill Veeck’s
Cleveland Indians who won the
pennant last year. This burg is

so baseball crazy that downtown
theatres are almost deserted when
a big game is held in the Civic
Stadium, drawing at the minimum
75,000 spectators.

At these trying times, film im-
presarios sadly discovered, the rest
of the local population apparently
stays home to glue its collective
ears to the aired sportcasts of the
Indians’ batt.c.

More Respect Please!
Colos.seum of Film Sales-

men, repping the sales staffs

of the major companies, will

make an unusual demand in

upcoming new contract nego-
tiations. Colosseum will ask
for a clause providing for dis-

trib reprisals against exhibs
who treat salesmen in an "in-

sulting” manner. Many sales-

men have entered complaints
about being kicked around like

office boys without any pro-
tection from the homeoffice.

Colos.seum also will demand
an $8 to $10 weekly raise plus
increased expense accounts.
Talks are slated to open next
week.

but remains open, the work being
done in off-hours.
The percentage of double bills at

both first-run houses has been
stable. No increase is expected.
Despite the heavy summer sports
fare in this city, a good film still

does its share of business.

San Antonio Says Biz

Drive-Ins, Popcorn Only
Brij(ht Spots jn West. Ont.

London, Ont., Aug. 16.

Headlights from the long lines of
drive-in patrons offer the bright-
est spots in the Western Ontario
film biz picture which has mana-
gers still reporting low grosses and
looking more and more to the help-
ing hand which candies and pop-
corn give.

Two drive-ins are in this area.
One. constructed just recently be-
tw'een the Lake Erie resort area
and St. Thomas, has been using
extra help to guide the heavy high-
way traffic past its congested en-
trance. The other. In the out-
skirts of London, is reporting big-

busine.ss yet in its third year
of operation.

Hardest hit in the industry here
are the neighborhood houses and
KC(ond-run trade. Few if any of
these houses here are making the
quotas set by their front offices,

and some are in the red. Even
first-run houses are finding it dif-

ficult to make their quotas.
Eagle Lion and Odeon houses

an* crying for product. Both Rank
affiliates, they are optimistic for
the fall on the report that 2()th-

Century F'ox has bought into Can-
adian Odeon and the Fox product
V ill be avail.' ble to them. Famous
Players houses may suffer in the
Fo.x deal.

^ new’s and Capitol, first-runs,

sa business is holding up with
line-ups Saturday nights. Canitol
reports candy and popcorn sales
go as high as 75'"r of admi.s.sions.

This is the highest figure here,
raneing down to 30 per cent.

Advertising from the hou.‘'es h.is

not been cut appreciably and there
Is still much plugging of top pic-
tures. Man.'»gcr.s. however, say this

Is not a good ballyhoo town.
Assisting the summer trade Is

the big tourist season in Westi rn
Ontario. Sharing largely in the
Amei ican dollar intake in Can.ida.
It is estimated nine cents in every
greenback goes to the film Indus-
try. Capitol nm«- a tourist in'^man.''.-

tion booth to Imln draw this trade.

For the first time in 'ears, no
new theatre construction is re-

ported. Capitol in St. Thomas is

the only house closed, and it is

^*ing renovated. Loews is under-
going an extensive redecorating

first-runs, with an added upturn
noted in the outdoor theatre biz.

With no television stations in op-
eration in the San Antonio terri-
tory as yet. it is no threat to local
biz. Several cafes are installing
sets, however, and trying to bring
in programs from Houston and
San Antonio. They report good
signals from the Houston outlet
when weather conditions are right.
But there is nothing on a straight
nightly basis. The curious go and

j

ments being made buT lkti’eactual
see what’s happening, then go on eonstruction. The improvements
to other places of amusement. are going hand in hand with the

Drive-ins in the San Antonio area increased ballyhoo.
ha\e mushroomed up until there

; Clever refreshment promotion on
IS one m each section of the city, and off the screen is pouring added
growing from four last year to
.seven this year. A new type of
ozoner, the "walk-in,” has made its

appearance here too which is cut-
. ting in the regular houses. These
are similar to the drive-in, only
they cater to the pedestrian. They
have no roof and close dowm during
rainy weather. There are three or
four operating with several others
scheduled to open. At present,
the.se cater only to Negro and
Latin Americans.

The drive-in operators have no-
ticed an about face in clearance
and if they are willing to pay the
price can get second run films, and
soon hope to get first. One of the
ozoners has a clisk jockey from
one of the local outlets who spins
disks and gives out with chatter
prior to the start of the perform-
ance. Each of the drive-ins have
made arrangements for walk-in
patrons.

Theatre construction at present
is leveling off. Interstate Theatres
Circuit future plans call for sev-
eral nabe houses. A remodeling
program is underway at several of
the Interstate houses with general
renovating the key project. Under
construction is one drive-in which
is being built for Latin-American
trade. There is no noticable drop
in construction prices over last
vear although there is an easing up
on the procurement of materials.

Theatre men agree that on the
basis of returns, new films are of
much better grade than la.st year,
although in some cases it is a mat-
ter of name stars and not the film
which pulls them in. This is true
in the matter of reissues which are
playing in some ca.ses to capacity
hou.ses. Foreign imports have made
their appearance here on a regu'ar
basis, and some have met with
good response.

Double features are holding their
own hereabouts. They are onlv
found in the nabe houses on a reg-
ular basis. Drive-ins^ offer double
features once a week for a two day
run. Be.st type of films, sure to do
biz, is the old fashioned hlood-and- good or
thunder western. Drive-ins report
musicals fall to draw.
There has been no move at pres-

ent to reduce the scale of admis-
sion at local houses. Local theatre
men are of the opinion that their
scales are lower at present than

K.C.’s General Economy
F"irm But Film B.O. Slips

Kan.vas City, Aug. 16.

noticeably slid

r.

the

Picture biz

off at the box
E.sti mates vary
or four times
more realistic

to

come in

months.
Just what’s

off is hard to
basicallv

K.U. and
having a firm
only slightly off

the past couple

4^ in cities of its size in other sec-
tions of the country. Several of
the Latin-American houses have
what they call “dos por uno” days,
when one paid admission admits
two adults.

Theatre ops are of the opinion
that extra show'manship on any
film will increase grosses. How-
ever, they say the film must live

up to its exploitation or w'ord-of-

mouth will tear down the entire
campaign.

Oregon Digs for More B.O.

With Stepped-Up Ballyhoo
Portland, Ore., Aug. 16,

Grosses have dropped somewhat
in first-run downtown houses in

this area during the past six

months even though operating ex-
penses have remained on the same
level. Suburban and small town

I houses have also noted a decline
! but nut as great as the big spots.

Managers and operators are
knocking themselves out. trying to
dream up fresh ideas for ballyhoo
and exploitation. Both of these

, have greatly increased in scope. In
! short, picture exhibitors are going

j

out after the coin using every pos-

mi •
media. Theatres are using

Is Bigger Than in 1948 radio, mailing lists and promotion

San Antonio, Aug. 16.
deals more than ever in addition to

Local theatre men report that i

regular means of advertising,

business in this section is far above 1 Drive-ins have not cut as deeply
this same period last year. Biz has into regular theatre biz as many
been at an even pace throughout

,

operators believe. Biz is normally
the past six months for nabe and down in the summer time due to

teries are second-bests in both city

and town.
Exhibs of both circuits and in-

dies claim there are never enough
of those reliable films, and there
is plenty of room for big pix. On
the whole, opinion varies as to the
quality of this year’s product com-
pared to that of the previous year.
Most seem to think product is as
good as ever, but there is that
tendency of the patron to shop to

work against.

In order to combat this standoff-

ishness, exploitation and promo-
tion are coming back, but the pace
is slow'. The word is out from all

circuit headquarters that the days
of showmanship are back. But
there are many in the biz today
who never saw the tough days and
the intensive exploitation of films.

Indies also are catching on. but
somewhat reluctantly. Although
there’s a long way to go in ex-

ploitation yet, it’s definitely better

than it was.
Metropolitan area is definitely

double feature, with only two first-

run situations regularly single fea-

ture. In the territory it’s about
(Continued on page 18)

weather and the desire of people
to get outdoors. Actually, outdoor
theatres have created new business.
People that would not attend a
regular house are pouring dough
into these arive-ins. Portland has
three outdoor theatres, with all do-
ing well. Each has good clearance
and exhibits good product. They
get pix on a flat rental fee with
no weekend advance.

There is some theatre improve-

dough into the merchandi.se bar.
Operators are increasing their con-
cession biz in proportion to the ad-
mission take. Attractive trailors,
well spaced and timed intermis-
sions, and real merchandising is

attracting and tempting payees to
stop and plunk down additional
coin. Average is well over the na-
tional estimate of 10c per person.

Major eau.se of the b.o. decline
is the poor product. Whenever a
slightly better than average pic-
ture comes to town, coin pours in-
to the boxoffice. proving that the
public is starved for good enter-
tainment.

Light comedy and fast moving
features seem to be the favorite
here. Musicals or action pictures
are also favored. There seems to
be a severe shortage of these types
of film. Ballyhood pictures with
nothing to back it up is also a
W'eak item. This sort of thing goes
over well for the first couple of
days of the showing, then the word
of mouth campaign starts and the
picture dies.

has
office in this area,
from lO^r to three
that amount, but a
range probably is

Most ()f this has
la.st six to eight

causing the edging
say. Because of its

agricultural economy,
area are regarded as

business outlook,
from the peaks of
of years.

One facet of the situation is that
filmgocrs are shopping before
spending Hence, the better prod-
uct inevitably gets the play, and
therein is an important ph.ase of
product rating—there Is no me-
dium produet todav, there is onlv

bad.
What it takes to get biz here

are musical.s. A-budget W'esterns
and comedies, especially in the
metropolitan centers. In the out-
state situations, we.sterns lead the
pack, with comedie.s and musicals
good magnets. Dramas and mys-

Pub Relations
,
Continued from page 3

,

lines itself along with Theatre
Owners of America, MPAA and
other groups who want only con-
genial matters discussed at the
Aug. 30-31 confab. Some members
of Allied, on their part, are insist-

ing on discussion of the "Finneran
plan” as their price for participa-

tion in the meet.

MPAA may dispatch emissary to
Washington to urge Abram F.

Myers, Allied chairman, to agree
to dropping the plan from the
agenda. If is the MPAA’s argu-
ment that the plan violates anti- '

trust laws and that the companies
I

have already had a hatful of
trouble over their combined move
against suspected Communists.

j

On the other hand. Allied mem-
bers insist that there is a distinc-

|

tion between the Finneran project
and the anti-Red action. The for-
mer clearly refers to morals only,
they .say, while the Communist is-

sue raised political questions

,

which the U, S, Supreme Court
may have to answer,

I

MMPTA, TO,\ and others object
I

to the Finneran proposal mainly
I becau.se they want the succe.ss of
the first meet insured. This can
only be done, it is argued, if only
matters generally congenial are
discussed.

I

Wording of the MMPTA letter,
signed by prez Leo Brecher. puls
it as follows: "Our sugge.sted
agenda would achieve the greatest
unanimity within the industry and
has been designed to take in prob-
lems common to all branches
which can be most effectively han-

I

died on an organized basis.

"It is the further opinion of our
committee that by reason of the
very nature of the prospective
meeting, a good press is mandatory

I if the entire purpo.se of the meet-
ing is not defeated. And the only
way this can be achieved and a be-
ginning made is hy having the
agenda for this first series of meet-
ings confined to matters congenial

I

to all interests repre.sented.”

Brecher propo.sed four .subjects.
First, a plan to keep alive the fight
against taxes; sec(|nd, organizing
on legislative matters of common
concern; third, an overall p.r. pro-
gram to stimulate the boxoffice;
fourth, nationwide machinery to
assure proper dissemination of in-
formation and material,

Brecher. Oscar A. Doob. Loew’s
exec who heads the exec commit-
tee. and D. John Phillips, exec di-
rectors. will attend the meet for
MMPTA.

Expect Revised

Film Fest Plan

OKd By Majors
When the industry’s public reb

tions meet gets under wav in Phi
cago, Aug. 30-31. Gael Sullivan
exec director of the Theatre Own
ers of America, and Ted Gambli'
board chairman, are prepared tn
present a revised film festival ni»„
to meet the objections rai^3
against Sullivan’s original proposal
Unanimous acceptance bv the nw
jor distribs is regarded by the duo
as an absolute pre-requisite to put.
ting the plan into operation.

Beeause opposition has been
raised against doubling of print*
proposed in the original plan Sul
livan will suggest that this proviso
be ditched. Instead, he will ask
that all first-runs in a particular
sector be serviced day-and-date
followed by similar treatment to
second-runs and so forth down the
line. Proposal is a form of regional
•saturation employed by many dis-
tribs w'ith one modification, that
being the day-and-dating here con-
tinues through subsequent runs.

Chief hurdle raised to the fes-
tival, that of clearances, is partly
answered by the change. Clear-
ances would have to be speeded up
but not to the extent originally sug-
gested. Fears expressed by distrib

execs that once clearances are
changed their continuance would
be the subject of anti-trust litiga-

tion are pooh-poohed by the
TOAers.

It is their conviction that the flux

in the industry caused by the anti-

trust decisions have rendered the

present system obsolete. On that

score, one TOAer declared; "Two
years from now. there will be no

resemblance between the system in

effect now and what will exist

then.”

MPAAers Meeting: in Chi
In Advance of Powwow

Eric Johnston, Ned E. Depinet,
Francis Harmon and other mem-
bers of the Motion Picture Assn.
ol America’s committee on com-
munity and exhibitor relations are
planning to be in Chicago Aug. 29.
one day ahead of the opening of
the all-industry public relations
meet there. They’ll hold a session
to consolidate their own thinking
regarding the subjects to be dis-
cussed at the two-day conclave.

It is expected that other groups
may al.so arrive in f’hi prior to the
time the gavel comes down to open
the se.s.sions at 10:30 a m. Aug 30.
They may likewise desire to hold
a caucus of their members to de-
termine viewpoints on the various
points of di.scussion.

i

PRESSURE TO CUT AMUS.

TAXES CONTINUES IN D.C.

Washington. Aug. 16.

Despite the blunt statement from

President Truman and administra-

tion leaders that there will be no

tax cuts this year, pressure for

such reductions continues.

Mo.st recent statement on the

subject came from Senator Wal-

ter F^, George (D., Ga.t. chairman

of the Senate Finance (’oinmittce,

who called for an immediate re-

duction of taxes to stimulate busi-

ness. Over a local radio station

past Sunday (14). George urged

elimination or reduction of the

wartime excise rates and special

reductions on earned income, divi-

dends and "creative talent” groups.

Last would apparently include

songwriters, playwright.s. etc., the

first time that reductions of taxes

on their royalties h.ns been espe-

cially recommended during the

current flurry to cut taxes. Cut-

back of the excise rates would in-

clude decreasing the 20*"^ admi^

sions tax to the pre-war 10G-: and

slashing the 20% tab on nitery

checks to the pre-w.ar 5^f

.

In that connection. Rep. Philip

J. Philbin (D., Mass.), placed in

the Congressional Record
^

la^I

week a statement hy the "20 o

Cabaret Tax Committee.
”

"In our own field." the state-

ment said in part, "a number of

well known dining and danc«

room.s in connection with the h^

tel industry have dosed in th*

past 60 days, resulting in the addi-

tional unemployment of a gr*3i

number of people.” The commit-

tee sent along tax collection nK*

urcs for the past fiscal year

showed that in the nitery fieia<

Uncle Sam’s 20^? share fell $4-

670.000 behind the >car before.

This indicated that business wa

$23.3.50,000 below what it had been

in the previous year.

‘Sunset Boulevard’

Preem in Hollywood

Hollywood. A UR-

Premiere of Paramount s bu

set Boulevard” will be In Id HR

where it belongs, on
Hio

in the heart of Hollywood
j,

is cooking up a nal io’'\' do exp

tat ion campaign hooking t ne P

ture with the film ind I'-try.s P

ress from 1925 to 19.50

Also tied up with Dn*
‘'f ‘•cm

tion will bo Gloria Swanson .s /a

annh"'rsary in the motion p)

busine.ss.
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106 RELEASES FOR REST
Compvative Periods

following is a breakdown of the number of films being released

bv eight major distributors from now until the end of the year,

05 compared with the past five months and the same period last

year.
1949 1949 1948

(Aug. 1-Jan. 1 ) ( March I-Aug. 1 ) iAug. l-Jan. 1

)

Columbia ...«

Metro
Universal . . .

.

Warners
United Artists

20th-Fox

RKO
Paramount . . <

Total

23
17
16
12
11

10
9
8

106

26
12
13
11
11
13
9
10

105

23
9
12
9
15
20
16
10

114

RKO Topping UA as Distributor

Of Independently Produced Films

High number of indie-made pix

on RKO’s 1949-50 release slate def-

initely puts that company out in

the 'lead as distributor of indepen-

dent product. It will handle a to-

tal of 19 indie films—a good many
•of them already in the can—out of

the total of 40 films on the release

schedule issued by prexy Ned E.

Depinet last week.
Play that RKO has been making

for the indies puts United Artists

in even a tougher position than it

has suffered through for most of

the 30 years of its existence. UA’s
problem has almost always been a

lack of product and RKO’s heavy
tapping of the few sources' still

available leaves the company in a

spot.

While RKO has made no con-

certed effort to ink indies since

Howard Hughes took over as con-
trolling stockholder a little more
than a year ago. it has gradually
added a number of them to a
schedule which was already fat-

tened by the product of Samuel
Goldwyn and Walt Disney. It is

widely believed that this is only a
beginning and that if RKO really
gets pushed for product with the
studio now under the personal aegis
of Hughes, he may take up the
slack by signing a flock of addi-
tional indies. Hughes almost at the
twist of a wrist could command
vast resources to back them. With
s vast personal fortune, he is load-
ed with collateral that would be
welcomed anywhere.
Great majority of RKO’s impor-

tant films will come from the lone-
wolf picmakers. it is evident from
the slate released by Depinet last
week. Goldwyn. who has general-
ly released only one or two pix a
y®ar. is giving RKO three and
there’s even a possibility of a
fourth. The certain trio are “Rose*-
anna McCoy.” “Beloved Over All”
»nd “My Foolish Heart.”
Disney is also coming up with

an extra heavy load, via “Cinder-

(Continued on page 22)

YOUNGSTEIN’S PRO-PIX

talk BEFORE D.C. ADMEN
Washington. Aug. 19.

Max Youngstein. Paramount na-
tional ad-publicity chief, defended
the film industry against recent
witicism in a speech before the
Washington Advertising Club today
ITues.), declaring much of it is

neither honest, well-intentioned
nor based on fact.”
Public should give motion pic-

tures the “same fair treatment” as
t accords other important indus-

^°nngstein said. He re-
erred to the industry’s public serv-
00 record, but pointed out that it is

hi‘o
among the country’s

g industries to get a blanket in-
”ient because of “the failings

Of a few.”
Indu.stry is partially to blame,
ung.stein said, because it doesn’t

j.

* 8ood public relations job. “We
responsibility in

on 1
.*!® suoh a powerful weap-

• he added, “and intend to make
for good.” He remlnd-

fhe Indu.stry

Wnpiri
paid admissions

nM. 1
’ '*«claring the “picture busi-

® everybody’s business and in-
“®°ces everybody’s life.”

Not in the Script
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Twentieth-Fox had a train

wreck right on the lot and it

wasn’t in the script. A Pull-
man coach broke loose from
its moorings, rolled down a
grade and smacked a B-17
Army bomber. Casualties: one

I broken schnoz— sustained by
I the bomber.

Polio Scare No

Chaser to 6 way
Nationwide polio epidemic, para-

doxically, appears to be benefiting
Broadway firstrun houses. Con-
trary to expectations, juvenile
trade has been about normal. The-
atremen attribute this condition to
a belief that teen-agers and mop-
pets are hieing to airconditioned
theatres rather than take risks of
possible exposure at beaches and
resorts.

!
Meanwhile, the As.sociated The-

atre Owners of Indiana in a recent
I bulletin pointed out that the state’s

board of health agreed with opin-
ions of scientists that the closing
of schools, churches and theatres

j

has little effect in halting the di.s-

! ease’s spread. Exhibitors’ organi-
' zation urged that there not be a

I

“wave of theatre closings without

;

reasonable justification . . . .

”

I
Indiana Board of Health, how-

!

ever, notes that local health of-
' ficers have full authority to ban
I all public gatherings in the inter-
i est of public health. Whenever a

1 great number of people petition

for closing orders, the board’s
I commissioner informed the ATOI,
the local officer determines the
temper of the public and acts ac-

cordingly.

Indiana’s Tabus
Portland. Ind., Aug. 16.

Restrictions w’hich made Port-
land a “dead city” while the polio

,

epidemic ranged, were loosenejl

last week (11), to permit chUTfn
services, but children under 18
still are prohibited from attend-

ing public gatherings, and the Jay
! County theatres have not been
i opened. Dr. George M. Morri.son,
' health officer, said the spread of

(Continued on page 20)

Nassers Slap Suit On

i

Rooney-Stiefel ’Wheel’

I

Los Angeles, Aug. 16.

Nasser Bros. (James. George,
Henry and Ted) have filed an in-

j

junction suit again.st Rooney-
Stiefel Productions and United
Artists demanding that distribution

of “The Big Wheel” be delayed

until three months after “Quick-

sand” is delivered for screening.

Mickey Rooney stars in both pic-

,

tures.

The Na.ssers own a piece of

I

“Quicksand,” which was made on
' their lot before Rooney and

Stlefel moved over to? General
Service to make “The Big Wheel.”

They want their money out of it

1 as soon as they can get it.

8 MAJORS' TOTAL

PARS LAST YLAR
Theatregoers will have a choice

of about the same number of pic-
tures between now and the end of
the year as they did during the
same period of 1948. Lineup, how-
ever, is considerably stronger in
b.o.- potential than it was during
the comparative five months of last

year or the five months just past,
survey by Variety disclo.ses.

Eight major distribs will send
106 pictures into release between
now and Dec. 31, with the prospect
that this number may be expanded
somewhat if grosses do not come
up to expectations in providing
holdovers. Figure compares with
114 released August-through-De-
cember last year and 105 during
the five months just passed.

While total number of films on
which exhibs will be able to draw
is less this year than last, 20th-
Fox’s ahandonment of "B” produc-
tion easily accounts for the drop. '

20th sent into distribution 20 new
pix in the 1948 period while it is

releasing only 10 this year. Eleven
of last year’s 20 were minor-

j

budgeters, of which it has none
coming up this season. According
to Andy W. Smith, Jr.. 20th sales

veepee, meanwhile, company’s cur-
rent policy of distributing two pic-

tures a month is not final, since
the market may demand more by
the year’s end.

|

Included in the 106 films set

for release in the next five months I

are such strongly-touted entries as
Metro’s “Battleground” and “On
the Town;” Paramount’s “Top O’
the Morning” and “My Friend
Irma.” Also 20th’s “I Was a Male
War Bride” and “Father Was a
Fullback;” Warner’s “Task Force”

|

and “White Heat;” UA’s “Love
Happy” and “Black Magic;” Uni-

!

versal’s “Abbott & Co.slello Meet
the Killer;” Columbia’s “Jolson
Sings Again” and RKO’s “Rose- .

anna McCoy” (Goldwyn).
j

Eagle Lion is not included in the
survey because of its current un-

j

settled condition. But, from all in- I

dications, that company’s distribu- '

tion will consist mainly of British
j

importations. It released 16 new
films in the August-January period
last year.

j

Columbia leads all majors for
j

the five months with a slate of 23
pix consisting of 18 features and
five westerns. Outfit has scheduled
five for release this month and
four for the following two months.
Another five will be distributed in

November and the remainder in

December. Metro has almost
doubled its releases for the next
five months, over the same period

|

last year. It has set 17 pictures for

release before Jan. 1. Breakup
will be three this month and three

j

each for the next two months. The
other eight will be divided evenly

j

between November and December. :

RKO will have nine for the next

five months, the same as during
^

the five months just passed. Figure
is seven pictures less than the

;

number distributed by the com-

:
pany during the last five months '

I

of 1948. Besides 20th’s drastic I

drop, releasing schedules of the

,

other major companies have not

I

varied much since last year.

Also set for release before the

end of the year, but not included

in the total are revivals of Para-

mount’s “Holiday Inn” and “Lady
Eve.” The world preem of 20th’s

“Pinky” is also scheduled before

Jan 1. It will be a pre-release en-

gagement.
I

EK’s $21,368,830 Net

Half-year earnings of Eastman
Kodak slid 24^^ to a total of $21.-

368.830 compared with $28,()17.724

for the corresponding period of

1948. Earnings for the 24-week pe-

riod ended June 12 amounted to

$1,63 per share of common again.st

$2.24
'

1)0 r share last year. Total

sale.s held to within of 1948

with EK grossing $190,002,934.

In a report to stockholders, EK
said that profe.ssional motion pic-

ture sales were off considerably for

the period. Company gave no fur-

ither explanation of that decline. I

Studios Sign 5-Year Contract For

16,000 lATSE Studio Film Workers

Race to the Gaol
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Universal is putting on a
sprint to the hoo.segow. Studio
has ordered all departments to

rush finishing touches on
“Molly X,” the story of a
women’s prison.

Idea is to hit the screen
ahead of “Locked In,” another
femme jail yarn produced by
Warners.

AFM Asking No

H wood Pay Tilts

Hollywood, Aug. 16.

American Federation of Musi-
cians, apparently aware of the
tightening of economic conditions

and the effect on Hollywood’s pic-

ture-makers. has not asked Coast
studios for a boost in scales for

^

musicians. The AFM has quietly

agreed to extend the terms of the i

current agreement another two
i

years as of Aug. 31, when the old
pact ends.

This was concluded as of Mon-
day (15> and w'ill be confirmed by
the parties via an exchange of cor^ij

respondence to that effect. Neither
the AFM nor studio executives !

who were involved in the nego-
'

tiations will disclose anything i

more about the deal or single out
the representatives of either party
involved in its conclusion.

; Old contract called for basic
' terms of $39.90 per man for three

;

. hours or less of studio recording,
j

There are no changes of any kind.
|

!
On the basis of the AFM’s ac- !

tion, it would seem that all Ameri- I

I

can Federation of Labor unions in-

I volved in the production of film,

I

have agreed not to seek higher

j

scales from Hollyw'ood at the mo-
i

J

ment. Last week, all lATSE labor
divisions renewed agreements with
studios on the basis of contracts !

that have been in force.

What the AFM told studios
heads about the formulation of a
scale for musicians covering re-

cording for films to be made for
television exclusively, isn’t known.
AFM has been ducking the issue

for some time, refusing to allow
its men to become available for
tele-films by the simple expedient
of not establishing a scale. Union
is wary and being very carefulr

j

afraid of the possibility of aiding
;

in the making of .something that
will further reduce AFM employ- i

ment, such as occurred with wax !

records. It feels that film shorts '

made for tele would be used over
j

and over again, obviating the need
for live tele-tooter staffs in many
cases.

Hollywood, Aug. 16.

New five-year basic labor agree-
ment between the lATSE and the
major film lots was announced by
Charles Boren, repre.senting the
producers, and Richard F. Walsh,
union chief. Contract, involving
16,000 film workers, calls for a con-
tinuation of the 11.17% cost of liv-

ing bonus, granted temporarily in

1947, an industrywide seniority

clause giving preference to experi-
enced motion picture employees,
and a stronger union shop.
The pension plan, mentioned in

the early negotiations, was left un-
decided with the understanding
that the question may be taken up
later with company presidents.
Several minor issues are still in

abeyance and will be settled within
the next 30 days.

In addition to Walsh, interna-
tional prexy of lATSE, the union
negotiators were: Roy Brewer, in-

ternational represftitative; Carl
Cooper, international veepee;
Cappy DuVal, Local 44; William
Barrett, Local 80; James Eddy, Lo-
cal 165; Herb Aller, Local 659;
Robert Carton, Local 683; Harold
Smith, Local 695; Ted Ellsworth,
Local 705; Stanley Campbell, Local
706; A1 Erick.son. Local 727; A. T.
Dennison and James Tante, Local
728; John Lehners, Local 776; John
Ward, Local 767; Harry Shiffman,
Local 789, and Mathew Levy,
lATSE attorney.

Assisting Boren as producer rep-
resentatives were: William Hop-
kins, Columbia: L. K. Sidney, Wil-
liam Walsh and Ed de Lavigne,
Metro; Ted Leonard, Paramount;
Leon Goldberg and Mark Bushner,
RKO; Robert V. Newman and H.
A. McDonnell. Republic; Fred S.
Meyer, 20th-Fox: Edward Muhl,
Emmett Ward and Morris Weiner,
Universal: Carrol Sax, Warners;
Morris Benjamin, chairman of the
Association of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers’ law committee: and Ben
Batchelder and Alfred Chamie,
members of Boren’s staff.

Both Boren and Walsh expressed
satisfaction over the results of the
negotiations.

Now Indie Producers

Have Own Foreign Reps
Difficulties in the foreign market

curr^ently are creating a new pat-

tern of sales representation for in-

die producers. Two of the film-

makers releasing through United
Artists have now added a rep for
foreign territories to their domes-
tic sale.s supervisory staff.

'

New rep is Walter Gould, who
recently left UA after 23 years,
part of it as foreign manager. His
producer clients are Edward Small
and Le.ster Cowan. He is also
repping some foreign interests, re-

portedly including the Frits
Strengholt theatres in Holland.

,

Gould will attempt to make out-
j

right deals for Small pix in various
|

countries in order to get as much
unfrozen cash as possible out.

;

He’ll work on this under the super-
vision of Harry Kosiner, Small’s
sales chief.

i

In the case of Cow’an. lie’ll han-
dle “Love Happy,” Marx Bros, pic

now about to go into release.

Cowan’s deal with UA does not
give the company foreign rights

and Gould will take chargf if the
entire distribution abroad.

PETITION TO EXTEND

CHI RUN OF ’STABLE’
Chicago. Aug. 16.

Leroy Krein, attorney for the
United Artists Theatre Corp., last

week filed a motion in Federal
Judge Michael Igoe’s court asking
that the Jackson Park decree be
extended for the showing of “Come
to the Stable” for at least eight
weeks in United Artists theatre
here. Tom McConnell, attorney for
the Jackson Park theatre, oppo.sed
the breaching of the two-week de-
cree playing time.

Krein, in enumerating reisons
for granting of petition, quoted the
great cost of pic, $2 2.50,000, and
the moral aspect of the film. Pe-
culiar aspect of the case is the
filing by United Artists; theatre Is

booked and managed by Balahan fc

Katz, who are defendants in the
JP case. UA theatres is the lessor of
the location. As such. L A is not a
party to the Jackson Park decree,
but as a les.sor to a def»»ndant falls

under the same limitations. B&K
has won several extensions of films
in its houses, but most of the ac-
tions previously have been filed by
distributors. Hearing date on mo-
tion was set for Sept. 13.

If petition is granted it would
leave only three BAK houses
bound by the decree with subse-
quent backing up of product for re-
lease. Also on the agenda for ex-
tension is “Samson and Delilah” if

“Stable” goes through.

Schneider’s Col Gift
Washington, Aug. 16.

Abraham Schneider, veepee and
treasurer of Columbia, has gifted
500 shares of Col common to the
Schneider Foundation, a charity
holding outfit. At the same time.
Col exec has balanced off his hold-
ings by purchasing 500 additional
shares.

Schneider now holds 10,028
shares of Col common.
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pondering “what kind of a name
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. that fnr a ftin&pr Binff BillC?
Columbia roleaw: of Sidney Buchman IS mat lor a Singer, Cing, Ding ,

»roduclion. written by Buchman. Stars etC. Both the Yoelsons and Jolie

t
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arry Parks and Barbara Hale; features ^ave their ears constantly attuned

M“ccSmio‘t:“T;m?" lo the more modern pop song

Shayne Directed by Henry Levin. Music, idioms Of the day, as they COme
Morris stoioff: •core. through the loudspeaker, and it is
musical adviser. Saul Chaplin; camera «> -

iTechnicolur), William
William Lyon; asst, director. Milton Feld-

man; orchestrations. Larry Russell.

Tiaticshown Aug. 10. '40. Running time.

a 1 .io!.son *Ha^e

sieve Martin li^Xn'tfth
Cantor Yoclson
Tom Baron

in that vein that Jolson is about
to surrender to the fact that his

hard-driving, song interpretations

are obsolete compared to the
languorous crooning styles of the
present.
More showmanship comes in the

fiaS \Kon .^^'rSmaraShayne Tamara Shayne again reenacting

Henry Hilton Cantor Yoclson and Jolie’s mama.
Charlie Robert Emmett Reane

15 master of every scene

. , o- Ki,tc fair that runs the gamut from his
“Jolson

crosses secular obligations at the altar, in
to par The Jolson Story ^os mourning for Mama Yoelson, to
and may even top them, in snoii,

straighting for his headstrong son
and squiring the beauteous nurse.
Bill Demarest and Bill Goodwin
are again cast as Jolson’s Broad-
way buddies as manager and pro-
ducer. Myron McCormick makes

1

the role of the Hollywood producer
j

gone Special Services officer be-
lievable, and Rives life to the role
of a hero-worshipping youth (back

j

in Duluth when he first saw the
great Jolson in "Bombo,” “Robin-
son Crusoe,” etc.), and who is

smasheroo of unqualified propor

tions. , , ,

The appeal of the Jolson sequel

Is only a matter of degree. In many
rcsp.jts it even shades the sock

boxoffice champ of 1946. It was
almost exactly three years ago-—

September, ’46 — that Columbia
teed off the first biopic on the

career of “the king,” as vet troup-

er.; call A1 Jolson.

it is only natural that the du-

raoility of Jolson, as the all-time succe.ssful in capturing the Jolson
No. 1 performing personality in

' *

show business.contemporaneous
would be matched by an equally

rich real-life story. “Jolson Sings

A'Jain” proves that. Where “The
Jolson Story” was Horatio Alger

w.th an Equity card, “Jolson Sings

Again” is perhaps more emotional

because Jolson’s comeback impact

is played against a background of

other young hopefuls supposedly

having usurped him with the

bobbysoxers. Producer-writer Sid-

ney Buchman, has done a skill-

ful job in keeping on high pitch

the not easy premise of an oldster

making a comeback. You can’t get

emotionally excited about a guy
who has money back to back—-in

real and reel life—and who sits

talents for a Hollywood soundfilm.
Among the intra-trade niceties, it

should he pointed out here that
Columbia prexy Harry Cohn and
producer Buchman will never be
accused of claiming false credit
because a throwaway line gives

Miniature Reviews
**Jolson Sings Afsin" (Musi*

cal-Color) (Col). Socko!
“Roseanns McCoy” (RKO).

Moving drama based on the
McCoy-Hatfleld feud; surefire

b.o.

“My Friend Irma” (Song)
(Par). Transition of radio’s

dumb blonde to celluloid ex-

ploitable for hypoed bookings.
“Father Was a Fullback”

(20th). Highly amusing trials

and tribulations of a univer-

sity football coach and father.

“Smoky Mountain Melody”
(Music) (Col). Roy Acuff in

lightweight we.stern; lesser

dual support.
“The House Across the

Street” (WB>. Medium budg-
eted comedy-drama for pro-

gram bookings.
“The Mysterious Desperado”

(RKO). Exceptionally good
Tim Holt oater. Strong fare

for the market.
“Brimstone” (Rep). Rod

Cameron, Walter Brennan ride

the Trucolored range; okay for

the action situations.

“Hollywood Burlesque” (Con-
tinental.) Filmization of show
in a burly house; biz depends
on degrees of exploitation.

“Obsession” (GFD). British-

made murder thriller okay for

U. S. duals.
“Trottie True” (Rank).

Bright British costume musi-
cal, in Technicolor.

to his helming, pulling all stops to

milk each contrived antic and keep
the pace going.
Most notable value of “Irma” is

the introduction of two nitery

comics who prove they have film

possibilities if used properly and
backed with the right kind of ma-
terial. They are Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis, and the emphasis is

becoming one of the best exponent#
of helpmeet-mother on the screen
today. She guides her troubled
husband through his tribulations of
losing games, sparring with Sundav
morning quarterbacks and out
raged alumni. The dialog between
MacMurray and Miss O’Hara
smacks of the earthy yak-yak that

_ is batted about by any normal real
on the latter. He is a very funny

|

life couple, with the added realism
man, a mugger of ability whose that springs from having two chiU
timing wallops over many a guffaw.

|

dren beset with growing pains_ _ . . . * * 1 __ 1 —^ 1^1 a a .
•

Martin is a handsome straight

! man singer and there are no com
Chiei problems posed by the plot

concern MacMurray’s efforts to
plaints on his ability in that range, win a game so he can placate the
His voice is pleasant and easy, but ' alumni. He doesn’t, but comes out
his nightclub posturing needs ton-

j

ahead in the end because of how
ing down for films. the problem of getting a beau for

Title role is in the exacting hands bobbysoxer daughter Betty Lynn is

of Marie Wilson and she belts it
|

resolved. It’s free-wheeling fun
over for a solid click. The cam- and a good half of the quips sup-
era could have been kinder but plied by writers Aleen Leslie. Ca-
Miss Wilson’s talents for portraying

j

sey Robinson, Mary Loos and Rich-
the very acme of dumb blondeness ard Sale will be lost to most audi-
has no peer and needs no "gauze
treatment, even though better lens-

ences because of the laughter.
MacMurray and Miss O’Hara

recognition to the fact that "a cer-

tain Hollywood columnist” first actress brings to her natural phy-
j

of concentrating on her rich boss,

gave them the idea of making a sical assets the charm of an un- 1 Don DeFore. The conclusion is

;

sophisticated, yet easy manner. In

ing of her pulchritude would have
,

team delightfully, responding ex-

been an asset. pertly to Stahl’s understandinit
Howard and Levy came^,up with guidance. Miss Lynn comes through

nothing original for their plot, in .socko fashion as the daughter
Miss Wilson and Diana Lynn are who’s growing up. Natalie Wood is

seen as roommates in a walkup
apartment. Miss Lynn is eyeing the

;

future with a rich husband. Miss
Wilson wants only to be worthy of

,

her sharp-shooting boyfriend, John
Lund, a Runyonesque character

j

who fancies himself as a glib pro-

1

moter smart enough to avoid steady ,

work, '

Troubles for all concerned start

when Lund tries to promote a sing-
ing career for Martin. Latter goes
for Miss Lund, taking her mind off

|

picture with and about JoLson.
Considering the wealth of song

material, the full story, and every-
thing else that goes with it,

“Jolson Sings Again” is a standout
example on compact production

this pic, she has the benefit of a
glove-fitting part as a moonstruck
McCoy helple.ssly in love with one
of the hated Hatfield clan. As the
latter, Farley Granger contrasts

foregone, but in working up to it,

script has a twist or two and does
a good job of setting up the clown-
ing of Martin and Lewis.
Former sings three tunes by Jay

Livingston and Ray Evans, all lis-

a joy as the younge.st member of
the family. Rudy Vallee gets over
another of his prissy, celluloid-col-
lar types as prexy^f the alumni
as.sociation.

Thelma Ritter scores as the la-
conic, cynical maid-of-all-work for
the MacMurray family. Janus G.
Backus is good as the professor
friend, and there are strong small
parts contributed by Richard Tyler
and others.

Producer Fred Kohlmar has
given the picture strong supervi-
sion to make the entertainment
values top grade. Physical mount-
ing captures the idea of college
towns and families and export lens-

ing by Lloyd Ahern gives it a good
display. Editing is tight. Brog,

technique. It undoubtedly tells an i

with a tense and muscular per- , tenable. They include “Here’s to Smoky Mr- MHody
important Hollywood economy I

Love, ’ “Just for Fun, and ’ My
; (MUSIC)

story because, for all its Techni
colorful splash, skillful use of

around his Encino montages—to project that long
because he s relatively a hasbeen. when Jolson was running

Buchman, however, has made away from him.self by burying
lotionallv appealing the picture^himself in racine stables, ownini?

Simple yam develops its tension
by cros.sing the romantic pair
against the smoldering feud of the
two families. Opening quietly as a

study of rural manners, the pic’s

Own, My Only, My All.” The com-
ics team on a socko rendition of
“The Donkey Serenade,” and Lewis
has several solo moments that rate
belly laughs, including his scene

tension mounts rapidly following before a mirror when he practicesemotionally appealing the picture»himself in racing stables, owning tension mounts rapidly following neiore a r

of a great star who finds he can’t prizefighters, playing the spas, i
the couple’s elopement and their aramatics

ox-on ninv a honoBt hpfaK.KP the fxo.-oiinrr ...III, , Settlement in the Hatfield house- 1

J-*una aceven play a benefit because the
Community Chest thinks today’s

Hopes, Gene Kellys, Judy Garlands
et al.. mean more than Jolson who
finds himself relegated to “many
otliers" in the benefit billing.

On a broad canvas is projected
Jolson’s wartime lours under Spe-
cial Services, singing from the
Aleutians to the Caribbean bases
until he finally contracts the
serious fever which laid him low
in North Africa. Barabara Hale
reenacts the nurse technician from
Little Rock (in real life, Erie Chen-
nault Galbraith, related to Gen-
eral Chennault, incidentally, who
is now Mrs. Jolson).

Miss Halo emerges as a potent
new face of importance, with her
warm, brunet beauty projecting
like a rocket bomb from the screen.
Larry Parks, again playing Jol.son,

remains an uncannily faithful per-
sonator of the star. The technical
skills that have so successfully
captured flawle.ss synchronization
of Jol.son’s potent voice as mouthed
by his more youthful counterpart
are given added fillip with two very
showmanly expo.sitions of behind-
the-camera techniques. One ex-
poses to the supposedly amazed
Jol.son how a blackface alter ego
(Parks) could be matched with his
voice, and the end result appears
flawless. The audience thus sees
the sound stage and music mixing
technique, but it’s all well inte-
grated into the story. The other is

the device where the first picture’s
finale is utilized as a tecoff for the
new picture, and then by a liberal
scrambling of chronology “The
Jolson Story,” with a number of
that former picture’s socko songs
reprised, is made to appear the
capping climax for “Jolson Sings
Again.”
Good show manship. In fact, is evi-

denced throughout in many ways.
The heps will recognize such re-
alistic bits as the Arkansas-drawl-
ing nurse, the Community Chest
benefit (actually it was at the Hill-
crest Country Club benefit that
Jolson came on last, after a dream
benefit bill, and murdered an
already satiated assemblage), the
Hollywood producer w'ho first saw
Jolson in his home-town of Duluth
(Buchman comes from there), and
the like.

There are probably 20-30 .song
excerpts reeled off by Jolson, in
greater or lesser degree, the musi-
cal montages being both brief and
full as occasion warranted. An-
other skillful usage of the yester-
year pops has the titles .symbolizing
the action, .such as “Baby Face”
(when pitching at Miss Hale).
“After You’ve Gone” (on parting),
etc.

Where “The Jolson Story” had
its accent on nostalgia, the plus
factor in “JoLson Sings Again” is

that the nostalgia has been brought
more up-to-date, blending the
Oldies with the background of

does a very apt job of por-
traying his manufactured char-
acter, displaying a comedy ability
that sells. Miss Lynn is able in her

Vun‘vpr‘ thkn “thp ^ tating massed warfare between the
;

role, and DeFore gets the most

T pvin’«: ffirpMinn two families. At the windup, how- ' from his scenes. Minor credits, all
Levin s direction

, Granger and Miss Evans ride
i

handled excellently, fall to Hans
into the center of the fray, forcing I

Givney, Percy
a cease-fire order. It’s suggested

” ^ ,

the feud ended right there and
then.

Superb supporting cast is headed

traveling with the seasons, etc.— 1 P*;
Hatfield hou3e

has furthered the story at relative-
,

food finally breaks wide

jy niinoi* c^xpense '
open wnen h niciQ odindcl snoots

Parks’ personation of the title
j

player is even
original. Henry
is well paced save for the opening
reel when it’s lethargic in acceler-
ating. but by contrast the ensuing
reelage is that much a plus factor.
The initial slow pace matches the
mood of the bewildered Jolson as

(MUSIC)
I Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-
duction. Stars Roy Acuff. Directed by

: Ray Nazarro. Story. Harry Shipman; cam-
;

era. Rex Wimpy; editor. P.nu! Rorofsky,
i At New York. N. Y., week of Aug. 9, 'tt.

Running time. 61 .MiNS.
' Roy Acuff Roy Acu#
Saddle Grease Guinn Williams
Kid tBruce) Corby Pus.sell Anna
Mary FUes Sybil Merritt

!
.Tosh Corby Jason Robardi

!
Dr. Moffett "Pappy” Cheshire

, Mr. Crump Fred Sears
Parky Durkin Carolina Cottea
Tommy Darkin Tommy Ivo

Helton, Gloria Gordon and others.
Hal Wallis’ production gives the

This differs from countless other

oaters only in that it has Roy Acuff

and his Smoky Mountain Boys to

help over the slower passages. As

his wife walks out on him. The Raymond Massey, as the right-

musical mixing is a tribute to all
concerned, from maestro Morris
Stoioff to orchestrators George
Duning and Larry Russel, musical
advisor Saul Chaplin, et al. The
lensing is lush, the production
ultra, the end result socko. Abel,

lloNoanna Mef'oy
RKO relea.ee of S.imuel Goldwyn

durtion. .Stars Farley Granger, Joan, .

.. /o^":
Evans. Charles Bickford. Raymond Mas-
sey. Richard Ra.sehart. Gigl Perreau. Di-
rected by Irving Reis. .Screenplay, John
Collier; from novel by Alberta ifannumf
song, Fr.Tnk Loesser; camera. Lee Garmes;
editor, Daniel Mandeil; score, David But-
tolph. Tradeshown N. Y., Aug. 15, '49.
Running time. 1(H» MI.NS.
Johnse Hatfield . Farley Granger
Rosranna McCoy .... Joan Evans
Devil Anse Hatfield . Ch.arles Bickford
Old Randall \fcCoy Ravinond Massey
Mounts Hatfield Richard Basehirt
Allifair McCoy Gigi Perreau
Sarie McCoy Aline MacMahon
Tolberi McCoy Marshall Thompson
Phimcr McCoy . . Lloyd Goueh
I.itfle R->ndnlI McCoy . P«-ter Mills
Th.id W’ilkins Arthur Frani
Ellison Hatfield. Frank Ferguson
Bess Mi'Cov Eli.sabeth Fraser
I.evisp H tfieM Hope Emerson
Abel Hatfield Dan White
e.randm-' Sykes Mabel Paige
Cou.sin 7innv Almira .Se.ssions
Cap Hatfield William Mauch

eous-minded head of the McCoys,
and Charles Bickford, as the rough
but square-shooting leader of the
Hatfields. Standout performances
are also turned in by Richard Base-
hart, as a bloodthirsty feudist;
Aline McMahon, as the McCoy
matriarch; and Marshall Thomp-
son, as one of the McCoy h .iys. Two
juve thespers. Gig Ferroau and
Peter Mills, also register with ap-
pealing naturalness.

Used only to background credits,
Frank Loesscr’s number, “Ro.se-
anna McCoy,” is a solid tune. The
overall background score lends to
the impact while the pi "*’8 technical
aspects of lensing and editing are
handled flawlessly. iicrm.

Out of that epic mountaineer
saga of the Hatfields and the Mc-
Coys. Samuel (Joldwyn has fash-
ioned a fresh and strikingly dra-
matic film in “Roseanna McCoy.”
This is tender love yarn unfolding
to a smashing climax against a
backwoods setting of love and vio-
lence. Despite the lack of high-
powfMcd marquee names, the film’s
moving counterpoint of romance Alice
and rousing action will corral hefty

My Frionil Irma
(SONGS)
Hollyv.ood. Aug. 13.

Paramount relea<;e of Hal Wallis (Cy
Howard) production. Stars John Lund.
Diana Lynn, Don DeFore, with Marie Wil-
son; features Hans Conried. Kathryn Giv-
ney, Percy Helton. Gloria Gordon, and in-
troduces Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
Directed b.v George .Marshall. Screenplay,
Cy Howard. Parke Levy; based on CBS
radio program. “My Friend Inna,” created
by Cy Howard; camera. Leo Tover; songs.
Jay Living.ston, Ray Evans; score. Roy
Webb: editor, I.eKoy Stone. Tradeshown
Aug. 8, '49. Running time. lO'J MINS.

„ John Lund
Jane Stacy Diana Lvnn
Richard Rhinelander Don DeFore
Irma Peterson Marie Wilson
Steve Laird Dean Martin
Seymour Terrv I.ewls
Prof. Kropotkin Hans Conried
Mrs. Rhinelander K;:lhrvn Givney
M*" •’‘‘‘•‘y Helton
Mr. Ubang Krno Verebes
Mrs. O Reilly Gloria Gordon

Margaret Field

picture a good backing for exploi- !

such it will be passable as a sup-

tation selling, but he has allowed !

Porting feature in certain localw

the footage to run overlength at
' It runs too briefly to do as

102 minutes. Howard served as as-
]

® single pic even where patrons

sociate producer, and Leo Tover ' crave westerns,
did the lensing. There is a good

{

“Smoky Mountain Melody” has
musical background score by Roy

! Acuff as the music-loving tender-
Webb to help the fun. Brog.

|

foot who makes good in the west

i by always doing the right thing at

Father Was a Fullback i
the right time. He manages to out-

wit the usual conniving lads even

without resorting to a six-shooter.

Story shows him inheriting the

management of an extensive ranch

on a three-month trial basis. This

irks the late owner’s two sons who
bitterly resent being bossed around

by their cousin.
Per usual, Acuff succeeds despite

some rather silly ideas he incor-

porates into the ranch manage-

ment. The two sons try to frame

him on a phoney stock deal but he

is cleared in an easy way.
In between, there is music, song

and yodeling on an extensive scale.

When such interpolations are in-

serted, the whole plot comes to a

sudden halt. Acuff warbles nicely

while his Smoky Mountain Boy*

group make well with the instru-

mental music and background sing-

Acuff resembles the typical

Hollywood, Aug. 13.
20th-Fox relcace of Fred Kohlmar pro-

duction. Stan Fred MacMurray, Maureen
O’Hara: features Betty Lynn, Rudy Vallee.
Thelma Ritter, Natalie Wood, James G.
Backus. Directed by John M. Stahl.
Screenplay, Aleen Leslie, Casey Robinson.
Mary Loos, Richard Sale; suKSested by a
play by Clifford Goldsmith: camera, Lloyd
Ahern: music, Cyril Mockridae; editor, J.
Watson Webb, Jr. Tradeshown Aug. 12,
'49. Running time. 64 .MINK.
George Cooper Fred MacMurray
Elizabeth Cooper Maureen O'Hara
Connie Cooper Betty Lynn
Mr. Jessop Rudy Vallee
Geraldine Thelma Ritter
Ellen Cooper Natalie Wood
Prof. Sullivan James G. Rarkus
Joe Burch Richard Tyler
('heer Leader Buddy Martin
Jones Mickey McCardle
Cy John McKee
Policeman Charles .1. Flvnn
Willie William Self
Reporter Joe llaworth
Daphne Gwenn Fields
Stinky Parker Gilbert Barnett
Delivery Boy Tommy Bernard
Sailor Mike Mahoney
Radio Announcer Tom Hnnlon
Bellhop Pat Kane
College President Forbes Murray
Cheer Leader Lee MacGregor 1

Bill - — • '

short-legged cowboy type now cur-

Don Hicks ! rent on the screen. Ho is by far

_ , happiest when singing or pla.ving

Good, wholesome, human-interest I the fiddle. Supporting oa.s) is no

b.o. response.

Firstiate screenplay by John Col-
lier has imaginatively tailored the
historical facts for a tightly-knit
cinematic framework. Literate,
without being literal, script at-

tempts to depict the hillfolk with-
out reeour.se to the phony comic-
strip image of the gulch-jumping
hillbilly. Tlie result is sombre and
poetic, yet honestly human. Per-
suasive buckshot atmosphere of the
pic is heightened by the superb
scenic lensing and director Irving
Reis’ firm pacing of the action
while never permitting the charac-
terizations to tumble into carica-
ture.

Attentiveness to the background
details Is matched by the sincerity

of thesping. Cast standout is Gold-
wyn's latest discovery, Joan Evans,
who plays the lead. In her debut
role before the cameras the young

' Radio’s “My Friend Irma” steps
from the airwaves to celluloid in a
not always graceful transition. The
fun is piled on lavishly and the
pace is furious, so the fact that
ether producer Cy Howar l and co-
scripter Parke Levy forgot to take
cognizance of the more tangible
factors of the .screen is glossed over
considerably. While “Irma’s” po-
tentialities as film material arc not
fully realized upon, there’s still

enough frolicking and exploiting of
tlie essentially funny rliaracter to
late a neat boxoffice payoff in those
situations where pre-selling figures
importantly.

Thanks to director George Mar-
shall, the picture has a knowing
comedy hand who ran build a broad
situation Into yocks. He does it

often in sp.'inning the nurnr'rnus
story holes that spot the Howard-
Levy script. Players answer well

comedy, slanted from the coach's
rather than gridiron hero’s, view-
point. makes “Father Was a Full-
back” very pleasant film fare.
Word-of-iimuth will be in its favor,
giving returns a chance to build
beyond normal expectations in gen-
eral situations.

A choice scripting job keeps the
comedy on a human level, hoked
up ju.st enough to play the laughs
strongly without losing the feeling
of genuine man. wife and family
relationship. On such a .solid foun-
dation, director John M. Stahl has
built an engrossing, ahvayj? amus-
ing, motion picture that snap's
along for a fast 84 minutes of
highly entertaining fun.

The ca.st is as choice as the script
for the interpretation they put on
the material, Fred MacMurray
portrays (he coach of a losing state
university football team. That isn’t
problem enough, he has two young
daughters, one with all the pseudo-
sophistication of pre-adoleseenee.
and the other in that exquisitely
painful period of approaching
young womanhood.
An understanding wife is Mau-

reen O'Hara who, incidentally, is

great shakes although Guinn W|i‘

liams, as customary, chins in with

a kindly sheriff heavy. Ray Na-

zarro’s direction is barely pa.ssabie

while Harry Shipman’s story is

strictly one of those things. W car.

The Houne AeroNS Ihe
Slr6‘el
Hollywood, Aug. H*

Warner Bros, rcleaso of Kaiil KDiin*

production. Stars Wayne Morris, Jajf

Faige. Bruce Bennett; features -J

James Mitchell. Barbara Bales. Ja"'**

Holden. Ray MontRomery.
Richard Bare. Screenplay.
Hufzhcs: from story by Bov.
camera, William Snyder: music,
Lava: editor. Frank MaKcc. Tradeshown

Auk. 9, ’49. Running time, »!!> ''y A^rrls
Dave loslin " p»ice
Kit Williams „ rnmneU
Keever rml"
Grenncll . viitchcll

As a secondary feature The

Hou.se Across the Street” is oKa>_

It has nothing particularly new

novel to recommend. L.,,*.

a medium
cast

ment of the drama is iK-’h’ ^ ‘

(Continued on page
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Kadio City Music Hall s Peak Biz

Reaffirms It s a Tourist s Must
vpw York’s Radio City Musics

H.ll proved its right to its biiling
^ American institution” this

Ilmmer. aver industry observers^.

Twnnite the continued heat and

iSiwally slack business felt

Sroughout the country, recap of

H crosses shows thst the six*

run of ‘‘Look for the Silver

(WB) and special July 4

N.Y. Film, Radio Setup
Now Under Ed Van Kleeck

‘ Albany, Aug. 16

Streamlining of State Education
Department, brought a number of
changes, one being the transfer of
supervision of the picture division

^tiii^how garnered more income ! and bureau of radio and visual aids
length run of to Dr. Edwin R. Van Kieeck. His

new title is assi.stant commissioner

‘Death of a Salesman’

To Be Filmed in N. Y.
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Hollywood will get a brushoff in
the filming of ‘‘Death of a Sales-
man," which Arthur Miller, au- i

thor, and Elia Kazan, director, of
the stage play, will shoot inde-
pendently in N. Y.
Understood Lee J, Cobb, star of

'

the legiter, will play the same role
,

in the film, slated to start late in
autumn, with Kazan directing and
Miller doing the screenplay.

SmaD Pulling Out All the Stops On

'Black Magic ; Real Test of Ballyhoo
That old battlocry

—‘‘We’ve got

to return to old-fashioned show'-

manship”—will get its prime test

than the • same
Ir^ords and Music” and the special

Christmas show during the holiday

period last winter.

"Lining,” during its six weeks,

took in $845,000. ‘‘W&M” grossed

for adult education and special ac-
tivities.

Dr. Lloyd L. Cheney has this di-
vision under his wing but Commi.-j-

Just about $800,000. While the giant
|
sioner Francis T. Spauiding de-

Bockefeller showcase habitually cided his duties as assistant corn-

does well during the summer be-
! niissioner for personnel and ad-

i* in a “miict” nn tlip lisls nf ij __ .• .

cause it is a “must” on the lists of

the swarms of tourists who pour

Into New York, strength of the

draw was unusual in the face of

weather and general busine.ss con-

ditions. It was about equal to last

summer and better than 1946,

when both factors were more fa-

vorable for filmeries.

Special July 4 show, in which

fc-eworks were simulated by elec-

tricity. is figured by Russell V.

Downing, Hall’s managing director,

to have accounted for a good bit

of the biz. Part of the spectacular

quality of the show was reflected

directly at the b.o., he said, and
part will be felt over a long period

as a result of th^ word-of-mouth
and publicity on the unusual dis-

play. Explaining the background.
Downing declared:

“Along with other theatres, we
felt a sharp slump in business the
week after Easter. Perhaps our
drop wasn’t as bad as some hou.ses,

but it hurt. We figured we could
either pull in our horns and re-

trench to absorb the loss of income
or we could try to beat the slump
by aggressive showmanship. We
decided on the latter and gambled
$.50,000 that the Fourth of July dis-

play cost that it would be worth
that in getting added business.
There’s no need of saying that
we’re well pleased with the way the
gamble turned out.”

Independence Day special will be
a regular summer fixture hereafter.
Downing said, ju.st as are the
Easter and Christmas spectacles.
Being considered is the addition of
one more of these regular addi-
tions to the standard shows to give
the Hall four specials a year. New
one would be an autumnal alTair,

marking the harvest season.

World’s largest theatre is not suf-
fering the pangs of other Broad-

ministration were so extensive that
censorship work should go to Van
Kleeck.

CLARK’S NFS TO SERVICE

FC AND REP IN PHILLY
Philadelphia, \ug 16.

In a movement to eliminate sep-
arate backroom operations in ex-
changes by film companies, both
Film Cla.ssics and R^nublic have
closed deals wiHi the National Film
Service to take over those activi-
tie.s, it has been learned. NFS.
headed by William Clark, will serv-
ice both companies in \heir 31 ex-
changes. Action by FC and Pep
follows a similar arrangement made
some time back by Eagle Lion.

Clark outfit takes care of inspec-
tion of negatives, storage and ship-
ping. thereby peTmitting its cus-
tomers to close their backrooms.
Payment is made on a per-reel
basis.

In inking a deal, NPS assumes
contractual obligations with ex-
change workers’ unions and takes
over the personnel.

E. M. Loew s Test

Suit on Drive-Ins
Washington. Aug. 16.

The drive-in theatre is not a pa-
tentable invention, Loew’s Drive-
In Theatres, Inc., declared last

I

week in a reply filed with the

;

U. S. Supreme Court. Loew’s

j

a.sked the high court to reject a
' petition by Park-ln Theatres. Inc.

that it hear arguments on an ap-

the field man’s

Small is counting on the wild
bally to give the Orson Welles
starrer good openings. Exploita-

Another Motion in 290G
M-G ‘ExDOndahlp’ Award ‘Wednesday) with the openm U EiXpinadUie z\Wdra Edward Small’s ‘‘Black

St. Louis, Aug. 16. Magic” In a flock of kevs. Producer
Federal Judge George H. Moore has spent about $60,000 solely on

is mulling over a motion filed by exploitation and has pulled out the
Mrs. Beulah Greenvv.alt Walcher,

! every trick—no matter
former Army nurse and the

, how cornv in
"Peggy” in "They Were Kxpend-

* „,anual.
*

able," who recently won a $290,000
damage suit verdict from Loew’s.
Inc., to set aside his o!'der for a

new trial on the grounds the sum Uon can’t 'be""expecled to help
awarded was exce.ssive. much beyond that. After opening
A jury in Judge Moore’s court it’s up to the picture itself and

fixed the amount of damages, based the word-ol -mouth it gets. But
on Mrs. Watcher’s contention that strong gro.sses on opening days can
the film company invaded her pri- add hundreds of thousands of dol-
vacy and falsely depicted her life lars to a /^film’s final potential,
without her permission. The pic- Thus the trade will be watching
ture was made from a hook in carefully to see if 60G spent on
which was al.so depicted Mrs. real old-fashioned bally is a worth-
Walcher’s career in the army .-nd while investment,
experiences duiing the fall of Ba-

. (^’losest recent approach to the
taan. Defen.se counsel asked for gags on "Magic”, was
a new' trial on Kijnu^d

|
RKO exploiteer Terry Turner’s

oo-
iirner

peal in a test case over the refu.sal excessive verdict and in grant ng ,

expmut-cr ivny
Of I 0PW'« tn nav rnvaiii.»«

excpsivc vemici ano. granting wholesale elTorts on Merian Co
ol l.,()ew s to pav ro>altus. it Judge Moore said the sum prob- ••viiahtv Vrmup ” n’nm

E. M. Loew operates a chain of ablv was fixed as a result of “oas-
,

M

ghtv Joe Young. Turn
HrivP in« rimninp frnm VirPinia ' ^ \

i” Went all-OUt tor an ai ea-WK
orive-ins running trom Virginia sion, prejudice and .sympathy.” ,prejudice and .sy.npathy."

;

inallv he took out a license with ^
found to have hit the b.o. jackpot

inaiiy ni took oui a lutnst wiin now resides in Denver.
! Richard M. Hollingshead, Jr., who

,

up through New England. Orig-

built the first drive-in in 1933 at '

Camden, N. J. Subsequently
Loew decided it was not a bona
fide invention and refused to pay
further royalties.

j

Park-In (Holling.shead) won its

suit in the trial court, but Loew
|

obtained a reversal of this verdict
in the Lst Circuit Court of Appeals

there when the returns were tal-

lied. However, pic has done al-

most as well in other parts of the
country, where there was much
less exploitation effort.

That doesn’t mean that the
‘ heavy plugging isn’t considered

Hollywood, Aug. 16. worthwhile. A large portion of any
Mark Robson, director of Screen- exploitation must be considered

plays’ "Champion.” and Robert aimed at exhibs rather than the
Wise, who directed RKO’s “Set-up,” filmgoing public. Thus reports of

ROBSON AND WISE TEAM

FOR OUTSIDE INDIE PIC

in Boston. Several weeks ago ^ ox .. .

Park-In asked the Supreme Court !

‘'“ve joined in an indie production good busine.ss in premiere engage-

to decide once and for all whether Bach is slated to direct one meiiLs—no matter how much was

the Hollingshead patents are valid apiece. spent in filling the seats has an
Partnered in the venture are important bearing in giving thea-

Phil Gersh. of the Jaffe agency, trenien in other territories an urge

Par Joins the Junketing

Stars Ballyhoo Parade
Star junkets on a wide scale in

which Paramount’s top players will

tour the country in advance of re-

lease dates is henceforth the order-
of-the-day, according to Max E.

Youngstein, Par’s national ad-pub
director. Par is swinging into a

policy of personal appearances to
hypo bally on future releases as
“an operating principle.” Young-

wyn, as does Wise’s 20th-Fox than the actual added patronage

—

ticket, both permit outside deals, no matter how large—at the bal-

i

lied preems them.selves.

2 Big Payoffs

Small has had two big stunts

r* P J* P • have paid off with tremendous

For jtuuio Efluroinonl !
*'^^**0

T *
I
the culmination coming last week

Hollywood. Aug. 16. with an eight-column banner head

Gardner Digs Down

_ stein declared. His decision

way houses in tryin^toTin^up prod- ^ the postwar trend in

uct. Downing said. He di.sclosed
that in next will be Alfred Hitch-
cock’s "Under Capricorn” (WB).
starring Ingrid Bergman and Jo-
seph Gotten, to be followed by
“That Forsyte Woman” (M-G) i for-
merly "The Forsyte Saga”). "The
Heiress” (Par), and “On the Town”
(M-G). "Town” will be the Christ-
mas attraction, and it is hoped that
Metro’s “In the Good Old Summer-
time” and the next three pix will i

hold long enough so that no other
films will have to be in.serled.

Hall has made no change and ex-
pects to make none in its $1.40,
weekday and $1.50 Saturday-Sun-
day^ top. Downing declared. "We
don’t think a reduction w'ould bring
about any improvement in busi-
ness.” he explained. "People just i

dont buy a ticket to a theatre.
They buy a ticket to something

i

they want to see. If you are offer-
UJg them that, they’ll come in at
any reasonable price. If you don’t
have what they want, you can give
it away and you still won’t get them film
to come in "

i

N.Y. Giants Trailerizing

Benefit Grid for N.Y. San.
Saranac Lake, N. Y.. Aug. 16.

N. Y. Giants football team

riJu appearance at the Variety

n
P, Rogers hospital, pre-
minary to a benefit game which

f«n
team will stage during the

will u hospital. Game, w’hich

in Ik ''’ffh another team
National League, has been
hy the N. Y. City Variety

institute*
Proceeds will go to the

''’^re headed by Wil-

anH
^^hott. their publicitv agent,^ accompanied by a 20th-Fox

which both 20th-Fox and Universal
are currently launched.
Ad-pub topper is definitely op-

posed “to the type of personal ap-
pearance which begins in New
York and ends there.” "I’m
against one-shot junkets." he said.

"For the same amount of money,
a star can go to numerous ex-

change cities with far belter re-

sults.

”

Under Par’s revamped opera-
tions. the studio is being notified

months in advance of planned
tours, Y'oungstein explained.
“We’re giving the lot that much
advance notice so that production
officials can finish any picture

work in time for a clear schedule.”
ho added. Marie Wilson, star in

Par’s "My Friend Irma.” was
freed for her present two-week
trek on two-months’ notice to the
studio.

Yoiing.stein is already planning
a junket for Bob Hope to help beat

the drums for the comic’s next
The Great Lover.” Mac-

donald Carey, starred in "Song of

Surrender.” will come east to help

Par in a big New England preem
planned for the film. Current city-

hopping by Corinne Galvet in ad-

vance of "Rope of Sand” is also

an In.stance of Par’s new policy.

In another new project. Para-

mount is now engaged in an ex-

tensive mail campaign. Flackery

sends literature to 17.500 exhibs

weekly. Material describes Par
releases coming up and bally cam-
paigns which have proved success-

ful.

and whether. In effect, all drive-

royalties. It pointed out that an- 5"'' Theron Warth. who will pro- to book the film and to pay higher

other Circuit Court ha.s found in
Group is Peking linancing. ' rentals for It Phis has much more

favor of Park-In In a somewhat
similar case.

The Supreme Court w'ill not de-

cide before October whether to

hear the case. In its reply brief,

Loew asserted:

j

"Petitioner burdens the court
I with a confusing and interminable
phantasmagoria of unw'arranted al-

I

legations and unsound contentions.
"Hollingshead had merely ap-

i

Ed Gardner is reported spend- on page one of the New Orleans
plied and utilized the most ele- ing about $150,000 for film studio jteio. Gags have received front
mentary and familiar principles equipment to be u.sed on his mo-

^

pagp—and even editorial page

—

1 and expedients of theatre arrange- tion picture production project in space in a couple dozen cities,

ment, long practiced and used in San Juan. Puerto Rico. Tlicre was also an 80-station Mu-
locating, terracing and aiming or- Eqiipment in that sector is jyal regional network show out of

dinary theatre seats for good vision scarce and antiquated. Producer (;;]pveiand and a 27-station Yankee

,

with relations to a .stage or screen. ^ inust furnish his own .sound, light-
' network airer out of Boston.

The indoor theatre, long prior to
,

‘*18 and camera facilities.
j

Most successful stunt has been

j

Hollingshead. commonly had the I the sending on tour of four hyno-
essential counterparts of every-’-, o j o * lists. Each is covering seven or
thing shown in the Holling.shead M6inpn S o€COnd oUrpnSG eight cities. Tieup is that Welles
patent. I ‘Rravo’* OK TftO ^he picture plays the famed
“An idea, such as the drive-in

Jjidvc , r>i/i w
,

hypnotist of hi.story, Cagliostro.

theatre, however new and useful,
;

Memphis, Aug. 16. The mesmo w'orkers have been
is not patentable and cannot im- Without any political repercu.*^ hypnotizing new’spapermen — lit-

part patentability to means which “Home of Brave erally and figuratively—to get th«

are old or lacking in inventive wracked up a solid $14,000 in its tons of space.
, first week at the Malco theatre in Business that got the New’ Or-
j

Memphis. Pic’s strong b.o. was leans Item front page banner was
further proof of United Artists’

i a demonstration by one of the
contention that films with Negro svengalis that he could make a
themes can get good receptions in ' confirmed smoker abhor tobacco,
"doubtful territory.” In Pittsburgh anoUier of the
Lloyd T. Binford. Memphis chief bcady-cycd guys drew' space dur-

ea.storn drivc-ins to obtain better !

cen.sor who formerly opposed the ing the heal wave by causing a

clearance it is felt that the im- exhibition of pix with mixed ca.sts. gal to walk out in the sun in a

proved clearance problem will take P^ved the way for "Home" by his fur coat with her teeth chattering

on national aspects with operators surpri.se okay last week.
,
from cold.

all through the country ready to , ’

,
Hynotists and Burled-AHves

action for primary
! PJga fOF Non-Segreg^ated ^

every city, of course, a

genius.

Drive-Ins
Continued from page 4

take similar action for primary
runs, Simon, who is handling the
Moonlite and South Bend Auto
Drive-in suits, now' current in Chi
federal district court, w ill seek first

run product for Rochester. N. Y„
Ridge Pike, Pa., Philadelphia, and
Buffalo drive-ins, all owned by
Paul Wintneer, Cleveland. In ad-

dition. two other Buffalo outcries

every
United Arti.sts field man has made

Showing of ‘Brave’ F’ails sure the tieup is clear between the
hypnotists and the picture. The
second .stunt with which they have
garnered space and time are two

Paramount by a small group of

white men. This house does not
have a separate section for ne-

Delaware and Skyw'ay. owned by groes.
Louis Drew' and W. P. Rosenow,

,

pickets who said they were
will try to obtain better product.

, representatives of the Austin
1 Young Progressives, pas.sed out

TYrivp-Tn Win<J I

handbHls protesting the segre-i/iivc *11
'gated showings of the film. The

Early Pix Clearance circular urged all "democratic

Minneapolis. Aug. 16. citlzen.s” to fill out an attached

Mpls.

Austin, Aug. 16.

No non-segregated showing of

.“h; caravans each with a person buried
‘'1', alWe under sU feet of earth on •

trailer-truck. This llnk-s with i
buried alive sequence in the film.

Small ha.s also received consid-
erable publicity for "Magic" by
contributing £ 1,000 ($4,000) of
the currency he has frozen in Eng-
land to maintenance of Shirley

! Mae France and her entourage.
Sixteen-j ear-old gal is getting set
for a try at swimming the English
Channel. She’s to enter and come’

in
who shot the players
poses wi*

thp f 1

forthcoming game.

HOPE MAKES IT THIS TIME
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Bob Hope resumed work yester-

day (Mon.) in Paramount’s "Men
Are Men” after a two-week layoff

He rode the same plunging bar-

rel with no mishaps during the re-

g- _1 J % A W I "Kf M MM a , t^aa^ aj w XeStvwa Mtavs WtaiC

One of this territory's drive-ins,
addressed to Louis Novy. water in a bathing suit

Austin manager for Interstate Cir-
..,,13,.,^ emblaroned

cult, urging hi^m to airange an .emss it. Pic appeared in Life
unsegregated showing of the pic. showing her In the

suit.

Four hypnotists Small has work-
ing for him are Howard Klein,

the Duluth suburban Skyline,

owned by Ted Mann and Charles

Rubenstein. has finally crashed

through the barriers imposed on
early clearance for ozoners. Its de-

mand for a 28-day run ahead of two
nearby 56-day neighborhood houses

Ox.., poses with patients, rei wim nu gmsiiat/a uuaxaxB •-

the f "u’ publicity for takes of th# scene in which he was

I injured.

Rosenberg’s Indie
Frank P. Rosenberg’s indie unit. James Grippo, Eugene Bernstein

aVid the Parainount circuit’s down- Colony Pictures, begins shooting and John Gordon Spalding. Over-
town second run Strand has been In New York Oct. 4 on its initial all exploitation on the pic is being

granted. "Night Cr>’." handled by William Danziger for

Throughout the territory until Howard Duff will play the prin- Small and Mori Krushen, United
now, drive-ins have been playing cipal role of a police lieutenant in Artists’ exoloitation chief. They
far behind all conventional stands the yam about the Gotham police have 25 field men working exclu-

ifor the most part. ^ department. sively on the film.
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LA Up Sharply; ‘Neptune Splashes

Smart $56,000, 3 Spots, ‘Young’ Great

55G in 2, ‘Hurricane Good 43G in 4

Los Angeles, Aug. 16. j
Firstrun biz this session is up

sharply over last week, with four
new bills teeing off. Best of these
is "Mighty Joe Young,” which is

heading for great $55,000 in two
theatres. "Neptune’s Daughter”
also is a smart entry with $56,000
looked for in three situations.

“Slattery’s Hurricane,” playing
in four houses, should hit good
$43,000. “Once More, My Darl-
ing,” in four spots also, shapes to

reach pleasing $26,000.*

"Look for Silver Lining,” third

frame, should do $22,500, big, in

three locations. “Great Dan
Patch” is reaching for good $10,000
in final five days of second week,
four spots.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,

Hollywood Music Halls (Prin-Cor)
(834; 902; 1,106; 512; 512; 55-$!)—
‘‘Great Dan Patch” (UA) and
"Silent Conflict” (UA) (2d wk-5
days). Okay $10,000. Last week,
nice $25,000.

Chinese, Loew’s State, Loyola,
Uptown (FWC) (2,048; 2,404; 1,248;

1,719; 60-$!) — "Slattery’s Hurri-
cane” (20th) and “I Lived Too
Long” (Indie). Good $43,000. Last
week, "You’re My Everything”
(20th) and "Temptation Harbor”
(Mono) (3d wk-4 days), $17,500.

Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$l)—
"Look for Silver Lining” (WB) (3d
wk). Okay $22,500. Last week, good
$36,300.

Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wllshlre
(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l)— "Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G).
Strong $56,000, Last week, "Any
Number Play” (M-G) (3d wk-4
days), $12,300.
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 60-$l)

—“Gangster” (Mono) and "Dil-
linger” (Mono) (reissues). Good
$10,000 here with $17,000 in 4 day-
daters. Last week, "Not Wanted”
(FC) and "Loveable Cheat” (FC)
(2d wk-8 days), good $12,500 here,
witli $24,000 in 6 situations.

Pantages, Hillstreet (RKO) (2,-

812; 2,890; 50-$l )—"Mighty Joe
Young” (RKO) and "Make Mine
Laughs” (RKO). Great $55,000.
La.st week. “Mr. Soft Touch” (Col)
and "Barbary Pirate” (Col) (2d
wk). $21,900.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3.398; 1.451; 60-$l)
—"Great Gatsby” (Par) and "Ring-
side” (SG) (3d wk). Fair $17,000.
Last week, $21,300.

United Artists. RItz. Studio City,
Vogue (UA-FWC) (2.100; 1.370;
880; 885; 60-$l)—“Once More, My
Darling” (U) and "Sky Liner” (SG).
Good $18,500. Last week. "Blue
Lagoon” (U) and "Hold That Baby”
(Mono) (2d wk-6 days), $16,300.

Esquire (Rosener) (685; 84-$1.20)
—“Never Give Sucker Break” (In-
die) and "Bank Dick” (Indie) (re-
issues) (3d wk). Good $3,700. Last
week, $3,400.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-2.40)
"Red Shoes” (EL) (33d wk.). Oke
$5,000. Last week, $5,400.

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 74-$l)
•
—"Lost Boundaries” (FC) (2d wk).
Holding at $7,000. Last week, stout
$9,500.

Laurel (Roesner) • (890; 85)

—

"Quartet” (EL) (12th wk). Neat
$4,700. Last week, excellent $5,-
300.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Grose
This Week $582,000
(Based on 18 theatres)
Last Year $590,000
(Based on 14 theatres.)

‘Joe Young’ Giant

, Del. Ace
Detroit, Aug. 16.

Mighty bally for "Mighty Joe
Young” is bringing terrific session
to Palms. Otherwise biz is spotty
with holdovers better than new en-
tries. "Too Late for Tears” at
United Artists, and "Scene of
Crime” at Downtown, are both
slim.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)

—

“You’re My Everything” (20th) and
"Ringside” (SG) (2d wk). Fair $20,-
000. Last week, $26,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—“Great Gatsby” (Par) and
"Special Agent” (Par) (2d wk). Oke
$17,000. Last week, nice $24,000.
Palms (UD) (2.900; 70-95)—

"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
"Miranda” (EL). Terrific $29,000.
Last week, “Love Happy” (UA) and
"Night Unto Night” (WB) (2d wk),
trim $15,000.

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-
95)—"Late for Tears” (UA) and
“Crime Doctor’s Diary” (Col). Slim
$11,000. Last week, "Home of
Brave” (UA) and "Singing Dude”
(UA) (3d wk). $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—

“Mas.sacre River” (Mono) and
"Bomba” (Mono). Fair $12,000.
Last week, "Silver
and "Hellfire” (WB)

1 $ 10 ,000 .

j

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—

i "Any Number Play” (M-G) and
I

"Pack Up Troubles” (M-G) (reis-

!
sue) (2d wk). Good $12,000. Last

' week, big $16,000.
I Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-
95)—"Scene of Crime” (M-G) and
"Unknown Guest” (Mono). Slow
$9,000. Last week, "Illegal Entry”
(U) and "Omoo” (SG), $7,000.

‘Stratton’ Sturdy 13G,

Mont’l; ‘Beach’ $15,000
Montreal, Aug. 16.

Biz shapes mildish here despite
break in heat wave and new pix.

Outstanding is "Stratton Story” at
the Princess. "Girl From Johes
Beach” looks okay at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

"Fountainhead” (WB) (2d wk).
Down to $9,000 after big first at

$14,500.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—

"Sand” (20th). Good $12,000. Last
week, "House of Strangers” (20th)

(2d wk), $8,000.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—"Girl

Jones Beach” (WB). Okay $15,000.
Last week, “Any Number Play”
(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—

j

"Stratton Story” (M-G). Sock $13,-

000. Last w’eek, "Streets Laredo”
(Par) (2d wk), $'7,500.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
"Flaxy Martin” (WB) and "Chris-
•topher Blake” (WB). Mild $5,000.
! Last week, "Criss Cross” (U) and
j
"Blondie Jackpot” (Col), $9,500.

I Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—
“Late for Tears” (UA) and "Leave
It Henry” (UA). Nice $6,000. Last
week, "Lady Burlesque” (UA) and

i "Guest in House” (UA) (reissues),

$5,000.

Lining” (WB)
(3d wk), fancy

Tverything’ Leads All

. In Omaha, Tall $11,000
Omaha, Aug. 16.

"You’re My Everything” shapes
fast $11,000 at Paramount. "Great
Gatsby” looks only good at Or-
pheum. Second week of "Barkleys
of Broadway” looms nearly as
stout as first at State.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

6.5) — "You’re My Everything”
(20th). Beating bad weather for
fancy $10,000. Last week. "Any
Number Play” iM-G», $10,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65»—"Great Gatsby” (Par) and
"Tuc.son” (20th). Good $10,000.
Last week, “Bride of Vengeance”
(Par) and “Daughter of West”
(FC), $9,500.

Brandeis (RKO) (1..500; 16-65)—

*

“Doolins of Oklahoma” (Col) and
•‘Air Hostess” (Col). Nice $16,000,
better than average for past month.
Last week, "Dumbo” (RKO) and
"Saludos Amigos” (RKO) (reissues)
and "Seal Island” (RKO), $8,000.

|

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)

—

•‘Barkleys of Broadway” (M-G)
<2d wk). Big $4,500. Last week,
15,600. i

‘Entry’ Mild $9,000 In

Denver; ‘Jennie’ $18,000
Denver, Aug. 16.

"Look For Silver Lining” is top-
ping the town this week, playing at

: the Broadway and two drive-ins.
It will get a fourth stanza at the

I Broadway. “Portrait of Jennie”
shapes good at Denver and Esquire.
“Illegal Entry” is only fair in two

I

spots.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.500; 3.5-

74)—"Silver Lining” (WB) (3d wk),
day-date with East, West drive-ins.
Fair $6,500. Holds again. Last
week, nice $7,500.

I

Denham (CockrilD (1,750; 35-70)
—"Great Gatsby” (Par) )2d wk).

I

Down to $8,500. Last week, good
$10..5()0.

I

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 3.5-74)

—

I

"Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) and
,
"Air Hostess” (CoD, day-date with

I

Esquire. Nice $15,000. Last week.
I

"Home of Brave” (UA) and "C-
,
Man” (FC). big $18,000.

East Drive-In (Wolfberg) (1.000
cars; 74c)

—
"Silver Lining” (WB),

also Broadway and West Drive-In.
Fine $9,000. Last week, subse-
quent-run.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)

—

"Portrait of Jennie” (SRO) and
"Air Hostess” (CoD. day-date with
Denver. Good $3,000. La.st week,
"Home of Brave” (UA) and "C-
Man” (FC). same.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74)

—

"Neptune’s Daughter” (.M-G) (2d
wk). Okay $11,000. Last week, big
$19,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 3.5-74)

—

"Illegal Entry” (U* and "Fighting
Fools” (Mono), day-date with W’eb-
ber. Mild $7,000. Last week. "Red
Menace” (Rep) and "Hellfire”
(Rep), $6,500.
Webber (Fox) (7.50; 35-74)—"Il-

legal Entry” (U) and "Fighting
Fools” (Mono), also Paramount.
Slim $2,000 or loss. Last week,
"Home of Brave” (U.\) and “C-
Man” (FC). $2,200.
West Drive-In (Wolfberg) (1.000

cars; 74c)
—

"Silver Lining” (WB).
al.so Broadway and the East Drive-
In. Nice $8,500. Last week, subse-
quent-run.

Abbott-Costello

Loud $12,000, D.C.
Washington, Aug. 16.

Sole standout in a very dull
week here is "Great Sinner” at
Loew’s Palace, which looks good
despite crix pannings. However,
"Great Gatsby” opened equally
well there last week, but fizzled
out to sag well below expectations.
“Abott-Costello Meet Killer” will
be nice at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)

—

"One False Step” (U) plus vaude.
Mild $19,000. Last week, "Good
Old Summertime” (M-G) plus
vaude (2d wk), $21,000.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—
“Meet Killer Karloff” (U). Better
than average $12,000 for this new
Abbott-Costello here. Last week,
"Lady Gambles” (U) (2d wk), fair
$7,500.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-
80)—"One Last Fling” (WB).
Skimpy $5,000. Last week, "Girl
Jones Beach” (WB) )2d run), okay
$6 ,000 .

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)

—

"Great Sinner” (M-G). Leads the
town at hefty $22,000. Last week,
"Great Gatsby” (Par), disappoint-
ing $19,000, despite brisk start.

Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)—"One Woman’s Story” (U) (2d
wk). Holding nicely with $4,800
after solid $6,000 last week. Stays
on.

I

Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)

—

j

"Lust for Gold” (Col). Flimsy
$13,000. Last week, “Silver Lin-
ing” (WB) (2d wk), fair $11,000.
I Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)—
I

"Home of Brave” (UA) (2d wk).
Fast $10,000 after record-breaking

;

$15,000 for opener. Stays on
indef.

Vaude Boosts ‘Quietly’ To Standout

Biz in Hub, $26,000; ‘Lucasta’ Okay 32G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . .$2,605,000

(Based on 24 cities, 194
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.).

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,764,000

( Based on 22 cities and
202 theatres.)

‘Feeling’

In Hoteba Pbilly

Philadelphia, Aug. 16.

Break in the record heat is be-

ing reflected in firstrun biz here,
with weekend trade generally
kited. "It’s Great Feeling” is

pacing the town at Mastbaum, but
not smash. "Not Wanted” looms
smash at smaller Stanton. "Man-
handled” is not so hot at Aldine.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

"Manhandled” (Par). Not so hot
$8,500. Last week, "Dumbo” (RKO)
and "Saludos Amigos” (RKO) (re-

issues), nice $10,000.

Boyd (W'B) (2,360; 50-99)—“Great
Sinner” (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $18,-

500 after big $25,000 opener.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99) —
"Home of Brave” (UA) (2d wk).
Hefty $24,000 after great $32,000
opener.

Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-99)—“You’re
My Everything” (20th) (3d wk).
Snappy $13,000 in five days. Last
week, $18,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99) — "Any Number Play” (M-G)
(4th wk). Fair $8,500. Last week,
$ 10 ,000 .

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
—“Great Gatsby” (Par) (3d wk).
Passable $9,000. Last week, $12,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

"Great Feeling” (WB). Nice $30.-

000. Last week, "Silver Lining”
(WB) (3d wk). $14,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99) —
"Anna . Lucasta” (Col) (2d wk).
Down to $16,000 after neat $24,000
take-off.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99) —
"Not Wanted” (FC). Big $17,000.
Last week, "Savage Splendor”
(RKO) and "Seal Island” (RKO)
(2d wk), $8,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; $2.40-

$1.20) "Red Shoes” (EL) (34th wk).
Record run getting $4,500. Last
week, $4,700.

Boston, Aug. 16.
Biz is shaping up a little betteraround town this stanza. Still leart

ing the pack is the RKO Boston
in the second week of new vaurfa
policy with "Follow Me Quietlv*
“Take One False Step,” at Memo-
rial; "You’re My Everything.”
Met, and "Anna Lucasta” at Orpheum and State should wind uo
fairly strong. ^

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85)—

“Lost Boundaries” (FC) (5th wki
Not bad $8,000. Last week, nice
$9,500.

’

Boston (RKO) (3.200; 55-85)—
"Follow Me Quietly” (RKO) pin*
vaude with Artie Dann. Sock $26 -

week, "Roughshod”
(RKO) and preem of Palace vaude
$30,000.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
"Massacre River” (Mono) and "Spe-
cial Agent” (Par). Mild $5 (WO
Last week. "Girl Jones Beach’*
(WB) and "Alimony” (EL) (2d wk)
$4,500.

*

Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85)—
"Not Wanted” (FC) (3d wk). Fair
$5,000 after $6,200 for second.

. Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
"One False Step” (U) and “My
Brother’s Keeper” (EL). Nice
$20,000. Last week, "Doolins of
Oklahoma” (Col) and “Conspiracy
in Teheran” (Indie), $23,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.376; 40-85)—"You’re My Everything” (20th)
and "Flaming Fury” (Rep). Okay
$20,000. Last wetfk, "Silver Lining”
(WB) and "One Last Fling” (WB)
(2d wk). $16,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

"Anna Lucasta” (Col) and “Air
Hostess” (Col). Fairly nice $20,000.
Last week, "Any Number Play”
(M-G). and "Gay Amigo” (UA) (2d
wW) $14 sno
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—

"Massacre River” (Mono) and "Spe-*’
clal Agent” (Par). Fair $10,500.
Last week, "Girl Jones Beach**
(WB) and "Alimony” (EL) (2d wk),
$10,500.

State (Loew) (3.500; 40-85)—
“Anna Lucasta” (Col) and "Air
Hostess” (Col). Okay $12,000. Last
week, "Any Number Play” (M-G)
and "Gay Amigo” (UA) (2d wk),
$8,500.

‘Edward’ Solid $15,000

In L’ville; ‘Steal’ Big

12G, ‘Gold’ Slight 6G
Louisville, Aug. 16.

Brace of solid pix in town this
week, and both are garnering nice
biz. Number one is "Edward. My
Son,” at State, shaping plenty
strong, while "Big Steal.” at Rialto,
also i.s healthy. National is perk-
ing, with lineup of seven standard
vaude acts, and dual film bill.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,400;

4.5-

65)—“Lust for Gold” (Col).
Modest $6,000. Last week, "Silver
Lining” (WB» (2d wk), okay $7,000.

National (Standard) (2,400; 50-
65)—"Lost Tribe” (Col) and "Shut
Big Mouth” (Col) (reissue) with
7-act vaude bill onstage. Likely
good $7,500. Last week. "Lovable
Cheat" (FC) and "Hit Parade”
(Rep) (reissues) plus vaude topped
by Toni Harper. $8,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000-

4.5-

65)—"Big Steal” (RKO) and
"Bad Boys” (Mono). Nice $12,000.
Last week. "House of Strangers”

,

(20th). mild $9,000.
I

State (Loew’s) (3.000; 45-65)

—

I

"Edward, My Son” (M-G) and
"Caught” (M-G). Rating top atten-
tion this week at solid $15,000. La.st
week, "Good Old Summertime” (M-
G) and "Slightly French” (Col),
$14,000.

Strand (FA) ( 1.000; 4.5-65)—"Red
Canyon" (U) and "Amazon Quest”
(FC). Likely good $6,000. Last
week. "Bride of Vengeance” (Par)
and "Strange Case Mrs. Crane”

'(EL), $5,000.

‘Everything’ Tops Port.,

Great $17,000, ‘Oz’ 14G
Portland, Ore., Aug. 16.

"You’re My Everything” at
Oriental and Paramount is doing
great biz along with "Wizard of
Oz” on rei.ssue at the Broadway.
This is the first time a reissue has
played a J. J. Parker house. “Out-
po.st in Morocco” looks okay at
Mayfair.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; .50-85)—“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue)

and “Castaway” (Rep). Terrific
$14,000. Last week, "Fountainhead”
(WB) and "One Last Fling” (WB)
(2d wk), $6,600.

Mayfair (Parker) (1..500: ,50-85)

—

"Outpo.st in Morocco” (UA) and
"Gay Amigo” (UA). Okay $6,000.
Last week, “Manhandled” (Par)
and "Special Agent” (Par), slim
$4,000.

Oriental (H-E) (2.000; .50-85)—
"You’re My Everything” (20th) and
"The Fan” (20th), day-date with
Paramount. Excellent $5,000. La.st
week. "Great Gatsby” (Par) and
"Daughter of West” (Rep), $3,200.
Orpheum (H-E) (1.750; 50-85)—

‘Not Wanted” (FC) and "Man
About House” (20th). Good $9,000.
Last week, "Great Gatsby” (Par)
and “Daughter of West” (Rep). $7,-
600.

Paramount (H-E) (3,400; .50-85)—
You’re My Everything ’’ (20th) and
The Fan” (20th), also Oriental.

Big $12,000 or near. "Gunga Din”
<RKO) and "Lost Patrol” (RKO)
(rei.ssues). nice $7,500.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-

Garden” (M-G). Mild
*6;500. La.st week. "Stratton Story”
(M-G) (4th wk), big $6,700.

Sisk Building Texas Houses
Lewisville, Texas.

Construction started here by M.
^ 650-seater including

150 seats for Negroes,

Heat Melts Mpis. B.O.

But ‘Summertiine’ Warm

$17,000; ‘Lady’ Oke lOG
Minneapolis, Aug. 16.

Grosses continue to suffer from
sizzling heat here. Trio o£ major
newcomers boasts at least enough
overall strength despite this to

chalk up a respectable boxoffice
.showing. "In the Good Old Sum-
mertime” is topper while “Great
Gatsby” also is nice. Holdovers are
more in evidence again than re-

cently.
Estimates for This Week

Lyric (Par) (1,000; .50- 70) —
"Colorado Territory” (WB) (m.o.).

Moved here following brisk trade
at State. Healthy $5,200. Last
week, “Outpost in Morocco” (UA)
(2d wk), neat $5,000.

Radio City (Par) (4.000; 50-70)—
"Good Old Summertime” (M-G\
Pulling them in for good $16,000.

Last week, "You’re Mv Every-
thing” (20th), good $15,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—“Lady Gambles” (U). Okay
$10,000 in prospect. Last week,
"Silver Lining” (WB), neat $12, .500.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; 50-70)—
"Silver Lining” (RKO) (m.o.).

Rolling at nice $7,000. Last week,
“Not Wanted” (FC). good $8..500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70) —
“Great Gatsby” (Par). Brisk $13.-

000 likely. La.st week, "Colorado
Territory” (WB), $12,000.

‘EVERYTHING’ LOFTY

$10,500 IN TORONTO
Toronto, Aug. 16.

"You’re My Everything” is top-

ping the town with big Shea week.

Fourth week of "Home of Brave
^

still is .strong. "Edward, My Son

is al.so passably good.
Estimates for This IVeek

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (20th) (1,059, 9.55. 698. 694;

36-60)—"Tarzan’s Magic Fountain

(RKO) and "My Dog Rusty” (Co

Okay $10,000. Last week. 'Hell;

fire” (Rep) and "Hold That Baby

(Mono), good $12,000.
Imperial (FP) (3.373; 40-70 —

"House of Strangers” (20th' (Zd

wk). Fine $8,000 after last weeks

husky $11,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70

"Neptune’s Daughter” (M-(.' (J®

tCuntinued on page 24)
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^pite Muggy Weather, Chi Stout;

Hy Bahy Terrif $25,000, lining

With Ecyine Socho lOG, Xrime 18G

rimriiR chosskh 11

Chicago. Aug. 16. «

Tvaanitc muggy weather first part

weS and All-Star football

inS Frlday (12). Loop film grosses

^fTholding up well. World preem

*r.*Ye8 Sir. Thafs My Baby*’ at

jLevJlt attended by film celebs

SSSSted the Roosevelt to best take

fj? year with giant $25,000 in

St ^“Silver Lining;' at the Chi-

hvDoed by Billy Eckstlne p.a. Is

Slng^ to sock $70,000. “Scene

Jfrrime’’ at United Artists looks

S ftt $18,000, “Doollns o£ Okla-

Mmi” and “Lost Tribe" at the

&k is shaping to pert $8,000

Holdovers appear the strongest

in months, with “Mighty Joe

Young" at Grand racking up lush

118000 for second round. “Ca-

i.mitv Jane" at Palace looks trim

114000. Second frame of “You’re

My Everything” boosted by George

Jessel and Kitty Kallen topping

itaaeshow is heading for crisp $45.-

000 at Oriental. “Good Old Sum-
mertime” at State-Lake is sturdy

with $17,000.
^matea for This Week

Chkaro (B&K) (3.900; 50-98) —
"Silver Lining” (WB) with Billy

Eckstine in p^erson. Sock $70,000.

Last week. “Take One False Step”
(U) with Dennis Day unit onstage,

$68,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98) —
"Doollns of Oklahoma” and “Lost
Tribe” (Col). Okay $8,000. Last
week, “Movie Crazy” (Indie) (re-

issue) (2d wk), $6,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98) —

"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (2d
wk). Sensational $18,000. Last
week, $25,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-

98) — “You’re My Everything”
(20th) with George Jessel and
Kitty Kallen heading vaude (2d
wk). Smart $45,000. Last week,
$56,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98) —
"Calamity Jane” (U) and “Cheated
the Uw” (20th) (2d wk). Nifty
$14,000. Last week, $20,000.
WaHo (indie) (1,700; 50-98) —

"Miracle of Life” (indie) (2d wk).
Strong $10,000. Last week. $11,900.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98*—
Yes Sir, That’s My Baby” (U)
World preem set this one off with
flying colors for best gross this
year here at $25,000 likelv. Last

‘‘Great Dan Patch” (UA)
(2d wk), $7,500.

jShubert) (1,000; 1.20-

viiilr
Shoes” (EL) (34th wk).

Holding well at $6,400 sighted.
Last -week. $6 ,800 .

(B&K) (2.700; 50-98)

m Summertime” (.M-G)

QRy“*‘*1.o^*’“***
(BAK) (1,700; 50-

'

Crime” (M-G*.
Kji looms. Last week,

$11^
Sinner” (M-G) (2d wk).

|

(Essaness) (1,073; 98) — !

Champion” (UA) (5th wk)
$&" L.M week,:

freissues) (3d

$5,()bo
$4,500. Last w eek,

‘iKasiPloll $8,000 In

Indpls.; 'Strangers’ 9G
First

..^"^‘anapolis, Aug. 16.

Ixjen »^as
better here, has

Ing week. Stcam-
•re Sunday cloudburst

fiow'n all gro.sses to

Beach
*®vel^ ‘Girl from Jones

‘W T
Cu-cle. is topper.

“House of
„Loew’s and

•re omnL^ Indiana.

bothUnS slow^*
expected.

^or This Week
44-65? <2.800;

and Beach" (WB*

Steal” bin; week. “Big
flese Vpnt. ‘Blaekie’s Chi-

Venture” (CoD. $9,000

"Wouse of
44-65)—

“Bad Bov** (20th) and
Last week ^^.OOO.

and “On^ T
Lining” (WB*

$13,000 Fling” (W’B*. nice

T*
(2.427 ; 44-65 )—

Wolf* (C\l) and “Lone
^.000 I

(Col*. Dull
Play” “Any Number
(Col) “Secret St. Ivc.s”
L.Jandy Si 4.000.

^V500 I
H>ver” (Mono*. Fair

‘H^P' and Menaee”
ROOO

° ! laming Fury” (Rep*.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are ndt in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

f

>rices, however, as indicated,
nclude the U. S. amusement

tax.

Heat Bops St. Loo;

‘Gatsby $16,

St. Louis, Aug. 16.
Hot humid weather over week-

end is sloughing trade at big first-
runs here this round. “Great
Gatsby” looks to grab biggest
share of mild pickings at the mid-
town Mi.ssouri. “You’re My Every-
thing” is just okay at the St. Louis.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (FAM) (3.000; 50-

75»—“Girl Jones Beach” (WB) and
“Lust for Gold” (Col) (m.o.). Okay
$9,000. Last week, “Silver Lining’^’
(WB) and “Adventure Baltimore”
(RKO), same.
Loew’s (Loew) (3.172; 50-75)—

j

“Any Number Play” (M-G) and
I

“Boston Blackie’s Chinese Adven-
I ture” (Col) (2d wk). Dowm to $14,-
000 following sock $21,000 first

(.session.

!
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-75*—

, “Great Gatsby” (Par* and “Bride
of Vengeance’^ (Par). Good $16,000

1 or near. Last week, “Girl Jones
I Beach” (WB* and “Green Promise”
(RKO) (2d wk). $9,500.

I
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75*—

“You’re My Everything” (20thr
and “One Last Fling” (WB). Okay
$14,000. Last week. “Lust for
Gold” (Col) and “Massacre River"
(Mono*, $13,000.

‘Young’ Wow $30,000 In

Frisco; ‘Lining’ Rousing

-25G, ‘Sinner’ Good 20G
San Francisco. Aug. 16.

Weekend Moose Lodge parade is

not keeping tourists from spending,

with the result that many spots are

booming this stanza. Standout is

“Mighty Joe Young” with terrific

session at Golden Gate. ALso smash
is “Silver Lining” at Paramount.
“Great Sinner” looms lusty at

Warfield. This strong, new prod-

uct is hurting many holdovers,

bulk of these showing sharp dips

from first rounds.
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate (RKO* (2.844; 60-

85*—“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO)
and “Make Mine Laughs” (RKO).
Terrific $30,000. Last week, “China

Sky” (RKO) and “Valley of Sun”
(RKO) (rel.ssues), $11,000.

Fox (FWC) (4.651; 60-95)—

“You’re My Everything" <20th) and
“Hold Baby” (Mono* (2d wk). Off

sharply to $10,000. La.st week, good
$22 ()00

Warfield (FWC) (2.6.56; 60-85)—

“Great Sinner” (M-G) and “For-

gotten Women” (Mono'. Lofty

$20,000. Last week, “Good Old
Summertime” (M-G* and “Temp-
tation Harbor” (Mono* (3cl wk*. fair

$10,500.
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 60-85*

—

“Silver Lining” (WB) and “Hou.se

Across Street” (WB*. Smash $25,-

000. Last week. “(Jirl Jones Beach”
(WB* and “One Last Fling” (WB*

(2d wk*. okay $13,000.

St. Francis (Par* (1,400; 60-85)

—

“Wizard of Oz" (M-G) (reissue) )4lh

wk). Off to $6,500. Last week,

sock $8,000.

Orphcuni (No. Coast' <2,448; .5.5-

85 )

—•Calamity Jane” (U* <2d wk).

Down to thin $4..5()0 in 5 days. Last

week.' pleasing $L5.()0().

I'nited Artists (No. Coast' (1.207;—“Great Dan I’atch’’ (L'.\*

t2d vki. Sagging to slim $.T0()0 in

5 days. Last week, oke $6,500.

Esquire 'No. CoasI* (955; 5.5-85'

—••Passionnclle” (Indie* and “Tor-

nuMil" 'Indie*. Big $8.()()(). Last

week. “.Folinny St«)ol F’igcon” 'L*

and “Bim of Canyon" (Col* (mo.)

good $4.8()().

Clay 'Boesner* (400; 65-85'

—

“Fanny" 'Indie* (3d wk'. Good
$2,500.* Last week, $2,700.

B way Still Spotty Despite Cool Wave;

'Hurricane’-Knight-Caesar OK $80,000,

lucasta -Tucker-Gate QuartetMildGIG

Seattle; ‘Lucasta’ IIG
Seattle. Aug. 16.

jDismal takings loom this week
;

in most spots, with plethora of
|

holdovers being blamed. “Brim-

;

stone” is best of newcomers at

Coliseum. “Anna Lucasta” shapes
disappointing at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E* (800; 50-84)—

“Not Wanted” (FC* and "Flaming
Fury” (Rep* (3d wk*. Fair $2,500 in
6 days after sweet $4,200 last ses-
sion.

Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; 50-84)

—

“Brimstone” (Rep* and “Trail
Yukon” (Mono*. Fine $10,000 or
near. Last week, “Reign Terror”
(EL* and “Sleeping Car’’ (ED, $9,-
800.

Fifth Avenue (H-E* (2,349; 50-84)
“Summer Time” (M-G) and “Arctic
Manhunt” (U) (2d wk'. Great $9.-
000 after $13,700 last week.

Liberty (Theatres, Inc.) (1.650;
50-84)—“Stratton Story” (M-G)
(6th wk). Big $6,000 in 6 days. Last
week, $7,600.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—

“My Everything” (20th) and “For-
gotten Women” (Mono) (2d wk'.
Okay $6,000 after nice $9,100 last

StdllZd

Orpheum (H-E* (2.600; 50-84)

—

“Anna Lucasta” (Col* and “Devils
Henchmen” (Col). NSH $11,000.
Last week, “Silver Lining” (WB)
and “Last Fling” (WB) (2d wk),
oke $7,700.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-65'—“Lust for Gold” (Col) (2d run),

plus dance school revue onstage.
Nice $7,000. Last week. “Cham-
pion” (UA) (2d run*, and stage-
show, $5,500.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84'

—

“Africa Screams” (UA) and “Hell-
fire” (Rep) (2d wk). Down to $5,-

000. La.st week, good $11,300.

t®ires

fdr

‘Hurricane Lusty

$12,000 in Prov.
Providence, Aug. 16.

Old practice of blaming heat

waves for drop in biz on main stem

was definitely discarded during

past week hereabouts. The only

way to get cool for a large segment

of the pop was in the theatres, and

they flocked in. Weekend drop in

temp and threatening rain al.so

kept the usual beach crowd at

home, “Any Number Can Play”

at Loew’s State shapes nice while

Majestic looks sturdy with “Slat-

tery’s Hurricane.” “Anna Lucasta”

looks weakest of holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO» (2,200; 44-65*—

“Not Wanted” (FC* and “Amazon
Quest” (Indie) (2d wk'. Rich $12,-

000. First week $17,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)

—

“Slattery’s Hurricane” (201h* and
“Ringside” (SG*. Nice $12,000.

Last week. “Silver Lining” (WB*.

great $18,000 and switch to Carlton

for second downtown sesh.

State (Loew* (3,200; 44-65*—

“Anv Number Play” (M-G* and

“Gay Amigo” (M-G*. Gable always

favorite hereabouts and so stout

$21,000 is likely. Last week.

“Africa Screams ’ (UA* and “Secret

Garden” iM-G'. good $16,000.

Strand (Silverman' '2.200; 44-65*
—“Anna Lucasta” 'Col' and
“Devil’s Henchman” 'Col' <2d wk*.

Oke $9,500, First week, $13,000.

Despite rain on three successive
days and breaking of record heat
wave last week, six new’ bills are
failing to boost Broadway firstrun

business as much as expected this

session. The new entries had
contend with soaring temperatu
as well as heavy downpours
three days, starting last Thursday
(11). Much cooler weather over
the weekend was being reflected

by a boxoffice upbeat Sunday and
Monday, but this seemingly, was
not enough to overcome the soar-

ing mercury last week, when it

went over 95 degrees three days
|

in a row. tapering to around 90 on
Friday.

“Slattery’s Hurricane.” with
bright stage array topped by Eve-
lyn Knight, Sid Caesar and tlie

Pitchmen at the Roxy is the
stronge.st newcomer. Combo looks
to reach good $80,000 in first week.
Elsew'here. biz for new bills is

mostly lagging.

Definitely disappointing is “.Anna
Lucasta.” with supporting stage
bill headed by Golden Gate Quar-
tet, Tommy Tucker band, Nancy
Donovan. It is only reaching mild
$61,000 or less at the Capitol. “Too
Late For Tears” also is slow’ with
$17,000 or under at Mayfair.

Strand continues limping along
with its straight-film policy and
looks only $26,000 for first week
of “It’s a Great Feeliijg.” Band-
box Rialto is doing all right with
horror combo of “Body Snatcher”
and “Bride of Death” at $10,000.

Despite having one of its first

big firstruns in “Ma. Pa Kettle,”

Palace vaudfilm array this se.ssion

is suffering from too much heat.

It will bo only $19,000, one of
slower weeks at house. •

“The Window” i.s holding very
well with $20,000 in second Vic-

toria week. “Rope of Sand” with
Tex Beneke band and Vic Damone
topping stageshow i.s off sharply
at $83,000 but still big in second
Paramount frame. “Good Old Sum-
mertime” also is down consider-
'ably, albeit continuing great with

)

$145,000 in second round at Music
Hall.

Both “Mighty Joe Young” and
“Come to Stable” are staying up
nicely in third sessions. Former

1.shapes to get $21,000 at Criterion

'while “Stable” is heading for

$27,000 at Rivoli.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$!. .50*—“Lost Boundaries” (FC* (7th wk*.

Holding up in remarkable style at

$21,000 or near after smash $24,()0()

for sixth round. Stays on indefi-

nitely.

Bl.iou <Citv Tnv.) <.589; $120-
$2.40*-:-“ Red Shoes” (EL) (43d wk*.

Staying powers shown by this long-

distancer, picking up to $9,700 via

cooler weather after fine $9,200
last week. Continues.

Capitol (Loew’s* (4.820; 80-$ I 50*—“Anna Lucasta” (Col* with
Tommy Tucker orch. Golden Gate
Quartet, Nancy Donovan, others,

onstage. First w'eek looks mild
$61,000 or less. Holds. Last week,
“fecne of Crime” (M-G) and Noro
ATorales orch. Mary Small, others,

onstage (2d wk*. down to slim $44,-

000 .

Criterion (Moss' (1.700; 50-$L75*—“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO* *3d

wk*. llulding very nicely at $21,-

000 or close after big $27,000 for

second .session. Goe.s into fourth
week, W'itli “Sword in Desert” (U*

Vaude Revival In K.C., With ‘Judge,’

Smash $25,000; ‘Brave’ Stalwart 16G
Kansas City. Aug. 16.

Return of vaude is pacing Hie

town a.s the first Palace-type bill

plays the RKO Missouri to hey-hey

biz. (’oupled with “.Judge Steps

Out.” it will hit smash total. Of
straight-film entries. “Home oi

Bra\e’’ is strong at Tower-Utitown-

Fairway combo, and likely will

holdover. Most other firsti’uns are

holdovers, and mostly satisfactory.

Week brought some of the .sum-

mer’s hottest and stickiest heat.

Estimates for This Ueck

Esquire 'fox Midwest' '820; 4.5-

fi-,.
—•’Forever .Amher" '2()th'. First

hooking at regul.ir scale doing

ttioderatel.s well at $4 5'**)
,

week. ”La''l Bandi) il’ep'^and In

Old California” 'R'*P

Kimo (Dickinson a^); 5120-

$2.40; ’Red Shoes (EL^ tl<lh

wk). T.ooks nice $2,200. Last
' week. $2,400.

, Midland 'I.oew’s' (3.500; 45-65)

—

“Good Old Summertime’’ ' M-G*
and “Leave It to Henry" '.Mono* )2d
w’k*. Fine $11,000. Last week,
hig $20,000.

Missouri 'RKO* (2.650; 5.5-75'

—

“Judge Steps Out” (RKO* with
eight \aude acts on stage Sma.sh
$25,00() looms. Last week. “Yel-
low Ribbon" (RKO* (2d wk', nice
$10,000 at 4.5-65C scale.

Paramount (Par* *1.900; 45-65*

—

“Great Gatsby" fl’ar' '2(1 wk*.
Down to $9,000. Last week, nice
$13,000.

Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Midwest* *2.100. 2.043. 700; 45-65»—"Home of Brave" 'UA*. Sturdy
$16,000. Last week. “You’re ,\ly

Everything’’ •2()th*, bellei tlian

average al $14,000.

due to open Aug. 24. “Sword” li

being given invitational preem
next Tuesday (23) night.
Globe (Brandt) (1 .500; .50-$1.20>

—‘•Not Wanted” (F(’) (4th-rmal
wk*. Down to $10,000 after mild
$12,000 for third stanza. “Siren of
Atlantis” (U.A) opens .Saturday (20).

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 44-99)—
“Dumbo” (RKO) and “Snludos
Amigos” (RKO) (reissues) (4th-rinal

wk*. Still strong $7,500 in blowoff
frame after $8,500 in third stanza.
“Special Agent” (Par* opens Satur-
day (20).

Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; .50-$1.20)

—‘•Too Late for Tear ” (UA). Just
doing passable $17,000 or le.ss but
holding. Last w’cek. “Big Steal”
(RKO* (5th wk). fine .'^10 000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 5.5-$L20)—
"Ma and Pa Kettle” (U) with
vaude. Initial hig firstrun here
being walloped bv torrid weather
last Thui'sday-Fridny as well as by
heavy downpours throe days. Like-
ly drop down to $19 000. I.a.st week,
“Sand” (20th) and vaude. over
hopes at $2.5,000. ‘‘.Arctic Manhunt”
(U) with new vaude layout opens
tomorrow (Thurs '.

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$ 1.50)—"Rope of Sand” (Par) and 'Fex
Beneke orch, Vic Damone topping
stage bill (3d wk'. Initial hold-
over session ended last night
(Tues.) held up in fine fashion at
$83,000 after smash $103,000 open-
er. albeit a bit below hopes largely
due to terrific heat. Initial week
was helped by five shows daily
plus six on Saturtlay. Corinne Cal-
vet, “Sand’s” femme star, added
to stage show starting today
(Wed.).
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-

$2.40)—“Hamlet” (U) (47th wk>.
Picking up a bit to strong $7,700
for 46th round ended last Monday
(15) after $7,500 in preceding week.
Continues indet

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; «0-$2.4())—"Good
Old Summertime” (AI-(J) and stage-
show (2d wk). Heat having little

effect here and belter weekend
j
weather did not hurt. Shapes to
reach fine $i45.()()() alter great
$154,000 opener. Slays a third,

' and possibly longer.

Rialto (Mage* (594; 44-98)—
:
“Body Snatcher” (RKO) (reissue)

and ‘‘Bride of Death” (Indie).

: Doing very well for horror combo
!
at $10,000. Holds. In ahead,
‘‘White Savage” (FO and ‘‘Cobra
Woman” (FC) (reissues) (2d wk),

i
$7.,500.

Rivoli (U.AT-Par) (2,092; 60-
$1.25)—"Come to Stable” (20th)
(3d wk). Still doing sock trade at
$27,0()() or better after big $30,000
in second frame. Stays.
Roxy (20lh) (5.886; 8()-$L.50) —

“Slaltei-y’s Hurricane” (20th) with
Evelyn Kniglit, Sid Caesar, Th«
Pitchmen, new ieesliow, onstage.
Fairly good $80,000, not bad in
view of opening in heat and rain-
storm plus lukewarm reviews.
Holds. Last week. “You’re My
Everything” (20lh) plus Bob
Crosby, others, onstage (3d wk),
$.55.0()0, below hopes.

State (Loew’s) (3.450; 50-$!.80)—
“Jolson Sings Again” *Col). Opens
i

today (Wed.) at upped scale. Last
week. “Great Sinner” (M-G) (7th
wk*. fell to $10,000 after $11,000
for sixth round.
Strand (WB) (2,756); .50-$l 25)—

“Great Feeling” (WB). Doing
better than recent all-film bills

here at around $26,000 or over but
still spelling why house soon will
resume stage-film policy. Holds
over. Last week. “Girl Jones
Beach” (WB) (2d wk). only $13,000.

Sutton (R&B) (.561; 70-$ 1.20)—
“Quartet” (EL) (21st wk*. Looks
nice $7,500 in 2()th week ended
Monday (15) night after $7,400 for
19th week.

Victoria (Cilv Inv.) (1.060; 95-
$1.80)—“The Window” (RKO* (2d
wk*. Holding very stoutly at $20.-
000 after big $24,000 opener,
albeit a bit below hopes witli tor-
rid weather blamed. Slays on in-
definitely.

‘BOUNDARIES^’ SOLID

$22,000, Pin LEADER
Pittsburgh. .Aug. 16.

Heading for Stanley’s best week
in a long time. “Lost Boundaries’*
is so far out in front this stanza
ttiat there’s no contest. Pictur*
looks to land great session. “.Anna
Lucasta” looks all ri'ght at Har-
lis. “Good Old Summertime" is do-
ing okay at Penn on h»)ldover.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea* (1,700; 4.5-80'—

• Red Menaee” (Rep*. Will be lucky
(Cuntinued un page 24)
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Meet the Bosses!

Spy ros P, Shouras
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“Each Branch Manager will conduct

his business in his own territory as if

he were the owner of that business

iVfRY THEATRt SHOULD PLAY THE ONE REEL-SHORI hOW MUCH
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/rom L. to /2.-sca<ed-DANIEL R. HOULIHAN, Albany; FRED R. DODSON, Atlanta; JAMES M. CONNOLLY. i?osAo«; CHARLES B. KOSCO, Buffalo;

VERNON M. SKOREY, Calgary; JOHN E. HOLSTON, Charlotte; TOM R. GILLIAM, Chicago; JOSEPH B. ROSEN, Cincinnati; IZZY J. SCHMERTZ, Cleveland;

PHILIP LONGDON, Dallas; VINCENT J. DUGAN, Denver; 2nd roiv-RALPH PIELOW, JR., Des Moines; JOE J. LEE, Detroit; TOM O. McCLEASTER, Indianapolis;

JOE R. NEGER, Kansas City; CLYDE W. ECKHARDT, Los Angeles; TOM W. YOUNG, Memphis; JACK H. LORENTZ, Milwaukee; MOE A, LEVY, Minneapolis;

’ Edward English, Montreal; benjamin a. SIMON, Mew Haven; MARK SHERIDAN, JR., New Orleans; SAfA E. DIAMOND, New York; MARION W,

I

OSBORNE, Oklahoma City; JOE E. SCOTT, Omaha; 3rd rowA-SIEG HOROWITZ, Philadelphia ; WELDEN WATERS, Pittsburgh; CHARLES P. POWERS, Portland;

Charles l. walker. Salt Lake City; ALEX W. HARRISON, San Francisco; REGINALD G. MARCH, St, John; GORDON F, HALLORAN, St. Louis; CHILTON

I* ROBINETT, Seattle: PETER MYERS, Toronto; JAMES E. PAHERSON, Vancouver; C. GLENN NORRIS, LVasfcfwpfoM; JOSEPH H. HUBER, Winnipeg
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1 CENTURY-FOX

)0 r Made by the industry for the disabled American veterans.
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Arg. Pix Studios Resume as Raw Stock

Arrives; Shakeups Still Loom
Buenos Aires. Aug. 16.

Arrival of shipments of raw stock

from Europe has buoyed Argen-
tina’s film industry and work has
been resumed at several studios,

although these much prefer Kodak
celluloid from the U. S. Neverthe-
less, there are currently six pix

Jap Exhibs Unbappy

Tbougb Admisb Lid Off
Tokyo, Aug. 9.

Price ceilings on theatre admis-
;

rolling at the different studios, and sions in Japan, in effect since the
|

despite all the snags a record num- end of the war, have been lifted I

ber of local productions turned by the Nipponese government —

}

out this year are awaiting release.
;

but theatre owners are still far
The very poor quality of this from happy. Still in effect is the

i

year’s releases, which is far below 150% admission tax. highest in the
|

that even of other years, is begin- world, which makes it virtually
j

ning to disturb even the national- impossible to hike b.o, prices now
1st - minded government toppers, that the ceiling is removed. '

and there is an idea circulating in
}

Exhibs point out that faltering
official quarters that if this sort ' attendance figures prove that
of thing goes on changes will have current prices are about as steep

,

to be made in the protectionist as the Japanese public can stand
policy. in these days of “tight money”
The shake-up in production cir- Moreover, they moan, with a 1.50%

cles is still under way. and it is tax. the government will get the
probable that yet another of the I bulk of any increased revenue
major studios will shortly change from a price hike.
hands. Cinematografica Intcram- :

ericana—which, apart from pro-
duction activities in Argentina,
Chile and Mexico, has undertaken
to distribute all of Emelco’s prod-
uct—has inked a deal with the
owners of the large, up-to-date
Mapol Studios at San Isidro, to take
over tw'o of the largest sets In

which it will make five pictures.

Mapol will reopen Sept. 12 to make
a picture .starring Luis Sandrini.

New Mex Pix High
j

Likely For ’49;

Mexico City, Aug. 9.
^

Production of 51 pix during the
Interamericana has a capital of first half of this year indicates ful- i

$2,000,000 tU. S.» and works on a fillment of trade estimates that the
far more coordinated plan than

;

1949 output will total a new high
most of the other local producers, of over 100. Output la.st year was
The company’s last picture. "Apen- 81. Production during the first half
as un nelincuente’’ (“Hard’y a of this year was: Churubusco, 17;

Criminal”), which was tradeshown Clasa and Azteca, 1-3 each, and Te-
with English subtitles in the U. S.

;

peyac, eight.

recently, is being submitted to the
|

Studio toppers, however, claim
Film Festival at Venice, as a sam- the plants must make 194 pix an-
ple of the best Argentine film nually merely to break even,

j

making. There’s talk of scrapping the older

:

Although the reorganization of plants and merging the others. But
San Miguel and Emelco studios is that has labor and other complica-
not yet through, the former are ex- tions. Hollywood indies are counted
pected to reopen in September, but upon to save the situation by pro-
leasing the various sets to Inti ducing in Mexico with Mexican
Huasi, the production unit set up technicians,

by actor Enrique Muino on his sep- '

Steve MiNer Shifts

From Rank to M-G (Eng.)
' London. Aug. 16.

On the heels of rigid economy

Ex-MPEA’s Goldschmidt

Emigrating to America

aration from AAA (Artist as Argen-
linos Asociados), and to Sincca.
which makes government-inspired
pix. Latter’s first "Nace la Liber-
tad” ("Freedom is Born”), a histori-

cal opus, which took two years to
make and ran into millions of

£
esos, released in July, w’as the measures pushed through by the
iggest local flop of the year. J. Arthur Rank organization, Ste- >

Baires .Studios have managed to phen Miller has resigned his job
!

•ecure enough raw stock to re- • as American publicity manager i

ume production of “Cinco Grandes
i

here. Miller ankles Sept, 1 in a :

y Una Chica” ("Five Great Ones switch to Metro’s British organ- :

and a Girl”), which is being made ization where he will work under
j

on a cooperative basis. Ben Goetz, managing director of
M-G's Briti.sh studios, and Howard

^

Strickling, Coast studio publicity
head.

!
Miller’s chief chores will be to '

work on publicity in reference
Metro’s British productions of

j

Dr. Rudolf F. Goldschmidt, gen- which a number are planned. Tom :

eral sales manager for the Motion ' Knight, previously his assistant,
|

Picture Export Assn, in Germany climbs a notch in the Rank org to
‘

for the past tw'o years, will arrive tske Miller’s place under Sydney
In the U. S. early in September on Wynne p,.r. head, and John C.

j

an immigration visa. With the !

Dennett, ad-pub director in Ix)n-

windup of the MPEA sales organi- !

don,

zation at the end of this year. Gold-' Miller, who served as liai.son to
schmidt has determined to become Jock Lawrence, exec veepee in the
a U. S. citizen, U.S. Rank office, has held dowm the
He leaves Bremerhaven Aug. Post for the past three and one- :

26 on an International Relief Or- years. He comes from Los'
ganization transport under a dis-

1

Angeles where he was with the Los
placed persons visa, b.^ing classi- i

Angeles Times. During the war,
fied as a racial and political per- served under Lawrence as a
ecutee» He has no definite plans

^

lieutenant-colonel.
I

as to what he’ll do when he gets
|

Rank’s £40 P.A. Ceiling
to-Jdew York.

! in line with the British Film
Goldschmidt, 40. holds a doctor Producers Assn.’s big economy cut

«f laws degree which he got after in salaries which applies to most
'

study at Cambridge and Heidel- film personnel except union labor,
berg. He was with Metro from John Davis, J. Arthur Rank’s chief
1934 to 1940, part of that time as aide, has edicted a 40-pound
Berlin salesmanager. From 1941 to, ($160) weekly ceiling on the en-
1944 he .served as salesmanager of tire Rank flackery. As against
Fritz Knevel’s Filmverlcig in Bcr- .some flacks, the uka.se is even
lin, until kicked out by the Nazis, more stringent than the BFPA
From 1945 until 1947 he headed resolution which slices salaries on
the U. .S. film exchange in Berlin a 10%-20% .scale,

under the U. S. Military Govern- Davis’ edict does not apply to
! the top bra.ss, such as Wynne and
I Dennett.

Korda's ‘La. Story'
London. Aug. 16.

Sir Alexander Korda’s releasing
company, British Lion, has taken
over worldwide distrib riglits, mi-
nus the Western hemisphere, of
Robert Flaherty’s documentary,
'’Louisiana Story.” Deal was set
In London between Korda and
Flaherty, who is touring Europe.

Lopert Films retains the U. S.

releasing rights to the film which
ii currently in its fifth week at
the Rialto, Korda’s London theatre.

Script Credit
Vienna, Aug. 9.

“Everything is forgiven”
was the wording of a tele>

gram by G. W. Pabst produc-
ing company here to Paul May,
young author of pic, “Duel
with Death,” starring An-
neliese Reinhold (May’s wife).

Ambitious author couldn’t
hold back his desire to see his

first pic. So when preem was
postponed from day to day, he
took one print out of the
Rosenhuegel studio and trav-

elled to Munich, Pic ran
there four weeks. Meanwhile
the Vienna producers learned
of the escapade and by diplo-

matic channels obtained an
injunction.

Official preem is expected
here .soon.

Fireworks, Flower Show,

Formal Ball to Start Off

Cannes Film Festival

Cannes, Aug. 9.

Work proceeds feverishly to

fini.sh the new, luxurious building
(which has already absorbed

$75,000), in time for the begin-

ning of the International Cannes
Film Festival Sept. 2-17.

At this writing 22 countries
have officially accepted the invi-

tation to participate in the Festi-

val, whose aim, says the Commit-
tee, is "to encourage cinemato-
graphic art in all its forms . . . and
to create a spirit of cooperation
between all countries which pro-

duce films.” To encourage tour-

ism during the beginning of the

slump season would be more near
the truth. By September the bulk
of the vacationers will have left

the Blue Coast, leaving plenty of

hotel space for the hordes who
will flock here in some official ca-

pacity or other.

Each participating country may
present full-length and short films,

excluding scientific or educational

ones. These must have been pro-

duced or released within the 12-

month period preceding the Fes-
tival opening, and must not have
been shown at any other film com-
petition.

[

The choice of films from each
i country must include, in both
' categories (full length and short)

a minimum of 50% of films made
solely in that country. The maxi-
mum number of films which may
be entered is fixed in relation to

the number of films produced in

that country during the preceding
year. Thus, for a production of
over 200 full length films, 12 may
be shown, but for a production of
less than 50, only one.

Short films are subject to the
same rules but with a maximum
of four films. The jury will con-
sist of 12 Frenchmen nominated
by the government.
The Festival will get off to a

gala start on Friday, Sept. 2 at the
Grand Hotel gardens. A flower
carnival procession along the
Croisette will precede a formal
ball at the Grand^ hotel. This will

be followed by a fireworks display
out at sea.

The Committee is preparing to
show during the Festival a series

of films which will trace the his-

tory of the cinema, employing the
works of such men as Charlie
Chaplin, Melies, Sjostrom, Fritz

Lang and Ei.sensteln.

French letters and arts will be
represented in the deluxe bro-
chure which will be is.sued. It

will contain articles on film tech-
nique by Andre Maurois and Alex-
andre Arnoux, of the French Acad-
emy.

Show Biz, American Style, Is Good

In Bermuda; Leans to U.S. for Films

U.S. Pix Lead Mex Exhib
• i

Mexico City. Aug. 9.

U. S. pix continued to lead in
exhibition here during the first

six months of this year. Exhibitors i

Assn, figures show. Hollywood

,

contributed 123 of the 210 pix
screened in the period,
Mexicans were runners-up with

45; then 12 French, 10 British,

nine Spanish, four Argentinians,
four Italians, two Russians and
one Swedish.

‘September’ Shooting

In Rome by Wallis
Rome, Aug. 9.

Hal Wallis started taking back-
grounds today (9) for film he is pro-
ducing. titled "September.” Wil-
liam Dieterle is the director, and
his assistant is Victor Stoloff, the
.same combination which just com-
pleted "Vulcano.” with Anna Mag-
nani. Geraldine Brooks and Rosan-
no Brazzi. in Italy. Only the two
leading roles, taken by Joan Fon-
taine and Joe Gotten, are from
Hollywood. Extras, bystanders and
bits are picked up locally.

Rome’s location w-as the bus sta*
tion at Piazza Esedera. Other shots
will be taken in Florence. Naples
and Capri. Work is scheduled for
three weeks at the most. Pic will
be completed in Hollywood. Life
magazine has a.ssigned one of its
men to do a .series of colored
photographs for "September.”

By HERMAN A. LOWE
Hamilton, Bermuda, Aug. 9.

Bermuda flies the British flag

but, when it comes to entertain-

ment, its natives look west to the

States for its films and radio pro-
grams and, since the little collec-

tion of coral islands has plenty of

cash in its pockets these days,

business is good.

A survey from St. George’s to

Somerset di.scloses the Yankee
trend spreading so much that “hot

dog” and such Americanisms as

"okay” are now standard equip-

ment in this oldest of British crown
colonies. Prices are high and the

tempo of living has stepped up
here since the prewar days. Where
once the horse and carriage were
king, the islands are now jam-
packed with the junior-size British

cars—the Austin, Hillman, etc.

—

and many of the bikes of yester-

year now come equipped with one-
cylinder putt-putt engines.

Blow-by-blow', here is the enter-

tainment story of Bermuda;

Motion Pictures

There’s a slugging duel on be-

tween Bermuda General Theatres,
which operates its own chain of

eight houses plus the five owned by
Colony Theatres, and Island The-
atres, a postwar development,
which got into business only last

year.

The little Island Theatres chain
comprises three houses—a stream-
lined, air-conditioned flagship. The
Island theatre, in Hamilton, a sec-

ond house in St. George’s and a

third in Somerset. The St.

George’s and Somerset flickerles

have turn-about projection boths.

On good nights they screen in the
films in old-fashioned outdoor
backyard theatres. When the
weather is bad, the projectors are
turned around and play on screens
indoors.

Island has managed to wre.st

Paramount, RKO, and Universal
product away from Bermuda Gen-
eral. President of the local busi-

ness .syndicate operating the chain
is W. H. Friesenbruch. Its gen-
eral manager and operations chief
is Ronald A. Dwyer.
Dwyer, a native of Ireland,

represented Paramount in Dublin
and then in Liverpool from 1930
until the beginning of the war
when he enlisted in the British
Army. Out of uniform in 1945, he
joined the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation, quitting last year to come
to Bermuda to his present post.

He is a smart and experienced
showman.
Houses are small here and Ber-

muda General Theatres, with its 13

houses, has a total of only 2,800
seats under cover plus 800 seats in

the open-air Playground theatre
in Hamilton. This. too. is a primi-
tive out-of-doors operations.
Bermuda General, who.se manag-

ing director is Morris Alvin Gib-
bons. controls the product of Co-
lumbia, 20th, Metro. UA. Republic,
Eagle-I..ion and Warners. Its

operations chief is Miss Mona
Carle, a shrewd Scotch gal, who is

also president of the Bermuda
Women’s Civic and Political Assn.
She is one of (he few women
theatre chain managers anywhere
in the world.
There are no exchanges in Ber-

muda. Films are purchased in
New York and shipped directly to
the circuits. Pictures are bought
for dollars on a flat rental
basis. Percentage buying is out
because of (be British dollar short-
age. They want to know in ad-
vance here just what they are go-
ing to pay.
Oddly enough, despite this short-

age, (he Bermuda chains pay in
dollars for their J Arthur Rank
product. Di.strihution of Rank
pictures here is handled by Uni-
versal and F^aglc-Lion, just as in
the U. S.

The native Bermuda population
strongly prefers American films
and about 9()''

f of all shown are the
Hollywood product. The remain-
der is Briti.sh except for an occa-
sional foreign language job which
almost invariably flops. Prob-
ably 10'^ r or less of the audiences
are tourist trade, and there is
.some play given by the U. S. Air
Force and Naval bases in Bermuda,
although they have their own post
theatres.

There is no formal cen.sorship
here now. although there is con-
siderable talk of the government
stepping in to censor Aims in
order to determine whether they
are fit for children. "Duel in the

Sun,” which they informally called
"Lust in the Dust” down here, and
"The Outlaw” have done the most
toward stirring up the cen.sorship
issue, according to the local thea-
tre people.
Biggest grosser the islands have

ever had was “Going My Way” and
Bing Crosby is a prime favorite.
Current sex appeal boy for the
local teenagers is Alan Ladd. Ber-
mudians generally like color mu-
sicals and cowboy stuff. Among
current and recent big gro.s.sers
have been “Green Dolphin Street ”

“Snake Pit,” "The Champion!”
“Red River,” “Paleface” and "Ham-
let.”

Worst flops have included ‘An-
other Part of the Forest,” “Fan-
tasia,” "The Pirate,” "Summer
Holiday,” “Isn’t It Romantic.”
"Dream Girl,” “Bel Ami” and “Wil-
son.” Obviously these audiences
don’t go for sophistication and
fantasy.
John Harding, a specialist on

equipment and lighting with Para-
mount theatres, is currently in Ber-
muda to 'renovate the Bermuda
General houses.
The exhibitors here have the

.same cry as those back home. It

is aimed at Holjiwrtro^ and the re-
frain goes, “GI^ us better pic-
tures.”

Radio
Radio monopoly is held by sta-

tion ZBM, a 250 waiter on the air
20 hours a day. ZBM feeds out its

programs to an estimated 13.000
receivers located in. more than
8,000 Bermuda homes. Station Is

operated by Bermuda Broadcasting
Co., which is mostly locally owned,
although British Overseas Kedif-
fusion. Ltd., has a piece.
ZBM is a fully commercial oper-

ation now running at a profit
About 20% of its programming
originates locally. Of the re-

mainder, probably 90 to 95^r is

platter material from the U. S.

Tax quirk is that, up to the end
of the war, there used to be a tax
on receivers. Then, after ZBM
came into being and the Ber-
mudians actually got something to

listen to other than occasional DX
stuff from across the water, the tax
was rescinded. ZBM manager Is

Gerry Wilmot, a Canadian, who
was a wai^correspondent in Europe
for Canadian Broadcasting Co. A
former actor, he doubles in bra.ss

here as a news commentator and
radio actor.

There is no FM on Bermuda, no
need for it since the Islands string

out for only 20 miles and there is

little interference. They are talk-

ing television down here but it will

probably be several years before it

gets past the conversation stage.

The station picks up by .short-

wave a 15-minute BBC news period

each day and gets the rest of us

news shows via tieups with the two
Hamilton dailies. It puts on five

to six hours weekly of BBC tran-

scriptions. These are 30-minute
platters covering the field of

comedy, concerts, studio shows and
drama. However, the natives pre-

f'r the American pace, so ZBM buys

the Associated and Langworth
transcription libraries. Whitehall

Pharmacy Co. also sends in the

(Continued on page 15)

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London, Aug. 16-

“Anna Veronica,” Piccadilly dJ).'

“Annie Get Gun,” Co’Is’m 115).

“Beau Strategem,” Lyric (16).

“Brigadoon,” Majestic <18).

“Black Chiffon.” West (16).

“Daphne,” Wyndham (21 ».

“Death of Salesman,” I’hnx '3).

“Edwina Black,” Ambas. '5'.

“French Without Tears.” V '9'.

“Happiest Days,” Apoll<» '73'

“Harvey,” Prince of Wales '33).

“Heiress,” Haymarket (29'.

“Her Excellency,” Hipp '«).

“Ice Cycles,” Empre.ss '8'.

“Ice Vogues,” Stoll (5*.

“Lady’s Burning,” Globe 15)

“Latin Qt Revue,” Casino '22'.

“Love Albania,” St. James '5),

“Male Animal,” New (8).

“Oklahoma!”, Drury Lane (115).

“On Monday Next,” Comedy 'll*.

“One Wild Oat,” Garriek (37'.

“Sauce Tartare,” Cambridge ' 13'.

“Song of Norway,” Palace
“Third Visitor,” York’s 10'

“Together Again,” Vic I’al 123).

“Tough at Top,” Adel phi '5'

“Traveller’s Joy,” Criterion '62'-

“Worm’s View,” Whitehall '121).

“Young A Fair,” St. Martins '8'.

“Young Wives Tale,” Savoy *5'.
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Tourists to Spend $250,000,000 in Mex

In ’49; 300,000 Guests Seen in Europe
Mexico City, Aug. 9.

Forecasting bigger and betterForecasiin* UISRCI anu 1 tl f 1 1 n •

tourist trade, the Mexican Tourist AulIlOr S AWarfl OD SCHOl
Assn, asserts that the^ government

I 1 » A Ci. J*
Changes Irks B.A. Studios

that the government

has greatly improved migration,

customs, transportation and serv-

ice conditions. Association de-

clares this makes Mexico look bet-

ter to U. S. trippers.

Only figures it cites in the up-

ping in visitor biz this year is that

900 foreigners, mostly Americans,

are attending the annual summer
school of the National University,

compared with 500 in 1948. But it

gives the nod to estimates made
In local tourist catering sources

that visitors will spend of record

of $250,000,000 this year. Last

year tourists spent $190,0000,000

and in 1947, $170,000,000.

Association reveals the following

kicks from tourists who answ'ercd

lls questionnaire: high prices; in-

sufficient guide and safety signs

on roads and towns; shortage of

purified water; under-par food in

some restaurants and hotels; lack

of toilet facilities in many road-

side filling stations; no fixed prices

in many stores; stomach trouble
provoked by bad food and con-
taminated water; not enough cops
who speak English; grafting chauf-
feurs; swarms of urchins that

hamper cars to beg in some towns;
too much customs red tape; under-
par migration service; congestion
of buses and insufficient accommo-
dations in many restaurants.

Association reports progress
correcting those drawbacks.

Buenos Aires, Aug. 9.

The local courts have granted
compensation of $5,000 (U.S.) to

author Enrique Gu.stavino, who
had sued Pampa Films for $20,-
000 (U.S.) 'damages for having
mutilated and modified the script
of his screenplay, ‘‘La Importancia
de Scr Ladron” (“The Importance
of Being a Thief”), which had been
adapted to the screen by Don
Napy, This case sets a danger-
ous precedent for local studios, as
the court ruled that under local

laws an author in selling a story
is entitled to assurance that it will

,

be followed faithfully.

Studios are apprehensive that a

wliole flock of lawsuits will soon
be swirling around their heads.

Dogs-Acrois-the-Sea
London, Aug. 16.

Dog-breeding is another one
of J. Arthur Rank's multiple
enterprises. Specializing in
pointers, setters and Labradors.
Rank recently copped all
prizes in the English trials.
One of Rank’s prize-winning

dogs, Scotney Duke, came
out of an English dog and one
given him several years ago
by j. Cheever Cowdin, Uni-
versal's chairman of the
board. Rank called it “a tri-

umph for Anglo-.American co-
operation.”

Metro Divorcing Itself Completely

From MPEA in Germany After Jan. 1

in

Europe Tourism Strong
Paris, Aug. 9.

Figures for the first six months
In 1949 point to from 250,000 to

>00,000 American tourists visit

Europe during the year. Though
most are coming by boat, 28% of
those arrived came by plane.

Special off-season fares by air

are expected to boost traffic.

Bermuda
Continued from page 14

Rexall drug show on wax, and
Lever Bros, sends in a transcribed
show from Canada. General Foods,

,

Krafts and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
all buy spots.

In a vague way, ZBM is affiliated

with the ABC and Mutual webs.
It takes in regularly platters of

four Mutual shows—“Superman.”
“Passing Parade,” “The Shadow.”
and “Captain Midnight.” It is

more irregular with ABC material.
The only thing picked up live from
the States for rebroadcast is an oc-

casional major prize fight.

One other item shouldn’t be
overlook. ZBM has a weekly
“Alcoholics Anonymous” s h o w.
Seems the A.A. boys are quite ac-
tive in Bermuda; they advertise
regularly for members in the classi-

fied ads.

Music
When its comes to dance bands.

Bermuda hotels are tight witli a
buck and even a shilling, so that
the big name band is virtually un-
known down here. Hasn't been a
top name orch since the Princess
hotel had the Paul Spahr aggrega-
tion out of London la.st winter.
The Princess now has Jack W’^al-

lace and his London orchestra,
jlowever, there is a liberal sprink-

ling of small-time, local units.
The.se manage, to kedt busy, par^
ticularly at the large hotels.
There are also several four, five

and six-piece native Calypso aggre-
gations, of which the Tablot Bros,
js the best-known here. This group
has made an album of Calypso
platters which gives it a special
prestige. It divides its time mostly

the Bermudiana and the
Elbow Beach Surf Club.
..There is one 'Negro choral group,
^ne Hayward Ensemble, which
»‘ngs Sunday nights at the outdoors
^ocktail and dance room of tlie
Piagle s Nest hotel. While highly

of here, the group w'ould

In same Company of

'iPlts such a.s the
luskeegee singers.

*.
^ no legit In Bermuda, but'

amateur Bermuda M li-

en®
Dramatic Society which

imrf longhair stuff and even
nn occasional sOlo artist.

SO "'ith the “hot dogs
”

Cnu above, there are Coca-

lliai-
Other soft drinks, except

“ m- down here is called
mineral.”

Army Tape Su^s

Austria Tourism
Salzburg, Aug. 9.

'

U. S. Army regulations for
|

American tourists in Austria are
onerous and have been criticized as
keeping many people away. In
order to obtain dollars for Austria,
.Army requires Americans to buy,
at the same time they obtain their
military permit, meal tickets for
every day of their stay. These cost

$1.69 and entitle you to three
meal coupons (which no one ever
asks for) and 15 schillings. (Usual
rate of exchange is 20 to 25 schil-

lings per dollar).

Military permit and card en-

titling you to coupons is obtained
outside of Austria, sometimes with
plenty delay. When you arrive,

you have to go one place to get the
meal tickets and to another place

to get the 15 schillings. If you
wish to prolong your stay in Aus-
tria. you must go to another place
to get an extension. As price of a

decent meal is not less than 20 or

30 schillings, this is $2 or $3 at

.Army rate. Consequence is that

some tourists stay away thinking
it is too expensive, and others stay

awny because of the red tape.

Tourists going into Vienna must
get a pass to go into the Russian
zone. This is easily obtained, ex-

copl that the U. S. army camp
where it is given is 10 miles out

of (own.
.Army has four hotels here for

its personnel. One, the Bristol, is

being used for journalists, dis-

tingui.shed performers and civilians

with drag. Guests there are on a

three-day limit, however. Hotel

situation Is additionally compH-
' cated by the fact that the large

. Europa hotel was completely de-
' stroyed by bombs. Saving factors

of tiie situation are that the towns-

people take In guests and that

liiany visitors stay in the attractive

coiinlryside.

BOB HOPE TAKES LEAD

AS NO. 1 DANISH COMIC
Copenhagen, Au^ 9.

, Dc.spite a slow start here. Bob
Hope is now mopping up among
Danish filmgoers as their^ No. 1

(oinic. Star’s “PHnce.ss and the

Pirate” (Par) ran over two months
at the Scala-Bio, and recent weeks
saw tliree of his pictures screened

simultaneously at
,

local' firstrun

outlets.

"Biggest hit of the trio is ‘'Pale-

face" (Par), at the Paladsteatret.

.Melropole played ‘'Road to Utopia”

(Par I for five weeks while “My
Faxorite Brunette” (Par) is clicking

at the Carlton. Comedian’s “Mon-
simir Bcaucaire”

.
and , “Where

Life” are upcoming.lii i e s

‘Pit Open$ Venice Fest'
Genoa, Aug. 9.

• Snake Pit” (20th) has been

iliosen to open the 10th Venice

Film Festival.
‘

Pie will be shown after inaugural

ceremonies on the evening of. Aug.

II. preceded by “Venezia Minore."

hv the late Francesco Pasinotti.

Italian film historian and director

.who died recently in Rome, which

will be dedicated to his memory.

Expect Okay to

Up Jap Fix Take

To $1,600,01)0 Yrly.
With approval of an upped take

from .lapan for the Yank film in-

dii.stiv now' figured just a matter
of time. Motion Picture Export
Assn, is planning to release six pix
there in Septemlier. They will be
the first new films di.stributed in

Japan since June, when MPEA in-

formed civilian affairs and military
government execs it wouldn’t play
pat.sy anymore on sending pix into
Nippon at a loss.

Army headquarters in Washing-
ton has okayed and won approval
from Congress of a plan to allow
convertibility of $1,600,000 a year in

frozen yen. in place of the $200,000
the industry has been getting in

the past. Okay is now being
awaited from General MacArthur’s
headquarters, but that’s figured a .

sure thing, so MPEA has given the
!

word to its Central Motion Picture

Exchange in Tokyo to let six new
pix go out next month.
Even if allowed to convert $1.-

600,000 of yen yearly into Ameri-
can bucks. Yanks will still have a

big backlog of Jap currency in cold

storage and w'ill continue to add
more to it each week. The in-

crea'^od convertibility will mean
nothing so far as the $3,000,000 in

yen that had piled up since the

war and was on ice as of last June
' 30. It is also insufficient to take

r.nre of the total income of the

MPEA in Japan, so that the pile

of lint hawed coin will continue to

,

grow

Int’l Broadcasting Now

Okayed for Japanese

I Radio Stations by U. S.

j

Tokyo, Aug. 9.

I. International broadca.sting by

Japanese radio stations, banned
' since the war, can now be resumed,

I according to an announcement

I

from U. S. occupation headquarters

I here. Subject to Allied approval,

the Broadcasting Corp. of Japan

or any private stations licensed in

the future may utilize “when
' practicable” certain frequencies

regi.stered iJefote the war by the

Japanese government with the

International Telecommunications

;

Union at Berne.

i Occupation officials point out

!
that immediate resumption of in-

jtcrnational broadcasts on a large

sc:ale is unlikely because of lack

of facilities. They, add, however,

that the authorization emphasizes

the need for Japan to have a fair

share of the international radio

frecfuencics to be allocated to

various, nations at the Union’s in-

tmnational high frequency con-

ference in Italy next October.
• Since the' end of the war. BCJ
broadcasts outside of Japan have

been limited to China. Formosa

and Nortliheast Asia for the benefit

of displaced > Japanese and u'nre-

palriated POW’s.

Lux Sets U.S. Branches
.Aiming at nationwide distribu-

tion for its foreign product. Lux
Film Distributing Corp. expects to

establish branches in Six .key cities

within the near future. Towns in-

lended as exchange centers Include

Bo.ston. Piitshurgh. Chicago. New
Orleans. Los Angeles and San

Francisco.
Bernard .laion. Lux veepee in

chai-ge of sales and -distribution,

leaves New York Friday tl9' on a

swing through the six keys to set

up sales office.s at those points.

Lux pictures arc principally Italian

and Spanish in origin.

Eckman Denies Vaude-Pic

Setup for London Empire
London. Aug. 16.

Contraiy to persistent rumors,
Sam Eckman, Jr., Metro British
managing director, told Vahiety
that ho lias no intentions of turn-
ing* Metro's Empire, l.cicoster

square, into a cine-variety ‘house.
Without stating any reasons, it’s

understood that obstacles are too
many for adopting such a policy.

Some of these are that CV means
an extra expenditure of around
$12,000 per week, which will in-

clude a 30-piece band; 24 ballet

dancers, and a top English or
American star.

On to)) of that, show’ must run

at least 90 minutes, whicli is more
than the time devoted to the film

side; otherwise tax on $1.20 seats

would still be around 50c, which
is rake-off from film houses.

Whereas, in case of vaudeville

houses, tax is only around 18c for

$1.20 scats.

British Labor’s

‘One Way Street’

London, Aug. 16.

A movement to boycott British

films made on foreign location

without Brili.sh workers is being

launched by film trade unioni.sts

to combat unemployment in Brit-

ish studios. Some eyebrows, how-
' ever, are being raised at tlie cam-
!
paign in view' of Britain’s invita-

tion to U. S. producers to increase

their filmmaking activities in this

country. It's pointed out that the
unionists are striving to set up a

one-way stii'ot with all the traffic

moving to Britain.

1 Execs ot the British Film Pro-

ducers Assn, have declared that

the issue is “delicate,” referring

to the international angles. BFPA,
however, stales that most compa-
nies adhere to the principle of tak-

ing all the nece.ssary technicians
with them with the number of ex-

ceptions very small. Survey of the
70-ddd British films completed or
In the works this year show’ that

18 have or will roll on foreign
locations.

Boycott resolution originated
among the Isleworth studio tech-

nician.s and will come before the
All Studio Joint Works Committee
shortly. Plans are being laid to en-
list the support of all tlie film

unions in the boycott drive and
lay it in the lap of Harold Wilson, i

prexy of the Board of Trade.

Metro, which spark plugged th«
end of joint selling by American

: companies in Germany, seeks to
be so completely independent
there that it won’t' even use the
physical facilities of the Motion
Picture Export .Assn, after next
Jan. 1. It will be the only major
that will handle its own film all

the way from sale to the exhlb
to delivery and inspection of the
print.

C'ompanies recently decided that
they would discontinue their co-

operative selling in Germany via
the MPEA after this year, but
would retain tlie latter outfit to do
the physical handling, hilling, etc.

Metro vettied that idea so far as
it w'as coneerned and is currently
endeavoring to find office space
and personnel.

It was Metro’s iii.sistence on be-
ing on its own in selling that led
to the dissolution of the co-op ef-

fort. Inasiniieh as Metro insisted
on doing its own lilin peddling,
other eompanies felt that they
must do the same to hold their
competitive positions and so deter-
mined on abandonment of the joint
operation.

Severe difficulty of getting space
and personnel, however, led to the
deci.sion to retain MPEA for the
physical work. The film handling
and bookkeeping requires hun-
dreds of employees and the MPEA
had to .scrape the bottom of the
barrel in its quest for experienced
help when it set up in 1946. Metro
is experiencing some of the same
difliculty now.

Independent selling won’t make
any difference in income to the
(Companies, since (hey are getting
little more than print costs out of
Germany and there's no prospect

,

for years of being permitted full

convertibility of the coin they’re
piling ui) in d<*ep frei'ze. Metro’s
move for independence is dictated,
however. b.\ a desire to be fully

ready when payolT day finally

comes,
Evtiir of the companies now have

reps in Germany getting staffs to-

gether to begin independent sell-

ing oporatiotrs after .Ian. I. Univer-
sal has .A1 Szekler tliere, Metro
has F’. W. N. Hecki'll. 2()tli-Eox has
Bob Kreier and Warner Bros, has
Joe Westreicli.

26 ITALIAN FILMS DUE

FOR LENSING IN AUGUST
Rome Aug. 9.

Tvventv-six motion pictures will

start here in August. All of these
are from' Ita'ian companies, with
money tor the films to be furnished
by Italian backers. These range
from slapstick comedies by such
favorite.s as Toto and Macario to

“Romeo and Juliet” and “La Forza
del Destino ’ (“The Force of Des-
tiny”', an operatic film.

Most of the producers are care-
fully watching the scripting as they
all have an eye towards the Am-
eriean market, even though all of
those listed will be in the Italian

language, and are in the small bud-
get braeket.

.Also, the Rummer season, with
long days of good sunlight, and
pleasant working conditions, is

better for picture making than
the rainy winters and half the per-
sonnel sufTei ing from colds. Since
all Italian pietures. new’, old. good
or b.ad. have been sold—mostly to
.AnuMicans—the market needs re-

plenishing.

Virginia Davis Scores

Solid Click in Vienna;

To Help Brother Garry
\irnna. .Aug. 9.

Virginia Davis, first ^';^Mk act to
hit the Austrian zone in over a
year, met witli a terrific reception
last week at the local I’lam-Gallas
Service Club. She beged off after
45 minutes on the floor.

Her act is a judii ions blend of
folksongs and current hits in spe-
cial arrangements. . Outstanding
numbers were the Erencli folk-
song ‘Margotan va-t-a Unu.”
“Brusli Up Voiir Shakespeare”
(from “Kiss Me. Kate"), “Turkey
in the Straw" and a special ar-
rangement of old Hairy Lauder
.songs,

,, Singer was at raci iv’cly dressed
in a black sweater and skirt, over
which she draped scarves and
shawls for differc'nl numbers.
She will continue her .American

Army tour with three appearances
in Munich. Aug. 19 and 20.“ She
will then sing two concerts in
Munich and Nurcmbiirg .for the
benefit of relugees. Aug. 23 and
24. After that she planes to Berlin
for more Army dates and then to
Belgium lor three eonierts, at
Cllicnt, Brussels and .Antw’crp.
The last eoneerls are to help with
fund raising fur her brother
Gariy’s •‘World Citizens Registry.”

She winds up European dates
with a concert in Birmingham,
England, and then flics to the
states lor the fall season.

Indian Folklore Pix Due
Madras, Aug. 9.

Indie film producer Ezra Mir.
one-lime prodiuer for Information
Films of India, is to produce Indian
folklore pix under governmenct
aegis.

Reported that Mir has already
arranged for world exploitation of

pictures through an American
1 agency.

Irish Pix Imports Up
Dublin. Aug. 1$.

Half-yoarlv figures from the
Central Statistics Office here show
that in the first six months of 1949
the total film footage imported
was 4.670,132. rompared w’ith 3,i-

39.i,095 feet in the corresponding
period of 1948.

Footage imported in June was
821,980; in June. 1948 the figure
was 098.57 1.
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AMERICA’S

Farley Granger and the newest Goldwyn
star discovery, Joan Evans, make a dream
team whose romantic fireworks will set fire

to the nation’s heart!
r.!?! on«-r«®| shortHOW MUCH DO YOU OWE?



MOST FAMOUS FEUD!

On the screen and atyour

boxoffice— when they get

together, they spell action!

PRESENTS

starring

FARLEY GRANGER • CHARLES BICKFORD • RAYMOND MASSEY

RICHARD BASEHART • GIGl PERREAU
and Introducing JOAN EVANS

Directed by IRVING REIS . Scieenpliy by John Collier • Director ol Phoiogrtphy Lee Cirmes.. A.S.C.

V Distributed by RKO RADIO PICTURES. INC.
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Drive-Ins’ B. 0. Cut
Continued from page •

even between singles and duals.
,

in this area. K. C. will have no TV
Drive-ins are almost universally

, until late fall. A good many, of

single bill. •
!

course, are thinking of the event-

The crop of drive-ins in the area ' uality, but there is no pattern for

is bumper for both this year and future action.

last. In 1946 the metropolitan area
i

had a single drive-in; now there 2^^.
are four. The territory has literally

mierSiaiC S JOIZ /<;

sprouted drive-ins both this season
! Ahead Of 48—U Ihsprouted

and last. As an example, the Dur-
wood circuit, which operates in St.

onnell
Dallas, Aug. 16.

The picture business is ahead of

to other summer night activities.

A further drop in business here
is expected because of the large
number of polio cases, and the
quarantine of children under 16.

This has cut severely into business,

and will, probably, throughout
August.

Consensus: Business off over a

year ago. Good stories with good
casts, carefully produced and di-

rected, still bring in patrons.
This city is served by Frisina

Amus. €o., 5 theatres here; Ker-
asotes, three here; Orpheum (Great
States-Balaban & Katz), 1; Lincoln
(20th-Fox), 1; Drive-In, 1.

Joseph, Mo.; Leavenworth, Kans.,
1943^ according to Interstate’s Bob

and Jefferson C’lly, Mo., besides a O’Donnell. The Interstate exec,
downtown house in Kansas City, is have experienced a 25%
opening drive-ins in each of

. increase over last year.” O’Donnell
towns, and one IS yet to come in ^.^g contrary
Jefferson City, Most of the smaHer OaUag and Albu-
outstate operators, control

quej-que were 20% under last year,
two or three towns bkewise are

,
^y^rth and'

putting in drive-ins, bot 1 as a meas-
Antonio hasn’t affected Dallas

ure of piotection and for the add-
^ attendance; however, the

ed revenue. Beverly Miller, a new-
are due to

comer to exhibition and former ex-
.

, September. This
change exec, formed a new com
pany w’hich already has opened plus the onslaught of gridiron

broadcasts and televising of over- , • AAA ui uucivnata aiici v#*.

two drivo-ms out^t.ilc in n odorale-
I ^ ^ Saturday

Size towns and has two more on „ woitor
order. Generally, drive-ins are
playing subsequent run of M days
in this area, but a few have first-

run contracts

office may be affected unle.ss the

smart theatre manager has an ade-

First-run situations reoort they
' ^»ate number of sets in the lobbies

see no cutting in from the drive-

Ins. Theatres close to drive-ins re- addicts entertained,
» e no/

port they suffer, to which the
i S’

drive-ins reply they are making
i

according to Underwood & Eze ,

customers for the indoor houses in
over-developnaent.

the cooler months. 1

Four have opened m the last four

- ,, *
I months and two nlore are under

In the way of new theatres,
construction. They do not demand

drive-ins have the ovei whelming
clearance and they book at both

odds. The area of Missouri. Kansas percentage.
What about concessions?: the

answer as usual, from the big op-

and southern Iowa, however, has
seen its share of new' regulation
theatres this .'oai. Almost every

ci-gforg jg “none of your business
week has .seen the opening of a

new theatre or a remodeled job,

and a number are under way now.
Fox Midwest has opened at least

three this year, and another is an-
nounced for Hayes. Kans. Theatre
Enterprises (Griffith) last week
opened a drive-in at Manhattan,

This means they are doing great.

I
There are no double features for

I

Interstate, nor will there be any.

Only four houses out of 36 feature

duals. These are cheapies and
indies. Prices will remain the

same except for roadshows, legits

Kans., and has a new theatre to

open later this inomh at Chilli-
^ ^ hold the same scale, but

cothe. Mo. Probably the biggest •y'^^^^^ces may move up on special

project here lias been the com-
plete remodeling of tlie former
Mainstreet theatre into the Mis-
souri theatre hy KKO. with an ex-

penditure of about ?500,()00.

Extra services for drive-in pa-
trons is a prominent part of that

Theatre Biz Down In

Maritime Provinces
St. John, N. B., Aug. 16.

Theatre business is down con-

operation. Free pony rides, kiddies 1

siderably in maritime provinces as

playgrounds, bottle warmers, prize
\

compared to a year ago. However,

giveawa.vs, and others are included competitive influences, while

In the list. One of the most un- Potent elsewhere, have no effect

usual constructions in drive-ins
hereabouts is The Fort at Leaven-
worth, Kans., which is built like

whatever on maritime theatres.

They are television and drive-ins.

There are no tele and drive-ins

a western fort with stockade fence, this territory. Chilly winds,

blockhouse office and other accou- overdose of fog and short summer
trements of pioneer days.

,

season preclude drive-ins.

In the regular theatres, conces-
sions have been on the increase
In the past .year or two. It’s only
within the last two or three years
that the deluxe refreshment stand
has come into the major K. C.
houses, Loew’s Midland being the
biggest house and the last to capit-
ulate, only now getting its complete

There is no theatre construction
anywhere in the maritimes cur-
rently although a number of
projects are planned: two for
Halifax, N. S.; one in St. John,
N. B,; two in Charlottetown, P.E.I.;

one in Fredericton, N. B.; one in
Moncton, N. B.; one in Sydney,
N. S.; one in New Waterford, N. S.;

New Haven Looks To
Big Pix to Stem Dip
New Haven, Aug. 16.

Night baseball, auto racing. Savin
Rock amusement park, five nearby
strawhats, three drive-ins, indus-
trial layoffs, and the most extended
heat w’ave in years have all had
a hand in plummeting film grosses
below the normal summer slump
in this town. It’s generally be-
lieved that overall dip, up to mid-
August, has been approximately
25% under a year ago. Product
shown during this period was spot-
ty and exploitation practically nil,

with exception of a truck spectac-
ular on “Mighty Joe Young” and
an occasional beauty parlor tie-

in ad.

Significant, though. Is the optim-
ism with which exhibs are facing
the post-Labor Day era. They feel

that standout product now on the
threshold will have considerable
bearing on loosening up filmgoers’
pursestrings. Also, the prospect
of part-time vaude adds a potential
b.o. boost.

I

Despite presence here of Con-
necticut’s only TV outlet, WNHC-
TV, consensus is that tele has not
been a major factor in this sum-
mer’s dip. Station, although in op-
eration for more than a year, has
not yet hit a solid stride from lo-

cal angle.

I Protracted hot spell has added
insult to injury by not only dent-
ing biz but also by snow'balling
cooling system costs to almost as-

tronomical figures via necessity for
con.stant operation.

It’s been some time since this
.locality saw any new theatre con-

1

struction, last such regulation
house being the downtown Crown

I

which opened its portals a year
!ago. In the ozone field, one new
drive-in, the Post in nearby East
Haven, started operation this sea-
son.

' Although drop in biz has war-
ranted shuttering certain smaller
houses for the summer, they have
maintained schedules at a loss in
order to retain clientele for antici-
pated fall upturn.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Traveling with the Ringling Bros. 8c Bamum 8c Bailey’s Circus for a

fortnight through western Wisconsin, Minnesota and North Dakota in
order to gain first-hand technical knowledge of its actual operations
for his forthcoming picture, “The Greatest Show on Earth,” to be built
around it next year, Cecil B. DeMille, veteran Paramount producer-
director, Is watching some of the performances from a bosun’s chair
perch high up almost atop the tent. DeMille told Will Jones, Min-
neapolis Tribune columnist, sent by his sheet to do a Sunday feature
the reason for taking the precarious perch was to enable him to look
down on aerial acts and the audiences to determine how they’ll photo-
graph.

Jones also learned from DeMille that the latter arises at noon each
day, catches both performances and slays up until 3 or 4 a.m., inter-

viewing performers and getting their stories. A box seat is resoi-ved

for him at each performance.

DeMille informed Jones that as yet he doesn’t have any story or
stars in mind for the circus picture and that one of the reasons he’s

with the 'show is to get ideas along those lines. Before he finishes his

first-hand circus research, he told Jones, he plans to have a thick book
filled with minute details "that have never been compiled before.”

Among the changes he already has found he’ll have to make. DeMille
said, is to have the too dark canvas tent made over with lighter ma-
terial, probably plastic. In one town next season, too. DeMille’s own
men will lay the track instead of the roustabouts. Riding in a “spec”
float, he di.scovered the track was too rough for a camera car. He
intends to swing around the track, letting the cameras capture the
expressions on the crowd’s faces as it goes.

Accompanying DeMille are his 13-year-old granddaughter. CeclUa;
his secretary, Gladys Rosson, who has been with him 36 years, and
Fred Frank, screen writer. They live in the John Ringling North
private car where DeMille has frequent confabs with Henry North, the
circus’s vice-president. While with the show DeMille celebrated his

68th birthday.

Screening of 20th-Fox’s “Slattern’s Hurricane” In a plane flying over
New York last Thursday (11) paid off handsomely publicity-wise for
the company. Because the plane used was the Navy’s new double-
decker "Hurricane,” the screening was covered by 75 newspaper, radio

' and magazine writers, most of whom devoted plenty of space or airtime
to it. In addition, the New Yorker mag will carry a special story on the

;

stunt this week in its “Talk of the Town” columns, marking the second

;

time in three weeks that 20th has cracked the publication. Similar

I

story was carried on the Rivoli (N. Y.) preem of “Come to the Stable,”

j

held July 28.

I
Twentieth is following up its tie-in with the Navy to ballyhoo the

film, meanwhile, with an 8-city junket of a Navy PBY-4 Privateer.

Plane launched the tour Monday (15) in Boston with appropriate cere-

^

monies, which gave both the Navy and the picture considerable pub-
licity and exploitation.

Noblesse oblige practiced in the film industry was recently demon-
' strated by Technicolor, Inc., and Metro when the two outfits okayed

j

color experimentation by the DuPont interests on 700 feet of M-G’s
I “Little Women.” DuPont is working on a new tinting process and

j

wanted that length of Technicolor positive to duplicate it with the
DuPont method. Despite the fact that it would be a competitor to
Technicolor once the process is marketed, Techni officials agreed, along
with Metro, to the use of the “Women” strip which is in Technicolor.
Duplicated strip was used by DuPont in recent demonstrations of the
process to industry execs. Outfit is now working on the second, more
difficult step—use of the DuPont method to make negatives.

stand. Some smaller houses report in Glace Bay. N. S. All have

that the profit on concessions is
deferred because of high

greater than on picture operation
i

construction and materials costs.

and that the house is kept open ^ , « ,

for the benefit of the eat-drink Spring^nCid (111.) Drops

''outdoor omusemrnts are little I J®;.
O''**’ ^ear AgO

different this year from any other i .

Spiingfield, 111., Aug. 16.

with the possible exception of , A check on theatre business in

ahuffleboard. Miniature golf cours- locality indicates that business

es are flourishing especially well in ® year ago, although

K. C., and the regular summer varies greatlj', depending on the

sports have their full quota of ^^Pc of picture shown,

devotees. Any big outdoor doings Television offers no competition

are absent from the K. C. scene, few shows brought in

howev'er, with the exception of one ^com St. Louis are somewhat less

date by the Cole Brothers Circus.
|

satisfactory. Circuit owners
Admission prices apparently are believe that the drive-ins

well set with no thought about any ;

fl^'’e cut into business too much,
reductions. The general idea seems ^*e rather inclined to believe

to be that the public is in no way their new and novel setup has
price conscious now, so why stir served to educate some of the peo-
them up by any changes.

t

attend films. They feel that

The tightening of box office traf- Probably this group will show up
fic has a number of circuits and in- oiore in the regular houses when
dependents searching for new outdoor plants close for the
means to hold up the gross. Com-
monwealth circuit, for example,
has shifted product a bit in towns
where it has two o^ more situa-
tions. Result has been to find
that a big film does better in the
second house for a longer run than
It does in the deluxe house on a
concentrated date.

Closings this summer are neg-
ligible. A couple of houses have

winter.
The drive-in here reports belter

business than a year ago. Prices
were raised April 1. when it open-
ed for the season. A few drive-ins
are being constructed within a 50-
mile radius of here. No new con-
struction of any theatres contem-
plated.

Concession business booms; runs
about 20 to 35% of admission take.

been closed in industrial towns in Drive-in reports this average 25%.
the face of strikes or slowed pro- Out.side <5f drive-in, theatres are
duction with consequent reduced raising admission prices. All
Income to the patrons. Some have ^re advertising about the same as

fried out bargain nights and give- in the past. Some few specials rate

aways, but neither seem to be extra ballyhoo, but exploitation Is

popular or profitable. (about the same as before grosses
As vet televish'n is little more declined.

Ih. 11 a conjecture to theatre men Some loss of business now is laid

Winnipeg Boxoffices

Holding Pace of 1948
Winnipeg, Aug. 16.

Busine.ss at Winnipeg’s theatres
is holding up well to that of a year

j

ago. Theatres experienced a bad

I

slump through March and April,
: when unusually late heavy snows
! blocked country roads for much
longer than normal, bringing the

! inflow of rural people to the city
practically to a stop and putting a
bad dent in boxoffice takes.

!
Television is not a problem here,

nor is it likely to be one for a few
years to come, exhibitors believe.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
recently announced that it will not
do much about television until
1951. Since Winnipeg is some
1,500 miles from Toronto and
about 500 miles from Minneapolis,
likelihood of televi.sion competition
from other than CBC sources

,
seems remote.

Winnipeg’s first drive-in opened
I

recently and has been doing turn-
away business. However, because
of daylight saving, the di+ve-in has
been playing only one show a
night, starting at 9:50, when the
sun goes down, Harry Gray, Ly-
'ceum manager, who is also running
(he drive-in for Western Theatres,
Ltd., denies that it has in any
way cut into regular theatre busi-
ness.

Although We.stern Theatres
holds options on land in other sec-
tions surrounding the city, as pos-
sible sites for other drive-ins.
there has been no indication to
now of any more being built.
No new theatres have been built

here in recent years, but over the
past 12 months there has been a
lot of money spent in renovations
and modernizing of some of the
houses.

No change in admissions is con-
sidered. Only theatre in the city

Ruling by the U. S. Treasury Dept, that drive-ins cannot skirt ad-
mission tax obligations by collecting part of the price of tickets in the
form of a parking charge has ended one distrib problem with a num-
ber of the ozoners. Distribs had been feuding with some drive-in
operators because of the parking charge. Latter had refused to pay
percentage rentals on ITie take from parking fees claiming that portion
of the gross was not revenues derived from ticket admissions. Several
majors were considering court action on the question. Now that the
Treasury Dept, has ruled parking charges a subterfuge, distribs see no
further difficulties on a practice which must end.

Approximately 95% of the 1948-49 graduates of motion picture
operating courses at the YMCA Trade & 'Technical School in New York
have landed jobs as television projectionists. Louis L. Credner, direc-
tor of the school, credits this to an over-abundance of theatre projec-
tionists and to a lack of specifically trained projection personnel to
meet the current demands of video. According to figures released by
the school, 70% of the recent graduates are employed in the metropoli-
tan, N. Y., area with two large networks entirely staffed by YMCA
alumni. The fundamentals required for TV and theatre projection
are the same.

Big sendoff to the Fabian circuit’s 35th anniversary drive was given
by the Staten Island (N, Y.) Advance, daily new’spaper which covers

I

the borough. Promotion by Elias Schlenger, Fabian’s Staten Island
ad-pub head, and a number of theatre managers put across a 6’ 2 pag*
section devoted entirely to the Fabian chain. Section included biogs

,

of Si Fabian, head of the circuit, and his partner, Sam Rosen; photos
of the various theatres; thumbnail sketches of all manager of Fabian

^

houses in S. I.; and co-op ads by merchants feteing the event.

‘ Canada Unlimited,” two-reeler produced by RKO showing the

I

contributions made by immigrants to Canada's /levelopment, will be

I

fifth in the series of public affairs shorts being exhibited under the
auspices of the Motion Picture Assn, of America. It is the first short
in the educational program to deal with a subject not involving the

j

U. S. A. A foreword by MPAA prexy Eric Johnston introduces the pic.

^ Understood RKO’s "Jet Pilot,” Howard Hughes’ favorite story. Is

undergoing a rewrite job, on the insistence of John Wayne, who will

star in the flying film when he winds up his current task in “Sands
of Iwo Jima” at Republic. Start of “Jet” will probably be delayed
until late September or early October. Wayne is due to finish
Iwo” in about two weeks.

RKO is rounding up a heavy exploitation budget to send out its 1949

n Gift,” in time for the Yuletide trade. Picture, with
Bob Mitchum and Janet Leigh co-starred, will wind up early in Sep-
tember and will be released late in December.

^

Universal talking with Danny Kaye for the Elmer P. Dowd role in

Harvey.” In case the deal goes through, U will start the picture this

fall.

to close down during July and
most of August is the Dominion,
independently owned by Mesho
Triller. The reason given is to
allow the staff a holiday.

Exhibitors have been doing more
exploitation and spending more
money plugging their pictures, but

it has been along the lines

tensifying work in routine chan-

nels rather than anything new or

on a large scale.

\
As usual, outdoor sports, cir-

cuses, beaches have made scriou.

inroads on busine.ss, but no mor
crx In noci ciinimPrS.
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Chiller-Killers in Germany
Continurd from p»tt 4

I am working for a man with an

eagle on one shoulder, a chip on

the other, striped pants (drawing

room tea style, not penitentiary),

a red hot poker in one hand, a

full house poker hand in the other,

and a Nazi insignia provocatively
^

draped about his rear.

General Clay Agrees
|

When I first arrived in Ger-

many, I was issued instructions

from General Clay’s office that

controls over press and radio had

been relaxed and that in the movie

field we should also proceed to

discontinue pre-production censor-

ship of films as well as the licens-

ing of exhibitors, distributors, and
producers. Some months later, I

received a call asking whether I

had executed these orders. With
some perturbation, I admitted

that I have done nothing of the

sort. “That is fine,” said the

Colonel on the phone, “the Gen-
eral feels that he made an error in

granting freedom prematurely to

German media of communication,
and he will be tickled to hear that

it hasn’t been done in the films.”

Now, however, under the new
Statute of Occupation, controls

are as unpopular as block booking
with a Federal court. Veit Har-

lan. Leni Riefenstahl, and the rest

of the infamous crew, whom we
banished from film activity, will

be free to produce, direct and
write pictures to their heart’s con-

tent. Emil Jannings and Werner
Krauss can perform in them to the

plaudits of their adoring public.

No doubt, these hits of Hitler days

will proceed temporarily with a

considerable degree of caution,

but it is a safe bet that in due
course of time, their basis ba.se-

iicss will find expression on the

new German screen.

The currently licensed producers
themselves are well aware of the

tiueat involved to their safety. At
a recent meeting, after listening to

|L the speeches of German represen-
" tatives, the President of their as-

sociation arose and said: “'Fhank
God for the Americans. 1 pray
nightly that they will stay here a

Jong time to protect us Germans
from ourselves.”
The extent to which such pro-

tection is required was indicated
by a statement from a gentleman
named Hippier, who although he
spells his name with two “p’s” in-

stead of one “t.” sounds and speaks
much like his late esteemed
Fuehrer. Dr. Hippier wa.s a power-
ful factor in the Nazi-controlled
film monopoly, and although he is

now better employed as a railroad
ticket sale-'Mian in Garmisch, his

plans for the future, once the
Americans with their foolish ideas
of democracy and free .speech af-

ford the opportunity, are fully

matured, and he makes no bones
about whose bones he intends to

break. In a recent interview he
stated that all this “film nonsense”
must slop and that just as soon as

licenses disappear, he and his

group, “you know whom 1 am re-

ferring to,” he added, will lake
o\’er the production end of the
Industry from the Quislings who
now control it.

Under the new dispensation
Military Government will stop
pa.ssing upon all pictures except
those which affect the security or
prc.stige of the Occupying Forces.
It was planned that industry self-

regulation. a. la our home-made
code, would take over this respon-
fcil)ility to prevent its falling into

the hands of the various German
states. Many of these states are
c(*ntrolled by reactionary elements
and all of them, regardle.^s of their

conflicting credoes and institutions

agree that they must protect their

citizenry from movie contamina-
tion by strict supervision of the
screen.

'I'hat Baden-Baden Influence

'I'he Germans, however, move
with a slowness and imperturba-
bility which is maddening to the
.^merican tempo and temper.
.Ml hough the new production code
was to Jiave been in force by May
Ifi. it is thus far not in operation,
and there is every reason to feai'

that it will not go into eflecl for
.several more months. If Dr. Dr.

llundhammer, Kulturmini.^ter for

Bavaria, docs not step into the
n)otion picture prior to then, it

will be a surprise to all concerned.
Incidentally, he is known as Dr.
f)r. because he has two degrees.
I have not yet ascertained whether
a man with three degrees is called

Dr. Dr. Dr.
Although the plans for interring

MPEA in Germany as of Jan. 1,

have been announced, thus far

only one company, Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, is proceeding to estab-

lish offices, employ personnel and
present pictures for censorship.
Many inquiries have been made
why MPEA is being maintained in

Austria although it is being dis-

banded in Germany, Skeptics
sugge.st that the only thing which
saved the Austrian operation was
my failure to specifically include
it in my plea to the picture presi-

dents for the continued existence
of MPEA in Europe.

Publicity about the MPEA ob-
sequies has been highly harmful.
Stories appeared in most of the
trade papers that each of the
major companies would import at

least 15 pictures annually, the in-

dependents 10 pictures, and it was
rumored that an accumulation of

some thousand old American pic-

tures were about to be unloaded
on the German market. As a con-
sequence, JEIA (Joint Export &
Import Agency) seriously proposed
the establishment of film quotas.
In a land of contradictions, this

would of course constitute the
supreme contradiction with an
agency of which the United States
is a part initiating restrictions

upon the free exchange of media
of communication, w'hich it is re-

sisting all over the rest of the
world. But anything is possible in

Germany,
Probably the m’ost sensational

success of our film activities in

Germany has been the Documen-
tary Unit under Stuart Schulberg,
a chip off the old B.P. block. It

has produced a series of remark-
ably iLseful and well-made pictures
for consumption in German thea-
tres. such as “The .\ir Bridge,”
“East and West.” “Me and Mr.
Marshall,” "Made in Germany,”
not to mention the memorable
fe;lure length “Nuernberg,” which
is still playing to large audiences
all over Trizonia. For reasons,
hard to ascertain, although English
versions of all these pictures were
produced, none of them has yet
been shown in the Z.I. (United
States to you). Schulberg, how-
ever, is being lured away from
Military Government by a gener-
ous offer from ECA which ap-
parently. like every other Govern-
ment agency, is inaugurating a

picture production program. Two
Government bodies competing for
the same producer is the same as
Metro and Loew s, Inc. bidding
against each other for an em-
plovee.
f h e

“Welt
Government - produced

im Film” has until now
been the only newsreel circulating
in Germany and in the absence of
competition a very profitable ac-
tivity. It is impre.ssive to discover
how many staunch believers in

private enterprise can overcome
their natural inclinations, when
government propaganda produces
a handsome weekly profit. None-
theless. under the new auspices,
the present military monopoly will

come to an end and commercial
newsreels will be permitted to
enter into Germany. The British,
who can always be expected to

look at things differently from
•Americans, favor increasing “Welt
im Film” expense’s by e.stablishing

Hamburg and Berlin editions as
well as the present Munich one.
I’his is the equivalent of Para-
mount having a different newsreel
for Boston. New York. Chicago.
Dallas and lavs .Angeles. .As a

method of unifying Western Ger-
many it has all the soothing quali-
ties of an .A I l.ichtman speech to
an Exhibitors convention.
4^.%Ever .since I arrived in Ger-
^lanv, we have been seeking to

I'E.A. the giant Ger-
monopoly. Not. how-
the recent Ferguson

that little had
thus far lo

only for the purposes of its ulti-

mate disposal, is the equivalent of
‘ letting the State of New York ac-

j

quire rights and title to the N*. Y.

Times. One local wit stated that
he had never known before what
Decartelization really meant, but

' now he knows that it signifies

"putting the cart before the
whores.”

Can’t See the Logic

The return of these enterprises
and many others equally vital to
public security, to German control,
is predicated on the theory that
democracy entails the operation by
the Germans of their own affairs.

This is very much like saying that
little Johnny, although he is an ill-

trained naughty boy, should be al-

lowed to decide when to go to bed,
whether to go to school, and what
guns to play with. It assumes that
the Germans are prepared for self-

government—an assumption which
no one in clo.se touch with the sit-

uation is prepared to make.
In large measure the present

German policy is predicated less
on democratic practices than on
practical considerations. In case of
future hostilities we hope that Ger-
many will prove a bulwark for the
western world, but it can also turn
out to be a boomerang. The be-
lief that the Germans would sure-
ly be on our side in any future en-
counter, is wishful thinking, ju.sti-

fied neither by pa.st history nor by
a careful appraisal of what we or
the Russians can offer them in the
future. One of my employees is a
singularly frank and realistic Ger-
man. I say to him: “Fritz, if there
should be a war between Russia
and the United States, on what side
would you fight?” He shrugs his
shoulders dejectedly and says: “On
the Ru.ssian side.” “What!” I ask
in mock amazement, “don’t you
prefer us Americans to the Rus-
sians?” “Of cour.se I do,” he an-
swers, “but if I fight on the Amer-
ican side and the Russians win,
they will take me out and shoot
me. If, however. 1 fight on the
Russian side and the Americans
win, they will soon forgive me.”
This soft-heartednc.ss and ca-

pacity to quickly forgive and forget
which the Germans rightfully diag-
no.se as inherent in the American
character does not arou.se their ad-
miration. What impresses them
chiefly about the United States are
our labor saving gadgets and our
mass production techniques. We
had to practically suspend all work
in the Tempelhof studio, when the
newest American lighting and
sound equipment arrived for
“Quartered City.” the feature film
about the blockade, which 20th
Century-Fox is producing. They
are. however, convinced that the
average German is better trained
and more skillful than his Amer-
ican counterpart. I .soon discovered
that no one was at all impressed
when 1 said. “This is the way we
do things in the United States,”
but they were all ears, if I re-
marked, “'I’his is the last word in
modern scientific niethods.”

fof nur etdiure and our po-
litical and economic institutions
they have found few converts. A
fitting epitaph on the Occupation
wa.s utteied by a German politician
the other day. when he said of the
Americans: “They came, they saw,
they contributed.” The contribu-
tion to which he referred was the
cost of conquering and occupying
Germanv R)r a .second time, now
e.stimated to amount to the tidy
little figure of $20.5,(K)0.000,000,
That’s not hay even for Uncle Sam
and he had better .say “whoa” to
any policies which might make a
third inva.sion necessary.
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Majors* Reissues
Continued from pace S

sive program of reviving oldies

with a limited number of prints.

In effect, the two majors are us-

ing art hou.ses, first-run. as a prov-

ing ground for the classics piled on

Divorcement

Seen Yrs. Oil
Washington, Aug, ifi.

Contending that the recent New
their shelves. Baker declared that

|

*ork anti-trust ruling means the

the companies estimate 300-400 i

of the road legally for the ma-
houses scattered through the U. S. Allied States As.sociation

would book the reissues and that
j

®o*"Rted it will take several years
his estimate conforms with that fig-

i

carry out divorcement and di-

urge. Understood that both 'Frans- ,

vestiture fully,

lux and Telenews chains are also
!

A supplemental member.ship
supporting the plan. i bulletin by Abram F. Myers, a1-

Majors will attempt the idea on lied board chairman, said in part:

a conservative basis. Baker elabo- “While it would seem (hat the
rated, to keep the operation from die is cast, the processes of di-

growing costly. Because the lime vorcement and divestiture may
element is not too important, num- ^ conceivably consume a number of
ber of prints can be kept down.

;

years. However, the decree sched-
Films would be circulated among uled for presentation on Sept. 20
the sureseaters without the need of ! will fix definitely the terms of the
extensive simultaneous bookings of

|

injunctions and specify the time
any particular pic. !

limits and procedure with respect

Art flickeries are confronted loose ends and, to all in-

with a dire shortage of foreign pix,
,

tents and purposes, will he a final

Baker said. “There are now only
j

decree within the meaning of See.

a handful of good ones, maybe a
,

5 Clayton Act.

half-dozen yearly. The rest are ! “The trade papers continue' to
unimportant small films which had hint at further consent decree.^
no reason to come over in the first and it is possible that the Govein-
place.” Ilya Lopert, head of the

|

ment and the defendant.s may
chain, is one of the leading U. S. reach an accord as to the theatres
distribs of foreigR,-lingo pix.

|

to be divested as illegal fruits or
Recent performance of the W. C. parts of local monopolies. But

Fields’ pix at several of the Lopert testimony has been received as to

houses is regarded by Baker as evi- all issues, including those left

dence that the public is ripe for
,

open by the Supreme Court, and
large-scale reissuance of the cla.ss-

,

findings and adjudications of guilt

ics. In eight weeks at the Avenue are in order.

theatre, N. Y., with less than 300
1 “There is no pos.sibility of a

.seats. Fields’ package averaged be- consent decree which could not be
tween $5,000-$6,000 weekly. Baker used as evidence in a private suit
said. Same dualer opened at the because entered before any testi-
Little theatre, Wa.shington, a 289- ,nony had been received
seater, to a sensational $4,600.

| ‘<in view of all that has taken
Baker said he originally ap- place the entry of the usual form

proached Warner Bro.s. v ith the
^

of consent decree containing prin
scheme, “but so far they haven’t testations of innocence and with-
been receptive.” He expects to go ' out adjudications would be con-
back to WB after the plan proves trary to law and would .stultify

itself.

Polio Scare
Continued from pasc 7

the Government attorneys who
consented to it and the court that
approved it . . .

“We are confident that all inv-

portant industry leaders will soon
be reconciled to the new order and
that a harmonious industry wilt

the di.sease had slowed dowm. but ' surge forward in harmony. The
all clubs, taverns, pool rooms, and future can be faced with assur-
cigar stores mu.st close at 7 p.in.

|

ance that at last the indu.stry is

1 on firm legal ground. This op-

Ohio Ditto >
timistic prospect is not dimmed by

Greenville, O ,Aug 16. !

croakings of a few chronit- bad

A j 4 u I
guessers. 'Their hyperaciditv is in-

Both outdoor and indoor Ihea-
j^eir inability to foro-

tres were ordered to cea.se opera-
,

cast the outcome of the Go\ ern-
tions throughout Darke County,

j

ment suit and the proceedings in-

and all public gatherings there ''living ASCAP. They pretend to

were banned last week becau.se of
see no good in the reforms ordered

. ,
by the courts under the laws of

the prevalence of polio. Dr. Mau- Congress
m/t ^ ^ ^ I lAl- ! •

**

rice M. Kane, health commission
er, also banned church services,
public funerals, club and lodge
meetings, and the reopening of
schools. The Darke County Fair
has been cancelled. Swimming
pools and some parks and play-
grounds had been closed earlier.

‘But rage based on di.sapp<»int-

ment will influence no <me.”

Rank Crisis
Continued from pace

where the duo are said t(» have
A road block and a county-wide had their differences. This fact, in

curfew were inaugurated in Green- turn, is basis for a report that Carr
vine and Darke County last week is threatening to resign if Aichi-
(9), with officials .stopping motor- bald switches to distribution.
ists on four main highways telling
them of the countrywide 7 p.m.
curfew, and urging that they re-
turn home unless their busine.ss
was urgent. Congregating any-
where was banned, and all bars

nauy,
(leca rteli/.e

man film

ever, until

congre.'^sional report
been accomplished
break up <aitels in Germany, did
we make any progress. Now. it is

proposed to dispose of UF.\ as.sets

l>V transferring all lights and titles

lo (he German stales with instruc-
tions for them lo auction off such
\’aluat)le properties as the Bavaiia
Film Studio in Munich, Tempelhof
Studio in Berlin and all of the
UF.A theatres within a \ear. 'Fo

many of us it .-oems that no pro-
cedure more foteign lo .American
ideals could be devised than to

hand over a medium of communi-
cation lo the tender ministrations
of a (lerman state, even if only for
a limited period of time. To per-
mil Bavaria lo obtain control over
the Gei.selgasteig Studio, even

Flock of WB Tunefilms
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Music hath three time.s a.s much
charm at Warners this year as it

did in UM8. Current program calls
for nine tunefilms. compared with
three last year.

Currently in production are “The
Daughter of Rosie O'tJrady,” ".Al-
"avs Leave 'Fhem Laughing” and
Noting Man With a Horn.” In

pr<*paration are “No, No, Nanette,”
“

I he VVesI f’oini Sloi v” and “We’re
Working Our Way Through Col-
lege” In the backlog is "The In-
't)ector General.” In release are
Look for the .Silver Lining” and
It s a Great f'eeling.”

Nanette will have Doris Day
and Gordon MacRae co-starred and
will include the two .sung hits,
Fea for Two” and I Want to Be

ll;|PP.v” It will be produced by
NVilliam .lacobs, making a total of
six pictures on his program. Others
are The Girl from Paris.” "The
Candy Kid Levels.” "Betrayal.”
‘Crashoul” and "Gh(*sl Mountain.”

iTidicating how rumors .start fly-

ing, resignation of Sir Brian iVlouii-

lain as a director of the Bank
group has stirred reports that

Eagle Star Insurance. Bank s chief

...
,

bankroller. is cracking down,
and eating places were ordered lo Mountain, however, stepped out of
close at 7 p.m. Rank group because of his

father’s death, and is now chair-

Polio Shutters Orive-lns man of the Eagle .Star board,

St. Louis. Aug. 16. hence his duties have become too

The rapid spread of polio in arduous. Another insurance exec
southeast Mi.ssouri during recent will take his place while Rank and
weeks has resulted in a number of Davis continue a.s directors on the

drive-ins and other liou.ses being Eagle Lion board,
shuttered until the epidemic has' Those John Davis Rumors
been conquered. 'I'he Edwards & Silly season has reached its

Plumlee^ Circuit, with headquar- height with a rumor that Davis is

ters in Farmington. Mo., shuttered on his way out. Contrary to
its hou.ses in Elvins, Bismarck and Davis is in more solid than ever.

Longwood. Mo. However, its One bank executive, P. H. .Shiilev.

houses in Bonne Terre. Eldon and is aiding Davis on financial mat-
Ironton continue lo operate but ters. He is taking the i)lace uf

are subject lo closing should the i-eslie Farrow, Ranks lop
disease invade those areas. expert, who is sick.

W. S. Bravvley. owner of Pap’s other report has it lliai the

theatre, a 200seater in Eminence, fia®ks have refu.sed Rank anv aid

Mo., has closed because of the unle.ss he puts up $2.000.OOP «>f his

presence of polio.

Lasky Yucatan Pic
Hollywood. Aug 16.

sending

own money. To this a.s to other

reports, film insiders answer iliat

the Rank group is as strong as I lie

Briti.sh empire. No need loi <oin-

paratively small amounts of ready

cash can up.sct the big Brilisb ('dm

outfit.

Reorganization will iindonbiedly

. . .
moan closer surveillance of -'•'(•‘‘S

loupe, headed by VNilliam Lask.v, by the production end of the Rank
will spend six months in the jun- org. Much smaller number of lihns
gl« to get the proper atmosphere, will be turned out by Rank i>ro-

.•M u
aspects of the picture ducers ne.xt year, pos.sibl.v no moc*

^ill he handled by O’Brien, who than 20. Because of this, it is ib*
IS responsible for the trick photog- avowed purpose of the filmniakei.s
raphy in ”'Ihe l^v.st World.” “King to in.spect sales contracts and cain-

Kong and “Mighty Joe Young.” paigns with care.

Jesse L Lasky is

troupe to Yucatan' to slu.oi "Valley
of the Mists,” an adventure-fan-
tasy written by Willi.v O'Brien ^
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fannliar and for program bookings

in the lesser situations it will prove

adequate.

Plot lines itself up to depict a

crusading managing editor who

tackles a crime bigshot in an effort

to put the racketeer behind bars.

The campaign waged by the news-
paper gets too hot, the racketeer

Drings pressure and the publisher

relegates the editor to conducting
the paper’s lovelorn department.
The ed finds a clue to the answers
he wants while doing the sob sister

gtuff. goes on the prowl with the

aid of a fearless girl reporter,

and the expected conclusion comes
about satisfactorily to all but the

bigshot mobster.

Richard Bare’s direction of the

Russell Hughes .screenplay doesn’t

strain and plays the melodramatics
lightly for comedy flavor. Cast
treats the material the same way.
doing nothing that will distinguish

them but handling the assignments
capably. Wayne Morris is the like-

able editor and Janis Paige is easy

on the eyes as the sob sister. Two
also pair for romance. Bruce Ben-
nett does nice work as the racket-

eer. underplaying the role. More
flamboyant is James Mitchell as

Bennett’s chief henchman. Alan
Hale walks through the publisher
assignment, with an occasional
spotting of chuckles. Barbara
Bates gets some color into her bad
girl part and James Holden pleases

as a victim of gangster tactics.

Hughes based his script on a story

by Roy Chanslor. It is an average,
workmanlike job of writing that
sometimes has a dialog spark. Saul
Elkins’ production supervision
makes the most of the moderate
budget in framing the physical
dressing and William Lava’s score
does an obvious job of backing the
story’s mood. Editing keeps the
footage down to an acceptable 69
minutes. Broy.

Brimstone
(COLOR)

Republic relea»e of Joseph Kane pro-

duction. directed by Kane. Star* Hod
Cameron. Adrian Booth, Waiter Brennan.
Forrest Tucker: features Jack Holt. Jim
Davis. James Brown, Guinn <Bij{ Boy)
Williams, Charlita. Screenplay. Thames
Williamson, from story by Norman S.

Hall: camera tTrycolor). Jack Marta: edi-

tor, Arthur Roberts: music, Nathan Scott.

Tradeshown N. Y., Aug. 11. '49. Running
time, 1)0 .MINS.
Johnnv Tremaine Bod Cameron
Molly Bannister Adrian Booth
Pop Courteen Walter Brennan
.Sheriff Henry McIntyre Forrest Tucker
Marshal W'alter Greenslade lack Holt

Nick Courteen Jim Davis
Bud Courteen Jame."! Brown
Art Benson Guinn (Big Boy) Williams
I.uke Courteen Jack L.ambert
Martin Treadwell Will WriRht
Todd Bannister David Williams
Calvin Willis Harry V. Cheshire
Dave Watts Hal Taliaferro
Storekeeper Herbert Rawllnson
.Mr. Winslow Stanley Andrews
Chiquita Charlita

much as a hairpin. There’* only
one number in which the gals dis-

pense with some raiment, but when
It looks like it might become inter-

esting, they go off-stage and return

in gowns. There’s nothing In this

picture that will bring trouble from
bluenoses. Jose.

ObflONNlOD
(BRITISH)

London, Aug. 3.

GFD release of J. Arthur Rank-Inde-
pendent Sovereign Films (N. A. Bronslen)
production. Stan Robert Newton, Sally

Gray. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.
Screenplay by Alec Coppel. from his

novel. "A Man About a Dog": camera. C.

Pennington-Richards. Robert Day; editor,

Lito Carruthers; music, Nino Rota. At
Odeon. London. Aug. 3. ’49. Running
time. »H MINS.

^ ,

Dr. Clive Riordan Robert Newton
Storm Riordan Sally Gray
Supt. Finsbury Naunton Wayne
Bill Kronin Fhll .Brown
American Sailor Michael Balfour
Miss Stevens Betty Cooper
Aitkin James Harcourt

“Brimstone” is a field day for

Rod Cameron and Walter Brennan
who gu.stily romp through this Re-

)

public Trucolor sagebrush saga.

As the U. S. Marshal and No. 1

outlaw, respectively, they deal out

a welter of shooting and hard rid-

ing which should add up to above-
average grosses in the action sit-

uations.
Producer Joseph Kane, who also

directed, endowed this entry with
firstrate production values. Tru-
color lensing of Jack Marta is good
in daylight scenes, but the tint

process is not nearly so effective for

the night sequences. Devotees of

caters will relish “Brimstone,” al-

though its pace could be consid-
erably speeded by slicing the 90
minutes running time.
Yarn revolves around the oft-

told fight of a cattleman and his

sons to resist the invasion of home-
steaders, Once a Mealthy .stock-

man. Brennan and a pair of his
•Offspring turn to robbing the stage
and local bank in an effort to break
the newcomers financially.

Norman S. Hall story, as screen-
played by Thames William.son. is a
rambling account of a frontier

fine picture of some outstanding

London .scenes, and also of the

surrounding countryside. Where
studio settings have been em-
ployed, they have faithfully kept

to the period, with an effective

contrast established between the

modest Camden Town home and
the magnificent mansion at which
Trottie eventually presides. This

also emphasizes the hokum aspect,

M’ith an effective scene in which
Trottie the Duchess entertains the

members of her own family, all

dressed up and obviou.sly ill at ease

in the regal surroundings.
Apart from Miss Kent, the prin-

cipal role is that played by James
Donald as the member of the

peerage who is intrigued by the

Gaiety Girl while warning a fellow

peer of the perils of hanging
around the stagedoor, Hugh Sin-

clair has a comparatively small

part as the sopliisticated “bound-
er,” Andrew Crawford effectively

represents the sincere type who
is squeezed out of romance, Bill

Owen is unfailingly solid as the
smalltime performer who Matches
Trottie grow to stardom, and Lana
Morris is a perky Gaiety Girl Mho
knows M’hat she wants, and then
elopes Mith a chauffeur. Myro.

'49 Net
iConCiniifd from pai;t

PoM’erful suspense is the key-

note of PdMard Dmytryk’s first

British directional effort and a

strong dramatic situation has been
developed from Alec Coppel’s ill-

fated stage play “A Man About a

Dog.” which ran for only a few
nights, Boxoffice value of the pic

in Britain is enlvmced by striking

similarity of the theme to the re-

cent sensational acid-bath murders,
while in America it should score on
dual bills.

A straightforMard situation is

presented in M’hich a doctor plans

the “perfect” murder of his wife’s

American lover. Firstly the victim

is confined in chains in a vacant

building and the intention is to

keep him alive while the hue and
cry is on. The doctor’s assumption
is that if suspicion should fall on
him he could always produce the

missing person. The intention is

that once the murder takes place

the body should he dissolved in

acid and disposed of down the

drain. The wife’s suspicion leads i

. n
Scotland Yard to the t?oil and the

1 f^e i7%torv and '"me’
victim is rescued after he has been 'Betic story and .some

,S4»iiiowli«‘re in llorlln
(GERMAN)

Centr.ll Cinema Corp. release of Defa
produilion. Written and diretted by Ger-
hard Lamoreeht. Camera, Werner Krirn:
.set.s, Otto Erdmann; music, Erich EincKH:
film editor, Lena Naiim.inn: prttduclion
supervisor. Georft Kiaup; KinKUsh titles,
Nicholas Peters. Previewed N. Y., Aug.
10, '49. Running time, *7 MINS.
Gustav Iller Charles Knetchke
Willi Hans Trinkaus
Captain .Siegfried Utecht
Herr Iller Harry Hindesmith
Frau Iller He<lda Sarnow
Herr Eckmann Hans Leihelt
Herr Birke Paul Bildt
Uncle Kalle Fritz Raup
Waldemar Walter Bluhm
Willi’s Mother Magdalene von Nu.ssbaum

dosed with poison.

The M’hole accent is on suspense
and the clearcut presentation, with

the plot focused on the four cen-

tral characters, extracts the best

from the theme. In the early

Till* ]|lvNl«*riouN
lli^Nporailo

Holl.VMOod, Aug. 12.

RKO relea.se of Herman Schlom produc-
tion. Stars Tim Holt: features Richard
Jdartin. Edward Norris. Movita Castaneda.
Kobert Livingston. Frank M'ilrox. Directed
by Lesley Selander. Written by Norman
Houston: camera, Nicholas Musuraca:
music, Paul .Sawtell: editor, Les Mill-
brook. Tradeshown Aug. 12. *49. Running
time, (iU .M1N.*<.

Tim Tim Holt
Chito Richard Martin
Ramon Edward Norris
Luisa Movita Castaneda
Jordan Robert Livingston
Stevens Frank M’ilcox
llarton William Tannen
Whiltaker Robert B. Willlam.s
Sheriff Kenneth MacDonald
Pedro Frank Lacktecn
Padre Leander DeCordova

lend. However, the film gets a -

, . . . , .

lift through Brennan’s salty por-f stages the pjtce could be quickened
|

but the Mhole atmosphere becomes
tense Mhen the official Scotland
Yard inquiries begin. Naunton
Wayne as the Yard superintendent
is an example of perfect casting

and his nonchalant manner de-

serves particular praise.

Robert Newton is ruthlessly pol-

ished as the doctor and plays the
character in typical vein. Phil

BroM’n displays his usual compe-
tence as the American victim and
Sally Gray is effectively cast as the
erring Mife. But the biggest scene-
stcftlcr in (he film is Monty, the
Miff’s dog, Mho is the American’s
companion during his long con-
finement. Myro.

trayal of the vindictive plains
pioneer. Cameron is a capable
and forthright minion of the law.

.\mong other players Adrian
Booth is credible as a femme home-
steader M'ho weds Brennan’s son,
James BroMn. Forrest Tucker
scores as a crooked sheriff. .Jack
Holt has little to do as a Federal
marshal Mho’s Mounded in a stage
holdup. Balance of the cast is

competent under Kane’s brisk di-
rection. Gilb.

Tim Holt has an unusually good
Ticstern in "The Mysterious Des-
perado.” Crammed Mith action,
footage moves .swiftly in telling its

better than average story of mys-
terious doings in early California.
Oater fans and Saturday matinee
trade M ill find this one likeable.

Plht is standard material for a
xvestorn, but doesn’t play like it.

Korman Houston dresses up his
story neatly and Lesley Selander’s
direction pushes it along Mith good
suspense values. When Holt’s sad-
dle buddy. Richard Martin, is an-
rounced as the heir to rich lands
In California, the pair leave their
Arizona ranch to see M’hat it is all

about.

'Fhe shoot in’ concerns slick
scheme of a land agent to control
a Spanish land grant acreage by
killing off heirs and selling pro|>-

erty in uarcels to ncM’ settlers. It

takes Holt and ATartin a little tieie

to figure out the top heavy, ably
played by Frank Wilcox, hut hard
riding, good shooting and fist-sling-

Ing make things come out right for
those on the side of laM and order.

EdM'ard Norris Is one of the heirs
being pushed around. He’s framed
for I lie murder of his father, but
Holt and Martin fix that. They also
fix things so Norris and his girl

friend. Movita Castaneda, can get
married after the shooting and
scrapping is out of the way. Prin-
cipals do MolI. Robert Livingston
and William Tannen are a good
team as Wilcox henchmen. Ken-
fieth .MacDonald is an honest sheriff

and others are capable.

Herman Schlom’s production gets
the most value from story and
scenic background, and the Paul
SaMtell .score contributes neatly to

thriller-suspense mood developed
by Selander’s direction. Lensing
by Nicholas Musuraca and editing
by F.ps Milibrook are among other
credits helping to make this a
strong entry in the regular oater
market. Broy.

Il€»llyw4i€»d BurloNque
C'untinental Pictures release of J. D.

Ken(11.s production. Director. Duke Gold-
stone; camera, Len Powers; sonRs. Howard
G. Mathis. Rubia Lee Miller. At Squire,
N. Y.. week Aug. 12, '49. Running time,
«i MINS.

Cast: Jenne, Hilary Dawn, Honey Hays,
Bobby Roberts, Marie Durano. Joy Da-
mon, Robert Ross, Charles Vaughan, Eddie
M’are. Wenn Hitt, Mary King, Le Grand
Tony, Dyann Torry.

I Ever since burlesque became a
memory in many municipalities,
there are many that hold some fond
recollections of this form of enter-
tainment. Those that want to hold
onto those illusions had better skip
“HollyM’ood Burlesque,” no matter
M’hat the exploitation says. It’s a
film that can be exploited in towns
where there are no burlesque
houses. Those that have this type
entertainment still available will
find it difficult to compete Mith the
real item.

“Hollywood Burlesque” can be
exploited into heavy gros.scs as is

evidenced in the first N. Y. run of
this picture where virtually an all-

male audience is paying compara-
tively good prices to recall the en-
tertainment now tabu in Gotham.
lIoMOver, the marquee promises
more than is delivered on screen,
even though picture is an actual
run-through of a burly shoM’ as
done in a Los Angeles house.

Tlie major resemblance to burly
is in the paucity of production. The
shrieking exploitation promising
girls—girl.s—girls dM'indles doMii
to a femme sextet, three shoM'girls
and a rc*tinue of neo-sliips who
make with a small amount of bumps
and grinds and flash out Mhen the
innocuous parade of one chorus is

over. The production Mork is

sparse.

Film is meagre on comedy. There
are several sketches Mhich have
served long and valiantly on the
M’heels and some bring good audi-
ence reactions. More humor Mould
have relieved long strotches of pro-
duction.

Cast comprises off and onners.
There’s a heavy set douhle-ehinned
juvenile singing the production
numbers. Eddie W’are and W’enn
Hitt do well in the limited comedy
roles, and the staff of peelers, in-

cluding Hilary Dawn, Jenne. Joy
Damon and others fall to shed as

Troilii* True
(Color)

(BRITISH)
London, Aug. 10.

J. Arthur R.mk-Two Cities production
and release. Stars Jean Kent. Jame.s
Donald; features Hugh Sinclair, Lana
Morris, Andrew Crawford. Bill Ow'cn. Di-
rected by Brian Desmond Hurst. Screen-
play by C. Denis Freeman, from novel by
Caryl Brahams and .S. J. Simon: editor,
Ralph Keinplen. camera (Technicolor),
Harry Waxman: music. Henjamin Frankel.
At Ddeon, London, Aug. 9, '49. Running
time, »« MINS.
Trottie True Jean Kent
Digby, Lord Landon .... . James Donald
Maurice Beckenham .... Hugh Sinclair
Sid Skinner . . . Andrew Crawford
Joe I.ugg Bill Owen
Kouncie Lana Morris
Marquis of Maidenhead Michael Medwin
Duchess of Wellwiitcr .... Irene Browne
.Mrs. True Joan Young
.Mr. True Harold Scott
Angela Platt Brown . . Heather Thatcher
Gladys Mary Jones

Within obvious limitations,
“Trottie True” is a bright, vivaci-
ous Technicolor backstage musical.
But it has clearly been made on a
restricted budget. Mhich has re-
sulted in the elimin.ntion of any-
thing remotely resembling protluc-
tion numbers. (Tirrently, it’s an
above-average quota attraction for
British exhihs. For U. S release,
pic has been retitlcd “Tlie Gay
I,<'uly.”

For this type of entertainment,
the story folloMS the usual patlern.
Central and dominating character
is Trottie True, who works her M'ay
up from the back streets of
Camden Town through smalltime
vaudeville as a Gaiety (lirl in a
George k^dwardes musical, ending
up as the Mife of a Duke.

In the development of the main
theme, there’s almost lUO'r re-
liance on the main character, and
Jean Kent’s breezy, colorful per-
sonality comes across easily and
.smoothly. But it Mould have been
more convincing had she been
shoMP playing to the gallery rather
tlian the classy stalls, and not have
had that .«ide of her personality
developed through dressing-room
discussions.

Clhciously. quite a slice of the
film h.as been made ori location and
the Technicolor cameras give a

(hi German; English Titles)
German-made semi-documentary

about family life adjustments in
sympa-
stirring

moments, but lacks strong b.o.

pull for the U. S. market. Prin-
cipal weakness appears to lie in
the script. Mith the prodnction.and
performances adding plausibility
and appeal.
As M’ith so many postwar for-

eign imports. “Somewhere in Ber-
lin” is so realistic it .seems almo.st
factual. Locale of a bombed-out
residential section of Berlin
strengthens the authentic factor,
and the story of the boys playing
"army” with black-market fire-
M'orks amid the ruins, is con-
sistently believable. Impressive
and moving, too. is the situation
of the ragged soldier, back after
years of war and prison camp, try-
ing to adapt ,himself to the changed
life with hi.s M'ife and son.
But various parts of the situa-

tion lack projection or claritv,
and several plot threads are unre-
lated to the basic story. Thus, the
activities of black-marketers and
the sequences about kids stealing
groceries .sugge.st the prevailing

I

.shortage of food, but somchoM’ the
• people don’t give the impression

j

of being underfed. Similarly,
while the ruins and the almost-

I

empty streets show the actual
physical condition of the MTecked
capital, the atmosphere of stagna-
tion and despair remains implicit,
without bring dramatized.

Also there are too many unex-
plained, but apparently symbolic
touches, such as the mental -shock
veteran who voices a cryptic re-
nuiem at the bedside of a dying
boy. the pickpocket who opens the

(

yarn, the kindly old painter, etc.
And the relatlon.ship of the re-
turned soldier and his wife is more
or less taken for granted. M'here
better development might have
given the picture more personal
impact.

.
Even so. the story does give

some idea of the demoraliz.'ition of
bombed-out civilians jii.st after the
peace and. without any apparent
political slant of any sort, gives at
least a suggestion of what postM'ar
chaos can mean in terms of home-
less children, shattered families
and hope'ess nnr'mnloyment.

Yhe^^ scrinf of “Somewhere In
Berlin” avoids h.and-vvringing and
achieves fair pace and suspense.

,,
uroduetion and direction are

effect've. Partiriilarlv expressive
perfonnanres of Harrv

I iinoemith
^
and Hedd,a Sai'cnw a.s

I- *
Tfuniled couple. Charles

Knetchke a.s thc'r son. Hans Trln-
kans as the boy’s fatherless play-
mate and Paul Bildt as n biack-

loM-er than any quarter in the past
tM'o years.
RKO took the full brunt of the

May-June b.o. decline in its second
quarter. The impact against the
company was double-edged since
it Mas hit in exhibition and distri-
bution. The M'ide gap betMcen its
gross during tho.se three months
and that of any quarter previous
demonstrates the direct effects of
the bad domestic theafFe biz.

Second-quarter report by Para-
mount suffered from the same im-
pact. Par has showed up Mith
$7,800,000 for the three -month
stretch ended July 2. Deducted
from this total, however, is

000 in special income which tiie

company derived from the break-
up of the Malco, E. V. Richards
and Perry Hunter circuits. Ac-
tually, Par’s net from normal op-
erations amounted to the abnor-
mally low figure of $3,16.5,000.

Against this. Par netted $.5,675,.

000 in its first quarter and .$5.81 ()].

000 in the comparative .second
quarter of ’48. Its total for the
first six months, including the take
on theatre sales, comes to $13. 475..
000 against $13,570,000 last year.

Equivalent earnings for the
quarter amounted to $1.19 per
share on 6..555,457 shares outstand-
ing and $2.06 for the half year.
Against this, 1948’s equivalent
earnings were 84c and $1 96 re-

sectively. Par has declared a reg-
ular quarterly dividend of 50c per.

share on common, payable Sept. 23
to stockholders of record, Sept. 2.

That the bite into grossf's Mas
not uniform is indicated by an
SEC report filed this week by Col-
umbia. For the period ended June
30, straddling the spring b.o.

slump. Col gros.sed $9,603,000 (ex-

clusive of foreign revenues). This
total represents a slight improve-
ment over the past Iv.o quarters
Mhen tlie company’s gross came
to $8,924,000 (three ipontiis ended
March 26) and $8,668,000 (three
months ended Jan. 3).
Net returns on the other com-

panies have proved mixed so far

but none have yet to report on
the bad May-June period. V' ariur
Bros, net for the half year ha.s

‘ been a disappointing $5,624,000.
Universal, with a loss of $465,242
for the six months ended April 30
is expected to show more red ink

1

when it comes up with its nine-
month returns.
-Twentieth-Fox’s net for the first

quarter has been $3,017,000. an ad-

vance ovcf the $2,926,842 garnered
in the equivalent period of '48. It

remains to be seen whether 20th
' has been badly hit by the spring
decline. Metro’.s nine-month re-

port was a promising $5,160,773.

That report absorbed the M.'iy end
of the. business blues since it cov-

ers the period ended June 3.

RKO Topping UA

marketeering Fagin, llobe.

Continued from page 7

ella,” ‘Tchabod and Mr. Toad” and
•’’rreasure Island.”
Merian C. Cooper has already

delivered “Mighty Joe Young.”
which is doing exceedingly mcII in

early engagements, while ('ooper

and John Ford will shortly have
their “She Wore a Yellow Ribbon”
in full-scale rclea.se. Jack Skirball

will provide two, “Love Is Big

Business” and "Blind Spot.” Irv-

ing Allen and Franchot Tone have

already delivered “EilTi‘1 Tomit”
and Allen Mill make "White Tow-
er” in SM'itzerland,

Polan Banks is set to make ‘‘(’ar-

riage Entrance,” Sol Lessi'r Mill

provide another in the Tar/an
lies, and Arniand Denis and Lcmis

N. Cot low have delivered their

“Savage Splendor.” documentary
on an African expedition. ’’Arctic

Fury,” a rcvi.sion of an earlier nim

on the northland. lias already liad

some engagements.
In addition to the oilier indiP

product, RKO Mill have three pjx

made by Hughes Mhen he mhs in

that category. Reacquired from

UA. which was to release them.

Best Set Nominees
Hollywood, Aug. Ifi,

American Institute of Decora-
tois pickl’d “The Barkleys of
Bro.-idwav” and “Alias Nick Beal”
as .seeond-quarter nominees for
best set decoration aMards in 1949.

Nominations Mere made by a
^mmittee consisting of Henry
Grace, Metro; Walter Scott. 20th-
Fox; Rov Moyer, Paramount; Ruby
Levitt, UI, and Jacques, indepen-
dent.

they are “The
Wednesday” and
Of RK(j’s oMn

"Montana Belle.”

completed state

I^atter

OutlaM." “Mad
“Vendetta”
product, one pit*-

was boil gilt in its

fro*n Republic,

studio made a fancy profit

on it. Hughes apparently wanted

it becau.so his star. Jane Rii.'^scH.

appears in it. Hughc.s Mill

produce one pic personally. Jp

Pilot.” He hopes to make oi it.

course, another “Heirs Angel.s.

M’hieh he produced wifli spectacu-

of

lar b.o.

days.

success in his ear y indiP
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20 (tllH* tt • 2:00 F A
NEW ORLEANS
TOili CMlwryTti SenMil Imm
too 1 UkMty tt. • 1:00 PA
NEW YORK
Mmw ORkt

121 «. 44(11 SI. • 2:30 PA
OKLAHOMA
tOHi CMliirfT«( ScriMiflf Imm
10 Nmlli Lm tt. • 1:30 FA
OAAAHA
tod) (Ml«rr-F*i StMMlwt Imm
IS02 OMMfwl A • too PA
PHIUDELPHIA
WwiNf SccNNliif Imm
230 Rt. Ulh SI. • 2:30 PA
P1TTS0URGH
tOMi CMlwy-F*i ScfiMliM Imm
I7IS IM. •! AMm • l:NPA
PORTLAND
Innl Ml ScrMiM«f Imm
1247 N W iMnwy M. • I M PA
SALT LAKE
20(A (M(«ry-F*i ScrMNaf Imm
2U fad Itl SmU • 2M PA
SAN FRANCISCO
Im<»WI< FM. Scfiiwlai Imm
221 CoUm cm* Am. • 1:30 PA
SEATTLE

J«««l !•> S(rM«iii| Imm
2311 Smm4 Am. • 10 30 AA
ST. LOUIS
S'rMC* ScrNdliH Imm
3143 OlM A • I N PA
WASHINGTON

FRED CLARK
DIRECTED BY

PRODUCED BY

a Story by Virginia Kellogg • Music by Max Steiner
Screen Play by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts Suggested by

Jleminder. The Veferons* One -Reefer,
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16tn Biz OK But Yanks Figure Why

Add to Stockpile of Frozen Coin?
Earnings by U. S. film companies-f

on their 16m operations abroad are

hitting between $3,500,000 and $5,-

000,000 yearly, but expansion in

the field, which started right after

the war, has come to a halt. Com-
panies figure there is no use burn-

ing up their product or expending

energy merely to add to their

already sizable stockpiles of frozen
coin abroad.

If and when the currency situa-

tion eases and the sale of films

overseas again means receipt of
dollars in the U. S., a great surge
by the majors may be expected in

the narrow-gauge fi.eld. Until then,

most companies intend merely to

sit tight and hold their lines on
the 16m biz they have already
built up.

Quantity of coin that is now com

TEXAS VARIETY BACKS
'

CHARITY BOYS CLUB
Houston. !

Houston Variety Club will spon-

'

sor a non-sectarian Variety Boy
club as its major charity project.

A $25 a plate dinner will be held

here at the Shamrock hotel. Sept. I

11 and 12 to help finance the'
project. Plans call for about 10
Hollywood starlets to come here to
model special clothing creations.
These will later be soldf at auction.

SIDNEY TO DIRECT

‘ANNIE’ FOR METRO
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

George Sidney will take over di-

rection of “Annie Get Your Gun.”

succeeding Chuck Walters who had

charge of that Metro musical be-

fore Judy Garland was taken ill.

Walters will direct “Summer
Stock” when Miss Garland returns

to work in October.
The revamped “Annie.” with

Betty Hutton in the name role, will

be Sidney’s third director job this

year. Others are “Key to the City”

and “The Crossroads.”

Hughes-RKO
Continued from pace S

Honor Ezell in Dallas
Dallas.

A life-size oil painting of Claude
|

C. Ezell, veteran Texas showman
who is responsible for organization

20th-0deon
Continued frpm page 3

of local Variety Club Tent, was un-
In" in with the minimum of effort ‘ veiled In the clubrooms here at a

and investment since the war’s
,

banquet held to honor Ezell,

finish proves what a lucrative end Painting was given to the Variety

of the indu-stry the servicing of
,

Club by R. D. Bower, a life time

16m prints can be. It is estimated ' friend of Ezell’s. Ezell was chief

that much of that 90% of the barker of local tent in 1943.

world’s population which Eric
Johnston states has never seen a
motion picture are potential audi-
ences for 16m. The»'e can be no
doubt that the American companies
will go after them, too, when and

, „
If the simmering world calms down Skouras proposal. He gave Skouras

and the curbs are off. no encouragement that a deal could
• Aside from many undeveloped worked,
areas of the earth where it is un-

; an
feasible to build regular theatres

O"' favoring an agre^

for standard film, a big potential involving a smaller than half

market for 16m is seen in the interest is the problem that a num-
Soviet-orbit countries. If the Iron Odeon houses face in ob-

Curtain is ever lifted, the large
,

taining product. Most of the

segments of the population outside American films in Canada go to

o'’ the major cities will • provide Famous Players-Canadian chain,

p anty of opportunity for 16m ex- Paramount-owned web. which is

pa-'sion. Odeon’s chief competitor. While
7mgland. France and Italy are the Odeon gets all of Rank’s films,

now the big sources of income in it could use a bigger slice of U. S.

E-rone from the pint-sized stock. P'*-
All the majors except RKO are
operating in England now and
RKO may go in. David Coplan,
former United Artists manager in
London and now in the TV film
production business there, has
been in negotiation with RKO British film employees to the
looking toward setting up a 16m

j

10%-20% nick on salaries which

fr ^igland
company j^e BFPA decreed. As for the top

-ance is providing 3,000.000 to
8

'

"'9.000 francs weekly from its out openly in favor of the slash,
wci ’-developed 16m operation by they are considering it behind-the-

In
** bringing scenes very favorably.” British

in about 5,000,000 lire weekly.
Outside of Europe, best narrow-

gauge biz is in Brazil, where earn-
industry has its back to the

Ings are said to be about $1,500,000
, ^ . . .. .

yearly. Otherwise there are a
'

London, report comes that

flock of other countries which earn reasons for the BFPA’s

Rank Trims Costs
Continued from pace 3

small amounts, such as Venezuela,
Cuba, the Philippines and Siam.

fast action is to put the industry

in a favorable position to ask for

A highly-profitable sideline to
the overseas 16m bu.siness is the

basiccontractscomeupfornegoti-
serving of ships with films. Income !P

would
from this source is estimated at

naturally balk if top execs and
between $400,000 and $500 000
y arly. of which George Barnett’s '"fj®
Movies En Route Inc takes currently hcing paid between 15,-

B-^rnett’s firm has exciusUrtieuDS 000-20 000 pounds ($6o.000-$80.000)

with both distribs and .shippini
Picture. Income taxes are so

lines to handle the business for
th'-m.

’”he America and He de France
pr '5300 round trip per print,
w’lich permits them one showing
Ir each direction. Queen Mary and ' Pic mat must aepena on
P -en Elizabeth are serviced out

market; St. John
fixes the negative cost coiling at

200.000 pounds ($800,000), with
175.000 pounds regarded as a safer
figure. On a joint Anglo-American

high that the slash means very
little difference in actual coin to

these stars. “They know that high
costs can kill the goose that laid

the golden egg,” St. John .said.

On any pic that must depend on

out
o ’..ondon as a dollar conservationm -asure by the British. They pay
£ 60 ($240) per round trip use
S^’^ller ships pay less, of course
r: - '

all get films prior to release
venture where a U. S. outlet is

*- - vr ^ guaranteed, the costs can jump toIn e U. S.

•nine and railroad exhibition
^25 000 pounds ($1,300,000) with

o Mix has never developed Only
partner chipping in 175.000

P anes now showing films are those
to

of Ihe Avianca line be waon Bara'n- “’'i ‘•.'’'"‘“'f
'“.‘^S.OOO pounds

q”illa. Colombia, and New York
intended primarily for the

home market.
Pointing up the importance of

the American outlet is the fact that
“Hamlet” cost 550,000 pounds.

Tmy have an exclusive tieup with
RXO. Chesapeake & Ohio remains
th.e only railroad using pix. except
for the Penn.sylvania’s Jeffer.sonina ..Mru *u ^ *

from New York to St. Loui.s, wh ?h .('’‘f.'.'- “.r?*u.... _ ^ . .. rigardcd as madne.ss, St. John
said, “but the film will turn in a
profit regardless of its hig cost.”
Development in Hollywood of

the pa.st few years is finally taking
shape in Britain. There is an in-

ago, Hughes was required to give

Odium 10 days to meet any bid

for the theatres. That period has

long since passed and Odium has

made no effort to meet the price

offered by the Meyer syndicate.

Odium has indicated a belief,

however, that the Meyer hid is noji

bona fide, but the product of a

deal between Hughes and the
group. He sent a series of queries
to Hughes—indicating that there
might be a court battle if the
answers were not satisfactory*—and
it is believed that is what is hold-
ing up Hughes’ reply on the Meyer
offer. It is understood that he
doesn’t want to accept the bid un-
til his legal eagles assure him that
he is on clear ground.
Meantime, Malcoln Kingsberg,

operating head of the RKO circuit,

is continuing his efforts to raise

coin to beat the Meyer bid. He has
indicated he’ll continue trying un-
til acceptance by Hughes of Mey-
er’s offer assures him he no longer
has a chance of gaining control
through his own syndicate. He is

understood still to be around $2,-

000,000 short of the money re-
quired.

Odium Standing Pat

Odium has made it clear that
he has no intention of meeting the
$5,575,000 price. It is generally be-
lieved that he never had any in-

terest in owning the houses, in any
case, but took the option for what
he could make on it when he sold

! control of the RKO parent com-
pany to Hughes a little over a year

I

ago. He is understood to have been
, offered $250,000 for the option, but
[refused it, demanding $500,000.

j

Kingsberg and Odium report-
, edly had an agreement between
i
them by which the former was to
take the option if he could get the

I

coin together to exerci.se it. Odium
was to have no financial interest

I

in the Kingsberg syndicate beyond,
perhaps, stock equal to a predeter-
mined value set upon the option,

i Odium’s option now is useless.
It may, however, provide the basis
of a court fight on the basis of the

I

Odium attack on the Meyer bid as
not bona fide. That’s avidly de-
nied by the Meyer outfit, of course,

I

and whether Odium would take it

to court remains to be seen. There’s
a big gap betw een making a charge
and proving it before judge and

,

jury.

Nov. 8 Is the Deadline
While the industry has its eyes

on Hughes, waiting for his deci-
sion on the fate of the highly valu-
able circuit of about 100 theatres,
the RKO owner is under no com-
pulsion to take any action before
Nov. 8. On that date he has to
have the houses divorced from the
production - di.stribution company
under terms of the consent decree
he entered into with the Dept, of
Justice.

However, he undouhtedly would
not want to let him.self get into
the position of a forced sale as re-
sult of no standing bids when Nov.
8 rolls around.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 10)

wk). Lusty $9,000 after last week’s

smash $13,000.
Odeon (Fank) (2,390i 35-$1.20)

—“Home of Brave” (UA) <4th wk).

Still big at $10,000 after last week’s

$12 ,
000 .

: Shea’s (FP) (2.386; 40-70)—
‘‘You’re My Everything” t20th).

I

Big $10,500. Last week, “Great
Gatsby” (Par) •2d wk), $7,000.

University (FP» (1,556; 40-60)—
“Casablanca” (WB) (reissue). Fine
$6,500. Last week, “Fountainhead”
• WB) (2d wk), okay $5,000.

Uptown (Loew) (2,’743; 40-70)

—

“Edward, My Son” (M-G). Good
$9,500. Last week, “Johnny Stool

Pigeon” (U), $6,000.

Preem of 8-Act Vaude

Cues Upbeat in Cincy,

Big $30,000 With ‘Uve’
Cincinnati, Aug. 16.

Addition of an 8-act vaude lay-

out at the RKO flagship Albee and
four new bills, three of them hotsy,

have downtown biz on the rebound
this stanza. Vaude is paired with

“Let’s Live a Little” for sock total.

“El Paso” shapes as top straight-

filmer.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-94)—

“Let’s Live Little” (EL) plus Buck
and Bubbles, Senator Murphy top-

I

ping 8-act vaude lineup. Injection

of variety fare pushing this to

socko $30,000. Last week, “Great
Gatsby” (Par) and “One Last
Fling” (WB), at 55-75c scale, satis-

factory $15,000.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-75)—

“Great Sinner” (M-G). Swell $13,-

000. Last week, “Good Old Sum-
mertime” (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“El Paso” (Par). Very good $11,-

000. Last week, “Dumbo” (RKO)
and “Saludos Amigos” (RKO) (re-

issues) plus “Sea Island” (RKO),
okay $6,000.

Keith’s (City Inv.) (1,542; 55-75)—"Illegal Entry” (U) and “Woman
Hater” (U). Moderate $7,500. Last
week, “Manhandled” (Par), $6,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 5,5-75)—
“Anna Luca.sta” (Col) and “Kazan”
(Col). Plumpish $15,000 or less.

Last week, “Lo.st Boundaries” (FC)
and “Own True Love” (Par), $10,-
000.

Peggy Lee-Stager Tilt

‘Roughshod’ Rugged JOG,

Cleye.; ‘Feeling’ Oke 16G
Cleveland. Aug. le.

Boxoffice bell at Palace is being
rung by Peggy Lee with Dave Bar-
hour quintet and Louis Jordan
band, shoving “Roughshod” vaude
combo to week’s liveliest take. "In
Good Old Summertime” is nice at
State. “It’s a Great Feeling”
looks stronger than average figure
at Hipp. “Lost Boundaries ” con-
tinues socko in fourth Esquire
week.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-70)—

^

“Johnny Stool Pigeon” (U). Okay
$12,000. Last week, “Massacre
River” (Mono), $10,000.

Esquire (Community) (704; 55-70)—“Lost Boundaries” (FC) (4th wk).
Swell $11,000 following $12,000
last week.

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—.
“It’s Great Feeling” (WB). Satis-
factory $16,000. Last week, “Silver
Lining” (WB) (2d wk), tuneful
$14,000.

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 55-70)—
“Cobra Woman” ^FC) and "White
Savage” (FC) (reissues). Unex-
pectedly neat $7,000. Last week,
“Lonesome Pine” (P a r) and
"Geronimo” (Par) (reissues), solid

$8 ,000 .

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)—
“Roughshod” (RKO) with Peggy
Lee, Dave Barbour, Louis Jordan
orch onstage. Smart $30,000. Last
week, “Green Promise” (RKO)
plus Dick Contino unit pnstage.
great $35,000, matching record of
Dennis Day’s p.a. here.

State (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-70)—
“Good Old Summertime” (M-G).
Nice at $19,000. Last week. "Any
Number Play” (M-G), $18,000.

EL Hungry
Continued from page I

ha.s a children’s theatre

Plan Walk Sun’ Reissue
Chieeqo. Aii". 16 ... ..

Milton Gordon. Walter Holler A creasing tendency of indie produ-
Co. film advisor, states that nego- cers and directors to take their cut
fiatinns are underway to reissue in the form of deferments. British
‘.\ Walk in the Sun” for which film extc noted. Movement is now
his outfit, a’ong with Ideal Factor- spreading to .stars who are cur-
ing Co. of New York, put un al- rently considering tha' type of
rif>.st $1000,000 of the $1,250,000 compensation,
co.st for the 1944 production. St. John brought over with him

About $400,000 w'ns still due prints of “The (lay Lady” and
the two rompanies on their loan. ".Adrm and Evalyn” for snc.tk pre-
Underwriters claimed the picture views here. He will al'jo edit a
In foreclosure proceedings in New number of Hark p’x currently un-
York supreme court last week. relea.std in the U. S.

Banks Help U.
iSj^C.'ontinurd from pju;r

sot to Insure the banks of U’s liquid
shape. Under the original loan’s
terms. If U’s convertible a.sscts fell
below that total, the banks could
demand additional collateral.
Under the modification, original

$22,500,000 figure may he rein-
stated Oet. 1, However, understood
banks will not make that demand
if the company’s present operations
hold up. It is expected that U will
come cIo.se to breaking even for
the fiscal year, ended Nov. 1, after
a slow start In which the eomnany
showed a loss of $465,242 for the
first six months.

had shoved into the black for sev-
eral months.
Along with Walter Wanger’s

‘Tulsa,” EL’s two current main-
stays are "The Red Shoes” and
"Quartet,” both J. Arthur Rank
productions. In 54 bookings,
•‘Quartet” has grossed $210,000.
Of this figure, $100,000 has come
from the Sutton, N. Y,, in a sen-
sational 20-week run.
"Shoes” has passed the $1,2.50,-

000 marker in advanced-admission
roadshows. EL is booking the
film at the same top scales in a
number of repeats. Indicating the
strong pull of the Technicolor
treatise^on ballet, in the first two
repeat engagements, Cinema. De-
troit, and Strand. Iowa City, film
has bettered its first playoffs.

Playing up EL’s heavy depend-
ence on British films is the fact
that 12 Rank pix are currently in
release. Four other big Rank
films are earmarked for fall re-
lease. They are "Passport to Pim-
lico.” “Obsc^ssion,” “History of Mr.
Polly” and “Cardboard Cavalier.”
EL lot shuttered after comple-

tion of three pix. .Two of these
are Bryan Foy productions, “Port
of New York” and "Trapped.”
Other is a compilation of Mick
Sennett shorts with new bridgmg,
labelled ‘‘Down Memory Lane.”
Light output of Hollywood product,
however, i$ not considered enough
to keep the company operating at
a profit level.

^Lining’ Lively $20,000,
'

Buff
;
*Summertinie’ 14G

Buffalo, Aug. 16.

Pacing field here this week is

“Silver Lining,” with great session
at Paramount. “Anna Lucasta”
also looks fairly nice at Lafayette.
“Good Old Summertime" is okay
at the Buffalo. *

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70) —

“Good Old Summertime” (M-G).
Good $14,000. Last week, “Any
Number Play” (M-G), big $16,500.

Paramount (Par) (3,400; 40-70)—
“Silver Lining” (WB). Great $20.-

000. Last week, “Great Gatsby”
(Par), oke $13,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Anna Lucasta” (Col) and “Kazan”
(Col). Nice $15,000. Last week,
“Johnny Stool Pigeon” <U) and
“Law Barbary (Toast” (Col),

$13,000.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—“Red Stallion Rockies” (EL)

and “Big Cat” (EL). Passable $10.-

000. Last week, “Too Late for

Tears” (UA), same.

EL Shutters Again
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

«ilh the conclusion of retakes
on the Bryan Foy production,
Trapped.” Eagle-Lion closed its

gates and wont into hibernation
to await new financing by Robert
K. Toung.

Except for department heads and
rnaintenancp crew, about 25 in all,
the studio will be closed indefi-

) nitoly.

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 11)

to do $5,000 in 6 days, modest. Last

week, “Calamity Jane” (U), $6,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
“Anna Lucasta” (Col). (letting by

chiefly on strength of play’s rep

since Paulette Goddard hasn’t been
b.o, around here for some time.

Heading for $13,000, which may be

enough to get it a m.o. to Senator.

Last week, ‘‘Johnny Stool Pigeon
(U). okay $11,.500.
Penn (Loew’.s-UA) (3.300; 45-80—“Good Old Summertime” (M-G)

(2d wk). Getting along very nicely

at around $13,500. Last week, sock

$21 ,000 .

Stanley (WB) (3.800; 4.5-80)--

“Lost Boundaries” (FC). Town had

plenty of chance to get steamed up

over this one via strong eampalgn-
Terrific notices helping, too. and

shou’d be one of best weeks bouse

has had in long time. Should hit

big $22,000, and holds, of

Last week. “Silver Lining” (WB)

(2d wk). okav $12,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 4.5-80)—“Sil-

ver Lining” (WB) (m.o.). Satisfac-

tory $7,000. Last week. "Nick Beal^

(Par) and “Red Stallion Rockies

(ED, slim $4,.500.

ARTHUR KNIGHT’S SHIFT

I

Arthur Knight, exec with

sales forces, has resigned -to take

over chairmanship of the Drnmat-C

Workshop’s film and television

flppt.

Dramatic Workshop recently

spvr'rrd connections with the Ne

School of Social Research. Course

i start in the fall.
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ST. LOUIS
Russell Baker 861d his El Cap!-

tan. 600 car drive-in near Metro-
polis, 111., to Malco Theatres, Mem-
phis, Tenn., headed by M. A. Light-
man. Sales marks entry of Malco
organization into St. Louis trade
area.

Harry E. Miller, Tilden Dixon
and William A. Collins, owners of
picture theatres in southeastern
Missouri, formed syndicate to erect

a $100,000 drive-in between Fes-
tus and Crystal City, Mo.
The Gen, Odin, 111., operated by

J. D. Hawley shuttered because of
intense hot weather.
John Walsh, for last 18 months

manager of St. Louis exchange of
Albert Dezel Productions, Inc., and
Nick O’Brien, booker for the ex-
change, purchased the exchange
from Albert Dezel, Detroit. New
firm will be known as the Flo-Mar,
Inc., will distribute Astor Pictures,
Favorite Films, Madison Pictures,
Masterpiece Pictures and Supreme
Pictures.

Bill and Irvin Dubinsky, St.

Joseph, Mo., are expanding their
theatre holdings in St. Louis area.
Recently obtained possession of
Altwood drive-in, near Alton, 111.,

and two other drive-ins and a regu-
lar house in same area. Also pur-
chased stock in Riverlane Amus.
Co.’s drive-in, Rockford, 111., Star-
view Amus. Co.’s drive-in, Lincoln,
Neb., and a theatre in Madison,
la.

G. Andrews, owner of drive-in
near Orlando, Fla., in St. Louis
hospital for treatment for infected
foot.

Permanent quarters of the Mid-
Central Allied Independent The-
atre Owners, affiliated with Na-
tional Allied, opened on Film Row
here with David S. Nelson as gen-
eral manager.

Jack o Lonnell, operator of theLoop in Toledo and theatres in
several northwestern Ohio citie*
has filed suit for $5,000 damagei
against American Bonding Co
Baltimore, for loss of the use of a
Port Clinton, O., theatre from Dec-

a period
when his lease was the subject of
court litigation. O’Connell in Octo-
ber, 1947, leased the Madrid, Port
Clinton, assuming naif of the cost
of remodeling the building, a
former lessee on Dec. 4 of that year
took possession and the Ottawa
County Common Pleas Court en-
joined Mr. O’Connell from inter-
fering. The defendant. Popular
Theatres & Amusements, Inc., was
required to put up through the
bonding company $5,000 indemnity
pending O’Connell’s appeal. On
June 18, 1948, the Court of Ap-
peals reversed the lower court and
held that Populaer Theatres and
Amusements, Inc., was not entitled
to possession.
Firemen at Marysville, O., while

standing in front of the fire station
near the Avalon, discovered that
the roof of the theatre building
was afire. Total of more than 500
patrons left the theatre in orderly
fashion. Blaze was believed
caused either by lightning or a
short in sign wiring.

National Labor Relations Board
hearing was held in Toledo last

week to determine the bargaining
agent for two employees of the
Princess. Involved r.*as L.ocal 228,
Motion Pictmre Operators, AFL,
which has had a contract with the
house for several years, and a
new independent union, the Toledo
Projectionists’ Assn. Decision it

expected shortly from Washington.

also in looking for acts for return
of vaude to his theatre after three-
year lapse.

Theatre Equipment & Supply
Manufacturers convention here
Sept. 26-28 has past exhibitor regis-

tration of past years with over 90
booths signed for. Si Fabian will

talk on “Television and The The-
atre.’’

William Hollander, B&K ad
chief, and Harris Siilverberg, Chi
manager of National Screen,
named co-chairmen of the Thea-
tres & Entertainment Group of the
1949 Community Fund Campaign.

Si Griever has taken over book-
ing the Hilltopper drive-in, Joliet,

for Rube Levine.
Paramount Chi exchange has

requested 45 prints of “Top of
the Morning,’’ 15 more than “Sor-
rowful Jones.’*
RKO has set “Mighty Joe

Young’’ into 20 class “A’’ houses
after Grand Loop run.
Moonlite Outdoor theatre, Ham-

mond, Ind., retained Seymour
Simon to gain first-run clearance
and day-date showings with houses
in Gary and Hammond.

Palace, Cicero, 111., Lubliner and
Booth house, reinstates week-end
vaude this fall.

NEW YORK
Reshuffling of Paramount’s

flackery, under way since the ad-
vent of Max E. Youngstein, na-
tional ad-pub director, several
months back has been completed
with the formal naming of ^rry

P
ickman as asst, ad-pub. CTiief.

ickman, who served in a similar

S
ost under Youngstein when the
uo were at Eagle Lion, will also

continue functioning as head of the
exhib relations dept.

According to Youngstein, there
have been seven additions to his

dept, since his entry but very few
repacements. Head of depts. are
now set with Sid Blumenstock as
advertising manager; Mort
Nathanson as publicity chief and
6id Mesibov, exploitation topper.
John Tassos named Paramount’s

apecial publicity rep in Washing-
ton, Baltimore and Norfolk areas.

He previously served as assistant to
20th-Fox’s manager in Bogota,
Columbia.

Phil Isaacs named by Paramount
as ass’t to Hugh Owen, eastern and
aouthern division manager. He re-
places Lou Wechsler, transferred
to N. Y. exchange as salesman.
Kew aide to Owen joined Par in ’46

as an apprentice booker and last

served as a N. Y. sale.sman.
Twentieth - Fax sales veepee

Andy W. Smith, Jr., has designated
Nov. 20-26 as the company’s “An-
niversary Week,’’ which is to be
a feature of this year’s 18-week
personal branch managers’ testi-

monial sales drive. Smith said the
third week in November is to be
marked annually as the company’s
anniversary. Original Fox Films
was formed 35 years ago and that
company merged with 20th Cen-
tury Pictures in 1934.

DES MOINES
Jimmy Redmond’s appointment

as ad director fior Tri-States Thea-
tre Corp. drawing big interest

since many rvcall when he had one
of first big siiot bands in the Mid-
west. Following an accident, he had
to give up bai^ work and l^came
doorman at P<>nham, Fairbury,
Nebr. Later he wsrked way up to

Falls City, Nebr. city c^anager for

Tri-States. Russ Fraser, who had
been doing double duty for several

months, becomes director of public
relations.
Harvey Kelly, former a.ssistant

manager at Paramount. Omaha,
named city manager for Falls City,

Nebr. succeeding Redmond.
Myron Blank outlined compre-

hensive, yet simple New Season
Promotion for all Central States
Theatre units, purpose being to
bally the value of screen entertain-
ment generally and new product
specifically. Plan includes lunch-
eons and dinners and previews of
new season pictures, with tie-ups
and cooperative tieups with news-
papers, schools, mayors. Chambers
of Commerce, churches and wom-
en’s clubs.

EASTON, PA.
Picture business is not as good

as it was a year ago, owners and
managers of theatres in the Lehigh
Valley agree. It is not so bad but
nothing like the lush postwar years.
Several reasons for drop in patron-
age they say, but insist television
is not the main one. Long heat
wave has hurt.

Another reason, is lack of good
product.

MEMPHIS
Arthur Groom, former Memphis

theatre house manager, returns
here to take over the Loew’s State
this week, being transferred from
Loew’s Victory, Evansville, Ind.

Elliott Johnson, former ad direc-
tor and publicist for Malco circuit,

upped to managing director of the
Malco here, with Jack Tunstill
staying as house manager.

Ollie Brownlee, who has skip-

pered the Strand here for last two
years made manager of Joie, Fort
Smith, Ark. Switch is in line with
the recent dissolvement of Malco
theatre chain and Par. Change be-
comes effective Oct. 1, with Brown-
lee working under Par banner.
Johnny Graber, former art layout
director at Malco, becames house
manager of Strand.
Southern Par headquarters will

soon be set up at Strand here un-
der director of Jack Katz, circuit

booker, and W. A. Thompson, dis-

trict chief of Charlottsville, Va.
Both Par execs will come here at

end of month to formulate plans.

Change will bring houses in Fort
Smith, Ark., Jackson, Tenn., Hot
Springs, Ark., Ownesboro. Ky.,

Fulton, -Ky., and Memphis Strand
under the Par tent.

CHICAGO
Mike Godshaw, vet UA sales

aian, joins Film Classics.
Booking of “Jolson Sings Again

PITTSBURGH
George Moore, salesmen for 27

years with 20th-Fox and the old

Fox Co., and Jim Thorpe, who was
with the company for 21 years have
left. John Dinan, from Philadelphia
exchange, is replacing Moore in

Erie territory but no successor to

Thorpe as city salesman named so

far.

Joe Vandergrift has gone to work
for Exhibitors Service Co. as night

film man. He was booker at 20th-

Fox for 25 years, post filled by
John Wilhelm, from Buffalo office.

Shirley Brown, former local ac-

tress and ad agency account ex-

ecutive, and her husband, Alex
Levin, now operate a second thea-

tre, the Fayette, formerly the Para-

mount, in Connellsville besides the

Soisson. Both houses are owned by
her father, Ben Brown.
John A. Reilly returned as man-

ager of Lou Kaufman’s Metropoli-
tan in Bloomfield district.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Joe Warrdh, of Metro exchange,

just released from Portland

Vets Hospital, guest of honor at

Film Men's Golf Tourney.
Marty Foster, manager of J. J»

Parker’s Cinema Guild, in Canada
for rest.

Dick Fink back on job at Or-

pheum.
Annual two-day golf tournament

of local film biz held la.st week at

Oswego Golf and Country Club.

Corinn* Colvtl at tha playt oppoiila Burt lancaUof in “Ropa of Sand

BOSTON
Following extensive alterations

the E. M. Loew Publix here re-

Joe Ehrlich namedopens Aug. 17
managing director.
Beacon Pictures Corp. bought by

Maurice M. Green from Harry

“Zippy” Goldman. Green, former-

ly on Paramount sales staff and

recently di.strict manager of Ml'"

Classics here, will handle indies,

reissues and foreign products.

« Hoi Wottli, P«ramount FUtvfo

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it—,



'B Pool’ a Mathematical Device Briefs From the Lots I

Britishers Fmd Avid H’wood Desire

For Yanh Coin into Anglo-U. S. Prod.

t The “B pool,” which has suddenly sprung to prominence in

U. S.-British film relationships, is a source of much misconception

In the industry, even among top execs closely concerned with its

operation. The pool comj?rises earnings of British pictures in

America. But it is not a physical entity and no money actually

ever goes into it. It is merely a mathematical computation.
Under the Anglo-U. S. agreement, tlie sum calculated as earned

by British pix here is labeled the “B pool.” It is added to the

“A pool.” Latter comprises the $17,000,000 of American earnings

in Britain that the U. S. distribs are allowed to take out in dollars

annually. Thus, if the "B pool” amounts to $2,000,000. that’s

added to the $17,000,000 and the Yank companies may remit out
of their earnings in Britain a total of $19,000,000. This $19,000,000

is then divvied among the American distribs in ratio to the amount
of biz each of them did in England during the year.

U.$. Distribs, in Hassle Over ‘B’ Pool,

Also Fighting Stall by British Gov’t

!
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

j

Albert Keiiey bougiii "On Dark-
waters.” Harris Dickson story in .

1 Colliers, for production as semi-
1

^

I

documentary in the Louisiana

;

bayou district “Locked In” new

I

tag on “The Big Cage” at Warners ejv
j

Dorothy Hart second femme knowi

I

lead in “Frame-Up” at U1 . . Metro
j

entinc
' picked “The Crossroad ” as third 1 Dexte

j

title for “Case of Martha Buhlen,” t who h
I formerly “The Red Danube”. .

1 Rudol
' Metro sent the “Key to the City” fR^^i
troupe out on location at Clover

Small Finds Valentino’
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Edward Small’s long-sought un-
known for the name role in “Val-

j

entino As I Knew Him” is Tony
I Dexter, 29. a little theatre actor

t who looks remarkably like the late
I Rudolph. This will be his first

film. His real name is Walter

The “B pool” is not only the

'

fource currently of a bitter hassle

between American distribs, but

likewise of a battle between the

U. S. industry and the British gov-

ernment, it has been learned. As a

result of a dispute as to what con-

stitutes the earnings of British pix

in America—which makes up the

if Rank, for instance, choo.ses to
spend his entire U. S. income on
maintenance of a staff here or in
any other way he desires.

Aside from the matter of prin-

I

Field while Loretta Young is in

! the hosF)ital Benedict Bogeaus’

I

shifted his “.lohnny One-Eye” com-

,

pany to Motion Picture Center, i

;

h orn General Service, where he

!

' maintains his offices Sol Lesser’s
“Headhunters of the .Amazon” unit

sent a shipment of film out of

1 Ecuador two days before the earth-

I

quake

I

Charles Barton will direct “Dou-
! ble Crossbones.” formerly “Half a

j

Buccaneer,” co-starring Donald
I

O’Connor and Helena Carter at

ciple, the Americans as a practical
i

U Karl Tunberg will script next

matter see little difference in what
j

Clifton Webb starrer at 20lh, “Mr.
becomes of the “B pool.” Its only
importance would be if a large sum

pool—the Labor government has of money remained frozen in Eng-
refused to compute exactly how land at the expiration of the Anglo-
much coin is in the kitty. U. S. agreement.

First year of operation by the
American industry under the ^
Anglo-U. S. agreement ended June 1 1 L
14_two months ago. Other statis- 11 J | lY IflPIl linW
tics in regard to the pact were com- a iwv
puled shortly after that time, but

the amount of money the Ameri- I? J II 1 L
cans w ere to share out of the “B

i
P 1 1| fl |j||||CnP|

C

pool” can’t be figured until an * i**U 1^1 1I.101I\/1 U
agreement is reached.
The pool has been a cau.se of dis- •li I* ^

pute among the American com- |f||||rp
panics recently as a result of

j

lilVl w AmvIAAIvlIv
charges that most of them were

I

using loopholes to prevent British
;

Yank film men who have re-

pic income from going into the pot. turned from visits to England dur-
and were grabbing the coin for i jne the oast few' weeks declare that

Belvedere Goes West,” based on a

short story by Ben Hecht, “Con-
cerning a Woman of Sin” .

Wanda Tuchock’s writer option
picked up by 20th for two years . .

Warners bought John Twist’s “The
Fires of Orinoco,’ ana turned it

over to Anthony Veiller for pro-

duction.
Next galloper for Roy Rogers

and Dale Evans at Republic is

“Sunset in the Sierras,” starting

Sept. 15. Edward J. White produc-
ing . Lois Chartrand signed term
player deal at Paramount . .“Twi-

light.” filmed by Hakim Bros, for

UA, will be relea.sed as “Witliout

Honor” Clips of oldtime come-

Lively Interest of American

!
companies in anything that smacks

I

of promising British production is

I

attested to by Raymond Stross,

partner with Anatole de Grunwald
and playwright Terence Rattigan

in World Screeni)lays. an indie

British filmmaking unit. Slro.ss,

whose company owns several val-

uable Rattigan properties, was
i “amazed at the open-arms recep-

Picture will start Aug. 22 on the tion” he received on the Coast
Goldwyn lot with a budget an- while on the hunt for U. S. releas-
nounced as “around $1,000,000.” ing facilities.

indicating that the big com-
_ panics are vitally interested in

If If li n n Kctting into British production at

l|a|\3I||l pf|r||||||3 the present time, Stross declared^ AmWllla A viiiiiASM
negotiations are now cooking

with several majors for ambitious
production projects. He planed

I ^11yPlllllO for England this week where heAVI WllfVIAUA^ expects to continue talks with

_ ^ British reps of Yank outfits.

0 I II J ^ Meanwhile, Stross has closed a

1 IIlfA ri3| fl ^ U. S. distribution deal with United
A0 AllIV AAWl U V Artists on "O Mistress Mine.”

proposed filmization of the Rat-
Universal s latest disti ibution-

1

play. Nasser Bros, are
production deal with the J. Arthur supplying first money for the pro-

' Rank’s interests in Britain is of

such sweeping nature that it may
permit U to retrieve in hard dol-

lars every shilling earned by the

j

company’s pix in the United King-

j

dom despite the current restric-

1
tions on remittances imposed by

the Anglo-American film agree-

ment.

If so, U with its highly, favored

Yank film men who have re-

turned from visits to England dur-

ing the past few' weeks declare that

dies, featuring Charles Chaplin,
'

position as Rank’s closest ally

Ritz Bros, and l.aurel & Hardy, would be the only major to reach

duct ion and James Nasser will
supervise the pic’s American hand-
ling. In effect, ,Nas.sers are buying
a share in the U. S. rights. Stro.ss

.said. Pact has already been inked.
Further negotiations are under

way with UA on other joint pro-
duction ventures, according to
Stross. That company’s execs, h«
said, are convinced that joint
Anglo-American production proj-
ects will prove profitable. Action
by UA’s board on future produc-
tions is expected shortly.

Stross has also started negotia-
tions with indie producer Walter

Bnlis., govcr„„,en. and

pour any quantity of money into the pioducers are taking a much more
pool, made a new deal with J. Ar- realistic view' now of the relation-

thur Rank recently enabling it to g^ip between the American and
rtop such payment. In the

industries. There i, a
Tins IS expected to touch off a .... ... j .u *

blow'up on the w'hole pool setup at strong realization, it s said, that

the next meeting, of the board of the English producers, w ith the aid

the Motion Picture Export Assn., qj their government, placed them-
through which the British agree- selves in a position of wholesale
ment operates.

, o j
competition with Hollywood long

’British Earnings in IT. S. i before they were ready and that
Dispute with the United King- gy{ them into trouble,

dom government is over exactly ^ too early to say. the U. S.
what should be construed as Brit- pxecs declare, whether this recog-
Ish earnings in the U. S.” Basically, of the fa^ts will be helpful to

who have re-
;

spliced together by Hoffberg Films that goal. Agreement pushed .

has also started negotia-

0 England dur- :

under the title, “P untasia” ... War-
1 through by Joseph H. Seidelman, '

with ludie producer Walter

riprinrp that I

rounding up newsreel shots
|

foreign chief while on visit to Wanger he disclo.sed. He expects
Ks aeciare mat

| f^om various racetracks for ‘nser-
'

applies in broad fashion « s‘8ned agreement for a joint film
ivernment and

; tinn into forthcoming Story of 4,.. venture within a week or so. Brit-tion into forthcoming Story oi

Seabiscuit” Aaron Stell directed

and edited “The Soundman.” one i

‘ ^
of the educational shorts sponsored

,

luiuit.

AarAw ^tpirftirpeteri *o not only currently blocked ster-

1^/ ” on?, i

ling but al.so that amas.sed in the

the Anglo-American pact has by
practice and agreement been inter-

preted to state that into the pool
should go earnings only of Briti.sh-

niade pix “owned by British inter-

e.sts.” In other words, British-made
pix owned by American interests

—

as in the ca.se of deals by Sclznick.

Goldwyn and 20th-Fox with Sir

Alexander Korda—are not in-

cluded. That’s the cause of the
battle within the Yank industry.
Beyond that, however, disagree-

ment starts with the U. K. The
British government maintains that
the only money computable as be-
longing to the pool should be those
dollars actually remitted from the
U. S. Americans maintain that the
figure should be actual earnings
here, without taking out the cost of

operations of the J. Arthur Rank.
Sir Alexander Korda and other
Brlti.sh organizations in the U. S.

and their expenditures on institu-
tional advertising, equipment, etc.

Such charges, it is claimed, are
not the business of the U. S. indus-
try and it should not be penalized

^ eenuiMi HlOtt
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the American industry in its future
, Helei

relationships with the British, Feel-
| sence

ing is. though, that Harold WiLson, story
president of the Board of Trade, Ron
and other United Kingdom of-

,

prodi

fiicials, will certainly be in a less
]

films

cocky mood when, in a few months. Hams
they face American negotiators for

|

“The

reappraisal of the Anglo-U. S. pact
j

than they were when the agree-

ment was drawn up in March. 1948. Kon
If the British will shuck off their ,

“

bulldog attitude and determination

to go through with a policy
}

whether right or wrong, realization
j

of the facts in top governmental Ge
and production quarters g i v e for F

promise of a sizable reduction in ' story

the 4(V r quota coming out of the filme

negotiations, it is said. Above all, i Start

the high quota is said to be recog- 1 retur

niz.ed as an obvious erroi that publi

makes the British look a little silly ing

when they have to grant an excinp- tion

tion to almost every theatre to keep I Re
it alight. |the J

As lor the $17,000,000 yearly ers v

ceiling on remittances by U. S. land

comtianies from the U. K., there’s

uncertainty whether tliat can he

raised. Britain’s general economic >lc(
condition is undoubtedly bad and

it will play on that to a fare-thee- .

well in rcsi.sting an increase, it is Ca
.said. However, final results may mitta

depend on how tough the Ameri- U. S

cans are in tlieir dealings— and .Ii)hn

that may hinge on some conces- interi

sions which a few companies arc Piclu

winning individually from the day

British. lhat

Noticeable among U. S industry of tl

execs, however, is a hardening in (wo-i

attitude toward Britain. A couple from

years ago there was a sympathetic Ml

feeling and a “you-can’l-get-hlood- exph

out-of-a-stonc” viewpoint toward with

the British. Now. a combination of He c

factors has changed that consider- deals

ahlN. First is the continued cco- agei>

noiiiic crisis despite the huge ba.ssv

amounts of Marshall Plan money aN v

and other help given by the U. S.. the

There s a feeling that the British fran

are doing a little crying of “Wolf" M<

and that a few million dollars more olhci

to the American industry isn t go-

Ing to work any hardship in the vidu;

chronic economic crisis. •

by the Motion Picture Industry

Film Project, this lime at Colum-
bia.

, , ,

Gloria de Ilav n femme lead

opposite Red Skelton in “Yellow

Cab Man” at Metro Thomas
Gomez plavs Mexican general in

“Eagle and the Hawk" for Pine-

Thomas at Paramount “U. S.

Mail” is the new tag on “l*oslal In-

spector” at Par . 20th-Fox bought

“The Man Who Sank Hie Navy.”

Satevepost story by William Fay,

as starrer for Paul Douglas
Helen Deutsch taking leave ab-

sence from IMetro to work on own
story. “Love Is Not Enough”
Ron Ormond and Ira Webb’s new
production unit to turn oiit^ action

films for Screen Guild. Bill Wil-

I

One restricting factor—and still

a question mark—is what Rank’s
I pix which U will handle can earn
in the U. S. If later imports, such
as “Christopher Columbus.” can

j

rack up solid grosses similar to

i
“Hamlet.” all U’s .sterling problems

: should be answered. That is be-

cause much of the Yank distrib’s

frozen currency in England can be
used to buy Western Hemisphere
rights similar to the present five-

picture deal.

Balance of the iced coin is to be
devoted to either participating in

[productions which Rank now has
under way or in joint co-produc-
tion ventures in the future. In
the latter category, present ceiling

venture within a week or so. Brit-
isher al.so declared that his outfit
has been approached by an im-
portant major on a long range
program but refused to disclose
its identity.

World Screenplays, he said,
plans a minimum of four films
annually. It goes into production
the end of this month with “World
Premiere,” starring Luise Rainer,
Jean-Pierre Aumont and Eric Port-
man. Pic is being scripted by
Rattigan and directed by Anthony
Asquith.

New York Theatres

Hams’ gunfight^ role in Nat Holt s been fixed at four features.
“The Cariboo Trail. Eagle Lion Formula

!

' Provision in pact wbicli gives U
n LI* > lir Western Hemisphere rights to

Kcpublic S fV2ir ruin inve films is similar in nature to
^

iiT* 1 r» III
recently made by F^agle Lion

With rrn7fin lll0n6V with the British filmmaker, it has
T11U1 I lUACU J learned. U bought the rights

Hollywood. Aug. 16.
, here on the basis of a guarantee;

George Waggner's next picture fjgypp y^.jlh Hank privileged to take
1

for Republic relea.se will be a war overage and. in turn, sold Brit-
j

story. “The Road to Anzio. to ne
rights to a group of U’s pix to

filmed in Italy with frozen coin, same terms. In the!
Start of the picture awaits the American outfit ac-

j

return of Herbert J. vales. quired U. S. rights to “The Red
public chief, who has been inspect- ghoes” and other.s in exchange for
ing the frostbitten money situa-

, gjvjng British rights to “Tulsu”
tion in Europe.

, and other EL product.
Return of Yates may also niean y $2,000,000

the go sign on a pair of Ro.\
| jn sterling for the five pix. Quintet

ers westerns, to be made in Eng- jndude “Hamlet,” now well on the
land with impounded luiids. way to liquidation, and “Chris-

j

I topher Columbus” which remains a

gamble until its U. S. premiere on
Columbus Day. The $2,000,000

LorHtn
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McCarthy Cautions un coiumbus Da.v. The $2,000,000

Forciirn Remittances represents a sum of 500.000 frozen
pounds which U thereby converts

Cautious optimisni on the le-
dollars.

• 44 . . B . . .. 4 I rklxfik'i/l f/\i* *

mittance situation abroad for tlie

U. S. industry was expressed by

.John G. McCarth.\. director of the

international division of the Motion

Picture .Assn, of America on Mon-

day 1 15'. McCarthy reported at

that time to the foreign managers

of the major companies on the

two-month trip through Europe

from which he returned last week.

MP.\A exec’s tour was stricHy

cxploratorx and to aciiuainl him

with the on-the-ground .situation.

He engaged in no negotiations or

deals, hut told tlie foreign man-

agers of Ills lalk.s witli U. S. em-

bassy and legation execs as well'

as with government oflicials in

the Scandinavian countries and

France.
Meeting of foreign m.'inagcrs

otherwise was largely taken up

with discussion of plans for indi-

vidual comiiany selling in Ger-

many after Dec. 31 of Ihi^ jear..

Includes 3 Coward Pix
I

Films in which U participates in-

cludes two pix which Noel Coward
is currently producing. First of
these, “The Astonished Heart” was
viewed by Seidelnian in rough
print. Second is on the planning
lioard. Both are figured to be par-
ticularly aimed at Hie American
market because of Coward’.s knowl-
edge of Yank tastes.

Foieign execs of other majors
predict fi row in ks at future meet-
ings of Hu* Motion Picture Assn,
of Aineriia because of the C-Rank
deal. Umbrage is taken becau.se

Hie pact spells the last riles to the
“B” pool provision of the .Anglo-

American agreement. Under that

provision, earnings of British films

in the U. S. were to be divided
among the majors as added dollars

to the $17,000,000 which could be
remitted from Britain yearly.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
^
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UFIcAlNBEBEAUTIFULFCIRSERlAL BMB’s TrouUes-An OM Refrain
Broadcast Measurement Bureau, already showing the scars^ of

turbulent ups and downs, is reportedly going through some agoniz-
ing moments. It now looks like that $75,000 deficit, which the
NAB guaranteed at the last convention in Chi, in order to a.ssure

completion of Study No. 2 on station coverage, was a short count
by perhaps one-fourth of the figure. In some quarters it’s esli-

. LQirfh

m
in a Si

fl
•riea

1 PROPER
! dealina with

MOOD, S(:hwerIN SAYS
the Schwerm System’s findings on
each of 17 leading types of pro-

grams and commercials in what is

probably the most comprehensive

effort yet made in qualitative radio

research.)

Sun Sets on KSET
El Paso, Aug. 16.

The Sunland Broadcasting Co.,

owners and operators of KSET,
suspended operations because of

alleged financial difficulties. It’s

the local Mutual outlet and BobSerial dramas have probably

been subjected to more investiga-
, i xt

tion, unscientific, pseudo-scientific 1

Carpenter of the Mutual New York

and truly scientific, than all other s,taff was sent here for the purpose

types of radio programs put to- of clarifying the situation,

aether. From James Thurber to Edward D. Dodge is prez of the

niany a learned doctor of psycholo- Sunland group and Vincent W. Me-

•V rritifs have studied the “soap Cann is general manager of the
fy, critics have studied the "soap

opera” from many viewpoints and outlet

with various degrees of alarm or

acceptance; and research men and
organizations have contributed

greatly to an understanding of

aerial dramas and the nature of
i

women who do and don’t listen to

them.

The Schwerin System has tested

about 20 different serials to date,

In some cases having studied as

many as 10 to 15 episodes of a

aingle show’. This article makes
public for the first time some of

the System’s main findings about

this program type.

Soaps Tough to Test

A dozen years of exploratory

work before the war and in the

Army had equipped the Schwerin

Directs KLZ Traffic

F. TOM BOISE
Bol»e keeps KLZ’s heavy traffic

schedule of network, national spot

and local business moving smoothly
along KLZ’s 560 kc. His experience
in sales and traffic with leading air

lines qualifies him for his busy job

as KLZ traffic manager.
KLZ, Denver.

Ackerman Into

Just where the coin will come from is anybody’s guess, with
likelihood that NAB, in face of its guaranteeing the money, will

make a loan. iThe Four A’s, it’s understood, has agreed to advance
some dough.)
Some industry quarters look upon it as “pouring good money

after bad” and attribute the BMB crisis to poor business manage-
ment. Whether it survives beyond the second study is conjectural,
though the industry as a whole recognizes that BMB-type operation]
w'ith a correct operational pattern, should be a “must.”

Memphis Outlets

Sports Rhubarb

In All-Star Crisis

Memphis, Aug. 16.

Inten.se rivalry betw'een WHDQ,
the Mutual outlet here, and

WHHM, indie, flared up anew last

week when Mutual turned over the

Bystem to telt nearly all prograrn
,

All Stars football game, with a

share of the Wilson Sporting

Goods sponsorship coin, to the in-

die station.

As It turned out, the MBS out-

let also carried the game, which
got a simultaneous Memphis pick-

For example. It W'as learned that up, but WHDQ still doesn’t know
accurate samples couldn’t be se-

^

whether it, too, will share in the

Iccted for this type of program
|

sponsor spoils,

using only the standard informa- • WHDQ, registering a strong pro-
' tive pattern of Columbia’s Coast

tion about audience characteristics test with Mutual execs in New operation, the network will act of-
adequate for most other shows. A

,
York, was notified that it pacted

fiotaiiv shortlv after Labor Dav in
A Whole list of special quesuons

, WH naS .
on serial drama att tudes and to

, informed that WHDQ had planned Thornburgh. Latter resigned re-
tening patterns had to be asked to I do a delayed broadcast because „ wCAU AM-
fore proper cross-sections could be of a commitment to carry the

operations in Philadelphia,
chasen.

;
Memphis Chicks night ball games,

j u u « • a

Also, it W'as learned that results
; wHDQ admitted that it had been CBS has held off on an appoint-

•hould be reported only after the
, the original plan, but after getting ment until establishing the revised

reactions of women who never listen an okay from the baseball sponsor,
j

Coast modus operandi, which has

to serials were separated from
|

Nat Buring Packing Co., to bypass
\

changed considerably in recent

those of women who do listen. In
j

baseball game that night, the
I

yesrs in view of the video expan-

ai few cases, such as “Light of the station decided to latch on to the
World,” the former group evidence live grid fray out of Chi. By that

:

As one alternative, it now looms

Detroit Radio Bugs a-Buzzin’ Over

WJR-WJBK David-Goliath Rivalry
By FRED TEW

RCA SANS SHOWCASE

types successfully. In 1946,

though, it still had unanswered
problems on the proper way of

testing serial dramas, and it took

another year of experimentation

before these were solved.

Top Coast Spot?
down on sponsorship of “Kukla,
Fran & Ollie” on TV. (See televi-

sion section.) It’s all reportedly

With Howard Meighan. CBS vee-
' “t.

J .

budget retrenchment

. , T, ,, J A policy, tied in With the pre.sent un-
pee, due back from Hollywood at certainties attending the market-
the end of the month with a re- ing of RCA-Victor’s new 45 rpm
port detailing the new administra- disks.

Detroit, Aug. 16.

When Detroit radio folks meet

mn 1 CT TIMC III VDC *0®*^ furtively

rUK lul illfllj in I Ii3. around, pull each other to a cor-

For the first -"V
i \rdu?terSi;“?n-

Radio Corp. of America will be

without a radio showcase. It’s
|

doubly significant in the ca.se of i J*
a listen^ is as intent as the

RCA for it means passing up its
;

whisperers, he can catch these

own NBC network facilities.
|

questions which are always a.sked

RCA sponsored the Robert Mer-
!

sometime during the conversations;

rill Sunday afternoon program 1 “Why is WJR accepting spots

until the latter part of last season, from WKMH’?”
but indications were that it would

|

“Is WJR trying to pull’ down
be back this fall. Instead, it’s not the Hoopers of WJBK by plugging
only passing up radio, but cutting WKMH?”

Army: A Plague

On Both Your

(Agency) Houses
Controversy between the Gard-

ner and Ruthrauff & Ryan agen-
ttrong interest. But usually their time, however. Mutual had nego- as a possibility that Harry Acker-

j

cies over which commission house
reactions merely obscure the issue

(Continued on page 42)

Sweets States Side In

‘Blacklist’ Bouncing;

Rally Voices Protest

tiated for the WHHM pickup,
i
man, veepee in charge of Coast should be awarded the appropria-

claiming it w’ouldn’t stand for a AM-TV programming, will move I tion to promote Army and Air
delayed broadcast.

|

into the No. 1 operational spot,
|

Force recruiting has resulted in

The sports rhubarb between the with another program man brought
j

the complete elimination of 15*^0-

two stations dates back to the time in under him. CBS already has
;

'ers, with the Army to handle dis-

when WHDQ succeeded in snaring* in A. E. Jocelyn, a station man-
away the Memphis Chicks games ager for the Coa.st (KNX). If not

“Hey, what’s cooking among
WJR. WKMH and WJBK?”
This is what’s cooking:
WJR, CBS outlet here, is a .50.-

I

OOO-watter. It has been leading
i in the Hooper Station Audience In-

dex for several months. But tht
July Hooper shows WJR with a
23.1 average and WJBK with a 22.2.

I
WJBK is a 250-watt independent

Its Hooper has been rising stead-
ily for months and its 22.2 aver-
age in July has set the radio gang

' to gabbing, but plenty.
The gang at WXYZ, ABC owned

j

and operated, and WWJ, NBC out-
! let, are a.skihg themselves a star-

I

tied “how comeV’
i WKMH, a 1,000-watt independ-
ent, is normally a Dearborn .sta-

^

tion. But it maintains a .studio in
' Detroit’s Music Hall and at certain
times identifies itself with Detroit.

I

The certain times most always
come in its spots on WJR. The
spots urge baseball fans to listen

I

(Continued on page 42)

from the indie station.

McGILL EXITING ‘TOWN’A sharp protest against the

••blacklist” technique of hiring and
;

firing, alleged to be growing within
'

the broadcak industry, was reg-

1

Istered by about 200 writers, direc-

tors and actors at the Hotel Abbey,
N. Y., meeting sponsored by the

r ifebuov-soonsored
Voice of Freedom committee
Thursday night (11). Initial victim

of the so-called “blacklist” and

Ackerman, it could be “any one
of a number of people from within
or outside the organization,” as
one CBS exec put it.

It’s definite that Arthur Hull

bursement of its own funds.
R & R had prote.sted the Gard-

ner appointment and a.sked the
Senate Appropriations Committee
to investigate the eligibility of
Gardner, one of the requirements
being that an agency must have

Compare S% Pikers To

Ex-FCCer$ Taking Lush

Radio Jobs—Sen. Butler

After a six-year association with
(he program, Jerry McGill is exit-' ,

Inc as writer and dire^clor oMhe AM-TV SHOW BASED ON
program on NBC.

Sullivan, Stauffer. Colwell and
Bayles, agency on the program, is

Washington. Aug. 16.

Former FCC chairmen who leave

experimenting with a’ new idea in
Williarn Sweets, who said he vas^^

revitalize the program

—

^rced to resign as director of two
aj,gjgping several writers to alter-u T i\Artoitc?A rif t

^ ^
Phillips H. Lord shows because of

Ills political beliefs.

Detailing the inside info of his

resignation, Sw’eets said that fol-

lowing a “Gangbusters” broadcast

June 4, a Lord official informed
him that was no longer wanted as

director on either of their shows.

*T asked why,” Sweets said. ”1

was told that pressure — a cam-
paign of letter-writing complaining
«f my political view's—had led the

AFTER SIX-YEAR TIE
I

Hayes won’t be moved down from at least $10,000,000 in anpual bill- >

San I’rancisco. ing.

I

Gardner qualified as the Army the agency to take lush jobs in

agency but when recruiting funds radio or other communications are

were trimmed to around $2 ,-

1

more to be criticized than the "five

MV AVrAMAVTVM llATri 000,000, as against a former high percenters,” the Senate was told

W.I. ALuUrlyUln nUiljL $6 ,000,000 when N. W. Ayer last week. In supporting a provi-

handled the account, the Army de- ' sion in the McFarland bill, pa.s.sed

cided to handle its own campaign.
!
by the upper house Tuesday <9>,

Nor was Gardner too put out as which prevents a member of the

newspaper and magazine lineage ' Commission from taking a job
has been eliminated and that

,
within a year after resignation with

leaves only radio with no time bill- firms doing business with the
ing as stations carry the programs agency. Sen. Hugh Butler (R-Neb.)
gratis as a public .service. ; blasted away at “this practice of

Lt.-Col. William G. Downs is due \ permitting former New Deal of-

on the Coast soon to set up a musi -

'

ficials to sell their influence.”

Algonquin 1

I

Butler referred to three former
ood. Proudly We Hail —Charles R. Denny. Paul

presen- Porter and James Lawrence Fly-
tation oi C. P. MacGregor.

nate on stanzas.

Radio-television series based on
and originating from the Algon-

quin hotel, N. Y., may be offered
for sponsorship this fall. It would

Big Town” is produced by Phil be ^imed to project the colorful at-

Cohan, of the SSC&B agency. mosphere of the establishment and
I

cash in on the theatrical and liter-
I ary names, past and pre.sent, asso-

D.C.’s Transit Radio, Like ;

Duz, Does Everything attempted.

Washington, Aug. 16.
j

Rogers Brackett, formerly pro-

New u.se for transit radio, which ducer of the “Vox Pop” program
• • . ... 11 J 1 4 4 u and recently associated with the

•dvertLsing agencies arid sponsors has been installed in recent months
s^rawhat operation at the Lobero

to decide to renew their contracts

only if there was someone else di-

recting the shows.” After balking

«t handing in his resignation,

(Continued on page 42)

in many D. C. buses and trolleys,

developed last week when a gas

main exploded at (he corner of 7th

and F Sts., N. W. This is one of

the busiest midtown intersections

w ith trolley tracks crossing at right

angles.
Nearby at the time of the blow’-

up was Mrs. Denis .Sartain, wife

The St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer of the WWDC news editor. Mrs.

Press newspapers on their WLOL Sartain ran to a telephone booth
* _ ... I II .1. »

theatre. Santa Barbara, is working
with John Martin, manager of the
hotel, on readying the series.

Lebhar on Coast For

Metro Show Huddles

Same Show, Same Papers
Minneapolis. .Aug. 16.

radio program last Saturday night

offered "High Button Shoe.s" album
with description of show’s action

and story in between numbers, ex-

plaining in conclusion it was the

score of “a great musical.”

Irony of ether presentation was
that when show appeared in Min-
neapolis last season, newspapers in

question, angry becau.se Twin City

engagement was confined to this

and called her husband who was
preparing a transit radio newscast.

'

Sartain immediately got on the air

with a flash that;

•‘.lust a few moments ago a gas
main exploded at the corner of

7th and K Streets. .Northwest, in-

juring 10 persons.
’

For blocks on either side,

trolleys moving toward the inter-

section came to a halt, pending

city, refused to accept its adver- orders. Pa.ssengers in the nearest

ti.sing or give it any publicity, ig- trolleys, fearing a further explo-

Boring it entirely. sion, rushed to safer locations.

WIP’s PoIlen-By.Pollen
Philadelphia, Aug, Hi.

Warning signals for hay
fever victims and a gauge for
the number of handkerchiefs
they must stuff in pockets and
handbags are being broadcast
by WIF*
A daily pollen count for the

Philadelphia area will be aired
each day on the WIP 12:30

p.m. news program. Broadcasts
will be based on official reports
of the City’s Department of
I’ublic Health, which includes
the total tabulation from the
nine pollen-count stations sit-

uated around Philly’s peri-

meter.

Hollywood. Aug. 16.
Bertram Lebhar. Jr., WMGM,

N. Y.. general sales manager, and
Raymond Katz, indie’s program di-

,

,

rector, are currently huddling with sented various radio companies and

Metro execs on the outlet’s series Western Union since leaving the

as having profited from their FCC
stewardship. He said Denny was

appointed chief counsel of NBC
within a very short time after

resignation from FCC. 'I'he Mc-

Farland bill, he said, would have

prohibited him from "trading on

the influence he acquired as Chair-

man.”

Porter, said Butler, has repre-

of “M-G-M Radio Attractions.”
slated to open next month. Series,
featuring top studio stars in plat-
lered shows, will be open for .syn-
dication.

Hanna Vice Markham
Schenectady. N. Y.. Aug.'l6.

R. B. Hanna. Jr., has been ap
pointed by General Electric Co. to .There is no doubt about it

manage WGY. WRGB and WGFM
In Schem>ctady, effective .Sept. 1.

He will succeed G. f^merson

Government. Fly left the Com*

mission about six years ago and,

Butler declared, “very shortly be-

gan to represent clients before the

Commission.”

Unlike the “five percent ers ” w ho

may or may not have mlluence.

Butler continued, these former

New Deal officials "actuall.v do

have the influence they claimed.
They
their

are in a position to give

clients value received. 'I he

tunate fact is that their activities

the expense ofMarkham, who has resigned after are carried on at .

serving GE for almost 25 years, to the Government and the Americ

become television director of NAB. people.”



NBC’S TASS THE DRINKS AROUND’
Giveaway Storm Signal

With chairman Wayne Coy due back in Washington this week
from Kurope, the FCC is reported all set to crack down on network
giveaways, in the face of mounting squawks that they’re getting

out of hand. One report has it that the Government agency will

come out with a “cease and desist” ultimatum Friday (19).

It’s about a year now since the FCC originally took official

cognizance of the telephonic giveaway whirls, but as time went on
nothing came of the threats to crack down.
General consensus is that a wholesale wave of court actions will

follow .any drastic FCC curtailment. Originally ABC, with a big

coin stake in “Stop the Music,” put itself on record that it would
lake the issue to court. But now NBC and CBS, with their respec-

tive “Hollywood Calling” and “Sing It Again” stanzas, have almost
equal stakes in the ultimate FCC decision.

With giveaways riding herd on all three webs, it’s considered a

cinch that they won’t give up without a stiff tight.

Hope Loses at Chuck-a-Luck, Doomed

To Life While Others Frohc on Tape
By JACK HELLMAN A

Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Bob Hope of Hollywood blew a

decision to “Chuck” Luckman of

Cambridge last week. Latest setlo
;

in their long series of battles was

fought in the clubhouse although it

was a ringside verdict. Battling

Bob being at the short end of a two

to one count.

Rather than go to court for an

interpretation of their contract to

see if there are any hobbles or

blessings on tape recording, the
warring camps agreed on arbitra-

tion. As was expected, the tie vote
was broken by the third arbiter
submitted by American Arbitration
Assn. The award to Luckman came

j

as a complete surprise to Ruby
Robert and his handler, Jimmy
Saphier. but back in Lever House
at Cambridge “Chuck” must be

!

chuckling, for this was one of his
j

sweetest victories in their many '

years of grimacing over back
|

fences.

It was deadly serious business
|

(Continued on page 42)

|]oy Now Likely

To Stay At FCC|
' Washington, Aug. 16.

j

If the MacFarland bill, which
would revamp the FCC and up the i

salaries of the Commissioners to

$15,000, gets by the House (Senate '

has already okayed it), the chances
|

are that chairman Wayne Coy will
continue to throw in his lot with
the Government agency, according
to informed sources here.

j

The 50% hike in pay would
probably be the clincher in Coy’s
determination to get the FCC over

|

the hurdles in its multiple dock-
eted problems, these sources say. 1

The $10,000 celling has been the
|

chief factor in Coy’s willingness to
listen to offers and he has been
variously linked to a possible State
Hept. post, heading iin the Televi-
sion Broadcasters A'-'-n., and sun-
dry other jobs.

KOBAK COPS N>'?ISEN

AS 1ST MAJOR CLIENT
_Ed Kobak’s first major industry

client is the A. C. Nielsen Co. The
ex-Mutual prexy (who has since
become a consultant for the net-

'vork) has opened plush Park ave-
nue offices in N. Y., with Edna
Opper rejoining him as his “gal
Friday.” (She’s been with Kohak
[or 15 years at NBC, ABC and
Mutual.)
The Nielsen-Kobak tioup is seen

•s the prelude to a major thrust
un the part of the audience re-

organization to dominate
ne field. (Industry consensus has

that on“ big service,
lhan Hoop''»'-Nielscn com-

WUive slugfest, serve the
nest Interests of ah )

* considerable
jne with Nielse- nts and pros-
pects to invite idea..

He’s Got Guts
Boston, Aug. 16.

Carl deSuze, WBZ and WBZ-
TV announcer, has begun to
wage a one-man war against
the absurdness of men’s garb
worn during the recent hot
spell. Clad in shorts and a T-
shirt and carrying a placard,
DeSuze picketed Hub’s City
Hall in an endeavor to win
over converts to his “wear
shorts to business” campaign.
DeSuze admitted that it

would take some time to break
down the Hub’s stuffiness.
Meanwhile he continued to be
the most comfortably dressed
man in town.

FCCUs Off

Policy Hinted On

Liquor Connn’Is
Washington, Aug. 16.

Tracking specific authority, the

FCC Isn’t likely to do anything

about liquor advertising on radio

or television. The agency indicated

yesterday, (Mon.), in individual

cases, where the commercials cre-

ate a local issue or reflect on a

station’s public interest perform-
ance, F'CC may slap a wrist but
will take no general action.

In a letter to chairman Edwin
C. John.son (D-Colo.) of the Sen-
ate Committee on Interstate &
Foreign Commerce, acting FCC
chairman Paul A. Walker said his

agency’s authority over advertising

copy is limited to considering ap-
plications for renewal of license

and weighing the relationship of

such advertising to overall program
j
service in the community,

j

Johnson had called upon Walker
to advi.se him w’hat the FCC could

do to stop projected Schenley net-

work advertising. The Senate had
also w'l itten Secretary of the Treas-

ury John Snyder to sound out

policy of the Alcohol tax unit.

Walker told Johnson that the

commission is limited in its au-

thority to deal with the problem,

but declared the agency is “fully

cognizant of the seriousness of the

t matter and will exercise whatever

(Continued on page 40)

SMITH BROS. DUE BACK

AS ‘MUSIC’ SPONSORS
Smith Bros., cough drop manu-

facturer. is returning to “Stop the

Music” sponsorship on radio,

.starting in mid-September. Com-
pany is taking oyer the quarter-

hour segment which Eversharp is

dropping. „ j
4 Cough candy people, bankrolled

the giveaway for 26 weeks last

.season. New contract is for 52

weeks, with the usual 13-week op-

tions. _ , „ ,

1
Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell &

iBayles is the agency.

By GEORGE ROSEN
The “new attitude” has set in at

;

NBC. The word has gone out to

all departments that the accent

must be on the “informal.” Pleas-

ant relationships with all contacts,

big and small, is the new password,

and a “take-the-boys-out-and-buy-

’em-a-drink” atmosphere pervades

the organization.

Network announcers and direct-
ors have been among the first to be
indoctrinated into the “new atti-

tude.” NBC feels that the trade
and public concept in past years
has been that the network has had
a very superior, smug and take-it-,

or-leave-it attitude, (Some even
blame the willingness of the web’s
top stars to join Bill Paley’s rival

Columbia camp on the heretofore
NBC aloofness and smugness).
NBC is now out to erase the

stigma and dispel the far-flung im-
pression. Announcers are getting
a thorough going over. They’ve
been told to hew to an easy, sin-

cere, friendly approach. No more

Roll Them Banjo Eyes
NBC’s new “there’s-nothing-

too-good-for-our-boys” policy

translated itself into a wel-
come that had Eddie Cantor
rubbing his eyes in bewilder-
ment when he arrived in N. Y.

from Europe last week.
NBC contingent was out in

full force to greet Cantor, de-

spite the 6 a. m. arrival, and
found that every little detail

attending his Gotham stop-

over had been arranged for by
network staffers.

Similar glad-hand treatment
was accorded Dennis Day on
his recent N! Y. visit and per-

sonal appearance tour of ea.st-

ern cities, when the threat of

loss of the star to CBS loomed,
I

II

supercilious, pompous pitches. On
dance remotes, local, affiliate and

» network announcers have been
tipped off to e.schew the comedy
line, confine their remarks to the
music, “but make it informal and
friendly.” There’s to be no more
preciousness or cuteness, either,

another new commandment,

i

Spreading the Message

I

Directors and assistant directors

are also getting the message. From
here on they are to extend them-

: selves to be nice to the agency
people. The word has gone oui

;

that there’s to be no more wander-
ing in just before air time. They

(Continued on page 40)

‘Who Put the Eggs In

Brit. Housewife’s Basket?’

Poses Int’I Radio Incident

London. Aug. 16.

U. S. Congresswoman Frances P.

Bolton (O.) has created a whodun-

I

It among BBC and the American

I

radio network reps here that rivals

; for mystery some of the best ever

staged by the webs. Whole ques-

i

tion is who broadcast to America
that British housewives have no
problems—that they get all the

eggs and meat they can use?

According to Mrs. Bolton, who
landed here last week, someone
aired such a broadcast and she is

determined to get the facts to re-

' port back to the Hou.se Foreign

Affairs Committee. BBC claims

no knowledge of any such broad-

casts and the American webs like-

wise disclaim having done it. Their

reaction was summed up by BBC’s

office chief, w'ho declared: “We
didn’t do it. We report fair-shares-

for-all rationing as a fact.”

Apprised of the denials, Mrs.

Bolton still insists several such

broadcasts were made. She expres.s-

ed the possibility that it might have

been a pirate .station but BBC is

certain no such outlets are op-

erating.

Jockeying For Standard Oil 6II0G

Gusher Tips NBC Strategy in Bid

To Woo Back Talent Lost to CBS

Moi^an a Bad Boy

Again on ComTs

-Client s Wishes

NBC is in the process of blue-

Too Personal
printing a campaign designed to

, , ,
woo back some of the top personal-

Year s most novel sequcnc- ^ . r

ing of commercial plugs for deserted the fold in favor

N. Y. local stations was nipped of CBS. Prexy Niles Trammell
in the bud last week. and Harry Kopf, administrative

Personal Loan & Finance Co.
sales veepee, are known to have

sought to negotiate a deal with
^ ^

stations carrying the horse- discussed the matter at

race results sponsored by Arm- length, but have sifted the w'hole

strong Racing Form. Personal strategy basis. While initial over-

Loan wanted to spot the plugs may not be made before the

immediately following the race year, it s a certainty

results
I

retaliatory measures will be

Idea was agreeable to tlie taken in a bid to recapture some
stations, but Armstrong people ;

the talent that made the shift

said no dice. to Bill Paley’s CBS column.

|

While NBC entertains no hopes
I
of winning back a Jack Benny or

^ J even attempting to compete on a

|||nir02ll1 21 tltfln ijflV strktly-money basis, there are
ilivi gull U KFUU l^WJ -over and above services” encom-

passed within the “new thinking”
n • I" at NBC which will be rendered to

A§2 1n on V0m 1 S The^ bringlng of “Sam Spade” in-
to the NBC columns is regarded

117* i as a preliminary to the contem-
I llPllt C WlQllPQ plated move.s, as well as the deal

O ft 10111/0 NBC cooked up to swing the
I “Theatre Guild of the Air” over

Henry Morgan’s resumption last from ABC, with the assurance to

week of his old kidding-the-prod- U. S. .Steel of a super-promotional

uct commercials was at the urging
^

.-•iiTk/r However, the real straw-in-the-
of Bristol-Myers and the Young & tipoff on new strategy
Rubicam agency. Not only was can be found in the current jockey-
the sponsor in favor of the plugs ing now going on in NBC’s deter-

making fun of Vitalis, but a sub- ;
® $600,-

sequent listener panel tost indi- ' recognized as

cated the ribbing commercials are ^ thpe days,

50% more effective than the same
;

wind of Standard

program’s straight announcements. ^ Jersey) overtures for

When the idea of doing the kid- « half-hour of Sunday afternoon

ding commercial w'as broached, possibility of Andre
Morgan told agency execs that. he into the CBS at

was reluctant to go back to the went into action,

practice, as sponsor reaction had Columbia sales boys, to make
been unfavorable in the past, even offer attractive, came up with

though audience comment had program plan somewhat parallel-

been enthusiastic. How'over, when Weekend With Music”

B-M officials joined in urging it,
i^^s^rt of last sea.son, when SO

[

the comedinn RRrpcd. sponsored tlie I^hilh&rmonic con*

It was decided that Vitalis, ...
rather than Sal Hcpatica (the

,

®®^ ^® .”® outdone, NBC Is

other product plugged on the pro- mfering the oil company the Sun-
gram ) should get the spoofing afternoon at 5 time, with either

treatment. The studio audience at i

Percy Faith s or Al Goodman’s
last Wednesday night’s (10) broad-

1

®rch. The network, in turn, will

cast liked the switch and listener
,

sponsor a musical talent hunt
comment was also good. However, umong universities and colleges

the clincher was the sample lis- throughout the country, with the

tener panel held the next day by winners to get an RCA-Victor con-

Y «e R. It showed that, whereas tract. Further. NBC will perpet-

audience attention normally drops
^

uate the network series by bringing

sharply during commercials, it
,

®’Jt an album of the broadcasts on
, held almost even during the kid- ® once-cvery-three-months basis.
' ding plug. I

Standard Oil has perked up in-

Moreover, a que.stionnaire indi- tcrest and is thinking it over.

cated that members of the panel
remembered an average of c.it a’nd - g
one-half sales points in the kid- 1^^ hL
ding commercial, in contra.st to a lllr Uilflliy MT
single point in conventional an-

j

*

nouncements. On that basis,
j

_
sponsor and agency are convinced

]

If £ f
that ribbing the product will in-

: T0| \
j crea.se sales, so they’re determined

|

to continue the policy. I , j ..

It may be significant that Joseph
,

CHS has wrapped up another

!
A. Moran, agency veepee in charge half-hour weekly sale, with M & M

i of the Bristol-Myers account, con-
, Candy Co. buying a Saturday mom-

ceived the idea of and wrote the g^^ies starring Joe DiMaggio.
copy for the original kiddlng-the-

,
.. _ * w *1 j,

**
^

product commercials Jack Benny L,8tter j* first bigtlme diamond

,
did for General Foods. They were Personality to a coast-to-coast

an innovation at the time.
showcase since Habe Ruth).
New program has been devel*

' oped by Jack Barry and Dan Ehren-

K
r MAV Dim nirr AC reich, who are also identified with

"1 IflAI 1 ULL UUl Ur the ownership-production of the

I

WW, WEINTRAUB AGCY. p'
!

. ' Program will be along lines of a
Continued sponsorship of Walter children’s sport .s-slanted quiz, with

I Winchell by Kaiser-Frazer appears DiMaggio tossing the questions,
to be in doubt. Reports are that Program weekly will salute exem-
K-F will not only drop the high- piary kids in various communities
rated W'inchell .stanza, but also pull of tbe country who will be brought
out of the Weintraub agency. i to N. Y.

,

Winchell checked off the Jergens
|

Show will be transcribed in ad-
bankroll to move into the automo- vance, in view of DiMaggio's trav-
tive columns last Jan. 1, after sign- eling commitments. It’s planned to
ing a contract with ABC network.

, give the stanza a Sept. 17 kickoff
His network pact has a concurrent to tie in with the imminency of
run with the spon.sor. Commenta- the World Series. Program goes
tor was booked in for $600,000 for into the 10 to 10:30 a.m. slot,

the first year, with upped poin in Barry will also be featured on
the event of a second semester. the show and Ehrenreich will dl-

j

Winchell is currently taking a rect. Mike Oppenheimer will
summer hiatus and is due back i script. John Gait’s orch will back-

I
early in September. ' ground.

an innovation at the time.

K-F MAY PULL OUT OF

WW, WEINTRAUB AGCY.
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Radio Evangelist Smith Ordered To

Get WIBK Off the Air In 90 Days
Washington, Aug. 16.

The Rev. J. Harold Smith, radio

evangelist, was turned down on

two counts last week by the FCC.

The agency refused to grant him

a license for his daytime station
|

Bert Lytell, shepherd of The

(WIBK) in Knoxville, Tenn., and
' Lambs, and Walter Greaza, of the

Lytell, Greaza Called

In lOOG Plagiarism Suit

‘Ladies’ in Chi Exit

Chicago, Aug. 16.

“Ladies Be Seated,” ABC Chi-

I aired five a weeker, which emcee
Tom Moore departs Aug. 19 in an

economy huff, will originate from
1 ABC’s New York studios, starting

I
Aug. 22 with Johnny Olsen as host.

I

Web-owned package, which Tom
i Moore Associates had been pro-

ducing for past six months, will be

parleyed by ABC staff producers.

Welk Show Budget Upped

T

From the Production Centres

fiV NEW YORK CITY . . .

Bill Paley due back from Europe this week, but doesn’t check in at

CBS until after Labor Day Niles Trammell back from Canada fish-

ing and looking as healthy as last year’s billings.

Dick Seff added to ABC’s "It’s Your Business” Tuesday (23)
. Eye-

opener of the week: Sinister housemaid on CBS’ “Yours Truly .lohriny

Dollar” sustainer la.st Sunday carried the monicker of “Mrs. Tram-
mell” . . Robert I. Garver, ex-WJZ sales manager, has resigned from

denied his application for an FM i
same organization, are scheduled

station in Knoxville. The Bap- to appear in N. Y. supreme court

tist preacher was given 90 days to
j

next Monday <22) for examination
wind up the affairs of WIBK,

j before trial of a $100,000 plaglar-
which has been on the air for two igni suit brought against the group
years under periodic authoriza-

tions of the Commission.
FCC found that the Rev. Smith

lacks the proper qualifications of

On ABC from 2iGto lOG' pacity.

Rir MilurotilrAA Rrowar ' Mfke Donovan, CBS doorman, back on the job last week and got a
Dj lUllffdUIVCv UlClfCl

I ^eieome comparable to that accorded the Paley-Stanton brass Bu-

Chicago, Aug. 16,
|

reau of Vital Statistics Dept.: A girl, their second child, for the Mel

by ex-member Edward Kay i Miller Brewing has gone so over- ;
Splegels of CBS. Fourth child born to the Bill Leonards (WCBS). The

Downes. ' board on Lawrence Welk’s selling Jo Dines (NBC> except their baby last week in August .. .Larry Low-

Appearance of The Lambs’ two
|

job for its High Life beer, that man of CBS off to Nantucket ^rsev^al weeks. . ..Mitchell Grayson

officers was ordered by Justice the Milwaukee company h a s
i
touring the strawhat circuff, with Big Sister recorded a couple weeks

a broadcast licensee. It had its Eniest L. Hammer after the jurist
' boosted its weekly bankroll on the > ahead ... Ted Cott (WNEW) squiring it at Northport, L. I,, for

doubts as to whether his solicita-
'

granted an examination motion ABC radio show from a reported : month ..CBS’ "Life With Luigi getting sponsor nibbles and it’ll

tion of funds over the radio and his I made by Downes’ attorney. Court $2,500 to $10,000. Show was re-
|

probably ride commercial by the ^time ‘he fall season preem.s

In a broadcaster,
| his idea for a radio and television

Smith’s reputation, the Commis- 1 show.
sion said, "like that of most in-

j

dividuals, varies with the groups
from whom information regarding
his reputation is solicited. The
Commission has been told that

Smith is a ‘religious racketeer’ op-

erating in the name of religion

for purposes of personal gain, that

he is fomenter of racial disturb-

ances, that he prays on the preju-

dices of people and ‘keeps the

community in an uproar by ap-

pealing to their hatreds,’ and that

he has sown the seeds of ‘mistrust

and destruction among religious

Pfailly’s WDAS Skedding

Full Negro Hour to Aid

Racial Relationships

Philadelphia, Aug. 16.

To meet the increasing demands

of KECA, Los Angeles. I
All,” when Collyer takes his two weeks’ vacation on Aug. 22 David

Welk will use top film celebs as Brockman, Raymond Paige, Robert Russell Bennett, Ray Bloch and

weekly guests on his 30 minute
j

Mark Warnow will conduct specially assembled 48-piece orchestra in

Wednesday p.m. spot in a “new
;
a full-hour program featuring the composer-conductor’s own cH)mposi-

elaborately staged” format worked
out by ABC brass and the Klau-
Van Pietersom-Dunlap agency of

tions, on "Conductors’ Showcase,” series of five special broadca.sts to be

aired over CBS starting tonight (17) Dick Moeller takes over pro-

duction chores on WCBS’ "Hits and Misses” show while Ned Cramer

Milwaukee Welk show staged
j

vacations for three weeks in Buffalo and Cape Cod. . . Flora Campbell

from Chi last week (10), airs from ^ now narrating ABC’s "Betty Cropker” show while Zella Layne vaca-

St Paul this week (17) and Kansas: tions . . . Bill Hamilton has taken over as producer-director of ABC’s

City Aug. 24.
|

"Irene & Allan Jones” co-op strip, replacing John Cleary. Program,

Miller became interested in the incidentally, is to be taped from Wales from Aug. 29 to Sept. 1 ...

selling angle of radio after Pabst
j

Perry Lafferty returned from a Bermuda vacation Monday n.5» to

of the Negro community for more Brewery of the same city reported direct ABC’s "Dorothy Dix” airer, on which Cyril Armbrister had filled

facilities of expre.ssion on the ra- terrific sales impact of its spon-
j

in. Lafferty and his wife were in Bermuda with Bert Parks and his

dio, Lambert B. Beeukes, general sored Eddie Cantor show. Welk
;

Mrs While ABC co-op newscaster Martin Agronsky is vacationing.
.nerai

program vvas Miller’s first bigtime ! from Monday (15) through Sept. 3, four commentators will pinchhit.

groups, denominations, and church manager of WDAS (fulltime indie) venture into radio, and prez Fred Gordon Fraser, of the N. Y. staff, is on this week, with Tris Coffin,

related in.stitutipns. doing so by
;

has prepared a full-hour daily pro- MiHer became quickly sold after !

from Washington, taking over from next Monday (22) to Aug. 25.

the use of de.scriptive language
and epithets which are excessive-

ly vituperative, extremely vindic-

tive, unfair, unjust and abusive’ ”.

On the other hand, said the
Commission, it was told that

Smith "tries to help all people,”
that he is not reckless in speech,
and that he is a sincere person.

Particular objects of Smith’s at-

tacks, which "on occasion have
- been more than vigorous, the

gram at a choice noon spot to be
devoted to furthering the intere.sts

of the Negro race.

A recent census revealed that
the Negro population here is over
the 300,000 mark, and leaders of
the Negro community have charged
that Philadelphia radio has either
ignored their needs or assigned
them public service time at unde-
sirable late hours. I\ • V LI a II
Beeukes announced that WDAS [Jot IV6inDl6 lO ImDute

Miller distributors nationwide re-
,

Author-columni.st Marquis Childs will be heard on Aug. 26 and 27. and

ported booming sales for High Life i

Tom Reynolds, of the Chicago Sun-Times Washington bureau, will do

beer were caused by the Welk pro- i the commentary the last week . . . . Kudner ad agency, which handles

gram,
1

all television programs for Admiral, has also been handed the firm’s

In fact, it’s reliably reported that l

radio shows and public relations work Treva Frazee doing “Dorothy

Miller distributors are so enthusi-
astic that they are chipping in to

fillout the Welk broadcasts to full

network size.

agency said, have been liquor, the has engaged George Tunnell, bet-
Scripps-Howard' newspaper which
owns WNOX in Knoxville, the
Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America, and the Cath-
olic Church.”
The Commission declared that

Smith concealed his interests in
the "Radio Bible Hour,” the South-
ern Bible Institute and its publi-
cation, The Carolina Watchman.
It said he also raised nearly $100,-
000 to finance station XERF but
failed to report his substantial
ownership. Smith’s rights in the
station run for the full period of
a 20-year concession or any re-
newal granted by the Mexican

ter known as Bon Bon, recording
artist and original Jan Savitt vo-
calist, to conduct the hour. Pro-
gram, known as the "Bon Bon
Show,” teed yesterday (15) as a
daily segment from 11:30 a m. to
12:30 p.m.
Program is slated to carry an

Dix,” Wed. ( 17) .... Patsy Campbell featured on "Armstrong Theatre,*

and "Tales of Fatima,” Sat. (20) WOV’s Fred Robbins on two weeks
vacation was guest of CJCH in Halifax last week. Robbins’ syndicated

show, incidentally, is heard nightly over station. During his stay Robbins
was presented with the key to the city from the Lord Mayor in con-

nection with Halifax’s bi-centennary occasion .... Maxine Keith ready-

ing a TV show explaining the UN to average man, is setting Faye

n * TV* 1 ’ line TL I

Emerson as a panel member. She’s scheduled to do an October lecture

blSl€ Dicks IiIDu Lnorcs series at McGHI university. Montreal .... Bill Stem belter after hos-

pitalization caused by artificial limb, resumes on Colgate Sports News-
reel (29).... Dick Roffman. of WEVD’s "Adventure in Jobs” series,

blueprinting a celeb interview weekly show to be aired from Bill

Bertolotti’s village club.

Mutual, in line with its present
streamlining activities, is not nam-
ing a successor to the late Elsie

Dick as director of religious and
educational broadcasts. Instead,
it’s consolidating the functions un-

hour of radio entertainment, but der supervision of Dorothy Kemble,
will also be used to mirror the the web’s director of continuity ac-

ceptance, Miss Dick was killed in

the recent Bombay air crash.
Under the program department

revamp, Joan Maegowan, Mutual
script editor, becomes assistant di-

rector of religious and educational
Miss

daily cultural, educational and
communal life of Philadelphia’s
Negro group. Overall purpo.se is to
make a contribution in harmonious
racial relationships.
The "Bon Bon Show” will in-

clude a news and sports roundup, programs, reporting to
government. The station cannot

j

fraternal notes, interviews and the Kemble.
be sold without his consent, FCC I selection of a "mother of the day.”

|

—
said, and in the event It is sold he

!

In addition. Bon Bon will take
tape recorder around to various
sections of the city for an "inquir-
ing reporter” stint on topics of the
day. Music bridges will be record-
ed. Production is handled by Dick taped twice and played back
Booth, WDAS program chief. the same fashion.

is entitled to a third of the pro-
ceeds.

The Commi.ssion .said Smith so-
licited contributiops through the
Carolina Wateffman on the ground
of de.sperate need although his
bank balances w'ere substantial.
He had also claimed he needed
$1,000 a week for his XERF broad-
casts when the actual cost was $80
per week.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Lud Giuskin’s busy baton finally got him into a time conflict and be
had to give up the Joan Davis show. In the past 10 years he has had
the musical direction on three to four commercial shows weekly. Lyn
Murray won the nod from Harry Ackerman .... Hubbell Robinson
berthed at KNX for 10 days to work out a fall schedule for show's from
here. Being a late buying season his master plan is shot through with
ifs.... NBC’s Bud Berend and Jennings Pierce skipped over to Reno
to act as ushers at Sid Fox’s marriage. He’s owner of the net’s af-

filiate in Salt Lake, KDYL. . . Parke Levy head scripter of "My b’riend

Irma,” under observation in the infirmary. . . James Stewart and Bette
Davis kick off Lux Radio Theatre’s 15th season Aug. 29 in "June
Bride”. ... Bill Gay is Bob Ballin’s choice as successor to Dee Engel-

' bach as producer of Hallmark Playhouse .... Eddie Cantor is .so busy

FCC Nixes WQXR-FM Bid

To Service Clients With

Facsimile Maps, Charts

Canada Bigwigs Urged to Erase

Radio’s Tseudo-Romantic DriveF
Toronto. Aug. 16.

Wa.steful competitive radio ad-
vertising, labeled as "drivel,” is

being paid for by the public con-

Detroit—WXYZ has just com-
pleted construction of a new studio
to be used for tape recording of

j

on personals he may tape his first six airings of “Take It Or Leave It”
special shows and to l^ndle all de-i in New York, flying in between dates. . . .Acme beer moved its million
layed broadcasting, ^sch show Is

|

annual billing from Bri.sacher, Van Norden to Foote, Cone &. Beld-
in

I ing. . . Al Kabaker worked out the billing for the three star singers on
The Oxydol Show but it took a lot of doing to keep everybody happy.
Jack Smith holds sway on the five nights, gets front billing with
Margaret Whiting on Monday and Friday, takes second billing to Dinah
Shore on Tuesday and Thursday and rotates positions with Dinah on
Wedne.sday . . . . Art Rush knocked off Del Sharbutt, who dittoed Nate
Tufts in the Lakeside golf tourney, but in winning the trophy ruined
his 14 handicap. . . Dick Sanville replaced Bill Rousseau as producer
of the Dick Powell whodunit. .. .Ted Bliss will be at the controls for

Young ii Rubicam when "Sherlock Holmes” starts sleuthing for Petri

wine. . . Sam Hayes will give with his Touchdown Tips for the eighth
successive year. NBC again platters and sells .... Frank Ferrin, who
is packager of the Smilin’ Ed McConnell and other shows, hospitalized
for major surgery.

Washington, Aug. 16.

to non.sense or pseudo-romantic
drivel.” The brief urged the abo-
lition of radio programs “which im-
pose standards based on appeal to
the non-intelligent and uncon- JN CHICAGOsumer and radio-listener and is re-

Plans of WQXR-FM, New York, !

suiting in diminished sales returns trolled wasteful” advertising.” As,
to transmit weather maps or charts :

lo manufacturers and sponsors, spoke.sman for the 1,100 members '
Announcer Ed Cooper has resigned from WGN staff, and will engage

by multiplex facsimile were nixed
j

according to A. H. Hazelgrove, of the Royal Architectural Insti- freelance work after Coast vacation. Break comes after five and a

last week by the FCC. The 'Times !

President of the over 1,1()0 mem- tute of Canada, Hazelgrove sub- years with station. Cooper will retain his ReaLemon phone quia

FM outlet had asked for authority l*®rs of the Royal Architectural mitted to the Royal Commission on WGN ...Jameson Brinkmeyer launching his own "whimsy” show
to service airfields, institutions, d Canada. This was the Culture that a firmer control on WMOR. six weekly, on participation basis. .. .WBBM’s "Report

busine.ss organizations and govern- highlight of his blasting brief pre- i^adio programs be exerci.sed by returns Sept. 9 with producer Skee Wolff, and narrator

ment agencies and to circumvent
A.T.&T, charges which the enter-
prises considered prohibitive.
FCC said the WQXR-FM plans

tvould violate standards for oper-
ation specified for facsimile. It

also felt The Times plan was more

sented to the newly-appointed
Royal Commission on Culture,
headed by Hon. Vincent Massey,
former Canadian ambassador to

radio
Canada’s cultural leaders "rather Flynn on traffic problems .... NBC farm expert Ev Mitchell at

than the determination of pro- Rochester. Ind.. for agriculture meeting . . .Mutual trafficker Dick Relff

gram policy by contributory ad- I'ooi vacation . . . WBBM staffers in Villa Park, 111.. celel)ration

.

vertisers.” are emcee Patrick O’Riley, announcers Cliff Johnson. George Watson
Washinj^on, which is attempting "The rank vulgarity and com- ’Hoi Conway, singers Louise King and Jeanne MacKenna .••

to clarify radio and television mercialism of the majority of com- Singer Nancy Evans gue.sted on WCFL “Songs to Cheer” Chicago-
problems in this country, at the mercial programs” was attacked. *^"^1 Music Festival to air on WGN Aug. 20 with Lauritz Melchior and

In the nature of a common carrier
,

request of the Canadian govern- with the big sponsors blamed. Ra- ^^"ry Carr as vucali.sts. . . .Louis Bonder new WCFL asst, program
than a broadcast .service. ment. television were pointed director

. NBC announcer llauis Roen in horse show at Wayne. Ml-.

WQXR had planned to furnish! The brief deplored the rank out as the "greatest and mo.st uni- driving his own sulky Miller Brewing hosted at press party for

clients special recorders to receive vulgarity and commercialism” of versal instrument of education.” ABC’s Lawrence Welk to mark his sponsor renewal ... Disker .lohn

the maps and make a flat charge of most radio programs: hoped that ( Commencing Sept. 6, the Federal- MacCormick guested George Jessel on WBBM.... Clem McC'arthy to

$50 a month. A.T.&T. charges $25 the greater expense of television appointed Royal Commission on handle announcing chores for NBC program of Whirlaway Slakes at

per month plus $3.50 per mile per might tend to raise program stand- Culture will hear here, for a four- Washington Park. . Tim Morrow agency named Red Harbour as ac-

month for the additional wire cir- ,

ard.s—"though thw was not evi- day session ,the pro and con argu-
!

count exec , . NBC vacationists are promotion director Hal Smith and
cuit required.

I ^ ®roadca.st- producer Norm Felton .... WCFL to air Davis Cub matches ten ni.s pl«y

The Commission felt that such use
|

Hazelgrove told the Federal-ap- mg Corp. and the 90 independent-
i

Aug. 26-28 . . .Cliff Johnson and familv will air WBBM "at home” show
®f FM frequencies and facsimile pointed umpire group that jires- station membership of the Cana- from Fox I,ake resort lohnsons will roueh It In a trailer for three

atations would be undesirable, al- .
ent radio entertainment value dian A.ssn. of Broadcasters in an ' weeks .. Jim BiiRngl' Carroll .Marta

though it believed the proposed ,
caters to le.s.s than average intelli- effort to end the ’ let’s-wait-and- taking over new duties m Mutual sales staffer A***

service might fulfill important mill- gence and with few exceptions, is see” policy that is currently an- Hult... NBC public i^laUons Mpert Jack Ryw miilw«t
tary and civilian needs. 1 merely sales propaganda lagged on noying Canadian video fans.) ‘ tour of web afflUalesTo line u^PuK^



YANKEE NETWORK FOR SALE?
ABC in 800G Promotion Spree As

AD Webs Prep for FaD TeeoD
The networks, now in the hot-f

test competitive battle of their

lives, are going in for an intensive

ballyhoo binge within the next

few months in an attempt to sew

up audiences. ABC will spend up-

wards of $800,000 to promote its

shows. NBC plans to lay out

$500,000 and CBS is expected to

match the figure. Besides using

radio, the webs will inve.st heavily

in newspapers, magazines and al-

lied media in the largest and cost-

,

liest ma.ss saturation compaigns

;

in industry history.

Reason for the tub-thumping

spree reverts directly to the talent

raids staged against rival webs last

year by CBS board chairman Wil-
i

liam S. Paley. Since many of its

top shows during the coming sea-

son were op competing nets last

year. CBS is forced to spend heav-
^

ily to inform viewers of the

switch. NIJC, by the same token,

must exploit the programs it has

left, in addition to the many new
packages it built to replace its

quondam stars. And ABC, to

which all this has come as bad

news, plans to spend more than the

other tw o to protect its program
{

investments and remain close to

‘Good Wife/ ‘Dragnet/ PoweD May

Tee Off NBCs Three-to-the-Hour

^ .
Washington, Aug. 16.

Cab to *Cap^ Yankee network, largest indie

Minneapolis, Aug. 16.
New England has

Merle Edwards, disk-jockey-
ing on WMIN as “Hub Cap” .

owners, the O Neil family,

threatened with loss of sponsor controls the General Tire &
asked listeners to send, him

i i i.

vote of confidence and ex- . .

purehase of the web
plained he needed at least 200 I?

^ been learned

such messages situation has not yet jelled

A I one point he broadcast 1““
he needed just 65 more. The reacted. It Is understood that

65 came in, ali saying "Stay
a..d piay" and all signed “Cab S' New York and

Calloway ” Hollywood inve.stors, which are he-

Calloway Is* appearing at ">8 followed up. Price has not been

f’liih f^ArnivAl hprp ^ VU1R6Q*
Spokesmen for Yankee em-

phasized that conversations are

1^ . I’/' IT i

only in the talking stage and that

|f|||f||0| I AI11IIC I In !
no definite ofl'er has been made.

ItlUHICU \/vllIvw ' They declared the web is not for

I

sale and is not seeking a buyer, butM |LT ri| - admitted they have been ap-
|vAlAf \|onf !

preached by interested buyers in
llvff iL/lCim

j

the past and said an “attractive
offer” would he entertained.

Y PI I
It is also understood that any

I In lllVA \nAlA7C would not include Yankee’s
vll till Tv k/llUffO television station in Boston, WNAC-

i TV. This ha.s given rise to specula-
Mutual’s block system of pro- i tion that the network’s owners

gramming, which has paid off in its want to gel out of sound broad-

Mutual Comes Up

With New Slant

On Juve Shows

* 1
e>' **'***'^^*^6 » vii All ltd wciiii Bvt vtii vi dvruiiti

ABC w ill concentrate most of its Sunday afternoon strip of mys- c^'ting only. Other sources have

4 * onri nn hlnck oromo- shows. Will be extended to a iritlicated, however, that the owners

iZ fo? Thursday and sSnday '
«roup of weekday juve airers are willing to give up the TV out-

liJhfc Tie hnttpa nluceine the starting next month. Step is be-
1

let also to concentrate solely on
^ ‘"ade in conjunction with an- ' their tire business,

individual shows Friday night bal- ®ther move to jettison the cliff-
! Any transaction, it is believed,

ivhnn will be kcved to the average banger type of radio fodder for would include sale of the six AM
^^nrkors’ thcme^ of “Aren’t You the kids in favor of complete half- 1 stations owned by Yankee, along

^^1 a iV'c •» with thP taffline hour action show's set up in a one- with General Tire’s approximate

ifem .4.’^te1n"g\h\ftheUdC« houc across-the-board block from in.eres, in Mutual. Stations

« 1,0 ARP chriw« thpn Sun- 5 to 6 p.m. include WNAC. Boston; WEAN,
dav^nieht pitch^is^ pegged on an' Drastic overhauling of the juve Providence; WICC. Bridgeport;
day niglll piicn P kb nrnpram nnnprtaph wac tnarlo hv rrs..rl • WMT'W
-ARr is All Dressed Up in Its Sun- P' ogtam approach was made by WONS. Hartford: WMTW, Port-
ABC_ Is All uix^. P Mutual execs in consultation with land. Me., and WAA^ Worcester.

nrsfn LmnXnQ will run a ’full
clients in an effort to boost slip- Sale of the last two lb Radio En-

six be followed through
Kd^tteTkids^'afler ^^^"0^000 ^ LZar*

fa'Ilmh *ils Friday ^night 'bahyhoo cl’kPters of the serial-type. In addition to the six owned-and-

S‘l f n /ife ad Oct 3 and *'•»"*• ‘0 ‘n ' operated oullel.s. Yankee also has

n l^nHavSt eamp^^
'on'lnPl"* '‘“‘’Y- Switch to affiliates in Waterbury, Holyoke,

Lt/vpnost^d tL follow-
complete actioners, featuring Low'cll and Fall River in Massa-

^ 11-page Satevepost ad th^
a roster of heroes, will chuselts; Bangor, Me.; Manchester.

ng week Both ads permit more irregular listening N.H..PUtsfield,Mass.;NewLon-

vppn^rivo^^^
destroying the kid’s loy-

,

don. Conn.; Laconia. N. H.; Au-
ad-pubhcity \eepee Ivor

alty to his favorite character.
!
gusta. Me.; Springfield and Fitch-

and
idea

Dne-hour block of kid shows will burg. Mass.: Rutland. Vt.. Ports-

^ for X^Teb its
formatted into an inte- mouth. N. H ; Waterbury. Vt.; Con-

? I' ,rtie in. ..P''''™ entertainment, cord, N. H.. and Claremont. N. H.
Yankee ha.s also applied for

. I „4 „finnc to tip in
..vx-x vs.......,- ..v. coro, IN. JT!.. anu ./laifiiium, iN. n.

chents and local stations Bankrollers of the various shows
( Yankee ha.s also applied for

Web will take ads m its entered into a cooperative television grants in Bridgeport and
(Continued on page 4ZJ system of laying out future pro-

^

Springfield but has not decided on
I grams and may yet agree to a whether to pursue those bids in

DDAVACT TA PAITA* 'cross-plugging tactic to bolster to
1 yjpw of the proposed new channel

riVUfV/Ol lU DHL IV., Mutual block as a whole. Group allocations, w'hich provide the

niTMAYT ClirrCCnC ^lutual execs who put over the
^
pjtipj, opiy with ultra-high fre-

uArlNUN jUttLlIil/iJ idea with the clients and agencies i quenry channels.
. include William Fineshriber, Jr..'

Harvey J. Gannon, former trai-
^ p programming; Robert

,
p/i/i |> et* Ii D 1

fie and service supervisor of s^-bmid. veopee over promotion f KCHlIimiS ItS KUICS
WNBC. key N. Y. flagship station planning, and Jess Barnes,

; -x . m e • Af
of the NBC wjob. was named this Tr^ncfArr|ng IJl
week to succeed D. L. Provost as Lineup of juve shows alternat- !

S »
program manager. At the same bi the one-hour block will be '

Tiirin PACArvafinn Parfc
time, station manager Tom Me- ‘'C’aptain Midnight,” for Ovaltine;

j

I lIllC livovl VdllUll 1 civio

Fadden appointed Clay B. Daniel ‘ Tom Mix.” for Ral.ston Purina;
| Washington, Aug. 16.

to the newly-created position of “Straight Arrow.” for National Bis-
1 Rt.giilations adopted last Janu-

iidiiey J. ir.mnon, lumici y p programming; Robert
, > ee* Ii D 1

fie and service supervisor of gybinid. veopee over promotion f KCHlIimiS ItS KUICS
WNBC. key N. Y. flagship station planning, and Jess Barnes,

; -x . m e • Af
of the NBC wjob. was named this Tr^ncfArr|ng IJl
week to succeed D. L. Provost as Lineup of juve shows alternat- !

S »
program manager. At the same ^i the one-hour block will be '

Tiirin PACArvafinn Parfc
time, station manager Tom Me- “C’aptain Midnight,” for Ovaltine;

j

I lIllC livovl VdllUll 1 civio

Fadden appointed Clay B. Daniel ‘ Tom Mix.” for Ral.ston Purina;
| Washington, Aug. 16.

to the newly-created position of “Straight Arrow.” for National Bis-
1

R(.giilatians adopted last Janu-
produclion manager. niif Co.: and “B-Bar-B Ranch” and gj.y barring transfer of time reser-

Provosl vvh<A has hold the NBC “Adventures of Ted Drake,” both ' yg’^jq^ upon sale of a sla-Provosl vvIka has held the INBC “.Adventures of Ted Drake,” both ' yg’^jq^ upon sale of a sla-
job since 1942. resigned, effective sustaining. Block will tee off the were reaffirmed la.st week by
Sept. 6. to take over as business of Sept. 20. FCC. 'I’lie rules were designed
manager of WBAL and WBAL-TV. in^iirp maintenance of licensee
Hearsl Radio outlets in Baltimore.

Provo.st. in his new job, will su-

pervise day-to-day operations of

both Balto stations, thus freeing

Harold Burke for development and
planning projects. Burke is now
working out a new expansion pro-

gram for the TV station. Provost,
who helped develop many NP/C

Canada’^ Sinclair Says

Aloud He Doesn’t Like

England, Stirs a Tempest
gram for the TV station. Provost. - Toronto. Aug. 16.

who helped develop many NBC Trailing his noon new's broadcast

programs and stars, entered radio wiih tlie off-hand ad lib that “I

in 1931 vitli his own package out- don't like England either, Gor-

the FCC. 'I’lie rules were designed

to insure maintenance of licensee

responsibility for the selection of

radio programs and to prevent

rigiits granted by a licensee con-

tinuing for an unreasonably long

period of time.

An order reaffirming policy was

issued on tlie basis of petitions

from Beracliah C’hurch, Inc., and

the Ih v. .) Erank Norris, contest-

ing the riil(’s Bcrachah Church

once owned WRAX (predecessor
fit and was at one time sales man- doii Sinclair. cx-Variety fhugg*

o.gtion to WF’KN* in Philadelphia.
ager of Empire Broadcasting, Iran- Jii.‘'l hack from nis niin rouno-ine-

*eripiion organization. world rei)orlorial chore for The
Toronto Daily Star, Canada’s big-

11 p •If* daily, swamped the CFRB.

Arlene rrancis Audihons Toiomo, switchboard with yowis of

^NamA Yniir OJlIc’ Olli/ ''’Sinclair’s roncluding news item
lldme I our UUOS tbe statement of Shir-

Arlcne Francis will get a net- ley May France, young .American
vork audition over ABC next Wed- swimmer about to attempt a cross-

i„s, te. k from his 6fth round-the- j'-';';;;,;; siocii wUh a re:
world it'Porlonai chore for The

yiyuse. It filed suit
Toronh) Daily

last vear to enforce the agreement,
gesi daily, swamped the CFRB.

xojns took over several
Toronto, switchboard with yowls of,

(onlracls held by the First

Hlair’s roncluding news item rhur;!; in Prod^e^ssor sta-

. ..:n, n.o of Shir. Hoils of Kf.J/. foil Worin, lex.

ursdav (24) with a new quizzer ing of tlie Englisli C’liannol. that

Name Your Odds.” Format will ’'she did not like England.” Sin-

."t-ranee':'™;^ American He eniered into . time rexerve

1- about in altemnt a cross- (ontract witli tlie station in 1946.

tlm Ensliri. Channel, that 'I’te Commission said

H nnl like Fngland ” Sin- i< helicve.s its rules have the effect

"
don't like of lendeiinB exislink time con-

J* chhei • .Snonsoied by Haris impossilte ol perrormanee.a participant .Start with a $10 claii's kicker wa!>. ’"L don t iiKe
imnos.Mhle of performance.

I^ankroll and answer questions in England cillier.' Sponsored by
,p,,ocnizes that the possibility

? Smen eatekory at odd.s named Alka-Selixer. he refused lo make
|>I the eontestanl. Thus if quizzee an apoloffv ovoi' Hie air iold tlioae of 'S'*' *

'

(he light of the
thoosesa 10-1 bet he can blow the concerhed: "I tl'-'" ,

'''.f "1. nte Pieim. qSons^o^^
">'l '•illi a single question. male or Ihe people; f I don i like

regulations

The ‘Ham’ in Sterling
Washington, Aug. 16.

When George Sterling, en-

gineer commissioner of the

FCC, goes on vacation he per-

forms as an amateur radio op-
erator. Last week, the agency
wired him special temporary
authority to operate his sta-

tion. “William 'Three Dog Fox”
(W3DF) at Peakes Island, Me.,

for the remainder of August.
Sterling is investigating “the
ability of narrow band fre-

quency modulation to com-
municate through those sec-

tors of the bands in question
which are heavily congested
by strong amateur signals.”

The Commissioner is one of

82.U00 licensed radio amateurs.
Other radio “hams” in the
Commission are Cyril Braum,
chief of the FM broadcast divi-

sion; Curtis' B. Plummer, chief

of the television division,

George S. Turner, assistant

chief engineer, and George K.
Rollins, chief of the ameteur
division.

NBC Mulls Star

Contract List As

Future Safety
With many of its newly-de-

i
vcloped summer shows caught in

:
the squeeze and slated to get the

;

heave in coming weeks as commer-
cial stanzas return for the fall

,
season, NBC is weighing the idea

I
of putting the more promising hot-

j

weather personalities under long-
I term option and utilizing them as
the need arises.

For example, Faye Emerson’s
“Silent Partner” show must go off

j

to make way for a commercial
commitment. NBC regards Miss

’ Emerson as a potentially click ra-
dio personality and rather than let

{

her slip out of their hands, the net-:

work wants to keep her under con-
tract. This w ould put NBC much in

I

the same position as film compa-
nies with a permanent star con-
tract list, which it could parcel out
as it pleased, either commeicially
or spot on its own shows.
Thus the network could parlay

her services and use her over a
number of shows, such as “Who
Said That?” “Leave it to the Girls,”

etc., and even start recording her
next summer series in advance.

I

NBC has similar plans in mind
' for “Four Star Playhouse” (Fred
MacMurray, Rosalind Russell, et

al.), which also bows out to make
way for commercial commitment.
NBC would like to put the stars in-

volved under a five-year contract,
making them available for a cer-
tain number of shows each week,
either lor gue.st shots or for a se-
ries.

Supreme Court to Decide

If Judge Can Favor One

Station on Court B’cast
Washington, Aug. 16.

Whether a state judge has au-
thority to favor one radio station
over another in granting broadcast
facilities in a courtroom may be

' decided by the Supreme Court
soon, A brief asking the high tri-

bunal to review a lower court de-
cision involving this question was
filed last week.
The brief, filed by KFT of Los

Angele.s, in furtherance of its peti-

tion for review, claims it was dis-

criminated against in a California
( ourt from broadcasting the verdict
of the Overell trial while broad-
cast facilities were afforded KVOE
of Santa Ana and KMPC of L. A.
jThe station charges it was “wil-

(Continued on page 42)

It now' seems a certainty that

NBC will go through with its plans

for a split-time experiment in pro-

gramming, utilizing the 11 to mid-
night Sunday night hour in which
to bracket three 20 - minut*
shows. With NBC now’ in the pack-

age business in a big way (summer
schedule includes 26 “house” sus-
tainers and commercial features),
the web’s in n dither, since most of
them must be dispossessed when
the winter commercials return. By
experimenting with 20-minute seg-
ments and patterning the shows
into the new formula. NBC hopes
to salvage some yf the worthier
properties.
NBC' regards as three of its most

prized summer possessions the
Arlene Fraiicis-John Conte “My
Good Wife,” “Dragnet” (with a 7.3
rating! and Dick Powell (*7.2).

Since all three are .scheduled for
displacement, the network may par-
lay them into the 20-minute ex-
perimental idea for a Sunday night
year-round showcase.

Martin and Lewis and Henry
Morgan also present a problem to
the network. Latter, doing summer
duty to Bristol-Myers, must take a
powder Sept. 28. It’s regarded as
a certainty that both shows will
be retained, probably going into
the Friday night 8 to 9 open hour,
thus parlaying them with Pabst’a
“Life of Riley.”
The James and Pamela Mason

show is set to depart Sept. 15 in
favor of “Duffy’s Tavern.” while
the Billie Burke-Harry von Zell
“Chicken Every Sunday” gets the
heave Aug. 31 for Biow’.s “Hogan’s
Daughter.” .Jane Pickens departs in

j

favor of Cities Service moving into
Its now Monday night lime Aug. 29.

“Archie Andrew's,” which has
been doing Bistrol-Myers summer

: duty, scrams Sept. 14 to make w’ay

j

for “Gildersleeve.” The new' Ethel
Merman show, which ha.s been
guaranteed a 13-week ride, can
only stay in the “American Album**
spot until Sept. 18. and is sched-
uled to move into the Monday night
at 8 period. However, if NBC ran
interest Old Gold in buying the
time for a switeiiover of “Original
Amateur Hour” from ABC, it’ll

have a problem on disposition of
the Merman showcase.
NBC hopes to squeeze “Tses

Grows in Brooklyn” into the Sun-
day afternoon time, but that de-
pends on whether Standard Oil
buys the .5 o’clock time for a mu-
sical. Harry Junkin’s “Eight by Re-
que.st” (ex-“Radio City Playhouse”)
gets the heave to make way for
General Foods’ Meredith Willson
series Aug. 2.5.

I II

‘MEETING’S’ COLCLOUGH

STRICKEN BY MALARIA
Manila, Aug. 10.

Betty Coleloiigh, program direc-

tor for the American program,
; "Town Meeting of Hie Air.” was

I

stricken w ith malaria liere Aug, 5.

The forum, currently touring the
world, is at present in New' Delhi.
Miss Coleloiigh. along with Bill
Traiiin, gioup’s husine.ss manager,
comprise the advanoe party. Ar^

I rangements arc made about four
lor five weeks before the actual ar-
rival of the discussion panel.

Miss C’olelough’s malaria con-
traction was not severe enough to
hospitalize her. hut calls for im-
mediate rest. She and Traum are
scheduled to go to Honolulu,
w’here she will remain, while he
continues on in his present ca-

I

parity. The “Town ’Meeting ” tour,
which began June 2.5. is scheduled
to end early in October.

LUTHER GOES FULL WEB
! Frank Luther show, sponsored
by Maltex cereal, goes on the full
NBC net on a 52-w'eek per year
basis starting Oct. I.

I Alrer, which also has been
thought by the Yankee network,
prevloiisl.N was heard onlv on

I WNBC, N. V.
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Dept, of Commerce Appraises TV,

Sees It As Leading Sales Medium
' Washington, Aug. 16.

Although its audience doesn't yet or ifXCCT TA CUADC
ompare with radio’s, television’s OtALltijl lU jIliiAL

Ing tool has been sufficiently dem ‘KUKLA’ WITH RCA
onstrated to indicate its future as, ... ^

the leading selling medium, the 1 General cutback In RCA s adver-

Departmefit of Commerce reported tising budget permitted the entry

over the weekend. of Sealtest Dairy as a
^

In a comprehensive analysis of
, ^.jog-weekly sponsor on NBC-TV's Arena had been

SlingsKot Artist Sentenced

To Wrestling Via TV
Toledo, Aug. 16.

A youthful wrestling fan who

used a slingshot and small bits of

sharp metal to indicate his disap-

proval of contestants at local
| imf« n n nnmC

Thursday night wrestling matches
|

IfATV XULSA, PREPS
Sports Arena will hence- IkVlT, twiiMim,

Western Union, AT&T Say Facilities

Will Permit Color Transmission

in the Spoil

_

forth have to see the matches by

television.

That was the punishment im-

posed by James R. Kelley, Juv-

enile Court referee, on a I'J-year-

old boy for whom police at the

thrmedYum's advertising in,|.ar,. ToiUe
" The boy admitted that he

prepared under the direction of Kukla, fran & taken shots at a wrestler or

Charles P. Redick, chief of the Chicago-originated program, ^pf^^ee whenever a performance

General Products Division, the l)e- picked up 11 new outlets when it
!
gj. decision displeased him.

partment forecast that video will
,.gjy,.ngd to the air last week,

wliTch the pSed media^^ would have hiked the

lit and in which radio, “as it be- budget considerably for RCA,

,

comes a more specialized medium." which had ban^olled the show ;

will participate "in proportion to Mondays through tridays last sea-

1

Its more restricted use." son. Outfit, as a result, will give

The Department’, long run ap-
s'eaUelt" rtaXg* Sept. 2? but

' w ill continue as sponsor Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.

Washington, Aug. 16.
FCC was told yesterday (Mon)

by the major carriers of intercity
television that their coaxial and
microwave relay facilities will be
able to transmit color video as
the need requires. The informa-
tion w'as received from A. T. it t.
and We.stern Union in reply to

J

iraisal was based on these prem-

ses:

1. A continued upward trend in

the ratio of leisure hours to work
hours.

2. Probable acceptance of video

as an additibVi rather than a re-

placement in the communications
field.

3. Creation by television of new
desires and needs which, together

with other advertising media, "will

help industry move a far greater

WOR-TV ‘Sneaks

Dodger Games

Chi Trib Tripped

In AB-Star TV Nix

FOR OCT. TEST PAHERN
Tulsa. Aug. 16.

Test oattern in October and com-
1 esi panel II 11

. .land we.stern union in reDl\
mercial operation m Nove

-
^
queries from the commission

the target of KOTV, the city s first
,

plans to handle TV ex]

video station, according to KOTV’s sion.

prexy, Maria Ilel^n Alvarez. ! The companies said they would

Miss Alvarez has leased a mid- al.so be able to handle.increased

town building to completely house traffic resulting from addition of

aU phases of the outlet, including
^

UHF .station^.

on
V expan-

a garage for remote equipment.

Novel feature of the building will
A. T. & T. advi.scd that demon-

strations it conducted of oolop

Chicago, Aug. 16.

Chi Tribunes All-Star football

game, held Fri. (12) has caused

considerable intramural moaning

on the part of WGN-TY, the tele

branch of Col. Robert McCor-
mick’s communications empire, as

result of promoter Arch Ward re-

fusing a last-minute plea to have

the game televised.

Most of the gripes were being
WOR-TV. only two days after, - - -

. u, i, , wrN.TV
volume of goods than ever before. " sneak previewing its initial from now
resulting In increased budgets all pattern began televising the

!

P™"'®!.'.®'?

along the line

50% Decline In AM Listening

For the short run, the report
^ ^ » viueu cuauMct aw.

»aw adverse effects on other adver- advent of the station on the

B"rookiyn D';^“ger night ball-game^
I !;*''.:p!"ts‘‘"pro7otcrs ‘Xy'

Starling last night iTues.) on NewiK
York’s video channel No. 9. Sud- they should have their own events

televised despite Ward's point-!

icatutv ativ/iia it vt/iititit, t^u \

be three 24-foot electrically oper- transmission between New York
atcd doors which will enable any Washington three years ago
downtown parade to pass through

|

indicated that coaxial cable and
the studios for televising. Mam

, ^adio relay systems now in daily

studio measures 11*2 by 60 feet, and and white video are
will accommodate a studio audi- capable of carrying color. "When
ence of 400.

•

.

' a demand for the transmission of

George J. Jaoobs, who has built oolor television arises," .said the

four tele stations in the U. S.. will
]
company, "we believe that the Bell

supervise construction and opera -

1

Sy.stem will be able to provide

tion of the outlet, such network facilities as may be

required.”

Western Union declared that it

will be prepared to furnish wider
handwidths to transmit color if

the demand arises. 'I'he firm’s

microwave relay facilities between
New York and Philly uses a 5mc
standard bandwidth.

'Fhe Bell System said its expan-

sion plans for video will take ar-

Stirton, ABC in

A TV Romance

Using media, based on surveys

•bowing a decline of 20 to ^0% in

reading by families owning TV sets

air was several weeks in advance

of the expected date for the start
reaoing oy lamiiies ownuiK i v sns

rpenlar onerations
«nd nearly 50% reduction in radio

regular operaiions

listening. Deal to televise the Brooklyn

Chicago. Aug. 16.
OBV/II u«-

Naming of Jim Stirton to take count of the needs for network

over ABC central division ..sales, ' service which are likely to develop
blank balk at okaying a telecast of

, hi» inh nf mnimer- as a result, of UHF. It told the

his annual grid event.
i

m addition t .

j
,

, commission it will! ake steps to en-

Ward, who has been in charge of cial manager here. looks like the
|

ju far as practicable,

staging the event on behalf of Trib
j

tipoff on the web’s anxiety to
^

intercity facilities will be available

-
, Charities from his spot as 'T’rib

, greater TV sale.s to mid- to meet the needs of the expanding

It also expected that the new games Involves no coin for the
| sports editor, took the position that I

He renlaces Gil 'uedium. The telephone com-

FCC allocation plan would have an station. WCBS-TV, which carries g telecast of the game would keep ;

* n V, n at r panies. Bell added, look forward

adverse effect for a while on set the games for Schaefer beer, away attendance and that the char-
j

Berry, who will head up DuMonis
^ nationwide network service

purchases, causing many prosper-
i agreed to give the games to WOR- ity angle raised the issue above new midwest sales office,

live buyers to hold off until new xv for experimental purposes crass commercialism. Discounting the economy angle,
receivers for UHF stations are on without costs. WCBS cameras will I WGN-TV toppers, however, pri-

, ^^efeby the net loads two jobs on
fhe market and the overall tele- ^p the games and feed them

I

vately maintain that Ward has ".set
j person in exchange for a .sal-

vision picture becomes clearer. WOR-TV. Latter arrangement
j

television hack one year,’ as well
, j^^own that despite

But in areas where stations are affect deal which WATV'. !
as make the job of their own sta- stirinn is nm

operating, the Increased availabil-
- ^... 1. 1 ..* i. n^u„.

Ity and sales of sets provide the ^^en commer- i

Pomi 10 suen mgiime prumoieis
impact.

for video similar to that in the

sound broadcasting industry.

Western Union anticipated that

the propo.sed addition of 42 UHF

I. .u cto channels would increase the (le-

as make the ^0 years in radio. Stirton is one ^and for intercity connections. It

Newark, has to telecast the Brook- tion promoters doubly tough, iney
, foremost Chi exponents of ^aid a large number of fhe smaller

.......
ivn games on nights when commer-

I

tele’s "visual impact." cities could be reached by short

r’ TirJraV"""' l
^ hi. .ala. job r„™aii,v ertenslon. f;®-

economy. Consumer demand for doing the job.
George Halas of the Bears and Ray

,

S®Pt* ]• d wont be anvthing The company stated p

sets, said the report, “has exceeded 1 WOR engineers put their initial 1 Bennigsen of the Cardinals who new, since Stirton has been work- (Continued on page ‘

even fhe most optimistic predic-
^

test pattern on the air Sunday
| gj^jjgp don’t like the effects of TV

|

•'^8 hard on TV sale.s the past two

lion of the industry,” with an es-
. night (14). Regular studio pro-

: on gate attendance or who are on | addition, his work in

limated 1,860,000 receivers install- gramming on the outlet, however,
j

doubtful side.
|

heading the Chi Television Council

ed as of July, 1949, and with prices is awaiting completion of studio fa- I Now they say WGN-TV is going
,

during its first year, and his mas-
u

!

^ doublc task of sel ling
I

tcrmlndlng of t he nat iona I TV coii-

them on the benehts of TV cover- 1

ference here last spring, has re-

age, which overload isn’t fair to portedly .sold the web on his value

any tele outlet already operating
,

a "prestige salesman,

in the red.

moving to levels within reach of ci lilies

a greater mass of consumers. 1 _ .

Already, because of Its greater
r* • 1

per capita sales impact, the De- ! RusS Johnston Partied
partment reported, television is

roj,,, Johnston, chief of NBC

(Continued on page 40)
/

LANNY ROSS MULLS .

VIDEO ‘SHOW BOAT

comparable to radio as an adver- xv s film department, was honored
Using medium In many markets, g birthday party at Toots Shor.
despite the fact the TV aiulience n. Y.. yesterday (Tues.) thrown by
Is only a fraction of the radio au- bis industry pals. Highlight of the
dienoe and the potentmlities of the t luncheon was a satirical record de-

T.anny Ross, now on a tour of

^ nitery dates, may return to

I

It’s believed this background will i television this fall, doing a TV

! swing extra weight with midwest version of his one-time radio star-

medium are not fully utilized

Pointing to a survey by WOR. in

New York, it added that in many
evening time periods the televi-

sion audience in Metropolitan New
(Continued on page 4U)

INDIANA U’S 5G TAG

ON COM’L GRIDCASTS
,

Indianapolis, Aug. 16.

Price lag of $5,000 each has been
set on its home football games by
Indiana University to telecast com-
mercially. Fee will be only $2,000

if carried on sustaining basis, of-

ficials announced this week.
Sarkes Tarzian, owner of WTTV,

Bloomington, announced early this

summer that station will he ready
to operate this fall, and would
carry all home games at 1 U. But
Glen Vanllorn, WTTV manager,
said no decision had been made on
telecasting the games, following

I. U. disclosure. Fees are .said to

be in line with Big Nine policy.

Galveston TV Bid
Washington, Aug. 16.

An application to establish a

television station in Galv(*slon,

Tex., was filed with the FCC last

week by R. Lee Kempner as owner
of the Galveston Television Co.

'

This was the first application lor

Galveston.
Kempner applied for channel 9

which is one of three Very High
Frequency channels a.ssigned to

Galveston under present alloca-

tions. However, under the new
proposed allocations, these chan-

j

rels would be eliminated and two '

channels in the UHF band a.s-

figned.

lono (A Ti or I

advertiseis. who either rer, “Show Boat." Singer, together

- - intnoH rrn«u.v *s wi w k ninna dabbling in tele spots but w ith with Swift & Co., which bankrolled

: ger of ^promotio^ ^^d^ publicity' 1

enough cash to shoot the TV works, . his just-concluded

- t’e-
, transferring from WIBC, Indianap- nr with longtime radio u.sers who gram, is trying to clca ngii s '

picting John.ston's rise to his cur- olis where . she served a similar haven’t yet been .sold on the sales the title with author hcina rtiur ,

1 _ A 1 Am .41 44 i.
rent post. post for the past three years. results of tele.

‘Square Span’ as Aid to Video
The William Morris agency .of advertisement in a

innovated a daring type recent Varikty via the

improvement in of printed words since printing 500 years
arrangement Gutenberg introduced ago." .Squaie Span

usage of Square Span,
cited by July Reader’s

Digest as “the
first

experiments at 'I’exaS AAM
College showed majority

of readers could read
it with greater speed

The ad. planned by William
Morris, Jr., was developed

organization and
the As.sociated

than conx’entional
printed matter.

in collaboration with
noted aut horil ies.

i but is running into considerable

difficulty, presumably hecaii.'se

Metro is planning a new pictur*

on the story.

j

Ross’ radio “Show Boat
’

i launched in 1932 and ran live con-

isecutive seasons under Maxwell

House sponsorship on NHt- •*'

'addilinn to a Metro film on the

story .several years ago. ihe legn

version is preparing to resume on

the road

Dr. Rudolph Kleseh. expert
on brevity in speech

and consultant
to the I.uce

Pres.s, checked and
approved it as to text.

consulted as to proper use
of the “word thoughts"

Robert B. Andrews of
Southern Methodist

University, creator of
Square .Span, was

of his method.

The practical showman.ship
(Video) rea.sons for the

becau.se he
“believes it

inmight prove
captions in television."

showman’s intere.st in

S(piare Span are cited

useful

by the Morri.s Agency
president in his letter

‘H is the accepted belief television, adhere slriefly

that the new medium, to an ideographical

the presentation
is heightened in

the use of a word
caption as a preface or

pre.senlation and not use
the printed word, but

to bridge certain action.”
observed Morris.

to SMU’r
AiulreW'S,

from lime
time

to

“When the conventional in television, there is a which is sometimes
left-to-i ighl line is used strain on the eye. Increased by the

.scanning line.s It is my belief that with may be greatly reduced,
of the teleset. Squaie Span this strain

improper
focusing of the

“Our use of Square .Span

in Variety, the Bible

the Square
Span method.**

of Show Biz. may call to the
attention of television

producers the advantages
of experimenting with

NBC Revamps Sun. Nile

To Buck CBS ‘Toast’ Pull

NBC television will give

(lav night program liiieu|) sevora

reshuffles within the next

weeks in an attempt to buck t

TV’s "Toast of the Town
”

rating honors. First move will

Ihe extension of “Broadway
light." half-hour vaiideo simw

packaged by indie producer Mai

Jones, from its present

format into a full hour,

to 8:30 p.m., starting Aug.

That will necessitate
"J

back a half-hour “Leave It to

Girls,;’ now sponsored in the «

8:30 bracket by Maxwell 1 1 m' _
NBC hopes to build an

,

through the switches f*’*

new half-hour shows
from 8 10 9 In

'I'hese are the Chesterfii'hl 9

sored Perry Como stanza.
^

8 to 8:30. and a new Bohbv ^ '
.

.show, w hich NBC will P' ..ij

collaboration with Michael

for possible bankrolling by *

eral Food.s. <rirls’’
Both “Spotlight’ /^iher

will probably be moved lo o"'

nights at that lime.



RED SCARE NUMBING VIDEO
Fashion Houses Scram TV, Claim

Medium De-Glamorizes Product

stop the Music 25.0 ,

Yank-Brouns Game 24.2

Break the Bank 20.3
j

Crusade in Europe 19.8 i

Philco Playhouse 18.9

New Circuits To .|

Link 6 More TV

Cities Get Okay

Video's bright hope.s last year ot

becoming a natural fa.^ion show^ klVDI 1A
osing medium for clothiers and

f||.Y_ fulSe S lOD 10
<lepartment stores have gone h-

„ , -
•hmmering. This source of spon- * Axig. l-M

Lred programming coin has now Toast of the Town 36,0

rnmoletely dried up and there is Original Amateur Hour 31.1

little prospect in the immediate I '1 V Theatre 29.6

future ^for it to start flowing again.
‘ Friends . . . 27.8

Despite the approach of the peak 0*«^» ^ .John.son

advertising season for fall styles.

'

none of the maior TV outlets in
J*

Mew v**>it^have any fashion shows, «'eaK me »anK

either sponsSfed or sustaining on I

o,'”
Europ

fhelr schedules,
|

Pl^^Jhous^

Fadeout of the fashion programs -

due to the disappointing results ! I pi
during their brief heyday several

1 I/I
months back has brought along a

rash of recriminations between - , . ^ -
clients and ad agencies, on one I L It

side, and TV program directors, on
, ijllllV U II

the other. While the bankrollers

are finding the cause of the failure 1

,

in the limitations of the medium,
j

I |I>|ac
the TV-minded faction contends

j \/IlICO
they were never given a chance to

j

develop the right type of show.
| Washi

Chief rap against TV, according
| The higge.st m

to the clothiers, is that it de-
i ever authorized,

glamorizes their product. 'The
^

3,o()0 miles of tel

smallness of the TV vievving sereen. nection. was givei

the poor quality of the images and week by the FCC
lack of depth perspective made it timated $17.800.C
difficult, if not impossible, to sock will bring six add
across the classy styli.stic details.

;
the video networl

And then there was lacking the im- ditional channels
portant ingredient of color, accord- grams between m
fng to the style houses. I.atler.

! The new eireuil

with an average ad budget of about American Telephi
$90,000, are now shifting into more g^d Wi.sconsi
traditional inedia. ' will extend netw
Countering the complaints, TV Des Moines, Minn

programmers contend that the 1 Schenectady, Utic

fashion show bankrollers tried to ! addition, a link w
crowd their whole line into a single ' to carry progranr

show and thereby wore out the
,

Wis., to Milwauki
viewers. In order to make them the overall progi

stick, the style angles should have pleted in less tha

been injected more subtly as part Largest of the (

of an entertainment format along lei the present i

the lines of motion pictures. Holly- tween Pittsburgh

wood, it's pointed out, became the viding another f

most potent fashion selling me- between the two (

dium in the world by keeping the
|

part ot the New
commercial pegs completely out of tern,

sight. A second mic

Fashion hou.ses will not be provide three ch

averse, however, to cop free plugs
,

Des Moi

on video in the future. Supph*-
j

o|ht*r vay. With
^

menting its regular press coverage, between Des

the N. Y. Dress In.stitute is cur- neapolis, the new

rently distrihbing five-minute clips

for free to all video outlets. Issued Twin C

twice-monthly, the institute’s films ^ ^

are without soundtrack for use by
|

Iween Albany a

local women's program comment a- possible t

Yorg I work television tc

Standard Oil Buys Up

Wayne King Package
,

In ‘Sight Unseen’ Deal
• Chicago, Aug. 16.

'

Standard Oil of Indiana bought
• pig in a poke when it inked orch
leader Wayne King to a 40-wc«‘k
contract for a weekly 3()-minute
stint on five midwest NBC-TV out-
lets. No network audition was held
for the $5.00()-plus talent package,
v/hich will .screen from Chi starling
Sept, 29.

Heal will include King's oreh, 12
members of Detroit’s Don Large
chorus, and vocalists Nancy Evans
»nd Harry Hall. MCA signed 0*i

King, who has just wound up a se-
ries of concert tours in 100 cities.

Five stations carrying the series
•re: WNBQ, Chi; WFBM-TV, In-
flianapolis; WWJ - TV. Di'lroil;
KSD-TV. St. Louis, and KSTP-T\ .

Minneapolis. WTMJ-TV. Milwau-
kee. may he added to the string
shortly. Show will sereen Thur.s-
o».vs at 9 .30 p.m. (CST).

In view of the “sight unseen"
•speets of the deal, NBC-TV pro-
ducers are wondering what kind of

.silow they’ll have to work witli.
Aings longtime radio work Irav:s
•ome of them fearing they’ll get a
•iraight oreh concert In.stcad of a
halanced tele program.
^^^ddard is planning to extend
e show to additional midwest sta-
mns as they come into existeneo.
ommereials will combine live and

dl^
^^^^'^'•dn-Erlck.son agency han-

Washington, Aug. 16.
!

,

The biggest microwave project
;

|

ever authorized, providing over
3,000 miles of television intercon-

! ,

nection. was given the go sign last ,

week by the FCC. Costing an es-
|

timated $17,800,000, the cireiiits
|

will bring six additional cities into
,

the video network and provide ad- i
i

ditional channels for sending pro -

1

.

grams between major cities.
, i

The new eireuils, to be built by
,

American Telephone & Telegraph
j

Co. and Wi.sconsin Telephone Co., i

will extend network television to
;

Des Moines, Minneapolis. Syracuse,
j

Schenectady, Utica and Norfolk. In
j

addition, a link will be constructed i

to carry programs from Madi.son. i

Wis., to Milwaukee. It is expected
|

the overall program will be com -

1

pleted in less than two years.

Largest of the circuits will paral-

lel the present coaxial cable be-

tween Pittsburgh and Chicago, pro-
j

viding another four video relays

!

between the two cities. This link is
|

I

part ot the New York-Chicago sys-
j

tern.

A second microwave link will

provide three channels from Chi-

j

cago lo Des Moines and one the '

other way. With coaxial now avail- !

i able between Des Moines and Min-
j

neapolis, the new link will permit
i

network service to be bruuglit lo
,

the Twin Cities. i

A circuit to be constructed be-
|

I tween Albany and Syracuse will

make possible extension of net -

1

I work television to Schenectady and
;

I

Utica which are now being linked

! with Albany. With two coaxial
I cables operating between New
York and .Mban\\ the microwave
links w'ill bring web programs to

‘

(he upstate cities but will not en-

I

'able them to transmit programs to I

the networks. i

I

A link between Riebmond and i

Norfolk will bring network shows
to the latter city but will not en-

able Norfolk to feed into the webs.

A circuit between Milwaukee
and Madison will bring into the

lu'lwork football games and o(h<‘r

events from the University of Wis-

consin. This is a one-way link and
does not bring television to Madi-
son which has no station.

'I'he new facilities will be used

for telephone as well as television

transmission.

W ilN ISSUI
Communist .scare, w hic h .set Hoi -

1

I

lywood back on its heels two years
|

;

ago, has grabbed a stranglehold on !

television. Pervading fear of be-

1

coming tainted with any shade of
red, has reached such a point
among TV networks and ad agen-
cies that any actor, writer or pro-
ducer who has been even remotely

'identified with leftist tendencies

I

is shunned.

]

Situation, which has already hit

radio via the firing of director Wil-
i
liam Sweets for his alleged politi-

' cal beliefs, has staggered video to

j

such an extent that the problem of

j

clearing talent from any fellow-

!

traveler charges has become all-

j

important. According to one nel-

i
work talent chief, clearing prop-

I erty rights to a story ()r play had
i
been the biggest stickler hereto-
fore in staging a dramatic show.

! “Now," he said, “we spend our

I

time trying to satisfy our top brass
i that the actors have never been

I

on the left side of the fence. If I

:

one of them has even had his pie-
' ture taken with a known Commu-
,

nist, even if it w'as several years
ago, he’s a dead duck as far as

we re concerned.’*
While the Hollywood Communist !

probe took place in 1947. its the
reverberating fear of that inves-

;

ligation that is believed respon-
sible for TV’s anxiety. While some
execs at both the webs and agen-

:

cies decry the situation, they claim
they are forced into it by the spon-
sors, 1.alter are extremely wary :

of having their products identified

j

with Communism and hence have I

I

issued orders that all talent be '

I properly “cleared.” W'e could use
i a couple of good J. Edgar Hoovers

j

in the business right now.” an-

other network spokesman said.

Passing the Burden
When the situation broke origi-

i
nally in the industry, the agencies

I

attempted to place the clearance

j

burden on the webs. They claimed

j

the networks, through selling them
' air lime, were responsible for keep-
ing the air clear of Reds. After

I

considerable bickering back and

I

forth, however, the webs have un-

I

loaded the clearance problem back
: on the agencies. They claim the
I ad meh and not they are respon-
sible to clients. Thus, they aver,

1
let the agencies take the trouble to

I

investigate.

I
Webs must take the initiative,

(hough, on their sustaining shows.

(Continued on page 40)

Schwartz s 20G Inside USA’ To

Set Flock of Telerevue Precedents

‘LIGHTS OUT’ MAY GET

ADMIRAL BANKROLL
.Admiial Corp.. one of the top

spenders in television last year,

may pick up the tab on NBC-TV’s
’ Liglits Out ” series, now aired ;

I'liesdays fi om 9 to 9 30 p m.

Deal is contingent on whether

NBC permits .Admiral to give up

its contracted option on the Fi i-

(l.iv night 8 to 9 slot. Sponsor last

season hankrolled the “Broadway

Revue ” in tliat period and during

the summer has paid for a series

of Hopahmg Cassidy westerns to

retain its time franehise. It re-

portedly wants a slightly less ex-

pensive package for the upcoming

season, howt’ver. than Revue,

i Kudner ad agency handles the

account.

Giflette’s ll-M
For World Series

What television network gets

(he nod on (he World Series still

remains in the doubtful crtliimns.

hut reports are now that NBC has

the inside track. Gillette, it's

slated, has agreed to sponsorship

of the series, wliich will cairy a

tab of $200.0(10 tr. $2.50.000 'Tliafs

exclusive of .Mtitual’s radio cover-

age!.

Whatever TV^ network gels the

nod, there s one proviso m I tie

eontraet—all the Mutual stations

get first call on video 'I'Imis if

WOR-TV is on the air by the lime

fh..’ series begins, it will share the

N. V. coverage with WNR(%TV.

Masquers Make Berle

‘Mr. Television of
’49’

Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Milton Br'ile will be honored at a

Masrpiers Club dinner Wednesday

'17! night and will he piesente'd

with the Cliih’s (ii.st annual “.Mr.

'relevision' awarri .Man .Mowbray

IS chairman of the dinner.

.At the speakers' tatile will be

Harry Wainer. Buddy Clark. Tony
Martin, .lesse l.asky. .lames Barton,

Bert Lahr. Rupert I liighe^r-J^iis

Sobol, .leiry Wald, Roy Del KiTHit

Roll Hope and I’hil Silvers.

It’s a Pipe
Frank Stanton, CBS prexy,

not only has a speeially-con-

structed roof antenna attached
to his television st't at his

upper Manhattan apart inert

.

but a coaxial cable was con-
st ruclcd, through six stories of

concrete, to provide for ideal

reception. It was probably the

most painstaking job done on
a Gotham TV set, Stanton has
been able to get every station

—but WCBS.
Superintendent of building

suggested sticking a lead pipe
behind the curtain In the liv-

j

ing room. Now Stanton gets i

WCBS.

WGN, WBKB In

Chi TV Monopoly

On Grid Airings
Chicago, Aug. 16.

WGN-TV and WBKB, after some
nifty backficid deception, have
rammed a power play through the
Chi TV opposition that gives thei.i

a monopoly of local college foot-

ball games this fall. Shut out were
WENR-TV and WNB(^. who’ll have
no Saturday games to televise.

First line thrust was the signing
by both stations for five Notre

,

Dame games, which will be carried
over the DuMont network, hut will

1
be split in Chi on an alternate

,

basis, except for the Southern Cali-

fornia tilt which will be shared.
Next, dealing mainly through

WGN and the Chi Trib, which has
a working arrangement with North-
western U. fMedill Sehooi of .Jour-

nalism is a lusty oHspring there!.

;

WGN-TV and WBKB lined up ex-
: clusives W'ith the Evanston sehooi
for its five home contests, which
tliey'll al.so split on alternate weeks,

j

.By that time, the only games
worth telecasting in the Chi area
were home games of the U. of Illi-

nois at Champaign. WENR-TV and
WNBQ, feeling slightly pun< hy, fig-

ured the cost of relaying the games
to the local audience wmild out-

weigh their value, and decided to

default.
1 So WGN-TV and WBKB picked
up several Illinois games between

I
them to pad out their schedules,
and blanket the fall Saturday con-

tests. The two losing stations, left

with nothing hut their uniforms,
would like to get the names and
addresses of the referees.

Weatherly to Produce

‘Little Show’ Versions

For CBS-TV in the Fall

Television adaptation of Dwight
Deere Wiman's erstwhile ‘’Lillie

.Show” p'vues has been scheduled

for fall production on CB.S-TV.

Tom Weatherly of Wiman's legit

stall will produce and direct, with

CBS collaborating with Wiman on
the jiackage.

Half-hour program will follow

closely the formal of the legiters.

last of which was staged on Broad-
way in 1932. Six or seven prin-

cipals will constitute the perma-
nent cast, in addition to a six-

girl line. One top-name guest
will appear each week Original

music and lyrics are to be penned
lor each sliow by various song-
writers. with each program in addi-

tion to feature one sketch from the

stage prorluct ions. Lee Sherman
will handle the choreography.

CB.S plans to test the show \ ia

,
a closed-circuit audition within the

next few weeks and then seek a

spimsor. It may be slid ted bi-

weekly as an alternate to Arthur
Schwartz's "Inside USA. with

Chevrolet.” pending the final de-

cision of .lack Benny on whether
.,41 c will agree to kineseopmg a

-kVlIqw for that lime period.

.Arthur Schwartz., producer and
eo-aulhor of the forthcoming "In-
side US.A with Chevrolet” show for
that automotive sponsor (Camp-
liell-Ewald', thinks he will estali-

'

lish a new standard when his 30-
minute telerevuc kicks off Sept, 29.

He just signed Peter Lind Hayes
to star. Latter's wife. Mary Healy, .

will probably work into the vidt'o
series hut. at the moment, she will
he eoneerned with moving their
effects to New York as Schwartz
w.'iiits to do the entire 26 weeks
east.

.\t).irl from such innovations as
.lay Blaekton, a foremost Broadway
musieomedy maestro. probably
batoning tlie show—the first lime a
name of his stature has been reg-
ularly engaged for TV— he will
have 2.3 num as against the stand-
ard 13 or 14 musicians that the
Milton Berle and .Admiral shows
utilized.

There will he a sludio audience
for comedv reflexes and applnu.se
hut it will never be shown.
.Sketches from a long line of past
Broadway legit musicals, by How-
ard Dietz, Corey Ford. Newman
Le\’y. Mo.ss Hart. J, P. McEvoy and
others have already been cleared
by Schwartz. Dietz will be the reg-
ular songsmilh for fresh tunes with
Schwartz. Sam Taylor will write
the regular continuity. A director
is now- being negotiated.

Half-hour package i.s probably
television’s eo.sllicst to date, fig-
uring $20,000 weekly for talent
and production, sans time. It start.s
off as an alternate half-hour but
goes every week eommeneing.
.Ian 1 at which time “Inside U.SA”
shifts from its Thursday at 8;3()
.slot lo 9 p.m. In the meantime K«1

I Wynn holds down the Thursday-
’ at-9 slot, but he will do it via kine-
'

.scope from Hollywood. Wynn de-
buts the week after Schwartz, l.e.

j

Oct. 6
' The idea of .lack Benny 1 Lucky
Strike) doing the alternate half-
hour TV shows on Thursdays to

1 Schwartz’s Chevrolet program Is

.‘^lill an on-and-off proposition. Last

,

'Continued on page 41)

Kilpatrick Decides On

‘Fisht-lo-Fight’ Policy

' On TVing Outdoor ^nts
While television, through its

forced absence, could not be
blamed for the thin gate pulled
by the Ezzard Charles-Gus Lesne-
vich fight last Wednesday night
I 10! at Yankee Stadium. N. Y.. the
International Boxing Club nnne-
Itu'Ies.s has derided lo ban video
also from it.s Ray Rohinson-.Steve
Relloise bout at the Stadium next
Wednesday '24!. According to
Madison Sq. Garden Corp. prez.
Gen. .lohn Reed Kilpatrick. 'I'V

has not been ousted permanently
from outdoor championship events.
Rather, tie said, "we will m.ake our
decision from fight to fight” Gar-
den CO slag»‘s the bouts with the
IRC

TV broadcasters had looked on
the Charles-Lesnevieh fight as a
test. If the fight failed to draw,
they said, then it would be proved
that 3’V, which had been banned,
was not the culprit. But The fight
promoters evidently figured other-
wise. Bout grossed only $7.5.832,

considered extremely weak. Gen.
Kilpatrick attributed the thin gale
to “weather and other factors" and
not to video, hut the ban on TV
in next week's bout still holds.

CB.S, meanwhile, drew the as-
signment to carry the Rnbinsori-
Belloise bout on radio, marking the
first time in \ears that it has cov-*>

ered a boxing match on .AM, ('ov-
erage is part of its recently-signed
pact with IBC! and the Garden, un-
der which it splits the outdoor
championship lights with NBC.
Ballantine's will sponsor the pick-
up. along with regular Wednesday
night bouts to be carried b_y CBS
on both .AM and TV Gillette will
sponsor its share of the outdoor
fights on N'RC-.A.M and the Friday
night bouts on both NBC-AM and
TV.
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A COUPLE OF JOES
W ith Joe Rosenfield, Joe Biuhkin,

Joan Barton, Tom Shirley
Producer: Allan Kent
Director: Bobby Doyle
53 Mins.; Fri., 10:05 p.m.
BI.ATZ
M JZ I V, N. Y.

{Kastor, Farrell, Chesley, Clifford)

Here’s a new and novel tele-

vision show with enough of an

original format to make it a prom-
ising future contender. On the

preeni broadcast (12), though, the
east and crew got mired in whal
was probably the biggest me-
lange of stunts yet attempted on
'I'V. Result was 55 minutes of

sijoradie entertainment that was
okay when it was working accord-
ing to schedule but downright em-
barrassing at other times. Show
could also be trimmed profitably to

a half-hour.
Format basically is one of viewer

participation, but with a number
of new twists. Joe Rosenfield. all-

night disk jockey on WOR-AM
(N.Y.t and Joe Bushkin. ja/.z

pianist, are the couple of Joes in

question. With the help of vocal-
ist Joan Barton, announcer Tom
Shirley, and a soulful-eyed hound
used for "atmosphere,” they offer
the usual run of prizes for stunts
and col lect questions. Initial show'

teed off with a modified scavenger
bunt in which viewers were asked
to bring in such articles as a

burned-out light bulb or an 8-ball,

and followed with contests such as
having viewers try to stump the
( ast by phoning in songs. If none
of the performers could sing or
play the tune, the viewer got a
pri/.e.

First guy to bring in one of the
scavenger items got a polite brush-
oil before the cameras and was es-

corted to a seat to await his prize.

IMione call idea was okay except
that the songs, to be acceptable,
must have been named in a recent
list published by a trade maga-
zine. Since many of those re-

quested were not on the list, Rosen-
field would not even name them,
which must have riled many view -

ers. Then, when Rosenfield at-

tempted to phone a viewer on the
outside to spring a "Joe-Pot” ques-
tion. the lines were all tied up with
the incoming calls. Seems nobody
had thought to provide another
phone extension. Interspersed with
ii all were some okay tunes by
Bu'ihkin and Miss Barton.

Hosenfield’s personality pro-
jected well on TV but several
limes he started to throw radio
(lies to his director. And. while
i( was not his fault that the show'
failed to come off as planned, he
was too obviously embarrassed
Willi the snafus, Bushkin plaved
and sang amiably and Miss Bar-
ton, while thrusbing okay, .sbow’ed
a tendency towards over-mugging.
Sliirley, on tap to toss in the Blatz
commercials, also took part in
answering the phone calls. Hound,
whimsically hamed J. P. Morgan,
wagged his tail at the right times.

Pjogram. when it could, showed
signs of TV intimacy. With its

novel stunts and in view of the
current giveaway fad, it could work
out into a good package. It’s oh-
viouslv going to need considerable
polishing, though. Stal.

M.\RY KAY AND JOHNNY KUKLA, FRAN AND OLLIE
With Mary Kay Stearns, Johnny With Burr Tlllstrom, Fran Allison

Stearns, Jack Davis; Jim Steven
son, announcer.

Producer; Ernest Walling
Writer: J. Stearns, Bud Nye
Director: Joe’ Cavallere
30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from N. Y.

"Mary Kay and Johnny,” popu-

lar video domestic comedy,

switched back from its quarter-

Producer: Beulah Zachary
Director: Lewis Ciomavits
Musical director: Jack Fasclnato
30 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 6 p.m. (CDT)
RCA VICTOR
NBC-TV, from Chicago

(J. Walter Thompson)

Burr Tillstrom, with Fran Alli-

son, brought his collection of pup-
pet characters back from vacation
for their new stint for RCA Vic-

hour setup to the original half- tor, this time screening over NBC-
hour ses.sion it held last winter. TV from WNBQ instead of their
In so doing, however, it has old stamping grounds, WBKB,
stretched its comedy a little thin. The vacation did Kukla, Ollie and
if Thursday's (11) ()pener is an in- their pals a lot of good, because
dication. Whole airer was rather opw serie-s is sharper and fun-
strained and obvious, to come off before.
as vapid entertainment. Opening week’s version used

Session concerned an uncle of material picked up this summer.
Mary and Johnny’s, who was com
ing to New York to engage in a

ranging from sea shells to whaling
pageants. Dragon Ollie provided

prizefight, and was ^ most of the laughs with his whim-
then apaitment as headquarters hedevilinp of the rest of the
because the "V” was full up. Uncle ' bedeviling ot me rest oi me

a lilglltlP'ovo^pSwerTng I

Fo' n’o' .mchanged. Till-

fnsisfed ihar.I^W hl/ the f
n.anipula.cs the puppets

tere life he did, sans smokes and ^fom below with a timely sense of

drink, and even got Johnny and movement while Mi.ss Allison pro-

Marv to do road work with him vides on-stage presence from her

in getting into condition. On usual front-right position at an eye

paper this may have read like level with the characters,

funny business; on video it was KFO should retain its large au-

weak. Johnny’s objection to dience of children and adults. In

Uncle’s regimen occasioned one of fact, judging from the first week
the few good gags of the session. ' of programs, the show is more
as w'hen Johnny said; "I’m run than ever an adult eye-catcher,

dow n and tired— and I want to Gags and situations are wholesome
stay that way.” I fun. and delivered with spontane-

But otherwise, it was pallid ity. plus enough good sense to
stuff, although Mary’s (Mrs. I tickle an elder’s funnybone.
Johnny Stearns) breathless manner

I

Camera work on show is still

and Johnny’s offhand approach at a high level, and catches the
gave the lines the most they could

,
antics of Kukla. Ollie, Beulah

get. Bron. Witch, Madame Ooglepuss, Fletch-
1
er Rabbit and Cecil Bill to good

THROUGH KITCHEN WINDOW
With Louis. Winsloiv

sho«. lui.ni.r than ever. Mart.

Producer: Charles Ranallo I

Director: Lucille Ryan
30 Mins., Tucs .-Thurs., 2 p.m.
EAST OHIO GAS CO.
WNBK, Cleveland

< Ketclni))!, MacLeod & Grove)

Below-Belt Video
Television sank to pretty low depths .Monday night (15) when

the NBC-TV "Meet the Press” video show. Maj. Gen Patrick j
Hurley and I, F. Stone, columnist for the New York Compass en*
gaged in a name-calling slugfest that practically broke up’ th
stanza and left the panel participants and viewers with mouth*
agape.

*

Hurley’s crack at on€ point, calling on Stone to “go back to
Jerusalem,” was considered not only off-base but entirely uncalled
for. What precipitated the Hurley remark was his inference that
Stone had called him a crook. '

The videocast, highlighted by a discussion of the recently-re-
leased White Paper on China, was punctuated throughout by rancor
and bitterness, with Hurley lashing into Stone as a follower of the
Red line and working for a Leftist sheet.

Things started humming in earnest when, at one point. Stone
asked Hurley if he knew of any place ^i»*re there were biceer
crooks than in China.

Hurley: "You asked me if I ever saw any bigger erooks?”
Stone; ‘‘That’s what I asked you. Even in the oil fields of

Texas or Oklahoma.”
Hurley; "Okay, kid. Yessir. . . . You go baek to Jerusalem-

I’ll go back to the oil fields. But if you don’t want to fight, don’t
start it.” Rose.

TTWWWWWWWWWWW T

j
Tele Follow-Up Comment

ii

STOP! I.OOK! LISTEN!
W'Ph Bob Trout, moderator; Drs.

Morton E. Seidenfeld, Robert
J. Neville, Hart Van Riper

Producer-director: Tom Ward
i WNBK makes its first regular M ns.; <»un. (14). 7:15 p. m.
mid-afternoon introduction with

, a well-turned-out 30-minutes of NBC-TV, from N. Y.

home economics under the guid- ' The brainchild of NBC staff pro-
an'cc of Loui.se Winslow, formerly ducer Tom Ward, this show
of New' York. The entire demon-

1 emerged as a fine public service
stration is from a specially-built

, effort despite its lack of any of
sludio at the East Ohio Gas Co.,

j

the accepted entertainment fac-

j

and then brought to the station by
!
tors. In face of the current polio

means of a coaxial cable, a half- epidemic and the resultant hys-
block long. Construction and teria on the part of many parents,
preparation of the studio were re-

,

tlie program delved honestly Into
ported to cost around $100,000.

! llie symptoms and cure of the
Miss Winslow’s debut (9) marked dread di.-^ca.sc, holding interest if

a show that will attract attention, onlv because of its subject
Opening performance was a neat

|

With the format consisting
stint, with Mi.ss Winslow handling merelv of a roundtable discussion
the commercials (gas company, a mons three medico directors of
stove and fixtures), as part of the the National Foundation for In-
overall 30-minutes

,
of program- fantile Paralysis, it could have

ming. She tells her audience in been presented iust as effectivelv
advance that she’s already pro-

;

on AM. But Ward figured and
pared much of the ba.sic work in. right iv so. that many televiewers
her program to be: the baking of a mighi mi.ss a radio discussion and
cake and preparation of ham-rolled thus the TV program was a neces-
asparagus. Her audience can sily. Bob Trout, as moderator, fed
write in lor ri'cipes. l ight que.slions to the three

t'amera-work w-as excellent: two docloi.s and the answers, while
cameras biinging entire picture they pulled no punches, must have
into play and showing fine bit of done much to allay both the fears
preparation. Stage sets, built un- and misconceptions of the audi-

Columnist Ed Sullivan returned
as emcee on CBS-TV’s "Toast of

the 'Town” Sunday night (14) after

a three-week vacation, headlining
a sporadic talent layout. During the
last few months before he left, Sul-
livan had been gradually improv-
ing in his video work but, while he
tried to. break through with some
comedy Sunday night, it failed to

come off.

Talent lineup was marked by the
' fine work of Joe Laurel, a British
pantomime comic, and the dull
stint of* film actor Sonny Tufts.
Laurel, one of the freshest vaudeo
acts this year, started moderately
with an eccentric dance but then
socked across pantomimic imper-
sonations of Chaplin and Laurel &
Hardy. Tufts, brought up from the
studio audience for an obviously-
prepared skit, was practically
tongue-tied. Despite his snafu of
the act, the cameras were glued to

I

him and Sullivan, while maestro
Ray Bloch, only one of the three to
elicit any laughs, was out of range.

Hazel Scott displayed her piano
virtuosity with a couple of num-
bers but her "Warsaw Concerto”
played slightly overlong for TV.
Hamilton Dancers, comprising two
girls and a man, were good in some
impressionistic terping and Grace
Drysdale put her puppets capably
through some standard routine^.
George DeWitt showed a pleasant
comedy personality in some
crooner impressions but his act was
too similar to several others for
top impact. Buddy Rogers, who
subbed for Sullivan during the first
week of the latter’s vacation,
looked well when brought up from
the audience for Sullivan’s some-
what fulsome gratitude.

'

• i 4 , V444-4

a melodramatic key with Nancy
Coleman standout as the distraught
suspect. Although the story wai
basically static, good direction im-
parted some tension to the play.
Settings were neatly arranged.

RIDER OF DREAMS
’tVitli Karamu House Gilpin Play-

ers, Pesrgy Davenport, William
f'ollins, Lloyd Gentry. Nolan
Bell

Producer: Thomas I. Ford
Director: Gerald Marans
30 Mins., Mon., 10 p.m.
WEWS. Cleveland
The Scripps Howard station, first

television outlet in this area,
chalked up another first with the
presentation of Ridgely Torrence’s
‘ Rider of Dreams,” a stoiy of Ne-
gro folkways.

.And to portray the story, the
slation called upon the Karanui
f louse’s Gilpin Playcr.s. an oul-
.sianding croup of actors, who did
a job worthy of network note. This
was (ho first call made upon llie

Gilpin group and if Monday's pri*s-

entalion was any criterion, the sta-

tion should call on them steadily
IV.cRy Davenport, as laicy. car-

ried her role of the conscientious,
hard-workinc wife, well; IJovd
Genlry, as Madkson. the dreaming
husband, handled his portrayal
with a fine touch. William Col-
lins as (he .son, Booker, did mucli
to sparkon the first scene. Nolan
Bell, as l^ncle William, rounded
oul I be ca.5t. Makeup could hav e

been improved, and there were
liisiancos of over-acting. Camera-
wise. the show lacked nothing, and
scciicrv was well done. Mark

der dircclion of iVNBK’s Jerry
Gentile, is attractive, Arrango-

j

ment of fixtures and lighting is a

( I edit lo Gas Co.’s engineers.
Mark.

ctu c Stal.

ouiz-0 ^
With Bill Mulvey, Louise Wood-

ruff. Guests
Director: Arnold Wilkes
CAPEHART DEALERS
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
New program rates praise for

ingenuity, but the format appears
loo ambitious or involved for a
smooth 30-minute local telecast. It
covers musical identifications —

-

sung or played by live local artists

.Schenerfady — WRGB made a

special eight-hour daytime telecast
Tiio.sday (16) from Adams. Mass.,
where a farm was to be trans-
formed from its old layout into a
modern soil conservation field sys-
tem. as a feature of the Berkshire
Farmers Field Day. Bill Givens
.supervi.sed the telcca.st. picked up
hv WRGP.’s new eight-tone mobile
tran.smiller.

PET SHOP
With Gail and Gay Compton
Writer: Gail Compton
Producer: Lou Cowan
Director; Don Meier
30 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBQ, Chicago

This is a folksy series designed —propounded to both studio*
to appeal lo pot owners and animal tesiants and home viewers, and the
lovers. Theme is a pet shop com- solution, by on-the-.sceners, of a
plete with live specimens of fish, dramatic puzzler acted out.’ With
flesb and fowl, w'hercin proprietor picntilude of commercials, time
Gail t'omplon show's how to take .segment is hardly sufficient. One
(•arc of ailing pets; entertains a mishap throw’s the running out of
stream of visitors with pets; and gear—as happened at start of last
picks an animal each week for a stanza soon. Longer rehearsals are
"heroism award.” possiblv the answer.
Only other regular cast member Murder mystery, neither a bad

is his eight-.v ear-old daughter, Gay. nor a brilliant piece of writing andwho answers phone calls and per- acting, lost some punch when
forms stooge jobs around the shop. iJolice inspector—played bv David
But neither Compton is a TV Kioman of WGY—lacked time to
match for the animals appearing exfilain where woman contestant
on the program. Such scene-steal- coming rio.sest to correct .solution
CIS as wistful puppies, bored dogs missed Interview' with 13-year-old
and greedy monkeys dominate the voungster. here only a fortnight
enlertainment angle of "Pet Shop.” from Italy, was clipped after per-

1'here’s not much continuity to soiiable youngster did a piano
the show, but it doe.sn’t need much, accordcon solo, for studio tabbing
Camera work is the mo.st important Binal bit. featuring an excerpt
part as the lens catches the weary from "Samson and Delilah” bv
expression of a dog being muzzled Doloies ITarvev, 18-year-old Al-and bandaged: a monkey warily bany Negro with a promising voice
snatching a tidbit from Compton; came olf well. Audrey Ellis wh()
a no(k of caged finches Indignant won a singing contest at WPTR
over being disturbed and a trio of guested previous week
cute puppies with that "take me Kmcee Rill Mulvey. good-look-
liome, mister” look. ing ingratiating and easy reeled

II s a good show for kids and off a solid if overlong midwav
adults. Some improvement could (ommercial. T.ouLse Woodruff
be made In Hie dialog, which gels didn’l have loo much opportunitv
a lillle |»'esome "t times. But on lo sliow. Closeups were moderately
the whole. Pet Shop” looks like a dear; medium shots, less so
natural lor a sponsor in the net Camera should sweep stuilio aiidl
lood line. Mart. enie at lea.st once. Jaco,

Interesting attempt to answer
Variety’s contention that TV is
starved for cheesecake failed to
pan out Saturday night (13) on
Four Star Showcase,” hour-long

vaudeo presentation on the N. Y.
Daily News’ WPIX. Answer was
to have been given In a leg con-
test, in which model Lola Montez
and announcer John Tillman meas-
ured the gams of a group of gals.
But camera closeups of a single
leg with the skirt hiked to the
thigh made them look like an un-
exciting piece of beef, no matter

nice the leg actually was. It
might have been cheesecake but it

certainly not presented
palatably.

Cheesecake theme was carried
throughout the show by WPIX pro-
gram chief Warren Wade, who pro-
duced. Variety’s Page One,
which carried the story last week,
was blown up for a backdrop and
all the femme acts were introduced
as cheesecake specialists, although
the w-ay they were presented would
not have scared even a Lindy’s
busboy. Best of the acts was
Kusly Arden, who scored with
some neat impersonations of w.k.
gal singers. Gail Meredith sang a
^uple of tunes acceptablv and
Dorothy Wenzel and the Aibertas
nandled the dancing chores okay.
Norman Jensen, who has the regu-
larly-scheduled "Mr. Magic” show
on the station, impressed with his
leger(|emain and the Jerry Jerome
orch backed the acts well. New.s’
upcoming Harvest Moon Ball was
plugged through appearances of
three groups of contestants. Wade’s
production and direction by Clay
Yurdin were good.

1
**^®*8*^* Theatre” maintained its

level of competence In staging "The '

«i
Lock” Monday night i

(15). Play, written by Harold Gold- i

man and adapted by Jack Bent-
j

k(>yer, had a straightforward plot

'

• with a last-minute twist giving it

!

a windup sock. Yam involved a
I

murder in which the ingenious as-

1

,

sassin traps himself by a slight slip
01 memory. Thesping was okay in

.

Elliott Roosevelt is following in
the latter day family tradition with
his show business assignment as
emcee on "Broadway Spotlight” as
replacement for the vacationing
Dick Kollmar. His father, the late
president, was probably the No. 1
draw on radio for many years and
his mother and sister constitute an
important discussion team on ABC.
In conjunction with his wife, ac-
tress Faye Emerson, P^lliott Roose-
velt does a passable job as co-
conferencier. There are times
when lie kills the point of a story
with a fluff, but generally he is

acceptable.
At this early point in his show

business career, Roosevelt has
learned the show biz maxim "the
show must go on.’ Earlier in the
afternoon, he was bitten on the
face by a spider. He was one of
three casualties. Joey Faye had a
swollen arm because of a pene-
cillin allergy, and Eric Thorsen
sang despite an inf(*ction in his

vocal chords. Two medicos were
standing by in the wings.

Despite these mishaps, show
played comparatively well. Prod-
ucer Martin Jones shifted the
Faye’s spot in the domestic skit to

Jack Gilford, because of his in-

ability to move around. Thorsen
couldn’t put his full power into his

rendition, but came off well,

although somewhat over-ballyed.

Major guest was Jackie Robin-
son, of the Brooklyn Dodgers, who
was Interviewed by a Negro ven-

triloquist dummy. Candy Mont-
gomery had a passable voice,

dre.ssed up with excellent lighting,

and Margo Wade did w'cll in her

tap stint.

Conrad Thibaiit. now permanent
emcee on Jacqiu's Fray’s "Music
Room,” provides considerable
dressing to thi.s show. Tlie essen-

tial charm of this layout has been

retained w'liile drive has been in-

creased. "Music Room” has under-

gone a slight change of format .so

that program plays like a concert

varieties. Talent is still culled

from classical ranks while tunes

and terps are ainu'd at the Red
Seal erow'd.

Initial program under the new
format was well produced with

some excellent talent. Ann Ayar*

registered with the Musetta ana

from La Boheme. Frcdell Lack

showed some fiddle virtuosity with

a Smetana piece and a P*'))*’
of

dance teams, Nicolai. Paul & Sari

and Pow'cll & Walker, did some

tasty terps in I lie classical tradi-

tion.
. "Music Room" is a diverting m*
terlude being a vaiide show w'lth

a longhair tw’ist. Show eaters to a

type viewer that gets little from

video these days.

ABC-TV’s Exclusive On

FilzPalrick Travelog*

ABC television has parted for

exclusive video rights to James A.

FitzPatrick travelog', villi a 13*

week series sel for launching on

the web’s four ow necl-and-opcratc

stations early next month,
showing will mark the fu'.Nt ventur

into TV of Fitzpatrick, who I'a**

years released his oiu'-ro

"Travel-Talk.s” llirougli Metro.

Deal also gives ABC’
some privately-filmed f o o t a g

which the proiliicer is now Icnsing

in Europe.



,'*1^ '

T I AA E magazine, not especially noted

for patting backs, . . commented] that iin

prestige, program7ning and income WNEW

is the Number One independent in the

agree[s], and

This is the

Fifth VARIETY

Showmanagement

Award

received by WNEW

since 1940

^^presented by John Blair A Co,
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FTHEL BARRYMORE TRIBUTE
I

YVith Ethel Barrymore. President ^

Truman, Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-

!

velt, Herbert Hoover, Charles

,

Brackett. Katharine Hepburn, i

Lionel Barrymore, Ruth Gordon,

'

l.ucille Watson, Billie Burke,
Elsie Janis, Alfred Lunt, Lynn
Fontanne, Tallulah Bankhead,
Somerset Maugham, Claudette
Colbert, Arthur Hopkins, Greg-
ory Peck, Katharine Cornell,
Cary Grant, Bernard Baruch,
Herbert Bayard Swope. Louis B.
Mayer, Samuel Colt, John Barry-
more Colt, Ethel Barrymore Colt
Miglietta. John Drew Miglietta;
Basil Adlam. conductor

Director: Dwight Hauser :

25 Mins.; 11:03 p.m., Monday (15)
j

Sustaining
i

ABC, from Hollywood
j

This tribute to Ethel Barrymore

!

on her 70th birthday was an im-

pressive broadcast, chiefly because

the sentiment was generally kept
within bounds. Perhaps only a

Baromore could have brought so

many celebrated names to the ros-

ter. At any rate, only a few top

,

stars and personalities were miss-
ing—undoubtedly because they

'

could not be reached in time.
|

Several things were notable
about the 25-minute ceremony. As
always, the professionals were more
effective than the prominent non-
pros. One of the most moving
parts of varied lineup was wiien a

seemingly endle.ss array of stars

spoke their names as “signers” of

a “birthday card” to the actress.

This device, first used so adroitly
in the FDR election-eve broadcasts,
was more moving than the some-
what emotional, longer statements
of the participants.
The clincher to the whole affair,

of course, was the personal, rather
private exchange of greetings be-
tween the members of the Barry-
more family—three generations of
them. Besides brother Lionel,
there were sons Samuel Colt, John
Barrymore Colt, daughter Ethel
Barrymore Colt Miglietta and
grandson John Drew' Miglietta.

|

Miss Barrymore, understandably '

touched, directly addressed her
‘

grandson and the President, then

!

said, “Pm afraid there is not time i

enough left in my life for me to

thank you enough for this over-|

whelming tribute. It’s far more^
than I deserve, but, believe me,

'

it’s not more than I can take to

my heart.”
j

The tape-recorded program,
which w'as still being put together

up to air time, was made wherever
the participating names could be

located. Somerset Maugham, for
’

instance, recorded his two spots in

southern France, while others were
made and sent from New York,
Washington and various parts of

the U S. and England. Besides those
listed in the credits above, there

|

were several dozen top great and
near-great “signers” of the “birth-

day card.” As president of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, which presented the

'

tribute, Charles Brackett presided.
Kobe.

SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS
With George Miller
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Sat., 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WPTR, Albany

George Miller, who teamed on
this program over WGY for two

j

years and for a year on WPTR, is

now singling. He is a capable

'

sportscaster, with a smooth format,
j

but like others hereabouts, relies
|

too much on the teletype. Little
;

commentary seems to be offered,!

It’s questionable, too, whether he
|

isn’t over-stressing racing, flat and
harness. Even the treatment of the

j

turf is not individualized on “High-
lights”; it’s chiefly a report of win-

j

ners, odds and favorites. Baseball
'

on show is covered too briefly. I

Miller divides his program into
1

“columns,” each introduced by an
announcer. He possesses a fairly
resonant voice, and features a stac-
cato delivery, occasionally too fast
and driving but basically good.
Manner is alert; reading is sure;
knowledge of sports, adequate.

Jaco.

GERMAN BROADCASTERS
With Lou Frankel. moderator
30 Mins.; Toes. (9), 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WFDR-FM, N. Y.

From a trade news viewpoint,
this interview with a trio of Ger-
man broadcasters contained sev-

eral items of interest. From a lis-

tener viewpoint, however, this show
missed an opportunity to probe into

modern Germany and lacked gen-
eral appeal. Participating on the
show were Hanns-Peter Uerz. news
editor of RIAS (Radio In American
Sector); Erich Oder. RIAS produc-
tion manager, and Heinrich Weder-
man of Radio Stuttgart.

The number of radio stations on
the air in Germany and the num-
ber of hours each is on the air

seemed to be of more importance
than the type and content of Ger-
man programming ,in this inter-

view'. On the basis of this inter-

view, nobody would have known
that Germany came through the

experience of nazism and defeat.

One of the Germans mentioned
that political satire w'as a popular
form of airer in the Reich but there
was no amplification. Also too

lightly touched upon w'as the east-

west conflict for control of the

German airlanes. Henu.

Inside Stuf-Radio
Six dramatic radio shows, starring Norman Rose as narrator

released in September by Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist OreanjJ*«^
of America, will highlight the organization’s program of activity «

Israel. ** ^
Authors of individual scripts include Milton Robertson THpa/iWard, Ernest Kinoy. Carl Green, and Florine Robinson, who’suDei^*^*^!

the production for Hadassah. Actors and'actresses starring in •

include Donald Buka, Adelaide Klein, Mary Patten. Butch fi*

Stephan Schnabel, Joe DeSantis and others. Jack Kuncy NBC
* ’

ducer, is directing the shows. ’ P*’®*

Martin Block is due for a heavy tape-recordin'; schedule in Sent-
ber. On Aug. 27, Block will head for Los An ;ele.s to record
weeks of advance
Como and

ivance shows for the “Chesterfield Supper Club” with Pe
Hollywood guest stars. Shows are being taped to clear

way for the one-hour Chesterfield show to preem on TV this fall

****

While on the Coast, he’ll also tape his two-a-day “Make Believe PkH
room” stint on WNEW (N. Y.) in addition to the weekly “Intematinn i

Make-Believe Ballroom” for the “Voice of America” program Block’
son. Gene, who produces his shows, is going along.

Circling the Kilocycles
[

pM DL-i
lan. Antonio — Charles Belfi,

j

^ iRviello UlClOitf

SINGING STORY TIME
With Vicki Stevens
Director: Jim Ramsey
Writer: Robert Lewis
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:45 p. m.
Sustaining

'

WGN, Chicago
Vicki Stevens aims at the three

to eight year old age group in this

series based on the Kellogg Sing-
ing Lady technique. Format uses
animal stories set to music, and
features the playing of a children’s

record daily.

Miss Stevens employs a sweet,

natural voice in a lilting tempo,
and tells her stories with anima-
tion that should appeal to mop-
pets. Timely musical interpreta-

tion by a staff piani.st helps to keep
a lively pace. Program should put
its pint-sized listeners in an agree-
able supper mood. Mart.

A Dummy Becomes e KRNT
Personality and Wins the

/O

AWARD

I’m a dummy, I am . . . man-sized one

at that. I cross streets against the lights

. . . don’t pay no attention to nothin’ . . .

break all the traffic rules in the book.

But just because of me the kids all over

town yell ”Hey Bob!” (Hey, Be on the

Beam !) when they, see some guy break

a safety rule.

Me and Bill Riley (He’s a live guy, great

with the kids, too) make a game of safety.

\Vc teach it the sugar-coated way —
FUN! We put on a fun-session broad-

cast every Saturday. Our Dcs Moines

Safety Legion membership tops 10,(XX)

towheads.

VARIETY Magazine said I got “respon-

sibility to youth” and gave KRNT the

Showmanagement plaque award because

of my doings. Sure made me proud I

But shucks — I sorter felt all along I

had responsibility. All us KRNT per-

sonalities got responsibility to everybody,

and because of that this station has won
six national awards in four years.

Us KRNT Personalities have to know
showmanship and selling . . . don’t make
no difference whether it’s selling public

service or merchandise. Guess that’s why
everyone knows KRNT as “The Statioir

With the Fabulous Personalities and

the Astronomical Hoopers.”

San, Antonio — Charles Belfi,

commercial manager of KYFM,
has been elected to the post of
commander of the Adkins Lenoir
Post 565 of the American Legion
for the coming year. He replaces
Lynn Krueger, manager of the
Majestic theatre.

Rapid City, S. D.—Ru.shmore
Mutual Life has signed a four-
year contract to sponsor Frederic
W. Ziv’s “Wayne King Show” on
KOTA.

Cleveland—After sponsoring two
10-minute newscasts and -two five-

minute newscasts for over 10 years
over WTAM, Sohio announced can-
cellation of the two five-minute
shows at noon and 11 p.m.

San Antonio—Alec Chesser, pro-
gram director for KITE has been
named Radio Director for the
forthcoming Community Chest
Drive in San Antonio.

Detroit—The 70-voice chorus and
vocal groups of WJR’s “Make Way
for Youth” program originating in
Detroit and fed to the CBS net-
work. returns to the air after a
brief summer hiatus Saturday (20),
Chorus is composed of Detroit
teenagers from a score of local
high schools. Lending professional
support is the 24-pioce WJR or-
chestra conducted by Paul LaVoie.

Manchester, N. H.—Edward F.
Fitzgerald, commentator and con-
ductor of the “Uncle Eddie” pro-
gram on WMUR, has announced
his candidacy for the Republican
nomination for mayor of Man-
chester. He is a Navy veteran and
prominent in ex-service men’s or-
ganizations.

Kansas City— Eddie Edwards,
producer for the Midland Broad-
casting Co. celebrated his 20th
year with the company la.st^riday
(12). He began as a blackface
comedian and character actor, later
becoming the ' popular “George
Washington White” on the Brush
Creek Follies. He’s been producer
of the Follies for a number qf
years now.

Des Moines—The second annual
KRNT-Cubs baseball tryout camp
and school got a statewide enroll-
ment of 1,200 for the biggest col-
lective showing of amateur base-
ballers of the year. Through co-
sponsorship of KRNT and the Chi-
cago Cubs, a nine-day camp con-
ducted the free training and tryout
sessions daily for three age di-
visions—9-12; 13-15 and 16-21.

Louisville—J. MaeWynn, sales
director of WHAS, has been ap-
pointed advertising director of the
Atlanta Journal. Wynn will as-
sume his post in Atlanta, Aug. 22.
Until a .successor to Wynn is
named, Rodney Will of the WHAS
sales department w'ill supervise
sales operations.

Radio Set Mfts.
Washington, Aug. 16.#

Refusal of manufacturers to

build a variety of good FM sets

for markets in which the medium
provides the only satisfactory

broadcast service was characterized

last week by the FM Assn, as a

“public-be-damjoed” attitude.

In a “call to arms” issued to FM
broadcasters to awaken interest of
manufacturers to produce sets,

Edward L. Sellers, FMA executive
director, charged that receiver
factories failed to carry out com-
mitments Jo turn out sets as far

back as 1947. For that year, he
•said, the Radio Manufacturers
Assn, estimated FM set output
would total 2,000,000 and requested
FMA to drop a campaign with the

;

slogan “Don’t Buy a Radio Without

!

FM.”
i The manufacturers, said Sellers,

fell short of their 1947 schedule

I

by nearly 50'i’^r. “The excuse given

i

then—that there wasn’t time to

!
manufacture FM sets on a mass
production basis and that there

j

was no market — wouldn’t hold

j

water now,” he added. FM is now

i

available to more than 100,000,000

people in 450 cities and in some

I

areas exclusively, he said,

i

Sellers posed the Jackpot ques-

tion: Why have manufacturers
refused to build a variety of good

' FM sets in quantity to supply these

areas? “It can’t be anything but

a ‘public be damned’ attitude by

j

.some of the manufacturers.” he
i said, “when our study indicates

that there are vast areas of the

United States in which there is a

(Continued on page 40)

MPLS. FUND SHOW GE1S

10 AIRINGS SAME. DAY
Minneapolis, Aug. 16.

Saturation in broadca.sting a

fund-bid program was achieved

with a vengence here Thursday

(ID when 10 local radio stations

broadca.st same half-hour show at

different times from 5 to 11 p.m.

Show was “Hold High The

Torch,” produced by University of

Minnesota radio guild for Minne-

sota American Legion, which is

campaigning for funds to battle

,

heart disease.

!

In addition, tran.scription also

W'ent to some 25 outstate stations.

Disk was cut at WCCO after live

program was first presented at

state Legion convention.

San Antonio—“Georgie Young’s
Nite Owl Record Session” has
made its debut here over KONO
under the sponsorship of the
Alamo Piano Co., and is neard each
Saturday night at midnight. Miss
Young is manager of the record
department of the piano company.

Chicago—WLS has signed Negro
[

baritone Pruth McFarlin for month
series on “Little Brown Church”
show each Sunday. McFarlin is a
polio victim who’s been making i

appearances at local music festi-

'
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VERREE TEASDAIE MENJOU

ADOIRHE MENJOU

Radioes Most

Entertamiug

QiiarterAionr

Show. . . AT A

SURPRISINGLY

LOW PRICE!

*‘MENJOU” NAME IS OPEN SESAME TO

BIGGER AUDIENCES AT LOWER COST!

IT*S THE SENSATIONALLY SUCCESS-

FUL ANSWER TO YOUR DEMAND
FOR A HARDER-SELLING PROGRAM!The combination of the increasingly popular

’Meet The Menjons" programming technique,

plus the terrific nation-wule acceptance for the

big, boK-office "Menjou” name accounts for

the itistant success of this sensational program!

Listeners are impressed Sviih the glamour and

magic of Atlolphe Menjou aiul Verree Teasdale

Menjou—regard them as America’s most

happily married Hollywood couple—con-

sistently tune in to them because they repre-

sent today’s most vital and charming sounding

board of American folk, fact, and fancy.

I fere’s today’s most refreshing, most Informal,

most informative showl Here’s today’s new

listening habit
—
'Meet The JVlenjous.” It’s

paying oft for sponsors with bigger audiences,

faster sales, greater profits at lower cost! That

the public prefers the new and exciting "Meet

The Menjous” technique is evidenced by the

instant and sensatiotial success of this power-

packed program wherever it is running!

'Hiere’s magic in the MfiNJOU name—sales

magic that enables your sponsors to capitalize

on their fame. The readily-recognized Menjou

faces— publicized by powerful promotion on

hundreds of great Hollywood movies— lend

themselves perfectly to hard-selling, localized

campaigns that are hitting the jackpot lor

result-tninded sponsors!
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Schwerin’s Tele Testing System

To Be Unveiled for Trade Tomorrow
Detailed plans for a new system

of television audience measure-

'

ment will be i unveiled for the trade
tomorrow (Thursday* by re-

s<‘archer Horace Schwerin and
NBC. Based on both on-the-air
“home tests” and supplementary
studio testing, the system is

claimed to give prospective spon-
sors a method to test piogram
ideas in advance and current spon-
sors a way of testing effectiveness
of their shows and commercials.

Schwerin is to announce plans
for use of his system by NBC and
a group of national advertisers.

NBC will utilize the testing
initially next Wednesday night
(24) on its "Believe It or Not” sus-

tainer. in which 2,000 setowners in

the N. Y. area will mark ballots

distributed to them in advance.
This test necessitates the super-
imposition of small numbers on
the picture, which will correspond
with numbers on the ballot to cue
the viewers. Through a split-sig-

nal system worked out by NBC
engineers, the numbers will be
seen by N. Y. viewers only, despite
the show’s being netw'orked.

Studio tests will comprise vot-
ing by 300 viewers on a kinescope
print of the show'. Schwerin will

also reveal at the time his find-
ings on characteristics of a tele

audience, which reportedly show
the lack of any so-called novelty
factor, differences between set-

owners and non-setowners and
screen size

COMM’L RADIO MEETING

UNDER WAY IN S. AFRICA
Johannesburg. Aug. 9.

First full-.scale meeting to dis-

cuss coming commercial radio pro-

grams in South Africa was held in

Johannesburg yesterday ( 8 *, and

was attended by “C” program
managers from Johannesburg,

j

Cape Town and Durban, under
chairmanship of Gideon Roos, di -

1

rector general of South Africa
j

Broadcasting Corp.
|

Date of commencement of the 1

commercials hasn’t yet been fixed, i

Boos reported, as this was depend -

1

ent on the arrival of necessary

equipment which had been ordered

last year. A big obstacle was the

stair shortage, and the obtaining

of additional personnel for all de-

partments was being attended to.

I

Roos pointed out that the com-
mercial network wouldn’t be a

separate organization, but an in-

tegral part of the whole SABC,
Its staff would pool their activities

with the staff at present working
on the “A” and ”B” programs, '

• ’The search for programs and
talent is going on. It is admitted
that the high standard of broad-

ca.sts from Lourenco Marques has
sold the Idea of commercial radio

1
to a large number of prospective

^

sponsors, provided the right pro-

grams can be found for them.

Gilbert’s Interviews

Dick Gilbert, KTYL (Phoenix)

disk jockey, flies west today (17)

after a hectio 10-day stay at the

Waldorf during which he tape-

recorded more than 40 interviews

with platter personalities for use

on his daily 12-3 p.m. pancake pa-

rade. Among those interviewed by

Gilbert are Xavier Cugat, Perry

Como. Evelyn Knight, Frankie

Laine, Vaughn Monroe. Bill Law-
rence, Freddy Martin, Jerry

Wavne and Tex Beneke.
|

Highlight of Gilbert’s eastern

visit was a 10-minute private talk
j

with President Truman in the 1

White Hou.se last Thursday (ID.
during which he invited the Presi-

1

dent to be guest of honor at the '

Jafycee’s (Junior Chamber of Cony
merce) 18th Annual Worlds
Championship Rodeo in Phoenix

|

next April. The President said

!

he’d like that.

Inside Television

Sheaffer Pen s

Sports Package
“This Week in Sports.” weekly

15-minute film roundup of the na-

tion’s top sports events packaged 1

by Telenews-INS, has been sold to

Sheaffer Pens, Series tees off Sept.

21 on a nine-station basic network
out of N. Y. with highlights of the

week’s college and professional

football games. Agency on the ac-

count is W. Biggie Levin.

Besides N. Y., the show will be

seen in Boston. Philadelphia,

Washington, Baltimore, Buffalo.

Cleveland. Detroit and Chicago,

with additional markets available

to the sponsor during the tenure of

the contract. Reel is also being of-

fered to open station markets for

local sales, with some 20 of them
already committing themselves for

the show. Reel is completely
voiced and scored.
Telenews-INS this week also set

several more contracts for its daily

and weekly newsreel, which is now
in more than 30 TV market areas.

KSD-TV, St. Louis, is taking the
I daily reel and WBEN-TV, Buffalo,

has parted with the Manufacturers
and Traders Trust Co. for the

,

weekly edition. WMBR-TV, Jack-
sonville, which goes on the air this

month, will run both the daily and
weekly editions.

“Howdy Doody.” NBC-TV’s puppet star, will be given a mass promo,
tion campaign during the next few months to ballyhoo both the sh
and new tie-in merchandise slated to hit the market in time for Chrisr
mas. Campaign is being worked out jointly by NBC and Martin Sto^
Associates, which controls the H-D package. Characters from the
show will do a triple Thanksgiving Day parade spread, being featured

in the Macy’s procession in N. Y., Bamberger’s in Newark and Gimbel’

in Philadelphia. In addition, the puppet character itself will make
a personal appearance tour of Boston, Buffalo, Baltimore. Washington
and St. Louis, in which Stone and NBC plan to repeat the split-screen

technique used last spring to promote H-D in Chicago. Emcee Bob
Smith, under the system, will be seen on one-half the screen from
N. Y.. while Howdy will take over the other half from another city

First 15 minutes of the half-hour, across-the-board show' are still

open for sponsorship but Stone is confident they’ll be sold out by fall*

Among the new items slated for merchandising are wrist watches^
comic books, record albums, musical chairs, etc. ’

Two video shows this past week focused audience attention on the
lead story in the Wednesday (10) issue of Variety. Yarn, citing the
shortage of cheesecake on TV, was the impetus for Robert Q. Lewis
giving television viewers a gander at his gams. Substituting for Arthur
Godfrey on the “Arthur Godfrey and Friends” show over CBS-TV last

Wednesday (10). Lewis had the cameras spotlight the Page One story

while he rolled up his pants to provide the audience with some leg art!

“Four Star Showcase,” for its broadcast over WPIX Saturday ( 13)

used the front page yarn as the backdrop for its entire show. Program’
followed a variety format, but interjected additional glamour via a leg

contest, which brought into view a galaxy of undraped stems.
Further response to the story was evidenced by Dwight Deere

Wiman’s proposal to use a line of six lookers in his 'tele adaptation of

the “Little Show” revues, set for CBS-TV this fall. Topper, however,
was Eagle Lion’s followup of the yarn. Company, unable to resist the
tie-in possibilities, sent Variety an edible cheesecake from Lindy’s.
An attached photo of EL starlet, Barbara Payton, also in the cheesecake
groove, accompanied the delicacy.

R&H Beer has come up with one of the mo.st unusual commercials
on television in its bankrolling of the Monday night boxing matches
from Coney Island’s Velodrome via the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX.
Brewery for some time has used one of ad impresario Douglas Leigh’s
blimps to fly over the metropolitan N. Y. area advertising its product
On Monday nights the blimp hovers over the Velodrome,
Whenever a plug is to be inserted into the tele show, the camera,

equipped with a telephoto lens, has only to pan up to the blimp to pick
up the beer’s ad message on a moving electric tape, while announcer
Jack McCarthy talks about the product. One of the be.st factors of the
plug is that it costs the sponsor no additional money—not even a slid*

has to be prepared. Message can be seen clearly on video screens.

Brandi theatre circuit in N. Y. has tied in with the Scheck-Dahlman
package agency for. a new series of television shows titled ‘ Telcfinds.”
which preems Sept. 5 on WCBS-TV (N. Y.) in the 11 to 11:30 p.m,
period. Winners of amateur conte.sts staged in various Brandt nabe
houses are to be spotlighted on the program before talent agents and
bookers and will thus have a chance to sign with them.

Series, which is to be aired initially in N, Y. only, will be sponsored
by Win.ston Television on a 26-w'eek deal. Albert Black is to be asso-
ciated with the package outfit in the production. Agency for Winston
is Sternfeld-Godley,

Color Demonstrations

Due Today in D.C. as CBS

Airs Hosp Operations
Washington. Aug. 16.

The stage is set for CBS color

demonstrations here tomorrow
( Wed ) at w hich FCC’ers and

other prominent Washingtonians
are to observe colorcasts of surgi-

cal operations from Johns Hopkins
hospital in Baltimore. Special re-

ceivers are to be installed at the
District National Guard Armory.
Arrangements are being handled
by Smith. Kline & French Labs.,
pharmaceutical manufacturers.
The tests are being conducted

by WM.\R-TV in Baltimore, W'ith

Washington, which
the broadcasts, co-

successful, permis-
sougl\t for similar
here in December

at meetings of the American Medi-
cal Assn.
The demonstrations will con-

tinue for three days during periods
when the stations are not on regu-
lar .schedule. The data will be
considered at Commission hear-
ings beginning Sept. 26 to receive
color proposals.

Talent costs on Frank Veloz’ weekly television program over KNBH
on the Coast are being handled by the dancer. Veloz hands out per-
sonal checks each week to a six-piece orch plus any guests he may
spot on show'. KNBH. meanwhile, supplies only the production know-
how, technicians, backdrops and schedule time for beamer. Setup is

simple. KNBH wanted the Veloz type program for summer scheduling
but couldn’t afford the tab. Hence an arrangement was worked out
whereby station would open up the time and Veloz would handle all

' talent costs pending sale of show by NBC outlet.

WMAL-TV in

will pick up
operating. If

sion will be
demonstrations
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Gunther’s Balto. Show
* Baltimore, Aug. 16.

Gunther Brewing Co. bowed
into video yesterday (Mon.) with
a 60 -minute across-the-board
sports show on W.\AM-TV with
Nick Campofreda, former pro
wrestling star, as emcee. Start-
ing in September, the show will
al.so be piped to WTTG-TV In
Washington,
Hour show features racing and

baseball results together with in-
terviews with top sports celebs.
E/.zard Charles, NBA boxing
champ, guested on the preem.
Ruthrauff & Ryan is the agency.

I
Chas. Glett Shaking Up

Things at L.A.’s KTSL
I

Hollywood, Aug, 16.
Charles Glett, who took over

i
veepee post in charge of television
for Don Lee 10 weeks ago, has be-
gun putting into effect his reor-
ganizational plans for KTSL, Glett
has effected a change in station’s

' lighting and backdrops and will
I instigate a staff reorganization
I within the next month.

Glett has brought motion pic-
ture lighting to the Don Lee out-
let making the station the second
in the country to do away with flat

lighting. KL,\C-TV has been us-
ing motion picture technique since
it went on the air 11 months ago.
(^uth't is also putting into use
“live” sets, utilizing real tree and
grass in place of painted back-
drops. Ultimate result will be the
realization of depth in the video
inuige in place of the flatness ob-

I tained from painted backdrops and
overhead light banks.

‘Fatima’s’ New Formal.

“Tales of P'atima” on CBS ii

getting a change in format start-

ing Aug. 27, with Basil Rathbone

bowing out as the star of the week-

ly Saturday night series. Instead,

Rathbone will be heard as emcee

only.

Revised format will spotlight

top pix personalities, witli JohD

Garfield inked in for the kickoff.

A SINGINC ACT PAR HCELL£NCE..Panif^

Columbus—Robert D. Thomas,
national salt's chief for WBNS
since 1939. resigned last, week to
take over as sales manager of
WBNS-TV, Columbus Dispatch sta-

' lion, due on the air here Oct. 1.

Philco’s New TV Plant
Sandusky. O., Aug. 16.

Philco Corp. has opened a new
$1,500,000 plant in Sandusky, de-
voted exclusively to the manufac-
ture of television sets, bringing the
weekly production capacity of the
firm to 18..500 units.

In dollars, this will represent
about three times the money value
of the .50.000 radio sets per week
which Philco is pro<lucling.

Boston—Coverage of the Na-
tional Tennis Doubles Tournament,
at Longwood Cricket Club, Brook-
line. will be carried by Ikib’s ARC’
station WCGP. Northeastern Dis-
tributors, Inc. will pick up the tab
to plug their Zenith-FM radios.
Broadcasts skedded for Aug .20
and 21 .

10^

PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO

Modernaires, four guys

and a gal, tee off with sock

“Here We Are in Chicago."

Interspersing of comedies

with their slick vocaling and

clever arrangements, find

quintet clicking all the way.

Variety Weekly

Returning August 29

•CLUB 15'

C.6.S. Coast-to-Coast
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Arg. Radio Still

.

In Gov’t Grip

RADIO

denied

trouble has

Montevideo, Aug. 9.

Although the Assn, of Argentine

Broadcasters has officially

that any censorship

arisen in Buenos Aires over broad-

casts to the U. S. by North Ameri-

can correspondents stationed in

Argentina, it is a widely known fact

hat facilities for such broadcasts

have not been forthcoming with

he same ease as before Argentina

herself started "Voice of Argen-

tina” transmissions over the Argen-

tine shortwave channels.

The Broadcasters Assn., however,

also made a statement to the effect

that the networks in Argentina are

i^un by free commercial enterprise

and are not under state control.

This statement has caused consider-

able eyebrow-raising in Latin-

America, as it is only too well

known that the entire Argentine

network system is controlled, if not

owned, by people very close to the

government.
Anyone tuning in on the Argen-

tine state radio outlet, LRA, which

is the only one officially recognized

as being government-owned, can
get a load of the form censorship

takes in Argentina. Throughout
the past fortnight the airer has

been broadcasting every 20 minutes
charges against the biggest of Ar-
gentina’s daily newspapers. La
Prensa, accusing the paper’s own-
ers of being in foreign pay and tied

to the “capitalists of Wall Street."

La Prensa and La Nacion are prac-

tically the two only independent
lilies left in Buenos Aires and do
not hesitate to say in what way
they are in disagreement with gov-
ernment policies. If these two
papers have been allowed to con-
tinue in existence, it is only be-
cause their prestige throughout the
world is so great that their dis-

appearance viould cause too much
of a stir among United Nations
circles.

Advertisers Bullied

Currently at this time of the
year large-scale advertisers in Bu-
enos Aires start setting up their
budgets for the next year and book-
ing time for their programs on the
major networks. Some of these ad-
vertisers are now discovering that
the only way in which they will be
able to get time is to switch their
accounts—for all advertising pur-
poses—to a recently formed local
agency, which has an inside track
at Government House and is there-
fore believed to be part-owned by
members of the various Secretari-
ats. If any advertiser refused to
hire the avency in question, it could
lead to some unpleasant develop-
ments when exchange permits are
needed for imports of raw mate-
rials, or other similar contacts with
bureaucracy.

That there is good coin to be
made in the publishing and adver-
tising biz in Argentina in these in-
flationary times is shown by the
fact that the Editorial Haynes
group, which changed hands in No-
vember of last year, and is now
owned by a company of which Se-
nora de Peron is a member, had a
turnover during the past financial
year of nearly $2,000,000 (U.S.), al-
most double that of last year. The
Haynes ^etup included Argentina’s
major commercial network. Radio
Mundo.
The Belgrano radio network,

Which is now installed in the base-
ment floors of the deluxe Alvear

» Buenos Aires, teed
On this week (7) with film exhibi-
]^ns in its 800-seat auditorium.
The Belgrano auditorium is used
lor audience participation broad-
^rts, pix and vaudeville, giving the^b s talent a chance to try out in
Personal appearances.

Ovaltine’s 9th Time Around
- Chicago, Aug. 16.
Uvaltine has inked a renewal of

mutual s “Captain Midnight’’ for

rJI* ^ consecutive year, starting

Ki
the kid thriller will

lit'*
period to 30 min-«« for airing over 160 MBS out-

Chi-originated package with ‘Ed
f^ntiss and Angelyn Orr is hand-

by Hill-Blackett agency forWander Co., Chi.

Jordan in

turned to*
with CO

HSTP for ninth season
lO-is

-sponsor, broadcasting at

Sinro Sundays for 15 hiinutes.

Mies mattress company.
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DuMont s Flock of Repacts; WPK

Signs Pair; Other New Tele Biz

Dept. of. Commerce
Continued from page SX

DuMont Labs has renewed spon-

sorship of the “Morey Amsterdam
Show” on the DuMont web for an-

other 13 weeks, with the half-hour

program continuing in the Thurs-

day nights at 9 sldt. Agency is Bu-

chanan.
WABD, key outlet of the DuMont

network, repacted for 13 weeks

Chevrolet Dealers’ thrice-weekly

spots through Campbell-Ewald.
Station this week also signed
with Procter & Gamble, through
Benton & Bowles, for a once-
weekly minute spot on a 52-week
basis, and with Inkograph Co. for
two one-minute spots weekly.
Agency for the latter account is

S. R. Leon.

Two new advertisers signed for

a series of spots this week on the
N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX. TWA,
through BBD&O, signed a 13-week
deal for twice-weekly announce-
ments, and Weston .Biscuit Co.,

through Calkins & Holden, pacted
for a w'eekly 20-second plug. Chev-
rolet Dealers also renewed its spot
contract for an additional 13 weeks
on WPIX.
WAAM, Baltimore indie station,

signed with three new spot adver-
tisers, including Weston Biscuit,
Consolidated Gas, Electric Light 8i

Power Co., and the Baltimore Chev-
rolet Dealers.

Selection of choice one-minute
film spots on WFIL-TV, Philly, fea-
tures a new campaign by Kaiser-
Frazer Corp. to boost sales of its

new “Traveler.” For 13 weeks, end-

ing Nov. 7, the firm will sponsor
eight film announcements weekly.

WXYZ-TV, Detroit, which has
teleca.st State Fairgrounds racing

I all summer, has jumped—with the
closing of the Fairgrounds—to De-
troit’s new Hazel Park. Spon.sors
are the Automobile Dealers A.ssn.

Races will be teleca.st twice weekly,

I
Wedne.sday and Saturday. Busi-
ness placed through William Love-

j
less agency.

E & B Brewing Co. of Detroit
has renewed sponsorship of wrest-
ling matches telecast by WXYZ-
TV. Contract runs 13 weeks. Busi-
ness placed through W, B. Doner
& Co.

Kaiser-Fraser Motor Co., through
Weintraub agency, ordered two

I spots weekly on WXYZ-TV, De-
troit, for 13 weeks.

' United Detroit Theatres pur-
' chased six spots on WXYZ-TV. De-
* troit, Aug. 7 through 13 to promote

i opening of “Mighty Joe Young”
(RKOK

!
'Columbus Chevrolet dealers in

three-way deal with station and
university signed to sponsor tele-

vising of five home football games
of the Ohio State University Buck-
eyes over WLW-C.
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, reported

' sponsors for two show's in Samson’s
Good Housekeeping Shops bank-
rolling the 15 min. “Puppet’s Pay-

I off” through Louise Mark agency:
and Milwaukee Sewing Machine
Co, sponsoring the Nancy Fritz

1 Charm Class through Dayton,
Johnson & Hacker agency. Both

' contracts run 13 weeks.

York outnumbers the radio sets

tuned to certain of the major

radio stations.

“It must be kept in mind,” said

the report, “that television’s com-
bination of moving pictures, sound
and immediacy produces an im-
pact that extends television as an
advertising medium into the realm
of personal sales solicitation. Tele-
vision with its power of demonstra-
tion and persuasion carries the sel-

ling process far closer to ultimate
completition than does any other
medium. Television makes the
home the location of the point-of-

sale presentation and reduces fol-

low - up personal selling to a
minimum.”
Based solely on the number of

sets in use, said the report, tele-

vision- rates are high but in terms
of its additional impact as an ad-
vertising medium the present costs

appear reasonable to the majority
of advertisers. Time charges will

probably continue upw'ard for some

being selected and other engineer-
ing work is under way looking
toward the provision of transconti-

nental service.

Replying to a question as to why
its facilities do not utilize the full

4.5nic bandwidth of TV broadcast
transmission. Bell explained that

its coaxial, which provides 2.7mc
bandwidth, was developed before
the war primarily for telephone
and that it has made these facili-

ties available to meet the rapid
needs of video.

Pass the Drinks
Continued from pace 39

^^SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
TURNS THE TABLES!”

The Number I Personality

In the World of Music
Jockies the Disks! . .

.

in a SERIES of TRANSCRIBED PROGRAMS . . .

Each a Brilliant Hour

of

Witty Talk and Fine Music

RECORDED BY THE WORLD'S OUTSTANDING

ORCHESTRAS

and ParBonally Seftcfod by Sir Thomag for Thig Striog

Informal Anecdotes Guest Stars

Informative Commentary
j

Outstanding Figures of

Behind the Scenes Stories ! Music, Theatre and Screen

''SIR THOMAS BEECHAM TURNS THE TABLES!"

A Prestige Package That Sells Your Audience . . .

A FRESH, NOVEL IDEA IN MUSIC PROGRAMMING!

26 Weeks Series With Option for Further 26

Ploying Time: 55 Minutes witk Standard Allowance for Commercials

AVAILABLE TO YOUR STATION

FOR COMMERCIAL SPONSORSHIP

Writ* lor FortW lalormotloo

TOWERS of LONDON, Ltd.

Oliver W. Nicoll

National Director for the U. S.

37 West 46 Street

New York City 19

Luxemburg 2-5130

In the New York City area program will be sponsored

exclusively on WQXR and WQXR-FM beginning this fall.

14 TV-Less States
Washington, Aug. 16.

A television map of the U.S.
accompanying last week’s
Commerce Dept, report on
video’s advertising impact,
shows 41 cities with stations
in operation and 24 additional
cities in which outlets are un-
der construction.
The map shows 14 states in

w'hich there are no television
authorizations. They are New
Hampshire, Maine, Vermont,
South Carolina, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Kansas, North and
South Dakota, Montana, Colo-
rado, Wyoming, Idaho and
Nevada.

Because it will probably be
six months before new video
authorizations are granted, It

is likely to be at least a year
and possibly 18 months before
any of the 14 states will have
stations within their own bord-
ers. In some of the states,
such as Arkansas, South Caro-
line, Mississippi and Kansas,
video service is available to a
part of the population from
border stations. . In seven
states television is not avail-
able.

time, it predicted, but “the increas-
ing popularity of television even-
tually will result in a downward
trend in cost per set installed.”

180% Hike In Billings

Noting continued growth in TV
sponsored programs, the report
estimated total time expenditures
for 1949 will approximate $28,000.-
000 or 180% over the 1948 esti-
mate of $10,000,000. “It is antici-
pated.” it declared, that time pur-
chase “will continue its remarkable
growth during 1950.”
The report found that in many

cases television commercials failed
to utilize the potentialities of the
medium. “Both the adverti.sers and
the agencies share in the respon-
sibility for this shortcoming,” it
said. It blamed the situation to
thinking in terms of the printed or
spoken word or of the still picture.

It predicted continued growth of
live product commercials as ail
parties became better acquainted
with the medium. Advertising agen-
cies are making progress in this
direction although television is not
yet a very profitable field for them.
The average TV appropriation Is
small as compared with other me-
dia. yet demands as much or more
time. "

,
“Nevertheless.” the Department

counselled, “this appears to be an
opportune time for agencies to en-
gage more strenously in television
activities, to obtain experience and
to create a reputation.”

will be on hand when the rehearsal

starts and be helpful in any way
possible. The only thing they can’t

do is run for coffee.

Also, the NBC staffers have been
cautioned on dropping the attitude

that agency directors are inter-

lopers, and they’re not to regard
them as dopes. “Be nice, cultivate

the agency reps and make them
your friend,” is the new credo.

The NBC sales staff, likewise, is

being pepped up on this approach,
|

with the warm, human touch

—

they’ve been told— henceforth to
'

characterize their relationship with
,

the agency men. They’re to help
work out any problems confronting
the agencies

—
“but remember, no

[

ultimatums.”

ADMIRAL’S 35% HIKE

IN TV SET OUTIDT
Chicago. Aug. iq

Admiral Corp. has joined tK-
bullish side of the TV market h
Increasing its tele production set-up 35/0, with no correspondin*
cutback in radio. Plant faciUfflf
now can turn out 13.500 sets
week, instead of the former

Addition figure was «cS
pushed by enlarging producuj^
line facilities in the Chi plant anS
switching the Harvard. 111.

to sole TV manufacturing’ p».^
Ross Siragusa. Jr. is aiming for .
60,000 production total per month
It was indicated that sales faciliuS
will be increased shortly in order
to match the added output

FM Assn.
Continued from page 3S

FCC ‘Hands Off’
Continued from page 29

authority may be vested in us with
respect to it.”

He said that in areas where the
sale of liquor is prohibited by law,

such advertising would not be in

the public interest “since adher-
ence to the laws of the state in

which a station is located ... is

an important aspect of operation in

the public interest. Obviously, the
same is true with respect to those
areas where advertising of alco-

holic beverages is prohibited by
law.

“Where there are no laws pro-
hibiting such sale or advertising,
the problem raised by such pro-
grams and advertising are the same
as those raised by any other pro-
grams which may have limited ap-
peal to the radio audience.”

Citing a 1946 ruling rejecting a
petition of the Rev. Sam Morris,
a Baptist preacher, to deny license
renewal to KRLD, Dallas, which
was carrying beer and wine copy,
W'^alker said the Commission’s pol-
icy is that the broadcaster must
be responsive to the community
feeling about such advertising.

Red Scare
Continued from page 33

definite need and demand for FM-
only sets of good quality.

“It’s no longer a question o(
markets,” he continued. “Th#
markets I am talking about are
not covered by AM, and TV is i
long way off. Why isn’t the law
of normal supply and demand
applied to FM by the manufactur-
ers? A few are doing a profitabla
business in trying to supply the
public need for FM receivers, but
the great majority appear to be
serving interest alien to the pub-
lic.”.

Sellers cited a new FM-AM cov-
erage study by Caldwell-Clements,
Inc., New York publishers, as re-

vealing that over three-fourths- of

the U. S. population is within tbe
primary range of one or more FM
stations day and night and that in

22 states FM is providing better

reception and coverage than AM.
These states include New York,
Pennsylvania. California, Ohio,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Virginia,

West Virginia. Tenne.ssee, North
Carolina. Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Ar-
kansas, Nevada. Maine, Vermont
and New Hamshire.

In addition, the study showed
FM giving equal coverage to AM
in Ilinois, Indiana. New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Delaware, Rhode
Island and Connecticut.
Thus, w'ithin the short space of

four postwar years, said Sellers,

FM is covering as much of the

country as AM after 3U years. And,
he added, “FM is doing the job

with 740 stations, whereas AM hai

more than 2,000 outlets.”

Sellers carried an appeal to FM
broadcasters to aggressively spon-

sor the slogan, “Don’t Buy Half a

Radio. Be Sure Your Next Set,

Whether It be TV or AM, has FM."

Western Union
Continued from pogt 3Z

microwave facilities for telegraphy
could be used for television.

Bell said its TV network com-
prised about 3.500 channel miles
and was available to stations in
13 cities at the end of 1948. By
the end of 1949, it estimated, the
mileage will have grown two and
a half times and by the end of 1950
it will have ' expanded to 15,000
miles serving 43 cities.

The company said its plans for
extension of the .system beyond
Omaha are in the stage where
sites for radio relay stations are

Besides fearing that any prospec-
tive sponsors would steer clear of
a program on which a suspected
Communist had worked, they are
also wary of stirring up any indus-
try-wide trouble with so-called spy-
hunters. They realize such a pos-
sibility may be remote at this time,
but also remember the black eye
given the film industry by the
House un-American Activities Com-
mittee’s probe.
Agency and network staffers and

indie package producers, in the
meantime, believe the entire situa-
tion may blow up in the industry’s
face. They claim such tactics will
only serve to draw attention of the
witch-hunters and are pressing in-
stead for a more modified system.
They are also afraid that the sit-
uation may lead to mass hysteria,
In which innocent bystanders mav
be permanently injured.

Mpis. lobby’ Goes TV
Minneapolis, Aug. 16.

,The first Minneapolis theatre to !

take notice of television is the i

Minnesota Amusement Co. (Para-

'

mount circuit) No. 1 de luxe neigh-
j

borhood house, the Uptown, where
\

a TV set has been in.stalled on the i

mezzanine floor. There are no i

plans in the territory yet for any
screen-TV hookup.
The territory’s lone television

are KSTP and
WTCN, both in the Twin Cities.

Indianapolis—Gene Starbecker,
staff producer at WFBM-TV here,

flying to San Francisco today (18)

to confer with Lionel Hampton
about appearing on his recently

inaugurated program, “Sepia.” first

studio-prqduced musical telecast

by WFBM-TV.

JUDY CANOVI
AMERICA'S NO. 1

COMEDIENNE

WM. H. KING
Porsoaal ManagemeMt

A. S. LYONS
177 S. lovarly Or,

ovorty HiHs. Calif.

David Broekman
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Tele Chatter

New York
NBC television viewers will get a

taste of CBS talent on “Who Said

That” Saturday night (20). Guest

«anel that night will include CBS

eomedlan Abe Burrows and Her-

bert Bayard Swope. Latter is a

former CBS board member, al-

though he has since switched over

to the board of RCA. NBC’s parent

company, in a special advisory ca-

pacity.

NBC-TV’s “Quiz Kids,” now

aired Wednesday nights, will be

shifted to the Monday night 10 to

10:30 slot when Alka-Seltzer takes

over as sponsor Sept. 12 ... . Wendy
Barrie’s “Inside Photoplay’’ show
moving from DuMont to ABC-TV
In the Wednesday night 0 to 9:30

segment starting Sept 7 Nitei-y

comic Jackie Miles packaging a

series of legit comedy oldies, plus

new and unproduced comedies,

under the title of “Comedy Play-

house” Film scrlpter Bill Alley

has taken over the writing job on
Doug Storer’s “Believe It or Not”
program on NBC-TV . Lloyd W.
Durant, heretofore RKO-Pathe a.s-

aistant production manager, joined

staff of Transfilm, Inc., to work on
tV and feature commercial pix ...

David Hopkins, son of the late

Harry Hopkins, named western
sales manager of Emerson Radio
. Radio announcer Jean Paul
King subbing for Durwood Kirby
onWJZ-TV’s “TV Telephone
Game” while Kirby vacations.

dling a TV show featuring auto
repair and maintenance, with "Gas-

'

oline Alley” comic strip flavor. 1

London
TV announcer Mary Malcolm

launching new afternoon series,

“Your Wardrobe,” designed not as
> fashion parade, but ns practical

I service for women without time for
window shopping . . . Revival of

j

“Death of a Rat,” written by Jan
de Hartog, with Rene Ray and

I

Kenneth More, skedded Aug. 21,

I

with repeat four days later. . New
ideas conceived by viewers will be
demonstrated in “Inventor’s Club,”

: which was back on the air last

I Monday (15).. . “Two Dozen Red
I Roses,” recent west-end production,

I

telecast on Monday from the Inti-

I

mate Theatre in North London . .

.

! Eric Fawcett is using film and other
' special effects for his production of

I

“Mr. Mergenthwirker’s Lobblies,”
: which will fill the bill on the eve-
i ning program on Aug. 30.

Cle?e.'8 67,481 Sets
Cleveland, August 16.

Installation of new TV sets in
this area for the month of July
totalled 2.994. bringing the total
number in the Greater Cleveland
dLstrict to 67.481.

July’s total is slightly lower than
the average of the past months be-
cause of new lines of receivers 1

and new styles entering the mar- I

ket and customer reaction await- I

ing complete changeover of all
lines.

FCC Target on TInfreeze as Lack

Of Facilities Hampers Networks

30,043 in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Aug. 16.

WTMJ-TV’s latest count of TV
sets in the Milwaukee area showed
30,043 sets Aug. 1.

A total of 94% were in private
homes.

Hollywood
Sieve Allen show on KNBH will

bow out for five weeks . Herb
Allen back as emcee of “Hail the
Champ” over KLAC-TV after

forced vacation due to automobile
accident . . “Adventures of Mr.
Do-Good” will be dropped from
KTSL lineup (22) when contract
expires . Lois Butler has been
get to replace Marcy McGuire on
“Surprise Theatre” (17) over
KNBH Frank King, sales man-
ager of KTTV on three-week sell-

ing tour of New York and Chicago
Los Angeles viewing area now

has a total of 168.589 television re-
ceivers. Figure is a hike of 15,008
over last month’s total.

U. of Minn, in Hurry-Dp

Pix Job on TV Sale

Of Out-of-Town Gaines
University of Minnesota out-of-

town football games will be tele-
[

vised for fans here this fall under
deal by which university athletic

department makes films available.

Games will be telecast by
WTCN-TV at 9 p.m. Sundays on
days following games. Deal calls

for fast action in developing and
printing films.

Film versions of games will be
cut to 45 minutes, between-periods,
dead-action and unimportant de-

I velopments being excised. Rollie

I Johnson, WTCN sports director,

i
will do comment. Schedule cov-

i ers games at Nebraska, Ohio State,
' Michigan and Pittsburgh.

Home games are to be televised

direct by WTCN-TV and KSTP-
TV.

University will collect $1,250 per
game for film and rights, with
RCA-Victor as sponsor.

Film versions will be similar to

films now used by '.university ath-

letic staff for reviewing games.

Phiiiy’s 78,548 6-Month Sale
Philadelphia, Aug. 16.

The Electrical Assn, of Phila-
delphia in its semi-annual report
on television sales in this area re-
vealed that 78,548 units were sold
between Jan. 1 and June 30, in-
clusive.

In the same period during 1948,
only 27,427 sets were sold, an in-
crease of 186%.

Television sets in operation at
the time the report was issued, in
the Philadelphia area, numbered
179,826.

San Francisco—James Alspaugh
bowing out of KJBS to become ac-

,

count exec for John Blair, station
reps, in the San Francisco office,

j

Al.spaugh was formerly with KYA,

The big problem facing the tele-

vision netw'orks—notably NBC and
CBS—is facilities, rather than pro-

'

gramming, with the FCC the target I

of considerable industry criticism
because of the “deep freeze” hold-

'

ing up new station construction.

Some of the top brass within TV
j

ranks, irked over inability of their
networks to clear stations, which
has already resulted in the loss of
several lucrative accounts, contend
that the FCC has put them in a

}

tough spot; that the Government
agency, far from inviting whole-
some competition, has been foster-
ing monopoly because of the pro-
tracted freeze.

It’s estimated that, on the basis

of the timetable on which the FCC
is functioning, it will probably take
until next April 1 for the FCC to

declare the unfreeze. The Commis-
sion, they argue, has been caught
in its own vise, “at least a year be-
hind schedule,” as one top exec
put it, in calling off the freeze.

It’s recognized that the hearings
will run through October and No-
vember. That will give the FCC the
month of December to get off the
hook on the Richards case and other
important items on the calendar. At
least two additional months, it’s

estimated, will be required to com-

plete the report based on the hear-
ings and allowing for other details

and other essential matters on the
docket, it will be April 1 before
the lid is off the freeze.

CBS in particular has taken the
rap in recent weeks on wrapping
up program sales because of in-

adequate facilities, not being able
to clear time grabbed by other
webs. NBC has al.so run into the
same trouble.

DET.’S TRADEY QUIZ SHOW
Detroit. Aug. 16.

Detroiters ’w'ill have to know
their ABC’s in order to win on
WXYZ-ABC new station promotion
program "I’ve Got Your Number.”
Format of the local quiz program,
emceed by Johnny Slagle and
broadcast Tuesday and Thursday,
will ask questions about ABC
radio stars.

Sedalia, Mo.—KDRO, 250-watter,
opened up its sister outlet. KDRO-
FM here last week. KDRO is lo-

cated about 80 miles southeast of
Kansas City, and has the surround-
ing area to It.self radio-wi.se.

Milt Hinline, owner of both sta-
tions. said the FM outlet will be
used to tie daytime listeners to the
station’s nighttime programs.

Ail GCfRAS' are

standard equipment

Chicago
Muriel Teschon new WBKB con-

tinuity director, after stint with
U. S. Army special services abroad— Wendall Hall, composer and
Vet radio personality, made TV de-
but with Nancy Wright show on
WGN-’IT. Hall was one-time Mil-
ton Berle partner ... Cowboy film
star Rex Allen on ABC-TV Barn
Dance Mon. (15) with vocal chores
.... Baritone Tommy Port doing

f
uest stint on WNBQ’s “But Not
orgotten” show with Herbie Mints

. . . .Sarra, Inc., producing TV com-
mercials for Shawmut Bank of Bos-
ton— Trampoline champ Alex
Sadler of Canada on ABC-TV Su-
per Circus ... WNBQ panel on
It’s A Great Idea” sparked by Chi
showman Ernie Byfield . . . . WGN-
TV invading Sat. nite program-
ming with a new wrestling series
In a bid to capture the house party
•udience. Sponsor is reported set
»nd enthusiastic about possibilities

• Producer Herb Laufman ped-

BARRY
KAYE

Appearing on

WPAT
Potarsoa, N. J.

10 A.M. to Noon Doily

In the Fall for
Television

QUIZ MASTER of
“HIT THE ROAD’’ ‘

Coacladed Enqoqanieiit ot
^AUCI. NEW YORK

L Schwartz
Continued from page 33

reported cold, as Benny thinks
even a fortnightly stint too tough,
and he prefers 'coming east and
doing sporadic “big” TV programs.
The alternative week idea for

Chevrolet, for the first seven
weeks, is Schwartz's insistence in

order to work out the kinks so that

by Jan. 1 he can comply with
Chevrolet’s preference for a conse-
cutive weekly series.

More Pix for Video, Too
Just back from Hollywood, where

he closed the Hayes deal with
agent Lou Irwin (the comedian is

said to be getting around $1,750),

Schw'artz found something else

new had been added to the Coast
thinking on television. It was in

relation to film names not balking

at TV guest shots, for three rea-

sons: the improvement in kine-

scoping, the improvement in

money, and the realization that

television is no longer a baby but

an “arrived” medium. On top of

that there are more Hollywood
names than ever freelancing, hence
not tied by studio restrictions

against TV. More and more players

also now have TV rights reserved

as they did with radio and other

income potenitals.

Among the guester potentials

whom Schwartz will play on “US.\”

are M.Mna Loy, Celeste Holm. Ed-
ward G. Robinson. Brian Aherne,

Lena Horne, Dinah Shore, et al.

Average fee will be $1,500 per.

Since “Inside USA.” the legit

musical, reopens with Bcartice

Lillie in St. Louis in October, and
|

will tour 16-20 weeks, playing
1

many key cities where TV reaches, '

it is Schwartz’.s idea not to cull
|

any material from his current hit
|

shW and. instead, use the sketchp

above enumerated. F^ver.tually he'll

dip into the fresher material, hav-

ing the rights to those as well.
,

Haves and his wife, Mary Healy,

have* a Waldorf-Astoria nitery

eommitmcnl for four weeks in No-
j

vember hut othcrwi.se can’t double
,

cafes or guest on any other video
^

programs.

There’s a good reason why so many

advertisers select WLW first as the vehicle

to carry new selling appeals.

For here is a radio station with un-

equalled facilities— a great station that is

equipped to provide many extra* services

far beyond simply selling time on the air.

And here, in WLW-Land, are 330

counties comprising parts of seven states

— an area that presents a true cross sec-

tion of the nation.

Yes, you’ll find that WLW’s Merchan-

dise-Able Area is an ideal proving ground

for new advertising campaigns, new

techniques, new products. And with a

“know-how” peculiar to its territory—
plus adequate manpower— The Nation’s

Station is in a position to help you study

this market of nearly fourteen million

people. It can smooth the way in secur-

ing distribution . . .
gaining dealer co-

operation . .
.
gelling consunie4 reactions.

If you are planning to launch a new

advertising campaign or introduce a new

product, talk it over first with The

Nation’s Station.

SOME WLW "rntNC
People’s Advisory Council

lo determine program preferences and

for general consumer market studies.

CoiiRumer’s Foundation

to determine consumer reaction to prod-

ucts and packaging.

Merchandising Departments

to stimulate dealer cooperation, check

distribution, report altitudes, etc.

Test Stores

to check potential buying responses,

effect of new packaging, displays, etc.

Buy Way
monthly merchandising newspaper for

retailers and wholesalers.

THI NATION S MOST MERCHANDISE AtlK STATION
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Schwerin on Serials
Continued from page 28

of finding how to make a serial i other characters mention, often

more effective.
|

merely a line or two, their tie-in

For a serial drama already on with the heroine’s story. The vital

the' air, Schwerin closely examines point was that this should be done

the reactions of two key groups: as early as possible. When all the

followers of the show, and other episodes in which the, heroine,

serial listeners. Some episodes i
wasn’t in the opening scene were

tested have appealed to neither studied, it was found that those in

others, to one group but which she was mentioned early av-

tlcular program, it may work all

the time. It ^s primarily the dis-

covery of rules like the latter that

underline the importance of test-

ing each program rather than re-

lying entirely on the experience of

the past.

.
Sweets

Continued from p*se 21

Detroit
Continued from page 28

to the “Detroit baseball station

—

WKMH.”

Sweets finally yielded and exited

the package firm.

Among the charges made against

,

him. Sweets said, were that he
' sponsored May Day parades, ad-

vocated “world peace’’ and was

i

generally associated with “pro-

gressive” causes. Although he was
singled out. Sweets said that he

did not believe that there was a

Vcdneidaj, Augugt 17, 19A0

KFMB Ei^iiiig

Towards Black

^roup! -- « •

not the other; still others have had eraged nine liking points higher
,

WJBK is the key station in the
j

concerted use of a blacklist at the

A strong appeal to both groups, than those in which she was men- ! Goebel Baseball Network which
| present time. “Rather, I think, in

tinned late or not at all. (The an- inclucfes 27 stations throughout I yjgw of the recent publicity, effortsStudy of the last type, of course,

has led to Schwerin’s most useful

suggestions for attracting new lis-

teners without alienating a pro-

gram’s present fans.

In the Mood
Schwerin’s principle of Mood is

fundamentally important to serials,

which depend first of all upon cre-

ating satisfactory mental images in

the listener’s mind. One big ap-

plication of this principle has been
the rule that in a soundly con-
structed serial there should be one
focus of interest (either a charac-
ter or locale) with which the con-

nection of the other characters and
events in the drama must be
clearly established.

Thus, one program tested had a

title that included the heroine’s
name. Naturally, listeners were ,

intere.sted in the story to the ex-

!

tent that it directly concerned this

title character. The first crude evi-

dence was that serial listeners who
were not followers of the show
liked episodes where the heroine
was on scene a high percentage of

the time better than ones in which
she was not. This made no differ-

ence to followers of the program,
i

who had the same liking score
whether the main character was
on scene a fourth of the* time or
two thirds of the time; but it made
a difference of 15 liking points
among other serial listeners, the
group from whom new listeners
would have to be drawn.

Obviously, though, the solution
wasn’t to adopt a mechanical rule
of having the heroine on scene
nearly all the time. Further tests

revealed that the true key to

catching the interest of more
serial listeners was to have the

for having the characters bring in Tiger games to some stations in

this connection in their dialog on
episodes where the heroine wasn’t

present in the opening scene.)

On another serial, the title re-

ferred to the story’s main setting.

Basically, there were two sets of

characters: one set associated with
the heroine’s career, which took
place in the main setting; the

other with her private life away
from the setting. Schwerin found
that emphasis upon the heroine
was far less important in this case

than in the one previously de-

scribed. Instead, when not enough
stress was put upon the set of

I

characters identified with the title-

setting, interest declined.

I

Characters In Key?
Proper selection of secondary

characters can sometimes make or
break a serial, Schwerin warns.
The essential factor in choosing

the network. But WKMH picks

up the broadcasts independently.
Now to get back to the whisper-

ers. When a listener keeps his

ears open, this is the most com-
mon answer to all of the ques-
tions:

“WJR hasn’t got any special
love for WKMH. But WJR hasn’t
got any love at all for WJBK. It

figures that by selling spots to

WKMH, it will draw listeners
away from WJBK. Then, presto,

1

WJR regains undisputed po-sses-

I

sion of the Hooper crewn in De-
I
troit

”

nouncer’s scene-setting or recap
;

Michigan. WJBK feeds Harry
| Qj.e being made to avoid even the

was not a satisfactory substitute
, Heilmann’s broadcasts of Detroit 1 appearance of a blacklist now.”

Others speakers at the meeting

included Millard Lampell, radio

scripter; John T. McManus, man-
,ager of the National Guardian;

actress Hester Sondergaard; actor

Paul Mann; and Charles Collins,

vice-prexy of the Voice of Free-

dom committee. Unanimous senti-

ment was voiced to the effect that

the “blacklist” constituted a threat

to the industry’s freedom of

thought.

Prior to the meeting. Sweets
declared that he planned no legal

action against Lords in view of

the fact that he had no contract.

the rest of the cast is their rela-
,

urday and Sunday. WJBK has .33

Just what does the July Hooper
; j
I

differed from the Hollywood 10,

It shows th^t WJBK. the 250- brought heavy damage suits

watter, is tied with WJR, the 50.- !

against the major studios after

000-watter plus CBS, on weekday former prexy

afternoons with a rating of 25,
|

Radio and Television Direc-

WJBK beats WJR all day Sat-
' Guild is currently at his home

San Diego, Aug. ig

currently com!
Within a few hundred dollars of
breaking even each week accordim
to its program coordinator ii
Flanagan. Outlet is now telemin.
a total of 48 hours weekly beam
programs during the afternoon aSdevening hours. .

KFMB telenses from two to fivi»

,

breaks for one hour, comes back
I on at six and stays through until
11 Tuesday through Sunday eveiv
week. Flanagan stated that 23 and
a half hours of its 48 hours weeki*
is sponsored. ^

Station beams 10 hours of liv.
programming per week. In addi
tion to this outlet videos six half
hours of ABC kinescope and si»
half hours of CBS kinescope. Sta-
tion also telenses six half hour

1

shows picked up directly from
I

KTLA. Shows are “Armchair De-
itective,” “Time For Beany-
I “Hollywood Opportunity.” “Teli,
I
forum,” “Sandy Dreams” and

j
“Meet Me In Hollywood.” The

i
rest of the 48 hours is taken ud

I with motion picture and snecial
film material.

tionship to the main character. A
serial may be weakened either by
(a) lack of a character fulfilling

some necessary function, or (b)
presence of a character who.se re

Saturday to WJR's 17.2 and 46.4
Sunday to WJR’s 9.5.

WJBK has most li.steners eve-
nings 19.6 to 18.9, Hooper says.
WJR beats WJBK weekday

in Vermont and has no plans for
the immediate future.

iationship with the heroine is out mornings 36.2 (Godfrey) to 5.8. I

of key. 1
The overall averaged show WJR

As an instance of the ab.sence of i

with 23.1 to 22.2 for WJBK.

Hope Loses
Continued from page 29

a necessary character, a number of
editions of one serial were tested,

I
revealing a clear picture of the

I

kind of characters who did and
I

didn’t interest the listeners.

Among these was a character who
appeared briefly in only one epi-

sode, an older women who helped
the heroine. Interest in her was
especially high, yet she did not ap-
pear again.

Those Hoopers have got the ra
dio bugs in this town buzzin’.

ABC’S 8006
Continued from page 31

owned-and-operated
hopes the affiliates

nor was there any
i
through via specialy-prepared kits i tent” of the contract

Bill Griffith, morning

newscaster on KMBC-
KFRM, is a newspaper and

radio veteran of outstand-

ing ability. His morning

newscasts are the most pop-

ular in the Kansas City area,

specially written and deliv-

ered for Heart of America

audiences.

/

Bill Griffith

Bill’s 6 a. m. morning
news, first of the day, is cur-

rently available! If you’re

interested in reaching a big,

early morning audience,

we’d suggest you act fast!

Contact us, or any Free

& Peters ’’Colonel” on his

availabilities!

other character with this relation-
ship to the heroine. Plainly, this
serial was in need of a major char-
acter of this sort, an older woman
on whom the younger heroine
could “lean.”
A graphic example of a support-

ing character with a faulty rela-

when the three arbitrators and
contending counsel started poring
over long briefs. That made it look
bad for Bob, who is a fast man
with a quip but no dealer in

straight lines. Another factor that
weighed the verdict against him
was the admission by all concerned
that Ampexed tape was a satisfac-

cities and tory substitute for flesh. The whole
will follow

!

issue, then, devolved upon the “in-
did it permit

being mailed them. Hitch-hike
j

or prohibit taping off his show? At
plan worked out calls for each ' the time the instrument was drawn
show during the campaign to de- five years ago the networks were
vote its final 10 seconds to a plug not accepting mechanical reproduc-
for the following program. In ad-
dition, ABC will advertise via
transit radio in those cities where
it exists. Web will use the same

tionship to the heroine can be
,
block promotion plan in ballyhoo

drawn from another serial, audi- ing its strong Thursday nieht tele-
tioned by the Schwerin System, vision lineup, i.ssuing special slides to arbitrate, Hope had won a vic-

tion. Ruled the deadlock-breaking
arbiter, the intent clearly was for
live broadcasting inasmuch as
there was no legal verbiage that
could be interpreted otherwise.

Earlier and before It was agreed

Most of one episode was devoted
to dialog between father and
daughter, with the mother occa-
sionally taking part. The show w-as
poorly received. Why? Three-
fourths of the listeners agreed
with comments that “the father
sounded too affectionate toward
the daughter” and that “the father
sounded like the future husband.”
Further, two-thirds of the audi-
ence complained that “the mother
had too small a part.” Both in the
way the scene was written and in
selection of voice, this character
relationship was obviously off key.

Intrusive Announcer?
One common fault In serials that

are auditioned and don’t make the
grade is topheavy use of narration
by the announcer. Having him re-

tory-of-sorts when Luckman made
a concession—he could tape 19 of
his 39 shows next season. This was
agreeable to Hope but there was a
catch to it—Luckman reserved the

and film trailers to all affiliates

i NBC’s campaign will follow
basically the same pattern. Web
has already launched the publicity

i

phase by sending out its stars and
' press department staffers to most i

right to dictate the date of taping,
major cities. Special broadcast

i

Hope wanted more leeway than
promotion division, with offices in !

that and the peace offering went
N. Y. Hollywood, has been set up ' out the window. He was sure he

I

to handle on-the-air promotion, in ' could do better than that away
I
which NBC plans to use every type from Luckman and accepted arbi-

i
possible. There will also be a net-

1

tration.
work showcase program early in

j

Luckman’s holdout against tape
the fall and two regularly sched-

1

is said to have stemmed from a
I
uled promotional shows continuing bad show he caught last season on

j

throughout the season.
i
ribbon. He ruled forthwith there

Newspaper campaign will be
:

"'buld be no Lever shows taped
based on material provided affili- I

made an exception of “Junior
ates„ kicking ‘off in conjunction ' which would have to air live

I
with national mag ads placed by Hollywood in the early ayem

turn to set each scene of an epi-
' According to veepee

J;;®’!"
actors could get

' sode can easily violate the show’s
' ^ Hammond, who worked I

mood, as can too-long recaps at the
m conjunction with No-tape ruling wont curtail

outset or trick alternations be Eiges.
|

Hope s peregrinations materially

tween announcer and dialog full-page mag ads. i

he 11 continue to bat around
I No .serial tested bv Schwerin i

campaign is based on the country and keep pouring gold

where one-sixth or more of the
penetration theory, so that, I

bulging coffers. There’ll be
story time was devoted to narra-

Hammond, “it will be "^e more years of it unless Luck-
tion, has vet scored at a liking

anyone who reads a news- .

change of heart. However,

1

range that' indicated ’it would sue-
"magazine or lisens to the 11 take more than the .startling

ceed on the air. When this murh to come into contact evidence that 23 network programs... . •>
' used tape last .season.narration is u.sed. at least three-

fifths of the listeners customarily
agree that “the announcer took up
too much time in narration.”
As to the best opening method

for .serials, Schwerin has found

with this story.’

Supreme Court
Continued from pane 31

Omaha Preps for TV

J

KMBC
of Kansa City

KFRM
for Rural Kar)sas

tested was seen to succeed best
with the standard technique of an
announcer’s scene-.setting leading
into a scene of dialog; when it de-
parted from tliis method, there

Omaha. Au^. 16.

Both WOW-TV and KMTV arc
set to inaugurate television with
long series of pre-broadcast bally-
hoo, KMTV announcing an open
hou.se every day this week with
TV programs and sightseeing tours
with guides to acquaint crowds with

set rule for all .serials, fully, purpo.sefully, intentionallv
invidiously” prevented fjom

f
^ ^*^*'*'*^^ ^ P*^^* broadcasting and that its engineer

extensively and equipment were actually
“placed in restraint and seized.”
KFI took issue with a contention

by KVOE that Judge Kenneth E I »•

Morrison was within his rights in
' of a TV .station. WOW-

granting the privilege to the com-
^ readying grand opening.

i

Stations. It al.so differed with i
affair is being sponsored

another
® “privilege and not

;

Nebraska-Iowa Electricalanother serial did belter with -a a right” was involved. !

Council. World-Herald broke lastshort opening scene followed by “The que.stion here,” said KFI Sunday with a 20-page TV section

In
a State judge. aS 1" " Weh all mafor*. .,^^1

Droved^n?at th^nnlv Lfe
under color of law. can dispense earned large space and large and

fzaUon is t ia\^no?h L u inA’Jf-M
and privileges to a small retail shops swung in line,ization is that nothing is infallibly .source of news to one news agency Sept 1 is the ki«

Tele Academy Members

Sit on Their Hands
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences is revamping format on
its monthly meetings by popular
demand. Academy board has been
receiving many complaints from
the membership to the effect that
meetings are overly long and filled

with dry material such as the min-
utes of previous meeting, plans for

future gatherings and speaker*
who have relatively small interest

to the overall membership.

As a result of these gripes at-

tendance to the Academy affairs

has been falling off. Sessions will

be shortened and necessary par-

liamentary* procedure evils mini-

mized.

o

go on.
televising

I Nebraska University grid games.
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NAME BANDS’ SURVIVAL FIGHT
DaOey $ Meadowbrook Scraps Name

Bands for Low-Cost Combos, Acts

Tod name bands are a thing of 4

the past in so far as Frank Dai ey s

Spidowbrook, Cedar Crove, N. J..

u concerned. Once one of the na-

Ln’s best known name band lo-

^ dates, along with Glen Is-

Rochelle. N. Y..

Sherman

cation

land Casino, New
^ ,“

1 hotel, Chicago, and Pal-

Udium Ballroom, Hollywood, Dai-

lev doesn’t intend to even try to

book a top b.o. combination for

the fall and winter season. He’s

lining up low-cost dance music,

to be bolstered by name record-

ing acts.

Dailey will reopen Meadowbrook

Aug. 30 with Eddie Farley’s or-

chestra for 10 days because of

parties booked during that period.* dition to Barne

He’ll go into regular operation sessions. East

Sept. 9 with a bill consisting of

Frankie Laine. disk name, and

•n as unselected dance hand

of light calibre. Following Laine,

Dailey is negotiating for Red Ing-

le for the following weekend, to

work as an act only in conjunction

with dance band—he buys with

Laine. That policy will prevail

through the season. It was used

last year by Dailey at his Sher-

brook. a much smaller spot not far

from Meadowbrook, and was very

luccessful.

Jones 100-City Tour Is

Mapped at Las Vegas

[

IN '\mmm
Victor May Preem FaO Campaign

On 45 RPM With $10 Machine Tab

Las Vegas, Aug. 16.

Three-day session began here
Monday US) between Spike Jones,

Ralph Wonders, his manager.
Larry Barnett, national band and
act director for Music Corp. of

America and eight promoters from
the east. Meeting is mapping out
Jones troupe’s cros.s-country 100-

city annual one-nite tour beginning
next January.
Four other MCA bookers in ad-

it are sitting in on
Eastern promoters are

those who usually buy the Jones
package when it plays their terri-

tories.

Spivak’s London

Home-Made Deal;

U. S. Plant Set

Decca 2d Qtr. Dip

Of 34% Expected

Charlie Spivak's orchestra will

be the first U. S. band signed by

London Records for disks that will

be >0066 and sold in this country.

London’s Tuttie Camarata has con-

cluded negotiations with the trum-
peter, but contracts have not been
dgned. London has al.so taken on
iU first U. S. singer, Bobby Wayn.?,
vocalist with Ruby Newman’s Bos-
ton orchestra, and two weeks ago
took over the contract and four
matters made by A1 Morgan for

Universal Records. Chicago, indie,

including Morgan’s hit, “Jealous
Heart.”

Meanwhile. London has secured
i luressing factory in the U. S. It

has made a deal with Web.ster
Record Co., Webster, N. Y., indie
plant, to turn out both 78 rpm and
Microgroove LP platters in.scribed
vdth London’s FFRR classical
platters. London’s initial batch of

|

LP’t were made in England and
vill arrive here today (Wed.) or
tanorrow, but thereafter Webster
Will press them. :

London’s move toward signing
'

U. S. artists and recording and
|

Plotting di.sks here is the result .of
• deal made with U. S. Decca weeks
wk under which London secured ;w right to operate full-.scale in the

|

U. S. and market FFRR platters
jh^. Formerly, because of U. S.
jD^a’s arrangement with British

®®®ca, which owns London, Lon-

^ was prevented from, doing any-
Wng but importing pressings made
™ England and gave London rights
J®the FFRR material, which U. S.
~^a distributed. In return, U. S.
~^a is guaranteed an annual in-
Wrae from the sale of its product
“t England, etc., by British Decca,

Decca Records turned out a sec-

ond quarter royalty statement to

publishers late la.st week that fol-

lowed a more or le.ss expected line.

It was approximately 34% lower
than the total coin dispersed for

the first quarter, a period during
which Decca went through an un-
precedented string of hits despite

the fact that business at that time

! was falling off.

Actually, however. Decca main-
tained a good pace in comparison
to the second quarter of ’48. Its

’49 second quarter was less than

5% below la.st year’s payoff. In

coin, Decca was slightly behind
RCA-Victor’s second quarter state-

ment and about eyen with Col-

umbia’s.

Mercer-Arlen Agree

To 2-Picture Columbia

Deal; Scores to Morris

Johnny Mercer and Harold Ar-

len were signed to a two-picture

deal by Columbia Pictures to turn

out tunes for musicals. Pair got

to work immediately on a score

for a film soon to go into the

work.s. so far untitled. Jonie Taps,

Columbia music division exec, ne-

ifeotiated ttie pact.

Edwin H. « Buddy) Morris Miusic

will publish whatever tunes Mer-

cer and Arlen turn up. Arlen

has an agreement with Morris:

though Mercer does not, he agreed

to Morris handling the songs.

ASTOR
, N. Y. EXTENDS

SEASON WITH CUGAT
Xavier Cugat’s orchestra is doing

N. Y.,

Inns remain open

^ season in order to take

Kni of unfilled time the
. 0 had. Originally, Cugat was

^<^losed the Roof Aug. 27

tiniii Koing to con-

tftn
* season because no otherop name was available. Cugat

until Sept. 10 .

® ^i*nie time. Music Corp. of

StranH^il. Cugat into the

GRACE LINE HEIR INTO

MUSIC PUBLISHING BIZ

Michael Grace, scion of the

Grace Steamship Lines, expanded

his music business interests last

week when he and Jerry Johnson,

former professional manager of

Peer-International, completed a

deal with Broadcast Music. Grace

will back Johnson in a firm to be

titled Johnson Music, his biggest

venture in the music biz .so far. He

has another small firm with George

M. Cohan. Jr.

It's Johnson's first crack at pub-

lishing. He and Grace have taken

the office space in N. V'. vacated

recently by Fei.st Music, Jack

Johnstone, another BMI publisher,

will occupy part of it.

The fall and winter season is

expected to be the most crucial
period the name band industry has
had to face since the mid-30's.
when it began its ascent into one
of the most profitable phases of

the entertainment business. Since
the end of the war, name band
value at the ho, has steadily

declined for various reasons to the

point where only a handful of the
most outstanding ones mean any-
thing—in theatres, on location, on
one-nighters. or on records, a field

they once dominated completely.

It’s generally agreed that certain
phases which contributed to the
slide couldn’t be helped by leaders
themselves. High salary demands
by the best musicians, rising .scales

by the American Federation of

Musicians, and generally higher
costs in all other directions, forced
asking prices to the point where
buyers couldn’t break even. But.

in addition, many top name hand-
leaders, doting on so-called musical
progress, which led them into ex-
tremes unacceptable to the majori-
ty of fans, added to the depth of
their own graves. As a result, the
band business is at a point, in

comparison to what it was pre-
war, where it will have to make
a new start.

At the moment no such start is

in sight. Nothing is being built.

Agencies are simply accepting

;

current conditions instead of at

!

least making a concentrated try .

toward revival. Price quotations
arc still loo high. AFM scales are i

still too high. Buyers who take on
top names can’t make enough
profit to underwrite dates with
lesser names, who might in turn
get work enough to build a repul a-

• tion. Such are conditions that
even many top names are an eco-
nomic risk at any given time, and
lesser names who ask over-scale
prices are being bypassed for local

I

unknowns at flat scale, because
they do as much business.

! The band busine.ss’ one hope for

a real revival is the clearing out
of colleges of the ex-GI family-

' man student and the influx of un-
fettered youngsters who might
single out a band to idolize, as
they once did Benny Goodman,
Tommy Dorsey. Glenn Miller.

,
Harry James, and make of it a hot

I
item. F]ven that’s a tough job
since ID there are few band re-

cordings being issued that are

I

different, most leaders preferring
to try for pop tunes on which their

singers compete with the Crosbys,
Comos, Sinatra.s and the top femme

' .soloists, and ( 2 » tiiere are few of
the pre-war building spots remain-
ing <.see .story on Frank Dailey
dropping name bands from his

Meadowbrook) where a bandleader
can sit down for a long run and
hammer at broadcasts with enough
consistency—if he had sufficient

coin backing.
That the reaction to good

bounce-band music is still smolder-
ing was made evident la.st winter
by Les Brown’s “Fve Got .My Love
To Keep Me Warm’’ hit recording
for Columbia. It’s not being taken
advantage of and, gauged by the
indifference of the public to name
bands during the past summer,
except in isolated instances involv-

1

ing such names as Vaughn Momoe,
who’s a singing personality ratficr

than a bandleader, and a few
others, the band business figures
to start back toward prominence
this winter or sink deep into limbo.

Columbus Symph Holding

Huddles to Save Season
Columbus. (1.. .\ug. 16.

Reorganization comntitlee of the

Columbus Philharmonic met in a

three-hour session recently and
pledged that every effort would be

made to start the orchestra’s ac-

tivities for the 1950-51 season.

Karlier in the summer, due to low

finances, the orchestra’s board of

directors suspended operations for

the coming 1949-50 sea.son.

The committee discussed finan-

cial support which the city might
be expected to give a sym|)hony
orchestra; size of orchestra that

could be maintained and still

receive support of concert patrons;

status of Columbus and Central
Ohio musicians under the new
plans, and whether amateur or

professional status should be tried;

and ways of obtaining sufiport

from business men and prospects
of support from local music groups,
colleges and universities.

Problems were tossed to a
committee for solving.

sub-

Cap s 246G Loss

1st 6 Mos. of ’49

Hollywood. ,\ug. 16.

Capitol Records showed a net
loss of $246,700 for the first six

months of 1949, according to pres-

ident Glenn Wallichs’ report to

stockholders. Most of the loss oc-

curred during the second quarter,

('apitol didn’t have a losing month
in its brief history until last

March. v\hen the disk biz really

slumped.
Same period la.st year company

made a net profit equal to $1,60

a share on 430,000 shares of c«>m-

mon outstanding. Sales in 1948

period were $8,103,659; for this

year $5,138,584. Working capi-

tal at mid-year was $2,192,044, in-

crease of $507,368 over June
1948.

Philadelphia. Aug. 16.

R(’.\-Vic(or will in all likelihood
launch its fall campaign to drive
home its 45 rpm records and
changers hy revising its price list

for the machines themselves. Victor
has had several meetings on the
problem of where to peg the co.st

to consumer of the compact ma-
chines. and has not decided the
poii't they will be levelled. How'-
ever, it’s likely that the machine
designed to be jacked into bigger
amplifying systems will go for
about $10 to buyers, as against the
current $29.95 and the set that

carries its own speaker, now selling

for $39 95 w ill be marketed for $15
or there.ahouts.

Victor has been mulling several
other plans, too. under which deal-
ers would be able to eive sets away
with a minimum number of records
purchased, (’omp.anv’s execs had a

im*cting Monday <15) afternoon at

its ('.umhm. N. J.. headquarters to

finati/.c its course.
Vicior intends tossing a goodly

sum of coin into the promotion and
merchandising of the 45 system
throueh the fall and winter and the
method of getting the new*

I
changers into consumer hands is a

I

vital one. naturally. Heretofore, it

I

h?».s hc'en unable to reduce price.s

on the machines because it could
! not be"in to wreck the nrice struc-
ture of olh(‘r manufacturers ali-o

oiittln*' them together for market.
Victor «e(')s that sufficient time has
elansid since thg introduction of
45’’: for it to feel free to make its

own merchandising moves.

30,

LA. Shrine Opens Up

For Lionel Hampton,

Promoting Own Dance
Los Angeles. Aug. 16.^

Lionel Hampton does a one-

niter at the Shrine Auditorium
Sept. 4. Management has had a

ban on public dance promotion for

past five years after a riot during

a gig put on by the late Jimmie
Lunceford and his orch. Pavilion

can handle 8.000 on dance floor.

Gladys Hampton, wife of the

bandleader, rented the place for

$1,000 on a four-wall basis. Hamp-
ton is promoting his own date,

with five acts in addition to the

band.

49c Labels May

Spark Revival Of

Merchandising
M.tnv recoid companv executives

arc between the devil and the deep
blue sea regarding the recent ad-
v( nt of so many cheaper-priced
labels by major record i-omoanies.

I

They’d rather preserve the higher-
i priced pop sides because the per

j

unit i)ro)it is much higher than
the cotiiparative fractions to be
earm-d bv the 49c platters.

fbit, it’s felt that if the 49c’ers
gain a foothold with the buying
public, they themselves, distribu-
tors ami dealers, will be forced in-
to bi'rning midnight oil developing
merchandi.dng methods that will
maintain the dollar volume pro-
vid< d by the 79c platters. And,
in til'd event, the record business
wou'd be healthier. It’s felt that
since Hie war’s boom sales times,
merebandising is a lost art. And
the 49’er.s could force a revival.

Chi

Iheatre.

N.
double from the 'hotel to

MODERfMIRES CUT 4

Chicago. .Aug. 16.

Modernairos. currently at Palmer

Hou.se. have cut four disks for

Columbia Records with Manic

Sacks, recording head tor Colum-

bia, planing in from Gotham to

supervise tlic job.

One of the tunes the group cut

i.s the title song from the film.

••My Friend Irma.’’ Cesar Petril-

I
lo’s orch backed the group.

Feels Sharp Pinch
C’hicago. .'Xug, 16.

' For first time since pre-war days,

band hookers here are openly sing-

, ing the blues. Midwest ballroom
‘operators are procrastinating in

the lining up of bands for fall and
winter. They’re even waiy of

semi-name territory hands. 7'bey

are very reluctant to .'-hell out

prices asked for lop bands, on

grounds that names ha\e not

brought customers into ballrooms.

f)ps. too. are turning thumbs

down on most hands with 12 to 1.5

men. regardless of estimated lur-

ing power, preferring outfits with

I (Continued on page 46)

BUSSE, HURT IN FALL,

CANCELS WEB SHOWS
Henry Busse was forced to cancel

five network broadcasts from the

Statler hotel, New York, (’afe

Rouge la.st week as a result of a

fall downstairs. Maestro pulled rib

muscles in saving himself and was
unable to breathe properly, eould

not play his trumpet as a result,

and dropped the programs becau.se

his band is built around his horn.

X-rays showed Busse to have suf-

fered nothing more than muscle
bruises.

PINZA-LANZA TO BE

POP-SON FOR METRO
Hollywood, .Aug. 16.

Metjo is going operatic in “De-
burau,” witli two male songbirds,
Kzio Pinza and Mario Lanza,
sieni'd to play a father-jon com-
bination.

Picture will be produced by Sid-
ney Franklin next year when
Pinza winds up bis role in “South
Pacific’’ on Broadway.

BORGE'S TOLEDO RAINOUT
Toledo. Aug. 16.

Rain postponed a scheduled ap-

liearance of Victor Borge, pianist,

in the Zoo amphitheatre here Fri-

day night I 12 ).

Concert has been rebooked by

Paul Spor for the amphitlicatrc

Aug. 24

Camarata’s Golf Tie
Tuttie Camarata. iu’.'d «)f I.on-

don Hecords’ artists and reper-
toire division, who’s been pla'ing
golf for little more than a year,

tied for first place in the member-
pro tournament at Crest mont C. C.,

.Montclair N. J. Sunday <14). Part-
nered with Babe Lachordas. assis-

tant pro at Broadmoiir (’ C , Cam-
arata drew a tie with another
team and will split first and .sec-

ond money, or 55' t of a $5,600
pool.

(’amarata and La< hurdas had a

net of 62 for the 18-hole round.
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Jocks^ Jukes andDisks
By BEBNIE WOODS

RCA to Test New, Untried Times,
London, Aug. 9.

Wedding of Lilli . .Box & Cox •! I Bf Bl 1)1 I • If If
K Duud New Names on Biuebird Label

t. MAiirnf> “That Lucky that moves brightly. Karen Ted-

/My*?im"“Mak*”elieve” (Victor)! der splUs the vocals with Ingle.

?Sun/’ a new tune with a western Platter Pointers
flavor, at least as F.dmundo Ros Orchestra gets the
presents the deep-voiced s*®8er

foj. most unusual calypso

with another hit possibimy to fol -

1

—“Chocolate Whiskey and
Sw his “Riders” and ‘ Someda^y

! yanilla Gin” (London) . . . Pled
disks. It’s an unusual tune that

, pjp^j.^ jjjj ^ smart stride on
Monroe performs commercially, . “Somehow” and “Reckon I’m in

backed by a male vocal chorus and I i^ove” (Victor) . . . National disks

bis name power 'could make it nit.
> marketed an excellent version of

Flipover is a tune be^ing revived.
|

“Solitude” by Billy Eckstine. long
Working with the Moon Maids.

, since with M-G-M . . . Horace
Monroe imparts a b.o. push to this Heidt label’s best so far is “Put
disk, too. You Little Foot Right Out,” by

Frankie Laine “That Lucky Old Ewing Sisters and Heidt’s band

Sun“-“I Get Sentimental Over
|

... An unusual face is Jack Jack-

Nothing” (Mercury). Laine’s cut
;

son’s “My Little Tune” (London)

of “Sun” surpa.sses Monroe’s in
i

. . . Same label’s Bob Dale, appar-

manv ways. It fits his style-shout-
,
ently a newcomer, shows vocal

like a glove, but his name : b.o. power on “Oh You Darling.

S
ower isn’t what Monroe’s is and Oh You Devil” . . . Dinah Wash-
tercury’s distribution isn’t what ington turned up two solid tunes

Victor’s is. Nevertheless, the face 1
and performances with “I Chal-

•hoiild do a swell job with jocks ,
lenge Your Kiss” and “Am I

nd jukes. It’s strong. So is the I
Really Sorry” (Mercury) . . . Ted

hacking a good lyric into which
;

Heath’s British band hits a bop

lllne pours a great deal of warm
i

groove on “Lady Byrd.” but does

i^fort He’s nicely backed by better with a jump-rhythm version

Harry’ Geller’s orchestra. of “Song of the Vagabonds” (Lon-

j “WntiAintr nf • • • Ravcns arrangement of

* Honrs of Sun- i

* Love” a smart face (Na-

y • • • Gitto Anne Shelton’s

S',r side”Mac'Ra.Tad'""et auJed Square Dance- .Lon-

solo. If the tune hits, and it ap-
j

*

(Week ending Aug. 6)
London, Aug. 9.

Wedding of Lilli . .Box & Cox
Riders in the Sky Morris
Again F. D. & H.
Red Roses L. Wright
“A” You’re .\dorable Connelly RCA-Victor does not intend to

Buy Killamey P. Maurice (1|t» u •! cling exclusively to the recording

1

^

9 'if**?!^**
WirCU llVlCl6nCC of established hits for its reborn

ForeverSSd Etfr!.'VF.^a«fH! Dallas. Aug. 16. Bluebird label, being sold at 49c

Candy Kis.ses ... Chappell Strains of square dance music (including tax). While the Har-
Put Shoes on Lucy Gay from a wire recorder proved to a mony label, issued by Columbia
Echo Told Me Lie Chappell judge here that the open^ir pa-

Hecord.s. and the Vocalion sidea
19 vilion operated by Joe Lewis was ’ ^ „oecona

^ public nuisance. Issued by Decca Records at

i

Neighbor had asked for a court
|

the same price, carry only known

Strawberry Moon
^ ^

^Yale
order against the pavilion on hits and reissues to the public.

niiiA Rihhnn Dal Fiach |

grounds that it was too noisy. Bluebird will be operated on a

Everywhere You Go ChaDDell
«tt®mey played the music, t much more flexible basis.

Cuckoo Waltz K Prowse !

recorded from a Ja'vn beyond the Originally, it was intended to

Dreamer with Penny . .’.Magna revived Bluebird label

Clancy Lowered Boom, Leeds ® same hit category as its

It’s Maeic Connellv airplanes at a nearby flying rival platters. That policy has been

I’ll Always Love You. Clover
field, heavy auto traffic noises and revised to call for the lower-priced

Put ’Em in Box Connelly
chat of passersby—but

, victor sides to operate independ-

Heart of Loch Lomond Unit :
ently material-wise. Hits made by

- - — music were on the wire.
( Victor’s 79c platters or rival label.s

Request for a temporary injunc-
' u’ill be channeled into Bluebird1*01

i

denied. grooves, but only when it’s practi-

IlllPirCfPIII [\pp|fC ^ „ cal to get them out fa.st enough toWvl vCvlll Salem Objects. Too take advantage of sales. Otherwise,
I

Salem, O.. Aug. 16.
j Bluebird will carry new and un-

If •- ^ Declaring that coinbox music fried tunes, and rei.ssues in the

V^rQlfV IlSmPQ from the open-air Brookwood Roll- j^^me manner as any high-priced
f Q1 vli y 1 ilUllCd er Rink is a nui.sance, residents of

,
the district have filed a potition in

, ^ ^ division heads feel
Eli Oberstein will go on the

|

Common Pleas Court against Ever- Bluebird line, as well as
prowl for name artists for his i

M*nameyer, making a cheap Victor label avail-
1 nnpratnr« AskitlC that the rink be . i I u .......

'Wired' Evidence
Dallas. Aug. 16.

Oberstein Seeks

Varsity ‘Names

BOB CROSBY JOINS
able in building future names. And
unless the artists taken on by Blue-
bird get a crack at material that
hasn’t already been made a hit by
Victor’s own 79r artists, or by a
rival company’s top names, the op-
portunity to build will be non-

ftnlO II llier IV op-
,

av#* isuntv faet.ao«.o av/*. iiao t . - . U«.
—

pears to b® ®n Rs MacRae i

j

varsity label (35c, including tax) ^overed*^bv*a roof
^ '

*ki^
buyers, can be valii-

will be in the forefront of lock n/\n rnACDl/ 1AI1IO ' * ir u .. *i, u ®y ® root. abjp m building future names. And
and iuke spins. He’s backed by |j(J|> CKUudY JUIpIu '

month. If he goes through
, unless the artists taken on by Blue-

Ihe Starlightprs and Paul W^eston’s iiinMAMVtc* JAtrnd AADIT CrrWC CTII I i material that
orchestra and the trio ties the tune UADMQmY x kRS time since Varsity was marketed (]0KAL jfcfcKS rULL .hasn’t already been made a hit by
(England s No. 1 seller) into a neat laAitiiivii i u

^ , .... . ,, 'victor’s own 79r artUt*: nr bv a
l^clMg.. /lipoy brings up an Bob Crosby is the late.st Colum-

!

names al all rcc
, nlCTDIO COVERAGE eomp,ai;y s^p name, the o^

jraexDMted melody from a guy I ke
;

ogn.zable will be used.
|

UldllUD tUTtIVHtoJi

,

SUruSters do weU with it. Ifll
,

lar 60c (plus lax) Columbia sides !

'<<“ ** •’“"P'* “P"" I

.

Cpcp' Heeords. ^cca subsi'"”'?. A" new material submit-

he slaved tn the rnmnanv’c »»»/ ioa Ut>rm/tnv there ai’c plenty of Tccording art- ' IS going after 1009o distributor ted to Victor will be measured as to
be played. to the company s new 49c Harmony

: ,,..i,„hle with names known to'’<T»6e “wp poupIpv begin-
i
its Victor-value agaimsl the inler-

-vlI'A'i' Mv Bun-
"‘’’'P “P''-’''®

to disk buvers and rhev'l! bolster i

month- Currently. Coral prelive ability of artists on both

(Crmbbi: WhelherorU label.' Varsity, rival labels «?*» 27 Independently - operated the 79c an^^^

“Beimtiful” becomes' a hit. Clark’S
Clooney Jeane^^^^^

,

dispersal points, which it .> esti- wheie it will fit best. Of course in

waxing of it is worthwhile. .\ i

Bailey, et at. on Harmony. . , iii Tonr and ^nniliphi) „«;« mated, cover R0% of the buying . the majority of cases new' tunes

Tolid m?lodv ancrivril? Ciark’s So far the low-priced label has not
Spotlight) use

^ j, ^ perform-
. . . aui.. -...4 talfpn nn an niitcido articl* all havrA :4...nir nW.«w,r.a.lc Ke ,

“Beautiful” becomes'a hit. Clark’s |

waxing of it is worthwhile. A i

nf*
®n Harmony,

solid melody and Ivric. Clark’s So far the low-priced label has not

pines slide over it smoothly and taken on an outside artist; all have

Mleablv. smart 'v backed by a choir i been moved from the Columbia
and - Haary /iinmerman’s band, stable.

Companion side carries one of the
j

Incidentally. Harmony will make
lesser-know'n tunes from “Miss

,
every effort to continue to team

Lihertv.” Clark does it well.

Unveils Coa.st Pressing Plant
Los Angeles. Aug. 16.

Eli Oberstein, liead of Varsity

Pearl Bailey and Hot Lips Page on Records, returned to New York
Sammy Kave “Everything They future disks. Pairing made a hit

j

over the weekend after reopening
Said Came True”-“nime a Doxen Harmony’s initial ' his own pressing plant here. Ober-
(Vicior). Kaye’s ®ntfi^ ®" sides, with “The Hucklebuck.” stei® had closed his local factory
the crest of Four Winds-Seyen

, months back when Columbia Rec-
S^?iR. hitc th^ trouffn with this

.

u*-*- u_ii 1. I nrH- Hoernn nrAccincf fnr him Riil

London, Aug. 16

Decea Records itself channels its ance.

product into dealer hands through ; Publishers, naturally, are not ex-
owned and operated distributing i pocted to fall in love with Victor’s
points. ideas, but the company’s execs ari?

of the opinion that the current
' practice of a.ssigiiing tunes is a

Inlm FirnURn Hup vicious cycle that must be agreed
JUUU llllllall 1/UC with by them in most cases, but

London, Aug. 16
j

blocks out new talent. Pubs want
John Firman, head of the music ,

the best names for new tunes and
publishing house of B, Feldman

]

the best names want those new
Ltd., sails on the Queen Mary

;

tunes. That practice continues

Sept. 7 on a routine visit to New ;

mound and around and a new art-

YqpJj^ ;

ist doesn’t get a crack at well re-

Main obiect of the trip is to re- ^ K3 *’ded material unless he or she

new contacts with U. S. publish- i

®P with a hit

inff iifiii 4!As
®®® * '’^*®*** toward a rep. Vie-

“ ' tor hopes to help gather new reps.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-MachinesJ!i!!li^

1. SOME ENCHANTED EVENING (13) (Williamson) 1 Perry Como Victor
I Frank Sinatra Columbia

ROOM FULL OF ROSES (4 ) (Hill & Range)
( wS’HngS' V. V.

3. WONDERFUL GUY (9) (Wllllarason)
I FraTwarm/.“"". 'vStoi

4. HUCKLEBUCK

5. AGAIN (22)

K '> (DntteO
} Tommy Dorsey Viclor

(Robbins)
1

„
1 V ic Danione Mercury

6 . RIDERS IN THE SKY (16) (Morris)
1 of

^^®®»’®®

7. YOU’RE BREAKING .MY HEART (1) (Algonquin) Vic Damone Mercury

g. BALI HA’I (9) (Williamson)
1

Victor
I
Bing Crosby Dacca

a iJozen. a -niiioiiiy lu^e geuinx •—“ : IV
.v-v-gav.. a......

York uoesn i gei a cracK
a long strin*» of recordings, har-

i

j®®'®***, '^•’tists Management, Inc.. i ^ nhieet of the trio is to re- I Warded material unless
monized bv Don Cornell and one ,

N^w has been appointed David Music Co.. Inc., of New' ^ m.hiivh accidentally comes up
of Kaye’s gals, is a fair face. tuisiness manager of the Fort York changed its name to Michael new contacts with U. S. publish-

| a start toward
Jo Stafford ‘.‘The Last Mile Hnd.) Philharmonic. Music Inc. >®g houses.

Rome” - “Ragtime Cowboy Joe” 1
|

|SfJH Si; 10 Best Sellers on Coin-MachinesJ!!!!!^
:

^ brown ref
t)ie best. Huddling with the Star- y 4

; PAA nAn iiAr
lighters. Capital’s nerenniai soloist Cnmn Virtnr “ HIK ntiK Hill
backstoppers. and Paul Weston’s!.. 1. SOME ENCHANTED EVENING (12) (Williamson) ’

orchestra she turns up a ballad ' 4 .
' Columbia - Les Brown’s orchestr

:
o 2. ROOM FULL OF ROSES ( 4 ) (Hill & Range)

I

return
sells Itself heavily. Ragtime is,., * (Dick Haymes Decca y Hope-Swan Soap .sho

different.! 4
, woNnFRPiii rnv loi \ Margaret Whiting Capitol Koes back on NBC in t

sniked nicely with backroom piano.
!

4 3. WONDERFUL GUY (9) (Williamson) .

l Fran Warren Victor ” Brown’s third conseci
nut the concoction is more beat

, , o-.. ^ ^ ” with Hone
than “Joe.”

; 4 iiiir'Ki RRiir'K' <ti iiTniiA«ii ^
Frank Sitiatra Columbia _

Kav Kvjwr “Dime a Dozen’’-,
HUCKLEBUCK (.) (United)

) Tommy Dorsey Victor Brown’s orchestra 1

•’Mission Bells and Wishin’ Bells ” - mnhhi„Ri \ Gordon Jenkins Decca ” *®<1 midwest
^Columbia). Kyser got the right, 5- AGAIN (22) (Robbins) .y. _ Mcn-uru j

summer working one-i
slant on “Dozen.” ounohing it ud

i ir > s*
^

I
cashing in on last win

with a bright rhythm beat, band-
j

4 , g. RIDERS IN THE SKY (16) (Morris) , d ^P i
Victor

|
bia disk hit. “I’ye Got

clanning a ia “Deen in the Heart! (Burl Ives Columbia *
i Keep Me Warm.” Asso

of Texas.” and a bouncing vocal •’
7. YOU’RE BREAKING .MY HEART (1) (.Algonquin) Vic Damone Mercury o i®8 handles the band,

bv Gloria Wood. Side moves
i P^rru

solidly and is worthwhile. Samel 4 s g. BALI HA’I (9) (Williamson) ..

ran’t be s.iid for the reverse a I
Bing Crosby Dccca i

Istless ballad vocalled by Bob . 9 | DON’T SEE ME (13) (laurel) J Gordon Jenkins. Decca l\v/i S livW \JOIInI

Wen^^WhiHwind’^ JcapHoU
' ''

iO. FOUR WINDS. SEVEN SEAS (I) (lAombardo) I Sammw Kaye Victor Yr TOf AftlStl
Cap. Dunching in odd directions ;;

' Lombardo Decca
;; RC.VVictor is movi

for a hit thence Gordon MacRae’s! 4
). o I C’ “ ' ioritv of its arti.sts an

24 Hours.” Jo Stafford’s “Ragtime I NCCOnd bFOUD division out of its Rad
^owhov” handed “Dozen” to Miss It. T I^York. offices into n.

fi®es it similar to
,
a

\ Whiting-Mercer Caoital ‘^ leased on. 23d street,

, SUore-aoele . . ! i : CoCti Ms record^^^^

i^Tr a^'^aVc^oTp^ila?io^^^^ MAYBE IT’S BECAU.SE (Triangle) T ««?«••
"‘I*

"£ll!"®'.fi®wever. one must flip to ) Wanahn Mnurts* 1 /;. .^,
“ excepting Red Se,

Writer of “Rider.s in the Skv.” '

1 nttus rsros Deica NBCs Theasaiirus.
’''barfin’ “Give \le‘ Your o \ ErcUjn Knight Decca library, which Victor

Jmed. ^our Poor“-"if We Hadn't 4 .
AOU RE SO UNDERSTANDING (Barron-Pemora)

1 Blue Barron M-G M sion will operate, wil
nroken Up on Wednesdav Night T \ Sinatm-nau !! to the new site. SI

H^ve Been a LET’S TAKE OLD FA.SHLONED WALK (Berlin)
, p,., Vktor " made about Sept. .5.

‘Victor t. Few have tackled
,

4 k /
. di d

' ^

'coZ.^'^eoiioro

it .'-rsm'r nVeloV’Sellcn?;:- i!
T.L4T . NKKD YOU (Fsn..«s, Oom Co„,,,,),m 1,3106 Reill

I10.MEWORK (Berlin) .SI,ore oL tj Krsnkie UM.?T™
Ad.rirr/i ,

^

j
™ I

, l:,;,;,^

I DON’T SEE ME (13) (Laurel) ! d
Jenkins Decca

I Perry Como Victor

10. FOUR WINDS. SEVEN SEAS (1) (i.ombardo) I Sammy Kaye Victor
I Guy Lonibardo Decca

Second Croup

BABY IT’S COLD OUTSIDE \ Whiting-Mercer Capitol
I Shore-Clark Columbia

MAYBE IT’S BECAU.SE (Triangle)

SOMEDAY (Duchess)

YOU’RE SO UNDERSTANDING (Barron-Pemora)

LET’S TAKE OLD FA.SHLONED WALK (Berlin)

I • IB «. r r v/ri.

YES YES IN YOUR EYES (Remick) Carmen Cacai

NOW TH.4T I .NEED YOU (Famous! Doris Day .

( Fran Warren
IIO.MEWORK (Berlin) I Dinah Shore

Gal" You’re a Doorv
(Panii 1

?^ ® Two-Dollar Pistol”

oroa^iP ;J®8 i®’s parodied an-

Yotfvll
recent nop hit. “A

lind rn. full of laughs

hIniP”'' D i®i® s®'®P-

bita li.xsi#
®f whether it

for in
fiuwever. it carries value

heir .ni
® comic followup to,

Verse
of the original. Re-

* good, too, a crazy piece •

SOMEHOW (Algonquin)

EVERYWHERE lOU GO (Lombardo)

[Dick Haymes Decca
I Connie Haines ('oral

[Vaughn Monroe Victor
I Mills Bros Decea
\ Erelyn Knight Decca
I Blue Barron M-G M
[ Sinatra Doy Columbia
I Perry Como

. . Victor

[Bine Barron MG-M
I Carmen Cucallaro Dccca
Doris Day . Cotninhin

( Fran Warren Victor
I Dinah Shore (’olnmbia

Rilhj Eckstine M GM 1

1 Guy Lombardo Decca J

LES BROWN REPACTED

FOR ROB HOPE SHOW
Les Brown’s orchestra was signed

last week to return to the Bob
Hope-Swan Soap .show when It

goes back on NBC in the fall. FI's

Brown’s third consecutive season
with Hope.

Brown’s orchestra has been in

the ea.st and midwest most of the
summer working one-nighters and
cashing in on last winter’s Colum-
bia disk hit, “I’ve Got My I.,ovp to
Keep Me Warm.” A.ssociated Book-
ing handles the band.

RCA’s New Gotham HQ

For Artists Division
RC.A-Victor is moving the ma-

' iority of its arti.sts and repertoire
division out of its Radio City, New

i
York, offices into new quarters
leased on. 23d street, N. Y.-. near
its recording studios. RCA has
taken 8.000 feet of space on one
floor, which will house all person-
nel excepting Red Seal execs and
secretaries.

NBC’s Theasaiirus. tran.scription

library, which Victor a gt r divi-

sion will operate, will al.so move
to the new site. Shift will be

i

made about Sept. .5.
,

Laine Renews
^

Los Angeles, Aug. 16.

Frankie Laine is now tied down
for a full seven years to Gabbe,
Lutz and Heller management. He

t Doris Day Columbia t « ®f'v five-year pact with

HOW IT LIES (Morris)

CIRCUS ( Mas.se>)

( Bing Crosby Decca ^
I Kay Starr : Capitol

j Tony Marlin Victor ^
I Dick Hanimes Di era

FFipures in parentheses indicate number of u-eeks tong has been in the Top lO.l

the agency, though his present one
has two years to go. General .Art-

ists books him.
Sam Lutz first signed T.aino

when he was drawing $7.5 weekly
warbling at the old Mnro<-cn on
Vine street, in 1946. Last ye^
(he singer gros.sed $400,OCO
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Bands at Hotel B.O.’s

Band Hotel

Freddie Martin . . Waldorf (400; $2)

^^at Brandwynne .. Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)...

Henry Busse Statler (450; $1.50-$2) 2

Xavier Cugat Astor (850; $1.50-$2) 2

Weeks
Played

.. I

.. 2

;.o.’s
Coven ToUl
Past Coven
Week On Date

t2.050 2.950

500 1,100

1,000 2.400

4,225 8,450

Vednegday, Aagust 17 , I949

1 9 days.

Chicago
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2 min.-$l cover).

Fair 1,800 tabs.

Eddy Howard (Beachwalk, Edgewater; $2 adm). Ram Thursday (11)

eve nicked, but nice 14,000 admissions.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room. Stevens, 720; $3.50 min.-$i cover).

Ice Show and Masters nifty at 4,350 ‘tabs.
. »

Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House. 500; $2.50 min.-$l cover).

Liberace and Modernaires reason for upped 3,50() covers.

Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $3.50 min.). “Salute series

still hefty at 3,100 tabs.

Los Angeles
Eddie Fitzpatrick (Ambassador. 900; $1.50). With Peter Lind Hayes

and Mary Healy. Second wk. 3,325 covers.

Chuck Foster (Biltmore, 900; $1.50). Eleventh wk. 2,820 covers.

Ted Fio Rito (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Slow 600 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotek
.

(Chicago)

Tee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Jackie Miles

and Betty Bruce; 3.500 tabs.
, , ,,, .. uu

Lawrence Welk (Trianon, $1-$1.15 adm.). First week for Welk hit

husky 12,500 Admissions.
Griff Williams (Aragon, $1-$115 adm.). Start of long run drew

nitl.y 12,000 admissions.
Al Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Steady 2.100 covers.

(Los Angeles)

Ray Robbins (Aragon. Santa Monica; 3d wk). Okay 4,000 admissions.

Frankie Carle (Palladium B., Hollywood; 3d wk). C»ood 12,000 ad-

missions.
Benny Strong (Casino Gardens. Santa Monica; weekend). Okay

4,400 admissions for three nights.

Inside Orchestras-Music
Recording companies constantly comb their brains for ideas that will

justify packaging single records and reissuing them as albums, a phase

of the business that forms a lot of gravy since it often gets rid of single

di.-;ks loafing on shelves. Tommy Dorsey, for example, has a number
of albums on the market under various catch-titles. His latest, com-
piled by RC.X-Victor, is called “And the Band Sings. Too.” It’s made
up of six sides on which T. D.’s musicians were called upon to supply

choral backgrounds similar to his “Marie," his first hit. Tunes w'ill

include "East of the Sun’’-"!’!! See You in My Dreams”; “Sweet Sue’’-

“Yearning"; “Blue Moon’’-“How Am 1 to Know."

Tops of the Tops

Retail Disk Best Seller

“Some Enchanted Evening”

Retail Sheet Music Seller

“Some Enchanted Evening”

“Most Requested” Dbk
“Some Enchanted Evening”

Seller on Coin Machines

“Some Enchanted Evening”

Best British Seller

“Wedding of Lilli Marlene’

Bob Harvey, Seattle composer and bandleader, has a chance. at the

jackpot with his tune. “Wouldn’t It Be Wonderful." which Art Mooney
recorded for MGM and Connie Haines for Coral. Bourne. Inc., is pub-
lishing the tune, and Harvey has had good response already from disk

jockeys on his own recording of it for Linden Records here.

Harvey used the tune as a sign-off number for his orchestra for some
time. Eddie Wolfstone, another local boy. wrote the lyrics for the
number.

Damone's ‘Heart’ Click

Cues RCA Campaign

On ‘Mattinata’ Reissue

RCA-Victor is priming a cam-

paign to push the reissuing of Jan
j

Peerce’s Red Seal recording of
^

“Mattinata,” the Italian classic
^

which is the basis of the current

.

pop hit, “You’re Breaking My
Heart.” As is usual in such cases, I

the pop adaptation, launched into :

hitdom by Vic Damone’s recording,

,

is causing a demand for the orig- r

inal melody. Peerce’s disk is done
in Italian.

{

Such a situation as the one above
caused an unusual tangle over roy-

alties a few years ago. When Frank
;

Sinatra’s “I Have But One Heart,”
based on the Italian “Marinara,”

^

became a pop hit, Musicraft Rec-
ords cut the original melody with
Phil Brito. However, because
Musicraft called attention to the
disk in advertising by referring to

it as the basis for “I Have But One
,

Heart,” Barton Music, which pub-
lished the latter, insisted on a roy-

alty being paid anyway. It claimed
that though Brito's disk did not use
the pop lyric, and the melody was
public domain, the record was be-
ing .sold on the strength of the

'

copyrighted pop lyric in advertis-

ing.

Perhaps the outstanding example
of a pop adaptation causing a clas-

sic to sell is the “Polonaise.” Santly-
.loy’s publication of “Till the End
of Time,” which became a smash i

hit, .started RCA-Victor’s version of
the original, by Jose Iturbi, and it

'

has been a best-seller ever since.

‘RH’ Logging System
Richard Himber’s new development in logging broadcast perform-

ances lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules

They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumentoL

2 points for sustaining vocals, 3 for commercial instrumental, 4
commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories, Neto

York, Chicago and Coast, For example, a commercial vocal tn all

three territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings

of commercial shows. The first group consists of the top 30 songs.

Week of Aug. 5-Aug. 11, 1949

Songs Publisher!

Again—1“Road House” ' Robblni

And It Still Goes Shapiro

Baby, It’s Cold Outside—f’Neptune’s Daughter” Morrii

Bali Ha’i—*“South Pacific” Williamson

Candy Kisses Hill & Range

Dreamy Old New England Moon Leeds

Everywhere You Go Lombardo

Fiddle Dee Dee—fit’s a Great Feeling” Harms
4 Winds and 7 Seas Lombardo

How' It Lies Morris

Hucklebuck United

I’ll Keep the Lovelight Burning Laurel

It’s a Great Feeling—t’Tt’s a Great Feeling” Remick

Just One Way To Say I Love You—“Miss Liberty” Berlin

Let’s Take Old-Fashioned Walk—“Miss Liberty” Berlin

Lover’s Gold Oxford

Maybe It’s Because BVC
My One & Only Highland Fling—t“Barkleys of Broadway”. H. Warren

Now Now Now Is the Time. . . Fremart

Now That I Need You—t“Red, Hot and Blue” Famous

Riders In the Sky Morris

Room Full of Roses Hill & Range
Someday You’ll Want Me Duchess
Some Enchanted Evening—*“South Pacific” Williamson
There’s Yes Yes In Your Eyes Witmark
Through Long and Sleeple.ss Night—1“Come To the Stable”... Miller

Twenty-Four Hours of Sunshine Advanced
Wedding Day Famous
Who Do You Know In Heaven Robbins
Younger Than Springtime—“South Pacific” Williamson

Though Freddy Martin’s orchestra, now at the Starlight Roof,
Waldorf hotel. New York, does not carry a girl singer, he still performs
the pop, “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” and invariably stops all dance traffic

with his arrangement. Instead of a girl-boy combo on the tune, he
uses two male musicians, one doing a takeoff on a dame.

$80 Per Head
Continued from page 2

Pool NOT Full 0’ Water
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

I

Tim Spencer, composer of
! "Room Full of Roses,” broke his

I

leg over the weekend by falling

;

into his swimming pool, sans water.
Mishap occurred at a party for

Spencer to celebrate his song’s
hitting eighth place on the Hit Pa-
rade.

Second Group

A Wonderful Guy—“South Pacific” Williamson

Be Goody Good Good to Me United

Don’t Call Me Sweetheart Anymore ABC
Every Night Is Saturday Night B.M.I.

Everytiipe I Meet You—t“Beautiful Blonde Bashful Bend” Feist

Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue ^... Feist

Kiss Me Sweet Advanced
Little Fish in a Big Pond—“Miss Liberty” Berlin

Look at Me Jewel

Lora Belle Lee Santly

Love Is a Beautiful Thing Porgie

Make Believe Triangle

Merry Go Round Waltz Shapiro

Similau Campbell
Someone to Love Warren Publ.

Song of Surrender—t“Song of Surrender” Paramount
Swi.ss Lullaby Southern

Two Little New Little Blue Little Eyes Morris

You’re Breaking My Heart Algonquin
You’re So Understanding Barron-Pemora

Pix Bid for TV

ball, the French papers were filled

with nothing else but the Petits

Lits Blancs. The list of the artists

to participate grew and grew. The
price was set at 20,000 francs ($80'

which was to include dinner, cham-
pagne, and entertainment. As the
date approached, tiie publicity in-

creased in growing fury as less and
le.-<s tickets were being .sold. The
morning of the ball is was decided
by the committee, headed by Leon
Bailby. organizer of the affairs, to

lower the price. Those who earlier

had paid $80 were amazed and
furious to learn that tickets could
be bought the day of the dance for

15. ()()() francs ($47 >, and for any-
thing from 5.000*10.000 francs ($15-

$3()> for tickets without dinner. At
the very last moment, the Carlton
hotel and other selling agents re-

portedly were exchanging tickets

for whatever the traffic would
bear.
The setting for the ball was the

terraces of the Casino, where 200
tables were set amidst the natural

glamor of the moonlit Mediter-
rafiean. Tuo orchestras played
for the diners, while Paris manne-
cpiins paraded in the latest

fashions.
That the s|)eetators were among

tifr most famous and glamorous of

the favored rich could not be
denied. .At ringside tables could

be seen the Duke and Duchess of

Windsor, accompanied by commen-
tator Henry Taylor. Pnnccss .An-

dree Khan and Prince .Sadri '.\ga

Khan's younger son>; the Darryl

F. Zanucks with F^Isa Maxwell and
the Louis .loiirdans, Errol Flynn.

Jean Simmons. Jan Kiepura and
Marla Eggerth, Michele Morgan
W'illi Henri Vidal and the Jean-

Pierre Aumonts, and the inevitable

group of Riviera regulars. The
gowns were exquisite, the hairdos
perfectly executed, but there was
a definite lack of enthu.siasm in
the air. It may have been a de-
layed reaction from an ince.s.sant

procession of galas, all for some
excuse or other, or it may have
been a general attitude of a crowd
too blase to appreciate anything.
The entertainment, which began

after the conclusion of dinner, did
little to relieve this uneasy atmos-
phere. Half of the acts announced
didn’t apijcar, and tho.se that did
showed an appalling lack of re-

hearsal and coordination. Of the
acts which included Aime Baielli
and his band, singer Lucienne
Delyle. Serge Lif.ar and the Paris
Opera Gioup. Katherine Dunham,
the Monte Carlo Girls, ventrilo-
quist Wenccs. Maurice ('hevalier.

and singer Suzy Delair, the three
latter were the most enthusia.s-

tically applauded, especially .Amer-
ica!! ventiiloquist Wences who
came from Paris’ Lido Club

.After the end of the entertain-
nu*nt. the audience was treated to
a display of fireworks, which re-
putedly cost over l.OOO.OOO francs.
This too wgs badly organized with
flames shooting dangerously close
lo the flim.sy dresses of the women,
and disaster just missed as three
dimuM* jackets barely ‘scaped
burning. The evening finished
off with a small battle between
Casino emplovees and three news-
paper photographers <Samedi-Soir.
France - Dimanclie, and Pari.s-

.Match* who resented being told to
leave by the Casing!. This foitu-
nat(‘ly was w itnessed by few as the
majority of the people had either
loft or had gone to the gambling
rooms.

Grid Music Upped
Los Angeles, Aug. 16.

Pro football teams out here have
I
been notified by Musicians’ Local

I

47 that they’ll have to be cheered
i on by a minimum of 40 musicians
I
at each home grid game—and that

I

each sideman must receive $20 and
each leader $50 per job. Rams and
Dons are teams affected.

. Scale is slight increase over last

' year.

Continued from page 5

Name Bands
Continued fro 1 page 43

eight to ten- pieces. In light of
this, agencies like (’hi branches of

(

Associated Booking. GencTal

I

.Artists Corp.. and Music Corp. of
! America, have asked a good many
1

of the bands they book to cut down
in size and operating expense! In
fact, many small spots in midwest
territoiy are using local musicians
at scale if the agencies can’t dig up
a band for them to play for scale.

This situation hasn’t made book-
ers happy, for amount of units to
book is on the increase, while
spots or locations for then!, seem
to be diniinishing.

Grehs formerly pulling down
$1,500 to $2,000 a night, are now
playing spots in n!idwest tor $7.50,

while territory ha!!ds that took
away $600 to $7.50 for one-night
stand, are working for around $400.
Operators are also nixing new

I

bands in their spots, at above-scale
prices, on grounds that if a name

-outfit can’t bring ’em in. certainly
new ones don't stand a chance. .As a

resi!lt, !nidwest agencies and book-
ers are bringing in very few East-
ern or (’o.Tst outfits, unless they’ve
est,nhli‘i'ed th'.Mnsr'ves at certain
spots in this territory.

tint processes, despite color being
much more co.stly than black-and-

;

white filming.
i

By the same token, the filmites
will argue, the anticipated growth
of large-screen video to theatres

!

throughout the country will in-

crease competition and thus bring

'

about technical advances in video.
1

Because the film indu.stry has

!

shown it can absorb such tech-
j

nological changes in the past, it

!

may be abliS to ha.sten develop-

:

ment of a suitable color TV system
!

or crack some other video problem
;

for theatres and, subsequently, for :

homes.

f

Indie Exhibs May Take
Initiative on Video

(’ontinued growth of theatre tele-

vision may gel its primary impetus
now from independent circuits and '

theatre operators, as result of the !

Government’s divorcement decree. I

With 2()th-Fox. Warners and Met-
ro forced to give up their domestc
thcat!e holdings and the accom-
panying exhibition profits, it is be-
lieved those interested in theatre
TV n!ay think twice before invest- i

ing the several millions of dollars
neccs.sary to put large-scale video
on a mass basis.

Immediately affected, of course,
is 20lh. which has already taken

' preliminary steps to launching a ,

string of 22 Fox-West Coast the-
|

at res connected by TV. Twentieth
‘xecs in their, recent drive for in-

creased fill!! rentals emphasized the
company had actually suffered a

j

loss in production and distribution
during 1948, being able to show a

profit only through theatre earn-
ings. If tho.se earnings are cut off,

bonscquently, the coi!!pany may not
feel prepared to invest in theatre
TV immediately.

1 it is believed possible, of course,

that F-WC, part of the National

Theatres chain, would be prepared

to proceed under the NT banner if

the Government’s order Jor a split-

up of the company goes through.

But that in itself would present

difficulties, since the theatre TV
plans to date have been integrated

.so tightly within the 2()th organ-

ization. Much of the preliminary

engineering work and scouting for

sites has been carried on by 20th

research chief Earl I. Sponable.

Whether the theatre company or

the production-distribution outfit

would take over those plans, as

well as Sponable’s services, in case

of divorcement remains to be de-

termined.
Other two majors involved m

the current (]overnment octi^

have set no plans for theatre TV.

But if 2()th delays its plan*

pending an appeal of the divorce

ment decree, the way would be leu

open for indie circuit operators to

take the theatre TV lead. First

step in that direction has been as-

sinned by N.Y. indie Si H. Fab!an,

who will have an RCA large-screen

video projector irtstalled in h‘S

Brooklyn Fox house within six

months and has orders pencilled m
for another 10 units. ...

Film indu.stry. meanwhile wiu

bombard the Federal Communica-

tions commission w ith requests fo

exclusive video channels for the

atre tele within the next^ fe

weeks. Following last wei’ks

cision of the Motion Picture A*** ’

of America to file for such

nols. it has been learned

lar reque.sts are to be made /

20th. Par.. Theatre Ownor.s

America and the Society ot Mot

Picture Engineers. FCC will tn

set a date for hearings, at wn

time the companies and -

tions will present their testim

on why the channels should

granted.
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Release Date Snarl Grows More

Involved; Cap, CRC m Latest fdf
Hollywood, Aug. 16. 4

Th6 rostrlctod roloase date situ-

ition, which exploded a fortnight

.M in New York over Decca’s

eLly release of Bing Crosby’s

“Ust Mile Home,” and later egged

00 by Columbia’s pre-scheduling of

Frank Sinatra’s “Let ’Er Go,” took

mother stumble last week, involv-

init Columbia and Capitol. But the

Spiyak Signs With MCA

For 5 Yrs., No Bonus
Charlie Spivak’s orchestra, which

was ordered released from Wil-

liam Morris agency contract last

week by the American Federation

of Musicians executive board, has

iTert affair was directly traceable
,

signed with Music Corp. of Amer-

to the early issuance of Crosby’s
,

i<*a. Deal is for five years, effective

“Mile” side and gives a clear ex- i Oct. 3, because the combination is

imple of the chain reaction result
[ booked up to that point

_# .vxA pnmnanv s evasion of re-
| xt

of one company s

itrictions.

“Und of Love,” written by Ed

Ahbez writer of ‘‘Nature Boy,” was

Sven ’to King Cole exclusively.

Later, Ahbez also gave a copy of

the tune to Columbia, who assigned

it to Doris Day. Capitol beefed

about it and Columbia agreed, it’s

said, to withhold Miss Day’s disk

until Cap put Cole’s on the mar-

ket However, along came Decca

and released Crosby’s “Mile” side

and the apple-cart was upset.

Here’s the result: Miss Day’s re-

cording of “Land of Love” is

coupled to her disking of “Last

Mile.” When Decca issued Cros- '

hy’s disking of “Mile,” Columbia
• rushed to get out Miss Day’s, and

;

of course her “Last Mile” had to

go along to market, too. Colurffbia

sent pressings only to disk jockeys

however, figuring on getting plays

on the “Mile” side only, aware that '

Robbins Music, which is publishing

“Love” had placed restrictions on
,

the latter tune until Sept. 1, until

Cole’s Capitol disk was out. Ap-
parently, one or two jocks have

j

played the “Love” side and Capitol
|

screamed. Cole’s is being rushed

out as a result.
j

Last week, Decca’s Dave Kapp i

asserted, as a result of the dispute

with Leeds Music, publisher of

“Last Mile,” that henceforth he

didn’t want to see restricted tunes !

until close to release date time.'

Victor was and is mulling disre-

garding all release dates, or reject-

ing tunes that are so stamped; Co-

lumbia’s Manie Sacks has said he’s
;

going to operate his biz as he sees
'

fit, without regard to release dates.

Cap execs are said to feel that way,
too.

However, Spivak had five days
open later this month and MCA
immediately filled them in with
one-nighters. Agency, it’s claimed,
paid Spivak no advance or bonus
of any kind for his signature.
Maestro had at one time been ask-
ing as high as $15,000 for the
right to book him.

RCA’. ‘Big 3’ Puih
RCA-Victor is putting on a

heavy campaign for what it

calls “The Big 3,” consisting of

three recordings. Perry Como’s
“Give Me Your Hand,” Vaughn
Monroe’s “Someday” and Spike
Jones’ “Dance of the Hours.”

Push includes contests among
distributor and retail salesman

with prizes ranging from radio

consoles to 45 rpm recordings

for the men or women who
guess the total sale of either

disk by Nov. 30.

Victor also is turning to the

sky again to promote. Como's
platter will be plugged by sky
streamers, towed behind air-
planes, over Atlantic City, .As-

bury Park, N. J., Now York
and Coast beaches over the
Labor Day week-end. Jones
and Monroe’s platters are be-
ing plugged by special “story”
disks made by the leaders in-

volved and backed by copies of
the songs themselves, which
will go out to 2,000 disk jocks
all over the country.

Chances Slim for ASCAP Deal

On Video Before Sept. 1 Deadline

Mysels Sits Down At

Piano, Gets Nitery Job
Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

Sammy Mysels, songwriter

whose home is in Pittsburgh, came

down from New York last week to

visit the folks. He dropped into

the Copa one night and was asked

to do his stuff on the floor. He
sat down at the piano and went
through his catalogue.

The house came down* A few
minutes later, Lenny Litman.
owner of the Copa, had a contract

in his hand for Mysels to head this

week’s show at the spot. Tune-
smith protested he was on vaca-

1

negotiations

tion, but Litman kept after him,

and so the vacation turned into a

working one for six nights begin-

ning last Monday (15). It's Mysels’

first nitery job.

CRC, Decca Cutting In

On RCA-Victor Teeth’

,

Los Angeles, Aug, 16. !

Columbia Records will be out in

November with “All I Want for

Xmas Are My Two Front Teeth,”

waxed here last week by the Mary
Kaye Trio. Plattery hopes to cut

some ground from RCA-Victor’s
reissue of Spike Jones’ “Teeth.”
Decca is supposed to be doing it,

too, with Danny Kaye,

Jones’ disk last year sold over
1,000,000 copies in about six weeks.
RCA will make it a reissue each
Christmas. Tune is published by
V^itmark Music, subsidiary of
Warner Bros.

69 Yrs. With a Baton I

Rochester, N. H„ Aug. 16.

Elmer E. Wiggin, director of the

Barrington Band for 69 consecutive
years, was honored at a concert
py the Rochester Band on his 88th
birthday.

J. E. Alcide Bilodeau, director
*Rd charter member of the 53-
year-old local band, dedicated
^hubert’s “Serenade” to the Bar-
™gton director.

Spot Likes Names
Dallas, Aug. 16.

Fun Garden is following a
name” band policy for the spot
since the recent appearance of
ohep Fields orchestra proved suc-
cessful. Alvino Rey did a three-
®ay stand Aug. 12-15 and others

^•'^lude Benny Goodman, pos-
sibly in September.
Goodman will have about 30
•tes in this area, at that time.

Kf**”** ^ Irwin, proprietor of
Winnipesaukee Gardens
Weirs, N. H., has been

e P*'^sident of 'he Lakes Re-
gion .Assn.

RETAIL DISK BEST SEUEBS
P^RiEfr

Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-
tained from leading stores in
11 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
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.American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers called its

full television committee into meet-
ing Monday (15) in New York to

make a full report on video nego-
tiations to this point. Nothing was
accomplished except the straight
relation of what has been oceui'-

ring, plus the explanation that no
concrete conclusions arc likely to

bo made in the immediate future
because of vacations of principals
involved in both the tele and con-
sent decree problems.

Meeting was the first attended
by ASCAP’s full tele committee in

three months. When this group
failed to achieve a deal with the
National A.ssn. of Rroadcasters
\i(leo committee, the Society’s ex-
ecutives took over and conducted

with representatives
of the five tele networks and the
ends that have so far been accom-
plished had not been detailed to

the full committee.
As it stands now, it isn’t likely

that a deal between ASCAP and
video will be completed before the
Sept. 1 deadline, to which ASCAP
had for the umpteenth time ex-
tended free rights to its music to

video. Several weeks back, some
of the Society’s board members
said that they were unlikely to

agree to another extension. Wheth-
er they will cling to that course no
one know.s, but it’s doubted.
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PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Some Enchanted Evening” 3 1 2 2 1 2 1 65

2 2
M. WHITING-J. MERCER (Capitol)
“Baby, It’s Cold Outside” 8 8 2 5 1 2 40

3 4
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)
“Riders in the Sky” 10 8 9 6 2 3 4 .16

4 3
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“You’re Breaking My Heart” 6 2 1 7 28

5 14
TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)
“The Hurkleburk” 3 8 5 3 2.5

6 8
DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Room Full of Roses” 2 4 9 7 22

7 10
DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Maybe It’s Because” 7 5 3 8 21

8
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)
“Someday” 1 • • 2 • • • • 10

9 11

FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)
“The Hucklebuck” 6 1 9 • • 17

lOA 9
EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
“You’re So Understanding” 1 5 • • • • • • • • 16

lOB 6
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Again” 5 9 5 • • • • 9 • • • « 16

IOC 5
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Some Enchanted Evening” 9 4 4 16

llA 14
MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)
“A Wonderful Guy” 10 5 3

•

15

IIB 7
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)
“Room Full of Roses” 10 5 3 15

12 11
ART MOONEY (M-G-M)
“Twenty-Four Hours of Sunshine” . . . 7 7 6 13

13 12
INK SPOTS (Decca)
“You’re Breaking My Heart” 9 1 .. .. 12

14A
PERRY COMO (Victor)

“I Don’t Sec Me in Your Eyes” 8 4 .. .. • • 10

14B 15
HERB JEFFRIES (Columbia)
“Four Winds and Seven Seas’* 5 .. • • 1_ 10

14C
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
“Someday” 1 • • 10

15A
TONY .MARTIN (Victor)
“Circus” 2 • • • • 9

15B 15
FRANKIE YANKOVIC (Columbia)
“Blue Skirt Waite” • • 2 9

I6A
AL MORGAN (London)
“Jealous Heart” 3 .. • • • * • 8

16B
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Everywhere You Go” 3 • .. • • .. 8

I6C
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Ain’t Misbehavin’” .

.

3 • • 8

16D 13
MEL TORME (Capitol)
“Four Winds and Seven Seas” • • • • . « 3 • • . . • • . . 8

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1

1 2 3 4 5

SOUTH PACIFIC KISS ME. KATE SONGS WITHOUT
WORDS

SUPPER CLUB
FAVORITES

FRANKLY
SENTIMENTAL

Broadway Cost traodwoy Cast
. Saloctad Parry Com* Frank Sinatra

Columbia Columbia Capitol Victor Columbia

No. of

Label Records

Victor 7

Dccca 7

Capitol 4

Columbia 4

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned

t

No. of

Label Records
.Mercury 1

M-G-M 1

London 1

Points
179
113
71

44

Points
2K
13
8

LINCOLN MUSIC’S SUIT

VS. DOROTHY DOUGLAS
Lincoln Music Corp. has. insti-

tuted injunction proceedings in N,
Y. municipal court against song-
stress Dorothy Douglas to halt her
alleged “desecration” of the pub-
lisher’s “How Did He Look?” She
reportedly altered the tune’s lyrics

in recent appearances on the
borscht circuit.

Mi.ss Douglas, according to Lin-
coln owner Abner Silver, took the
‘dramatic quality” of the original

lyrics away from the number by
substituting a “suggestive” parody
version. Silver is also composer
of "Look.” Attorney Samuel J.

Siegel reps Lincoln in the action.

CRC Isn’t Missing One

Original-Cast Show Bet
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Four tunes from “Sugar Hill,’*

\cgro musical revue at the Las
Palmas theatre here, will be cut
by members of the original cast
for Columbia Records.. Music was
written by Flournoy Miller and
.James P, Johnson.
Johnny .Lee and The Ebonalres

will etch “You Can’t Lose a

Broken Heart’’; Dolores Parker,
“My Sweet Hunk of Trash” and
Monnette Moore and The Ebon-
aires will do “Peace. Sl.ster,

Peace” and “Keep ’em Guessing.’*

Mills Music is publishing the tunes
from the show.

BG Resnmes in Va.
Virginia Beach, Va., Aug. 16.

Benny Goodman’s orchestra will

resume work at the Surf Beach
Club here Aug. 26 for two weeks.
Dale is B.G.’s first looking since

he returned to New York last week
from Flurope and a two-week run
at the London Palladium theatre.

Goodman didn’t take his full

band with him to England. It orig-

inally w'as to have met him in Paris

for Continental concert dates, but
Goodman cancelled them until next
‘p-ing.

N.Y/s Free AFM Concerts
Some 125 free musical perform-

a.Kcs are being given in New
York’s public and private institu-

tions during the month of August
by members of Ix)cal 802. Con-
certs are financed by the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians’ Re-
cording and Transcription Fund.

Highlighting the scries will be
an annual concert to be held Aug.
21 on the Central Park Mall in

memory of John Philip Sou.sa.

Band will comprise some 62 pieces.

Carle's Hiatus
Hollv wood. .Aug. 16.

After closing at Palladium ball-

ro iin Aug. 28. Frankie Carle gives
his 'uandsmen n month’s vacation.
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On the Upbeat

New York i

C'oral Records putting a drive on
Kenny Roberts’ “1 Never See Mag-
gie Alone,” started by Dick Bruce,
WDSU, New Orleans, disk jockey

Charlie Ventura joined the ball-

player-disk parade last week by
naming a bop creation recorded
lor RCA-Victor. ‘‘Yankee Clipper”
. . Hal Tunis, WVNJ, Newark, disk

jockey, planned to plug himself and
tunes from A1 Jolson’s new picture.

“Jolson Sings Again,” by having a

batch of photogenic gals parading
up and down Broad\vay today
(Wednesday) toting portable radios
tuned to his show, which will be
spinning Jolson’s Decca records

‘‘South Pacific” score surpassed
1,000,000 copies of sheet music last

week, accounted for mostly by
•‘Some Enchanted Evening,” ‘‘Won-
derful Guy” and ‘‘Bali Ha’i” Al
Donahue’s band held over at Rice
hotel, Houston, until Sept. 4. then
one-nights into Statler hotel. De-
troit, opening Sept. ‘2G for seven
weeks Mac Koeper heads new
Knickerbocker Music firm in N. Y.

week Aug. 29 . . . Everett Neill’s

band subbed for vacationing Al
Marsico outfit at Nixon Cafe . . .

:

Lee Barrett followed Tommy Car-
lyn band into Kennywood Park . . .

>

Whitey Scharbo, who worked
Hollywood Show Bar until that
spot closed, now pops dance tunes
at Erectors Society, private mem-

1

bership club . . . Big William Penn I

hotel has no music anywhere for
j

first time in years, what with Ter-

1

race Room shut for remodeling and
Continental Bar bandless as well. 1

September . . . Elliot Lawrence sits

down at Lagoon. Salt Lake City,

week of Aug. 39, before taking a
crack at one-night stands in these
parts . . . Art Kassel stays at Troca-
dero, Evansville, Ind., until Labor
Day . . - Monchita band into Chez
Paree, Sept. 13 . . . Gordon Trio
pacted with Rondo Records, cut-
ting 8 sides for fall schedule . . .

Harry Cool and Mel Brandt Trio
set for Basil’s Club, Kokomo, Ind.,

Aug. 26 . . . Alvino Rey will swing
through Texas on one-nighters
Sept. 14 to 30 . . . Johnny Long
into Roosevelt hotel. New Orleans,
Sept. 21 for four weeks . . . Bob
Ehlert, band booker for Chi office
of MCA, off for two-week vacash.
Ditto MCA’s Cole Keys.

Welk Ork Gets MiUer

Beer for Fall Sponsor

Chicago
Woody Herman into Lakeside

'

Park. Denver, Colo., week of Aug.

;

30 . . . Jackie Cain, former vocalist .

with Charlie Ventura, and husband I

Roy Krai who 88’ed and arranged;
. . , .

. .. .

for Ventura, have own outfit ' signed by Miller High Life beer

(GACt, breaking in at Flame, !
for 13 weeks this fall over ABC

Hollyw'ood. Aug. 19.

Laurence Welk band has been

Minneapolis, until Aug. 21 . . . Dick
Bradley, prez of Tower Records, on
Coast for confabs with Capitol
Records . . . Harry Hall, vocalist in
“Salute” show at College Inn.
Sherman hotel, doubles into TV,

. j M 1 t j r i

Sept. 29 on the Wayne King Show,
Leonard Meisel ditto for Cla**'

j

standard Oil . . . Duke Elling-
eck Music . .Gtonjc Sholtler took
over professional management of

St. Nicholas Music . Louis Camito
withdrew from Warren Publiia-
lion., selling out piece he had of
comparatively new firm.

Hollywood
Horace Heidt and Mrs. back in

T.. A. after two-week biz and pleas-
ure trip to Europe . . . Ken Myers,
trumpeter, rejoins Eddy Howard’s
band as advance man in eight
weeks w'hen he recovers from a
session at vet hospital in Woods,
Wisconsin. Illness will prevent his
playing with the ork . . . Charlie
Barnet, band sets out on a Pacific
northwest one-niter tour Aug. 29.

j

playing every night until windup
Sept. 17 in Dainville, Mont. . .

.
[

l^eighton Noble cut four sides for
'

Vocalion . . . Jack Nye’s band gets]
$1,000 for a private party Aug. 20
at Chula Vista home of Mary R.
Birch, wealthy rancher . . . Ada
l,eonard, all-girl bandleader who 1

disbanded in favor of a single, is

now at the Moulin Rouge. New
Orleans, on first stanza of a 10-
week tour . . . Dick LaSalle’s band
into Manes hotel, Reno. Sept. 8
. . . Horace Heidt backing Steve
Allen on two of Allen’s originals
for Heidt’s Magnolia label. Tunes '

are “This Is It” and “Box 13”
. . .

Eddie Gilmartin, manager of
Tommy Dorsey’s Casino Gardens.
Santa Monica, will be guest
.speaker at National Assn, of Ball-
room Ops. Chi. 4-6 .. . Hoagy
Carmichael and Buddy Clark hack
in town from Indiana location
stints on Ronnie Alcorn’s “Johnny
Holiday” . . . Clark Dennis opens
fortnite at Thunderbird. Las Vegas.
Sept. 1. Lack of music shows in
network summer replacements
makes tune ; touting jobs scarce
liere, with 18 jobless in Music Pub-
lishers Contact Employees local.
Which numbers 75 active members.

ton slated for Click, Philly, week
of Aug. 26 . . . Jean Tauber, disk
jock Marty Hogan’s gal Friday,
moves over to Muntz TV outfit
here . . . Bob Berke into Peabody

I

hotel. Memphis, Sept. 12 for three
' weeks . . . Les Brown, heading for

I

West Coast, plays Rendezvous, Salt

I
Lake Citv. IJtah, Aug. 24-26 . . .

I

Eddie Hubbard’s ABC Chesterfield

j

Club (WINDi, open doors to live

!
aud each Sat. night starting Aug.
13. It's first live studio show' for

i plattei-spinner in the area . . .

; Louis Jordan works midwest terri-
tory one - nighters, latter part of

network, commencing Aug. 31.

Welk has been airing for the brew
company as a summer show. Pro-
gram will be a half-hour Wednes-
day nights.

Welk’s band goes into the Pal-
ladium here for seven weeks Aug.
30. Coin at the ballroom will be
$3,000 w eekly guarantee and a split

of door admish gross over $8,500
each week.

Wakeiy’s Single
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Jimmy Wakely will do his first

single, with guitar, on a tw'o-week
stand at the Thunderbird, Las
Vegas, starting Nov. 24. He’s never
worked witliout band backing be-
fore.

JOE VERA ORCH (6)

Hotel Bellerivr, Kansas City, Mo.

A home-town boy who did a

single piano turn in many of

K.C.’s smaller clubs. Joe Vera has

had his own orchestra going for

about a year in the Chicago area.

His current stand In the Casbah,

Bellerive Hotel, is his first in

home territory.

It’s a colorful instrumentation,

involving piano, electric guitar, ac-

cordion, tenor sax, string ba.ss and
drum. Orchestrations play up the

keyboard, other instruments center,

ing around Vera. Group is well

graced with vocalists, however, as

Vera has Jimmy Markey to double
voice from the guitar. Bud Balzer

from the tenor sax, and Frank
Mason from ba.ss.

Principally the . crew' Is con-

cerned with Latin rhythms, a big

favorite in this room. Vera’s own
work, however, brings in mo.st any-
thing suitable on the ivories, and
the room gets variety enough to

please most everyone. Vera makes
his sets entirely requests. It’s a new
idea here, but apparently draws
extra attention from patrons to the

band.
\^ra’s crew will be out of the

Bellerive for the early winter .sea-

son. but are due back for (he pre-

holiday stretch. Qnin.

EDDIE O’NEAL ORCH (13)

Empire Room. Palmer House, Chi
Getting into the big league in

one jump is the feat of Eddie
O’Neal, a personable chap from
the Coast and Dorothy Shay’s

Pittsburgh
Ross Hall, one-time pianist for

Hal Kemp and more recently with
Johnny Marino’s band at Copa,
here is tickling ivories at Bill
Green’s cocktail lounge . , . Charlie
Murray, of Monte Carlo’s song
team of Owen & Murray, wrote
tune called “Everything You Said
Came True,” which Sammy Kaye
recorded . . . Buddy Lee orch back
at the Vogue Terrace for a return
ahot . . . Harmonicats due at Copa

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

f^KiEfr
Survey oj retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.
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former accompanist. O’Neal isn’inew to the orch biz. however having had his own society band If
fthe Drake hotel in Frisco fJr ^
year and a Jialf, and doing a si*

! month stint at the Palace hotel
there before joining Miss Shav

O’Neai 88’s with liis group L
turing unusual effects via flutr
oboe and bass clarinet. Orch does
neat job on danceables, givina
hefty play to standarrds, show tunes
and rhumbas. Drums and ba^
plus four reeds, three brass and
four fiddles add up to well-bal-
anced unit for the Empire Room
A quartet and Stan Wild, who

doubles at lead trumpet, carry the
nitely besides supplying dance-set
syncopation, and looks as If it will
vocals. Orch backs show twice

I

be around for some time. Greg.
j

——

_

I

Disk Jockey Reviews
I

A SONG FOR CINDERELLA
With Leon Lewis
45 Mins,

j

Participating
Mon. to Frl., 3:35 p.m.
WOKO, Albany

This program is probably the
first commercial regularly handled
by a Negro disk jockey in the Al-
bany area. Lewis, originally heard
on a late-evening poetry show via
WABY, Is not publicized as to race.

Title for feature stems from music
he plays for an unnamed “Cinder-
ella.” Throughout the 45 minutes,
Lewis addressed her by that name
or by* “you.” Idea apparently is to

create emotional impact.
Platterman works with an alert

eagerness, if not always a solidly

professional touch. New to the
business, he displays rough spots
which' probably will polish off.

Lewis often talks too much and his

script, if he follows one, is not
tight. However, his knowledge of

music and choice of selections rate

recognition. Introduction to a

Gershwin number, on one shot
heard, was graceful.

Lewis employs an Informal, inti-

mate style with the store-service
commercials. He weaves a minor
philosophical thread, adding a neat
signofT,. Show is cut half-way for

a ip-minute news and sports round-
up.

SANDY AND BILI.
With Emerson Knighton and Bill

Tunstall
60 mins.; Sat. 2 p.m.
Participating
KXA, Seattle
This two-man recoid .session

shapes up as an entertaining show.

Pair alternate and/or combine on

introductions, chatter and com-

mercials to put over a disk show
that’s out of the ordinary. Em-
phasis is on straight selling of

tunes. Voices have good contra.st,

with Knighton (Sandy) on the

deep, mellow side; Tunstall (Bill)

on the sharp.
Introductions mix knowing chat-

ter about tunes and talent to good

effect, with even some verse tossed

in. Commercials are handled with

same easy style but good impact,

and each week there’s a mystery

tune with prizes for first correct

answer.

Blasro Music Co., Kans.as City,

has taken over the coovright to

“Take an Old Cold Tater and

Wait,” new hillbilly tune by S- M.

Bart let t and adapted by K. M.

Brumley.

Rteordtd on DECCA #24690 , , , Gordon Jtnkint

CAPITOL #57-567 . . . Morgorot Whiting ond Johnny Morenr

Get an EARFUL of the new rhythm hit by

JOAN WHITNEY and ALEX KRAMER

KRAMER-WHITNCY, INC.
®AVI ILUM, Prof. Mgr. . igfo iroonway. Mow York
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Can't Help Lovin' Di
Oscar H

stein, 2nd. m., Jerome KerHarms Co., cop. 1927.
C'est Vous—It’s You.

Abner Grwnberg, Abner
and Harry Richman “

Inc., cop. 1927.
Chloe. w., Gus Kahn, u

Moret, San Francisco: Villa
Inc., cop. 1927.

Boheme Verlag; cop. 1925 by

Harms, Inc. . « .

,

When the Red, Red Robin Comes
Bob, Bob, Bobbin' Along, w., m.,

Harry Woods. Irving Berlin, Inc.,

cop. 1926. •
Where’d You Get Those Eyes?

w., m., Walter Donaldson. Leo
Feist, inc., cop. 1926.

, . «
Where Do You.Work-a, John?

w m., Mortimer Weinberg, Charley

Marks and Harry Warren. Shapiro,

Bernstein &. Co., Inc., cop. 1926.

Why Do I (The Girl Friend), w.,

Lorenz Hart, m., Richard Rodgers.

Harms, Inc., cop. 1926.

Yankee Rose, w., Sidney Holden,

m., Abe Frankel. Irving Berlin,

lin., cop. 1926.

The younger generation was re-

ferred to as ‘‘flaming youth.”

For every 100 marriages there

were 15 divorces, or a ratio of

about seven to one.

Aimee Semple McPherson disap-

peared off a bathing beach and
i

made headlines. Her temple mean-
time was packed. ,

'

Rudolph Valentino died, and a i

crowd of a dozen city blocks jam-
med traffic at the funeral.

Gertrude Ederle conquered the

English Channel in 14 hrs., 31 mins,
j

Gene Tunney took Jack Demp-
sey’s heavyweight crown after 10

: rounds (decision) in Philadelphia.

I

The gate was $1,900,000.

Chain stores grew by leaps and
bounds. So did installment selling.

Nearly 2,000 persons died of poi-

son liquor. Bootleg prices pegged
: Scotch at $48 a case; rye (very bad
1

quality) $85; champagne (real) $95;

beer (needle) $38.

The Black Bottom took its place
alongside the Charleston.

Gilda Gray (in vaudeville) and
Clara Bow (in the film “It”) became

I symbols.

j

From out of the sea came a hurri-

cane that blew a path of destruc-
Ition across Florida and its thriving

I

real estate developments. With the

I

hurricane the Florida boom col-

lapsed.
“Peaches” Browning sued E. W.

Browning for separation and the
tabloid newspaper went to town.
Phonograph records were an

endless succession of hillbilly mu-
sic.

Radio grew bigger and stouter.
In November, the National Broad-

I

casting Co. designated WEAF and
jWJZ (both New York) as key sta-

tions for parallel chains, of which
I Merlin Hall Aylesworth was presi-

Jdent. Meantime Washington, aware
of the tremendous clamor for wave-

j

lengths, got ready to set up a Fed-

1

eral Radio Commission to put some
order into the rising chaos.

It was clearly apparent that
vaudeville was on the downgrade.
Continuous vaudeville was virtually

I

all that was left of the 40-3^r-old

I

giant, and trade papers laid the

;

blame on theatre owners who
bought their entertainment by the

;

can, and on vaudeville itself, which
had failed to take cognizance of

I changing times.

I

Contract bridge began to edge
out auction bridge.

Plays of the year included
“Chicago” (Francine Larrimore),
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
“Queen High,” “The Desert Song,”
“The Constant Wife” (Ethel Barry-
more), ‘The Silver Cord” (Laura

i
Hope Crews) and “The Great
Gatsby.”
Among the films were “Ben-Hur”

(Ramon Novarro, Francis X. Bush-
I

man. May McAvoy), “What Price
Glory?” (Victor McLaglen, Edmund
Lowe and Dolores Del Rio) and
“Beau Geste” (Ronald Colman).
Among the Wampas stars appeared

j

Mary Brian, Dolores Costello, Joan
Crawford, Fay Wray, Janet Gay-
nor, Mary Astor and Dolores Del
Rio.

SONG CAVALCADE
1800-1948)

Irving Berlin,

m., Neil
Moret,

Dancing Tambourine. Piano iini«
m.. W. C. Polla. Harm.,

Dancing the Devil Away (LuckyAfterwards Introduced in the PUml
The Cuckoos), w., m., Ou5 HaT
bach, Bert Kalmar and Harry Rubv
T. B. Harms Co., cop. 1927^
Dear Eyes That Haunt Me (TheCircus Princess), w., Harrv r

Smith, m., Emmerich Kalman
Harms, Inc., cop. 1926 by Ejn-
merich Kalman, Julius Brammer &
Alfred Grunewald; cop. 1927 hv
Harms, Inc. ^

Diane (Film; Seventh Heaven)
w., m., Erno Rapee and Lew Pol*

1 007
' and Co., cop.

The Doll Dance. Piano solo m
Nacio Herb Brown. San Francisco*
Sherman. Clay & Co., cop. 1927

‘

East of the Moon, West of the
Stars, w., Fleta Jan Brown m
Herbert Spencer. M. Witmark A
Sons, cop. 1927;
Funny Face (Funny Face), w

Ira Gershwin, m., George Gersh-
win. New World Music Corn, con
1927.

Gid-ap, Garibaldi, w., Howard
Johnson and Billy Moll, m., Harry
Warren. Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.
Inc., cop. 1927.

’

Hallelujah! (Hit the Deck), w
Leo Robin and Clifford Grey,
Vincent Youmans. Harms, Inc!
cop. 1927.

’

Here Comes the Show Boat (film:

The Show Boat), w., Billy Rose, m.,
Maeeo Pinkard. Shapiro, Bemsteiq
& Co., Inc., cop. 1927.
The House by the Side of the

Road. w.. Sam Walter Foss, m.,
Mrs. M. H. Gulesian. Boston: Oli-
ver Ditson Co., cop. 1927.

I’m Looking Over a Four Leaf
Clover. \v., Mort Dixon, m., Harry
Woods. Jerome H. Rcmick & Co.,

cop. 1927.
‘ I Just Roll Along, Havin' My Ups
and Downs, w., Jo’ Trent, m.,

Peter DeRosc. Irving Berlin, Inc.,

cop., 1927.

(Continued next week)

usical’Ilistorical Review

1926—Continued

Benny Davis and Con Conrad.
Henry Waterson, Inc., cop. 1926.

Lucky Day (George White’s
Scandals), w., B. G. DeSylva and
Lew Brown, m., Ray Henderson.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1926.

Ma Curly-Headed Babby. w., m.,

George H. Clutsam. London. Chap-
pell & Co., Ltd., cop. 1926.

Mammy’s Little Kinky Headed
Boy. w., Joseph M. White, m.,

George J. Tinkaus. M. Witmark 8c

Sons, cop. 1926.
Mary Lou. w.. m., Abe Lyman,

George Waggner and J. Russell
Robinson. Henry Waterson, Inc.,

cop. 1926.
Me Too. w., m., Harry Woods,

Charles 'Tobias and Al Sherman.
Shapiro, Bernstein 8c Co., Inc., cop.

Charmaine. w., m., Emo Kapee
Pollack. San Francisco:

Clay 8c Co., cop. 1926 by

Bahy Face, w., m., Benny Davis

and Harry Akst. Jerome H. Rcmick and Lew
A Co., cop. 1926. Sherman

Because I Love You. w., m., Irv- Bclwin. Inc.

inu Berlin. Irving Berlin, Inc., cop. Chcrie, I L'

1926. lian Rosedale

The Birth of the Blues (George Ine.. cop. 192

White’s Scandals), w., B. G. De- Clap Yo’ II

Sylva and Lew Brown, m., Ray jra Gershwin
Henderson. Harms, Inc., cop. 1926. viin. Harms,

Black Bottom (George White’s Cossack Lo
Scandals), w., B. G. DeSylva and Flame), w., (

l.ew Brown, m., Ray Henderson, car Hammers
Harms, Inc., cop. 1926. berl Slot hart

Black Eyes [Dark Eyesl. Orch. "
‘Jl'

composition, m., arranged by
... tV V

Han > Horlick and Gregory Stone. y- ,r\
Cal l Fischer, Inc., cop. 1926.

^^A cMp of C
The Blue Room (The Girl y'ou (Chariot

Friend), w., Lorenz Hart, m.. Rich- jjiHy Rose ar
aid Rodgers. Harms, Inc., cop. eph Me.ver. 1

1926. ! The Deser
Breezin’ Along With the Breeze. Song), w., C

w.. m.. Haven Gillespie, Seymour car Hammer!
Simons and Richard A. Whiting, nuind Rombe
Jerome H. Remick 8c Co., cop. 1926.

39 ‘’6 .

Bring Back Those Minstrel Days.
V Ballard MacDonald, m., Mar-
tin Broones. Shapiro, Bernstein
A (.’o.. Inc., cop. 1926.

Bye Bye Blackbird. w
Dixon, m.. Ray Henderson. Jerome
H. Remick & Co., cop. 1926..

Dreaming, w.. m., L. W. Heisler f^Cjara Koagers. narms, me., cop.

and ,1. Anton Dailey. Jerome H. m
Mort Rmirk & Co

Rieht.
'

‘w,. "m., fenny Davis and
,

Ilany Aksl. Henry Waterson. Inc, ;
My «..^BU_Pjr.d..

Flappcrcttc. Piano solo. m., Mills, Inc., cop. 1926.

.lose Greer. Jack Mills, Inc., cop. My Toreador—Spanish title: El

I92 (j
Relicario. English words, William

Florida, the Moon and You Cary Duncan. ni., Jose Padilla.

(Zicgfeltl’s American Revue of
.

Harms, Inc., top. 19926.

1926). w. Gene Buck, m., Rudolf
. One Alone (The Desert Song).

Friinl. Harms. Inc., cop. 1926. w.. Otto Ilarbach and Oscar Ham-
Fnllowiiig the Sun Around (Rio mer.stein, 2nd. m., Sigmund Rom-

Rita). V.. .foseph McCarthy, m., berg. Harms. Ine.. cop. 1926.
Harry Tierney. Leo Feist, Inc., Our Director. IMnrch. m., F. E
cop. 1926. Bigelow. Bo.ston: Walter Jacobs,

For My Sweetheart, w., Gus Inc., cop. 1926,

Kahn. m.. Walter Donaldson. Jer-
ome H. Rcmick & Co., cop. 1926.

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
(Queen High), w., B. G. DeSylva.
m.. L('vvi.s E. Gcnsler. Harms, Inc.,

cop. 1926.
“Gimme” a Little Kiss, Will

“Ya” hull? \v., m., Roy Turk. Jack
Sniilli and Macco Pinkard. Irving
Berlin. Inc., cop. 1926.
The Girl Frieqd , (The Girl

Friend), w.. Lorenz Hart, m.,
Richard Rodgers. Harms, Inc., cop.
1926.

The Girl Is You and the Boy Is mci-stcin. 2nd
Me (George White’s Scandals), w.,

H G. DcS.N'Iva and Lew Brown, m..
I’av Henderson. Harms, Inc., cop.
1926.

Hello. Aloha! — How Are JYou?
V.. L. WoHe Gilbert, m., Abel
Baer Loo Feist, Inc., cop. 1926.

Hello! Swance—Hello! w.. m!.'

Sam Coslow and Addy Britt. Henry
Waicfson, Inc., cop. 1926.

Horses, w., m.. Byron Gay and
Richard .\. Whiting. Leo Feist,
Inc., cop. 1926.

I low 1 Love You (Big Boy), w..

m.. Lew Brown and Cliff Friend,
living Berlin. Inc,, cop. 1926.

I'm Just Wild About Animal
Crackers, w.. in., Fred Rich. Sam
(’oslovv. and Harry Link. Henry.
Waterson. Inc., cop. 1926.

I Know That YoU Knew (Oh,
Please!), w.. ,\nne Caldwell, m.,
\ incent Yoiimans. Harms, Inc.,

cop 1926.
.HI Coiad Be With You One
Hour To-Night 'mtrodiiced in the
him Fl.i'mingo Road, 1949). w., m.,
Henrs (’roaiiu'r and Jimmy John-
.son! Ji'ionie H. Rcmick 8c Co.,
ii.p. 1926.

In a Little Spanish Town. w..
Sam .!\I Lew is and Joe Young, m..
Mal)cl Wayne. ‘ Leo Feist, Inc.,

cop. 1926.
It .\n Depends on Yon. w.. m.,

B G DeSylva. Lew Brow’n and
Ray llcndor.son . DeSylva. Brown
& libnrierson. Inc., cop. 1926,
.. Katinka. w . Ben Russell, m..
lienry Tobia.s. Leo Feist. Inc.,

cop. 1926,
.\ Little Birdie Told Me • So

< Pcggy-.Xnn),. w.. Lorenz Hart, in-.,

Richard Rodgers. Harms, Inc.,
cop, 1926.
The Little' White House—at the

End of Honeymoon Lane (Honey-
moon Lane), w.. m., Eddie Dow-
ling and .lames F. Henley. Shapiro,
Bernstein A Co.. Inc., cop. 19*26.

Lonesome and Sorry, w., m,.

Play Gypsies— Dance Gypsies
(Countess Maritza). w., Harry B.
Smitii. m., Emmerich Kalman.
Harms. Ine.. cop. 1924 by W. Karc-
zag; cop. 1926 by Harms, Inc.

Poor Papa—He’s Got Nuthin* at
.\I1. w'., Billy Rose. m„ Harry
Woods, living Berlin, Inc., cop.
1926.

'The Ranger’s Song (Rio Rita),
w.. Joseph McCarthy, m., Harry
Tierney. Leo Feist, Inc,, cop. 1926.
The Riff Song (The Desert Song),

w.. Otto Harbach and Oscar Ham-
m., Sigmund Rom-

berg. Harms, Inc., cop. 1926.

Rio Rita <Ri6 Rita), w.. Joseph
McCarthy, in.. Harry Tierney.
Leo Feist. Inc., cop. 1926.
Say It Again, w’.. Harry Rich-

map. m., Abner Silver. Irving
Berlin. Inc., cop. 1926.
'The Sleigh, w .. Ivor Tchervanow.

m.. Richard Koiintz. G. Schirmer,
Inc., cop, 1926.

Sleepy Head, 'w., m., Benny Da-
vi.s and Jesse CJreer. Shapiro, Bern-
stein 8: Co., Inc. . cop. 1926.
Someone to Watch Over Me

(Oh, Kay!), w.. Ira Gershwin, m.,
George Gershwin, Harms, Inc.,
cop. 1926.
'Sunny- Disposish (Americana),

w.. Ira Gershw'in. m,. Philip Charig.
Harms. Inc., CKip. 1926,

Tamiaiii Trail, w., m.. Cliff
Fiicnd and • Jo.spph" H. Santly.
Jerome H. Remick A. Co., cop. 1926.

Ting-a-Ling—The Waltz of the
Bells, w.. .Xddy Britt, m.. Jack
LiTlIc. Henry Waterson, Inc., cop.
1926.

.\ 'I'rcc in the Park (Peggy-Ann).
w .. Lorc'nz Hart, m., Richard Rodg-
eis. Harms. Inc., cop. 1926.

Valencia (Introduced in the re-
vue; Tlu (ircat Temptations). Orig-
inal French words, Lucicn Boyer
and Jacques Charles; American
version. Clifford Grey, m., Jose
Padilla. Harms.' Inc., cop. 1925 by
Francis iSalaIxMt. Paris; American
version cop 1926 by Francis Sala-
bertv Ine.

Valentine. w . Albert Willc-
inelz. ni.. 11. Christine. Harms,
Inc . cop. I92.‘i hy Francis Salabert,
Paris; cop. 1926 by narrns,‘jnc.
Wo’II Have a Kingdom (The Wild

Rose), w.. Otto Harbach and Oscar
llammcrstcin. 2nd. in., Rudolf
Friml. I Harms. Inc. 1. cop. 1926 by
Arthur Hanimor.sicin.
When Day is Done. w.. Bud G.

DeSylva. ni... Robert Katscher.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1924 by Wiener

LAUREL MUSIC CORP
161? Iroodway. N. Y. 1?

A NEW JIMMY McHUGH
STANDARD

IT'S A MOST
UNUSUAL

DAY
Music-by...
JIMMY McHUGH
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

CURRENTLY

LOEW’S STATE
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

WELCOMES YOU TO THE

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL

5fh at Spring St. LOS ANOIHO

1927
Among My Souvenirs, w., Edgar

Leslie, m., Horatio Nicholls. De-
Sylva. Brown & Henderson, Inc.,
cop. 1927 by The Lawrence Wright
Music Co., London; assigned 1927
to DeSylva, Brown & Henderson.
Inc.

Are You Lonesome Tonight, w.,
m., Roy Turk and Lou Handman.
Irving Berjin, Inc., cop. 1927.
At Sundown, w., m., Walter Don-

aldson. Leo Feist, Inc., cop. 1927.
Away Down South in Heaven,

w.. Bud Green, m., Harry Warren.
Shapiro, Bernstein 8c Co., Inc., cop.
1927.

The Best Things in Life Are Free
(Good News), w., m.. Bud G. De-
Sylva, Lew Brown and Ray Hen-
derson, DeSylva, Brown 8c Hen-
derson, Inc,, cop. 1927.

(Show Boat), w., P. G.
Wodehouse and Oscar Huininer-
stein. 2nd. m., Jerome Kern. T. B.
Harms Co., cop. 1927.
Blue Skies, w., m., Irving Ber-

lin. Irving Berlin. Inc., cop. 1927.
By the Bend of the River, w.,

Bernhard Haig, m., Clara Edwards.
G. Schirmer, Inc., cop. 1927.
Broken Hearted, w., m., Bud C.

DeSylva, Lew Brown and Ray Hen-
derson. DeSylva, Brown & Hen-
derson, Inc., cop. 1927.

I),';* or peace, we
always fuiind ac-

commodations for

our friends in show
business. And now
— as always — you’ll

receive traditional

Frank Walker serv.

ice... plus a special

theatrical rate!

DRIVE-IN GARAGE

LOVESICK
BLUES

FOR-EVER-SO-OFTEN

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

CRAWFORD
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Schine Circuit Will Resume Vaude

Poficy With 100 Dates in 33 Houses

ThP Schine circuit is preparing

vaudeville Sept. 18 or

B with™ route comprisiSg 32 the-
,

L* with a total playing

100 and 110 days. The'iires

tween
c*hinps haven’t yet decided which

SSs will get the stageshows but

deanite that operations will be

inqiderably larger than last year.

'^Indications are that most towns

average three days weekly as

dlinst two of last year. Number

If houses
will be upped during the

iude season since its been he

Shine policy to increase the

^ount of playing time if test sit-

uations are profitable.W circuit, in addition to split

weeks will have one full week,

with Syracuse on a spot basis. It’s

Hkely that bookings will be ar- ,

ranned so that there will never be
|

'
nre than one show in that town

Smultaneously. Loew and RKO
ire also shuttling vauders into that

''Most of the playing time will be
I

In New York .state. There will be i

two weeks in Ohio, and various
,

dates in Kentucky and Delaware.
;

The Schines are currently in the
j

process of divesting some of their i

theatre properties in compliance

with terms of a Government dc-

cree. Aithough ’ they have three
!

years in which to relinquish some
|

houses, much of the intervening

period will be spent in testing

,

vaudeville’s pulling power in the
|

houses they’ll retain. Consequent- :

iy, it’s certain there will be some
|

svvitches made during the season.
'

RKO’S 6 vmm, '

MOST ON SPOT BASIS
I

For the first time since the lush

Keith-Albee days, the RKO circuit

bis six weeks of vaudeville going

limultaneously. Chain currently

has shows in New York, Boston,
;

Syracuse, Cincinnati, Cleveland
;

and Kansas City. Only New York '

and Boston play shows weekly.

Others are on a spot basis.

Chain currently has two Palace

units on the road and is expected
to start casting a third show
shortly.

Act Changes Tag When
Martin & Lewis Protest

|

Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Art Lewis and Dick Martin,
;

vaude and nitery comedy team,
have been forced to change their

|

billing to Richards and Martin.
Switch was made at a split-week !

.starid at vaudfilmer Strand, in
Long Beach, last week, due to de-
mands of Martin and Lewis, nitery
act.

!

Art Lewis and Dick Martin have !

trouped under that billing for
I

j

seven years, prior to the time Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis joined
forces.

AGVA PUTS GOLDEN,

RENO, ON BLACKLIST
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Golden Hotel, Reno’s largest
nitery operation, has been placed
out of bounds by Eddie Rio, Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists’ Coast
rep, because the hotel will not sign
a minimum basic agreement with
the vaude union. Rio has notified
all local talent managers, agents
and bookers that acts cannot be
spotted into the Reno hostelry.

Rio says an act will be permitted
to w'ork in Reno seven nights
weekly if its salary is over $200.
All lesser-priced turns can work
only six nights unless given extra
pay.

Sexy Shows Bumped From Mpis.

Fair, But OK’d on State Display
Minneapolis, Aug. 16. '

County fairs throughout the
state are, in most instances, put-

,

ting thumbs down on Midway girl

shows as a result of the "heat” :

they’ve caused the past few years.

The Brown county fair at New
Ulm, Minn., for example, had the .

fair board itself and the farm bu-
reau put their advance stamp of i

approval on the Midway shows
which they inspected at Cresco, la.

There were no girl shows.
|

The reason why the farm bu-

1

reau was called in, too, was be-

cause last year the 4-H club par-

ticipation in the fair was halted
when the 4-H federation and farm
bureau objected to girl shows.

The state fair, however, for the
second successive year, will have
Sally Rand and her show and other
girls shows on its Midway. She
was the biggest drawing card last

season, but later appeared at the

Alvin, local burlesque house, and
didn’t fare so well.

Vaude to Be Forced

On Mex Cinemas
Mexico City, Aug. 16.

Looks like vaude will be en-
forced pronto for all cinemas in

Mexico that have stages. Plans for

that . are being made by the na-
tional cinematographic industry
workers union (STIC), pioneer pic
labor organization, which controls
the cinemas as all their unionized
help, the majority, belong to it.

Idea is more jobs for members,
though STIC is lining up talented
amateurs, among them prize-

fighters, traffic cops and mani- H
curists, for vaude.
Cinemas dropped vaude just be-

fore the war when pix began to
bring biz big enough to make the
houses exclusively film. But with
generally decreased trade, some
exhibitors have regarded kindly
the idea of variety to hypo boxof-
fice. But the fact that STIC is

taking on ams for this vaude is

seen as indicating that flesh shows
won’t be for pic players (STPC),
practically all of whom belong to

STIC’s rival union, the picture pro-
duction workers, organized six

years ago by six locals, dominated
by players, bolting STIC.
Understood that this vaude will

be exclusively Mexican becau.se of

, I

the weak peso, 8.65 per dollar, pre-

Fnr Free Entertainment eliding top-drawer foreign enter-
rui ricc laiuilicill

I
because they insist upon

Los Angeles, Aug. 16.
1

pay in dollars. However, it is con-

Hears! Promoters Pay

American Guild of Variety
|

Artists took $2,859 from the Los
Angeles Herald-Express and the

Examiner, Hearst sheets, last week
as pay for Milton. Berle and Tony
Martin for staging free entertain-

ment between halves of a profes-

sional football game promoted by
the newspapers.

Eddie Rio, Coast chief of the
union, moved in on the papers
after Vince Flaherty, sports editor
of the Examiner, had cornered
Berle in a restaurant and put the
muscle on him to appear gratis.

Rio at first tried to have Dave i

Brandman, promotion director for
the papers, clear the game, a char-
ity affair, with Theatre Authority
and pay TA 15% off the top of the
»et, but Brandman preferred to
pay for talent instead.

sidered that some U. S. and other
alien vauders liking a working
vacation down here might consent
to pay in pesos. Understood STIC
has no objection to imported acts,

j

though it doesn’t like STPC folk. :

The three local vaude-revue the-

atres, Follies, Tivoli and Lirico,

profess not to be worried by this

i plan, contending that they are suf-

I

ficiently strong in their field. Fol-

j

lies and Tivoli use a fair number
! of foreign entertainers, many of

I
whom double in niteries.

LOIS RAY
Currently Appearing with

dean martin
and

jerry lewis
W GIRO'S

Hollywood
"Tkoaka te JOE tOLLO"

Heat Wave, Transients,

Hypo Biz in Atlantic City

Atlantic City, Aug. 16.

City officials here, including

;

Mayor Joseph Altman, believe that

(he past two weeks have set new
attendance records. I

Scurrying from the city to

escape the sweltering mid-sum-
mer heat, excursionists, in addition

to vacationists, have given the re-

sort its biggest crowd in years. The
ocean has afforded them relief and

the beaches have been packed. All

amusements, restaurants and

niteries have been enjoying boff

biz. 1
1

Clear weekends have also

helped. The re.sort has not had a

rainy weekend this season. Ihe^

past one looked bad, but rain

clouds disappeared in mid-morning

and a cool breeze from the noiih-

we.st made the weather ideal, tool

and clear.

Merle Jacobs^ New Berth

Merle Jacobs, who recently re-

signed as head of the Cleveland

office of Music Corp. of America,

has been named promotion man-

ager of the Epstein chain of hotels.

Although an experienced talent

buyer, Jacobs will not handle ac's

or bands. Chain president Jules

Epstein will continue in that j^st.

Epstein chain includes the Ho -

lenden, Cleveland; Deschler Wal-

lick, Columbus, and the Congress,

Chicago.
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Hotter Than the Heat Wave Is

Price-Van-Bright AGVA Race
Only thing to top the recent heat

vave is the torrid tension among
the top echelon of American Guild
nt Variety Artists anent the results

of its annual election, now under
vay, and with ballots due in for

counting by the Honest Ballot

Assn. Sept. 9. Main concern centeis
around the presidency, merely a

formality in last year’s race since

Gus Van made it without opposi-
tion. However, it’s a three-way tuo-

sle this year, with Georgie Price
and Jackie Bright opposing Van,
reputedly drafted after declining
the nomination at the Chicago con-
vention last spring. It was Van’s
decision then more than anything
else that prompted Price to accept
the nomination at the instigation

of rank-and-file members, and dele-

gates to the convention. Later
Bright was chosen by another
group, reputedly consisting of a

dissident clement that has made
the summer much warmer for thii

current admini.stration.

Fearing that Price would stand
upon his experience and would
take things in stride rather than
engaging in any sort of vigor-

ous campaign. Bright’s backers
launched a nationwide campaign in

behalf of their candidate. Van was

cheering to the present AGV'A set-

up. since it’s long been an open
secret that Price is far from being
in accord with their handling ol

major union matters and would
consequently pitch for a streamlin-

ing of execs if elected. Bright
ha.'in’t always seen eye to eye ^^ith

the toppers either, but from gi ape-

vine reports emanating from
.AGVA’s inner sanctum, they are

less fearful of Bright’s chances
than Price’s. It’s figured that any
votes cast for Van would come
mostly from members previously
pledged to Bright but making the
switch to Van when latter decided
to run. Price is figured to get his

great majority from those vho
didn’t bother to vote in last year's

election, but plan to do so this

year in hopes of bringing about
reforms in the administration that

Price has sought even before be-
coming a candidate, ft is deemed
certain he will clean house if

elected.

Grossman-Duffy Setting

Up Flash Act Tor Vauders
Opening up of vaude playing

time is cueing a revival of produc-
tion acts. First flash act to be pro-
duced in years is being set by
agent At Grossman and line pro-
ducer Kathryn Duffy.
Grossman will petition American

Guild of Variety Artists for a
better deal on rehearsal time for
productions acts. He claims that
under union’s current schedule it’s

impossible to prodjice such type
acts. He declared that with
changes in current regulations, a
chorus girl can get more continu-
ous employment.

More Woes Plague Pht Booker After

Park Counts Him Out of Promotion

BILLIE HOLIDAY SETS

APOLLO. N. Y., DATE
Billie Holiday, Negro songstress,

subsequently called in by the pre?*- has been set to headline bill at the
ent AGVA administration, Dewey

j Apollo theatre, N. Y., starting Fri-
Barto, Henry Dunn, et al. and rc-

' ^jgy Some weeks ago, when
set to play the now defunct Royalportedly pressured into becoming

an 11th hour candidate to succeed
himself.

With the' turn of events, Price
was for withdrawing from the race,

hut after being assured by a major
element of the union that he should

Roost, date was nixed by the N. Y.

police because of her being out on
bail on a narcotics charge. She
was later, acquitted of the rap.

Songstress may play Bop City

not withdraw “in the best interests !

following her Apollo

of AGVA,’’ he is now determined ,

to make the run. While Price is not

,

flooding the membership with cam-
|

paign literature, as are the Bright
supporters, his backers are quietly
electioneering in his behalf. Van !

Is doing little, if anything, to .solidi-

1

fy his position in the race. There-
|

fore it looks like the real contest i

narrows down to Price and Bright.
Price adherents are sanguine

he’ll nose out Bright in the final
'

count. This would be far fiom

though
signed.

contracts are
stand,

yet to

al-

be

CAPITOL, N. Y.
SOON

Diamond Horseshoe
NOW

Mqt.: MARK LEODY

leer’s BoflF Biz in Long
Run at Stevens Hotel, Chi

Chicago, Aug. 16.

“Skating Circus,’’ ice show' at

Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel,

has chalked up over 75,000 tabs,

since its opening, April 15. New
ice show opens Sept. 9 and it’s ex-

pected that the 100,000 mark will

be reached before current edition

closes. Merriel Abbott, producer
for the Hilton hotels, claims cur-
rent revue is most successful in the
history of the Boulevard Room.

Frankie Masters stays on through
the next show, pulling out of the
room Jan. 1, 1950, after 14 months.

Howard Collapses At

Steel Pier, A.C., Vauder;

To N.Y. for Treatment
Atlantic City, Aug. 16.

Joe K. Howard, appearing here
in Steel Pier vaudeville, collapsed

in the w ings Saturday night (13> and
W'as unable to play his final show’.

He refused hospital treatment and
was taken to his hotel room, leav-

ing for New York for treatment by
his family physician the following
(14) afternoon.

Howard had been appearing all

week dressed in evening clothes
for ive shows daily in some of the
hottest weather this city has ex-
perienced in years. Vauder has
no air conditioning system. Pier
reported him suffering from stom-
ach ailment aggravated by fatigue.

He had celebrated his 83d birthday
last week.

When he w’as unable to do his
final show’, Jean Carroll, also play-
ing bill, announced his inability to
perform.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

!
Troubles which have piled up

over the year.s for Don D’Carlo,

Pittsburgh booker, hit a new high

last week when a promotion he

has been working on for two years

I

was taken out of his hands.

;

In past. D’Carlo has been in

plenty of front -page hot water; the

guy seems to have a penchant for

being on the wrong end. He got

a lot of unfavorable publicity in

connection with his management
of Joan Barry, following the

Charlie Chaplin fu.ss; his handling

of the Pittsburgh franchise for the

Miss America contest, and only

last year over the Mrs. America
eliminations here, which resulted

in the spot where it was held

Deserts Cafe for Baton
Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

Mickey Ross, veteran Pittsburgh
maestro who retired from the
music busine.ss couple of years ago
to buy and operate the Flamingo
Hotel in nearby Coraopolis, Pa.,
has decided the inn business is for
somebody else. He’s put the place
up for sale and dusted off his ba-
ton again.

Boss, how’ever, won’t ‘ plunge
right back into the sw’im with a
large-sized dance band, which he
had in the past, but has decided to
come back first with a trio.

. Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac, N. Y., Aug. 16.

Joseph Fallon checked in as a
new'coiner.

Harry (Slipfoot) Clifton, ex-
Rogerite, now employed by Lyons,
N. Y.. newspaper.
Andy Grainger (Shea Circuit)

planed in from Boston, Ma.ss., for
annual checkup. After a weeks va-
cation he’ll return to work.
Audrey M. Lumpkin doing a rest

period at the Bergen Pines. Par-
amus, N. J., is showing nice prog-
ress.

Robert J. Goldstein, theatrical
attorney and ex-Rogerite, in for a
two-week vacash at the Brown
Lake camp, accompanied by Dr.
and Mrs. M. W. Goldstein of N.Y.C.

Joe Phillips all agog over visit
from Walter Hoyer and Norman
Hasselo, of United Artists, and
Gertrude Swen.son.
Sam LaBalbo got his first down-

town O. K. out-of-the-san, w’hile en-
enjoying some time out w'ith his
frail, who motored in to vacash
with him.
Mabel (Legit) Burns and Helen

Peleckowicz checked out of the in-
firmary and upped for meals and
mild exercise.
The Irving Wilburs in for vaca-

tion and checkup, given an all-
clear. Ditto for Ivy Richie, who will
take a couple weeks of Adirondack
air before returning to NYC.

Henrietta N. Allen, secretary of
Legendre theatre circuit. Summer-
ville. S. C., in for a rest period.
Joanne Branson, formerly of Ra-

dio City Music Hall Ballk, who
summers here, giving two weekly
dancing lessons for the kiddies at
the William Morris Memorial Park.

Louis (lATSEi Saitta. motored
in from N.Y.C. to visit John Nolan
and Victor Gamba, who are perting
up OK.
Fanny Gaiser, celebrated her

birthday at the bedside of her hus-
band Edwin (lATSE) Gaiser, who is
flashing good reports.

Write to those who are ill.

LONG TACK SAM BACK

TO HIS NATIVE CHINA
Long Tack Sam, vet Chinese

prestidigitator, w'as in New York

on a brief visit with the A. J. Bala-

bans and his .son-in-law, but is now
en route back to Shanghai where

he owns two theatres. Oriental

magico piled up funds in many
lands during his worldwide variety

tours, and also acquired sundry

business interests, such as a not-

able Chinese restaurant, one of the

few, in London.
He is married to a Viennese, and

the Occupation authorities are now
rehabilitating his wife’s family’s

estate at Lintz, Austria, before re-

turning it to Mrs. Sam. It w'as first

occupied by the Nazis and later by

the ABies as a GHQ.
L. T. Sam’s two daughters w-ere

both in his act. The one who mar-
ried a cement manufacturer in

Larchmont is returning with her

hu.sband to China, in tw'o weeks,

after disposing of their house. The
other is already back in Shanghai.

Sam piled up liquid funds in

Australia, South Africa, England as

well as on the Continent during
his tours. He always favored play-

ing percentage as insurance for

mutual satisfaction with the sundry
theatre managers, and if he did
business he walked out with a

chunk of coin. Most of these funds
have been lying dormant since be-

fore the war.
Chinese magi’s close friendship

with Carrie and J. Balaban dates
back to the old Balaban & Katz
days in Chi.

fMercur’s Music Bar) having hs
liquor licen.s(» suspended because
of brawls and other happening^
there at the time. ®

Latest episode involved D'Carlo
with a Junior Miss America con-
test for teenagers. When he first
started the ball rolling (wo years
ago. 10 percenter had backing of
local Junior Chamber of Com-
merce and likew'i.se corralled

a'number of Pittsburgh biggies as
honorary supporters. However, Ju-
nior Chamber pulled out year ago*
but

,
D’Carlo. neverthele.ss, went

ahead on his own. giving out
franchises in flock of key centers

This summer, as time neared
for the finals at West View Park
lid blew’ off. Better Business Bu-
reau got after D’Carlo. insisting
he was using names of honorarj’
committeemen without their con-
.sent. They in turn protested that
they had given permission to use
their names two years ago when
contest had the backing of the
Junior Chamber but that they
were unaware that they were still

on the letterheads after that or-
ganization had pulled out. D’Carlo
said he saw’ no reason why he
had to change his stationery, inas-
much as the men had originally
con.sented. On top of that. Jimmy
Fidler, honorary national chair-
man, withdrew, too, becau.se of all

the unfavorable publicity.

West View Park .said it would
have no part of the promotion.
That happened just a few days
before Junior Miss America con-
testants from all over the country
were due in town for the final.s.

Finally. D’Carlo appealed to West
View to proceed as “a moral obli-

gation,’’ and following conferences
with police and BBB. park agreed
to take over the entire affair Itself

providing D’Carlo pulled out com-
pletely and had no hand in any-
thing.

To that, he agreed so contest
could go on. That didn’t however,
eliminate D’Carlo’s later man-
agerial contracts with the win-
ners.

Midwest Dates

Shelburne’s Act Policy
The Shelburne hotel, N. Y., for-

merly the Sheraton, will open
Sept. 29 with entertainment format
similar to the Blue Angel and
Ruh.an Bleu. Initialer will have
Thelma Carpenter. Mervyn Nel-
son. Stan Fisher, plus another act
and a musical trio.

Spot will be booked by Freddie
Fields, out of the Abner Greshler
office.

Chicago. Aug. 16.

Katherine Fay is re-forming the
Five Fays, which disbanded after
the death of Billy Wells, founder
. . Willie Shore opens at the Car-
nival, Minneapolis, Sept. 15...
Palace, Rockford, 111., resumes
weekend vaude Sept. 23 with Sam
Roberts office again booking .

.

Jack Soo into the Stork Club,
Shreveport, La., Aug. 19 and
across the way at the Washington
Youree hotel, Betty Hill starts Aug.
29 . Flame Room and Turin Inn,
Sioux City, shuttered last w’eek be-
cause of alleged liquor violations.
Harry Mayer. Warner vaude

booker, in viewing talent for the
Strand, N. Y.. for next month...
Riverside, Milwaukee, resumes
vaude .schedule with Bob Crosby
orch. Gene Sheldon and Jacques
Gordon Sept. 1 .. Johnny O’Brien
into the Henry Grady, Atlanta,
Sept. 8 . . . Lenny Colyer set for
Helsings, Aug. 19 Martells &
Mignon booked for Fox theatre, St.
Louis, Aug. 25 Rodenkos into the
Thunderbird, Las Vegas, Sept. 15
...Tweet Hogan signed Nancy
Evans and Gloria Hart, singers, to
exclusive contracts.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branehoi of Th*atrical$

¥ ris \ ST¥,n
Th* ORIGINAL Show-Bix Gag FH*"
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All 30 Filet for {35.00

• 3 Bkt. PARODIES $10 Per Bk. •
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• HUMOR-DOR for Emteet.. 25.00 •
• 3 Blackout Books $25 ea. •

•r all 3 Diff. Volt, for $50
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Nt C.O.O't—Open Daily Iticl. Sutdayt

PAULA SMITH
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Qeves Swank Mounds Qub Plans

Court Action to Pry Padlocking
Columbus, O., Aug. 16.

While the Mounds Club was

Planning legal action and spending

Iver MO.OOO on repairs in an effort

A overcome »tate closing order

wause of alleged fire hazards, the

Jungle Inn in Trumbull County,

near Warren, over the weekend

became the second target of Gov-

ernor Frank J. Lausche’s attack

on the swank night clubs of the

state where gambling is the al-

leged chief attraction.

State liquor agents. Saturday

( 13 )
carted away about $35,000

worth of gaming equipment from

the Jungle Inn. and also guarded

$30 000 in cash seized in a surprise

raid that routed 1,000 patrons and

brought arrest of 20 persons said

to be employed by the club. All

20 were released in bail.

Fire Marshal Harry J. Callan

last week (11) rejected an appeal

of the Mounds Club from his or-

der, issued July 16 on the grounds

that the club building was unsafe

and constituted a fire hazard, and

said the padlock order would re-

main in force until the Ohio De-

partment of Industrial Relations

building inspection division would
approve the plans for correction.

However, State Director Albert

A. Woldman said that he would
not approve the club for reopening

even if repairs meet state building

requirements. “We will make them
go into court and prove they are

operating a legitimate business,”

Woldman declared.

Mounds Mandamus
Tom McGinty, operator of the

Mounds club, through his counsel,

Richard J. Moriarty, indicated he
would file a mandamus action to

force the state to lift the padlock
if the state building inspection
division refuses to approve the al-

teration plans. Proposed changes
would include building new exits,

new stairways, and raising the
ground level.

Trial of two Mounds Club em-
ployees opened in Painesville Aug.
15. Thomas Farley, 56, manager,
and Emil R. Rehart, bartender,

were jointly charged with illegal

possession of liquor. Farley also

was charged with obstructing an

GEORGE-ANDRE

MARTIN
The Man With tha
Doncing Fingers

Returrlng from

4 Meethi Tivoti Circuit. Australia

after

I Meuthir Ken Murray's Blackauts

Thankt to Herthey Martin

M.C.A.

officer and keeping a place where
intoxicating liquor is provided. Fol-
lowing the trial of these two. Nor-
man Petite, sr., a guard, will be
tried for as.sault and battery and'

I

interfering w ith an officer and his
son, Norman, Jr., another guard,'
will stand trial on similar charge.
jAll four were arrested July 9.

Larry Adler Flies In

I

From London for Date
!

With Cleve. Symphony
Cleveland, Aug. 16.

1
Out of gratitude for a past favor,

> Larry Adler, the harmonica vir-

:

tuoso, flew nearly 8,000 miles from
j

London to Cleveland to play in a

,

pop concert here last week. Im-

;

mediately followin»» guest-
i

I

starred appearance with the Cleve-
land Summer Symphony Orchestra

i

he hopped aboard another plane
and headed back to England,

I where he resumed his European
;
music hall and concert tour.

I

“I wouldn’t make this 16,000-

: mile round trip for anybody else

j

but Rudolph Ringwall, conductor

I

of Cleveland’s summer pops,”

;

Adler said. “Dr. Ringwall gave me
;

my first chance to break into the

I

concert field here in 1941, when
I

other longhair directors scoffed at
i

I

the idea of a mouth-organ blower

i

being spotlighted in a symphonic I

j
group.”

j

Cleveland Musical Arts Associa-

I tion, series’ spon.sors, had hoped
to present Adler earlier this sea-

son but plan was temporarily
stymied by commitments artist had
with London Philharmonic orches-

:

tra.
I

Finding he had a couple of days
open between his dates in England

|

j

he wired his old friend Ringwall

;

that he would be able to fly here
|

last Wednesday. Appearance as

'

soloist at civic auditorium drew i

6,000, one of the largest crowds in
;

the history of the local pop con-

;

certs. Sponsors footed all of har-

1

monica star’s transportation ex-

penses and virtually gave him key
jto the city.

400G Advance for 0.&J.

I

Show at Canadian Fair

i
Toronto. Aug. 16.

i
Olsen and Johnson’s 12-day ap-

pc.nrance at the Canadian National

Exhibition has been completely
sold out in advance. CNE has

i

taken ad.s in local papers declaring '

scats are no longer available for

the comics’ showings. Run is slated

to start Aug. 28.

Gross has hit the $400,000 mark
and exceeding take of last season.

'I'his year, the C’NE enlarged it.s

stadium to a 23,000 seating ca-

'

!

pacity.

yARIETT
^

VAUDEVMLLB S$

p<u LA. Orpheum Starts Eight Acts Of
Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

^
Sale of Hollywood Show Bar 17 lA OITPI M17 •

frs ic roTsi/r Yaude Aug. jl; Talent From N.Y., Chi
pension of spot’s liquor license
ends. Oasis got the works from ——-———— Angeles. Aug. 16,
State Liquor Control Board on

> II .f l i !

This town will have big-time
flock of charges, including solicita -

1

D£r£f6n S HdrtlOrd Uai6 vaudeville again on .Aug. 31, when
tion by known prostitutes on the ^ . ... Sherrill Corwin, operator of the
premises. The State theatre. Hartford, will Orpheum. starts a poliev of eight

Purchaser will be Len Litman, resume stag^how^s with the F^gar
j, fijn, Corwin will bring

who currontly oporat^s the Copa Bergen and Ray Noble show, Sept, acts from New York and Chi«
and the Carnival Lounge. Holly- 2 for two days. eago. This will be first time Or-
wood Show Bar will be the new House will be on a Fiiday and pt^ovim has had vaudeville since
site of latter place, which has long Saturday basis, but will play a jy^e 11, 1946, when the vaud-
been the music center for the local third day if suitable attraction is policy was discontinued after

Los Angeles. Aug. 16,

1% V II .r 1 1 !

to'vn will have big-time

D6rS6n S HdrtlOrd Uste vaudeviUe again on Aug. 31, when
mi. o! . . 1. . .. .r J Sherrill Corwin, operator of the
The State theatre. Hartford, will Orpheum. starts a poliev of eight

eago. This will be first time Or-
pheum has had vaudeville since
June 11, 1946, when the vaud-

jazz devotees. Understood Dizzy available.

Gillespie has already been con- ~
traded as the opening attraction, irolnlial
in early October.

i

Ikrtll/llvl

Building housing Carnival ' n •

Lounge was sold some time ago I LOIllli
and Litman would be forced to «w
vacate tie location in a very short

,

time anyway. „ . . .

Kalcheim Sees British

Comics in Script Snas;

Vauders Lead Easy Life

13 years.
Decision to relight the Orpheum

stage again is due to rising popu-
larity of vaude and fact that house
hasn’t been able to get film prod-
uct strong enough to keep it

healthy. Price scale for the thea-

Warners Mull

Divers Policies

For N.Y. Strand

vauuers Leaa easy Liie tre will be 55, 65 and 95c, four

British comedians are handi -

1

daily.
r „

capped bv lack of writers, accord-
1 ,

''HI go m for ex-

ing to ifarrv Kalcheim, of the
:

ballyhoo to announce the

William Morris Agency video
;

'•aa of '•amo

dept., who returned last week on
;

television plugs, billboard-,

the Nieuw Amsterdam from a tour
j

oewspiiper space and screen trail-

of the Continent. According to
Corwin may also line up a

Kalcheim. British comedy scripters !

backstage teevee show tieing in

cannot be developed as rapidly as
in the U. S. because of the fact

with the weekly vaude programs.
First two shows will carry no set

that Ther^ aren’t as many radio
,

but after that talent will

and film outlets for their writings
i

bought for about $4,000 weekly.

as in this country.
Despite material. Briti.sh come-

Corwin will book four or five turns
from New York and Chicago and

Warners’ Strand theatre, N. Y.,
' doing an outstanding ^P other acts available locally,

in returning to stage shows start- f ‘J"™ : Eastern contacts for Corwin are
Ing Sept. 2 provides further Proof

j gj, „ , , the i fj^'k Leddy. in N. Y., and Charlca
that circuits as well as indic

, j that they wouldn't be under- 1

Hogan, in Chicago,
operators must become showmen

5t„„j because of !

'llameTTheir'tssorin the'
Lanca.shire and York- ToWII CaslnO, Buff, Backners leaineu lessun in uie

zanies are extremely funny a ../vcase of the Strand in a remarkably
^ut couldn't easily be followed by To Floorshows Scpt. 10

sliort time. Theatre dropped live American audiences. BulTalo Aug 16.

fa'nure*’ot"*the'' Mra?ght'''*Dicture
' American show biz vets continue The Town Casino Is set to re-

lailure of the straight picture
j,* surprised at British enter- sume floorshows Sent 10 with the

policy, has decided to return to 4„inrnpnt«! Ti’q a lpi«!iirplv lifp fnr t’u
*^«rsnows i^vpi. lu wiin me

various forms of stage shows
tainments. It s a leisurely life for Three Suns as headliners. Rest of\dnous lorms oi sidge ssnows.
g performer as compared with the the bill includes "Pigmeat” Mark-Opening presentation will be napinp Fntprtainprc ' u

^ ” „
marK

the Xavier Cugat band and will • a u i

bam, Adeline Neice, Step Bros, and
mnet ifkpW hp fniin^pl! hv ^amtP ' PatHcia Adair. A 14-girl line ismort likely be followed by Salute-i Sundays. There’s still a wealth also being setGershwin, which originated at playing time in Britain and an

] Casino expects to use name
hat sflJce*bten^ditlg welMn^othtJ I

getting a tour of the I talent throughout the season and^ ^ ^ ^ provinces and a pantomime can
^

ig regarded as one of the more im-

Strand's idea is to fluctuate the
i ''K^.,c'’heTm'Seefared ’‘that the Ben-

east,

type of shows in order not to be ' ^y Goodman stand at the Palla-
Ued down to any specific format idium, which ended last week, was ' ^ S Y

1

They re starting off with a band
' reminiscent of the Paramount the-

j

I

show in order to pick up the type
! gtre circa 1936, which he booked 1 7'

, customer that formerly patronized at that time. Swing, apparently, is ^
I

the house. The Gershw'in show
; still a hot item in that country. A

will seek another type patron and pecent business has been slowed i(f,
jits likely that new ideas will be| down because of the heat wave,
tried from time to time to provide

j
but general tone of show business \ V*

' a greater amount of variety than
j

is strong.
: offered in most theatres.

j

r '' ”
j

Strand will also change its price tfOA AAA D £*i D’ll * /

I
policy. Opening will be at 55c with fjU,UUU D6n6llt Dill * WZ.
next price change at 90c and a

, j , a i aaa
r. fo rd Expected to Gross lOOG '‘j"''..'-

. uaward
I

The Strand’s switch is regarded Detroit, Aug. 16. IlLLLllD duQ IIUTV nlil/

as proof that the Warner hierarchy Eddie Cantor, Edgar Bergen, HELD OVER
• r¥^ 'B'v I m «« X

$30,000 Benefit Bill

Expected to Gross lOOG
Detroit, Aug. 16.

Eddie Cantor, Edgar Bergen,

PATRICE

has a new respect for live talent. .

Tommy Dorsey, Bob Crosby, Hat-

Chain. once a leader in vaudeville ' McDaniel, John Connolly, Janet

presentation, has dispensed with jll^**'* Ibe Blackburn Twins and

all but a foM' situations. In the Suzanne der Derian are ex-

case of the Strand, Earle. Phila- gi’oss $100 000 at the

delphia; and Earle. Washington, ' ®.^,Gob*”^bus benefit show

grosses dipped terrifically when it

HELENE and HOWARD
HELD OVER

BEVERLY HILLS
COUNTRY CLUB
COVINGTON. KY.

went off the stageshow policy.
Return of stageshows to many

gan. The show will be held Friday
(19) at the University of Detroit

Lena Horne’i Nitcry Date hoitserihloughoSr ti;; VountVy ^
|

which holds 30,000

FRAN GREGORY
VoutMul Song Stylitt

Carrantly lOth Hontli

CAFE GALA
HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood. Aug. 9.

T.ena Horne opens at the Don
Carlos Casino. Winnipeg. .Aug. 22,

on the first leg of a six-week tour.

She follows with two weeks at

Club Carnival. Minneapolis, and-

then goes to the Cha.se hotel. St.

Louis, for the windup. This is

her first jump through that ter-

ritory.

Vic Damone signed for a Loew
tour. Set for Washington. Sept. 1

with Buffalo, Sept. 15 and others

to follow.

regarded as being a factor that
will hypo showmanship of exhibi-

Cantor was booked by the Wil-
liam Morris Agency, all the others

B B
I

I

a a I a a I

a

'*1

B

BILL TURNER
and His INTERNATIONAL BOYS

Now Concluding Six Weeks at

LAST FRONTIER, LAS VEGAS
Opening Aug. 24 CIRO*S SAN FRANCISCO
ond Then COMMODORE CLUB. VANCOUVER

for Two Weeks Starting Sept. 10

J

a a f a * •
Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Pres.

New York I Chicago I
Hollywood

^45 5»h Ave, PI. 9-4400 I 203 No. Waba»h I 91 51 $uni4t llvd-

I 1 I Oi 1 I iniAOJ 1 A KF VAX )
» a iT • ^4 d* a • am «

tors and house managers. While S!"
'’.'

1
slageshows have a terrific draw on about $30,000.

I their own. it’s regarded thab the
!

same amout'’of selling must go: Albany s Vaude Stand
I into the effort of selling the combo The Colonial theatre, Albany,
bills. HKO and Interstate are will install vaude Sept. 15 for a
currently selling the “Palace type

j

full week on a spot basis. Eight
shows with an intensive publicity acts will be u.sed. A1 & Belle Dow
campaign. Loew circuit stresses agency is booking
names. In all ca.ses, a top gross is Dows are also booking the
the result of a good selling job. Gaiety Montreal, reopening Aug. 29.
Without exploitation and showman- sss!ss!^s^s^ssss;ss;ssss^sssss:
ship, the new vaude revival, it’s

f""'
felt, may fade out. I

Al (Positively) Shean

Passes, Recalling Anew

!

Roaring ’20s Refrain

Show biz lost another colorful

trouper Friday '12» in the passing

of Al Shean. 81. who was prac-

tically cradled in the theatre, hut

was probably best known as hav-

ing been partnered for years with

the late Ed Gallagher, when he

wowed vaude audiences of the

roaring ’2()s wilh their songalog,

•'.Absolutely. Mr. Gallagber? Posi-

tively. Mr, Shean ” .'Mlhough many
thought the novel presentation oi

their ( rossfire act in song was their

own idea, it was really thought u|)

by Brvan Koy. cldc.st .son of the

late Eddie Foy. who had been ap-

pearing with his father, sisters and

brothers in a vaude act. He had
* (Continued on page 54)

JACK POWELL
"and His

Educated

Drumsticks'*

Just Cancladod

HIPPODROME, Baltimora

Manag«m«nt: EDDIE SMITH
RKO Bldg., N«w York PL 7-72S4

DAVE APOLLON
Opens AUGUST 18TH

at tha

MAJESTIC THEATRE

DALLAS, TEXAS

to follow with

HOUSTON. SAN ANTONIO,

AUSTIN, FORT WORTH,

BEAUMONT, TULSA and MEMPHIS
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Night Qub Reviews
Siarlljj^hl X. Y« I

(WALDORF-ASTORIA) I

The same forthriKht dansapation,
vith accent on the melody, as is

the trademark of such successful
combinations as the Loiiibardos.
Wayne King, Russ Morgan. Sammy
Kaye, et al.. distinguishe.s Freddy
Martin’s terp tunesteving during
tlveir current semester at .he Wal-
dorf Roof. It’s not accidental that

the exponents of “recognize the
tune’’ have the best longevity as

dance and show bands.
Martin, who inspired the pop

crack that “he’s made moie money
than Tschaikowsky’’ by playing
that composer’s works, still uses
tlie Piano Concerto in B flat as hi.?

i

theme as he and his 18 Martin Men i

whip out the tempos. .Actually, that
;

MM caption covers the sextet doing
|

the vocalizing — baritone Merve
Griffin, trumpeter Stan Wild, i

trombonist Johnny Cochran, savi.-ts 1

Johnny Setar and Andy Kostelas,
and guitarist Rex Dennis. ’Fhey,

along with pianist Art Dovaney,
are featured. The rest of the crew
comprises Norman Bailey, Barry
McKeehan. Dick Arand on brass;
Charles Thompson, Don Pessell,
reeds: Louis Sherman, Dale Bech-
tel, Homer Stephens Sam Bog-
ho.s.sian, violins; Barney Spottle,
bass; Gerard Burke, traps; and, of
course, Martin also on sax.
The solid tempos apoarently are

surefire getter uppers on the floor,

and there is enough versatility in

all their vocal formations to augur

pearance and are a smooth and
graceful dance team, sweeping
through a series of routines in

which they mix a variety of steps

and dizzy whirls for neat results.

Tastefully costumed, they are an
asset to any show.

Gali Gall, magician, mystifies
with an assortment of tricks. He
uses coins, chickens, cards and a
host of other props to provide
plenty of fun. Trick that got most
palm pounding is one in which he
makes two bills turn up in the
center of an orange. It’s a switch
on the old lemon trick.

Capacity biz when caught.
Liiiz.

showcase newcomers. Lewis and
White, who have made appear-
ances at Harlem’s Apollo and the
midtown Strand theatre, have an
extremely dreary turn. Humor of
these colored comics isn’t always
in good taste and lines could .stand

a rewrite. They show up consid-
erably better in their brief terp
turn in which they wield batons.
Development of the latter and ton-
ing down of their gab would make
their turn more acceptable. Jose.

New Acts

Kl f/aHbuh« K. C.
(HOTFX BF.LLERIVE)

The Harwonicats (3), Joe Vera
Orch (6>; no ininiuium.

HolNini^N* «'hl
Chicago. Aug. 9.

AI Morgan, Leon Miller, Dick
Gale, Billy Chandler Orch (4),
Adrian Lorraine: $1.25 minimum.

In an effort to hold summer biz,
the Casbah has boosted its enter-
tainment budget during the sum-
mer. and it is paying off. In their
stand here the hard-working Har-
monicats have upped biz nicely.
And with the Joe Vera orch lead-
ing off and closing the show, the
patrons get a solid 35 minutes of
well-paced entertainment, twice
nightly.
The orch leads off with Vera fea-

tured on the piano in “Rhumba
Rhap.sody,” a booming Afri-Cuban
number. Vera, as m.c., then
brings on the Harmonicats,on the Harmonicats, and
the room is all theirs for nearly

a continuing effective stint when ,
30 minutes. Running through such

they hit the Capitol on Broadway items as
before returning to the Coast. In- > Boogie,”
cidentally, the Martin orchestra
will play the Palladium in L. A.
in.stead of their stronghold at the
Ambassador’s Cocoanut Grove, as
heretofore, due the fact the hotel
has gone into a “music impres-
sions” policy (as created by Ernie
Byfield at the College Inn, Chicago)
and is cutting down on the big
band costs.

Per usual the Mi.scha Borr band
Is the standby standard, a versatile
alternate combo as it has been with
each successiv'e name orche.stra.

Abel.

Flmtio Mpis.
' (HOTEL RAD1SSON)

Minneapolis. Aug. 13.
Jessica Draqonette, Datmy Fer-

guson Orch 19); $2.50 min.

“Lover,” “Harmonica
and “Fantasie Im-

promptu.” for a smash start.
I They take a second inning then,
featuring Al Fiore in their estab-
lished hit. “Peg O’ My Heart.”
then switching to Don Les on their
original “The Cat’s Polka,” and
“Little Brown Jug.” Head man

, Jerry Murad leads off a round
I of imitations of current band
I

themes, for rousing applause.
Threesome then runs through a

couple of novelties and close with
“Hora Staccato” and “Peggy

' O’Neil.” Applause Is heavy all the
;

way. and it’s well deserved.
' Vera takes show back to the
band and finishes up with another

;

of his Latin rhythms. More turns
like this will mean steady trade
for the Casbah. Quin,

After about a month’s hiatus,
Al Morgan returns for another 15
weeks. Riding on the success of
his pop disk, “Jealous Heart,” and
his television show, pianist-singer
has revised his catalog with more
pop tunes, but it’s still the no.stal-

gic items that pay off with the
customers.

Opening in whirlwind fashion,
Morgan races through “When
You’re Smiling” and “Everywhere
You Go.” For a change in pace,
lanky singer reaches into the
oldies for “I’m Still Without a
Sweetheart” and a sapolioed ver-
sion of “Frankie and Johnnie.”

For his pop tunes he does
“Brown Eyes,” “It Took a Dream
to Wake Me Up, Sweetheart,” "Do
You Ever Think of Me,” “It Had
to Be You,” and special version of
“My Blue Heaven” for solid re-
turns.
Leon Miller has a novel slant on

bookings of the ’20’s and earlier.

He terps through “Ballin’ the
Jack,” “Walking the Dog,” and
“Alabama Stomp” to nice re-
sponse.

Dick Gale, youthful comedian
and emcee. Is handicapped by too
much blue stuff and borrowed ma-
terial, Billy Chandler’s combo does
a neat job of backgrounding the
show. Adrian Lorraine does a
pleasant stint as intermission pi-

anist. Zabe.

Al Shean
Continued from page 53

ROMOLO De SPIRITO
Songs
12 Mins.
Versailles, N. Y.

Ezio Pinza's engagement in

“South Pacific” has apparently
started a vogue for mature singers.

Romolo De Spirito, of the con-
cert stage, is a singer in the classi-

cal tradition who’s e.schewing the
longhair field temporarily in favor
of an excursion into the pop realm.
After one concession to tlie tra-

ditional type tune, he, like Pinza,

delivers a pair of tunes from
"South Pacific” after which he
stays with operetta tunes. The ef-

fect is pleasing vocally although
De Spirito is a tenor, pitched on the
sweet side, as against Pinza’s ro-

bust basso. He has technical per-
fection, a melodic delivery, a good
concert stage presence, and pipes
that carry sans mike.
De Spirito. however, has yet to

develop a nitery personality. He
plays it straight throughout. He
needs some slight touches of humor
to provide a closer bond between
him and the audience. A tune with
sly lines might do the trick.

As is generally the case with
singers of this type, a click in the
cla.ssic realm enhances the wine
trade. Nick Prounis and Arnold
Rossfield, both possessing boxoffice
acumen, have been attempting to
make this class restaurant a ren-
dezvous with a type entertainment
not available in competing east-
sideries. Their long-term Gallic
invasion with such singers as Edith
Piaf, Suzy Solidor and others re-
sulted in a cosmopolitan clientele
but it’s necessary to introduce an
occasional change of pace with
some fresh faces. Thus singers
from the concert field serve an im-
portant purpose In the Versailles
scheme of things.
De Spirito serves this function

admirably and once he acquires
more cafe floor presence, can make
the class nitery rounds. Jose.

Jessica Dragonette brings a
more distinguished type of vocal
artistry than one usually finds in
niteries. At this swanky supper
club with its intimate atmosphere,
her superior thrushing finds a
happy hunting ground.

Miss Dragonette wisely confines
her piping to the kind of numbers
that have a wide appeal, siach as
“I Love You.” “You’re 'Too Dan-

f
erous” (in French). “Wunderbar”
rom “Kiss Me, Kate” and a trio

of “South Pacific” hits. “Some En-
chanted Evening.” “Bali Ha’i” and
“Wonderful Guy.” Encores with
“Happy Tonk” and “Gypsy’s La-
ment” for a solid hit.

Danny Ferguson orch, concluding
a long engagement here, again
does its chores nicely, playing ac-
companiments for songstress and
providing tunes for customer
dancing. A full house at dinner
show. Rees.

l*oa<*o€*k I'ourt. S. F.
(MARK HOPKINS HOTEL)

San Francisco, Aug. 10.
Dorothy Shay. Ray Hackett Orch

( 14 ) : cover $1.50-$2.

Itliie KfMim. !V. O.
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)

New Orleans, Aug. 12.

Joe Reichman Orch. (12); Lan-
dra & Vcr»a, Roger Ray, Gali Gali;
$2 minimum.

Dorothy Shay is a big click on
repeat date here. A jam-packed
hou.se was on hand to give the
“Park Avenue Hillbillie” a royal
reception. Songstress responded
with 4f> minutes of songs, ranging
from her old reliables to some
newer numbers. For good measure
she tossed In a sock ballad. “He’s
the One” to prove her versatility.
She breezes through “I’m Doing

All Right” for an opener and fol-
lows with “Coming Round the
Mountain.” “Marry Mary Ann.”
“Dear Mr. Sears and Roebuck” and
“It’s the Little Things That
Count.” all slanted to provoke po-
lite guffaws, with Miss Shay help-
ing the lyrics along with adroit,
though restrained, tossing of her
well gow'ned torso. For encores,
custc.ners w'ere rewarded with her

I
in-the-groove “Cousin Alice Clug.”

I

the winking number. “Hills of Ten-
nessee” and “Efficiency” to sew
things up nlcelv,

i
Music by Ray Haekett’s. outfit

' Is excellent for show and teroing.
Ted.This swank nocturnal rendezvous

has come up with another bell- !

ringing show. There is never a let-' I'afo S€»4*io|v« !V« Y.
down or dull moment In the three Dorothy Donegan.'Cofeman Ham-

, , * I j
^^artha Lou Harp,

First and foremo.st is the music Lewis & White; $3.50 minimum
band.of Joe Reichman and his

held over for a run of four more
weeks. The genial “Pagllacci of the
Piano” sparks proceedings with his
adroit planning and generates
plenty of audience enthusiasm. Ho
He displays mastery of technique,
particularly in his interpretation of
tunes such as “Smoke Gets In
Your Eyes,” “Tea for Two” and
others.
The hand goes sweet and swing

with equal ease, displaying their
versatility in smooth arrangements
of tunes that range from “Tico
Tico” to a scintillating medley of
George Gershwin’s works.
The way Reichman keeps the

crowd dancing and applauding is

a tril)ut(' to his warm personality
and showmanship.
Opening the floor acts is hard-

working comic Roger Ray. .4fter
feigning some serious work on the
xylophone he proceeds to get in-
volved in zany antics for plenty
laughs. But it’s his skit of a tele-
vision announcer demonstrating a
liquid product that rocks the room
with laughter. Off to heavy ap-
plause.
Landra and V'erna make nice ap-

Cafe Society Downtown has
come up with a brace of draw acts
for its second summer edition
Dorothy Donegan and Coleman
Hawkins band eon.stitute the ma-
jor portion of the show, with
.Martha Lou Harp (New' Acts) and
Lewis and White rounding out the
bill.

I
It’s a fairly expensive show for

this time of the year and proba-
bilities are that this spot will snare
most of the Village trade. Miss
Donegan has e.stablished her.self
here via a previous appearance,
while Hawkin’s tenor sax is a
valued item for the music fol-
lowers.

Miss Dimegan plays
commercial piano witli a
of humor. Her chief
trade, the weaving of a myriad of
tunes through one numher is done
skillfully and with a deal of hu-
mor. These mixtures are good for
potent audience reactions both for
her regular stint and her encore.
Show’ caught indicated that she
could have done an additional
stanza.

The additional spots are used to

a highly
sly 's(*nse

stork-in-

done the material for the family
act and by way of branching out
as a writer submitted the “Gal-
lagher and Shean” song, which the
team reputedly bought outright for
a modest sum.
Although the comedy team were

standards for a number of years,
the new trend via the song cata-

!
pulted them into the high salary
bracket.s—and kept them there un-
til Gallagher suffered a nervous
breakdown from which he never
recovered and which caused his
death. After the enforced split,

Shean, solo, diverted into legit and
pictures. In the former field he is

probably best remembered as star
of “Father Malachy’s Miracle,

’

wherein he acted the role of a
Catholic priest and drew accolades
from critics and Catholic clergy
alike.

After he and Gallaglfer hit the
jackpot with the singing-act idea,
others followed, principally Dody
& Lewis, with “Hello, Hello,
Hello,” and while a clicker, it

never approached the Gallagher &
Shean .stanza in poularity. Kids
around the country adopted it as a
byword. It al.so had a tremendous
sheet music and record sales when

j

publisljed by Jack Mills. Foy, now
a film producer, is said to have
gotten some additional coin on
.song via royalties, but it was Shean
and his partner who got the real
gravy from such sales.

The song, originally introduced
by the team in the “Ziegfeld Fol-
lies” (1923), created a demand for
their services from all branches
of show biz and at top coin. When
going back to vaude, their salary

;

had skyrocketed to a new high. i

Prior to teaming with Gallagher,
Shean had done an act for years
with Charles Warren titled “Quo
Vadis Upside Down.” Prior to hil-
ling the bigtime he and Gallagher
had appeared in hurle.sque, “The
Rose Maid.” Princess Pat” and
scores of other musicals. i

Among the’ motion pictures he
appeared in were “Chills and
Fever.” “Sweet Music.” “Ziegfeld
Girl” and many others. His
more recent stage appearances
were in “Meet a Bodv” (1944i and
“Windy City” in 194fi. His last ap-
pearance was last year in a revival
of “.Music in the Air.”

i

Born in Germany, he was the son
of Louis Schonberg. a magician-
ventriloquist, who died at the age
of 101. He was an uncle of the Mai-x
Bros., their mother having been his
sister. Another nephew is agent
Jack Lenny.
He is survived by a son and a

si.ster. i

ALAN KING
!

Comedy
[20 Mins.

,

Leon & Eddie’s. N. T.

I

Alan King has obviously knocked

I

around before this Leon & Eddie’s
preem, but appears to be a comic

,
who’s ju.st starting to find himself.

I

Test of his abilities is seen in the
:
fact that he’s able to keep an au-

' dience interested for a stretch of

1

20 minutes. Much of his mate-
' rial is good and a lot of it is fresh,

i

Stylistically, he resembles lots of
other zanies, but mixture seems to
be peculiar to King.

! King’s current development Is
reminiscent of several other comics
who got their start at Leon & Ed-

: dies’s as stand-in for Eddie Da-
I vis when the boniface went on va-
cation. Jackie Miles and Joey
Adams got long stays in that spot
and afterwards came out as head-
liners. Whether King will attain

I

the same stature at the end of his
[stand here still depends.

Definitely, King shows the mak-
ings of a top comic. He’s able to

i

get laughs with clean material,
: shows a good voice in his singing
i interludes and generally registers
well with the audience. His
Brooklyn accent may temporarily
limit the field of his employment,
but with a few more dates under

! his belt he’ll be a serious con-
tender for the favored spots,

j

Jose.

MARTHA L^U HARP
Songs

I

9 Mins.
Society Downtown. N. Y.

Martha Lou Harp, making her
nrsf cafe appearance, indicates that

' she can make the rounds of the
I

smarter showshops once she attains
more experience. Chief as.set. as
evidenced in her initial job, is a I

warm, well-placed voice in a con- ‘

tralto register. Tone control is good
and tune selection is fine.

However, the mi.stakes evident in '

most newcomers are similary

;

shown here. Defect.s can be cor-
rected with more playing time and
once that s attained, she’ll be okay

:

disk work,
i

Miss Harp’s ballads come off ex- i

ceeding well. Deep pipes have mo- '

ments with a high degree of ex- i

pressiveness. She seems to be on
'

the right track as far as interpre-

1

tat ion* is concerned. A few rounds
around smaller cafes will probably!
reveal a highly improved singer
wiien she next makes a major

Jo.se. :

AI^TEN
WATSON & JERRY .

Songs I

25 Mins.
j

Sw'iss Chalet. Bismarck Hotel. Chi
Latest addition to husband-wife

song and patter duos, couple’s de-
but was hindered hy this L-shaped,

;

low-ceiling room and faulty mu-
.sical hacking. Their vocal rendi-
tions project, and the special ma-
terial by Richard Barstow\ inter-

spersed with light banter, show'.
ca.ses the potentialities of th«
comely couple. Both Miss Wat.son
and Austen have made a name for
themselves as singles in the niusi
comedy field, so the know-how is
there. Only thing missing is a de-
veloped routine that might give the
act a personality all of its own. As

I

is, kids are attractive vocalists
rather than a programmed and
well-paced act.

Jerry Austen tees off with “Most
Unusual Day,” introducing Miss
Watson, who singles on “Cheek to
Cheek.” Couple get together on
“Happy Talk” with special Ivrlcs
and conversation and do very ‘well
when vocaling together. Combined
talents on an “Oklahoma!” medley

I

goes over with seat-holders, as does
their finis, “Wiegenlied.” a lullaby
by Mozart. Duo’s pleasing stage
manner projects, as do their vocal
efforts. A little more de.sign here
and there and they’re a cinch for
the cafe circuit. Greg.

DORIS PATTS & MRS.
WATERFALL

Comedy
10 Mins.
Palace. N. Y.
The late Nan Rae and Maude

Davis act has been revived w'ith
Doris Patts and Nina Olivette, lat-
ter taking the Mrs. Waterfall role.
Manager Al Grossman, who man-
aged the late comedy team, has
built this newer duo up to the high
standards of the original act. Re-
issue has been working for the past
few months with break-ins in the
hinterlands and has come into first

class situations with an act that be-
speaks professional polish.

There isn’t much variation be-
tween the old and the new’. Lines,
with few exceptions, are the same
that served the old team nobly
through many years in vaudeville.

Angle of an inquiring reporter is

used, with Miss Olivette making
her entrance from the audience.
Her characterization is especially

good having the looks and mousey
stage personality that makes her a
good type. Miss Patts does a good
straight as the femme interviewer
and act bespeaks good potentiali-

ties on the variety circuit. Jose.

FRED LOWERY
With Leslie Roberts
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Vet performer Fred Lowery

rates another entry in the New Act
files becau.se of acquisition of a

new partner replacing Dorothy
Rae. Leslie Roberts is now’ in the

singing spot and compares well

with her predecessor.

With new alignment of the act,

Lowery is given all the prominence
and billing. Lowery still whistles

out several of his big numbers in-

cluding “Indian Love Call” and
“William Tell Overture” and har-

monizes with Miss Roberts in a

tune. As per usual, Lowery doesn’t

capitalize on his blindness getting

across strictly on his puckers and

act hits handsome returns. Jose.

THE SHERWOODS (3)

Aero
7 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
The Sherwoods, two boys and a

girl, show some good balancing

tricks. Their three-highs with the

femme in the middle, intricate

holds and terp interludes between

tricks provide a dressy and a^
plau.se winning turn. Mu.sical back-

grounding adds to the turn’s recep-

tion.

Many of their tricks, however,

resemble those of other acts in this

category. While they are performed

well, some new twists would help

differentiate them from others oi

this type. Jose.

RAY ALTON
Dance
5 Mins.
Leon & Eddie’s. N. Y.
Ray Alton is a cute tapster whose

youth and routines belie any ex-

tensive experience. There are

some good stretches in her turn

with some fast spins and most oi

her work shows that she lias •

good terp foundation.
Mi.ss Alton once learning more

tricks of the trade, will be abl®

to assay stands in regulation nii-

erics and vauders. Ju.se.

JANE ABEL
Songs
7 Mins.
Leon & Eddie’s. N. Y. .

Jane Abel looks like

cafe fare in the singing line Snes

got capable delivery and good sp^

cial material. Voice register*

nicely and projection is fair.

Mi.ss Abel, however, has to learn

how to point up her coineriy line

in a manner that will bring

audience reactions. With more ex-

perience she’ll he In line for en-

gagements at the standard run o

nitery. Jose,
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IV. Y. I

optical Illusions. Mack, Russ k
t^apia *_ ^ ! Owen, in their knockabout acro-

Roxy, IV. Y. narrative ditty about “Bridget

If.— Tucker Orch (16) loith ineir KnocKaooui «cro- Caesar, trith Phil Srioals* ' * recurring chorus
Tominu

jVoncy Donovan; about the stage with
j Knight, the Pitchmen Ice Hand." Told

S'^'J winp Golden Gate Quartet,
i

^®vuc unth Carol Lynne, A^old almost as much as it is sung, in

lail^Win?hell, ‘/Anna KSJhs soHd refSSnsi^
Blades and Belles; :

n?o«olo8 style, this is a
*

^Col). reviewed tn Variety, July
I grown is okav with his ‘

13. ’O*
_

A good stage show from the

viewpoint of the individual acts

h it which lacks punch because of

?.nu?e of Tommy Tucker’s orches-

to do anything to tie them to-

Sher This is Tucker’s first stage

since his return to the band

S&wfvia hU Mutual net broad-

Sst "Sing For Your Supper.

Palaee, IV. Y.
Sherwoods (3), Bobby Pinkus

with Ruth Foster, Texas Tommy
Baby Doll. Jesse, James k Cor-

°*ivfi-
Faffs & Mrs. Waterfall,

pitch
vaude and more of it, and then

The Palace .staet r has a hard
time getting started. A pair of

gives the patrons a trio of his take- so^kYayout^^ makes’ a" good "solid

h^foy entertainment. Show runs T.ff compaFativeTy “slow
"

act's ‘in” the’
FPy* •

i

the gamut from the novel pre.sen- inH 0.?/ P^^t of the bill* hamper the

j

tation of Bizet’s opera. "Carmen.” uYJc" P'"'^® with pickup com-

preciation.
Leon Fields gets more laughs

inanities than most liot

comics seen here recently.

Apollo, IV. Y. done on

Sravaganza Is really ”i;,!L"„,Tanv"sSAe‘Ta'^re‘s SIIS
VIrenSh ^on.es will

Norman Young and gemirai clowliLr
-lames^and Cornell. Negro

- - -
1 V Ml D e* Ii,

ice, to the buffooneries of l,i?rnsl TakS^ a^art ^no^^^^ ^*'® P*'®"

D.iit Winchell is standout on the ^
Noro Morales Band (15) with sid Caesar, and manages to regis- aV u hHUc gram. A trio of strong standards

ur ms vebtrlloqulal eross-fire ;

Amta Del Campo Toby Wm funny. _.4s pa. t^oMJm^aeClt^ ad^^^^^
,,,(3 ^ slrong exlt.

uh dummy Jerry Mahoney forms
,

Clarence Muse, The Orioles (5), The ice

:‘honey 0^ a turn that supplies :

Prp Lep Bales "Spider" Bruce & something

uugh upon laugh. His act is split Co., Rtmfire (SG). Audrey Dearden, who are firstrate

Into two parts, one, his usual mike- —;— t *•
' vocalists,

Kt series of gags and the other. Noro Morales' crack ptin
, a^ias

!,« of the scenes that he has used combo, playing its first date at b,,de „„„ a new iwm
rtbe Bigelow-TV show he does mis Ha 1 m ghoda do .some fancy pearance of
with Dunninger. This consists of degree of enthuM^ work to the same music, scarf trick.

with Jesse,
hoofing

Duval, magician along eonjinen- auna'viJs'mVwf?its. sing various popular ..riTnes doeV a n of the old ?" "'‘‘r asaln and paves the way
from the Bizet opus, while standbv eyrdecelv^ers giving them f“r the solid receptions^ for the en-

experts Carol Lynne and a n™ twist Therms

..
J .Shoda do .some fancy pearance of endless golf balls, th^- ^New Xts?!‘ a “^w'^Sue "^f ‘Ihi

Twene in Which .®
*a‘frs*^does not^^ge^^^

femme chorus on^" one*" side i'^g turm^'and "a" finaf’d^^^^^ N^n **nYp‘"nnd Maude^'^lAvts
dentist yanks one of the dummy s

gnc*’ g^cftement^acSed the
balanced by a number with plenty of novelty, immpd^ate^’TulfHnw*?^^^^

''a'^;n™ 'Mt's’'simfur m SIging lend bop h' "““"a '‘.e.'
HrLoirpltomlmii ry hU^o top ?e-

ed nurse, it s similar in staging
i

^ both groups being gaily tracting. Applause throughout act f.e„tionwifhthPirtrnnnrinwninff-
to Edgar Bergen sold doctor scene

‘J^armg while the Roxy Skat- is sparse, but Uiere’s obviously no Fred towL?v

Y^We^Sdlefce CoTprisin^g "fhrirZ\"h1n!' foJr ' jPg Bl«d®s and Belles cavort
.

on lack of attention on part of payees.
LY.au.se" 07^0 c^a?ge"o?'7artner.

* uwsm of Winchell’s stint is his i

brasses, five reeds, plus bongo ^^® ice to the singing. and the Salici Puppets, doing an

rinfnff toward lines he could well drums and maraccas, band tees off
Shoda and Miss Lynne do some

. ^'^^reviated portion of their turn,

!fif”without Occasionally there’s I with solid rendition of “The Pea-
1

eye-filling twirls and spins, and Yom i?’«
Prov’de a strong windup to give an

Kipling that the Cap is pre- ' Vendor" to set things for Toby i

whole presentation is smart.
I

‘V overall good Impression of the cur-P * Winters’ brief exotic dance, a sub- 1
For the straight stage bill. Cae- '

Rood, too-is varied by handstands

UIUUF, - pianoing, taxes over lor Jiuui, me moujaiions oi an
do YSlli I "Malaguena” for neat returns. Nita ' expectant father, and a kid at his
the last half. Aiming

f®f,Pf®®’^®®y, Del Campo then gives a sexy work- ,

first prom. Last bit is done all in

cofc •• out to “Don’t Slam the Door" for ' pantomime, and draws the biggest! ^ ^ •

and Four winas ana &even »eas,
; pgttycakes. Spider Bruce & Co. hand. Caesar’s act starts slowly, Gloria k Joan. Tony Sandro, when Pinkus and partner come out

both of which are okay, out neiiner
their dated comedy inter-

;

comedian working easy in formal- Beverly & Kay, Syd Chatten, High ! ahead of their material, but verb!

Palomnr, Seatile
Seattle, Aug. 11.

The Sherwoods
aero trio, who

Pinkus, assisted
constitute a hard-

' working turn, but unfortunately,
much of their effort is dissipated
by inept material. There are times

, AU.« 4Uo4> iViAir* mo aUV;iV WllJI uaicru CWlliVVlj lAAvwa'j ^ mss AMsaiiaa- .
i

carries the welgnt inat ineir ma-
^yut make it stand up via slick ity without trying to high-pressure Hatfers. Dave Watkins House Orch af

if^ i

delivery, lor force. Result pays off, audi- '‘Champion*’ (UA), **Ncvada h?

Band weaves into change of pace ence being slowly but surely won. trail iui).

jump version of “Billy’s Evelyn Knight registers almost

‘Ereklal’’ and “Joshua" do. Those
three items alone put them over
solidly

age is frequently too much of a
handicap. A faster turn than that
of Texas Tommy and Baby Doll
was in order for this spot. This

"“‘y*
. , ! Bounce ” which gives sidemen full as strongly, first with a sentimen-

1 .

Lnaiten, wiin ms siick cowboy and pony act has its mo-
Toy k Wing, terp team, open. ’Clarence Muse vet char- tal ballad, “Eileen”; then with a impersonations, and the High

, ments of cuteness, which probably
Smart-looking in evening clothes,

i
x makine a oeriodic re- boy-meets-girl song-story and Hatters, precision tap team, ace ' legisters considerably better with

they heat up a rhythm routine to here ’a«e? some *^HoUywood ' finally with a rhythm number, “A highlights of current bill. Chatten. afternoon audiences, but there
start, then do a George M. Cohan

; ctints cPts over in dramatic Little Bird Told Me ” Singer has '^®^ impersonator, next to closing, isn t enough excitement for adult

bit and close with Miss Toy doing
j ,nd taritonlig ot "Old a soft apoeaUng deliver and can ‘'"'““S'' impreshes of Win- crowds. There's a peculiar twist to

ballet to her partner's straight
| J,*'„"g te*"^h^e Oriole!, male in- ' do some^'^ neS* tricks""with h« tL'S"." d“r"a‘' ‘u"'’

?£''
dancing. It’s a good turn as is, has x x

, ^ , quintet nrac- i voice Attractivelv gowned her others to nice returns, then a dra-
, has the appearance and garb of a

been tor years, but there’s nothing f^X -xeaf thrSoS Srving YnLarance is enhLc^^^^^ f*'®'" ^lown yonder, but gab
really standout in the three rou-

1

ZT.'r. i

finish. Hatters, in the closing spot.
. comes out with a Teutonic accent.really

tines

sianaoui in me u.ie^ luu- accomps on guitar and bass,
they present. They reap big hipnri npat harmnnv on “A

smart lighting effects.

Third number on the bill are the
score heavily with softshoe and tap

[
The Three Rockets started in

returns, however.
1 and **a “roW"“*

T

ChaTlenge ' ev^rYeUab^^^^
routines. Closer is a tandem rou-

,

the trey spot on this bill, but a

Tucker is fronting seven bra.ss.
, Your Kiss" and ’other items to , audience almost at once with their ^

"pip®
“'^® ®

‘SL"r^cm?seTrLm to^^^sax. three rhythm. He s not sew things up for a begoff. Peg- blend of gags, mitations and music ,

®
^’j^Via and Joan open with a SSd ^thev’H ofav^out Yhfs engage*

bfLsJLe hfnL^TsTffLTILlil'i -"‘^ture of Lllet and Yaps. Tony ment A^g 2?.^Yesse.
Dit onstage, nence nis enoris are close runnerup for top honors with leads the Roxy orch smoothly and Sandrn doubling as emcee sells mUi nxiUncnd
confined to a few musical items his comedy barbs and expert terp- steps up on stage briefly as emcee hfs bMancfng act for niYrreturns

replaced,

and songs by George Dolan, trum- jng on one leg and stump, and is 1-^---. oaiancing act lor nice returns.

peter, and Nancy Donovan, from
|

pff to terrif applause,
the air show. Doi®ri ®

I Band takes over again for “Mo-
an opening ^dley, doing only a

! j.gjpg Medley,” providing a zingy
fair job ®" Y®®/®

finish to a fast, entertaining layout.

to introduce each number. Bron.

Jose.

Heart." Miss Donovan pops up
with “It’s a Good Day," which is

too similar to the Golden Gate
Quartet’s later “Great Day," “En-
chanted Evening" and “Dear Old
Donegal." She does well..

Midway, Tucker’s main produc

Edba.

Beverly and Kay do a song rou-
tine, ranging from “I Love You
Only” to “Surrey With a Fringe

RKO« Ronton
Boston, Aug. 12.

Al k Connie Fnnton, Kay Ken-Steol Pier. A. C.
Atlantic City, Aug. 11.

i

on Top ' and a medley of tune.s
! 3 ^okc & Poke, Viola

Joe Howard, Jean Carroll, Lott feom Rose Mane, bnl seore best
, Vootinc. Clavel & Farror,

& Joe Anders, Jerry Toman, The ,

wRh their songs from
' Artie Dann, The Herznns (3). “Fol-

Ericksons, Johnny O'Connell’s

.

Pacific.
, . . , ^ ,

House Orch, ’’Roughshod” (RKO). Dave Watkins’ house orch backs
I
acts competently. Reed.

With the 82-year-old Joe How-

Chica|So9 Chi
Chicago, Aug. 12.

The Maxellos (4), Penny Ed-
wards, Henny Youngman, Billy ard, composer-singer, topping the Kollh^n., Syra4*II«0

tinn nioro ie n “KMHip’c Hit Pi- 1

Eckstine, Louis BasU’s House bill. Steel Pier offers its best show Syracuse, Aug. 17.

rade." coListiSg of arrangements P'S^-
“^®®'^ ^®’*

^

of season this week. . Edwards Bros. (3), Yvonne Mo ^

of "Farmer in the Dell.” “London
’ tWB). I Howard, in top hat and evening ' ray. The Morvellos (1^), Cook & hill, with the audience

Bridee" “All Arniind the Mu 1 her- I , «
—^TT x- • i

clothes, warms up his audience Brown, Steve Ei'^ans, The Apple- reaction substantial,

ry Bush,” etc. It’s fair. Wood. I.
.^®re of Billy^Eckstme is keep- ^^^h “Hello. Hello” and then tons (3L Frank Ross k Anita La- Rjn jpcs off with Al k Connie

low Me Quietly” (RKO).

Although not the .sock lineup
featured in the kick-off week of
vaude here Ia.st week, there are
enough .strong spots in this second
session to make it add up to an

I inS ropes up here, despite fact S0gueg into numbers
thst current layout is only average

; Who’s Kissing Her Out” (RKO)
' entertainment. Nobo<ly's stuff is iVemrinelude -'Kissl"! Iter

RKO-Mi8fiouri.» K. I'.

Kansas City, Aug. 10.
; unusual, but bill is welbbalanced Mow ” “And the Band Plaved On “

Berk & Halloiv, The Cords <2), and Eckstine is plenty hot because -t^’^ Me Out to the BaU Game”
disklicks and a^^ recent^

^

Chez “in the Good Old Summer Time!”

from his bio- Pierre, Gus Van; ' The Judge Steps panton, mixed team with a nice
' assortment of taps and tricks, fol-

lowed by Kay Kenton, a vivacious
Oldtimers and new t^ned out in

Fj^nde. who Fegis^
,11" Sion of comedy songs, in the Betty

„i„„. ^ , r, XT V — - - ®y’’ tyP® ®^ H i ^
i

O’"’®”-
' Paree appearance Henny Young- Call You Sweetheart.” “A And judging by their warm recep-

, J
® ;®®

the Th®®® A?naLs whoWally Broten, Dohnoff k Raya man dipi; into his reservoir of Bicvcle Built for Two ” “Good-Bye i

tion of the eight-act bill, they .ip-
'
;'"I®®„Pxy ’I^®.!,®®®®^.^®.^;.^"®S«for# u... v,x.ixixx..o T.xxxr./xnr,

picycic DUili lui 1 wu, vjuuu D^c,
|

^ ...uu WOW With thClC COmcdy violming& '
,^oonei. Sr.. House oVdies.-but seat-holders respond S,7Sy“ Lovi" and itheVs io Xp ' poared to be highTy' sa.iified with TvTnf wugOrch imth Nick Francis; Judge heavy.

. the show, I
flesh entertainment s return.

1 a""
Louis Basil’s orch sets quick-

ened pace with "Cherokee’

, , ^
their familiar bird flirtation turn

Kdwsrds Brothers set 3 fast p3ce hesvy response.
Steps Out (RKO).

i t nme Racii’s fxrrh sets quick- Jean Carroll clicks with fast
with 'chatter and carbons. Monolog of |n the opener with their relaxed a couple of colored boys. Moke

acrobatics, nsi^g a ^ Poke, do okay with a smattering
ap, chairs and hot- terping and a line of unintelli-

impresh of Louis Armstrong’s lies lor mid-air feats. gihip gibberish, followed by Viola
trumpeting of “When Day Is

|

Half-pint sized Yvonne Moray Lavne. a slick chick, whose im-

^ALciiMve ,UU 11U^ Ui Mu»-i PPHoy Edwards, film starlet, at-
,
Done” for solid applause and beg- keeps things moving with her spicy prF.shcs of Fannv Brice. Bonnie

Ucity, and virtuallv the whole tempts to showcase her wares wuth off. songs and endless tussle with the Raker, Ethel Merman and Rose
town Is taking to the new Doliev three vocals and a terp bit. but Jerry Toman emcees affably. In mike. The Marvellos, European Murphy .scores with the payees.

K..,,-!
* J X. X overall effect is lukewarm. ‘ Won- own spot his be.st bit is selection novelty act. add a sophisticated closes with a slightly overlongn6 DUildup dnd tbc D3trOn3gC ic f/^llrwjL’pH hv Boa- r\f o tn Qnf QC 9 “Hliminv” tmml-i in ttm trov Qc tHn\7 mnlrA i i -nm itr a wf

After ftlmncf tii/n vnnrc vniiHe- ^ yvhu chatter and carnon.^. Monoiog Ol ni me upeiiei wim
vmris baSTnSowY wYh the^^^^^^^

the Maxellos picking it up after
girl at a racetrack and girl buying balancing and acrobi

Palace bniln flip nPwlvYeoLned i

®b®®®*j a fir®^s keeps ’em howling. Winds grand piano top, ch

RKO-Missouri Yhpitrp ^Thp ^gang
^"’® turnbling tricks with impresh of Louis Armstrong’s ties for mid-air feats,

from the Palace was
' trumneting of “When Day Is

I Half-oint sized Y'

the most extensive rounds of pub-

TKa U..11J , .* . uveitlll fiirixi, in TV 411 lii. UVVII niJKH. sjsk, iiuvc'itv avt, avivi a aiipnir»i.i\.a i^incnc n'lin a ciionfiv OVPrinntF

amounts
the. patronage ^^rful Guy” is followed by Bea- of a payee to act as a “dummy” touch in the trey as they make

, Lrbon of Mae West Yvonne
with an talwYf IHpYn

^'‘®® Kay impre.sh on /.‘Mention for his ventro bit. It all adds up musical instruments and them- ciavel & Farrar have something
throughout ThP rYrpY

^^"'® '2 f®®.^®®^
J®®*

^®PP®'* by Toman s selvp disappear gracefully. Next.
. ^pw in ballroom dancing, the man

tlon frS, ^ , T ter falling flat. Miss Edwards ex- pipings of Romberg medley for Cook & Brown, Harlem dancers, leading his gal oartners through
out

was .solid through-
; ^ flair for comedy songs nice returns. unloo.se a bag of terp tricks which L„trLtiLs

mrougti

troilne rates encore from her impres- Lott and Joe Anders score with the customers devour.
l ^rtie Dann who always regls-

i^ay^al/ Lved^ th^'^^entert^^^
sion of a tipsy operatic singer. 'Tap umcycle juggling act, manipulat- ^teve Evans registers with his ters .solidly here, gets plenty^^of

merit IpvpI nti, t
and twirh routine pro.iects well, but mg ring.*: and balls. comedy portraits, including his yocks with his zany line of natter

Wdtithls stand!?d Ur ImDAived
J material would help P>«? V' ' The Eriekscns who have^b^^^^^^ ela_ssie druiik aet and_ lively muk- especially his nose business which

pleton.s pre.sent a fast Apache num- ho.se trapeze stunts left the pay-
ber featuring a man and two gals, p^c oicnin?

Larry Flint house band backs
acts neatly. Elic.

blver.sifi.. Kin ..a. .. .. « I^om ‘ ab'^d on“an7thinr he %ays. ' aero stuff to close show. Walk.

fiitt makes the 72 minutefsLm I •'‘Her opening quips. Gags are free
j

- «v««h
*hort session blue-tones and venerate

j

Capilol. WanH.
"Strike Up the Baiid ’’ wUh Nick o®®s ^re cleverly sprinkled in be-

1

Washington, Aug. 17.

f^rances batoning the’ h^se oVch i

tween 1®®^ twists and horseplay
|

VandcrbxltBoys (2),Duvol,Ter-
*?ts « lively pattern fortL the fiddle. Six stnngmen ry Lawlor, Leon Fields; ’’Take One

and HaHowYn the oLriiilg ti*®*® Ha*'*!’® ^^®®®P Y®®®^* False Step” (U>.
*Pot kick off with trio of snannv man's more effective in big house

,

,
—
- * «

terp numbers tko here than recent local cafe stmt. Current Capitol sequence has pressions of trumpet stars Henry
fast tunKf ‘"r p.LhL Hrew heftv kudos on been appropriately dres.sed up by Busse and Clyde McCoy and gen

J'^enies"" nilEdii^r ’ enfran« and applaua! rimUnuUU giving it a nilery for.nat,, with eral clowning with Miss LaPierre'i

hou" rh"! "sl^ge %ar',e,'‘"o1 "v*an''l\u'’r‘fily brings back -L.«. Tribe " Col , aV„r'iV.„,

. W7is„?^"s*,s^e !?
'

"f„^l ^7‘’e“«?ene'^;t*^p”h ! fng*'!!nd‘ UcT^aT^n",o bistro'^ caiegory, nos.aigic n,en,orie_s .wi.h_ his old Bl, Mou.h''

Replete with knife-throwing and
vigorous knockabout, it goes over
solidly.

Most reminiscent of the old days
is the Frank Ros.s-Anita LaPierre
turn in nexl-to-closing. Ross’ im-

xXaiional. l/ville
Louisville. Aug. 12.

Roberta k Mack, The Mahnos,
Lester Oilman, Melba Vick, Larry
k Lynn, Harry liryne, Bntterbeans
& Susie; Tiny Tomale Orch (9);

(Orlrate.— ^ .
*“>'«'"'onn s irameo now. nuu»t- >v<io .w..yv..

_ mntinp r

for their bit off neatlv stine fans and vocalist fractured ®t
3®^^ and an animated bring in the vaudV-hungry Syra- Fast opener is Larry and Lynn,

•nd arinUc ^L®®’ ^®tb l®ves ’®m.
. „ . lamrop wav with her material. Of her cusans. Local orch needed tighten- who work on unicycles of various

tfr° tunY' ®®*^ ftaya Sis- Louis Basi
®®®^‘®®®l„!,ui"!I^ Jour numbers including her en- ing opening day but is grooving it sizes, and garner attention. Femme

also come in for' audience ap- and showback m neat fashion. four numners, intmu
,

g, „ ^ if.,...*:
Provai .. auaience ap-

with their novel dancing Greg. core, biggest approval getter Is a now. Business terrific. Hayd. (Continued on page 56)
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AUGUST 17

Numeral)) In connection with bllle below Indicate openlag day of show
whether full or epIU week

I.etter In pRreiitlieHea indicutefi circuit (KM) Fanchon Marco: (I) Independent;
(1.) l.oeu : (>1> Mono (I*> Furamount; (R) RKO; (H) Stwll; (W) M'amer;

(WR) IVulter Reade

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) II

Tommy Tucker Ore
Golden Gate 4
Nancy Donovan
Toy Sc Win*
Paul Winchell
Jerry Mahoney
Music Hall (I) II

Bettina Dearborn
Chas Lasky
Glenn Burrla
Allyn Si Hodges
Piero Bros
ClilTord Guest
Corps de Ballet
Rookettes
Sym Ore

Palace (R> II
Eddie Garr
FallenberK’e Bears
Robert Sis Sc

White
Philharmonic 3
Jack Powell
(3 to All)

Paramount (P) 17
Tex Beneke Ore
Vic Damone
Cy Reeves
Rudy Cardenas

Roxy (I) If
Sid Caesar
Evelyn Knight

Penny Edwards
Maxellos

Oriental (I) II
George Jessel
Kitty Kallen
Gene Sheldon
Carl Sand Ore

CLEVELAND
Palace (R) II

Edwards Bros
Yvonne Moray
Marvellos
Cook Sc Brown
Steve Evans
Appletons
Ross Sc KaPierre i

Gus Van
DAYTON

Keith's (R) II
Berk & Hallow
Chords
F & K Watson
B Hammond’s Birds
Mack. Russ Si

Owen
Wally Brown
Do’inoff & Raya

Sis
Pat Rooney Sr

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 17

Mayo Bros
Lenny Bruce
Art Lund

VAUDEVILLE IS
BACK!

FOX T:’iFATRE. St. LouisAT
THE

2 .Shown Nightly with Mnts. Only
S:'.' . J'lin. nnd Ilolo.

F&M STAGESHOWS Inc.

'"hZUST doc HOWE
Aftillaten-—Chicago. Saattla. Los An-
geles. Atlanta, Boston. Toronto, Phila-

delphia, London, Paris, Buanos Alras.

Pitchmen
Carol Lynne
Arnold Shoda
Norman Young
Audrey Doarden

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome (I) II

D Contino Show
State (I) 11-70

S Ic T Valentine
Betty Moore
Steve Harris
Ferdin.in ' A Jerry

31-74
George Winston
Rio St Rogers
Bill Mahoney
Slaym.m Ali Trp

BOSTON
Keith's (R) II

Jesse, James Sc

Cornell
Boris Patts & Mrs.

Waterfall
Jack Leomrd
Kim Yen Soo Co
Grace Drysdale
Fontaines
Rochelle St Beebe
Proskee's Timers

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 1f-71

Ed. Mack &
Lorraine

Phyllis Willis
Stewart Sc Barbour
Roy Benson
Lane Si Cr.iwford

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 17

g
illy Eck.stine
enny Youngman

Laurette & Clymas
DeCastro Sis
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) II

' Arthur La Fleur
I
C Fredericks Co
Sonny Sparks
Dior Dancers Ji

Joy
ROCHESTER
Loow (L) II

4 Step Bros
4 Macks
Connie Haines
Artie Dann

I
Frankie Laine

ST LOUIS
Fox (FM) II

Gaynor & Ross
;
L & S Willis
O’Donnell & Blair

' 4 Cardovas
R Wyse Jr A B

I
Womack

i
Ben Berry
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) II

Tommy Lovelli
I Paddy Page
: Dean Murphy
! Peggy Taylor
I

Howard (It If

I

Duke EUlin^^ton O
Howell Sc Bowser

I Peck Sc Peck
CANADA

EAST HAMPTON
Cranada (I) IS

3 Spots
Ramon Sinclair
Hamiltons
3 Gcorgys

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) if

Jack Anthony
Robert WilsonMAH Nesbitt*
J Bllllnga A
Diana

MacKenzia Raid
A Dorothy

Bond Rowell
F A L Preston
Bertha Ricardo
M Henderson
.Sam Kemp
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) IS
Andre 2 A Sandra
Carl Brlsson
Peter Raynor
Scott Sanders
Grafton Sis A
Jacques

Boy Foy
Don Philippe A
Marta
GLASGOW

Empire (M> 11IAS Davis
Pearl Bailey
Valmar 3
Harry Parry 0
David Poole ‘

Harold Barnes
Walter Niblo
Doc Marcus
Jack Stanford

HACKNEY
' Empire (S) IS
Peter Lorre
Edric Connor
Eddie Leroy
Freda Wyn
Chas Hague
Craig A Voyla
Bill Burke
Godfrey A Kerby

I

LEEDS
Empire (M> IS

Francoise Flore
Jack Hunter
Raymond Girerd
Angela Page

• Claude Rixio
I

Helen Crerar
Vwian et Ta.ssl
Trois De Millea

I
LEICESTER

Palace (S) IS
I
Jimmy Edwarda

I

Freddie Frinton
Joyce Golding
St Clair A Day
Renee Fiat A
Naudy

Toros A Reach
Finlay Bros
Heather Furnell
rillcr <;irls

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 15

Konyots
Allan Jones
Irene Hervey
Harry Worth
Ladd Lyon
MacDonald A
Graham

Wilson Keppel A
Betty

i Bunny Doyle
I
Donald B Stuart

Woodward
Joe King
Bega 3

NlWCASTLI
mpira (M) 15

Frogmen
Australian Air
Acaa

Charlh Indra
Alien Bros A
June

Plat Van Brechta
Kafka Co
Garry Leader

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) IS
Cyril Dowler
Lynton Boys
Lane Holly 3

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (Mt IS

Marie DeVere 3
Delta Rhythm Boys
Bob Bemand’s

Birds
A C Astor
Percy Rich A Eva
Baro A Rogers
Bob Grey
Joe Black
Cromwells

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 15

Tommy Fields
Ethel Manners
3 Salvaduris
Cherokees
Drage Vivian A

Irene
Prl.sky Nelson
Arthur Worsley

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) IS

Marie I.loyd Jr
Harry Tate Jr
Theo Lambert
Chris Worlman
Olive Dale
Kilty Gillows
Steve Daniels Co
Daniels A Dale
6 Victorian

Belles
Walter Jackson
Rexanos

SHEFFIELD
Empire <M) IS

Del Monico Dners
Dr Crock A
Crackpots

D Gray Co
Jane
Martell SisSAM Harrisoa
Arthur Dowler
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 15

Issy Bonn
Wacky Boyd
Darly Co
Merreaux A

Lilliane
Nobertl
Mickey Ressel
Hamiltons

SWANSEA
Empire (M) IS

Les Valettos
S Smith Bros
Malcia

Natal Taft
Vincant Lopes Ore

Iceland
Danny Lewis
Harlan Dixon
Eddie Nelson
Harry Forrest
Parry Mayo
Morris Lloyd
Lina
Jack Palmar Ora

Latin Quarter
Sonny Skylar
Joey Bishop
Paysaes
Rowena RoUlna
Don Saxon
Art Waner O
B Harlow Ore

La Coa Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack Towne Ore

Lean A Iddla'a
Alan King
Rita A Allen
Ray Alton
Johnny Crawford
Jane Abel
Bella Smaro
Art Waner Ore

Bob McMenlman
John Silver
Gloria Manninf
A1 Cooper Ore

Old Roumanlin
Sadie Banks
Bob Fltsgarald
Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman
Joanna ITorlo
Joe LaPorta Ort
D'AqulU Oro

Penthouse
Eve Young
Noble A lUnC
Kurt Meier

Riviera
Harry Richman
Martha Raya
Vic A Adio
Yost Guardsmen
Catallno Ore
Waltei Nye Ore

Savannah
Annabelle Hill
Arleigh Paterson
Jimmy Lewis
Manhattan Paul
The Blenders

MAXELLOS
Now

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO
2 WEEKS
Booked by

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Bldg., Suita 902 - JUdsan A4345

a budget of upwards of $1,000,000,
of which around 45% represents
dollar payments by Rose per-
sonally in the U. S. to the star,

scripter and associate producer,
Joan Harrison. None of the
finance was put up by Warners,
but between 15 and 20% came
from the National Film Finance
Corp. Any profits on the film will

be retained in sterling and will

not be subject to convertibility.

Likewise, U. S. earnings will not
go into the pool for an equivalent
transfer of sterling from Britain
to America, but will be used to
cover the dollar outlay incurred by
Rose.

Aim of Coronado is to make
around three pix annually in

Britain, and a studio deal with
Rank for the use of the Denham
outfit is being discussed. If the
program can be upped to four a
year. Rose would be able to take
a permanent lease on one of the
more modest outfits.

Macombo
Jerry Bergen
Sandy Locke
Jack Prince
Leonne H.-tll

Joanne Jordan
Dave Rogers
Gordon Andrew!
Johnny Nazzari
No 1 PIfth Avo

Loul.se Howard
Downey A Fonvillc
Hazel Webstet

I Jack Cassidy

j

Old Knick
I

Gene Barry
I
Paul Killlam
Gloria Leachman

Shotsie Davia
Andre A Dortheo
Tini Benson
Lucille Dixon Ore

Vorsailios
Romolo De Spirito
Bob Grant uri
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Bob Scott
Mary Ellen 4
Abbey Albert Ore
Village Vanguard
Mary Lou Williams
J C Heard 3

Waldorf-Astoria
Freddy Martin Ore
Misc'ha Borr Ore

‘Brainy’ Bestsellers
Continued from page S

CHICAGO

DOROTHY DONEGAN
Now

CAFE SOCIETY, NEW YORK
4 WEEKS
Booked by

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Bldg., Suit# 902 - JUdson 4-3345

Blackhawh
A1 Trace Ore
Jackie Van
Bob Vincent

Chez Paroe
Jackie Miles
Betty Reilly
Adorable.s (10)
Cee Davidson Ore
Anita Martell
Betty Bruce
Lino Rhumba Ore

Helsings
A1 Morgan
Nancy Wright
Adrianno l.orainc
Lenny Colyer

: Billy Chandler Ore
t'-tel »»•-

i B.;.ty Jane Watson
j

.loc !$’

I

Jerry Austen
I Johnny >.;ewer O
H Edoewater Beam

: Eddy Howard Ore
, Mui-ianno ''edele

I
B air A Jean

;

D Hild D-ncers
I Yo«i< dors
Betty Gray 3

Hotel Stevens
"Skating Circus'

Betty Atkinson
Charles Hain
Wonder Wheelers
Hrinckmann Sis.
Skating Blvdear*
Charles A Luclilo
Jack RafTloer
Jerry Mapes
G A B Du Ray
Gloria Bondy
Buddy Rust

Palmer House
Liberace
Modernaires
Artini, A Consuelo
M Abbott 'Dors

I Eddie O’Neal Ore
Sherman Hotel

Harry Hall
Bill Snyder Ore
"Salute to Rodgerf
A Hanimerstein"

Honey Dreamers
Ralph Sterling
Kenneth Mackenzie
Du.sty Worrall

Vine Cardens
Lind Bros (3>

Mickey Sharp
Veima Sherry
Mel Cole Oro
Pancho Ore

Ayem Stars
Continued from page 1

BRITAIN
ASTON

Hippodrome (I) 15

Primo Scala Bd
Collins A Brett
Scott A Foster
Tommy Mitchell
Jimmy Robins
I/lnares
Dennis L-*wes

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 15
Bobby D‘<vls
Atlas A Plppl
Bob Andrews
Mu.shle
A1 f’arthy
C Warren A Jean
John Vreec Co
Pelletier Co
Elroy.
Joan Rhodes

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) is
Albert Grant
Renee Becke
Fred Hugh

Zeno Dell
Albert Barland
Opera House (I) 15
Charlie Chester Co
Andreas
Casavecchia
Henry l.ytton
France Clery
Shiela Matthews
Halama A Konurski
Tiller Girls
Midsummer Lovlies
Corps de BalletGAB Bernard

Palace (I) is
Borrah Minevitcli

' Harmonica Rascals
I Johnny Piileo
i
Bunty SI Clare

I

Gold A Cordell
Jose Moreno Co

I Sirdani
I
Victor .Sea forth
Silvas

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 15
Deep River Boys

MAYO BROS.
Now

OLYMPIA, MIAMI
Booked by

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Bldg., Suit* 902 — JUdsen 6-3345

LONDON
Palladium (Ml IS

' George Burns
Gracie Allen
Ben Blue
Ben Yost Co
I^’rank Marlowe

' 3 Rudells
I
Count LeRoy

I

Jean Jack A
Judy

B'l'y Foy
Alan ciive
Skyrockets Ore

Stoll (S) 15
(!ecilia CoUedge
Rifh.jrd Herne
’I'ed Ray

I B A A Pearson
Kitty Bluett

,
Kermond Bros

1 Jeanne Sook
Ted Roman
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S> IS
i Frances Langford
Jon Hell
CJeof A Moroney
Pierre Bel

I

l.es Alyxons
‘'Marshall A Lena

,

Morris A Cowley
Clias Anca.ster

I

W Latoiia A
Sparks

Jor.iison Clark
Marie Louise Sc

C'narle.s
VICTORIA

Palace *(M) IS
Nervo A Knox
Bud Flanagan
•Nau/'Lion A Gold
Radio Revellers
WOLFHAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 15
Larry Adler
Kidd A June
Jimmy Lyons
Bobby Worth
Hope A Kay
Les Mnllaharis
Nat Hope
Marga Rita

.bar Itcina
YORK

Empire (I) IS
Jack Lewis
’Tommy Rose
Sonny Dawkes
Ken Ryan
Melody 6
Arthur Knotto

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

RADFORD
Alhambra (M) 15

Harvard!
Ronnie Ronalde
Bartlett A Dukea
Jean Adrienne
Eddie Lealle
Olga Varona
Oaaton Palmer
S Gordon A Nancy
Reg Bolton

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 15

Lee Brooklyn
Mike Howe
Frank Formsby
4 O’Keefe Sia
N A V Munroe
PDigy stone

BLACKPOOL
Grand (I) 15

Donald Peera
Billy Rusacll
Robert Lamouret
Norman Wladom
Ernest Arntley
Gloria Day
John Pygram
Wendy Brandon

J Crisp A JUl
Anona Winn
Melville A Rekar
Suzette Tarrl
Richman A Jackson
2 Kemmya
Benson Dulay
Olgo

CHATHAM
Empire (S) IS

,

Albert Burdon
Karina

' Kay Sothern
I

Frank Worth
Vadio A Hertz
Willie Clark
Freda Barrie
Winnie Silver

CHISWICK
Empire (S) IS

Monte Rey
Bobby May
Harold Berens
Canfield Smith
Hal Menken
Georges A
Lennettc

Wallabies
Slim Rhyder

Blue Angel
Roger Price
Josephine Premice
Stan Freeman
Irene Williams
Chitiison 3

Bop City
C Ventura Ore
Count Basie Ore

j

Bunny Briggs

j

Car# Society
Dorothy Donegan
Coleman Hawkins
LewL A White
Mill iia L. liarp

Copac&nane
Romo Vincent
Edwards A Diane
Mindy Carson
Ramona Lange .

Penny Carroll
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore
Diamond Horiethee
Jay Mar.shall
Jack Gan.sert
Billy Banks
Choral Sextet
H Sandler Ore
Alvarez Mera
Juenger Ballet Liae

El Chice
Roslta Rios
Dainiron A
Chapuseaua

Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracherot
Vizcaino Ore

Havana-Madrid
' Bob A Larry J.e.lu
Raquel A Rolando

I Sacasa.s Ore
Pancho Ore

;

Hotel AmbatMder
Jules Lande Ore

I

Hotel Astor
I

Xavier Cugat Ore
1
Bill .McCune Ore

Hotel Biltmore
' Don Re.',tor Ore
I Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison
Lee Crane Ore

Hotel PlazB
I Nicolas Matthey Or
Payson Re Orc
Hotel Roosevei*

N Rrandwynne Orc
Hotel St Regis

Laszio A Pepiti.
M ShaH Orc

Hotel Statler
Henry Bu.sse Ore

Amechc in a late afternoon pro-

gram, which ended disastrously.

ABC, which once led the morn-

I

ing Hooper sweepstakes with Tom

]

Breneman’s “Breakfa.st in Holly-

wood.” feels it has a potential rat-

ing puller in Buddy Rogers and
auditioned him for a cross-the-

board show last weekend.

I
Garry Moore gets a Columbia

five-times-a-week morning spread
with a format somewhat similar to
his old “Club Matinee.”

^
NBC is similarly excited about

Eddie Albert’s potentialities as a
morning star and is assigning a
crack staff to. his upcoming pro-
gram. Thinking behind, the Albert
show is that in the auditions he
has revealed him.sclf as a potential
Don Mc.Neil. Format will have a
gal warbler, a small musical combo
and an occasional guest. Hal Block
is writing material, with Albert
contributing. NBC will tape the
show for a while to iron out kinks
and it may be released to only a
limited network at first, with the
N. Y. outlet omitted, until test
period is over.

DiMaggio, already inked to a
spon.sorship deal (M & M Candy*,
goes to bat Saturday mornings on
CBS starting Sept. 17.

tempted economy the studios pre-

I
fer to stay away from them.

I
Speaking of economy, the fact

' that a best-seller of any kind still

represents a costly investment is

another item that reduces interest

in such books. Story eds maintain,

however, that if there were any-

thing really hot on the list, costly

or not. it would find a sale. They
point to the $285,000 plus percent-

age that Paramount just gave for

Sidney Kinsley’s legit hit, ‘‘Detec-
tive Story,” to prove that price is

no deterrent if the property is

really there.

The trio of be.st-sellers that are
currently owned by Hollywood are
“Father of the Bride,” by Ed
Streeter, which Metro holds,
“Cheaper by the Dozen,” by Frank
B. Gilbreth and Ernestine Gilbreth
Carey, which 20th-Fox has, and
“The Fighting Bulls,” by Tom Lea,
owned by indie Robert Rossen.

Here are some of the other books
that have been on the best-seller
list for respectable periods of time
and the reason for lack of inter-
est in their film potentialities; J.

P. Marquand’s "Point of No Re-
turn”—so genteely satiric it has no
mass appeal; resemble;^ “George
Aplcy,” which 20th-Fox found a
singularly unsuccessful picture.
Thomas Merton’s “Seven Storey
Mountain”—too spiritual in qual-
ity; an ode.ssy about a mona.stery.

George Orwell’s “1984”—too
cerebral and terrifying, showing
the future in an imaginary
“thought control” state. Lloyd
Douglas’ “Big Fi.sherman”—a reli-
gious subject that would make a
questionable film and be veiy ex-
pensive to produce. Frank Yerby’s
“Pride’s Castle”—a costume piece
and n.s.h. anyway. Walter Van Til-
burg Clark’s “Track of the Cat’’—
a definite picture possibility about
a panther chase if the symbolism
were forgotten.

Philip Wylie's “Opus 21”—com-
pletely cerebral. Van Wyck Ma-
son s “Cutlass Empire”—costume.
James Street and James Childers’
“Tomorrow We Reap”—co.stume,
in addition to. whicli the time span
i.s very long, making the produc-
tion expensive.

House Reviews
MB CoBtimiad froin page 55

National, l/vllle
is a stunning blonde, while partner
embellishes stunts with juggiinS
and magico for nice returns *

Melba Vick has a sturdy pair nt
pipes which she u.ses to advantaS
on “I’m Doin’ All Right For !
Mountain Gal,” “How Ya GonnIKeep ’Em Down on the Farm*
“Can’t Get a Man With a

Some classy harmonica plavina
IS dished out by Harry Bryne in
the next spot. Guy has a dignified
approach, and uses various-sized
instruments to give neat internrp
tatlon to “12th Street Rag.” “piJssv
Cat Song” and Ravel’s “Bolero”
Had the customers participate in
a hand-clapping bit on a South
American medley, and olTed to
nice mitting.
The Malinos have a neat routine

of balancing. Male uses balls and
rollers, on which he balanc'es on a
flat plane, mounted on a table. It’s

;

rather tame, but demonstrates a
: certain type of skill w hich goes
I over better in clubs or cafes
i

Slick puppeteer is Lester Oh-
j

man. who works w’ith the figures

I

on a blacked out platform. Uses
dancing characters, etc., and tops

I

his efforts off with a replica of

I

himself, in the shape of a large-
sized puppet working the strings

;

on a small figure. It’s a neat touch,

I

and earns him a solid hand.
I Roberta and Mack, aero mixed

^

team, have some .standard stuff,
but get best response when they
bring on their 4-year-old daugh-
ter. Roberta. Jr. Gal is a cute
trick, and audience loved her.

I

Daddy’s forward somersault and
full twist was topper for the mixed
pair.

I
Closer, Negro team of Butter-

beans & Susie, wearing gaudy
I clothes, and femme member vocals
while partner makes w ith comic in-

terpolations. Their comedy is loud
and bol.s^erou*!. but registers for •

I

high decibel on the laugh meter,
I Biz was good at last show Friday
(12) Wied.

Thoairo Aiix Eloiles
(CANNES)

Cannes, Aug. 9.

Edith Piaf is in the midst of a

successful Riviera concert tour.

! Last night the dynamic songstress
' received a rousing ovation from the

I international crowd at Cannes. She
I played at the Theatre Aux Etoiles,

a makeshift outdoor auditorium
with moveable seats.

She was preceded by four rather

:
ordinary variety acts, which might

I have been pleasing in an Intime

club but lost their effect in the

I

auditorium. One act had some

I

freshness. It consi.sted of two lads

mouthing to record playbacks.

Their timing on a Spike Jones|

disk, and a Danny Kaye-Andrews’
Sisters disk had some hilarious mo-
ments.
Then came Piaf and she imme-

diately took possession of the au-

dience. and her throaty warbling

kept them screaming for more. She

j

did her repertoire of serio-comic

1 songs, and created some spine-

;
tingling moments in her interpre-

tation of a woman driven mad by

malicious friends when jilted

by her lover. Slie has ereat stage

pre.sence. and her bodily move-

ments and stance play an impor-

tant part in her delivery. Her meas-

ured entrances and exits hiPh'iglit

the mood of her .songs. Mask.

Dollar Payments
Continued from page 5

program is now being made at
Teddington Studios, with Robert
Montgomery as star and director.
It’s currently in its fourth week
of production, and is already three
and a half days ahead of schedule.
Warner Bros, is distributing in the
United Kingdom, and Ro.se is plan-
ning to discu.ss U. S. and South
American release during hi.s forth-
coming visit.

The Montgomery pic, entitled
”\our Witness,” is being made on

Story Buys Herald Par’s

Production Increase
Hollywood, Aug. 16.

Recent story purchases by Para-
rnount indicate increa.sed produc-
tion in 19,50. During the first seven
months of this year the studio
bought a total of 16 yarns, com-
pared with six during the corre-
sponding period this year.

Properties include Gene Fowler’s
Father Goo.se.” Sidney Kingsley’s
Detective Story.” Dwight Taylor’s
Mr and Mrs. Anonymous,” Mitch-

ell Wil.son’s “Olympus.” Stephen
Benet’s “Famous,” Thomas

Walsh s “Nightmare in Manhattan.”
Walt Grove’s "Old Man in a Fast
World,” Horace McCoy’s “Walk
Three Steps Down.” Harry Rogers’
Saved by a Petticoat.” Harold

Shumate’s “The Kentuckian” and
Lionel Houser’s “Heart to Heart.”
In addition, Hal Wallis has bought
Larry Marcus’ “No Escape,”
Jacques Repas’ “The Girl from the
Folies Bergere” and the Fred
Finklehoffe - Sid Silvers original,
‘The Stooge.” while Pine-Thomas
acquired Lewis R. Foster’s news-
paper yam, “The Voice of Stephen
Wilder.”

Paris Fashions
Contiiiiied from p.ice 2

Paris, did not miss a showing.

I

Maria Monte/ always created a stir

I as she walked in followed by five

or six admirers. Annabella. Mad^
leinc Carroll, Mrs. Byron Foy and

Mrs. Randolph Hear.st were the

most faithful audience. As for the

' staffs of Harper’s Bazaar, Vogue,

Mademoiselle, the New York

Times, etc., even though they had

on their be.st decollete numbers,

they looked more like obedient

schoolgirls scribbling away m
shabby old notebooks.

' Dior’s tw'o main themes are the

"Windmill” and the “Scissors-

i The fabric Is either folded oyer

I like windmill vanes or cros.sed Ukv

scis.sors. He shows both slim an

full skirts, immense shepherd coats

made of rustic fleece, suits ma

of men’s fabrics, shoulders w
without padding. His greatest s

cess Is the short, tight, n
' evening gown. It comes in

colors, In all fabrics. It Is the

;

^lem of the 1950 woman: free anu

easy going.
«.d.

American buyers are -

I
They have 48 hours to make uk

' their minds .
.‘ . by then the fate

the 1950 American woman wiu

known.
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ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD B’WAY
^

> — ——

Gidld Again Fmancng Four Shows
|
COIN LACK MIRES [Par Gets Slice m Ihree Upcoming

In Single Block for 20(IC Total
; |||[y||p|](|||||CTIRWSl

B’way Musicals Via Pix Rights Ai^le
The Theatre

nanclng four of its scheduled pro-

ductions this season in a single

block, for a total of $200,000. The

ghows and their individual budgets

are “Good Housekeeping,” the

Helen Hayes starrer, $40,000;

*'Hilda Crane,” Samson Raphael-

gon comedy for which Margaret
Sullavan is sought, $45,000; “Out
of the Dust,” Lynn Riggs drama,
$45,000, and the Katharine Hep-
bum revival of “As You Like It,”

$70,000.

Backers will have 1% in all four

shows for $4,000 and. as usual with
Guild productions, there is provi-

sion 'for unlimited overcall. Un-
derstood that the $200,000 is vir-

tually all subscribed.

Guild production of the musical,
“Pursuit of Happiness,” being fi-

nanced separately at $200,000, is

reportedly all subscribed. Half the
amount is being put up by An-
thony B. Farrell, the upstate in-

dustrialist who sank a fortufie the
last two seasons in backing his

own shows. Terms for this deal
are said to be standard for lim-
ited partnership investment, with
Farrell entitled to 25% of the prof-
its for his $100,000.

Although he will have associate
producer billing, Farrell will re-
portedly have no production
authority. However, as the musi-
cal will probably play his Hellinger
theatre, the deal gives him equal
say as to closing.

The four Guild shows financed
as a block, for a total of $150,000,
last season w-ere “Set My People
Free,” “The Silver Whistle.”
“Make Way for Lucia” and “My
Name Is Aquilon,” Only “Silver”
was a success, paying approxi-
mately $50,000 return on its $38,-
000 investment.

Chatham, N.Y., Operator

Sets Fall Hyatts^e, Md.,

Stock; Wins $2,092 Suit

Albany, Aug. 16.

Donald Wolin, one of the opera-
tors of the Crandell theatre sum-
mer stock company which recently
closed in Chatham, N. Y., will be-
gin a season in Hyattsville, Md.,
In October.

It’s reported that Dean Good-
man held an option on the Mary-
land spot, but let it expire.*

Wolin’s Default Win
Donald Wolin won $2,092 default

judgment in New York last week
from the National Repertory Thea-
tre, which Dean Goodman had
fanned to open last spring in
Washington. The money repre-
sented a loan to Goodman, who
Wtil recently was as.sociated with
Wolin in the operation of the
Chatham strawhat. Goodman has
since gone to the Coast.

Wittenberg, Carrington and
Mrnsworth were attorneys for
Wolin in the suit against Good-
man.

Attention Murtagh
Johannesburg, Aug. 9.

After only 14 people turned
up the first night to see the
South African National Thea-
tre Co. when it played Roode-
poort, small town near Johan-
nesburg, members of show
went from door to door hand-
ing out free pa«^ses to insure
better audience ihe following
night. Result was packed
house. Many of audience, how-
ever. gave donations to com-
pany after show.
Play was “The Glass Mena-

gerie.” »

Baron Resumes

Prepping ‘B way
Active preparations for produc-

tion of the new edition of "45

j

Minutes from Broadway” this sea-
son have been resumed by Milton
Baron. As company manager of

;

“Miss Liberty,” he has been too
busy the last several months to

' work on the George M. Cohan
show. But now that the Irving Ber-

;

lin-Robert E. Sherwood musical is

,
established at the Imperial, N. Y„

' Baron can again devote his atten-
[tion to “45 Minutes.”

I

After several unsuccessful at-

[

tempts to get a suitable book, Bar-
on has definitely settled on a ver-
sion prepared by George Oppen-
heimer, who is now working on
minor revisions. There is no pos-
sibility of meeting the Oct. 1 op-
tion date on the property, but
Baron expects to be able to re-

new it without difficulty. Ha ex-

pects the production to cost about
$150,000-$175,000. Jerome Robbins
will probably do the dances, but
Robert Lewis is no longer in line

to direct.

Seven unpublished Cohan songs
to be used in the new show are
“That Old Love Interest Has Got
to Be There,” “Life Is Like a

Musical Comedy,” “One of the Cal-

lahan Girls,” “There’s a Play in

My Heart,” "An Old Guy Like Me
and a Young Girl Like You” and
“Musical Comedy Man.” In addi-

tion, “The Shoes that Hurt,” which
Cohan wrote for himself and the

late Sam H. Harris to do at a

Friars Frolic, may be used. Also

possibilities are “Harrigan,” from
Cohan’s show. “50 Miles from Bos-

ton,” and “I Want You,” from his

"Talk of New York.”
Songs to be retained from the

original “45 Minutes” are: “Mary’s

a Grand Old Name,” “So Long,

Mary,” “I Want to Be a Popular

Millionaire” and the title number.

By HOBE MORRISON

Scarcity of financing, a perennial
difficulty at this time of year, is

[

delaying the unprecedented num-
ber of Broadway’s scheduled fall

productions. Situation has become
so acute that in a number of ca.ses

managements more or less frankly
admit their inability to get back-
ing, instead of blaming postpone-
ments on “ca.sting difficulties,”

“script trouble” and such tradition-
al chestnuts.
Only about a dozen of the “defi-

nite” fall prospects are known to
be completely financed. But .sev-

eral established managements are i

reportedly still beating the bushes
|

for backers for productions which
are mostly ca.st and for which spe-

!

cific rehearsal dates are set. Cer-

!

tain shows, now fully subscribed,
[

required voice-exhausting persua-
sion by the producer, as well as
endless “auditions,” to scare up all

the coin.

Among the new presentations
for which the ante is in the pro-
ducer’s coffers are Maurice Evans’
“Double Bill,” George Abbott’s
“Touch and Go,” the Kermit
Bloomgarden-Gilbert Miller “Mont-
serrat,” six Theatre Guild enter-
prises, headed by “I Know My
Love,” the Playwrights’ Co. “Lost
in the Stars,” and Katharine Cor-
nell’s “That Woman.” Most of the
other announced projects, even
seemingly sure items by name man-
agements, are mired by lack of
wherewithal.

Several factors complicate the
already tough situation. One is

that, with general business at a
dog-trot, “risk capital” is abnormal-
ly elusive. The' second is that, with
production costs so high, a king-

size stake is necessary to put on
even a one-set straight play. At
the same time, there’s a rage for

musicals, legit’s cash-consuming
and doubtful-payoff champs.

Ciinroll Wants Support

BERLE 30G ANGEL FOR

NEW COAST MUSICAL
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Ray Golden and William Katzcll

will .soon get underway with “Alive

and Kicking,” mu.sical they intend

r Ml f
produce here for ultimate

rnr RiPP C *rnilnrP11 Broadway appearance. Milton Bcrle
I UI UILC 5 I/IEUUICU digging down

for $30,000. figure that is supposed

to represent one-seventh of the

total investment.
(iolden and Katzell hope to get

Bert LahT for the lead. Ca.sting has

.started, with Leighton Brill and

Bill Trinz handling that end.

St. Paul Feelings Soothed

As ‘FinianV Books Twin

Cities on Return Visit

Minneapolis, Aug. 16,

“Finian’s Rainbow” is coming
back to the Twin Cities and this

time will play St. Paul as well as

Minneapolis.
Its action last season in confining

its Twin City engagement exclu-

sively to Minneapolis, where it

played a week, caused the ‘usual

umbrage in St. Paul, where news-
papers refused to accept its ads or

give it publicity. In making Min-
neapolis its only Twin City stand,

it was doing the same as “Annie
Get Your Gun” and “High Button
Shoes” also did last season, and the

same as some other attractions

have done in previous .sea.sons. St.

Paul also turned thumbs down on
ads and publicity for those shows.

The first big musical to hit here

this season, “Brigadoon.” plays

both Minneapolis and St. Paul next

month. St. Paul’s mayor last sea-

son protested to the United Book-

ing Office against the booking of

shows exclusively in Minneapolis.

The Worm Turns
Minneapolis, Aug. 16.

Minneapolis Star had Don
Stolz, stage director and actor
of the Old Log strawhatter, re-

view “The Front Page” be-
cause John K. Sherman, its

regular drama editor and
critic, was acting a role in it.

Stolz started off his review
thusly: “In the production of

‘The Front Page’ at the Old
Log theatre, it is simple to

know where first to praise.

Don Stolz. The role of Flarl

Williams, as played by Don
Stolz, is beautifully conceived
and inconceivably beautiful in

its performance.” He dis-

missed Sherman with: “Also in

the cast was John K. Sher-
man,”

lesser Likely To

Start Ballet War
What looks like another ballet

war shaping up for Broadway is

announcement that Arthur Lesser
is planning to present the Ballet de
Paris in N. Y. this fall, in associa-

tion with the Shuberts. T.esrer,

now in Paris, is dickering with Ro-
’

land Petit, the ballet’s director,

for a Broadway sea.son starting
Oct. 10 at an as yet undesignated
theatre.

Sol Hurok is importing the Sad-
ler’s Wells Ballet of London for a
four-week season at the N, Y. Met,
starting Oct. 9. Joint presentation
of the two foreign companies is

reminiscent of Ballet Theatre and
Ballet Russe simultaneous engage-

1

ments in N. Y. in recent seasons,
with detrimental boxoffice results. I

I

Lesser is due in N Y.. Sept. 1.
'

He had been reported on the outs
with the Shuberts following flop of
his “Along Fifth Avenue” revue,
but this has been patched up. it’s

reported. Both Lee and J. J. Shu-
bert are said to be interested in

the Les.scr ballet project. Lesser
is also understood to have reached

^

an agreement with the Govern-

'

ment on his tax troubles in connec-
tion with “Along Fifth Avenue.”

j

.
Afhdcleine Carroll, being sought
Elmer Rice for a starring role

*0 the Playwrights’ Co. production
M Jus “Not for Children,” is re-
^nedly insisting that a name

also be cast for the male
jwd. Actre.ss is said to feel that

unconventional play
ould have proven performance

In the leads, and that she
have support in that cate-

•Y as well as in boxoffice draw.
Rathbone was offered the

oth*
l^nt turned it down, and

being .sought.
Carroll’s availability may be

bvS
nn the tour of “Good-

0
^’ Fancy.” in which she

Boston. She’s
Fay Kanin

through next January.

Rich Preps Road ‘Sky’
' Clinton. N. J.. Aug. 16.

Eddie Rich w'ill shutter his Cli*

tort Music Hall Saturday (20) wit

the final performance of “Tobacct

Road.”
Rich said he is shuttering to

nrepare a company of ‘ Light Up

the Sky” which he will take on th*'

road in the early fall. The Music

Hall, now in its fourth season as

ia strawhat, opened June 26.

Kaufman Chores Strictly

Limited to ‘Dulcy’ Assist

New Hope, Pa., Aug. 16,

George S. Kaufman, who is

providing a partial assist to Charles

Gavnor on the latter’s musical

adaptation of “Dulcy,” the Kauf-

man-Marc Connelly legit click of

1921, denies reports that he is also

working on a new comedy of his

own. Author-director’s la.stsolo play

was “The Butter and Egg Man,”

in 192.5. Gaynor. who is doing the

book, score and lyrics for the mu.si-

cal “Dulcy.” is the sole author of

the current Broadway revue, “Lend

an Ear.”
Although he has talked to sev-

eral different authors about pos-

,'iible collaboration projects. Kauf-

man insists he has nothing definite

slated. He has no directorial

assignments, either, he says.

MUCH ADO IN D.C. ABOUT

‘ON TOWN’ CUSS WORD
Washington, Aug. 16.

The District of Columbia needs
a censorship board “qualified to

determine what is harmful to pub-
lic morals,” it was declared last

week after officials forced the
deletion of several lines from “On
the Town.” Censors to worry
about plays, motion pictures,
dances, etc., 'would be something
new for Washington and amu.se-
ment circles hope that no such
situation is foisted on them. The
suggestion came from Assistant
Corporation Council Clark F. King.
The management of Mcridan

Hill open air theatre was warned
to delete the line “too G dam !

big” about dinosaur tracks from
the museum of natural history
scene in “On the Town.” Next
night, when the line remained in,

Toney Matthews, the actor who
spoke them, was arrested im-
mediately after the .scene. Hauled
off to a police station, he posted
a $25 bond and got back in time
for the next act. Next day, after
the line and several others had
•been amended, the bond was re-
funded and charges dropped.

Paramount will have an interest
in the film rights of three forth-
coming Broadway musicals. ' In
each case the studio’s slice will
stem from its ownership of the
screen rights to some of the origi-
nal material on which the show
will be based. Terms of the three
deals will vary.

The shows involved are “The
Pursuit of Happiness,” the Theatre
Guild's mu.sical version of the
Lawrence Langner-Armina Mar-
shall comedy; “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” Herman Levin-Oliver
Smith tune edition of the old Anita
Loos comedy, and^ “Guys and
Dolls,” Ernest M'rtin-Cy Feuer
musical based on Damon Runyon
cliaracters and stories.

In the case of “Happiness,” the
studio is tossing in Rs film rights
to the original play for a one-third
share in the rights to the musical
adaptation. In the case of
“Blondes,” more or '*ss the same
setup exists, except that Par’s
slice of the musical rights will be
a bit less than one-third. Reduced
cut will al.so anp’y to “Guys and
Dolls,” in which the company will
participate via its ownership of
one of Runyon’s sho-t stories, "The
Idyl of Sara Brown.” part of which
will be used in the show. Inci-
dentally, “Idyl” was never filmed.
Somewhat sim lar setup applied

in tlie case of “(' uousel,” for
which 20th-Fox toss d in its screen
rights to “Liliom.” the Ferenc Mol-
nar play that Richard KeJgers and
0.scar Hammerstein. 2d, used as
the basi.s for their Theatre Guild
musical. The comnany got 30%
of the show’s film rights in return.
However, in that instance, the stu-
dio’s contribution has not paid off,

since Rodgers and Hammerstein,
in accord with their regu’ar policy,
have refused to .sell “Carousel” to
pictures.

Goldwyn’s Turndown
Samuel Goldwyn recently turned

down a like proposition for Cheryl
Crawford’s production of the musi-
cal edition of “The Little F'oxes,’*

for which Marc Blitztein has writ-
ten the .score. He made a film
version of the Lillian Heilman
original some years ago, and still

owns the screen rights.

Another such refusal was re-
cently made by Sir Alexander
Korda, wiio is planning a film
based on Alan Baton’s “Cry, the
Beloved Country.” In that in-

stance, Maxwell Anderson and
Kurt Weill, whose stage adaptation
is about to be done by the^ Play-
wrights’ Co., wanted the filrn pro-
ducer to toss in the screen rights
to the novel in return for a shar*
of the rights to the legit version.
When Korda refused, Anderson
and Weill retitled tlieir play “Lost
in the Stars.”

Skinner’s Gab Reprise '

Olney, Md.. .\ug. 16.

Richard Skinner will repeat his

course on summer theatre and
management for the American
Theatre Wing in N. Y. beginning
Sept. 16. In order to fulfill the
leaching commitment. Skinner will

commute to New Yo**k weekly un-
til the season ends at Olney thea-

tre here, where he’s co-producer. »

Jelin Estate Socked For

$2,767 Judgment; $670

Default Nick vs. Boltons
Harold Stehle, who was asso-

ciated with the late Max Jelin In

the operation of the Belasco, N. Y.,

won a judgment for $2,767 by de-
fault last week from Jelin’s widow,
Molly, and Sterling Theatres, Inc.,

which was the ownership company
for tlie theatre. Claim was on a
note covering a loan the plaintiff

made to Jelin.

After Jelin’s suicide about a
year ago the tan.gl - d affairs of the
theatre were clarified when the
property was acquired by a .syndi-

cate. 'The Shuberts subsequently
Innaght the house and recently
leased it to NBC for use as a radio
studio.

Judgment for $670 against play-
wrights Guy and Virginia (Mrs.)
itolton was awarded by default in
New York last week. IMainliff was
I. A. Sparacino, assignee f(*r Fort-
num & Mason. 4.ondon department
store. The claim represented un-
paid bills for merchandise. Ca.se
had been postponed several times,
at the request of the Bolton's at-
torney. Playwright is reportedly
traveling in Europe.
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Heiress’ Sets Olney Record WiA 116;

D.C. s Town’ 86; Other Bam News

What Was All the Shootin’

For, London Asks on ‘Road’ Barn Biz Boff
Continued from pace 1London, Aug. 16.

pu^bl\/^perfo?m^ancr of^
correspondingly higher i manded, plus the fact that there

Kirkirnd’s 4obac^^^^ this year, due to higher production
!

are not enough players of eqJJ
Olney. Md., Aug. 16.

|

stead of score as in previous op- ®Snder what all the censor-
enlarged operations, etc., but

j

‘draw,* makes business so spStty

'Raail Rathbone in “The Heiress” erettas. I chip furor had been about Play
higher salaries. • that sooner or later the summerBasil Rathbone in The Heiress

, Marie.” opening for a
drew uiJfavoMble

Aldrich’s costs are up. he says, playhouses will end up in the red ”
/lev ...uu ii/.iKi.t. orew uniavoraoie nonces irom me “^^0 to the uncalled-for increase

|
Several *

—

proved to be the biggest crowd-
i „ „.h -

getter Olney theatre has ever had.
I

Susanna Foster, has critics, most of whom questioned
> royalties by the Dramatists

even outgrossing by several hun-
, hardy advance. “Sweethearts” will

j

Lhe Lord Chamberlain had
; Qyj|d. Equity has created no finan-

dred dollars the hefty $11,000 of : ..Qf Thee 1 Sing.” origin- ban^ned it for the last 12 years. i

problems, but the Dramatists
Tallulah Bankhead’s best week ally announced, has been cancelled Georgia white-trash drama had ^ .jd bas It’s absolutely ridicu-
here. Part of this is due to the out. i been presented recently at a pri- i ,

.^at one should pay as high
Bankhead stand of a fortnight, as

,
“Bitter Sweet” cast included

!
vate club, but was finally okayed

royalty for a piece of old tripe
contrasted with the single week of Johnny Call. Jack Emden, Audrey , for public performances after a

.jice ‘Love From a Stranger,’ ‘The
the Rathbone stand. At any rate.

|

Guard. Phyllis Wilcox, Glynn Hill. I few cuss words were deleted. It’s i carrolls ’ or ‘Lovers and

managers have com-
plaints about stars arriving late for
rehearsals. To Lane “this invari-
ably means a complete readjust
ment on the part of the company
that has been In rehearsal for the
week.” Lewis Harmon writes
“Until this year we never booked
a star who didn’t rehear.se a full

-y —
„ eiMfK Tl/\K 7o 11 at* mil. I a j A a.* i.‘i i r ii A WO aaiu m ovai ry gnj uiuii v

with a capacity gross of over $11.-
,

Evans staged, with Bob Zeller mu-
|

slated to continue until early fall
; Friends’ as for ‘The Heires.s,’ ‘O.

!
week. This year, when we^ ^ A%_ _ 1 - 1— 1 . . J 2 w. ci/^qI f\i* SviS3llH3 Foster ' K'tnViJiccv fA i

*
i t % a*

™
at me Jj^moassy, owiss Loiiage la

jyjistress Mine or For Love or ed booking, we had the choice uf
... 11 : 1 ..

'' ''A
000 for the week, including sical director

<•
— — -

standees at almost every one of Kill’
small nabe house), then move to

the eight performances, many cu
tutipg Phyllis Wilcox took over

tomers were turned away. i Foster’s role in “Vagabond
Another feature of the “Heiress” King” for final two performances.

a regular West End house.

run were the large number of Con-
gressional reps who trekked out to

the counti'y for a look-see. The
Ben. Claude Peppers (D., Fla.), old

friends of leading lady

O’Brien-Moore, came

Red Barn’s Tryout
Westboro, Mass., Aug. 16.

Red Barn will try out a new re-

Erin !
vue. “Lo and Behold,” for the week

bringing starting Aug. 30.

with them Supreme Court Justice
hnnli'’a^H K'Hrs”hv^mT^

Hugo and Mrs. Black. Other solons f"^, S'
eame because of rep of show and

,

Passion Play

Into Training’

Money.

‘Agents’ Greediness’

In similar vein, Sara Stamm,
who operates the Newport (R.I.)

Casino, complains about “produc-

ers attemoting to recoup road

having no stars or have them walk
in the last minute with practically
no rehearsal. For the protection of
its rank and file. Equity should do
something about this situation.”

vto attempting to recoup road
;

Johnson reports. “We did great

losses by charging an exorbitant i

business with a concert this season

fiat fee, in addition to royalty, for [
® one-woman

plays which failed on the road. show. seems to open the

Trend will kill summer theatres,”
:

fj^'^oier theatre field for more
she says. Miss Stamm also in- !

than just straight drama,

veighed against “agents’ greedi- i

have to play

ness” in the matter of salaries, and
|

stravyhat game. John
sented here every weekend during

,
“stageharyis union encroaching Huntington sums it up, “I think

August in preparation for the 1950 where budgets can’t afford them.”
|

ciazy to oe in this business.

Poccirkn firct frk Ha critron cin#>o ! ivTa n 'loot-c vL’prp iickpri wlipthpc i

woen last Seen 1 w as walking in ^

Oberammergau, Aug. 9.

^ , ,

‘Training Plays” are being pre-
' White Barn in ‘Sky’ Snag

Currently Olney producers Eve-; Pittsburgh, Aug. 16. ^ _

lyn Freyman and Richard Skinner White Barn theatre, which had Pa^ion Play, first to be given since ' Managers were asked whether
,

walking in

are departing from the “name” , its biggest week of the summer i 1934. The dates for next year are
,

large salaries to one or two stars— the direction of the Imd.son River

policy and starring staffer Dean ' with “Light Up the Sky” last May 21' to Sept. 17, four times
!

such as the $5,000 weekly coin paid head and talking to

Karens, w’ho has been rating favor- month, has met a snag in its phj>i weekly. Play runs five hours with Tallulah Bankhead — had inflated ^^lyself.

able critical comment for his sup- to ^peat the Moss Hart play early mornin_; and afternoon sessions, fees for other names. Comment !

*

porting roles all season, in a re- September.' Rights have sin^ Visitor ^uys all-inclusive ticket en- was mixed, some saying no, others

vival of the old “School for been withdrawn by Edward Bich^
titling him to accommodation in admitting it had. “Most of the

Charm,” shortened to “Charm.”
Outcome, from b.o. viewpoint,

looks somewhat hazy. Olney sea-

son has been extended through
Oct. 2, with the Moss Harts in

“Man Who Came to Dinner” set

for their sole strawhat .stint for

week of Sept. 20, and Sarah
Churchill and Jeffrey Lynn in

“Philadelphia Story,” inked for

following week.

who controls the show, and plans
to send it on the road next season

(Continued on page 59)

Watered-Down ‘Town’ OK
Washington, Aug. 16.

Watered-down version of “On

Duncan Concerts

Ducked for 'Stars’

Chi’s Citronella

Circuit Qicking
Chicago, Aug. 16.

lected by an elected committee, ! more, 400-500 seat houses are lim-
' .

l®8 it fare this summer
plus the Town Council, the priest,

i
ited and cannot pay fantastically ^^e loop m^ have something

and the director, George Johannes
j

high salaries plus percentages.” i

to do with the boonnng biz of the

Lang. Lang also designed sets and
i

“One or two stars have com-
!

^‘t^’onellacircint in Chi s suburban

TnHrt niinr.'in ic diiA tjont 11 costumes. He is a wood carver by 'plained because Tallulah received Chase Summer the-

trade. Rehearsals start In Novem- ' such a high salary,” says Aldrich, atre, w.th six successful weeks un.

the town, as well as a place in the stars have been very fair on this

6,000-seat theatre.
;

point,” says John Lane, of the Fair-

Alois Lang, last one to portray haven (Mass.) theatre. Lewis Har-
the Christ, is now too old for the i mon, of the Chapel playhouse,

part. He will probably speak the
|

Guilford, Conn., says: “It’s difficult

Prolog. Anyone from the town is to convince stars and their agents
eligible to try out for the play ex-

j

that although a Princeton house
cept married women. Ca.st is se- , seating 1,800 can pay $2,500 or

from Australia, to begin rehears-
- k.,,. a *1

als in "Lost in the Stars,” the
,

“P®”*"*-

the Town,” with the spirit, if not Playwrights’ Co. production of the

the letter, of the Bernstein score
[

Maxwell Anderson - Kurt Weill

ably retained by a group of spirited adaptation of Alan Paton’s novel,

youngsters from the original cast, [“Cry, the Beloved Country.” Sing-

proved biggest grosser to date at cr, who is cancelling the remain-

Merldian Hill. Town’s new out- der of a concert tour, has agreed

door theatre had over $8,000 in the to stay with the show through the

till despite being rained out 1950-51 season, if required. How-
Friday, with every seat sold.

i

ever, he will get several weeks off

Bncouraged by signs of growing next spring to fill previously-

Interest in the project. Productions,
,

booked concert dates in the U. S.

Inc., sponsoring outfit, is planning i
Other principal role in the play,

[

and music, the Canadian cast and
to stretch the season for another

i

a white man, has not been cast, production of “Eros at Breakfast,

Can. Govt., Patrons Kick In

6G to Send ‘Eros’ Abroad

To Edinburgh, Glasgow
Toronto, Aug, 16.

At invitation of the directorate
of the Edinburgh Festival of drama

Current is Vicki Rouben Mamoulian will direct the winning play of the recent Canad- ^ them so-calledfour weeks
Cummings in “Design for Living.”
with b.o. prospects good, if the
rains stay away. Future bookings
are not yet definite.

Season has been touch and go
for this enterprising group, with
Equity rulings and restrictions not
helping, despite a lot of word en-
couragement. Despite this, group

production.

HRE RAZES HISTORIC

ian Drama

der its belt in its first season, may
extend activity beyond original

eight weeks planned, playing until

Oct. 1. Each week they’ve added
chairs, increasing the capacity

from 500 when they opened to

nearly 800 at present. Grosses
have jumped accordingly, from a

Most managers, such as Ogun- i

profitable take of around $4,600

quit. Me.’s, Mrs. Maude Hartwig,
i

during its opening week, to over

admit, however that name stars are $7,200 in recent runs,

still the best insurance for good
j

Tent House theatre, with no star

business. “But untried managers,”
,

setup, reports near capacity biz,

warns Aldrich, “should be very with the 100 by 70 foot tent in

careful lest certain agents foi.st on Highland Park, ill., bursting at its

name stars who seams with extra seats installed. H.

'but on the whole most stars real-

ize that Tallulah draws capacity
business, and most of them do not.

In my opinion, no stars should re-

ceive more than a guarantee of

$750 to $1,000, plus a percentage
above a reasonable break-even fig-

ure."

oKoo,.,!
Festival, will sail draw large salaries but have no m. Rogers, producer of Tent House,

Sfa 9 fi fir
l>oxoffice draw whatsoever. We all plans a tent circuit in the Chi area

K r? tF u know' cases where so-called stars for a future season, figuring he
5-9) to be held in the Scottish

; have not grossed enough to cover
^

can keep expenses down by taking
fHAIt* eo1nv*«AC* ** I A J J A. 1

nrc MATMFC TAI ICriTlf 1

salaries.”
: his cast and productions from one

DES MOINES COLISEUM fh^tHn i

to another in the area. GroupmvaiviiU he trip will be underwritten by
,
Milton Stiefel. of Ivoryton (Conn.) will plav “Night Must Fall”

Des Moines. Aug. 16.
|

the Canadian government and playhouse. “Average names are
j
Thursday (19) with Donald Curtis

of unknown origin destroy- patrons.
i losing their appeal.” Blake John- of the resident company in theFire

Is already mulling possibility of ed the Des Moines Coliseum, his- ,

Robertson Davies, author-direc- son. II, at Marblehead. Mass.,
forming into an all year round

^

toric downtown landmark on the ^ ^ later to while admitting the need of names,
theatre.

. west bank of the Des Moines river ^ company at
[

says, “a good star in an excellent
here Saturday (13). The 41-year-old so^^R'iown play is better boxoffice than a big-

New Hope’s ‘Heiress’ Big I building, an entire block-long, had ®oitor of The Peterborough (On-
^

ger star in a poor vehicle,” West-
New Hope, Pa., Aug. 16.

' only one buckled wall left at the P®*"* found that “important plays.

John Carradine and Margaret
,

end of the two-hour inferno that 'veil cast, are the be.st insurance. I ^
lillips in “The Heiress.” despite was a three-alarm for every fighter

jpemoer ot the Old Vic Co. in the We alternate with name stars to

cost $1,000,000 to replace fuy Ferguson of ne.ss without names and sometimes presentation in the loop, rounds

ilding, which was insured
London, Eng., theatre, as co- poor business with. It depends on ,

nnt its 50th week, with ’

for $00 ,000 .

Many of the nation’s celebrities
from political, stage and sports life,

have appeared at the Coliseum
since it was built in 1908. Five
presidents have campaigned or
spoken in the building, wliich has
also host to such names as the late
Gen. John J. Pershing, Gen. Leon-
ard Wood. Guy Bates Post, BMdie
Rickenbacker, Charles A. Lind-
bergh. Rudolph Valentino, Anne
Pavlova. Paul Whiteman. John

producers

Phillips
record heat for first four days of ' and piece of equipment available. ^

Laurence Olivier and get variety,”
week, turned in neat gross for

j

No firemen were injured and no R‘®fi3rd.son. He has also been
[

Theron Bamberger, of Bucks
Bucks County Playhouse. News-

i injuries reported to the more than a summer theatre in ! County plavhou.se. New Hope, Pa.,
papers and word of mouth were lo.ooo spectators. It is said it

F®t®r"«*'ou
5
h OnL, with Michael reports. “We have done big busi-

best of season, especially on Miss wiould
^

Phillips’ emoting in title role. De- hniiHina
spite slow start first two nights.

^

the SRO sign was dusted off and
hung from Wednesday matinee
through balance of week.

Oliver Thorndike, Margaret Mul-
len, Ruth White were in supporting
cast. Paul Morrison staged with
eet by David Reppa.

This week Henry Jones is Erwin
in “Three Men On a Horse,” with
Sara Seegar as gambler’s cookie
(role she played in London pro-
duction*, Teddy Hart and Maggie
Mullen in original roles. Joe Down-
ing, John Marriott. Carl White and
Ben Laughlin are also in troupe,
which was directed by Bob Cald-
well.

Last week’s report on Walter
Slezak in “Laburnum Grovex“ was
overestimated. Priestley play was
next to weakest bill of season to
date.

company
lead.

Lake Zurich Playhouse, Lake

Zurich, 111., is having a difficult

time with its small seating capacity,

since w'eekly requests for tickets go

way beyond its 200 mark. They too

extended their season because

of profitable operations, presenting

“All My Sons” and “Years Ago"

after Sept. 4.

Meanwhile, “Mr. Roberts” as solo

M. KANIN IN N.Y. TO SET

DEFINITE ‘FANCY’ TOUR
Michael Kanin planed from Hol-

lywood last weekend .for confabs
with Ricliard Aldrich and Richard
Myers, regarding their production
of “Goodbye, My Fancy,’’ at the
Fulton, N. Y. Aldrich came to

the star and the choice of play.” Plav and steadily rising biz. Legiter

Melville Burke, at Lakewood the-*' up stakes Sept. 17.

atre, Skowhegan, Me., isn’t inter-
ested in names. “We successfully
sell plays, not personalities,” he
says. “We’re playing a few stars
this year; next season we shall play
none.”

Star ‘Frankenstein* -
i

-- ,

William Miles, of Berkshire play-
,

Corp. a Shubert sub.sidury. we

hou.se, Stockbridge, Mass., declares arp Vhed-
“A* recent Broadway success with- ^eir and J. F. Watep a

. .

out a star will draw almo.st a.s*^^®'^ to appear in N. leaerai

SHUBERTS DUE IN COURT

RE PIRANDELLO PLAYS

As officers of Select Theatres

4 iitiwyot 4 aul vv III icriiidii* liUllll 4 ^^,,.,^ 4 U r i r “ otai will uidW ctllilUAi aS — ^

Phillips Sousa. Jo.sef Hoffman. 1?,"" confabs from Cape much bu.siness as an older play ®ourt Monday (22) for ®.x/*oR^Uon

Anna Case, Schumann-Heink, Jas- , ^ ivhere he operates strawhats with a star who has a draw. I re- I’cfoce trial in a ” o 8

cha Heifitz, Mary Garden, Fritz .

Falmouth. gret that many a bona-fide star against Select by actress

Kreisler, Alma Gluck. John Me- Final decision was reached to does not outdraw a bad play.” Abba.

Cormick, Jack Dempsey, Gene the Fay Kanin comedy on the “Since I started the star policy,” Miss Abba is pre.ssing the action

'T'. rnnH rtitnnincr in Rncinn Cm.i in ii't-ifac T^u... .a .

Offort tO CStahlish' hcf ICgOlTunney and others.

Pix Rights to ‘Arthur’

Partly Held by RKO
^ ^ AT 1 rx Scheen rights to "Arthur,” the
though "Bitter Sweet Noel Cow- comedy which Michael Ellis

Music Circus Still Draws
Lambertville, N. J., Aug. 16.

St. John Terrell’s Music Circus
continues to attract pewholders, al-

has announced for fall production
on Broadway, are partly held by

ard operetta starring Wilbur Evans
and Dorothy Sandlin proved less

popular than previous vintage
pieces. Trade was over $6,500 on
week, which saw extra chairs and
bleachers again in use to accommo-
date customers on weekend
Word of mouth was not as . , u

because of dependence on book in- tumes for 'Arthur

road, opening in Boston, Sept. 19, writes John Huntington, of Spa in an x,,

with Madeleine Carroll back in the Summer theatre, Saratoga Springs, rights to four plays written by tn

starring part. Formation of a Y., *T cannot slop it. I must late Luigi Piiumdello. She charge

second comedy, headed by Ruth ‘*^®.®P Riving them bigger and big- that Select has claimed c®^^^
Hii.ssoy, to continue the play on *iames in order to keep my rights to the works which has pr^

Broadway, is no longer being con- ® decent level, and the vented her from exploiting m
bigger name.s I give them, the plays in the U. S.
more 1 have to pay for them,”

“I think the choice of pla.vs is

almost a.s Important as the star,”
say's Aldrich, . “and I would rather
book a less well-known star in

sidered.

PETERS’ EUROPEAN TREK
Worcester, Aufe. 16.

Susan Peters, touring in ‘‘Gla.ss

LEGIT FOR FOSTQRIA, 0.

Fostoria. O.. Aug. 16-

The theatre is coming toRKO Tho ctiiHin M— J
e, ... uuwiv a wfii-Kiiown siar in 4! I ne ineaire i» luu..*-?.

the richts to “Jemand " thpVorpnr
‘^^®^^^®''‘®

f
R‘'’*'''etts of Wim- very fine play than a well-known small community this 5:car.

^

A ‘X™ 1’°’^ Street, will go to Europe in star in a, very inferior vehicle.” i “Fair and Warmer” and The
vfninnr ninv Crnni » r>

— “•''k'- -Tiai m a
,
Very Inferior vehicle,” i “Fair and ^Molnar play from which 1 . G. January on a six-month vacation. Burke predicts. “The star sys- Heiress” already have been

• w. ^ .'o'do';;.: ,

S”'’!' "-"7 .ho wp by pr„mr tpm- 'eventually m tTe aum- lecler., twi or'th^'ihrep play._^»

’’t'f*’' ••
^ m" theatres out of business. The be presented here by professional

i in those countries. ‘ excessive and absurd salaries de-

1

casts from New Y’ork.
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Total Legit Grosses

Th^ folloitHnff are the comparative figures, based on Variety’s

boxoffice estimates, for last week uhp llfh week of the season)

and the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
Number of shows current

Total weeks played so far by all shows . .

.

Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season’s gross so far by all shows ,

.

Number of new productions so far

ROAD
(Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring shows reported 7

Total weeks played so far by all shows 108
Total road gross reported last week $155,500
Season’s total road gross so far $2,844,400

This
Season

13
169

$342,900
$4,268,600

2

Last
Season

14
222

. $354,000
$4,700,400

2

12
150

$285,300
$3,486,900

S' ®" Tolx^gan Again:
Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

Despite one of the most suc-
cessful seasons in four years of
operation, the Civic Light Opera
Assn, showed a $55,000 deficit for
its just-ended nine weeks of suin-
mer operettas at Pitt Stadium.
Total gross was just short of $331.-
000. Lo.ss will he covered by vol-
untary contributions from 35\spon-
.soi-s. Deficit may jump another
$5,000 if rain delays dismantling
the huge stage and electrical sys-
tem.

Incidentally, loss was

‘Detective’ $17200. ‘Howdy’

‘Uberty’tOC, ‘Ear’ 20G, ‘Roberts’ 30';^G

‘Brig’ SOC in SpBl

‘Heiress’ Sets Record
Continued from page 58

on strength of big biz it has been
doing this season in the strawhats.

Clay Flagg and Carl Low, who
operate the strawhat, protested

that they had already gone to con-
siderable expense advertising the

second week of “Sky,” and that

more than half of the house had ^

already been sold out in advance,

but Rich had refused to budge, in- i

sisting that the show’s chances

'

when he brought it to the Nixon
In the fall might suffer through
another week for it in the Pitts-

burgh district.

“Sky” played to capacity at the
White Barn and w'ould have done
the same thing again. Flagg and
Low have tentatively scheduled
“Chicken Every Sunday” to fill the
blank stanza but are trying to get
“Two Blind Mice” instead. There’s
been no word on it, however, since
the producers don’t know whether
Melvyn Douglas will be available
in the fall, in which case it’ll be
toured. If actor decides to remain
in Hollywood, "Mice” won’t go on
the road and White Barn will prob-
ably be able to snare it.

with a $5,000 week on “The Heir-
ess,” and then topped the Francis
engagement with $5,340 on “The
Medium” and “The Telephone”
(performed by the New York
company, with Marie Powers star-

red).

Last week he again played to

capacity, with a presentation of
“The Winslow Boy” by the resi-

dent company.

less than management anticipated
at beginning of the season. As a
result, $.50 pledges given by 3.50
guarantors will be returned io the
individuals.

Bigge.st grosser was “Naughty
Marietta.” followed by “Wi/ard of
Oz” and “Rose Marie.” Latter
would have been the top show had
it not been rained out at one per-
formance. costing more than $10,-
000. Out of 54 .scheduled perform-
ances, only five were washed otf
the boards but all of them came
on Friday and Saturday nights,
normally the bigge.st of the week.

Portland. Ore., Aug. 16
‘Brigadoon,” playing four per-

$15,000 “formances at the 4.000-,\uditorium
here, last Thursday-Salurday t Il-

ls ), piled in a gross of about $22,-

000. F'ollowing a take of $8,000 for
two showings Monday-Tuesday (8-9)

at the Auditorium. Sacramento, it

brought the week’s receipts to

$30,000.
Musical is splitting the current

week between 'I'acoma and Seattle.

*Boy’ $4,900 at Berkshire
• Stockbridge, Mass., Aug. 16,

The Berkshire playhouse here
took in $4,900 for its production of
“The Winslow Boy” last week. A
name star wasn’t used for the offer-

ing, leaving the work entirely in

the hands of the resident company.
A capacity gross .of $5,340 was

taken in the week of Aug. 1 with
“'fhe Medium” and “The Tele-
phone” package, “On Approval,”
with Mary Wickes, is current.

Shawn’s ‘Jacob’ Preem
Lee, Mass., Aug. 16,'

The world premiere of “'fhe

Dream of Jacob,” with choreog-
raphy by Ted Shawn, music by
Darius Milhaud, and costumes and
decor by John Chri-stian, will be
given at Jacob's Pillow Dance Fes-‘
tival, near Lee, Friday (10). There
will be matinee and evening per-

formances of the ballet, com-
missioned by the Elizabeth Sprague
College Foundation of the Library
of Congress, that day and Satur-

,

day.
I

Shawn, Swen Swenson, Karoun
Tootikian, Richard Aboud, Charles
Conklin. L. D. Sparkman and Jo-

,

seph Marks are in the cast.

Chevy Chase’s ‘Tree’ Hit
Chicago, Aug. 16.

Chevy Chase Summer Theatre
hit its biggest gros.ser in its sixth

week of operation, with Mady
Christians in “The Vinegar Tree.”
which closed Sunday night (14).

The $7,160 take included SRO for
the weekend performances, with
Miss Christians breaking the Satur-

i

day night record (13) with $1,650.
Chevy Chase has increased its i

seating capacity by 200 since its

'

initial week. Buddy Eb.sen opens
tonight (16) in “The Man From
Home.”

Pitt Biz Good
Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

Strawhat biz in this territory is

up for ’49. Last year, in its fir.st

season of operation. White Bam
theatre, operated by Actors Clay
Flagg and Carl Low, played to

around 86% of capacity.
So far this year already they’re

up to 91%, with more than a month
left to go. and attendance building
week to week.

‘Roberts’ $23,500

In 49th Chi Week
• Chicago. Aug. 16.

“Mi.'iter Roberts,” with no legit
competition in the loop, continues
to climb, with 5()th week coming
up. By Sept. 17. when vehicle
exits Erlanger theatre its 54-week
run here will have been one of
most profitable stays of any legi-

1

ter the past five years. Approach-
ing season .should be active, with
“Summer and Smoke” the latest
addition, for a Sept. 5 opening.

Meanwhile, strawhatters report
increased biz, with Chevy Chase
Summer theatre breaking its single
night take Wednesday (10) with
Mady Christians in “The Vinegar
Tree.” Buddy Ebsen opens tonight
(16) in “The Man From Home.”

Visitors in for the All-Star game
Friday (12) boosted weekend take
of “Roberts.” Upped $23,500.

Drake-Stoddard 7G
Fayetteville. N. Y.. Aug. 16.

Tom Drake and Haila Stoddard
In "Her Cardboard I.over” did $7.-

000 at Nancy Phillips’ Country
Playhouse here last week.
“Let Us Be Gay,” with Kay Fran-

cis, is current.

Hartmans* Mt. Kisoo Bowout
Mt. Kisco, N Y.. Aug. 16.

The Paul and Grace Hartman re-
Vue, “Up to Now.” will end its try-
out tour of the summer circuit at
the Westchester playhouse here.
Show, the first musical to play the
theatre, has been booked for eight
performances beginning Sept. 5.

According to Barton H. Emmet,
Westchester playhouse producer,
certain technical difficulties must
be met in order to accomodate the
show. The first three row's of scats
^ill be removed to provide place
for musical accompaniment. If the
j^vue meets with success, the play-
hou.se will offer more musicals
®cxt year, if they are available.
Freddie Bartholomew is making

his first summer appearance this
season at the Westchester play-
house in “The Hasty Heart.” Play

its engagement yesterday
iMon.).

2 Blind Players for ‘Smoke’

Pittsburgh, Aug. 16.

Two sightless members of the
Lighthou.se Players of the New
York Assn, for the Blind have been
signed for roles in the Mountain
Playhou.se presentation of Tennes-
see Williams’ “Summer and
Smoke” at Jennerstown. Pa., next
week. They are Ruth Askenas and
Ida Scotti. They appeared last

year in New York in their organ-
ization’s productions of “Post
Road” and “The Old Maid,” and
will be seen with resident mem-
bers of the Jennerstown company.

Although “Summer and Smoke”
will be toured next season by Mar-
go Jones, Mountain Playhouse got
the rights to the drama because it

is so uncentrally located to key
legit centers, being around 80
miles from Pittsburgh and around
250 from Philadelphia. Since it

draws only a small percentage of

its trade from this city, strawhat
showing wa.sn’t figured to hurt its

later chances here any.

’ROBERTA’ SOCK $55,000

AT ST. LOO OPEN-AIRER
St. -^uis, Aug. 16.

Upholding its record as one of
the best coin-grabbers of the Mu-
nicipal Theatre As.sn.’s repertory.
Jerome Kern’s “Roberta” wound
up its fifth one-week .stand at the
al fresco playhouse in Forest Park
Sunday (14) with another sock b.o.

record. A total of 80,422 payees, in-

cluding a new banner mark of 11,-

983 for the Friday (12) perform-
ance, shelled out $55,000. Marion
Bell, a native, and Jack Britton,
making his sole p.a. in the open-air
enterprise, scored with the crix and
customers. Routines by Jack
Goode, Sybil Bowan and Ray Ma-
lone also were heavy clicks.

Victor Herbert’s “The Red Mill”
has been revived for the sixth time
and teed off a seven-night run last

night (Mon.), An opening night

I

crowd of 11,000 grossed approxi-
mately $4,500.

‘New Moon’ 4flG,
'

‘Mary’ 7G, L.A.

Los .Angeles. Aug. 16.

Sudden two-day c»)olness helped
put a crimp in the draw to Gene
Mann’s outdoor production of
“New Moon” at the Greek theatre,
knocking the usual gross scored by
the Griffith Park amphitheatre at-

tractions down a bit for the week.
“John Loves Mary,” marking

June Lockhart’s first Coast ap-
pearance since she scored on
Broadway, was a distinct disap -

1

pointment at the boxoffice. Show is

being presented by the Masquers >

Club, without much pre-pioduction
ballyhoo.

“Siigar Hill,” all colored revue at

the Las Palmas, and Ken Murray’s '

“Blackout of 1949” both rem.lined
j

consi.stently good.
Estimates for Last Week

“Blackouts of 1949,” 13 Capitan. t

(373d wk) (1,142; $2.40). Solid usual

I

biz of $17,100.
I “John Loves Mary,” Biltmore.
Ul.st wk) (1,636: $2.50). Scaling
dow n of price and lack of publicity

|

promotion kept gross down to

$7,000.
“New Moon.” Greek Theatre, (1st

wk) (4,400; $3.60(. Show failed to,
impress as previous “Annie Get
Your Gun” did. and cold weather
(for Los Angeles) held folk at their ,

firesides. Gross was .$40,000—down I

sharply as compared to earlier out-
door offerin.gs. i

“Sugar Hill,” Las Palmas. (5th
wk) (388; $3.60). Healthy biz; $7,-

i

000 .

SAN CARLO OPERA 50G

IN 10 D.C. AL FRESCOS
Washington, Aug. 16.

San Carlo Opera Co. did over
$50,000 business here for 10 per-
formances in a strawhat stand at

the open-air Watergate. The For-
tune Gallo troupe moved in im-
mediately after the season con-
cluded for the Watergate Sym-
phony pop concerts.
The big amphitheatre was scaled

from $1 to $2.50 plus tax for the
opera series, the first which Gallo
has brought to Watergate since
1941. Sap Carlo got off to a strong
start with a fancy list of spon.sors

• 1 • I 1 n topped by Miss Margaret Truman

Received in London Bow Attorney coneiai Tom c.

Green’s ’Grimm’ Warmly

I Six for London, Ont.

I

London. Ont.. Aug. 16.

„ Opening with “Meet tlie Wife,”
yesterday (Mon.), the Shelton-
Anios Players will pre.scnt six

plays in summer repertory here,

to be followed by a luur of Western
Ontario in the musical “Irene.”

Hall Shelton and Ruth Amos, in

conjunction with the London Little

Theatre, are producing the shows.

:
Negotiations for the revival of

summer stock here after 15 years

were started when Shelton pro-

duced “The Ivy Green” here prior

to its Broadway engagement. In-

cluded in the company of nine are

Mi.ss Amos, Viki Marsden. Howard
Blaine. Bruce Brighton, Laura Lee

and Leland Harris.

London, Aug. 16.

“The Return of Peter Grimm.”
David Belasco’s old tear-jerker

which somehow had never been
done in England, was pre.sented at

the Aldwych theatre last Wednes-
day (10). with Harry Green
starred. It previously played a

provincial tryout tour. Piece is

splendidly acted and was warmly
received, but the audience obvious-

ly appreciated the star’s affection-

ate interpretation of the spectral

role more than it did the dated

play. Show’ should have a limited

run on Green’s popularity.

Robert Henderson directed, and
there is special music composed by

Jlans May.

Clark.

Dozen More Brokers Face

Action as Toll Hits 21

Stockbridge Adds 12th Week
,

‘^|9^kbridge, Ma.ss.. Aug. 16. I

William Miles, who in his 14th
season has been playing to top
grosses at the Berkshire Playhouse

first two weeks, is
adding a 12th week, with Ann
Harding in “Yes, My Darling
Daughter.” This will be Labor

Miles established a
record, in the 496-sedt-

••i’
with Kay Francis in

Us Be Gay.” He followed

Ulll-O-Way’s ‘Service’

Detroit. Aug. 16.

Will-O-Way Playboiise. .straw-

hatter in nearby Bloomfield Hills,

presents “Room Service" tonight

(16) for a two-week run. Director

William W. Merrill said advance

ticket .sale has been heavy.

The theatre’s last production,

"John Loves Mary.” nearly
equalled the all-time gross of its

predecessor, “Here Today.

Current Road Shows
(Aug. 15-27)

“Blackouts of 1949"—El Capitan.

L. A. (1.5-27).

“Brigadoon” — Temple. Tacoma
i 1.5-16); .Met.. Seattle (17-27i.

“High Button .Shoes”—Philhar-
monic. L. A. '15-27).

“Kiss .Me, Kate"—Cun an. Frisco

iL5-27>. , .

“Mr. Roberts” — Erlanger. Chi
• 1.5-27).

“Oklahoma” — His Majesty s.

Montreal ( 2.5-27 ».

“Streetcar Named D’sire” —
Geary, Frisco '15-27).

With three more theatre ticket

agencies losing their licenses dur-
ing the past week, the number of
disenfranchised brokers has now
reached 21 in the probe being con-
ducted by Jolin M. Murtagh, New
York City commissioner of inves-
tigation. Action against about a

dozen Other outfits is pending.
It's expected that the number of

revocations will be relatively small
for the next few weeks, as Mur-
tagh's investigators gather addi-
tional evidence against other
agencies.

Business tapered off again for
most shows on Broadwav last week.
In face of the heatwave and

I

polio epidemic, attendance slip-

!
i)ed below the level of the pre-
vious week, but a couple of notches
above the low point of early July.

If the boxoffice trend follows
the pattern of recent sea.sona. re-
ceipts for the next week or so
should continue at about the same
jiace. alter which the traditional
climb is due to start. It now ap-
pears certain that the number of
current shows will not fall below
the present 13, which is two more
than had been figured the pos-
sible minimum

j

With the reopening next Monday
! night <22) of ".Anne of the Thou-
sand Days." at the Shubert. and
“Madwoman of Cbaillot," at the
Royale. thi'ie will probaldy be 15
productions on I he* local boards.
No additional starters are due un-
til after Labor Day.

Estimates for Last Week
Ket/.s: (Corned I/). D (Drama),

CD i Comedy Drama) , R (Revue),
M ( Musical >. O tOperetta).

Other parenthetic fioures refer
to seating eapaeijy and top price,
including 2()' r

' amusement tax»
Uowerer, estimates are net; i.e.,

exelnsiv^’ of tax.

“Born Yesterday,” Miller (184th
wk) <C-940; $2.40). Holdover from
the 1945-46 season is keeping afloat
at the low b.o. scale and m’Mimuin
operating budget; about $5,000.

“Cabaigata.” Broadway ( Uh wk)
(K-1.900; $3 601. Spanish show
continues to get a profit at $17,200.

“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco
(27th wk) (D-919; $4.80). No vari-
ation for this multiple prize-win-
ner; the limit again at $24,100.

“Detective Story,” Hudson (21st
wk) (D-1,057: $4.80). Maintaining
a steady, profitable pace; $17,200.

“Goodbye. Mv Fanrv,” Fulton
(38th wk) (CD-366; $4.80). Drooped
again, but continues; about $9,000.

“Howdy, Mr. Ice of )950.” Cen-
ter (12lh wk) (H-2,964; $2.88). Fol-
lowing the normal second-.season
pattern for the ice revue series;
satisfactory $35, ()()().

“‘Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (33d
wk) (M-1,654; $6i. Another of the
three always-maximum-gross en-
tries; $47,200.
“Lend an Ear,” Broadhurst (35th

wk) (K-1,160; $6). Has slid from
its hot pace of last spring, but is

still getting an operating profit;

$20 ,000 .

“Miss Liberty,” Imperial (5th
wk) (M-1.400: $6.60). Ultimate b.o.

fate of this musical still not defi-
nitely indicated, but it has gotten
big grosses thus far, with the help
of its large advance sale. Espe-
cially strong matinee attendance
may be a reflection of the high
scale; approached $40,000.

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (78th
wk) (CD-1,357: $4.80). Plenty of
hiz-getting power in this holdover
smash; $30,500.

“South Pacifie,” Majestic (19th
wk) (M-1,6.59; $6). Remains the
champ grosser and most-in-demand
ticket in town; invariably gels all

the bouse will hold; $50,600.
“Streetcar Named Desire,” Bar-

rymore (89th wk) (D-920; $4.80).
Holding consistent pace and seem-
ingly set through the fall period;
$12,000

“Where’s Charley?” St. James
i44lh wk' (M-1,509; $6). One of
the best stayers on the list, appar-
ently strong enough to stick into
next spring; bettered $$35,100.

National Goes Class Pix
Washington, Aug. 16.

The up-again, down-again Na-
tional theatre, which has experi-
mented several different ways with
pictures since it wound up as a

legit hou.se la.sl summer, is now’ re-

turning to a first run film policy. It

will go after class pictures.

National starts the new phase
this month with the D.C. preem of

the prize-winning French pic, “Le
Diable au Corps,”

’KATE’ HOT 42G, FRISCO;

’STREETCAR’ $28,900
San Francisco, Aug. 19.

“KLss Me, Kate,” with Anne Jefc
freys and Keith Andes, opened
Monday <6) at the 1,775-seat Cur-
ran to an overwhelming welcome.
Lines have been steady at the box*
office since opening day in ipltt
of a pre-opening: advance of mor*
than $135,000. First week showed
a boff gross of $42,000.

“Streetcar Named Desire,” with
Judith Evelyn and Anthony Quinn,
hit a hefty $28,900 for Iti third
week at the l.SSO-seat Geary wher9
this click is scaled to a $4.20 top.

VIENNA OPEEA REPAIRS ON
Vienna, Aug. 9.

After a long pause cause by lac^
of funds, work on reconstruction
of the State Opera, gutted in war
time, has been taken up again.

ERP fund set aside 20,000,000

I schillings for this purpose.
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R&H Have Arrived as Longhairs;

Draw Record Stadium Turnout
What looks like the start of an'-f*

other tradition, akin to the annual
Gershwin nights, was the second
annual Rodgers-Hammerstein con-
cert at Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y.,

Saturday night (13). Program drew
the season’s largest crowd, of 21,-

000 people. (Gershwin night this

summer, incidentally, drew the sec-

Veronica’ Bids For B’way
•

With Three British Leads
London, Ang. 16.

|

“Ann Veronica,” Jack Hylton’s

;

. , «« !-• u production ai the Piccadilly, is be-

j

ond largest, 20,000). Concert, which i sought by several managements
was artistically as much a success

Jqj. presentation on Broadway this
as it was financially, proved many I ^j, ^vinter, preferably with the '

things — that a Rodgers-Hamme^
: present cast, including Wendy

stein evening can draw as much Cyril Ritchard and Robert
as a Tchaikovsky, Strauss or Gersh- Harris. However, no deal has been
win program; that R-H music has questionable whether
the content, flavor, variety and ap- three leads would be available
peal of national or folk music, and

£qj, America this season,
that the Broadway producer-writ-

;
. . „ , ,

ers have definitely arrived, willy- I,
.

by Broadway producer W.l-

nilly or even in spite of themselves, Hams ^en-

In the longhair pop field.
director, was turned down

There were two main faults with Hylton.

Saturday’s program. One was the

Gershwin night complaint—same-
ness. Program, aside from the few
“South Pacific” excerpts, was too

much like last year’s, in content
and in soloists. Some lesser known
R-H works than the familiar ones
presented might have given the

concert more fillip. The other com-
plaint was repetition. An orches- $45,000 in mail orders for the Sad-
tral suite that presented the hit ler’s Wells Ballet Co.—eight weeks
numbers of an “Allegro” or “Okla- in advance of the troupe’s N. Y.
homa!” was followed by the same ' opening. Advance is considered
numbers done as vocal solos or unprecedented in ballet annals, as
duets. Better judgment could regular newspaper advertising has-
have been shown here. n’t started yet, the 45G being on

Otherwise, it was a worthwhile basis of programs sent out to the
evening. Salvatore Dell’Isola, reg- regular Hurok mailing list.

aI’Ve”Malest''ic”N'®Y‘mare Msi-
Visit to America this fall,

debi^ as Stadium c nductor of the
starting with a four-week engage-

N. Y. Philharmonic, and distin- 1

~,pf,t at the N Y Met Ort Q
guished himself by his expert,

D u thon doing five weeks an the road.
tasteful handling of the R-H scores, i

Vour-week Met encasement mavr>fr>anQrvi cgai orvf i e rnr^tvi
^ wceK ivit I engdgemem may
gross, with standees, a total of

Serfin Sets ^Mother’ h
London, TaAer’ in Paris

London, Aug. 16.

Before Oscar Berlin planed to
New York Saturday (13) after
spending five weeks in London and
Paris, he closed deal with Stanley
French, head of Firth Shephard
Productions, to stage “Life With
Mother” at the Savoy theatre in

the winter.
He will also do “Life With

Father” in Paris around same time
in conjunction with Pierre Fresnay
and Yvonne- Prlntemps, with
French adaptation by Marcelle
Archard.

Sadler’s Has 45G Advance

8 Weeks Before N.Y. Bow

On Mailing List Only
The Sol Hurok office has over

Program included selections from
“Allegro.” “Carousel,” “South Pa- *99 ^ aaa
cific,” “State Fair” and ‘‘Oklaho-
ma,” with a mixed shorus of 40
assisting soloists and orch.

Robert Weede gave a rousing

pects a 15% sellout before the
opening. Orders are reported re-

ceived not only locally, but frobi
the Coast, South America and evenperformance of the “Soliloquy” V

from ••Carousel" and an equally ^ f'
,Pi-*vious advance

effective rendition of ••Oh, What
A Beautiful Morning,^^ while ably ^1,

° Ballet Theatre

filling other chores. Annamary
;

“So.

Dickey’s singing of “Come Home”
}

(“Allegro”) and “When 1 Marry
Mr. Snow” (“Carousel”) were dis-

tinguished solos, and Thomas Hay- i

ward’s “If I Loved You” (“Carou-
sel”) also standout. Gladys Swarth-
out carried the major burden of
numbers, of which her “You’ll

THAT MAN SHAW IS AT

IT AGAIN IN ^BILLIONS’
Malvern, Eng., Aug. 16.

George Bernard Shaw’s latest

Never Walk Alone” (“Carousel”) Pla.V- “Bouyant Billions,” which
was particularly appealing. premiered here Saturday (13) is

Richard Rodgers took over the one of the talkiest, but never-
baton for the evening’s final se-

j

thele.ss interesting, of his marathon
qucnce, a group of songs and orch- conversation pieces. For an author
estral numbers from “Oklahoma.”

|

of 93, the. comedy is impressive.
Both Rodgers and Hammerstein al- even remarkable, but by normal
so appeared at intermission time, audience standards it’s tough to
to receive audience plaudits, while

,

take.

Hammerstein said a few felicitious ' Play, the principal event of this
words in response. Broil.

DEFONT ‘ROUNDABOUT’

FLOP TO COST OVER 90G
London, Aug. 16.

Flopping of Bernard Delfont’s

musical. “Roundabout.” at Saville

theatre, will cost him over $90,000.

Show was originally titled “Hat in

the Air.” and did bad biz on the
road. Delfont decided to have
.script entirely rewritten, against
the advice of many of his personal
friends.

Delfont’s “Folies Bergere Re

year’s Malvern Festival, is about
an old man. Bill Bouyant, who calls
a family conference to announce
that he’s leaving all his wealth to
his oldest daughter. That sparks
one of Shaw’s characteristically
pyrotechnical di.scussions.

Five-Town Circuit Mulled

For Summer Operettas

Henry Senber, back from press-
agenting the Dallas operettas, has
gone out ahead of the second com-
pany of “Death of a Salesman” . . .

,

Helen Richards is assisting Barry
i
Hyams on publicity for “Cabal-
gata” . . . Jane Pickens, who goes
into rehearsal Sept. 5 as femme
lead in the musical edition of “The
Little Foxes,” discontinues her
NBC radio series after Monday’s
(22) broadcast, but w’ill resume
after the legit show opens on
Broadway . . . Patricia Northrop,
who made her Broadway debut in

a small part in “South Pacific,”
has left the show to play Laurey,

I

the femme lead, in “Oklahoma!”
on the road this season.

! Charles K. Freeman, W'ho super-
' vised the restaging of “Diamond
;

Lil” at Central City, has returned
' to New York, where the Mae West
;

starrer opens Sept. 7 . . . Leon J.

i

Bronesky has announced for

I

Broadway production a new drama,

j

“How Long Till Summer,” by
Sarret and Herbert Rudley, with

I

the latter slated to direct. Also
I scheduled is “We Ride a White
! Donkey,” adapted by Ethel
;

Gregory from a book by radio com-

I

mercial writer George Panetta . .. .

! Tallulah Bankhead will star in the
Richard Aldrich-Richard Myers-

' John C. Wilson production of “Lily

J

Henry,” the Mae Cooper-Grace
I Klein dramatization of the former’s
I novel, to be staged by Basil Dean.
! Beaumont Bruestle, former Broad-
way actor now professor of English
and speech at U. of Tulsa, visited
N. Y. last week. Planning to pre-
sent two of his plays with the col-
lege dramatic group next winter.
In addition to working with them,
he also has an hour a day on
KWGS, in arv educational program.
Morton DaCosta will be assist-

ant to Maurice Evans in the lat-
ter’s production of “Double Bill,”
the Terence Rattigan plays to star
Evans and Edna Best. Robert
Rapport will be general manager,
Ralph Edington stage manager,
Helen Hardy production secretary
and Sol Jacobson pressagent . . .

Lenore Lonergan is reportedly set
to go into “Lend An Ear,” succeed-

I

ing Carol Channing. when the lat-
ter withdraws to take the femme

' lead in the musical “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” . . The Rex Har-

I

risons (Lilli Palmer) and, presum-
f
ably, Joyce Redman, are due Fri-
day (19) on the He de France, so
there w ill^ be only a single re-
he^ir-sal Monday (22) the dav of

]

the' reopening of “Anne of the
Thousand Days.” at the Shubert,

: N, Y.

I

Oliver Rae returned Friday (12)
from an extended stay in Europe.
His producing partner. Robert
Whitehead, arrived back two weeks
previously Lee Shubert is du 3
Friday (19) from the Continent .
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hside Staf-Legit
Iteaction of the Danish drama critics to tht Blevins Davis producti

of “Hamltt” at Elsinore recently was less favorable than the pdfe?*
reception at the boxoffice, according to translations of the reviews
ceived in New York. Whereas business for the engagement wa«
biggest in the history of the series, the reviews varied from 8o-«a
downright pans. In general, Nat Karson’s settings and lighting
praised, and Robert Breen’s staging drew mostly good notices
Breen’s editing and arrangement of the script drew mixed ooiniA

^

the performances were more or less given the brush.
^ “ions,

Svend Kragh-Jacobson, of the Berlingske Tidende, perhaps the lea/i
ing critic of Copenhagen, wrote a lengthy, detailed and hosoitahi'
notice in which he called the production dramatically exciting
artistically lacking. He, in particular, enthused over Karson’s phvsS
production and lighting, and Brenn’s direction, but panned the latter'
and most of the other performances. Harald Engberg, of Politiken •

another exhaustive, polite analysis, noted various assets of the sh’n'^
but complained that it was noisy and shallow, without achieving th

’

effect Intended. All the reviewers condemned the device of using^***
amplified recording for the voice of the Ghost, and were incensed al
the handling of the Rosenkranz and Guildenstern characters as rJi
sembling American gangsters.

Catholic papers have carried an extended National Catholic Welfare
Council News Service story quoting Frederick O’Neal, a founder of
the American Negro Theatre, and a lead in the original “Anna Lucasl?'
legiter, as telling the Catholic Interracial Council in New' York that
the current crop of films with Negro themes—such as “Home of th*
Brave” and “Lost Boundaries”—have “irrefutably established th®
Negro actor as a performer of merit.” O’Neal said that motion nic
tures dealing with serious aspects of race are of “immeasurable benefit
in dissolving the traditional stereotype of the Negro actor as clown
servant and shoeshine boy.” Tracing the history of the Negro in th®
American theatre, O’Neal asserted that “the minstrel and the spiritual
while serving as the first contributions of the Negro to the theatre’
have also helped to create and perpetuate the stereotype of the Negro
actor.” The actor-speaker listed among milestones in the progress^of
the Negro in the theatre, “Emperor Jones.” “Shuffle Along” “Porgv
and Bess.” “The Green Pastures,” “Cabin in the Skv.” “Mamba’s
Daughter,” “Othello,” “Anna Lucasta,” “Kiss Me, Kate” and “South
Pacific.”

I

Frances Day. femme lead in Shaw’s new play, “The Buoyant BiN
;

lions.” last week at Malvern, England, is a native of East Orange N J
I After working briefly at Texas Guinan’s, N. Y., she was in a “Music
I

Box Revue,” went to England in 1925 for a cabaret date and remained
there. She’s an established musical comedy name, but the Shaw
comedy is her first big straight part.

I

Her sister, Mary Day, is a New York radio-television actress.

j

Raymond Rohauer was company manager and not the producer as
alleged, of “Tales of the Vienna Woods,” operetta which ran into sev-
eral bookings and boxoffice snags recently. Producer was Arthur A.
Moore. As company manager, Rohauer was not required to post
security for salaries, as staled.

I

! “Brigadoon” was co-authored by Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay
j

Lerner. not by Kurt Weill and Lerner, as erratumed.

Strawhat Jottings

Dallas, Aug. 16.
Dallas is to be one of the towns Robert E. Sherwood' vac'aVioning

ot a contemplated circuit composed in Venice . Arthur M. W’irtz co-
of five cities which will present

‘

viio.” which replaces on Sepl. 19, ^’Ummer light opera or musical coin-

will include Chaz Chase. Eddie Others include Memphis, Cin-
Vitch, George.s" Cahipo. He’s also finnati, Indianapolis and Louisville,

dickering with Charles 'rucker Gef*rge E. Gans, prez of the Louis-
for .Alfred Marks, new comic with ville Park Theatrical Assn., has
radio rep, who has been clicking in proposed the circuit.

Average capacities of the am-
phitheatres would be 3,400 scats.
Expenses per production were esti-
mated at $150,000 and income at
$165,000.
According to Charles R. Meeker.

Jr., managing director of the
Casino operetta .series here, the

in

presenter of “Howdy,”Mr.'‘ice 'of
1950,” will visit New York next
Wednesday (24) to attend the La-
Motta-Cerdan fight, of which he’s
o e of the promoters.
Bernard Simon appointed pres.s-

agent for Katharine Cornell and
working on her new plav, “That
Lady,” opening on tour Oct. 19.
He’ll also continue on “Madwoman
of Chaillot.” Francis Robinson,
former Cornell p.a., is now full-
time tour manager for the Metro-
politan Opera A.ssn.

seasonal show at Brighton.

‘Knickerbocker’ at New

Ft. Wayne lOOG AI Fresco

•^iil-'
J®;

ca.sino operetta .serie.s here, the C*L II f i I J IThe Civte theatre presented the lo..,, presentations have been de- OCllOl GctS LcaO Mmnsioal comedy. •Knickerbocker veloped beyond tbe capaeilv. in-
Holiday," at the $100,000 outdoor come and expenses indicated n the
theatre in Franke Park, rort propo.sal.
Wavno, opening Thursday (11). . J

;on^‘‘pMed‘irel!?;y'’,:;n';.q^ Brackett Mulling Short
was dedicated Wednesday (10),

wanted
Itroiiilu H.i Mliir, tniile or feniHlr. to
•liir lu own show tvith Hiiiiiteiir mat.
I.IttIr theatre croup, iiiel ropolitiiii

area, now in ’iflth jeiir oiirniiiR new
theatre nilthlle of Octoher, .Name
-.how anil price for «1\ perf«»rmailres.
K'eplies ronthlenllal. lto«
\ar;el,ti, I.*i4 U. 4(>tli Ht., Nrw York
l». N. V.

Wilder Opera for B’way
Alec Wilder’s short opera. “The

Impo.ssiblc Forest,” may be pro-
duced for a regular run, possibly in
London first and then on Broad-
way. Former radio director Rogers
Brackett, rerenlly co-producer of
a strawhat at the Lobero theatre.
Santa Barbara, hopes to obtain
U. S. coin frozen in England to
finance tlie West End presentation.

Texas, Little Darling’
Hollywood. Aug. 16.

Danny Scholl has been set for
the lead of ’’Texas, Little Darl-
ing.” Johnny Mercer and Robert
Emmett Dolan wrote the score for
the show, which breaks in at West-
port. Conn.

Scholl left here' for N. Y. Thurs-
day ( 111 . He’s been singing for ra-
dio. pix, television and recordings.

Joel Ashley, featured with Kay
Francis in a 14-wcck strawhat tour
with ’’Let Us Be Gay,” is appear-
ing in his 139lh play.

Four new plays, a musical and
three straights, were added to the

'

roster of summer theatre tryouts
this season. The Chapel playhouse,

j

I

Guilford, Conn., will offer “Yankee '

Clambake,” a new revue with songs
and sketches by Milton Lyon and
Stanley Pearl, week of Aug. 29.

:

“Broomstick.” a new comedy by

.

William and Muriel Roy Bolton,
j

will be put on for a week at the
Holiday Stage playhouse, Tustin.

'

Cal., beginning Monday (22). Don-
ald Woods will star in the produc-
tion.

Extending its season, the West-
port (Conn.) County playhouse will
test William Inge’s “Come Back
Little Sheba” the week of Sept.
12. Beginning Tuesday (23), the
Woodstock (N. Y.) playhouse will
offer the preem of Robert Hill’s

;

“Country Matters” for five days.
I Barn tryouts this week Include
“Roman Holiday,” Pompton Lakes
(N. J.) playhou.se; “You Got to Re-
gatta,” Bellport (L. 1.) summer the-
atre; “Good Housekeeping,” Cape
playhou.se, Dennis, Mass.; “The
Fundamental George.” South Shore
playhou.se. Cohasset. Mass.; “Out of
the Dust.” Westport (Conn.) County
playhou.se; “There’s Always Mur-
der,’* Dixfield (Me.) summer the-
atre; “Brave New World,” Bridge-

I

port (N. Y.) playhou.se; “What You
Will,” Maverick theatre, Woodstock,
N. Y.. and “The Quick and the
Dead.” scheduled for Friday-Satur-

,

day (19-20)' a I Hedgerow theatre,!
Moylan, Pa . Betty Field will

I

make her only summer theatre ap-

!

pearance in “The Wild Ouck" at

j

the Cambridge (Mass.) summer
|

playhouse for five days beginning
;

Tuesday (23).
j

Mary Wickes has the leading role
!m “On Approval” at the Berkshire i

Playhouse, Stockbridge. Mass., this
'

week. Barbara Brady, John Straub
and Kendall Clark have other fea-
tured parts . . R. O. Juergens and
Marland Me.ssner did a scene from
“Home of the Brave” over three
Albany stations. WXKW, WROW
and WABY, in connection with the
pre.sentation of the drama by the
Valley Players at Maiden Bridge,

'

N. Y.
I

Katharine Raht, radio’s Mrs. Aid-
rich on “The Aldrich Familv,” is
currently appearing with Helen
Hayes at the Cape Playhouse, Den-
nis. Mass., in the tryout of “Good
Housekeeping.” Starting Monday
(22), the theatre will offer Gertrude
Lawrence in her recent London hit,

!

“September Tide." Both plays move i

on to the Falmouth playhouse,
Coonamesset (Mass.*, after com-
pleting their week’s run at the Cape
playhouse.

Lynne Carver, film actress,
joined the Lakeside Playhouse.
Thomp.son, Conn., for one week
and stayed four... Mike Todd,
visiting the Worce.ster Playhouse,
gave Guy Palmerton a birthday

present—free rights to “The Hot
Mikado” any time he wishes to

stage it .

.

Diana Barrymore, play-

ing Fitchburg, Mass., told news-

papermen she’ll wed fi Unite Robert
Wilcox in the autumn. He’s tour-

ing with her.

Alan Gray Holmes, who toured

Arthur Treacher and Ruth Chal-

terton through New England last

Spring, is managing El Teatro de

Santa Fe in New Mexico for Ann
Lee . . MArgo Jones looked over

Jim Conrad at the Worcester Play-

house. He’s a fellow Dallasian -
Director John Cosgrove and his

actress-wife Carole Somers left the

Westboro, Mass., Red Barn.

The Hffpfliiim

Stockbridge, Mass.. .Aug. 9-

Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The Me-

dium,” hitting the strawhat trau

this summer, still packs
This is explained by the fact that

the music-drama contains the three

leads who did it originally on

Broadway for more than a season.

Marie Powers continues her tren-

chant characterization as the terri-

fied spiritualist; Evelyn Keller stin

paints a poignant portrayal as

young Monica, while Leo Coleman,

as the deaf mute, mimes a vivia

picture of the tragic gypsy wan.

Production has been Bccessari J

streamlined for barn travel, ou

gives the impression of BayinK

been cut too much. Never (o®

on Broadway, it is now too sno •

For matinees on its summer tou .

play has Martha Larrimore singi »

Miss Powers’ role of Mine, r*® '

and Derna De Lys taking the M®"

ica part. Two alternates do ®re

able job. Miss Larrimore s cn

acterization is less

than Mi.ss Powers’, but it c

and force, while actress

fine contralto. Miss De .

vocally and dramatically
'
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Literati

Geist Award Judies Nimed
Second Annual Geist Award for

metropolitan newspaper and news
matfazine articles, features, edi-

torials and cartoons which promote

flSligious and racial understanding

got undec way last week with the

naming of judges to the prize com-

niiUee As announced by the News-
naper Guild of N. Y., administrator

ofW awards for the Irving Geist

Foundation, the jiadges are (Rep.)

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., Herbert

Bayard Swope, Henry Moscow.

N Y. Post managing editor, Lewis
Gannett, N. Y. Herald Tribune
book reviewer, and A. H. Raskin,

N, Y. Times labor writer.

for the PAL (Police Athletic Lea-
gue). thus giving the Police Dept,
a legitimate gimmick to go all-out
on what would otherwise be a
blatant ballyhoo. Jack Lacey,
WINS disk jockey, introduced Jo*lAn Egg.’* Issue, among other Lson via the' pTl

’

pUchT'and'rnc::things, also has seven U. S. stage dentally both the Loew oeoule anddirectors answering Bernard Shaw Lacey were oleasantiv*^on his recent “rules for directors.”
! how ^ w k

suipiised

Drew Middleton’s “The Struggle
! seemed in

for Germany” is scheduled for

!

Bobbs-Merrill publication Oct. 14.
i

^^^tchester to Queens.
Ralph T. Kettering currently

j

Jolson’s Wednesday "route”
working on his forthcoming book, comprised Loews Yonkers- the
Curtain Going Up.”

j

175th St., Paradise, Fairmont, and
National in the Bronx, and the Vic-
toria in Harlem. The Thursday
houses were the Coney Island at

i
Coney; Oriental in the Ben.sonhurst
.sector of Brooklyn, the Kings in
Flatbush; the Metropolitan. Brook-

SCULI.Y’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

Trumbo-Lawson
B Continued from pa{e t ==

cases to reach this court which lyn; the Commodore on the lower

T J i
squarely present the is.sue whether i Kast Side of Manhattan; and the

^Y^ h!/!:? !

Hous* Committee on Un-Amer- Orpheum in Yorkville.

&an and philant'h^pist, in coni
!

'

..
his

junction w'ith the Newspaper Guild
i jj

dramatically unbuttoning

of N. Y. Some $1,000 in prizes are InuirA his shirt and discarding his tie, as
r»iit for the three news them to make compulsory dis- be went into his songs Not too

I

c osure to it ol thoir political aflili- subtly he ISIS tSemS unnSl. IhS

.

• • •
! usual Hollywood stars who “do

‘Moreover, the investigation nothing,” he “was here to enler-
here by an agency of government

I
tain you.”

handed out for the three news
stories, features, etc., which do the
most to further inter-group under-
standing. Material for considera-
tion is limited to pieces and car-

toons which have appeared in N. Y.
newspapers or news mags between
Dec. 1, 1948, and Nov. 30, 1949.
Contest dosses Dec. 4.

into the content of motion pictures
and the disclosures of affiliations
commanded by the Committee, as

i

part of that investigation, were sus-

;

tained by the court below without
I evidence, whatever of any reason-

Kids ’Dig’ Him
Gratifying to the star and I.oew-

Columbia execs alike was the
awarenc.ss of the kids as to Jol-
son’s prowess. His opener about
1 will now do an imitation of

Mri. H®™*" Novel
, ..v.ucucu »..uccvcr o, any rea«on-

Diane G. Jafle and Jerry Hor-
; basis for belief by Congress ‘ an iiniiu.ion oi

to" no’yel' siStlS for win'er ‘'“J
‘“eas were •danger-

;^f,^’‘7be‘'a<ui'll‘s
lication via Random House. Back- i

that the motion picture m- adolescents as with the adults.

ground is Chicago and not Holly-
i

“ustry was in any way furthering Jolson opened with “California

wood despite the fact the authoress i

which might, by any rea- Here 1 Come” and did ‘After

is the wife of a w.k. Coast medico sonabie standards, be supposed to You’ve Gone” and “April Showers”
and Horwin is the screen writer ‘dangerous’ ...

|

thereafter. Akst was impressed in-

and co-author of “My Dear Chil-
1

“Furthermore, the Committee ^o service when, at the Gates, he
dren.” This vva.s .John Barrymore’s used this broad and fear.some power ' Kot bored with his rehearsed rou-
last starring vehicle and may be

, to cen.sor the content of motion pic- line with the band whipped out
done as a legit musical next sea- tures and to purge from the mo- “Mammy”; and at the Flu.shing

I
tion picture indu.stry alleged ‘dis- again changed pace and added

j

believers’ in the ‘Americanism’ to "Sonnv Bov.” I’hps.

i which the members of the Commit-
Sonny Boy.” These were firsts

on the entire itinerary.

In between, hi.s trademarked
“you ain’t heard nothin’ yet” con-
jured the memorable .song mara-
thons at the Winter Garden. As
Montague put it, “After you see
Jolson in action you first realize
what a road company Larry Parks
is in the picture, although, mind
you, we all think he docs a remark-
able job.” But the remarkable job

Lew Lehr’s Cook Book for Men
* 1

-
' vviinjii me iiieiiiuer

What a relief! A comedian writ-
l tee subscribed

Ing a cook book instead of a biog- I

* ® * *
*

.

raphy! Lew Lehr’s Cook Book for
|

Within the motion picture in-

Men (Didier:'$3.75) is a book that
;

du.stry, in the hearings here in-

tells you how to cook, with laughs.
|

volved, the Committee as an agency
The idea in cooking says Lehr is of government used its powers to
simplicity. “I have one recipe for I penalize individuals, including pe-
cooking all leftovers—break an egg titioner, because of their alleged
over it!”

|

beliefs and affiliations.”

' The book contains recipes con-
j

The Trumpo brier had tliis to
tributed by over 50 famous men of

|

say; '

the stage, screen, radio, literature, “This case presents to the court i is Jolie in action. At “just'oVer ti’o.”
art and adventure. Author has ! for the first time the i.ssue w'hether 1 For free. And dynamite on the
written cute demi-tasse biographies

j

the Committee may utilize its offi- cufTo as on that Winter Garden
under each persons picture. From cial power as an agency of govern- runway decades ago.
comedian and wit I red Allen’s roc-

! ment to compel a witness before it

to disclose his trade union affilia-

tions. History thus repeats itself

—

but this time only a few years after
it has first occurred in .Nazi Ger-
many and shocked the world . . .

“The House Committee on Un-
American Activities, by attempting
to compel these defendants to re-

veal their trade union membership.

Ipe of Portland’s sponge cake to
Vilhajalmur Steffan.son’s recipe for
whale blubber soup! Some of the
recipes are humorous while many
are the real ptomaine-makers.
Plenty of funny illustrations by
noted artists.

Lehr’s foreword has the ingredi-
ents of a swell biography. He has
sandwichecj in funny angles of
cooking, slices of interesting infor-
mation and even tells you how to

Hipp, Balto, Drops Vaude
For Straigrht ‘Jolson’ Pic

Baltimore, Aug. 16.

The Hippodrome will drop its

stage show for the first time in 19
years when it plays Columbia’s
“Jolson

—wvtvrii aiivi yUU IIUW HI * ’

watch the dishes. He is considered
i

criminal sanctions again.st t ' de-
fendants for their refusal *o de

Sings Again” earlv in

h.-.s completely neg.-.led national
1

j",
Labor policy, and seeks to enforce

: J“"’Pon ,

criminal sanctions aoainst • . ,le- ,

top from regular 63c.

Loew’s State, N. Y., where theone of .America’s outstanding ama- ' A^IIVtUlA Vkl I.IAWII BV & UC*C1 f \J _ , _,y
‘

' Clare their trade union affiliations.” preems tomorrow <Wed.» w ill
I 1_._4 .1

teur chefs. I never knew the guy
was a cook back in the old days
when we played on vaudeville bills
together. I figured the peculiar'
odors coming from his dressing

|room was from cooking up a new i

act, but now I know he was prac

Iron-Man Jolson
= Continued from puce Z ss

also up its scale, but only on
' Fridays - Saturdays - Sundays. Its

'regular top is $1..5(), which will
hold midweek, but it will jump 1o

I

$1.80 during the three days at the
; end of the w'eek.

A1 Jolson, who is biogged in theteuJUeffif AmeH?a
^ ^ along, plus Ernest Emerling, pub- - ...

My recine for this hoot ic
ex-License Commr. pic. flics back to the Coast from

one, read ft toil you com; .““r Benjamin Fielding, now a Loew’s, New York over the weekend. He
Ml, place it near The Zve nnd In'- executive, to whum this was did a IhrDoii, place it near the .stove and -- —
'ise when needed. Reading m.nketh ^n unexpected reunion with many
a man full t. H.. ... nr>lir>n G<xr0«>antc ofintainc and rank*
cook book

three-night flying lour of
theatres in the New York area la.st

I16Curd. KCBClinC ninkcth nianj ah J III n JdM
11 esperi.'tllv if it’s a Police sergeants, captains and rank- week to plug the pic. Barbara
by Lew Lehr.” I

and-file-cops. Abe Montague, Co- Hale, who eo-stars with Larry
Joe Laurie, Jr, !

lifTnbia Picture .sales veepee, also
^

Parks in the production, arrives
’

' made this particular junket, plus in New York today for publicity

CHATTER ! the Variety man, all riding in Jol-
'
purposes. She’ll go to Chicago

Richard M. Fielding, formerly son’s Carey car. Fallen by the next week for the opening at theM and promotion nrymager of RC.4-
!

w'ayside. exhausted by the Wednes- Woods on Wednesday (24). Jolson
*’*^c‘ord devision, appointed ' day-Thursdav sche>diile. were will also stop over there.

AO rtirector of Etude mag. Loew’s Joe Vogel and Columbia’s
profiled in ' Nate Spingold.

•rlicle •HXwZd's''''New 'D«mm! I
* Revelstion In Showmsnship

®03t.
I

'I'o all, this was a revelation in

Orn.stein. of Metro, has .sold ballyhoo and showman.«hip. The
in his “Ma and Me”, series

,

busine.ss at the moment is con-

tifi H ‘•i^*^n Jewish Outlook. It’s i corned with a retiii n-to-showman-

Wd d
Dawn Come to Life.” ship. Loew-Columbia-Jolson more

morrnu/ ’>
’’Matinee To- than gave a measure of it. Jolson’s

icaniho'et^
chronicle of the Amer- living trailer cufTn per.sonal was

^ a Whittlesev” i

^^‘**‘*^ things that had to be

29.
^ publication Sept.

| ,.YnpripneeH to be fuliv aODTe-

iiKi!'
Being Into theniiKi: il- mho me

JJ^^"‘'’^'"»?/l>uslne.s.s. along with his
other commercial ven-

tn kf’
with a comic book,
every third month.

York c r^helan. New
report

experienced to be fully appre

dated.
It was not merely a .xwing by a

star making a whirlwind tour of

she. Rogers and Mai Ro.mI, \\ho
is Rogers’ personal manager. nu,ght

set up an agency to find ami de-

velop new talent for video, as

well as to package shows.

Ro.gers cut an audition disk for

ABC-AM Friday il2). which re-

portedly turned out hi.ghly success-

ful. Only thing to be ironed oirl.Star lliaKiii|( a wim iv» mu luui o —
six Loew theatres per night. It was consequently, is the contract ierrn«.

a star doing a genuine act. and not Show is an audience par ticrpalion

cheating. Ju.st to make sure Jol- giveaway titled “Pick a Date Wrth

out

Just to make sure Jol

of pocket, bi’ought on

givi

reporter and lighter-
1

son. out of pocket, brought on Buddy Koprs ann .alw r" oe-

l-j feature writer. “A Time ' llarrv .\kst from the Coast as su- lieved readying a full-.scale burld-

Lono)!,^^
‘‘^due for publication by pervisor and quondam piano ac- ler the former hint actor. l)efi-

mid-Sep-, compani.st, silting in only for the nite plans for Uie TV show have

from = "extras.” Jolson also brought not been .set. but il expected

will u.'’
'n

_
Ecclesiastes, and lUnlnPek Mom Hollvwood to to be a top-budgeted vaneiy pro-

be an ant i
Matty Malneck f rom Hollywood to -

-
, .

‘ ,/ ’
.

CatholV urhilc^^’V’f I

Violin-conduct a crack com permanent

editor.
’’ tneluding tt'o

j p|,jj,jpg Milton deLugg at the ac- emcee.

^Leading .section nf
' eordion; Mickey Bloom, trumpet; Rogers Miss Pickford and Boyd

September i.ssue of TheatrP i >-ouis Stein, piano. Jack Lesberg. return to the Coast this weekend
^*g is devoted to a barkwarH !

bas.s; Bunny Schavvkcr. drums; Pete if the contract i.s readied by then

drama in 1929 with envor i Blmpiglio. clarinet. and will return in time lor the

Y®''''ng Bpbby ('lark readin" The Loew’s people eonceived a kickoff of both the radio ami TV
banner: “Wall St. Lays natural by lying il in with a pitch programs some time next month.

Dublin. Miss., Aug. 14,

There’s an old Irish rariii which the late Dr. Douglas Hyde dug up
years ago and which Hollywood might well read twice today. “1 see
the better things,” the old saying went, “and approve of them, but 1

follow the worse.”

Everytime Hollywood announces that an Irish comedy is on the way
I leap with delight. And everytime I .see it. 1 grow pale like a banshee
and boil thereafter like a live volcano. Stromboli, if 1 must name
names.

Fifty years ago Lady Gregory wrote that Ireland’s dignity suffered
from persistent belittling of its character and too often at the hand.s
of its owrt children. She was, of course, referring particularly to

Lover and Lever, a pair of home-grown clowns who wrote to please
the English not their own people.

Seemingly, Hollywood has never read anything else when working
out an Irish comedy. If one ever read Gerald Griffin’s “The Col-
legians,” except in Dion Boucicault's loused-up stage version called

“The Colleen Bawn,” 1 have yet to see evidence of the piracy. Yet
Justin McCarthy held that ‘ The Collegians” was up to the best of

Scott’s immortal romances.

F.nter Don O’Quixote

Save for a beautiful kodachrome travelog produced by Burton
Holmes and still among his top five gro.ssers. I have not seen anything
in years, which, designed to rub my Gaelic fur the right w'ay, has not
put a match to it instead. I have never keened for Cathlecn ni HoMl-
han, being no 18th century lover of Ireland but a 20th centui^ refugee
who wouldn’t go there even if offered Dublin Castle.

As far back as 1904 Ir ish actors stopped piling on the brogue, yet in

Hollywood scarcely a year passes without some brogues gallery fugi-

tives talking as if they were Eskimos. In this latest one. Par’s “Top
o’ The Morning,” the dialects of Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald. Hume
Cronyn and Ann Blyth will need subtitles in Dublin. Didn’t any of

them ever hear Father Flanagan of Boys Town talk’.' He was born in

Ireland, yet people understood him in every corner of America. With
him no longer among us to translate the Fitzgeralds, I doubt if even
Belfast, Maine, will understand “Top o’ The Morning.”
The tradition that the Irish are a gay, dancing, belligerent race,

given to swinging shillelaghs one minute and incense the next, may be
all right in bars and cocktail lounges where the atmosphere is reeking
•with error anyway. But it’s a nuisance to have to sit through the
nonsense year after year under the guise of entertainment on stage
and screen and, I fear, soon in television.

I know a lot of Irishmen, myself included, and they aiT nothing like

these oiitsized leprechauns w ho have been spoiling my leisure for years.

1 suppose it could be argued lor the Tyrone Powers, the Bing Crosbys,
Pat O’Briens, Dennis Days. Frank McHughs and the like that they
have to live. But by now all of llicm must be solvent enough to show
some independence.

Garlic Odors From Hollywood

Granted that Liam O’Flahcity h;,d his bias in pre.senting Irish char-
acters in “The Famine” and The Informer,” as indeed Shaw did in

“John Bull’s Other Island, ” Sv nge in “The Playboy of the Western
World,” “Joyce in “Exiles.” and O’Casey in “Juno and the Paycock.”
nevertheless the Hollywood bias is worse because it drips with once-
sweet juices which have long fermented.
The Scully Circus children are now watered down to one-half Irish,

three-eighths Norwegian and one-eighth English, and in another gen-
eration or two should take these things less seriously. But it would be
better if they didn’t have to take them at all. I agree with Sean
O’Faolain that Ireland has clung to her youth, longer and more tenaci-
ously than any other country in Europe. For evci*y exaggeration of
Irish virtue exported from G.ilway Bay, Hollywood doubles it in be-
mused begorrahs. The Irf^h have resisted amazingly well the Scotch,
English, Cromwellian and even the Norman invasions, but God help
it if it tries to resist Hollywood.
The general trade opinion is that “Top o’ The Morning” with Cro.sby

and Fitzgerald guarantees big gro.s.ses. II has been hailed as an above-
average yarn filled with lilting Irish melodies, and clean, wholesome
entertainment for the whole famil>

; that it should mop up and all that
sort of thing. If forced inio a pocket of resistance, I might concede
that “Luck o’ The Irish” was worse.

In the.se Irish pictures some manipulator of a laughmeter figured
that if he took an American-born star ot Irish ance.stry and transported
the broth of a lad to Ireland, the contrast between his down-to-earth
behavior pattern and the whimsy of the bog-trotting natives would
make Chase National richer than ever.

Up Where Money Doesn’t Talk

That the manipulators can point to bank statements as proof of how
right they were in no way muffles my ire. The bank statements don’t
aw'e me either. In fact nothing over five bucks impresses me in an
argument. Beyond that sum money talks no longer. We are up where

j

the tn^ is mightier. And up there the perpetuation of the myth that
the Irish are still quaint, shillelagh-swinging tenors eome.s perilously
close to clinkable perjury.

i

These script wTiters apparently haven’t seen anything written of
Ireland in the last 100 years. They never read Swift and seemingly
have never heard of any Irishman but Shaw. It wasn’t an aceident of
history that the dozen or more men who dominated the intellectual
bellicose and artistic life of England for a generation were all Irish.
.\ugu.stus St. Gaudens. George Moore, Oscar Wilde, Lady Gregory,
John Millington Synge, William Butler Yeats. George Russell, Frank
Harris, Conan Doyle, T. P. O’Connor, Uird Roberts, Lord Kitchener,
Sir Horace Plunkett. Lord Northcliffe, Justin Huntly McCarthy. Sir
William Orpen, Lord Dunsany and .lames Joyce were Irish at least as
much as the Rockefellers are American.
Even today the best .short stories, it is generally admitted, are not

being written in America or England but Ireland. Among F. L. Green,
Mary Lavin, Sean O’Faolain. Michael McLaverty, Joe and Frank O’Con-
nor, James Stem, Seumus O’KcHy. Robert (libbings and Bryan Mac-
Mahon there may not be a Donn Byrne but they are several cuts above
the Hollywood crop of Freudiim rewrite men. Most of the.se (!oast
case-historians, husheen, make me teel like a surviving victim ot the
potato famine.

Back to Barrymore’s Grandfather, Eh?
The loss of the Blarney Slone in ‘ Top o’ The Morning” had only one

sad moment for me, and that was wtien it was found again, ll.s re-
covery mean the jig-dancing comic Irishman would be back next St,
Patrick’s Day with a clay pip;* stuck in his battered .old hat, wearing
a sprig of shamrock and matching behind McNamara’s band.

In American we’ve had this spurious man of Aran on the stage from
the days of the original John Drew, grandfather of the current Barry-
mores. But it was left to William Scanian to perpetuate the character
by singing his way through the duller scc;^; of a dozen Irish romantic
comedies. I wouldn’t be siii prised if the realization of the mischief he
was doing was what caused .Scanian to drink himself to death. When
Chauncey Oleott was signed to continue the legend he was smart. He
took a pledge. That way he could live with Cathicen ni lloolihan and
sing “Mavourneen” in his sleep without being driven insane, as Scanian
was at the end.

In addition to the Irish tann I quoted, the Irish Duke of Wellington
had an answer to such Ihealiicalities which Hollywood might well listen
to. “Sir,” he used to say limbed. I think he said it to an overacting
Lord Nelson), “Sir, don’t be a damned fool.”
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Broadway
their Keller’s Corners farm to

catch Margaret Phillips and Carra-

Motion Picture Pioneers’ 10th ' dine in “The Heiress” at Playhouse

anniversary dinner Nov. 16 at the "^ith Mrs. Phillip Goodman their

Waldorf-Astoria. * •* * j «
Denny Beach has Joined Howard from Washingtorto

1 aJward's sXtarv® 'Hayward s secretary.
editor of Washington Times-

Arthur White and Ozzie Gaines Herold
into publicity jointly. Both have John Beaufort and Francesca
been independent p.a.’s.

|
Brunning in for weekend.

Mary and Jock Lawrence to the' Sylvan Levins .vacationing with
Bread Loaf Writers Conference at Rosa de Young, his mother-in-law,
Middlebury, Vt., for two weeks. at Stony Hill home.

Mrs. Ruby Schinasi to the Coast Carl Allensworth stopped off en-

for a couple of weeks’ visit with' route home from Barter Theatre
her daughter. Mrs. Arthur production of his “Count Your
(Bubbles) Hornblow, Jr.

j

BJessings.’’

Arthur Poppenberg has joined „
I^orothy Sandlin took over for

Philbin, Brandon & Sargent ad Foster last week at Lani-

agency as an account exc and will bertville Music Circus in

specialize in TV spot accounts . .

' Sweet when cold and sore throat
bedded star.

Wednesday, August 17, I949

London

During the terrific heat last week
agent Paul Small moved into one

[ p J^^^g^Vand Vew"^^ heJ
of A. J. Balaban’s aircooled of-

' iS^n
flees in the Roxy and operated
frnm thprp I

pre^m of 3 Men at New Hope.

„ . . T ii- J J She and husband Ezra Stone check
Beatrice and . Rayinond afRA convention on Coast

Daniell, London correspondent for wppU
the N. Y. 'Times, among those sail- '

ing for Britain last week on the
Queen Mary.

A1 Jolson anxious to get back to
the Coast and re.st. directly after

;

^Jolson Sings Again" i^eems at the
j

Vern Alves weekending here.
State today (Wed.), so his wife isn t Grace Filkins has gone to Glou-
coming east after all. cester

Mrs. Eddie Cantor back to the
j

Ayn Rand visiting the Richaid
Coast while the comedian does per- Mealands.
sonals in the east and readies his Gene and Polly Tunney at heir
first four tape-recorded shows for Maine camp.
“Take It or Leave It” (Eversharp).

; Irene Delroy visiting Joe and
Donald L. Velde now advertis- Edna Gibney.

Ing counselor for Theatre Poster, > Anne Whelan due back next
Inc. A1 Adams, formerly of Para- Dagmar Godowsky, siren star of
mount, RKO and Warners, has silent films, visiting relatives here,
joined Velde to service the ac- week from three months in Italy.

( This year’s “Silvermine Sillies”

Farl Carrol Reality Corp.. Zieg- now in rehearsal has been labeled
feld Theatre Corp., and the “Arts and Flowers.” Paul Kwattin
Brunswick Radio Corp., are owners is staging.

of unclaimed property being held Doro Morande, whose querolous
by the National City Bank of New housemaid, has Westport listening
York.

j

to “Breakfa.st with Burrows.” tak-

Lou (Latin Quarter) Walters due' Achorn’s Drug .Store

back on the He de France this' Alfred Crowns and Morris Hel-

Friday (19i. Says craps in Monte among the show biz summer
Carlo more of a freak than a popu- !

Crown is Goldwyn
ular gambling game, even with the IP- Helprm American rep of

Yanks. Alexander Korda.
Miles White. Katherine Bard.

Westport, Conn.
By Humphrey Doulens

wppW in‘
Thcresa Helburn. Eleanor French

Mrs. Arthur Schwartz (Kay Car-

1

ringtoni painting a portrait of
Lucy Monroe. Songsmith - pro-

1

ducer’s wife, like so many in show
bu.siness, has gone in for painting
In a large manner.
Mayor O’Dwyer will tie the knot

Friday (19i at the Waldorf when

Paris
By Maxime de Beix

(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)
Eddie Lewis to Deauville.
Jean McCormick in Paris.
George Raft back from the Ri-

Arthura Baer weds .songsmith Mar- viera.
tin KalnianofT. The Bugs Baers ' The Joe Bellforts prepping a trip
(parents) are blowing them to a to U. S.
honeymoon trip to Paris.

j

The Wladimir Lissims in Swit-
Barbara Hale, costarring in “.lol- zerland.

son Sings Again,” arrives in N. Y. ' Bob Harley taking a quick trip
today (Wed.) to plug the pic via to Germany.
radio appearances. She leaves for Blen Dosia back in town from
Chicago next week for the film’s Alpine vacation,
midwest opening at the Woods. Gloria Bragiotti writing for Phil-
Chicago, Aug. 24.

,

adelphia Bulletin.

Irving Rubine heads the Coast •

Valentin Mandelstamm vacation-
office for Bob Taplinger with the **^8

expansion of the New York flack .
Stroheim here for three

outfit’s facilities in Beverly Hills Riviera.

For the past several years, Rubine •^®® Bellforts to U.S. until
maintained his own publicity of- ®*^^ September,
fice on the Coast. Jacques (“Tovaritch”) Deval to
A fairly large contingent of show Blin “Age de Juliette.”

biz personalities are included Raoul Levy shifting qffices to rep
among the 1.500 or more delegates Edward Small productions,
from 10 Latin American countries. Law'yer Jean Rapoport prepping'
Canada and U. S., convening at visit to U. S. in September.
American Continental Congress for Arletty skedded for French adap-
Peace in Mexico City, Sept. 5-10. tation of “Streetcar Named De-

Howard Le Sieur, United Artists sire
”

pub-ad chief, returned from the Paris Presse. evening daily, in-
Coast. Monday (15>, after a week cepting a special Friday cinema
of confabs with UA producers, page.
Publicity chief A1 Tamarin, who (Tynda Glenn, after three days in
went west with him, remains an- Paris, off to the Riviera for three
other week. weeks.

Ira Wit (Variety) kept his nup- Gerald Mayer back in Paris for
tials to Evelyn Bell, of the 2()th- three days and off to Belgium and
Fox studio lab dept., .so q.t. that Holland.
he got scooped on his own marriage Bill Little, of Albany Club. Lbn-
hy the other trades. Bride due to don. due in Deauville for the rac-
rejoin her husband in N. Y. next ing sea.son.
month, motoring east with Ira The Elias I.apineres back from
after he flies we.st to pick her up. their Malicorne fishing and paint-

-Metro producer - director Clar- ing vacation.

C. V. France, noted legit actor,

I
left around $58,000.

j

Impresario Victor Hochauser en-
gaged to Lilian Shield, non-profes-
sional.
Bobby Wright and Marion leav-

ing for Australia Aug. 18 for in-

definite stay.
Richard Ainley WTiting biography

of his father, Henry Ainley, noted
matinee idol of his day.
Ruth Brummer, formerly with

WNEW, New York, has now joined
the Erwin Wasey advertising agency
as radio manager.

Marilyn Hightower, featured
dancer in “Roundabout,” planning
a Christmas wedding to Dick Hur-
ran, who staged the show.
Bob Goldstein, after commuting

for five weeks between Paris. Rome
and London looking over shows and
film studios activities, returning to

New York on the Queen Elizabeth.
Lawrence Wright is seriously

considering retaining his revue “On
With the Show,” currently at North
Pier, Blackpool, for next year’s
summer season. Show has been do-
ing capacity ever since it opened
June 27.

Harold Steinman’s “Skating Van-
ities” already booked for return
date at Wembley. It will be eighth
edition with new costumes, scenes
and dresses. Despite no date of
opening has been announced, man-
agement has been inundated with
customers for seats, with 5,000
seats already disposed of.

Archie Menzies arranging to go
to Australia early next year to

stage his former London shows, in-

cluding “The Astonished O.strich,”

“Return Journey” and “Quintette
in Discord.” Meanwhile he has
completed his first drama, titled

“Hell’s Lagoon.” which he intends
to produce in the W’est End under
own management.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

The Sunset Drive-In theatre, in

nearby Fairfax County. Va., is

slated for an Aug. 22 preem.
Norman Jackter, Columbia sales-

; man, has transferred to local Va-

j

riety tent from Charlotte, N. C.

I

Dick Sykes, student director and
actor at Catholic U. inked for a

I lead in the new George Abbott mu-
' sical, “Touch and Go.”

A1 Sherman. TV and film consult-
ant. has scheduled for fall produc-
tion “Holiday Time,” described as
the “first travelog ever pfoduced
for video.”
David Polland, local film flack, is

volunteer coordinator of press, ra-
dio and motion pictures in relief
drive for victims of the Ecuadoran

!
earthquake.
Max Youngstein. Paramount exec

in charge of flackery and adverti.s-
ing, was guest speaker yesterday
(16) before Advertising Ciub of
Washington, where he again hob-
nobbed with friends he made when

I

wartime motion picture coordina-
i tor for Treasury bond drives.

jpro
Andre S^la.

Clifton Webb and his mother
stopped in Genoa long enough to

j

switch bags from train to car, pose
' for some pix (by tourists), before
driving off to France.

!
Charles Miller stopped for a

I

week in Cannes on way to Italy.

I

Secretive about MCA’s plans to
! open Paris branch, but admits in-

I

terest in foreign talent.

I Jimmy Davis, composer of
I “Lover Man.” guesting on the
“This Is Paris” show, and then
opening at the Club De Paris on

j

the Cannes’ Broadway, La Crois-
sette.

Darryl Zanuck entertained at a

;

formal dinner at the Carlton hotel

j

la.st week, when he gave the pre-
I miere showing of “Prince of

I

Foxes.” Guest li.st included the

I

Duke and Duchess of Windsor, the

I

Jourdans, Elsa Maxwell, Merle
j

Oberon and Norma Shearer.

Hollywood

Chicago
Buddy Ebson takes lead in “Man

From Home” at Chevy Chase Sum-
mer Theatre, Aug. 16-21.

Railroad Fair passed its 1948
record last week with over 1,000,-

000 attendance this year.
Alan Ladd and Phyllis Calvert

here for scenes of “Postal Inspec-
tor,” which will have a Chi locale. I

Donald O’Connor, Charles Co-
1

burn and Josh Shelley in town '

for preem of “Yes Sir, That’s my i

Baby.”
|

Ernie Byfield hosted celebs in
tow/i at a lavish porty in Parade :

Room, Ambassador - East Hotel,
'

Wed. (10).
I

Gert Bromberg, legit flack, will
handle National company of “Kiss
Me, Kate,” and precede company
into Chi for Sept. 22 opening.

,

Rio Cafiana, downtown nitery, is

giving up the girlie policy to
launch a musical montage type of
.show, similar to College Inn “Sa-

i

lute Series.”
j

Grant Park concerts will run a
week longer than usual lo feature
original I.sraeli music. Nicolai
Maiko directs and Cantor Moses
Silverman is guest soloist for Aug.
16-21.

Henry Koster to Sun VallAv
vacation. on

Irene Dunne to San Fraiiekr/x
vacation. '^‘^nciscoon

Chico Marx airlined in
Manhattan. ”

Harry Cohn due home from p
rope Aug. 22.
Herman Levy hospitalized withan attack of polio
John Scott Trotter 4p CharlotteN. C., on vacation.
Harpo Marx returned from .

long stay in Europe. •

Sonja Henie in town aftpr ««
tume fittings in N. Y.

"
Frank Fay recovering from

ery in in Santa Monica.
Compton Bennett in from Pno

land for huddles at Metro
Peggy Dow out of the hosniioi

after penicillin poisoning.
Lon McCallister to La Jolla tn

gander the strawhat situation
Russell Holman in town for pro-duction huddles at Paramount
'Tamara ’Toumanova in town a’ftpr

eight months of ballcting in Pn
rope.

” “

Samuel Goldwyn and his wif*

Tahol
Ronald Reagan released from

hospital to nurse his broken lea
at home. *

Loretta Young hospitalized after
collapsing on the “Key to the Citv”
set at Metro. ^

Anthony Mann to South Dakota
to trap Redskins for “Devil’s Door
way.” which will be filmed in Col-
orado.
Maureen O’Hara’s illness caused

a week's delay in the start of “The
Bowie Knife.”
Monroe Greenthal in from N Y

for exploitation conferences \v!fh
Samuel Goldwyn.
Marion Bereman chocked out of

the Universal-International flack-
ery to await motherhood.
Mel Ferrer to La Jolla to direct

John Lund and Ward Bond in the
strawhat production of “Command
Decision.”

Buenos Aires

enco Brown flies- his Beechcraft
Conanza to Cleveland on Labor
Day weekend for the National .Air
Races, then heads for New York to

Lawyer Charles Campbell back
at his Crillon apartment after
month is U.S.

vein;...., i,' -vi
Berger, prewar Metro mid-

Hi
Bodgeis. Al-C. Kurope sales, and now in the ship-di.stnbution veepee, on releasing nine hnsiiiAss oicino k.T vT

f
ilanc fur “intruHor in fiw.

ousmess. giving Paris the o o.

MnWpntion of ,hc Wlllio... Faulkner „c«
both the Shuberts and Lou

Bucks County, Pa.
,

DiiycowcncnlistinsOuWoOr-
y laiulos help to get an C). K. from

T 1-
5^ Sol Jacobson the French -to install motels on

John Cairadine learned after French roiuis.
performance Mon (8) in “The ‘ Whisiiering" Jack Smith and
Heiress" at New Hope he had be- musician Frank deVol cockt ailed by
come the father of son in San Julia Smith mo relative' of PX’A
Mateo. C’al All wires arc phoned radio staff, on eve of his homing.
In evening in stieks .so producer The Lacy Kastners had enough
Theron Bamberger became stork visitors to hold a Columbia board
messenger during curtain call be- meeting, with the Harry Cohns,
fore audience. Jack Seegals, Arnold Pickers and

Ruth and Gus Goetz in from Arnold Grant.

Riviera
A

By Margaret Gardner
Mistinguett at Menton.
Harry Cohn at the Carlton.
Walt Disney at Beaulieu's La Re-

serve.
Harry Cohns in and out of the

Carlton.
Michele Morgan and Henri Vidal

at Juan-le.s-Pins.
Mariella Lotti, Italian film star,

re.sting at Rapallo.
Jack Smith and Frank de Vol at

Beaulieu’s La Reserve.
Barney Balaban, accompanied by

wife and daughter, spending sev-
eral weeks in Cannes.

Stewart Granger and Alicia
Markova arrived at Nice on the
saine plane from London.

Edith Piaf gave three concerts
on the Riviera last week, at Cannes,
Juan-le.s-Pins and Menton.
Barney Balaban and family off

to Milan, on fir.st stop of tour of
Paramount’s Italian offices
Ava Gardner in “One Touch of

Venus” (U) packing them in locally
at Genoa’s open-air Parco theatre.

Tatiana Pavlova, Russo-ltalian
dramatic star and local fave. due
at Genoa’s Augustus theatre with
her repertory company.

Bill Robson back in Cannes after
a brief trip to Paris .vher»* he
scripted the special one-shot Eddie
Cantor Marshall I’lan radio show.
Cannes becoming rovalty con-

.scious with the arrival o) former
Queen-Mother of Italy and ncr
daughter Queen Jeanne of Bul-
garia.

Macario. Italian comedian,
shooting final .scenes of latest pic.
“How I Discovered America,” on
liner Saturnia laid up in Genoa
harbor.

Katherine Dunham, after a suc-
ce.ssful preem at Monte Carlo
Sporting Club, gave three dance
recitals at Nice’s open air theatre
Verdure.

Geoffrey Heilman, accomprnied
by his wife and Mrs. Han.ld Ko.ss,
at Hotel du Cap, preparing a New

This month veteran cinemactor
Enrique Muino celebrates 50 years
in show biz.

For the third time in succession
Tito Guizar has reneged on a con-
tract to work in Argentine legit,
pix and radio.
Argentina crooners are organiz-

I

ing their own union, with the
SADIAC (local ASCAP) collaborat-
ing in the preliminary organization.
Carmen Amdya and family are

I

expected back in Buenos Aires in
September, and will take over the
Grand Splendid theatre, formerly
used for pix exhibition.

A.ssn. of Argentine Film Com-
mentators decided to expel Miguel

;

P. Tato, better known as “Nestor,”
former chief of the Japanese Em-
bassy Press Bureau in Buenos Aires
during World War II.

Giannella de Marco, five-year-
old Italian moppet symphonic con-
ductress, has arrived in Buenos
Aires to conduct at the Gran Rex
theatre, with the Belgrano radio
network putting her on the air.

South Africa
• By Joe Hanson

KARFO, Dutch Reformed
C^hurch film organization, to estab-
lish studios at Pretoria.

Claudio Arrau. Chilean pianist,

on concert tour here, also Erna
Sack, coloiatura soprano,

Deborali Kerr expected to visit

Cape Town en route to East Africa
for filming of M-G’s “King Solo-

mon’s Mines.”
Film biz is way down, with pix

of caliber of “Barkleys of Broad-
way” (M-G) and “Maytime in May-
fair” (London Films) doing only

little better than average.
"Present Laughter,” staged by

Brian Brooke Repertory Co. at the

Hofmeyr theatre, Cape Town, now
in sixth week, establishing all-

time record of legit runs in South

Africa.
“Annie Get Your Gun” given

ovation at opening at His Majesty’s,

Johannesburg. Most lavish pro-

duction ever staged in South

Africa. Show is 50th produced for

African theatres by veteran pro-

ducer Phil Levard.

!

Pittsburgh
I By Hal Cohen

Maestro Billy Catizone and bride
off to Florida on honeymoon.
Four Knights at Monte Carlo

again for quick repeat FridJ^ (19).
Mrs. Lenny Litman, wife of the

cafe owner, bedded with virus
pneumonia.

Jules Pfeiffer’s nitery pre.senta-
tion of “The Drunkard" into Copa
for run beginning Sept. 5.

Farley Granger in town for a
round of press and radio activities
in connection with “Roseanna
McCoy.”
With closing of summer operetta

season, Maurice Spitalny and his
wile took off for 10 days in At-
lantic City.

Jackie Heller back into his
Carou.sel after two wc*ek.s on the
road, and lias Guy Rennie and
Joan Hollow'ay on bill w'ith him.

Copenhagen
By Victor Skaarup

,

“On a Slow Boat to China” is this
summer’s biggest song hit here.
Cirkus Schumann completely

sold out every day in the week. I

Season closes in Octber.
Biggest Hollywood hit in town is
Knock on Any Door” (Col) in iU

third month at Scala-Bio.
Oscar Holst celebrated his 5th

anniversary as an actor with a mid-
night show in his circus revue tent
at Bakken.

Stig^ Lommer’s horror show ^

“Uha,” with five one-actors a la I

Grand Guignol, was so big a hit at
'

Hornbak bathing resort, that it’s
|

now' moved into Frederiksberg the-
atre.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Radie Harris visiting Rome,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cohn In

Venice,
Richard Ney and wife are at tne

Excelsior hotel.
Lois Maxwell, now working m

“Tomorrow is Too Late” at Titanus

Studios, has taken an apartment in

Rom®.
Geraldine Brooks is seeing Roni^

after being on location for “Vul*

cano” in Uperi. .

The Bud Ornsteins. Betsey Blair,

Doris Dowling. Jerry
the Mike Frankovitches (Binnie

Barnes), Marina Berti, to Venice

last week. ,

William C. Tubbs a.ssigned tne

role of Sergeant Roy in “The skY

is Red.” being produced by Ac •

Films. Company goes on location i

Leghorn.
, ^ _

Fdourado Cianelli has ju.st com-

pleted a film. “Patto col Diavow

(“Bargain with the Devil”)

Miranda at Scalera , i,

Fabrizzi, Italian character ^etor.

directing and starring in a P*®'

.

called. “Benvenuto. Heverenflo

(“Welcome, Reverend") which

helped write.

Vienna

^ By Emil W. Maass

'faylor Caldwell in

Marla Eggert and Jan Kiep

in Bad Gastein. u-hs-
Gratz Film working on a Ha"

burg pic, “Archduke
Willi For.st’s color film. "V^enn*

Girls.” cut In Sievering
Czerny Film bonght Hans

erer’.i script. ”My.sterioiis H
Emmerich Kalman

music to a Karl-Faikas opc

"Rfknnrhpr '*
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change, died in that city Aug. 13.

With the firm some 27 years, he
! served nine years in Chicago prior
to going to the Coast. Bebop's Small but Steady Beat

M Continued from pate 1

AL SHEAN
A1 Shean, 81, veteran trouper

Mid member of the famed vaude

team of Gallagher & Shean, died

in New York Aug. 12.

Details in the vaudeville section.

harry davenport
Harry Davenport, 83, stage and

screen actor for 78 years, died Aug.

Q at his Hollywood home. He re-

heimer” when Draper, son of a for-
mer Massachusetts governor, mar-
ried her secretly. When announcea,
the story made headline copy for a
long time, and eventually Draper’s . • . i.

estrangement from his family
;

teacher

ended.
Three sons survive.

MARGARET MITCHELL

HARRY EICHLER
Harry Eichler 78 former trum- torm, it’s contended. But new idiom. Gillespie’s tour of

peter in the bands of John Philip pushing through the weltei Europe, a couple of years ago,

Sousa and Victor Herbert, died in ot phoniness on its merits whicTi wliile financially a setback. dn‘\v

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.
* Duke Ellington recently termed as terrilic crowds in the chief capitals.

In later years, he had been a the only advancement made in .Several bop bands have been form-
modern music. Ellington, person- ed in Europe, notably Germany,
.ally, however, is keeping out of and it’s reported that an under-

JOE MEYERS the bop camp. ground bop movement is stirring

Joe Mevers 3S trunmolef with But while Ellington and .some behind the Iron Curtain In Czecho-

other top musicians are slicking to Slovakia w'here its officially ban-

. Tied. Leonard Feather s recentvarious

cently completed a role in R'dmg
; “Gone With the Wind,” died in At-

High” at Paramount and was slated
; lanta Ani?. ifl Mtes MiTr>hoii U7n«

to start in ‘‘Please Believe Me” at

Metro this week.
Scion of an old stage family,

Davenport spent practically his en-

tire life in show business. His

career began at the age of five in

‘‘Damon and Pythias" at the Sel-

wvn theatre, Boston, in 1871. On

Coast
their nr'oven Stvles a flock of i in- »H>d. Leonard Feathers recent

Somlnt'houle.*- ® ^^^rUn^Waders hook. • In.side Bo-Bop," was »,n»k-

Police called it suicide. to bop. Some of them don 1 know m as a text. Tadd
ithey are playing bop and others Gillespie .s arrangtw, also did sotne

^ r u u ’ don’t care. Benny Goodman ha.s l»osyletizing on his recent

Aug 11 Her husband wbo was ' stated that it didn’t matter if some ^^d will return theie
thal, head of music Corp. of Amer-

sidemen play bop. as long m October.

lanta Aug. 16. Miss Mitchell was
struck by a speeding automobile
on her way to an Atlanta theatre

with her at the time, escaped in-
jury.

Miss Mitchell gained world re-
nown from the publication of her
novel, which was turned into a

•'fS:::!; mm"in Voavid a S^dmick!

ott, Ethel Barrymore, Phyllis Ran-
kin and numerous others. Through
his marriage to Miss Rankin he
was the uncle of Ethel, Lionel and
John Barrymore. His father, E. L.

tribution. It is the biggest gross-
er in film history with the possible
exception of ‘‘Birth of a Nation.”
Her husband, John Marsh, At-

14 at Kos.y„,^ ^

Bop, in short, is no longer a

ittle-cry—it’s a fait accompli.

. am- aia d-e ..5 . 4 !,.. fwo factlons in my band, but no
Arthur Hamilton, 6.5. projection- ”

ist at the Morton theatre in Boston ^ ,

for 25 years, died Aug. 6 while Other bandleaders who are giv-

visiting in Port Huron, Mich.
;

ing bop a twirl, even if only oiu e-

lightly-over, include Charlie B.tr-

Anglo-U.S. Pattern
('oiillnurd from page 1 •

of territories rather than
^ ^ nf net, Ziggy Elman, Claude Tliorn- sion ol territories rainer man
Sarah Langman,

hill. Gene Krupa. Lionel Hampton, profits with the British producer

i Count Basie and Coleman Hawkins, taking Eastern Hemisphere rights

Davenport, was one of the leading
advertising exec, survives

tragedians of his day.
Among the plays in which he ap-

peared were ‘‘H. M, S. Pinafore,”
^Rip Van Winkle.” ‘‘Monte Cristo,”

"'The Belle of New York.” ‘‘The
Naked Truth,” "Sari,” “Lightnin’.”

public
tion KFWB, died Aug. 8 in Los
Angeles.

IN LOVING MEMORY OF
My Dear Wife

MAUDE RYAN
(August 15. 1935)

CHAS. INNESS

DR. KARL WEIGL
Dr. Karl Weigl, 68 . Austrian-

!

ort’h leader, died Aug. 13 in Cleve

born composer and conductor, died land,

in New York, Aug. 11. Recently
he had been a member of the com-
position faculty of the American
Theatre Wing Professional Train-

;

New Y’oi k
ing Program.
Among his other compositions,

Dr. Weigl had composed six sym-
phonies, three overtures, four con-
cert! and eight string quartets.

among others. In addition, of ajid the American partner, the

course, there are the heavily bop- we.stcrn half of the world.

Faiher fip of Frankie Yankovic ^t^cented aggregations led by Dizzy Sounding Out ll’wood

fh iP«H 4.r diPd Auc 13 in Cleve- !

Gillespie. George Shearing. Woody John, who will visit the Coast
Herman, Machito and the moie Coring his thi‘ee-week U. S. stay,
esoteric, but highly rated Charlie Variety yesterday (Tues.t:

Father of Leo De Lyon, vaude
‘ ‘ vvelcome joint production

An increasing number of vocal- ‘ deals. I’m ready to talk to anyona
ists are warming up to bop also, who has fiozcn pounds. Nobody is

although many of bop’s best friends barred. I’m going to the Coast
would rather file and forget the and I expert to talk to all major
screwball numbers titled "Oop Bop companies.”

British production exec readily

and cafe comic, died Aug. 12 in

"Three Wise Fools." ‘‘The Music
Master," "Old Man Minnick,"

MARRIAGES
Rcbycca Franklin to Ward More- Shi Hau," • Oo-pa-pa-da" and •Ool-

„ . , . .. . house. Statesboro, Ga., Aug. 13, 'ya-ka. Bop, however, also has a i-on^-eded the advantages to Rank.
Survived by wife, son and a He’s drama editor-critic of N. Y.

i

repertory of nuinbers which are make big pie-
daughter. ' — ... • r o.n...r..ir.1.r 4l*In.l * * A r> 4 I > I _

*‘Topaze” and “Hay Fever.” Daven- ’ Distributors, died in London last
port started his film career in 1912 Wednesday (10) after a long illness.

Sun; bride is former newspaper-
woman.

T u T u crt • • i 1 I
Angela Lansbury to Peter Shaw,

John Jacobs, 59. joint general
, London. Aug. 12. Bride is a film

sales manager for General Film ! .’ up „„ ^ctor
rll’oH in T loo* 1

“CirCSS, HC IS dH dLlUI.

JOHN JACOBS

super-seriously titled “Anthropol-
St. John said. ‘’We’ll keep

ogy.” "Epistrophy” and
ology.’

Bop City the Capital

Although the peak of the bop

Ornilh-
^ijp territories we know and the
American companies can get the
Western Hemisphere. Each of u*
will put up half the price.”

There is no doubt that the, „ Arthura (Artra) Baer to
craze passed away sometime last

and functioned for a time as a di-
]

He had been with Universal-Inter- KalmanofT, Aug. 19, ^ year, currently there are more hop majors are ready to meet any
rector for the Vitagraph Co, in national for many years, and joined She’s the daughter ol me “ORs L^ygjpjgj^g working regularly than likely joint production proposal
New York, but later returned to

;

GFD when that company merged Baers and works in Ihe^ society
since its birth in 1943, half-way. From the Coast, reliable

acting.
I

with U-I for
- .. . .v,.,...

Surviving are his son, Edward L.
,

lease purposes.
Davenport, television producer;
three daughters, Kate and Ann
Davenport and Mrs. Dorothy Dav-
enport Reid.

with U-i for United ICingdom re-
,

dept, of the N. Y. Journal-Ameri-

1

City, Broadway nitery, has reports come that Metro, UA, 20th-

Survived by wife and son.
can; groom is a songwriter.

been the central showcase for this Eox and RKO are ready to talk to

1 _ Elizabeth Everhardy^ to^ rran^'^ypp music since it opened sev- St. John or any other British

months ago. While manv of producer whose production ex-

T u
SHEA I Bride is a member of Paramount s

attractions, like Billy Eckstine. perience rates. As for Paramount,

I ,.r -4 XT V 'are not boppists, there’s enough presence of Paul Raibourn in Eng-

SIDNEY. K. FLEISHER
j

ment'0^* "TheaCal Enfe^Jl' AuT's'-Bride Is ln”th^ ZOtlpIi "oTtl'?!nV
1^

slUlios lab dcp,.; he on N.V. staff rdT^s Uni;e"rS ’ht aTeV S”™™
Yonkers,' n"y., Au/‘iy’ r'jL^Se Dalya to Robert .

P™PO.sition, amMtiou, partnership part with

Before joining the Shea firm in \iie 9 Bride is Gn 52d street, the vanishing race ^ank.

1930, he was a salesman for Metro- ‘ a ^ ’up.„ 'onewriter. strippers is being replaced by Skirts Currency Curbs
G(ddwyn-Mayer in New York.

j

* cillort to Ceorce crowd which makes up in
,

Joint production deals would
Survived by wife and four sons.

1

Mar l^a smuart lo oeorge
earnestness what it now lacks in effectively breach the currency

' J™ film O^avars Cafe Society Downtown In restricUonsimposedbytheAnglo-

jSlia Dalga to Sam' Murray, San Greenwich Village is also ficjdling Ameriean Sim pact and pave tha

He’s a member chords in its way fdr a future course of conduct.

in the law firm of Fleisher & Col-
ton, theatrical attorneys, died in
Brewster, N. Y,, Aug. 10.

Since 1936, Fleisher had been
the negotiator, by appointment of
the Dramatists Guild of the
Authors League of America, for
the sale of motion-picture rights of CHARLES R. OSBORNE
produced P^^ys. Charles R. Osborne, manager of

|

a , • a,,,# 7 Mp’c » mpmber ''**•“ »*k-'w ui l-uuius m il.’> way lor a luiure course 01 conauci.
Before 1926 film producers buy- the Lake theatre. Lake George, and '

^nton
’

. a ^ j^GOR 'current layout featuring Coleman it is noted. New type pact sought

1

manager in Mont- •
of the engineering ^ Hawkins’ slightly boppified combo, by St. John and welcomed by the

authors and the producers and real and later supervisor of check- tnere.
, ! Monte Kav meantime is also mninri! u dnnhio odcrod ««

wmetimes the recipients looked at ers in the Albany district for War- Joan Way to Malcolm Richards, ... a ^ . nj-d
[majors is double-edged so tar as

.
each other su.spieiously. In 1926 „?rs died in GleL fIiIs, N, Y„ Aug, Cincinnati, Aug. 10. He's ^ f a „n thrsite ofTheThutt^^^^^^^^^
the Minimum Basic Agreement be- 5. He had been connected with BIm

|

WCPO disk jockey.
' rH,,.’..2"riith

" ' only doe.s it absorb frozen pounds
tween the Guild and the theatri-

1 business for 30 years. Virginia L. Dragon to Lionel
amassed by American companies

cal producers was drawn up and
|

Survived by wife, three daugh- > irwin Jr Penacook, N. H., Aug. 7.
the late Joseph P. Bickerton, Jr., i

ters and a brother.
’ ’ - - - • - - -

noted theatrical lawyer, was
chosen as arbiter. Fleisher was
long associated with Bickerton and
when the latter died in 1936

V. L. BARNES
V. L. Barnes, 79, film

Fleisher was chosen in his Place
and the title changed to negotiator.

“

The Fleisher-Colton firm repre

Bop musicians are also working in the form of production expendi-

man acp^oHlir Palace theatre Jazz spots located in other metro- tures but it also exempts the prod-

there ^ politan centers. While the pa> off uct from the barriers raised against

„ , . Wou TTpphnpr compared to the coin com- dollar remittances,

m player and ' Lake * Arrowhead Cal. Aug. h’.
manded by the top pop bands, it’s Since territories rather than

ist, died Aug. Groom Is west coast recording di- "}ore than most of the bop musl- overall profits are divided, there

lector for RCA-Victor. ' received a couple of years would be no need to remit dollars
Before taking up acting he i «;tpu;art to Georce Another factor blocking the from England. Whatever a jointly-

seiits^:hp^ Aiithn'^^T A^pr" ' worked on such newspapers as the
j o’Hnnlon Santa Monica, Aug. 6 .

bands from sharing the big produced pic produced in the way
ica^and ^^t^ Drama^Usts

^ G^ld’ i

Denver Post and the (Chicago Daily g ’,
1,^ actress and former coin where it’s still to be had is of revenues in the Western Hemi-

Radio Writers Guild and Authors 1

and functioned as an artist-
|

comedian Joe E. Lewis; the discriminatory attitude again.st sphere would be pocketed by th«

Guild Its Pilots also have in- I

he’s star of Warner’s Joe Me- mixed white-and-Negro aggrega- American company without the
• • - —T*'® V, IICII Lo aioVI fl Qt^otllch-A tn 4afl n iV D t* a-v _ 1 dill rvr*AifQ 1Anf I ri cr\*v\a oloce i a

eluded Ed Wynn, George Abbott,
Rose Franken and Joseph Kessel-
ring.

Survived by wife and son.

THEODORE BEKEFI

Spanish-American War.

HAROLD H. KOPP
Harold H. Kopp, 65. manager of

the Fox-We.st Coast Lido theatre,

LiOS Angeles, for the past eight

Thpodn«4 S7 fnrmpr ^bere Aug. 14.
eodore Bekefi, 57, former

. cmi-vivaH Hv wifp daiiph

Doakes comedies.

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs. Norman Barasch,

son. New York. Aug. 15. Father is

B.™?7nd' a‘tSrfeMl«^

:

son”RZrt.‘’of'lhe\^>7sfla^^^^ firm ’ wrar/Mr" Frank Shndstront. 'enue
".1.

<«

iMn vaudevill" died Aug. I in Las
' of Gang. Kopp & Tyre. daughter. Hollywood, Aug.

tions, still prevalent in some class need of trans-Atlantic trading,
spots. You gotta approach bop with o* «
« 4!Pn«;p nf rplatlvifv sav Its dP-

St. John s pre.sence on the Coast
relativity, say Its de implement the recently-closed

^ ^
. o. . n I >

' by Joseph H. Seidel-
Disks Slow A-Boppin man, U’s foreign chief, and the

In the disking industry, bop has Rank interests. British exec has
also copped a fair share of the rev- brought across a number of scripts

9 .
While few bop records have scaled . Goetz, U’s production head, for

Father is a film actor ibe 100,000 mark, it’s pointed out
1
possible partnering. Goetz, on his

DANIELA PALMER Mr and Mr.s. Art Pallan. tb«^/b^ Indie platteries, with their part has several scripU which he
Daniela Palmer, 42, Italian ac- daughter, Pittsburgh, Aug

Charles Dillingham production,
i

tress, died in Rorne, Au^ 11. Au- Father’s a WWSW disk jock.
small dink rnmnanip*!

.Bachelor Belles," in 1910. Return-
;

thorities there said dvMh was due
^

Neill, son. suu 'blik'ng the bop JeS^in
I* s ft

Vegas, following a major operation.
Bekefi first appeared in America
•s partner of Adeline Genee in the 9 limited distrlb facilities, can make wants to discuss with St. John,

a profit with only a 5,000 sale. In

log to Russia at that time, he to an overdose of sleeping pills.
Pittsburah July 2.5. ratnei » r « i i

^ *ui '
. uu 4 v.

danced with Tamara Karsavina Born in Milan as Giulia Fogliati,
ba^dlcacfer and KDKA producer.

fairly large quantities with the
A - — . ^ . 1 _ A i_ Ai noIrvkAM UcillViix. civax. I oiivs nr*imo mntiL'o Y\f nrr\fit Vloai/\/and Anna Pavlova in St. Peters- she took the stage name of Palmer

burg, but at the outbreak of the and had headed her own company
Russian revolution in 1§18 he since 1930.
*uade this country his home. He

Ethel Barrymore
Continued from page 1

prime motive of profit. Heavy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robertshaw, jockey plugging of bop records

soil Pi^burgh. J"°^ber s
j^y Robbins, Symphony Sid internationally famed, where she

S«''y actress Leonard Feather in New York, previously had been limited by the

.
a beadliner on the Keith cir-

1
CHARLES WEBB i

Mr and Mrs George Watson Dave Garroway in Chicago and stage medium.” Miss Burke paid
cuit for a number of years and in

; Charles Webb. 80. former vaude ^ other platter pilots is also keeping respects to "the finest actress of

In
‘be Palace theatre, performer who. with his wife, had WBBM announcer there.

,
alive bop pro.spects in a generally

| our day.” saying "you don’t just
iJl.r'- V.. in an act known as Hnni. a musical act for many years

'' "

Bekefi’s Theatre Grotesque.” un-
*^^*'u^t'nient of Rosalie Stew-

art.

With the decline of vaudeville
u* founded ballet schools on the
*«st coast. In the last four years
• conducted a school In Laguna,

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Graves, sagging market.
love and admire Ethel Barrymore.

on vaude circuits, died in New daughter. Pb;‘®^®l[i'*’„.: 4 u“f;Y Tipoff to bop’s grip on the you worship her.” Lionel Barry-
York. Aug 11 Father ,s disk jockey with KYW

younger crop of instrumentalists is kept his part to wishing his
Mrs. Webb died last June.

[

there.
Kintner

by the good sale of bop birthday.’*
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E ts-imner, g^eet music, handled mostly by i j »

RALPH T. WILLEY

QUEENA SANFORD cw, it-

Queena Draper, 66 .
widow

Bristow Draper, former daughter

of the Draper Corp., died
“.““P'dale. Mass.. Aug. 13

ino*; ^®.®J® Sanford, she was sing
* ‘The Rich Mr. Hoggen-

son. New York. Aug. 14. Father is
j j Robbins Si Sons publishers. Samuel Colt, her son and John

Ralph T, Willey 57, radio engi- an ABC cxcc veepee. Rop, incidentally, has also cued ‘ Barrymore, Jr., her nephew, were

ncer of Mutual Broadcasting Sys- ' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seymour, stron.g interest among the hot jazz also on hand, as were Katharine

tern died in Roselle Park, N. J., daughter, Poughkeepsie. N. youngsters 4n the classical modern Hepburn, Judy Garland, Mrs.

Aug 11. Aug. 14. Father is co-producer Ravel to Hinde- Nicholas M. Schenck, Ava Gardner,

Survived by wife, son and the Valley Players at Malden
I
Gloria Swanson, Constance Collier,

j

Bridge. N. Y.
daueh- Europe’s jazz aficionados, usual- George Cukor. Carey ^Bson,

‘

. 13 Father is 'V discriminating and objective in George Sidney, Ida Koverman, Ed-

JACK HOWLAND ter,
j Hooking Agency In appraising developments in modern

i

''in Knopf, Clarence Brown, Edgar

Jack Howland, 65, sales manager J'^Jtb
Ass

music, have also cottoned to bop’s : J. Mannix, and others,

with Warners Los Angeles ex- cm.
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• PARAMOUNT, New York

RECORD BREAKING $103,000

GROSS - OPENING WEEK!
VARIETY. August 10. 1949

Paramount iPar.i (3,664: 55-$1.50> —
Damone, others onstage (2d wk). First

session ended last night (TuesJ roared

ahead to giant $103,000, one of best

opening weeks in months.

• CHICAGO THEATRE

‘ROPES UP’ for $67,000 Gross
VARIETY. July 13. 1949
Estimates for This Week

Chicago (B&Kf (3,900; 50-98 >

Damone. Giant $67,000 looming.

. . . with the Nation's Current

THREE BEST-SELLING RECORDS-

Exclusive MERCURY RECORD ARTIST

My sincere thonks to "PET MILK,

wonderfvl years in radio.

my sponsor.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCYManagementDAVID GREEN ASSOCIATESPress Relations

1V 1
ll lUS
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PuMiahnd Woekljr at 154 Woot 45th Stroot, New York 15, N. T., by Variety, Inc. Annual aubacriptloB, |10. Binglo copiea, tS renta.

KntcroA aa aocond claiM uiattcr Daromber 22, 1905, at the Po.<i t OlTioo at New York, N. T., under the avt of Maich I, 1179.
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ROAD MUST PRODUCE OWN SHOWS
TV’s Heavy Fall Grid Lineup; NBC

Blueprints Four-In-One Coverage

Menjou’s Lectures

Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Adolphe Menjou .starts out on his

first lecture tour Oct. 16, when he
does seven weeks of gabfesting for

,

Columbia Lecture Bureau. Tour,

! which is sold out already, runs

f
coast to coast, and includes appear-

' ances at Duluth, U. of Michigan,
Michigan State College, Detroit

and Indianapolis Town Halls, and

expectecr to‘ devote consider-
,

various sc^iools and flubs
^

! These dates are in addition to

' Menjou’s radio program, “Meet
the Menjous,” with wife Verree

' Teasdale, and films.

NBC television will launch a-*-

revolutionary new system of col-
j

lege football coverage this fall,
[

iimultaneously feeding the top

games in the east to various sta-

tions divided into simulated re-

gional webs. To carry out the

plan, the network's remote cameras

on certain Saturdays will pick up

as many as four different games,

each of which will be aired by

three or four stations in the home
team’s vicinity.

With the other video networks

also

able time to football this fall,

broadcasters are steadily refuting

the contention of the web’s de-em-

phasih on sports. It had been

thought that, because of commer- I

clal commitments, they would be

forced to leave sports coverage to
,

Indie stations. But NBC, as one '

example, even without baseball is
j

carrying more sports events this
|

year than it ever has. Web now ‘

has the trotting races two nights

a week, has covered races from the

big tracks and all the major tennis

and golf tournaments in the Great-

er N.Y. area and tees off its Fri-

day night fight schedule in Sep-
tember.

Football plan. In fact, shows the
marked increase made by NBC in

ports coverage. ^ Two years ago,

(Continued on page 63)

BIHIHY L[CII Agencies Dusting Off Radio

Packages in Wake of Giveaway Nix
T

By HOBF. MORRISON

Fabian Pitching

For World Series

On Theatre Tele

•so. PACinC’ ADVANCE

B1(%EST YET AT 500G
Instead of decreasing, the de-

mand for tickets to “South Pacific”
continues to grow. The cash ad-
vance for the Richard Rodgers-
0»car Hammerstein, 2d, musical
haa now topped $500,000 in mail
orders and window sale, excluding
broker allotments. The total was

New York baseball fans

.still get a chance to see the

coming World Series via large-

screen theatre television. Indie

circuit operator Si H. Fabian is

considering a pitch to baseball top-

pers and the network and sponsor

which carry the Series for home
video, with the intention of screen-

ing the games at his Brooklyn Fox

theatre.

Fabian declared last week that

nothing definite lias ensued yet,

since no spon.sor has yet been as-

signed video rights to the Series,

but intimated he would seek the-

atre TV permi-ssion once that has

been decided. Fabian first became
enamored of large-screen video

» record $430,000 when the show ' when he carried the Walcott-
opwed last April, Some time ago Charles heavyweight championship
Ihe figure reportedly dropped to fight several months ago through a

Out-of-town managers must pro-

duce their own legit shows, rather'
than depend on Broadway to sup-

1

ply enough product to keep the
road alive. That is the premise un-

,

derlying exploratory talks held ’

recently by a number of the- i

atre operators in key towns. Out of

the confabs and the common need '

may come a cooperative producing
set-up for louring shows.

With the number of louring
Broadway productions steadily de-
clining in recent years, local show-
men have become progressively

concerned, until some of the more ' a
active ones are convinced that they

!

must take the initiative. As it is. '

few houses outside the basic

United Booking Oil ice circuit make
enough profit to warrant continu-

ing. 'They figure that unless they
i

can increase the number of legit i

!

attractions they must go into
'

other booking fields or go out of

busine.ss entirely. Too many have
1

done the latter in recent years.

The local operators see two re-

cent developments as indicating the

may ^
possibilities of cooperative produc-

up- ' tion activity. One is the new move,
reported last week, to form a five-

city circuit for touring summer
light opera productions. The other

is the highly successful operation,

now several seasons old, of the

(Continued on page 60)

Jolson Parks Larry
Hollywood. .\ug. 23.

A1 Jolson will get together short-

ly with Harry Cohn. Columbia Pic-

tures prexy, just returned from a

European vacation, on the proposi-

tion of playing himself in a lliiid

biopie.

Larry Parks personated Jolson
in the original “Jolson Story” and
now the just releasing ’Molson
Sings Again.” Incidentally, a

double-featuring of both pictures

on their reissue, throe years hence,
is already being primed as part ol

Jolson Festival.”

Upped Nitery Biz

No Cue for Costly

Names This Fall

more than $300,000, but it has since
climbed to what is believed to be
•B tll-tlme high.
Probably as a result of the ticket

^be being conducted by New
York City investigations commis-
•loner John M. Murtagh, there is

little talk of scalping in “South
scats. But, according to

associated with the produc-
ttoB, requests for "house seats” are
a worse headache than ever.

deal worked out with NBC televi-

sion and Gillette Safety Razor. It

is believed the same two outfits

(Continued on page 63)

TV in South Also

Bans 'Boundaries

;

Won t Play ‘Patsy

50 Years a Scribe

Harry Hersh field, veteran car-

toonist-columnist, and easily the

No. 1 after-dinner speaker for

marathon performances on the

“celery circuit,” is a man who re-

fused to come to his own dinner.

Instead, he's utilizing the 13th an-

nual dinner lor the (Alfred E.)

McCoskcr-llcrshfield (Harry) Cijr-

diac Home, at the Waldorf-Astoiia,

N. Y.. next Dec. 3. as beneficiary

of the kudos intended for his own

Concentration Camp Pic

.Fatal to Film Critic

^ Tel Aviv, Aug. 16.

^ within a few hours after having
the Polish film, “Ostatni Etop”

1
Stop”), at a pre.ss show-

1

— — .

Tel Aviv Saturday (13), film '
golden anniversar.y

JJJtio Max Llbmann died of a heart
{

Her.shfield started '

attack.
i paperman m San Fiancisco In 1899

flt'als with life In a femme ^ and he has been a working joumal-

joncentration camp under the !
ist for 50 con.secutive years. Not-

Llbmann lost the greater ables from Hollywood to Broadway,

family in the Auschwitz] plus civic, political and
‘•••th camp. He complained after leaders wanted to honor him with

- a supcr-felc, but he stalled them

off.

Memphis, Aug. 23.

Plans of producer Louis de

Rochemont to screen “Lost Boun-
,

. .

!
daries” on television in Memphis ;

P*3y‘ug me
and Atlanta, in answer to cen.sor

bans against the film in both cities,

were kiboshed this week. TV sta-

tion managers in both cities re-

fused to sell air lime for the

screenings on the assumption that •

they would only be “u.sed" to help

de Rochemont in his fight against

the censors. As a icsult, de Hoche-

mont may he forced to sock a court

test of the legality of the blucnose

action

Chicago. Aug 23.

Upward swing of cafe giosso
precipitated by the return of*

cooler weather all over the country
has given bonifaces confidence that

the fall will bring a general upbeat
in nitery trade. Many calcs here
as well as elsewhere have picked
up .sharply since the break in the

recent heat wave.
Despite the pickup, cafe owners

are still w'ary on buying high-
priced talent. Except for the few
name turns that are always work-
ing, traffic in high prk*ed acts has
been very sparse. One of the rea-

sons a.scribed i.s the general belief

that act salaries will hit the to-

boggan. Last year’s salaries won't
be paid in most situations. Vaude
pickup ties in directly inasmuch as

most of the new' playing time is

made up of lower priced talent and
most of the standard acts that are

vaude time are doing
.so at cut salaries.

Another factor < contributing to

the decline in buying cafe nan>cs
is the uncertainty of the Florida
situation.

The Federal Communications
' Commission t'dict give away the
giveaways puts the radio acetMit

riglit back on talent, accord

-

I ing to the tah'nt agencies. I’cr-

I centers regard this as their big-

gest break in some time, even
though the FCC action is stymied
by injunction and other court
actions that the networks might
take.

.\s a result of the ban. agencies
are dusting off radio packages that
they bad just about given up hopes
ot selling. In.stead of pitching tite

slums at the webs, they’re going to
the ad agencies and .spon.sors

directly. Spiel to the show’-buyers
r uns along the line that it ill be-
comes a reputable firm to hang
onto a show whose legality is un-
der a cloud.

In the event the sponsor Is tied

up w'ith contracts on Santa Claus
shows which have .some time to

lun. percenter’s argument is that
pact can be cancelled after Oct. I

since a contract cannot be en-
forced if it is illegal to carry out
its terms.
The percenters are avoiding the

nelworks on substitutions feeling
liiat the webs would like to keep

(Continued on page 63)

'Timesquare, USA’ Carny
N. Y. midtown hoteliers—26 of

them—are sparking the new Time-
square, USA’ ballylloo, and are
priming for an early spring. Ihrcr-
day carnival as an annual event to

Ban of the Memphis hoard. ’ put the spotlight on Broadway as a

tourist attraction.

Plugging the fact these hoiols

accommodate the entire popu-
lation of New York; i.e.. over
8,000,000 transients per annum.
that area contains 619 restaurants

his action this week, however, with 1

3

nd eateries of all types and

MARY PICKFORD MAY

DO AIR SHOW IN FALL
‘ Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Mar>' Pickford may do a radio

show thi.s fall, retuniing after

nearly 15 years off the air. Since
she has decided to move from Hol-
lywood to N. Y. with her husband.
Buddy Rogers, she has okayed ne-

gotiations for an AM program if

the right format turns up. Reps
of ABC and NBC are already pitch-

ing package ideas at her through
her personal manager, Mai Boyd.

Mi.ss Pickford’s last radio ap-
pearance was as star of the “Par-
ties from Pickfair” series, which
originated during the 1930s from
her Coast home via the CBS web.
Rogers pacted last week with ABC
tor both AM and television pro-
grams, which start this fall from
N. Y. Miss Pickford returned to
the Coast ye.sterday (Tues.). follow-
ing Rogers, who left la.st week.
Boyd is slated to fly back Friday
'26>. All three will return to N. V.

early next month. -•

it had passed United Artists

“Home of the Brave.” has puzzled

the industry, since both films deal

with the same anti-Negro discrim-

ination themes. Lloyd T. Binford.

cen.sor board chairman, explained

th* . "“T* eompiainea aiier
depressing ef-

the a.s.serlion that “Boundaries

deals with “social equality between

whites and Negroes in a way that

we do not have in the .south.” On
the other hand. ’’Brave” was passed

(Continued on page 63)

nationalistic epicurean tastes, 25
churches, several hospitals (St.

Clares’s, Polyclinic, etc.), $.53,000.-

000 in property values, etc., the aim
,
will be to offset Ibe midway as-

pects.

Irene Rich Set For
WOR Radio-TV Show

Irene Rich, vet screen and legit

actress, is being primed for a series
t)f programs on WOR, N. Y.. which
will be set up for simulcasting over
AM and TV. Format of the show
has not been settled as yet but it

will be angled for the femme dial-

ers. Robert Buries will produce
and Toni Taylor will write the
series.

*

Miss Rich, meantime., is slated
to reopen in Mike Todd’s legit

.show, “As the Girls Go,” at the

I Hriadwav theatr'' in th" '‘all.



MISCELLANY

U. S. Films Grabbing Honors At Venice

Fest; Visitor Ust Reads Like N.Y.-LA.

•* 4k

VcMiice, Aug. 16.

U. S. filius. of which eight have

been entered for tlie 10th annual
International Film Festival here,

have grabbed off most of the

kudos thus far. Opening pic, on
Aug. 11, which was “Snake Pit,”

was enthusiastically received.

Standout film today <16) was
“Champion.” As a rule, Europeans
don’t like fight pictures, but

j

“Champioii’s” story, combined
with firstrate acting, caused this

one to get raves.

Eight U. S. films being shown
'

here, in competition with films
|

from 15 countries, are “Snake Pit”

(20th), “The Three Caballeros”
(RKO), “The Quiet (^ne,” “Cham-
pion” (UA), “Johnny Belinda”
(WB), “Look for the Silver Lin-

ing” (\VB), “The Secret Land” !

(M-G), and “Forgotten Village.”
j

“The Quiet One,” which was pre -

1

tented on the fifth night (15),,

turned out to be noisy, for the •

audience broke out in applause

three’ times during the perform-
ance. The Italians seemed aston-

ished that the Americans ever

made such a serious documentary
|

type film.

Festival is being held at the

Cinema Palace here. During the I

22 festival days, 42 films will be
shown. Countries showing films

,

are the U. S-, Italy, England, I

France, India, Poland, Mexico,
Belgium, Canada, Switzerland, Is-

rael, Au.stria, Germany, Argentina

and Jugoslavia. Most of these na-

tions are showing only one or two '

pix. Besides the U. S. eight, Italy

. Is showing .seven, and Great Brit-

ain five.

Second day showing included
Walt Disney’s “The Three Cabal-

leros” and Jugoslavia's “Sofka.”
Disney film was shown in a special

group called “Children’s Pictures

Section” in separate contest.

Third and fourth days’ showings
were Switzerland’s “Combat With-
out Hate,” England’s “Blue La-

goon” and “Scott of the Antarc-

(Continued on page 63)

OK for Sound
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Len Levinson, Impossible
Pictures prexy, has an inside

line on the current wire-tap-

ping investigation of Holly-

wood racketeers.
He reports that Mickey

Cohen now prefaces all his

phone conversations with “The
following is an electrical tran-

scription.”

Wednegday, Angogt 24, I949

Pitching Horseshoes By Billy R„^

376lh Week!
3,832 Performances

All-time long run record In the

legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY’S
“BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

Completes 7-year run K1 Capltan

Theatre, Hollywood, August 27.

OPENS Zlegfeld Theatre, N. Y.,

REX HARRISONS MAY DO

A PIC IN ITALY IN ’50

Rex Harrison, whose' contract

with “Anne of the Thousand Days”

expires Dec. 31, may make a film I g*

in Italy next spring with his wife, '

Lilli Palmer, for an undisclosed

fo^New^^York Friday (19) on the Garry Davis Drops Exec
He de France, had been vacation- '

ing in Britain and Italy during

“Anne’s” summer shutdown.

“Anne” resumed performances
on Monday (22). Miss Palmer, in-

cidentally, is slated to start re-

hearsals late in October on the Al-

drich-Myers upcoming legiter,

“Caesar & Cleopatra.” She’ll ap-

pear opposite Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke.

Film Producers Bought

In On One of Dempsey’s

Pugs So Now He’s in Pix
Indie production unit in which

Jack Dempsey became a partner
last week resulted from a turn-
about-is-fair-play deal. The for-

mer heavyweight champ let his pic-

ture partners buy into a fighter he
owns, and they in turn took him in

as a participant in the production
company.

Pards are Sam Stiefel and Harry
M. Popkin, both of whom head units
which distribute thrpugh United
Artists, as will the new organiza-
tion. Deal started when Stiefel

bought a chunk of Dempsey’s fight-

er, a lad named Clarence Henry.
Popkin, who also owns a large num-
ber of theatres, heard about it,

and likewise wanted in.

Resultant arrangement found
the three of them sharing the box-
er and Dempsey the titular pro-
ducer of what the announcement
gez will be one or two pix a year
backgrounded against an American
sport. First to which the new Pop-
kin-Stiefcl-Dempsey label will be
attached is the already-conipleti-d
“Big Wheel.” It’s an auto racing
pic starring Miikcy Rooney and
Thomas Mitchell. Producers up
until this week were li.sted as

Rooney and Stiefel.

Men’s Fashion Preview

Uses Theatrical Format
The men’s apparel industry is

turning to theatrical presentation

to familiarize the public with its

product. The newly formed Na-

tional Fashion Previews of Men’s
Apparel, Inc,, will hold the firkt

nationwide fashion presentation in

the history of the men’s apparel

industry for seven days beginning
Nov. 27 at the Boca Raton Club,

Boca Raton, Fla. Show has been
budgeted at a near $500,000. Visual
presentation, design and lighting

for the fashion preview will be
under the supervision of Jo Miel-
ziner and Leonard Haber.

Format of the show, still in the

I

planning stages, will be woven
! around skits or an overall plot,
' which in its telling will allow for

the presentation of the new gar-

ments. Idea is to employ char-
acter actors fairly well known to

the public to model the apparel,

i
Approximately 500 retail execu-

t

tives will be cuffo guests at the

i week’s showing. Myron Kahn,
NFPMA’s executive director, is

producing.

Actors Equity Association

45 West 47th Street

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

During the past six months, reputable producers have announoAii
approximately 50 new productions for the fall season, and yet here t

is the middle of August and you can count those actually in

on the fingers of one glove.
renearsal

Broadway, of course, knows what the trouble is_money, or rath
the lack of it. It knows that, because of one thing or another
day’s angels have folded their wings and that a producer who audition*
a show for a group of potential backers these nights is lucky if he rako
enough to pay for the canapes and cocktails.

Obviously, what the legitimate theatre needs most right now 1?
new set* of angels who are willing to gamble on the productions tha?
are all set to go. And if you’re inclined to listen, I can tell you wherJ
you’ll find this new set of angels—gents with fresh, green foldina
money, who are not only willing but actually eager to take their
chances.

^
•

And you won’t have to look far. These gentlemen have their offices
on Broadway, and if you don’t know them by name you undoubtcdlv
know them by sight. Yes, I’m talking about the ticket brokers.

^

j

To hear them tell it, the reason they’re anxious to bankrolf certain
;

productions is because they’re fed up with taking the rap for certain
thieving producers, theatre owners, company managers and box office
treasurers. They’re unhappy about the bad notices they’ve been getting

! lately and, for a change, would like to buy blocks of tickets at boxoffice
’ prices in advance of production, and are prepared to “eat” those tickets
w hen they guess wrong.

' To make this possible, Equity of course would have to remove its ban
on the “buy.” And, begging your pardon, it’s about time. Though the

, experiment was worthy in motive, what resulted from it, like Prohibi-
: tion, is a matter of record and regret. As everybody knows, bootleg

After a last fanfare meeting in tickets to some of the big hits this season have sold for as much as $50
the provincial city of Cahors, the a seat—several times as much as the public paid for a “Follies” or a

Garry Davis World Citizen move-
;

“Show Boat” during the years of the “buy.”

A lot of us, of course, know the scandalous story behind the ticket
scandal, certainly I do. But to put the ill-making details on paper—to
explain the institution of “ice” and how it’s melted down well, that
would involve blowing the whistle on a lot of guys I’ve chummed and
bummed around with for years and, for reasons I won’t bore you with
I’m not disposed to play “copper.”

’

Job on World Moyemenh

To Study Refinancing
Paris, Aug. 16.

ment seems to be heading for a

switch in organizational policy.

Davis exchanged with his public

relations manager a couple open

letters stating he w'as temporarily

retiring for “study and medita-

tion,” which also might mean re-
| owner of a theatre, I get to see most of the musical scripts

financing.
, . , turned out these days, and in the past few months I’ve read at

Friends least five which shape up as potential boxoffice hits. But, so far not
ago that what he needed most was ordered a dress or a stick of scenery because the’pro-

wtee“no privLIfLSr w^d perl
,

O'*"'' 'j*™ ‘"an half of the necessary money,

mit hirn to carry on with the i

that the ticket speculators, if given the chance to

scheme for long. But he persisted fpculat^e on pre-opening ticket buys, w'ould complete the financing of

in blinding himself to anything but ;

these shows and five musical productions, gentlemen, mean the em-

propaganda, regardless, getting
,

P ?Y"'®"t of close to 1,000 actors, dancers, musicians, stagehands and

deeper in the red as he progressed ®ther help around the theatre. And remember. I’m only talking about

' instead of accumulating a surplus,
j

musicals. I understand that at least a dozen dramatic shows are ready

Aneeled at first by a few sympa- i ^ into rehearsal as soon as dough is available for the necessary

thizers, including some American
j

bonds and production expenses.

Who would suffer? Nobody I know of, except possibly a few chiselen
who are stashing away dark-of-the-moon money in their vaults—little,
if any, of which ever shows up on their income tax returns.

showmen currently in France, he’s

been in the red from the start.

I Davis, former Broadway legiter,

who lives now at 7 Rue Brea, in

! the heart of the Montparnasse dis-

!

trict, is devoting himself to pro-

paganda* via recording speeches
and inspirational material. He has
relinquished executive or admin-
istrative duties, which have been
taken over by the Citizens of the
World organization, as distinct

from the Garry Davis personal
company proper.

Citizens of the World is run by
Robert Sarrazac, earliest Davis
follower and closest associate, a
former newspaperman, and is

housed on Boulevard Poissonniere
in the building of the Societe Na-
tionale de Presse, w'hlch has taken

t XX* 1
newspapers published un-

Beery CBSh Discovered
,

der German occupation. They is-

A..« oo the French branch of the
Los Angeles, Aug. 23.

[ organization, membership cards for
Executors of the estate of the i a nominal 20c.

late Wallace Beery discovered an

item of $763,360, hitherto over-

looked. The unexpected wealth,
all in ca.‘;h, was found in a safe de-
posit box. It raises the value of
the Beery estate to more than $2,-

000.000.

F’iled against the estate are two
claims, one by Beer\'’s former wife.

Mis. .^^eta Foyt, for $1,000,000. and
one for $104,135 by Mrs. Gloria
.Schumm. who declares Beer\' is the
father of her son, Johan Richard
Wallace Schumm.

Respectfully,

Copyrifht, 1»49, by Billy Rot*
Distributed by Tlyi Beil Syndicate. Ine.

(Reprinted by Permission)

Billy Rose.

$763,360 Overlooked

Show Biz on Continent

Mooey, Sez Lon Walters
“There’s more show business in

New York than there is on the
whole Continent,” declared N. Y.

Latin Quarter operator Lou Wal-
ters, on his return from Europe on
the He de France, Friday (19),

after a eight-week stay. From a

quality standpoint, the entertain-
ment industry in America is way

i

Ui. FILMITES’ JOB FOR

HOMELESS IN ECUADOR
Quito, Ecuador, Aug. 23.

Yank film reps here and the

U. S. Dept, of State joined forces

last week to provide entertainment

on an emergency basis to the 300,*

000 Ecuadorians made homeless by

the fierce earthquakes that shook

the Ambato area 70 miles south of

this capital city. American film

men donated all the 16m feature

Memorable First Nights

By Emile Littler
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London.
The opening of “Annie Get Your

Gun,” at London’s largest theatre,
the Coliseum, exceeded the most
optimistic dreams of the producer.
The British audience—normally
unemotional — cheered, laughed,
and sang. There were speeches,
in which everyone forgot to say
the things everyone always wants
to say. But the audience, not car-
ing. cheered the merest words.

The orchestra struck up a re-
prise of one of the Irving Berlin
.songs and the cast sang. “More,”
cried the audience, and the cast
sang another .song and another and
another. The leading lady, Dolores
Gray, casually mentioned that for
her it was a double accasion as it

was also her birthday.

At that, someone in the gallery
shouted for the orchestra to play
“Happy Birthday.” so the cast and
the entire house .sang it together to
the new star. The last streetcars
had stopped and it was time for
the late trains to leave, but the au-
dience
cheer and sing.

So for the producer, at least,
June 7, 1947, the opening of “An-
nie Get Your Gun” in London was
the all-time high for first-night en-
thusiasm and excitement.

ahead that of Europe, Walters '
Points they had in stock and the

I

stressed. On this trip he didn’t i

State Dept, provided portable

visit England and the Scandi-
navian countries.

i

“The semblance of life that Con-
tinental show business has is given
by U. S. acts. The Lido, Paris, for

|

1
example, has American acts, and
it’s a good show,” Walters avers.
“The four hours of

.
‘Folies Ber-

gere,’ ” he continues, “is repetitious,
and costumes are not so good. In
the smart spots such as the Casino
at Monte Carlo, the best-dressed

!

women were either American or]
English. Even the style shows by
some of the leading designers, had

i

ornamental rather than useful cos-

'

tumes.” At one show, Walters
pointed out, “one of, the models
fell and tw'o men had to get out
on the floor to help her get up

—

^

the gown was that unwieldy.”

I

In Italy, Walters said, he was
urged by natives to catch a ter-
rific, but otherw'ise unidentified
colored act in suburb of

projectors and generators to send

free outdoor shows to the dis-

traught and .suffering populace.

With all electric power out and

virtually every building in the

area down, the State Dept.’s

bile projectors were on the job two

days after the quake hit. They

continued to operate through the

week. In addition to features, they

showed the Dept.’s health shorts

on steps to be taken to avoid

dangers from impure water supply

and other hazards.

Jack Connelly. State Dept’s

newsreel rep from New
here to supervise coverage of tn

quake scenes.

suitable talent either for

or in thcatre.s, but found little m
was suited for his purposes. *

femme singers he said,

„vv ... oui/viiu ui Rome,
j

Edith Piaf and Lucienne
After weeks of seeing second-rate the males patterri
shows, he went and was rewarded

,
Maurice Chevalier and

by ^ really sensational turn—the
Nicholas Bros., a well-known
American standard.

The only item that Walters
wanted to import was a ballet com-
pany, the Roland Petrie troupe.

Charles

Trcnet. As for dancers, there was

nothing outside the ballet.

Walters reported there nr**.

major cities without any sernb

of show business, and
pc..*, i.ix iiuimiu I'ciiic iruupe, height of the tourist season V '

— .... which legit impresario Lee Shu- ' Florence, Padua.
hid

remained in the theatre to dissuaded him from signing. ! Rouen, Calais and some othe .
,

and sing. He later learned that Arthur
!
little to offer except oeca

vaudeville troupes. ^
The Latin Quarter

concluded by stating he w^as

to get back to New \ork—
he can see some talent.

He later learned that Arthur
Lesser parted the outfit and the
troupe will be presented this sea-
son in a Shubert house.

Walters declared that he really
put on an intensive search for

*
I i
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last week was seen In some trade

circles as a prelude to possible di-

vorcement. Should the break

come, appointment is said to clear

the way for Mayer to become prez

of the proaucing-distributlng end.

while Nicholas M. Schenck heads

up the theatre company.

This was given as the explana-

tion why Mayer, for the first time

In his 25 years with the company,

has accepted a corporate post.

Previously he has always been in
,

the position of a paid employee, I

although he has participated in
|

profits. i

By taking the post of “first

v.p.,” it is reported, he is in the

logical position for a natural step-

up to prexy if and when divorce-

ment becomes final and Schenck

,

chooses to stick with the theatres
|

rather than with the le.ss lucrative
j

producing-distrlbuting division.

Another reason for the election
|

of Mayer to the vice-presidency
j

was said to establish him publicly

as top man at the studio

Cal. Here I Go!
Hollywood. Aug. 23.

California is still the home
of the film industry but 15 of
its pictures are being shot be-
yond the borders of the state,

eight in foreign lands and
seven on various locations in
the U. S.

It is the largest number of
out-of-state films in a num-
ber of years.

DuPont May B.R.

E in Exchange

For Raw Fihn Deal

atres are generally running about

j

10% less than a year ago, the pick- >

:

up in business that started about
i

July 1 is continuing, check of ma-
|

i

jor and indie circuits by Variety
! reveals. Only time that the b.o.

i

I
has wavered since the tilt began

i was during the terrific hot spell

I

that gripped much of the nation
j

early this month.

j

More heartening to observers
than the averaged-out returns in
showing a renewed interest in pix
by the public is the excellent biz
being racked up by a number of
films in recent weeks. Samuel
Goldwyn’s “Iloseanna McCoy’’

|

(RKO) opened in about 100 situa-
tions to virtually sensational busi- 1

ness last week, while Edward
[

Small’s “Black Magic’’ (UA). like-
wise in a widespread day-and-date
preem, fared excellently. “Mighty
Joe Young” had at that time al-

ready proved itself something of a
sleeper, while other strong coin-
garnerers in recent weeks include
"Look for the Silver Lining” (WB>.
“In the Good Old Summertime”
(M-G), “Home of the Brave”
(UA» and “Rope of Sand” (Par>.
Coming up is "Jolson Sings

(Continued on page 20)

The DuPont interests may step

Thprp ' chief bankroller for Eagle
. . ,

Lion. Reportedly, Robert R.
hM never been any doubt wi bin y controlling stockholder of
the organization that he holds that

industries. El’s parent coin-
spot as he has for a quart^ o a

talking a financing project
century- but since Dore Schaiy

, P p which would
was named production ch ef last

, complicated, three-way
year there has been Hollywood y ^ ^

'

l^p as to the reltaive standing
^ diligently searching for added coin ^

of the l»;o men In the Metro heir-
proposed deal with indie CLav...a.«..»/varchy. ’This definition of duties p^duced Edward Small fell fiT Sh understood to have been one of

^ ^ ^
I Ol O IJUUTTl>adC

Ue things that held up inkmg of
, y

Mayer s new pact for a consider-
„ proposal with the Wilming-

aUe time The announcement of
I Del.) industrialists, Robert

lla signing last week
; p„„e„ p^j^e board chairman, has

u to Mayer s standing, aside from
|

i,een on the prowl on the Coast,
the v-P- appointment. It read.

, Lattgr held a series of weekend
..

announcement IS made of
. fuddles with big outside producers

the final signing of Mr. Mayers

Theatre Plans

new contract with the company.
Mr. Mayer will continue as direc-

tor of all M-G-M studio activities,

as he has for the past 25 years.

The board of directors of Loew’s,

Inc., last week elected Mr. Mayer
first vice-president. The term of

hU new contract is five years.”.

Col’s 70-90% Terms For

‘JoUon’ Angur Record

Distrib Take in N.Y.

(Continued on page 20)

HARRY COHN COOL TO

PRODUCING ABROAD
Harry Cohn got in Friday (19)

on the He de France and flew to
the Coast Monday night (22» after
several home-office powwows. The
Columbia prexy’s conclusions on
producing abroad is. “In Holly-
wood you press a button, tell your
staff what you want done and they
get it done. In Europe a producer

€?• A T,no presses the same button, but the

^nv ditferencv is that he has to

^ in the ’ IPP auswcr his own bell.
«lm pUymg first time round in the

, rp||i„g_thg hard

n!!. ""f
^°P°'“kn area te-

1

/ * executive avers
cause of the pic’s strong start and

, producing abroad ”is
the unusual terms which Columbia
closed with the Loew’s circuit. Se-
quel to “The Jolson Story” will hit

every Loew’s nabe theatre in N. Y.,

day-and-date at advanced admis-
sions.

United Paramount Theatres has
earmarked millions of dollars to
convert a large number of its

houses to deluxe, longrun show-
cases in the big and medium cities

I

throughout the country. The new
j

chain, which officially takes over
the old Paramount circuit, Jan, 1.

1950, is committed to a policy of

!

complete renovation of a flock of

I

theatres recaptured from Par’s

,

erstwhile partners. Aim of the
chain will be, according to a Par

I

theatre exec, “to have the finest

i

theatres everywhere.”

1
Allocated for expenditure In Buf-

falo alone is $400,000 within the
next year. Of this figure. $300,000

, is being planked outjo convert the
old Hippodrome into a plush, long-

I

run house which will book top
grossers from mani’ ma.ior.s. Hip-

I (Continued on page 25)

This *Heir Is OK
Board of directors of the

Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica has granted RKO a special
dispensation for u.se of the
word ’’hell” in a film title.

Company will be permitted to

use the label. “To Hell and
Back,” on a picture to be
made from Audie Murphy’s
book of that title.

Studio is understood not yet
to have closed the deal, how-
ever. for the yarn by the
youthful war hero, who may
likely appear in his story if

negotiations are clu.sed.

No Sidetracking

Of Finneran Plan

At Chi P.R. Meet
The majors will do nothing to

sidetrack discussion of the Fin-
neran Plan at the Chicago all-

indu.stry public relations con-
j

clave next week, Ned E. Depinet,
j

chairman of the Motion Picture
|

Association of America’s com-
munity and exhibitor relations
committee, declared in New York
yesterday (Tuesday*. Depinet group
is sparkplugging the meeting at the

I

Drake hotel next Tuesday and
! Wednesday (30-31).

j

“We have no idea of sidetracking
discussion of the Finneran Plan or
anything else that those attending
the se.ssions wi.sh to discuss,” the
RKO prexy said. “We are not run-
ning the meeting. It Is being run by
the participants and the agenda is

for them to decide.”
Depinet’s .statement, along witli

(Continued on page 29)

more confident now than at any
time in the past two years that
changes in favor of Yank films are
on tap in England. Optimism is

ba.sed on reports from a number of
picture industry toppers who have
recently returned from Britain,
where they have had conversations
with J. Arthur Rank.

The financial hammering which
Rank has taken both at home and
abroad during the past year has
had telling efifect. they say. It has
.so reconditioned his thinking and
that of the British government re-
garding films that the Americans
feel the time is ripe for a slice in
the quota and perhaps an increas*
in the $17.000.000 which the com-
panies may now remit from Eng-
land.

Change in Briti.sh attitude is so
marked that American film men

—

who have consistently resi.sted pre-
vioiis efforts of the British to con-
vene the Joint Anglo-U.S. Films
Council—are now looking forward
to the session scheduled for Lon-
don in October. They feel that
out of it may well come the pre-
liminaries to a sharp slash in ths
45% quota, a possible Increase in
remittances and a generally more
cooperative attitude by Rank and

(Continued on page 61)

Pascal Stili in Hosp
British producer Gabriel F^ascal,

who was to have been released

I

from the Mayo Brothers hospital,
Rochester. Minn., last week, will
remain there until after Labor Day.
He is said to be recuperating sat-

isfactorily from two operations,

I

He was suffering from a tumor,

I

which the slicing has definitely es-
' tablished as being non-malignant.

Chas. P. Skouras May

Revive 20th-Fox’s Bid To

Buy Into Canadian Odeon
Los .Angeles, Aug. 23.

Charles P. Skouras. head of Na-
tional Theatres, accompanied by
one of his chief aides, will go to
England during the fall as a guest
of British filmmaker J. Arthur
Rank. It is likely that either Elmar
C. Rhoden. Fox Midwest theatres
topper, or Frank H. (Rick* Ricket-
son, Jr., head of Fox Inter-Moun-
tain chain, will go along.

Ostensibly, twosome will make
(Continued on page 25*

a case
of throwing good American dollars

after bad pounds, francs or lira;

it’s OK only for authentic back-
ground shots but not as any com-
petition to Hollywood,”

^ I Cohn was glad he made the trip,
chain has agreed to pay however, because it enabled him

nabes start-
, meet many key Columbiaites in

the first week and
j

Britain and on the Continent—men
” each week until a been 20 years with the

0 flo()r IS reached in the fourth I company but to whom he w’as only
nza. As for Loew s State, Broad- ^ name on a letterhead,

way showcase currently tenanting (-Qhn and wife, the former Joan
Jolson” first-run. Col is col- perrv. made the seven-week trek

jwiing 90% of the take after the the Arnold Grants (Grant is
ouse nut is met.

j
personal attorney for the C’ol prez*.

rum will not go directly into the*( Cohn flew back to Hollywood
JfOews nabe theatres after comple- soon as thev docked in order to
uon of the State run as originally ^ee their two children,
planned. Because the Brooklyn
'abian-Fox folloyvs the State, film
Will play several weeks in that
bouse before the day-and-date run
begins.

National Boxoffice Survey
Cool Temperatures Warm B.O.—‘Magic* Takes Over

First Place, With ‘Feeling’ Great Second

Oils ARNALL MAY RUN
fur gov. again in GA.

^ov. Ellis Amall is cut-
bg down other activities to give

J *1® ^'bie to his duties as presi-

11 ,.
the Society of Independent
Picture Producers, he may

up running for governor of
' again next summer. He

^F^at he had been ap-
some friends there to

f candidate for the job
once held.

bo me—and it’s

1q> «
^Fl run,” the free-swing-

bow declared. “I know
(Pa ««y.” “That
'Continued on page 20)

Skouras’ McCloy Meet;

I Due Back Next Week
' Paris. Aug 23.

Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.

Skouras has delayed his return to

the U. S. until next week, lie’ll re-

main here in Paris until Friday

(2()i, then spend tlie weekend in

Lisiion from where he’ll fly home
Sunday *28*.

Skouras wound up his business

last week with a whirlwind trip to

Frankfurt Thursday *18*. He held

a two-hour huddle witii U S. High

Commissioner .’ohn J. McCloy hut

both he and McCloy refused to

divulge the subject of their discus-

.sion. It Is believed the confab had
' .something to do with operations of

the Motion Picture Export Assn, in

'Germany but MPEA sources here

! claimed no knowledge of the talk.

I
(Continued on page 25’

Continued cool weather in many
key cities plus the fact that the

long heat wave was broken in

other sectors is spelling very big

biz this session. Overall total gross

for the 10 biggest pictures prob-

ably will reach the highest figure

since last Easter.

“Black Magic” (U.A) is fronting

the pack, with launching simul-

taneously in more than 13 keys
covered by V.ariety. While not

big in three or four cities, it is

leading in two spots and generally

nice to big or smash. Smart, in-

bally is paying liigh divi-

in several communities.
P'eeling” (WB* is a close

in the national box-office
although not sock in

tensive

dends
“Great
second
sweepstakes
many spots.

“Slattery’s Hurricane”
copping third coin, with
meller doing
first time out.

thing” <20th*

fourth where
“Good Old

<201h) fs

the storm
much better than
“You’re .My Every-
again is finishing

it was last week.
Summertime” *M-G>.

second best last stanza, is winding
up in fifth slot while “Lost Boun-
daries" <F'C* has pushed up to

sixth.

"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO* is

taking over seventh position, “Sil-

ver Lining" (WB* is eighth, with

“Anna Lucasta" (Col* and “Any
Number Play" (M-G> rounding out

the Big 10. Top runner-up films

iare “Great Gatsby” (Par) and

“Great Sinner” (M-G), latter
spotty.

Batch of new pictures, being
groomed for extensive playdating
Labor Day weekend, hint strong
possibilities for the new’ fall .sea-

son. “Jol.son Sings Again” (Col)
IS out.standing with new all-time
record at N. Y. Loew’s State. “I
Was Male War Bride” (20th* also
tips strong potentialities on basis
of initial sock week in L.A.; opens
at N. Y. Roxy this week.

Roseanna McCoy” (RKO) also
looms as a smash winner based on
extensive laiinchiirg in Ohio, Indi-
anna and Kentucky this round. It

is pacing Cincinnati, Louisville and
Indianapolis, being smash in all

three. Terrific bally put the film
over in all three spots.
“Yes Sir. That’s My Baby” (U*.

still good on second Chi week, is

fancy in Indianapolis and nice in

Pittsburgh. “Blue Lagoon” *1’*.

given novel exploitation, is torrid
in Washington. “Ahbott-Costcllo
Meet KillcM’” (U* also is shaping up
judging from returns this week
despite its long title.

“Brimstone” <Rep* looms nice in

I. .A. “Scene of Crime” (M-G*
shapes good in F’hilly. “Not Want-
ed’’ iFC* is sturdy in Cincy.

Reissue combo of “Duml)o”-“Sa-
ludos Amigos,” from RKO, is doing
nicely this week.

( Complefe Boxoffice Reports on
Payes 11-13).
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Seiznick, Wanger Held N. Y. Exhibition

System Forced ’Em Into Unique Dnal
Peculiar system of exhibition in

the New York territory, plus the

fact that the Selznick Releasing

Organization and Eagle Lion have
no other strong product on their

Immediate agenda, is given as the

reason for the unusual deal last

week by which David O. Selznick

and Walter Wanger agreed to

team “Portrait of Jennie” and
“Tulsa” as a dual bill in the area.

Under the arrangement, SRO
has taken over Wanger’s “Tulsa”
as the co-feature with “Jennie”
and has given Wanger a guarantee
of income for the territory. The
pix will get equal billing when
they hit the Loew’s circuit at the

end of September and then go in-

to the subsequent loops.

Sidney G. Deneau, v.p. and gen-

!

eral sales manager of SRO, is

handling the circuit deals for both I

pix. “Tulsa” is being distributed
by EL, while that company does
the tail-end .selling on “Jennie”
and other SRO product, which pro-

vide.s the link between the two
producers.

Both pix had Broadway runs.

“Tulsa” at the Capitol and “Jen-
nie” at the Rivoli. “Tulsa” stars

Susan Hayward annd Robert Pres-

ton and “Jennie” Jennifer Jones
and Joseph Gotten. Despite the

“A” Broadway playing time and
the marquee value of the casts,

neither pic could get booking as

a top feature on the Loew’s cir-

cuit. No effort was made on the

RKO chain.

Loew’s Top Bid

Best that Loew’s would offer to

either producer was equal billing

with another picture. That’s not

Par's QT Finale
Paramount is asking exhibs

who book the William Wyler
production, “The Heiress,” to

admit no patrons during the
last seven minutes of the film.

Provision has been inserted in

licensing contracts in the form
of a suggestion rather than an
outright condition. Reportedly,
Radio City Music Hall where
the pic preems will follow the
sugge.stion.

Heiress” has .something of a

surprise ending on which the

entire plot evolves, hence the

Paramount suggestion.

Job Woolf SUfts To

Ortas as Sales Head
London, Aug. 23‘.

John C. Woolf, co-managing di-

rector of J. Arthur Rank’s General
Film Di.stributors. will join Ortus
Films and Orlux Films as the twin
companie.s’s sales chief when he
quits GFD. Understood, Woolf will

resign the latter part of next week.
Companies are beaded by indie

producer John Sutro, who former-
ly was with Two Cities Films. Ac-
tor James Donald and Josef Somlo,
erstwhile managing director of Two
Cities, have joined the -companies
recently.

6 Yank Fmiis Voting Unit Rnk

In Britain See No Rank Reprisal

Krb to 0.0. European

Setup for Indie Prod.

By Chicago’s Heller & Co.

In a revived interest in indie

filmmaking, Walter E. Heller Si Co.

of Chicago, is now planning to

gi\ e the European production

scene a thorough 0 .0 . Arthur Krim, i

former prez of Eagle Lion and a

partner in the industry lawfirm of

Phillips. Nizer. Benjamin & Krim,
has been commissioned by the
Heller outfit to survey the Conti-
nent and to piece together a num- I

ber of denis for production there
it the project proves feasible, Chi
firm wants to bankroll pix made in

Europe in the English language by
American indie producers.

j

Krim, who originally intended to
so bad financially as regards the take his European junket as a va-
Loew chain, but it can be disas- cation only, has a number of other
Irons in the subsequent New York commissions along similar lines,
circuits because of the odd book-

' With his two years background as
EL topper, he has had wicle ex-

;

perience in promoting indie pack-
ages. He embarks for Rome some

Par Fixes New

Releasing Setup
Paramount is inaugurating a new

releasing .system to meet the heav-
ier postwar demands made on
prints. New system, applying to all

of the company's 32 exchanges,
goes into effect In November with
the release of “Chicago Deadline”
and "Red. Hot and Blue.” From
then on, Par is dropping the prac-
tic«e of setting specific releasing
dates, except for designation by
month, on all its product.

Plan was devi.sed under supervi-
sion of Alfred W. Schwalberg,
Par’s distribution veepee, because

Van Loads of Fans
Little Rock, Aug. 23.

New complaint against
drive-ins is being voiced to

major di.stribs by exhibs op-
erating standard t heatrei
here. Charge of unfair com-
petition i.s lodged again.st

ozoners which charge $l flat

rate on all cars regardless of

the number of pa.s.sengers and
then permit trucks, jammed
with customers, to drive in and
view the show. Thai tactic, it is

claimed, has resulted in

patrons seeing pix at a 10c or

a slightly higher scale.

Another abuse of the flat

per-ear rate is charged. It is

the practice of two cars haul-

ing patrons who get in for the

price of one. Just before

reaching the ozoner, one car

empties into the other, there-

by reducing the $2 nut to $1.

‘Theatre Guild’ Plan

To Push Foreign Pix

jng situation in the territory.

All the houses that follow Loew s

and RKO use the same booking
pattern as they do. That is, what- time in September
ever pix are twinned on jhe two. ^rim will be joined in Europe

‘
^ Gordon, veepee in the

Jed in the subsequents.
^

Heller company. Trip which will
This has led to a historical .set- probably take six-eight weeks will

up by which the subsequent cir- take the former EL topper to Italy
ciiits habitually pay percentage on France and England,
one and flat rental on the other

1 v 1

of the two equally-billed features. ' rfeHarpH n
Wanger and Selznick would thus i
fake a great chance of landing

'

in the flat category in the subse- ; ii "
i, r

•

quents. That is obviated bv their '
Eu- the system, if it proves workable

making up their own dual bill and
;

° represents a at Paramount, will be adopted gen-

divvying the percentage coin be-
j

'

.

point of view. Sey-

1

erally in the indu.stry.

tween them.selve.s. Result of the '

whole operation wHl be less coin I

ion Samuel Bronston s A Walk in I

“ No reprisals from J. Arthur n. u
as chief of the Odeon and
raont-British circuits twn ^’

Britain’s largest chains.
pected by the six American fill:companies that voted an extenri
of the unit rule in Britain rT,"Who clamped an unofficial boycotton American pix when the rule wmfirst adopted last year, is now dlpending heavily on U. s lino«H
because of his greatly reduefe
duction program.
With 20th-Fox counting its*!/

out. Paramount, Metro RKnWarner Bros., Columbia and
public have voted to extend imo
booking to March 31. 1951.^froJ!
a previous expiration date of Aorii
1.1950. Unit rule bars the
of mixed British and AmSl
dualers in British theatres
Although the rule is uniform tnr

"f fn«>-e United Kingdom. It

tlirected against R,„|,
1 he British magnate had been ic
cu.sed of using Yank pix to carry
his own product in double-bills and
paying top terms to the British

' films while relegating the ,^meri-
' can films to second-half-of-the-bill
. rentals.

- - 11 o a • I

production plan.s call for

In Lesser U.S. Arties

:

Having closed deals with four his theatres going. Against this

of the rapid grow'th of drive-ins ' of the top foreign-lingo pie im- : total are the 60 film.s which he pro-
plus a sharp increase in standard-

j

porters, newly-organi/.ed Commu- duced last year in the first bloom
type houses since the war’s end. 1

nity Cinema Corp. is shoving off ' of the 45% quota act. Moreover
in the fall on an experimental

,

Rank was then drawing on a pile

plan to book concert series of films of reissues to fill his playing time,

with sponsoring organizations in i
When the unit rule was first

small and medium-sized tow ns passed. Rank made no secret of the

throughout the U, S. New outfit fact that he considered it a viola-

is headed by William Kayden with ,

tion of his understanding with

Seymour Pey.ser of Phillips. Nizer, American distribs. He, thereuoon.
Benjamin & Krim acting as gen- refused to book product of tho.se

eral counsel.
j

voting the plan for a number of

Plan which mav change the gen- :

,
‘ Reports from England indicate
that 20th, always close to the Rank
interests, has a quiet guarantee of
added playing time from Rank be-
cause of its stand against the unit
rule. American distribs have not
played the 55% quota limit on the
Rank circuits. Twentieth, it Is be-

lieved, will now get that maximum
playing time, particularly because
Rank w-ill have more flexibility

with the company’s product and

Another factor which makes the
changeover mandatory is the cut-
ting of clearances throughout the
U. S. with a resultant faster play-
off of product.

All 32 exchanges henceforth will
be designated as either in the “A”
or “B” zones. When two pix arc
relea.sed during the month, “A” ex-
changes will play one film during
the first two weeks while the “B”
exchanges are playing the second
pic. During the last two weeks of
the month. “A” and “B” exchanges
then swap films.

eral outlook of foreign films in the

j

U. S. is to seek sponsoring groups

I

similar to the Theatre Guild. Com-
!
munity intends entering partner-

' ship deals with the civic units to

No reduction in the number of ,

*

prints is contemplated. Par, how- '
basis. It will offer a choice

ever, wants to prevent a boost in
total of prints required and is

therefore launching into the new
system.

Other sales execs have recently
voiced concern over the big de-
mand on prints because of hypoed
market demands. It is believed

than each pic would get inde- ;V’ "T.

pendently billed as a top feature,
[ in m*" v

but more than by taking a chance
I

of ending up as a flat.

The two producers are known
to be highly resentful of their in-

ability to get top billing from
Loews, pointing to pix in that

category from other studios w'hich

«id less biz in their Broadway en-

gagements and which did not have
the cast names of “Jennie” and
“'fulsa.” Producers attribute their

British Incensed At
Israeli ‘Sword' Film

London, Aug. 23.
Universal’s “Sword in the Des-

ert.” controversial film about the
birth of the Israeli state which was
previewed in London yesterday

of six films from total of 12 which
Lopert Films, Siritzky Interna-
tional, Times Pictures and Irwin
Shapiro’s Film Rights Internation-
al are delivering.
Four companie.s will share

profits with Community. Penetra-
j

tion is being sought in all towns >

where no permanent art theatres
currently operate. Films will be

i

booked either in 16in or standard
35m depending on facilities avail-
able.

'

Outfit, according lo Kayden. an-
i

ticipates concert serie.s with 100- I

150 groups as a .starter. Under
{the plan, civic group .such as the
|

I

Junior League would book the six

j

Irked by the white-collarite pick-
,

pix to be played bi-weekly for the
eting of the “Jolson Sings Again” Some 25 groups have been
preem at I he Loew’s State, N. Y.,

i
la.st Wednesday, Loew’s theatre

pi jceedings ' Collarites Picketing

—
I

‘Jolson’ Preem Ires Loew’s

.
,

can combine it with some of his

films.

Universal, Eagle Lion and United
Artists have never joined the plan.

Warners and Metro customarily
release on the Associated British

circuit, leaving Paramount. RKO.
Columbia and Republic to deal

with Rank.

established in preliminary work.
Outfit is starting with a couple

of fieldmen and expects to expand
vice-pre.xy Jo.seph R. Vogel put his i

l«ter if the scheme gets acro.ss. It
publicity staff on the carpet last

! ff.
first attempt by foreign film

week.. Vogel warned the flack unit
^*®^ribs to employ the concert plan

|

,, . .. , k 4 u . 1, I

‘A^on.l, has met iiniversarcondem- ^ *fi**.v Persisted in the picket-
r® build grosses on celluloid im-

’

difficulty to tact that they are nation by the British national pre.ss, !

Metro would not write another P®***® this <

indies and do not have a I me of with Lord Beaverbrook’s sheets the P^®t with the Screen Publicists '
*^^”^1”*^***.

strong product in back of them
j vitriolic. British censors j

Guild under any circumstances I

f"™* **** wnere n
even Hrocfio’ I

ttes Operate to meet theto use as a lever.
British censors,, .

however, okayed the pic after three * 0^ wojiid take even more drastic

MPSC HAS BUNIN’S
j

minor cuts were ordered.
I

measures lo curb the staff.

I London Telegraph, in a typical I

execs, meantime, declared
,

comment, today (23) says: “It will « collarite strike in the home-
<AIirr^ lAICTCAn AC CI

surprising to Briti.sh audiences. ' ^^fi®*** "appeared inevitable”
ALltC IBdlLAU Ur LL at least, to see the unwonted harsh- was made Monday (22)

01 i

"'•th which troops in the film following another fu-Motion P*®ture Sales Coip.. [treat civilians.” and “certainly dis-
!

bargaining se.ssion between theraiher than Eagle Lion, will handle tasteful to watch British soldiers “"‘o" »nd the major eompanlM
being killed by .lews in Palestine Metro. Repeating the
in the way depicted on the screen.” Pattern set by eight months of pre-
The Evening Standard headlined negoliations, the companies
the review of the film with a ban- !

refused to budge in their stand
ner reading “U. S. sends us a film

,

against the union's demand for
not for eyes of Britons.”

I

"age hikes and increased security
Although no date for the film’s Provisions

country. Distrib.s are
that demand exists in

where no art thea-
middlf and

upper crust appetite for non- Eng-
lish language .films.

U. S, distribution of Lou Bunin’s
“Alice in Wonderland.” Pic is a

feature-length puppet version of
the clas.sic. It was made in Paris

by an American production .slaff

with French government financing.

EL made a distribution deal with
Bunin for the pic about 18 months ' relea.se has been set, Ben Henry, I SPG w ill hold
ago and has had the film on ils U s British chief, insists it will be strategy meeting i

shelf .since the piodueer retuene.l , shown A rumor that irnportam ! Office* * Employee"from abroad with It last year. With Jewish oiganizalion.s arc opposed Guild laler this week Tattnronlinued t.iilure of the company lo llie film s exhibition proyed un- 1 union, however, will hold off anito send it into di.stribution. EL and founded. walkout aitinn
Bi.nin mutually agreed Ihal EL

: mliaHons lor
"*•

would step out. leaving I he pro-
,

gotialions lor

ducer free to make another deal.

Bunin’s arrangement with the in di.stribution of features "*for *‘*'®*y I hat both guilds will join in

1

Monogram Going In

For Color in ’49-’50

Hollywood. Aug. 23.
Monogram, hitherto shying awa.v

from tinters, will make four films
in Cinecolor for its 1949.50 pro-
gram, with a likelihood ot three
more.

Compan.v’s onlv Cinecolor pro-
duction in the past was ‘Black
Gold,” relea.sed in 1947.

gotialions for a new nact it
HYPERION’S INGRID OLDIE SOPEG's meeting with the majors
Hyperion Films, outfit engaged proves imsuofe.s.sful. it’s

in rl Vvi • 4 • .-v ^ « A A Iflrgklif IKaA inn •

Neil Aghew-Charles Casanave or- felevi.«;ion. has swung into thea-
ganization al.so calls . for him to trical handling of pix Hyoerion
make for its release a puppet fe:,-. headed by William Holland, ha.s
• lire ba.sed on llie Barnaby" eomie closed for U. S. distribution

a strike.

Directors Honor Robson
Hollywood. Aug. 23.

Mark Robson has won the Screen
Directors Guild’s quarterly best-
directing award.

It's for “Champion.”

•trip character. Rights to this were
optioned by RKO a couple years
ago when a stage play was con-
cocted from the cartoon, but (ho
atudio lost interest when the legii-

•r flopped before getting to Brnad-

^ y. • •

of
"The Breakers.” Swedish - made
film of 15 years ago which stars
Ingrid Bergmsin.

Pic. under the title “The Surf.”
will be packaged with "Satin
Slippers.’ an opus on the Aus-
tralian Ballet.

I

GOING
H*wy Morqaa

Europe to N. Y.
Madeleine Carroll
Clifford C. Fisher
Mae Frohman
Hermione Gingold
Nathan L. Golden
Sam Pearce
Bill Robson
Oscar Serlin
Dorothy Steele
Gloria Stroock
Margaret Wycherley

L A. to .N. Y.
Brian Aherne
Eve Arden
Frank Borzage
Janet Cohn
Robert Emmett Dolan
Melvyn Douglas
Ray Evans
Matty Fox
Monroe Greenthal
Raphael Hakim
Jack Haley
Charles Hunt
Arthur L. Krim
Kenneth Lambert
Stanley Meyer
Rudolph Monta
Stephen Morris
Rosemary Pettit

Felix Prado
N. Peter Rathvon
Ro Rods
Frank P. Rosenberg
Joe Ruttenberg
George Sanders
David W. Siegel
Wayne Steffner
Martha Stewart
John Sutherland
Robert Taplinger
Edgar Van Blolim
Walter Wanger
William A. Wellman
Roland Young

N. Y. to L. A.
Harold Bowden
Harry Cohn
Humphrey Douicns
Cy Feuer
Joe Friedman
Hedda Hopper
Elliott Nugent
David E. Rose
William L. Taub
Lou Walters

N. Y. to Europe
Yvonne De Carlo
Emil Luslig
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NEW UFT FOR ‘OLD CUSTOMERS’
jlears TeDs Pickford and Chaplin

UA Earnings Look Best m 5 Years
United Artists in 1949 will prob-4

.hlv show its greatest profit in
|

Jve years or more, prexy Grad

Sears reportedly told owners Mary

Pickford and Charles Chaplin last

Friday (19)- Sears is understood

have predicted a possible over-

ill net of $300,000 to $500,000 for

the year. u ^
Prognostication was based on a

large number of figures on in-

come operating cost, prospective

grosses, etc., which the UA topper

laid before his principals in a ses-

lion in his office at the company’s

headquarters in New York. Chap-

lin and Miss Pickford both happen

to be east at the moment.
Sears is understood to have in-

dicated that the domestic depart-

ment, which is running up a very

itrong earnings record currently,

will come through with more than

enough to counterbalance an ap-

Bottom Up for Kaye
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Danny Kaye is considering an
offer to play the role of Bottom in
a remake of Shakespeare’s ‘‘A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream” in London.

Filming will start next May, with
Michael Powell and Einerich Press-
burger producing and Moira
Shearer as femme lead.

Small-UA Tard*

Talk Now Cold
Deal for a partnership by Ed-

proximately $500,000 loss by the i
ward Small in United Artists,

foreign department. Domestic net.
|

which the producer discussed with

it is hoped, will reach $800,000 and prexy Grad Sears some w eeks ago,

could hit $1,000,000 if ‘‘Black 1 is understood cold. Talks were
Magic,” ‘‘Love Happy,” ‘‘Mrs.

;

never more than vague at best and
Mike,” ‘‘A Kiss for Corliss” and

j

have not been followed up. They
other product on the release sched- i

took place in the east when Small’s

ule for the rest of this year comes ;
deal to take over Eagle Lion fell

up to promise.
j

apart.

It is believed that the last time ' Plan discussed was similar to
UA operated in the black was 1946, that by which Samuel Goldwyn,
when it showed a net of about $50,- David O. Selznick and Sir Alex-
000. It reportedly came close to

, ander Korda all got their partner-
breaking even last year, but suf-

, ships in UA. They were to be
fered through a very bad period granted their shares in return for
during the first five months of delivering a certain number of
1949. When returns from ‘‘Cham- films for the company’s release. In
pion” and ‘‘Home of the Brave” . each case it was a method, as It

started appearing on its books, in-
|

would be with Small, for assuring
come took a spurt. Billings are

^

the company a product supply,
said to have run as high as $400,-

|
Goldwyn, Selznick and Korda all

009 a week during some recent
stanzas.

eventually had a falling out with
the other partners and pulled

MoDtague’s Columbia Fix

CoDTention Fitch Fots

Net on the domestic operation ; away. In each case it cost UA
reportedly now stands at about ' money to get back the stock or
$350,000 for the year. If the com-

}

make a settlement for the portion
pany can hold its present pace, it of it theoretically earned by the
can easily beat Sears’ prediction

! producer.

ronli'f I
experience with this type

rently about $600,000 ahead of last
i y^-hich no coin is ad-

jear, Asith costs $200,000 less.
^

yanked for the stock interest na-
Weekly operating expenses of the

,
t^raiiy makes owners Charles

domestic departrnent are running chaplin and Mary Pickford re-
between $70,000 and $75,000 ticent about going into such an

arrangement again. However, it
" is admitted that there would be

less likelihood of a ‘‘personality
situation” developing with ^mall
than with any of the three previ-
ous producers.

-
I

Small, on his side, has a tough

Accent on Showmanship
, rs^^7arl“„e?swp'

Chicago, Aug. 23,
j

that he himself would have to fi-

Revival of showmanship in sell- nance the pix he’d make for de-

k!v*
^u*umbia Pictures product to livery to the company. He cur-

wth exhibitors and the public will rently has an opportunity to line
be the main pitch of Abe Monta- up with Columbia on an inde-
gue’s Address to the company sales pendent basis by which that stu-
convention tomorrow (Wed.) at the dio would put up all the coin for
Ambassador Ea.st Hotel, Chicago, his pix. His profits wouldn’t be
Col’s general sales manager, who so large, of course, as the poten-
•s presiding over the week-long tial from films with his own fi-

conclave, is scheduled to say that nancing—plus the bonus of the
showmanship may have died dur- UA stock—but he’d be taking no

Jng the lucrative war days, it now- risk whatsoever. The question
becomes an absolute necessity as which he must decide, of course,
• peace measure for the entire in- it he is to continue with the UA
flustry.”

! negotiations is whether the poten-

,

Pointing to A1 Jolson’s tour of tial profits are worth the risk.
8 New York Loew’s theatres two :

eeks ago during the advance cam-

Again,” Montague wm‘de"cribe If M'G Resiuiies Selling

5'*"'h‘P In^the'Sstolr Of’to'e'fn Golden State Cirenit

' William F. Rodgers. Metro's dls-

Wlgest flrst ’dlv *ln th» I nowt Iribution veepee, entrains for the

State's sS-vLr hlstorv i

» ">' *

Stressing hia I
confabs. While in Hollywood,

in ft

distrib- i

is expected to meet with
(Continued on page 20) jVi. a. (Mike) Naify and Joseph

M. Schenck to review final details

r 1 p •. Ki on Metro’s new deal with the Gold-

woer Exits NSSSOUr «« state circuit. After selling

awav from the chain for almost
Hollywood, Aug. 23. three years. M-G recently closed

Nass'^'^
S. Garber checked out of the gap.

•nd
®^ter two years

i Rodgers plans to return east be-

assooi
^ general manager and

i fore Sept. 19. when Metro’s second

stay n
During his executive trainee course gets going.

»uirv” J
® designed and Metro sales topper will also attend

staffs
construction of sound the Theatre Owners of America’s

IS
other buildings as weil

j

national convention in Los Angeles

the production of
, during his Coast stay.

"Afri
Abbott-Costello picture,

: Rodgers leaves New York over
Screams.” the weekend to attend the indus-

ber Nassour, Gar- ! try public relations meet io Chb

SPLIT PRODOCT

TO SOFTEN BIDS
Major distribs are hypoing the

practice of splitting product be-
tween rival theatres in an effort
to tone down the harsher effects
of competitive selling. Practice
of dividing films between competi-
tors has been steadily growing for
the past year and is expected to
displace the bid system in many
situations, according to distrib top-
pers. Big question is whether the
splitting of product will stand up
before a legal challenge which is

likely to be raised in the near
future.

According to a number of sales
execs, splitup of product is the
answer to the cry raised by many
exhibs that the latest Federal court
decision, ordering complete di-

vorcement, will spell doom of in-

dies. That protest was last raised
by Herman Levy, general counsel
of the Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, who predicted that the theatre-
by-theatre selling without discrim-
ination meant bankruptcy for a
flock of ‘‘old customers.”
•As an instance of the new trend,
a sales biggie for Universal told
Variety that the company would
henceforth split product “when-
ever we find that there is real
competition in a situation and a
danger that the financially-stronger
rival is going to drive out his com-
petitor by bidding more than a

picture is actually worth.”
“We’re not fooled by the pros-

!

pects of a fast buck on one or

:

two films from any particular
house,” this exec added. “We re-

!

alize that in the long run our I

company will be the loser if one I

of the theatres is forced to shut-
ter becau.se it cannot meet com-
peting bids. When the danger

(Continued on page 25)

Kramer Casts New

Bankroller Strictly

On a Hands-Off Basis
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

With success of his “Champion”
and “Home of the Brave” putting
Stanley Kramer in the unusual
position of being able to cast his

angels, producer has tied up with
a money syndicate headed by
Bruce Church, a Salinas, Cal., pro-

duce tycoon. Church had previous
film connections through an in-

vestment in Motion Picture Centre
Studios, where Kramer works.

Deal is highly unusual in that

Church group holds no stock in

the new Stanley Kramer Produc-
tions, Inc., which the producer set

up as successor to Screen Plays

Corp. Church puts up the coin

for each production, including the

guarantees, and takes a percentage
of profits. Kramer, George Gla.ss,

v.p. in charge of publicity-adver-

tising, writer Carl Foreman and a

few associates hold all the stock.

Arrangement is non-exclusive in

that Kramer can also deal with

other money sources if he desires.

It calls for making of a unit of

three films, financed picture to

picture, with mutual options after

that. There’s no time limit, but
Kramer hopes to complete the

three films—which will be distrib-

uted by United Artists to clean up
(Continued on page 20)

Hughes Seeks Delay on Divorcement;

CaDs Off RKO Theatre Dickers

Hal WaUU’ Six

Hollywood, Aug. 23,

Howard Hughes, controlling
stockholder of RKO, has instructed
RKO’s attorneys to seek an exten-
sion of the Nov. 8 deadline for a
splitup into two units and. mean-

MPAA Looks Set

To OK ^Outlaw’

Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Start of “Obsession” in Decern
ber will make a total of six pro-

j while, has called off all bets on
ductions for Hal Wallis in 1949, the negotiating a sale of the RKO clr-
most he has made in any one year cuit. Apparently remapping his
since he hooked up with Para- strategy, Hughes wants the final
n^ount. I divorcement date postponed
Completed Wallis pictures are through a plea to the N. Y. federal

“Rope of Sand,” “My Friend Irma
; court which will be made early

and “The File on Thelma Jordan.”
, next month

Currently filming in Italy is “Sep- The RKO application will b«
tember.’^’^ Sla^d for a November based on the claim that the dead-
start is “The Furies.

| Rne cannot properly be met with-
out hurting the best interests of
the two companies and stockhold-
ers. In this respect, the company’s
distribution end is reported to
have lost $2,200,000 during the first

31 weeks of ’49. In the same pe-
riod, the theatre chain has earned
$2,500,000.

. ^ 1. i. J 1
Reportedly, papers are in prep-

Agreement has been reached be- aration by RKO s legal staff for the
tween attorneys for Il^oward petition to the court. It is said
Hughes and the Motion Picture j^at the company has approached
Assn, of America by which a Pro- the Government in Washington

3nd that no strung objection will
will be granted to Hughes The ^e raised to a reasonable post-
Outlaw ’ when it IS submitted for I p„nement. Divorcement is a corn-
approval soon. Arrangement fol- plicated proceeding which requires
lowed the revision of certain ad- ^ mountain of tax and clerical
vertising on the picture to which work.
the MPAA ®bjected.

| Postponement of divorcement
Under the agreement, the pro- would also give Hughes added time

ducers multi-million dollar, triple-
I to sell his interest in the RKO cir-

anti-trust suit against the
;
cuit. With the delay cooking,

MPAA, Srowmg out of its revoca- I Hughes has announced that dis-
tion of the PCA seal on ‘The Out- cussions with the Stanley Meyer-
law, will not be withdrawn. It Cliff Work-Matthew Fox trio for
is understood, however, that the purchase of his interest at $6 per
suit, now pending in N.Y. federal share.
district court, will not be pushed if fbe court turns down th«
if no further difficulties are en- Hughes appeal for a delay, it is un-

®®liu • XU J x- • ^ derstood the Meyer interests will
Changes in the advertising and attempt to resume negotiations

acceptance of the seal will be with-
out prejudice on either side regard-
ing the suit or other matters ex-
traneous to the picture it.self, it

was agreed. Arrangement was
made following months of nego-
tiation by Hughes counsel, Milton
Diamond, of the firm of Polctti.
Diamond, Freidin & Mackay, and
Judge Sam Rosenman, special

I

(Continued on page 61)

ASTAIRE AND SKELTON

AS KALMAR & RUBY

(Continued on page 31)

St. John and Seidelman

Wes^ Rank Exec Fashes

Joint Frodoction Flans
Earl St. John, one of J. Arthur

Rank’s top production execs cur-
rently visiting the U. S., went into
high last w’eek on his avowed pur-
pose of promoting joint Anglo-
American production ventures.
Before shoving off for the Coast

Hollvwood Aub 2*1 Sunday (21) with Joseph H. Seidel-

“Three Little wr^r*’ film
Universal’s foreign chief, St.Ibree Little Words, film biog John plunged into confabs with a

Rnhv^a?Irt"^the i

number of major company toppers.
!

Among those with whom the

her wit? Frei" A
^^tro in Octo- i Rank biggie huddled were Ned E.

of Kalmar ^ ^ u ^
!

Depinet, prez of RKO. and Nate J.

in” c
Skelton as

|

Rlumberg, Universal’s top-kick.

^r* tl” i
Proposal for a number of Rank-

w Uining,
! RKO partner projects was made to

which Depinet. St. John will seek a con-

LfoL th^e
Howard Hughes. RKO’s

^ T ^ Controlling stockholder and studio
nn the Coast. Rank

“Pii?Min”a^rL*ir

®

two-plc deal with
Pull Up a Chair. Oscar Hammer-

, rko, with one film still to go.
‘Pull Up a Chair.” Oscar Hammer
stein II had suggested some revi-
sions in the script which he ha.s

now incorporated.

It is likely that Robert Benjamin,
head of Rank’s U. S. wing, will
head for the Coast next week to
join St. John. Latter intends dis-
cussing a number of scripts with
William Goetz, production chief for

sal
manager at Univer-

|
cago but returns ea.st

‘Of 12 years. '
\ i„g for iho Coast.

before head-

DECREE NOT ‘HNAL,’

UA SCORES FOINT
Temporary injunction to prevent

delivery of United Artists’ “Home
I of the Brave” to Loew’s Victoria,

N. Y,. yesterday (Tues.) was de-

nied Leo Brecher’s Apollo, N. Y.,

in a ruling handed down by Judge
Alexander Holtzoff in N. Y. fed-

eral court.

By selling “Brave” to the com-
peting Victoria, the Apollo claims

tJA has violated the anti-trust laws

since the latter hou.se assertedly

made a prior offer for the pic. In

refusing the injunction. Judge
Holtzoff pointed out that the plain-

tiff couldn’t use the U. S. vs. Para-
mount decree as an argument since

the judgment isn’t a final one* - - •

Far, 20tli, U Continue

Retiring Slock SlMres'L:5;sig*%7^e^^^^^^^
Retirement of outstanding com-

j

companies,
mon and preferred stock was * Both Seidelman and St. John
pushed further in the pa.st 30 days remain on the Coa.st for two
by three majors—Paramount. 20th- 1

weeks before returning east. Lat-
Fox and Universal. Par, the most

|

th®n embarks for England,
active in the field, pursued its pol-

'

icy of picking up outstanding com-
mon with the further acquisition
of 13,600 shares. Company paid
approximately $272,000 during the
period, on the open market.
Twentieth retired another 300

M-G’s Triple-Threaters
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Trend toward the concentration
of authority in film production at— — - - ... ...... mm

' shares of outstanding prior pre- !

Metro is indicated by the assign
ferred. It planked out $30,000 to

,

ment of Norman Krasna to a triple

I

acquire the stock. Twentieth is chore as producer, director and
‘ driving for the ultimate retirement writer on “The Big Hangover.”
of all special issues. During the Krasna will also function as co-
same period. Universal bought an- producer with Melvin Frank on
other 190 shares of cumulative pre- “The Reformer and the Redhead”
ferred and now holds 2,440 shares as well as functioning as director
of that special issue.

j

and writer.
Par’s common stock holdings

j

Meanwhile, John Huston is as-
total 962,215 shares for which the signed to a dual job as writer-dl-
company has expended an esti- rector on “The Asphalt Jungle”
mated $21,000,000 in the pa.st two and Richard Brooks is doing the

I years. I same on “Ferguson.”
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DRIVE-INS DOMINATE CHI B. 0., SEATTLEj Rntnt pitinundmicnla by Abrim r. blyyiA Alli*d stnly.

STEADY AT ’48 LEVE; HAR1T0RD SOUND
association board chairman, that the industry

States exhib
must clean- — - - - - V atauBt vitfcin lln !

product to get better ratings from the Legion of Decencv u .
kirxkAl# W«r a am 4 ^ B S

Chicago, A\ug. 23.

With the over-population of

drive-ins in this area, with many
of them first run “A” spots, compe-
tition among the others is becom-
ing increasingly keen. All offer

special inducements for the juve-

nile trade: kiddie rides, nurseries

and other come-ons. Latest wrinkle,

which is developing into a full-

fledged trend, is the introduction
of vaude acts, mostly flash attrac-

tions. In fact, one chain is think-

ing of using acts in all of its

ozoners.
.Midcity, Standard outery at

Kenosha, Wis., is using one act

starting next week. Competition
house, Keno. operated by the Pap-
pas f.amily, has added another act,

a strong man, in addition to a high
pole stint. Strong man is also pull-

ing an auto down the main part of

the nearby town in advance of the

show. While all the acts booked
so far are sight in nature, it’s

possible they'll use more standard
vauders. Pete Pangoas, head book-
er of .Alliance circuit, has .set sev-

eral fair-type acts for the Marion,
Ind., drive-in and, if successful,

will u.se similar policy in seven
other open-airers that chain oper-

ates.

'Vhile most of the outeries have
not turned to bingo and other
forms of chance, regular giveaways
on smaller scale have popped up in

several midwest locations. Most of

the giveaways have been used, how-
ever. in conjunction with openings
rather than regular policy.

Seattle Settles Down

;

Grosses on Par With *48

Seattle, Aug. 23.

Business in this area compares
favorably with a year ago, although
running a little below grosses reg-
istered during the corresponding
period of 1948. The downward
ciirve which started from the high
o" the war boom days, has been
ti pping every ytar, but now ap-
pears to be leveling. Hence show-
men view the present trend as sat-

isfactory, indictations pointing to

steadier take the remainder of the

5 ear,

I.ast year the town was hurt by
the long-drawnout Boeing strike,

where the biggest payroll gets its

spending money. This year the sit-

uation there finds labor peace, and
Hie payroll at the all-time high of
2.5.()()0, or several thou.sand higher
than wartime peak. But this is off-

set for theatres and indoor amuse-
ments by the warm weather, the
lu at driving many to the resorts,
again the reverse of la.st year, when
cold, rainy summer prevailed. So
its the weather vs. employment, in
comparing the two years, with the
result about even.

Television affected b.o. but little

as yet. there being too few sets in

file area (around 16,000). Of course
even this percentage having sets
means that .some do stay home on
occasions.

have also cut in to
on regular theatres,

-ins have been getting
With four such "thc-
Seattle, some of the

downtown and suburban patronage
is absorbed by them. No more
building of drive-ins is reported as
the strategic situations appear
pretty well built-up. Clearances
arc .said to be about the same as for
regular theatres, dependent on ad-
mish prices and locations. Rentals
are generally more favorable,
though.

.Aside from the usual pony rides,

one or two new ideas have been
Introduced. One is at the Snow-
King near here, where vaudeville
acts are presented. These go on
prior to darJeness. With daylight
saving here, this innovation is con-
sidered smart showmanship.

.Aurora Drive-in, just north of
Seattle, tried for goodwill by giv-
ing the "house" for a Chri.stian
Science lecture Sunday afternoon,
tbe.-ie being the top extra-curricu-
lars.

Concessions, candy, etc., are
holding .steadier than is b.o. in

comparison. There are no new
ideas and no giveaways noted in

the area. Ace theatres merchandise
their wares of this type in movl
approved and modern methods.
Five minute intermi.vsion periods
steam up sales.

Opinion is that general quality of

pictures is better this year. Length
of runs is about the same. There

Running Time
It's a cinch one thing the

theatre men will like about
the new Jolson picture,

".lolson Sings Again,” is the

running time. 96 minutes. The
first one, "The Jolson Story,”

ran 128.

Of cour.se, if you could read
an exhibitor's mind his idea of

a reasonable running time
would be “Gone With the

Wind,” in 75 minutes.

is no decrease in duals, in fact, they

are thr dominant rule. Boxort'ice

pictures are the good ones, regard-
less of their being grand opera or

horse opry. No particular trend
has been noted except that subject
matter formerly taboo is now being
used, with results thus far okay.
In this category are pictures like

"Snake Pit,” "Home of Brave” and
"Unwed IVIother.”

Showmen are reluctant to even
consider any price reductions.
There is no shuttering of houses,
in spite of the warm summer. Ex-
ploitation "has been running pretty
much in the groove as has news-
paper, radio and billboard advertis-

ing. In the.se respects the policy
has always been to keep on the
beam.

Daylight saving, in vogue again
this summer, wasn’t resi.sted by
showmen, as it was considered fu-
tile to protest, although it does
hurt the take. Outdoor amuse-
nu nls aren’t getting any better
support this year than formerly. In
fait ba.sehall attendance is down.
Midget racing crowds are also not
up to par. Nearby lakes and re-

sorts have been doing better biz

this year. But reservations at re-
sorts haven’t been as difficult as in

recent years.

concentration in that field. Fire
laws prevent full utilization of
space for candy canteens.

Last year pictures had a better
or longer run than this. There Is

very little holdover this sesh.

Picture prices show no indica-
tion of coming down.
One important competitive fac-

tor is night baseball. When Hart-
ford Chiefs are in for a home
game, Hartford theatres suffer.

Also on the nights of big boxing
match.

than ever

head-on this week by a statement from the Motion Pictu7e As«n"'5
America. It presented lengthy quotes from spokesmen for Ip^hj
women’s organizations to show that “Hollywood is turnlm?
more films suitable for general family entertainment '

^

before.”
While neither Myers nor his recent statement were j

by the MPAA, refutation included a quote from Mrs. Jamc^. p
Looram, of the Legion of ..

nine months we have been
wood product as meeting

Kentucky B. 0. Running
25% Behind *48 Pace

Lousiville, Aug. 23.
Theatre business in this border

state is 25% off from a year ago,
as of the present moment, and
about half of this slump has come
in the last six months. The state
does not have many large cities,

and the population is predominant-
ly rural, but the 25^h figure will
be clo.se, whether it is a city house
or the only one in a small town.
Only TV operation in the state

is WAVE-TV in Louisville, and so
far reports are absolutely no affect
on biz from the TV operation. Type
of TV fare now being shown is of
low calibre, old films and low-grade
live shows. But if co-axial cable
comes through, whereby top talent
can be piped in from New York

(Continued on page 27)

were
a quote from Mrs. James

Decency. She said that "in the pastable to recommend 75% of the Hrilv
our standards of decency and wKni^

someness.” Others quoted were Mrs. Jesse M. Bader nation i
chairman of the Protestant Motion Picture Council; Mrs i^**
Gray Edwards, chairman of the motion picture committee oMh**
General Federation of Women’s Clubs, and Mrs. LeRoy Moni*
gomery, chairman of the motion picture committee of the Dauph
ters of the American Revolution.
Myers stated that with attendance on the downgrade "it’s sh

folly recklessly to ignore the Legion’s standards.” Callinc
"serious pledges of reform to build up industry good will on
solid rock of public confidence,” Myers said it was no answpr ih.*
a picture rated "n” nr “C"' .. .

mat

“If given an ‘A’

for

the

B ’ or by the LOD had been siccerfir s „«
l’ rating it might have been more so.”

’

Long Interval Between B way, H wood

Productions Cool Off Pix on Legiters
Long

from a

is

wait before a picture made
hit legiter can be released

proving almo.st as much
Philly Judge Denies inj.

Vs. Majors on Clearance flapper currently on Hollywood in-

Philadelphia. Aug. 23.

Drive-iirs

.some extent,

for the drive
nice crowds.
Hires” near

Hartford B.O. Hinges On
Fall Industrial Revival

Hartford, Aug. 23.
The .slate of the film business in

this immediate area is on fairly
.‘^olid ground. Although business
is off from 5% to 25%, depending
on the location of the individual
house, the operators are w'ay ahead
of pre-war days in both take and
attendance. However, unle.ss there
is a fall pickup in industrial activ-

^

ity, there will be a good drop en-
countered.

' Four rea.sons exist for the drop
I in attendance to date. First is

drop in purchasing power. For over
I
a year, there has been a decline in

I

industrial activity with a coinciding
drop in employment. Second, with
the decrease in employment, there
has been a population shift of war
time workers and others to places
of industrial activity or to home
terrain. Third, there is a tendency
for decreased theatre attendance
on the part of regular patrons.

.Actually the above three reasons
can be rolled Jnto the one big rea-
son—namely, a reduction in pur*
cha.'sing power. Another reason set
forth is the lack of good pictures.
'I'hcatre managers openly admit
that the calibre of pictures this
sea.son has been off and public is

.vliowing its resentment by de-
creased attendance.
Survey shows that the least hurt

at the b.o. are the downtown
hou.ses. They are about 5'"r off
from a year ago. Hardest hit are
the neighborhood hou.ses. These
are off up ta 25%. Tho.se in the
factory districts are off slightly
more. The theatre managers
.started crying the blues here some
fix months ago. WiUj television
out of the entertainment picture
in this area for at lea.st another
two years, local theatres will have
no (ompetition from that depart-
mi ’.i for a while,

Di ive-ins are doing well. There
are two in the immediate neigh-
hi'ihood with a capacity of about
1.500 cars. They have cut into the
rtgular theatre business. Two ad-
irUonal drive-ins are slated for this
area, both on main roads north of
Hartford.

some construction of
hereabouts. In East
deluxe 600-scater ts

its doors .shortly. At

Prices FaDing

On Film Yams
Hollywood. Aug. 23.

Price of story properties is com-
ing down, along with film produc-
tion budgets.

Since the first of the year Para-
mount has bought 16 stories and
plays for $927,000. an average of
S58.000. a sharp decline from pre-
vious years.
Only three of the 16 were in the

six-figure class. The.se were
"Detective Story.” $280,000; “The
Greatest Show on Earth.” $250,000,
and “Father Goose,” $100,000.

Judge George A. Wel.sh, in U. S.

district court, denied a petition for

an injunction sought by the City

Center Theatre Co. to force eight

major distribs and producers to

j

knock off the 28-day clearance for

its new City Center theatre, which
; opens tomorrow (24).

I The complainants asked for the
injunction in an effort to obtain
first-run key rights to feature films.

Morris Wolf, counsel for the de-
fendants, told Judge Welsh all

films had been offered to the City
Center Theatre Co. on a competi-

|tive basis against neighboring Up-
I

per Darby, Pa., hou.ses, but the of-

fer was refused. While the judge
denied the injunction, he said he
wanted time for further study of
the case.

I

—

P.S.—It’s Now Back to Its

,

Original ‘Red Danube’ Tag
Mental twists and throes that a

film company can suffer before
finally fixing a label on a pic was
played out in spades this week by
Metro. It took a direct order from
Louis B. Mayer, studio chief, to
nail down the name "The Red
Danube" for Metro’s forthcoming
release after every branch of the
company played switch-thc-title
for a lengthy stretch. Name, inci-
dentally, was the first that the pic
had.

Culver City lot had dubbed the
Carey Wilson production "The Red
Danube” while the film was being
lensed. When the print reached
the h. o.. sales dept nixed the la-
bel because it was felt that the
name gave tlic impression of a
European film with political over-
tones. Since anfi-Rcd films have
not .scored notably, sales staffers
viewed the title as bo. poison.

Studio then suggested "The Ca.se
of Mary Bullion’’ to which the di.s-

trib wing tentatively agreed. When
that title reached Metro’s flackery,
however, a minor revolt occurred!
M-G’s h o. publicists drafted a pe-
tition to change the title again be-
cause of a fueling that it would not
go over with the pubMc. "Buh'en”
tag was then dropped.

In.stead, sales dept, ordered a
survey of a cross-section of the
public with 40 professional poll-
sters handling the project. Those
quizzed were asked to choose from

'I'hcre is

m\v houses
Hartford, a
I u« lo open
?’oiniili a deluxe l,400-.seat fir
nu) '•

< nt into operation la.st month.
Coi^'lruction prices are about the
same as last year.

.Mthough most hou.ses have can-
dy .stands, there isn’t too heavy

four titles, "Crossroads.”
Whirlwind,” "No Escape”
"The Red Danube.”

"Cro.ssroads" won hands
and an announcement of
chanf'e was reloa.scd. On second
fhoughf. it was felt that the tag
had litt> or no conncffion with

Mayer then

"The
and

down
title

Progress in Non-Flam

Film Footage Augurs Big

Savings on All Fronts
Steady reduction in the price of

acetate (.safety) non-inflammable
film is being pu.shed by Ea.stman
Kodak with the cost of the newly-
developed rawstock now sla.shed to
only .Ic per foot above that of
standard nitrate stock. Latest re-
duction was pu.shed through last
week. In the past six months,
since EK first marketed the non-
flam celluloid, price has been whit-
tled from an initial .4c per foot
higher than nitrate.
Of its total output of motion

picture stock, EK is now turning
out 35% in safety stock. Within
two years, entire output will be
converted to acetate from the ni-
trate base. Under an agreement
with EK, majors are committed to
take all the acetate produced by
the Rochester firm.

Once the changeover is com-
plete, indu.stryites predict some-
thing of a revolution in the ship-
ping of film and building of the-
atres. Fire insurance rates will be
drastically cut. it is said, and thea-
tres can be built without elaborate
fire precautions now used. Ex-
changes. moreover, can switch to
standard office buildings. In this
respect, it is noted that .several
cities including Boston and Wash-
ington bar exchanges in buildings
of more than one story.

Prints, both nitrate and safety,
are .still being shipped in heavy
metal containers. No switch will
be made to lighter and cheaper
packaging until the conversion to !

safety prints is complete. Pre-
caution is being taken to avoid the
dangers of mixing up the two types
of prints while in the transition

'

period.

Safety film is currently selling
at $13 656 per 1.000 feet

terest in Broadway plavs a's the high
prices set on screen right.s. Studios
are being very wary of what 20th-
Fox production topper Darryl F.
Zaniick said recent was “gamb^
ling on the state of business two or
three years hence.”

Legit producers understandably
do not want a film killing off a
play’s income before it is com-
pletely milked. That means that
a combo of the Broadway run and
road companies of a .solid smash
may result in a delay of 24 to 38
months or even longer between the
New York opening and the time
the legit producer would want to
face his live actors with celluloid
competition.
When picture b o s were definite-

ly on the upswing, studios weren't
concerned too much about the wait.
As a matter of fact, w ith prices on
the uptrend, a play might be con-
siderably more valuable by the
lime the pic was released than
v'hcn the property was bought.
Now, however, studios hesitate to
take a chance not only on the state
of the film biz, but on the economic
situation in general. With several
hundred thousand dollars or more
involved, the value of the dollar
in 1951 or 1952 may make a lot of
difference.

A number of plays have had such
long runs that despite the cold

storage periods insisted on by the

producers, the pictures come along
and overlapped them. .Among such
have been "Tobacco Road.” "Life
With Father,” "Tomorrow the
World” and, most recently, “Com-
mand Decision.” It is genertllly

agreed that the touring companies
have been hurt by the pix. but that

the New York run may or may not
be affected. Sometimes the film

will come onto Broadway and off

without a noticeable flutter in the

legit gross.
On the latter basis there have

been some efforts by the picture

companies to convince producers
that they ought to cut down on the

waiting periods they demand. Most
have not taken the b.^it. however,

particularly Richard Rodgers and

Oscar Hammerstein II. who go to

the extreme of not .selling their

stage properties to pictures at all

because they feel they, a have a

greater potential value ^as

fle.sh musicals for years to

tourinl

come.

the pic's story plot.

m«*Tvcncd to restore
'ahel.

T'tle of the novel
the film was adapted.

the original

was "Vcspci^ in Vienna.

from which
incidentally.

RKO Sets Rachmil
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Lewis Rachinii is the fourth now
producer signed by RKO since
Howard Hughes took
tion charge. Rachmil
the studio Monday (22).

Other producers signed within
the past two weeks are Warren
Duffy. John llou.seman and Alex
Gottlieb.

Col-Vidor Battle On

Contract to LA. Court

Los Angeles. Aug. 23.

Legal feuding between Charles

Vidor, film director, and his Co-

lumbia boss, Harry Cohn, is

again, although latter has bee"

in Europe. 'This time Columb**

filed suit a.sking L. A. .superior

court to recognize the validity of

its contract with Vidor and its right

to suspend him and withhold nis

$3,000 weekly salary.

Stiulio suspended the 0'*”^,,

last Aug. 5, charging hi((i "ith fat*

lire to carry out his :>• "

full produc- ( direct "The Petty Gi(
'

reported to rni» Joan Cau'fu’Id aid

Cummings. Vidor dcc’ ins he ^
mained at his dek urti) -Aug. •

and demands his $3,000

that week. Meanwhile. H** ..

Levin is directing "The PcH.' Girl.”
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r//7*5’ T-ACT IS

Paramount:
t

THE 3 TOP BOXOFFICE ACTORS ARE

Bing Crosby
\ 'f'rv

V ^ f

Alan Ladd

Bob Hope

2^ - /

(BoxofPice Barometer

Exhibitor-Poll)

Sow look at the fk't behind this fact
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There’s No Waiting !

Paramount’s Now Dating

2 Smash Gold Rush
Shows from Each

of the 3 Top Male Stars

!

ALL mSASED IN 1949

Plan on their coming hits without delay!

Play their current hits right away!

LADD’S COMING HIT!

A

LADD’S CURRENT HIT!

CHICAGO DEADLINE** is the bait you want to date for
the Armistice Day crowds. This is the biggest story excite-
ment for Ladd since “This Gun For Hire.”

“THE GREAT GATSBY** currently rated “A superior film’*

by ^uella Parsons in Cosmopolitan, is currently doing su-

perior Ladd business in key dates everywhere.

“CHICAGO OEADLINF* itorrine Alan lodd and Donne
Road, with Jun* Havoc, Won* Harvay, Arthur Konnady
Prodwctd by Robort Fallowi • Oirtcttd by Uwis Alton
Screenplay by Worren Duff • loied on e Story by
Tiffony Thoyer

“THE GREAT GATSBY'* itorrlng Alan Ladd, Betty Field,

Macdonold Corey, Ruth Hutiey, Barry Sullivan, Howard
Do Silva, with Shelley Winters • Produced by Rkhord
Molbaum • Directed by Elliott Nugent • Screenplay by
Cyril Hume end Richard Maibaum • From the novel by
f. Scott Fittgerold end the play by Owen Davit

/
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BING’S COMING HIT!

“TOP O’ THE MORNING” celebrates Paramount Week,
Sept. 4-10. Barry’s back with Bing to make it 3-iu-a-row for

the “Going My Way.” “Welcome Stranger” team,

"TOP O’ THE MORNING" itorring Bing Crosby, Ann Blyth,

Barry Fitigorold, Hum* Cronyn • Produced by Robert

L, W*lch • Directed by David Miller • Written by Edmund
Beloin and Richard Breen • Lyrics by J^tnny Burk* • Musi*

by James Van Heusen

BING’S CURRENT HIT!

“ACONNECTICUTYANKEE”in Technicolor, is delight-

ing fans everywhere. If you haven’t played it, get it nou’.

It’s Bing’s biggest romance-and-song show.

Mark Twain’s "A CONNECTICUT YANKEE In King Artur’s

Court" starring Bing Crosby, Rhondo Fleming, Williom

Bendix, Sir Cedric Hordwick* with Murvyn Vye, Virginia

Field, Henry Wilcoxon • Color by Technicolor* Produced

by Robert Fellows • Directed by Toy Gornett • Screen-

play by Edmund Beloin • Lyrics by Johnny Burke • Music

by James Van Heusen
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HOPE’S COMING HITI HOPE’S CURRENT HIT!

"THE GREAT lOVER" is now being wrapped up at the

studio for Christinas delivery to you.^ Paramount spaces

release dates right, for a star-eager public.

"THE GREAT LOVER" starring Bob Hop* ond Rhondo

Flemlna, with Roland Young, Roland Culver, Richord Lyw.

Gary Groy • Produced by Edmund Beloin • OY

Alexender Hall • Written by Edmund Belom, Melville

Shavelson and Jack Rot*

’’SORROWFUL JONES” has matched or surpassed ’‘Pale-

face” just about everywhere. Hope’s hotter than he’s ever

been— in this famous Damon Runyon yarn.

Damon Runyon's "SORROWFUL JONES" starring Bob
Hop* and Lucille Ball, with Williom Demarest, Bruce

Cabot, Thomot Gomex, and introducing Mary Jon*
Sounders • Foreword narrated by Walter Winchell
Produced by Robert L. Welch • Directed by Sidney Lan-
Peld • Screenplay by Melville Shavelson, Edmund Hart-
mann and Jack Rose • Adopted from a Story by Damon
Runyon ond a Screenploy by William R. Lipmgn, Sow
Heilman and Gladys Lehman
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Also REIEASED IN 1949

These Star Hits With These Hit Stars!

THE HEIRESS" A William Wyler Production starring Olivia de Havilland, Montgomery Clift, Ralph Richardson, with Miriam Hopkins, Mona Freeman
\anessa Brown, Selena Royle. Produced and directed by William Wyler. Screenplay by Ruth and Augustus Goetz. Based on their stage play

^"ROPE OF SAND" A Hal Wallis Pro-
duction starring Burt Lancaster, Paul
Henreid, Claude Rains, Peter Lorre,

with Sam Jaffe and introducing Corinne
Calvet. Directed by William Dieterle.

Story and Screenplay by Walter Doniger.
Additional Dialogue by John Paxton.

'MY FRIEND IRMA" A Hal Wallis ^
Production starring John Lund, Diana
Lynn, Don DeFore, with Marie Wilson
as Irma, and introducing Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis. Directed by George
Marshall. Screenplay by Howard and
Parke Levy. Based upon the CBS radio
program “My Friend Irma’’ created
l)y Cy Howard. Music and Lyrics by
Jay Livingston and Ray Evans.

RED, HOT AND BLUE" A John Farrow
Production starring Betty Hutton and
Victor Mature, with William Demarest,
June Havoc. Produced by Robert
Fellows. Directed by John Farrow,
^^reenplay by Hagar Wilde and John
Farrow. Story by Charles D'derer.

SONG OF SURRENDER" starring
Wanda Hendrix, Claude* Rains,
Macdonald Carey, with .\ndrea King.
A Mitchell I.K*isen Production. Produced
by Richard Maibaum. Directed by
Mitchell I^eisen. Screenplay by Richard
Maibaum. Sjjecial song number byVictor
Young, Jay Livingston and Ray Evans.

FOR A COMPLETE PROGRAM. BOOK
PARAMOUNT SHORTS AND PARAMOUNT NEWS
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Qii Upped By Visitors; 'Gatsby Fat

$25,000, Abbott-Costeflo Loud 18G;

‘Lining’-Eckstine 58G, 'Baby’ 16G, 2d

‘Meet
nifty

Chicago, Aug. 23. 4

Chi fil”' grosses remain high

with current giant influx of visitors.

Holdovers are especially strong

with only two new bills in. “Great

Gatsby” at- State-Lake looks fairly

brisk $25,000 or under, while ‘

the Killer” at Palace shapes

^^cEgo appears to be latching

nn to best two-week business this

•ummer with “Look for Silver Lin-

fne " aided by Billy Eckstine.

Shapes strong $58,000 for second

frame “Yes. Sir, That’s My Baby.” !

it Roosevelt, continues fancy $16.-

000 in second. “Scene of Crime.”

at United Artists, appears pert with

$14,000 due.

Third week of “You’re My Every-

thing” backed by George Jessel

topping stageshow, looks near sec-

ond round figure at $40,000. One
performance Saturday night with

Al Jolson p.a. cut in since there

was a holdover crowd. Third stint

of “Mighty Joe Young” at Grand
•eema bright $10,000.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—

“Silver Lining” (WB) with Billy

Eckstine heading stage bill (2d wk).

Nice $58,000. Last week, $70,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
“Doollns of Oklahoma” (Col) and
“Lost Tribe” (Col) (2d wk). Smart
$6,000. Last week. $9,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (3d

wk). Smooth $10,000. Last week,
lusty $16,500.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)

^“You’re My Everything” (20th)

with George Jessel in person (3d

wk). Hefty $40,000. Last week,
$45,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“Abbott-Costello Meet Killer” (U)

and “Leave to Henry” (Mono).
Solid $18,000. Last week. “Calam-
ity Jane” (U> <2d wk), $15,000.
Rialto (Indie) (1,700; 50-98)—

“Miracle of Life” (Indie) (3d wk).
j

Sex film is getting play from males.

;

Looks sharp $9,000 or near. Last
week, $8,500, .

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Yes. Sir. That’s My Baby” (Ui (2d

wk). Excellent $16,000. Last week,
smash $25,000.
Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-

12.40)—“Red Shoes” (ED (35th

wk). Firm $6,300. Last week, $6,-

400

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—“Great Gatsby” (Par). Brisk $25,-

000 or near. Last week, “Good Old
Summertime” (M-G) (2d wk), $17.-

000 .

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
•8)—“Scene of Crime” (M-G) (2d
wk). Holding up to $17,000. Last
week, sturdy $23,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 50-98)

—

“Champion” (UA) (6th wk). Final
week appears okay $12,000. Last
week, $16,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Bank

Didr" (Indie) and “My Little Chick-
adee” (Indie) (reissues) (4th wk).
Handsome $3,500. Last week,
$3,800.

' Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20Cb tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax

Pitt Picks Up;

'Magic Hot 16G
Pittsburgh, Aug. 23.

Cooler weather is helping things
all along the line currently smart-
est newcomer promises to be
“Black Magic,” which is turning in
a solid stanza at the Penn after
smash bally. “Yes. Sir, That’s My
Baby" also is nice at the Harris.
“Lost Boundaries” is doing terrific

second round at the Stanley.
Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Shea) (1,7.50; 45-80) —
“Sand” )20tht. Mild $8,000 or near.
Last w’eek, “Red Menace” (Rep),
very slow $5,000 in 6 days.

Harris (Harris* (2,200; 4.5-80)—
“Yes Sir, That’s My Baby” (U*.
Helped by one-day pei-^onal ap-
pearance on .stage of Donald O’Con-
nor, Joshua Shelley, Gwen Carter
and Patricia Alphin. Nice $13,000
or close. Last week, “Anna Lu-
casta” (Col), $12,000.
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3.300; 45-80)

j

—“Black Magic” (U.\t. This one
had terrific campaign and it’s pay-

I

ing off with solid $16,000 or better,
I Last week. “Good Old Summer-
itime” (M-G» (2d wk», $14,000.

j

Stanley (WB> (3.800; 45-80)—
“Lost Boundaries” (FC» (2d wk).
Biggest thing at this house in more
than two years and showing plenty
of staying power at torrid $16,500.
Last week, way over original esti-

;

mate at sensational $28,000 a fig-

1
ure not duplicated here since 1947.
Warner (WB* (2.000; 45-80) —

I "One Last Fling” (WB» and “Hou.se
,
Across Street” (WB). Modest $7.-

I

000. Last week. “Silver Lining”
(W'B) (m.o.), nice $7,200, not bad
considering that it had played fort-
night at Stanley.

Strike Nipt San Antonio
San Antonio, Aug. 23.

With the San Antonio bus strike
now in its third week, a decided biz
drop has been noted here by down-
town houses. Nabe theatres are re-
porting good biz, and the drive-ins
are full for all performances. Biz
is reported off as much as 2.5^r.

Share-thp-i'ide. car pools and
other wartime emergency measures
to insure transportation to and
from work are making their come-
back. In addition to the bus strike,
the polio scare is also keeping many
away from the indoor l^ouses.

'Jolson Croons B’way State to Record

>; 'Summertime’ Hot MIG, 3d;

'Rope’-Beneke-Damone-Calvet 77G, 3d

Roseanna’ Rosy

in L’viile

Louisville, Aug. 23.
Tee-off of “Roseanna McCoy”

locally at Rialto is making the big
splash this week. Terrific exploi-
tation was put on by RKO. Giant
session is in prospect. “It’s Great
Feeling” at Mary .Anderson is giv-
ing that house its best biz since
last spring w’ith sock total. Straight
vaude bill plus double reissue bill

i
at National is registering healthy

^ Estimates for This Week
i Mary Anderson (People’s* (1.400;

45-65)—It’s Great Feeling” (WB*
sock $11,000, Last week, “Lust For

;

Gold” (Col*. $6,000.
\ National (Standard* (2,400; 50-85*

!

—“Give Out, Sisters” (U) and
i “Ladies’ Man” (Par) (reissues) plus
seven vaude acts. Teed off briskly
with neat $8,500 likely. Last week.
“Last Tribe” (Col) and “Shut Big
Mouth” (Col) (reissues*, fair $7,500.'

Rialto (Fourth Avenue* (3,000;
45-65)—“Roseanna McCoy” (RKO*.
Billed as world preem but pic

played Aug. 17 in Charleston,
W. Va. and next day in 208 houses.
Big bally with radio cooperation
both in spot announcements and
talent, plus p.a. of Farley Granger
and Joan Evans, spelling smash
$19,000. Last week, “Big Steal”
(RKO) and “Bad Boys” (Mono),
nice $12,000, and m.o.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)

—

“Black Magic” (UA) and “Law of

Barbary Coast” (Col*. Good $11,000
or over. Last week. “Edward, My
Son” (M-G) and “Caught” (M-G),
$13,000.

Strand (FA) (1,000; 45-65*—
“Green Promise” (RKO) and
“Stagecoach Kid” (Rep*. Mild $4,-

000. Last week. “Red Canyon” (U*

and “Amazon Quest” (FC*. neat

$6 ,000 .

‘Roseanna’ Paces Indpis.

Upbeat, Sock at $15,000;

‘My Baby’ Dandy $13,000
Indianapolis, Aug. 23,

All-time cold August w'eather
plus special promotion is upping
downtown situations to good biz
tnis week, although “Black Magic”
at Loew’s didn’t share in the trend.
Foi^nal appearance bv Donald
0 Connor got “Yes Sir. That’s My

^ start at Indiana,

vilj
Farley Granger at Circle

rrtday and Saturday helped make
koseanna McCoy” the w'eek’s top

irosser.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2.800; 44-

. .iT “Hoscanna McCov” (RKO)
Follow Me Quietly” (RKO).
$15,000. Last week, “Girl

jonw Beach” (WB) and “House
across Street” (WB), nice $11,500.
iBdUna (G-D* (3.300; 44-65* —

•'5vl! 1!*^’ My Baby” (U) and^ Dragon” (Mono). Dandy $13 -

Last week. “House of Stran-
000

,

‘Bad Boy” (Mono*,;fri"(20th) and
$9,000.

(2.427; 44-65)—

(Sn <UA* and “Kazan”
“Ant.’. $8,000, Last week.

Wfti# T
(Col) and “Lone

(Col), about same.
(1.600; 44-65) —

500 il»
(reissues). Fair $6,-

Rotten xS “For-
^Mono) and “Mas-

* River (Mono*, mild $5,500.

‘Number’ Plays Big In

Denver, 1$G; ‘Allegro’ lOG,
Denver, Aug. 23.

Pacing city this week is “You’re
My Everything,” nice in three the-
atres. But comparatively stronger
is “Any Number Can Play.” big at

I Orpheum. “Johnny Allegro” shapes
fair.

!

Estimates for This Week
I

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.500; 35-

I

74)
—

“Silver Lining’’ (WB* (4th wk*.
I Down to $4,500. Last week, fair $6,-

:

500.
: Denham (CockrilD (1,750; 35-74)
'
—“Great Victor Herbert” (Par) (re-

1

i.ssue*. Slim $8,500. Last week,
“Great Galshy" (Par) (2d wk), fair

$9,000.
Denver (P'ox) (2,525; 35-74*

—

“You’re My FAerv thing ” (2()lh* and
“Lone Wolf Lady” (C’ol*. day-date
wiTh Esquire. Webber. Good $16.-

000 Last week. ‘'Portrait of Jen-

'nie” (SHO* and “Air Hostess”

(Col*. $15,000.
Esquire (Fox* (742; 35-74)

—

“You’re My Everything” (20th) and
“Lone Wolf Lady” (Col*, also Den-,

ver, W'ebhcr. Nice $3,000. Last

week, "Portrait of Jennie” (SRO)
and "Air Hostess” (Col*, same.

Orpheum (RKO* (2.600; 3.5-74)—

“Any Number I’lay" iM-G> and

“Gay Amigo” (U.\*. Big $18,000 or

near. Last week. “Neptune’s

Daughter” (M-G* (2d wk*. okay

$ 11 ,000 .

Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74*

—

“Johnnv Allegro” *L'A* and “Leave

to Henn” (Mono*. d..y-date with

Rialto. ‘Fair $8,000 Last week.

“Illegal Entiy" 'U* and “Fighting

Fools" (Mono*, fair $7,000.

1
Rialto (Fox* <878; 35-74*—

“Johnny Allegro” 'Col* and Leave

It to Henrv” lAlono*. also Para-

mount. Dull $2,000 Last week.

“Home of Brave" lU.A* and L-

' Man" 'FC* (in o *. good $3,000

Webber (Fox* '750.

“You’re My Everything’ (2()lh* and

“Lone W’olf” (CoD. also Denvei,

Esquire Trim $2..5n0 Last week

“Illegal Entry" 'U* ano ’figliting

Fools” (Mono*, fair $1,750.

D.C. Booms; ‘Lagoon’ Hep

$16,500, ‘Feeling’ Great

25G, ‘Doolins’ Wow lOG
Washington. Aug 23.

Town’s mainslem is booming this

week, thanks to combo of cool

weather, surefire newcomers and

thB first postwar example of high-

power circus bally. Marquee des-

ert island stunt boosted “Blue La-

goon” into a record-breaker for the

past year at Keith’s. Another siz-

zler, “It’s a Great Feeling.” at War-
ner, teed off smash, and looks best

there for over a year, running neck
and neck with “Jolson Story.”
Metropolitan al.so iw sock with
“Doolins of Oklahoma.”

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434;

“Sand” (20th* plus vaude.
spot midtown currently at mild
$18,000. Last week, “One False

Step” (U* with vaude, better than
expected al $21,000.
Dupont *435; 50-8.5*

—‘‘Don Quix-
ote” (Indie*. Hot $6,000. thanks to

rave notices and heavy Embassy
(Continued on page 31*

Continued cool weather during
the last seven days is doing more
hir the Broadway first run boxoffice

than some of the recently unveiled
pictures. The mildest August tem-
peratures in several years w ill help
trade at nearly all deluxers tliis

session.

The socko exception to mild new
entries is “Jolson Sings Again.”
soaring to new all-time record at

the State where $95,000 looms in,
initial week ending last night
(Tues.). Threatening weather final

day (yesterday* probably cut in
|

]

somew hat and may have kept the
new Jol.son opus from crossing the
century mark. The rather abrupt

. tapering off, experienced al.so by
otlier houses, late Sunday likewise
was detrimental.

I

Both “Siren of Atlantis,” with I

$14,000. and “Special Agent.’’ at

$7,500. are doing very mildly for
newcomers.
New vaudeville with “.Arctic

Manhunt” is giving the Palace
another hangup week at $22,000.
Music Hall, Paramount and .\stor

are doing out.standingly well with
their holdovers. “Good Old Sum-
mertime” with stageshow is giving
the Hall a smart $141,000 in third
se.ssion, insuring a fourth round.

Par’s “Rope of Sand,’’ with Tex
Bene,ke band, Vic Damone and
Corihne Calvet topping stageshow.
is holding very well at solid $77.-
000. Astor’s “Lost Boundaries”
continues in remarkably strong
fashion at $20,000 for eighth week.
Also reflecting the better w'cather
is “Come To Stable’’ which is only
a step away from previous week at
$27.0i00 for fourth Rivoli frame,
“Sword in Desert” opens at

Criterion today (Wed.), after nearly
four highly successful weeks of
“Mighty Joe Young.”

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-1. .50*—“Lost Boundaries” (FC* (8lh wk*.

Continues in big style at $20,000
after $21,000 for seventh frame.
Stays on,

i
Bijou (City Inv.) (.589; $1.20-

$2.40*— “Red Shoes” (EL* (44tli

wk*. Picking up to strong $10,500
or near after $9,800 last week, over
hopes. Continues, with two-year

i run now held distinct possibility.
Capitol (l.,oew’s* (4,820; 80-$ 1.50*—"Anna Lucasta” (Col* with Tom-

my Tucker orch. Golden Gate
Quartet, Nancy Donovan, others,
onstage (2d-final wk). Down to
light $49,000 after mild $59,000
opener. “Madame Bovary” (M-G*
with David Rose orch, Eileen
ton. Jay Marshall onstage opens
tomorrow (Thurs.i after three pre-
view’s of film today (Wed.).

Criterion (Moss* (1,700; 50-$ 1.75*—“Sword in Desert” (U*. Opens
today (Wed.* following invitational
preem last night (Tues.*. i.ast week.
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO* (4(h
wk-3t'z days), still okay at $5,000
after stout $19,000 for third round.
Globe (Brandt) >1.500; 50-$ 1.20*—“Siren of Atlantis” (UA*. First

w'eek shapes very mild $14,000 but
holding. Last week. “Not Wanted"
(FC* (4th wk*. $8,000. "Crooked
W'ay” (UA) set to come in next.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 44-99*

—

“Special Agent” (Par*. Doing only
44-85*

—

(Okay $7,500. I^ast week, “Dumbo”
Slowest (RKO* and “Saludos Amigos”

(RKO* (reissues' (4th wk), $7,000.
Mayfair (Brandt* (1.736; .50-$1.20t—“Too Late For Tears” (UA* (2d

wk*. Off to thin $14,000 after mild
$19,000 opener. Stays only one
more frame, with “Kid From Cleve-
land” (Rep* then due in.

Palace (RKO* (1.700; 55-$1.20i—

(“Arctic Manhunt” (U* and vaude.
Shaping up for fine $22.0()(). Last
week. "Ma. Pa Kettle” (U* with
vaude. $21,500. cool weather push-
ing up over hopes.
Paramount (Par* (3.664; 55-$1..5l))—"Rope of SanO" (Pm) with Tex

Beneke orch. Vie Damone and
Corinne Calvet pa onstage (4th-
final wk*. Holdine up to solid
$77,000 after fancy $83,000 for sec-
ond. Miss C.alvet added to stage
layout in third w'cek. “Top o’ the
Morning” (Par* with Carmen
Cavallaro orch. De Marco Sisters,

i Gary Moore. Vanderbilt Boys
comes in .Aug. 31.

Park .Avenue (U* (583: $1.20-
$2.40)—“H.imlet” (U> (48th wk*.

' Picking up to .$9 000 in 47lh stanza
ended ’ast Monday (22* night after

I $8,000 in previous week. Slavs on.
I Radio Citv Miisir Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5 945: 8n-.<;2.40) — “Good
Old Summertime” (M-G* and
stageshow (3d wk*. Continues very
strong at $141,000 after big $146.-
000 in second session. Stays fourth

: W’eek. and likely will run through
Labor Dav.

Rialto' (Mage) (594; 44-98)—

I

“Body Snatcher” (RKO) (reissue)

I

and “Bride of Death" (Indie i (2d-
final wk). Down to $7,500 after

I

solid $10,000 opener.
! Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2.092; 60-
$1.25)—“Come to Stable” (20th)
(4th wk). Continues in hefty coin
at $27,000 after $28,000 for third.
Continues on indef

' Roxy (20th) (5.886; 80-$1.50)—
“Slattery’s Hurricane" (20th) plus

I Evelyn Knight, Sid Caesar, The
Pitchmen, others, iceshow onstage
(2d-final wk). Holding okay at
$68,000 after $79,000 opener, which
was below hopes. “I Was Male
War Bride” (20th) with Jack Haley,
Martha Stewart, Maxellos, new iee-

,
show opens Friday (26).

1 State (Loew’s) ('3.450; 50-$L80)—
“Jolson Sings Again” (Col* (2d wk*.
First week ended last night (Tues.)
soared to new’ all-time high of $95.-
000. This is breaking ail records,
including biggest hour, largest
matinee, night and on attendance.
The $1.80 top Saturday and Sunday
nights a real help, with weather
also a factor. Got in eight shows
Saturday, six on Sunday and seven
on weekdays. Rave review’s are
contributing to huge total. La.st

W’eek, “Great Sinner” (M-G) (7th
wk), $9,000.
Strand (WB) (2,7.56; 50-$L25) —

"It’s Great Feeling” (WB) (2d-
final wk). Down to $18,000 after

Bar-
i

mild $26,000 opener. House closes
F’riday (26) for one week for hou.se
redecorating, refurbishing prior to
opening “White Heat” (WB* with
Xavier Cugat orch and Latin-
American revue. '

Sutton (R & «) (561; 70-$L20)—
“Quartet” (EL) (22d wk*. Still
remains steady at $8,000 in 21st
week ended last Monday (22) night
after $7,500 for preceding round.
Holds on with opening of “Fallen
Idol” (SRO).
'Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 95-

$1.50)—“The Window” (RKO* (3d
wk). Okay at $17,000 after strong
$20,000 for second. Continues.

'Roseanna Real McCoy in Cincy Bow,

Colossal $26,000; 'Magic’ Bright 12G
Cincinnati, .Aug. 23.

Rip snortin' unveiling of “Rose-

anna McCoy” i.s bagging a giant

take this round at Alhee and lift-

ing overall hiz to a favorable sea-

sonal level. Of two other new hills.

“Black Magic” is pe^ky at Palace

and “Not Wanted” Is sturdy at

Grand.
Estimates for This Week

Alhee (RKO* (3.100; 55-7.5*—

“Hoseatina .McCoy” iRKO* shoot in -

toolin’ hallv on wmid preem and

"Air Hostess” (Col’, with Ruth
Lvoms originating her WLW “.Moi n-

ing Matinee” morning show’, daily

execpl Sunday, on stage ()|)ening

day e.vtras included p.a of ‘‘.Mc-

Cov's” Farley Granger. Ernie

Tubbs and His Grand Ole Opry
Boys and a Cincy "Ro.seanna Mc-

C’ov ” selected by Samuel Goldwyn.

I Mammoth $26,000. Last week.
“Let’s Live Little” (EL) plus 8-act
vaude layout topped by Buck and
Bubbles and Senator Murphy at

55-94C scale, great $28,000.
Capitol *RKO) (2.000; .5.5-75 •—

“Great Sinner” (M-G* (2d wk*.
Moderate $6,500 trailing pleasing
$12,000 bow.
Grand (RKO' (1,400; .55-75* —

“Not Wanted” (FC’*. Sturdy $8, .500.

Last week. “El Paso” (Par*. $10,000.
Keith’.s (City Inv.* (1.542; 55-75*—“Lonesome Pine’’ (I*ar* 'reissue*.

Smooth $7. .500. Last week. “Illegal

Entrv" (U* and “Woman Haler"
(U’. $6. ,500.

Palace (RKO) (2.600; .5.5-75'—

“Black Magic” (UA* and “This Is

New York” (UA*. Pleasing $12,000.
Last W’eek. “.Anna liUcasla” (Col*

and “Kazan” (Col* same.

Rain Perks Omaha B.O.;

‘Boundaries’ Bangup At

$12,500, ‘Beach’ 12G
Omaha, Aug. 23.

Cool, unsettled weather that

drove people into the theatres is

giving biz a real shot in the arm.
Everything is up. “Lost Bound-
aries” at Orpheum shapes lively.

“Girl from Jones Beach” at Para-

mount shapes surprisingly strong.

“Anna Lucasta” is so big at the
Brandeis, that it may hold.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates* (3.000; 16-

65)—"Lost Boundaries” (FC* and
'“Leave To Henry” (Mono*. Very
big $12,500. Last week. “Cireat
Gatsby” (Par* and “Tucson” (20lh),
fair $10,000.
Paramount (Tri.states* (2.800; 16-

65* — “Girl Jones Beach” (WB*.
Fancy $12,000. Last week. “You’re
My Everything” (20th ». $10,.5(K).

Brandeis (RKG* (1.500; 16-65*—
“Anna Lucasta” (C’ol* and “Lost
Tribe” (Col*. Extra good $9,000
or over, may hold. Last week.
“Doolins of Oklahoma” '(’oD and
“Air Hostess’ (Col'. .S6 OOO.

Slate (Goldberg* '865; 16-65* —
“Commandos at Dawn” (C’ol* and
“Destroyer” (C’ol' 'reissues F^at

$7,000. Last week “Barkleys o£
I Broadway” (M-G’ (3d wk', $4,000.
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Hub Spotty But Vaude Still Stroi^,

With Kazan’ $26,500; ‘Hurricane’ 20G
Boston. Aug. 23. V

Biz shapes spotty this stanza

.-iih vaude still dragging them in

•

t the RKO Boston. New entries, r

•mattery’s Hurricane” at Memorial

'

nd "It's a Great Feeling” at Para-

:

and Fenway shape nke.

Magic” at State and Or-

j

•nhpuni is very disappointing. ,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (jaycox) (1.200; 40-851-1

•Lolt Boundaries" (FC) (6th wki.

mldioi up fairly well at $5,500. '^

Tjist week, okay $6,500.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 55-85)—

“Kazan” (Col) plus vaude with

Proskee’s Tigers. Solid $26,5(yo.

[ist week, "Follow Me Quietly”

(RKO> plus vaude with Artie

Dann. $27,000.

Fei way (NET) (1.373; 40-85)—

.•It’s Great Feeling” (WB) and

“Flaming Fury” (Rep). Not bad

$6 500. Last week, ‘‘Massacre

Jiver” (Mono) and "Special Agent”

(Par), $5,400.

Mayflower (ATO (700; 40-85)—

“Not Wanted” (FC) (4th wk). Down
to $3,000. La.st week, nice $3,90vl.

Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—

“Slattery’s Hurricane” (20th) and
“Woman Hater” (WB) (reissues).

Okay $20,000. Last week, "One
False Step” (U) and "Brother’s

Keeper” (EL), disappointing $15,-

000 in 6 days.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,376; 40-85)

—•'You’re My Everything” (20th)

and “Flaming Fury” (Rep> (2d wk).

Down to $17,000 after nice $21,000

for first.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Black Magic” (UA) and "Daring
Caballero” (Col)’. Mild $14,000. Last
week, "Anna Lucasta” (Col) and
“Air Hostess” (Col), neat $20,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

—“It’s Great Feeling”' (WB) and
“Flaming Fury” (Rep). Good $14.-

000. Last week, "Massacre River”
(Mono' and “Special Agent” (Par),

$13,000.

State (Loew) (3.500; 40-85)—
“Black Magic” (U.A) and "Daring
Caballero” (Coll. Slight $9,500.
Last week. “Anna Lucasta” (Col)

“Air Hostess” (Col), okay $12,000.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grou
This Week $2,693,000
Based on 24 cities, 204

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N, y.)
Total Gross Sara* Week

Last Year ..... $2,582,000
( Based on 22 and 201

202 theatres.)

Gable Sockeroo
I

in Frisco

MAGIC’ LIVELY $8,500,

MONT’L; ‘JANE’ TRIM 9G
Montreal, Aug. 23.

Cool weather is boosting returns
here tliis round with "You’re My
Everything” and "Black Magic”
standout.

Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-()5)

—

“You’re My Everything” (20th).
|

Big $25,000. Last week, "Fountain-
head” (WB) (2d wk). $10,000. i

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“Lust for Gold” (Col). Nice $15,- ,

000. Last week, "Sand” (20th), mild
$10 ,000 .

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)— i

“Girl Jones Beach” (WB) (2d wk).
Down to $10,000 after sock first

week at $15,500.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—

“Stratton Story” (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding big with $12,000 after
dandy $13,000 opener.
'Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 25-45)—
“Calamity Jane” (U) and "Air Hos-
tess” (U). Trim $9,000. Last week,
“Flaxy Martin” (WB) and “Chris-
topher Blake” (WB), okav $5,500.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1.040: 34-60)—

'Black Magic” (UA) and "Lone
Wolf Udy” (UA). Smash $8..500.
Last week. "Late for Tears” (UA)
«nd "Leave to Henry” (UA), $6,500.

'Boundaries’ Big 19G,
j

Prov.; ‘Everything’ 18G
Providence, Aug. 23.

[

Pleasant, unseasonably cold after
pcent hot spell hereabouts reflect-

j

T
^ J” ^sirly nice take all around. I

^amng list are RKO Albcc’s "Lost

'

»ouhdarie.s’ ’and Majestic’s "You’re
My Everything.”

Estimates for This Week I

‘•t.4 « (RKO) (2.200; 44-65)—
Boundaries” (FC) and “Hold

I.!; (Mono). Big $19,000.
Urt week. "Not Wanted” (FC) and

Quest” (Indie) (2d wk),"*
$11,000.

I

Majestic (Fay) (2.200: 44-65)—'
xou re My Everything” (20th) and
akyhner” (20th). Happy $18,000.

(2
()^^'^®^*^.'._“Slattery’s Hurricane”

San Francisco, Aug. 23.
|

Dull weekend is dragging down
film theatre business for whole

,

week. Holclovei s are suffering most
but new entries are not getting
very far. Top newcomers are “Black
Magic” big at United Artists and
"Slattery’s Hurricane,” only fairly
solid at the Fox. "Any Number
Can Play” also shapes socko at

St. Francis. C’lai k Gable draw turn-
ing the trick.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-85)

'

—"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
"Make Mine Laughs” (RKO) (2nd
wk). Way oft at $11,000. Last week,
terrific $29,000,
Fox (FWCi (4,651; 60-95) —

“Slattery's Hurricane” (20th) and
"Alimony” (ELi. Fairly solid $18,-
000 or close. Last week, “You’re
My Everything” (20th) and "Hold
That Babv” (Mono) (2d W'k), $9,500.

Warfield (FWQ (2,656; 60-85)—
"The Great Sinner” (M-G) and
"Forgotten Women” (Mono) (2d
wk). Oke $14,000. Last week, lofty

$21 ,
000 .

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)

—

“Silver Lining” (WB) and "House
Across Street” (WB) (2d wk). Fair-
ish $14,000. Last week, sock
$26,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)

—

1

"Any Number Play” (M-G). Smash
: $17,000. Last week. "Wizard of Oz”
(M-G) (reissue) (4th wk), $6,500.
I Orpheum (No. Coast) (2.448; 55-

85) — “Anna Lucasta” (Col) and

I

”Aii‘ Hostess” (C'ol). Good $16,000.
Last week, "Calamity Jane” (U)
(2d W'k), 5 days. $4,500,

United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;
55-85)

—
“Black Magic” (UA). Fancy

$13,000 Last week, "Grat Dan
Patch” (U.A) (2d wk', 5 days, pallid

$2,800.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (370;

$1.20-$2.4Ui — • Red Shoes” (EL)
(13th w'k). Nice $4,800. Last week,
about same.

Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)—"Passionnelle” (Indie) and “Tor-
ment” (Indie (2d wk). Dowm to

$4,000 ill 6 days. Last week, big

$8 ,
000 .

Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)

—

“Little Chickadee” (Indie) and
“Bank Dick” ( Indie) (reissues). Big

$3,500. Last w-eek, "Fanny” (indie)

(3d wk). $2. ()()().

‘Summertime* Torrid In

Port., 10'
;

‘Lucasta’ l.)(J

Portland. Ore . .Aug 23.
New product heie this week is

helping firstrun hi/., “('.ood Old
Summertime” looks lops with huge
total at small Uniled Artists.
“Dumbo” and "Saludos Amigos”
shapes nice at Orpheum *

• Estimates for 'I’his Week
Broadway (Raikei ' '1.832; .50-8.5)—“Wizard of Oz" 'M-Ci (reissue)

and "The C'astaway" iRei)) )2d wk'.
Okay $6,500. Last week, lerrilic
$13,800

Mayfair d'aiker' 'I .500: 50-85'

—

"Big Cal" (EL' and “In 'I'his Coi'-
ner” (EL). So-so $5,000. Last week.
"Outpo.st in Morocco" (U.\) and
“Gay Amigo” (UA*. okav $6,000.

Oriental (II-D (2.000: .50-85)—
"Anna Lucasta" (Coh and ".ludge
Steps Out” (RKO). da\-tlaie with
Paramount Good $4,500. Last
week. "You're M\ L\ ei vtliing"

|

(2()th) and "The Fan" (20( In.' $4,700. i

Orpheum dl-K' '1.7.50; 50-85)

—

j

“Dumbo” (RKO) and “Saludos .Ami-

1

gos” (RKO) (reissues'. Nice $7,000.
j

Last week. "Not Wanted " (FC' and :

"Man About the House " )20lh). $8,-

700.
]

Paramount dl-E' (3.400; 50-85)

—

"Anna Lucasta" (Coh and "The
Judge Steps Out " (RKO‘. also Ori-
ental. Solid $10,500. l.asi week.
“You’re My Everything” (20th' and
"The Fan” (20th), big $11,300.
United Artists (Parker) (895; 50-

85)—“Good Old Summertime" (M-
G). Terrific $10,500. Last week.
Secret Garden” (M-G). mild $6,500.

L,A. Goes For ‘Bride,’ Great $63,000;

‘Feeling’ Okay 49G, ‘Magic’ Fancy 36G,

‘Brimstone’ 22G, ‘Young’ Tall 26G, 2d

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . $609,500

) Based on 18 theatres >

Last Year $571,000
t Based on 14 theatres).

‘Number’ Hefty

$17,000, Mpis. Ace
Minneapolis, Aug. 2.3.

Hurricane’ Lusty

,000 in Philly

Cool weather is proving a hox-
oftice stimulant currently but the
line-up of newcomers leaves .some-
thing to be desired aside from
"Ary Number Can Play." This
Gable picture looks hefty at Radio
City. “Anna Luca.sta” shapes as
mild. "Illegal Entry” looks modest, i "Silent Conflict

Holdover of “Great Gatsby is okay. 918 in 5 days.

E.stimates for This Week
!

Chinese, Loew’s

I.os Angeles. Aug. 23.

Polio scare appears to be liavimg

no influence on firstrun biz here

lliis^ session, with grosses climhiiii*

as four new hills were launched.
"1 Was Male War Bride” is soarini^

to sock $63,000 in four theatie-^

while "It’s Great Feeling” look*

okay $49,000 in three situations.

"Black Magic" is racking up *

nice $36,000 in four spots. "Brim-

stone" with "Post Office Iinesti-

gator" is not big with $22,000 in

two Baramount houses. "Neptune’s
Daughter” is holding strong in

second frame at $32,000 in three
locations. "Mighty Joe Young” is

etiually stout on first holdover
round with $26,000 in two houses.

Estimates Ipr This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtow'n, Hawaii.

HollyW'ood Music Halls (Prin-Cor*
(834; 902: 1.106; 512; 512; 55-$l'—
"Black Magic” (U.\). Nice $36,000.
La.st week, “Dan Patch” (UA) and

(UA), mild $13.-

State. liOyola.

„ -- "Ringside” (SO. $12,000.
(3 200; 44-65)—

Woif^a ^UA) and "Lone
ride lUA). On slow

Numh^
Sl^.500. Last week.
Play” (M-G) and

St! neat .$21,000,
airand (Silverman) (2.200: 44-65)

“D-vH’s Hench-
® (Col) (2d wk), oke $9,500.

Any
Gay

Vaude Boosts ‘Pacific’

Smash $30,000, St. Loo
St. Louis. Aug. 23.

Reopening of the vast Fox here

with vaudftlm policy is paying off

with sock total in prospect. Paired

with "Canadian Pacific” response

of local patrons has been big even

in the face of discontinuance of

matinees. Despite big outdoor

bally, "Black Magic” shapes barely

okay at Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 50-75)

“You’re Mv Everything" (20tli)

and "One Last Fling” (WB) (m.o ).

Fine $13,000. Last week. "Silver

Lining” (WB) and "Adventure Bal-

timoi’e” (RKO). $11,500.

Fox (F&M) (5.000: 60-75)—“Ca-

nadian Pacilk” )20th) and vaude.

Sock $30,000. Last week, not open.

Loew’s 'Loew' (3.172; 50-75)

"Black Magic’’ (UA' and “Jungle

Jim” (Col). Okay $11 000. Last

week. “Any Number Play (M-CH

and "Blackio’.s Chinese Adventure

(Col) (2d wk'. nice $16,000.

Missouri (FAM* (3,500; 50-75'—

"Great Gatsby” (Par) and "Bride

of Vengeance” (Par' '2d "k'-

to about $12,000 after good $16,000

<4.000. 50-75.-

"Calamity Jane”
Entry” (U*. Okay $10,000. Last

week. ‘You’re ISTy

(20th) and " Last Fling

$14,500.

Philadelphia. Aug. 23.

Break in heat wave is keeping
people at home this week with biz

at downtown houses perking as a
result. WCTU confab brought an
influx of visitors and that is help-
ing somewhat. Best trade is being
chalked up by "Slattery’s Hurri-
cane,” big at the Fox. "Good Old
Summertime” shapes nice at the
Goldman while “Scene of Crime"
is doing good at the Stanley.

Estimates for This W'eek
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 50-99)—,

“Pride of Yankees" (RKO' and
“Tall in Saddle” (RKO' (reissues).'
Nice $8 000. I.ast week, "Man-
handled” (Par'. $8,500.
Boyd (WB) (2.360: 50-99) —

"Great Sinner” (M-G' (3d wk).
Down to $14,500. Last week, okay
$18 000.

Earle (WB) (2.700; .50-99' —
“TIomp of Braie" d \' (3d wk'.
Oke $1,5,000. Last vieck. terrific

$24,000.
Fox (201 h) (2.2,50: 50-99'—"Slat-

tery’s Hunicane” (20th '. Tops in

town at big $28,000. Last week.
“You’re My Everything” i20th' (3d
wk), fa.st $13,000 in .5 days.
Goldman (Goldman' (1.200: 50-

99'—"Good Old Summertime”
(M-G). Fine $16,000 Last week,
"Any Number Play” (M-G) (^th

wk). .$8..500.

Karlton (Goldman' (1,000; 50-
99)—“Great Gatsbv" T’an (4th.

wk). Dowm to $3,500. Last week,
nice $9,000.
Mastbaum (WB' (4 360; .50-99*

—

"Great Feeling” (WB* (2d wk).
Off to $20,000 after hefty $30,000
for take-off.

Pix (Cummins) (.500: 50-99* —
"Big Jack” (M-G'. Solid $1,500 in

3 days. Last week, seeond-runs.
Stanley (WB* (2.9.50: 50-99'-

“Seeno of Crime” (M-G'. Good
$18,000 or over. Last week. ".\nna
Lucasta” (CoH (2d wk*. $16,000.

Stanton (WB» (1.475; .50-99'—

“Not Wanted” (FC* (2d wk'. Down

Lyric (Par) (1.000; 50-70*—"Lone-
some Pine” (Par) and "Geronimo”
(Par) (reissues). Oldies attracting
considerable attention for hefty
$5,500. Last week, “Colorado Ter-
ritory” (WB) (2d W'k), $4,500.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70'-
"Any Number Play” (M-G). Gable 1(WB' (1,757;

a magnet here. Hefty $17,000. Last
week, "Good Old Summertime”
(M-G). $16,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO* (2.800; ,50-

70)—"Anna Lucasta" (CoD. Divi-
sion of opinions on this, and going
is slightly rough. Fair $10,000. Last
week, "Lady Gambles” (U', mild
$9,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; .50-70'-
“Illegal Entry” (U). Modest $7,000
about all. Last week, “Silver Lin-
ing” (WB) )2d wk). okay $6,000.

State (Par) (2.300; .50-70' —
"Great Gatsby” (Par) (2d wk'. In
for only 4 days because theatre is

being shuttered for facelift. Oke
$5,000 in prospect. Last week, fine

$13,000.
World (Mann) (400; .50-70'—“Sil-

ver Lining” (WB' (in.o.i. Good $3,-

000 after two previous weeks down-
town. Last week, "Not Wanted”
(FC) (2d wk), okay $2,600.

to .$9,000.

$17,000.
Trans-Lux

$1.20)—“Red
wk). Good
about same.

La.st week, great

(T-I.'

Sh()(‘s'

$4,500.

(.500;

(ED
l.ast

$2.40-
(35th
w eek.

Everything’
’ IWB), solid

.
‘Hurricane’ Best Balto

I

Bet at Wham $14,000
'

' Baltimore. Aug. 23.

Gowd pickup is noted here this

week with "It's Great Feeling”

drawing a robust figure at Stanley

and "Slattery’s Hurricane" faring

even hotter with sock week at the

New. "Homicide.” getting plenty of

help from stage portion headed by
Dick Contino unit, is also headed
for a good'figul'c

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-U.A) (3.000; 20-

fiO)—"Black Magic” (UA'. Drawing
fairly good ti'ade at $13,000. Last

week "Good Old Sunuuertime”
• M-G) (2d wk*, held well at $10,800.

Hippodrome (Rappaport' '2.240:

20-701—"Homicide” 'WB' plus Dick

Contino unit .onstage. ('ontino

helping toward fine $16,000. Last

week. "Rig Cat” (EL) and vaude.

milrl $11,200.
Keith’s (Schanherger' (2.460; 20-

(JO)
—“Home of flrave” (U.\' (2d

i (Continued on page 31)

K.C. Cooler, Biz Warmer;

' ‘Hurricane’ Windy IGC,

‘Lucasta’ Tame $12,000
^

Kansas City. Aug. 23.

Fox Midwest three-theatre combo
has switched temporarily to duals

j

and is doing well currently with
I
“Slattery’s Hurricane" and "The
Fan.” Also new is “.\nna Lucasta”

I

at Midland but mild. "The Fou»-
tainhead” at Missouri is okay while
“It’s a Great Feeling” at Para-
mount shapes good. Heat wave of
past two weeks was broken near
the weekend.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson* (550; $1.20-

$2.40*—"Red Shoos” (EL* (18th
iwk). Holding at $2,300. Last week,
$2,400.
Midland (Loew’s* (.3.500; 45-65'—‘‘.Anna Lucasta” (Col* and "Lone

Wolf Lady” (CoD. Light $12,000.
Last week, "Good Old Summer-
time” (M-G) and "Leave To Henry”
(Mono) (2d wk). fine $11,000,

j

Missouri (RKO) (2.650: 45-65*

—

I

"The Fountainhead” (WB* and
“Follow Me Quietly” (RK(^*. Okay

Uptown (FWC) (2.048; 2.404; 1.248.

1,719: 60-$l)—“1 Was Male Bride”
(20th*. Sock $63,000. Last week.
"Slattery’s Hurricane” (20lh* and
"I Lived Too Long” (Indie', nice
$52,500.

Downtow'n. Hollywood, Wlltern
2.756; 2,344; 60-Sl —

“It’s Great Feeling” (WB). Okay
$49,000. Last week, "Silver Lin-

ing” (WB), oke $25,000.
Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wllshire

(FWC) (1,538; 2,097; 2,296; 60-$l)
— “Neptune’s Daughter” (M-G)
(2d wk). Okay $32,000. Lust week,
great $58,000. •

Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 60-$l)—"Pride of Yankees” (RKO* “Tall

In Saddle” (RKO) (reissues). Good
$10,000 here with $22,000 total in

5 spots. Last w'oek. "Gangster”
(Mono) and "Dillinger” (Mono)
(reissues) with $18,124 total in four
situations.

Fantages, Hillstreet (RKO* (2.-

812; 2,890; .5()-$l
'- "Mighty Joe

(Young” (RKO) and "Make Mine
Laughs” (RKO) (2d wk*. Okay

i $26,000. Last week, mighty $55,000.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Fara-
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 60-

$1'—“Brimstone” (Rep* and "Post

I

Office Investigator” (Rep*. Good
'$22,000. Last week. "Great Gatsby”
NPar) and “Ringside” (SG' $16,688.

I

United Artists, Rltz, Studio City,

i

Vogue (UA-FWC) (2.100; 1.370;

1880; 885; 60-$l )—“Once More. My
Darling” (U) and "Sky Liner" (SG)
(2d wk). Down to $11,500. Last
week, fine $26,000.

E.squire (Hosener) (685; 84-$L20)—"Back Streets of Paris” (Indie)

and "The Puritan” (Indie). Good
, $4,000. Last w’eek. "Never Give
Sucker Even Break” (Indie) and
"Bank Dick” (Indie) (reissues),

$3,000.

i , Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-
$2.40* — "Red Shoes” (ED )34th
wk). Up to $5,200. Last week, big
$5,000.

: Four Star (UA-FWC) (900; 74-
j$li — “Lost Boundaries” (FC) (3d
wk*. Holding at $6,500. Last week,
$7,600.

Laurel (Rosener) (890; 8.5* —
"Quartet” (EL) (13th wk). Still

I

nice at $4,000. Last week, $4,500.

‘Magic’ in Black, Buff,

$18,000; ‘A&C’ Okay 12G
Buffalo, Aug. 23.

"Black Magic” shapes as best bet

cio r\f\n T « I •. f J . here this session w'ith sturdy total

ui
' at the Buffalo. "Abbott-Costello

Steps Out (RKO) with 8-act Palace
vaude, sock $25,000.
Paramount (Par* (1,900; 45-65)

—

"It’s Great Feeling” (WB). Good
$14,000, and will hold. Last week,
"Great Gatsby” (Par) (2d wk),
$9,000.

Tow'er - Uptow’n - Fairwav (Fox
Midwest) (2,100, 2.043, 700: 4.5-65'—"Slattery’s Hurricane” (20lh) and
“The Fan” (20th). Nice $16,000 or
better looms. l.ast week. "Home

I of Brave” (UA), $15,500 and Tnove-
over.

ERP, WESTREX MERGED
Talking picture and disk record-

ing work of We.stern Electric's ERP
division will be merged this fall

with West rex Corp., a 100% wholly
owned sub.^id.

Wesfrex has di.strihuted talking
film reeording and reprodueing
equipment in the foreign market,
now servicing 5,000 theatre equip-
ments in this market

Meet the Killer” is okay at Lafa-
yette.

Estimates for This Week
I

Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70'—
“Black Magic” (UA) and "Hose of
Yukon” (Rep). Sturdy $18,000.

Last week. "Good Old Summer-
time” (M-G). $16,500.
Paramount (Par) (3.400; 40-70'—

“Silver Lining” (WB) (2d wk'.
Fine $12,000. Last week, great
$20 ,000 .

nipp (Par) (3.400; 40-70) —
I

“Movie Crazy” (Indie) (reis-^ue'

and "C-Man”‘(FC). Neat S7.000 or
near. Last week, subseouent-riin.

I.afayette (Basil) (3.000; 40-70'—
“Abbott-Costello Meet the Killer”
(U) and "Arctic Manhunt” (U'.

Okay $12,000. Last week. ".Anna
T.ucasta’ (CoD and “Kazan” (CoD,
$15. .500.

• Century (20th Cent ' (3.000; 40-
70'—"Gunga Din” (RKO* and
"Lost Patrol” (RKO) (reissues'.

Big $11,000. Last week. "Red Stal-

lion Rockies” (EL) and "Big Cat”
( (EL). $10.0C0.
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No New Hobbles Vs. U.S. Pix in Europe

Seen by RKO’s BeDfort; B.O. Holds

Tliere’8 no threat of new restrlc-4

Mad-'as May CutU Fdms

*Tnflle!r^ho arrived in New York

fast week for homeoflfice huddles

Iftpr 18 months abroad. Express-

ing optimism that the turning point

has been reached, he cited improv-

intf conditions in Scandinavia,

termed the Italian situation

• bright” and noted that the com-

nanv was looking forward to op-

erating in Germany next January.

RKO’s earnings, Bellfort empha-

ilzed are keeping up with last year

find mav even surpass the 1948 fig-

IJe With "Joan of Arc” now
•chedulcd for day-and-date release

throughout October in all key

cities of western Europe, the RKO
continental chief added that he was

confident that company billings

vould be increased in every terri-

tory Picture’s distribution will be

preceded by a gala, invitational

charity preem to be held at the

Paris Opera.
. . . ^ ^ ,

Bellfort minimized reports of

“anti-American” film legislation re-

cently pas.sed by the Italian gov-

ernment. He explained that a
j

clause in the law enables the gov-

ernment to help the exhibitor by
j

fixing a maximum film rental "in

case of necessity.” However, this

hasn't been finalized, he said, and

added that there’s a good chance

that the legislation may be ad-

justed to the satisfaction of Ameri-

can distributors. Part of the same
law compels U. S, film companies
to pay a 2,500,000 lire tax on each

film brought in with proceeds used

to subsidize native production.
}

Turning to France, Bellfort said

that the French government is liv-

ing up to its remittance obligations

with current earnings being paid

It the currency exchange rate in

effect at the time of the remittance.

Noting that part of RKO’s frozen

francs are being thawed in the

company’s Alps locationer, "White
Tower.” now before the cameras. I

h» also observed that some of the

majors are converting blocked

francs into dollars by a variety of

other transactions with govern-

ment approval.

Bellfort. who replaced Wladimir
,

I.issim as RKO’s European man-
ager ,

returns to his Paris headquar-
ters in mid-September. Lissim, in-

cidentally, is now with Sir Alexan-
der Korda’s London Films in a sim-

ilar capacity,

Spanish Gov’t PiisI^ Pix

Industry Via S. American

Confabs in Madrid in Nor.
Madrid, Aug. 16,

Great ofTorts are being made by
the Spanish Ministry of Education,
supported of course by the govern-
nient, to make a big affair of the
Second Congress of Spanish-Soulli
American Cinema, which will be
held in Madrid in November.
There will be a convention of
Spanish and South American pro-
ducers, actors and technicians, and
on exhibition of films produced in

Spanish-speaking countries. The
Cinema Workers Syndicate will
present a huge publication extol-
ling Spanish production.
The Syndicate will distribute 1.-

wO.OOO pesetas (about $62,000) in
prizes to the best Spanish films of
1949. This is. of course, another

indirect subsidies given by
I, Spanish government, to its own
"Ini industry. Syndicate also an-
nounces that it will give about 500.-m pesetas <$25,000) in prizes to
ne be.st stories submitted by citi-
jns of Spanish-speaking countries

they extoll the ties between

In Dollar Import Crisis

Madras, Aug. 16.

Due to critical dollar situation

,

It Is believed Ceylon will have to
cut imports calling on its dollar
resources. First x ictim under dol-
lar tutting axe would be films.

I Present statistics Indicate Ceylon
imports U. S. films with an ex-
hibition value of $232,000. The
Island also impoits British films

^

valued annually at $86,500.

i
Necessity of cutting down dollar

Imports into India may switch over
buying of equipment to the United
Kingdom, say equipment leaders
here.

Ealinj? to Make Biopic

On Aussie Femme Pianist
Sydney, Aug. 16.

Eric W’illiams, production chief
here for Kalmg, announced on re-
turn from London that arrange-
rnents have been made to film the
life story of Aussie star pianist
Eileen Joyce.

Indie unit will make the pic.

with Michael Gordon. British pro-
ducer. flying In next week to get
things underway. Pic, titled "Prel-
ude,” goes before the cameras in
October

Metro s 'Raiding’ of MPEA Staffers

In Germany Gets Other Reactions

^ iiie lira
pain and South America.
A new private agreement is nn-
unced between Spanish proclii-

i fir
Mexican distributors and

jj
Paokage of six Spanish films

Ito
^

The

Portugal Pic Biz

Slumps; Italy OK
Washington, Aug. 23.

j

Motion picture business had a
big year in Portugal in 1948, but it

has slumped off substantially this !

j’ear. according to the Motion Pic-
ture-Photographic Branch of the
U. S. Dept, of Commerce. Report

j

for last year .shows that exhibition
soared and that, while only five

films W’ere produced, they were
much better than the five turned
out during 1947.

"Through its acqui.sition within
the last tw o months of Cinelandie. ^

a very small Lisbon studio.” con-
tinues the report, "and the ma-
jority of the stock of Tobis Portu- .

guesa, Lisboa Filmes now controls
j

all existing production facilities in

Portugal. These consist of three
studios, all located in the same Lis-

,

bon neighborhood: in fact the prop-
erties of Lisboa and Tobis. the. two
chief producers, adjoin and their

aclivilics can easily be coordi-

nated.”

Other countries on which Com-
merce reported:

PF.RU: New censorship has been
installed which prohibits exhibi-

tion of following types of films

—

anarchical and communistic and
"those which are contrary to patri-

otic sentiments: crime films in

which the criminal goes unpun-
ished: and morbidly sensual

themes leading to "gross exaltation

of passions.”

IT.\LY: The indirstry is definite-

ly on the upbeat even though the

miinlier of pictures produced last

\ear was only 50 coinparod with

57 the previous year. During 1947

and 1948. the U. S. spent nearly

$3,000,000 of blocked lira In Italy

making pictures. There has been

siibslantial construction of new
1 heat res since the war. and about

7. .500 35m houses arc regularly

operating now.

CHILE: Although there is now
no law reiiniring tliat a percent-

age ol domestic pictures be includ-

ed on each program, distributors

belie\e such a law is not far off,

to stimulate Chilean production.

The only 3.501 studio in the coun-

try i.s now government —controlled.

SUITZERLAM); New Swiss

Film C'liainher. composed of 27

persons, has been set up. Its

duties arc to promote collaboration

of all filoi service in the country:

pi'ov id»* advice and information

toward rcgnlaling and encouraging

the ( incma; serve as liaison be-

tween the indiistiv and govern-

ment eircles; push for inler-can-

loiial cooperation in rt'gulaling the

eiiiema. and serve as an inter-

mcdi;o.\ between the vannus parts

the motion pietme industry.
ol

being exhibited in Mex-

DrnH
of good American

action ifi Spain has produced
reissue of

-

Mctro’.s "Ninoteka,"

(es<.

IS pro\ ing an enormous suc-

Legit in Madrid
Madrid, Aug 16
company, starring

• ahua, will open end of

''ith
at Teatro Lara

'lexi,
'"•'h*' lv.Vi. by

nul,
1'1‘OMiighl Xavier Villaui-

,
^iexiei

Andrea

^tiRust

Churubusco Studios Now

Showing Small Profit

Mexico (.'ity. Aug 16

Founded in ISHV the rimrii-

busco stmiios are now showing a

.small piofit acioidmg to Kniilio

Azeanaga wlio hold-' tlie coii-

I rolling inieresi in the plani

.Azearraga. also a circuit opera-

toi/lierc. toined wiih l!L<) to huild

die’ sludio In disclosing

modest earnings.

poi'Is tlial

I
banki npl.

Edinburgh Fest Opened

By Beecham; 200 Films

In From 28 Countries
Edinburgh, Aug. 23.

Edinburgh’s third International
Festival opened Sunday t21i with
gala ceremonies and a syniiih con-
cert. Sir Thomas Beecham leading
the London Philharmonic at Usher

,

11, ill. Flow of L'. S. visitors is

sizeable.
i

Burgomasters of Europe, and
provosts and mayors of Britain,

joined in a colorful procession
down the Scot capital’s historic

Royal Mile for a welconio cere-
mony in forecourt of Ilol\ rood-
hou.se,

I

Planin}^ in over the weekend
was the Ballets dcs Champs
Elysees, for a three-week season of

six ballets. Members of Berlin
Philbaimonic Orchestra also came
by air.

T. S. Eliot’s comedy, "The Cock-
tail Party.” had its world preem
last night <22'. getting a mixed re-

ception. Problem play was alter-

nately considered profound and
trivial.

There’s little "whisky galore,” as

Scot phra.se says. But ample sup-
plies are sufficient for thousands of

visitors. Cigarettes arc here from
makers in generous qu intity. City’s

floral decorations cost £ 10.000

($40.0001, cleaning, renovating and
reconstructing the Fe.stival build-

ings cost £ 10,000 ($40,0001 more.
Documentary lUni festival, part

of bigger longhair junket, was at- ,

tended last weekend by Robert
I'lalicrty. Sir Stephen Tallents

'

‘ (former secretary of Empire Mar-
keting Board', and John Grierson

;

(Controller. Films Division, Brit-
' ish Central Office of Information).

One disappointment is that the
Italian film. "Biiwcle Thieves,”
won’t be shown now , as a London
distributor has acquired rights for

the United Kingdom. Two special

performances of children’s films
j

I will be staged for younger Festival

fans.

From 28 countries come 200
films. Honor for opening went to

,

"Berliner Ballade.” most ambitious
German opus since war days. It

shows effeci of occupation on Ger-

j

nian-in-street. t)lMer notaliie en-

tries are Sweden’s Siam-made
"Handful of Hiec” and Uu.ssia’s

“First Year at Scliool.” accouiil of

that period as seem tlirough eyes of i

a Hussian child. '

I

BRIT. LION INIuRTHER

$4,000,000 GOVT. LOAN
London. .\iig. 23.

Ilaiold Drayton, head of Sir

,Alexander Korda's British Lion
Film Gorp.. has obtained a fiirilier

grant ol more Ilian .$4.000.000 from
the government’s Film Finance
Corp. to back I lie compaiiv ’s pic-

tures which are alreadv in produc-

tion. as well as firovide for others

that are due to be made. Firm has

eoiniileted si'veri pix. with tour al-

reafly in iclease. w liile five are now
before the lameras.

British Lion’s present loan rep-

resents an advance, it's generally

understood that fiirllii*r nionev to-

talling around $24,000,000 will be

required belore all the piitures

pro.ieeled are flnall.v cotiqileled.

I.oaris are to he paid out ol the

films’ earnings Meanwliile. the

Klim Finance Corp. holds a general

debenture on the companv.

Maas to Germany
Irving A. Maas, v.p. and gen-

eral manager of the Motion
Picture Export Assn., is sched-
uled to fly to Germany tomor-
row (Thursday) to set up the
service facilities which the
MPEA will undertake for the
major companies when co-op
selling ceases there after next
Jan. 1. He will also "straighten
out problems that have arisen
during the transitional period”— w hich are primarily loss

of personnel to companies
w hich are setting up their own
staffs in Germany.
On his way to Frankfurt,

Maas will stop In Paris for a

meeting with the major com-
panies’ Continental managers.
He ll be away about two weeks
in all.

Tel Aviv Gets

Pix Bldg. Boom
Tel Aviv, Aug. 16.

La.st week saw the reopening of

two first-class film houses in Haifa.
The houses are the Amphitheatre,

,

which was closed for renovation
j

over 18 month.s, and the Bamah,
on Mt. Carmel, which was closed at

the beginning of the Israeli-Arab
war, since, being openair, it could
not show for blackout precautions.

In Tel-Aviv, the construction of

a 600-seat firstrun house is being
completed, and it is expected that
the house will open end of October.
The construction on another two
houses, one of 1,500 seats in the
centre of town, and another 800-
seater in the north of Tel Aviv,
was started some time ago. It is

believed that these two houses will

be ready within 12 months. In ad-
dition. two other houses of 1,000
seats each are planned and after
these houses will be put up, Tel
Aviv will have 12 firstrun cinemas.
American distributors have been

faced with the problem of booking
their films during the last 12
month.s. on account of the fact that
Tel Aviv has only seven firstrun
houses, one of which (the Ke.ssem)
was requisitioned for the Israeli

ParJianicnt.

MEX’S 8 U.S. FIXERS SEEN

IN 20% LABOR PAY HIKE
Mexico City, Aug. 16.

Nlanagcrs of the eight major
.American pix companies operating
in Mexico are undisturbed by de-
mands to Manuel Vazquez Ramirez,
the Labor Minister, from Pedro
Tel Ins \’argas. sec. gen. of the na-
tional cinematographic indu.stry
workers union (STIC), for a 50'?b .

pav hike, to feature revision of the I

iwo-vear viork pact made in 1947
j

tliai i.s about to expire. Vargas'
said SJ'K’ members who work for

|

the .Ainerii ans must have more coin
becau'^i' of sti'adily soaring living

;

co.sts in Mexico,
|

Labor Mini.ster told Vargas that
STIC nirmbcrs must hold their de-
mands to a just proportion, so as
not to aggravate Mexico’s economic

i

situation f’ic trade opinion is that

a strike will be avoided, but that
|

the .Americans must give STIC
Mieinhers a 20', pay lift, same as
Ihcv did in 1947.

Companies involved are Warners.
^

Pai .imoimt . Metro. C'olumbia, RKO,
L .A, 2()tli-Kox and TJ-L

Metro’s “raiding" of Motion Pic-

ture Export Assn, personnel in
GerniaiiN came in for another at-

tack by foreign managers of other
majors at a meeting in New York
Monday (22) at wliieli a decision
was virtually made to continue the
Ml*E.\ as a service organization
when companies start individual
selling in the Heieh next Jan. 1.

Metro’s "raids,” plus eounler-pro-
teetive forays by Warner Bros., are
said to have so weakened the co-

op distribution setui) that it threat-

ened its existence.

Metro’s hiring away MPEA per-

[

sonnel for its own organization has

j

upset (he other eompaiiies. They
: had planned riglit along to retain

[

the MPE.A for physical liandling of
their product after Jan. 1. but for

' a time feared there wouldn’t be
1 adeiiiiate help left to carry on. As
' a rt'Null, there has been some in-

decision. wliieli will be fin.'illy re-

sohfd at a meeting (omoirowr
(Thursda.N '

.

It was said that not only iiii.ght

(here not be enough personnel to

opt'rali‘ after Jan. I. but that the
raid'' threatened the contimianee
of the organization even until then,
fiiiice Al G and Warner Bros, were
taking iieople away as fast as they
hired them. WB was luring the
MPE.V employees as protection
when it saw the way the wind was
blow ing.

WB will not need all (be jieople

It lined uj) If. as expected, the deci-
sion i.s made to continue the MPEA
service operation. WB will function
physically through the Association,
as will all Die companies but
Metro, which will work entirely on
its own, and United Artists and
Columbia, wliieli .sell their product
outright in Germany.

Metro siiearheaded the mov«
which started the breakup of the
MPEA as a centralized sales organ-
ization. M-G’s decision to break
away and set up for itself causi-d
the other companies to follow suit

rather than be caught unprepared
when the day comes that the move
is mn<le really significant by the
fact that coin will be ndeased for
export and Germany will hoeome
a protitable territory.

One of the tough problems in

the Reich i.s difficulty in getting
capable and experienced persoii-

j

nel. That's why Metro w'.is forced

j

into acquii'ing per.s()miel fruiii the
MPEA.
MPE.V will act as a service or-

ganization for pliy.sieal handling of
prints only in Indonesia, it was de-
cided la.st week. Changeover to
individual selling from joint ojier-

atiori will also take pUice there
next Jan. 1. Each of the iiartici*

patiiig companies will oiierate.its
own publicity and aeeountiiig <le-

pai I merits, it was annouiucd by
Irving Maas, MI’E.A v.p. and gen-
eral manager.

the lot’s

le .scotched re-

Chiiiiibu'co was a near

Stuart Still 111

S.\drie\. Aug 16

llci.silu'l Stuart, veteran Ameri-

can ilieatre and production exec, is

still confined to St. Vincent’s Pri-

\aie Hospital here.

Stuart came to .Vussie in 19tl to

join the llo\l ( ii'cnil In recent

monliis he’s boon in failing health.

Other Foreign News

on Page 17

Year’s Net $104,755 For

Loew’s Theatres, Toronto
Toronto. Aug. 23.

On admiited slightly lower at-

tendance. earnings of Marcus
l.ocw’s Tlicatres (Toronto) Ltd.,

will not lie as good for the fi.scai

\ear. ending Aug. 25. as in the
previous 12-inorUh period. But
increased admission prices are
helping to off.set n.sing operating
costs

With f.oew'< operating two ma-
jor houses here, the Uptown '2,743)

and Downtown ( 2.096', the net
profits for the last fisial year to-

talled $104,755, or $13 97 per com-
mon share, a liigti return. Work-
ing capital a year ago was $304,-

226.

S. Africa Mulls Plan For

U. S. Distribs to Invest

50% Pix Coin Locally
Cape Town, Aug. 16.

I’lireati'nefl S. film sliortage

in Soutli Africa biou,glit about h>-

50''^ cut ill picture im|)orl.s under
government’s dollai- conservation
program, may be alleviated !>> new
plan with which government is re-

ported to ho dickering.
Idea is. briefly, that U, S. film

industry will eontimie to send its

full quota of films to South Alriea.

but that only 50' c of tliis will be
paid for in the U. S. 'I'lie ri-main-

ing 50' f of the pa\ment will l»e

invested hv the film companies in

South Africa. The lorm of invost-

nn'iil will be speeitied 1)\ the

Ti•e.'isnr.', Dept ., in consiili.-it ion

with the Dept, of Comniei\e and
Industries.

. .Scheme has alreadv been put in-

to practice in eonnoelion with im-

portation of whiskey from Great
Britain, and idea is said to lia'

«

led to inquiries from other quar-
ters including Hollywood

This barter arrangement will

have the threefold effect of pre-

venting excessive export of dollars,

providing dollar investment in

South .Africa and insuring that eiis

toiiis revomie derived from film

imports does not drop.

Variety Club of London’s first

effoil. a niidniglit matinee at the
Coliseum Sept. 22. is to be in aid

of the National I’la;. mg Field*
fund.
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THANKS
WOMETCO
you did a

greot job!

TO THE
STABLE

LEADS “Belvedere/* “Letter

to Three Wives/* in 100-

date Florida opening!
Hold-Over in Boston!
Storming thru Los Angeles,

Providence, New Orleans,

New York City. Portland,

Me. ! Nothing ever hit like

Widmark

!

LEADS in Labor Day dat-

ing! 4th Week at the
Rivoli Theatre, N.Y.C.,
bigger than 3rd! Hailed
“Picture of the Week’* by
Life, Look—and ‘‘Picture

of the Month** by 20 top
National Magazines!

LEADS in Acclaim!
‘Funniest picture I have
seen—bar none!**

—Jay Emanuel

‘Grant and Sheridan make
it 'a cinch boxoffice
winner!” ^Variety

It^s the same in all the

trades
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ABPC Sets Sextet of Fix for Season

At Cost of $4,000,000; WB Making Two
London. Aug. 16. |

Associated British Picture Corp.
|

fiaa an exhaustive production linc-

,,D with a steady flow of pix. both

at Elstree and Welwyn, which will

fake them right to the end of June.
' Currently at Elstree is “The In-i

nider” by Ivan Foxwell. with Itoy
j

Kellino directing. This will be

followed by “Portrait of Clare.”

adaptation from Francis Brett

Young's novel, with Lance Comfort

directing. “The Emperor’s Snuff-

Boa.” by John Dixon Carr, i.s the

first pic to be produced by George

Maynard, former production chief

for Herbert Wilcox. Thl.s will be

directed by Bernard Sewell. Al.so

of importance is an original by J.

B Priestly titled “The Last Iloli-

day.” which will be done in con-

jundion with Stephen Mitchell,

who looks after Priestley’s enter-

prises.

‘‘Franchise Affair,” by Josephine

Tey. is another one of ABPC’s pix

skedded. This will be directed by
Laurence Huntigton, and will co-

star Michael Denison and Dulcy

Gray. Finally, there’s Thomas
Hardy’s classic, “The Mayor of

Caslerbridge,” in which Stephen
Murray will probably be .starred,

with 'fhorold Dickenson directing.

On top of these, there are two
Warner Bros.-First National pro-

ductions, sul>jects and stars of

which are not as»yet set. One i.s

skedded for early October, with

the second following around early

February next year. Understood
stars and directors will be import-

ed from Hollywood.
Understood, too. that cost of the

^BPC’s sextet will exceed $4,000,-

000; on top of which the two War-
ner Bros - F. N. pix will touch an
easy $2..'>00,000.

Golden in Paris For

Talks on German Pix
Paris. Aug. 23.

Nathan D. Golden, head of tiie

^’ounnerce Dept’s film di-
vision. has arrived in Paris to dis-
cuss the confused German situa-
tion with Marion Jordan, Motion
Picture Export Assn, rep, who is

due here soon. Golden W'ill also
receive a report on the Italian sit-

uation from Eugene Van Dee,
MPE.\ rep, who is slated to return
from talks with Italian officials
in Venice and Home.
Meanwhile, Gerald Mayer, conti-

nental chief for the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, is trying to ar-
range compensation deals for U. S.

distribs in Sweden and France.
Golden, accompanied by his wife,
leaves for the U. S. this week.

IRISH FILM CENSOR TO

PLAY GANGSTER IN PIC
Dublin, Aug, 16.

Liam Laoghaiia*. who depu-
tizes for Irish lilin taMisor Itichard
Hayes, is to pla\’ an liish gangster

i

in Leinster Films’ "The Iron Stair-

!

case, currently being dir(*eled
I

here by Desmond i.eslie. O’Lao*
ghaire has edited a couple of doc-
umentaries. and made bi ief appear-
ances in locally-produced documen-
taries, but this is his first charac-
ter role.

I ^

He is the author of the book.
I
“The Film,” and Him critic for the
highbrow weekly. The Leader.

SABC May Lift

Politics Ban

The
Corp.

London Theatre Situash
.

Nixed; Parnell, Delfont

Plans Snafued By Flops
London, Aug. 16.

Original intention of Val Par-

nell to stage Bernard Delfont’s

“Folies Bergere Revue” at the Pal-

ladium Sept. 19 is now out. Del-

font’s intention to put the “Folies”

into the Saville, to replace his

musical “Rundabout” which is not

clicking, is also out.

Instead, latest move is for Par-

nell to put “Folies” at London Hip-
podrome, where his current show
“Her Excellency,” irl conjunction
with Jack Hulbert, now in its ninth

week, is not picking up as expect-

ed.

Delfont is minus an attraction
for the Saville,* but is dickering
with Marstiall Elson to bring over
“Brooklyn, U. S. A.” w'hich orig-
inally played on Broadway years
ago, as “Murder, Inc.” If deal
eventuates, Lionel Standee, who
has interest in show, will come
over to star with the Dead End
Kids.

Parnell is still toying with the
Idea of bringing in George and
Alfred Black’s “Midsummer Mad-
ness,” the Opera House Blackpool,
hit. This, however, will not he
available till end of October, which
means that the Palladium vaude-
ville policy will have to be ex-
tended from Sept. 19, a rather dif-
flcult project, as to date, there’s
nothing booked for the Palladium
after the three weeks’ season of
The Ink Spots, who open there
Aug. 29. If latter do well, it’s
more than likely they will be held
over.

But at present anything is like-
y to happen, with the theatre sit-
uation in the West End as it

Johannesburg. Aug. 9.

South Africa Broadcasting
board of governors is con-

sidering allowing politics to be dis-

cussed on tlie air. according to

Gideon Boos, director general of

Ihe SABC. Hitherto a strict ban
has been imposed on all broadcasts
of a party political nature, and
discussions on controversial sub-
jects are only permitted under
stringent conditions. Some of
these rules are that both sides of a

question must be presented in tlie

same broadcast, tliat the subject
was in the public interest, and was
not likely to offend the suscepti-
bilities of any section of the public.

Just how difficult the question of
these broadcasts is, is given by pro-
tests which are continually being
made by tlie nationalist press re-
garding the BBC news service. The
SABC relays the BBC news for a
15-minute period twice a day, and
on one or two occasions the BBC
has given prominence to political

speeches made by General Smuts.
The nationalist pre.ss is calling for
a promise from the BBC to exclude
political refeienccs in these news-
casts, which the BBC refuses to
give.

IRISH RADIO NOW OGLES

SPONSORS; EASES BAN
Dublin, Aug. 16.

Radio Eireann. Ireland’.s state-

controlled radio w hich has hitherto
been chilly to sponsors, is now out
to ogle the agents in a big way.
One old ban, on cosmetic adver-
tising. has been tossed in the ash-

can, but the nix i.s still on liquor

and patent medicine peddlers.
Station in Dubliri will shortly of-

fer early evening (pre-5;30) lime
to sponsors, as soon as extra studio

space is ready. Reason for the

sudden change of heart is report-

edly due to peed of extra cash to

bankroll a shortwave station proj-

ect, due on the air this fall, with-

out putting up the co.st of broad-

casting on the national balance

sheet, which would bring a sharp
rejoinder from Finance Minister

Patrick McGilligan.

French Seen Seeking $

Guarantees on Films,

Italo Skyhigh Demands
French producers are now in-

.sisting upon minimum guarantees
in dollars when selling U. S. dis-

tribution rights to their films. De-
mands of the Gallic filmmakers
w'cre revealed in New York last
week by foreign film distributor
Albert Spatter, w'ho heads Spaltcr-
International Pictures. New atti-

tude of French studios, he ex-
plained, stems from their belief
that they’re not gaining the
amount of dollar income fiom
their product that they think they
should.

Spalter. who recently returned

I

from a seven-month product hunt
I
through Austria. Italy and France,

j

claimed that producers in the
latter country are hampering tlieir

chances in the U. S. by turning

j

out films which they think are

I

geared to the tastes of the Ameri-
! can public. He feels that only
!

pictures containing a genuine,

I

Continental flavor aie logical con-
i
tenders lor the U. S. art house

! dollar.

In his swing through Italy,

Spalter said he was amazed by tlie

astronomical sum.s asked by Italian

producers for U. S. distribution
rights to mediocre product. Un-
questionably, he holds, their alti-

tude has been influenced by the
success of certain of the belter
Italian pix in the American mar-
ket. At any rale, prices .sought by
the Italo filmmakers were too
’’prohibitive” to warrant any pur-
chases by the American distrib.

During his stay in France
Spalter picked up six pictures.

These include “Red Angel,” with
Paul Meurisse; “Hour for Murder,”
with Louis Jouvet; “Gigi,” based
upon Colette’s novel; vp.fernal

Conflict,” with Annabella; “Seduc-
tion,” and “Bacchanale.” Three of
these films were acquired from

! Francinex, while Codos supplied
! two. Spalter is also contemplating

j

stepping into French production
I next spring with a series of pix to
i be budgeted “arouud $100,000.”

is.

Brit. Fixer in Aussie
Melbourne, Aug. 16.

Australia, Melbourne, 498-sealer,
Pciated by the Charles Munro-
aunce Sloman Interests, comes
with British ftrst-relea.sc policy
er a p.ilp of revival.s. Pix come

r-
^*«umont-Briti.sh

fOth-Fox. It’ll help
in British pix.

F’irst In will
fanda ”

Interests,

ftrst-relea.sc

i>

through
present back-

probably be “Mi-

Kalmans Due End Sept, in N. Y.

Vienna, Aug. 16.

Emmerich Kalman
resting in Bad Gas-
extensive European

t oin poser
and wife htc
[‘•in. after an
trip.

Blan to be
®nd of September,

back in N. Y.

Filipino Radio Nixes

Any Polit. Speaker Curbs
Manila, Aug. 9.

A policy of giving political

s|)eakers "the widest po.ssible lati-

tude of freedom” in the use of the

radio has just been adopted by the

Republic's Radio Control Board.

The new policy was the offshot

of an inquiri from William J.

Dunn, exec veepce of the Manila

,

Broadcasting Co. and war corre-

I

spondent. who suhmilted a draft of

1 suggested rules which, he said, w'as

based on prevailing practices in

i the bigger networks and .stations of

the I'. S
The original draft ns suggested

by Dunn would require speakers to

submit their scripts not le.ss than

48 hours bet ore broadcast time.

' This was ri'jected b.v tlic board on

the ground that sucli a practice

could result in curtailincnl of the

i
freedom of speech. ^

‘Paradise’ in Rome
Rome, Aug. 23.

“This Side of Paradise” began
shooting in Rome yesteiday
(Mon.) wilii (ieraldine Brooks and
Rossano Urassi in the lead roles.

Ferrucio Caramelli is producing.
Pic will be released through the

Motion Picture S. cs Corp., U. S.

distrib company.

Current London Shows
( Figures show weeks of run)

London, Aug. 23.

“Anna Veronica,” Piccadilly (14),

“Annie Get Gun,” Co’ls’m tl'16).

“Beau Strategem,” l.yric (17).

“Brigadoon,” Majestic (19).

“Black Chiffon,” West (17).

“Daphne.” Wyndham (22>.

“Death of Salesman.” Ptinx (4).

“Edwina Black,” Ambas. (6».

“French Without Tears,” V (10).

“Happiest Days.” Apollo (74).

“Harvey,” Prince of Wales (34).

“Heiress,” Haymarket (3()(.

“Her Exeelleney.” Hipp. <9).

“Ice Cycles.” Empress (9).

“Ice Vogues,” Stoll ((>>.

“Lady’s Burning,” Globe (16).

“Latin Qt. Revue,” Casino (23).

“Love Albania." St. .lames )6i.

“Male Animal,” New (9).

“Oklahoma!,” Drurv Lane (116).

“On Monday Next.” Comedv (12).

“One Wild Oat.” Garrick CIR)

“Sauee Tartare." Cambridge (14).

“.Song of Norway.” F’alace (7».

“Third Visitor.” York’s dli
“Together .Again,” Vie. Pal (124).

“Tough at Top,” .Adelph) (6>.

“Traveller’^ .lov," Criterion (63).

“Worm’s View.” Whitehall (122).

“Young Wives Tale,” Savoy (6).1
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Entertainment Tax Cripples Brit. Pix,

Says Rank; More Unemployment Due
^ Glasgow, Aug. 16.

Joe Friedman’s ‘Take It

I Easy’ at Bevhills Home
Joe Friedman, longtime manag-

ing director for Columbia Pictures
! in Great Britain, returned to Amer-
ica on the He de France in com-
pany of Harry Cohn, president of

the company. Friedman resigned
his post, succeeded by Max Thorpe,
his aide, because of a protracted
illness, and now plans to "take it

ea.sy.”

With his married daughter set-

tled in Canada, and his son, Sey-
mour Friedman, directing for Col

in Hollywood, the vet distribution

! executive and his wife are motoring
! west in easy stages via a Detroit

I

stopofT, departing today (Wed ).

Friedman has a home in Beverly
Hills and plans sojourning west on

I

personal business until at least the

, llrst of the year.

New Film Color
I

Process in Venice
Venice, Aug. 16

i
A new film color process, Ital-

j

rinecolor, was previewed here to-

!

day (16). for the press. Based on
! the four-image, four-filter system,
its inventor, Luigi Cristiani. claims
its use of black and while film,

j

plus optics developed over period

of several years by Italy’s Galileo

len.s factory, make it three times as

sensitive as other color systems,

besides being very economiial.
Cristiani claims two advantages

over other systems. One is possi-

bility of “painting” on film by con-

trolling intensities and shades of

I
desired colors in the camera in-

stead of the lab. Other is Hi*

possibility of making color prints

from Italcinecolor b&w negatives

on any other type of color film on
the market by means of another
machine he’s developed, still re-

taining the values achieved by Ital-

cinecolor lensing. Latter process.

Cristiani hopes, will also permit
immediate commercial use of his

system in normal channels until

j

cost o( projection attachment re-

j

quired to project b&w film drops
I to commercial level, allowing wide

j

di.strib. Results seen are okay,

but colors aren’t bright enough.
Using same four-image system,

Cristiani has developed his Stereo-

color, in which his color process is

i
applied to stereo. Polaroid glasses

I

however, are required, and colors

. in finst film, shot a few days ago
and also screened here, aren’t true

enough, results being closer to a

bl-chromal film process. The in-

ventor expects his Stereocolor to

be perfected and ready for full

commercial u.se within a year.

THIRD QUEBEC FRENCH

I

FILM SHOT IN 18 DAYS
j

Montreal. Aug. 23.

“Le Cure de Village.” third

I

major French film from tlie

I

Quebec Productions studio in St.

1

Hyacinthe, Quebec, was completed

j

la.st Wednesday (17) after 18 days

I

of shooting and well under budget.
' Exceptional weather made the 18-

day period po.ssible as most scenes
(•ailed for outdoor locations. F'ilm

I w ill be relea.sed in November.
Next film slated for Immediate

production is a sequel to “Un
i
Homme Et Son Peche,” which is

}

still doing good business througlr-

i out Quebec. "Peche,” which re-

turned it’s production costs in the

first five weeks, is now' being
readied with English subtitles for

showing in Lewiston. Me., and
throughout the French-speaking
parts of New England. U. S. open-
ing should lake place between Sept.

I
1 and 10.

Hayward to Produce Pic
Rome. Aug. 16

Actor Louis Hayward arrived in

!
Rome yesterday (15i with liis

brother and si.ster-in-law. tliv John
Haywards They planed in fiom

I

l.,on(ion and plan to stay in Italy

some time.
Hayward recently finished a pic,

' “Pir.ale.s of C&prl,*’ made Jn Italy,

. in which he itarr>«d. He has plans
I lor producing a film in Italy,

KnttM'tainment tax is crippling
Britain’s film industry. J. Arthur
Rank said liore today (16). The in-

dustry tiadn't yet spoken oul
against it as one voice, he told
Variety, but producers, exhibitors
and the trade unions would now
eoml)ine, he said, to take matter
up with the British Exchequer.
Bank foresaw more unemployment

I

if solution were delayed.

British films needed a world
market if they were to make prof-
its, he also added. A producer.
Rank said, could make a film for
£ 140,000 ($560,000). This would
take in (oin to value of £500,006
($2,000,000). Of this, £200,000
($800.000) went to the Exchequer}
£90.000 ($360,000) went back to
the producer. When the other bills

were paid there was a loss of
£.50.000 ($200,000). That was
what happened. Rank said, if th«
pic sold only in Britain,

j

Hank, accompanied by Sir
j Michael Balcon and John Davis,
I trained here from London for

j

Scottish premiere of “Whiskey
I
Galore.” unanimously acclaimed

!

by Scottish crix. It cost under
!£ 140,000 ($560,000) to make,
using location unit on Hebridean

I

island of Barra. Five islanders

I

flew' here for the Scottish preein,
! held seven weeks after film’s first

.sliowing In West End of London.

Mex Preppint Code To

Prevent TV Monopoly;

26 Stations Due in '50
I

j

Mexico City, Aug. 16.

Preventing television from be-
' coming a monopoly in Mexico is

the feature of the video code-law
President Miguel Aleman is pre-
paring for submission to the 1949-
50 federal legislature that opens

' Sept. I, according to the mini.stry
of communications and public
works, ruler of air affairs here.

Ministry revealed that as video
is still an experiment in Mexico
the code-law could have been pre-

' .xented to the legislature some time
ago but President Aleman desired
to ob.scrve experiences with the
l.itest form of entertainment In the

I
U. S., (ireaf Britain and France,

j

Taking those observations Into ac-
count, tlie code-law is as perfect
a.s can be drawn up at present, the

I

mlnisiry said. The ministry indi-
cated that ample capital to make
video a business is now' avx'uaol*
in Mexico.

j

Preventing monopolies phase of

I

the law means, no special fran-
chi.ses or privileges to anybody.

:

that all solvent companies and in-
dividuals will have equal rights to
video Jicenses and with full gov-
ernment guarantees, the ministry
explained. Ministry will be ready

i

to act on video franchise conces-

I

sions as soon as the legislature

i

okays the code-law.
Expecting a video franchise is

Emilio Azearraga. operator of the
big local radio stations. XEW, XEQ

.and XEOY (Radio Mil). He’s or-
ganizing a company of Mexican
capitali.sts for television operation.
Video was recently successfully
tested at the Cine Alameda, one

I

of the three firstrun cinemas he
operates here with other toppers
of the Cadena de Oro (Golden
Chain'' circuit.

Azearraga sees at least 26 video
.stations in service here before the

I

end of 1950.

I

'

208 Spanish Films Made

In ’48; 46 Long Subjects
Barcelona, Aug. 16.

Spanish film production fof 1948
totaled 208 pix. There were
46 long features costing $2,857,-
142.30. and 162 short subjects cost-
ing about $57,14286. This total
was produced by 33 different com-
panies.
Raw film Imported came to 52.-

480.000 feet, mostly from the
United States and Pmgland.

GREENBERG QUITS FAR EAST
Berry Greenberg. Far Ea.stern

rep for Samuel Goldwyn Produc-
tions and Walt Disney for the past
three years, has resigned.

He’ll return shortly to Holly-
wood from his present head-

1 quarters in Singapore.
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Thai 3liilnl|(lii Kia*
(SONGS—COLOR)

Metro release of Joe PuKternak produc*
tton. Stars Kathryn Crayson, Jusr Iturbi.
Ethel BuriMtiure. Mario L.tnza; features
Keenan W.Min. .1. t'arrul Nuisti, Jules Alun-

g
‘ in, Thomas i;ome>, Marjorie H<‘>nolds.
reeled by Norman Taurog. Screenplay,
uce Manning and I'amaru ilo\e.v; cam-

era, Hoheit Surtees; editor, Gene Rug-
giero; songs, Jerome Kern and Herbert
Reynolds. Bornislau Kaper and Rob Itus-
eell. Previewed N. V., Aug. Iti, '49. Run-
ping time, 9ii MINS.
*rudenie Rudell Kathryn Grayson
Jose Iturbi Himself
Abigail Trent Rudell . . . Ethel Barrymore

jJohnny Donnetti Mario Lanza
|

Artie GeolTrey (Henson . . Keenan Wynn 1

Papa Donnetti J. (’arrol Nalsh
Michael Pemberton Jules Munshin !

Guido Russino Betelll Thomas Gomez
Mary Marlorle Re> nolds
Hutchins Arthur Treacher
Mama Donnetti Mimi Aguglia
Amparo Iturbi Herself
Donna Bridget Carr
Rosina Amparo Ballester
Mme. Bouget. Ann Codee
Jason Edward Earle
Paul George Meader
Peanuts Sheila Stein

Miniature Reviews
**That M i d n I f h i Kiss**

(Songs-Color) (M-G). A pat
musical introducing bright
new tenor, Mario Lanza; good
b.o.

“Prince of Foxes’* (20th).

Tyrone Power, Orson Welles
in slow-action period melo-
drama.
“Sword in the Desert** (U-I).

Exciting drama on the Pales-
tine war; earmarked for solid
business.
“The Adventures of Ichabod

and Mr. Toad’* (Songs-Color)
(Disney-RKO). Delightful full-

length cartoon.
“Black Magic’* (UA). Orson

Welles in an overly-dramatic
costumer; will need plenty of
hep selling.

“Arctic Manhunt** (U). Slow
moving frozen north drama for
the duals.

“Desert Vigilante** (Col). So-
so oatuner in the Charles Star-
reU-Smiley Burnette series.

“Train Of Events’* (GFD).
Fine British thriller about a
train wreck.
“Wild Weed’* (Indie). Lila

Leeds in exploitation meller
about evils of dope.
“The Agitator’’ (British). A

minor item.

Producer .Too Pa.sternak has es-
tablished a neat pattern during his
Metro tenure of turning out almost
consistently good grossers via a
Technicolorod musical format.
**That Midnight Kiss” helps cement
the habit. With the u.sual thin but
amiable story, a couple of strong
production numbers and a long
list of Metro stars and featured
players, this one should have little

trouble in drawing ’em. In addi-
tion, the film introduces a poten-
tially smash b.o. draw in ten(^

j sees his own frustrations to sing
Mario Lanza, recruited by M-G opera recouped by his son. Jules
froni grand opera, whose standout Munshin displays his comedic tal-
Binging a n d capable thesping ents, socking across one of his pan-
should provide an extra word-of-

! tomimic bits when he takes over
mouth fillip for exhibitors. to baton the orch. Thomas Gomez,

Lanza, judging from this initial
i as the bombastic, hammy and un-

effort, should emerge a big attrac-
{ talented tenor, is excellent and

tlon. His voice, when he s singing Marjorie Reynolds pars the rest of
opera, is excellent. In addition, far the cast as Lanza’s first love,
from resembling the caricatured

i Film closes on a somewhat sour
opera tenor, he’s a nice-looking note through an obvious attempt
youngster of the “average Ameri- to play down to the audience. Ap-
can boy school who will have parently seeking familiar music for
the femme customers on his side the big opera finale. Pasternak
f^rom the start. Completely at ease had some innocuous stilted lyrics
before the cameras, he s no great written for a theme from Tchai-
actor but handles his thesping

, kowsky’s Fifth Symphony. Staging
chores adequately.

, and scoring are both static, which
Story, which casts Lanza as an doesn’t do either Lanza or Miss

•x-GI truckdriver who scores as an Grayson any good. Technical cred-
unknown in a Philadelphia opera jts are up to the usual top Metro

Wanda Hendrix, as Varano’s young
wife, and whom Power loves, gives
the weakest of the performances.

Everett Sloane, as the traitorous
aide to Power—who ultimately is

responsible for Power’s freedom
from the Borgia chains—gives an
excellent portrayal that almost
snares the film’s major acting
laurels. Marina Berti is the girl

Power rejects for Miss Hendrix;
she's a native Italian who has little

opportunity to show her ability.

Katina Paxinou has a bit as Power’s
mother, but she carries it off well.

Felix Aylmer, as the elderly duke,
gives a quietly restrained but ef-

fective portrayal.
As an “action” picture, “Prince”

suffers mostly because of lack of
action. There is one battle scene,
wherein the forces of Borgia seek
to scale Varano’s fortress, that is

much too stagey. A gripping situa-

tion, however, and very well played
by Sloane, is one in which he osten-
sibly gouges out the eyes of Power
with his thumbs, as the penalty for
Power’s desertion. It is' a scene
that strikes terror to viewers.

“Prince,” filmed in Italy, has
been beautifully, authentically and
expensively backgrounded. Kahn.

Sword in the Desert
Universal release of Robert Buckner

production: original screenplay by Buck-
ner. Stars Dana Andrews, Marta Toren.
Stephen McNally. Jell Chandler; features
Liam Redmond, Philip Friend. Hugh
French, Lowell Gilmore. Directed by
George Sherman. Camera. Irving Glass-
berg: editor. Otto Ludwig. Tradeshown in
N. Y.. Aug. 18. ’49. Running time, 100
.MINS.
Mike DiUon Dana Andrews
Sabra Marta Toren
David Vogel Stephen McNally
Kurta left Chandler
Lieut. E. Herton Philip F'riend
Major SorreU Hugh French
McCarthy Liam Redmond
Major Stephens Lowell Gilmore
Col. Bruce Evans Standley Logan
Capt. Beaumont Hayden Rorke
Dov George Tyne
Tarn Peter Coe
Jeno Paul Marlon
Capt. Fletcher Martin Lament

Earth Cries Out
“The Earth Cries Out”

(Lux). Originally reviewed by
Variety, June 8, 1949, from
Genoa, was tradeshown in

N. Y. last week. Opens at

Ambassador, N. Y., Aug. 30.

Since shown in Italy, this pic-

ture has had English and a few
Jewish passages dubbed in. It

is not a particularly good job
of substituting for the orig-

inal Italian, but makes for a

more intelligent grasp of the

story for U. S. audiences. This,

plus the fact that the original

running time has been cut
about iMX minutes appear to be
the only change from the pro-
duction as seen in Italy.

Variety reviewer found the

the film had a disjointed script

and weak direction which
would reduce the potential

value of pic. Production still

has the anti-British slant but
manages a first-rate climax. Re-
viewer wrote: “Except for the
leads, acting isn’t up to Italian

snuff this will take heavy
selling.”

company, gives him plenty of standards,
chance for tenoring. Best of his
numbers is “Celeste Aida” from
Verdi’s opera. He also duets with
Kathryn Grayson on the Jerome
Kern - Herbert Reynolds oldie,
“They Didn’t Believe Me,” and
croons "I Know, I Know, 1 Know,”
pleasant new ballad by Bronislau

Stal.

Prince of Foxes
20th-Fox rcUat* of Sol C. Siegel Bjoduc-

tlon. Stars Tyrone Power. Orson WeUes,
Wanda Hendrix: features Marina BertL
Everett Sloane, Katina Paxinou, Felix
Aylmer. Directed by Henry King. Screen-
play. Milton Krlms, from novel by Samuel

_ SheUabarxer: music. Alfred Newman;
nnfl Rnh RiTccpiV p'rin 'stuff !

®*“'*‘‘** ^*0" Shamroy; editor. BarbaraAaper ana hod Itusseil. FOp stun McLean; costumes desigBed by Vlttorto
doesn’t come off too well, however,
because his voice can’t ride to Its

fullest. Duetting on the classics
with Miss Graj'son also doesn’t
show Lanza to full advantage. Be-
cause of poor recording, her voice
completely overshadows his.

Nino Novarcse: special effects. Fred Ser-
sen. Tradeshown In N. Y., Aug. 18. '49.

Running time. 101 MINS.
Oralnl Tyrone Power
Cesare BorgU Orson WeUes
CanUUa Wanda Hendrix
Angela Marina Berti
Belli Everett Sloane
Mona Zoppo Katina Paxinou

With the exception of Lanza’s
;

Varano Felix Aylmer
Intro, “Kiss” is along the general

: b^ceV
*'**^‘*

NjmJkyM-G musical lines. Original screen- I L?dV*i wamn*".;^ SSnart
play by Bruce Manning and Tamara Priest Guiseppe Faeu
Hovey has Ethel Barrymore as a •

wealthy Philly blueblood, who at- History has not treated the in-

tempts to compensate for her own 1

famous Borgias too kindly, and
operatic frustrations by financing a

j

20th-Fox hasn’t advanced their
civic company to strr her grand- cause any in a melodrama of in-

daughter, Miss Grayson. Jose
i

trigue, treachery and cold murder.
Iturbi, as the maestro, agrees to
audition I.anza after Miss Grayson

However, the names of Tyrone
Power and Orson Welles, plus the

discovers him. When the temper- !

novel’s bestselling title from which
amental tenor originally booked to i

f^is film was adapted, should serve
co-star with Miss Grayson ^uits,

j

boxoffice to some extent,

she convinces Iturbi to give Lanza I
Samuel Shellabarger’s novel of

the big chance. Latter also walks fne same name—and the cinematic
out after a lover's quarrel but re- I

version—are reminiscent of recent
turns in the nick on opening night i

niodern history in their pertinence
to take over for the big finale.

i

to the ruthless, treacherous war-
While Lanza will draw the no- fare they chronicle. “Prince of

tices, rest of the cast performs well ,

Foxes” actually is a fictional inci-

under the skillful direction of 1
dent in the history of the Italian

Norman Taurog. Camera at times Renaissance general, Cesare Bor-
Isn’t too kind to Miss Grayson but g*«. but too often it is slow and
her soprano pipes sound good and plodding in its exposition and exe-

her thesping is appealing. Miss !

cution.

The first Hollywood-made feature
to treat on the sensitive subject
of the Palestine war, “Sword in the
Desert.” is a credit to the industry.
Because this major offering of
Universal is an exciting adventure,
well conceived, directed and lensed.
its boxoffice payoff is assured. At
the same time, it represents as

,

fair-minded an approach to na-
itional differences as can be main-
{tained in an era of disturbingly
hysterical partisanship.

Granted the original premise of
this pic—and no bones are made
about it—that the Jews’ fight for
a homeland is the right one,

j

"Sword” takes meticulous care to
depict the British in a favorable

j

light. If the Jews are on the side

I

of the angels, the British are no
[heavies. Their dry humor; their

I

valor in battle; their punctilious

]

observation of the rules of war;
;

and their self-questioning as to the
, rightness of their cause are stressed
repeatedly.

I

U carefully inserts such quotes

I

as: "Avoid gunfire if possible, men,
there may be women and children”
or, in the pondering of the com-

I manding general, “This isn’t a
[Jewish, Arab or British problem
I—it’s a problem of all mankind.”
If anything, the expounding of the
British and Jewish positions in text
jbook style is one of the pic’s few
I

weaknesses — giving an exciting
feature an overcast of .sententious-
ness. Surpri.singly. very little is

masculine role. Liam Redmond’s
Irish fighter against Britain is just

a bit too thick for conviction. It’s

the conventional concept of the
Irish dissident.
Production values match the ex-

cellence of George Sherman’s di-

rection. Robert Buckner has turned
out a generally taut and actionful
script to back the other important
ingredients. “Sword” demonstrates
that a film can treat with an im-
portant political issue with excite-
ment, fairness and showmanship.

Wit.

Adventares of Ichabod
anil Mr. Toad
(SONGS-COLOR)

RKO release of Walt Disney produc-
tion. Narration by Bing Crosby. Basil

I Rathbone, Eric Blore, Pat O'Malley. John
I

Floyardt, Colin Campbell. Campbell Grant.
I

Claude Allister. The Rhythmaires. Story.
I Erdman Fenner, Winston Hilber, Joe Ri-
;

naldi, Ted Sears, Homer Brightman. Harry
Reeves: based on Washington Irving’s
"Legend of Sleepy Hollow” and Kenneth

I
Grahame’g "Wind in the Willows”; gongs,

' Don Rave. Gene De Paul: musical direc-
! tlon, Oliver WaUace; production super-
visor. Ben Sharasteen: directors. Jack
Kinney. Clyde Geronlml, James Algar;
photographed in Technicolor. Tradeshown
N. Y.. Aug. 18. ’48, Running time, €8

Barrymore is fine in a role that Prince” tells of Borgia’s lust for

doesn’t require too much of her Pqwer and desire to expand his em-
acting talents and Iturbi, besides P‘r®- This he does with all the in-

Kiving his piano a s(K k workout, al- trigue and knife-in-the-back kna-

80 demonstrates considerable act- st his command. It is inferred

Ing ability. Kecman Wynn plays that he is responsible for the death
his standard comedy role as Lan- t’ls sister Lucrezia s husband, so

za’s buddy and J. Carrol Naish that she can marry the Duke of

scores In a role that duplicates his I’t’itJua and thus effect an udvan-
“Life with Luigi” radio character, jageous alliance. He also plans to

as Lanza’s Italian father who also slam the aged ruler of an-
other neighboring duchy, and have

' one of his aides .seduce the latter’s
wife, as part of his plan for con-
quest.

I The Borgiastic episode, despite
its 16th century background, never-
theless. has been conceived and exe-
cuted in true Capone and <?hicago
tradition. As the murderous Co-
sare, Orson Welles is alternately
glowering, reposing and diabolical.
At times, that’s good; but fre-

' quontly the Wellesian manner of
(lialoging—with its too-clipped
speech, mannered eyebrow-raising,
and the like, are inclined to become
monotonous.
Tyrone Power plays Orsinl. who

j

assumes the mantle of nobility to
achieve social stature and ulti-

mately hosts Borgia Mhen he de-
serts him to join the invaded duchy
of the elderly Varano. Power hasn’t
been photographed to be.st advan-
tage in a number of scenes though
his performance generally befits
the ( our:ig('utis character he plajs.

Woman Hater
“Woman Hater” (Hank), be-

ing tradeshown in New York
today (Wed.), was reviewed in
VariIity from Ixmdon Oct. 27,

1948, by Myro. Film revolves
Around a farcial situation, de-
veloping from the meeting of a

man and woman who are
avowed haters of the opposite
sex. According to Variety’s
reviewer "their long drawn
out tussle is sorely in need of
pruning if the producers have
any designs on the American
market,” Stewart Granger
and Edwige Feuillere star in

the pic and many of their friv-

olous Interludes lose much of
their value due to obviously
contrived situations and

e
atently transparent dialog.

niversal is releasing the film

in tiie U. S.

said about the Arabs.

Only one part, that of an Amer-
ican sea captain (Dana Andrews),
does not sit well. Acting as a foil
to the zealous Israeli battlers with
whom he becomes entangled, An-
drews is meant to depict the skep-
tical, I-want-what’s-coming-to-me

I

attitude of the selfish neutral. In
pressing that point, he is made to
do some foolish and incredible
things. His conversion to the cau.se
is one of the major developments

I

of the pic.

I As captain of a freighter. An-
drews lands a D P, band of illegal
immigrants on the forbidding coast
of Palestine. From there, as the
Hag.nnah or Its equivalent takes
oyer, the pace becomes furious and
violent. A skirmish on the beach;
flight to the villages: detection
because of Andrews’ foolhardy
action: capture and release in a
final, hair-raising rescue are tense-
ly dramatized for the maximum of
movement.

I Woven .into the story and height-
ening its impact is some excellent
camerawork of the barren country
the tiny villages and the people
themselves. Effort is made to show
the seamed and weary refugees’
the welcoming Jews; and to give
sonie indication of the broad inter-
national ba.se of those who fought
for Israel.

Intense and sincere portravals
are contributed by Marta Toren
wha plays a patriot broadcasting

* u Stephen Mc-
Nally. her vis-a-vis and a leader

underground; as well as Jeff
Chandler as a partisan chief. Miss
Toren can be torridlv attractive
without feminizing her intrinsically

**The Adventures of Ichabod
and Mr. Toad” ranks among the
best full-length cartoons turned
out by the Walt Disney studios.
Cutting away from the limitations
Imposed by the usage of live actors
in several of his recent efforts,
Disney once again is banking on
that wit, inventiveness and whim-
sical imagination that marked his
early successes. This offering will
pay off handsomely in all situa-
tions.

Split Into equal halves, film Is
based on two popular books. Ken-

i

neth Grahame’s English classic,
i’The Wind in the Willows.” and
I

Washington Irving’s “The Legend
I

of Sleepy Hollow.” They are han-
I

died In widely differing, but
equally effective styles. The
Grahame yam has a subtle, satirl-

,

cal edge on Its comedy which iifrill

limit its appreciation to adult au-
;

diences. The Irving legend, how-
ever, is treated with splashes of
color and broad strokes of humor
and violence that will appeal in a
fundamental way to all age groups

i Together they compri.se a solid
:

package of varied entertainment.
!

Initial section of the film is de-
voted the adventures of Mr. Toad,
an aristocratic amphibian with
playboy tendencies. The toad is
a superlatively clever creature of
the drawing-boards. He is a mem-

the leisure class, cultured.
and bored

with life except for his mania for
autos and airplanes. When he g^s
pinned on a stolen car rap, the
toad acts as his own counsel and.
through the cartoon’s power of
parody expo.scs the prosecution’s
legal cliches with insouciant non-
chalance. It’s the high point of
the film.

! The dialog and narration are im-
peceably tailored to match the ani-
m.ntion. Basil Rathbone. handling
the biggest assignment. Eric Blore
and the other voices impart to the
.script that proper British tonine.ss
and dry humor which will un-
doubtedly pa.ss over the heads of
the youngsters. But even in this
section, the kids will get a kick
out of the personifications of the
various animal characters, includ-
ing a stiff-collared Mr. Rat, an
easy-going Mr. Pig and a gang
of w’easel hoodlums.
The second half of the film is

dominated by Bing Crosby’s soiinti-
track personality. In this hoked-
up version of the Sleepy Hollow
legend, Crosby handles all the nar-
ration. plays all the characters and
neatly renders a couple of spook-
t lines with the Rhythmaires ac-
companying, While this cartoon
lacks the class of “Mr. Toad.” it I

IS still firstrate and will probably
be the pic’s major b.o. draw,
mielly because^ of Crosby. Also,

the story is more familiar and th®
caricature of that fabulous anS
frightened schoolmaster, Iclia^d
Crane, la drawn in a more iininodu
ately recognuable comic vein 'rh«
sequence in which Ichabod mcetlthe Headless Horseman in thf
forest, incidentally, matches anv!
thing Disney has ever dono {«
the way of terrifying the \ounger

The tInUng of both yarns ig
skillfully keyed to the tone oi each
yarn. While “Mr. Toad” is draw!
in soft pastels, the Ichabod yarn
is swept by full, contrasty colors
In both cases, it pars Disnev’i
standard for excellence. Ilvrm.

Blaek Mai^it*
United Artlstg releas* of Edwai.i Smaii(Gregory Ratoff) production, cliiectet h»

Ratoff. Start Orion Welles. Naiov Gfeaturea Ak^ Tamiroff. Frank Lai,nSeValentina Cortese, Margot (.lahame*Stephen Bekaasy. Screenplay, CharlM
Bennett. ^»«d on ^exandre Dumas story*camera. Ubaldo Arata, Anchi*.-
editors. James McKay, Fred Fi'iishan,t
score. Paul SawteU. Tradeshown .N v*
Aug. 18. ’49. Running time, lo.y mink

*

Marie Antoinette I

I . Nancy Guild
• Akim I'amiroff

S Frank l.atimore
Zoraida Valentina t’oitesa
Mine. DuBarry Mai «ot GrahaiM
DeMontagne Stephen Hekassv
Alexandre Dumas, Sr Berry KroceeV
^h«*"bord ^Gregory SAlexandre Dumas. Jr R.nvniond Burr
Dr. Mesmer Charles Coldner
King Louis XVI U,.
King Louis XV Rohen .xK^ Remy Nirliol.is Ilruce
Chico Franc o Corsaro
Josef Balsamo (as a child) Aniello .Mels
Court President Ronald .Adam
Crown Prosecutor Bruce ltd f, age
Dr. Duval Alexander Danaroff
Gaston Lee T.enolr
Maria Balsamo Tamara Shaynt
Minister of Justice Giovanni \ ;.n Iluizen
Dr. Mesmer’s Friend Pei. i' Trent
Bochmer Giuseppe Varn!
The Mother Tatainn.i Pavlowa

“Black Magic” is one of lho.se

pictures that’s full of .sound ana
fury, signifying very little. In
short, an overwritten, over-acted
and under-lit costume piece that
will need all the exploitation and
ballyhoo planned for it. Exhibi-
tors might be able to take advant-
age of the mass saturation cam-
paign already launched by pro-
ducer Edward Small and United
Artl.sts, which will provide them
with the chief selling points. Ncetl
for hep merchandising is all tht
more pronounce() because of the
dearth of any strong marquee pull.

Film’s best attribute is the
authentic background. Rased on
Alexandre Dumas’ story of
Cagliostro, a villainous impostor of

the 18th century who rode rough-
shod over Europe by exploiting his

hypnotic powers, the picture was
lensed entirely In Italy and France.
As a result, it was possible for

Small and director Gregory Ratoff

to shoot their story In the actual

places where the events might have
happened. But the melodramatic
story, which is never quite believ-

able, and the heavy - handed
thesping are too much for the

authentic backgrounds to over-

come.
Orson Welles plays Cagliostro,

and Ratoff evidently gave him a

free hand. In this case, Or.'^on is

awesome only because he lays on
the theatrical gestures so thickly.

His acting is reminiscent of the

mustachioed heavies in the old

saloon-day mellers. Rest of the

cast might have taken their cue

from him and they are given no

help by the stilted dialog. Exam-
ple; Marie Antoinette, waiting for

Cagliostro to perform one of his

magic stunts before the French
court, declares, “We’re all agog

with impatience.”
Story would have the audience

believe that Welles, or at least

Cagliostro, practically single-

handed fomented the French revo-

lution. Story is told by Dumas in

fla.shback as he Is writing his book

and picks up the villain as a fiypsy

boy when he is forced to watch his

parents imju.stly hanged for witch-

craft. As a man, he has already

developed his hypnotic ability but

doe.sn’t know how to exploit it un-

( Continued on page 22)

Dolwyn
“Dohvyn,” British-made, b^

ing tradeshown in Nt'w York
today (Wed.), was review'cd in

Variety from Ivondon. May 18,

1949, under Its original title

“The Last Days of Dolwj’n.

Picture was credited by

Variety’s reviewer as being a

sincere attempt to tell .‘^imply

and movingly a story of the

ordinary folk of a tiny Welsh

village.” The review noted

that though the “frequent use

of the Wel.sh language and the

con.stant Welsh dialect may
prove a deterrent in America,

the production should have

.some appeal to the art house

trsclp,**

The entire yarn is .staged in

the picturesque village 01

Dolwyn and pivots around the

plans of a city slicker to buy

up the entire district for a

water development
Edith Evans and Emlyn 'YH-

liam.s t^c production;
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Hollywood Veering More to Casting

Lesser Roles With B way ‘New’ Faces
Practice of inking Broadway^

players for Hollywood roles, which

;

has shown a sharp upturn in the

past six months, looks certain for
|

even more of a hypo in the near
future. Success with this method
of casting has led the studio in-

creasingly to send scripts to their

eastern talent reps with instruc-

tions to suggest Broadw'ay actors

for subsidiary leads and character
parts.

Designed primarily as an econo-
my measure, the New York cast-

ing has resulted in a considerable
Improvement in picturemaking,
studio execs feel. Particularly in

character roles, it has proved the

answer to the demand for new
faces. Instead of stock players
with whom every film fan is

familiar in the bit parts—and
w hose very presence telegraphs the
plot—Broadway casting provides
fresh talent.

Result is to get some of the
effectiveness that has marked Brit-

ish films in which the excellence
of acting and characterization in in an effort to fashion an alliance
bit parts frequently lifts a picture ^similiar to the original Small pro-

would involve entry into

B’way Strand’s Revamp
In order to get the house in

shape tor resumption of its stage-
film policy Sept. 2, the* Strand,
N. Y., is shuttering for a week
starting next Friday (26). New
modern seating, carpeting, new
stage setting and other innovations
will be included in facelifting, to

be carried out on 24-hour work
shift.

Exterior improvements will in-

clude neon lights, plus a 50-foot

.stainless steel trimmed theatre up-
right. Strand brings in Xavier
Cugat band and Latin:American
revue along with “White Heat,”
.lames Cagney’s new’ starrer, when
it reopens.

DuPont-EL
Continued from page 3

from the nondescript category into

success. By taking players from
the east, studios find they can of-

ten put their fingers on unexploit-
ed talent and experience.

Actors to be signed will be given
one-picture contracts. This en-
ables a studio to keep fresh faces

coming and to avoid the type-cast-

ing that comes with development
of a stock company on the lot. In

addition, it is cheaper, for w'hile a

EL by an established producer who
would supervise the studio and in-

vest a chunk of coin to get the
1 company’s new program moving.

DuPont proposition, it is said,

would require Pathe to purcha.se
DuPont rawstock exclusively for

I its film processing of all accounts
and to post security in return for
a loan from the company. It is

...,,1.,... o >iot known whether the propo.sal
player may get more coin under a i

• . , x- ir.T * •

* *i „ invo ves a transfer of EL stock or
single pic contract than under a

termer, when he’s finished his stint

he’s off the payroll. Also, the
studio isn’t then forced to throw’

him into a role for which he may ^

not be suited merely because of i

pressure to hold overhead down by
j

keeping him at work.
While the Broadway casting has

these particular values for char-,
acter parts, it is also said to be ad-
vantageous for filling secondary
leads. It provides new faces and
at the same time is cheaper, since i returns

a Broadwayite w'ill almost always
accept a film iob at far below the
established prices of the sub-
sidiary lead players on the Coast.
The legiters always feel that this

may be their chance at Hollywood
—and it has occasionally turned
out to be.

other ramifications. DuPont has
been trying to expand its rawstock
sales in the face of a strong hold
on the market exercised by East-
man Kodak.

Purcell returned to N. Y. yester-
day (Tues.) to report to Young on
his huddles. Both execs are
anxious to have some concrete
progress to report to Serge Sem-
enenko, exec veepee of the First
National Bank of Boston, when he

from Europe. First Na-
tional recently granted an exten-
sion on its loans outstanding
against EL.

I

four-state Ohio. Indiana, Kentucky
and West Virginia preem were as
big a surpri.se to RKO and the
Goldwyn distrib organization as to

anyone else. The exploitation was
concentrated in the Hatfield-

McCoy feud country in which the
pic is localed, but it did almost
equally well in other spots.

Spring’s 20-25''^ Dip

In staging its July rally, the in-

dustry came back from a 20%-25%
dip in which it languished during
the late spring. Profit returns from
that disastrous .stretch are now
coming in. Number of majors are
showing the effects of the spring
doldrums in terms of second-quar-
ter profits which are 30%-40%*be-
low those. of ’48.

Latest major to record a solid

slump in its second-lap take is

20th-Fox. For that stanza, ended
June 25. 20th reports $2,677,943,
against $3,967,817 for the compara-
tive period of last year. For the
half-year, company shows a net of

$5,695,679. against $6,894,659 in
’48.

After deducting dividends on
preferred, 20th’s equivalent earn-
ings amouifted to $1.95 for six

months, against $2.37 in the pre-
vious semester. Second-quarter
earnings came to 91c, compared to
last year’s $1.37.

!
Surprisingly, company’s gross

showed a gain during the current
,
six months. It amounted to $84,-

j

500.376. compared to the ’48 figure

of $82,660,468. Higher gross, how-
i ever, w as cut by an increase in

amortization of film co.sts: partici-

pation in film rentals and general
administration and sales expenses,

j

Amortization totaled $27,536,824,
against last year’s $26,026,229. Par-
ticipation in film rentals was $4,-

i 222,686, compared to ’48’s $3,321,-

973, and general expenses totaled
1 $44,580,041 over last year’s $44,-

172,179.

Inside Stuff—Pictures
One of the surprises of Columbia’s “Jolson Sings Again” is

reviews and word-of-mouth being garnered by Barbara Hale in f

of Jolson’s wife. She had previously played supporting parts m/?i
In program pictures, and had garnered no particular reputation’
being “pretty” and “adequate.” She was chosen for the
by producer Sidney Buchman and director Henry Levin after
siderable testing of other people and it is expected to promote h^r ???'
an important secondary star bracket.

The 27-year-old player from Rockford, 111., was picked up while
eling in Chicago by an RKO talent scout. Her first part was in
“Gildersleeve’s Bad Day.” Then she was in a couple of the “Fair

*

series, a western and a few other moderate-budgeters. More
she’s been in RKO’s “The Window” and “Boy With Green Hair ”

^**^* ^

The identifying catchphra.se. “The rest .of the Jolson Story ” u hiex
Columbia Pictures veepee Nate Spingold whipped up, almo.st’ her»m
the release title of “Jolson Sings Again.” For a time it was the
ing title, and prpducer Sidney Buchman got to like it so much th^
Spingold, who coined it as an advertising slogan, had some time im
selling Buchman on it, on the theory that it wasn’t pat enough for
marquee as is the current title.

* •

Spingold and the Col merchandisers know that, for mass consumption
and especially in light of the wave of reissues on the market th* u.*’
couple qf years, the big job is to Impress that this is a "new

market the Ust

and ad copy accordingly will stress “new songs, new thrills
”

On the subject of merchandising and reissues. Col sales veepee 4be
Montague envisions a double-barrelled reissue of both “The Jols^
Story” and “Jolson Sings Again” some years hence into a “Jol.son Fes-
tival.” That is, if therejs^t a third and possibly a fourth seouel i.

already being talked.
^ “

When Rita Hayworth invited her bo.ss, Harry’ Cohn, and his wife ithe
former Joan Perry) to dine with Aly Khan and the Aga Khan at
Trouville, on the Normandy coast of France, the Columbia Pictures
prexy was surprised to note that Jules C. Stein and his w'ife were the
only other guests. The next day*lhe Music Corp. of America board
chairman apprised Cohn that MCA was “now representing Miss IIiv.
worth.” ^

Beckworth Productions. Inc., is the star’s sub.sidiary .setup via C.ol
of which Johnny Hyde, veepee of the William Morris agency, is also
executive v.p. Beckworth’s deal with Col has some time to go, meaning
that MCA’s deal is gambling on the future after the Beckworth <Miss
Hayworth’s capital gains corporation) contract with Columbia expires,

j

Meantime the Morris office gets the commissions.
I Cohn states that his star is due to have her baby next spring Both
j

he and Stein were impre.ssed by the clamor the Hollywood glamour
girl commands. The Col prexy concedes that MCA may be betting on

I a strong future bet.

Montague’s Pitch
Continued from page 5

3 EL Execs Leave

Kramer’s B.R.
Continued from page 5

« five-pic commitment company
holds on Kramer — in about 18
months. First money will be pro-
vided by Bank of .America.

Financing deal was tailored by
Kramer to avoid the backers
dabbling into the creative end.
Church has agreed to a hand.s-off
polic.v. It was Kramer’s charge of
creative interference that led to
his parting with .John Stillman,
x^ho financed “Champion” and
“Brave.” Stillman’s son, Robert,
was installed as associate producer
on those two nix.

Another angle tliat Kramer in-

sisted upon in the financing was
Hie posting of coin early for hiring
of key personnel so that scripts
could be prepared with all creative
hands on deck—director, camera-
man. production designer and
others. .Also so that the cast could
be brought in soon enough for two
weeks of rehearsal on the sets.

Thus, as many problems as possi-

ble are whipped on paper instead
of on expensive shooting time.
Banks ordinarily w’on’t advance
coin until day actually arrives for
lensing.

.All production is being planned
on a units-of-three-pix basis. That
means Kramer will attempt to plan
ahead and make the trio close to-

gether .so that his unit can remain
in continuous production on them.
First under the new setup will be
“The Men,” story of war \el

paraplegics, which goes before the
cameras in October. .At work on it

now with f’oreman, who is script-

ing, are director Fred Zinneman,
production designer Rudy Sternad
and production manager Clem
Beauchamp. ,

Kramer is now in negotiation for

purchase of “'I’he Legal Bride."

serial currently running in Col-

lier’s, by Robert Carson. U s a

<’omedy and. if Kramer does it. it

will be retagged “The Careless

C’owboy.” He has already regis-

tered the latter title with the Mo-
tion Picture .Assn, of .America. i

Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Three more department heads
i felt the axe of reorganization on
the Eagle Lion lot. leaving only a

j

skeleton crew of 20 awaiting word
• from Robert H. Young in New
' York.

Latest departures are Owen Mc-

I

Lean, ca.sting director; James
I

Vaughn, production manager, and

^

A1 Bollinger, comptroller.
*

Film B.O.
Continued from page 3

Again,’’ which on the basis of its

State, N. Y., first week is certain
to hit sma.sh biz, and also show ing
promise in early engagements cur-
rently is Universal’s "Yes Sir,
That’s My Baby.’’

The July 1 upswing in business
followed the most disastrous two-
month period the indu-stry has
known since midway in the war.
There appeared to be complete
public apathy toward pictures dur-
ing May and June. Theatregoers
snapped out of it somewhat last
month and there’s been even a
more heart-warming response in
-Augu.st. Change is generally cred-
ited as resulting from cooler
weather and hotter product.

Although the b.o. is down from a
year ago. major companies’ film
rentals average out as a few per-
centage points higher than they
were in 1948. .Answer must obvi-
ously be better terms. Rentals in
foreign markets lor the first 33
weeks are also higher than a year
ago, but remittances are down as
the result ot increased currency
restrictions.

I.ast week’s two newcomers on
the domestic front. "Roseanna”
and ’'Magic'’ were botli bowed in
with splash preems and wholesale
quantities of exploitation. Heavy
expenditures in both cases ap-
peared to have jiaid off well. There
was less differentiation on "Ro.se-
anna than on "Magic” between
towns where a big publicity job
was done and where it wasn't.

'

Foi mer also held up better on sub-
seijuent days.

Results on ’’Roseanna" in the

exhib cooperation, Montague will

declare that Columbia is "very
eager and willing to a.ssume our
fair share of the responsibility for
showmanship with the exhibitor.”

But the company expects “fair-

minded exhibitors to assume their
part in a revival of point-of-sale
selling effort.”

In his talk today (Tues.) be-
fore the assembly of branch and
division managers. Montague re-

vealed that Columbia planned to
release 31 “A” features in the 1949-
50 season in addition to 22 “bread-
and-butter” productions. Four of
the top 31 will be in Technicolor
and another will be tinted in Cine-
color. Included in the release
slate will be four Gene Autry
starrers. two action musicals and
eight westerns.
Montague announced that ex-

hlbs were showing no resistance
to upped admission scales for “Jol-
son Sings Again,” which is ex-
pected to be Col’s biggest money-
maker during the coming year.
Upped scales are currently being
tested at the State. N. Y., and the
Woods. Chicago, where the pic
opens tomorrow (Wed.). When the
Jolson film opens at the Hippo-
drome in Baltimore. Montague
confirmed the report that the
house would drop vaudeville for
the pic’s run.
On the basis of the company’s

forthcoming product lineup. Mon-
tague predicted that Columbia
"would .surpass by far it.s be.st year
which was 1948-49.” Five of the
top productions, besides “Jolson
Sings .Again," were screened be-
fore the convention delegates.

Ellis Arnall

Gary Cooper stands to make a fancy profit this year on literary in-
vestments if he succeeds in present efforts to sell to one of the .studios
A. B. Guthrie. Jr.’s, ’’The Way West.” Actor took an option on the
book, which later became a Book-of-the-Month Club selection, and isnow offering it for sale, with himself to appear in it, if the studio
desires.

Cooper gave $5,000 for the option until Nov. 15 again.st a purcha.se
price of $65,000 (it was to have been $45,000 if the volume had not
been picked up by a book c lub». It is not known what price the actor is
asking the lots, but a studio which wanted to get him for the principal
role in the book would likely be willing to give him a profit on the
property.

himself .some coin a few months ago on Alfred Hayes’
Girl From the Via Flamina ” He bought film rights for $40,000, then
decided to sell to Leland Hayward and Anatole Litvak for $50,000, plus
a percentage.

Allied s Caravan ’ committee, which regularly publishes for the
organization s members what terms other exhibs are paying for pix, is
endeavonng to supplement the strictly statistical data with dope on
sales policies, trade practices, distribution experiments, etc. It is ask-
•'B Allied members who .subscribe to the Caravan service to provide
such info along with reports on terms they’re paying.

Exhibs have been requested to keep eyes and ears open in their terri-

t)utfit calls these "We hear ” andWe think” reports.
In addition, new statistical forms are now going into u.se which allow

HoTi*
comment concerning circumstances surrounding any

torms was agreed on at a meeting of the Caravan
committee in Dallas late in the spring.

Einfeld. 20th-Fox publicity-advertising chief, seems to be
ma&ing it a policy to use tradepaper advertising for promotion of

morale as well as to reach 20th’s customers. Good

the no t
thinking has been the ad appearing in tradepapers

ina
P't’luring each of 20th’s branch managers and llst-

tarried the line. “Meet the Bos.ses,” and quoted

hie
Skouras as .saying; “Each branch manager will conduct

ness ”
* " were the owner of that busi-

rontinuen from page 3

its 3.5th anni. is getting a big plav'fror

Hpiine
publishing special sections in cooperativ

out hv fh!?
theatres. Topping the recent 6'ii-page .section pn

cirriilflHno
Ijiland (N.Y.) Advance, the Albany Times-Union i

hiHhHoV, *
I*

tifvoted entirely to the Fabian chain

manooina promoted and produced by Alexander Saylei

ODen. S'; " l''f.
""Kship in Alb.-.n.v. .Swik.

thp Pnhiai.
i*ii« Bekins at 35." and covers (he hisloiy «

full-page sp^ier^s
^ area. Jaocal merchants cooperated by buyin

guy” is the present governor. Eu-
gene Talmadge. with whom Arnall
hassled over the office at the ex-
piration ot the latter’s term.

Arnall said going back to the
chief exec spot in Georgia would
mean a considerable personal and
financial sacrifice. He is getting
$40,000 a year in salary and ex-
penses from the Si MRP under a
recent revision of his deal. This
provides that he’ll cut down the
number of liis speaking engage-
ments— for which he gets $600
each. There is no explicit under-
standing of the amount of time he
is to give to SIMPP beyond ’’what-
ever is neee.ssarv.” Instead of giv-
ing about one w^*ek each month to
the leetuiing, as he had been doing,
.Arnall plans to limit engagements
to just a few every month.

of some 6.5 musical shorts ultimately projected by

month i«i»
' ’ company expects to release its first two pix next
^ "J'lo.sic in Hunter College” while bandleader

Iran
second. Part of the firm’s "Music of Amer-

miiKir nf
picture is principally woven around the

aI:coninfn?J*' ?i*"
° Shaw’s “Nocturne" and also

attompanies the batoner in ‘Concerto for Clarinet.”

5?^peed record for completion of a major picture is claimed by George
Cukor director of "Adam’s Rib.” co-starring Spencer Tracy and Kalh-

fni”*
Metro. Screenplay was finished 30 days after the

Hn
* boin. Shooting took 36 days and the show was pieviewed 42
3s aier. It will start off Metro’s 1950 releasing program this fall.

S^O.S. Cinema Supply Corp. la.st week donated five film projectors
o the Israeli government whose army reportedly will ust* the .3.5m units
to tram as well as entertain its men. Valued at $2,500, the gift "as
turned over to Material for Israel, Inc.

Metros “Battleground.” a war tale, will save a lot of monev
the absence of background music. Except for opening and closini

military inarches composed by Lennie Hayton, the two-hour film

tuneless, somclhing different in modem pictures. Taking the pls<’^

of pictiire.s will be .sound cflecls natural on a battle front where brass

bands don t toot, it also saves the studio about $100,000.
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THE INDUSTRY WATCHES AS
M-G-M’s HIT PARADE ROLLS ONI
There has never been anything in the industry to compare with

the consistent run of fine attractions from the Friendly Lion!

We refused to hold back our Big Ones all Summer long! And

now we*re launching your Fall Season with even Bigger Ones!

'*MADAME BOVARY” (gold-digger)

She*s taking over the Capitol, N. Y. and everywhere. Cosmopolitan

Magazine's ''Picture of the Month", greatest woman’s picture in yearsl

”IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME”
(records go boom)

Radio City Music Hall sets new records as M-G-M’s Technicolor musir

cal beats the heat. Here’s another^Coast-to-Coast winner!

”THAT MIDNIGHT KISS” (can t miss)

Preview crowds in N.Y. duplicate Coast reaction in cheering another big

M-G-M Technicolor musical. Watch for the screen’s newest singing start

”THE RED DANUBE” (to the box-ofFke)

M-G-M Previews are the talk of the film colony. T)ne Big One aftef

another. Here’s truly great entertainment packed with stars in aaion«

It’s coming to join your Fall Parade of M-G-M Hits!
< ^

”THAT FORSYTE WOMAN” (what a easti)

A BIG All-Star production and Technicolor too. The famed novel at

last on the screen (based on "The Forsyte Saga’’) in a magnificent

M-G-M attraction.

^INTRUDER IN THE DUST” (a must)

Because of the excitement of its West Coast Preview, a work print was

rushed to New York and identical audience response points to one of

the year’s outstanding attractions!

”ADAM’S RIB” (rib-tickling)

At press time, word comes of the latest in M-G-M’s Preview Hit Parade.

Unanimous audience reaction acclaims the most uproarious comedy in

years, star-studded, brimful of joy! Watch!

”BATTLEGROUND” (Biggest since sound)

Long in advance of release, its previews in Los Angeles and New York

have brought it unprecedented acclaim! Academy Award stature!

Salute to^Disabled Vm! Book **How MucK Do You
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 18

llla€*k

til he meets up with Mesmer, the
Austrian physician generally ac-

crediletl with having originated the
therapeutic use of hypnotism.

But neither Mesmer nor modern-

followers of this "Durango Kid"
chain of pix have come to expect.
\ .smuggling ring that's been il-

legally moving silver into the
U. S. across the Mexican border
furnishes the plot for "Vigilante."

j ..... A Federal agent, Starrett soon re-
day medicos and psychiatrists

j

alizes that the local U. S. attorney,
would acknowledge the powers Tristram Coffin, is in calioots with
granted to Cagliostro ny the screen-

_ the outlaws. After the usual elimi-
play. Reputation for healing the nation of most suspects, Starrett
sick makes him almost a god to bags the culprits in a hangup
the peasants, preparing him for his shooting fray.

'

big chance when he ties into a Starrett registers as a forthright
nasty bit of intrigue in the courts nemesis of the smugglers. Smiley
of Louis XV and later Louis XVI. » Burnette competently handles the
He almost succeeds in his intrigue comedy. Peggy Stewart is okay
until Mesmer appears on the scone

|

as a femme rancher. Coffin is good
again and, in a dramatic court trial, as the crooked attorney. Balance of
pulls a switch by hypnotizing ' the ca.st turn in standard per-
Cagliostro, forcing him to admit forinances under Fred F. Sears’ di-

'

his villainies. Com<»s next a sword- rection. Camerawork of Rex
fight high above the courtyard, in Wimpy gives this Colbert Clark
which the magico comes a cropper production a lift. Gilb.

and crashes to his death. i —:
|

With Welles making with the
i m v

gestures, the other actors have lit- Pain Of PiVOnifi

tie chance to show much. Nancy
j

(BRITISH)
Guild, in a double role as Marie i London. Aug. 17.
Antoinette and the love interest, gfd rriea.se of Eaiins stiuiios-Muhaei

doesn’t do too well with either. H.iUon production. Directed by Sidney
Sr. ^ tOle, ('haries C'ricnton and Basil Dear-Akim Tamiroil is good in a stiintl- stars Valerie Hobson, Ja»-k Warner,

ard character part but rrank Latl- .lohn elements, with l>tcr Finch and
more, as the courageous captain of .Shaw screenplay by Deardcn. T E.

< larke. Ronald Millar and Angus Mac-
the king S guard who blings Phail: camera, Lionel Banes. Paul Beeson,
Cagliostro to his end. makes a weak Chlc Waterson; editor, Bernard OribbW;

attempt at imitating Doug F.ai,-

banks. Valentina Cortese is okay mins.
as the gypsy wench whom Welles -I'm llurdcastle lack Warner
spurns tor Miss C.uild but Stephen

Hillary .-. John^icm^^^^^^^
Bekassy overdoes the dramatics as irina Noroxova Irina Baronova
the black-hearted French noble- Ki'a ^ ,

J«>an Dowling

man Berry Kroegcr, seen only pl^SIviaion/.
briefly at the start as Dumas, tips Louise Mary Morris
the audience on the eye-rolling „ oiaciys Henson

Malcolm Murray-Bruce . . . . John Gregsonmats to lOllOW, D«>ris Hardcastle Su.san .Shaw
Lighting and camera work re- Bon Stacey Patric Doonan

call Welles’ low-kev "Citizen «
Kane” but fall far short of Ihe

'•-•"nKbrok. Disnam

standards established in Ihiit one l absorbing human
Editing at times is brutal, tuttinj,

rt,.yina on the multiple plot system,
from scene to .scene 111 jerky move- one concerns a train wreck

often dissipates the .-md the lives of four sets of people

rc^e 'is as "eavy as the pfo"!
• I"™'''"'""'’ <“ their presence

from her box with an understand-
ing smile, knowing history will
repeat itself. Picture end.s, where
it began, in the railroad yard, with
the guard pedalling off contently
to his white-collar job.

Valerie Hobson handles the role
of the musician’s wife with delight-
ful nonchalance with John Clem-
ents exuding charm and tempera-
ment as her errant spouse. Joan
Dowling and Lawrence Payne make
a pathetic pair of fugitives and
Jack Warners’s guard is charac-
terized with his usual unerring
touch. Susan Shaw has little to do
as his pleasure loving daughter,
and Irina Baronova duly displays
fire and temperament as the con-
cert pianist. Acting plum falls to
Peter Finch, brought from Aus-
tralia by Sir Laurence Olivier to
play opposite Edith Evans in
“Daphne Laureola.” His tense
overw'rought emotions, depicting
how W'ar can turn a harmless
nonentity into a murderer, are

i

convincingly and forcefully por-
trayed. Mary Morris makes the
most of her short span as his faith-
less wife, and all supporting roles
competently cast. Clem.

Wild Wt-od
Eureka Productions release of RichardKay production. St.irs Lila Leeds; fea-

tures Alan Baxter, Lyle Talbot. Directed
by Sberman Scott. Screenplay, Richard
H. Landau from story by Arthur Hoerl;
camera. Jack Greenhalgh; narration. Knox
Manning; piano .soloi.st. Rudolph Friml. Jr.

'«•

Leeds
Markey Alan Baxter
Capt. Ha.ves Lyle Talbot
Treanor Michael Whelen
P”*.- - Marv Ellen Popel

.
'Jason Doug Blackley

Bob Lester David Holt
u,

/*yne Don Harvey
Kicky David GorceyRaymond jack ElamEdmunds Dick Cogan

his aggressiveness and disposition;
rather than his political beliefs.

Film fails to take advantage of
the habits and customs of the small
village. Entire play is put in the
hands of the leading character,
Peter Pettinger, whose brashness
is properly portrayed by William
Hartnell. Mary Morris shows in-
telligence and understanding as
Hartnell’s girl friend, while Elliot

Mason adds a realistic touch as his
mother. John Laurie turns in a
good job as a shop foreman.
John Harlow’s direction doe.s

nothing to alleviate the film’s ex-
cessive length of 95 minutes.

MerehanI of .Slai'es
(ITALIAN)

Lux release of Colosseum production.
Directed by Dullio Coletti. Screenplay,
Nicola Manzari, Cesare Vico Ludovici:
English titles. Clare Catalano; camera.
Aldo Tonti; score. Piero Giorgi. Previewed
N. Y.. Aug. 18, ’49. Running time. Wt
•MINS,
Fiamma Annette Bach
All Eiuo Fiermonie
Marta Mara Ciukleva
Marco Augusto Di Giovanni
Andrea Dino Di Luca
Ahmed Augusto Marcacci
Francesca Elena Zareschi

But
prior to ineir presence

••Tvsor,;,.” the doomed train. There is suf-

b^^g'rounds^
those authentic

H^jht and shade to preclude
Stal.

top-heavine.ss. but accent is more
on the grave than gay. Direction

.%r4*li4* ^funhuill is uniformly skilled and .stories are
Vnivcrsal release of Leonard G<ildstein evenly blended With nO awkward

nroduciion. Features Mikel Conrad. Carol anvle in swili/hino tn thp Hiffprpnf
Thurston. Wally Cassell. Directed by

‘*|*^'*^ SWllwning tO ine Omereni
Ewing .Scott. Screenplay, osear iitodncv. Character gi'oups. High standard
Joel Malone from Scotis story. ••Nar;.na of acting and interesting problems
of (he North ; camera, Irving Gla.ssberg: . k,,,,i,i „..i
editor. Otto Ludwig; music, Milton -Should wdirant^ univeisdl appeal.
Schwarzwaid. At Palace, N. Y.. week Aug. Scene Opens in a I.ondon station

4 ' n h Llvcrpool-bound train justMike Jarvis .Mikel ( onrad i..,,.,;.,— * n . -j
N.irana Carol Thurston having. It fails to pull UP lo aVOld
Tooyuk Wally Cassell a blocked line ahead and plunges
Lois Jarvis Helen Brown /-. Hivnvtpr
Carter Harry Harvey .

Landers Russ tonway the guard, genial and conscicn-
Jiotei Clerk Paul E Burns tious. is making his la.st run an-

NariXr Chet HuSy tifipaiing promotion. This is jeop-
ardized through his screening the

".\rttic Manhunt” is a slow mov- absence of another driver whom he
Ing drama of the frozen north that hopes will be his son-in-law. A
has little to recommend it. Exploi- filtmdless girl, orphaned in the
tation may help sell the film, but blitz, has sheltered an escaped
In the main it's a dualer. German prisoner, and stolen money

Ba.sed upon Ewing Scott’s story, obtain a pas.sage for him to
"Narana of the North.” the pic re- Canada. He is unaware of this
counts an ex-convict’s flight to and slinks off in the confusion
Alaska in an effort to cash in on oblivious of the fluttering steamer
some armored car loot. Although tRkct emerging from the dead
he had served his time, insurance Shi’s purse.
Investigators are .still relentlessly ' An actor, on the eve of departure
after him to regain the stolen swag, an American tour, kills his slut
In his retreat through Alaskan a wife and bundles the body in
wa.stes, the one-time con poses as a bis theatre basket. He is in the
missionary, and has a brief affair throes of being arrested when the
with an Eskimo gal before losing smash comes and he is fatally
his life in the icy wilderness. pinned by debris against the

Message of "Manhunt.” the time- concealed body of his victim,
honored "crime doesn’t pay,” is an i

.

tn lighter vein, a famous musical
admirable admonition, but unfor- director, w’ho.se facile amours
tunately the listless acting, com- omuse his wife, breaks with his
bined with director Scott’s slow latest conquest by telling her she
pacing, make the film too tedious, played a wrong note at his concert.
Irving Glassberg’s camerawork is a This wounds her vanity and. w-hen
lone bright spot, the orchestra, miraculously saved

Scott, who directed as well as >n the accident, fulfills its Vngage-
aiithored the story, captured some ment swathed in bandages, she
fear.some .scenes of the Arctic tun- ogles the first violin, while the con-
drn. However, the natural back- duotor casts roguish eyes on the

f

ground i.sn’t sufficient to offset a lady harpist. Friend wife looks down
ustrele.ss plot. Ca.st as the con on
the lam. Conrad seldom breathes
any credibility into the part. Carol
Thurston, as the Eskimo gal. shows
gome promise. Other players move
listlessly through their .stints. Gilb.

Vii^ilanle
(SONGS)

Cnlvimbifl release of Colbert Clark pro-
durtion. Stars Charles Starrett, Smiley
Burnette: features Peggy .Stewart. Tris-
tram Coffin, OeorKia Crackers. Directed
by Fred F. Se.irs. .Sereenplay. Earle Snell;
camera, Rex Wimpy; editor. Paul Borosky;
onKS. Burnette, Bob Newman, Jimmv
Wakelv. At New York theatre. N. v!,
week Aug. 16, ’49. Running time, ftti MIN'S.
Steve Brook.s Charles Starrett
Smiley Burnette Smiley B>»rneftc
Betty Long Peggv Stewart
Thomas Hadley Tristram Coffin
Angel
Martin
Bob Gill
Jim Gill
Sergeant

Mar.v Newton
George Chesebro

Paul r»t»iobell
Tex Harding
Jack Ingrain

Georgia Crackers

While not as action-packod as
gome of its p»*o(l(‘ce.ssors. ('olii»n-

bia’s "Desert Viff»l,int».‘’’ is a fair

oatuner in the Charles Starrel-
Smiley Btirnctfe nie.s.i series. Fo'it-

age ronlains the stat’darH chases,

slx-shooting and hard riding that

Canada Unlimited
Fifth in the series of shorts

being released under the pub-
lic affairs program of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca, "Canada Unlimited" is a
well-made documentary con-

^ cerning the industrial develop-
ment of our neighbor to the
north. Main point of this 18-
minute pic is to explain the
contribution made to that de-
velopment by the recent im-
migrants and displaced persons
of Europe. As seen through
the e.yes of one of Canada’s
new citizens, film sweeps over
the country’s expan.se in a
kaleidoscopic catalog of its

wheat fields, manufaeturing
plants, dams and universities.

Background narration, un-
fortunately. is repetitious and
ovor.vtresses tli/’ materialistic
assets of Canada while i"nor
ing its democratic tradition.
Two-reeler was produc’d by
RKO as part of its "This Is
.\mcriea’’ series.

Patently rushed out to cash in
on Lila Leeds’ notoriety, this
strives to point up the evils of
dope, particularly marijuana smok-
ing, Main trouble with "Wild
Weed” is that it does not do it

very well. However, straight melo-
drama. this Quickie sometimes fills
the bill. Film may do passably
well where given sensational bally
even though interest in the Leeds
case apparently has passed.

Slight yarn shows how a chorus
girl (Miss Leeds) working to put
her brother through college, de-
velops into a marijuana addict and
then becomes mixed up with a
dope peddler. From then on, it
is just a question of how bad she
will become as a reefer smoker,
when she will reform, and how
she will help the minions of the
law. Eventually she cooperates
with the narcotic agents to break
up the dope ring.

Story is laid in Los Angeles.
Scenes at reefer parties are dif-
ferent if nothing else, but even the
so-called "tea'’ adherents overact.
Sherman Scott’s direction is gen-
erally very routine.

Miss Leeds measures up as an
okay actress when giyen half a
chance. She also photographs ex-
cellently. Alan Baxter makes a
sufficiently odious reefer peddler.
Lyle Talbot. Doug Blackly and Don
Harvey suffice as narcotic opera-
tives. Support is headed by Mi-
chael Whelen.
Jack Greenhalgh. who photo-

graphed. has some excellent cam-
era effects but sometimes overdoes
it with weird lens tricks, Rudolph
Friml. Jr., shown supposedly play-
ing in the Hollywood Bowi. con-
tributes a neat piano solo. Wear.

Thi‘ Ai^iiaior
(BRITISH)

Four Continents Films rele.nse of Louis
, u’

production. Stars W illiam
Hartnell, Mary Morris. Directed bv John
Harlow. .Screenplay by Edward Drvhurst
from W. Riley s novel. "Peter PettinKer’’-
camera. Arthur Grant: editor. Doiivlas

'rrans-Lux. N. Y.. Au*.
18. 49. RunninK time, 9.'> MINS.

William Hartnell

¥ V Mary Morris
X"”’ John Laurie

P^kI^*** Moore Marriott

Rui * « ” Roberts
M Heor;?^ Carney

•••••• Frederick I.eister
Charlec Sheridan jos.s Ambler

;

Mrs. P^tt nxer Elliot M.nson
I

M”- Montrose Cathleen N.-shltt
He'en Montrose Jovee Heron
Charlie Branfield Kilward Ri^by

<J"rtfreyJoan Shacklelon, Moira LislerMrs Shackleton Beatrice Varlev

T.vinr"' « ^

„ . _ Howrrd Doiislas
Pearson

J

Salvation Army Leader Bransby Williams

"The Affitntor" may go at somo
,

of the art houses hecausf’ of its
labor vs. capital theme. Topic is

i

given free rein, even though film

I

IS slanted toward a more sympa-
thetic understanding of the unper

jcla.ss. but general appeal in U S
is very limited.
Maior weakness Is its failure to

stu k to one basic nrohlcm. Uaoitai
and labor arc oouallv defended
du’-in" (he early stages'of the film
hut ’t's when the central ( hnrneter’
a - •••’lirtlc soauhoxer. fa'ls heir
to ti’c factory where ho works that
the film becomes ineffeefn.il From
that point on. faced with the chal-
lenge of onhoidipe h's in his
new position, the soei,-,u<;t js hrow-
beatcii from all sides becau.se of

(In Italian: English Titles)

"Merchant of Slaves” has little

for~the foreign language market

I

but may dent the exploitation

,

houses. Pic will get by on its lurid

,
title and a couple of brief gamey
sequences showing half - clad
femmes on the auction block. For
the re.st, however, this film is

;

plodding melodrama narrated in a
:
clumsy mixture of antique and
modern styles. Production trap-
pings also fall far belov.' usual

;

Italian standards.
I Yarn opens promisingly as an
' adventure of Near East slave
j
traders plundering the Italian

: coast for a new cargo of gals. Pic
rapidly bogs down, however, after

I

the maraudfng chief is captured

I

and falls in love with a native belle
! who gets in a family way without
benefit of clergy. Remainder of the

1

yarn is concerned with the plotting
of her kinfolk to murder her and

j

the child. Film abruptly ends with
! the lovers making a getaway in a
sailboat.

Thesping Is on a par with the
corny yarn. Annette Bach, as the
gal, and Enzo Fiermonte, as the
slave-trader, posture awkwardly as
does the rest of the cast. A slipshod
editing job accents the crudity.

Herm.

HiMtoria DH 900
(A Story of the Nineties)

(Songs)

(ARGENTINE)
Buenos Aires. Aug. 9.

i

Panamericana release of Hu*o del Carril-

I

San Mixuel produrtlon. Direrted by del
I

Carll. Stars Carrll, with Sabina Olmos.
Guillermo BattaKllft* Santiago Arrietai

I

Jose Ol^ra. Angelina Pagano. Sara
Guasch. Florindo Ferrario and Paquita

j

Garzon. Story by Alejo Parheco Ramos;
j

camera* Bob Robert^^* Carmelo Lobolrico*
' Running time. 10.1 MINS.

This panoramic musical made
the best gros.ses of any Argentine
picture so far released this year,
taking in $63,000 <U.S.) for a seven-

1
week firstrun. This is close

j

enough to the average of $70,000
I

for any good Hollywood release
here. Directed by tango-warbler
star Hugo del Carrll, the produc-

1 tion is deserving of some praise, if

!

one takes it in comparison with the
general run of material now being
tnrned out by the local studios.

;

There’s some interest for U. S
audiences.
The action is slow and continuity

pulty, but on (he basis of its no.s-
^Igic flavor (the story recalls the
Buenos Aires of 5ff years ago) the
picture has its charm for an Ar-
gentine public, esuecially as a num-

,

per of del Carril’s most popular
tangos are included in the musical
score. The greatest mi.stake has
been the attempt to present the
warbler as another Bing Crosby.
•'Ringing Schubert’s “Ave Mari% ’

accompanied by a child chorus'.
However, in the main del Carrll
IS a less wooden actor than usual
although he is outclassed by the
veteran Guillermo Battaglia as the

o^Mner of a cock-fighting aren.The story has cock-fighting in tTd'time Buenos Aires (this spoil h?,*been long since abolishedi «,Ttheme, with del Carrll resolved X
avenge a brother’s death at thJhands of Battaglia. From cork*
fighting duels it is only a sten^n^
a murderous "criollo” duel wok
knives, in which the villain u
wiped out by the hero, with plenty

i

of love interest thrown in as twSwomen a singer and an ingenue
battle for the glamor boy

^

ends well amid much singine nl
tangos. As usual, Sabina Olmos?*
unfavorably photographed biJ
gives good support to the central
figure, del Carrll. Nid

II Trovalore
(ITALIAN)

Genoa, Aug o
Union Film release of Continentalrin-

Gallon^ production. Stars Gianna
zinl. Enzo Mascherini, GIno Sinlmb^^BK'-’

,

Vlttorlna Colonello: featuVesm chi, Cesare Polaccho., Directed b” Cwmine Gallone. Screenplay, Gallone
I Corsi. Tullio Covaz. OttaWo Iwi-
; era, Aldo Giordano; mu.sic, Giu«innJ
I Verdi: orchestra and choiux «f
,

Opera House directed bv Gabriele''^n
tinl. At Cine del Parco. Genoa Run^n;

I

time. 109 .MINS. «unnlnf

1
Azucena Gianna PederzinI

i

‘J* Luna En.-o Mascher "l
'
M>nrico Glno .Smimber,hlLeonora Vi ttorina Colonello

One of the more elegant film.i

of its kind, this filmed version of
Giuseppe Verdi’s opera has all

qualifications for approval by
opera and music lovers, plus some
features intended for appeal to less
specialized audiences. It’s doubt-
ful, however, .that these extra fea-
tures will be enough to sati.sfy
average audiences not used to an
operatic diet.

Director Carmine Gallone ("The
Lost One”) has tried, for the most
part successfully, to steer clear of
usually static filmed-opera tech-
nique. Good use of flashbacks pro-
vides some dramatic footage and
effectively heightens suspense.
Judicious cutting and choice of
camera angles has, with some ex-
ceptions, relieved the static quality
of the "aria” scenes, ’end action
lovers will go for .several im-
pressively-mounted battle scenes,
splendidly photographed by Aldo
Giordano. Film, however, is over-
long and the tragic finale in which
Count di Luna has Manrico killed,
not knowing he’s his brother, lacks
proper punch. Much material has
been added to the opera libretto
in an attenvpt to round out the
.story, but it’s debatable whether
this inerea.ses total values.

Musically, pic is expertly han-
dled and sound work is good. Two
leads, Gianna Pederzini and Enzo
Mascherini, both wellknown in

same roles on the stage, ably sing

and act their parts, while others
in ca.st have had voices dubbed in.

Theatrical thesping usual in these

films has been held to a minimum.
In its field, “H Trovatore” is a

strong entry.
Special nod should go to Gastone

Medin for his .set design. Hawk.

I-a Do€*iora 4|uiore
Tanp^oM

(The Dociress Wants Tangos)
(Songs)

(ARGENTINE)

Buenos Aires. Aug. 9.

Arxentina Sono Film proiluction and
release. Directed by Alberts de Zavalia

from story by himself ami Roman Vinoly

Barroto. Musical score. Marj.nito More*:
camera, Antonio Merayo. Stars Mirtha

Lexrand. Mores, with Feli.sa Mary. Mans
.Santos, Maria Gamez. Yeya Duriel and
Claudio Martino. Running time, 9« .MINS.

Lott Youth
"Lost Youth.” Italian-made,

originally titled "Gioventu
Perduta,” was tradeshown in
New York, Thursday (18). Film
was reviewed in Variety from
Rome, April 14, 1948. by

who thought that "as a
thriller, pic is a little dis-
appointing." Also noted in the
review was the "fine direc-
^rial job” done by Pietro
Germi, who with the aid of a
clever screenplay "turned out
a vivid dramatization of the
moral di.sorder which has
taken hold of postwar Italian
youth, especially the middle-
class.” "More stress is given
to characters than to story,”
wa.s another opinion voiced by
the reviewer. Picture is being
rcl^nsed in the U. S. by Lux
films.

This production follows the cur-

! rent trend for musicals in Argen-

tine film-making and is a light, en-

tertaining farce of perhaps tM
broad a comedy, but retreshing in

the welter of lugubrious storie.s so

popular with local studios. It has

I

the virtue of introducing a new

;
film favorite in Marianito Mores.

' better-known as a composer and

'arranger of tango music, but who

made a great hit in legit comedy
with Delia Garces la.st year.

Mores ha» an unusual quality of

spontaneity for an Argentine ac-

j

tor, and although he is not strong

on looks, he is popular with local

fans w’ho have known him for some

I

years as an orchestral arranger.

I

He conducts a "Concerto in Tango

of his own, complete with back-

ground ballet, and also a Cuban

f rhythm, "Oscurito,” which m^es
' an easy tune to remember. Mirtna

Legrand is elaborately costumed,

but her preoccupation with looks

andsclothes hampers her as

I

Production has been lavish and tne

photography is fair, the whole adfl*

ing up to fairly good cnlci tainmem

for local audiences. _
j

The story concerns a young

femme medico who derides to en-

gage a tango composer to

benefit concerts for her imimm
throplc interests. Boy
become involved with »',uh

,

to the disgust of his fi’^mer g

friend. All ends happil.v w ii ho

deciding to combine (heir

I in music and medicine.
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ALBANY
WonMr Scrnninf loom

79 N. Piori St. « 12:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
20th Contury-Fox Strooniitf loom

197 WoHon St. N.W. • 2.30 PJl

BOSTON
IKO Scrooning loom

122 Arlinfton St. • 2:30 Pii

BUFFALO
Poromount Scroofliitf loom

464 Franklin St. • 2:00 P.M.

CHARLOHE
I 20th Contury-Fox Scrooninf loom

^
308 S. Church St. • 3:00 PJl

' CHICAGO
u Wornor Scrotning loom

1307 So. Woboth Avt. • 1:30 PJP

CINCINNATI
IKO Poloci Th. Scrttning loom

.l) Poloct Th. Bldg. E. 6th • 8:00 PJL

^ CLEVELAND
Wornor Scrmning loom

\ 2300 Poyno Avo. • 8:30 P.M.

' DALLAS

:|
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning loom

^ 1803 Wood St. • 2:00 P.M.

A DENVER
> I Poromount Scrmning Room

2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.

U DES MOINES
Ul Paramount Saooning Room
Vl 122S Nigh St. • 12:4S P.M.

DETROIT
Film Exfhongo Building

2310 Cost Avo. • 2:00 P.M^

INDIANAPOLIS
Univortol Scrooning loom

517 No. IllinoitSt. • 1:00 P.M.

^ JACKSONVILLE
I Florido Thootro Bldg. Sc. Rm.

r 128 E. Forsyth St. • 2:30 PJi

I KANSAS CITY

[

. 20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

f
}

1720 Wyondotto St. • 2:00 PJL

s LOS ANGELES
S Wornor Scrnning Room

;
' 2025 S. Vormont Avo. • 2:00 PJL

> MEMPHIS
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

151 Vonco Avo. * 2:00 PJL

MILWAUKEE
\ Wornor Thootro Scrooning loom

212 W. WiKonsin Avo. • 2:00 PJL

MINNEAPOLIS
Wornor Scrooning Room

1000 Currio Avo. • 2:00 P.M.

V NEW HAVEN
Wornor Thootro Projoction Room

70 Collogo St. • 2:00 P.M.

^ NEW ORLEANS
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

200 S. Liborty St. • 8:00 P.M.

NEW YORK
Homo Offico

321 W. 44th St. • 2:30 P.M.

OKLAHOMA
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

10 North Loo St. • 1:30 P.M.

OMAHA
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

1502 Dovonport St. • 1:00 PJL

PHILADELPHIA
Wornor Scrooning Room

230 No. 13th St. • 2:30 P.M.

PinSBURGH
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

1715 Blvd. of Allios • 1:30 P.M.

PORTLAND
Jowol Box Scrmning Room

(

1947
N.W. Koomov St • 2:00 P.M.

SALT LAKE
20th Contury-Fox Scrooning Room

216 Eost 1st South • 2:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Ropublk Piet. Scrooning Room

221 GoMon Goto Avo. • 1:30 P.M.

SEATTLE

Jowol Box Scrooning Room

2318 Socond Avo. • 10:30 A M.

ST. LOUIS
“

S'ronco Scrooning Room

3143 Olivo St. • 1:00 PJL

WASHINGTON
Wornor Thootro Ivildinf

13th I C Sti N W. • 10:30 AJL

GREATNESS

WARNER BROS.’ TRADE SHOW AUGUST 29 FOR

STARRING

i^WyAW’WAiNE'iRIllS’MTEI*^^^
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Pallafllum. London 1
stunts. Act Is cannily dressed up

I Pninee, Y
London, Aug. 16. !

.8‘ve a dramatic eflect, and is a Robert Sitters & White. Philhar-
j

Burns & Allen, Ben Blue, Frank solid click. jnonic Trio. Rigoletto Bros, with

Marlowe, Ben Yost Royal Guards ' Patti Page does okay with her Aimee 6’isters, Eddie Garr, Jack

i5), 3 Rudells, Count LeRoy, Jean, throaty versions of pop and novelty Powell, Sara Ann McCabe, Irving
:

Jack Si Judy, Alan Clive, Robert tunes. Blonde appeal helps, and Benson & Jack Mann, Pallenberg's

Harbin, Boy Foy. ' there's plenty of whistles from gal- Bears, Don Albert House Orch;
,

Series. Numbers are mostly on “Arctic Manhunt’* (U-I).
1

Biggest aggregation of American blues lines, opening vdth “The One
loni acts with native .

1 Love, then on to So In Love
talent, seven acts, with native

act. Boy Foy, practically an Ameri-
can standard, the only non-impor-
tee. Burns & Allen are the head-
liners and mop up.

With the majority of the bill
and Cabaret. Goody Good-Bye

! p^moosed of veteran acts the
Palace has whipped up a diverting

Joe Shirmer, a banjoist, went
through his routine at a fast tempo.

Wally Johl, personable youngster
with bass-baritone pipes, was sec-

ond to Wy.se for top honors with his

interp of “Riders in the Sky” and
“Some Enchanted Evening." Bill

is brought to a close by Ben fieri,

in tails, doing a juggling stint with
tennis balls, Indian clubs and tam-
bourines. Clicked with the cus-

tomers. Sahu.

octet of turns for its current ses-

sion. In keeping with the hou.se’s

Money, Marbles and Chalk,” an
audience participation novelty,

Foy. in a miscellany of juggling
° ‘

'
relatively modest budget there are

and balancing atop a unicycle, |

' . t voi., bracket names. However,
which would be an accomplishment

! . ,

late of the xaie generally nostalgic flavor of

on terra firma, gives show a speedy basketball team, proves there are layout appears to be a sure

start, with Robert Harbin, local plenty of accordion fans around, guarantee of success with the pre-

magico, continuing the gait to good Lan seems a bit awkward in ein- dominantly midde-age audiences
return.s. The 3 Rudells, initial ap- ceeing, but makes up the theatre has been drawing since

pearance here after provincial try- a hep exhibition of handling the i yaude’s revival here.

out, are first American click, ap- rniSr i

Eddie Garr’s mimicry evokes
pealing greatly with their clever than usual curtain raiser approval.

, His impressions of
# *«ek vwvl i A X^UM/v« I j ...2 ^ ^ ...... .......trampoline work interspersed with
good comedy. Act is ideally suited

for pantomime season, and seems
•et for lengthy run. '

Alan Clive, local mimer of Hol-
lywood and English filmstars, gives Jimmy Nelson, Carroll
touch of realism to takeoffs of Allan Sisters, Tucker &

National^ L’vllle
Lousiville, Aug. 19.

Rimmer Sisters, Howard Nichols,
Sisters,

varied singing styles are so-so, but
he gains momentum with a carbon
of Jimmy Durante and garners
heavy applause at the windup with
a “drunk” routine that’s a classic.

Artistry of drummer Jack Powell
also pleases. Working in hisGloria,

Danny Kaye and Tommy Trinder. The Sensationalists, Tiny Toniale’s
[

familiar blackface, he plays the
Ben Yost Royal Guards, here Orch <9); "Ladies’ Mari’’ (Par)

last year w'ith Martha Raye, un- and “Give Out Sisters’’ (U).
load an avalanche of operatic airs, i

Including a Victor Herbert medley
|

Current bill indicates that vaude
to top results.

sticks all over the stage and cli-

maxes by tattooing the frame of

a chair.
Concert style of soprano Sara

policy is becoming firmly estab- Ann McCabe is ®^®ctive for the

lished. Fact that at show caught After briskly openingBen Blue, a favorite here some
^

— ..tv rm, v v •»

15 years ago, has developed his audience was made up largely of
He now younger patrons, who gave the

'

seven-act bill a warm reception, is

a good barometer for the approach-

style since those days
gabs to some good laughs. His
other comedy antics comprise, with
the help of four stooges, a mind ing fall bills.

reading act good for plenty laughs,
as is his mock Russian ballet steps.

With some tightening up. Blue
should fit in in any revue or vaude-
ville bill here.

Rimmer Sisters, colored tap
team, set a fast pace in opening
slot, with fast rhythmic beats and

the stately blonde loses some head-

'

way with a difficult Irish number,
but bounces back with a Friml
medley. Irving Benson & Jack
Mann hold down the comedy slot.

Theirs is an innocuous line of chat-

ter that occasionally assumes a
slightly blue tinge. Team’s best

off to a solid hand, followed by ".^Vw',,e U... n..r.-
. Nichols, hoop juggler,

1 sfnglng cSml^ of . bygowOpening intermission, Jean. Jack who gets nice returns. i

oygone

& Judy, youthful comedy acros,
hold spot well and reveal some
nifty knockabout comedy to hefty
returns.

Frank Marlowe, playing quick
return, is fast becoming a favorite

gets i,n:c iriui us. 1 Register nicely.
Carroll Sisters, nitery turn, do

,

Rigoletto Bros, with the Aimee
nicely in ballet taps. Gals inter-

1

Sisters, in the trey, is a show in
sperse dance with flip-flops and the i itself. Brothers open with a bit of
like. prestidigitation with colored hand-
Jimmy NeLson, ventro, kept up kerchiefs. Follow with the bottle

irthi. h.ncl HTr.TrLciv* mnnH ' Set by previous acts. Nelson’s and glass switch, illusion. Also es-
at this house. His aggressive mood

J.p mouths some sly gags, 1 sayed are juggling, bell ringing

tomer^ ^and^^his^^m?^ fa^ls are Sll winds’ by singing while smok- ' and hand-to-hand balancing,
lomers, ana nis pii laiis are suii . „ ^ ki.* ...uv. i luiio oc Ho
good for laughs.

Count Le Roy, here after his suc-
cess in Harold Steinman’s “Skat-
ing Vanities” at Wembley Stadium,
socks ’em with dance impressions,
atop a pedestal, of Fred Astaire,
Gene Kelly and Bill Robinson,

ing a cigaret. Went over big with
i

Femmes have little to do aside
the kids.

j

from a toy soldier shuffle they ex-

Allan Sisters are pair of exotic
,

ecute on their haunches. Get okay
appearing blondes who sing in duet ,

returns.
„ i. .

harmony, and display plenty of vo- ' _ closing slot are Pallenberg s

cal savvy at the mike. Gals have Eears. Animals alternate in riding

full, deep throated voices, and har- ® up an incline, pushing a
’ monized well on “Old Gray Bon-

,

scoo^r and riding a bicycle. For
T^rnvinp nnp nf ihp hitf: nf thp pvp- niumzea well on vjia uray oon-

,

proving one Of the hits of the eve
a double version of “My ;

the blowoff, one of the mammals

X. Aii^« ..'Man.” “Some of These Days.” and pilots a motorcycle around the
Burns & Allen, back after 15

. p^her old faves then give out with ' stage. Novelty clicks, especially
pars, got an ovation on entry, and

^ j, rendition of “Whiffenpoof i

with the youngsters. Reviewed un-
iinmediately had the house in guf-

,
long” and ‘‘Dr? Bones.” !

der New Acts are Robert Sisters &
faws. Act IS a hodge-podge of in-

Ticker & Gloria follow with ^od Philhafmonica Trio,
consequential talk on local and

Tucker dishing out a mon.^i;ig^nri former turn opens the bill while

Palladium stage-doorkeeper Bert, after bringing on his femme part- ‘

who was in charge when couple ,

^ sesh of zany dancing,

made their first appearance here turn won solid applause.

In 1932. Stage goes in two, re- Closer, the Sensationalists, roller

vealing grand-piano, with Grade skatin.g trio, register with head
doing her famed “Concerto for In-
dex Finger.” Finally, team, assist-
ed by Ben Blue, goes into the “Col-
le-’o Holiday” film minuet for big
1? "'hs.

.-.urprise of the evening was the
sudden appearance of Jack Benny
and Jane Wyman, who were in-
veigled into coming on stage, with
Benny compelled to make a speech.

and floor spins. Threesome ap-
peared here in “Skating Vanities,”
and proved a sock finish for this
bill.

Biz good at last show', Friday
(19). Wied.

RKO9 BoNton
Boston, Aug. 20,

F»x« Kf. lAiuis
St. Louis, Aug. 16.

Gaynor & Ross, Lloyd & Susan
V/illis, O'Donnell & Blair, Jack
Gwynn & Co., Joe Shirmer, Wally
Johl, Ross Wrjse, Jr., & Peggy Wo-
inack, Ben Bert, Russ Daind Orch;
"Canadian Pacific" (20th}.

Apollo, IV. Y.
Billie Holiday, Machito band

(12) with Graziel, Bruce Moore;
Wong Sisters (2), The Angel, Ber-
ry Bros. (3), Pigmeat Markham &
Co.; "Hideout’’ (Rep),

Billie Holiday, making her first

N. Y. appearance in some time
due to legal snafus, is topliner of

the new layout at the Apollo. She
duplicates, if not tops, all previous
stands at this colored vauder.
Flanked by Machito’s Afro-Cuban
band, giving out with bebop vei>

sions of native tunes and other
items, and the sock session of the
Berry Bros, in their whirlwind
dance contribs, it looks like the
uptown vauder is in for a solid

session, both entertainment and
boxoffice-wise.

“Lady Day," as usual, doesn’t

let them down. Neatly-gowned and
niftily coiffed, the sultry song styl-

ist gives out with a solid song ses-

sion that has ’em begging for more.
Teeing off with medley comprising
“Lover Man," “Lover, Come Back
to Me," “My Man" and “All of

Me” for top reception, she follows
through with “Porgy” and “Strange
Fruit” for an undisputable hit and
begoff.

Berry Bros., strong faves here,

do equally well with their socky

I

dance session. Lads give them
everything in the book, solo-wise

!
and tandem, and top it all with
their slick aero cane tw'irling num-

i ber for a boff finish. Win many
recalls but guys are too knocked
out for an encore.

Machito band also registers high
on the applause decibels with its

I

bebop treatments of sambas,
: tangos and other fare. Compris-
! ing five reeds, four brasses, three

I

rhythm, bongo and maraccas trio,
I they give out solidly on “Tim-
bero,” “Tanga.” “Blen, Blen Blen”
and other tunes. Bruce Moore is

I

spotlighted on tenor sax for a cou-

I

pie of items that win good ap-

' plause, while Graziel, sister of the

j

maestro, gives lusty rendition of

1
“Oo Blaba Doo.” Combo gen-

,
erates plenty of excitement and

I

applause from the audience,

j

Wong Sisters, neat appearing
!
Chinese gals, score in their dance
and aero interlude. Pigmeat Mark-
ham & Co., house comics, tickle

the audience with their customary
blackout bit. The Angel, youthful
harmonicist, mouth-organs slick
arrangements of “I Got Rhythm”
and a blues number for neat re-

turns. Edba.

va^npia, xtiiami

DeCastro Sisters^!^) LurufLouretle «. ayvM. Lenny
Mayo Bros., Freddie Carlone
^ch; "01,1 From Jon»\"ZTn

Current layout is satisfyinn
the vaude addicts. for

Familiar to the stubholders arethe topliners the DeCastro Sisteiwhose Impact in a theatre seem.’more solid than in their recent iv!
pearances In local niteries

;of the "sophisticated”” "eomediS
I
are toned down. Their harmoniS
are blended in a smart mixture n#

i

Latin tunes, expected from thl
iCubano lassies, with versions n#

;

“Riders in the Sky” and a hmbllW
particularly effective

Offed to heavy palming.
Art Lund’s rugged looks and per.

.sonality hit for full mea.sure in ri
' turns, though his vocalistics are
on the average side.
Mayo Bros, are neat pace-setters

with their precision tappings on a
platform. Slick presentation winsthem solid applause. Laurette and
Clymas with their tongue-in-cheek
approach to ballroomology and

,

rack up the necessary amount of

I

giggles and mitts for neat returns
Lenny Bruce, comic, will do bet-

ter once he slows up on delivery
Lad has the material and talent to
develop rapidly.

Freddie Carlone orch backs show
capably. Lary.

New Acts
ROWENA ROLLINS
Comedy
10 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N. Y.

Rowena Rollins (ex-Masters &),
now in business for herself, stands
to make her mark as an eccentric
comedienne with probabilities that
maximum effectiveness will be in

I

vaudeville. Miss Rollins has col-

I

lected some good material, best of

I

which seems to be her impression
i of a stripteuse making a political

;
speech. Carryover from her act

with Johnny Masters is the impres-
sion of Mrs. FDR which is also a

laughgetter and her eccentric arm
movements similarly are in a comic
vein.

Miss Rollins, on show caught, ex-

hibited virtually her entire catalog

to fine results. A bit of judicious

cutting would provide more spark

to her act. Turn looms like a dur-

able item for the tourist set in

cafes and it’s broad enough to make
' a handy impression in the vaud-

filmers. Jose.

With the lighting of this mid-
town S.OOO-.seaier after lieing shut-

Jesse, James & Cornell, Grace I
House was sellout, and looks like ! Dn/.sdnle, The Fontaines, Doris to revive vaude in

attracting biz despite current heat- Patts & Mrs. Waterfall Kim Yen burg has begun and initial pro-

vave. Rege. > Soo & Co., Rochelle L Beebe, Jack
I

K. Leonard, Proskes’ Tigers;
‘Kazan’’ (Col).

Dallas
Dallas, Aug. 18.

The Roulettes (3), Bobby
Brandt, The Arnaut Bros. (3)
Ruth Petty, Dave Apollon & Co.
(3), 3 Swifts, Paul Haakon &
Stephanie; "Roughshod" iKKO).

ment. The huge house was virtu-
ally bulging for the first se.ssion
and a continuance of this kind of

^ . ui * *
patronage, with a 60c.-75c. scale.

Comparing favorably to the two is certain to insure vaude ’s relen-

Capifol, WaMh.
Washington, Aug. 18.

Dean Murphy, Patti Page, Tony
.

—
Lavelli, Peggy Taylor Trio; "Sand" Previous bills, this lineup has tion here.
(20th).

There’s an overdose of music in
current Capitol bill, which detracts
somewhat from usual variety and
pace offered here. However, since

enough variety to reach all types
of audiences for solid reaction.
However, bill runs a little too long
and could .stand tightening to make
it more sock.

It’s been such a long time .since
vaude has been presented here
that a new generation has grown
up but there was a large number

« „ 1

of oldsters who contributed heavy
Openers, Jessp, James & Cornell, Dalm Doundinc for evorv art thutijui-e uiiuruu nure. nowever, since nMUmtaU o

puuiiuin>; lor every aci mat

!^^si;;ner“ise%m.rukeu'i„’','l?rdT
wl'.'h'a'Vr'^f S'i!'*

and like It. Accent on music fs fial, ‘Vo'’r Vftv refuTn.‘"V%?rmarked by usual overture. Milt nJJednfr fnPnwc xJf/h 'V* P.*' Municipal
Slo.s.ser organ-sing fest and then

f^*^y®oale follows with some neat Theatre Assn s Forest Park the-

an accordiList and chantoLy To
toe off vaudebill. Rearrangement

Fontaines, two boys and a gal, chair-warmers with his pratt falls,

of acts would help.
score n^tly with ballroom dancing line of nifty chatter and zany stuff,

T ... *
... . ,

balancing. with his partner, Peggv Womack)ean Murphy, with his impres- Doris Patts & Mrs. Waterfall. In a tall, willowly gal who seemsTwiSsicn monolog, headlines layout and a corn stint of overworked gags, his size. Teeoff of Gaynor & Hos^^geU terrific reception. Murphy, a are not too impressive, although roller skaters, working on a dr^great fave of the late FDR, has a bow'off bit with Mrs. Waterfall cular platform startc^d the proV inning personality and a greater dowming through a Charle.ston rou- gram off on the right foot with therespect for, the celebs he mimics, tine registers okay. Kim Yen Roo Customers as they worked V athan most imltatore. His impres- & Co. bafHe the payees in a smooth dizzy pace with the gal beinS*mns gam, rather than lose in au- stint of magic, stunt of making whirled around Just inches aboUethenticity, by. the fact that he temme aides vanish and reappear 1 the platform,
strives for effects, rother than rll> is surefire. Ben Rochelle and

{

Lloyd and Susan Willis, comedybing his subjects Running line of Jane Beebe clown their way 'dancers, copped the mob’^okaJpatter ties it all t^ogether and adds through ballroom routines for fair ' with their routine which inclSdldihe comic touch with ^nstant
,
response. a nifty by Lloyd giving hU impreshlaughs and appreciation Sock ap- jack E. T.eonard. In next to clos- ' of tap dancing as it was dX 35peal of the Murphy routine lies in ing. got off to a slow start, but years ago. O’Donnell and Blair inhis final sequence with heavy, and captured stubholders with his im- the next slot, have a zany act instrongl.y sei^imental accent on the presh of Fred Astaire. Wound up which a phony seven-foot sax ex-no.stalgie. Deft as.sist from the pit

|
^fint badgering the nit hand for plodes, chairs fall apart, a boxing
’^.*^** Eill winds with an ex-

;

glove smacks O’Donnell in the pussof Wendell Wilkie. Churchill. Mrs.
1 citing hit by Proske’s Tigers, five when he tries to play a piano etcRoosevelt, and, finally, cats being nut through their naces I It’s fast stuff and the payees lovedFDR himself. Response is close to by the slight Proske, Bit of tea.s- it.

^ °

ing them with hunks of raw meat
| Jack Gwynne. magician has nn»J— A. A A. A. _« A - « _A A • •• ”

•how-stopping

Next best bet Is Peggy Taylor is a thriller. Attendants standinr’ novel stunt in his repertory biit all

*
nd her two male partners In a hv with drawn revolvers added - tricks clicked with the mob The
ashy 4icro-adagio act. Technique the tension. Solid biz at on^^er. , customers recalled Eddie Peabody

Is fine, with some truly dazzling' Elie. >* /ave here many years ago when

Vaudeville returned to Inter-
state’s Majestic and with it came
four packed houses. As early as
10 a.m. for a noon opening, crowds
.started lining at the b.o. to witness
the much heralded return of stage
shows.
Seven acts of well balanced

variety and a lively pit band ush-
ered in Dallas’ comeback. Like
other openings the country over,
the theatre was filled with old
vaude fans, theatre execs and
press.
The Roulettes, a roller trio, with

new spins and nifty background,
started the show off with interest
and encores. Bobby Brandt, young
tapsterer, followed with a few new
tapnastics and .somersaulting for
neat returns. Arnaut Bros, click
with their dual violin dance and
bird flirtation whi.stling bit.

Ruth Petty, blonde sung.stre.ss,
with nice audience appeal, contribs
neat vocal session topped by im-
pression of Sophie Tucker on
“Some of These Days." Dave
Apollon and his two young talented
assi.stants. La Verne Gustafson,
piani.st and Lois Bannerman, harp-
ist, score heavily. Gals contribs
are neatly received. Apollon’s
comedies and talking mandolin are
as sock as ever and won many
rounds of applause.
Three Swifts’ clever club jug-

gling, interspersed with comedy,
keeps things rolling for neat re-
turns.

Paul Haakon and Stephanie
Antle sock over combo of ballet,
adagio and modern dance Inter-
ludes dressed up with scenery for
nice response.
Hyman Charnlnsky batons the

pitcrew of 11 men and provides ex-
pert backgrounding of the acts.

Berg.

ROBERT SI§TERS (2) & WHITE
;

Dancing
6 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Three gals garbed in short, blue

dresses contrib varied terp routines

I atop a raised platform. Femnies

I

work in unison, in tandem and in-

;

dividually. Turn builds to a climax
' with two of the gals executing

acrobatic .somersaults.
Despite the obvious earnestness

ans spirit of the trio, the act has

an irritating sameness to it. A
' dash of comic patter midway
through the stepping might supply

the needed change of pace. With

further experience the Robert Sis-

,

ters & White loom as likely con-

tenders for most vaude and nitery

bookings. Gtlb.

PIIILHARMONICA TRIO
Harmonica Novelty

:
6 Mins,

j

Palace, N. Y.
Handling three numbers in tn*

' deuce spot here, the Philharmonica

Trio shapes up as a b€*lter-than-

average mouth organ turn. Three

males use one standard size instru-

i
ment and what appear to be two

;

oversize gadgets.

I

Particularly novel are their ar-

i

rangements of Liszt’s “Hungarian

! Rhapsody" and the “St. Louis

' Blues.” Boys sell their efforts well

I

and impress as suitable
^

I
for vaude and cafe |hTie tnai

! doe.sn’t call for too sophisticated a

;
turn. Glib.

RKO SHEVES PIC IN

SNARL WITH SHERIDAN
Hollywood, Aug. 21

RKO shelved “Carriage jn*

trance," proposed Ann Sherida

starrer, because of casting difficu*

ties. Studio declared actress w

re.sponsible for the cancellati

but she denied it. „
“I approved Robert Younj

Franchot Tone, John Lund »

Charles Boyer," she said, “but tnj^

all turned it down. Others P

posed by RKO were not acceptam*-

This is no reflection on them P

sonally or on their *hllitie»- .

simply felt they would be mi

in the role.’*
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On Ozooer Talks

Soii^ for 1st Runs
Chicago, Aug. 23.

Simmering hassle over drive-in

clearances in the Chicap area

fj^e to a boil this week when Tom
SicJonnell. attorney for the Jack-

ISi Park theatre, asked Ben Kal-

menson. Warner Bros, gperal

sties manager, for non-exclusive

ftrst-run product for the Twin

Drive-In. Latter ozoner, owned by

Thomas Flannery and Nat Varger,

now plays first subsequent-run

Drive-in recently bid for

WB’s “Look For The Silver Lin-

ing” but was turned down. Mc-
Connell now says he wants firstrun

and warned that if the drive-in i.s

not allowed to show product on

a non-exclusive basis, he would

take the matter to court. McCon-
nell repped the Jackson Park thea-

tre in its successful suit to revise

the Chi (listrib setup.

McConnell showed Kalmcnson
statistics proving that drive-ins

gross more revenue consistently

than any Loop house. He alleged

that an o/.oner with a 2,000 car
capacity, playing two or three
shows nightly at 60c per capita,

can earn up to $60,000 weekly on
a him.

In South Bend, Ind., equity
clearance action by the South Bend
Auto Drive-In, on which hearing
was held last week before Chi fed-

eral Judge Phillip Sullivan, Sey-
mour Simon, ozoner drive-in attor-

ney, asked for an injunction against
Balaban & Katz, operator of Col-
fax, Palace and Granada, which
have 30-day clearance over the
outcry.

Injunction a.sked that six B&K
employees be prohibited from tak-

ing down license numbers of pa-
trons’ cars, an action which the
lawyer said was injurious to busi-

ness and an “invasion of private
rights.” Opposing legalite, Sam
Block, maintained any person has
the right to copy such information
If he wished, and judge concurred
with that opinion, but did not pass
on the request, setting a hearing
before Judge John P. Barnes for

Aug. 29.

PllTURKS 2S

Chas. Skouras
Cuntinufd from pace 3

this a good will trip, but it’s known
that Spyros Skouras, 2()th’s prez. is

anxious to buy into likely foreign
theatres since the Federal decree
does not bar exhibition outside the
U. S. borders. Rank has some of
the choicest houses outside the
Western Hemisphere.

In dickering for foreign theatres,
Skouras is following a definite pat-
the crossing to join Rank in his
Scotland shv)Oting lodge for the
grouse .season. How’ever, it is re-
ported here that the main purpose
of the trip is to push discussions of
20th-F'ox’s campaign to acquire a

sizable intere.st in Rank's Odeon
chain of Canada as well as a»first-

run theatre in London.
With the anti-trust decision now

forcing 2()th to divorce its big U. S.

chain, proposals for the purchase
of a share in Ra.ik’s other overseas
tern. He is olTering both hard
American dollars and valuable
longterm franchises on 20th prod-
uct. Rank, it is said, considers
these franchises of considerable
importance in rounding out his
bookings with Yank pix.

‘Old Customers’
M Continued from page 5 ss

GAEL SUUIVAN AGAIN

ON A MILEAGE SPREE
Gael Sullivan, exec director of

the Theatre Owmers of America, i

who has blanketed the country
during bis first year in office, i.s

now vying to rack up another mile-

age record for his second year.

Close on his return from a Chicago
speaking engagement, TOAer is on
wheels for another swing..

Over the weekend he shoved off

for Jack.sonville for a guest appear-
ance before the Motion Picture Ex-
hibitors of Florida annual conven-
tion. From Jack.sonville, Sullivan

headed north for a confab today
(Wed.t with George Schoeneman.
U. S. Commissioner of Internal

Revenue. He is huddling Schoene-
man on tax rulings which refer to

drive-ins.

Sullivan then takes oflf for Chi-
cago to attend the industry p.r.

meet. He i.s due from Chi on the
Coast. Sept. 1, for prelim work on
the TO.\ convention. After thaj
conclave ends. Sullivan hies him-
self to St. Louis for the convention
of the Theatre Owners of St. Louis,
Eastem Mis.souri and Southern
Illinois.

Before heading again for New
York, exec director takes in the
TESM.\ conclave in Chi, Sept. 26.

ari.ses. our sales people are in-

structed to step in and divide the
product.”

U’s attitude is backed by a num-
ber of other distribs, checkup by
Variety discloses. Admittedly,
competitive selling has been in-

strumental in boosting rentals to
a certain extent. However, its

abuses, particularly that of over-
bidding are now coming to light in

view of the two years or so of ex-
perience behind distribs.

Attorneys for the majors incline
towards the view that the Federal
courts will uphold product-split-
ting when the inevitable test i.s

presented. The challenge is likely

to be presented by a big chain
peeved over the fact that its high-
er bid is ignored in favor of an
outright product split. Legalites
uphold the validity of the growing
practice with the contention that
splitting product is a form of dis-

tribution which keeps within the
law since it does not involve dis-

crimination.
If their contention stands up,

distribs beiieve that the “old cus-
tomer” can be protected and kept
in business without a head-on col-

lision with the anti-trust rulings.

Par’s Showcase
^ Continued from paae 3 s;

Col’s 4-Way Stretch To

Huey Long Pic’s Finale

Hollyw'ood, Aug. 23.

Columbia is puzzling over how
Jo wind up “All the King’s Men.”
we takeoiT on the life of the late
«uey Long. Representing some-
wing of a high in this respect,
nobert Ro.ssen, producer-director-
joriptcr of the film, has made and
« testing four possible endings.
Kossen relumed here after sneak
Pr^iewing the pic in New York.
One of the ent

®nck Crawford who plays the
part just being shot up

00 killed. Alternative folderoos
•nows

“

tempts

podrome reopens Aug. 31 under the
name of the Center with the Bing
Crosby starrer. “Top o’ the Morn-
ing” as the kickofT pic.

Hippodrome is one of the five

houses which Par took over when
the Greater Buffalo Amusement
chain, co-partnered with Loew’s
and Vincent McFaul, was broken
up earlier this year. Other big pix

booked for the house are Warner
Bros.’ “Task Force” and “Under
Capricorn.”

Ambitious remodeling plans are

set for the 11 hou.ses which Par ac-

quired in the di.ssolution of the

Comerford partnership. Work is

currently under way for these the-

atres. which are .scattered through

important Pennsylvania towns.

United Paramount will seek to

establish a Paramount theatre in

every major situation as a show-

case for the big chain. Par exec

said. With that plan in mind. Great

Lakes theatre. Buffalo, has had its

n.une changed to Paramount. New-
man in Kansas City, has also taken

on the Paramount label instead.

Skoiiras-McCloy
Conliniied from page 3 ^

Skouras flew back to Paris

Hold Cincy Exhib On
False Advertisinjf Rap

Cincinnati, Aug. 23.

A charge of fraudulent advertis-

ing of a picture title caused the

arrest last week of Jack Silver-

thorne, manager of the downtown
Strand theatre, operated by Tele-

news Theatres. Inc. It was pre-

ferred by John 1,.. Lamb, an inspec-
tor for the Ohio Division of Film
Censorship, on the claim .that the
picture adverti.sed as “Giris of the
Underw'orld ” was originally- cen-
sored in this state under the name
of "Law of the Tong.” It is the
first such case here.
Film disputed was shown Friday

tl9) with another reissue. “Proba-
tion.” an early Betty Grable re-

lease. Silverthorne said they were
supplied by Classic Pictures. 1600
Broadway. New York, together
with advertising material and post-

ers bearing those titles, and had
Ohio censor seals and numbers.
Scheduled for a four-day run. the
two pictures were replaced Satur-
day by two James Cagney oldies.

"Battling Hoofer” and “Great
Guy.” distributed by indie. Heel
Arts.

Silverthorne said that “Girls of

the Underworld,” under that title,

was shown two years ago at the
Strand and later at the Gayety.
downtown burle.sque-filmery.

No Near DoDar Conversion Due U.S.

Picture Companies From Germany

Crawford killed but at-

the audience sym-
the slain politico. Two

other ends wind
fore the
loave

the

actual
tio doubt

audience.

politico,

up the pic
a.ssa.s.sination

MARCO WOLFF SEES TV
j

ULTIMATE THEATRE AID'
St. Louis, Aug. 23.

Television in the long run will

be a great boon to theat reowners.

:

according to Marco Wolff, v.p. of

Fanchon & Marco. Inc., who was in
*

town last week to witness the re-

establishment of vaude at the Fox

theatre.

Wolff said he believed tuat with-

in five years many of the great tele

programs will be shown in theatres

and sponsored by them. Such pro-

grams, he said, would include

World Series games, world cham-
pionship boxing contests, basket-

ball tournaments and musical and
theatrical events. Mass financial

support from theatre audiences
would enable tele to make great

strides, Wolff stated.

He al.so said that a nationwide

group of 3,000 to 5,000 theatres

could support more lavish enter-

tainment than any one advertiser.

However, he pointed out, until that

time theatres will have to worry
about tele draining off their at-

tendance. As envisioned by Wolff,

theatre tele programs would be on

a special channel.
Commenting on vaude. Wolff .said

that if it “takes” in St. I.ouis is will

be extended to other F&M houses.

the

same day.
Twentieth prexy has been in

Europe and the Near East more

than nine weeks on a combined

business-vacation junket. During

his trip, he visited every 20th ex-

^ -. .... p.. ... .w.... change in tho.se areas and huddled
One of the endings depicts Brod-

,

with production veepee Darryl f

.

Zanuck. who is also in Europe now,

on plans for lensing pictures in all

parts of the world, \\ith 20th gen-

eral counsel Otto E. Koegel. who

returned to the U. S. last week, he

powv\owe(l with J. Arthur Rank on

a possible 50'

r

buy-in of Rank s

Odeon circuit in Canada. He also

arranged for the building of four

new 20lh theatres in Israel.

Sam Engel Not Sanguine

About Brit. Locationers

A location type film can only

be made in Britain with difficulty,

20th-Fox producer Sam Engel de-

clared upon his arrival in New
York last week on the Queen
Elizabeth. Fresh from guiding the

London locationer, “Night and the

City.” Engel said facilities there

were inadequate for such a proj-

ect.

Praising the British crews. En-

gel said they deserve full credit

for their willingness to work with

antiquated equipment. Slated for

a wrapup within four weeks. “City”

is having 70% of its footage shot

in and around London. Interiors

are being lensed at the Shepper-

ton studio where conditions are

“much better.”

Engel, who planed to the Coa.st

a few hours after his arrival, will

stay a month in Hollywood to sc.m

some five other projects he ha.s in

various stages of work. He then

returns to London for “City’s”

windup. Ilis upcoming slate in-

cludes “Jackpot.” due to roll in

October; “Scotland Yard.” another

London locationer, plus “Interna-

tional Police Story” which Leonard

Hoffman is now scripting.

With 23.000.00 marks ($6,900.-

000 1 due the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn, througli its operations
in Germany, there's no immediate
possibility of the organization’s

blocked earnings being converted
into dollars. However, the military

government is permitting the use
of frozen marks in the German
economy. That’s the American
film companies’ future remittance
situation, as seen by Arthur Mayer,
retiring chief of the Motion Pic-

ture Branch for the U. S. Military

Government in CJermany.
Citiitg 20th-Fox’s German loca-

tioner. "I Was a Male War Bride.”

as well as the company’s "Quar-
tered City.” currently shooting iii

Berlin, both of wiiich repre.sent

partial liquidation of the firm’s

marks. Mayer feels production of

these pix in western Germany cre-

ates a convenient precedent for

other majors. Meanwhile, be add-

ed. unless the ,\merican industry

shows some restraint, umlouiitt'cily

there will be some form of restric-

tion to prevent the Yanks from
flooding the market, which is

capable of absorbing only 300 films

annually.

Sees Market Flooded
On the basis of some 200 pix

that U. S. comi»anies have sub-

mitted over the jiast three months
|

to the Civil Affairs .Administration
|

of the U. S. Army for approval,

Mayer as.serted “there’s every in-

dication the market w ill be flooded i

when the majors start individual

distribution Jan. 1. Furthermore,
there are only 3,200 theatres avail-

able in the west zones to absorb

!

product as against the prewar 6,000

houses. Although native produc-

tion probably won’t top 30 features

this year, he said, other continental

product, as well as British films

will obviously comi>ete with U. S.

pix for German playing time.

Mayer looks askance at the Mili-

tary Government's action which
will relax all film controls as of

Sept. 15. He stres.sed that the only

rein occupation authorities will

have after that date on pictures

will be the right to stop any film

that’s “harmful to the prestige or

safely of the occupying forces.”

This, he feels, is an especially

“nebulous” phrase.

No Pre-Production Cen.soring

I nil the future, Mayer declared,

there will be no "pre-production”

censorship. However, he added
that the German industry is estab-

lishing its own “film self-control

office.” The MPE.A hasn’t joined,

he revealed, since it is .said to fear

a German “plot” that might bar

American product. On the other

hand. Metro has already submitted

films for tbe organization’s .seal.

It’s al.so understood that Universal

“unquestionably” would submit its

pix.

Analyzing the native industry

setup. Mayer said that under a

policy of splitting production, dis-

tribution and exhibition into three

separate divisions the distributor

bas emerged as very powerful, and
the producer is financially weak.
This arrangement, he emphasized,

i.s breaking down under its own
weight. Accordingly, legislation

was a.sked to permit film-makers

and distribs to own five showcases
apiece. However, they have been
granted only one. As an example
of how broke producers are, Mayer
pointed to a special fund .set up to

rediscount tbeir notes. But be-

fore processing, the bank must
have tbe approval of the Minister

of Economics. That, in effect, is

state control, the Army’s film chief

maintains.

in along with "unbiased" outsiders.

German film-makers reportedly
will greet favorably the imposur*
of this new control office, particu-
larly in respect to religions censor-
ship. Both German and foreign
producers have experienced consid-
erable dilTiculties in regard to
screening their product in t'atholic

Bavaria and other devout regions
in the past. In these .sectors, church
censors are virtual dictators of the
screen. Their rejection of a nicture
usually means a complete flop. By
pre-censoring pix through the new
board. German producers hone the
sectional censorship can be largely
eliminated.

Arthur Mayer Deplores

Israeli Exhib Payoffs
Fresh from a two-week tour of

Israel. ,\rlhur Mayer, retiring i hief

of the Motion Picture Br.inch

the U. S. Milit.iry Governtmmt in

Germain , said in New York Mon-
d.iy eJ’J' that he was stunned by
the heavy taxes and weight v film

rentals paid by Israeli exhibitor.s.

Pointing out that Tel Aviv has
some six fii*st-run situations, he
noted that from the average 8()o

admission the government slices a
48'’! bite, while theat remen gen-
erally pay a distrib 42”t of their

first wei'k’s gross.

Despite the talk of much theatre
building, Mayer declared that con-
struction costs are astromonically
high and labor’s wages are also fan-

tastic. With about .75 theatres
throughout the country, the exi.st-

ing houses have a total of approxi-
mately 37.()(M) seats. Roughly. 80%
of playing time is devoted to .Amer-

ican product. Native production
is negligible. Tbe former operator
of New A'ork’s Rialto theatre said

he was particularly amused at

Arabic, Hebrew and English titles,

which roll haphazardly across the
frames of every print.

Sue Majors, NSS For

$450,000, Charj^e Trust
Philadelphia, Aug. 23.

A suit for treble damages of
$450,000 was filed in U. S. district

court here last Thurs. (18> by
Charles Lawlor and Mitchell
Pantzer, operating the Independent
Poster Exchange here, charging
violation of the Sherman and Clay-
ton anti-trust acts, against the Na-
tional Screen Service Corp. and
13 major Hollywood film firms.

National Screen and the pic
companies are accused of attempt-
ing to squeeze the local pic-poster
distributing agency out of business.
The suit, for which no hearing

date bas been set. named as co-
defendants with National Screen:
C'olumbia, Eagle Lion F'ilm Clas-
sics, Loew’s, Inc., Moi ugram, Para-
mount. Republic. RKO-Radio, 20th
Century-Fox, United Artists, Uni-
versal, Warners and Metro.

According to tbe complaint. Na-
tional Screen has been made ex-
clusive agent for the 13 picture
companies for the rental of posters
and other ad matter concerning
pictures to exhibitors throughout
the country. The plaintiff.s say
they have been renting their sup-
plies from National Screen since
1943. to distribute to customers of
the exchange.

be-
but

of his fate with

Jersey Allied^s Slate
Top-brass of National Allied will

show up at the New Jersey Allied

convention, set for, Atlantic City.

Sept. 12-14. V

Among Allied biggies attending

will be board chairman Abram F.

Myers; William Ainsworth, prez;

Benjamin Berger. North Central

Allied Head, and Lauritz Garman.

president of Motion Picture Thea-

tre Owners of Maryland.

‘Johnston Office’ for Germany
Frankfurt, Aug. 23.

Plans for setting up a Johnston-
office type German film cen.sorship

organization are nearing a definite

form. Project will be tagged “Film
Selbstcontrolle Amt” or “Film Self-

control Office.” It will exercise

censorship over all foreign and
domestic films reaching German
screens. However, it will be con-
ducted on a voluntary basis with
no producers forced to submit
their pix to this body.

Organization has been approved
by Military Government authori-
ties -and will probably succeed the
Information .Services Division (ISDi
as the west’s censorship body. ISI)

disbands Sept. 15. Local equivalent
of the Johnston office will he com-
posed of representatives of the in-

dustry and possibly some observers
from the newly-formed west Ger-
man government. It’s likely that

< some church censors will also sit

Allvine’s N.Y. State Pix
Glen Allvine, former New' York

press chief for the Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of America, and now
director of the motion picture unit
of the New York State Dept, of
Commerce, is making a scries of
shorts about the state. They’re all

being edited in a I'V and a 16in
version.

Allvine was in Palmyra, N. Y.,

last week directing the shooting of
a pageant annually held there
commemorating the start of the
Mormom trek to Salt Lake City.

He’s also winding up editing now
of “H20 and Why,” a threc-recler
showing the water resources of
New York.

Flyers’ Guidance Pic

San Antonio. Aug. 23.

The career-guidance program
conducted for airmen at Lackland
Air Force Base will be a feature
of a film to be released this year
by American F'ilm Producers.

Pic will portray phases of tech-
nical training being conducted by
the Air Force.
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n AT ALL THESE THEATRES
. Greater New York and New Jersey

Showing at your own Neighborhood Theatre!

J MANHATTAN
BROOKLYN

BRONX

WESTCHESTER

TERRY MOORE • BEN JOHNSON
nd ROBERT ARMSTRONG with FRANK McHUGH
Directed by ERNEST B. SCHOED5ACK

NEW JERSEY

STATEN ISLAND

Giant Gorilla Becomes

Powder-Keg Pet of i

Might-Club Society^^

MiRIAM COOPER’S
AMAZING ADVKMTURE fT

IN THE UMUSUALL IJ

* RKO ALBEE TtJmy tkn Fvtidsf
fvlton t 0«Ko/b

HKO WiATRlS

DYKER I
PROSPEa I 'J"?*
TiLYOU I
ORPHEUM > THRU
MADISON I jMAu
•USMWICK

I
*

.

GREENPOINT I "yY'
REPUBLIC J 29tk

LYRIC Am- i* tkn SOfh

SELWYN A«f. II thr« S$pt. *

MUOOFf S BICKIH CIRCUIT
* Bth ST. PLAYHOUSE Stpt. J tkr^ A MANDFOUCi CIRCUIT

AMBASSADOR
EMBASSY
MARBORO

'I

STADIUM I

STONE I
‘

WALKER J
SAVOY Am
CONGRESS 1
SUPREME /

AKO TNfATRfS

TORDHAM
CHESTER
FRANKLIN
ROYAL
PELHAM
CASTLE HILL

MARBLE HILL

J A J THtAniS
LUXOR
EARL

SKOURAS TNfATRfS

r£R MOST nwjgc,

LIS £TW Picrww-

Baby

RRO THEATRES

KEITH'S, flushing ^ M
KEITH'S, Richmond Hill I A
STRAND, far Rocirowoy

|
tl

ALDEN, Jamaka 3 A

SKOUMAS THtATHtS
ASTORIA, Atlorio

RIVOLI, Hampitaad
BOULEVARD, Jackson M ghts
MIDWAY, forastHills \
PLAYHOUSE, Cr«ol Hack f
COVE, Gian Cava 1
BEACON, Pori Washington f

TUXEDO
CROTONA
PARK PLATA 0 ow-

^ riqblB capttt»« by

O Intn and ho.»a»l

O nf^M club Biaf

!

strongest men!

©IsrasT
O Blps Iton aoon,

sleet ban!

O Wiacke
nlqhl el«b!

^ Dane*

RKO THEATRES

Pr©cf©r't, MT. VERNON 1 WEB.
Pr©<l©r'», NEW ROCHELLE I AV«. 14
Koilh't, WHITE PUINS

|
thro MOM.

Proctor's, YONKERS J AUO. tftk

SKOUMAS TNfATRfS

VICTORIA, Ossining Aof. 14 iknt S/tk
CAPITOL, Port Chastar Aag. 14 tkra Sftk
BRONXVILLE, Sronavilla Sapt. 4 A Stk

PUBUX ClMCUn
* PARAMOUNT, Paakskill Aag. 14-l/tk

MUBLIX CIRCUIT
tt BARDAVON, Powgltliccpii© Aag. S4-SB
PARAMOUNT, Middlatewn Aag. 14 - 1/

* BABYLON, Babylon 1 Torfoy tkio

* AMITYVILLE, Amityuilla I Taasday
* SAYVILLE. Sayvilla Aag. tS tkra S7lk
» SMITHTOWN, Smithtown ^
* LINDENHURST, LIndanhurst I

« ISLIP, liJip
I 4,g.

* SAG HARBOR, $O0 Harbor > aad
* SUFFOLK, Mivarhaad I i/tk

« WESTHAMPTON, I

W#it Hampton Baach
* NORTHPORT, Northpart Aag. SB A tftk

* ISLAND, fait Islip \Sapt. tad

* ROCKLAND, Nyock i ^R MOADWAYp Hovgrsfronr > *5*
.

* LAFAYETTE, SuMam J

FABIAN CIRCUIT

* STRAND, Port Vcrvii Aof. 15 tkra f/tfc

o/io et
*

* ACADEMY, Li’barty \ Aag. tS
* BROADWAY. Monticallo / tkra tftk

Lioogrr-FLOMiN circuit

* DOVER, Dover Plains | . ..

* MILLERTON, Millarton !
"

* PINE PLAINS, Pino Plo.n. J

tt RITZ, Nawburgh Aag. 24 tkro 2ftk

ST. CLOUD CIRCUIT

« AMENIA, Amania Aag. 24 A tTlk

also ot'» RITZ, Whita Laka Aag. 24 A 27

O Daltet
machine gtt»»*

/TV itascueB children

® from the big blaa

# CENTER, Cgnfgr Mofichgi I Jrrf

* COMMUNITY, Fira lsland\, , , .

KINGS PARK. Kings Porkr*^
'

XtNTUMY ClMCUir

LYNBROOK, lynbrook—Aag. 24 tkra tttk

OUEENS, Owooni Villaga 1 Aag. 24

GROVE, frooport > tkra

SUNNYSIDE, Woadsida • tftk :

« HUNTINGTON, >Aof. 2« A tftk

Huntington Station V
RANDPORCf CIRCUIT

LEFFERTS, Miehmond Hill t # „* « « a.L
MASPnM, Moipoth /

* •'*

RUOOPP a BfCKIR CIRCUIT

LAUREL, long Booch—Aof. 24 tkra t/tk

uooirr-FLOMiN ClMCUir

B LYRIC, Oyitor Boy— Sogt. 4 A 5th

also at

PARK, RocLowoy Pork Aof. Sl-Sapt. Srd

Technical Creator — Willis O'Brien
Screen Play by Ruth Rote
Distributed by RKO Radi© Pictures

An Arlie Production /x

MAUREEN O’HARA MELVYN DOUGLAS
A A E E A A AEP^^E* g ' g n ana a a ^ ^ ^

Featyf0 >

At All Thocitros ixcopt

: Those MorkcKf * y

GLORIA GRAHAME- BILL WILLIAMS

A' Woman'S Sunjet
PROCTOR'S, Nawork \ Aag. 24

STATE, Naw"trunswick / tkra 20th

ST, CLOUD ClMCUir

* NEWTON, Newton Today tkra Wad.
* HUNTERDON, flaminglon Aag. 24-24th
* STRAND, Hackattstown Aag. tS A Utk
» BELVEDERE, Be/vederoY
« ROYS, Blairstown I tAeg. 24'

* BARN, Prenchtown | ood 27th

t. T. t. CIRCUIT

e RIVOLI, Belmor
* COLONIAL, Seoitde Pork
* ARNOLD, Point Plaasant
«• STRAND, Saasida Pork |
* RITZ, Spring laka >
* lAVAlETTE, lovo/efte I
* RIALTO, Balmar 1

4*" COMMUNITY, Morristown 1 Aeg. 25
4t MAJESTIC, Parth Amboy j tkra tls

* CARLTON. Red Bonk
|

* PARAMOUNT, long Branch J .V*'
« STRAND, fraahold J

"

SNAPIM ClMCUir

STRAND, Kayport—Aag. 24 tkra t/tk

« BAKER, Dover Aof. 24 tkra 27th

« MONTAUK, Poiioic 1 Aag. tS
* FABIAN, Poterion J thro tist

FABIAN CIRCUIT

PARAMOUNT, Stop/eten-AM- tS-tftk

RITZ, Part Miehmond—Aag. tl~Sapt. Sri
also at STATE, Boonton Aog. SB thro SOtk * GROVE, Point Plaasant

This Ad reproduced same

she os it ran in New York,

Brooklyn and New Jersey

newspapers.
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Clips from Film Row

NEW YORK 40th wedding anni with

Cotton ^Jant ‘brSne^^
Charlie Rubenstein. independent

man.
® ® " t‘}‘'t‘uit owner, won Northwest Va-

manager for company riety club’s annual golf tourna-
Four divisional coordinators nient for second successive year.

were najned
m”,nappes'

Central Allied asserts re-

Fox’s 18-week branch managers ceipt of more complaints about al-
testimonial sales leged forcing of pictures,

starts Sunday (28). At meetings Maxwell Shane in this area look-
held in the company s U. and ing for typical smalltown high
Canadian school where he can film location
southern sales chief Paul S. Wil- footage for "Hickorv Stick.”

son received the nod to head up Harold Fields, circuit owner, va-
the southern division in the diive, cationing in Colorado mountains
assistant western sales manager m. A. Levy, 20th-Fox branch
Bryant D. (Buck) Stoner, will head manager, on job again after hos-

up the west; Cincinnati branch pital siege.

manager Joseph B. Rosen will Arthur C. Bean, former Lakota,
handle the central division, and N. D., exhibitor, awarded lease on
Joseph C. Clair, assistant to divi- the 1,142-seater built by the Gov-
sion chief Martin Moskowitz, will ernment at Riverdale, N. D., on
supervise the Yankee division. Co- the Garrison damsite. Under the

ordinators for the New England, ' lease Bean agreed to present a

mideastern, midwestern and Can- ,
minimum of 17 pictures a week

adian divisions are to be named ' and to take over the government’s

this week. '
contracts calling for high per-

Metro’s second executive train- centage terms.
^ .

ing course starts Sept. 19 at com- t**™ Cla.ssics gets booking for

pany’i homeoffice with six from the

field getting indoctrination. Course

will last six weeks and include lec-
, , xt j i j

tures by the theatre, ad-pub, sales '

,
James Nederlander. manager of

and foreign wings. Those tapped j
asked

are Connie Carpou, William Mad- distributors for a 28-day run for

den C. E. Prince. Max Shabason, He would show pix be-

Wo^row W. Sherrill and Harold stageshow dates.

Zeltner. Five of the six who took Associate, biggest of

the first course have since been ’

Air Force Col. Phillip
vi.sited Randolph Air
near San Antonio to see
be used as site for an
He is now acting as

for RKO on “Jet

plans to build a new 1,000-seater
there.

Former
Cochrane,
force Base
if it could
RKO pic.

technical advi.soi
Pilot."

One downtown and 13 Interstate
nabe hou.ses are olTering kid shows
each Saturday morning.

Charlie Mazurek. treasurer of
Palace in San Antonio, resigned to
join the Navy.

Feasibility of a curfew law' in
San Antonio to keep young people
off the streets late at night is slat-
ed for discussion at police depart-
ment juvenile office.

T. L. Richey sold his Ritz at
Linden to H. C. Lower.

Drive-Ins Pace Chi B.O.
Continued from pae* C ^

in both local and St.
RKO-Orpheum theatres via
Boundaries.”

Paul
‘‘Lost

KANSAS CITY
Fox Midwest host la.st w’eek to

members of Navy’s "Hurricane”
i

troupe, now touring country, at a
luncheon in Muehlebach hotel.

|

Ted Grant, formerly manager of
the K. C. house for Durwood cir-

j

cult, hack as homeoffice booker. I

Bob Hynes, long ad manager for
circuit in St. Joseph now city man-
ager there.

upped.
which has been boycotting Para-

Hjirrv H Walders resigned as >

mount in effect since its organize-

ItlCO'T^leveland branch manager about two years ago. but it

Stive^^ Mond".? al" JaSc Be*™: !

couidn t pass up ^orrowf^ Jones"

dein. Toronto branch manager, re- !

tor its Twin City members,

places him, with Jack Labow, To- a means of combatting spread

ronto salesman, moving up to man
ager

WILLIAMSBURG, VA.
Thomas M, Halligan named gen-

eral manager of Williamsburg the-

atre. With the house 15 years, he
itarted as usher.

of double featuring in local neigh-
borhood houses. North Central Al-
lied is planning to use its Influence
to have distributors set back clear-
ance substantially w'hen their pic-
tures are twin billed.

ALBANY

DETROIT
The Michigan, 4,000-seater, cele-

brates 23d anniversary Friday (19*.

United Detroit Theatre went
all out on bally recently. Un-
der publicity director Alice Gor-
ham’s direction, television show
was built around paper mache
model of Joe Young, gorilla hero
of “Mighty Joe Young.” Circuit’s
Michigan tossed big anniversary
party complete with cake-cutting,
contests and lobby displays. To
bally “Black Magic” at United Art-
ists. UD brought in hypnotist Eu-
gene Bernstein for lobby pitch.

ST. LOUIS
Jablonow-Komm Theatres, Inc.,

St. Louis, purchased 150-acre tract
between East St. Louis and Collins-
ville. 111., for a 1.000 car drive-in.

Carl Harte, formerly booker for
' Edwards and Plumlee Circuit

Warners in Charlotte, N. C., ap-
1
readying their new Ozark, Eldon,

pointed head booker and office 1 Mo., replaces house destroyed by
manager for company here, sue-

' fire last February,
ceeds Raymond Powers, resigned H. Paul Stroud sold bis Interest

after 15 years. • in World Theatrical Enterprises,
Charles Rossi operator of Para- owner of World theatre here, and

mount at Schroon Lake, and two
^

a drive-ia at West Quincy, 111, He
others were injured in a two-car has company that manufactures
collision near that village. All speakers for drive-ins.

three are reported as not seriously The Cape, new 500-car drive-in
injured. near Cape Girardeau, Mo., muni-

i cipal airport, lighted.

pUlp 1 Vaude acts have been added at
' Harrisburg. 111., drive-in operated

Town theatre. Highland, Ind., by Olen J. Ingram and Associates.
two miles south of Hammond, Ind.

bombed last week. House is op- PA I PARY A1 TA
crated by Kenneth Dickinson, who „ ! Vl* .i

refused to continue using two pro-! Roy Chown. manager of Strand

jectionists of Local 133, Hammond, here and secretary of Alberta Assn.

Ind. after union asked for wage .

Motion Picture Exhibitors, re-

increase of 22c an hour for each > signed as chief accountant foi Cai-

man. i g‘''*’y Stampede office after 21

^ Bill Galligan, former manager of !

years.

Esquire, opens his own theatre,
' ^

Glen, in Glen Ellyn, 111.
|

DENVER
attorney. Annual golf tournament and pic-

took over Moonlite Outdoor thea- Rocky Mountain Screen club
ire Hammond. Ind.

I set for Aug. 31 at Park Hill Coun-
Morton Lang, assi.stant manager

|,.y

Norman Probstein. owner of
executive head of the Northside bo^,ght Alpine and Grand
lelenews, set to open Sept. 10. i Larry Sandler. Tom Ahrents

I will be city manager and manage

I
' branch

building at 415 Third “Vloyd W. Beutler and J. P.

Brandenburg, owners Taos. Taos.

N. M.. bought land for $75,000

drive-in there.

Claude Newell. Metro booker,

quit to run a filling station; John
Rolicrts. assistant, moves up.

SEATTLE
R. O. Wilson, manager of Lip-

pert Productions’ Portland ex-

change, will manage the company’s
Seattle exchange, succeeding Mort
Bramson.

Fire recently destroyed the Cari-
bou at Brewster, Wash., but the
next day bulldozers started to

clear land for rebuilding. Owner
and operator of house is Jerry
Davis.

Street, N. W., in film row’ sector.
Building will be two-story brick
structure.

CHARLOTTE

MEMPHIS
B^'wers, general manager of

Allied Indie Theatre owners of
j”®''iphis and Mid.south. resigned
^11 week to become manager of 1 Special meeting of Drive-In
«®]!]™Phis’ Zer-Mac Theatre Co. Theatre Owners’ Assn, considered

Rn
to be handled by ' litigation fund and an increase

r?^®*** are Lamar, Capitol and in association membership. Mrs.

T m Hazel Graves was elected secretary

Ina T-
Hinford’s green light- of the organization..

‘J*
of Home of Brave” has

Memphis’ Film Row still buzzing. DALLAS
Ambitious plans to provide

PITTSBURGH
Alex Blair named manager of

Shadyside, succeeding late Dave
Broudy. He was assistant at that

house when first opened but lately

was piloting Manos, Indiana, Pa.
James Carey, who got start as

usher here at Penn, promoted from
manager of Majestic. Evansville.

Ind., to Loew’s, circuit’s No, 1

house in that city.

Bob Coyle, veteran Charleroi ex-

hibitor. will be joined in operation
of Coyle by his son. Robert Coyle,
following latter’s graduation from
University of Miami next month.
Young Coyle is Nav>’ veteran.

Stanley Duclelson. who quit sales

berth with RKO here for job with
Republic, switched at la.st minute
to his old company in Detroit. He
gets the Grand Rapids territory.

Harry Hendel, who owns New
Granada; James Nash, former UA
salesmen, and Bert Steam and
Harry Long. Cooperative Theatre
chiefs, launching string of drive-

ins in this district.

“Mystery” surrounding purchase
of the Senator here cleared up
when discovered that Sam Leff, lo-

cal hotelman, bought property
from Federal Re.serve Bank for

about $350,000. Fir.st reported the

new owners were a N. Y. syndicate
interested in converting hou.se into

a legiter. Senator now occupied by
Harris Amus. Co. has been u.sed as

moveover house. While Leff is be-

lieved to have bought the house for

quick re-.sale. understood now he
w'ill li.sten to leasing arrangement.

and Hollywood, it might be a dif-

ferent story.
I

Drive-ins have cut in on regular
film biz in this area in a big way.
At pre.sent there are .seven drive-
ins in the f'alls City area with one
A-building just across the Ohio
River from Louisville.

Drive-ins have the same clear-

ance as in-town subsequents. and
some are playing an occasional
first-run. In most cases, however,
these have been turned down by
the downtown hou.ses as weak b.o.

fare. Of course the drive-in opera-
tors have to pay more money for

the firstruns. Percentage terms are
the rule with drive-ins. Most drive-

ins in this area are of standard-
type construction. Operators bend
over backwards to give the pa-

trons service, having attendants
wipe off the windshield for better
vision, and distributing printed
programs.

No new construction is under
way in this area. However, hou.ses

undergo a modernization about
every 10 years, and alterations

have been made in most of the
first-runs, as well as nabes in the
past year. One house, the Or-
pheum, has been completely re-

built, renamed the Rodeo, and the
entire decor is western. Plans in-

clude a double screen and house
now boasts a restaurant and con-
cession stand in connection with
the theatre. Ushers, ticket .sellers,

attendants, etc., are garbed in cow-
boy togs, and film fare Is entirely

western stuff.

.
Still Dualinr

Pics are running about the same

as a year ago, with double features

still the rule. Occasional strong
films are single-billed. Customers
want ’em, and in spite of surveys,
etc., and comments of some vocal
complainants and letters to the edi-

tor, thats what they will get. ac-

cording to the exhibitors.

Admission prices have been
static for some time, and no move-
ment is on foot to change them,
one way or the other, llowever,
there is a strong movement on the
part of exhibitors to have the state

}

tax removed in Kentucky. Exhibl-
I
tors are buttonholing every legis-

lator and candidate for political of-

I
fice, to learn how he stands on the

' question of admission tax removal,
in an effort to have him commit

j himself on the subject. A special
I rep has been engaged to work in

i

Frankfort, state capitol, in the in-

I

terest of the theatre owners.

: No theatres have shuLtered for

j

summertime. With declining gro.ss-

I

es. there has been increa.sed inten-

sity of exploitation. Exhibitors are
' out hustling now', whereas during
war days customers bought any-
thing on the screen. Now they
don’t overlook any peg to promote
biz. and get ’em in the house.

[

Status of competition from out-
' door sports and other competing
forms of amu.sement in the sum-
mer months is normal. Summer
shows at Iroquois Amphitheatre
offer plenty of competish to the
downtown hou.ses. National, Louis-
ville’s only live talent house, has
been holding the line for the vaude

I policy all summer. While biz has
‘ not been too forte, house is at

least establishing a policy and
holding to it firmly, which should

. be in its favor when the fall up-
' swing starts.

in Butte
percent-
Bob An-
on mor-
on tlie

Action

half completed new 1 ,25()-seater in

the $41)0.000 bracket. Future tide-

installation is provided for in this

house.

Concession biz is bettor
than at other F-I stands,
tage-wiae. City manager
derson comments: "Sales
chandi.se are predicated
type program presented,
and comedy pictures bring in the
greatest conce.ssion business.” Can-
dy stands are growing; mass mer-
cliandising is the sales secret of
candy selling. Snack time is pi-o-

grammed—‘Three minute inter-
mission for refreshments.”

Comedies, westerns, musicals
are one-two-three in customer ac-
ceptance. Heavy drama is the tail-

ender. Double features are the
rule in all situations except in
the case of extra-potent features
which can stand alone — with
shorts—in first-run hou.ses.

Indpis. B. 0. Slides 30%
But Pickup Due in Fall

IndianapolLs, Aug. 23.

Note of optimism dominates
thinking of exhibs in this area, de-
spite some rough going this sum-
mer. Biz has been at a postwar
low In most situations, but they se«
better days ahead on account of im-
proved product in line for lat*
summer and early fall release.

is no serious talk of
in admission scales at
Film men feel the mar-
bear an uppance at pres-
prices, particularly in

considered lower
be, so no cutting

There
changes
present,
ket won’t
ent and
Indianapolis, are
than they should

that
their

probably
theatres

this area are

u!,® to sock week with

in
Negro fans standing

2^*”® for hours to get a seat in variety of film entertainment for

®®®f segregated section in the Latin-Americans who will harve^
I annual cotton crop in south

i Texas is being made by Wallace

Blankenship Theatres. S. J. Ney-

land. circuit office manager, saysMinneapolis
i

of Sin" and "Nino Girls nrcollaiions are under way here

riin”^
io Grand for indefinite with A/li'ca Films and Clasa-

“2.- Mohme to get 15 feature pix from

(lou/nt«^^^^2' I'Pi'rator of World, each. ... .u
to

firstrun. in California (bifdoor Starlight theatre on the
•ook over drive-in interests. $2,()()().(M)() (lalve.ston Pleasure 1 ler

Sained Ronkelman. Universal forced to close because of damages
'esnian. bedded by flu. suffered from heavy wind which

Denri 4l'f
*'®?®doff. long an Inde- carried part of screen tower away..

exhibitor here and now Cole f ircuit annooneed that re-
ner of Washington. Los Angeles moder ir'ation tob vt-uMs soon on
® Bouse, here with wife to cele- . Grand at Yoakum. Circuit also

PHILADELPHIA
W’arners’ State, key nabe house

in West Philly, goes under the Wil-

liam Goldman banner .Aug. 29.

Gives the Goldman chain its largest

key run neighborhood. Goldman
plans to make the State a first-run.

day-date with downtown, and may
increa.se the seating capacity from
2,000 to 3.000. State will continue

its present clearance at first but

Goldman has notified the ex-

changes that the house expects to

become first-run operation.

LOS ANGELES
Favorite Films Exchange. Tnc..

takes over distribution of all Real-

art releases in South«‘rn California;

Were foimerly handled in this sec-

tor by Screen Guild.
In deal handled by Realart Pic-

tures’ veepee Budd Rogers, com-
pany’s local franchise was sold to

Irving Levin and Charles Kranz.

Franchise formerly was jointly

owned by Jack Broder and Sam
Decker.

Butte. Montana, Biz

Off 10% in 6 Months
Butte, Mont., Aug. 23.

Picture business in this town
of 42.000 dropped off approximate-
ly 10^’t six months ago, below the
previous six months, and business
has remained about the same.

Fox-Intermountain operates five

houses here, two first-runs and two
.subsequents; fifth hou.se is dark
except for rentals, roadshows, con-
certs. subscription entertainment
or athletic events.

Televi.sion and drive-ins are non-
existent here. In other parts of
the slate, nine drive-ins have been
built in the last two years. Those
now operating have been success-
ful despite Montana weather, which
is close to nine months winter in

the northern part. (Butte had 97
days below zero, with many days
of 5-10 above, average being 3fi 7>.

Two new ones are in the rumor
stage, one In Bozeman, another by
a Butte nabe businessmen’s assn.
No local theatre^ ronstruction.

University town. Missoula, has new
icabe, and Foif-Intermountain has

is in sight.

Business as of now is averaging

about 30% less than a year
ago. The slump this summer ha^
been more than seasonal. Polio,
which has reached the epidemic
stage in parts of the state, is def-
initely a strong factor. Equally
potent is the outdoor competition,
which has reached an all-time
high in 1949.' Actually, grosses
are not down more than about 15*'f)

from a year ago, but increased co.st

of doing business makes up the
difference.

The drive-ins have been doing
very well this year, where they are
not overbuilt. But the tendency
to overbuild is strong in the better
locations. Two new drive-ins are
under construction in Indianapolis
right now, and plans for two more
have been announced. There would
have been others in operation, but
zoning restrictions headed them off.

Most theatre men feel the drive-
ins are not a major factor in the
slump at regular houses. They fig-

ure the drive-ins get a family,
shirt-sleeve crowd
wouldn’t come to
anyway.

All drive-ins in

playing some percentage films now.
In the northern part of the state,

they frequently bid successfully for
firstrun. In most cases, however,
they play 7 to 14 days after fir.st

run downtown. Television is not
big enough to be an important fac-

tor in the picture here yet,

although the situation may change
within the next few months.

One new de luxe nabe house,
the Arlington, first built here In

more than 10 years, will open
about Sept. 20. A number of new
theatres, particularly in suburban
areas, are in the talk stage. High
costs are still a deterrent. But a
great deal of work has been done,
and is continuing, to fix up stand-
ing houses.

The relation of the candy and
conce.ssion* biz to admission take
has not varied greatly, although
exhibs now are putting greater
emphasis on it. Loew’s, which for-

merly forbade popcorn in the
house, now sells it In the main lob-

by. The candy and concession
take averages about 40^r of the
total, varying with pix grosses.

Outside of three counties in which
all theatres have been closed by
authorities due to the polio hyste-

ria. no important theatres operat-
ing a year ago are shuttered to-

day.

Exploitation definitely has In-

creased In recent months. .As one
exhib put it, they’re "getting the
idea they have to be theatre men
again.” To wliat extent this ac-

tivity pays off at the boxoffice, no-

body can say for sure; but most
progressive exhibs are satisfied

biz would have been worse without
it.
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No Sidetracking Finneran
Continued from page 1

strong comment in this

iTek’s Ulletin of the Associated

Jheatre Owners of Indiana, made

virtually certain that the con-

^•ftversial proposal by Joseph P.

vinneran Columbus, Ind., exhib,

would be a major point of .ssue

the convention flooi.

plan calls for disciplm-

,nrof Hollywood people who bring

discredit on the industry by thoir

induct, in extreme cases
their
they

unuld be virtually read out of hln^'* and Jack Kirsch.VOUiu u
a ctiiHin hlnrk- . .

day <30-31). Since each of the 14
participating groups w’as called
upon to determine the size of its
own delegation it’s expected that
additional names will be added
before the end of the week.
Those who have so far indicated

their intention of attending in-
clude:

Allied: William Ainsworth,
Abram F. .Myers, Charles Niles,
Trueman Rembuseh, Martin Smith

placed on a studio black

rectors Committee: Mori Blumen-
stock.

National Screen Service; Herman
Robbins.

Canadian Motion Picture Indus-
try Council: Fred Dillon and J. J.
Fitzgibbons.

In addition to the official dele-
gates listed in the Ml’.KA group
above, the following will also be
present in Cliicago to aid niie
MPAA delegation: Leon J. Bam-
berger, assistant to Depinet; Hen-
derson M. Ritcliey, alternate and
assistant to Rodgers; Louis
Novins, associate of Keougli; Sid-
ney Schreiber. Kenneth Clark,
Arthur DeHra. Robert W. Cham-
berlin and Manning Claggett.

First Pro-Industry Short Pays Off

Auguring Black Ink for P.R. Series

and imprac-
therefore cannot

have desired that it

by being

'‘Majors have resisted the pl.an

,ver sinre it was brought up at an

Allied Slates exhib as.soeiation

convention more than a year ago.

They feel it is illegal

ticai. Since they

idopt it. they

not be brought up at the public

delations meeting. They feel that it

can lead to nothing but recrimina-

tions and dissension, which will

only do harm to the Chicago con-

clave’s purpose of finding a way

to promote good relations within

and without the industry.

Since the Finneran Plan, involv-

ing as it does the names of some of

Hollywood’s best-k.iown players

who have gotten themselves into

trouble with the law,' is the most

colorful item likely to come up at

the sessiorts. it will no doubt at-

tract major attention from the na-

tion’s lay press. Studios do not rel-

ish finding themselves in the posi-

tion of defending stars of whose

conduct they disapprove.
Impractical?

They claim that the plan is im-

practical because any star black-

listed by the majors would be im-

mediately picked up by an indie

—

and many theatres (including tho.se

of some Allied members) would

play the ensuing pix. Secondly,

they say a blacklist or any sem-

blance of one is of doubtful legal-

ity. They point out that they are

now being sued by alleged leftist

writers and a director whom they

refuse to hire.

The Indiana Allied group indi-

cated its intention of bringing up

the Finneran Plan in the comments
in its bulletin based on a Variety

story of two weeks ago. Variety

at that time hinted at the private

thinking of MPAA members, which

the Allied bulletin would make
seem “an announcement by an

MPAA spokesman in advance of

opposition of the producers to the

plan.”

“The Finneran Plan was not sub-

mitted to Mr. (Eric) Johnston on

a take it or leave it basis,” ATOI
states. “The end to be accomplish-

ed was the main thing—the correc-

tion of a condition that is doing

grave harm to the industry. Not
only has the MPAA not offered

any revision or counter-plan, but

no producer and no spokesman for

the MPAA has uttered a word in

favor of the declared purpose of

the plan.

Parallels the Code
“We cannot take seriously the

suggestion that the Finneran Plan
is illegal when it has the same pur-
pose, and employs the same stand-
ards, as MPAA’s Production Code.
The producers are saying in the
same breath that it is lawful and
proper to deny the seal to a pic-

ture containing clearly defined of-

fensive matter, but that it would
be unlawful to deny the seal to a
picture featuring a star who had
engaged in misconduct which could
not be included in a picture,
"Not even the most ardent John-

stonite would question the right of
s producer to invoke the ‘morality
clause’ in a player’s contract . . .

And they profess to be afraid to
''cst in the Code Administration
the power to say whether a film
featuring a di.scredited star is

"orthy of the seal. If the produc-
ers are right in their stand, they
had better junk the entire Code
procedure because it is just as vul-
nerable as the Finneran Plan,

‘When the producers say that
nothing can be done about the err-
‘ng stars they merely mean that

not want to do anything,
ne Finneran Plan may have some
y-speck.s in its, but they can be

removed.”

60 Films Execs to Attend
Public Relations Meet

top-ranking film execs

oih Hollywood and
other parts of

Independent
Ass’n: Harry
Cohen,

Metropolitan
Theatre Ass'n
John Phillips and

Motion Picture
America:
Depinet.
Austin C
man and

Motion
oil: Roy

Theatre Owners
Brandt and Max

Motion Picture
Lou Brecher, D.

Oscar A. Doob.

Association of
Flic Johnston, Ned E.
William F. Rodgers,
Keougli. Maurice Berg-
Francis Harmon.

Picture Industry Conn-

1

Brewej: and Art Arthur;
George Murphy for Screen Actors
Guild; Allan Rivkin and Leonard

j

Spiegelgass for Screen Writers
I Guild, and Y. Frank Freeman,
I AMPP. (Two representatives for
' the Screen Directors Guild will be
named later in the week.)

Pacific Coast Conference of In-
dependent Theatre Owners: H. V.
(Rotus) Harvey.

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers; Ellis Arnall,
Gunther R. Lessing and Robert J.

Rubin.

Theatre Owmers of America;
Arthur H. Lockwood, Gael Sulli-

van, Herman M. Levy, Earl Hud-
son, Edward Zorn, Edwin Silver-
man, John Balaban, Walter Reade,
Jr., John Q. Adams and James
V. Cost on.
Trade Press; Jack Alicoate, Jay

Emanuel, Abel Green. Charles E.

Lewis. Martin Quigley, Sr., Ben
Shlyen, Morton Sunshine, Mo Wax
and William R. Wilkerson.

Variety Clubs; Robert J. O’Don-
nell.

MPA.A Newsreels Committee:
Edmund Reek.
MPAA Advertising-Publicity Di-

UNIVERSAL TO BOOK

‘HAMLET’ ON GRINDS
With 350 special engagements

and a distrib take of over $1,500.-
000 behind it, Universal is drop-
ping its roadshow policy for J.

Arthur Rank’s “Hamlet.” Out to
play the film in mass bookings.
Universal has set a general release
for “Hamlet” late in September.
Pic currently is playing in only
one theatre, the Park Avenue,
N. Y.

U will seek circuit bookings for
the Shakespeare classic in a te.st

whether the film can play regular
show'ings. Exhibs will be permit-
ted to run the film on a grind
policy. Top terms are being sought
by U. Company extracted TO-SOCo
and 60-40% in all special engage-
ments.

Cagneys to Fulfill

Commitment to UA
Hollywood. Aug. 23.

James Cagney and his brother
William, currently under contract
to Warners, will make one picture
for United Artists release, to fulfill

an old commitment. When the
Cagneys signed with Warners they
agreed to make one film for UA
after James had completed a chore
on the Burbank lot.

UA release will be a melodrama,
still untitled, on which William is

working as producer. It is slated
to start in October, with James
starring.

Upsetting predictions of wide
exhibitor resistance, the Motion
Picture Assn, of"* America’s series

of public relations shorts launched
earlier this year h.is gotten oil to

a fast start. In the first nine weeks
of release. RKO has grossed a total

of $33,000 on tlie teeolT briefie.

“Tlie Movies aniT You.” practical-

ly guaranteeing that the series as

a wiiole, labelled “Lot’s Go to the
Movies,” will pay off.

“The Movies and You," it has
been learned, booked 4.465 thea-

tres in the U. S. and 438 in Canada
during the initial nine - week
stretch. On that basis, short sub-

1

ject sales chiefs figure the pie

should snare another 6.000 book-
ings and finally wind up with a

total gross of $48,000-$50,000. This
figure would represent an excep-
tionally high return for an aver-

age short.

Release of the first short got un-
der way late in May. Last month,
Warner Bros, took otT with the sec-

ond briefie. “This Tlieatre and
You.” Other majors will follow
up with another of the dozen
MPAA-produced shorts every other
month.

Since the revenues from the first

shorts are slotted for bankrolling
followup tw'O-reelers, big returns
from the RKO release means that
the series can go ahead as initial-

ly planned. Before the pie was
grooved to the theatres, a sharp
hassle developed between distribs

and the big circuits who balked at

paying regular rentals on the p.r.

pix.

Compromise was reached which
permitted readjustment on price

if the first few briefies turned in

revenues out of proportion to nega-
tive costs.

Total costs of the 12 films is es-

timated officially at $339,000 with
each one averaging $28,250. After
the first four films are released,

actual cost figures are to be
audited and a readjustment of

rentals may be made based on this

total. If the entire cost of the 12

is recouped at any point, balance
of hricfics will he made available
without rental charge

Board of trustees in charge of
the program will he organized at
a luncheon meet. Wednesday (31 >,

in Chicago in the course of the in-

dustry's piililic relations confab.
Board is drawn from all branches
of the industry. .At tiu* meet, sug-
gestion will be made tliat the pres-
idents of four exhib as.sociations

rotate for six-month periods as
cliainnen of tlie board.

IMa'xies involved are William
.Mnsworth of National Allied:
Harry Brandt of the Independent
Theatre Owners .Assn.; Arthur
Lockwood, ’riieatre Owners of
.America, and Rotus Harvey,
Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners. If ado|)t-

ed. quartet will draw from a hat
to decide order of office.

Wohrenborg Estate

Valued at .i;().'>1,200

St. Louis. Aug. 23,
The value of the estate of the

late Fred Wehrenberg, who built

the first pic theatre in St. Louis,
is valued at approximately $651,-

200, according to an inventory
filed last week in St. Louis county
court, Clayton, Mo.

Many of the slocks In theatres
which he owned are worth far
more than when he acquired them.
As an example, the estate holds
8,900 shares of the Flexcr Drive-
In Theatres, Inc., which once had
a par value of 10c. but the inven-
tory states that today it is w’orth

$8 per share. Some of the theatre
stocks held by Wehrenberg are
credited without any gain, and
one is stated to have declined,

Wehrenberg, who died last May
6, bequeathed $.50,000 to em-
ployees o' his chain of nabes, and
$2,000 each to the Better Films
Council of Greater St. Louis and
the Child Conservation Council.
The bulk of the e.statc was left

to Wehrenborg’s widow, Gertrude.

Barbara Hal* opposite Larry Parks in "JOLSON SINGS AGAIN*

inriio
Hie country nave

Inp
^*^®.**^ intention of attend-
all-industry public rela-

Chiri Ihp Drak(' hotel,
go, next Tuesday and Wednes-

$<ujs BAR
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Here’s a beauty care that leaves skin softer,

smoother! In recent Lux Toilet Soap tests by

skin specialists, actually three out of four

complexions improved in a short time.

“It’s wonderful the way Lux Soap facials

really make skin lovelier,” says Barbara Hale.

“I work the fragrant lather well in, rinse,

and then pat with a soft towel to dry.”

Try the generous new bath size cake,

too—so fragrant, so luxurious I

9 out of 10 Serwn Stars use



CALENDAR OF EVENTS
includes forums, study
groups, expert advice,
business forecasts, dem-
onsi rations, debates,
extensive social events.

Theatre

Television

How to ride the new

wave! Methods!

Costs! Programs!

Demonstrations INATIONAL
CONVENTION

Consent Decrees

& Court Opinions
All the latest devel-

opments with pre-

dictions of long

range effects on

industrywide basis.

Public Relations

Help the theatre

come into its own!

Expert planning for

protection and good-

will. Screen Shorts

— press material—
special projects.

Arthur H. Lockwood, President

Taxation
r

Latest data on this

national, state and

local danger!

Ambassador Hotel,

Los Angeles * Sept. 12-15

16mm
Competition

Ways and means
of keeping this com-

petition fair!

ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE LADIES:

Theatre Equipment

& Supplies

67 exhibits! New,

Improved theatre

helps. Concession

displays.

Fashion Show and Luncheon

Beverly Hills Hotel

Demonstration by Studio

Make-Up Experts

Important Film Showings

luncheon at Earl CarroH’s

Restaurant

Visits to radio and

television broadcasts

Drive-ln$

Authoritative talks

by experienced
operators together

.with digest of recent

tax rulings.
FOR RESERVATIONS, WIRE OR
WRITE: STANLEY W. PRENOSIL,
Theatre Owners of America Headquarters

.1501 Broadway, New York City 18

Sightseeing Trips

Souvenirs
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Picture Grosses

Hlagic’ Mi^ly $18,000
1

In Det.; ‘Boundaries’ 45G,

feeling’ Great $30,000
Detroit, Aug. 23.

Povival of big bally combined

«ith cool weather is pushing “Lost

Boundaries” at Fox. “Great Feel-

at Michigan and “Black Magic"
-f United Artists to big grosse.s

currertlv. “Mighty Joe Young."

which did terrific biz last week at

Palm*? is off on second round, feel-

ing competition from five new
bills.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (9,000: 70-951—

“Lost Boundaries" (FC). Great

*45 000. Last week, “You’re My
Fvervlhing” (20th> and “Ringside”

(SG>‘(2d wk), $21,000.

Michiaan (United Detroit) (4,000;
iy0.p5 i

—“CJreat Feeling" (WB) and
“Alimony” (ED. Socko $30,000.

Last week. “Great Gatsby” (Par)

and “Special Agent" (Par) (2d wk),

$15,000.
Palms (UD' (2.900; 70-95) —

“Mighty .loe Young” (RKO) and
Miranda” (EL' (2d wk). Down to

$11,000. Last week, terrific $26,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-

95)__“Black Magic" (UA) and “Gay
Amigo” <Mono). Big $18,000 and
holds. T.ast week, “Late for Tears”
lU' and “C’rime Doctor’s Diary”
(Col'. $11,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)

—

“Take It With You” (Col) and “Mr.
Smith to Washington" (Col) (rei.s-

fue.s). Slow $6,000. Last week.
“Massacre River” (Mono) and
“Bomba” (Mono'. $12,000.
Adams (Balabani (1,700; 70-95)

—

“Any Number Play” (M-G) and
“Pack Up Troubles” (M-G) (3d wk).
Oke $9,000. La.st week. $11,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95>
—“.Johnny Stool Pigeon" (U).

Slow $8,000. La.st week, “Scene of
Crime” (M-G» and “Unknown
Ciue.sl” 'Mono), $7,000.

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 13)

x\k'. Started second round Monday
(22' atter good opener at $11,500.

in ahead “No'. Wanted" (FC), $12.-

300 in to days.
Mavfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65) —

“Crooked Way" (UA). Bettering
house average at $5,500. Last week.
“Red River” (UA' (reissue), $4,300.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60'

—

“Slaltery’s Hurricane” (20th). Rous-
ing $14,000. Last week, “You’re My
Everything” (20th) (3d wk). $7,800.

Stanley (WBi (3.280; 25-75) —
“It's Croat Feeling” (WB) Leading
current parade with rosy $17,000.

Last week. “Great Gatsby” (Par),

$9,200.

'fown (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

^“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (2d
vk). Falling off to $7,000 after nice
$13,700 opener.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 11)

Row biz. Last week. “Dedee” (EL),
dim $3,000.

Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-80)—

i

Blue Lagoon” (U'. Trick bally'
helped skyrocktM thi.s into simmer-
ing $16,500, best in many months.
Last week. “Ahhott-Costello hleet
Killer” (U» good $11,000.

i

Metropolitan (WB) (1,163; 44-80)—“Doolins ol Oklahoma” (Col).
Smash $10,000. Last w-eek, “One
Last Fling” (WB), slim $4,500.

Palace (Loew’s' (2.370; 44-74)—
“Great Sinner” (M-Gi. Finn $25,-
000 in 10 days. Moved out Sunday
(21) for “Madame Bovaiy” (M-G),
in revamped schedule.

Playhouse (Loport) (432; 50-85)

—

“One Woman’s Stoiy” (U) (3d wk).
Oke $4,500 for second consecutive
week.
Warner (WID (2,164; 44-74)—“It’s

Great Feeling” (WB>. Hottest thing
in town with rousing $25,000. Last
week. "Lust lor Gold” (Col>, weak
$ 11

,000 .

Trans-Liix (T-D (6.54; 44-80)

—

“Home of Brave” (UV' (3d wk).
Good $7,000. Las( week. $8,000.

NSS Distributing

War Vet Story
Hollywood, Aug, 23.

Patriotic one-reeler, “How
Much Do You Ow'e'.’,” produced
jointly by the major film studio.s,

has been turned over to National
Screen Service for distribution in

first-run theatres throughout the
country next month.

Picture, starring James Stewart,
is a story about disabled American
war veterans. It wa.s made in co-

operation with Gen. Jonathan M.
Wain ri'jht.

Pix Hypo BaDy Stunts; 'Lagoon

In D.C. Break; Jolson Pushes On

New York Theatres

].ort‘tin

YOUNG

‘Young’ $15,000, ‘Doolins’

lOG, Seattle, Both Big
;

Seattle, Aug. 23.
*

“Mighty Joe Young” is pacing
the field here this w'eek at Coli-
seum. “Doolins of Oklahoma” also
shapes big at the Liberty. Other-
wise takings are mild to thin.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (H-E) (1.877; 50-84)—

“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO' and
“Make Mine Laughs” (RKO).
Mighty $15,000. Last week, “Brim-
stone” (Rep) and “Trail of Yukon”
(Mono), nice $9,300.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 50-84)—“Good Old Summertime” (M-G'
and “Skylincr” (SG' (3d wk). Still

okay at $6,000. Last week, socko
$9,400.

IJberty (Theatres. Inc.) (1,650:
50-84)—“Doolins of Oklahoma”
(Col) and “Air Hostess” (Col). Big
$10,000, and holds. Last week,
“Stratton Story” (M-G' (6th wk),
oke $5,700 in 6 days.

Music Box (H-E) (8.50; 50-84)—
“Silver Lining” (WB' and “One
Last Fling” (WB) (4th wk). Good
$4,000. Last week, $4,800.

Musie Hall (H-E' (2.200; 50-84)—
“Gieat Sinner” (M-G* and “Ijouis-
iana Story” (Indie). Nice $9,500.
Last week, “My Everything” (20th)
and “Forgotten Women” (Mono)
(2d wk). fair $5,300.

Orpheum (H-E) <2,600; 50-84)

—

“Anna Lucasta” (CoD and “Devil’s
Henchmen’ (Col) (2d wk). Oke
$6,000. Last week, great $12,300.
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 50-84)—“Colorado Territory” (WB) and

“Jigsaw” <UA) (2d runs) plus
vaude. Good $6,000, l.ast week,
“Lust for Gold” (CoD (2d runs) and
local dance school revue, very good
$6,800.
Paramount (H-E) '3.039; 50-84)

—

“Slatleiy s Hurricane” (20lh) and
“Counter Pimcli” (Mono). Okay
$9,000 in 9 days. Last week. “Africa
Scream.s” iU.\' and “Hellfire”

(Rep' (2d wk'. $4,700 in 6 days.

Recent Yank Films Up

U. S. Prestige Abroad,

J. G. McCarthy Reveals
American films have climbed

steadily in the past eight months
to reach a po.stwar prc.stige peak
in Europe. John G. McCarthy,
managing director of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America’s inter-

national wing, told foreign man-
agers yesterday ('rues.' at a New'
York meet. Reporting on a two-
month swing through the Con-
tinent. McCarthy declared that

relent le.ss critics of Hollywood have
been stilled h> a series of impor-
tant Yank films.

MP.\A-er credited part of the
result to the efforts of European
reps for the association. These
reps recently have been cooperat-
ing with American companies and
film boards to get opinion loaders
and government officials to see th.e

better pix. System lias overcome
preconceived notions of Holly-
wood’s output, he added.

Films such as “Johnny Belinda.”
“The Snake I’it.’’ “Best Years,”
“Gentlemen’s Agreement.” “I Re-
member Mama.” “The Search,”
“Naked City” and “Treasure of
Sierra Madre” have built Holly-
wood prestige in western Europe,
McCarthy said.

Washington, Aug. 23.

Keith’s tlieatre, RKO showcase,
offering J. Arthur Rank’s “Blue
Lagoon,” got some unusual pub-
licity breaks last week.

The theatre built a hut atop its

marquee and hired a college stu-

dent. at $75 a week, to live in the
hut and pose on the marquee dui>
ing the run of the British tinter.

He was lightly garbed as befitted

a Robinson Crusoe, and an oc-
ca.sional babe in sarong was sent
up to pose with him for the gap-
ers and gawkers.

Stunt, which broke pictures in
all the papers, was less than two
days old when the D. C. authori-
ties ruled the hut was a “habita-
tion beyond the building line” and
ordered the theatre to tear it down
and to get the collegian back to his
Euclid. This rated more newspa-
per space, plugging the film into a
fat gro.ss.

the star, hut the singer failed to
show at any of the sctieduled af-
fairs on the plea of exhaustion.
Following day the papers toned
dov\n the puhlicit>.

Jolson left Sunday a.m.. not stay-
ing over until tonight (23' when
“Jolson Sings Again" opens at th«
Wood for an e.xtcnded run. He al.so

mi.ssed the first Columbia national
sales eonvention in several year.a,

which startl'd yesterday (22) at tlio

Drake liotel.

Jolson Continues Bally In Ch!
Chicago, Aug. 23.

A1 Jolson continued his mara-
thon aclivilies last weekend in Chi-
cago at)pearing on a raft of local
disk jockey shows, singing before
100,000 people at the Chicago Mu-
sic Land Festival Saturday night
(20) and turning away 10,000 peo-

20th's ’Doir-Lux Tieiip

Tw entietli-Fox rapped its sus-
tained ballyhoo drive this week by
setting a deal with the CBS radio
ni'twork and I.ever Bros, for a
giant "Lux Girl" contest, whieh Is

to be run nationally from tomorrow
(Tlmrs.) tlirough n<‘e. 5. Contest,
angled to find the country’s “mo.st
beautiful 1.5-year-old girl’ ’to cele-
brate the 1.5th anni of “Imx Radio
Theatre,” will he tied in with the
upcomfng 20th musical, “Oh. You
Beautiful Doll.”

Contest Is to he launcheil in 149
cifie.s tomorrow, when CBS stations
launch a ma.ss spot campaign to
inform the iiuhlic of the search.
Six local finalists in each city will

be announced via a large ad, wliich
w ill plug the film and its star. June
Haver. Ads and other display ma-ple that tried to jam into the

Oriental theatre for his stage stint terial will he distributed to grocery
with George Jessel Saturday night, stores by Lever Bros, salesmen, ns
Chicago Railroad Fair designated
Friday as “Al Jolson Day” with
line of honorarj' titles bestowed on 1

METRO EDITING CUED

BY EASTERN SNEAKS
Metro has now established a

'

system of sneak previews in the
metropolitan New York area which
will be used for every important
feature that the Culver City lot

turns out. With the studio regard-
ing the eastern audience reaction

I

os a better sampler than the pre- '

view-wise Coact patrons. M G is ’

flying in rough prints of its big
pix for N. Y. showings before

'

final editing.
|

Latest pic to gel the treatment
is “Intruder in tlie Dust.” sneaked
last week at Loew’.s Tri-Boro Ihea-j

tre. “Battleground ” and “The
Red Danube ” were also shown in

|

Gotham. i

On the “Intruder” preview^, qiies-

'

tionaires were distributed to the

audience for reaction and then
mailed to the lot along with re-

turn of Uie rough print. Editing
|

is being done on the basis of an-

swers to the quiz.

Rank’s Canadian Snbsid

To Distrib U.S. EL Pix
Eagle Don’s Hollywood-made re-

leases will henceforth be handled
in Canada by Eagle Lion Films of
Canada, Ltd., a J. Arthur Rank
subsid. Deal lias been closed by
William J. Heineman, EL veepee

,

heading d i s Ir 1 b u t i o n. which

j

switches company’s product from
International Film Distributors.
David Griesdorf. who formerly
headed IFD, recently resigned to
head the Odeon Canadian chain as

,

general manager.
Understood that IFD is merging

I with EL of Canada. EL’s deal with
' its new' Canadian distrib is similar
I to that with IFD In that It is a

franchise proposition In which the
' Dominion distrib collects a distri-

[

hution fee. New pact takes effect
Scjit. 5.

well as the CBS salesmen in each
cit.\

.

After tlie public selects the local

winners in each city, their picture#
will be sent to Hollywood for Ih#
final selection. Lux broadcast Oct.
17 will plug tho contest, and th«
show on Nov. 21 will list the local

winner In each of the 149 cities.

After Miss Haver, Mark Slevcni
and W. L. Gordon, 201 h casting
director, pick the grand winner,
her name will be announced on th#
show Dee. 5. after which she will

receive a number of prizes, includ-
ing an all-expense trip to Holly-
w’ond for a screen test and a tele-

vision test by CBS.
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Rwlialollor Centor

4JMdy GARLAND • Va# JOHNSON
"IN THE GOOD
OLD SUMMERTIME"
« "lor h.v TF.i HMC Ol.OH

A Mriro (;nldwyn*Mayer Picture _
JPtCTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

RICHARD
'TIOMARK

LINDA
OARNELL

VERONICA
LAKE

SLATTERY'S HURRICANE'
A Tilth Ctntiiry.Ftv Picture

" Vcrieiv St«ie_8ie Ceetar. Evelyn Knl|ht
On |R« Stnie—''CARMEN"

•fone^AROL LYNNE, ARNOLD SHODA
7th A«e. a ____
Mtb M.

. LTNNE,

ROXY

'Young' Rousing »$ 19,000,

Toronto; ‘Lucasta’ lOG
Toronto, .Aug. 23.

With “Mighty Joe Young” zoom-
ing to terrific $19,000, and “Anna
Lucasta ” doing nicely, town’s over-

all film biz generally is on the up-

beat. Po bring oiillying suburban
delu.xers into downtown first-run

Famous f’layers has
or tiehlcd certain nabe
for simultaneous first

Claim this is an ex-

not prompted by pix

hill to holster hu.siness

for ma'.ior nahes in certain rapidly-

grow ing populat ion* areas.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol. Nortown, Shea’s (FP)

n 079 959. 2, 3P.fi: 40 -70 '— You’re

Mv Evi'ivi fling” (2()th' cJd wk)

Big $13. 500 alier last week’s great

$17,000
Downtown, Glendale, Searboro.

State '201 It' '1.059. 955. 698. 694;

3fi-()()'
— •Mohnn.N Allegro”^ (C’ol)

and “Eaw Baihary Coast” iC’ol'.

Hep $14. .500. Last week. • Tai/.aii

Magic Fountain” (RKO_ and

Busl\ 'Col', so-so $10,500.

Eglinton. I’nivcrsity iFP' (1.08()

1 5.5(1 40 -60 '-’Anna "Lucasta

iCol'’ Big $10,000. Last week.

••Casablanca” (WB (reissue'.

$ 11000 .

Imperial 'El* 4il-<0

—

“Migfiti .lot' 5’oung’ 'RKO Sma'li

$19,000. Last week. “House ot

Strangers’ (20lli' (2d wk'.

$9,500.
l.oew’s l.oew '2.096:

Nv''pl line’s

RKO Theatres
Continued from page 5 ^

s

“Dog

with Hughes On the other hand,

granting of the plea will give the

RKO owner moi'e lime to shop

around. One pii/./.ling factor, how-
ever. of the Hughes’ termination

of dickeritigs is the fart that the

$6 offer is regarded by the trade as

a hand.some sum.
Fox and Mever. both on the

Coast to push the deal, headed fur

N.Y. yesterday iTues.) when
Hugiies called it quits. One uu'iu-

ber of the s.Mulicale declared be-

fore leaving tliat Hie .$1 .."lOO.OhO

posted ill escrow ou the proposed

pun base w ould be kept on di'posil

This indicated suh-iantial hopes

by the trio that the deal would go

through idtimatel.L

.

Huglies declares that he will not

clo.sc any transactions at the time

being. Besides the Mever ofTei,

he has been in receipt ot a pro-

posal h> Malcolm Kiugsherg.

BKO theatre ehiel. as well as of-

fers h\ oilier outside inieresC

2 Protestant Cults

Use Pix Promotion
Philadelphia, Aug. 23.

Two large Protestant sects will

use films to promote religious cam-
paigns.

j

TJie United Lutheran Church has
completed a new 45-minute sound
film that is to be distributed
among its 620 churches in the
Pennsylvania Ministerium between
Sept. 1 and Dec. 31. Entitled
“Like a Mighty Army,” the film
tells the story of a lax small-town
congregation. It is intended to
give inspiration to hundreds of
Lutheran laymen who will conduct
an intensive drive in the fall to
enlist new members.
A $50,000 film, “Into the Good

Ground.” Is now in production at

20th-Fox studios. New York, under
the sponsorship of the Presbyteri-
an Board of Christian Education.

' It is aimed to stimulate Bible study
in the home, and is non-denomina-
tional in subject. It will be re-

leased late in September through
the Keligious Assn, The Rev. \V.

L. Jenkins, of this city, general
manager of the board’s publication
(li\i>ion is supervising production.

LOS ANGELES
'

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO »28.75
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

99

TIMES SQUARE SRyant 9-6492
I.T: Wenl 4'!n<l Si.

GRAND CENTRA! MUrroy hill 7-6415
R()» .Till

IROOKLYNMAin S-5621
liotrl M. Uromr, ( Inrk M.

F S,

LA GUARDIA Hickory 6-0710

Oov't Miiiivil. Airlines

Walter Goetz’s Indie
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Walter Goetz, nephew of William
Goetz, has set up his ow'n produc-
tion company, with first pic to be
‘ I’leasant Trouble,” original com-
edy by Milton Gunzburg, for which
he paid $25,000.

Me has no releasing commit-
mculs yet.

wk 'Tapeiing $5,500 a! lei la^t

wet'k’.s line $8,500.

Odeon (Bank' '2.390: <35-SI ,.0

to I’lmlu"
,1

(EL'
week,

\ 4tli wk ,

okay

40-70'—

Daiighiei " iM-G' (4lU

“Passport
H*'alth> $12,000

“Home of HraLe I

fines 10.000.
.

I’ptowii 'l.oew (2 <4 (. 4"

•‘Edward. M> Son’ M-(* 2'*

Salisfai lor\ $.5,500 altei

week s tine $9 0(,'0,

70 —
V. k

la t

Clift’s Next One
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Montgomery Clift return.s to
Jlollvwood in December to co-star
with Walter Huston in "Remi-
niscences of a Cowboy” for Hori-
zon Pictures.

Walter’s son, John, will direct
the film and co-produce it with
Sam Spiegel for Columbia release.

SU THI U-PAGI

PICTURI STOIT

OSCARS

IN REVIEW
20 YEARS OF ACADEMY
AWARDS, WITH PERSONAL

COMMENTS BY

WINNERS

NOW IN THI SIPTIMftCI

Coronet

»»

/OUTDOOR
refreshment

CONCESSIONAIRES
FROM coAir ro coAsr

OVft '

, CFNTUtr

NOW SPECIALIZING^
IN REFRESHMENT
SERVICE FOR

DRIVE-IN THEATREl

SrOIITifRVICE Corp. Mcoas
.tea AMU# T. » un»ALO. H. Y.
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Season s Toughest Assignment:

Find Your Favorite Star, Program
Usually at this time of year the^

decks have been cleared for the

new broadcast season’s inaugural.

The all-important questions as to

“who is your competition, and with

whom are you bracketed” had been
resolved and the network aspirants

for bigger and better Hoopers
geared themselves accordingly.

But not so this year. The jockey-

Hildegarde May Disk
It now looks as if Hildegarde

will return to the airlanes in the
fall with a 15-minute cross-the-
board show called “Tea With
Hildegarde,” which will be tran-
scribed. Anna Sosenko, her mail-

ing among sponsors, agencies and;ager, wiP produce,

performers for better time seg -

1

Flexible format will permit for

ments continues unabated, with a fiue.st celeb performances, inter-

flock of question marks still sur- views, Hildegarde commentary,

rounding nighttime segments. singin'T. etc.

With perhaps three or four ex-

ceptions, past years Imve found
programs and personalities return-

,

Ing to “same time, same statfon.”

cashing in on listening habits. But
when the fall season officially tees

off next month, the four-network
schedules will witness an unprece-
dented upheaval in programming,
seven nights a week, with many of

the top stars not only switching to

new times and new evenings, but

different networks.
The continuance of a “Lux Radio

Theatre” in the Monday night 9 to jbig dimensions.

30 CBS period or a Phil Harris re-

1

jfg another instance of a video
taining his Sunday night at 7:30 .. .

NBC time is the rarity this season. ^ Po up ine radio poten

That’s why the trade will be lialities if a personality, and NBC
watching the early Hoopers closely, now wants to give Garroway a big-

For it means inviting new listening whirl,
habits on the part of the coast-to-

NBC Has Bigtime

Garroway Plans
NBC has ambitious plans for

Dave Garroway, now that interest

in his Sunday night video show
out of Chicago has snowballed into

KLZ Newt Chief

SHELDON PETERSON
For iwn consecutive years, Shel-

don Peterson lias been a winner In

tlie Denver Press ('Inb rjidio news-
man's competition— the only Col»i-

railo ratiio new.'jinan lo attain this

honor.
KLZ, Denver.

coast audiences—and that’s tougher
than breaking in a new format.

Top Coin For
*

Guest Shots

Seems Passe
The days of the $5,000 to $7,500

fees for guest radio shots are over.

WFIL Builds Package

Promotion Service For

Convention Peddling

Philadelphia, Aug. 23.

Garroway’s Chi-originatlng radio
airer, heard in the late Monday
night 1 1 :30-midnight NBC seg-
ment, will be moved into the more

,

attractive Saturday evening 7:30- [With perhaps the single exception

8 period starting Sept. 3. Latter of “Lux Radio Theatre,” with its i

time opens up when the present
occupant,’ Pet Milk’s Vic Damone
show, switches lo Sunday night
10:30

,

Despite the mounting audience
'

Veaction to Garroway s TV slan 2a,
;

A new “package promotion” NBC will continue to originate it
j

•ervice designed for conventions
,

from Chi in order to retain its

and trade or amusement shows is present informal, unpretentious
being offered by WFIL and WFIL- format.

TV, The title SRO (Standing Room , .

Only) Plan cues the purpose—to
' w* 1

i?eT events'
Wherc TV Fears lo Tread

Through its SRO Plan, WFlLj
virtually provides an exploitation

staff for subscribers. Extensive

use is made of spot announcements,
guest appearances on both radio

and television programs are ar-

ranged, and, if possible, entire pio-

gram.s are slated for origination

from the scene of action.

Station also includes mention of

Chicago, Aug. 23.

WENR has gone where TV can't

follow'—the station hopes. New-
est program, debuted Sun. (21), is

titled "People’s Poetry” and hopes
to record “the passing thoughts
and emotions of the people” read
in “dramatic fashion” by emcee

top-coin budget, there isn’t a pro-

gram on the air that’ll plunk

down that kind of coin for guest

artists. (“Telephone Hour” is pay-

ing $4,000 each for Ezio Pinza’s

series of guesting. Including last

week’s but that’s the exception). •

Problem creates a poser for pix

personalities who in past years
have been circuiting the top air

shows on a “money plus plug”
basis. During the upcoming sea-

.son, A1 Jolson, Bing Crosby and
Milton Berle, among others, will

shuttle the nighttime program
rosters to bally their films, but
those erstwhile $7. .500 fees for Jol-

son and Crosby will be missing.
In the case of all three, the coin
factor won’t be a serious deterrent,
with the “pix plugs at any cost”
opening up a number of shows at

a fee ranging from $1,000 to pos-
sibly $2,500,

Drop of pix b.o. is expected to cue

Herb Newcomb. Poetry aired will

Ihe event in newspaper advertise- ' be the original works of the listen-

ments. An additional feature al- eis. backed by staffer music. I

lows for reportorial press releases,
j

Comment of a WENR spokesman
!

l^cal flacks are watching the SRO
j

w-as "Let’s see the TV boys match I a wholesale embracing of the air

Plan with undisguised alarm. [this one. We’re going into mind
|

lanes by top film personalities this
WFIL and WFIL-TV conducted

j

exploring, and they’d have to add season. And they’re all reconciled
a trial run of the SRO Plan during , a brain surgeon to the camera ' to the fact that it’ll be either on
the recent National Office Man-

j

crew.” a cuffo or small fee basis.
agement A.ssn.’s convention in Phil-

adelphia. It wa.s mutually regard-

ed as successful and drew a letter

of commendation from the Associa-

tion’s press relations chief.

Variations of the basic formula

are now being prepared for poten-

tial subscribeis.

‘Luigi,’ ‘Make Believe,’ To

Scram; Ponder Robt. Q.

CBS will drop its “Life with

Luigi’’ package when the Red Skel-

ton show tees off on Its new home
grounds next month in the Sunday
night slot. “Luigi," packaged by

Cy Howard, has been on since last

September without a sponsor and
CBS execs believe the show Is too

expensive to maintain on a sustain-

ing basis. '

Web will also drop “Make Be-

lieve Town,” now aired from 3:30

to 4 p.m. across the board, when-,

the new Garry Moore show takes

over that spot about the middle of

next month. CBS is still undecid-

ed on its future plans for comedian
Robert Q, Lewis, wlu) occupied the

afternoon spot before takiijg over

as sub for Arthur Godfrey during
the latter’s vacation.

6KELLY OIL RENEWS DREIER
Chicago, Aug. 23.

Skelly Oil renewed Alex Dreier
newscasts on an NBC split web of

24 stations for ,52 weeks, starting

Sept. 5. No changes— 15 minute
programs wil continue Monday
through Friday at 7 a. m. (CI)T».

plus the 15 minute Saturday show,
^'This Farming Business” at the

tame time.
Henri, Hurst McDonald agency

handles. 1

’49-’50 Season Premieres
Following is a list of the new and returning shoirs schednlrd to

tee off on the major radio networks during the next 10 days:

AUG. 25
Meredith Willson Show’. Musical variety. Thursday, 8 p m.,

NBC. General Foods. Young & Rubicam agency.
Father Know's Best. Domestic comedy starring Robert Young,

Thursday, 8:30 p.m., NBC. General Foods. Benton & Bowles.
AUG. 27

Truth or Consequences. Audience participation. Saturday, 8
p.m., NBC. Procter & Gamble, (’ompton agency.

Hollywood Star Theatre. Drama. Saturday, 8:30 p. ni., NBC.
Sustaining.
Day In the Life of Dennis Day. Situation comedy. Saturday

9:30 p.m., NBC. Colgate. Ted Bates agency.
'

AUG. 28
Harvest of Stars. Musical. Sunday, 6 30 p m. NBC. Interna-

tional Harvester. McCann-Erickson.

AUG. 29
Club 15. Musical. Monday through Friday, 7 30-7:4.5 p m. CBS

Campbell Soup. Ward Wheelock.
Ed Murrow. News. Monday through Friday, 7. 4,5-8 pm. CBS

Campbell Soup. Ward Wheelock.
Talent Scouts. Talent show. Monday, 8 30 p m., CBS. Linton’s

Tea. Young & Rubicam.
I.ux Radio Theatre. Drama. Mondav s, 9 p m. CBS T ever

Bros. J. Walter Thompson.
My Friend Irma. Comedy. Monday. 10 p m. CBS. Lever Bros

Foote, (’one & Bolding.
Bob Hawk Show. Audience Participation. Monclav. 10 30 nm

CBS. Camel Cigarets. William Esty.

AUG. 30
( avalcade of .America. Historical drama. Tuesdav 8 p m NBC

DuPont. BBD&O.
>

SEPT. 1

FBI In Peace and War. Drama. Tlmrsdav. 8 p m. CBS Proc-
ter & Gamble. Biow agenc.v.

Suspense. Drama. Thursday. 9 p m. CBS. Electric Auto-Iite
Newcll-Emmett.

SEPT. 2
Goldbergs. Domestic comedy. Friday, 8 pm. CBS, General

Foods. 5’oung A Rubicam.
.My Favorite llu.sband. (’omedy. Friday, 8 30 p m. CBS.

oral Foods. Young ik Kubicarn.

NBC vs. CBS FaD Lineups
Although the jockeying among sponsors for better time sea-

ments is still going on in the face of wide open nighttime gaps the
’49-’50 competitive NBC CBS program picture is taking shape’. At
the moment here’s how it looks:

SUNDAY
CBS

6:30 Our Miss Brooks

7 Jack Benny
7:30 Amos ’n’ Andy
8 Edgar Bergen
8:30 Red Skelton
9 Helen Hayes
9:30 Horace Heidt
10 This Is Broadway tsuslaining)

10:30 This Is Broadway

CBS
7 Beulah
7:15 Smith-Shore-Whiting
7:30 Club 15-Haymes
7:45 Ed Murrow
8 Inner Sanctum
8:30 Talent Scouts
9 Lu){ Radio Theatre
9:30 Lux Radio Theatre

10 My Friend Irma
10:30 Bob Hawk

CBS
7 Beulah
7:15 Smith-Shore-Wliiting
7:30 Club 15-Haymes
7:45 Ed Murrow
8 Mystery Theatre
8:30 Mr. & Mrs. North
9 We, the People
9:30 Pays To be Ignorant

(.sustaining)

10 Hit the Jackpot
10:30 Sustainer tnot set)

NBC
6:30 Hollywood Calling

7 Hollywood Calling’*'^*^^'"'"*^
7:30 Phil Harris-Alice Faye
8 Sam Spade
8:30 Theatre Guild
9 Theatre Guild
9:30 Album of Familiar Music

10 Take It-Leave It

10:30 Pet Milk Serenade
MONDAY

NBC
7 Frank Sinatra-Dorothy Kirsten
7:15 News of the World
7:30 Sustaining
7:45 H. V. Kaltenborn
8 Fred Waring
8:30 Firestone
9 Bell Telephone Hour
9:30 Band of America

10 Carnation Contented Hour
10:30 Screen Directors Playhouse

(Su-staining)

TUESDAY
NBC

7 Sinatra-Kirsten
7:15 News of the World
7:30 Sustaining
7:45 Kaltenborn
8 Cavalcade of America
8:30 Alan Young
9 Bob Hope
9.30 Fibber & Molly

CBS
7 Beulah
7:15 Smith-Shore-Whiting
7:30 Club 15-Haymes
7:45 Ed Murrow
8 Mr. Chameleon
8:30 Dr. Chri.stian

9 Groucho Marx
9:30 Bing Crosby

10 Burns & Allen
10:30 Sustainer

CBS
7 Beulah
71.5 Srnith-Shore-Whiting
7:30 Club 15-Haynies
7:45 Ed Murrow
8 FBI In Peace & War
8:30 Mr. Keen
9 Suspen.se
9:30 CIrime Photographer
10 Hallmark Playhouse

10 Big Town
10:30 People Are Funny

WEDNESDAY
NBC

7 Sinatra-Kirsten
7.15 News of the World
7:30 Sustaining
7:45 Kaltenborn
8 This Is Your Life
8:30 (Jreat Gildersleeve
9 Break the Bank
9:30 Mr. District Attorney
10 Big Story
10:30 Curtain Time

THl^RSDAY
NBC

7 Sinatra-Kirsten
7:15 News of the World
7:30 Sustaining
7 45 Kaltenborn
8 Aldrich Family
8:30 Father Knows Best
9 Screen Guild Players
9 30 Duffy’s Tavern
10 Perry Como

10:30 First Nighter (may cancel) 10:30 Dragnet (sustainer)

FRIDAY
CBS

7 Beulah
7:15 Smith-Shore-Whiting
7:30 Club 15-Haymes
7:45 Ed Murrow
8 The Goldbergs
8:30 My Favorite Husband

9 Joan Davis
9.30 Breakfast With Burrows

(Sustaining)
10 Sustainer tnot set)

10:30 Sustainer (not set)

CBS
7 Sustainer (net set)

7:30 Vaughn Monroe
8 Gene Autry
8:30 Philip Marlowe ^sustainer)
9 Gangbusters
9:30 Tales of Fatima

10 Sing It Again (15 mins, sold)
10:30 Sing It Again

NBC
7 Sinatra-Kirsten
7:15 News of the World
7:30 Sustaining
7:45 Kaltenborn
8 Ethel Merman (sustaining)
8:20 Henry Morgan (su.staining)

8:40 Martin & Lewis
9 Life of Reilly
9:30 Jimmy Durante

10 Dr. I.Q.

) 10:30 Bill Stern
) Pro & Con (sustainer)

SATURDAY
NBC

7 NBC Symphony (sustaining)
7:30 Dave Garroway (sustaining)
8 H’wood Star Theatre
8:30 Truth or Con.sequence8
9 Hit Parade
9:30 Dennis Day

10 Judy Canova
10:30 Grand Ole Opry

OLD GOLD AMATEURS

RE-SIGN FOR ABC SLOT
Old Gold this week picked up its

option with ABC fer an additional

j

52 weeks on the “Original Amateur
I

Hour.” Show w'ill continue in the
Thursday nights at 9 slot, with the
new contract effective Sept. 29.

I

Agency for OG is Lennen &
Mitchell,

! NBC. which has virtually clinched
the television version of the pro-

I gram from DuMont starting this

j

fall, had also been pitching for the
AM show, along with CBS,

' nearby Washington. Pa!, must ne-
gotiate with International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers not only
for engineers, but also for an-
nouncers.

Ibis is the first ennipetition in
this district that A FRA has had for
the spielers, since all of them have

I

Top Promotion Job Doe

On ‘Lux Radio Theatre’

For Airer’s 15th Anni

Lever Bros, is all set to rash in

on the initial payoff from CBS for

continuing the top Hooperated
“Lux Radio Theatre” as a (’olnm-

bia attraction, instead of succumb-
ing to NBC's recent blandish-

ments. In a four-way lieup with

Lever. J. Walter Thompson and

20fh-Fox. CBS and all its affiliates

are doing a lop-promotion job in

connection with the 1 5th anni of

the Lux 60-minute dramatic airer.

Lux girl contest gets under way

this week, in a bid lo find the “na-

IBEW Wins WJPA Decision
Pittsburgh. Aug. 23.

^

As a result of a Labor Relations ' most beautiful 1.5-yenr-old

Board election recently, WJPA, in Contest will continue to

Dec. 5, with local winners to he

picked in each of the 194 CBS af-

filiate cities and ttie grand win-

ner to get film and video tests, in

addition to some fal)ulom( prizes.

Contest lies in with 2l)th-Fox«

upcoming musical, “Oh. You BciiU'

tiful Doll,” with June Haver, star

On-
AFRA as their bargaining bodv. of the pic, to judge the final

Engineers here are the only IBEW tion and hosting the winner. Lai’

membeis.
, lei- vi jil also do a Lux guest sho
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GIVEAWAY FIGHT LINES DRAWN
Back to Show Biz

*

The FCC crackdown on giveaways can and probably will be
italled legally for many months, maybe years, and possibly be-

yond the time that the something- for-nothing vogue has run its

course. Thus, as a practical curb on giving you a house and lot

If you can spell c-a-t it’s vacuous: but theoretically it may
achieve a more positive purpose of channeling radio shows and
ihowmanship back on the beam.

The return to entertainment and giving the chill to the deep-

freeze giveaways is a good idea, both for the kilocycles and for

the politicos. Look how hot seven deep-freezers have made
things for certain D. C. geezers.

There will be prolonged pros and cons on both the issues of

economic curbs and encroachment on the freedom of the air,

especially as it might affect certain networks in greater or lesser

degree. But the more positive note that emerges is the hope that

am and TV broadcasters will be sparked into thinking more
positively about shows with entertainment instead of jackpots.

The picture business’ nadir in the mid-1930s depression period

was marked by banko, bingo, f'ord giveaways, and the like. War-
time prosperity didn’t come too soon for .some, and radio give-

aways might appear to be heading toward similar crisis unless

curbed. The FCC edict may have come just in time. Abel.

Of NBC Experiments With Wood Monday

TIIIID[

Point at Issue: Can FCC Invoke

Lottery Law Without Mandate?
Washington. Aug. 23.

Major question involved in

FCC’s authority to impose rule.s

banning giveaways is whether llie

agency appropriated to itself

powers claimed to reside in the

;

Dept, of Justice. Commissioner
Frieda Hennock. lone dissenter to

,

the majority decision, thought VCC
had no right to administer the lot-

tery laws without “a specific man-
date* from Congress.

j

The FCC ban on giveaways was i

based on a section of the Criminal
j

Code which was formerly Section

816 of the Communications Act.

During oral arguments last Oc-

tober before the Commission.
Bruce Bromley, special counsel for

ABC on the lottery proceedings,

contended Section 316 w-as purely

a penal statute to impose the same
penalties on radio stations for

broadcasting lotteries as is applied

lo new'spapers for carrying adver-

tisements of lotteries. Congress
intended the penalties to be im-

posed. he said, only “upon con-

viction."

Violations of Section 316, Brom-
ley asserted, were to be prose-

cuted, along with other criminal

statutes, solely by the Dept.-^ of

Justice. Congress delegated no
power lo the FCC to enforce the

(Continued on page 38)

Disguised Joy
Badioiles were .sui'prised by

the daily newspaper splash
given to the FCC’s decision on
giveaways. All of the N. Y.
metropolitan dailies gave the
stoiv top billing Saturday <2()>

and have been keeping up a
steady stream of news and edi-
torial comment.

While appreciating the news
breaks. many broadcasters
think that the dailies were
venting their old anti-radio
bias. They point out that while
giveaway shows on radio are
being threatened by the FCC,
newspaper ads with giveaway
angles will go right on being
published.

Martin & Lewis,

Merman, Morgan

Comedy Parlay

Campana Pullout

ToCostCBS40IIG
Campana may pull out of “First

Nighter," the CBS Thursday night
at 10 show, at the end of the cur-
rent cycle Sept. 29. Heard on
limited network of 70 stations, the
pullout would dent Columbia’s bill-

ings to the tune of $400,000.
Campana has until the end of

this month to act officially on its

option, but has already intimated
that it won’t renew. Fact that the
client has been riding along with
the .stanza for a solid year led the
sales boys to believe that it wa.s
in the bag for another whirl.
Program originates out of Chi

•nd has been a Campana on-and-
off perennial.

NBC’s split-time experiment in
programming, bracketing three 20-

minute .stanzas within an hour, is

creating considerable trade watch-
fulness. since it may spark a
wholesale trend away from the
traditional half-hour slotting.

With the Friday night 8' to 9
period open, NBC is now planning
a comedy parlay utilizing three
its mo.st costly sustai

60-minute segment. These will in-
i

elude the Ethel Merman Show, the
Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis program
and Henry Morgan. All three face
disposse.ssion when the regular
season commercials return.

On top of the Friday comedy
parlay. .NBC envisions a Sunday
night 11 to 12 .sequencing of "My
(Jood Wife," "Dragnet” and Dick

(Continued on page 44)

By GEORGE ROSEN
The FCC’s long-overdue crack-

down on giveaway shows is gen-
erall.v regarded as one of the most

!

health.v things that's happened to
the industry in years. I

Some of the industry’s top brass.!
including network execs, while not

'

in a position to come right out and
{

say so because of advertiser sensi-
tivities, are hopeful that the Gov-

|

ernment agency’s edict will mark :

the “beginning of the end" so far
|

as the giveaway show is concerned.
|

The more alert broadcasters,
|

more interested in “giving radio i

back to show' business." frankly i

confess that they don't like and i

never did like the giveaway shows,
{

but that thcy'xe been driven into
|

them by the competition.
j

'Phey envision a protracted court
battle to test the FCC’s right to

rule on programming and are con-
fident (hat by the time the issue
comes out of the courts the give-

away fad will have passed. 'Phey’ie
also confident that they’ll win the
court fight, thus permitting them .

to "have their cake and eat it too,"
|

as one key broadcaster put it.

j

AB('. with millions of dollars in

billings at slake with its "Stop the

j

Music.” "Break the Bank” and
'multiple varieties of sponsored

I

giveaways, has already blueprinted
! its court battle, retaining one of
the nation’s top law firms, Cravat h,

I

Swain & Moore. '

CBS proxy Frank Stanton also
|

announced Monday '22i that Co-;

!
lumbia will join in. in seeking

j

judicial review. CBS has just sold
I part of its "Sing It Again.” after

trying for a year, and has a big
coin stake in the DeSoto-sponsored
"Hit the Jackpot.”

NBC Involved

NBC. due to inherit “Break the
Bank” this fall on behalf of Bris-

tol-Myers. and with a half-hour of

its "Hollywood Calling” already
sold, is expected to follow suit.

Rigid enforcement of the newly-
promulgated F(X' rules would al.so

affect such established commer-
cial airers as “'Pruth or Conse-
quences.” thus giving NBC a vital

billings stake in the ultimate out-
come.

In actor and writing circles, the
FCC crackdown was greeted with
virtual rejoicing. It’s hardly a

secret that those within the mem-
bership ranks’ of the American
Federation of Radio Artists and
Radio Writers Guild took a terrific

beating as the giveaway fever

spread. Actors who a few years

ago were in constant demand
(Continued on page 38)

The ‘Unholy’ Three
Major rap among the pack-

age boys, should the FCC give-

away edict get ofTicial court
backing, will be taken by Lou
Cowan and the Mark Goodson-
Bill Todman combo. Keysione
of their lucrative operations is

the telephonic giveaway.
Cowan has been raking it in

with his "Stop (he Music." now-

in its second year on a "st»ld

out” basis, and also has pack-
aged NBC’s new "Hollywood
Calling,” 30 minutes of wliii-h

has been .sold to Gruen Watch.
The G(H)dson-'Podman stake

includes such coin-earneis as

"Hit the Jackpot." "Winner
Take All.” "Stop the Music’’

(in as.sociatlon with Cowan',
"Heat the Clock. Pime’s A
Wastin’ ” and "Spin to V\ m."

Capitol Hill

Feeling Mixed

On Giveaways

NBC is experimenting with its

Monday night program schedule,
in a bid to make a dent In the
opposition CBS audience pull.
For some years Columbia ha*
ruled the IVlonday Hooper roost,
notably through its "Lux Radio
Pheatre ” and surrounding Arthur
Godfrey and "My Friend Irma’*
shows. NBC has been out of the
jiicture completely.
NBC now plans to turn Monday

into a solid musical evening on
the theory that if sustained mood
programming can pay off on CBS,
for example, on the Thursday
night crime-suspense lineup, why
can’t NBC duplicate it in terms of
music’.'

Maneuver involves the switch-
over of several commercial airers,
with Fred Waring’s General Elec-
tric program scheduled to move
from 'Phursday at 10 into the Mon-
day at 8 time (now that “Cavalcade
of .^merica” is moving to Tuesrlay
at Ht; with Cities .Service’s "Band
of .‘Xmerica” switching from Friday
to Monday 9:30. and Carnation’*
"Contented Hour” transferring
I nun .Saturday evening to Monday
at ID.

Here’s how the Monday night
lineup shapes up for NBC;

7-7:15 - Frank Sinatra - Dorothy
Kir.sten Lucky .Strike show.

H-8 30—Fred Waring.
8.30-9—Firestone Show.

9-

9 30— Bell Telephone Hour.
9:30-10—"Band of America.”
1

0-

1 0:30—Carnation "Contended
Hou r.”

Chevalier Show

In Mutual Fold

MCA ‘DIVORCEMENT’

SPLITS AM-TV SETUPS
Music Corp. of America is re-

vamping its radio and television
^Ptup. Both departments are be-

separated with David “Sonny ”

Werblin coordinating activities of
Doth. Hal Hackett has been named
head of radio while Herb Rosen-
mal has been put in charge of
Video.

Divorcement of both depart-
•Tients hasn’t yet been put into ef-

inasmuch as some of the MCA
p«'rsonnel are working in both sec-
J^nrs. However, plan will be fully
tnectlve in the early fall.

Stordahl Orchestra Off

Sinatra Airer for 1st

Time; Green to Baton
When Frank Sinatra costars with

Dorothy Kii*stcn on his upcoming
cross-the-board Lucky Strike even-

ing strip (»n NBC 'in the ex-Ches-

tcrfield "Supper Club" 7-7;15 time),

he’ll be minus ,^xel Stordahl’s orch

for the first time since he hit the

bigtime radio sweepstakes. (How-

ever. the Sinatra-Stordahl combo
will continue on recordings.)

JohnnN Green’s orch. which did

(he original audition record which

sold American Tobacco prez Vin-

cent Riggio on the whole idea, will

background the show permanently.

I It’s repiuted Stordahl. figuring

In the initial negotiations, balked

at the coin that wa.«: offered him.

.. ,
,

izing three of rn t t t* • n*
iners for the MOCK 01 ^111068 flgS

If FCC Wants To

Force Giveaway Test
!

Washington. Aug. 23.

1 If networks and stations con-

!

tinue broadcasting giveaway pro-

grams after Oct. 1 to force a court

i test, FCC w ill have a big choice of

'guinea pigs in determining the

;

validit.v of its rules. On Nov. 1. li-

' censes of all AM stations operating

on the frequencies 64()kc through

'9()0kc. except 74(lke. expire. Ap-

i

plications must [be made 60 days

. in advance.

> Whether the Commi'-vion would
place all violating stations in this

frequency range on temporary

status pending a test of the rules

has not heen dclei inined but some
station or stations would have

their licenses held up and hearings

ordmi’d to rletcrmine 'Alicther the

lottery rules were being \iolated.

Among the stations w liose three-

.veai' licenses (ome up lor lenewal

at the time the gi\eway ban takes

effect are WNIU'. W.IZ WCBS and

WOR in New York in addition to

many other network and non-net-

work elear channel stations.

One possibility is that the C om-

niission may place "on lempcnary

one station of each web to cov»*r

the \aiious type' of gi\eawa\s.

Washington. Aug 23.

The FCC ban on giveaways
brought mixed reactions yesterday
(22) on Capitol Hill but in one im-
portant quarter—the Senate Com-
mittee on Interstate K Foicdgn
Commerce—the agency was com-
mended for stepping in on the
money shows, even though there

was doubt as lo its authority.
Chairman Edwin Johnson

(D.-Colo.) said he was glad the K c: Maurice Chevalier's “'rhis
led. “I think they had the duty show, transcribed In Paris
act. ’ he told Variki y. "but I j^e Riviera, is folding upon

don’t know whether they had the conclusion of its initial 26-wc*ek
authority. He thought a court test cycle. Efforts of Mutual to make
is needed to determine whether the ^how pay off (it has a $5,000
lottery laws are being violated. weekly production nut), were un-
Scn. Johnson was of the opinion successful and last broadcast is

(he giveaway shows have been go- scheduled for Sept. 22.
ing altogether loo far. "They have i Mutual was selling the show lo-
taken on the aspects of the Pyramid

I
cally. with D’Orsy Perfume and

Clubs,’ he said. "It has .seemed to
. French Travel Bureau picking up

me these programs got out of hand ,,,e tj,b in the New York (WOR)
and the fCC was forced to do rnarket. With the exception of
something about it.” he declared, jhree or four other markets, how-
Whether the Commi.ssion went too ever, the program was carried sus-

far,” he said, "1 do not know.” taining.
On the House side, Chairman Show was produced by Ray Mor-

Robert Cro.sser (D.. Ohioi of the ggp with U. S. talent, including co-
Commitlee on Interstate & Foreign producers Bill Robson (who quit
Commerce admitted he was not chS on the Coast to join the outfit
well acquainted with the giveaway abroad), and Sam Pierce, identified

and ' shows, except that he liked to test
, many of the top airers in this

his wits by listening lo quiz pro-
i country. Pierce returns next

grams. Of course, he said, there month, with Robson possibly .stay-
can be no rnoral justification for jpg over to join Morgan in a neW'
programs which violate the lottery

. radio venture tied in with the Mar-
rules. However, he preferred not };j,all Plan.
to “prejudge” the action of the '

__J
FCC until he had studied the mat-
ter.

One of the more extreme views
j

of the FC’C action was taken by !

Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth 'R -

Mass.), a member of the Hou.se

(Continued on page 38)

Brass Tacks Season

Propped by John Karol

For Radio Exec Club
Radio Executives C’liib will kick

off its ’4n-’.50 .season, with .lohn
Karol. CBS sales excc, at the helm.
Karol is blueprinting a semester
devoid of circus overtones and
frills, preferring a bi-weekly lunch-
eon agenda that gels down to brass
lacks on what makes rarlio and
tele click in the cuir«-nt competi-
tive era.

Top execs of General Foods.
Procter & Gamble, General Elec-
tric, till* Assn, of Nalional Adver-
tisers, etc,, have been booked for
talks, along with Lowell Thomas,
and while the humor department
won’t be bypassed, either Fred
-Allen or Arthur Godfrey will take
the rostrum for a tiadey exposition
of "What’s rooking in the AM-TV
comedy realm.”

PLAYHOUSE’ LIKELY TO

LAND SPONSORED SPOT
There’s a strong passibility that

NBC’s "Four-Star Playhouse.” the
Cosmopolitan mag series alternat-

ing P’red MacMurray, Rosalind
Rus.sell, Loretta Young and Robert
Cummings in lead roles, will get
a permanent berth this fall under
commercial auspices. Web reports
client nibbles that are expected to

land “Playhouse” in the payoff
column.

Piogram is currently doing sum-
mer sustainer duty in the Sunday
at 8 period, facing eviction when
Wild root’s "Sam Spade” moves
into the time from CBS.

What Scholars?
Wa.shington.

Editor. Varif.ty:
'I'hanks very much for the < Show-

management • key, I say in all

sincerity that 1 value it more than
the one which the C. of Alabama
handl'd me some 30 years ago.

However. 1 am afraid Variety
will have some difficulty in making
scfiolars out of its jackpot winners.

Clifford J. Durr.
Former FCC Commis.sioner
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YOU DON’T HAVE TO SUGARCOAT YOUR

PUBUC SERVICE SHOW, SEZ SCHWERIN

Wednegduy, Augusl 24, 1949

From the Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY • • •

Tlie Schwerin System’s testing of
j

})iiblic service programs shows
ihem as tar from a lost cause. The
orRaiiizalion has tested nearly 50

j

difterent editions of shows of this

type, proving conclusively that

qualitalivo research can make a

solid contribution in this area. 1

Tlie essential purpose of a pub-
lic service program is to transmit .

intonnalion or ideas to the listen-

ing audience. Its problem is to do
Ibis in an interesting and enter-

,

laining way.
“With a few exceptions, proper

techniques for putting across ideas

are customarily neglected or mis-
|

used in public service shows,” Hor-
ace Schwerin says. “We hear a

lot, for instance, about ‘sugar-;

coaling' such ideas. Actually, our
tests liave frequently revealed that |

di.slike for the material meant to
!

serve as sugar-coating was the
main reason for tlie failure of some
of tiK* programs studied.”

Defining tlie kind of subjects that
listeners want to hear treated has
proved to be one of the Schwerin
System’s services to programs of
tliis type. The nature and range of
aatisfactory topics vary for ditler-

enl allows. Often, a program is

Dickman’s NCCJ AppL
Baltimore, Aug. 23.

John J. Dickman, exec of WBAL,
Baltimore, has been appointed di-

j

rector of the National Conference
j

of Cliristians and Jews. He’ll take
j

charge of the NCCJ’s inter-group
j

relations program in this area and
|

will manage the local area’s fund-
raising campaign for the organiza-

tion.

Dickman w'as with W’BAL for' 11

years as head of the outlet’s public

service and television program-
ming.

i.SerciiMi t)i a series dealitu/ wilh
thr Scinocrin System’s findinqs on
eacJi of 17 leading types of pro-
grams and commercials in what is

probably the most comprehensive
t'.Oort yet made in qualitative radio
researelt.)

found to have set its sights too
low—the “sugar-coating” concept
applied to choice of subject.
On one public service program

extensively studied, the tc.st audi-
ences were asked to choose from a
list of subjects the ones they would
most like to hear dealt with in the
future. The heavier subjects on

' he list were selected more than
twice as often ns the lighter ones.
When l(>stod. editions having to do
with tlie heavier subjects were
markedly better liked than tho.se
dealing with the lighter ones.

A niimbei- of editions of another
educational program 'were tested.
The subjects fell Into two broad
clas.ses: timely topics, and those
of longterm interest. The lat-
ter proved to be better received,
the editions concerned with sub-
ject.s of longterm Interest having a
Schwerin average score seven
points higher than the others.

Pre.sentation Method
.. As is the ca.se with news pro-
giams. the Schwerin System's big-
gest single service to public serv-
J<e prograni.s has been in outlining
the methods of presentation that
vill make each show most inter-
esting and effective.
One show tested used dramas to

pul over the information it wanted
lu gel across. The Schwerin Sys-
Iciu tested three different dramatic
nielliods for this program—narra-
tive hiidges between scenes by

(Continued on page 44'

WBT ENGINEERS PICKET

BUT REMAIN ON JOB
Oreensboro, N. C., Aug. 23.

Engineers of WBT threw up
picket lines around their studios

but did not walk off the job. The
demonstration followed another
failure to reach agreement on a

new contract between the Interna-

tional Brotherhood of Electrical

Engineers (AKL> and Jefferson

Standard Broadcasting Co., opera-

tor of WBT.
There was no interruption of

broadcasting, but two pickets bear-

ing signs paraded at entrances to

the studios. The previous union
contract, which union spokesmen
said affected about 18 persons, ex-

pired March 1 and negotiations
over a new one broke down. The
engineers voted to stay on the job
pending new talks.

Negotiations were resumed with
a federal conciliator but ended in

disagreement over a discharge
clause, and the engineers voted to

begin picketing. A union spokes-
man said there was no dispute over

i wages, but rather over the com-
pany's firing rights.

More Agencies Use l-Min.

Pic Trailers on Radio

Shows for Theatre Deals
Production of one-minule film

trailers to pTiig local and network
ladio shows is on the rise, with
Ihiee New York ad agencies now
using thi.s new plugging technique.
Initiated by Compton, the method
Jias been picked up by Benton &
Bowles and Dancer, Fitzgerald A-

Ssample. with the Biow agency al.so

jtlanning to turn out the shoit
shorts to boost their clients’ lop
radio shows.

Trailers, produced for about $1.-

500. are distributed to local outh'is
>vhicli make their own deals with
fheatie operator.s. In return for
exhibiting the films, the theatres
"et plugs on tlie stations carrving
llie given program. An averagt*

of about .300 theatres, located in

key listening areas, have been en-
lering into such deals.

Compton is currently turning out

n trailer on one of its soap opeias
Originated by Joe Fields. Comp-
Ion’s a.ssi.stant press director, films

(omprise brief sequences of the

program which are shot In broad-

cast studios. Previous trailers were
made on “Truth or Consequences.

’

*‘Brcaktasl in Hollywood and on

Lowell Thomas,

Twin Cities Gets Hurd

50,000-Watter (WDGY)
Minneapolis, Aug. 23.

WDCtY here w’ill go on the air

with 50.000 watts power WedneS'-
day (24 1 . Station has been testing

new equipment several months, got
final okay last week from FCC.

It will operate at 50.000 from 6
a m. to sundown, then reducing to

2,5.000 from sundown to midnight.
Up to now. station has been operat-

' ing days only. To fill extra pro-
gram hours, if will add seven
musicians, four or five singers,

three engineers and two or three
announcers to staff.

' Programing will be mostly folk
and western stuff, with Wally Rudd
as musical director.

New equipment is odd, in that
nine towers south of town are ar-

ranged to beam station’s signal

northward, sending much weaker
signal south, in order to avoid con-
ici with other stations on 1130
frequency.

There’s been talk of network af-

ffiliation. but station is now plan-
ning only local programs. It is

third .50-kilowatter in Twin Cities,

WCCO and KSTP already broad-
casting with that power.

('amel rioe.s It Solo

On Cubs; Other Biz
Chicago, Aug. 23.

WIN’D. Chi. rej)oi-ted Cubs night
baseball games will be solely spon-
.sored by Camel eigs, with the re-

cent bovvout of Walgreens. Spon-
sors formerly alternated arc lilts;

five minute new .scasts. six a week,
for .Madewell Bedding tlirough
Kapps agenev ; C’artnen Cavallaro
Iran.scribed show, 10 minutes, for
.Anialgainated Taih)rs through Art
Linlek agency, and announcements
lor Universal Stoves through
Chiist iansen agenev.

Nl’.CN. Chi. reported Williamson
Candy will sponsor the onee-week-
ly 30 minute ‘ True Detective Mys-
teries” for .‘’>2 week< through Au-
brey. Moort* A' Wallace agency;
.National Clothing will bankroll
‘ Behind the Storv ” a minute,
five a week, for .32 weeks through
Kautman & Associates; and an-
nouncements lor drove I.Kabs

through Cardner agency, Quaker
Oats through Sherman & Mar-

,

quctle agency; and Chi Coal Mer-
chants .A.ssn . through debhardt &

,
Bio»ks<»n agency.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Music—ABC

KEYD IN TOUCHY SPOT

WITH ALCOHOL PANEL
Minneapolis, Aug. 23.

KEYD Sunday (21 • pre.sented

state liquor control commissioner
Dudley C. Ericson in panel discus-

sion on “The Alcohol Problem and
Advertising.” which happens to be
a touchy subject here. Others on
panel included Harry N. Owen,
farm paper editor, and Mrs. Hil-

dur .Archer, Minnesota Grange lec-

turer, Program was 10th in a sc-

ries on the alcohol problem pre-

sented over KEYD by United Tem-
perance Movement of Minnesota.

Liquor advertising in Twin
Cities has been a much-watched
subject. Dally papers in Minne-
apolis refuse ads and radio sta-

tions have been watching dlscus-

s^^ions in the east.

Feeling is that if networks per-

mit drink commercials, local sta-

,
tions will go along, with show of

!

reluctance. Thus far their liquor

I

plugs have been restricted to a

;

couple of breweries. Minneapolis
Brewing Co., for instance, for
years has sponsored Bob De

I Haven's “Friendly Fred" disk
jockey show on WCCO, a very
popular six-nights-a-week feature.

Ericson discussed Minnesota
!
laws governing liquor advertising,

I
and made no special pitch one

. way or the other.

!

Radio hcie appears reluctant to

I

touch liquor commercials, fearing

j

comparison with Cow lc.s-owned
newspapers, which over the years
have profited by refusal to take

I

liquor advertising. At one time,
it is remembered, papers refused

i to take ads for corn tune record,

i

“Rye Whisky.”

• Swift to Use ‘Club’ Cast

In Sales Meeting Pitch
Chicago. Aug. 23.

Swift & Co., using the “Break-
fast Club” cast, is planning a one-
shot fanfare sales meeting for the

I

ABC ^audience Od. 1. .1. Walter
Thompson agency, which handles
the Don McNeill troupe for Swift,
is pitching hard to clear enough
net outlets for the 1.5 minutes show,
to be aired earlier than the regular
C'lub program.

Swift will use company execs in

a sales kirkofi for its sausages,
plan being to let tlie listening
puiilic eavesdrop on an old fasli-

ioneul ‘ whoop it up for Rutgers’’
style of selling campaign. A JWT
spokcsm.tn said: ‘With entertain-
meni if.v a flooi .show with sales
sock

'

TRINITY UNIV. SERIES
San .Antonio, .Aug. 23,

Various Texas radio stations are
now airing weekly dramas recorded
by Trinity University student ac-
tors made in the s|)eech studios
and broadcast from magnetic tape

Thi.s coming fall, the school h.is

announced lliorough course's will

be offered in radio anmuiming,
newcasting. writing and production.

Houston — Tom Franklin has
been appointed progiain director
of KXYZ. owned and operated by
(llenn McCarthlv. Fianklin is a
veteran in radio, television and
films on the west coast.

Radio producer on a busman’s holiday; Lester Gottlieb tCBS) being
interviewed on Albany station while vacationing at Totem Lodge

*

Barrett F, Welch appointed director of research for N. Y. office of
Foote, Cone & Belding Rod Erickson named supervi.sor of operations
for radio and video at Young 8e Rubicam . . .William Greene new to
“Romance of Helen Trent” cast .... Klock Ryder joins “Backstage Wife’*

Jackie Grimes added to “Front Page Farrell” Mo.st heard com-
ment in wake of FCC giveaway edict; “Got any ideas for shows?”.

.

Joe Gottlieb checking out of Harry S. Goodman transcription opera*,
tion. . , .Whatever became of: Doug Coulter, who exited Foote, Cone
Belding as radio director first of the year? Ditto Phil Carlin, ex-
program veepee at Mutual? Mary Lou Forster doing the spot com-
mercials for the fall campaign for Robert Hall clothes Yreva Fraxee
featured on “Modem Romances” Friday (26) Bennet Korn to WNEW
as sales department account exec. . . Campbell-Ewald agency has ap-
pointed W, Arthur Fielden as head of Detroit office radio-TV dept
Actor Jack Lloyd, vacationing in Hollywood, produced and directed a
half-hour drama for the U. S. State D<?pt.’8 “Voice of America” series
last week between appearances on “Make Believe Town” “The Green
Lama,” “The Joan Davis Show” and others.

Three network shows snubbed the FCC by shelling out their big
jackpot prizes soon after the anti-giveaway ukase was handed down
Friday (19). Topping them all ABC’s “Stop the Music” poured out a
$26,000 fortune in merchandise and bonds to a Missouri housewife
Mrs. Dorothe Pappenfort, Sunday night (21). Other participants al.si)

won heavily on ABC’s “Break the Bank” and CBS’ “Winner Take All,”
both on Friday. The prizes on these show.s. however, amount only to a
picayune couple of thousand ...Dr. William O. Walker, director of
research for Ansul Chemical Co., appears on Watson Davies’ “Adven-

i ure in Science” program (CBS) Saturday i27) from C’lucago. He’ll

j

trace history of fire and fire fighting from early days . . Ralph Well,

!

WOV manager, off Friday (19) for week’s vacation in Wisconsin, mixed
' with a dash of business in Chicago . . .Transcription facilities of WOV
in Rome are being used by Dorothy and Dick Kollmar for recording

I

their WOR broadcasts from Italy, and last month were utilized to

!

transcribe voices of Italy’s “Boys ’Town’’ boys for March of Time fea-
ture. .. .Nelson Case back in N. Y. after a five-week acting binge on

I
the strawhat circuit and went into his 11th year of P&G announcing

; Monday (22) on the Lowell Thomas CBS program. . . Giveaway impre-
sario BUI Todman was snubbed on the street by a radio colleague with
the crack: “You’re illegal”. . . Martha Deane returned to WOR Monday
(22) after four-week vacation . Alice Reinhart (Mrs. Les Tremayne)

: off tomorrow (Thurs.) to attend the AFR.A convention in Hollywood . ..

j

Colliers mag readying a piece on WOR’s “Big Joe.”

I With Bill Glttinger back, John Karol shedding CBS sales cares for
several weeks in Nantucket Bob Heller to pasture in upper New

;

York state for a month.

!/iV HOLLYWOOD . . .

I

Chet Brouwer is being transferred to C’liicago by Ayer to be th*
agency contact on Sealtest sponsorship of “Kukla, Fran and Ollie.”

:
Glenhall Taylor remains in Hollywood to keep the office lighted. ..

I

Richfield Reporter, long time NBC news standby, has renewed for

:

another year on ABC. Account was lost by NBC when the 10 p.m.
time couldn’t be cleared due to California’s daylight saving time last
year. ... Cornwell Jackson passing a week with Stanley Resor, prexy

I

of J. Walter Thompson at his Jackson Hole, Wyo., ranch to discuss the

I
setup of the agency’s Hollywood office, which will have only one show
(Lux) next season .... Diana Bourbon bronzed from her Hawaiian va-

I

cation . . Carol Richards will alternate wdth Peggy Lee as Bing Crosby’s
canary. Ken Carpenter will be back as announcer for his 14th year
with Crosby, and BiU Morrow again doubles as co-producer with Mnrdo
McKenzie and head scripter. .. .Howard Meighan returns east this’
weekend to make his recommendation for succes.sor to Don Thornburgh
as Coast head of CBS ... Edgar Bergen interested in Marlon Morgan,

. singer, and Jim Hawthorne, comic, as regulars on his Coca-Cola show
! . . . Betty O’Hara, producer and commercial writer for Compton agency
(shows, moves over to Dancer-Fitzgcrald-Sample Sept. 6 to write the
plugeroos. . . . Audition record of the Humphrey Bogart dram.ntic series

,

was cut at CBS by Sandy Cummings. Dee Engelbach directed and Lyn
Murray batoned the music. . . Garry Moore w'ill have Ken (’arson and
Eileen Woods as vocalists, with Irving Miller directing the music on his
CBS stripper. Bill Demling and Lou Nelson turn out the scripts ..

.

Bill Henry passing his vacation here and won’t be back in Washington
until Sept. 16. He’ll do two weeks of his Johns-Manville series from
KIIJ here. . . .Two NBC secretaries, Betty McNeil and Margaret Crouch,

.hit the wedding trail last week. . . . Bulova-Academy deal to air the

I

Oscar awards has developed a chill due to insistence of Academy dl-

j

rectors to approve every line of copy. Spon.sor doesn’t mind paying
' $80,000 for rights to capitalize on the Academy name (he’ll name a
watch after it) but resents being told what he can broadcast . Ken
Dolan east to rystle up some sponsor interest in Bob Burns and Bill
Goodwin . . Howard Snyder. Hugh Wedlock. Keith Fowler, Johnny

! Rapp and Zeno Klinker will grind out the gags for Bi'igcn . .Bob
Carroll, Jr., on the writing staff of “My Favorite Husband,” flew in
from Paris after prowling the continent' . . Mel Williamson, secretary
ot Radio and TV Directors Guild, came off his tour of duty for the
Army with new rating of Lt.-Col. . . .Don Quinn says there's no justice,

i
^Her being on a strict diet for three weeks he puils up w itli the gouL
Maybe he got it from buying a home in Santa Barbara that cost

' $800,000 to build.

/i\ CHICAGO ...
Earl Nightingale starting new 30-m’m. Sal. scries of inlerxiew shows

on WBBM for Emergency Radio and Appliance, teaming with John
McCormick to bedevil store cuslomcrs. . WIND staffer Jacqueline
Peterson to marry Lincoln Lakoff Sept 16 in Park Ridge. Ill

lommy Port guesting songs on WCKL’s “Songs to Cheer ” this week
,

. . Jack Fuller will emcee and Tune Testers will warble mystery tunes
on WGN’s new giveaway quiz debuting Aug. 29. . Gunter Sliiel from
Swedish Broadcasting Corp. in Chi huddling with NBC nc\v.s(’asters
Jiin Hurlbut and Lcn O’Connor for recorded interview.s with city of-,

ficials ..WGN scripter Jarvis Dugan engaged to radio actor Ernie
Andrews .. Bemie Howard idea man for ABC’s “Name the Movie,’
dashed off a parody on “There’s No Business Like Show Business” that
comics Jerry Coe and Dick Lynn are using in a Chi nit cry revue
rank Duggan, formerly with Roche, Williams & Cleary agency, head-
ing up Street & Finney agency’s new Chi branch. . . Lee Bennett sub-
bing for Curley Bradley three weeks in latter’s Mutual show while
Bradley is on vacation ...WMOR airing a special posl-sca.son Grant
Park concert tonight (23) in honor of Israel with Nicolai Alalko con-
ducting. . . Disker Norman Rom added 15'mins. to his regular \\ MAQ
pre-noon stint, giving him 60 mins, airing at that time. . . Paul Barnes,
the one-man “Calling All Detectivc.s” show on WGN. to Miami Beach
tor two weeks .... Radio station brokers Blackburn-llamiltoii have
opened an office here with Harold Murphy in charge. . , Asst, education
director Betty Rom back at NBC desk after Daytona Bcacli viuation,
proud of record mackerel catch in fishing contest . . .WCF1> aruiouiu'er
Norm Pierce off to AFRA convention in San Francisco. .

Mutual fiaez

Jean Lewis in Madison for vacation .... ABC central division knotkiof
off chore* Aug. 25 for annual outing at Tam O’Shanlei club
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SCHENLEY MILLIONS SET TO GO
AFRA Charges for WATL License

[)[)[ f(][|
jChi Preps For Battle of Indies’;

Revoke CaDed ‘Innuendos, Untruths’
Washington, Aug. 23. 4

The FCC was told last week that

It has no baslf to institute a pro-

ceeding to revoke the license of

WATL, Atlanta, Ga., as requested

in a complaint by the American
Federation of Radio Artists. The
station said the AFRA complaint

contained "innunendos, half-truths

and untruths” and failed to prove

charges of violations against Com-
mission regulations.

A petition filed by John P. South-

mayd, coun.sel for WATL. denied

that J. W. Woodruff, owner of

the station, has wilfully violated or

disregarded license responsibilities.

“On the contrary,” the petition

said. “His record as a licensee and

his sense of public responsibility

have been demonstrated during the

past 14 years to be outstanding.”

WATL said that the fact that a

strike has been going on at the

station since the first of the year,

involving AFRA and members of

the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers, “is no evidence

of a flagrant disregard by the li-

censee of government regulations

nor is it evidence of chronic viola-

tion of the National Labor Rela-
|

tions Act.”
Notwithstanding AFRA’s concern

for the public, said WATL. “it

seems apparent that this complaint
|

has been filed solely for the pur-
pose of using the good offices of

this Commission to compel settle-
’

ment by the licensee of his differ-

ences with AFRA and IBEW.”
WATL also doubled that AFRA ,

would push its revocation com-
j

plaint if its labor demands were
j

jnet, since revocation would result
|

In abolition of jobs at the station i

for members of both AFRA and
IBEW. AFRA’s concern, WATL;
declared, “is not with the public

;

intere.st—it is understandably with

the private interest of its member-
j

ship.”
The AFRA complaint was based

largely on testimony taken at pro-

ceedings before the NLRB. It was
filed three weeks ago. .

Love Wins Out Again
Bloomington, Ind. Aug. 23.
WTOM provided an example

of radio’s ability at special
features—by broadcasting to a
church wedding. U. of Indiana
student Ted Wiley appealed to
the station for help in getting
recorded wedding music be-
cause his bride-to-be was un-
happy without it. WTOM pro-
gram director Ward Glenn,
synchronizing by phone call,

aired marriage tunes for 25
minutes.
Timing was perfect. The

bridal couple marched out to
the tune of "Lohengrin.”

I IP"
WAAF Pours Coin Into Big League

Canada Set Fees

May Be Doubled

KEN LYONS, SCRIPTER,

DIES IN UIS SLEEP
Kermit < Ken ) Lyons, radio

Bcripter, died in his sleep from a

heart attack Monday night (22) at

his home, .5(T Lincoln Road. Brook-
lyn, N. Y. His sudden demise came
as a shock to his colleagues in the

trade. He was 43.

Lyons, one of the in-demand
scripters among the east coast

radio fraternity, was writer on the

“Arthur Godfrey 'falent Scouts’’

show, in addition to “Philo Vance"
and “Bo.ston Blaekie." Formerly
he was in the music publishing

business.

Funeral services will be held to-

morrow (Thurs. ) at 1 p.m.. from
the Flatbush Memorial Chapel in

Brooklyn. He is survived by his

wife and 15-year-old daughter.

Toronto. Aug. 23.

Rather than increa.se revenue by

accepting more commercial busi-

ness, the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp. will seek a doubling of the

present radio-listener fee in Can-
ada from $2.50 to $5. This propo.sal

will be submitted by the CBC
when that body and the Canadian
Assn, of Broadcasters meet before

the new Federal - appointed Com-
mission of Culture, which body
meets in Toronto for a four-day
hearing, commencing Sept. 6. for
the clarification of this Dominion's
entire radio setup and some deci-
sion on the present non-existent
television outlook.

The $2.50 tariff to listeners on all

radio sets in Canada was set in

1938 and applies to every set

owned in a home, installed in a ear
or boat. Meanwhile, the grapevine

j

has it that the CBC will be in the
' red another $300,000 this year. The
' propo.sed $5 annual fee will apply
only to radio sets with the tariff

on television sets in Canada still

' to be determined, and this already
' mentioned as being anywhere from
$10 to $25 per set per annum.

Schenley, first of the liquor com-
panies to make network radio over-
tures, apparently envisions more
than spots in its kilocycle future,
if any. Once the ice is broken
(and ABC would like to break it,

unless those anti-D. C. currents
get too hot), Schenley, it’s known,
contemplates a major invasion into
programming, with likelihood of
four or five shows. On that basis
the distillery outfit is ready to
sink millions into radio.
That kind of business would

come as a bonanza to ABC in the
face of such cancellations as
Philco, American-Elgin, U. S.

Steel and Sealtest, but it’s still a
moot point whether Schenley and
the networks could get past the
U. S. Senate’s pearly gates. The
FCC has already suggested that it

won’t issue any blanket nix on
litiuor advertising, preferring rath-

er to act on individual abuses. But
Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of
the Senate Commerce Committee
doesn’t intend to sit by and watch
the liquor boys move in.

Buys Fight Blow-by-Blow

To Plug His Candidacy
Pitt.sburgh, Aug. 23.

For probably the first time in

radio history, an individual poli-

tician sponsored a sports broad-
ca.st here last week as a means of

promoting his candidacy. Council-
n^an Joseph A. McArdle. inde-

pendent Democrat candidate lor

renomination to eity governing
body, footed the bill for the blow-
by-blow account of the Lee Sala-
Joey DeJohn middleweight scrap
In Syracuse, N. Y., over KOV.

Sala is a big local favorite and
Ration had manager James V.
Murray, former sport .scaster, and
Bill Burns, news editor, at the ring-
side in Syracuse putting the fight
on the air here.
Commercials between the rounds

were plugs for McArdle’s candi-
dacy. Previously a regular on the
Democratic ticket, he was dropped
this year because of repeated
squabbling with Mayor Lawrence
*nd is running for a place on the
party slate as an independent.

Pettey in WMGM Exit;

Lebhar May Succeed
Herbert L. Pettey. director of

WMGM, N. Y., is exiting the sta-

tion Aug. 31 to go into another
business. Parting with the Metro-
owned station on amicable terms,

Pettey requested that his contract

be terminated on its expiration

date at the end of this month, lie’ll

continue, however, to serve in an
advisory capacity with the station.

Pettey’s succes.sor has not been
decided as yet by Metro toppers
who are planning to give the sta-

tion a big buildup starting this

tall. Any appointment that will be

made will be done in consultation

with Bertram Lebhar, Jr., general

sales manager who co-pi lot ed the

station for the la.st 10 years with
' Pettey. It’s likely Lebhar will take

over the Pettey post while contin-

uing as general sales manager.

Pettey is moving into the presi-

dency of Parx Products, a drug and
’cosmetic manufacturing firm. Prior

to joining WMGM (formerly WHNi
in 1936, he was radio director of

the Democratic National Commit-
tee and secretary of the Federal

Radio Commission and later, the

‘ FCC. He’ll continue to head-

quarter in New York.

I

I Montgomery to ABC
Robert Montgomery’s Hollywood

chitchat show for Lee Hals goes

to ABC. getting the Thursday night

9.45 time.

CBS pitched for the business,

but couldn’t land it. Hat manufac-

turer had a contractual commit-

ment for ABC. where previously

‘ it had sponsored Drew Pearson.

Whodunits Rule

Hooper Roost
For the first time since Hooper

went into the rating business, 10
of the 15 shows getting the Top 15

audience nod are in the whodunit
category in the just-released
Pocket piece.

Further, every one of the Top
15 programs has a “talk” format,
not a single musical stanza hitting
the bigtime summer payoff. “Hit
Parade," in 16th place, was just

nosed out by “Sam Spade.” For
that matter, there isn’t even a
giveaway in the “honored” bracket.
“Break the Bank” (5.8) coming
closest in 23d position among all

the sponsored shows.

Here’s the Top 15 reading:

Mr. District Attorney 10.6

Inner Sanctum 9 2

Fat Man 9.1

Big Story 89
Henry Morgan 8.8

Crime Photographer 8.6

Mr. Chameleon 8.5

Our Miss Brooks 8.3

Mr. & Mrs. North 7.6

Subversive?
London, Aug 23

Patrick Beech, news editor
of the British Broadcasting
Ctup.. was fined $20 and $l
costs for failing to take out a

license for his radio.

Admitted he hadn't done so

for three years due to having
slipped his memory.

Coulter Exiting

McCann-Erickon
Administrative upheavals in the

! radio-television departments of top
agencies continue unabated. New-
est reshuffle affects McCann-Erick-
son, with Lloyd Coulter chec king
out of the organization as veept'c

in charge of radio and television

]

after a 22-year as.sociation with the
outfit. For the past six years he

i
headed up the radio-TV ac tivities

I

and formerly ran the London and

I

Paris offices.

I Coulter will take .several months’
' vacation, explaining that the “in-

creasing high pressure" was be-

i ginning to get him dow n. Thomas
III. Lane, veepee of agemey. takes
over radio and tele activities.

I
A couple weeks back Leonard

;

Fh'ikson exited as radio-T\' veepee
at Kenyon & Eckhardt to join

' McCann-Krickson in a top admin-
1 istrative berth.

I

A month ago Sylvester <Pat'

Weaver checked out of Young &
,

Rubicam as radio-television boss to

join NBC as head of television.

Wide Spread
Philadelphia. Aug 23.

WCAIJ has lend-leased its "um-
brella man ” advertising trademark
to Canada. Hubert Richardson,
deputy secretary of the Bank of

Canada, .saw the WCAU umbrella
campaign in American publications
and asked the station for permis-
sion to reproduce the figure in be-

half of Canadian Savings Bonds
4th Series.

W(’AU waived all credit rights

in giving Canada the go-ahead
Mystery Theatre 7.5 Station employs the "umbrella
First

Dr.

This
Mr.
Sam

Nighter 7.4
;
man’’ to stress its complete cover-

Christian 7.1
;

age of the local market in trade
Is Your F.B.I 7.0 advertising. Now the smiling sil-

Keen .. 6.9 houette is appearing all over
Spade 6.8 Canada.

Chicago. Aug 23.

“Battle of the indies" is shaping
up here with WAAF moving into
the fulltime 5,000 watt bracket
with big-time ideas of live pro-
gramming, and plenty of coin to

toss around the Chi area. Station
recently gots its government okay
to extend its airing to a 24-hour
basis, and is lining its sights on Ihe^

lucrative local market.
Timed with the expansion is the

avowed aim of general manager
Brad Eidmann to switch WAAF’s
emphasis from a record station to

a live program outlet with plenty
of stress on the local angle Drover
Journal, owner of the 1.000 watt
station, has laid out a $500,000 ex-
pansion program that’ll embrace
FM operations, plus a longrange
eye on WAAF'’s future as a tele

outlet.

Station goes FM Oct. 1. atul ex-

pects to get into 24-hour AM op-
eratit)n about February. Present
operations are on a sunrise-t(»-snn-

set basis, but next winter will see
W.AAF battling for fulltime local

markets with WIND and WCFL,
and preparing to spend the cash
in a big way.

First goal of Eidman is the
sports field, now dominated l)y the
tither indies and network O-andO
outlets. Towards this <mh 1. he’s

pi'ddling the full footl)all sked of
the U. of Illinois, including nine
games home and aw'ay. Il«* figures

to lose money on the (h'al, but
wants to start getting in the fight

in a “no holds barred" way.
WA.AF is now const rinding two

additional studios in the La.Salle-

Wacker bldg, for FM opi'rations,

which will give the outlet a total

of live, one of which can be use<l

for studio audiences. The studio.s

are switchable from AM to FM and
vice versa, which allows a ff<*xible

program operation.
Another change is the new trans-

mitter and six new antennas to be
located outside Chi, which repre-
sents a departure from the tradi-

tional site in the stockyarils dis-

trict. Station can also get into

television ’in the future by sim|>ly

adding another section to its prev-

ent tower.
Stations now employs a skeletem

staff, but expects to set up a full

program department nnei an ex-
panded sales staff. Recorded shows
that have been longtime there. sue*h

as the Symphonic Hour, a commer-
cial bankroller for three years, will

be kept on, but Eidmann figures ein

a majeirity of live sheiws.

Radio News Eds Indict Press Groups

For ‘Tired,’ Dull Copy, Badly Written
Minneapolis, Aug. 23.

The four major press associa-

tions have been put on the carpet

by radio news directors for feed-

ing badly-written and dull copy to

stations on their wires. Negative

verdict was handed down this week
in a hard-hitting report made by

the National As.sn. of Radio News
Directors after an extensive .study

of the wire services over a one-

week period.

.Starting out as a fact-finding

project, the report wound up as a

catalog of complaints against the

press as.sociaf ions. Passing marks
are given to the .AP, UP. IN.S and

Transradio press wires for their

speed, accuracy, good taste and

lack of editorial slanting, hut the.se

favorable comments are subordin-

ate to the port’s criticism on

other scores.

Chief shortcoming of the press

associations, according to the

.NARND report, is their inferior

writing. "()n both the trunk wires

and the radio wires, writing is a

low point ... In many cases, news
stories were handled in a dull,

humdrum routine fashion when
they readily adapted themselves to

lighter and more interesting fash-

ion .. . Poor old regional rewriters

are just so tired they can't make
the mare go.” says the report.
Another big beef concerned the

unbalance of news In the services’
output. The report found that
“there is too much emphasis on na-
tional and international affairs and
not sufficient development of lo-

cal and regional news” In a

breakdown of the services’ daily
file, it was revealed that about
half the news dealt with national
and international affairs and the
ftthcr half with local events., iri-

(luding sports, weather, farm and
women’s news.

‘Basic Concept Forgotten’
The report declanv that the

newscast which contains news
aboub things "which affect listen-

ers in our primary areas are the
newscasts which are listened to . . .

This appears to be a basic concept
of news which has been forgotten,
or packed away in a dark closet,
by the wire services . . . Mavhe it’s

time for INS. AP. UP and* TP to
sit down and do a little soul-search-
ing to re-as.se.ss the yardstick by
which they evaluate news”
Other gripes directed again.st

the services include the filing of
old stories as new ones, and the

(Continued on page 44/

HEAHER’S MBS TALENT

SHOW FOR AM&TV
Embarking on a quest for both

radio and video talent. Mutual’s

lop new fall programming effort*

will be the “Gabriel Heatter Op-

portunity Show.” Formatted along

the lines of a talent contest, the
show will run for 13 weeks in a

half-hour Saturday night, begin-
ning Oct. 1. The show will also

be slanted for AM and TV simul-
ca.sting.

To be aired from the stage of

the Guild theatre, N. Y . the show
will be open to both amateur and
professional performers who will

compete for a $5,000 radio and
video contract. Top act of each
show, besides receiving a $1,000
savings bond, will be reassembli*d
in the concluding programs of the
scries for the grand prize final.s.

Heatter will emcee the show and
supervise the scripting staff to-

gether with Nora Stirling. Rocco
’I'ito. program director, will also
handle the screening of the tal-

ent. Herbert Rice, exec MB.S pre^
ducer, will produce and Sylvan
Simon will back up the contestants
with an 18-plece orch.

HANNA’S 2 ROOSEVELTS
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt has

authorized Mark Hanna to act as
her literary and radio representa-
tive. However, her lecture tours
will still be handled by the Colston
Leigh Bureau.
Hanna is also currently working

on a TV deal for Elliott Roosevelt
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Pitt. Situation Points Up Struggle To

Gear Time in Single-Station Gties
Snuggle among the televisi(fn^

m*l works to clear air time in sin-

gle-station cities has hit a fever

pitch during the last several weeks. -

Webs are reportedly trying to

.

power their way into these stations I Mai Boyd is expected to resign

to SCO up time, whether they have
| f‘

, Assn, on the Coast to take over as
a commercial show set for a cer- producer of Buddy Rogers’ five-a-

MAL BOYD TO VAMP TPA

AS ROGERS’ PRODUCER

tain slot or not. Stations, as a re-

ault. are refusing to take any book-

ings unle.ss they see a signed con-

tract, with the result that the situa-

tion in several cities has reached
an impasse.

Illustrative of the feeling among
alation managers is that of WDTV
in Pittsburgh. While the station

week radio series and weekly tele-

vision show via ABC in N. Y. this

fall. Boyd is Rogers’ personal
manager and formerly co-produced
“Punch with Buddy Rogers’’ in

Hollywood.
Pending the final inking of

signatures to Rogers’ ABC con-
tract. it is understood that both
the AM and video shows will be

Is owned and operated by DuMont, launched between Sept. 15 and Oct
it IS considered in a class with in- ^5 program chief Charles
dependent ly-owned outlets, since it Barry goes to Hollywood
has very little local programming, week where final contracts
As a result it is dependent on the g,.p legalized. Rogers, mean-
networks for mo.st of its shows,

^yhile. is scheduled to return to
Station has turned down bids for ^ y. following a theatre date in
air time from competing networks Miami week of Aug. 31 which is a
on several fall slmws. not because

^
break-in for a Broadway vaudfilm

It wards to carry DuMont p^grams booking in October as part of his
from N. Y. exclusively, but because

j
buildup,

it has been bitten by the other 1 Boyd, who will return to N. Y.
w;ebs several times on that matter ^g^t week, will be forced to re-
of time clearance. gjgn several other organiza-

According to Chris J. Witting,
, tions. He is pub relations chair-

assistant director of the web m
jYian of the Academy of TV Arts

charge of adrninistration and oper- Sciences and one of the nine-
ations, the sa es chief of rme rival

, jy committee of the Los
I
Angeles Chamber of Commerce.WDTV Sundav nights for the fall,

,

when a new commercial show was
slated to start. Several weeks
later, however, the sales chief

wired the station to cancel that

time in favor of a Thursday night

slot, since the client and ad agency
had decided to move the show.
WDTV. as a r»'«:’’lt. was stuck with
the Sunday ni"ht period.

Because of such maneuverings.
Witting said. DuMont has decided
not to accept anv future commer-

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

Call the Police—CBS
Scattergood Baines—MBS

TV Set Sale Pace Slows Down
Slump in television set sales during the summer was especiallu

marked during July. While the number of sets throughout the
country hit the 2,150,000 marker as of Aug. 1, the increase over
the preceding month was only 140,000. which marked probably the
lowest rate of increase during the last year. Because -previous e.t-
timates on Toledo and Albuquerque were too high, this month’s
figures show no increase. New York, still far out in front of all
other cities, maintained its pace of a 35,000 increase, bringing the
citifis total up to 720,000. Following is the city bydty break
dotvn as of Aug. 1. including 75 stations in 43 market areas cw
complied by the NBC research division.

ABC-TV to Make

Gean Sweep Of

Gii Teledogs
Chicago. Aug. 23.

ABC-TV is making a clean
sweep of six web-fed, Chl-origi-

nated sustainers within the next
six weeks, in a move to drop all

programs that won’t sell. At the
same time, the net is making a
fresh start with a flock of fresh sus-
tainers that are hoped to draw a
heavy sponsor reaction.
Programs bowing out, all Chi-

originated, are “Penthouse Play-
ers,’’ “Skip Farrell Show,’’ “Treas-
ure Quest," “Sing-Copation," “Sci-

ence Circus’’ and “Stand By For
Crime.’’ Except for “Sing-Copa-

..w. vw uj u. ur u UK 11 * 1
tion,’’ all are 30 minutes shows

cial commitmenis from other webs i

w. Hubbell, tele consult-
^

routed over the midwest and east-

on WDTV unless they know defi- week returned from a ern network. “Crime" is tak-

hiiely the name of the program and iPf'Slhy tour of the continent after
^
ing an eight week hiatus, Aug. 27,

the sponsor, ^'^ob is keeping g ,

having set up British and French 1 but* its return is considered doubt-
sharp eye on the fall program

,

companies for conversion of shorts ful.

schedules of tbo other networks,
:

‘^^‘tures jnto tele films. Pix As replacements, ABC-TV is

but will ta’k business only re-edited with standard launching four net show's to orig-
w hen a show ’s definitely set. Sta- dl.s^olves and ^pots for commercials

^

inate from Chi—a 30-minute mu-
tion’s attitude b.as thus cramped

1

American stations. Hub- sical revue, featuring top singers

No. of

City Stations

New York 6
Philadelphia . . . 3

Chicago 4

Los Angeles *• 6
Boston 2
Detroit 3

Baltimore 3
Cleveland 2
Washington 4
New Haven 1

St. Louis 1

Milwaukee 1

Schenectady 1

Cincinnati 3

Buffalo 1

Minn.-St.' Paul 2
Pittsburgh 1

Toledo 1

Atlanta 2
Richmond 1

Providence 1

Ft. Worth-Dallas 1

San Francisco 2

No. of
Sets

720.000
205.000
170.000
169.000
113.000
76.000
69,600
67.500
55.700
37,400
36,800
30.000

' 29,000
28,100
26.300
23.700
23.500
18.000
15,000
13.700
13.500
12.300

Inc. Over
Last Month

35.000
15.000

7.000

19,000

8.000

4.000
2,800

3.000
4.700
3.100

1.800

1.600

1.000

500
1.100
3,400

1.500

2..500

600
1,800

800

HubbeU’s Foreign

TV bportadons
Negotiations have been complet-

ed for the importation of British
films into tlie U. S. for use on video.

demand to k'^o"' what stations they
are getting b''fore signing a con-
tract and tb'' webs can’t furnish

tlip information.
Wilting, w'hilp emphasizing that

suspense-type chiller written by
William Ballinger, to start screen-
ing around mid-September.

Fourth new net show—a panel
quiz with a telephone tie-in—is in
the indefinite stage because of the

the plans of the other networks.
|

to set up further com- and dancers, skedded for Sept. 4
since most snonsors and agencies

j

Itsly. Belgium and at 7:30 p.m.; a 30-minute swap
u II u , X I

show with audience participation,

Vi Sept.: and a 30-minute
menis with British Pathe for their siisnense-tvop chiilpi- writipn hv
entire output. First films are ex-
pected to be flown In this week.

W'DTV needs nrogramming from 1

263 films are being proc-

other nets, a^sn noted that DuMont
;

^s.sed for video, with 163 set for re-

nuisl reserve time on the station
,

^^^se this year*
, , . . , i

for some of its own shows, even, .

of Pathe pix is bemg done pcC ruling on giveaways, but will
though these mav be 'sustaining at

1 i

R|ohard- go ahead if the lottery kinks can
their originat’on noint in N. Y. To son-IIubbcll Television Ne^orks be worked out. Starting date is

presei*ve its to^'nl operation status.
|

rr* sohsidia^' sm up with Brit-
: Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. if net toppers give

the Pitt opfint must make time nnancier W. T. Richardson,
j

the green light,

available to local snonsors. Thus. ol% of the firm’s Main reason for the sweeping
Witting .said, it sells participating i

Company Is capitalized at
|
changeover is the impatience of

spots on the*-'' sustaining programs poU.UUO. and plans are being made the ABG-TV brass with carrying
for the ben''«* of Pittsburgh adver- addUional capitalization to

, “tired dogs that can’t or won’t
^50.000 pounds, maximum permitted sell.’’ Move is in line with the re-
!

by the British Government for any cpntlv stepped-up TV activity of
the central division, under veepee

Lancaster . .. 1 9,900 300
Wilmington . . 1 8,900 400
Dayton . . 2 8,800 500
Louisville . . 1 8,700 600
Miami . . 1 8,100 500
Seattle . . 1 7,800 300
Columbus . . 1 7,700 200
Houston . . . 1 7,500 1,000
Syracuse . .. 1 7,200 1,900
Indianapolis .. 1 7,000 500
Memphis .. 1 6,300 100
San Diego .. 1 6,300 1,800
Salt Lake City .. 2 6,000 400
Erie 1 6,000 900
New Orleans . . 1 6,000 1.400
Oklahoma City . . 1 5,000 800
Rochester 1 4,300 900
Birmingham .. 2 3,500 400
Charlotte 1 3,000 2,000
Albuquerque . .. 1 1,000

Sub-total . . 75 2,092,700 135,700

OTHER CITIES
Johnstown 2,900 2,900
Omaha 2,500 1,300
Grand Rapids • • • • • 2.000 2,000
Utica 1,500 300
Greensboro 900 800
Others 47,500 —2,000

Total
• • • • • 2,150,000 140,000

lARROWAY GAB INTO i

1

Ford Dealers in Deal

5-MIN. COM’L FORMAT:
;

For ‘Spot’ Showcasing

tlsers.

WLW-T WcCluskey

As It*! Sflies Manager
Cmeinnafi. Aug. 23.

U’illiam l'^'‘Chiskey has been
ftepped UP to sales manager of

WL^-T, filling the vacancy made pictures have already returned

new business.

I

According to the agreement.
.\merican distribution must return
negative costs with a 5% profit.

Hubbell figures this to be compara-
tively easy, inasmuch as costs will
be figured on the basis of conver-
sion to tele use and not on the
original cost of the film. Most of

John Norton following the

(Continued on page 42)

ap-

hy the recent resignation of Milton

F. *.\llison.

Cincy’s first television salesman.
McCluskcy has been in the Cro.s-

ley fold since lO'^P. when he be-

came man?''’^T* of WT-W Promo-
tions. Tne.. hooi'*ng aeeney for the

50,000 watler’s hillbilly talent.

Previously he was with .Tohn Lair

during the formation of Renfro
Valley Fnte’’nrise.s and for six

jears was a *-'nfrcr ;ind emcee with
Wt.S. Chi'''>gn

With uskey’s promotion.
Marshall Ter>*y. veepee in charge
of TV’, upne'i .Tn»up«; Ferguson to

a producer on ^’’^.W-TV’. Fergu.son

was an anneMn''r'r and engineer at

WZIP, f’ev’e'tion. Ky.. opposite

Ciney. before becoming a Crosley

itatTer last ye-'*- as floor manager.

Ob^ler’s TV Show
Hollywood, ug. 23.

Arch Oboler has set to script a an-
televlsion program for KEC.A-TV', nounced by Seymour C. Andrews,
starting In September. The 30- general manager, include Victor
minute layout is titled. “Comedy Duncan as director of film. Dun-
Theatre.’’ can was a former March of Time

Show' will feature different cast cameraman. Bob Stanford has been
weekly. To date no one has been named chief announcer and George
et. White put in charge of sports

Cooper Due in N. Y. For

New Alan Young Deal
Hollywood. Aug. 23.

Indie packager Frank Cooper
leaves for N. Y. this weekend to
set a deal for a new television se-
rie.s starring comedian Alan Young.
He’ll also assist Lawrence Klee
producer of “Fat Man’’ and “Mr.
Keen” for radio, in w-rapping up a
new TV series for Camels, which
Klee recently sold to the William
E.sty agency.
Cooper will also try to find a

sponsor for a simulcast of his
“Strike It Rich" show, w'hieh he
claims is not in conflict with the
FCC’s new ban on giveaways. His
outfit has recently expanded its

talent list, which now includes

Dalla.s, Aug. 23. names for radio-TV work a.s

T.arry DuPont has been flamed Haymes, Martlia Tilton, Rudy
program manager of KBTV, which » slice and Kenny Baker,

expects to taka to the air here with —————

.

its first video Sept. 1, DuPont was
formerly with WBAP-TV, Fort
Worth, and is author of several TV
plays.

Other .staff appointments

their original investment through
theatre exhibition.

After film is re-edited, new- neg-
atives will be made, according to
Hubbell. so that fresh stock will be
exhibited in the United States.

French company’s operation.
Hubbell declared, has been held up
because of failure to find suitable
personnel. In charge of the firm is

.Vnne Buydens. former supervi.sor
for World V'ideo.

Chicago, Aug. 23.

WNBQ’s experiment with disk
jock Dave Garroway in a five-
minute commercial show starting
Sept. 19 for Mott’s Apple Juice is
being watched with considerable
interest by trade circles here. As
one observer put it, “the station
has tossed the talkingest character
in town into the shorte.st show in
town. It won’t work.”
Garroway will screen five week-

ly for 39 weeks in the 10:30 p. m.
slot, normally the station’s sign-
off time. Young & Rubicam
agency routed the deal, and was
known to have wanted a minimum
of 10 minutes for the garrulous
di.sk jock to get started. Titled
"Rcsei-ved for Garroway.” the
show is reported as a tipoti’ experi-
ment on whether Chi TV audiences
will go for a show* less than the
orthodox minimum of 15 minutes.
But as trade talk goes, “five min-
utes for Garroway. Are vou kid-
ding?”

DuPont Named Program

Manager of KBTV, Dallas

The Old Urge
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Once an actor alvvay.s ...
‘

Turning from his long stage
career to agenting when jobs
became scare, Walter Woolf
King is hack in grease painl.
He’s emceeing NBC's televi-
sion .show, “Lights. Camera
Action.” a video version of ra-
dio’s talent hunts.

CBS’ LA. Station To

Keep ’Crusade’ Program
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

KTTV, CBS-Times station here,
will continue to beam the 4 .5-niin-
ute sch??dule segment W'rapped
around “Crusade in Europe” even
though ABC outlet. KECA-TV,
bows on Sept. 16. “Crusade” was
made by 20th-Fox for' exclusive use
by ABC-TV outlets and is being
beamed on ABC stations every-
where but locally. Net allowed the
program to go to KTTV here be-
cause KECA-TV was not on the air.

Kieran’s Kaleido.scope” will also
remain on KTTV along with “Pal
Headliner.” Both programs pur-
chased ABC time adjacent to “Cru-
sade.” Both went to KTTV with
Cru.sade” and will remain until

senes is concluded. “Kieran” pre-
cedes the Eisenhower scries and
Pal ’ follow's.

Of Big 10 Grid Games
Midwestern football fans this fall

will have a chance to see on tele-

vision official pictures of all homt
games played by Big 10 teaini

through a deal set this week by

Ford Dealers, Films, which will be
wrapped up into a weekly half-hour
show, will not be networked but
will be sold on a spot basis. Six-

teen stations have already signed
for 10 weeks with options on three

more at a weekly package price of

$5,000, making it probably the big-

gest spot btiy in TV yet. Agency
on the acount is J. Walter Thomp-
son.

Pix, which are expected to be
shown on each station on a Thurs-
day or Friday evening, will include

highlights of Big 10 games of the

previous week. Contract also calls

I

for the inclusion of games played
by Michigan State, although that

j
school won’t become an official

member of the Big 10 until 1951.

Each week’s roundup will include

also predictions of winners for the

following Saturday by Wilfred
Smith, sports editor of the Chicago
Tribune.

[
Films are those made by the

various universities for showing to

alumni meetings throughout the

country. First week’s edition will

;

comprise a roundup of the best

games of the 1948 season. Second
week, as an example of the contests

: available, will include the follow-

ing; Northwestern-Purdue; lllinois-

I

Iowa State: Ohio State-Missourl;

Michigan - Michigan State: lowa-

UCLA; Minnesota-Washirgton. and

I

Wlsconsin-Marquette.

I

Columbus. — WLW-C, Croslcy’s

Columbus TV outlet, appointed

, John D. Metzger as junior pro-

ducer and continuity writer. Metz-

ger founded Ohio University s

campus station WOUB. later

, WOUN. in and •f n c*
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COME WEST, irWOOD’S TELE PLEA
NBC-TV Grosses $250,000 on Pix

Rentals; May Hit Profit in 2 Yrs.

Putman’s Weekend
George F. Putnam, commen-

tator on DiiMon’t across-the-
board “Headline Clues,” is

slated to fly on a whirlwind
trip to England and Germany
Friday (26' for a first-hand re-
port on conditions, which he
will present on the air Monday
(29». He’ll work in collabora-
tion with International News
Service and his trip will be
covered by Telenews - INS
newsreel.
Putnam plans to lunch with

a typical British family in

London Saturday to get their
views on world conditions, and
will also huddle with British
government officials. He ex-
pects to fly to Frankfurt Satur-
day night for dinner with a
family there and will also talk
with American officials in Ger-
many. From Frankfurt he’ll

fly to Berlin, where he hopes
to do spot interviews. He’ll

then return to Frankfurt, from
where he’ll fly back to N. Y.
Sunday morning, arriving at

LaGuardia field at 11 o’clock

Sunday night.

NBC television’s film departments

will rack up gross rentals of $250,-

000 for its first fiscal year, ending

Oct. 1. Figure, w'hile certainly far

from the grosses turned in yearly

by even the smallest theatrical film

distributors, is believed the high-

est yet earned by a TV distrib and
presages a profit for the NBC de-

partment within the next couple

of years.

According to department chief

Buss Johnston, it’s too early to de-

termine whether the gross means
a profit or loss for this year since

the department has had too little

experience in figuring its distrib

costs. For example, he pointed

out, no set formula has been de-

vised for amortizing the costs over

a period of years, which might be
necessary since many of the pix

NBC handles have valuable resid-

ual rights. He pointed out, how-
ever, that the earnings have been
derived from only six series of

films, which have been leased to

stations at prices ranging from
$20-$50 per showing.

Johnston attributes the good rec-

ord of the first year to the fact

that NBC was the first TV film

distrib to go out into the field, for

huddles with station managers to

learn what they wanted and what
* they could afford to pay. He
leaves Sept. 1 on a tour that will

take him to practically every TV
market area in a month. During
his trip, he plans to repeat his pre-

vious practice of making calls with
station managers on local clients,

to get the viewpoints of the lat-

ter also on salable film.

As a re.sult of these local level

hudHles, Johnston said, NBC has
been able to establish a pricing

formula based on an analysis of,^.^^
i

the local market situation. Rentals Actors and^ArHstes of America

are now based on a percentage of

(Continued on page 42)

Sen.Johnson Raps CBS forAbandoning

Its Favorite Baby-Color Television

4A s May Set Up

TV Authority Sans

Recalcitrant SAG

Hollywood. Aug. 23.

They’re keeping their fingers

crossed out here and uttering a

silent prayer that everything goes
well with the three new develop-
ments that may shift the trade
winds of televi.sion to this sea-

board. High hopes of the Coast-
ers rests with what Hollywood is

famous for—film.

CBS’ Harry Ackerman has two
projects In the works, kine and
sprocket celluloid, while Irving

Brecher and the Warwick & Leg-
ler agency (for Pabst) are con-
cerned only with the emulsified

ribbon that worms out of cameras.
If all three come off within rea-

sonable anticipatory bounds, hats

will fly in the air and cries of

“Eureka” will go up from every
cubicle along Commission Row.
The Ed Wynn show, first of the

kinnied biggies for ea.stern net-

works, will be scanned with eager 1

eyes, east and w'est. It could make
^

the big difference and dissipate a
|

lot of doubt. Then, for added !

good measure, the straight filming

of CBS’ “Escape” and Brecher’s
“Life of Riley” for Pab.st could
turn the trick and the hoped-for
shift to the west of big time tele

eventuate before another year
passes.

Hope, I Hope, I Hope

The coast optimism soars to these

heights; Should all three projects

click there’s nothing to prevent the

exodus west after another season.

TouU’ 200G TV Loif
Chicago, Aug. 23.

TV got into the bookie busi-

ness here, and local touts are
moaning about their $200,000
experience.

Detroit tcack results are de-
layed 15 minutes after each
race. However, sharpies
learned the fourth and fifth

Detroit races were being tele-

vised. So TV results were
phoned to Chi confederates,

who placed bets with the un-
wary operators before the de-

layed flash could get here. Chi
bookies caught on towards the

close of the Detroit race sea-

son, but not before they had
shelled out a reported $200,000

to the slickers. Varying com-
ments: Slickers

—“Ain’t it a

shame they caught on. We had
absolute cinches.” Bookies

—

“We musta had holey in our
heads.”

NBC Sets Up Own

TV Opera Dept

are ready to force the issue of
establishing the 4A’s Television
Authority, R o a r d, comprising
Actors Equity Assn., American
Guild of Variety Artists. American
Federation of Radio Artists and
American Guild of Musical Artists,

has invited the Screen Actors Guild
to come east for a conference to be
held no later than Oct. 1. If SAG

Washington, Aug. 23.

Charging that manufacturers are

blocking the development of color

television. Sen. Edward Johnson,
chairman of the Senate commerce
committee, today (Tues.) called on
the F'CC to make sure no impedi-
ment is put in its way to liceis.se

the art. The senator al.so charged
CBS with holding back in pu.shing

its system.
John.ston wrote Dr. Frank Stan-

ton. C'BS prexy, that the demon-
stration of the web’s color system
last week convinced him that

“color is here,” All that is neces-

sary for it to sweep the nations,”

he said, “is for the FCC to remove
the road block and promulgate
standards for its operation.”

In another letter to acting FCC
chairman Paul Walker, Johnson
said he W'as di.sturbed over “the

j

plain implication” of a request by

1

Commissioner Robert Jones-for in-

1 formation from Dr. Stanton “deal-

I

ing with refusal by manufacturers
' to construct color transmitters and

,

receivers” and “Columbia’s alleged
I inability to make available a suf-

ficiently large number of color con-

I
verters for field tests for the FCC’s
September, hearings on television.”

Johnston said “the very inter-

ests which have been most active

in pushing color television, sud-
denly have become very cold to

further efforts in that direction.

Neither I nor other members of

this committee who have di.scussed

the subject can comprehend the

stated reasons.”

Everybody Bullish

Any doubt that the FCC will

license color television tollowing
its hearings next month on video
allocations seemed to have been

, . ... L j I , ... I
dispelled last week after color

be kept within reasonable budg- is still experimenting with PrO"
; demonstrations here by CBS be-

etary bounds, the Coasters will feel
j
gram formats and so has offered members of the Commission

FCCs Giveaway

Edict Has Little

Effect on Tele

FCC’s ban on giveaway shows,

if it sticks, is expected to have
The cry for names will grow loud- 1 little effect on television, since

er and few will pull stakes and only five programs on all the

I

break family ties just for TV in major^TV networks fall under the

j

the east. Should film and kine
|

Commission’s ukase. Reason is

Eastern branches of the Assocl- ! achieve the hoppd-for quality and
| that TV, being comparatively new.

much better about their chances of

being the video capital of the
world and the ghost agencies once
more keyed to prosperous times.

Only certainty, however, at this

time is the Wynn kine for Speidel
and CBS and “Riley” for NBC.
Ackerman and Harlan Thompson,

little chance for the giveaway fad

to move in and take over.
and Congress, which lelt nothing
to be de.sired. Carried lor the first

Giveaway ban, in fact, may react
^

directly from Baltimore to the
beneficially for video. TV broad-

| over the regular commer-
casters have long believed that

| ehannel of WMAR-TV, the
they can compete favorably with polorcasls surprised viewers with
almost any type of radio show ex
cept for those which offer mam-
moth jackpot prizes for bait. If

such programs are forced off the
who’ll produce, are toiling like

doesn’t accept the invite. Eastern
j

trojans to get all the bugs out of

branches are reported ready to
! the inaugural show Sept. 22 (two ' air, consequently, TV should enjoy

start TVA without SAG,
|

weeks later in N. Y). Studio A that much wider a share of

Meeting between all the 4A af-
; at Columbia Square is being con- audience.

Broadcasters also point to tele’s

NBC this week became the first

television network to launch a full-
[

•cale opera department, signing Dr. filiates broke up recently over the
i
verted to teevee and every new

Peter Herman Adler, director of
i question of film jurisdiction. SAG 1 technical device has been installed comparatively small circulation at

several opera companies both in wouldn’t go into the TVA unless it
j

to give the kine every advantage this time as another rea.son why
Europe and the U. S.. as depart- could retain jurisdiction over its for a successful takeoff. On the the giveawayers haven’t gained too

ment chief. He will prepare.
, members even when working under first program with Wynn will be strong a toehold. Manufacturers

the clarity ot reception and the

vividness of pictures of colored
fabrics as displayed by a model. A
few outdoor shots were shown to

(Continued on page 44)

supervise and conduct a series of

hour-long operas in English this

fall and winter on the web, with
present plans calling for at least

four productions between Sept. 1

and the end of -the year.

NBC plans to operate along the
opera comique lines rather than
grand opera and will confine its

material to such lighter works as
:

“Barber of Seville.” “Carmen.” '

“Tales of Hoffman”
Fledermaus.”

(Continued on page 42)

This Is Broadway

Sold to Crosley
A ^ * V I I .f^\/V lA/'M II wi'iiiiriiie«ii III I V. 1^ I ir** riiiit/v Mriv iii iii»*iii i i i

Mr

Philly in Organized

Gangup on FCC’s TV I

directs the music, is shoppirig first. “Stop the Mu.sic,” of course,
j

Said 'That?’’ video show and

Channel Restrictions

Gertrude Niesen, a team of aero-
j

putting up the prizes for such
bats and a line of girls. Ralph shows do so in return for the air

Levy, well grounded in TV, is be- plugs they get. Any of them faced
ing brought in from the east to with a choice between radio and
handle direction. Lud Gluskin, who TV have naturally turned to radio

Philadelphia. Aug. 23.

,
Charges of di.scrimination against

and “Die this city in the FCC’s proposed al-
, , : . ....

Also set for early location of only three very high network execs and the reac-

around for a hair piece to avoid
^

is the major exception but it is

any shiny reflccrions. i (Continued on page 42)
Dry Run Liked

1

^

Brecher has already “dry run” ri i n I Ci L
his long run radio comedy, “Life DrUC6. L3rry MOFCD
of Riley” for the sponsor, agency

fall production is Kurt Weill’s fiequency television channels were
“Down in the Valley,” contempo- voiced at a luncheon meeting held
rary American opera. Singers are

i Washington. Thursday (18t.

to be chosen for their dramatic, as
: ^ ^^e meeting, the

veil as vocal, talents.
city’s entire Congressional delega-

Adler. born In O.echoslovakia. both Pennsylvania Senators
has been in this country since bo- representatives of the Phila-| (--gg television la.st week staged
fore the war and is now a U. S. delphia (’hamber of Commerce will

g closed circuit audition of “Front

(Continued on page 44)

CBS’ dOSED CIRCUIT

‘FRONT PAGE’ AUDITION

Set for ‘Little Show;’

Kine Audition to Roll

citizen. He staged several experi-
mental operas on NBC-TV last sea-
son in English, including Puccini’s
“La Boheme.”

rote.st.s to Acting page.” a projected half-hour series fom "weatherlv'^orthe
I Walker, of the based on the Ben Hccht-Charlcs

weatneriy oi tne

•ino lt.nl;iliv**lv set .i . T

IlLLlUVli.wics
^tbo Will piOdUCC

,ing tentdtivtly MacArthur legiter. "eb plans to
r^ct. revealed a closed circ

l.i ........... .mO ^4 tl%A rtim *

voice their prote.sts

Chairman Paul

FCC. at a hear

for today. utilize a kine.scope print of the au-

The delegation will urge that dition to peddle (he shows to ad

Philadelphia be given five chan- agencies and clients, in line with

tiels in the present band rather the recent trend of keeping new

than the three uhf channels pro- packages on ice until a hankroller

posed. 'rVie city at present has is found.

four TV channels, three of which Also auditioned last week were

are in use. One ultra-high fre- two Burl Ives shows. One is a 1.5-

quency is asked for. minute musiealc featuring Ives

The group ( (intends no reduction alone, slated lor an early evening

in iviilable bands is proposed for airer. and the other is a folk-song

cal TV .stations ‘having a .staff of Nei Vork.
live mu.sicians. C’ombined bill for Washington. The FCC

Knisicians annually on Crosley would limit this cit.v and

AM. TV and FM outlets is said to cent areas to

those available in tne

360G MUSICIAN TAB

FOR CROSLEY IN CINCY
Cincinnati, Aug. 23.

With televiewing on the climb
in this area, Crosley 's WLW-T
is going all out to remind viewers
that it i.s the only one of three lo-

exceed $360,000, surpassing that of eipial to

the Cincy Symphony and Summer smaller towns.
c^.iwdnled

'

Opera A public hearing is scludulto

WLW-T also Is the largest user for Sept 26 o^n the

|>f other live talent, telecasting 103 allotment of TV
^
°

live programs weekly in addition to out Ihc eoiinlrv. ^
‘u_jp£

nelwoik kinescopes. til Friday (26) to present its bnei.

Nice Instrumentation

Asked of Joe Bushkin on the

Eddie C’ondon TV show:

“Which one of the Horsey

brothers did you play with.’
’

“Fifi.”

Carol Bruce and comic Larry
Storch this week were set for the

permanent cast of the "Little

Show.” revue series which CBS-
TV will stage this fall in collabora-

tion with Dwight Deere Wiman.
Wiman
and di-

uit audi-

tion of the program will be kine-

scoped during the week of Sept.

19 in order to pitch the show’ to

prospective spon.sors and ad agen-
cies.

Also set for the ea.sf were Peggy
French, Virginia Gorski. Don Dib-
cito, Elaine Stritch and Lewis Nye.
Show will have a six-girl line.

Present plans are to use all new
material for each production with
the exception of one skit or song
from the original Broadway “Little

Shows.” Thus, in the first stan/Ji.

Miss Bruce and Storch will do
"Can’t We Re Friends.” from one
of the early Broadway productions.
Weatherly has issued a call for

sketch and songwriters to get a

backlog of new material before the

show takes the air.

is buying the CBS’ "This Is Broad*
way” TV production. Crosley also

has an option for the AM version,

with possibility of a commercial
simulcast. (It’s now carried sus-

taining on that basis).

Whether or not Crosley will take
the full 60-minute version or cut
it to a half-hour i.s still to be de-
cided. Also time segment has yet
to be selected.

Deal poses a dilemma. Crosley
owns the three Ohio stations in

Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton,
'fheyre all basic NBC affiliates,

which means clearing time for a
CBS .show.

Sale of "Broadway” to Crosley
boosts Irving Mansfield’s stock
around the network. He’s creator
of “Talent Scouts” and “Broad-
way.” It al.so adds up to a big coin
payoff for Bill Paley & Co.

‘Candid Camera* Sold
Blow agency thi.s week eonfirmed

reports that Philip Morris is drop-
ping the Tex MeCTary-Jinx Falkcn-
burg “Preview’’ from CBS-TV at

the close of the current cycle. Show
is to be replaced by PM in the
Monday night at 9 slot by Allen
Funt’s "Candid Camera.”

"Camera,” addapted by Funt
from his “Candid Microphone”
radio show, has been on NBC-TV
this summer as a sustainer. It was
previously aired on ABC-TV.
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FCC Finds Taint Easy Trying

To Give Away a Giveaway Ruling

I

Washington. Aug. 23.

Despite industry announcements
that tlie giveaway ban will be

j

taken immediately to the courts.
|

legal opinion here last week was :

that the FCC will have to take the
;

first move before the Issue can be
:

tested. While there may be ef-
|

fort.s to obtain a stay order in the .

lower courts to enjoin the FCC
from putting its rules into elTect.

there is considerable doubt such
j

an order would be granted. Simi- !

larly. it is considered unlikely
;

that a court would issue a declara- :

tory ruling on the Commission’s
authority to impose the rules. i

* lt is generally agreed that the

giveaway issue will be resolved by

the following procedure:

1. After Oct. 1, when the ban
becomes effective, the Commission
will refuse regular renewal to one

or more stations whose three-year

license expires, if such station or

stations have been broadcasting

programs prohibited under the

new regulations.

2. Hearings will be held to de-

termine whether the station or sta-

tions have violated the lottery

rules and whether license renewal

shall be denied.

3. Should the Commission deny
renewal of license because of lot-

tery law violation, the station or

stations (probably Joined by one
or more networks) would immedi-
ately go to the U. S. Court of Ap-
peals of the District of Columbia
to maintain license status of sta-

tions effected, pending a decision.

4. In the event of a decision

favorable to the industry, the Com-
mission would ask the Supreme
Court to review the lower court

ruling. In the event of an adverse i

decision, industry would do the

same.

5. The Supreme Court, in either

case, may refuse to review, in

which case the lower court ruling '

ax'ands.

6. If the case is reviewed, the
high tribunal’s decision would de-

cide the Commission’s authority.

Where property rights are in-

volved in giveaway shows, as in

contracts between advertisers and
program producers, there may be
court action in advance of FCC
proceedings. In its order direct-

ing that the regulations be in-

voked, the Commission said adop-
tion of the rules "may make avail-

able to persons who may have
properl V interests directly and im-
mediately affected adversely by
their adoption an opportunity to

secure a judicial determination of

the validity of any such applica-
rules in advance of
action in licensing
and without the ex-
in time and licensee

jeopardy which would be involved
if the Commi.ssion's interpretation
of the law were to be developed
and disclosed only In the course
of SUCH proceedings.”

Woods’ Dilemma
ABC prexy Mark Woods’

daughter, Patricia, marries
George Henry Cobb, II. Sept.

17 at Christ Church. Short
Hills, N. J. Reception is slated

to follow the ceremony at the
Baltusrol Golf Ciub, Spring-
field. N. J.

In view of the FCC ban on
giveaways. Woods i.sn’t certain

whether he’ll be permitted to

give away the bride.

Giveaway Poser

Goes Back Decade
Washington, Aug. 23.

Giveaway show's go back at least

10 years. Early in 1940 FCC re-

ferred six different money and
prize shows to the Dept, of Justice
for possible violation of the lottery

laws (no action w'as taken). These
shows were ‘‘Pot o’Gold.” ‘‘Mead’s
Bakery,” ‘‘Musico and Songo,”
"Especially for You.” ‘‘Sears’ Grab
Bag.” and “Dixie Trea.sure Chest.”

'Three of these programs w'ere

telephone giveaw'ays. One re-

quired purchase of the sponsor’s
product. Two required listening

to the broadcast.

Since 1940 local giveaway pro-

grams have been springing up all

over the country but it is only in the
last few years that big network
jackpot shows have come along.
Among the first was “Break the
Bank,” carried on both ABC and
MBS. Later came “Stop the
Music” on ABC; "Hit the Jackpot”
on CBS; “Take a Number. “Holly-
wood Calling” and “Sing It again.”

I

In addition, there have been a

, large number of audience partici-

pation shows, such as Ralph Ed-
wards’ "Truth or Consequences.”

I

which have been on the air for
many years. Few of these are be-

lieved to be affected by the give-

!

away rules which ban programs re-

quiring listening or view'ing, an-
swering the telephone, or buying

; the sponsor’s product.

Point at Issue
Continued from paite 33 ;

tion of the
Commi.ssion
proceedings
pense, delay

D.C. Feeling Mixed
Continued from page 33

Committee on Appropriations, who
has been a consistent foe of the
Commi.ssion. The Congre.ssman
saw in the giveaway ban "another
attempt by the FCC to cen.sor ra-

dio” and to interfere with free

speech. "Once again,” he said, "the
Commi.ssion is apparently using its

power to license stations as a life-

or-death club toward control of

what the people will be permitted
to hear.

Wigglesworth said he held no
brief for or again.st the giveaway
shows. "But I do protest this effort

by the FCC,” he said, “to decide
whether these programs shall or

shall not be broadcast, and I hope
It will be stoutly resisted.

Not sufficient time had elapsed

since the FCC action was an-

nounced last Friday <19» for mem-
ifers of Congress to hear from their

constituents. Most Senators and
Representatives have had little

time lately to li.stcn to giveaway
programs, even if they were so dis-

po.sed. and are not very familiar

W'ith the program.s.

Chicago — WIND Is retiring its

old auxiliary transmitter at Black

Oak. Ind. in favor of a new 5 kw.

to be built In 60 days on the same
site. Oldie had been serving since

1933.

provision, he said, and its failure
to do so was intentional, as empha-
sized by the care in w'hich author-
ity is given the Commission to pre-
scribe rules to carry out other
provisions.

“Congress intended the Com-
mission to have power to issue
rules and regulations with respect
to matters intimately related to
the operation of radio stations.”
Bromley argued, “and it carefully
and specifically granted and
limited that power. Its silence
with respect to the right of the
Commission to issue regulations
under Section 316 convincingly cor-
roborates the conclusion that Con-
gress recognized the inappro-
priateness of conferring uoon an
administrative agency the right to
interpret, enforce collaterally and
impose additional sanctions and
penalties under a criminal statute.”

In its order adopting the rules,
the Commission concluded that the
question of its jurisdiction over
Section 316 “docs not affect the
fact that it is an important declara-
tion of public policy by Congress
in the broadcast field.” The ma-
jority decided "it is under a duty
to jgive effect to such public policy
in its licensing functions,” and that
it must perform this duty "even
where other agencies or the courts
have concurrent powers which
have not been exercised in the par-
ticular case before the Commi.s-
sion.”

The fact that Section 316 has
been reenacted into the Criminal
Code, the Commission said. "<lid

not in any wav affect or change
the impact of the prohibition
again.st the broadcast of lottery
information as a criminal prohibi-
tion expressing the public policy
of the United States against the
broadcasting of such programs.”
'The provision imposes a duty on
the Justice Dept, to prosecute ap-
parent violations and on the Com-
mission to refer violations for ap-
propriate action.

ALAN MOWBRAY
“HOLLYWOOD in 3 DIMENSIONS”
VARIETY Says:

•'.A.s an e.\aiuplp of the type of

video shows Hollywood might co-
operate wttli, luoadcasters cite spe-
citlcally Hollywood in Three Dimen-
sions. now aired via KTTV on the
C^oast. That program's Interviews
with stais, iMddnd-the-scenes film

clips, etc., could form a good blue-
print for the film companies’ entry
Into TV.”

A MAL BOYD Television Package
in collatmration wltli ROBERT
JOSEPH.

FIX Too Late’

On (lireaways?
Wa.shington, Aug. 23.

Did the FCC wait too long to

take action on the giveaways?

There’s a body of opinion here

—

and some of it is inside the
agency—which thinks it did. It’s

argued there would have been
much greater acceptance of the ban
if it had come last fall, shortly

after oral arguments were held on
the rules, when the number of give-

away shows on the air w'as relative-

ly few and there w'as none on tele-

vision.

But now. just as predicted by
those who had favored the ban, a

rash of shows has developed to

combat competition. The networks,
stations, program producers, agen-
cies and advertisers have made
commitments. It’s not so easy to
‘‘.stop the music” as It was last

year. The giveaways have become
the biggest audience shows on
radio.

FCC first announced its proposed
: rules on lotteries on Aug. 5, 1948.
It held oral arguments Oct. 19.

I

Since then, the Commission just
"couldn’t make up its mind.” For
a while, the agency seemed content
to have the idea get out that action

,

was imminent, but it was he.sitant

I

to take the plunge. Meanwhile, the

:

industry worried less and less

about FCC cracking down and got
busy producing shows,

j

What seems to have stirred the
I agency to action were the recent
hearings before the Senate Com-
mittee on Interstate & Foreign

' Commerce on the nomination of

;

Edward Webster for a second term
on the Commission. Relentless
oue.stioning by Senator Charles W.
Tobey (R.-N. H.), while directed at

Web.ster. involved FCC operations
and policies generally. Tobey told
reporters ho wanted to throw "the
fear of God” into the agency.

Shortly after Webster’s confirma-
tion. the Commi.ssion. after report-
edly vacillating on what to do
about the G. A. Richards case, sur-
prisedly voted to hold hearings on
both the proposal to transfer the
three 50 kw stations to a group of
trustees and to look into charges
of new's slanting. It was whispered
at that time the giveaway rules
would he next.

Web-By-Web Breakdown
Following is a web-by-web breakdown of the giveaway programs

currently on the air or returning in the fall. This list Includes all

shows coming under the FCC decision, which drew no clear line
between studio participation giveaways and those involving home
listeners through the use of the telephone. Latter type of shows
which are concededly more vulnerable to the FCC ban, are marked
w ith an asterisk.

Program
Stop the Music
"Betty Crocker Magazine of

the Air
"Break the Bank
"Johnny Olsen’s Get-Together
"Kate Smith Calls

"Name the Movie
"Chance of a Lifetime

"Add a Line
Breakfast In Hollywood
Bride and Groom
Jay Stewart’s Fun Fair

Ladies Be Seated
Shoppers Special

"•Hit the Jackpot
"Sing It Again
"Spin to Win
Grand Slam
Bob Hawk Show
Winner Take All

Giv^ and Take
Beat the Clock

^Hollywood Calling

Truth Or Consequences
Dr. I.Q
Quiz Kids
Double Or Nothing
Take It Or Leave It

People Are Funny

Queen For a Day

Tell Your Neighbor .

.

Can You Top This . . .

,

Meet Your Match . .

.

Sing For Your Supper
Man On the Farm . .

.

True Or False

20 Questions
Take a Number

ABC
No. of
Mins, Sponsor
60 Old Gold, Speidel. Eversharp

20 (Mon. thru Fri.) General Mills
30 Bristol-Myers
60 Sustaining
105 Sustaining
25 Revere
30 Sustaining
30 Sustaining
30 (Mon. thru Fri.) Su.staining
30 (Mon. thru Fri.) Sterling Drug
30 Sustaining
30 Sustaining
30 Sustaining.

CBS
15 (Mon. thru Fri.) DeSoto-Plyth.
60 Sustaining
60 Sustaining
15 (Mon. thru Fri.) Cont’l Baking
30 Camel Cigarets
30 (Mon. thru Fri.) Sustaining
30 Toni
25 (Mon. thru Fri.) Sustaining

NBC
60 Gruen Watch (30 mins.)
30 Procter & Gamble
30 Mars. Inc.

30 Miles Laboratories
30 (Mon. thru Fri.) Cmpb’l Soups
30 Eversharp (Sept. 11)

30 Raleigh Cigarets (Sept. 20)

MBS
36 Philip Morris-Miles

(Mon. thru Fri.i

15 (M6n. thru Fri.) Co-op
30 Sustaining
30 Su.staining
30 Sustaining
30 Sustaining
30 Sustaining
30 Ronson
30 U. S. Tobacco

Giveaway Fight Lines Drawn
Continued from page 33

whose chief source of w'orry w'as

how to avoid conflicts, have, par-
ticularly in the past year, found
lean pickings, going many weeks
at a stretch without engagements.
Similarly among the writing fra-

ternity, job chances have been
growing increasingly slim.

While the court test of the FCC
action may be a time-consuming
factor and not hit the current
shows for perhaps another year,
nevertheless it's held a cinch that
sponsors will be more wary of tak-
ing them on. It’s considered a
foregone conclusion too, that any
of the package boys having addi-
tional giveaway product to peddle
might just as well toss them into
the ash can.

‘Include Us Out’: Canada
Toronto. Aug. 23.

The FCC rulings on radio jack-
pot giveaways will have no reper-
cussions in Canada. While Canuck
listeners may enjoy listening to
such C. S. program.s, there are no
giveaway shows on the three na-
tional networks of the Canadian
Broadcasting C’orp. “That should
be a fair indication of what our
executive thinks of them,” said
Ernest M. Buslincll, CBC program
director.

Giveaway programs have been
strictly controlled in Canada and
no action, comparable to that of
the FCC, is expected.

Shows to Go On
Washington. Aug. 23.

Now that the FCC has finally de-

cided to ban the giveaways, it’s

pretty generally agreed here that

a long-drawn-out court battle is

ahead. The Commission has let it

be known it will welcome a court
test. The indu.stry will be glad to
accommodate it. In the meantime,
the shows are likely to continue.

How long it will take for the
question to be decided will depend
on whether a test is based on Com-
mission action to enforce the rules
after they take effect Oct. 1. If a
test is made following FCC refusal
to deny licen.se renewal to a sta-
tion broadca.sting giveaways, it is

expected it will take at lea.st a year.
However, if a stay order can be
obtained in court before the FCC
takes action against an offending
station, it is believed the issue can
be decided in perhaps nine months.

While the Commission rules w'ere
generally biMieved to knock out the
big jackpot shows, it was expected
that many of the audience partici-
pation programs would not be af-
fected. Whether a particular pro-
gram violates the lottcrv laws, as
interpreted by the FCC, will de-
pend on the facts of each case.
However, the agency set up the
following criteria by which radio
and television stations may deter-
mine the legality of programs in
which the elements of prize and
ehar\ee are pro.sont:

'll If the winner is required to
furnish any money or thing of
value or is required to have in his
possession any product sold, manu-
Xactured, furnished or distributed

by a sponsor of a program broad-
cast on the station in question.

(2) If the winner is required to

be listening to or viewing the pro-
gram on a radio or television re-

ceiver.

(3» If the winner is required to

answer correctly a question, the •

answer to which is given on a pro-

gram broadcast over the station or

where aid in answering the ques-
tion correctly is given on a program
broadcast over the station. If the

question to be answered is given
on a previous program of the sta-

tion it will be considered an aid in

answering.
• 4) If the winner is required to

answer the telephone in a pre-

scribed manner or with a pre-

scribed phrase, or is required to

write a letter in a pre.scribed man-
ner or containing a prescribed

phrase, if the manner of answering
the phone or writing the letter has

been broadcast over the station.

Consideration Present
One of the conditions frequently

regarded as necessary for a lottery

—the element of "consideration”

—

was considered by the Commission
in the light of the peculiar nature

of broadcasting. The majority

opinion thought that in those pro-

grams barred by the rules a con-

sideration “of some form" is pres-

ent. This, it Indicated, would be

true in programs in which the par-

ticipant must furnish a hoxtop or

buy the sponsor’s product.'
First reaction to the Commission

action came from the National

Assn, of Broadcasters, who.se prexy.

Justin Miller, took issue with the

agency’s authority to piaumilgate

the rules. Miller emphasized he was

taking no position on the merits of

giveaway programs from tlu* stand-

point of "good” or "bad" radio He
pointed out also that the NAB code

discourages broadcasting of pro-

grams designed “to buy" the audi-

ence by offering inducements of

reward rather than quality of oi-

tertainment as the incentive to lis-

ten.

Miller contended that the pro-

grams falling under the I'CC rules

are not illegal and that the Com-

mission’s action "const ilules an iO'

lerfercnce with program content

contrary to the terms of the Coin-

munii'ations Act. ‘'These rules.

I

he said, “not only represent an In-

trusion into the administration of

the criminal law, but set a prece-

dent which may lead to furtlu'f In-

!
terference with the free .speech

guaranteed by the Constitution.
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Comment

There no longer is much doubt

hat from a production standpoint

he Garroway show is the top re-

yue current in TV circles.- There

Ire more than a couple of reasons:

One is that despite the casual at-

mosphere for which it strives the

originating studio is obviously

throwing into it every resourse at

Its command, its people are young,

nice looking and capable, and NBC
Is bringing this Chicago presenta-

tion east with the sharpness of an

etching. This clarity of transmis-

sion has been so marked as to

cause comment.

The show is better since Garro-

way has been pointed away from
those silly comedy sight tags he
was using to close with and so

long as he remains just the infor-

mal interlocutor his value will hold

and grow. At present the troupe
misses the team of ballet dancers
it formerly included, particularly

the boy who was outstanding with
his turns, and the pianiste who de-
livers a good lyric and stands out
when she has a number like “Bring
Her Along, She Plays.”

The talent on the show is not
spectacular but it’s good and it’s

consistent. Viewers also have to
like the way the troupe gets into

and out of numbers and that, of
course, is production. The back-
ground of script, music, camera
work, and direction drip with per-
spiration—but it’s worth it.

A recent trend for this Sunday
night half hour has been the in-

clusion of one guest down next to

closing. If it is to be continued,
how-ever. some new device W'ill

have to be launched for introduc-
ing the visitors. Garroway has
now ignored, in turn the visible
but silent Duke Ellington. Buddy
Ebsen and Henry Morgan. And
who except Morgan would fly to
Chicago for a two-word gag?

Probably the most ambitious
number the show- has attempted
was “Rhapsody for Camera and
Orchestra.” It was well done al-

though the emphasis was on the
wrong half. Boiled down, it

summed into merely a montage of
dollyup and pullaw-ay shots of the
Instrumentation with special light-
ing on .some of the musicians. Not
one shot it included was as strik-

ing as a view practically thrown
•way on a previous program when

the studio lined up seven cameras
like so many thoroughbreds in the
gate at Belmont. It made a great
fla.sh and figuring these tripod
pearls at around $13,000 apiece it

was al.so an insight on the wealth
of equipment with which this mid-
west studio is working. But if

“Rhapsody” is repeated fand why
not?) some thought might be given
to turning the three cameras on a
fourth camera, rather than the or-
chestra, dissecting it for the four-
eyed monster it is, revolving the
lens turret like the driving wheels
on a locomotive until it goes faster
and faster in cadence with the
music, etc. Meaning that musi-
cians and their horns are familiar.
The camera is not.

John Cameron Swayze seems to

be deferring to the guests on “Who
Said That?.” which Bob Trout em-
cees so effectively on NBC. judg-
ing by this past Saturday. ’s session*.

It’s a pattern which has cropped
up not only with this but on other
audience quiz shows. Herbert
Bayard Swope was the doyen and
dean so deferred to, but he took it

modestly and good-humoredly.
That didn’t estop Inez Robb from
getting in her innings, and ditto
Abe Burrows whose “Gallagher
and Shean” doggerel was certainly
a change of pace. “Said That?”
has become the “Information

j

Please” of video, and one of the
better things on TV.

Morey Amsterdam’s intensive

desire to punch over a succession
of toppers apparently didn't rest

I w-ell with “the girls” whom he
“met” Sunday night over NBC as
he apparently was too loquacious
for a quintet of femmes who usu-
ally know how to take good care
of them.selves regardle.ss. They’re
as rapier-witted as they’re video-
genic but femmecee Maggi Mc-
Nellis along with her usual tri-

umvirate, Eloise McElhone, Flor-
ence Pritchett and Robin Chandler,
plus guester Maxine Barrett, ap-
parently couldn’t talk fast enough
for the peppery comedian . . .

Meredith Willson’s endeavors for
“something different” are begin-
ning to project on his Jello show
Sundays. The Steinwaying with the

(Continued on page 42)

SMALL TIME
With Danny Webb, others
Director: Ray Barrett I

30 Mins., Sat., 5 p.m.
WPIX, N. Y.

“Small Time” is a juvenile edi-

1

tion of Arthur Godfrey’s “'Talent
Scouts” without the benefit of a
personality like Godfrey. Danny
Webb, who handles a number of
juve shows on that station, talks
to a small-fry who wants to exhibit
a youngster who has talent, and
then the child performs. An ap-
plause meter has the final say on
w ho gets the award.

Initial edition of the show’ ap-
peared somewhat stilted. .Mthough
there was evidence that Webb tried
to make the conversation between
himself and the “agent” intere.sting
by some pre-arranged gab, sparkle
failed to come off. Talent was on
par with the general run of kid

‘ shows.
1 Unfortunately, on the preem
stanza the audio went wrong in
mid-seSsion. The silent version
was no improvement,

"Small Time” is exactly that in
more than one way. Aside from
carboning a successful adult show
without benefit of a suitable central
personality, there’s little to com-

!
mend it as a juvenile talent ex-

! hibit. Partieipants look like they've
been through the mass production
processes of the myriad of singing

:
and dancing .schools. One act <a
trio), which incidentally won the
top mitt, looked as though they

[

I

w ere coached by an experienced
. vauder. While they couldn’t be

'

heard, they did an energetic com-
edy tune and terp session that
'seemed promising. A bicycle was
awarded as first prize. Because of
sound breakdown, some listeners
went away wondering if that ve-
hicle would be shared by all three,

,or would the station kick in with
' two others. Jose.
I -

Pepsi-Cola Film Shorts
Pepsi-Cola has completed a se-

ries of tele shorts for spots on
video stations. Films were made in

;

Phoenix. Ariz., last month featur-

!
ing Louise Hyde, with animation
and sound to be added in the ea.st.

Total of 10 spots were made un-

I

der direction of Edward D. Flynn,
tele director for the George H.

!
Nelson agency, Schenectady, in co-

operation with Albert J. Goetz, in

charge of advertising for Pepsi-
Cola.

FARM CONSERVATION DE.MON-'tO THE LADIES
STRATION

With Bill Givens. Guests
|

Supervisor: Givens
I

Directors: Duff Browne, Bob
Stone

6 Hrs., Tues (16). 8 a.m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV. Schenectady

Television history is believed to

have been written with a six-and-a-
quarter-hour pickup by WHGB’s
mobile unit of a massive conserva-
tion demonstration on a dairy
farm near Adams, Mass., as part of
Berk.shire County Fanners Field
Day. At signoff. emcee Bill Givens
said it was the first time video had
brought such an official far-.scale

demonstration into viewers' homes.
Tired but happy, he used phrases
like exhibition of “agrieultural
monstering might” in wrapping up
telecast and tabbing technical
crew. Givens might be pardoned
for hyperbole; he had emceed the
most ambitious remote the pioneer
CJeneral Electric outlet ever under-
took. and had come through .solid-

ly. despite numerous rough spots.
Program knocked off at noon after
an 8 a.m. cheek-in and came back
at 2:10 p.m., station filling with
farm films.

No one knows, of course, how
many viewers watched part or all

of the often absorbing if marathon
educational. One of guest speak-
ers—they included American and
Canadian officials — couunented,
“You folks are attracting as much
crowd with your telecast as the
operation itself.”

Dr. Hugh Bennett, highly articu-
late chief speaker of U. S. Soil
Conservation Service, in an inter-
view stressed that erosion control
was “an educational problem.”
which must be “taught in our
schools from kindergarten up to
post graduate—it must start with
children—we are losing alxnit

.500.000 acres of good land each
year through easily controllable
erosion; it must be .stopped—no
nation can stand it.” C'ameras
picked up a remarkable ex-
hibition of rock removal by

With Sarah Palfrey. Judith Mor>
can, Shirley Spencer, Harvef
Harding, othera

Producer: Warren Wade
Director: Edward Staahefff

30 Mins., Thurs., 5 p.m.
Sustaining
WPIX, N. Y.

“To the Ladies” provides a mor«
entertaining twist to a strictly

femme program that the general
run of shows of this type. In
between discourses on fashions,
food, how-to. sports and femme
accomplishments, song relief is

provided by Harvey Harding ac-
companying himself at the pi.ano.

Since there are .so many subdivi-
sions in this show’, Harding has
lots to do. thus forcing the pur-
poses of the show to stay in the
background.

(lenerally. the program attempts
more than it can handle effectively.

There are brief demonstrations, for

example, of how to knit a beaded,
bag. or how to whip up a cooling
non-alcoholic drink. With Harding
faking all that time, there’s hardly
sufficient time for exposition.
Sarah Palfrey, the tenni.s player,
conducts an interview se.ssion. with
initial guest being flier Marjorie
Davis. Shirley Spencer, of the
N. Y. Daily News staff discourses
on graphology and models parade
some «)f the new modes. Generally,
there's something for virtually
every type housewife on this show.

I
Production and photography

aren’t too imaginative except for
the idea of breaking up the strictly

femme gab with song .se.ssions.

1
Jose.

COMIC CAPERS
With Don and Vera Ward
Director: Jean Gendron
Producer: Tom O’Brien
15 Mins.. Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.
SUN-TIMES
WRKR, Chicago

Bucking one of the toughest TV
shows in this area t“Kukla. Fran
and Ollie” on WNBt^'. producer

h iltiozers Givens ex^ ' T(»m*() Brien has combined ventri

proper enthusiasm for machines
and the artistry of their handlers;
interviews gave manufacturers’
repre.sentatives an opportunity for
sweeping plugs.

Demonstration by graders of

creation of a farm pond and demo-
lition of woodland comprised
other highlights; also opening
ceremony. Jaco.

loquism, comic strips and kid stunts
into an attractive package for the
under- lO-years bracket. 'The hubby-
wife team of Don and Vera W’ard
does a stimulating job of amusing
kid guests with an ant-sized variety
show, main purpo.se of which is to'‘

plug the sponsor’s comic strips.

Main feature is the reading of

(Continued on page 42)

51^ Mgdison Avenue, New York 22, N. • Fhon# MUrroy Hill 8*2600 Copyright 1949, Allen 8. DuMont laboratories, tnc«

what happens to radio?

Do television owners turn on the radio when there are no

television programs? Do they continue to listen to top radio programs?

Do women stop their housework to look at television ?

You will get a quick picture of what has happened to the radio -TV

picture in New York—and is happening fast all over the country—
from an analysis just prepared by the Du Mont Research Department.

You ought to know the facts before you make up next year’s advertising

budget. A note or a phone call will bring them.

Remember—-DuMont is the one television network that cares to

release these facts, because Du Mont is exclusively in television.

Television

comes

when
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CONDUCTOKS* SHOWCASE
With David Broekman and aymtihi
Sandy Becker, announcer *

Producer: Janies Fassett
Director: Oliver Daniel
60 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
Sustainlnr
CBS. from N.Y.

CBS has come up with a most
commendable idea—to give quali-
fied U. S. composer and'arrang-

I

ers a chance to present a full hour

I

of their own compositions and ar-
; rangements with a full-size orches-
tra. This is more than the aver-

j

age symphony orchestra does for
,
America’s wealth of talent, CBS
has picked five nationally known

;

artists in the field of light and
popular music, and given them a

' 48-piece orch and carte blanche in
:
building their programs. Not only is
the web thus paying proper respects
to David Broekman. Raymond
Paige, Robert Russell Bennett, Ray
Bloch and Mark Warnow-. but com-
ing up with a choice evening of

CHICK MORRIS
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 11:15 p.m.

Shstaininf

j

WBZ, Boston

j

As special events director at

I WBZ Chick Morris gets around.

I

The other night (he usually follows

' the 11 p.m. news roundups) he

jumped in on the play on Shirley

May France, hopeful Channel
swimmer, and went down to Som-

,

ersct. Mass., to pick up local color.

With his portable recording
gadget he first caught the 17-year-

, old’s ma. a pert woman who knocked
' off work at the factory that em-
!
ploys her to tell of her daughter’s
background. Next he got her two
sisters. 12 and nine, who spoke up

Ai Jolson’s exploitation w'hirl to

launch his “Jolson Sings Again”

included marathon personals w'ith

the N. Y. disk jocks, and in his

authoritative informal manner he

philosophized and also told the

platter chatterer’s confreres how

he rated them. For instance, on

a stint with Ted Husing the star

observed that Art Ford and Ray-
burn & Finch, both WNEW, im-

pressed him as hep, young, per-

sonable and showmanly. He took

Huslng’s showmanship for granted

as was evidenced by Jolson’s pal-

aver with the WMGM record im-

presario. Part of the philosophy,

in relation to show’ biz nostalgia,

was Jolie’s question. "What does

time- and a clock mean, excepting

mavbc it would leave you disk

jockeys stuck when it comes to an-
' nouncing it’s now 9.30 a.m. by

15 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri.. 7 p.m.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
CBS, from Hollywood
(Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample^
Returning from its summer lay-

off. the "Beulah" comedy series is

settling down on the CBS network
with all of its former i .

intact. It will ivave no trouble in

rcestabli.shing its grip on dialers

who have cottened to this show in

pa.st sea.sons. This show, however,

has little in the way of novelty.

The flock of scripters are evidently

prefabricating
ready-made
situations.
'and the yocks,
studio audience
lately to explode every half-minute.

Hattie McDaffiel is back in the
familiar role of a domestic in the
Henderson family. Reenforcing the
racial stereotypes, all the Negro
characters m this show’ are clown-
ish, while the whites are patron-
izingly .sympathetic. Within the
framework of this cliche, the script

is otherwise innocuous. Story line

on the opening show (22) indicated
that Beulah is to be saddled with
her cousin’s six-month’s old baby
for some time.

Plugs for the Procter & Gamble
soap products were slanted for the
femmes with a friendly tone and a
scientific pitch, Herm.

RELIGIOUS RADIO NOW
With Dr. Everett C. Parker
30 Mins.; Sun., 10 a.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from Chicago

Aired by the University of Chi-
cago workshop, this show presented
a full summary of the activities and
aims of the Protestant Radio Com-
mission. It made an interesting
contrast between the narrov^ ap-

f

iroach of the bible-belt broadcast-
ng evangelists and the PRC’s gen-
eral plan to promote enlightened
and tolerant thinking. Dr. Everett
C. Parker, director of the Commis-
sion, gave the details of how his

-’organization operates on the air.

Most interesting features of this
program were a couple of guests

I

from abroad who spoke simply on
the meaning of religion. One was
a Japanese woman who lived
through the American bombings of
Tokyo and the other was a con-
verted head-hunter from the Solo-
mon Islands. Both gave evidence
of the humanizing influence of
their religious ideas. Helm.

!
purposes of classification, Starke

I

divides his two hours of time into

Sample a half-dozen "booths.” These range

iinmer lay- from Latin American rhythms to
,

Iv series is "Memory Lane” songs.
Judging by one of the "Music

|

ingredients Shoppe” sessions caught last w’eek,

;

this platter program is consider-

!

ably less irritating than some of

its contemporaries. Starke stresses

"easy listening” and in keeping
w ith that objective reads the blurbs
in a style commensurate w'ith the

' the^‘laug'hro'ut"of show’s general tone. \Vithah it’s

gags and mail-order uue of those *1^*,1
*
1*1

But the timing is good take or pass by with equal

judging from the adeplness. Gilo.

are planted accu-
~

BOMB THAT FELL ON AMERICA
With WGLN Players
Directors: Carroll Hunter, Jessica

White
Producer: Bill Crowe
60 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WGLN, Glens Falls, N. Y.

Northern New York 250-w’atter.

and Carroll Hunter and Jessica

White, can hold their heads high
after this ambitious dramatization
of Herman Hagedorn’s powerful
narrative poem, broadcast on the

fourth anniversary of the bombing
of Hiroshima, lie gave special

permission to air it. Miss Hunter,
formerly on editorial staff of

Charm, aitd Miss White do a wo-
men’s show’ via WGLN. Program
was announced as one of a fall

compositions, the balance of the
hour consisting of Brockman’s ar-
rangements of the work of fellow
contemporary composers, or of
classics. Thus, he offered You-
man’s "A Great Day.” Scott’s
"Drawing Room.” Porter’s "Begin
the Beguine,” “Carousel” Waltz,
as well as his arrangements of
Mexican tunes, Mozart and opera
bits. His arrangements were dis-

tinctive and smart, and faithful
to the composer, without being too
intricate or contrived.

His own compositions sounded
first-rate. These included "Sam-
ba of the Orchids.” a snappy rhy-
thm number, melodious and catchy;
"Intermezzo for a Day in May.” a
charming, jaunty mood piece, and
excerpts from his "Manhattan
Fairy Tale” Suite, which is good
descriptive music in jazz vein. Tht
expert orch CBS provided Broek-
man helped make a superior pro-
gram. Only flaw’ was the an-
nouncer’s pronunciation of the se-

lections, his dropping of his voice
towards the end of a title leaving
something to be desired. Bron.

W’OKO, Albany

A sample of the entertainment

on tap in Saratoga during the rac-

ing season is Sammy Watkins’

music from Piping Rock, which hit

its air stride on final night of the

first week. Tiiat broadcast came
the closest, of four stanzas heard,
to the smooth Watkins entertain-
ment of long ago from the Ken-
more Hotel in Albany, via WGY,
Schenectady. Lively and rhythmic,
it constituted one of the most sus-
tained half-hcurs of dance band
stuff caught hereabouts in some
time. Rough spots still existed,
but the all-over effect represented
a distinct improvement over pre-
vious shots.

Watkins expertly mixes sweet
mu.sic W’ith bounce and rhumba,
last named coming to fore on Sat-
urday outing. Trumpet and saxo-
phone are standout. Soloist Nancy
Nesbitt is good. Gene O’Haire, Jr.,

newcomer to radio, sounded prom-
ising on a final studio commercial
one night. Jaco.

W’orrester — Barbara Jones
WTAG and WTAG-FM tran.scrip
tion supervisor of four years’ disk-
ing. has left to join new Green-
ville. S. C.. WMUU.

pleasing radio personality

Abbey Albert is doing a mara-
thon |)ickup from New York’s
Village Barn nit cry in a manner
tiial reminds of the 3 Suns’ in-
tensive broadcasting which did .so

much to build them up. Albert
has a sparkling planologistie style,

w hich is ear-arresting and soothing.
His choice of dansapation and
manner of arrangement are tiptop
terpstering. and should get him
fast attention.

A 9.0 Hooper rating! The show: "Meeting Time With Sam Workman.”

The time: 10:00 to 10:15 a.m. across the board (pre-

ceding Godfrey). The station: 50,000 watt WRVA. Available

to the timebuyer who reaches Radio Sales first.

Denver — Pete Smythe. former
KLZ. Denver program director,
and more recently of Holl.\wood,
has returned to Denver. C’urrently
he’s pla>’ing a six-a-week piano and
chatter L5 minute strip heard
mornings on KLZ called "The Pete
Stniihe Show.”

Well, on the next trip it’ll either have to be

stronger oars or less Wheaties.”
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Inside Television
Pro Grid Charity Game

Gets 3-Way Pre-Season

Tele Spread in Cincy

Underlining the trouble that may be encountered by television pro-

ducers in adapting w.k. works was the casting job faced by Mort Mill-

nuui, producer for ABC-TV on the upcoming “L*ll Abner” show. Be-

cause of the preconceived notions of viewers as to what the characters
j

Cincinnati, Aug. 23.

should look like, Millman at first attempted to find actors who would i Tuning up for coverage of Univ.
look as though they had stepped directly out of the A1 Capp comic strip, Cincinnati and Xavier Univ
He later decided, however, that it was more necessary that the actors :

. <• u n ,

have the subtler qualities of walking and talking like the cartoon ' football games. Cmcy s three

characters, since the public has acquired a feeling for such things based video stations lowered the boom
on watching the strip for years. on the pre-season charity exhibi-

Millman finally completed his casting of the four main characters tion tilt Saturday <20) night be-

last week, setting Craig Shepard as “Abner”; Judy Bourne as “Daisy tween the National League's eham-
Mae“; Bobby Barry as “Pappy Yokum,” and Agnes Scott Yost
“Mammy.” Producer said, however, he will keep looking for even P*®*' Chicago Bears and the Pitts-

better characters until the show takes the air early this fall. Ezra Stone burgh Steelers at UC’s stadium,

will direct, with Arnold Horwitt and Lee Rogow handling the adap-
|

Video rights were given after the

Schwerin, Starch Entries Into TV

Cues Increaseil Ad Interest in Field

tation. Special score, including a theme for each of the four main
characters, has been written by Bernard Green, who will conduct the

orch. Capp himself is taking an active part in the production as con-
sultant and adviser.

24,000-seat capacity was sold out
|

early in the day.

Cincy is without representation
in pro football and the cla.sh, won

' 1^34-0 by the Bears, was a treat for

New television transmitting antenna designed to provide higher i

ticket holders as well as for the

power, greater power gain and directional effects was put on the market additional countless thousands of

this week by RCA, with the first one delivered to WNBT, Columbus, O. who sat in on the telecasts.
'

Antenna comprises dipole and screen combination units, which achieve Each of the TV stations had sea-
flexibility through the many possible arrangements. Each unit can soned sportscasters on the job and
serve an area extending from the tower in the form of a quarter-circle. i they came through with splendid
By mounting one, two, three or four dipole and screen combinations ' performances.

I

on as many sides of the tower, the broadca.ster reportedly can obtain a
|

por Crosley’s WLW-T the play
directional pattern from a quarter-circle to all-directional coverage.

! description was furnished by Red
New units can be tuned for use in both the high and low frequency

| Thornburgh, veteran staffer. This i

^ ^ ...
. station is expected to have A1 Hel- .

fer, now radioing the New York
Giants baseball games, on hand for
the regular football season. He '

covered big midwest college games
last season for WLW.

•

j

Miking on the Scripps-Howard
WCPO-XV was done by Dick Bray,
dean of local sportscastei s and for- '

mer Big 10 football and basketball
official, with Waite Hoyt supplying
the color. Hoyt, ex-big league
pitcher, has been announcing the
Reds’ baseball games on local sta-

|

tions for the past nine years and
is doing that chore exclusively this

portions of the current TV channels.

Pointing up Canada's increased interest in television, the Canadian
Radio Yearbook will carry a video section for the first time in the 1949-
50 edition. Andrew N. McLellan, TV director of Canada’s Academy of
Radio Arts, has been named to edit the section. Year-book is published
iHL J. Wheeler. McLellan will also conduct the Academy’s second
Tvstudy course, which tees off in Toronto in October.

EGA Films Set for TV
Four single-reel films turned out

by the Economic Cooperation Ad-
ministration will preem individual-

ly over all N. Y. television stations

this weekend in a plan set up
among the webs by ABC-TV film

chief Nat Fowder. While the other i

research department. Latest figure

stations have not selected their
;

on installations in the Dayton, O.,

time spots, WJZ-TV and the ABC
i ^rea served by Crosley’s WLW-D,

eastern web will screen “One Piece

Cincy’t 30,000 Sets

Cincinnati, Aug. 23.

TV sets in the WLW-T area as

of Aug. 1 numbered 30,000, an in-

crease of 25,600 in the past year, ggagon for Burger beer, with out-
according to a survey by Crosley’s

, lets on WLW-T and WCPO-TV
and WCPO, AM station.

Dick Nesbitt, former All-Ameri-
can pro member of the Chicago

of Coal.” Sunday night <28) from i

9 to 9:15.

Films are to be rotated so that
each station will eventually have
played all four. Other titles are
“Hidden Treasure,” “Railroads”
and “Life Must Go On.”

is 11,400, and in Columbus terri-

tory reached by Crosley’s WLW-C
the number of sets is 8,000.

A breakdown of the 44,540 total

in the three areas has 2,569 sets in

public places and 41,971 in private
homes.

Bears and a 12-year man on Times-
Star stations, did the play report-
ing for WKRC-TV with Ed Ken-

, nedy, staffer, on color.

I
Tagging was done by the sta-

1

tions’ separate brewery sponsoi's,

I

Schoenling, Hudepohl and Wiede-
' mann.

Entry’ of both Schwerin Research
and Daniel Starch into television ^

last week is believed to emphasize
TV’s growing stature as an ad me-
dium. Schwerin had heretofore
confined his efforts to radio, while
Starch had concentrated on re-

searching newspaper and magazine
ads.

Starch plans to cover only TV
commercials, incorporating many
of the techniques used by the out-
fit in its previous work. Schwerin,
on the other hand, will seek audi-
ence measurement of both commer-
cials and programs, conducting his

testing on both shows already on
the air and those still in the plan-
ning stage. On the basis of exper-
iments conducted with NBC for the
last eight months, Schwerin de-
clared in a press preview of his

system Thursday 118) that "for the
first time we are able- to overcome
the reluctance of many national
advertisers to enter TV at this

stage.”

Experiments have shown, for ex-
ample, Schwerin said, that the se-

quencing of time slots is qowhere
near as important in TV as it is in

radio. In TV. he emphasized, pro-
gram quality is the dominant fac-

tor. Schwerin also revealed his

tests to show that setowners and
non-setowners do not react differ-

ently to programs: that the increas-

ing popularity of large-screen sets

will not be a factor in enjoyment:
that the number of viewers per set

does not appreciably affect reac-

tions, and that the novelty factor i*

not important In TV.

Advertisers Sign Up
Researcher disclosed that he has

pacted with NBC for a continuing
program of “on-the-air” home tests,

teeing off tonight <Wed.) with “Be-
lieve It or Not.” Testing will uti-

lize the superimposition of num-
bers on the screen to cue viewers

,
when to note their reactions. Fu-

j

ture home tests will be conducted
on both sustaining and sponsored
shows, with the service open to all

, webs. Continuing “improvement”
) tests, both home and studio, and

“audition” test.s. have been signed
for by Miles I.^'iboratories, American
Telephone it Telegraph, and others.
Toni and other adverti.sers have
pacted for testing of their TV com-
mercials. and NBC has allowed
Schwerin to use its facilities for
outside clients.

Starch system is to incorporate a
continuing consumer research pro-
gram on "rV commercials covering
viewing, attitudes and product ac^

ceptance. Starch will not attempt
to ascertain whether commercials
have resulted in increased or de-
creased product .sales, but advertis-

ers will be able to derive their own
conclusions on that question by
correlating Starch’s results with
other tests. First of a series ol

monthly reports Is to be published
Sept. 20, covering commercials on
the air during August.

Researchers are to go into viewer
homes with “story boards.” on
which are a series of stills taken in

sequence from the commercial.
Respondents identifying the com-
mercial will then be asked for their

reactions. Research will be con-
ducted in five or six key cities at

the start, with interviews to he di-

vided equally between men and
women. According to Jack Boyle,

who will handle the TV testing,

charges are to be based on the ad-
vertiser’s TV activity, with ona
basic subscription price and an ad-

ditional charge for each network
show and spot commercial covered.

History on Video
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Cascade Pictures will go into

production on its television .series

"Great Documents of Hi.story” in

September. Pix will be animated
and roll 15 minutes each. First

to go will be Abraham Lincoln’s

Gettsburg Addre.ss.

Cascade has just completed first

In a series of 40-second coinme\*»

cials. Film commercials are set

up to give local sponsor 20 seconds
! to make pitch after eye-catching
' entertaining blurb.

The serial radio show that was in first position

time and again during its 9 successful

years on the air returns next week

ON TELEVISION!

THE O’NEILiS
Are coming to TELEVISION

on DUMONT for DUMONT sets

STARTING TUESDAY, AUG. SUth at 9 P.M. EOT

— An ED WOLF Production —

TELEVISION Productions for the Fall:

"BREAK THE BANK"
"THE WITCH'S TALE"

(In otsoclotien with ALONZO DEAN COLE)

"TALENT JACKPOT"

AMERICAN MINSTRELS OF 1950

"THE O'NEILLS"

WOLF ASSOCIATES, INC.

420 Madison Ave., New York

PLaza 5-7620
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handed thesping might have gone
[~” awry in the hands of a less capable

DAlflAlAf^ actress but she made the part

I CIBVISIDn IlCVIBWS believable. Betty Furness was fine
" as the stepdaughter and Peggy

Continued from page 39 —

—

i^-i——— J McCay made her mark in the

the strips, in a sequence that goes i by one of the cameras mounted on wilbhandreTby Paid
the • u^cle Bob; radio series one

^

a balcony. 1, made for flex b.l.ty
Wimar'windonf. Ale'xander

Continued from page 39

better hv’ using blown-up slides.: Piano team made the ar- ^
Before and after. Don Ward shows

f^^X'sTke • On Desert^sle “is
tricks of

a'S"'’® v=hhU Thee" and '•Thou Swll" from usua^ top standards and Garry

?h?t 1

*
00, h^a C iatTnd co\x^^^^ YaXe" aild "Sm Simpson did a capable directing

hk iunior guests to show oft their Didn't Say Yes" and "Night Was Job.

hobbies and stunts !
for Love.*’^ another Kern duo from '

—'ULJist

^ Se are noticeable faults ~ ‘‘Cat and Fiddle.” Duo pianists

Ward’s style is overly patronizing; • also gave neat interpretations of yy IziypoufayC
Mrs. Ward is too quick to join in ‘‘All the Thing.s You Are, Kern IW OlwCdWdjw
with appreciative little shrieks of tune, and a Dubin-Warren Holly- _ j,om page 37 -

laughter- len.sers tip off the pro- i

wood number. Shadow Waltz. ,

"—
cram lags bv spotting the kids Closed the show with a medley of

;

generally believed the Louis G.

engaged in conversational asides, i

“ ‘S’Wonderful,” ‘‘Hallelujah and Cowan-Mark Goodson package en-

However. it's a good kid show, and
;

‘‘Girl Friend.”
' countered little trouble w hen it

should draw a steady viewer trade
;

Sound was topnotch an^d direct- because of the strong

from that age group. Mart.
,
"S band of

i rep It had previously built on

Alexander

should draw a steady viewer trade
;

Sound was topnoicn, ana oireci-

from that age group. Mart.
, Xgithe? good se-

i

'ep u ..au p.v.

,T'S A DOG’S LIFE ’ !>'f'‘Xr?'cILr/‘hr<liiM™]S i

‘'

1"" addition to "Music." now

With Paul Roberts. Marion Wil- monotony. Pianists’ work was ex- aired Thursday nights on ABC-TV,

“mrceorw lllnderson. Llbb, cellent. Wiod. the video shows expec ed to be

Barnard, Virginia Byrd. Pat immediately affected are Bieak

Hurlev Bill DeWitt Mimi Lee the Bank. ABC simulcast. Fun

Pro^uce^lwrlterT G^^^^^
f

ABC-TV show

30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m. (CDT). j Chicago; ‘‘Spin the Picture.

Sustaining With Art Van Damme and orch DuMont Saturday night sustainer,

WFBM-TV, Indianapolis PJ in i - « and ‘‘Winner Take All.” sponsored

This package represents a good
sLlarninJ'***"^***^

‘ Chevrolet Saturday nights on

idea for the family audience, espe- CBS-TV. Several other video shows

cially families that keep or w-ant V. • r iis;,. now^ on the air have giveaway
pets. It dispenses a lot of inter- Pop music fans will like this

g^gles but they as.sertedly do not

esting dope about dogs in an in- four-a-week series but they can get
i “lottery” classifica-

tcresting way. starting with a
isn’t' te'le-

‘i™. “ S'*®'!

human situation and then switch- anotnei snow inai jusi isn i itie
ABC-TV’s “Couple of

30 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m. (CDT).
Sustaining
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis

laea lor me laniiiy auuicutc, ivvRO nhirao-n
daily families that keep or w-ant

V. • e
pets. It dispenses a lot of inter- PoP music fa

esting dope about dogs in an in- four-a-week sene

human situation and then switch- anotner snow tnai jusi isn i leie-
’ ABC-TV’s “Couple of

ing to it counterpart in canine life, vism^^^
superior .Toe^ and Du^Mont’s “Headline

Curtain-raiser opened with a few
.

’'an namme, a superior
,, . “Maeir Cottace ”

sarcastic remarks, illustrated, by accordionist, on show caught.
,

Cl^s and
r

Paul Rnbprt«; about all the time paced his four musical mates With the otner neiwoiits aeier

women waste in beauty parlors, through a lively series of instru-

Mimi Lee countered with some mentals and vocals, while the lens is uncertain at this point what

sharp barbs on ditto while a man neatly picked up individual shots
]

effect the ruling will have on

got the works in a barber shop, of the musicians. future video programming. It is

Scene then dissolved to a dog Numbers selected showed an
! anticipated that broadcasters will

salon, where a couple of thorough- earnest effort to please the iiiajoij stear clear of initiating any new
breds were being primped by their ffy. “S'veet Georgia Brown, ‘^^rk giveawayers until some cut-and-

trainers, one a Scotch terrier, the Eyes, Temptation and hm- dried decision is reached. NBC,
other a poodle. Roberts inter- braceable You. Vocalist Claude

£qj. example^ bas been working on
viewed trainers, explaining each Schreiner showed distinct eye-and-

^ program which
step in procedure.

_ J would have offered an all-expense
Initial success of show is credit ms crooning of You and Huck-

t ijj ^ fi.„ winner Such
to Gene Starbecker’s slick writing lebuck.

nroerams will
and breozv narrating by Roberts. Song titles were superimposed, piogiams win pronaoiy oe sneivea

who is WFBM disk jockey. He has This, besides the lensing, was the
,

temporarily, atJeast until the webs

a .smooth, casual style. Show- is only notable concession to a tele :
are certain which way they can

now set up for six weekly editions. ' audience. “Sessions” looks like a move,

built around Roberts, second to radio show- someone tossed into
_

"deal with problems encountered by TV for a filler. WNBQ’s producers
the average family when it goes apparently forgot that TV means 1100 Til
out to buy a good pup. Dogs, in- pictures and the best pix show RDU*I W UlOSSCS
eluding champ bluebloods and motion. Mart.

,

some rare specimens, are supplied
l

I
** Continued ffOm page 37

MEX’S XEX UP FOR SALE;

PRICE TAG $600,000
Mexico City. Aug. 16.

Local radio station XEX, of 250,-

000 watts, claimed to be Latin

America’s strongest, and establish-

ed four years ago by the late Al-

fonso Sordo Noriega, is for sale.

Owner, Petroleos Mexicanos (Pe-

mex), oil company, finds upkeep
too great. Reported price is $600,-

000. Pemex is understood to have

nixed the offer of a radio exec of
;

$250,000, considering that too low.

Texas Air Base Group

Sets Weekly Program
San Antonio, Aug, 23.

|

Talented young basic trainees of
;

1

Lackland Air Force Base have
|

banded together to produce a

weekly radio show for the enter-

;

tainment of their 20,000 fellow

airmen. It’s to be aired each Fri-

day for a half hour over “The
: Voice of Lackland” base radio out-

I

let, which has a range sufficient

I

to be heard within the boundaries :

of the huge installation.
|

I

Featuring the baritone singing ^

I of George Rafiik, Polish-born war

i

refugee, the show w'ill include mu-
sic by Val Raymond and his 16-

piece band; the Tonaires, a Negro ,

sextet; and soloists from the vari-

ous training groups on the base.
|

including those of the Women of
|

I

the Air Force.
j

j
Pfc. Larry New'man, former i

Philadelphia announcer, will be
m.c. of the series. I

through cooperation of Hoosier
Kennel Club, International Ken-
nel Club and American Canine
A.s.sn. Camera work in opener was
okay, although nearer focus might
have shown handling of dogs in

clearer detail. Corb.

I the rate card, indicating they can

rnllnwiin RfimniPnt r increase as the market grows. This,
r UllUff U|l vumilicill l according to Johnston, has made it

lissi Continued from page 39—

j

j i
possible to sell far below the amor-

'
tized cost. Prices have been scaled

longham bit; the satire on the as rates in-
andleader whose stick-w aving is

j ^rea.se, however, since otherwise
tx ix V*A ex vivF wx o VMF ^x* n ex r 9 ^x

bandleader whose stlck-wavinK is
, erekse, however since othe^ise

'

th^e "siSvle SeL »" :

NBC might price itself Out of the
EVENING FOR FOUR HANDS I

necessary act. the singie peopie
; |^ , addition Johnston

With Clifford Shaw. Earle Keller; and even utiiiring Mary McCyty
,

^arxet in adomon jonn^^^^^^

Ralph Hansen announcer ' maThfm H e’’ pInsoC n tntairSeireen I _rda!
DDeeTorrm^k S'

1

“"O ^-staining. If a station -can

IS Mins., Sat.. 7:30 p.m. '

‘b® film to a .sponsor for more

WAVE-TV, Louisville Video adap^tation of “Pretty
|

iban it pays in rental, it keeps the

Teaming the talents of Cliff Little Parlor” on NBC-TV’s “Philco ^xtra money as a profit.

Shaw' and Earle Keller, keyboard Summer Playhouse” Sunday night Johnston said NBC now believes
vets, duo piano sesh looks like a (21 » could not be classed as pleas- it has established the correct pat-
good bet for a regular spot. Num- ‘ ant summer viewing. Hour-long tern for film syndication and will
bers are mo.stly from the operetta legiter, based on the Claiborne continue to handle product of out-
field. and should have wide appeal. Foster play which had a Broadwav producers Web operates
Program caught leed off with an run in 1944 was staged and acted ‘ ither on a straight distrib percent-

introductory spiel by Ralph Han- well enough but the theme of a '

“il, guarantep the
sen. brief and brisk, tlien four neurotic, grasping woman, capped “!®. ®“®'?"*®® ‘''®

hands were caught by two cameras by that denouement of her writh-
^ ceriam prom over a

on the keyboards, a neat trick done ing on the floor aher a nervous Now', Johnston

done by transposing one pic on the collapse, was hardly the type of NBC plans to invest in its

other. It makes a neat opening show to round off a weekend in production to pave the way
shot and is repeated couple times the country.

i

for other producers, working
during the show. Another effect Film actress Marta Linden, in mainly through Hollywood indie,

that registered was an overhead the nieatv role of the woman, did Jerry Fairbanks, who has a co-,

shot of the individual pianist, made an excellent job. Her heavy- production deal with the web.production deal with the web.

V From mountain goat to city slicker, from tkc first crock of down on the bonks

W of tke Hudson to the setting sun on the Ozorhs, the song of America is the

song of the prairie. Music that helped push the Covered Wagon across

¥ western plains, music that told of a dying day and a new tomorrow—this is

' America's music whether in Two Forks, Nebraska, or right in New York, where *

13,000,000 people live in on area less big than a Texas ranch.
Rosalie Allen, nationally acclaimed sweetheart of the prairie, presents her
program of America's music nightly on WOV from 9 to 11 P. M. Her loyal,
responsive audience, 64% of whom ore women, has a record of soles results

^Ixw K
loyalty that keeps her program in constant demand.

mTt completed a special Audience Audit on Rosolie Allen's

ouess OUT OF BUYINO" b,

PKAIRIE STARS
Mondoy through Soturdoy, 9;00 to 11.00 P.M,

Origincifort, of

NEW YORK

Chi ‘Teledogs’
Continued from page 36

pointment of Jim Stirton as sales

manager.
In addition to the network

newcomers, WENR-TV, the w'eb’s

o. & o. outlet here, is breaking out
in a rash of local tele shows, in-

cluding sustainers, public servicers

and network feeds from the east.

Sustainers in the preem lineup
are a Kay Morrow fashion show
geared to all femme ages; a film

jockey show' with Toni Gilman on
the intro’s; a sportscast with vet
announcer Pat Flanagan; and
“Larry on Location,” a Don Ten-
nant puppet show modeled on
“Kukla, Fran and Ollie,” which was
given a recent test run over ABC-
TV.
WENR-TV is plotting several

I

public service program in tie-ins

! with the Chi police department,
.Art In.stitute and the Better Busi-
ness Bureau. These will preem
the first two weeks in Sept.
Other shows to be carried locally

will be “Uncle Mistletoe,” Marshall
Field Co.’s kids show, starting

I

Sept. 5; the “Lone Ranger”; the
I Wendy Barrie show; and “Blind
Date.” Still other WENR-TV pro-
grams. skedded for Oct. 1, will be
three kinescope shows from Holly-

, wood, two 30-minute programs and
!

one kid show'.

WENR-TV debuts its new studio
A about Sept. 1, which gives the
TV outlet three spots to stage its

productions. In addition, the re-
cent installation of kinescoping
equipment allows the station to
handle more network feeds, as well
as an additional four hours daily
of local programming. New studio
on the 42d floor of the Civic
Opera bldg, is the original site of
WFlNR’s AM starting operations in
1930.

i 4A’s on TV I

Continued from page 37

TVA. Other affiliates agreed to re-
linquish jurisdiction of memhers
when working in video, whether
live or films. 1

It’s expected that if the other
4.\ affiliates vote to start the sepa- '

rate tele union, film jurisdiction
will be disposed of along tlie I

lines previously promulgated. SAG
w'ould retain hold of its members
w'orking in films for theatre exhibi-
tion only, while TVA woulfi take
over film.s for video. Eastern af-
filiates feel that they have a su-
perior edge at the moment, believ-
ing the majority of tele pictures
are made in the east.

I

' Greensboro, N. C.—W. Bowman
I Sanders, president of the Buiiing-
‘ ton-Graham Broadcasting Co., an-
: nounced that John C. “Jack” Han-
I

ner, native of Burlington,i»and re- •

centiy of Tarboro, will be the new'
manager of WFNj. Formerly man-
ager and partowner of WCPS in
Tarboro, Hanncr assumed duties
on August 15. L

‘Meet Press’ Moderators

Answer Clab of Failin
g

To Meet Responsibility

New York.
Editor, Variety:

In the Aug. 17 Issue, Variety
ran an item under the caption “Be-
low Belt Video.” in which you said,

“Television sank to pretty low
depths Monday night when on
NBC -TV' ‘Meet the Press’ video
show Maj. Gen. Patrick J. Hurley
and I. F. Stone, columnist, engaged
in a name-calling slug fest.” You
then went on to quote the exchange
betw'een them. You said exactly

what was said on “Meet the Press.’*

Were you guilty of “Below Belt

Journalism,” or were you report-

ing, just as we were?

“Meet the Press” is a news pro-

gram—a press conference on which

the public sits in. We cannot bt

blamed for what a man says in
answ'er to a new'sman’s question
any more than a newspaper can be
blamed for a murder because it

reports the murder. Were we to be
criticized because Senator Bilbo on
a “Meet the Press" broadca.st ad-
mitted he was a member of the
Ku KIux Klan? Or were we to be
praised for getting Bilbo through
sharp questioning to reveal his

shameful affiliation? As a good
journalist, you know the difference

between the man who docs or says

something and the newspaper or
television broadcast that reports it.

“Meet the Press” is a news medium
that prides itself most on one
thing: it gives a man a chance to

reveal himself for what he really

i.s—good natured or short temp-
ered, direct or evasive, principled

or unprincipled.
Lawrence E. Spivak
Martha Rountree

WES FESLER EXCLUSIVE

GABBER FOR WBNS-TV
Columbus. Aug. 23.

i

WBNS-TV and its AM counter-

part. WBNS, have tied up Wes
Fesler, coach of the Ohio State U.

football team, to an exclusive con-

tract to air “Wes Fesler Talks

I

Football.” This amounts to a coup

! in this football-mad town and gives

WRNS-TV and AM an impressive

! sports lineup. On video the sta-

j

tion will air all home games of the

Buckeyes, on Saturdays, a half-

hour film resume of all Cleveland

i
Browns pro games (coached by

former OSU mentor Paul Brown,

;

still a great favorite here) on

Thursdays, and a half-hour film re-

I hash of the Buckeye games every

Tuesday, plus the inside dope pro-

gram by Fesler.

On AM. WBNS will present the

complete OSU grid schedule and

also all games of the Browns, \he

Wes Fesler preview' and down to

local coverage with a program
called “High School Huddle.”

A SINGING ACT PAN EXCELLENCE.. Kar/tff

PALMER
CHICAGO

Tho Modornoirot grab

off tho occolodoi for

thif stanza, showing o

brand of show savvy that

pots thorn into tho top

nomo doss. Thoy'vo got

torrific matoriol!

... Iibniy Sipytl i« Bilikoirf

Returning Augutt 29

’CLUB 15'

C B.S. Coast-to-Coast

COLUMBIA RECORDS



LISTENER DIARY
More listeners in 485 out of 500 quarter hours weeki

proved RESUVT|
"'.'Ton WKY"-

Omaha’s first mass reaction to
•ng television was observed last week

when WOW-TV and KMTV, first

local video stations, broadcast from
different points in town Princi-
pal broadcast was the western
league baseball game between the
Omaha Cardinals and Sioux City i

Soos. Sets were available in deal-
ers windows, in more than 200
taverns, in .some busine.ss houses
and in quite a few local homes.

In some area, sidewalks were
completely blocked as large groups Thonipson
of men, ’ - • • •

around sidewalk .sets,

al.so televised the first

the dedication of the
foot runway at the airport where
DC-6 service was inaugurated
coast to coast with one-stop flights
by United Airlines.
WOW-TV estimates that there

are 3,800 sets in Omaha now with
every prospect of this being lifted
to 5.000 set.s by Sept. 1 when regu-
lar teleca.sting will .start. Ffigge.st
plum is held by WOW-TV which
will handle the U. of Nebra.ska
football games.

New York
Bernie Roberts, formerly pro-

gram chief pf WNDR, Syracu.se,

has joined Inter-America Tele-

vision, indie package agency, as

exec assistant in charge of pro-

duction "Prize Party.” audience
narticipation show starring Bill

Slater, returns to CBS-TV Sept.

20 in the 7 to 7:30 p.m. slot, with
Messing Bakeries resuming as

sponsor. Program is produced by
Mario and Minna Bess Lewis
Sample edition of "Fight Game,”
series of 12i^-minute film pack-
ages featuring Stillman’s gym and
Barney Ross as emcee, rolled this

week under the aegis of Intercity

Television Distributors, indie pro-
duction-di.stribution outfit Keith
Kiggins, one-time ABC veepee,
named by Edward Petry & Co. as

manager of TV sales in the fust

move to split Petry’s tele and radio
sales divisions Jack L. Hobby,
International Telephone & Tele-
graph publicity staffer and one-
time member of Paramount’s ex-
ploitation department, named Cape-
hart-Farnsworth’s .sales promotion
chief . Edith Fellows and Tommy
Dix propping a TV series titled

"Where Are They Now,” to feature
clips of silent films and interviews
with the stars who appeared in

them Tucker Scott, formerly
with Compton agency, has joined
BBDAO as a TV time buyer.
The Hazel Dawns (Sr. and Jr.)

guesting on Morey Amsterdam’s
DuMont tele .show tomorrow
(Thurs.).
John Harvey and Judy Parrish

(Mrs. Harvey) of the CBS-TV
"People’s Platform” program will

co-star in "The Voice of the Turtle”
at the Green Hills Theatre, Read-
ing, Pa., week beginning Sept. 6.

Bernard Prockter’s "Big .Story”
TV .series tees off for Pall Mall on
Sept. 16. on NBC-TV. with first six

documentary pix all set to ride.

Initialer will concern exploits of
Frank .Shenkel, of the Pittsburgh
Sun Telegraph . . . Lois Andrews
makes her TV debut this Sunday
on "Leave it to the Girls.”

Bill Lawrence, producer-director
of NBC-AM’s “Screen Guild Play-
ers,” now in N. Y. to pitch .several

TV package ideas to agencies.
They include a comedy show with

burle.sque revival, a nieller series
set in the Gay 90s and a niusi-
comedy Milton Robert, WJZ-
TV producer, named to head the
new television acting department
of the Theatre School of Dramatic
Arts . “Cinderella on Broadway.”
musicomedy series by Alan Sands,
is being whipped into shape by
NBC director Duane McKinney for
an early audition.
Caroline Burke, educational tele-

vi.sion producer for NBC, returned
this week from Europe, where she
supervi.sed the shooting of some
10,000 feet of film. Pictures will be
used both on the "Camel News
Caravan” and on NBC sustaining
shows, starting in .September.

Hollywood, .Xug. 23.

KTTV will up its opi'rating
schedule to six jlavs beginning
Sept. 11. KLAC-TV plans to do
the same following the end of
baseball sea.son.

KTTV”s airtime will be boosted
from 10 to 12 hours weekly over
the current 18-hour schedule. Out-
let is now dark on Wednesday and
Thursday of each week. Under the
new operation station will beam
throughout the week shuttering
only on Saturday. KTTV estimates
the cost of the one additional day’s
telensing at $750 per week.

Local origination schedule will

remain substantially the same in

program material and time. Outlet
will beam 10 hours of kinescope
from CBS each week. Four hours
of this will be new programs. S«*t

to go are: "Silver Theatre.” "Studio
One," "Camel Mystery” and "Ma.s-
land at Home Party.” "Mama.’’
based on "1 Remember Mama.” i.s

set to roll along with "The Ed
Wynn Show" which will tee off lo-

cally on .Sept. 22. "The Bigelow
Story.” with Paul Winchell and
Dunninger, has been scheduled in

a switch from NBC.
KL.\C-TV will go to six-day en-

tertainment program schedule be-
tween Sept. 25 and the middle of
October depending on the local
baseball situation. Regular sea-
son ends here Sept. 25. If playoffs
are local, KLAC will carry them
and not go to six days until Octo-
ber.

With the announcement that
KLAC-TV and KTTV will go to six
telensing days weekly, local tele-
vision will have three stations;
KTLA, KNBH and KFl-TV (beam-
ing during day light hours), .send-
ing shows on a full-wcck basis.

New Tele Biz

WGN-TV. Chi. reported Cheva-
lier Beer will sponsor the once
weekly, 15 - minute "Ted Varges
Show” through Gerald Shields
agency: and announcements for
Parker Pen through .1, Walter

r -g Goldenrod Ice Cream
vvoi.ien and children stood through Goodkind. .loiee A Mor-

WOW-TV gan; Titeseal Products through
news event.

i

Jerome Reese.
W'NBQ, Chi. i-eported Duffy-Mott

Apple Juice will sponsor the once
weekly, five-minute "Reserved for
Garroway ’’ show for 39 weeks
through Young & Uubicam agency:
announcements for Parker Pen
through J. Walter Thompson.
WENR-TV. Chi. reported an-

nouncements for Parker Pen
through J W.altcr Tlumipsor

Pall Mall cigarcts. through Sul-
livan, Stauffer, C'olwell A Bayles,
ordered two spots weekly on
WXYZ-TV. Detroit.
WENR-TV. Chi. reported an-

nouncements for Goldenn>d Ice

C’ream through Goodkind. Joice &
Morgan agency; O’Connor A Gold-
berg Shoes through Dade Ep.stein

agency.
Bill .Slater’s "Prize Party.” prtv

duced by Mario and Minna Bess
Lewis, renewed f(»r 39 weeks on
CBS-TV by Messing Bakeries,
starting Sept. 20. Agency is Blaine-
Thompson.

Hollywood
"You Be the Jury.” packaged by

IMPPRO. will have Russell Hicks
cast in role of the judge. Baines
Barron has been set as pi’osccuting
attorney. Norman Kraft as the
coroner, Joseph Granby as the ac-
cused and Jean Dean as the secre-
tary. Virginia Pasco and Jim Van
Campen have al.so been cast .

ABC will set up a dual sales sys-
tem for its radio and video opera-
tions locally. Forces however will
both be under the guidance of Bob
Laws, sales manager of ABC’s
western division. William K.
McDaniel and Franklyn Jay
Rudolph have been set for TV
.«taff Lee Wainer and Richard'
Carroll have packaged a tele-
vision layout featuring Jules Mun-
shin. Package will be handled by
the .Sam Jaffee office “Let’s
F'ace the Music” was cinemascoped
at KLAC-TV la.st week. Program,
a Bob Oakley package, will be di.s-

tributed by Mini-Film. Show fea-
tures the Violin Echoes with Eunice
Wennermark, Ronnie Kemper,
Margot Powers and Curtiss and
Clare John Wayne films being
tclensed by KTSL will be spon-
.sored for 11 weeks by Karl’s Shoe
Stores . IMPPRO. under the
guidance of Herb Strock, has set a
deal to do 26 video shows based on
the stories written by Lee J.
Hewitt titled “Understanding Inc.”
Hewitt will do the videoplays.
Stanley Nass will direct the series
. . Don Taylor will shoot added
scenes for his television film,

"Wanted: Joe Trout.” Elisha
Cook is starring in the film . . .

Hal Roach, Jr., is currently meg-
ging a series of video commercials
for Ovaltine KECA-TV has
inked a contract to televise the
Friday night- wrestling bouts from
Ocean Park Arena. Bouts will be
beamed starting Sept. 23 . Ann
Howard has made a series of com-
mercials for General Mills “Lone
Ranger” telepix. Commercials

Chicago
WGN-TV shifting- its "Mi.ss Tav-

ern Pale” contest to an earlier
time Aug. 25 and .Sept. 1, because
of White Sox night baseball con-
flict. Show is skedded for 7:45
p.m. tho.se dates Dan Schuffman
new writer at ABC-TV.. NBC-TV
comic .Dave Garroway to crown
festival queen at Downers Grove,
111., Sept. 3 Stateville Peniten-
tiary starting TV courses this fall

with a college grad convicted of

murder in charge . Television
Fund announcing a six-month jump
of $1,000,000 in asset.s . WBKB
len.ser Wade Parmalee a ba.seball

casualtv at Cubs park during a re-

cent teleca.st WGN-TV singer
Nancy Evans made a 15 min. one-
.shot appearance for Chevalier Beer
in TV experiment for sponsor
Dancer Buddy Ebsen guested on
NBC - TV WGN - TV discovery

Nancy W’right making Chi nitery

debut at Helsing’s Vodvil Lounge
. ABC-TV here operating off

same switchboard as ABC AM
starting Aug. 29. Phone An 3-7800

The Texas Rangers, stars of

stage, screen, radio and tele-

vision, early this summer
made a personal appear-

ance tour in the Midwest.

They are pictured here in

Oklahoma City, when they

were commissioned honor-

ary Colonels, of the State of

Oklahoma by Governor
Roy

J. Turner.

The Texas Rangers tran-

scriptions, used on scores

of stations from coast to

coast, have achieved Hoop-
eratings as high as 27.4.

Advertisers and stations
— ask about our new
sales plan!

Wire, write or phone

P.-ml C. Monroe, writer-produc-

or-dircctor for legit, films and ra-

dio. has joined CBS-TV as a pro-

ducer-director. He started in ra-

dio in 1933 as a staff director on

.some top CBS shows and has been

identified with show business since

then. ,
Munroe was formerly radio chief

for both the Buchanan and Biow

agencies and worked in Hollywood

as an assistant director for War-

nei-s. J)n Broadway, he was an

assistant to John Murray Ander-

son and Guthrie McClintic. He’s

currentiv faking an indoctrination

course at CB.S-TV. following which

he will be a.sslgned to programs.

ARTHUR B. CHURCH
Productiem

KANSAS ClIY «. MISSOURI

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc
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conscious" prior to the release
abroad of the "My Friend Irma"
pic. in which the comedy duo is

featured.
Paramount has agreed to pick

up the tab for expenses involved
and is trying to maneuver a waiver
from AFRA and other unions on
payments required for repeat
shows.

Continued from pace 34

the announcer, narrative bridges happens, listeners hold the mod-
by the main character, and straight erator responsible. They conceive
drama without connecting narra- his chief function to be holding
tion. It was found that the an- the argument or discussion to a

nouncer’s narration was the best
j

clear and simple line that can eas-

liked of the three methods, edi- ily be followed. If he fails in this

tions where it was used scoring 10 assignment, the program is apt to

points higher than editions using fail with him.
either of the other methods.

i That liking is closely related to
Another program studied was clarity of presentation, and both

built around a central personality turn with getting across the
w'ho discussed subjects suggested point of the program, was graphi-
by listeners’ letters. Several de- cally demonstrated in a study run
vices were employed. The best in conjunction with testing 16 edi-
liked proved to be introducing the tions of one show. After each
Item with a tape recording of the broadcast was tested, listeners vot-
WTiter actually reading his letter,

j

ed on whether they thought the
The next best liked opened with a presentation was clear. They were
phone conversation with the person also asked to choose which of four
raising the question. Other devices statements summed up the central
—having the authority refer to a idea they had got out of the' pro-
letter briefly, then dictate an gram
answer; having his assistant read

j

^.^^re was a direct relationship^e letter; or discussing a subjec
1

3

jhe three yardsticks» lUiout referring to a letter at all ,hrou|hout the series. To take two-were le.ss liked. Actually hear-
^ that had a

"?i Schwerin score of 86, over four-
verisin ilitude dramatizing the re-

, „fths of the audience felt the pres-

ini ^f.ih'i 1 . r.'"
>'M^‘-'rrUer

j
emation was clear, and about nine-

mla ?i 1

‘r"‘hs were able to identify the
1 1 s program.

|

(.gntral idea; on another edition
Clarity

j

with a Schwerin score of only 60,

In public service programs, prob-
|

about a third of the listeners

ably the two biggest obstacles to
;

presentation was clear, and

getting information across to lis-
;

about two-thirds could name
teners have been too much of the correct central point,

"sugar-coating" previously men- Audiences particularly demand
tinned, and too much discursive- in public service programs an un-
ness.

!
ambiguous summary of what can be

Evidence that sugar-coating was
;

done about the problem handled
lowering interest in one program

j

in the show. Best results are ob-
was readily apparent from the tained when this is plainly delin-
Schwerin System’s tests. The pro-

j

eated as a "department” of the
gram ,had to do with certain as-

j

program. One of the worst sins of
pects of science. Again and again ' which an educational program can
in the voting, three-fourths or !

be guilty is to take refuge in "on
more of the audience complained 1

the one hand—on the other hand"
that they “would like more scienti- !

or "somebody should certainly do
fic information," that the show took

j

something about this ’ summations
too long to get to its point. Fur-

;

of the situation,

ther, when all the scenes in the
editions tested were examined, it

was found that the ones involving in 9 I AUfSe
th^ scientific a.spccts and in which : Iflfll llll Ot L6WIS^ C.l.tln».a from p.t. »an average score six points higher
that the rest of the scenes, many Powell in a further elaboration of
of which contained the program’s the "three-to-the-hour" concept,
sugar-coating. ^ i Martin & Lewis show is the
As to discursiveness, when speak-

!

co.stliest on the NBC books, with a
ers on public service

Seattle— The Jewish Children’s
Chorus of 16 voices of the local

Temple de Hirsch will be featured

on a weekly 15-minute program
here on KJR, starting this week.
It’s a public service' airer for the
Seattle-King County Community
Chest.

Detroit— In cooperation with
Wayne University’s Drama League,
WXYZ will pre.sent a series of six-

15-minute dramatic productions
titled “Detroit Diary." The series

will begin Sept. 17. It will drama-
tize the United Foundation Cam-
paign for funds for the needy and
sick.

Albany—N. Y. Harold 11. Meyer
has resigned as general manager of

WXKW to assume a similar post at

WPOR in Portland, Me. Meyer,
veteran of 21 years in radio with
previous service at stations in St.

Petersburg, Fla., San Francisco and
Stamford, Conn., came to Albany
in 1947 to prepare for the debut of
WXKW.

land office are Lee H. Judge

1

*^^ York. aSd SKal Kalwary, of Pittsburgh.

Greensboro. N. C.—W, E Debnam, news commentator of th-
Smith-Douglass network of lo sf-.
tions in North Carolina and Virl
ginia left last week by plane for asix-week tour of Alaska to secure
background information for hi*
commentaries. He said that theArmy had granted his request for
a tour of U. S. northern defense
zones.

~ A test announcement
schedule for Comette Nylons ofNew Braunfels has been set onWFAA here, KXYZ, Houston
KTBC, Austin, KTSA, San AnS
and KROD, El Paso. Thoma.rF
Conroy, Inc., of San Antonio, has
been named to handle the account
which will market through drug
stores only. *

Dallas— J. W. Rike has beennamed radio director of J bTaylor, Inc., here, where he will
be responsible for details on Texas
State Fair radio campaign For-

Continued from pare 35 sssssJ

sluffing off of important news by
three press services when one has
scored a beat. Also scored is the
practice of all the services to put
“bulletin" slugs on stories not al-

ways rating them, and the routine
handling of news appearing in suc-
cessive summaries when there is

little new material.
The report is being distributed to

officials of the four press associa-
tions, schools of journalism and
members of the NARND. Sig Mic-
kelson, NARND prexy, and new's
director of WCCO, Minneapolis,
disclosed that a second study of
the wire services has been launch-
ed and that a supplementary report
will be issued later. Special com-
mittee drawing up the report was
co-chairmaned by Richard Oberlin
of WHAS, Louisville, and Sheldon
Peterson of KLZ, Denver.

Pittsburgh— Marion Beardmore,
femme commentator at WMCK in

McKeesport, has a featured role in
strawhat production,* of "Strange
Bedfellows” at White Barn Theatre
. . . Bill Carlo has resigned from
WJAS announcing staff . . . Flor-
ence Sando, w'ho heads women’s
activities at WJAS and is head of
Pittsburgh chapter of AFR.\, off

for national convention in San
Francisco . . . Local radio person-
alities Anally getting a good break
in series of proAles Gene Jannuzi
is doing on them weekly in the
Sunday Pdst-Gazette.

Tulsa — Glen Condon, veteran
newspaperman and ace South-
western newscaster, is back on
KTUL, Tulsa CBS outlet, after an
absence of three years. Condon,
who resigned in 1946 to manage
a new station in Tulsa, returns to
air in exclusive feature, "Condon
Views the News," at 12:45 and a
news commentary at 5:45 p.m.

Minneapolis—Samuel N. Nemer
has been named sales manager of
WLOL, MBS outlet here, by C. 'T.

Hagman, general manager and
president of the station. Appoint-
ment Alls a post left vacant since
Hagnian’s elevation to his pre.sent
position last February, when Nor-
man Boggs, then manager, left to
join WMC.\ in New* York.

San Antonio — Charles BelA,
commercial manager of KYFM,.
has been installed as commander
of the Adkins Lenoir Post No. 565
of the American Legion. He suc-
ceeded Lynn Krueger, manager of
the Majestic theatre. Jack Chal-
man, publicity director for Inter-
state Theatres here was installing
ofAcer,

Kansas City, Aug. 2'»

Although there will be no c*)le
or relay system to bring television
network shows here, WD.\F-TV,
new video outlet of the Kansas
City Star, will use kine.scope to
bring in delayed network shows,
according to Dean Fitzer, general
manager of the station.

Details of the plan were an-
nounced by Bill Bates, program di-
rector for WDAF-TV, before a
meeting of television dealers held
la.st week. Bates said the plan is

to operate about four hours per
night, with more than 50'^c of the
programs via the film method and
the balance local program.s.
WDAF-TV already has made ar-
rangements for shows from any of
the four networks, he said.

The station is due to begin ex-
perimental broadcasts in Septem-
ber and regular nightly broadcasts
in November.

i——

,

Continued from page 37

tion was so enthusiastic that all

hands approved Aiming of the se-
ries, with NBC reaching a musi-
cians price scale for TV with
James Petrillo. TV series starts
Oct. 4.

For the test run, Brecher used
Lon Chaney. Jr., as Riley, but it

is more likely that Jackie Gleason,
nitery and stage comic, will in-
herit the name role. William Ben-
dix, who will continue as radio’s
Riley, was forced to reject the
tele duplicate because of picture
commitments. Rosemary De Camp
plays Mrs. Riley.
Ackerman’s projected Aiming of

"Escape" is beset with one big
bug—budget. If he would, bring
in the half-hour subject for around
$7,500 the chances are roseate that
other dramatic properties of CBS
would be given similar treatment.
It’s strictly price here, the advan-
tages of Aim over live having al-
ready been amply demonstrated.
Brecher brought in "Riley” after
six hours of shooting on 35m but
the co.st factor didn’t Agure here.
Joe Rines recently brought in a
half-hour picture, telecast by Col-
gate in the east, for less than

program.s
W'ander too far away from the sub-
ject. ft is almost a certainty that
liking will drop off. When this

ii||05gy photos 4^"
Mad« from your negative or pf)oto'''''^«i|^M||
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BBC Buildup

Hollywood, Aug. 23.

NBC and Paramount Pictures
are collaborating on making an
international incident of Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis, with the
British Broadcasting Corp. lending
an assist.

Plans are under way to spot the
Lewis & Martin NBC comedy show
on BBC, with the network okaying
the use of a number of transcribed
past programs for the British
whirl.

Paramount is anxious to make

Cleveland—Establishment of the
Cleveland office of Guilford A.
Gibbons and Associates has been
announced this week by the com-
pany founder. Guilbert A. Gibbons.
Agency, which specializes in pack-
age productions for television and
radio is handled by Maurice Rot-
man, Chicago, and Fred Barron,
New York. Connected with Clove-

Johnson-CBS

j reinarxs neard among
I

the audience were "it’s amazing”
I... "I never realized it was so

I

good". . ."it’s a different medium."
Following demonstrations last Fri-
day (19i, Dr. Peter Goldmark, CBS
color wizard, in answering ques-
tions from the pre.ss. .said manu-
facture of color receivers is ready
to go ahead ju.st as soon as FCC
gives the go sign. He estimated
that color receivers would cost
about a third more than black and
white sets at present prices.

Goldmark indicated he expected
the coming FCC hearings to pro-
duce Areworks on the color issue.
When he was asked who produced
the cabinet receiver u.sed in the
demonstration and its cost, he said
that information "will come out in
the war.” It was learned, however
the receiver was one of 25 specially
made by Zenith to CBS speciAca-
tions. .4 standard RCA receiver
with adapter was also used.

Que.stioned by reporters if some
other sy.stem could be used to
colorca.st on six me. Goldmark said
he didn t know of any other way of
doing It on existing receivers (with
adapters) except with elaborate
equipment. He suggested that color
adapters might be made by other
Arms besides radio equipment
makers, perhaps phonograph man-
utacturers.

He said the transmi.ssion of the
colorcasts at the Baltimore loca-
tions required less lighting than is
u.sed in black and white telecasts
The tests were sponsored by

Smith, Kline A French Labora-
tories of Philadelphia and were

the Britishers "Lewis & Martin
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DECCA PAY PLAN SNARLS PUBS
Sheet Musk Sales Takes Decided

Uptuni, Cobciding With Dish Hike
Sheet music sales took a decided 4*

turn upwards the middle of last

week and the trend increased

daily, sending music publishers on

weekend jaunts with fingers cross-

ed against the possibility it was a

3 Music Series Set For
Toronto’s ’49-’50 Season

Toronto, Aug. 23.
Walter Homburger, manager of

International Artists’ concerts here,

UNIQUE SETUP Confirms It Will Issue AD Its

Top Albums On LP as of Sept. 5

momentary pickup. Jobber re- announced three musical series

ports on Monday (22) dispelled

such fears, however; orders clearly

showed a continuing boost. It’s

felt that music sales, which this

year went through the heaviest

seasonal spring and summer slump
since long before the war, are at

last bouncing back.

Jump in music sales coincides

with a now definite rosier outlook

in record sales. Mo.st disk execu-
tives last week had begun chang-
ing tune. Sales were picking up
and the gloomy attitudes were
wearing away. 'They now feel that

the fall and Xmas business will

for the 1949-50 season, beginning
Oct. 17. Artur Rubenstein, Rudolf
*Firkusny, Luboshuts and Nemen-
'off, Jacob Lateiner and Solomon
I will guest star in a Master Piano
series. A Musical Highlight series
iwill include appearances of Jan
Peerce. Alexander Brailowsky, Er-
;na Berger, Kathleen Ferrier and
the Vienna Choir Boys.

Season will also include appear-
ances of Lauritz Melchior, Marian
Anderson. Vladimir Horowitz, Vic-
tor Borge, Bryon Janis and Jan

I

Rubes. In anddition to his date

I

here. Melchior will also give three
performances in Ontario for Horn-

bounce back nicely. Older, top burger, beginning in London then
publishers who have gone through
many biz slumps are of the same
opinion. In fact, several expect
heavy fall and winter sales figures.

Broadcast Music, incidentally, is
1

hogging a heavy portion of sheet
music and record sales for the first

time in its brief history. BMI af-

filiated firms control “You’re
Breaking My Heart.’’ “Someday’’
and “Room Full of Roses.’’

going to Niagra Falls and finishing

off in Peterborough.

Hollywood Agrees
Hollywood, Aug, 23.

j

Sharp upward sales spurt in rec-
{

ord biz has taken place during this

month, according to Bob Stabler,
{

Capitol exec, who says that orders ,

are now at the January-February
!

level. Lee Palmer, who heads
j

Mercury’s western offices and also
j

distributes some l5-odd labels, last :

week reported that salesmens’ or- i

ders thus far in August are lOO*^
!

over any month in the past four, i

Ben Selvin, Columbia Coast i

chief backs up general statement I

that biz is better, but supplies no
specific figures. Joe Perry, Decca

j

rep here, says Decca and Coral or-
i

ders from retailers for August are
|

up about lO^'i. 1

Decca Records threw a majority

of the major music publishers into

an uproar la.st week when the com-
pany distributed royalty statements

on the basis of a unique compu-
tation plan, which sets a precedent

the pubs do not like. And for

which they apparently are not go-

ing to hold still very long. Some
have refused to accept accountings i

jg
and checks, others are insistent

upon refusing Decca licenses to

record their tunes, which would
force the company to pay the stat-

utory 2c per side rate on every-
thing cut, or not cut at all. Other
pubs are. accepting checks under
protest, as' part payment, pending
settlement of (he argument.

Heretofore, the general practice

in -making out .statements was to

deduct certain percentages from all

to cover returns, breakage, etc.

Now Decca in.sists on making full

deductions for every return. In

itemizing statements, the company
listed records .shipped out and, bal-

' anced against that total, the disks

returned. However, in many cases
' the tunes involved were expired

I

pops, no copies of which were .sold

I

during the quarter Decca is report-

! ing on (third, ending June 30). So
returns couldn’t be balanced
against sales. To get around this,

Decca simply added up royalties
' owed on all copyrights held by one
publisher, and deducted from that

amount totaled figures representing

I

returns of records inscribed with

I

songs held by that same publisher.

Mfr. Absorbed Loss
Heretofore, when Decca or any

other company received returns on
songs already expired, and on
which royalties had been paid to

pubs, the manufacturer absorbed
the Iq^s. It couldn’t go to the pub
and ask for a return of its coin

(besides, the 1909 Copyright Law

Am Talent Tied Into

Bon Bon’s Philly Airer
Philadelphia, Aug 23.

“The Bon Bon Show. ” daily for

hour on WDAS starting at 11;3()

a.m., will add a live talent ingre-

dient to Its airing of waxes and
public service features geared (o

the local Negro community. Show
handled by Bon B(»n 'George

TunnelH, former vocalist for the

late Jan Savitt,

Requests from li.steners for Bon
Bon to sing have beeh so great that

the live singing had to be added to

the platter spinning. .4nd to pro-

vide greater balance between the

live and the waxed. Bon Bon will

have the show serve as an audition

stage for show biz newcomers.
Ams and hopefuls will be .s» reencd
before air time, with only the

promising talent getting a crack

at the mike.

Cap Straightening

Out Its Foreign

Royalty Situation
Involved collection of royalties

from the sale of Capitol Records
abroad, through its distribution
deal with British Decca, is being
straightened out. Cap’s disks are
now on sale in around 10 Contin-
ental countries, either fed directly
by English Decca, or via local

labels, and to properly channel
royalties is a problem of sorts.

Since Cap sends masters to
British Decca to press in England,

|

pi,
5^' ;.an demand pay

Decca s Dubbing

To LP Spotlights

Wide Use of Tape

Disney Setting Up

Own Music Firm
Walt Disney will launch his own

music publishing business next
month to promote songs from car-

toons made by his Hollywood stu-

dios. New venture will be titled

Walt Disney Songs, Inc., and will

go into operation with the score of

“Cinderella.’’ written by Mack
|

David, Jerry Living.ston and Al'
Hoffman.

Di.sney intends a fullscale opera-
tion. the setup coming under the
supervision of Fred Raphael. Dis-
ney’s music division head. There
will be offices in New York. Chi-
cago and Hollywood, Jack Spina,
now on the Coast in a huddle with
Raphael, covering the eastern end.
Disney has always farmed out

•cores from his films, but is appar-
ently dissati.'<fied with results to

date. Of all the Disney works, out-
•tanding are the tunes from “Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs.”
Copyrights of which are held by
Irving Berlin. Inc., which exploited
them. Another outstanding copy-
right from Disney’s cartoons is

‘The Big Bad Wolf.’’ Morris Music
currently has the .score from Di.s-

ney’.s “Ichahod and the Turtle." for
the reason that Bing Crosby, whose
voice did the tunes for Hie sound
track, had first call on the publi.<h-
Ing rights, .^nd he placed Ihem
"ith Morris.

the resultant royalties, though the
tunes involved may be owned by
U. S. pubs, cannot be shipped to

the latter. They must be paid to

local reps. For example, if a

U. S. publisher assigns a tune to

a British firm for exploitation in

England, royalties on Cap sales of

that tune in England mu.st go to

the British ptiblisher. The same
is true in Fiance. Belgium, Swit-

zerland. Germany, Sweden, Den-
mark.* Holland, Italy, etc. Most
U. S. publishing houses have agree-

ments with firms in those countries

and Capitol is endeavoring to de-

termine w hich foreign pub is af-

j

filiated with what U. S. pub so
|

that royalties can be paid without
;

hitch. Of course, the coin, or a

percenlage of it, eventually comes'
home to the U. S.

^

Same system applies in the U. S.
i

becaime of London Records. When
a British pub gives the rights to

one of its tunes for U. S. publica-

tion. the U. S. firm collects royal-

ties on London disks, even though '

those rtcordings are pressed in

[England and the British firm is-

sues the recording license.

ment of royalty for every recording
manufactured, whether it’s sold or

not). Even if Decca did take that

procedure, il couldn’t get all the

coin, since the publishers split me-
chanical royalties with individual

writers immediately upon receipt

of the coin.

I

That’s what got publishers both-
' ered with Decca’s new system.

1 They are accountable to writers for

j

half of the royalties on every re-

;

cording sold
I duct as it wants to. it’s probable

' that the publishers will be forced

I

to absorb all of the loss, even
I though half of all royalty coin is

not theirs. They can’t go to writ-

ers who have already been paid

royalties and ask for a kickback.

By the same token, under Decca’s

Decca Records, in dubhing ma-

terial from its regular 78 i pm mas-

ters to the new 33’ sides, used

tape exclusively for the transfer.

It’s a simple process of feeding

from a 78 master to tape, thence

to a 33 master, after which the lat-

ter were shipped to (’olumbia Rec-

ords’ Bridgeport factory for press-

ing. (Columbia has been doing

! initial platters, but Decca w ill soon
be turning out its own 33s >

Decca’s use of tape in I he

process highlights what is not gen-
erally known—that the majoiity of

major companies and many minor
companies are using tape exclu-

sively for the cutting of master.*;.

Use of tape has gathered momen-
tum only during the past year or

so because prior to that real

fidelity wasn’t possible due to poor

After denying for weeks (hat it

had decided to Join Columbia Rec-

ords in marketing Microgroove

Long-Playing platters. Dccca Rec-

ords last week confirms that as of

Sept. 5 it would be issuing all of

its top albums on LP and that Ihe’
initial pressings had been pressed
by Columbia’s Bridgeport factory.

In going LP, Decca sw ings a va; t

majority of the power in (he favor
of that system, putting ItCA-Victor
in a position which makes a good
many important recording people

. believe that eventually the kingpin
of the diskers will be forced to ac-

cept the LP idea for its Red Seal
classical scries. RCA is, of course,
continuing with its 45 rpm platters

and machines, the introduction of

I which brought on the battle of Ih*
rpms. Victor is about to begin ex-
ecution of a vast promotion cam-

I

paign for fall sales. And it's not
going to stop because of Dccca’s

I joining with CRC, Mercury and
Capitol in the production 6f LP *

• Capitol only recently went for the
33 rpm sides for its Tclefunken
classics; it had at the out.set joined
RCA in the making of 45 pop plul-

' ters'.

! Decca’s introduction of LP lo its

line will be accompanied by the
marketing of LP machines under
(he Decca name that will retail at

$9.75. These, of course, are <le-
‘ signed to be jacked into radio com-
binations. Decca also will make a

Microvertcr, to retail at $39.7.5.

I In issuing its first LP’s Decia
has developed a label-color i<lea,

the different colors marking diffei-

ent divisions of disks. There will

be Black, Maroon and Green labels
in 5,000. 6,000, 7,000, 8.0(K) and
9,000 series numbers, prices rang-
ing from $2.85 for 10-inch Black
label platters to $5.85 for 12-incli

Maroon label “specialty” disks.

Decca’s new label designs, in-

cidentally, prominently display the
designation “LP” and ”33' a i pm.”

(Continued on page 46

i

ir .u !
reproduction of highs and lows.

lf'.°'"K,Kr:;That. of course, made the n.ethod

unsatisfactory for virtually all

finishing work.
With tape recording vastly im-

proved, however, the task and ex-

pense of cutting flew material are

considerably reduced. For exam-
ple, any minor error in wax-recoi dr

oy uie Sii.nr by a musician or a vocalisl,
new .system of payment p i

forced a master into the

discard no matter how excellentwon’t be able to clearly allocate

proper return deductions among

Valando Takes Cut
Tommy Valando, head of Laurel

Music entered Manhattan Gincial
I’ospital. New York. Monday '22)
wnder observation for a kidney
jondilion. He was operated on

^Tues.) and is in goo(T

Vaij.rido is partnered with Perry
'-omo in lj«tirelt*«

RCA CUTS 45 PRICE TO i

LURE DISK-BUYERS
RC.\-\ ictor has not fully com-

pleted plans for the vast promo-

tional push that will be applied

this fall to its 4.5 rpm records and

changers H has decided, how-

ever. that the 4.5 machine designed

to be hooked into larger radio com-

bi nation.s will be reduced from

$29 95 to $t2 9.5 as a means of lur-

ing fli.'^k buyers and turning them

into 4.5 rpm fans. Victor's larger

machine, which plays 45s inde-

pendent l>. will I’old at $39.50 and

there will he no accompanying disk

packages |iresented

bu'crs as a bonus.

I RC'.5 is goii’k ahPf>d.

with ca.st plans

ei’ahle sum ot

new maehine
paper ads

writers. F'or example, returns from '

a hit .song of a previous quarter

would be balanced in lump total

against the hit of a current quarter.

But those two hits might be by dif-
:

ferent wrilFis. and one would suf-j

fer for the return deductions that
[

should righttullv he paid by his

contemporary. It’s an involved ar-

gument that publishers heatedly
i

point out totes a great many com-
j

plications. And if Decca is allowed
|

to pay in such a way, other major
j

companies would automatically as-

sume Ihe .same plan.

the remainder of the performance
might have been. Often, master
after master would he gone
through before an acceptable per-

formance was gotten. There have
(Continued on page 4o)

to machine-

however,

to spend a consid-

coiu promoting the

It will u.se new.s-

ladio. television spots

r and- a host ot otbe»' angle*.

WAKELY, CAPITOL

STYMIED ON DEAL
: Hollvwood. .4ug. 23.

.limmy Wakel\ and Capitol Rec-

ords haven't readied a meeting of

the minds on his new contract.

Wakely wants a y'r royalty. Capi-

tol has offered him 2'z^r. Wakely

now gets 1 ' -^c. per platter.

Wakely .-igned with William

Morris office last week. Earlier,

he cut a six-sided album of Christ-

mas h\'mns for Capitol backed by

Buddy (’ole on the organ. .Srnokey

Rogers on the guitar and the Mel-

lo-Men. .5nne Whitfield. lO-year-

old radio moppet, narrate.s while

W»ket> sings.

GOLDMARK SWITCHES TO

ROBBINS FROM LEEDS
Hollywood, Aiig. 23

“Goldie” Goldmark, who, with

Happy Goday, was Leeds Music's

(op Coast rep, has switched over

to J. J. Robbins & Sons as the first

staff man put on by the ex-paitnei

in Metro’s Big 3. Goldmark will

go to work here in conjunction

with Robbins’ N. Y, office, on the

score of “Gentlemen fhefer

Blondes,’’ Brtiadway musical, writ-

ten by Jule Styne and I.eo Robin

It's Robbins’ initial \entiire into

the pop field. •

Robbins will also open a Chicago
office, plus adding a man lo his

N. Y. staff, which now consists onlv

of himself and his two .sons. In

addition to the “Gentlemen ’’ .score

Robbins is planning a plug tor "It

You Ever Fall In Love Again, " a

t British import

HaliStrom Exits

RCA Exec Post
.Tack Hallstrom, who took EH

Ober.stein’s spot last year as head
of RCA-Victor’s pop artists and
repertoire divi.sion, and a few
weeks ago was moved up to a.ssist-

ant to Victor’s general manager.
Paul Barkmeier, is out of the com-
pany. Hallstrom resigned. Victor
explained, and may go with Stens-
gaard, Chicago firm w'hich turns
out all of Victor’s display advertis-
ing. Merchandising, which tie* in

with Stensgaard’s work, is Hall-
strom’.s forte.

With Hallstrom gone. RCA-Vic-
tor’s top regime and its arti.«t.s and
repertoire division have within the
past 14 months undergone a com-
plete revision. Barkmeier replaced
.lim Murray as general manager
some months ago when the latter

ostensibly went to Europe lo sur-

\ey the di.sk scene abroad for Vic-

tor.

Joe Csida, who joined Victor
some months ago as assistant to

John West, head of public relations
for all of RCA, recently took over
as a. A r. manager, assisted hy
Charles Greean and Henri Rene.

Mildred Bailey Ailing

Mildred Bailey is seriously ill at

.St. Francis hospital. Poughkeepsie.
N. V. Jazz songstress has a heart
condition, aggravated by diabetes.

She’s ^een in and out of ho.*;pitals

lor many months.
Recording and other show busi-

ness people in N. Y. are laying the
groundwork to provide for her re-

quirements. Morty Palitz. former'
Columbia Records mu.sical direc-

tor, is spearheading the efforts.

F.ddle Camden opened al .4na-
cacho Room. St. .4nthony hotel. San
Antonio, replacing Emile Petti

• band.
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Songs With Largest Radio Audience
Thtf top 31 songs of the week {more In case of ties), based on

the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Mu-
sic Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of

Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman. Director
Survey Week of Aufust 12-18. 1949

A Room Full of Roses Hill 8c Range
A Wonderful Guy—‘‘South Pacific” Chappell
And It Still Goes Shapiro-B
Baby It’s Cold Outside—^“Neptune’s Daughter”. . . , Morris
Bali Ha'i—‘‘South Pacific” Chappell
Every Time I Meet You—t‘‘Beautiful Blonde” Feist

Fiddle Dee Dee—+‘‘lt’s a Great Feeling” Harms
Four Winds and the Seven Seas Lombardo
Homework—‘‘Miss Liberty” Berlin

How It Lies, How It Lies, How It Lies Morris
Hucklebuck United
It’s a Great Feeling—t‘‘It’s a Great Feeling” Remick
Just One Way To Say I Love You—*”Miss Liberty” Berlin

Let’s Take An Old-Fashioned Walk—‘ Miss Liberty”Berlin

Lora Belle Lee Santly-Joy
Maybe It’s Because—‘‘Along Fifth Avenue” BVC
One & Only Highland Fling—+‘‘Barklejs of B’way” . Warren
Now That I Need You—t‘‘Red, Hot and Blue” Famous
Riders In the Sky Morris
Similau Campbell
Some Enchanted Evening—‘‘South Pacific” Chappell
Someday You’ll Want Me to Want You Duchess
Swiss Lullaby Southern
There’s Yes Yes In Your Eyes Witmark
Through Sleepless Night—+‘‘Come to the Stable”. . Miller

Twenty-Four Hours of Sunshine Advanced
Two Little New Little Blue Little Eyes Morris
Weddin’ Day Famous
Who Do You Know In Heaven Robbins
Younger Than Springtime—+‘‘South Pacific” Chappell
You’re Breaking My Heart Mellin
V'ou’re So Understanding Barron-Pem.

The remaining 21 songs of the week (more in case of ties),

based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the

0//tce of Research, Inc , Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

Again—i“Road House” Robbins
Dreamy Old New England Moon Leeds
Everywhere You Go Lombardo
Ev’ry Night Is Saturday Night BMI
Five Foot Two. Eyes of Blue Feist

Forever And Ever Robbins
Give Me a Song With a Beautiful Melody Witmark
I Don’t See Me In Your Eyes Anymore Laurel
I Wish I Had a Record Crawford
I’ll Keep the Lovelight Burning Laurel
It’s Summertime Again ' Republic
Katrina Morris
Little Fish In a Big Pond—*‘‘Miss Liberty” Berlin
Look At Me Jewel
Love Is a Beautiful Thing Porgie
Lover's Gold Oxford
Merry-Go-Round Waltz Shapiro-B
Dob—If You Knew Johnstone-M
Over the Hillside Jay-Bee
So in Love—*“Kiss Me. Kate” T. B. Harms
Song Of Surrender—i“Song Of Surrender” Paramount
Why Fall in Love With a Stranger Campbell

1 Filmusical. * Legit musical.

Bond’s New Firm
Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Red River Songs organized here
as a new music publishing com-
pany by Johnny Bond. Outfit

formed to publish Bond’s own com-
positions.

It is a BMI firm.

Bands at Hotel B.O.’s
Band Hotel

T.D., 2 AIDES UNHURT

IN FORCED LANDING
Detroit. Aug. 23.

Tommy Dorsey and two of his

musicians got away without a

scratch when their plane was
forced to land in a cornfield three

miles away from the local airport.

Dorsey, Charlie Shavers, trum-

peter. and Red Wooten, bass, had

chartered the ship to get them to

Niagara Falls on time for a dance

date with the rt-.st of band Sunday
(21' evening. They had just tak-
en off when the plane’s motor quit
and forced them down. They
hired another plane and reached
the date on time.

Dorsey opened Monday (22' eve-
ning for a week at the Ottawa
Fair, then goes to the Canadian
National

^
Exhibition at Toronto,

which he plays every year. After
ethat the band one-ninh's thron^li

New England into the Click, Phila-
delphia. Sept. 20, for one or two
weeks, then more one-nighters into
the Shamrock hotel, Houston, Oct.
20 for three weeks.

While in Ottawa. Dorsey got

back his land cruiser, combination
bus ;ind living quarters, which had
been badly smashed in a crash at

Mahoo. Neb. While the bus wa.s

being repaired he had been riding
the road with Shavers in the lat-

ter’s auto, but the planing resulted
when the car broke down.

Decca-LP
Continued from pace 45

Both de.scriptions of the Columbia
system are printed in large type,
set into the circular border of the
label on each side of the word
Decca. Even Columbia doesn’t do
that.

Decca’s initial LP release will,

of course, include its top-selling
albums, led off by the “Oklahoma”
.set, the largest-selling album in the
history of the record business. Ac-
companying that are the “Car-
ousel,” “Annie Get Your Gun.” and
even the new “Jolson Sings Again”
set. being released coincidentally
with the second film biog on A1
Jolson.

All told, there are 30 single 10
and 12-inch LP platters on Decca’s
initial list, covering all the price
classes from $2.85. through $3.35,
$3.8.5, $4.85 and $5.85, the last
being Judith .Anderson’s “Medea”
album, issued orignally as a 78
rpm 12-inch album.

Tape
Continiird from pace 15

Petrillo Nixes Free

IVIusic for Ft. Worth
Fort Worth. Aug. 23.

James (’. Petrillo has struck a

sour note for an all-unions Labor
Da>’ celebration here. Prexy of

the musicians’ union won’t let them
have free music.
-The picnic, to be the first in lo-

cal union hi.story in which all -

branches of organized labor will

participate, was to hear music with-

out cost from mu.sic union mem-
bers.

been occasions in which perform-
ers tried so inan\ tiim*s that they
wearied of the material and lo.st

the spark and spontaniety of per-
formance that makes for a good
record.
However, with tape, it’s possible

to splice out objectionable parts
no matter how minute, and insert
a new section, using scotch tape to
hold the splice in place. Too,
there are' other advantages. For
example. Decca recently cut an
arrangement with Gordon Jenkins
which demanded a banjo solo. At
the last minute, the banjoi.st
couldn’t appear, and Gordon and
his musicians and choir were
ready to cut. Gordon simply went
ahead and completed the date.
Later, a banjo twanger was brought
in to do the .solo and the part
spliced into the whole. That
ppuldn’t.have <lVoe with wiax.

‘SCOTCH HOT’ WHITLOCK

JUST PAST 80TH YEAR
Roanoke, Va., Aug. 23.

JTfiitrhT \/ artv*tv *

“How old is Biily Whitlock?" That
is the question which I examined
at some length in the Aug. 10 issue.

From internal evidence 1 deduced
that the bells virtuoso, whose Lon-
don record of his own composition,
“Scotch Hot” is proving a hot sell-

er, must be somewhere uetween 80
and 100 years old. Preponderance
of evidence, I said, favored the
comparatively youthful fourscore,

,

but the Whitlockian chronology
: was still a mystery,
i Well. I’m glad to r> s the word
along that the puzzle i puzzle no
longer. From a reliable source I

have learned that Whitlock, who
was making bells and xylophone

I

records as well as singing laughing
.song.s 50 years or so ago, is—hold
your breath!—ju.st 80!

The “reliable source” is Gene
Rayburn, of WNEW, New York,
who has written to me as follows;

I “My partner and I read your

I

letter to the editor of Variety with

I

considerable interest in view of the

;

fact that we are responsible for the

:

rena.scence of ‘Scotch Hot’ or ‘Hop
I Scotch Polka.’ Since we have been
in touch with the composer, Billy

,

Whitlock, through London Records,
' perhaps we can help clarify the
mystery surrounding his age. Ted

i

Lewis tells us'that Whitlock pa.ssed

his 80th birthday early this year,

,

about the time he re-recorded

I

‘Scotch Hot.’ Further, they had
to literally hold him up at the re-

cording session because of his ad-

! vanced years.
! “WNEW,” Rayburn continues.

I

“was throwing out a stack of old

I

records, among them the Edison
I
Bell recording of ‘Scotch Hot,’ with

I

Whitlock at the bells. We played

I

the record three or four times dur-
1 ing the course of one week, and be-

I

gan to get unusual response on it

from our listeners via both tele-

phone and the mails. We put the
record aside temporarily and began

I

an investigation through London
Records to find out who owned the
master. Tutti Camarata of Lon-
don Records informed us that his

firm did not own the master, that
it was non-existent, but Whit-

I

lock was still around and willing to
re-record it. We sent them an ace-
tate dubbing from the original Edi-

I

son Bell and suggested that they do
it with the same instrumentation
and arrangement. While all this
was happening, we were still hum-
ming and whi.stling It. and began
kicking around .some ideas for a
lyric.

“An .American publication had
been arranged for the tune, so we
wrote to the publisher suggesting
a lyric ba.sed on the familiar chil-
dren’s game which is universally
known as Hop Scotch. The
publisher turned the whole thing
over to Carl Sigman. who liked the
idea, and in two days came up with

I

an engaging, refreshing lyric.
. .

The London Record was issued and
played on our WNEW morning pro-
gram. Li.steners began buying it.

People in the music trade
. .

were enchanted by the indefinable
charm of the record. Guy Lom-
bardo heard it. liked it. recorded
it. used it on his network remotes.
The Three Suns recorded it. Art
.Mooney recorded it. and Martin
Block picked Mooney’s version as
the record of the week for the first
week in Augu.st. Bill Gale has
waxed it for the Columbia label.
Things are beginning to happen
with it in places other than New
York, which pleases us and bears
out our belief in the intrinsic ap-
peal of the tune. My side-
kick. Dee Finch, and I would he
pleased to learn what the listener
reaction is around Roanoke with
‘Scotch Hot.’ when given the
Walsh’s Wax Works treatment ’

So there you have the :'i-,ide
story of how an 80-year-old veteran
of half a century in the recording
studios has made a comeback with
what begins to look like one of the
hotte.st waxings of the year. Rut
making a comeback is old stuff for
Billy Whitlock In the Februarv
1923. i.ssue of the “Talking Machine
News” there was a review of a
Pathe record by Whitlock, playing
two of his own compositions.

Week!
PUyed ^eek

Freddie Martin . Waldorf (400; |2) 2 2 550 s
Nat Brandwynne .. Roosevelt (400; |1.50-$2) 3 ’

57*
Henry Busse Statler (450; $1.50-$2) 3 j iqo <»’«««

Xavier Cugat Astor (850; $L50-$2) 3 4,150 12 600

Chicago
Johnny Brewer (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 200; $2 min.-$l cover) Bettw

Jane Watson and Jerry Austen. Upped slightly to 1,900 tabs.
Eddy Howard (Beachwalk, Edgewater; $2 adm.). Holding at 13 800

admissions.
’

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720; $3.50 min.-$l cover)
Ice Show registered increase to 4,890 covers.

Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min.-$l cover)
Liberace and Modernaires, in last week, upped take to 3.250 tabs

’’

Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $3.50 min.),

on the Increase again. Bigger 3,500 covers.
Salute” series

Los Angeles
Eddie Fitzpatrick (Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Peter Lind Havea

and Mary Healy. Third wk.; 3,325 covers.
^

Chuck Foster (Biltmore, 900; $1.50). Twelfth wk.; 2,900 covers.
Ted Flo RIto (Beverly Hills. 300; $4 min.), 650 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 500; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Jackie Miles
and Betty Bruce Leaner 2,000 covers.

Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Holding well at 11,000
admissions.

Griff Williams (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.; 2d wk.), Williams doing okay
at 10.200 admissions.

I A1 Trace (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.). Drop to 1.800 covers.

' (Los Angeles)
' Ray Robbins (Aragon, Santa Monica; 4th wk.). 6„500 admi.ssions.

Frankie Carle (Palladium B., Hollywood; 4th w'k.). Four nights, 4J00
admissions.
Benny Strong (Casino Gardens, Santa Monica; 4th wk.). 10,400 ad-

missions.

Inside Orchestras-Music
Band bookers for South America are burning at statements made by

Xavier Cugat recently to the effect that he was paid off mostly in
frozen assets on his last swing below the border, Pablo Williams and
A. Higuera, booking agency which handled the Cugat tour, flatly
contradict Cugat with claims that Cugat received $45,000 in cold U. S.

;

cash for his engagement in Venezuela alone. Bookers are particularly
sore because they want to pact American bands for the Latin American
carnival season opening next February, but are meeting resistance,

j

Bandleaders claim they don’t want to be paid off in coffee beans.

Rex Riccardi, assi.stant to James C. Petrillo, prez of the American
Federation of Musicians, backed up Gene Krupa solidly recently when

' two of the maestro’s men were involved in marijuana arrests. Krupa
fired both musicians on the spot, but both went to the AFM to force
Krupa to give them the required two weeks’ notice. Riccardi refused
to allow their complaint, and on top of that, refused to allow ballroom

i promoters who had Krupa’s band booked to cancel him out due to the
publicity over the case.

“Lonesome Frolics and “Grass-
JMpper Barn Dance. ”

« Raid the re-

I

Based upon a poem by Rudolph Valentino to songwriter Ditra Flame,
“Candlelight” was published yesterday (Tues.) by Whimsy. Ltd. Date
coincided with the 23rd anniversary of the matinee idol’s death. Miss
Flame is said to have composed the song’s music about 25 years ago.
She also has converted another Valentino poem into lyric form and sup-
plied the music as well. This number is tagged “One Red Rose.”
Meanwhile, the tunes will likely benefit from the couple of pix about
Valentino which have been announced for production.

u ^ drive to promote interest in its Negro artists, for
the first time bought advertising in all four Philly Negro weeklies, Pitts-
burgh (Courier, Afro-American. Philadelphia Tribune and the Indepen-

‘u u
* taken to get campaign rolling on “Careless iLove,”

which the Four Tunes have waxed on Victor’s new Bluebird label
Record company recently hired newsman Joe Baker to contact Philly
disk jocks over their alleged failure to plug race platters. Baker will
oe in charge of the newspaper campaign on “Carele.ss Love.”

RCA-Victor and Vaughn Monroe hosted a group of 25 record fans at
luncheon and a recording .session by Monroe’s band last week at Victor’i

WMPw NT V winners of a contest run by Martin Block,
wiNt,w. N. Y disk jockey, on the subject of “Why I Like Phonograph
ecoids. lunched on RCA, watched Monroe record and drew

a tour through Victor’s miniature pressing plant at its 23d street studios.

viewer: “Dear old Billy Whitlock
seems to be coming to the front
again with his bells and xylophone.
Of course, everybody knows that
lie and Charles Penrose have been
doing a music-hall sketch for some
time, entitled ‘Two Old Sports.’
and that, naturally, has kept Billy
to a certain extent out of the rec-
ord world; however, when he has
the opportunity he is back again at
the old game and is ju.st as good as
ever.” (Penro.se. like Whitlock,
was a spi'cialist at recording laugh-
ing songs.)

That was 26 years ago. Twenty-
six years from now. at the age of
Hit), they’ll probably be holding
Billy up to the mike again while
lie records still another version of
Scotch Mot” or. maybe “The

Grasshopper Barn Dance.” Mean-
while. 1 have ju.st discovered that
my own record collection contains
ii Clarion wax cylinder, made in
England, of an engaging composi-
tion called “Laughing Billy.” In
It. VVhitlock combines his two spe-
cialties by playing the xylophone
and giving a laughing obbligato in
the refrain. He really has some-
thing to laugh about in the hit
’Scotch Hot” is making, even
though he couldn’t stand up to the
mike under his own power..

,
Jim Walsh.

• (Walsh’s Wax Works, WSLS.)

$500,000 GROSS FOR

BERKSHIRE FESTIVAL
Lenox. Mass., Aug. 23.

The Berkshire 'Music Festival

wound up its 14th season to tote

up a gross take nudging $500,000

for the six-week .season.

The Festival drew more than

183.000 visitors who paid an aver-

age of $2.50 for ’ the nine formal

concerts of tlie Boston .symphony

orch. But the.se concerts were but

a small part of the operation,

which includes a pre-sea.son Bach-

Mozart festival,- public rehearsals

(at $l a throw for the Pension

Fund', chamber mu.sic concerts, a

couple of operas, choral concerts

and unnumbered student activi-

ties.

Top audience figure was

reached at an evening concert oi-

fering Heifetz as soloist, when

nearly 16.000 turned up.

Richard Illmber’.s orchestra ope^

at Shamrock hotel, Houston.
^

morrow (Thursday f<»’

weeks. Glen Gray’s orchestra P«y

ceded Himber and will play

weeks of one-night stands beto"

leaving Texas.
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Jocks, Jukes andDisks
By BEBNIB WOODS

Bine Crosby “You're In l ove i True What They Say About Dixie”
With Sonieone”-“Top of The Morn- (Victor). . .Sammy Kaye’s orchestra,

Ini
’. “Oh, Tis Sweet To Thmk"-,! sub-billed, backs Don Cornell and

“The Donovans” (Decca). Four
j

Laura Leslie on "I Don’t Know
tunes from Bing’s forthcoming

|

From Nothin,” a cute melody...
“Top O’ 'The Morning” film. Top ! Bobby Doyle turns loose an un-

lock juke and sales sides are the expectedly good vocal style on “All

first ’two, by Johnny Burke-Jimmy
I

Is Lost” (Coral) a good disk .

.

Van Heusen. “Someone” is a swell , Claude Thornhiirs “Through A
ballad with a sharp chance at hit- Long And Sleepless Night,” (Vic-

dom, and Crosby does it with

touch. It stands out.
rare

j

tor) vocalled by Nancy Clayton, is
Morning” is

;

the best since Dinah Shore’s (Col-

a light rhythm item with an Irish umbia) . .Gordon Jenkins’ Suitcase

tang “Sweet To Think” a slow
;
Six, Floyd Huddleston and the

ballad ducted with an unbilled fe-
j

Tattlers do some solid work on “1

male, and “Donovans” one of tliose
1
Never Heard You Say”-*T Wake

Infectious Irish items. They’re ' Up In the Morning Feeling Fine”Infectious

okay. Jeffry Alexander Chorus and
Victor Young’s orchestra accom-

pany.

Frank Sinatra “Let Her Go. Let

Her Go, Let Her Go”-‘‘Wetlding

of Lilli Marlene” (Columbia). “Let

Her Go” is the disk about which
there’s been so much discussion

and argument over release dates.

A slow ballad, smoothly and accur-

ately performed by Sinatra (who

Count Basie cut a good version
of “Did You See Jackie Robinson
Hit That Ball” (Victor) . . . Horses
and horns apparently don’t mix on
the basis of Harry James* “Some-
One Loves Someone” and “Ultra”
(Columbia), on which his W’ork is

sloppy and colorless . Fontane
.Sisters pitched a dicky “24 Hours
of Sunshine” (Victor) .. .Jazz fol-
low’ers will find a hot seizing in
Cecilapparently has resumed rehears- ,

***y***’* ‘‘Big Joe” -“Egg
Ing songs), the tune has an e.xcel-

I

Head j^Decca). . .And in a lighter

lent chance to hit for jocks and .way in Erskine Butterfield’s “Jump-

Jukes. It’s good and it s well * Julep Joint.”

cooked. “Lilli Marlene” side, done
|

Standout western, race, polka,

as slowly and carefully, is ecjually jazz, hillbilly, etc.: Lionel Hampton,
as good and has the same chance

|

“Beulah’s Sister’s Boogie” - “Wee
to click

Three Suns “Scotch Hot’’-“The
Windmill’s Turning” (Victor). Suns
and Victor turned out “Hot ” as

the original instrumental by Billy

Whitlock, with bells supplementing
the trio’s organ, etc. It’s a good
disk, one that jocks will find much
use for, but it doesn’t capture the

Albert” (Decca); Johnny Bond,
“Drowming My Sorrows” (Colum-
bia); Pee Wee King, “Tennessee
Polka” (Victor); Julia Lee, “You
Ain’t Got It No More” (Capitol);
Doles Dickens, “Hold Me, Baby”
(Decca); Illinois Jacquet, “B-Yot”
(Victor); Bob Camp, “Reading
Blues” (Decca); Ray Smith, “An

apark that marks Whitlock’s Lon-
i

Old

don version. “Windmill” is a cute Roosevelt Sykes, Stop-Her Poppa
corn tune that works up an accom-

‘ "i

panying audience whistle. Sun
Spots ride the vocal.

King Cole “Land of Love” (Capi-
tol). Another Eden Ahbez (“Na-
ture Boy”) tune, “Land of Love” is

very impressive and a possible hit.

Full of the same struclural char- I

‘s’iTstandard'tines

»}ran excellent S^WormancI from 1

the Warner Bros, film.

Cole and if it doesn’t sell it won’t
be his fault. He’s backed by a
bank of fiddles and other musical

(Victor); Sons of Pioneers, "Lie
Low Little Doggies” (Victor);
Unitones, “Send 10 Pretty Flow’ers”
(London).

Album Review

Vaughn Monroe “Silver Lining
Songs” (Victor). Monroe’s latest al-

color framing a really undei*stand-
Ing vocal.

Fred Warlng’s Pennsylvanians
*Trees”-“Hymn To Music” (Decca).
Waring’s huge choral society did
a job on “Trees” that won’t make
the standard a new hit, but one

|

full band, with strings', IfTny of

“Look For the Silver Lining.”
They’re solid vocals Individually
for the coin-tonsiled Bostonian, to-
gether they’re a leadpipe cinch to
make some sales noise. Tunes are:
“Look For the Silver Lining,”
“Kiss In the Dark,” “Who,” “Shine
On Harvest Moon,” “Time On My
Hands” and “Avalon.” Monroe is

aided by the Moon Maids, and his

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Aug. 13) *

London, Aug. 16.
Riders in the Sky Morris
Wedding of Lilli Box & Cox
Again F. D. & H.
“A” You’re Adorable Connelly
Red Ruses L. Wricht
Lavender Blue Sun
Buy Killarney ... P. Maurice
12lh Street Rag Chappell
Candy Kisses Chappell
Careless Hands .... Morris
While Angelus Ring Southern
Forever and Ever F. D. & H.

Second 12
Put Shoes on Lucy Gay
Echo Told Me Lie . Chappell
Blue Ribbon Gal Dash
Put ’Em in Box Connelly
It’s Magic Connelly
Strawberry Moon Yale
Cuckoo Waltz K. Prowse
Leicester S(|uare Rag , Norris
Dreamer with Penny . Magna
Confidentially ... New W’orld
I Don’t See Me . . Connelly
Everyw here Y’ou Go Chappell

Some Majors Eye

Non-Plug Songs

To Give ’Em Ride
Some of the major recording

companies are aiming to help sales

by making a try at creating hits

with non-plug material held by
music publishers.

At least two of the majors in

recent weeks have approached
various pubs on the idea of the
latter digging out material possi-

bly worthwhile enough to record.
And part of the deal is that the
recorders want special royalty
rates on the stuff they do record.

Pubs feel that the reduced-rate
idea is reasonable, especially since

it’s probable that the tunes they
can dig up w’ould not be recorded
at all under normal circumstances,
or not unless it particularly suited
some browsing artist with a disk
contract.

Cap, M-G-M, London Report Lags

Over 1st Qtr., But Top Last Year

Team Dinah, Morgan
Nashxillc. .Yug. 23.

Dinah Shore and lla.v .Mi>igan

have been teamed h\ Cohiinhia on
a pair of sides, one hillhillv. one
a pop tune, a^^ an.swer to (’apitol

putting Margaret Wliiting and .lim

my Wakely together on a platter.

Mi.ss Shore came to Nashville

Saturday (2t)) to hold tlie record-

ing sesh with Morgan, who is tied

here by his job on NHC’s Grand
Ole Opry.”

MONROE BACK ON TOP

WITH ‘SOMEDAY’ DISK
Vaughn Mimroe. who occu|)ie(l

the top slot on IKW-Victor’s best-

seller li.sts for weeks with his

“Riders in the Sky.” Ixninced right

back la.st week with his disking of

“Someday,” pnblisht'd by Leeds
Music, backcil by “.And It Still

Goes,” by Shapiro- llernstein.

Since “Riders” was is.sued in

April, Monroe has held down Vic-

tor’s No, 1 sales position almost
without a break. I'xcepting for the
period in which Perry t'omo’s
coupling of “Some Enchant cd
Evening” and “Bali Ha i." Irom
“South Pacific,” l«)ok over.

Reddiker Bros. Plan

To Cut Asbury Policy

Asbm-y I’nrk. Aug, 23.

Reddiker Bros., who have op-

erated the band policy at Conven-
tion Hall here for the past couple
of seasons on a full-week basis, '

probably will reduce that next
year. Promoters are already talk-

ing with band bookers about a two-

day style of operation—Friday and
Saturday evenings. Some mention
has been made, too. that the pair,

who operate numerous enterprises
in this town, are trying to set up
a deal with Pleasure Beach Park,

Capitol. M-G-M and London label#

all turned out quarterly ro>alty

statements for the period ending

.hine 30 that were lowi'r than the

preceding quarter, pointing up the

depths of the summer hiz lag. Curi-

ously enough, however, in each

instance the disbursements t») pub-

lishers were in all instances either

higher or on a par with the total

paid out for the second quarter of

40. Indicating this year’s slump

was not as deep as last year’s de-

siiile the louder wailing of the cur-

rent seasonal drop.
Figures can lie, of course, in the

returns of individual companies,
because one hit disk or the lack of

one can fluctuate coiuparal i\ e fu;-

urcs greatly. But for all titree

firms currently reportitjg to better

or hold their own w it It last .\ car
IS curious.

Capitol's quarter was approxi-

mately 28^0 lower than tht‘ pre-

ceding three months, hut .still

higher than the same jx'riod of ’48.

“Baby, It’s Cold Outside.” sung by
Margaret Whiting-Johnny M(*rcer,

could account for that. M (IM’s
return was 35''r lower than tlie

first quarter, but 10 '^‘i; higher than
48’s second quarter. Here again

one disk probably made the dif-

lerenee. In M-G-M’s first quarter
of *49, Blue Barron's “Cruising
Down the River" was l>ig. In the

second quarter it was tapering off,

but. combined with otiu'r s.des, it

probably caused the increase over
last year.
London’s statement w as (>(»'

o

under the first quarter, hut approx-
imately even with the .same iiuar-

ter last year. Here again a single

disk probably figured. Majority of

I.ondon’s “Again” disk, by Anne
Shelton, came under the first

quarter’s statement, causing Hie

crc.st that wasn’t there in the sec-

on quarter, but holding sufficiently

into the second quarter to main-
tain good figures against last year’s

second quarter.

Lou Levy, manager of the An- !

Bridpport, under which they will

that belongs in every discerning
jock’s library. Waring’s arrange-
ments of music like this and his

group’s performances of them seem
to burnish and inject new and dif-

ferent life. Reverse is material
that doesn’t make half the impres-
sion, though well cut.

Tex Beneke “Blues In the Night
March’’-“One Who Gets You” (Vic-
tor). Another of Glenn Miller’s !

wartime march arrangements of
j

standards, similar to the “St. Ixouis
j

Blues March,” which w’as a hit for
j

Beneke a while back. This one’s
|

not as good,, but it’s well played
j

and it might happen. Flipover
j

brings up a medium bounce tune
!

piped by Beneke and the Moonlight
oerenaders that’s fair.

Jack Owens “Jealous Ileart”-
“Dime A Dozen;” “Your’e The Only
One I Care For”-“I Wish I Had a
Record” (Decca). Jack Owens, of
radio’s “Breakfast Club,” is now a
Decca man. He does a fine job
on all four of these sides, “Jealous
Heart” cutting a swath that’s bet-
ter, vocal for vocal, than A1 Mor-
gan’s. "Dime A Dozen,” a new tune
that varies widely w'ith different
•rtists, is good. “You’re The Only
One,” ballad on which Owens is

w-writer, seems like an excellent
tune that can move on its own

Kwer. It’s backed by a rhythm
ni that is okay.

,
Les Brown “Joltin’ Joe DiMag-

^o”-“Nickel Serenailc” (Columbia'.
Both sides originally were released
•even or eight years ago, far
enough back to be new to most
jocks. At any rate, aside from the
timely baseball import of the “Jol-

disk. It’s a good rhvthm item

the sides i.s standout they are the
title tune, "Kiss” and “Who.”

drews Sisters and head of Leeds
Music, left for the Coast over the
weekend, picking up the vocal trio

in Chicago, to help prepare them
for the resumption of their Camp-
bell Soup broadcasts (CBS) Aug.
29.

try to buy bands on a three-day
weekend basis, playing them two
days at Asbury, and Sunday at

BridgejKirt.
Reddikers have dropped a fair

wad promoting at Convention Hall

thi& season.

Disk Jockey Review

'vell-piayed by. Brown, and the ar-
*’angement isn’t dated at all. Band
Choruses and Betty Bonney vocals.
Serenade” is another bounce bit
•imed originally at coinmachines,
hence the title. It’s ok'**'.

Platter Pointers
Faith put a lot of guts,

jiadle^wise and otherwise, into his
outstanding dlskings of “Deep Pur-
P‘® and “Oodles of Noodles,” a
•inngKTazy thing that will be well-
P'ayed by jocks Milt Herth sliced

..f .
instrumental version of

^®st Mile Home” (Coral), w'ith
*t-men assisting his organ

jJecca released “Blue Skirt Waltz”
Jii. 1 exartly the

Frankie Yankovi'*’*; (Col-
Good disk for io ’••'

.•’nd
JuKes, too. is Phil, Harris’ “Is It

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines.!!!!!!!^"/*;?®
1.

t.

3.

4 .

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING (13)

ROO.M FULL OF ROSES (5) (Hill & Range)

5. HUCKLEBUCK (8 ) (United)

6 . AGAIN (23)

8 . BALI HA’I (10)

9. 1 DON’T SEE ME

10 .

Second Croup

MAYBE IT’S BEC.AUSE (Triangle)

SOMEDAY (Duchess)

BABY IT’S ( OLD OUTSIDE (Melrose)

YOII'RE SO UNDERSTANDING (Barron-Pemora)

LET’S T.4KE OLD FASHIONED WALK (Berlin) .

,

NOW THAT I NEED YOU (Famous)

YES YES IN YOUR EYES (Remick)

HOMEWORK (Berlin)

SOMEHOW (Algonquin)

HOW IT LIES (Morris)

CIRCUS (Massey)

j Perry Como Victor
{ Frank Sinatra Columbia
Vic Damone Mercury

j Sammy Kaye . . Victor
\Dick Haymes . . . Dccca

j Margaret Whiting ... . . Capitol
1 Fran Warren Victor

( Frank Sinatra Columbia
1 Tommy Dorsey Victor

j Gordon Jenkins Decca
i Vic Damone Mercury
j Vaughn Monroe Victor
1 Burl Ives Columbia

1
Perry Como . . Victor

] Bing Crosby . . . Decca
j Gordon Jenkins . . . Decca
1 Perry Como

. . . Victor

j Sammy Kaye . . . Victor
\Guy Lombardo ... Decca

\ Dick Haymes . Dccca
1 Connie Haines . . . . Coral

1 Vauqhu Monroe . . . Victor
1 Mills Bros . . . Decca

j Whiting Mercer Capitol
1 ShoreClark Columbia
\ Evelyn Knuiht Dccca
( Blue Barron . . M-G-M
j

.SIj tra Day Columbia
’

( Perry Como Victor

Doris Day Columbia

1 Blue Barron . . M-G M
1 Carmen Cavallaro . .

.

Dccca

) Fran Warren Victor

\ Dinah Shore Columbia

. Billy Eckstine . . M G-.M

j Bing Crosby . . . Decca
) Kay Starr Capitol

( Tony Martin ... Victor
•

) I'lu lr Hnvmrs . . . . Decca

. Billy Eckstine . . . M G .M

Decca
CRYING (Greenwich)

THAT’S .MY WEAKNE.SS NOW (Shaplro-B) fiuss Morgan

WFDDING I.II.I.I MARI.F.NF. (I-.eds) r.ordon MacRae Car,xto[

\ Stevp Conicay Harmony
JEALOUS HEART (Acuff-Rose) aI Morgan London

IFigurea in parentheses indicate number ol treeki sothj has been m the Top 1 0.1#*»»» ' »'

SAMMY TAYLOR SHOW
3 lirs.; 11 a.m.; Mon.-thru-Sat.

Participating
KWJJ, Portland, Ore.

For a good number of years,

Sammy Taylor had the top ('vening

record show in this vicinity. He
was known as the “Little Man Be-

hind the Eight Ball” and titled his

show “Fashions In Music.” IHs

popularity kept growing, and his

“makes ya wanna listen” \oice

brought more and more listeneis,

plus more and more sponsors.

About four months ago station

heads moved Taylor into the 1 1 a m.
slot with plenty of tough com-
peti.sh on other stations. Ever since

his .starting in radio. Taylor ha.s al-

ways been on the lookout for new
ideas. Moving from a late night

spot to a tough daytime position

was a challenge, but the kid made
good in this short time.

He started his shows the same
as his night spot, having rermests,

transient celebrities — and. of

course, his voice. Jantzen Beach
Park, then installed a new idea

into its swimming pools and n<ked
'Taylor to work the deal for them.
Twice a week, the Sammy Ta\lor
Show is broadca.st direct from the
pool at .lanzten Beach Park, where
they feature "Music Under Water.”

I

OiiC day a week, he broadca^^tt

I

from the Arthur Murray dance stu-

1 dios. He has the Sammy Taylor

I

“Teen Age” Club, which gives les-

sons at a greatly reduced price. For
'two hours during his show, he spins
I records with regular commer-
cials. and the members of his club
get lessons to the tunes of his plat-

tiTs. Following hour a special
dance is held for all members.

On one other day a week, Taylor
fills up a soft-drink truck with
two (imirts of gas. The driver of
the truck starts driving around
town. TaNlor and the engineer ar«
with him. conducting their show
right from the truck. The truck
continues to prowl from one neigh-
borhood to another uqtil it runs
out of gas. Taylor gets out of the
truck, and informs the lady of the
house where the trucks stops that
she i.s the winner of the day. The
housewife is put on the air while
she is loaded down with prizes.

The rest of the days, the show
is broadcast direct from the studio,
playing top tunes, answering re-
quests, and Interviewing transient
celebs.
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ii:.* tor this one,

pickers and prophets
say that all three of these disks will

zoom Vay up fast!

YES! RCA Victor hc% not one— not

two-but THREE BIG 'COMERS' ALL AT
ONCE! They’re the greatest threesome
that ever promised a three-in-a-row ride

up the charts! Get with alt three for a
triple profit clean>up! Grab 'emNOW I
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POPULAR

Give Me Your Hend

I Wish I Had A Record

Dry Bones

Summertime

Is It True What They Say

About Dixie

Silos Lee

Oodles Of Noodles

Deep Purple

Avpful Natural

In The Middle Of The Night

THIS WEEK’S RELEASE
(Both 78 rpm. and 43 rpm. Numbers marked * ore 43 rpm.)

POP-SPECIALTY

I Love An Old Fashioned Lawrence Duchow
Polka

Vagabond Woltx

COUNTRY AND WESTERN

I Heard The Angels Weep Texas Jim Robertson

I'm So Low

The Warm Red Wine

The Queen Of My Heart

Is In Heaven

Just One MoreuWalti

The Fatal Wedding

*• aJ^*
^

Perry Como
90-333T (47.a»e7*)

Tommy Dorsey

10-3533 (47-3003*)

Phil Harris

10-3534 (47-3003*)

Percy Faith

tO-3535 (47-3004*)

Lucky Millinder

30-3536 (47-3005*)

31-0095 (4«.0097*)

Shorty Long

31-0096 (48-009S*)

BLUES

What The Blues Will Do
Falling Blues

Arbee Stidham

334)040 (50-0034*)

The Jones Sisters

11.0097 (4S-0099*)

DEALERS! Are yau riisging up those extra proRts with

RCA Victor's new Multi-Ploy Needle? Counter dis-

plays, Co-op mots, and national advertising odd up
to easy soles.

The stars who make

the hits are on . .

.

RCA VICTOR RECORDS
RCA VICTOR DIVISION. RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
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— USmiEfr
Survey of retail theet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 citief

arid showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

Week Ending
Aug. 20

Nationoi

Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher

Enchanted Evening” (W’mson).. 3 11 1 11 3 2 1 3 1 1113
Room Full of Roses” (Hill-Range) 4 3 9.. 4 8 4 1 7 ^8 2 5 66
Again” (Robbins*

Breaking My Heart” (Algonquin) 1 2

Ball Ha’i” (Williamson)

Forever and Ever” (Robbins)

Maybe It’s Because” (B.V.C.)

Old Fashioned Walk” (Berlin)

4 Winds and 7 Seas” (Lombardo)

(Melrose)It’s Cold Outside

Yes in Your Eyes (Remick)

1 Don’t See Me” (Laurel)

Riders in the Sky” (Morris)

I Love You” (Berlin)

The Hiicklebuck” (United)

m., Jeromt Kem. T. B. Harms Co.,
cop. 1927.

You Are Mine Evermore (The
Circus Princess), w., Harry B.
Smith, m., Emmerich Kalman.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1926 by Em-
merich Kalman, Julius Brammer
and Alfred Grunewald; cop. 1927
by Harms, Inc.

You Don’t Like It—Not Much,
w., m., Ned Miller, Art Kahn and
Chester Cohn. Leo Feist, Inc., cop.
1927.

Your Land and My Land (My
Maryland), w., Dorothy Donnelly,
m., Sigmund Romberg. Harms, Inc.,
cop. 1927.

Charles A. Lindbergh, alone in his
monoplane, “Spirit of St.* Louis,”
hopped off from Mineola, N. Y., on
May 20 and reached Paris the next
day. This was the headline event
of the year, and when Lindbergh
got back to New York to be wel-
comed by Mayor Walker and Gov-
ernor Alfred E. Smith, the popu-
lace tore up close to 2,000 tons of
ticker tape and telephone ^oks
tor triumphal confetti.
Near riots developed in Decem-

ber, when Henry Ford finally put
his long-waited “Model A” on view.
So many people crowded around
show rooms to get a glimpse of the
new car that the event virtuaUy
amounted to national bedlam.
The Ruth Snyder-Judd Gray

murder trial once more evoked
heavy newspaper headlines. This

(Charles FarreU), “The King of
Kings” (De Mille production), and
“The Patent Leather Kid” (Richard
Barthelmess) brought millions of
dollars to the box office.
On the legitimate stage wer#

Ziegfeld’s “Show Boat” (Charles
Winninger, Helen Morgan, Jules
Bledsoe and Edna May Oliver)
“Burlesque,” “Connecticut Yan-
kee,” “Broadway,” “Coquette ’*

“Dracula,” “Good News.” “Hit th#
Deck,” “My Maryland.” “Porev ”

“Rio Rita,” “The Road to Rome”
and “The Trial of Mary Dugan.”
Clamor went up everywhere to
“clean up” legitimate productions
guilty of “sex” and “dirt.”

,J^^ting was singing in ths
Follies and BiiiK Crosby was

part of Paul Whiteman’s aggrega-

Russiaii Lullaby, w., m., Irving

1928
Angela Mia (Film; Street Angel),

w.. Lew Pollock, ni.. L’rno Rapee.
DeSj’lva, Brown & Henderson, Inc.,
cop. 1928. (Successor pub., Craw-
ford Music).
Avalon Town. w.. Grant Clarke,

m., Naeio Herb Brown. Sah Fran-
cisco; Sherman, Clay &• Co., cop.
1928.
Back in Your Own Back Yard,
m.. A1 Jol.son, Billv Rose and

Dave Drcyer. Irving Berlin, Inc.,
cop. 1928. (Successor pub.. Bourne,
Inc.).

Button Up Your Overcoat (Fol-
low Thru), w., m.. Bud G. DcSylva,
Lew' Brown and Ray Henderson.
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, cop.
1928. (Successoi- pub., Crawford
Music).
Carolina Moon. w.. m.. Benny

Davis and Joe Burke. Joe Morris
Music Co., cop. 1928. (Successor
pub., Edwin H. Morris*.

Chiquita. w., L. Wolfe Gilbert.
Continued on page 52)

A NEW JIMMY McHUGH
STANDARD

irs A MOST
UNUSUAL

DAY
Music by .. .

JIMMY McHUGH
ROIIINS MUSIC CORPORATION

com

JESSE GREER. . . And “man” thaf's a “gon*” waxing, ft “itndi
n«ver did in the past. In fact. I'm hyitnrical. You will b«
It! Order them by th# carload. This one can’t mi$i!

Program todoy
Yattorday't

Dacca Record (631281

FRANKIE CARLE

(Mills Music!
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by

An outstanding tribute, olso, to the song*
writing genius of JEAN SCHWARTZ, cur-

rently celebrating his 50th onniversary as
a songwriter.

;4tHdcox

LONDON WON’T PRESS

FFRR DISKS IN U.S.

London Records says it has no

Intention of ever pressing its clas-

sical FFRR disks, either 78 rpm

shellac or Microgroove Long-Play-

ing. in the U. S. London execs

explain that, firstly, it isn’t easy

to obtain the quality achieved by

Its own pressing plants in London

and, secondly, there is a great deal

of merchandising prestige attached

to the “imported” angle of disks

shipped here from abroad.

London recently concluded a

deal with the Webster Record Co.,

Webster, N. Y., under which the

Indie factory will press London
platters here. It was at first

opined that eventually Webster
would make LP and 78 classics for

London. But London now says the

•factory will press only 78 pops.

Conn and Oarlock Win i

Pluggers Golf Tourney
j

Two men from the same firm— j

Chester Conn and Mickey Garlock
—of Bregman, Vocco & Conn, fin-

ished with low-net 66’s in the Music
Publishers Contact Employees
eastern golf tourney at Country
Club of New Jersey, Westwood,

j

N. J., last Wednesday (17). Conn.!
with an 86 and a 20-handicap and '

Garlock with an 80 and 14-handicap i

took both low net and low gross
prizes and were among 32 quali-

1

fiers.
I

MPCE this year went back to its

,

o 1 d match-play-after-qualifying-
round system, whereas during the
past couple years the tourney was
completed in one day on the basis

of handicaps. Switch back was due
to numerous squaw'ks that abnor-
mally high handicaps gave Class B
and C players too much of a head-
start on A players. In the past

three years no A golfer got clo.se

to winning.

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

“Some Enchanted Evening"
Retail Sheet Music Seller
“Some Enchanted Evening”

“.Most Requested” Disk
“Some Enchanted Evening”
Seller on Coin Machines

“Som< Enchanted Evening”
Best British Seller
“Riders in the Sky”

St, Nick^s Sets Schottler
George Schottler ha.S been inked

as general professional manager of

Johnny Marks’ newly established
St. Nicholas Music Publishing Co.
Staff will also include a man in
Chicago as well as a Coast rep.

ISeek $65,000 Fund
For Seattle Symph

* Seattle. Aug. 23.

Drive has been started by local

symphony orch association to raise

$65,000 to insure coming 1949-1950

season. Symphony plans include

usual eight Monday night concerts,

plus four Thursday night perform-
ances at the Metropolitan theatre
and two concerts in the Civic aud.
Manuel Rosenthal and Eugene Lin-
den will conduct.
The $65,000 does not include an

estimated 13 children’s concerts,
to be conducted by Stanley Chap-
pie, head of the U. of Washington
music department.

EDDIE SHAW TO REP

GRACE MUSIC IN WEST
FMdie Shaw takes over Coast

representation for the new Michael
Grace-Jerry Johnson mu.sic firm, a
Broadcast Music affiliate. Shaw,
a New Yorker, will drive west with
Jolinson this week and move his

family out later.

Johnson’s firm, incidentally, is

named Grace Music, not Johnson
Music, as originally planned. Grace
had a music firm before, titled Da-
vid Music, and this outfit became
the basis of the new one. Name
simply was changed to Grace. Lat-
ter is a scion of the Grace Steam-
ship line family.

On the Upbeat

New York
Peggy Martin joined Hal Mc-

Intyre’s orchestra as vocalist . . .

Jose Curbelo’s Latin -orch .set to

reopen China Doll, Sept. 15 . . .

Sid Teppe and Roy Brodsky, writ-

ers of “Red Roses For a Blue
Lady,” have a sequel titled.

staff last week . . . Dick Bradley. I

head of Tower Records, may move
offices to Los Angeles in October i

. . . Pan-American Record Distribu-
tors now handling Mercury Rec-

1

ords in Detroit area, with Allied

'

Music Sales dropping distributor-

ship . . . Billy Mills, musical direc-

tor for Fibber McGee and Molly,

“Thanks Mr. Florist,” which Mills
;

in town visiting friends . . . Buddy '

also will handle . . . RCA-Victor Moreno will showback a musical

packaged Tony Martin and Pied
Pipers on an album of tunes from
‘Oh, You Beautiful Doll.” 20th-

montage type show at the Black-
haw'k restaurant, teeing off Sept.

^

7 . . . Orrin Tucker set for Pea-

Pittsburgh

Fox musical ... In line with dis- body hotel, Memphis, Aug. 29-

putes over release dates. American ' Sept. 10 . . . General Artists Corp.

Academy of Music la.st week lifted
j

booked extensive one-night tour

all restrictions on record releases through Wisconsin and Minnesota

of “The Sunday Song.” originally Johnny Pecon s polka band,

•cheduled for Oct. 1 marketing. i

group doing excellent biz.

Pecon formerly played with
Frankie Yankovic’s polka, outfit

and formed his own unit about a

_ month ago, and pacting with Capi-
Roy Stevens orch opens three-

t^l Records last week.
week run at Vogue Terrace on
Monday )29» . . . Peggy Murdoch
quitting singing job with Jimmy
Featherstone’s band shortly . . .

Lee Barrett outfit rounding out
week at Kennywood Park follow-
ing one-nighter by Frankie Yan-
kovic . . . honeymooning Billy
Catizone (bride’s the former Mar-

Hollywood
Dmitri Tiomkin signed as musi-

cal director for Harry Popkin’s
“Dead on Arrival” and for Sam
Bischoff-Ed Gross’ “Mrs. Mike ”

. . . A1 Dale and Maynard Sloate

Chicago

Eheading his own iublishing^ n^^^ •
• J®--** a”

Vitus Chi for a few days Christmas Songs for

visiting friends . . . Benny Miller Ditties are Old St. Nuk anti

rejoined Laurel Music Co.’s Chi “Here Comes Santa Claus.

7&TW0 , . TUNES/

f /

# )

tha Knight) will wave the baton ^rmed a new Iwnd-bookcry ...
again at Terrace Room w hen re- Hackett. NBC s Frisco musical

modeling job is completed at Wil- director, will conduct the band

liam Penn hotel . . . Baron Elliott which back.stops Dorothy Shay at

filling schedule with dance one-
1

her Coconut Grove stand next

nighters until his band returns to month . . . Leith Stevens is mufucal

staff duties at Station WCAE . .
’'director for Filmaker.s, Inc.. Col-

Dizzy Gillespie contracted as get -

1

Her Young-Ida Lupino indie pic

away attraction for Carnival I unit.

Lounge in its new location on pres- Robert Emmett Dolan to NY for

ent site of Hollywood Show Bar. Theatre Guild tryout of "Texas’ ;

That’ll probably be first week in Little Darlin’,” for which he wrote
{

October . . . Tommy Carl.vn band the music . . . Rudy Render started
back to Bill Green’s again, this indefinite stand at Leon & Fred-
time for four weeks. Latest en-

'
$125 weeklv . . . Billy

gagement started Friday <19) . . - Gray’s harmonica - plaving se-
organist Ernie Neff chalked up in Columbia’s "A Mother
solid year at Hotel Sheraton dubbed in bv Jerry
Lounge and .stays on indelinitely. iinnard . . . Sparked by musical

;

figures, a softball show biz league i

is being organized here. Capitol '

Records, Andrews Sisters. Carmen
Jan Garber into midwest Icrri-

' ;\Iii-anda and Hollywood Music,
lory for one-nighter jaunts. Sept, jvian clubs have been lined up so
13 to Oct. 6 . . . Art Kassel staying f^r . . . .lerry Mason joined “Okla-
at Trocadero, Evansville, Ind.. to

. boma!” road company now touring
Labor Day . . . King Cole & Trio

[ jn Wyoming after doing voice-dub-
set for Carnival. Minneapoli.s. Sept, bing on “Slicked Up Pup” M-G-M
15 for two weeks . . Roy Krai cartoon . . . Mai Hogan info Oasis
group, with Jaekie Cain, opened weeks at $150 per week
Monday (22) at Stage Door. Mil- Pinky Tomlin doing two weeks
waukee . . . Woody Herman into Golden hotel, Reno, as .star of
Blue Note. Sept. 5 . . . Leigh Bar- ^how . . . Dick Bradley moving
ron, pianist in Sheraton totel

;
jower Records headquarters from

lounge, named musical director for
! Hollywood in October.

j

hotel . Eddie Talbot, Paramount
|

jorme and King Cole combo
Music Co. Chi rep. resigned, after

, of tbe gate plaving ath-
over 15 years on songplugger row. letic-fund-raising event at Santa
George Pincus. artists and reper- Monica Jr. College Sept. 2 .

toire head for Shapiro-Bernstein, Peggy Lee into the Fairmount
in town looking over Chi operation hotel. Frisco, Jan. 22 for three
• . . Gloria Hart opens at Lake

|

weeks . . . Mary Kaye Trio does ]

Club, Springfield. Til. Sept. 9 for four weeks opening Sept. 10 at
^

two weeks . . singer Fran Warren
,
Flamingo hotel. Las Vegas . . .

will host disk jocks at cocktail Dccca Records shutting local office

party Sept. 2. lying in with her down from four to six •f'*'

appearance at Chez Paree. where remodellinf of studios and offices,

she opens Friday (26» . . . Frankie Bertha Schwartz, of Rohbins-

Masters took three days off show- Feist-Miller New York olfice. heie

backing chores at Boulevard room on two-week vacation . . .Lesl.v

Stevens hotel, for a fishing trip to Gray and managerial firm of

northern Wise . . . Mitch Miller, Gabbe. Lutz & Heller have called

recording head for Mercurv Ree- it a day on contract which naci

ords. in town from Gotham for re-
,

.several years to go: tiiru.sJi wan eti

cording sessions with Lawrence out . . . Robert Merrill and Dorothy
Welk, Eddy Howard and Kitty Kirsten cutting su os for

yKaUen
. . . A1 Trace hits road for Red Seal label . . Bingo ( lub. Las

one-nighters after closing at Black- Vegas, lifted Viviane Greene s op-

^awk restaurant Aug. 22 ... tion for four weeks aftei her fiist

JJ^Hch Henderson at Forest Park show at the nitery . . . Paul Saw-

j

Highlands. St. Louis. Aug. 28-Sept, telle scoring Nat Holts ine,

5 - . . Ken Harris winding up two- Fighting Pl^'^sman
innerfpecker at Schroeder hotel. Mil- Greene signed bv LippeH

^aukee . . . Tony DeParto opens at Productions .Jo score three pix.

Riverview Park. Des Moines. Aug.
1

“Red Heseit. The
to Labor Day . . . A1 and Jn«are Poy/o ’

former professional mana- Don Frisco
.nd now, off.ee. Bill Loeb pCh.ef^ of r.seo

Rtcorded by AL JOLSON (Dacca)

AL JOLSON and GUY LOMBARDO'S Orchtstra (Harmony)
AL JOLSON and GUY LOMBARDO’S Orchtstra (Columbia)
RAY BENSON (Dacca)— OHd othars— watch for now ralaasasi

Rtcordtd by AL JOLSON (Dacco)

JUDY GARLAND and GUY LOMBARDO’S Orchostra (Docca)

JUDY GARLAND, GENE KELLY, GUY LOMBARDO'S Orchtstra (Dacca)

ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)

BOB GRANT and Orchostro (Docca)

DICK SHANNON 5 His Sociaty Saptat (Capitol)

— ond many othtri —

•

PROGRAM THISI HITS NOW-
AU MATIRIAL AVAIUILI

MILLS MUSIC, INC
jack Mills, Pretidtnf BlRNIt POllACK, Prof. Mgr iKnno m.i-i.;

1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

West Coast 6533 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Cold

IRVING MILLS Vlt* PreiMdO
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SIGNATURE GOING INTO

KIDDIE DISK FIELD
Signature Records, which

dropped all of its disk output into

the 35c class months ago via the

Hi-Tone label, is going into the

kiddie field with a 45c. unbreakable
platter. All 10-inch, the new re-

leases will carry mostly material

Signature has had on the shelf, at

least to launch the series.

Initial release will consist of

stories narrated by actor Victorv

Jory, “The Story of Celeste." T)avid

and Goliath,’’ “Paul Bunyan” and
“Wild Bill.’’ “Little Stories for

Little People” is by Monica Lewis,

formerly with Signature but now
with Decca.

.
While single disks are tagged at

45c. two-disk, hard-cover albums
will go for 98c.

Canadian Musician

Guilds in Oct. Meet
Montreal, Aug. 23.

A two-day convention of all mu-
sician guild locals of Canada will

be held in the Queen’s hotel, Mont-
real. the first week of October.
Main point of discussion will be
centered around the business of

charging nightclub operators, ^ *

dancehall owners, etc., a much
higher scale if they use talent from
the U. S. instead of Canadian art-

ists.

Meeting has been called becau.se

of several recent incidents where
Canadians were not allowed over

, |

the border, despite contracts, be-
cause of an immigration ruling that

classes all musicians under the 1924 t|

Labor Act.

Walter Murdoch, head of the
Toronto local, will represent James
C. Petrillo, AFM prez, at conven-
tion.

Bregman Abroad
London, Aug. 23.

Jack Bregman, of Bregman.
Vocco and Conn, New’ York music
publishers, here on his first trip. •

Paying regular visits to Louis
Dreyfus, head of Chappell’s. Then
off to Paris and Cannes to see Paul
Baron, who is conducting the
Maurice Chevalier show there.

Bregman sails for home, Aug.
30, on the He de France.

FRANKIE LAINE
CURRENTLY

LOEW’S STATE
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
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Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
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PERRY COMO (Victor)

*

“Some Enchanted Evening”^ 1 2 5 1 1 5 2 10 1 71

2

•

3

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

“Riders in the Sky” 9 8 6 6 4 • • 9 3 3 • • 40

3 10

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

“You’re So Understanding”., 2 3 .. 8 4 3 .. • • 35

4 2

M. WHITING-J. MERCER (Cap)

“Baby. It’s Cold Outside” 5 .. 2 • • 3 1 • • • •

0

• «
-
33

5 4

VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“You’re Breaking My Heart” 3 1 .. • • 7 i • • • • • • 32

6 5

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

“The Hucklebuck” 7 .. 5 • • • • 2 7 • • • • 8 26

7 10
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)

“Again” 8 7 3 • • • • • • • • 7 6 • • 24

8 10
BING CROSBY (Decca)

“Some Enchanted Evening”. 10 • • • • 2 • • • • • 1 • • 20

9 7
D. HAYMES-TATTLERS (Decca

)

“Maybe It's Because” 6 .. • • 8 8 • • • • 3 • • 19

10 6
DICK IIAYMES (Decca)

“Room Full of Roses” 4 • • • • • • 6 5 18

11

BUDDY CLARK (Columbia)
“You’re Breaking My Heart • •

p

• • 1 • • • • 9 • • * • 7 16

12 13
INK SPOTS (Decca)
“You’re Breaking My Heart” • • 6 • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • 15

13A
EDDIE HOWARD (Mercury)
“Room Full of Roses” .. _ 6 .. • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • 12

13B 9
FRANK SINATRA (Columbia)
“The Hucklebuck” ^ , , , , • • 1 • • • • • • • • 12

13C
D. DAY-F. SINATRA (Columbia)
*‘An Old Fashioned Walk”. 12

MARGARET WHITING (Capitol)

14 11 “A Wonderful Guy” 11

15
FRAN WARREN (Victor)

“Now That I Need You” . 10

16A
KENNY ROBERTS (Coral)

“I Never See Maggie Alone” . . . 2 9

IGR

" SPIKE JONES (Victor)

“Dance of the Hours” 2 9

16C 11

SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

“Room Full of Roses” 2 .. .. 9

16D 15
FRANKIE YANKOVIC (Columbia)
“Blue Skirt Waltz” 9

I6R , ..

G. BONES-R. FORD (Crystalettc)

.

“Ain’t She Sweet” 9

16F 15
TONY MARTIN (Victor)
“Circus” . 2 9

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 3 4 5

SOIUH PACIFIC KISS ME, KATE SONGS WITHOUT MISS LIBERTY CONTINO ALBUM

Broadway Cost Broadway Coot
WORDS

(Paul Weston Orch) Broadway Cast Dick Lo..nno

Columbia Columbia
Capitol
Selected

Columbia Magnolia

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
{Based on Points Earned)

No. of
liBbel Records

Victor 7

Decca 6
Columbia 4

Capitol 2

I No. of
Points

I
Label Records

174
!
.Mercury 2

131
1
Coral 1

49
I

Cryslalette 1
44 I

Points
44
9
9

RCA’S SPECIAL BALLY

ON 2D 49c RELEASE
RCA-Victor will host a group of

50 or more New York area disk
jockeys tomorrow (Thursday) niciit
at its Exhibition Hall, Radio City
to unveil the second release of
Bluebird (49c) sides. Reason for
the party is the fact that Victor’s
artists and repertoire men are try-
ing new things with the label in
the way of artists and songs, and a
great deal of promotion emphasis
is being placed on the records con-
tained in the second release.

Jocks will have the recordings
played for them and the aims ex-
plained, and 'are to be given copies
of each disk. Bluebird initial re-
lease, on the market a few weeks
ago. consisted only of hit songs per-
formed by non-name artists. Vic-
tor is re-emphasizing the idea of
using Bluebird solely to market
established hits at a cheaper price..
It wants to build artists and create*
song hits, hence the special atten-
tion to the second release.

Regent Pushes ‘Ribbon,’

Its First Picture Tune
Regent Music, operated by Harry

Goodman and in which maestro
Benny Goodman is a partner, has
taken on its first film melody.
Firm will exploit “She Wore a Yel-
low Ribbon,” from the RKO pic-
ture of the same title, written by
Hep Eaton and M. Ottner.

Regent has taken full title to
the copyright of the song though
there has been considerable litiga-

tion over its ownership. Feist
originally owned the copyright, but
passed up the renewal. Jerry Vo-
gel secured a part of the renewal
from the heirs of one of the writ-
ers, which is being fought. Mean-
while, RKO has idemnified Regent
against any court action as the re-

sult of its taking over the tune and
promotion.

Tosci at La Scala
Arturo Toscanini, now’ vacation-

ing in Italy, will conduct at La
Scala, Milan, Sept. 1, and in Ven-
ice Sept. 3. and sail for U. S. Sept.
8. He’ll open his fall sea.son with
the NBC Symphony Orchestra
Sept. 21.

Maestro will also conduct the
NBC symph in a benefit program
(not broadcast) at Ridgefield,
Conn., Oct. 7, to aid the Ridgefield
Library and Boys Club.

PROGRAM PROP^

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SAILBOAT IN

THE MOONLIGHT
CRAWFORD

Cavalcade
Continued from page 50

m.. Mabel Wayne. Leo Feist, Inc.,

cop. 1928.

C o n s t a n t i n o p 1 e. w..

m., Harry Carlton. DeSylva, Brown
Si Henderson, cop. 1928 by Law-
rence Wright Music Co., Ltd., Lon-
don; a.ssigned 1928 to DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson, Inc. (Succes-
sor pub., Crawford Music).

Crazy Rhythm (Here’s Howe),
w., Irving Caesar. m., Joseph
Meyer- and Roger Wolfe Kahn.
Harms, Inc., cop. 1928.

Dance of the Paper Dolls, w’., m..
Johnny Tucker, Joe Schuster and
John Siras. M. Witmark & Sons,
cop. 1928,

Digs Diga Doo (Blackbirds of
1928). w.. Dorothy Fields, m., Jim-
my McHugh, Jack Mills, Inc,, cop.
1928.

Doin’ the Raccoon, w., Raymond
Klages. m., J. Fred Coots. Rem-
ick Music Corp., cop. 1928.

Don’t Hold Everything (Hold
Everything), w., m., Bud G. De-
Sylva. Lew Brown and Ray Hen-
derson. DeSylva, Brown Sc Hender-
son., cop. 1928. (Successor pub.,
Crawford Music).
Dusky Stevedore, w., Andy

Razaf. m.. J. C. Johnson. Triangle
Music Pub. Co., cop. 1928. (Suc-
cessor pub., Mayfair Music).

Feeling I’m Falling (Treasure 1

Girl), w'., Ira Gershwin, m., George
Gershwin. New World Music Corp.,
cop. 1928.

A Garden in the Rain, w., James
Dyrenforth. m.. Carroll Gibbons.
Gene Austin, Inc., cop. 1928. By
Campbell, Connelly & Co., London,
Gather the Rose (The White

Eagle), w’.. Brian Hooker, m., Ru-
dolf Friml. W’ater.snn, Berlin Sc
Snyder Co., cop. 1928. (Successor,
pub.. Mills Music).

Get Out and Get Under the
Moon. w’.. Charles Tobias and Wil-
liam Jerome, m.. Larry Shay. Irv-
ing Berlin. Inc., cop. 19’28. (Suc-
cessor pub., Uourne, Inc.i.

Give Me One Hour (The White
Eagle), w'.. Brian Hooker, m., Ru-
dolf Friml, Watorson. Berlin Sc

\

Snyder Co., cop. .1928. (Successor
pub.. Mills Music).
De Glory Road, w., Clement

Wood, m., Jacques Wolfe. G. Schir-
nicr, Inc., cop. 1928.
Golden Gate. w.. Billy Rose and

Dave Dreyer. in., AI Jol.son and Jo-
.seph Meyer. Irving Berlin, Inc.,
cop. 1928. (Successor pub..
Bourne, Inc,).

Half-Way to Heaven, w., Al
Dubin. m., J. Rus.sell Robin.son.
Water.son, Berlin & Snyder Co.,
cop. 1928. (Successor pub., Mills
Music).
Happy Go Lucky Lane, w., Sam

M. J^ewis and Joe Young, m., Jo-
seph Meyer. Jerome H. Remick Sc i

Co., cop. 1928.
‘

Honey, w,, m., Seymour Simon.s.
Haven Gillespie and Richard A.
Whiting. Leo Feist. Inc., cop. 1928.
How About Me? w., m.. Irving

Berlin. Irving Berlin, Inc., cop.
1928.

a Red. Red Rose
(Whoopee), w., Gus Kahn, m., Wal-
ter Donaldson. Donaldson, Douglas
Sc Gumble, Inc., cop. 1928. (Suc-
cessor pub., Bregman, Vocco Sc
Conn).

I Ain’t Got Nobody—and Nobody
Cares For Me. w.. Roger Graham,
m., Spencer Williams. Triangle
Music Pub. Co., Inc., 1928.

I Can’t Give You Anything But
Love (Blackbirds of 1928). w.,
Dorothy Fields, m., Jimmy Mc-
Hugh. Jack Mills, Inc., cop. 1928.

I Faw Down an’ Go Boom! w.,
m., James Brockman, Leonard
Stevens and B. B. B. Donaldson,
Douglas Sc Gumble, Inc., cop. 1928.
Successor Pub., Bregman. Vocco Sc
Conn.)

I Love to Dunk a Hunk of
Sponge Cake. w'.. m„ Clarence
Gaskill. Waterson, Berlin Sc Snyder

^^28. (Successor Pub.,
Mill.s Music.)

I Wanna Be Loved By You
^ood Boy), w., Bert Kalmar, m.,
Herbert Stothart and Harry Ruby.
Harms. Inc., cop. 1928.

I’ll Get By—As Long As I HaveY^. w.. Roy Turk. m.. Fred E. Ah-
lert. Irving Berlin, Inc., cop. 1928.
(Succp.ssor pub.. Bourne, Inc.).

(Continued next week)

WHO DO YOU KNOW

IN HEAVEN

NAT COLE Copitol

INK SWTS Decca

DICK JAMES London

DICK JURGENS ....^....Columbia

ART LUND MGM

CLAUDE THORNHILL Victor

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

THE EVER POPULAR
STANDARD

DEED
I DO

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
Ulf Iroudwoy. N. Y. 1«
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N. Y. Roxy Molls Revised Format,

With Bob Crosby as Steady Emcee
Roxy theatre, N. Y., is plannings

a new stageshow format. It is dick-

'

ering with Bob Crosby to come in '

as permanent emcee at a reported

salary of $3,500 week. No deal has
j

been set as yet. Crosby recently i

played a stand there, and appar*
|

ently impressed the Roxy toppers
i

to the extent of making him this

offer.

If this deal fails, house execs may
decide upon a different format, i

whereby the Roxy shows would un-
j

dergo considerable revamping. At

'

vartious times rumors had it that

ice shows, choral group and or
|

terp line may be eliminated.

Currently bandleader Paul Ash '

is handling the introes by climbing
from pit to the stage. In the past

the Roxy attempted to build per-

tonalities through long engage-
ments at the house. First to get

the treatment in recent years was
Bob Hannon. Anoher attempt was
made with Archie Robbins, and
still a third try with Carl Ravazza.

If Crosby deal goes through, it will

be the first time idea will be tried

with an established name per-

former.

Crosby is currently in Detroit,

and is due for a vaude stand in

Minneapolis and in Omaha later.

He’ll probably give the Roxy an
answer following these dates.

Singer before going out on the
vaude junket was emcee on radio
Club 15 show for Campbell soups.

Valdes, De Castros Set
For Havana-Madrid, N. Y.
Havana-Madrid, N. Y., is slated

to resume full-scale operations
Sept. 9. Miguelito Valdes band
and the De Castro Sisters have
been pacted to headline the initial
layout. Line will also return with
that parlay.

Spot has been operating with
non-name acts, sans line during
the summer.

HRST TWO-A-DAY BILL

SET FOR SEATTLE MET
Seattle, Aug. 23.

Booker Joe Daniels has lined up
Ills first two-a-day bill at the

Metropolitan theatre, here, to start i

Aug. 29. Show will have Tony
|

Martin, Rose Marie, Billy Kayes, 1

Craig, Collins and Ames, Hudson
and Sharae, Prof. Lamberti, Estelle I

Sloan and Jackie Souder’s band. I

Daniels contends that vaudeville
|

can be sold on its own without
the aid of films. Initial show is in

the nature of a trial and subse-

quent bills will depend on gross of

his show.

EVERYBODY KNOWS

LEON NEWMAN
(s associated with

MARK J. LEDDY
48 West 48th Street

New York City 19, N. Y.

Plaza 7-3760

Managing

JAV
"apswall

AMMico’t FoTMiott Comedy loftromoNtaliat

KIRBY-STONE
QUINTETTE
footvrinq "COW EYES" >

New 8th Week end Conelediaq Sept. 11

FORREST FARR end CHASE HOTEL. Sr. Loait

rimnkN to IIAKOl.n Kori.AK

Commencing Extended Engagement

LATIN QUARTER. NEW YORK

DECCA RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

o“«~e“B~B“n~n“p e f • T-

txelusive Managemenf

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GL4SER, Pres.

New York I
Chicago

745 5th Ave PI 9-4600 I 203 No. Woba»H

N.Y. STRAND’S FACEIFT

1

PRIOR TO STAGESHOWS
The Strand theatre. N. Y., will

close for one week starting F'riday
(26) for renovations prior to re-
storing vaudeville Sept. 2. Xavier
Cugat orch will provide the stage-
show, with the James Cagney
starrer. "White Heat” (WB). as'
screen feature. Layout is expect-
ed to run four weeks. Although
no followup show has yet been set,

,

it’s expected that the Sherman
Marks "Salute to George Gersh-
win” will follow with ”Ta,‘ Force”
on screen.

Strand will install new seats,
new carpeting and decorations
along with a refurbished lobby
and marquee.

AGVA to Ask 4A s for 25G Loan.

Cues Retrenchment in Operating Nut
The American Guild of V^ariety

Artists, which is scraping the bot-

tom of its financial barrel, is slated

to make a request for a loan from
the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America, parent union of all per-

former guilds, at a 4A meet being

held today (Wed.). AGVA reps to

the 4.\’s are expected to ask for

around $25,000 for a revolving
loan, terms of which are still to be
determined and which will be u.seo

only in the event of dire necessity

by the vaude and nitery union.

AGV,\’s decision to request

again for financial assistance from
the 4A’s follows a two-day meeting

of the AGVA executive board

which wound up yesterday (Tues.).

Meetings were called at the behest
of Georgie Price, member of the
executive committee and candidate
for president of the union, who felt

(Continued on page 56)

Eight’Act Vauders

Nudge Bandshows

Out of Most Spots
The Palace policy of eight-acters

loom as an effective replacement
for the band packages. RKO, with

its 13 major houses now playing

vaude, has already indicated that
the “show of the month” policy
will replace the spot bandshows in
cities where previously played. The
Adams theatre, Newark, which un-
til last season, .was a major band
buyer, is starling the straight
vaude policy Sept. 15.

There are several reasons for
the switch, first being that band
displays have lost their b.o. poten-
cy in the majority of situations.

Another rea.son is the comparative-
ly low cost of the eight-acters. The
Adams, for example, used to spend
from $7. .500 to $10,000 weekly for
orchestral and name talent. With
the newer policy average will run
half that sum.
Another reason making the new

type operation desirable is the fact
the eight-acters are giving the pub-
lic set of fresh faces. With the
bandshows, twa or three acts were
used frequently, the same repeated
when the orch made another stand
in that town. The less-expensive
turns rarely could break into that
category. It’s since been discov-
ered that the les.ser acts often have
as much entertaining power as the
middle-bracketed names that were
used.

In all situations, the straight

vaude shows have been doing good
business with the RKO circuit get-

ting the heaviest gros.ses because
of tie-in with the N. Y. Palace. The
billing-line "Direct from the N. Y,

Palace” is apparently worth plenty
b.o. in other .sections of the coun-
try.

The F.ddie Sherman office, which
will book the Adams, also plans to

convert the Rajah, Reading, into a

'Palace l>pe showcase. This house
opens Sept. 22.

*Ice Cycles’ for Dallas
Dallas. Aug. 23.

"Ice Cycles of 1949’’ has been
signed for appearance here at the

Dallas Ice Arena during the 1949

State Fair of 'Texas. The revue is

expected to open Oct. 8 and close

Oct. 24.

The ice show comes here direct

from London following a four-

months engagement there, which

ends Sept. 17. Show is produced

by John H. Harris,

Hollywood
9151 Svnitt llvd

TheTAnilRS
Opening August 25th

PALACE THEATRE
Hew York

Just Concluded

COPA CLUB
Pittsburgh

WILLARD ALEXANDER
30 Rocksftllsr Plaxa, Ntw York

Taltler» doinff terrific here, tireokinff it up every show,
eiease block me out tccek in ISovember for them.

Rogords—LENNY LITMAN.
COPA CLUB. Pitts.

Thanks fo-GORDON JENKINS, DAN FRIENDLY and SIDNEY PIERMONT

IXCIUSIVI MANAGIMINT

TOUland, yjS /4(ex€iHden. . *?mc.

$0 ROCKiriLUR PLAZA, NEW YORK
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Aquashow’s BoC 4I)G Average Gross

With 15G Profit on Its Biggest Year
In its fifth year of operation, planning to cut new routes to the

Elliott Murphy’s Aquashow located amphitheatre in addition to erect-

in the Amphitheatre on the site ing signs on Grand Central Park-

of the New York World’s Fair, is way, notifying patrons when the

hitting top grosses this year. Con-' show is sold out. An arrangement

trasting the usual downbeat preva-

1

between Murphy and the city gives

lent during the recent hot weather, the latter a graduating percentage

Murphy’s water show has taken in of the water show’s take. New

an average weekly gross of $40,000 York State has also appropriated

a profit of $15,000. since opening coin for the building of a new

June 28. According to Murphy , water stadium at Jones Beach,

this is the Aquashow’s lushest Scheduled for completion in 1951,

yyjjp j

the new arena will also be under
^ Weekly cost of the show, ac- Murphy’s supervision,

cording to Murphy runs about 1 Though the amphitheatre uses

,

$25 000 which is practically triple
{
name personalities, Murphy does

the’tab’of five years ago. The first ' not publicize them as drawing

two years of operation were at a cards. His ads are confined strict- 1

loss but in 1947 an upward trend ly to the water shows. Included
^

rang up a neat profit, according to among the headliners presented so
,

the producer. A 3.000-car parking far this season were Henny Young-

,

lot and an 8.300-seat amphithea- man. Joe Howard, Buck & Bubbles

tre accommodate patronage at the and the Salici Puppets.

.ecce Spa.e.

ON U5. EX ICE-TERPER
Mexico City, Aug. 16.

j

Breach of contract suit has been

filed here for $50,000 by Harry H.

Gould, theatrical agent, against

Yolanda Montes Farrington, known
as "Tongolele,” exotic dancer. She

,

came here as a chorine with “Holi-
j

Joe E. Howard Recovers
| [qjI Sjfjljg gQQmj 5||q^ gg

In Tune for OnL Date:
»» i i /i »r tr

In New Zealand, Gets Top Talent
Atlantic City, Aug. 23.

Joe E. Howard recovered suf-

ficiently after his collapse at the

Steel Pier here, to leave for an en-

gagement at the Elmwood Hotel,

Windsor, On!., which started Mon-
day (22>. The 83 year old singer

was unable to perform at the final
| pj.a„cis &), U. S. act, which is mak-

show at the Bier last Saturday (13)
]j ^ vaude tour here. Never be-

during the record-breaking heat i

. ^ ^ out have there been
wave. Jean Carroll, also ,on the* ’

bill, substituted.

Christchurch, N. Z., Aug. 15. long seasons, he stands a good
New Zealand show' busine.s.s is

,

chance of dipping into the red. Ex-
undergoing an unparalleled revival ample of transportation overhead
according to Jerry Grey (Jeanne

]

is the $2,400 he kicked in to cover
the San Francisco-Sydney round
trip for Francis & Grey.
Meanwhile, the only difficulty

Howard’s collapse was not due
to conditions in the theatre as

the Steel Pier is airconditioned

and he was not asked to do more
than the usual number of shows.

so many traveling units in this facing American acts in New Zea-

country. Business is excellent and land is in getting permission from
almost all shows are sellouts. authorities to exchange local cur-

Responsible for the flesh renais-
,

rency into dollars. Country’s short-

nee is the recent Australian coal
, J®”**

coin. Grey feels, has
•

' deprived New Zealanders of mod-
ern conveniences which Americans
take for granted.

RKO Adds Newark

For Spot Bookings

sance
strike. Although the walkout has

now been adjusted by government
authorities, a severe power short-

I age which closed most Aussie the-

atres caused a migration of acts to

New Zealand during the past

I
month.

In an attempt to keep his import-

Pope’s Pay Beef

currently successful season, Mur-
phy plans adding another 5,000

seats next year.

The New York Park Dept, is

RKO Is expanding its “Palace

MEMO:
Thatikn. .lay MHialian, for (tiv-

iriK Hlllv Ko.se'a Dlaiuoinl Hors*?-

Bhoe cliVntele « tuBt^ for clean

UuKha Hiui tricky entertuinnicnt.
BphI of luck at the t'apitol The-
atre. .lay. ami here’s hoping the
picture i» held nvei imleflnltely !

ReRarils,
Itilljr IUbIhiii.

P. S. Opening the Diamond
Horseshoe I'hursday. 2.'ith.

Thanks, Hilly Hone, Arthur
Barkow, .John Murray .Vmleraoii,

I.eoii .Newman. Whew!

icy will have the same kind of

competition. The Schine house in

Syracuse is also using elght-acters

along with RKO Keith.

Circuit is also extending the

day on Ice’’ two years ago.
] road show policy to nabe houses in

Gould says he inked dancer for
, New York. The Alden, Jamaica,

London, Aug. 23.
Frank Pope, head booker of the

ed acts working, Tivoli circuit chief
|

Butterworth . circuit, is ready to

Dave Martin shipped two complete book at least 12 American acts he
shows for swings through New has seen on his recent trip to U. S,
Zealand and routed one revue to but contends that their prices are

RoVd'sho^^DoHcV toVchide* Proc- I

Tasmania. Prior to the strike Mar- too high, ba.sing their salary asRoad Show policy to inci me i-roc
, ghelled out fantastic coin to they do on four-a-day.

^^T^’a^week^’nrior to the 1

luring in overseas turns. His deals
|

For England, he says, artists must
w oi A Hairic I

guaranteed talent paid round trip base their salary on two-a-day. and
start of eight-act shows at Adams

t^tion. then they would have a chance of

“toVn''™ is usually such getting plenty of work.Martin’s outlay is usually such

a staggering amount that unless he

gets it back via the artists playing

two years of dates in the U. S
Cuba and Venezuela on a 20%
deal. He figures that her earnings

under these contracts would bring

him $5O.0OO. He’s suing for the

full amount of the anticipated

earnings, plus court costs, contend-
; other towns with a

ing that Miss Farrington’s walking weeks playing time.

will get a Palace vauder. Sept. 21.

Other neighborhood houses in the

New York area are still to be set.

The Newark stop will be part of

the “show of the month’’ plan

which RKO has instituted in 13

total of 12

Other stops

out on the deal entitles him to such on the circuit include Boston, Cin-

I compensation. Suit was filed by cinnati, Cleveland, Columbus. Day-
Gould's two Mexican lawyers. Com- ton, Syracu.se, Rochester. Chicago,

COMEDY MATERIAL
For AH Branches of Theatricals

F 1 - M A S T K K
'The ORIGINAL Show-Bis Gag File"

NOS. 1 to 30 @ $1.00 Ea.
(Order in Sequence Oniy)

—Special: First 13 Files for $10.00

• 3 Bks. PARODIES $10 Per Bk. •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25.00 «
• HUMDR-DOR fK Emccm.. 25.00 •
• 3 BIsekeut Books $23 sa. •

w all 3 Oiff. Veil, for $50
Send for FREE info, on sthor matorlal.

Ns C.O.OH—Open Daily led. Sundays

PAULA SMITH
200 W. S4th St., Dept. V. N. Y. 19

CIRCLE 7-1130

plaint said that she did go to

Oakland. Cal., where Gould had
booked her. but she didn’t play,

spending her two weeks there with

her mother, then returned to

Mexico.
Miss Farrington’s lawyers

Davenport. la.; Sioux City, Cedar
Rapids, Minneapolis, Kansas City

in addition to the Palace, N. Y.

The Palace units have been suc-

cessful wherever played and RKO
is planning further expansion. All

houses will get one show monthly.

PALL QUARTET APPEALS

IMMIGRATION SNARL
Washington, Aug. 23.

Appeal has been made by a board '

of examiners of the Immigration
Bureau to permit entry of the Irv-

ing Pall quartet into the U. S. from
Canada. Jonas T. Sllverstone,

'

representing the act, appeared
Monday (22 1 before the examiners
asking for a reversal on the ground
that the quartet’s entry does not
violate the Contract Labor Act
which forbids importation of mu-
sicians.

Sllverstone argued that the group
works as an act using musical in-

struments as props only. He de-
clared that when the quartet wasn’t
permitted entry into this country.

Joan Merrill with Hal Kanner
at the piano, has been signed for
the Riti Bros, show at the Riviera,
Ft. Lee, N. J., starting Sept. 8.
Acromanlacs complete the layout.

answering said she had to come
^ exception of Boston which they were replaced by several acts

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

whM In LONDON for Raryaint is

Part, pMr Coots, Loqqogo, Travel

ood Sports Goods:—Cali at 1 Port-

moo Sqooro (coroor of Oxford
Stroot), Morblo Arch, Loodoo, W.1.

back here because she owed $3,000

to the Follies, local vaude-revue .

theatre, and having no money to '

liquidate the debt must play it out.

She’s currently headlining at the

Follies. Her lawyers argue that j

Gould has no case because his

lawyers filed the charge against

;

the dancer under a section of the
|

Mexican civil code that applies

only to merchants, and that a per-

former does not come within con-
fines of the law.

Gould’s lawyers obtained an in-

junction preventing Miss Farring-
ton to leave Mexico until the case
is decided. Court granting the writ
agreed with Gould’s counsel that

the dancer has ample work in Mex-
ico and rejected her law'yer’s plea
that she must be allowed, as a the-

atrical artist, to come and go free-

ly.

will get the. layouts more frequent-

RKO is also planning the third

and fourth units, to open late Sep-
tember and latter part of October.
Talent for both packages are being
lined up.

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
CmTooNy

PALACE THEATRE. N. Y.

T«l«visioa Shot

at the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
where they were scheduled to work.
At no time, he added, were musi-

'

clans displaced. Sllverstone asked
the board to admit the group also ;

on the ground that good labor rela-

tions between both countries .should

be continued. He declared that
American acts are permitted free
entry into Canada.

Decision in this matter is being
w'atched carefully by both the
American Federation of Musicians
and the American Guild of Variety
Artists. Both unions are currently

'

engaged in a juri.sdictional squab-

'

ble oven acts which use musical in-

'

struments in their turn, Immigra- ,

Chakeras has booked in Sophie ' tion dept.’s decision as to w hether 1

Pitt’s Vogue Terrace

Pacts Sophie Tucker
Pittsburgh, Aug. 23,

Vogue Terrace, theatre-restau-
rant about 15 miles from downtown
is going to splurge on names with
opening of fall season after an in-

different summer. Owner Andy

CARDINI
'Cgrdinl, Eqsily the RreI #1

th# SlGight-of-Hondtri.**

ABEL, VARIETY
MARCH 9Hi, 1949

MCA WM. MORRIS AGENCY

TOMMY LYMAN
Booked for tho ontiro Race Moot of

THE PIPING ROCK, SARATOGA
and

A WINNER

!

footuring:

“OH WHAT A FOOLIN’ I’VE TAKEN FROM YOU”
Jono Friend and Richard Howard (Dubonnet)

“WHO’S BESIDE YOU BESIDES ME”(H.nry spi«s.r)

Wm. Tracy, Frank Davi$ and ClifF Conrad

“DON’T CRY, CRY BABY”(s«„«y.j,y)
Saul Tapper, Bennie Martini and Clarence Maher

“SHE’S A HOME GIRL” (B.V.&C.)
Bennie Davis and Abner Silver

“AND IT STILL GOES” (Shopiro, Bernstein)

Sam Stept and Chas. Tobies

Special material by MILT FRANCIS

See George Frazier's story in August Cosmopolitan
|

Tucker to launch the parade week
of Sept. 12, and he’ll follow with
Benny Goodman on 26th.

Frankie Yankovic and his polka
band come in Oct, 3. Jimmy Dor-
sey a week later and Billy Eckstine
on Oct. 24. Vogue Terrace man-
aged to corral only three top-rank-
ing attractions during the warm
months. Ted Lewis, Martha Raye
and Sammy Kaye, and all of them
did big biz. Otherwise, it’s been
plenty spotty in this 1.100-seat
club.

an act which uses musical instru-
, unTITI '<>«• •««'

ments can work as a variety turn LLIiTl UIN HUILL $ r vc
will give either union an official

ruling on respective positions.

m PHILMtlPHIA, M.I
10H« BELOW

I

Vie & Adlo, hand - to - hand
balancing turn, added to the cur-
rent show at Bill Miller’s Riviera,
Fort Lee, N. J.

200 OUTSIDI aOOMt
h»m *2 DAILY
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Midwest Dates

Chicago, Aug. 23.

Sid Harris of Mutual agency has
set the Judy C'anova unit for mid-
west auditorium dates including
Evansville. Ind. St. Louis, Kansas
City, Denver. Omaha, and Wichita
Falls with teeoff Aug. 25 Jerry
Turk headline the Sept. 9 Silver
Frolics bill Charles Tucker,
London agent, in looking over tal-

ent for European dates . .Arlene
Foreman taking over as Charles
Hogan’s office manager Paul
Gray is revising his nitery act for
theatres Benny Dunn joins the
Phil Tyrrell agency as video direc-
tor.

Jackie Miles into the F.l Rancho,
Los Vegas, tonight Anita Mar-
tell set for Henry Grad\ Hotel,
Atlanta. Sept. 8 Marilyn Max-
well replaces Celeste Holm on the
C'tiieago bill .\ug. 28 with the
Mahoneys added Shyrettos and
Clifford <iuest booked for tlie ('orn
l*alace Fair. Sept. 18 .Amazing
Saxon has had his opti(»n picked up
at the Pre.sident hotel. Kansas City

Jo .Stafford moved her Chicago
theatre date back to Sept. 23 with
Sid Caeser taking over funner spot
Sept. 9.

’
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DIETRICH and DIANE
Toys in Technicolor

For availabilities

EDDIE ELKORT, 250 W. 57th. N.Y.C

Nltarv nn Rlnrlr* i

s®*® Duchin,
sTHCI j Ull DlUvK) Angling' Blair-Blackburns

«« M ^ Wfdgwood Room of the Hotel

W m^rnw '

Waldorf Astoria, N. Y., will preem

IlldV I SKP llVPr season Sept. 30 with
^ ttl»w V f Eddy Duchin’s orch. Negotiations

j , .
are on for Janet Blair and the

cordance with the late showman’s Blackburn Twins to open on the

^ .
preem show with Peter Lind Hayes

Earl Carroll s has been one of to follow Oct. 27.
the mo.st successful cafe operations Duchin played the hotel's sum-
on the Coast for the past decade, mer operation, the Starlight Roof,
With a seating capacity of 1.100 earlier this season.

Lou Walters, operator of the

Latin Quarter, N. Y., leaves for the

Coast this week to negotiate for

the takeover of Earl Carroll’s thea-

trerestaurant. Preliminary talks

were held this week in New York

with Guy E. Ward, attorney for

the Carroll estate. Another talk

Js slated between Walters and his

partner, E. M. Loew, New England

Jim circuit operator, before Wal-

ters offs to Hollywood.

It’s believed sale of the nitery

is prompted because of heavy

Josses incurred since the death of

its owner. Mrs. Jesse Schuyler, ex-

ecutrix of the Carroll holdings and
owner of the site on which cafe is

located, is expected to agree to the

gale. Another reason for the sale

is that the estate must retain most
of its assets to build a $1,500,000

•cancer hospital on the Coast in ac-

ht. Ringlings put up paper askinK
the townspeople to wait for the ar-

rival of the Big Show. Cole coun-
tered placards stating, "Don’t
Be Misled—the Big Show Is

Here." Cole Bros, then cut its ad-

missions SO^f'.

McCune, earlier this season
toured with the show, fulfilling a
boyhood yen to travel with a cir-

cus.

Kilty Knllen will double be-
tween the Capitol theatre. N. Y.,

and the Mais»mette of the Hotel St.

Regis, N. Y., starting S<‘pt. 15.

After Cap date, she’ll continue at

the Maisonette.

Optni Tomorrow (Aug. 25)

CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW YORKDetroit’s Unseasonal

Cold Fails to Chill

K.C. Boystown Benefit

Detroit, Aug. 23.

Hailed as the "triggest all-star

show ever held in Detroit"—which
it probably was—the Knights of

Columbus benefit Friday night

(19> for Boysville Foundation of

Michigan failed to hit an expected

gross of $100,000 but the net of

$25,000 was plenty o k. Eddie Can-
tor, Edgar Bergen, Bob Crosby.

Tommy Dorsey, Janet Blair &
Blackburn Twins, Hattie McDaniel,

Rose Suzanne der Derian and John
Connolly did well becau.se they

surmounted two obstacles that

have baffled their equals in similar

circumstances.
The obstacles were; A flood-

lighted football stadium a little

more than half-filled with custo-

mers thoroughly chilled by a 50-

degree temperature. The stage, in

one of the end-zones, was so far

|lce-Capades’ Steady

30G Gross a Bonanza

For A.C.’s Conv. Hall

Atlantic City, Aug. 23.

With show business reported off

over most of the country, "lee-

Capades.” playing here in huge
Convention Hall, topped last year's
take, according to Philip E. M.
Thompson, manager of CH.

For the 31 days ending Sunday
(2n, more than 110,000 paid ad-
missions ($1.25-$3) to see the
show, and the gross take was re-

ported by Thompson as over $30,-

000 a week, some $7,000 higher
than the previous year.

Under the new three-year con-
tract with John Harris, the pro-

ducer of "Ice-Capades," the city

gets lOri of the gross. Boxing and
wrestling shows staged in the hall

are also drawing, said Thompson.

JACK
POWELL

Vtry happy to bt back at

PALACE, New York

AGAINonce

MoRagemant

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Hdg.. Suit* 902

JUdtoR 4-334S

Cloi*t Tonight (A«g. 24)

DIAMOND HORSESHOE
NEW YORK

THE NATION'S
LEADING CONTROL ARTIST

Copenhagen. i

Editor, Variety:
As an American performer play-

ing here, I thought you’d like to

learn w’hat’s happening in local

show business. '

Copenhagen’s cabarets all seem
to be doing well and most of them i

have music, dancing and floor-

shows as w'ell as good food and

'

liquor to draw. Among those book-
ing acts—and they are glad to get

U. S. talent — are Atlantic

palace, Bellevue Strand hotel,

C z a r d a V, Kobenhavnerkroen,
Landevejskroen, Lorry, Montmar-

Tlie BLUE ANGELCurrently Playing

4th RETURN ENGAGEMENT

SHOREHAM HOTEL
WASHINGTON. D. C.

P*r. Mat.: litT COUINS

Now Auditioning

NEW ahd UNUSUAL ACTS
for Itt Fall Show

152 E. SSth St. • PL 3-S99t

Currfiitly oprratinir Children The
ntre, ChienKO KailronU I’alr, unli

October X.

Booked Kolld u.’Uli May 1. Ifl-»d,

and removed the vig;

is a very beautiful forest. It con-

tains the famous Kirsten Piil foiin-

tain, said to have "miraculous

powers," some 300 years old.
|

Copenhagen’s Tivoli has
|

"chief engagements pub-

Mrs. Ingelise Bock, whose

new
theatre with programs

the old tradition, including

prices. The vnude
confined to the U. S. by any means. I^BMBBBI^Bi
As a matter of fact, it has never

r,
really died in Copenhagen and GULIJ
other cities. Cmrenily nppearinK C
Schuman circus is always SRO, evciv Thur-sUav. "S

and several traveling circuses are ’ MER
doing good biz in the provinces. I’crsonal Managernent,

Jimmy Jamison

Ovarloohiug iMufiful LIueolu Pork and Lak* Michigon

Only Rvt
ninutrt
(f«m the
Lcep

and op*rat*d by th* Bunion Hottl Corp

931 Lincoln Pork W*if, Chicago

Ntwiv furnishfd room* and hifch*n«»»<

gportmtnts; vrith prlvot* both, in color**

Ratas from $4 to $8.50
home In Chicimo

Mnk« tho North Tork your
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF AVGUST 24

Nunirraln In cnnn«>rtlon with hllU briow IndIcat* opening day of ahnw
tvhetlier full or spilt wrek

Lrtirr In parentlirnrs Indlrutrs circuit (t'.M) Faiirhiin Marco: (I) Independent

t

(1.) I.oen : <>l> .Mohh (I‘) rurumolint ; (K) KKO; (8) 8tall; (M ) Hamer;
(\VK) Halter Keado

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 3S

Dave Hose Ore I

Kiieen Barton
Jay Marshall
Henald & Rudy

|

Music Hall (I) 35
Boltina Dearborn
(’h.*s Lasky
(ilenii Burris
Allyn & Hodges
Piero Bros
ClilTord Guest
Corps do Ballet
Rockettes
Syni Ore

Palace (R> 35
Kuda Bux
Chris Cross
Tattlers
Muriu/ & Lucia
Pansy the Horse
Slip Slap &

Slide
(one to fill)

Paremount (P) 34
Tex Bi iieke Ore
Vic Dainone
Cy Reeves
Rudy t'ardenas
Corinne Calvet

Roxy (D 34
Jack lla.ey
Martha Sicwart
Maxellos
Pat 'I'eriy
Arnold Snoda
Joan ilylUoft

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome (I) 35
Penny Lee
Bobby Sarijent

Keely Smith
Jimmy Vincent
Pasquale
Goofers
Carnielia Seria
Mike Cotton
Frank Nichols
Burn’s Birds
Amazinn Mr

Ballanttne
Regal (P) 34

Klla Fitzgerald
Bull Moose

I

Jackson Ore
Butterbeans &

Suzie
,
Tip Tap Toe

' Larry & Lynn
Dusty Fletcher

i CINCINNATI
I

Albec (Ri 34
Edwards Bros

i
V’vonne Moray

I

Marvellos
\

Cook & Brown
i Sieve Evans
Appletons

I Ross & LaFierre
I Gus V'an
I COLUMBUS
I

Palace (Ri 35-31
Berk & Hallow

1

Chords
F & K Watson
B Hammond'u

I

Birds
' Mack. Russ &

Owen
Wally Brown
DolinotT & Raya

Sis
Pat Rooney Sr

llarvards
Freda Wyn
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (Ml 33
Rex A Bessie
Anne Shelton
Terry HallMAH Nesbitt
J A E Kemmy
I.add Lyon
Jenny Iloward
Max Wall
Doc Marcus

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 33

DeBear A DuBray
Allan Jones
Irene Hervey
2 Croniwells
Herschel llenlere
K A J Slack
A C Astor
Marie DeVere 3

Melville A Rekar
Hope A Ray
Harry Nicols

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 33

IAS Davis
Pearl Bailey
Valinar .3

Harry Parry S
David Poole
Harold Barnes
Walter Niblo
Doc Marcus
Jack Stanford

NORWICH
Hippodrome (1)

Jimmy Charters
Beth O’Dare
Johnny Carlton
David Cassidy
G A D Beaty
Les Cygne 4
1 A L Webb

33

MecemP*
Jerry Bergen
Sandy Locke
Jack Prince
Leonna Hall
Joanne Jordan
Dave Rogers
Gordon Andrews
Johnny Nazzart
Ne 1 Fifth Av#

Louisa Howard
Downey A FonvUle
Hazel Webstet
Jack Cassidy

Old Knick
Gene Barry
Paul Killiam
Cloris l.earhman
Bob McMenimen
John Silver
Gloria Manning
A1 Cooper Ore-

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Bob Fitzgerald
Carmen Montoya
Mickey Freeman
Joanne Florio
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aquila Ore

Penthouse
Eve Young
Noble A King

Kurt Maier
Riviera

Harry Richman
Martha Raya
Vic A Adlo
Yost Guarderaen
Catallno Ore
Waller Nye Ore

Savannah
AnnabaUe Hill
Arleigh Peterson
Jimmy Lewis
Slanhattan Paul
The Blenders
Shotsie Davis
Andre A Dorttaeo
Tini Benson
Lucille Dixon Ore

Versailles
J A S Steele
Bob Grant Ore
Pancliito Ore

Village Bern
Bob Scott
Mary Ellen 4
Abbey Albert Ore
Village Vanguard

Mary Lou Williams
J C Heard 3

Waldorf-Astoria
Jack Fina Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO

Hackford A Doyle McDougal MacNab

18
H.\( K!VAUDEVILLE

.Vc FOX THEATRE, St. Louis
t TluirH. OpenliiK twice nielilly

Mats. Milt., Sun. und Hols.

F&M STAGESHOWS Inc.

DOC HOWE
Affiliates:—Chicago. Seattle. Let An-
geles. Atlanta, Boston, Toronto, Phila-

delphia, London, Paris, Buenos Aires.

Rochelle A Beebe
Martin A Florenz.
Lewis A Van

State (1) 35-37

Cerneys
Donald Mann
Sonny Sparks
Kaye A Kaye

38-31
George Guest
Jane .lohnsoii
Stroud A Grant
Juanita A
Champions

BOSTON
Boston (R) 35

Dick Buckley
Kate Murtah
Lela Moore
Senator Murphy
Ben Yo.sf Vikings
V A G llaydock
St Leon 3’rp
(one to fill)

BUFFALO
Gt Lakes (P) 34

Edgar Bergen
Ray Noble Drc

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 34-38

Ce<iige Winston
Jim Penman Co
Rio A Rogers
Johnny Woods
Slayinan Ben .Ali

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 34

Alan Young
LiberaceTAJ M.-.honey
(one to fill)

Oriental <D 35
Louts Prima Bd

MIAMI
Olympia (Pi 34

Jordon Parvis
C.srlos
Helen Forrest
Cat Mountain 4

MINNEAPOLIS
,

Radio City (Pi 34
> Boh Crosby
3 Stooges
Penny Edwards
Ted Weems Ore

1 PHILADELPHIA
' Earle (Wi 38
Count Ba.sie Ore
Illinois Jacquet Ore
Strah V’aughan
Lewis A While

Carman (D 35
Kayne A Foster
Madcai>s

I

Bruce Leonard
2 Cantons

I

Tower (P) 30 only
i C Cavallaro Ore
,

5 De Marco Sis

;

Garry Morton
> Vanderbilt Boy.s

> PROVIDENCE
i State (L) 25
: 4 Macks
j

Step Bros
Connie Haines
Artie Dann

! Frankie Laine

I

READING
' Rajah (I) 34-38
.
Dick Contino Show
WASHINGTON
Capitol (Li 35

' Going Native
Local Talent

GRIMSBY
Palace il) 33

Jack Lewis
Tommy Rose

I
Sonny Dawkes
Ken Ryan
Melody 6

' Ailltur Knotto
HACKNEY

Empire (Si 33
Ted Heath Ore
Bobby May
I'epino’.s Circus
Frank Preston
5 .Aussies
Du mi A Gi ant
.Marshall A Linda

LEEDS
Empire (Ml 33

Francoise Flore
Jack Hunter
Raymond Girerd
.Angela Page
Claude Rixio
Helen Crerar
Vivian et Tas.si
Trois De Milles

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 33

Borrah Minevitch
Harmonica Rascals
Edric Connor
Bill Waddington
Cynthia A Gladys
Dun Philippe A

!Marta
Harris A Chri.stine
Ritchie A Wendy

LIVERPOOL
Empire (Ml 23

Ink Spots
Musical Derricks
A Tony

A .MacKav
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (Ml 33

' M.aurice French Co
Peggy Kvan
Ray McDonald
\almai' 3
La Esterclla
Max Bygraves

!
Roy A Ray •
Benson Du-Lay
Frankie Higgins
Jack .Stocks

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (Ml 22

[ Deep River Boys
1
Bunty SI. Clair
l.eslie Strange
Olgo
Anona Winn
Skating Barodas
3 .Slevil Sis
Johnson Clark
Adey A Daw n

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 32

Gus Morris
Rocky Morkhain
Van Mas.s
Vickers Twins
Lester Johns

I Paul Webber Co
I

Girls Trp
I SHEPHERDS BUSH
I

Empire (S) 32
1 Syd Seymour
Madhatters Bd
Per A Paul
Adele
McMurrays
Janine Karen 3
Constance Evans
Danny Gray

Blackhewk
Buddy Moreno Ore

Chez Paree
Danny Thomas
F'ran Warren

:
Ginger Kinney

> Adorables (lOi
Gee Davidson Ore
Lino Rhumba Ore

Helslngt
.A1 Morgan
Nancy Vv right
Adriannc Luraine
Lenny Colyer
Billy Chandler Ore

Hotel
Bc.ty Jane Watson

j

.loe isbi
I Jerry Austen
Johnny ..rower O
H Edgewater Beach

j

Eddy Howard Ore
I •.'irianne t'edele
B air A Jean
D Hild Dan.-ei's
Yost r,ib'-«‘-idors
Betty Gray 3

Hotel Stevena
I "Skating Circus"
;

Betty Atkinson

NOW AT
RKO, Boston

Jesse, James and Cornall
Booked by

EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Bldg., Suite 902 — JUdson 6-3345

BRITAfN
ASTON

Hippodrome (D 23
Arthur Askev
MacDonald A
Graham

Scott Sanders
Harry Bailey
C Warren A Jean
Dorothy Gray Co
J Billings A Diana
Bemand’s Pigeons

LONDON
Palladium <M) 23
George Burns
Grade Allen
Ben Blue
Ben Yost Co
Frank .Marlowe
3 Rudells
Count LeRoy
Jean Jack A
Judy

Boy Foy
Alan Clive
Skyrockets Ore

Stoll (SI 33
Cecilia Coiledge
Richard Herne
Ted RayBAA Pearson
Kitty Bluett
Kerinond Bros

Hippodrome (M) 22
Jssy Bonn
Wacky Boyd
Darly Co
Mickey Kessel
Merreaux A

Lilliane
Norbertl
Ortero A Elverita
Kay Kent
Sweet 16s

BLACKPOOL
Grand (I) 22

Donald Peers
Billy Russell
Robert Lamouret
Morman Wisdom
Ernest Arnsley
Gloria Day
John Pygram
Wendy Brandon
Zena Dell
Albert Barland
Opera House (1) 33
Charlie Chester Co
Andreas
Casavecchia
lienry Lytton
Franca Clery
Shiela Matthewa
Halama A Kunarski
Tiller Girls
Midsummer Lovlles
Corps de BalletGAB Bernard

Palace (D 32
Jimmy Jamea Co
Jack Jackson
3 LeRoya
8ld Plummer
Kemble A Roberts
Harry Benty
Johnny Lawson 3
Peter Raynor

BOSCOMBI
Hippodrome (I) 23
Albert Grant
Renee Hecke
Fred Hugh

•RADFORD
Alhambra (Ml 23
B A J Webster

Riley A Heller
Jones A Thomas
Harry Mooney
Victor King
Gaston P.i liner
Warren Latona A
Sparks

Flack A l.ucas
BRISTOL

Empire (I) 22
Lee Brooklyn
Mike Howe
Frank Formsby
4 O’Keefe Sis
N A V Munroe
Peggy Stone
Hippodromti (Si 33
France.s Langford
Jon Hall
Charlie Clapham
Arthur Wor.sicy
Slim Rhyder

I

Joan llinde
I
Les Valettoa

i
Godfre.v A Kirby
Alan. Kay A Gloria

CAPETOWN
Bedford (D 22

Illndin
Richards A Hicks
Harry Rowson
Pat Gaye
Stanley Van
Tony Mcrier
Eddie CUITa
Freddy Ascott
Jack Blakemaii
Sonny Blakeman
John Denman
Iris Barrie
Jill Andrews
Lynn Bridger
Glamorus
Memsahibs
CHATHAM

Empire (Si 23
Gladys Hay
George Elrick
Canfleld Smith
Trois d'Artagnans
Artemus
Jimmy Robbini

Cabaret BOk

NEW YORK CITY

Blue Angel
Eadie A Hack

Bop City
C Ventura Ore
Count Basie Ore
Buii.iy Bn.xgs

c .re Society
Dorothy Donegan
Coleman Hawkins
Ltwi. A White
Mar.lia L. Harp

Cepacatiana
Homo \ inrent
Edwards A Diana

! Mindy Car.son
I
Ramona Lange
Penny Carroll
M Durso Ore
Alvares Ore
Diamond Hortaihot
Billy Bishop
Jark Gansrrt
W. C. Handy
Hilly* Banks
Choral Quartet

Bill McCune On-
Hotel Biltmora

Don Best or On-
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison
Lea Crane Orc

Hotal Plaza
Nicolas Malthey Or
Payson Re On

Molel Roaseveit
N Brandwynne Ore

Hotel St Regis
Laszlo A Hepito
M Shaw Ore

Hotel Statler
Henry Biisse Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Or<

Iceland
1 G D W’ashington
Line
Jack Palmer On

Latin Quart#'
Sonny Skylar

.liieriger B.illel Line Juey Bishop
Gleb Yellin Ore

El Chico
Ruslia Rios
Damtron A
Chapuseaux

Tina Ramirez
I.os Guaracheror
Vizcaino Ort-

Havana-Madrid
Gomez A Rey
Sacasas Orc
Pancho Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules I,ande On-

Hotal Astor
Xavier Cugat Ore

Pay.sees
Rowena Rollins
Don .S.ixon
Art W;mer O
B Harlow Ore

La Coq Rouge
Oscar Calvet On
Jack Towne On

Leon A Eddio «

Alan King
Rita A Allen
Ray Alton
Johnny ( rawfoi''
Jane Abel
Bella Sinaro
Art Waner On

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 33

Del Monico Ders
Dr Crock A
Crackpots

Raydini
Jane
Forbes A Barrie
Olga Varona Co

VICTORIA
Palace (Mi 33

Nervo A Knox
Bud Flanagan
Naughtun A Gold
Radio Revellers
WOLFHAMPTON

Hippodrome (li 23
'Tommy Fields
Ethel Manners
3 Salvadors
Cherokees
Drage
Vivian A Irene
Frisky Nel.son
WOOD GREEN
Empire (Si 22

Harry Tate Jr Suzettc 1 arri Jeanne S«)ok Terry-’I’homas
Tlieo Lambert Victor .S«»aforth Ted Roman .Sensational Harbins
t’hri.s Wni'iman Bunny Boyle MANCHESTER Hal Mack (’o
Olive Dale Mary Priesiimiin Hippodrome (S) 32 Peggy Cavell
Kitty Gillows Cleef & Moroney Pearl Bailey Nelson Llovd
Steve Daniels Co Keefe Bros & Think Drink YORK
Daniels & Dale Annette Hoffman Empire (1) 33
6 Victorian BRIGHTON J Holst & Mlladv Cyril Dowler

Kelle.s Hippodrome (Mi 22 Hal Menken Lynton Bovs
Wal.cr Jackson
Rexanos

BIRMINGHAM

Malcia
S Smith Rro.s
Eva May Wone

Bill Burke Lane-Holly 3

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac, N. Y., Aug. 23.
Ted Cauinont ( Warners » out of

the infirmary anti upped for meals,
now assistant switchboard operator
at the lodge.
Annual Klks clambake skedded

for Aug. 29. Jerry U’Vinni’s or-
chestra and floorshow will follow
the big feed.

George Powers, drew a 10-day
furlough and will vacash in the
Thousand Islands.

Ku.ssell Speight. e.\-Rogcrite. mo-
tored in from Atlanta to mitt
the gang.

Fireside Manor at Keene Valley.
N. Y., now owned and operated
by Joe Kellehcr. former colonyite
Charles Kaufhold. who mastered

three major operations, off on a
trip to Harrisburg. Pa., to visit
relatives.

Doris C’arcy. who boat
in six months, given an
to resume work.
Bob Handley. Vinnle

and Charles Brodheck'T
executives from Harrisburg, Pa.,
In for a wci-kend o. .sig,u . .

and ogling of the lodge.
William Asty, motored in to vis-

it Victor Gamba and John Nolaii
Joe Bishop, former looter with

Woody Herman’s orchestra, doing
C). K. here, Virginia Bishop, his
frail, checked in at thi* downtown
colony to be near him,
Andrew’ Rutledge. (Warner Rros.i

elated over surpri.se visit from
wife, who .shot in from N. Y C
Delphin (RKO» Streder is fla.sh-

ing good clinic reports.
Geraldine Deicne. ex-Rogerite

in for 0.0 and given an all-clear
Write to those who are ill.

the rap
all-clear

Morgan
the '

Charles Hain
Wonder Wheelers
Brlnckmann Sis.
Skating Blvdears
Charles A Lucille
Jack Raffloer
Jerry MapesGAB Du Ray
Gloria Bonriy
Buddy Rust

Palmer House
Janet Klair A
Blackburn Twins

Sid Stone
Maii.i .Ncglia
Eddie O’Neal Ore

Sherman Hotel
llarry Hail
Bill Snyder Ore
"Salute to Rodgers
A Hammerstein"

Honey Dreamers
I Raloh Sterling
Kenneth Mackenzie
Dusty Worrall

Vine Gardens
Lind Bro.s (3)
Mickey Sharp
Velma Sherry
Mcl Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

CORWIN SETS OPENING

BILL FOR LA. ORPHEUM
Los Angeles, Aug. 23.

Wiere Bros. De Haviland Trio.
Joey Rardin, Mercer Bi’os., Clifford
& Marian and the Lady Killers
Quartet (which has been working
niteries as “The Guardsmen’’* so
far have been booked by Sherrill
Corwin for the eight-act vaude bill

he will relight the Orpheum stage
with here on Aug. 31. He has two
more to sign. Talent nut will be
about $5,000.

Corwin will break in the show
for two performances at the Forum
theatre, nabe film house, night be-
fore vaude policy is reinaugurated
at the Orpheum.
Orpheum has made a deal with

the American Federation of Musi-
cians Local 47 here to use 10 men
and a leader in the pit. Scale will
be $90 for the musicians for 24
weekly performances, with leader
drawing 50<:'o extra. Rene Williams,
batoneer for Ken Murray’s "Black-
outs of 1949,’’ which closes this
month, will be the leader and most
of the pitmen from the El Capitan
w’ill go with him to the Orpheum.

Eddie Peabody will headline the
second show, starting Sept. 7.

N^t Club Reviews
l^lln <|uarl4>re N. Y. jhere some years, ago at the Five

(FOLLOWUP) ' knd sells bettpr
The final change of principals ' than ever. Always an apt im

before the new- Latin Quarter snow
|

pressionist, his turn is even more
comes in impresses as being one of

:

sock today, thanks to the nostalgia
the strongest lineups the spot has i

carbons of Cantor, Jolson, JesLi
had in some time. Show is notable ^ 'a howler), and of Durante. Blend
inasmuch as it gives Joey Bishop ing an a laughmaking series of dia
his first Broadw'ay showcasing and lect stories to spell the impreshes*
marks the return of Sunny Skylar plus some Irish songs, he had tn
to topline cafes in this sector,

j

beg off.

Rowena Rollins (New Acts) and the
|

Joan Brandon and Kenny Davis
Paysees’ ballroomology round out ,

alternate the emcee chores. Miss
the newcomers.

j

Brandon, in her own spot, offers
Bishop, some years ago, made slick magico. standouts being th^

his New' York cafe bow at the dollar-in-the-lemon bit and drink
Greenwich Village Inn. and has mixology. Offed to good reception
since been scoring in cafes Terp slot is well handled bv
throughout the country. Recefltly Mara and Quentin. Fresh looking
he was booked for two weeks and pair of youngsters have imaeina^
options at the Vine Gardens. Chi-

. live routinings which spot their
cago and stayed for nine months.

[

easy approach to difficult snins
He followed almost immediately and lifts. Blend slow' ternpos'wi b
with a stand at the Chez Paree ini fa.st paced Latin-Ameiican tuni»c
that city. His Broadway bow indi- for boff returns,
cates that he’s arrived stylistically, Kenny Davis, son of the owners
projection and materiaUwise. Ma- is a nice looking youngster whn
terial is first rate and informality broke in this year as an emcee-
of his mien adds to the overall

^

singer. On the vocalistics ho needs
effectivene.ss. > work in the ballad tempos, but on
Comic has a steady barrage of rhythms shows a flair that can be

gags and bits suited for the Broad- utilized as highlight of his stint
way mob as well as the tourist Johnny Silvers orch is one of the
trade. Stories are generally clean better show backing units in town
anri the iinnrnis!«inns he lo.sses off • „

Lnrj/.

Torr« 4*4* K.4 ’.

(MUEllLFBACII HOTEL)
is developing into one of the better ,

Arnolds "‘Rhiithm on
straights artRind town. He indi-

-i
Lane. Janice

cated his flair for comedy earlier Richards, Bruce Me-
this season in a stooge bit with Alhster,Ice Ciibeltcs (4i; f’lorian

Frances Faye, he w'orked W'ith Zabach Orch (9»; tninunnni $1.50-

Jerry Lester and finally his stint *2.

with Bishop indicates that he can
,

.

aid any comic. Bit with Saxon I
Terrace Grill has found some-

set Bishop off well and pace con- thing of an attraction in tlie George
tinned at a rate good for encores Arnold “Rhythm on Ice,’’ and the
and bows. ' •f'e troupe is being held over. For

Skylar has improved consider- the second session Arnold has
ably since his previous time come uyp with an entirely new
around. He’s taken on increased show.
charm and .sets himself w'ell xvith

!
Currently the layout shapes up

the audience in a migratory mike ' into a smooth 25 minutes, as rou-
stint in w'hich he welcomes the lining is improved and show is

ringsiders. Afterward he dishes snappily paced throughout. Line,
up a medley of his own tunes and too, which lagged in earlier show,
results bring encores. Skylar’s is has come around in good shape,
a strong item, both vocally and Florian Zabach, whose orch holds
personality wise. His gab is as the stand and also backs the show-,
ingratiating as his tunes and he handles emceeing in personable
walks off a hit. fashion.
The Paysee.s (Jimmy and Bev- Line opens show in modern

erly* also making their first major polka number in niftv costumes.
Broadw'ay stand, have arrwed in Arnold follows wilir round of
the category of standard ball- twirls to hit tunes from “South
roomers. They are a handsome. Pacific,’’ and Janice Moore solo
personable c()uple and their rou- gj^ows some tricks of the blades to
tinp win applause. Dim work ex-

, -just One of tho.se Things.’’ Karen
ener^tic

| Lane and Phil Richards come
routines bring them through with adagio acrobatic turn

* Wot-? 1 II
to Zabach’s “Jalousie.” Cubettes

Re.st of the show holds up well. 1
,

r
. haiiel in nerind

although costumes are showing ,

^ ® ® period

c:„«c r.r 1— ^ ri^u- uf! i ballroom gowns.

and the impressions he tosses off

as throwaways arc built for ribbing
rather than fidelity.

Opening is a bit with hou.se

sihger Don Saxon, who incidentally

signs of long usage. The Frenchy
)sphei
Jose.

In the second half Arnold andmotif provides a gay atmosphere. t> i! j i k #^ ^ ^
j

Richard.s zip through an acrobatic

boogie at top speed for hefty ap-

ViiiA Gardens, I 'hi
Chicago, Aug. 16.

plause. Number is only one held

over from first edition, and de-

servedly so. Ballet solo by Miss
I # ...Dusty Brooks, Perry Franks & La'ne follows as a change of pace

Jaiiyce, Lorraine Fortune, Mel and also nets a generous hand.
Cole Orch (4*. Pancho Band (4); Finale brings hack .\rnol(l and Miss
$3.50 niiuimuni. . Lane for a boogie session backed

' by the line.
Du.sty Brooks headlines new lay- Shortened running time of the

out here and has new material, current show tightens -routine con-

which fits neatly into this intime siderably and gives it an edge on
.spot. Comic registers with sliarp

,

previous production. Ice shows
inipresh of A1 Jolson singing apparently are ponular with the

“Mammy” and tops with satires on native.s. and is permitting the Grill

for to beat the usual summer dol-

drums. Quin.

AGVA Loan
Continued from page 33

table-hopping chantooseys
plenty yocks and applause.

Perry Franks and Janyce get
over nicely with lapstering. Franks’
rapid ca.stanet-like solo to “Begin
the Beguine” is unusual and pair’s
terping to “Cheek to Cheek’’ and '

“Tea for Two” registers strongly. „
Lorraine Fortune, lush song- that AGVA's financial diffKUilties

stress, uses wrong type of tunes must be resolved immediately if

for this room. Standards and the union is to survive,
.semi-classical in full dramatic reg- ( Two-day confab resulted in the

i.stcr seem too robust for the room, decision that several branch offices

fa.stor numbers sell belter. will be eliminated. It’s expected
Mel Cole orch backs the show that three will be closed ininiedi*

neatly and Rancho alternates for atelv, with more to follow,
rhumba addicts. Zabc.

, Dewey Barto. AGVA’s adniini.s-

zzaa.. 'ma* • i

tratlve Secretary, took a voluntary
1^ l9a\iN • lUiami

j

salary cut from $200 weekly to $75.

Miami Beach, Aug. 21.
; This is the second voluntary cut

MnZ.i’ Brandon, he’s taken, initially, the first

Jo’iiiiio
Oani.s’, AGVA convention voted a $300

broadens!'
» Gray wage for this assignment. At that

broadcast, no minimum or cover, time. Barto after hi.s appointment

ri,ore's a solid show on tap In
“

this year 'round spot, with the , wascomho of young cafe talent plus
' AGVA vas

the two hour gabber-giveaway ' ‘*A’.s to the extent---- •iwuA -Giveaway ja
airer from the stage by Barry Gray, $70,000 because of loans maoe

adding up to the best biz draw in
,

during its formative years. Debt

the area. w'as repaid about two years ago*

broadcast (headed for when the AGVA treasury was re-

WiH(-N 3 at month’s end for .an ' ported In excess of $2.50,000. H()W'
eight week stay) has sparked the ! ever, co.st of court trials resulting

was essenti- ? fi-oni the fight put up by Matt

contributedsions^ Resul7ht(^been^boff grost^
Jones of PhUadelpliia.

the oDpratlnn i^o a depleted treasury. "‘I"
to tbc

oiisFvs i.-s n ssiiiiii riiif> mnnirc ...isjvr* vwriis.i.a.w

to

pol-

es for the operation.
Stage show is a .soiid one. thanks major economic setback m i

Jackie Gre^'M, plus a good sup- union was the decline m emp‘w
• ting lineup. Green, who played ment in Uic AGVA jurisdiction.
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Dramatists Guild Considers 3 Moves

To Meet Outlawing of Basic Pact
The Dramatists Guild is con-

fidering three possible moves in

lU immediate and long-range plan

to meet the situation created by

the recent court decision outlaw-

ing its minimum basic agreement

^th the League of N. Y. Theatres.

Although the decree in the case

has not yet been entered, the

Guild has already worked out a

modified form production contract

for voluntary use by its members.

As explained in a letter sent to

Its membership last week by the

council, over the signature of Her-

bert Kubly, secretary, the Guild is

considering appealing the court

ruling, seeking an amendment to

the anti-trust laws to give “crea-

tive workers such as writers, com-
posers and artists” the exemptions

afforded to other workers, and
negotiation of a new basic agree-

ment eliminating the items re-

cently deemed illegal. It’s be-

lieved the organization will at-

tempt all three moves.

The letter concludes that the re-

cent court decision, though a

“bitter disappointment, is neither

conclusive nor final.” It promises

that it will comply with the law,

but that it “will strongly urge on
appeal or in other proceedings,

that its main purpose is to protect

its members and in particular the

unestablished author from unfair

dealings.”

Unanimous Member

Vote Needed for Party

Agents’ Show Choices

Assn, of Theatre Benefit Agents

has ruled that hereafter none of

Its members may book any show
not approved by unanimous vote

of the membership. Decisions on
show selections will be on the basis

of quality, it’s stated. That is one
of several amendments to the

group’s constitution adopted at the

last meeting.

The other principal change is

that theatre parties henceforth be
booked only with organizations

“serving a public need and a hu-
manitarian or educational cause.”

A revised code ot ethics, by which
the membership is to be bound,
was also adopted. A list of forth-

coming shows for which parties

will be sold will be announced
shortly.

Ivy Larric is president and Le-
nore Tobin first vice-president of

the outfit.

Irving Jacobs May Do
‘Clutterbuck’ on BVay

Denver, Aug. 23.

“Clutterbuck,” the Benn W.
Levy play to be tried out next
week at Elitch’s Gardens here, may '

be taken to Broadway this fall by
Irving Jacobs, who owns the rights.
He figures on using the same cast,
headed by Ruth Ford and Ruth
Matteson, with Norris Houghton
continuing as director. Various
producers have held the script, but
it has never been presented in
New York.

Jacobs produced “A Sound of
Hunting” on Broadway several
seasons ago.

Careful, Now
John M. Murtagh, New York

City c o m m i s s i o n e r of In-
vestigation, pronounces h i

s

name with the “g” silent, as If

the spelling were “Murtagh,”
However, he explains that he
really doesn’t care how it’s

pronounced.

In Broadway circles, partic-
ularly among ticket brokers
he’s been investigating, other
pronunciations are heard.

'Roberts Payoff Reaches $400,000

For lOOG Investment; 50G Reserve
Baikers of “Mister Roberts” will

on

Clurman Directing

Chicago ‘Salesman’

Chicago company of Arthur Mil-

ler’s “Death of a Salesman.” now
in rehearsal with Thomas Mitchell

as star in the Willy Loman part,

is being directed by Harold Clur-

nian. Latter is taking over for
Elia Kazan, who staged the Broad-
'vay and London productions, but
preferred not to repeat the stint.

That’s usual policy for him, since
be withdrew as stager of the sec-
ond company of “Streetcar Named
Desire” after putting on the orig-
inal.

Clurman will get a small roy-
alty for the assignment. The
coin will be an additional cost
for the show, since Kazan will re-
portedly receive of the gross
and 15% of the profits from this
edition, just as he is from the New
York and West End versions. Un-
®cr usual deals the director also
handles subsequent companies,
from which he draws royalties.

Kanin Gambling

On 'Born’ Losses
Garson Kanin, author-director of

“Born Yesterday,” has reportedly
!
agreed to underwrite the losses on

I

the comedy for the balance of the
summer, at the Henry Miller thea-

' tre, N. Y. With the east on vir-
tually minimum .salaries and the
production and theatre on a pool-
ing arrangement, the show is now
understood to operate at a cost of
about $6,000 a week.

Although Kanin has been
waiving his 10% author and 3%
director royalties for some time,
he’s apparently gambling on an up-

}

turn of business in the fall more
than paying off his losses during
the summer. At its $2.40 top, the i

play cannot get much gross, but

'

,
it’s figured that the slow start of i

' the new season should give it at

}

I least a month before any new i

comedy clicks arrive. During re-

1

cent weeks “Born” has been gross-

,

j

ing around $5,000, but receipts
jumped to about $6,1500 last week.

|

BALTO’S MD. THEATRE

I

SETS PACKAGE PLAYS
j

Baltimore, Aug. 23.

1
Maryland theatre, original home

j

of two-a-day vaude here and more
' recently utilized for indie legit

bookings and burlesque, will have
,

I

a season of package plays starting
Aug. 30. Miriam Hopkins and
Ralph I’orbes will open in “The
Heiress,” with Kay Francis in “Let

!
Us Be Gay,” “School for Brides,”

j

“The Respectful Prostitute” and I

' “High Button Shoes” following.

Plays will open Tuesday nights,
with matinees slated for Saturdays
and Sundays. A $2.50-$3 top will

prevail, w’ith no color line drawm *

for prospective patrons. Eddie i

Kaplan and Herbert Malter man-
aging.

You Take ‘Pot Luck’ In

Conn. Strawhat Idea

Unionville, Conn., Aug. 23.

Strawhat troupe knowm as

Group 20 Players, operating in lo-

cal Towm Hail, has added a Sun-

,

day night feature to its regular
six-day repertory sked. Sabbath
attraction is a single performance
of a play selected, cast, and di-

j

rected by any member of the

'

troupe who will volunteer for the

job.

I
Innovation on this summer’s

|

lineup is labelled “Pot Luck”
j

theatre, inasmuch as admission is

confined to canned goods, .small

change, or what have you, tossed

!
into a large copper pot dangling

from the ceiling.
j

Public Protests Force

Pittsburgh to Gander i

New Opera Co. Site

Pitt.sburgh, Aug. 23,

As a result of overwhelming I

flood of protests against condem-

1

nation of public property near
Highland Park for purpose of
building summer opera company i

its own $1,000,000 amphitheatre,
city has dropped that site and will
look around for another. Although

,

Mayor Lawrence, in tossing the|
job of recommending a location
back into the lap of the planning

'

commission, didn’t rule out High-
land Park definitely, the hot
potato has been permanently i

dropped.
I

Edgar J. Kaufmann Charitable

'

Trust’s offer of $500,000 toward
erecting a permanent home here
for outdoor shows, providing city

matched that amount, had previ-
ously been accepted by community
fathers, whereupon Mayor Law-
rence put the planning commission
to work finding a favorable site.

Concurring on Highland Park

'

eventually were the Allegheny
Conference, the Regional Planning I

Assn, and the County Traffic and i

Transit Commi.ssion. That im-
mediately set off a storm of pro-
test, not only by Robert B. King,
part of w hose estate would have i

been condemned, but also by hun-

'

dreds of residents in the immediate
vicinity.

j

They promptly took their case to

court, insisting that the right of
the city to seize private poroperty '

for such a purpose was illegal. It

was further claimed that the quiet
of a residential neighborhood

'

w'ould be destroyed by such a proj-
ect. Attorneys for the property
owners made it clear that they
would fight the case to the state
supreme court, a procedure which
might have con.smned months.

Project had also become some-
thing of a political football, and
it’s under.stood that city admini.s-
tration w'as concerned Ic.st all the
publicity and public indignation
• newspapers were full of letters

fiercely indignant about “high-
handed” action) would re.ict

against it at the polls in an election
year.

I

Summer shows have been pre-
sented for last four seasons at

Pitt stadium, hut Mayor Lawrence
expressed some douht whether the
U, of Pitt.sburgh would agree to its

continuance there. Proji'ct has
steadily operated at a deficit, made
up chiefly by Edgar Kaufmann,
department store biggie here.

If Stadium isn’t available next
year, shows may have to be
dropped until season of 1951, by
which time the amphilheatre
should be built. That is, provid-
ing the city doesn’t run into dif- '

ficulties again.

‘Shoes’ Payoff Finally

Made to Mary Hunter
Mary Hunter has finally been

paid the arbitration award she . ^ #

la.st year against Monte !

'^***^^”*' Additional earnings of

receive another $50,000 return

their Investment early in Septem-
ber, bringing the total payoff to

$400,000 so far on their $100,000 in-

won la.st year against
Proser and Joseph Kipness, pro-
ducers of “High Button Shoes.”
After various delays, mostly based
on legal technicalities, a payment
of $42,000 was made last week. Ad-
ditional coin will be due as the
musical, currently on tour, con-
tinues to draw grosses.

Award given Miss Hunter by an
arbitration panel was on the basis
of breach of her contract to direct
“Shoes” at a royalty of ^4% of the
gross of the Broadway and ail ad-
ditional companies. Producers ap-
pealed the award and stalled pay-
ment for about a year by demand-
ing clarification of legal points.
They were repre.sented by at-

torneys for the Shuberts, who have
a .substantial financial interest in

the show.

Murtagh Asks 8

More Revokings
Recommendations for the re-

vocation of eight more ticket

brokers have been made by New
York City investigation commis-

'

sioner John Murtagh in his probe
of theatre ticket-scalping. 'Those
cited include Alexander, Henry’s.
Julius Platt, Johnny’s, Fred J.

Saur, Hickey’s, Manhattan and
George Ziegler. Manhattan, op-
erated by Jack Rubin, has been
contesting the commi.ssioner’s
right to examine his bank accounts
and personal records.

With the surrender of its license
last week by the Jeff-Todd agency,
the number of brokers who have
been disenfranchised has
reached 22.

more than $50,000 are represented

in cash reserve and union bonds.

Besides regaining the $100,000

cost of the original production, at

the Alvin, N, Y.. the Thomas Heg-

gen-Joshua Logan comedy-drama
has gotten back the $60,000 outlay

for the second company. Latter

was financed'with profits from the

Broadway edition. The original,

which bounced back to virtual ca-

pacity last week at the Alvin, is

apparently good for at least the
balance of the 1949-50 season there.

The second company, which winds
up a 54-week run Sept. 17 at the
Erlanger, Chicago, will then tour.

The idea of producer Leland Hay-
ward some time ago was to do the
film version of the play himself,
probably in the east. However, noth-
ing has been heard of that lately,

.so plans may have been changed.
That may be known when Hayward
returns Sept. 6 from his European
honeymoon-vacation. There may
also be word then about a possible

London production.

now

New Haven’s Sked
New Haven, Aug. 23.

Road troupe of “Finian’s Rain-
’ is in town this week polish-

ing rehearsals for opening of fall

iour, starting here at Shubert with
• one-week stand Aug. 29-Sept. 3.

Couple of last-minute cancella-
ons, together with an unsuccess-

jui attempt to bring Cornel Wilde
Jere with “Western Wind,” indi-

,

plank space following the

C until the breakin of

town Sept.

‘Traitor’ Pitt Opener
Pittsburgh, Aug. 23.

“The Traitor.” Herman Wouk’s

melodrama, which starred Lee

Tracy on Broadway last spring and

was a failure despite excellent no-

tices. has been picked by Director

Fred Burleigh to launch the 16th

season at the Pittsburgh Playhouse.

It’ll open a three-week run Oct. 1.

At same time. Playhouse an-

nounced that its first touring at-

traction for 1949-50 would be Re-

member Me,” the original comedy

by Dorothy Daniel, which was the

i
final show of the past sea.son.

'Sugar Hill’ Delays

Skedded Chi Start

Hollywood, Aug. 23.

Paul Schriebman and Alvin
Baranov have delayed their plans
temporarily to open Labor Day
with their all-colored musical,

“Sugar Hill,” at the (Jrcat North-
ern, Chicago. Instead, show will

hold at the Las Palmas here, where
it is doing capacity business after

getting olf to a lame start.

Change in plans resulted from
the steadily Increasing popularity

of the show, which was written by
Flournoy Miller and James P.

John.son. When “Sugar Hill”

opened, local critics took a dim
view of its rhymed dialog and its

general failure to realize produc-

tion possibilities. Ver.ses have now
been eliminated and production

numbers have been re-staged.

NEW STAGES BD. TO

MEET ON 1849-50
Board of directors of New

Stages will meet soon after La!)or
Day to map plans for tlie coming
season. So far. the group s pro-
gram for 1949-50 has been in abey-
ance, following the costly 1948-49
season.

Winston O’Keefe, managing di-

rector, has been unable to find an
available house to replace the New
Stages theatre, the Greenwich Vil-

iage spot the organization used its

first two years. Latter’s limited
capacity makes it practically impos-
sible to clear a profit there, S(» a

large house is sought outside the
Times Square area, where full

union .scales apply.

Chief problem facing New
Stages for the coming sea.son is

financing. Group’s treasury was
depleted by its failures last season
and an attempt may be made to

get outside backing this .semester.

In addition. New Stages hopes to

expand its subscription^ setup and
thus acquire a steady production
fund and have a regular audience.

Although New Stages has sev-

eral plays on hand for po.ssible

presentation this season, nothing is

set. and the group would like to

find a suitable new script.

Wildberg Closes Deal

With Jack Hylton For

London Melville Show
London, Aug. 23.

John Wildberg has closed deal

with Jack Hylton, who staged hi.s

Broadway hit, “Anna Lucasta,” at

His Majesty’s theatre last year, to

produce a new show in London
based on Herman Melville’s book,
titled “Billy Budd.” Show has an
F'nglish sea yarn hacki'round. and
will have an all-male cast of 19.

Norris Houghton is coming from
America to stage, with rehearsals

to start around Sept. 15. and open-
ing, probably at Piccadilly theatre,

sometime in October.
Wildberg’s other s'low is conu’dy

bv E. P. Conkle titled “Keep Your
Head.” w’ilh local show pnulucer
Charles llifknnn to direct. No
deal has as yet been culminated,
but it’s likely to be in conjunction
w'ith Hylton or Li unit & Dun fee.

As soon as shows arc pro(’ 'ced in
I England, they will be produced in

America, with Wildli''rg taking
Hickman to .st.'^ge latter show there.

Hylton’s “.Ann Veronica. ” at

Piccadilly, which .•'fter a slow start

has built into a hit, is Pk«‘ly to be
acquired by V.'ildberf. who intends
to turn it into a big musical, and
is already dickering with localite

Freddie Bretherton to write the
music.

Edward A. Blatt is looking for

a femme film star, aged 45 to 50.

or lead role in “The Gold in Her
Hair,” comedy by Don Appel,
which he plans producing on
Broadway this fa". Rehearsals are

set for first week in September.

Kettcrinjf’s Post, Exec
Sec of Chi Variety (-liib

Chicago, Aug. 23.

When Ralph T. Kettering, w.k.
Chicago showman, playwright and
newspaperman, assumes the post
of exec .sec of the Variety Club of
Illinois next week, it will mean
filling a post the local Tent has
long been searching for. As Irving
Mandel, chief barker, states, "We
wanted to make sure." Jonas Perl-

berg will continue as chief aide to

Kettering in the physical operation
and management of the clubrooms.

As a dramatist he wrote and had
successfully produced 14 stage
plays and more than 100 vaudeville
sketches. As an author he wrote
“My Days In the Theatre” and is

at present writing his autobiog-
raphy, “Curtain Going Up.” He is

author of a plan to establish a Na-
tional Theatre through Congress.

London ‘Story’ Awaits

Theatre Availability

The Jack Buchamn London pro-

duction of “Detective Story” will

be offered this November or March
of next year. Date depends on the
availability of the Prince of W'ales

or anotlier theatre of simitar stand-

ing. Sidney Kingsley will repeat
his directorial chore for the West
Etui production as w'dl as super-
vising the Chicago company. The
Windy City production is sched-
uled to go into rehearsal Sept, 7
or 15, but to date no stir has been
found for the leading role. Roles
for the London nrescntalion have
not yet been cast.

Buchanan arrived in New York
Thursday (18i from London for a
one-day tete-a-tete with Kingsley,
leaving for home )the next day
aboard the Queen EF'’‘»b'‘th. the
.same boat that brought him here.
Buchanan is scheduled to open in
Liverpool Sept. 12 in Man Mel-
ville’s "Castle in the Air.” Show
is set for a six-week tour of the
nrovinces before o—mg in Lon-
don.

Snatch $700 Payroll
Columbus. O.. Aug. 23.

Two men snatched a nurse con-
taining nearly $700 from Mrs.
Josie Pfeiffer, wife of the manage*
of “The Drurk.ird.” in dow'ntown
Columbus, last Friday •19). taking
pavroll of the troupe, which closed
a five-week stand Thursday nigh’
(18) at the Club Gloria.
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Cornel W3de-‘Winds Cracb Mark

At Westport $11800; Other Strawhats
Westport, Conn.. Aug. 23.

Cornel Wilde, in a new three-

character comedy, “Western
Winds,” by Charlotte Francis,

broke the strawhat record here

with $11,800 in this 760-capacity

summer playhouse at $3.60 top.

Previous record was set by Ruth
Gordon a couple of weeks back

with “A Month in the Country,"

Emlyn Williams’ new adaptation

of the Russian play by Turgenev.
Wilde’s “Winds” is not likely

for Broadway because of his film

commitments. His wife, Patricia

Knight and John Baragrey, com-
pleted the cast. All just recently

returned from Switzerland where
they filmed “It Happened On Skis”

lor Lazar Wechsler. Wilde did

“Winds” first at Dennis. Mass., and
winds up his three-week strawhat

tour at Marblehead, Mass,
Steady business has persuaded

Lawrence Langner, 'Armina Mar-
shall and John C. Wilson to add
an extra week to local season
beginning Sept. 12. with additional
bookings possible beyond that.

Theatre Guild will use week of

Sept. 12 to try out William Inge’s
“Come Back Little Sheba,” with
Shirl&y Booth.

‘Design’ 9G, D. C.

Washington, Aug. 23.

General upsweep of town’s b.o.

had a helpful effect on Meridian
Hill. Despite threat of rain several
niglits. outdoor strawhatler came
off with its best week to date.

Vicki Cummings in “Design for

Living” turned in a smart $9,000
for seven performances, with house
scaled from $3.60.
Tom Ewell, in “The Male Ani-

mal,” current this week, looks
good. Following for one week
starting Aug. 29 is John Coleman
in “Voice of the Turtle.”

to Florida for winter outdoor sea-

I

son.
Initial season began here July 1.

continues through Sept. 17 for a
total of 11 bills, all starring Wilbur

I Evans and Susanna Foster. Last
week’s gross with “Rose Marie”
took upward climb to $8,000 with
cooling breezes and more familiar
fare. “Bitter Sweet” proved too
esoteric for local patrons. Miss
Foster back again in lineup after

week’s respite because of cold.

“Sweethearts” opens tonight with
Johnny Call in Bobby Clark part,

Evans is .staging with Bob Zeller
I conducting. Advance healthy. Aud-
rey Guard and Phyllis Wilcox pro-
moted from chorus to principal
roles. Ann Richards, Edith Schuler
and John Kerch added to company.

‘3 Men’ Big at Bucks County

I

New' Hope, Pa., Aug. 23.
I “Three Men On A Horse” with-
out names proved good draw at

Bucks County Playhouse last week.
Henry Jones, Sara Seegar, Teddy

Hart and Joe Downing were fea-

tured in Abbott-Holm farce, which
turned out to be capacity attrac-

tion for all performances except
Monday eve. and Sat. matinee.
This week Viola Roache returned

I

to New Hope to star in “The Sw'an.”

!

Frances Reid, Dorothy Sands, Karl
i Weber. Anthony Kemble - Cooper
:

featured in supporting cast. Paul
Morrison staged. Return of cool

weather has hypoed advance for

remaining four bills.

' Ian Keith, Philip Tonge. Jenni-
fer How'ard are in for “Winslow
Boy” rehearsals under Bob Cald-
well’s direction.

Keyser Improyes
Condition of Irving Keyser,

treasurer of the Alvin theatre,

N. Y., is much improved this week.
According to physicians at the
Neurological Institute, N. Y., where
he has been a patient for several
months, he has regained the use
of his hands and arms, and sensa-

tion in his upper body. On Mon-
day (22) he was said to have com-
plained of pains in his legs, which
have been completely paralyzed
since he was taken ill.

B.o. man’s life was thought to be
in the balance only two weeks ago,

but his doctors now hope he may
be able to leave the hospital on
his feet in a couple of more months
if ills last week’s recovery con-
tinues.

‘Charm’ $6,500

Olncy, Md.. Aug. 23.

Despite critical and audience ac-
claim, Dean Harens in revival of
John Kirkpatrick’s “C h a r m,”
chalked up a modest $6,500 at

Olney theatre last week. Slacked
next to takes of other weeks, this

is unimpressive.
Play opened with no name lure,

and, as a result, almost no advance.
De.spite this, plus weakest opening
night of .season, play built, by dint
of cricks’ raves and word of mouth
kudos, to a Saturday night sellout
and a gross which put it in the
black.

Vicki Cummings and John
Loder. current in “Love or Money,”
look hefty.

Gas Strike Hits Chi Hayloft
Chicago, Aug. 23.

Chevy Chase summer theatre
has been handicapped by the cur-

rent gas truckers strike that has ;

forced gas stations to close down 1

,
for lack of supply. Strawhatler

I
is 28 miles out of Chi and main

I
biz comes from Chicago itself. Last .

; w eek’s play was Buddy Ebsen in
\

I

“The Man From Home.”
I

I Meanwhile, advance on “Card-
' board Lover.” with Tom Drake and.|

Haila Stoddard, which opened :

Tuesday (23>, was near sellout, with '

actual attendance still dependent
! on the gas situation.

Tallulah $15,000 Tops
Princeton. N. J., Aug. 23.

Tallulah Bankhead in “Private
Lives” was top moneymaker at the
McCarter theatre here this past
season. Grossing $15,000, Miss
Bankhead was $6,000 ahead of her
nearest contender. Sarah Churchill
and Jeffrey Lynn in “The Philadel-
phia Story” which did $9,000. A
gross of $8,500 was racked up by
Lizabeth Scott in “Anna Lucasta”
and “The Barretts of Wimpole
Street.” with Susan Peters, totalled

$8 ,000 .

Francis—‘Gay’ $8,500

Fayetteville, N. Y. Aug. 23.

Kay Francis in “Let Us Be Gay”
took in an estimated $8,500 at the
Famous Artists Country playliouse
here last week.
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls,” with

Sylvia Sidney, is current.

Hartmans’ $6,800

Saratoga, Aug. 23.

The Spa theatre’s second highe.st
gross of the season was racked up
last week by Paul and Grace Hart-
man in the new musical revue, “Up
To Now.” The 580-seat theatre
took in $6,800 for eight perform-
ances at a $3 top. Topper was the
$7,200 brought in by Sarah Chur-
chill in “The Philadelphia Story.”
Kay Francis in “Let Us Be Gay”
pulled close to $6,400 and “Bur-
lesque,” with Bert Lahr, did
$5..500.
John Huntington, manager of the

Spa theatre, claims receipts for
1949 are 20*’ c higher than last year
when he presented three tryouts.
Current offering is “The Voice of

the Turtle,” with Louisa Horton.

T^rell Eyes Indoor Spot
Lambertville, N. J., .\ug. 23.

Bonanza success of tent-aren.i

style oporetta presentations at Mu-
sic Circus has promoter St. John
Terrell prespecting for sites to

move to in cold-weather months.
Likely he may truck his extensive
equipment, which includes three-

pole tent, 850 canvas chairs,

bleachers and lighting equipment

‘Goodbye’ Tours for Minn. U.
Minneapolis, Aug. 23.

j
U. of Minnesota theatre has

' chosen “But Not Goodbye,” its

: summer season’s final offering, as
' the play which it will tour this fall

I

(Continued on page 60)

^ Surefire 6.0. Names Sole

I

Insurance, Sez Kennedy;

I

Defends Princeton Fees
Princeton. N. J., Aug. 23.

Editor, Variety:

In your Aug. 17 issue you quote
Lewis Harmon of Chapel Play-

house, Guilford, Conn., as saying.

“It’s difficult to convince stars and
their agents that although a Prince-

ton house seating 1,800 can pay
$2,500 or more, 400-500-seat houses

; are limited and cannot pay fan-

itastically high salaries plus per-

centages.”
This is a fair point and I don’t

blame Harmon for making it, but

here is the other side of the prol>-

1cm:
We closed Saturday (20) after

our ninth week because we are un-

;

able to book any stars or attrac-

tions that we feel are strong
enough to combat the heat in '»

non air-conditioned theatre. Our
first five weeks when we had very
expensive stars (Tallulah Bank-
head at $5,000; Lizabeth Scott at

$2,000; the combination of 'Sarah
Churchill and Jeffrey Lynn; Susan
Peters in “The Barretts of Wim-
pole Street,” etc.) racked up a net
profit of over $8,000.
When one or two coast deals for

later in the season fell through

—

Walter Pidgeon, for instance, had
agreed to do “No More Ladies”
for us but his departure time for
Europe on the "Miniver” sequel
was moved forward by Metro so
he was unable to—we had to fall

back on lesser and less expensive
names. For three con.secutive
weeks then we lost money and al-
though the season will close with
a definite and quite considerable
profit, we are sure the profit would
be completely dissipated if we con-
tinued without the surefire box-
office names.
The problem at Princeton is that

in an all union setup (stagehands,
(Continued on page 60)

Skinner May Revive

‘Charm’ on B’way

After Hayloft Gick
Richard Skinner, Olney (Md.)

strawhat theatre operator, w'as in

N. Y, last Friday (19) contacting
theatre owners for a house, on pos-
sibility of bringing John A. Kirk-
patrick’s “Charm” to Broadway in

the fall. Comedy in its original

version, titled “Book of Charm.”
was done on Broadway in 1925,

with Rachel Crothers producing
and directing. Last week, with a

new third act by Harry Ellerbe,

who directed, and made into a

period costume comedy set back
to 1912, play got a rousing recep-
tion when done at Olney, with
Wa.shington critics going all out for

the show, prompting idea of re-

viving it in N, Y. Evelyn Freyman,
who is co-producer with Skinner
at Olney, would co-present comedy
with him in N. Y.

Skinner would be repeating a

process he used when he was co-

manager with Day Tuttle at We.st-

chester Playhouse, Mt. Ki.sco, N. Y,

In 1940 they presented a revival

of “Charley’s Aunt.” with Jose
Ferrer, and show- was so well re-

ceived that they were encouraged
to bring it to Broadway, where it

ran a season. Skinner and Tuttle
also presented “Book of Charm” at

Mt. Kisco in 1936, with Harry
Ellerbe, Mildred Natw'ick and Mil-
dred Dunnock. Comedy was also

done at Ogunquit this summer,
where it was well received. Dean
Harens played the lead at Olney
last week.

Inside Stuff-Legit
Contradicting what St. Paul considers a libel on its fair name—

it’s “not a good show town”—Paul Light. St. Paul Pioneer Press cni
umnist, called attention to the response to the ATS-Theatre Guild an
nual subscription season. Light wrote that Ed Furni, manager of th
municipal auditorium, housing the roadshow's, gave him figures “tn
refute” the "poor show town” charge. Furni revealed to Light thS
St. Paul has averaged more subscriptions per capita during recenf
years than any of the 21 cities having the ATS subscription season®
Furni also pointed out to Light that 95% of the 21 cities are larger than
St. Paul.

In this connection, the St. Paul ATS subscribers have considerably
outnumbered those of Minneapolis, but the attractions always chalk un
substantially larger grosses in the latter city than in St. Paul Of
course, however, Minneapolis has much the larger population.

*

Phrasing of the announcement that due to the illness of the star
Lee J. Cobb, his part would be played by the understudy, Robert Simon'
brought the refund of $490 in admissions at last Wednesday’s (17) mat-
inee of “Death of a Salesman,” at the Morosco. N. Y, Instead of merely
announcing the replacement, the management specifically mentioned
that anyone desiring refunds or exchange of tickets for later date could
get them. At that and ‘the following night’s performances, when only
the cast change, not the refund or exchange offer, was mentioned the
few' refunds were immediately picked up by prospective patrons wait-
ing in the lobby for that purpose.

“Lost In the Stars,” the new title for “Cry the Beloved Country*
the forthcoming Maxw'ell Anderson and Kurt Weill musical play
taken from a song written by the team about four years ago. According
to Weill, the new label fits in perfectly with the story line of the orig-
inal Alan Paton novel, from which the play has been adapted. The
tune will also be featured in the show-. Copyrighted by Crawford
Music Publishers in 1946, the number was recorded for Decca Records
by Walter Huston as the flipover for his rendition of “September
Song” from “Knickerbocker Holiday.”

Anne of a Thousand Days
(SHUBERT, N. Y.)

Maxwell Anderson’s trenchant
drama of Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn was back on Broadway Mon-
day (22) after an eight-week sum-
mer hiatus, its rich humors and
vivid poetry undimmed by the re-
cess. This tortured tale of two
strong-willed creatures is still a
.striking piece of playwriting, its

appeal as fresh as W'hen it opened.
The dialog sparkles with crisp bite
when it doesn’t soothe with gentle
poetry, and paired by two super-
lative performances from the play’s
leading characters, makes a rich
evening in the theatre.

Rex Harrison’s swaggering, lusty
portrayal of the vain, shrewd Henry
is matched by Joyce Redman’s fiery
performance of the impetuous,
hard-w illed Anne. Most of the sup-
poi ting cast is the .same, each giv-
ing a sure account. Charles Fran-
eis, as Boleyn; Allan Stevenson, as
Henry Norris; John Williams as
Noifolk; Robert Duke as Percy;
Viola Keats as Elizabeth Bolevn;
Ku.s.sell Gaige as Sir Thomas More;
Wendell K. Phillips as Thomas
Cromwell, and* Harry Irvine as
Bishop Fisher, fill supporting roles
especially well.

Of the replacements. Frederic
Worlock is an excellent Cardinal
Wolsey in the place of Percy Wa-
ram, with his playing a trifle
broader and more blunt, but no le.ss
elTeetive. Janet Ward, a new Mary
Boleyn. replacing Loui.se Platt, is
soft and warm, while Margaret
Garland, as Jane Seymour, for-
merly played by Monica Lang, is
brightly brittle and fetching.
“Anne” is still one of the Stem’s

brighter rtiarms. lirou.

Readings tor leer’s Play
Carol 'Lord and Samuel Lyons

are holding readings of Ken
Parker’s whodunit. '‘There’s Al-
ways Murder.” for potential back-
ers. Budget of $60,000 is needed
The play was given a strawhat try-
out la.st week at Dixfield, Me.

Author is a skater in “Howdy
Mr Ice of 1950,” at the Center'
N. Y.

'-cmer.

Producer-agent Leland Hayward,
who’s been sh"ttling between Paris

and London recently, is due back
Sept. 6, apparently without having
acquired any show imports for

Broadway . . . Russel Crouse was
in town last week from his summer
place at Annisquam, Mass., for

confabs with co-author Howard
Lindsay about casting “Life with ,

Mother” for the coming tour . .
.

j

The Alexander Clarks (Frances
Tannehill) back in New York after
strawhat thesping in New England.
, . . Elliott Nugent to the Coast
after staging - starring in “The
Fundamental George” last week at
Cohasset, Mass.

Cy Feuer, co - producer of
“Where’s Charley?”, planes to the
Coast tomorrow (Thur.) for another
week of confabs with his partner.
Ernest Martin, composer Frank
Loesser and librettist Jo Swerling
on their forthcoming musical,
“Guys and Dolls” . . . After con-
fabbing with Tennessee Williams
in Capri and spending some time
in Rome. Irene Selznick has gone
to London for the opening of
“Streetcar Named Desire” this
w'eek . . . Michael Myerberg, who
la.st week lea.sed his Mansfield
theatre. N. Y., to DuMont tele-
vision. w'ill manage Roger Stevens’
revival of “Twelfth Night.” open-
ing Oct. 3 at the Empire, N. Y,
Stevens, a Detroit business man,
is understood using mostly his own
money for the production Wil-
liam L. Taub, on the Coast, has
announced the signing of Ann
Dvorak for the lead in his “People
Like Us” production.

All profits from the Laughing
Stock (C:o. production of “Came the
Dawn.” new musical opening at
the Master Institute, N. Y. Sept. 8.
will go to the Damon Runyon Me-
morial Fund for Cancer Research.
Robert A. Bernstein, Richard R.
Hyman and Seth A. Rubinstein
collaborated on the work . .

“Originals Only,” composed of
non-Equity actors, was formed last
week in N. Y. as a showcase for
new plays and new talent.

With H. r. Potter, the original
stager of the show, traveling in
Europe, co-star Rex Harrison di-
rected the tuneup rehearsal of
“Anne of the Thou.sand Days” for
Its reopening Monday night (22)
at the Sbubert. N. Y. . . . Henri
Caubisens is stage manager and
Williams Chambers his assistant
for “Madwoman of Chaillot.” which
resumed Monday at the Rovale.
N. Y. . , . One-m.an show of Donald
Oenslager’s sketches, models and
•settings for plays, musicals and
ballets will be given Sept. 26.-Oct.
16 by the Kerargil Galleries. N. Y.

^ Crawford has optioned
1 he C’losing Door,” melodrama

by legit-film actor Alexander Knox.
Her “Regina,” musical production
of Lillian Heilman’s “Little Foxes.”
i.s .scheduled for Oct. 31 opening at
the 46th Street. N. Y.

j

Lee Shubert, returning last week
,

from Europe, announced the ac-
quisition of the London hits

‘‘^JfP^b.e Laureola.” with Dame
Edith Evans, and “On Monday
Next, which he’ll present on
Broadw'ay. He also confirmed that
he 11 partner with Arthur Les.ser
in the New York presentation of
Ballets de Paree” . . . The Thea-

tre Guild is dickering for another
West End click, “Love in Albania,”

Hermione Gingold May

Do ‘Sweet’ Revue in N,Y.;

Here for Porter Show
Hermione Gingold. Briti.sh musi-

cal star, may do one of the “Sweet
and Low” revues on Broadway
this winter that she played in Lon-
don in recent seasons. Comedi-
enne arrived in New York last

week with all the material in her
possession from the three musical
clicks. “Sweet and Low,” “Sw'eeter
and Lower,” and “Sweetest and
Lowe.st.”

The star came to the U.*S. to be
in readiness for rehearsals of the

new Cole Porter show, “Heaven
and Earth,” which Lemuel Ayers
and Saint Subber will present, with

book by Dwight Taylor and staging

by John C, Wilson. However, the

start of rehearsals has been de-

layed for script revisions, so Miss
Gingold may do another show
rather than wait around.
The Theatre GuiUi, among sev-

eral other managements, had con-

sidered starring Miss Gingold in a

Broadway revue with material from
the three “Sweet” editions, but

nothing ever came of it. The re-

vues are figured to have enough
material suitable for American au-

I

diences, particularly since they

were popular among Yank service-

men in London during the war.

Miss Gingold was a special favorite

with G1 audience then, too.

Colton as Temporary
Successor to Fleisher

No one has been chosen to suc-

ceed the late Sidney R. Fleisher as

attorney for the Authors League of

America and negotiator of film

sales of le'Mt pla.>s. Handling both

assignments tempprarily is Edward
E. Colton. Fleisher’s law partner,

who has worked on League and

Dramatists Guild matters with him

for the last 21 years.

Fleisher died Aug. 10 after an

extended illness.

in which Hie principal character

is a tough 0. S. Army sergeant . . •

And various managements are

after Christopher Fry’s comedy-in-

verse, “The Lady’s Not for Burn-

ing.” in which John Gielgud and

Pamela Brown are co-starred in

London.
l5tama critics Peggy Doyle, of

the Boston American, and H«l^
Eager, of the Traveler, in N- *•

this week to catch the Broadway
shows . . . Peter Glenville, who had

intended returning to England for

a visit before directing rehearsals

of “Double Bill” for Maurice

Evans, has been too bu.sy with cast'

i ing, so he’s remaining »ntil after

the Terence Rattigan plays open

on Broadway . . .
Actres.s

Hagen, who advertised an otter oi

free tickets to “South Pacific.^^

I “Miss Liberty,” “Detective Story

' and “Streetcar Named Desire a*

added inducement for “an adorable

apartment in the Village.’ ab®

even mentioned the proposition

over the air during guest radio

appearances, finally landed a Wasn-

ington Square place she liked, Dm
via conventional means.
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Total Legit Grosses
j

The following are the comparative fgures, haxed on Variety’*

hoxoffice estimates for lost u?eek ah? 12th week of the seasoyi)

end the corresponding week of last season:

This Last
BROADWAY Season Season

Number of shows current 13 14

Total weeks played so far by all shows ... 182 236

Total gross for all current shows last week $380,500 $374,200

Total season’s gross so far by all shows . $4,649,100 $5,074,600

Number of new productions so far 2 2

ROAD
(Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring shows reported 7 13

Total weeks played so far by all shows ... 115 163

Total road gross reported last week . . . . $177,800 $292,100

Season’s total road gross so Tar $3,034,700 $3,779,000

Strawhat Reviews
Good HoilKt'klH^pilll^ I sudden realization by all concerned

Dennis, Mass., Aug. 16.
,

‘hey ve been silly, brings the

Richard Aldrich-Theatre Guild produc- CUllain down on a happy family.

Hon by William McCleery. Stars Helen ' Despite the W l yly humorous
Uuyci* Dir©c*t^ci by Oonnln Ricbdrcisoni inn

Eugene Fitsch. At Cape Playhouse. tnaracieiizaiion

R.nnis. Mass.. Aug. IS. '49. given to George, the play never
Marian Burnett Helen Hayes adds up, one fundamental Georgian

ch?mVne““Burnett Mar^ViaTonS monolog after another leading into

Mward West Jack Manning a narrative boobytrap. In all this,

Katy Burnett Mary MaeArlhur only Elliott Nugent COmes OUt on

?im o-N?ii "viau BrS ‘oP- He makes every line and every

e
rs. Benson Katherine Raht piece of business score heavily,
rum .Majorette Shirley standiee turning George into one of the

^ ^ u * more telling characters to appear
PleasarU strawhat (|alliance but some time. The explanation of

thin for Broadw'ay is William Me- Qpoj-gp paved his farm is a
Cleery s new Pjay. "hich gvm to begin with, and Nugent
on the tale first developed in his rnj,kes it memorable. The others in
‘‘Parlor S^ry of two seasons ago. competent enough, are too
Without Helen Hayes, who seems

^y authors to
suMued by the role ®fter her cav- register, but Lee Nugent gives her
orting in Happy Birthday, father a nice assi.st as the secretary,
would be little drawing power here, there are okay performances
Even the .star s own moments of

j jjy poris Dalton, Richard Derr,
animation are few. ' Alexander Clark and Robert Ober.

I
H was nicely produced by the

The first play dealt with rise of an gouth Shore Playhou.se, and Nu-
intellectual to the heights of col-

gg director, got as much out
lege presidency. Here the proxy ^ anybody could. Elie.
climbs another step tow'ards the

,

Play Out of Town 4 More Shows Jump to Capacity

governorship of the state through
his wife’s push, and all to the dis- " llflrill

may of the wily politicians, Walter Olncy. Md.. Aug. 16.
Abel was the former president; Richard SWinner and Evelyn Freyman
Kent Smith, carrying on, turns in ,

production of comedy in three acts byAoni oiiiiin. irtiiyiMR w
,

j Kirkpatrick. Stars Dean Harens:
a torlhlight job as the WOUltl De

, f^-atui-pg Paula Trueman. June Dayton.
governor. Marv MacArthur, again staged by Harry Ellerhe: settings, S. Syr-

appearing wHh her ma Miss Haye^
“I.• Bev,„,

in the strawhat circuits, is more Mrs. ilarper Faula Trueman
decorative than important, the role Joe Pond Dean Harens

making virtually no demands
ff.’ S:y'''H.rp,r

her. Mr. Lester Joseph Hardy
Jack Manning, as the newspaper- Rudolph Klein w iiiiam h. Putch

man «ho steers the unwitting . ^ ^

scholar toward what appears to do Mts. Patton Mary Haynsworth

a victory over the state's boss, Mr. Paxton Porter Van Zandt

adds a much-needed brightness to Ke .

*
.Mar^^n EK

a generallv dull affair. Eugene vioiet Adnia Rice

Fitsch’s SeUing is excellent, and Claude VVoodruff S. Morgan

Donald Richard.son s direction em-
phasizes Miss Hayes personality,

j
^ theatrical hunch took shape

plenty of work pocketed an old and scarcely
If anything but a silo solo Is plan- remembered farce, an able but un-
ned. Brighter lines, less sopno- gy^g juvenile, and a briskly com-
moric humor, fewer corny antics pp^ent but little known ca.st, into
and more real action would help. season’s sleeper at Olney the-

uame,
j
g^pp p^j.^ week.

*

I

With the bam outfit solidly in

Xh^ Vundanidlial 1

‘be black, producers Richard Skin-

^ ner and Evelyn Freyman felt they

j

could afford to gamble on the local

Coha.sset. Aug. 15. success of Dean Harens. resident

Dame.

The Fundamealal

Coha.sset. Aug. 15.

South Shore Playhouse production of juvenile, who had practically ob-
comedy in three acts by Max W.’ylie and tho hnhhv^nv annp;il nf
John C. Gibbs. Stars Elliott Nugent. Di- SCUltfl the DOD^NSOX app^ 01

reeled by Nugent: set. Victor Pagganuzzl. scrccn St,ll Guy MadlSOn with hiS
At South Shore Playhouse, Cohasset. bell-ringing support in “John Loves

I.,C N.«,n> Mm-V." Anyhow. Ihe nut would be
Mrs. Angel Helen Bonfils SO small that the financial risk was
John Hyde Richard Derr almost nil—SO .fohn Kirkpatrick’s

jSmie’iK^r -school for charm.- a mild success
Gladys Hunter Jane Earl on Broadway circa 1923. was resur-
Fltfgerald Ingersoll ... Alexander (Mark ppetpd rolitled. and moved back
George Hunter Elliott Nu.cent .

. firvt HoeoHo nf thp 2nth
Twinkle Ingersoll Dennie Moore into the nisi (iCCaOe Of me ZUXn
Hugo Brenner Robert Ober century. Critical and audience re-

action rocked the wooden rafters of
An occasionally funny but hone- the country theatre all week, with

lessly undi.sciplined affair. “The repercussions that may result In

Fundamental George” doesn’t stand moving the whole thing, cast, story’,

a chance in it.s present format, et al.. to Broadway next fall,

rounded into shape, however, il
,

Original Broadway Rachel Cro-
could contend on Broadway and thers’ production starred Eli’zabeth

Hiake a neat film, too. Patterson in
_

the mother’s role.

The authors go wTong In having
, With Harens in mind, the role of

neglected to create any characters j(»e. hero of the story, is built up.

*ave George himself and any sit- Either one is a comic plum from
nations w'orth putting him in. Even ^ which Harens. as a small town soda
those they do devise for him poop t jerkcr. and Paula Trueman, as the
out one after the other, leaving but mother of his girl, gets the last bit

* residue of droll monologs. But of flavor. It’s slapstick farce at its

George him.self is a bright insnira- simplest and most innocent, and. at

tion. A soap opera writer, he lives times, corniest, but never have
on a Connecticut farm which, in a audiences howled with such unre-
majestic ge.sture of defiance to na- pressed bellylaughs in the success-
ture. he has paved over with 18 ful history of this strawhatter. Its

acres of cement. very lack of pretension and depth
His wife, from whom George lends it charm and whimsy, and

has been growing farther an(l far- makes it the rollicking fun it turns

(her away, interprets this a.s a sign out to be. j 4 u js
whimsical George has lost his I

Story revolves around the di-

mind comnletelv. As the play opens lemma of Joe 1 ond. who sees his

‘'he has already imported a psy- girl being wrested from him by the

<^hiatris( in the guise of a house “charm” of a city slicker

Kiiest (for George, representing the city friends. ‘ p. i

mind -alone sehool. Harper, played by
to

fe'rj”'’."” rti.dy hor husband. >vif.'.
.

"me 'S
The ensuink ewnis suRRest n cross her hrokenhe.srtMl
bMueen the Th..rher.eso„e haltie swain that ifs

f,

^e" '";''
m the sexes .-ind the Elwobd P fo»' liGr. and nothing will sway ner

borderline sanitv. V ’’manMr ^ thunderstorm, a de- walks a book
"adJPtdedlv eyebrow-raising sneeul'*- book on "( harm. A sale is maoi
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iContintied on page 60)

The Qui4*k and Ihe Head
Philadelphia, Aug. 19.

Hedgerow Theatre production of drama
In three acta by Gerald Savory Plreited
by Catherine Rieser; setting, Michael de
Reausset: costumes, Shelley Forman. At
Heducrow theatre, Moylan-Kose \'alley.
Pa.. .Vug. 19. ’49: $2..V) top

For its 165th production, the
Hedgerow 'riieatre has chosen a
play apart from its usual scheme
of things, and does it very well
indeed. Gerald Savory’s “The
Quick and the Dead,” while a
thoughtful and intelligent explora-
tion of a postwar theme, has none
of the propaganda, none of the
revolutionary under-current, none
of the striving “ultra” novelty so
often found in little theatre pres-
entations. It is quite convention-
alized in mold and, perhaps for
that reason, has more claim to
attention as a commercial possi-
bility.

Savory follows in the recent
trend of fathor-and-son themes
(“All My Sons,” “Death of a Sales-
man” and "F'dward, My Son”* and
has worked out a gripping and
generally dramatic variation. Scene
is an ordinary English household, i

one of whose sons was killed in
the war and another totally blinded.
The father, a small factory owner,
has’ always idolized the slain boy
and bears what is almost resent-
ment against the sightless lad on
his return.

'

It develops that the dead boy,
far from having been the hero on
the battlefield his father believed,
had been a coward, and it later
develops that, in private life before
the war, he had been a long way
from the perfect specimen and
paragon his well-meaning father .

thought him. The dead boy’s '

widow’, who knew his cruel and
unpleasant streak, was the first to
learn that the story of his heroism
was a complete hoax, concocti'd by
the blind brother and two of his
buddies. The mother, also half-
comprehending from the start, is

the next to find the truth, but the
father, fanatical in his worship of
his elder son, will not accept the
real facts until they are forced on
him. The blow almost kills him
an(l even then it appears for a
while that there is no chance of
a complete reconciliation between
himself and the blind lad. .After
intercessions by mother, young
widow and buddies, the breach
between father and .son is finally
healed in a singularly beautiful if

' slow-paced scene.
When Broadway turns a com-

pletely cold shoulder on J. B.
Priestley’s "The Linden Tree,” an-
other play dealing with postwar
problems of an English family, it

is que.stionable whether Savory’s
play, also leisurely in its pace, will
make the grade. But it certainly
does have legitimate drama, deep
sympathy, a literate understanding
of human nature and nice touches
of comedy, mostly supplied by the
two buddies.
Hedgerow has done one of its

best jobs with this one. with Cath-
erine Rieser directing instead of
Jasper Deeter, and a cast composed
of more or less new names. Michael
de Beausset shines as Captain
Soren.son, the “tolT” buddy! Lee
Latson is admirable as the heroine.
Joseph Gistirak. with a .somewhat
fluctuation accent. i.s ea.sy and
amusing as the other buddy. Wil-
liam Peckham i.s appealing and
believable as the blind boy. and
Gretchen Anton-Smith and Wesley
Huss do well as the parents, the
latter’s role being perhaps the
toughest to put across. Mi.ss

Rieser’s direction is imaginative
and intelligent. Waters.

Current Road Shows
(.Auf. 22-Sept. 3)

‘‘Blackouts of 1949”— El Capitan,

,
L. A. (22-27>.

j

“Brlgadoon”—Met.. Seattle (22-

27 1
. Int’l., Vancouver, B. C. <29-3».

‘‘Diamond Lil” — Shubert,

,

Det. »30-3i.

“Finian’s Rainbow” — Shubert.
N. Haven t29-3».

‘‘High Button Shoes”—Philhar-
monic, L. A. '22-3».

•‘Kiss Me, Kate”—Curran. Frisco
,22-3 1 «

“Mr. Roberts”— Erlangor, Chi
'22-3 l

I

"Oklahoma”—His Majesty’s.
Montreal <25-27'; Capitol. Ottawa
i 29-3<: Palace, Hamilton il-3t.

“Streetcar Named Desire”—
Geary, Fri.sco <22-3i.

Shows in Rehearsal

"Death of a .Salesman" 'Roadi—
Kermit Bloomgarden & Walter

Fried.
Flnian’s Rainbow" 'Uoadi—Lee

SaKinson.
"Summer and Smoke” (Road)

—

•Margo Jones.

As Nifty Weather Ignites B way;

liberty’ 44G, ‘Ear’ 28G, ‘Fancy’ 13G

‘RED MILL’ NIFTY 53G

IN ST. L AL FRESCO
St. Louis, Aug. 23,

“The Red Mill.” Victor Herbert
musical, wound up its sixth one-
week stand in the Municfnal The-
atre Assn.’s al fre.sco playhouse in

Forest Park Sunday <21) with a
nifty $53,000.

For the second time in two sea-
sons, Nan Stratton, member of the
opera’s warbling chorus, scored as
understudy. Friday <19) Xenia
Banks, who had one of the lead
roles, was hospitalized by appen-
dectomy, and Miss Stratton tilled

the bill. Last season she scored as

a sub for Sue Hyan who collapsed
from the heat during a run of
“Connecticut Yankee." Others who
won the mob and crix in “Mill" are
Jon Crain. Betty Engel. William
Lynn. Jack Goode, Edwin StelTe
and Betty Anne Nyman. The bal-

lerina routines of Bettina Ho.say

also scored.

Season i.s wheeling into its 15

nights with “Song of Norway,’’
which teed off the stand last night
(Monday). An opening night mob
of 10.500 grossed approximately
$4,000, Helena Bliss, who created
a role in the original cast; Brenda
Lewis, Robert Shafer and John
Tyers are clicking in the leads.

Standouts in support are Sig Amo,
Mabel Taliaferro. Edwin Steffe,

Robert Bernard, Melton Moore and
Edith Lane. Dance routines by
Pittman Corry and his wife. Karen
Conrad, and Maria Tallchief al.so

scored. Watson Barratt contributed
some neat sets.

‘Roberts’ Up To

$24,800 in Cbi

1
Chicago, Aug. 23.

Closing announcements for “Mr.
Roberts" has hypoed b.o. activity

I
for the only legiter here, with re-
sult that play may close as it

opened over a year ago—with SRO
audiences. Meanwhile, gross is

climbing steadily, having increased
by $1,500 over la.st week.
Openings skedded thus far are

, “Summer and Smoke,” Sept. 5;

preem of “House on the Sea,” Sept.
15; “Death of a Salesman,” Sept. 19
and “Kiss Me. Kate,” Sept. 22.

“Brigadoon" will do a repeat here
for three weeks, Oct. 3.

I

Estimates for Last Week
' "Mr. Roberts." Erlanger <.50th

week) <1.334; $4.33). Take upped
to nearly $24,800.

Foy-‘Shoes’ Socko

! $51,700, ‘John’ 7G,

‘Sugar Hill’ 7G, LA.
Los Angeles, Aug. 23.

' "High Button Shoes,” which is

here under auspices of the Los
Angeles Ci\ ic Light Opera Co

,

an(l “New Moon” at the outdoor
Greek theatre in Griffith Park, are
pacing the legit field here, both
doing solid but not sensational biz.

I
“John Loves Mary,” starring

June Lockhart, failed to catch on
despite good notices for the actress.
“Blackouts of 1949,” Ken Murray’s
show, continues at its usual .steady
speed. “Sugar Hill.” all-colored
musical revue at the Las Palmas,
is doing so well its producers will
keep it running for some weeks
more.

Estimates for Last Week
' "Blarkouts of 1949” El Capitan.
<374th wk.) <1,142; $2.40), Solid
$17,100.
"High Button Shoes” Philhar-

monic And. '1st wk) <2.670; $4.80)
Clowning of Eddie Foy, Jr., and
general acceptance here of musical
shows bettered $51,700 for first

week
"John Loves .Mary,” Biltmore

<2(1 wkt <1.636; $2,50). Very mild
.$7,000 for final week of the
Masquers Club production.
"New’ Moon” Greek theatre <2d

wk' <4.400; $3 60i. Straight week
of good weather helped second
stanza considerably, with take
sharply up over previous week.
Healthy $51..500.

"Suga*- H)|l,” Las Palmas (6th
wk) (388; $3.60'. Strong $7,100.

.Attendance on Broadway last

week began the long climb back
from the summer lt»w. Snarked by
cool weather and possibly some
tourist trade, there was lively
hoxoffice activity at all shows.
Business started fast this week
and. unless a heat wave hring.s

a temporary setback, the up-
trend may continue through
Labor Day. when the traditional
fall spurt begins.

Receipts were decidedly better
from the start of last week, and
zoomed to virtual sellout propor-
tions at the midweek matinee and
held the pace through the re-
maining performanres. As a re-
sult. the week’s gross juntt'-d as

much as $8,000 in some eases, and
improved substantially at all but
the regular .sellouts.

Reopening Monday <22) of ‘Anne
of the 'I’housand Days." at Shubert,
and “Madwoman of Cliaillot," at
the Hoyale, brings the list to 15
entries. No closings and no other
added entries are scheduled for
several mttre weeks.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C * Comedy ) ,

D i Drama),
CD i Comedy Drama ) . H {Revue),
M {MytsieaD.O {OpereltaK
Other parenthetic fi<;ures refer

to seating eapaeity and top price,
incinding 20'r a>nusement lax.

thnrever, estimates are net: i.e.,

e.vrlnsive of ta.v.

“Born Yesterday,” Miller (185th
wk) (C-940;; $2 40'. Longest-run
show of the list spurted into the
black and now looks set until it is

forced out by the new season pro-
ductions; nice $6,500.

"Cabalgata,” Broadway <7th wk)
<H-1.9()0; $3.60). Joineil the gen-
eral upturn; $18,700.

“Death of a Salesman,” Moroscu
<28(11 wk> (D-919; $4.80). Refunds
ol $490 when Leo J. Cobb missed
three pcrionnanccs, cut lust week’s
gro.ss to $23,700.

“Detective Story.” Hud.son (22d
wk» <D-1.057; $4.80). Leaped back
to virtual capacity; $22,500.

I "Goodbye, My Fancy." Fulton
'39th wk) (CD-366; $4 80*. Ruth
Miisscy starrer got a welcome hypo;
zoomed to dandy $13,000.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950," Cen-

ter <13th wk) <R-2.964: $2 88). Got
lots of tourist patronage and
sprinted to $37,000.

"Kiss Me. Kate.” Ontury (34th
,
wk) 'M-1,654; $6). Another of the
invariable sellouts with no room for

! betterment; $47,200 as us'ual.

"Lend An Ear,” Broadhurst
j

'36th wk) <R-1.160; $6). Musical
I rode the general advance for a
i

gain of $8,000 to a gross of $$28,-
000 .

I

"Miss IJbrrty." Imperial <6th
wk) (M-1.400; $6.60). Irving Ber-
lin-Hobert E. Slierwood tuner re-
versed its reeenf course, accelerat-
ing to sellout $44,000.
"Mister Roberts.” Alvin (79th

wk) (CD-13.57; $4.8()». Holdover
click rebounded to virtual capacity
at $34..500.

"South Pacific,” Majestic '20th
wk' (M-1,659; $6>. The b.o. champ
gets the standee limit at all per-
formances even during general
slump conditions; all the house will
hold, as always, $50,600.

“Streetcar Named Desire,” Bar-
rymore '90th wk) 'D-920; $4.80).
Tennessee Williams prize-winner
of the 1947-48 season joined th«
prevailing rise; fine $17,000.
“Where’s Charley?’’ St. James

(4.5th wk) 'M-1..509; $6), Ray
Bolger show hopped back to capac*
ity $37,800.

‘KATE’ CAPACITY 42G,

‘STREETCAR’ 28G, FRISCO
San Francisco, Aug. 23.

"Kiss Me, Kate,” with Anne Jef-
freys, Keith Andes, Julie Wilson
ancl Marc Platt, held to an absolute
capacity $42,000 for its second
week at the l,775-8eat Curran.
Civic Light Opera production and
its neighbor, "Streetcar Nanied

,
Desire.” at the next door 1.53^
seat Geary, are the hottest legitf
to hit Frisco in many seasons, both
getting virtual capacity.

“Streetcar,” with Judith Evelyn
and Anthony Quinn, chalked up i
fine $28,000 for its fourth stanza.
“Kate” is scaled to a $4.80 top and
“Streetcar” to a $$4.20 top.

Duncan Baldwin and Nancy
Cushman left Harry L. Yoona'i
Brattleboro, Vt., summer theatr*
to join the Chicago company re-
hearsing “Death of a Salesman,” In
which Thomas Mitchell will star.
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of events

I'harm
reminiscent of “You

Baragray is the newsman, and he
plays with an easy charm.

Martin Munulis must have di-
Cant lake It With You are set Miss Francis’ play with for
Into motion.

There’s a second-act party, a la

the Charm book, a combination of

a studio party and a “soiree” that’s

60 screamingly funny it borders on
satire, except that it’s played abso-

titude. Doul.

Mr. Arrularis
Provincetown, Aug. 15.

Provincetown Playhouse production of
comedy in two acts (8 sctMies) by Conrad

lutely Stiaight. Party fizzles when Aiken and Diana Hamilton. Directed by
Joe’s acquired savoir faire gets the Charles Moore, sets by Virginia Thoms,
better of him and he shocks the
town by turning into a wolf before jUi*® Soyie*^ Ca^oi Johnson
Its startled eyes. In the end, Joe’s Miss Sneii Virginia Thoms
charm spreads to the entire femme

j Sj^esYheUsc* .-.V.V.V.V.V RobeT.
population and almost enmeshes

, porter ..t Robert ciine
him in his own net, but he gets his Dr. Alderton George Roy Hill

oifl anrl T 1 1 ic well i

Mr. Arcularis . James Andrews
gill anci ail is wen.

1 Merrick Catharine Huntington
Accent of the farce is on charac- Harry Freeman Thomas Hill

ters rather than plot and the three
! jJ®l!®wuh^Dar*k Glasses wm. s RobiJson

acts are rife with these. Meatiest Lady in Pink: and Mother

solve any. problems. As the story
of the moral growth of a single
southerner in a generation, how-
ever, it is a gripping version of the
perennial fight against Intolerance.

Dono.

Strawhat Reviews

but hesitates to help the sheriff
when the chips are down.

’ Single set by Matt Horner, as-
sisted by Peter Galanis, is excel-
lent.

“Night and The Star” doe.sn’t

Import Peter Scott
|

For Evans Double Bill

Peter Scott, young British actor
who appeared in the London pro- i

J.. ^ Ai 'n.^AAlw^^

Road’s Own Shows
ssiiim Continued from page i

of all is that of Mrs. Harper, Ida
May’s blunt and distraught mother.
Paula Trueman, the original Essie
in “You Can’t Take It With You,”

f
days this for all it’s worth, milk-
ng the sometimes worn lines dry

Captain
Uncle David

Joan Ellen Smith
Joseph Laznrovici

Charles Moore

Pink String and Sealing
Wax

Brookfield Centre. Conn.
Nutmeg Playhouse production of drama

in three acts (foui jcenes) by Roland
Pertwee. Features Mary Alice Moore, Pa-
tricia Quinn O'Hara, Virginia Vincent,
Bill Rowe and Harold Webster. .Staged
by Leon Michel; setting, Richard Hughes.
Opened at Nutmeg Playhouse, Brookfield
Centre, Conn., Aug. 16, *49.

Eva Strachan Rosamund Riddle
Mrs. Strachan ... Patricia Quinn O’Hara
Albert Strachan Bill Rowe
Edward Strachan (Father* Harold Webster
Jessie Strachan Ann Sorg
Emily Strachan Mary Alice Moore
Doctor O’Shea Maurice Fitzgerald
Ernest O'Shea Sandy Kenyon
Pearl Bond Virginia Vincent

duction Of the lerence Katt gan
, Arena Managers Assn, in present,

plays, will be brought to the U.S. ing and touring its own ice show
to do the sanie parts in the Maur- perennial high-grossing ‘Tei
ice Evans edition, to be titled capades.”

*

“Double Bill.” He has important ' ... ,

roles in both shows. “The Brown- J”
case, the local arena

ing Version” and “A Harlequin- produce their own
ade.” 1

balking at booking

Others set for the cast, besides '
^jrtz for

co-stars Evans and Edna Best, are * Hollywood Ice Re-

Patricia Wheel. Bertha Belmore
, ..J*

’ ^ an alternate attraction,

and Louis Hector. Peter Glenville, i

Icecapades has not only provid-

who directed the London produc- business for the

tion, will repeat the assignment
:
stantial profits for the producing
syndicate.

*

The click of “Icecapades.” in
fact, has suggested to local theatre-
men the possibility of adapting ice
shows and other not-strictly-legit

here.

Cornel Wilde
Continued from page 58

Longhair poet Conrad Aiken has
come up with a play that is being

iihii nV. R^nc oc VL ccorVln I

hotly discussed up and down Cape

biained Mr.s. Wilson; hUss Dayton; i ^.“‘Iv.Ximtnt" nUf bo“Sat the moment it 11 not be hotly

Willikn. H. Pu'tch. the book sales-
;man. all rate kudos. Latter role,
1

„

incidentally, was the one in the! Arcularis, a tormented fellow

original version which helped played with subtlety by James An-
launch Lee Tracy. •

|

drews. writhes on an operating

S. Svrjala, who has been hitting
,

table at the start. Then he appears

« weekly jackpot here with his sets, i

on shipboard, with nurses and doc-

clicks again with a pair of them,
j

tors cast again as tourists and
one. of a turn-of-the-century small- I

ship’s officers. A girl tries to con-

town sitting room, the other a 1910 !

vince him that the future is bright,

apothecai-y’s shop. Harry Ellerbe’s that his soul, tormented by the

direction is solid. Lowe.
1

memory of the drowning of his •

mother and her lover in his youth,
,

will be redeemed. Arcularis dies,
;

back on the operating table again,
but Aiken comes up with a new

WoMtorn Wind
Westport, Conn., Aug. 20.

Westport Country Playhouse production twist everv Other performance and
ef comedy by Charlotte Francis. Stars annoars tn Kp nc mvctlflpH hv thp
Cornel Wilde. Directed by Martin Manu-

i

appears 10 oe as mystlnea Dy tne
whole thing as the audience.

This opus, with some very poetic

11.S.

Gabriel John Baragray
Hermione Patricia Knight
Anthony Cornel Wilde :

lines and a haunting sort of sus-

I

pen.se, loses much w'hen the re-
I

Here is a skimpy paraphrase of i

demption theme is lost in death.

;

•The Voice of the Turtle,” artlessly It’s based on an old short story by
contrived, sketchily written, but the author, resurrected in London
given a certain vitality by the gusty staged by Diana Hamilton.

|

playing of Cornel Wilde in the cen- i
Aiken has been reworking it for

j

tral role. The yawns of the hard- 1

years.

bitten Westport first-nighters didn’t Robert Carlson, as a doctor and
'

mean a thing, however, and there minister. Joseph Lazarovici. as the '

was only standing room by the end ship’s skipper, and George Roy
of the week here.

I

Hill, as a suspicious fellow pas-
The marital readju.stments of re- ' senger, turn in excellent bits. But

turning soldiers served the theatre if* all a little too mystical to make
^well for awhile, beginning with a contact with the average audience,
good drama, “Soldier’s Wife,” and and its future seems equally mys-
concluding with a better comedy, I

tical. Dame.
“John Loves Mary.” “Western I

Wind” proves almost for certain I

that the cycle ended there. I no And Tno Siar
Charlotte Francis, a London ac-

' ^
Winooski Park. Vt.. Aug. 16.

;)iithnrpH “Wpcfom WinHi” "«>chael s College Playhouse produc-Iiess, auinorea wesiem vvind. tlon of three-act drama by John Oberg.
and it is her antic idea that war ' staged by Henry G. Fairbanks; sets and
brides should be wooed all over Horner. At St. Michael’s

hv thpir nptiit-ninc* ttioIpc fr*
Playhouse, Vt., Aug. 9-13, 49; SI.65 top.

^ L ^ ceiurning mates to Tom Beaumont John Garth HI
refresh their mutual memories. ai Trundaii Matt Horner
Anthony, her hero, had met and John Bueii

married the pretty Hermione on ciyde ^Porter ’vaS Prtnee
short notice and hadn’t been back Lawrence MayHeld Bob Stevenson
home for five vears I

^^vron Peatrie Gene Harveyiiuiiie lor n\e years. George Favton Arthur Edwards
Hermione had been living hap- Mary Colllns Margaret Magennis

pily with a handy newspaperman ^*®rgaret Coiiins Adeie Thane

for the last two of these, and An-
I c, i* oi i

thony, returning from the wars,
j S‘^nnn

^
knew that he must be a misty figure f

$3,000 Chi istopher award
in his wife’s eyes. He sets out f

pl^y to be

Leon Michel has a good bet in
\

“Pink String and Sealing Wax,” a
j

Roland Pertwee drama that ran
i

two years in London. Michel gave
the piece its first American pro-
duction at his Connecticut .straw-

hat, and hopes to take it to Broad-
way with Leo Carroll in the pivot
role. Tightened up. with some of
the inci(lents telescoped to shorten
an overlong first act, the play
should do w'ell,

A few light moments and a slen-
der love story give it a nice bal-
ance, but basically it’s a tense

'

drama of three days in the life of
a 19th century middleclass Briti.sh
family whose lives are changed by
brief contact with the town trol-
lop. A martinet father’s illusions
that he knows what is best for his
wife and children are shattereil
when he learns that his son may
be involved in the murder of the
interloper’s husband.

This is a powerful part, and
needs a more adroit touch than
Harold Web.ster could give it. The
pretty and able Mary Alice Moore
is a good choice for Emily, the i

oldest daughter: Patricia Quinn
Moore is delightful as the mother,

'

and Virginia Vincent excellent as
the Cockney tart. And a youngster
named Rosamund Riddle, who
played the youngest sister, is a

:

comer. Vine.

I page 9a
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thrniieh thP unoer midwest. It’ll !

Productions for booking m stage

be the second annual tour that the houses. For instance, it’s noted,

theatre has sponsored,
I

touring skating show.

Play is by George Seaton, Holly-
j

Holiday on Ice. which has its

wood film director and writer, ow'n portable rink, is not limited

and w'as produced in New York in to arenas, but can play almost any
1944. .

type of house. It, or another show
like it, might be cooperatively pro-

Meridian mil’s Permit Snarl duced and booked by the local lecit
Washington. Aug. 23.

| pien,
^

Just as if the Meridian Hill open
. mnnprativp sAii.n Wc j

air legit theatre did not have I

setup, it s figured,

enough troubles in this, its first
i

would h^e to have an overall pro-

season, the D. C. Superintendent of duction board or c()mmittee. with

Licenses has ordered a summons a fulltime manager in charge. It

served on it for failure to take out
,

might present revivals of old suc-
a license.

|

cesses, particularly in the musical
However, there is an interesting field, where bigger grosses might

question here of whether a theatre,

operated in a park controlled by
the U. S. Department of Interior

be forthcoming. It could also ac-
quire the touring rights to Broad-
way shows, either taking over the

The road organization would
have to have its own scouting set-

up. so it could cover promising

Surefire B. 0.
Continued from page 58

w... w. .......
J "i: ,

way snows, eiiner laxing over the
IS required to be licensed by the productions intact, with the samemunicipal authorities. Interior De-

, ..

partment is understood to be back-
j i

ing up the theatre in its refusal to Jules J.

buy a license from the city. I
Leventhal did.

Doc’s Play In Tryout
Clevelancj, Aug. 23.

. vv»uiu vuvci inumising
I^on H. Dembo, author of Zone operetta productions at such spots

nex?week a?The Lake Ihore pla?^
' Dallas. St. Louis and so on. and

ho^se Derby^^N*" Y is a ?o?al
straight-play presentations at lead-

SSriciam Tl^e- play, which is

localed in a hospital, was originally .
Stockbridge. OIne>. Marble-

presented in 1940 by a semi-pro head, etc. It might then take over

troupe at the Hanna theatre here, suitable ones for touring over
The author-doctor has since revised Its circuit during the regular sca-
the script extensively.

i

son,

George Dembo. the playw-right’s
;

Shuberts Used to Do It

* director of the j^at sort of operation is more

Dee U director
" “

-

Shuberts used to
do years ago, in order to supply

8 Tryouts This Week
product for their numerous out-of-
town theatres. Even if the shows

therefore to court her all over here in three season’s, and
again and recruits the services

^hile the play has a terrific impact,

of the surprised newsman to help do with some judicious

him.
,

editing.

If
proposed lynching and a southern

written by a^ Dumas sheriff who has to decide whetherand performs with a relish asked
but not always found in a lively, ex-

or not to protect his Negro prison-

* - A crs. It’s just a little too pat that

fntr H,? u hlnHcn a alleged rapist is the son of an-

inftahw*
^^'^Ihright and other prisoner who was taken 25

suitablj beguiling. •

, ye3 |.j; before from the same jail
Not so much can be said for Mrs. when the sherriff’s father was

Wilde, who is the Patricia Knight sheriff. Single split set showing of-
of the playbill. She is very pretty fice and cell block of a southern
but .seems to spend mo.st of the jail tends to restrict action, but
time dwelling on the lines. John

WHO’S
WHERE
TpII.h Whose Where In Hhow hu.Mlne.'in

ListM Ki.Odd I, Ilf Util** wh***'!*.
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topflight performance in nicely
typed roles results in building
show.

Fred Graves makes quite believ-
able the conflict within the sheriff.
His attractive wife, played by Mar-
garet Magenni.s, and appeal of his

I

mother (,\dele Thanei add further
cros.s-currents. Only relief from
mounting tension is role of Tom
Beaumont. John Garth III walks
off with honors as Negro jail in-
mate.

' Van Prince, who returned to na-
tive Burlington to take the role of
the educated Negro who came back
to help his people, turns in work-
manlike job. Some of author
Oberg’s best writing is in scene
where Prince reproaches Garth for

. not doing .something for his people,
! and Garth accu.ses Prince of stir-
ring up trouble. Arthur Edwards
has a choice role as the smalltown
editor who fir.st tips sheriff off to
lynch plot. Matt Horner and John
Buell are excellent as hard bitten
deputies who think a lynching
would be “fun.” Rob Steven.son is
cra.ss as the district attornev. and
Gene Harvey is the Yankee lawyer
who insists on his client’s rights

company manager, pressagent, etc.)

the basic working nut is so high
that it is impossible to show a

!
profit on a moderate week.
For instance, our two bigge.st

profit-makers in three years of op-
eration have been Miss Bankhead
in “Private Lives’’ and Lucille Ball
in “Dream Girl,” whereas the least
expensive show we ever did (Tur-
ban Bey in “The Second Man”), a

I

four character, one-set play with
a very low star salary, w'ound up
with a net loss of $2,700 on the
week.
We are in a highly competitive

area (Bucks County. Clinton, Lam-
bertville all within 25 miles) and
we have a theatre which i.s not only
not air-conditioned but not prop-
erly ventilated, .so the only salva-
tion is to fire away with the most
expensive and the best.
Two of our losing weeks this

season, for instance, were grosses
that would have been capacity in
smaller hou.ses.

At any rate, we have closed here
and will open with the .same setup

« and staff at the Montclair theatre
in Montclair. N. J.. Sept. 19. It
will be a 10-wcek fall season re-
peating many of our most succcs.s-
ful shows here: Susan Peters in
“Barretts”: Sarah Churchill in
“Philadelphia Story’’; Cesar Ro-

I

mero in “Strictly Dishonorable,”
and others.
We have submitted a proposi-

tion on air-conditioning to the
Princeton U. authorities and hope
they will accept it and that we
will be back here next summer for
our fourth successive season.

Harold J. Kennedy,
Princeton Drama Fe.stival.

Palestioe Play for Chi
Chicago. Aug. 23.

“House In the Sea.” drama by

,

tw() Chicagoans. Cyril Heiman and
Philip Gelb, concerning a family
torn asunder via political changes '

in Pale.stine, will have its world
preem here. Sept. 15-16, at the I

Eighth St, theatre. Playwrights are
showcasing for potential backers
of a New York production. Play’s
two performances will also be a
benefit for the National Society for
Medical Research.

J

iTioh* lown ineaires. r^ven ii me snows

initial showings on "thJ‘rtrawlS
‘

themselves,

circuit this week. Of these, two
,

‘'^Pt the circuit theatres light-

have name stars. The Cape play- thus paid the overhead and
[house, Dennis, Mass., is offering ^'‘^^hzed an overall profit. That

!

Gertrude Lawrence in Daphne du the Shuberts haven’t forgotten the

;

Maurier’s “September Tide,” and Pi'inciple is show n by their recent
Diana Barrymore is starring in

j

acquisition on a sharing basis of
Robert Waldron’s “Three Citizens Margo Jones’ production of Ten-^om Heaven” at the Litchfield nessee Williams’ “Summer and

theatre. ' Smoke” for a tour of UBO theatres.

Dream.” by Bernard Welch and
Although some of the local man-

Alice Lee Edwards, at the Peter-
' ^Sements that might join in a co-

boiough (N.H.i summer theatre; operative producing-booking setup
Robert Hill’s “Country Matters” at affiliated with UBO, that pre-

,

the Woodstock (N. Y.) playhouse; 1
s^umably wouldn’t be a serious com-

Gerald Savory’s “The Quick and
j

plication. There would probably

/ilf
®od tomorrow

j

be occasional booking conflicts, it’s
( Wed.-Thurs ». at the Hedgerow conceded, but UBO can no longer

Hannas
.^^‘Iham supply continuous attractions for

Red^arn f theatres, so it would

John Walsh’s -FollJlw thi' PawS’= I'-nm
at the Merrimack playhouse, Con-

producing oi booking their

cord, N. H,, and a new revue ijy ;

shows.

Willard Jodice at the Nantasket Principal local managers who
^ playhouse.

I

would be expected to participate

.

Texas Li’l Dartin’” tops the in a cooperative organization are

.7.1^
being offered next Milton Kranz, of the Hanna. Cieve-

hv^nhJ "hh book
^

land; James Ncderlandcr, Lyceum,

IvricV bv Yo^tfnnv^VAP'^
Sam Moore.

,
Minneapolis; Robert Boda. of Hart-

by Rohm eZ^om Columbus. O.; Paul Beisman.

put on at the Wert port’ Tcon^V 1Country Playhouse. Kennv Dclmar '
Lafayette. Detroit; James

and Elaine Stritch head the cast ’
Music Hall, Kansas City;

which features Danny Scholl and I

Kramer. Maryland, Balti-

Harry Bannister. Paul Crabtree is
^'ure, and several theatreowners on

directing and Emy St. Just is i

^he Coast and in the northwest,
supervising the choreography. Also Such a setup would probably ex-
s^eduled for next week are

{

tend it.s activities into the split-
ankee Clambake,” new revue by i

week and one-night field after *
Lyo" and Stanley Pearl, at season or two.

Conn.; Berm V^^Le^vv’s ^CluUer’ Present indications, the

buck” at Elitch Gardens DenvVV- touring shows this fall

Leon Stein’s “Letter From Harrv •’ ^'^aeh a new low. Broadwa.\

which finishes off the season at tiio
entries from last season will pos-

Putnam playhouse Mahopac N Y ’“"y T^“"
"While the City sieeM ^ew nm' "Death of a Sales-

sical by Alfred Dumais and R?ph’ (second company), “Dcteotiv'e

ard Citts, at the CamdSn hIiu company. "Cood;
IMe.i summer theah’" an n f«>cy.” "Madwoman of

titled musical at the ’ Mm.ninrj Chaillot.” “Streetcar Named De-

playhouse. Jenner.stown Pa and fi"*®
^original production •. besides

“Lo and Behold." a new musical bv
already-touring “Brigadoon.

William Happ and Brown Furlnw- *^®te” (second compan> .

at the Red Barn thealir Westbow ®®tton Shoes,” “Streetcar-

Mass.
" '^^slbow,

, (second company*. “Mister Rob-

I

erts” and the about - to - rc.sume

Edith Van Cleve Recupes j

"Oklahoma!’’ and “Finian’s Rain-

Edith Van Cleve. of the Music
Lorp. of .America legit department. For such tryout stands as Boston.
IS expected back at work immedi- ;

Philadelphia and New Haven, there
aieiy after Labor Day, following will be various pre-Broadw ay tune-
an extended illness.
She s staving w ilh relatives at

Katonah, N. Y.

up bookings, but it appears that

the number of the.se, too, may drop

below last season’s sorry total.*
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Blanshard Book Rides Tide
|

Sales of Paul Blanshard’s book, i

American Freedom and Catholic
|

Power,” have risen considerably i

since the controversy between Mrs.

Eleanor Roosevelt and Cardinal

Spellman over Federal aid to paro-

,

chial schools. Since its publication
i

bv Beacon Press April 14, book had

lien selling at the rate of 1,000

copies per week. After the school

aid argument broke out, it jumped
to 2,500 and has stayed at that

figure for the past three weeks.

Book has had a surprisingly large

total sale of 26,000 to date.

Before the controversy, the book
made the N. Y. Times best-seller ;

list only once but fell off the bot-

'

tom in consequent listings. In re-

cent weeks, it has placed ninth in

the Times and 16th in the Herald
Tribune and Publishers Weekly
has made it a candidate for a best-

!

seller. The Blanshard tract stirred
|

up a big dispute on its own as a

result of its attack again.st the I

Church’s alleged interference in
non-reiigious spheres.

Luce L. A. Throwaway Out
Folding of Los Angeles Inde-

pendent, which merged half a

dozen throwaways from Pasadena
to the sea, added 2,600 to Cali-
fornia’s unemployment figures.

Staff of the paper and pressmen at

the Pacific Press accounted for at

least 250 of these. Newsboys were
hardest hit, as paper was a door-to-
door job throughout the whole
metropolitan area, guaranteeing
more than .500,000 circulation.
Sudden collapse was a .surprise

because Henry Luce, principal
backer, .sent some scouts out to
the Coa.st to check on the experi-
ment and these reported things
were going so fine that raises could
be expected this fall. But Luce’s
colleagues reversed him and when
he pulled out, the local L. A. dough
took a dive with him.

Ezra Goodman had been doing a

column on Hollywood and Rian
James wrote on all things, boiled
down to Hollywood gossip.

members as well as writers and
workers for the Canadian section.

It is believed the equipment and
offices of the new paper will be
transferred to New York and that
publication will begin early in
1950. Officials of the publishing
firm say that the goal of the pub-
lication will be “to bring about
throughout, the world a sense of
community among all Protestants.”

will be included in the book, which
will feature chapters on all phases
of ski instruction and skiing in ad-
dition to records, travel informa-
tion. hotel lists, etc.

Marjorie Walker is the new mo-
tion picture editor for Fortnight
mag.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

I

^

Yanks Envision

L. A. Daily News Hypo
Robert L. Smith, general man-

ager of Los Angeles Daily News,
has just returned to the Coast from
N. V. after ordering $600,000 new
equipment for an expansion pro-
gram.

Manchester Boddy, publisher,
branded reports of paper being for
sale as ridiculous.

Maggy Gould’s Novel
Maggy Gould, actress, is having

her first novel, "The Dowry.”
brought out by Morrow this month.
Mrs. Gould has been with the Bar-

;

ter Theatre in Abingdon, Va., all
j

summer. She has also written
[

plays, two of them currently under I

option for Broadway. I

Fadiman. Jr.'s First Book
Edwin A. Fadiman. Jr., nephew

of Clifton Fadiman. has authored
“The Voice and the Light.” a novel
based on the early girlhood of
Saint Joan, to be published next
month by Crown.

Galley proofs of the book were
received the day before 23-year-
old Fadiman’s marriage to Susan
Thorne, actress.

Dukes.” Book
lift from the
Universal-ln-
Across the

Trib off Bounds in Canada
Any Catholic connected with the

editorial, mechanical or distribu-
tion ends of The Canadian Tribune,
Communist weekly tabloid pub-
lished in Toronto, will be excluded
from the sacraments of the Church,
according to Cardinal McGuigan,
head of the Catholic faith in Can-
ada. Penalty also applies to such
non-political writers on The Tri-
bune as handle theatre, films,
sports, women’s activities.
The offenders will be “reconciled

to the Church after expressing true
contrition and purpose of amend-
ment.” Edict also applies to news-
boys and news dealers.

New Irish Censor
District Justice Thomas G.

O Sullivan, of Dublin Metropolitan
Court, was named by Minister of
JiLstice Sean MacEoin to the Irish
Censorship of Publications board.
He replaces Dr. T. D. Smyth, of

Dublin U., w’ho bow'ed out a month
•go after disagreement over
method of censorship employed.

Protestant Weekly
Plans

. going forward for pub-
ucation Oi a national weekly lep-
resenting Protestantism, according
\o Dr. Homer R. Gel He, Fort
Wayne, who with David Hogg,
Pas been publishing The Protestant
voice in that city since 1941. Plans
*or Hie new publication, to be
•nown as The Protestant World.”
0 purcha.se The F’rotestant Voice
•re unchanged, although the trans-
oiion is awaiting completion of a

survey of Canada bv Dr. J. W.
Jiontgomery, former Foil Wayne

* group repre.senting
^ Protestant denom-

mations in Canada. The Canadian
completed, has

er*
* bat Canadian church lead-

linn*^!.'”* ^be publica-

to
C anada, officials expect

gel about 20 corporate board

CHATTER-^
Carolyn Saks appointed fashion

editor at Seventeen mag.
Jane Pickens will be profiled in

Collier’s magazine in October.
American writer Harvey Runner

guest of honor at Anglo-American
press luncheon, in Paris.

Nate Gross. Chicago Herald
American columni.st, returns Sept.
1 from an European journalistic
junket.
John Klempner’s yarn, “Here’s

Addie,” a sequel to "Letter to
Three Wives.” will be published as
a serial by Cosmopolitan mag.
Ward Marsh, Cleveland Plain

Dealer's film critic, in Hollywood
rounding up material for a series
of lectures at Cleveland College.

Man-bites-dog: editor Ted Pat-
rick (Holiday* hosting literary
agent Mark Hanna at his Quogue
(L. I.) manse until past Labor Day.
“Hungry Dog,” originally pub-

lished in 1941 by Rinehart has
been sold by author Frank Gruber
to Nicholson & Watson. Deal in-

volves only the French rights to
the book.

Whodunit writer John Ross has
joined the Irish State radio station
in Dublin as descriptive news-
writer. He succeeds Brian Durnin,
who has transferred to the diplo-
matic service.

Betty Grable did the foreword
to “Guide to Glamour (Terry
Hunt’s Handbook of Beauty, Charm
and Poise*.” by the Hollywood con-
ditioner. which Prentice-Hall is

publishing in November.
Ann and Ben Pinchot, oldtime

theatrical photographers, have
their first joint novel published
today <24* bv Farrar Straus. It’s

“Hear This Woman,” a story of a
crusading newspaperwoman.
Avon Publishing Co. brought out

a fourth edition of Irving Shul-
man’s “The Amboy
has been getting a

yarn’s film version,
ternational's “City
River.”

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., back
from a three-month European tour
shooting travelog pix for his con-
cert tour. He’s currently bedded,
as is his wife, Pat. who w'as first

thought to be a polio victim, but
ailment was diagnosed otherwise.

Martin Snyder appointed amu.se-

ment editor of .American Life mag-
azine. home monthly. Previously

' in Chi. mag is now being published
in N. S', under editorship of Philip

Andrews and Eric Friedheim, First

I
issue (November* will be on stands

;

Oct. 10.

“Literary Property and the

Law,” a course in the legal prob-
’ lems affecting literary property,

will be offered by N. Y. U. begin-

ning Sept. 27. under the instruc-

;tion of Alexander Lindey, attorney

(with the law firm of Greenbaum,

I

Wolff & P:rn.st.

! London's Mystery Magazine is

being published with a fictitious

addrc.ss, giving it an added Conan
Dovle flavor. 221 Baker Street,

which was address of Sherlock

Holmes. Editor of new whodunit
mag is Michael Hall, formerly of

Manchester Guardian,

i
Not only at the American Li-

Ibrary in Paris can the new Amer-
ican books and publications now
be found, but al.so at the U.S. In-

formation Service, the new annex

of the Embas.sy on Faubourg St.

Honore. Hou.se u.sed to belong to

the Roth.schild banking family.

Prof. Robert Gessner. head of

N Y U 's film department, return-

ing from Escanaba. Mich., summer
vacation today (Wed.l. with fin-

ished novel on Israel titled “The

Promised Land" Publisher has

not been decided upon, but pre-

\ ious Gessner works have been put

out by Scribners. Curtis Brown.

Ltd . is agenting the novel.
' “World Ski Book." new Interna-

tional annual, edited by Frank El-

kin New York Himes ski editor,

and Frank Harper, will be a Long-

mans Green A Co., publication m
November An Ernest Hemingway

short story ,

' Cro.ss Country Snow,

Continued from page 3

the government toward the U. S.
picture industry.

Motion Picture Assn, of America
toppers are anxious that the Lon-
don meeting be held to keep the
ball in the air on the new British’
attitude. They would like to have
a rep of the Society of Motion Pic-
ture Producers go with them and
an invitation to that organization
may well be given in order that the
charge cannot be made by SIMPP
later that MPAA alone does not
speak for the industry.

SIMPP In a Spot?

There is fear, however, that
SIMPP prez Ellis Arnall and other
officials have got so far out on a
limb in insisting that the State
Dept, carry the fight for the indus-

1

try that as a matter of fact it will
not be able to send a rep to the
London conclave. SIMPP has con-
sistently taken the attitude that i

any negotiations with foreign gov-

i

ernnients should be on a govern-
'

mental level in this country, too.

MPAA thinking is that, now that
payoff day is at hand for quick im-
provement in the situation, SIMPP
may have talked itself out of being
able to participate.

October sessions of the joint
council would be a prelim to a
meeting with the government's
Board of Trade on a revision of the
present two-year Anglo-U. S. agree-
ment, which expires next June 13.

Huddles are a postponement of a
meeting which was to have been
held earlier this month. They were
pushed off until after the British

and U, S. governments meet in

Washington in September on over-
all economic problems. What comes
out of those sessions, it is felt, may
well have great effect on changes
in relationships of the industry
with England.

In one respect. Arnall and the
MPAA are in complete agreement.
That is that time is working on
the American side and that the
British industry is breaking down
of its own weight, 'fhat view is

strengthened by returning Yanks,
who point out that Rank has
leamcd that you can’t maintain
theatre profits by holding other
people's pix out unless vou have

|

pix of youi: own that will attract

an audience.
Rank is said to have found not

i

only that he needs U. S. pix. but

he's now badly in need of U. S.
(

money, too. lies’ anxiously seek
i

ing deals with American companies*
by which they’d invest their frozen'

pounds in his films. Thus he is in

a mood to woo .American goodwill,

and this, in turn it is e.xpected will

have a deep effect on the govern-

I

ments’ attitude.

MPAA-‘Outlaw
Continiird from pa*e 5

y

I

counsel for the MP.A.A in the anti-

tru.st suit brought by Hughes. Of-

ficials of the MPAA and RKO were

also involved.

RKO got into the act when
Hughes bought control of the com-

pany a little over a year ago. He
reacquired “The Outlaw’’ from

United Artists, which had been

handling it. and turned it over to

RKO* for distribution. The Jane

Russell starrer is on RKOs re-

lease schedule for this fall.

Pic itself was trimmed to suit

the PC.A before its original issue

by UA in 1946 and was granted a

seal. Hughes persisted, however,

in using advertising that was
thumb.s-downed l\v the MPAA’s
Advertising Code .Administration.

Matter finally went to the MPA.A
board and the seal was ordered

revoked because of the ads. Pic

itself will now' have to be resub-

mitted with the possibility that the

MPA.A will order further cuts. It

is understood that an agreement

has already been reached with the

Catholic Legion of Decency and

the cuts it a>ks may satisfy the

PCA.
Hughes continued distribution of

the film \ia UA after the seal was
pulled, playing indie hou.ses not

subject to MP.A.A regulation. RKO
however, as an MP.A.A member
company, cannot handle a pic

without the official imprimateur

on it.

Camarillo, Cal., Aug. 20.

Psychiatric symptoms have fanned out in so many directions that not
even Patton’s old Third .Army could have contained them in two col-

umns. Under the circumstances it is hardly possible to squeeze the
splits of the word “per.sonalily" in the space allotted to this research
project.

Thus for the first time the words “to be continued” wilt rear their

teasing heads in Variety. Habitually suspicious characters, who make
up the bulk of our readers, will simply haVe to believe that in Psychi-
atry the letter “P” bulges like Babe Hardy and simply will not be con-
tained within the limits of an aisle seat.

Even remakes of old gangster pictures are beginning to drip with
complexes, as witness the Oedipus migraine headaches suffered by
Jimmy Cagney in “White Heat. ” which only Margaret Wycherly’s ma-
temal hands and a Freudian analgesique could ea.se. This comes under
Parergastic Reactions which ypu will find under

P.
Pabulum: Food, particularly baby food. Old stars who eat it in the

belief they can even play Baby Snooks on television and be mis-
taken for authentic moppets.

Pachometer: An instrument for measuring the thickness of a body.
Used also to check I.Q. of migrants who make the rounds of give-

away radio programs and claim to be housewives.

Pachymenic: Having a thick skin .An abnormality in civilized areas

but considered an occupational asset in Hollywood. If accompanied
by pachmeninx (thick ears* the character may be beyond insult

and hence never realize his predicament. ^

Paidology:, Branch of medicine dealing with childhood. So-callcd

because it pays better than the others, now that every child has to

be treated by a psychiatrist instead of being spanked for his tre.s-

passes.

Palinphrasia: Repetition of words in otherwise coherent sentences.

Aggravated by radio comedians who feel forced to repeat each
other’s key words for the benefit of spon.sors who are only half-

listening and aren’t too bright when out of their field anyway.

Pandiculation: Automatic movement of limbs which occurs when pa-

tient yawns or is tickled. In Hollywood ticklers are attached (o

machines to keep projectionists Hicm.selvcs awake during owl
showings of “Arch of Triumph.”

Panophobia: A free-floating morbid dread of what may happen. Epi-

demic in Hollywood at option time. In the layoff syndrome.

Paradoxical Flexor Reflex: .A deep firm pressure felt on the calf of the

leg. If the character checking on the reflex is named Babinski it’s

in the interest of science. Otherwise the guy is out for no good.

Paragraphia: Writing wrong words due to a partial lesion of sight. If

uncorrectable you’re a Gertrude Stein on the Metro payroll.

Paralexia: Disturbance, of ability to comprehend printed words and
sentences. What producers get from hiring writers who have para-

graphia.

Paralysla Agitans: Parkinson disease. A progressive disca.se of middle
years marked by tremors, stooping posture, deliberate speech and
mask-like countenance. What Alan Ladd will look like in 10 years

if he doesn’t change his act.

Paramimia: The misuse' of signs in expressing thoughts. Actors who
see the word “Up” near an elevator and immediately blow up in

their lines. Actresses who see a traffic sign reading “Slow Chil-

dren” and speed up their cars, lest they be deluged by half-wits

seeking autographs.
Paramnesia: Inability to distinguish real experiences from imagined

ones. Common' to actors w ho believe the action in their liveli-er

scripts is autobiographical. The term also applies to tho.se who use
words without meaning.

Paranoia: One of the most common psychoses, characterized by delu-
sions in which pride and liate are continually grabbing the controls.

Parapathia: Stekel’s term for psycboncurotics w'ho emote all over the
place. In the late Coise Payton .syndrome.

Paraphasia: Form of aphasia in which words can be spoken but are
mispronounced, misspelled oi- misused. In the Parsons syndrome.

Paraphonia: Weakne.s.s of voice; incomplete aphonia. A frailty Sinatra
built into a fortune till he could retire as a disk jockey.

Paraphrenia: Kraeplin's term for a small grpup who are crazy but don’t

show it. They have paranoid dementia praecox but no behavior
disorders, except that they insist on spending an hour each morn-
ing reading old press clippings to “prepare” themselves for the
day’s work as an extra in "The 'I'hiee Musketeers.”

Parapraxia: Inaccuracy in mental functioning, resulting in minor errors,

such as slips of tongue or pen. misspelling names, forgetting to

carry out intentions. In the You-Know-Whom syndrome.
Parathymia: Any psychosis in which uncontrolled emotions are domi-

nant. Actors addicted t<i fighting in niteries; actres.ses who think

that by letting themselves go, day or night, they can get a role

away from Bette Davis.

Parergastic Reactions: Disorder einphasi-zed by distortions and incon-
gruities with a tendency toward withdrawing from reality. Meyer s

term for schizoids in the making and if fantastic delusions and
hallucinations occur, you have a scriptwriter fast heading for radio
and horror seiials.

Patella Reflex: The knee jerk. Jerks who fix attention exclusively on
knees and must be placed under restraint until short skirts return.

Pathergasias: Malfunctions ur structural limitations which stand in the
way of the individual’s capacity for self-adjustment. Reason why
Mickey Rooney picks out tall girls to pick on.

Pellagran Delusion: Hallucination of producers who have been told

they have pellagra pictures, due to a deficiency of ceilain vitamins
in the diet of their cast, and believe the pictures can be saved by
being spray-gunned v itli ground rice shells.

Pen.sion Neurosis: In Hollywood pension neurosis refers to executives
who have outlived their usefulness but are hanging on till they get

their pensions.
Performance Test: .An Intelligence test limited to actions. Subject is

first required to fit irregular shaped blocks to form a rectangle and
then ordered to put his arms around a femme’s wai.st and not get
them too high or too low as long as the cameras are turning.

Persecution Complex: While this oilen is an authentic condition and
frequently inflicted on inmnent people by some madman, it is ju.si

as frequently a delusion, especially in Hollywood where there are
10 equally competent per.sons competing for every job.

Pfropfschizophrenia: This is a word used as a sobriety test which lit-

erally means “engrafted s< liizophrenia,” That is to say. the split-

ting of a personality which was mentally defective to begin with.

Tarzan not being able to make up what passes for his mind when
confronted with a choice between an ape and a moron.

Phlegmatic: Apathetic, cool, sluggi.sh and .stolid. Never excited. In

the front-office sendrome.
Pithiatism: The type of li.cstciia caused by suggestion and cured by

persuasion. Directors rccogni/e it in Hollywood stars who have
never had stage experienc e and sense they have a scene to pl.iy far

beyond their depth. .A sense of drowning overcomes them. Their
breath comes out in gurgles. Can be cured by persuading the star

to play the scene stretched out «tn the couch with the hero wrapped
around her and doing all the talking.

clu be • coNttHued >
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Broadway
25th anniversary dinner-dance at

the Hotel Plaza Nov. 12 of the London
j ^ j Junior Matrons Assn., which main-

Clifford C. Fischer due nacK
, 1 .ou/ic R0/*r(katinnal

from Paris late this month.

Oswald Mitchell, film director,

left over $13,000.

will be only net not represented

here. One reasoif: no more outlets.

KHAM also dickering with Hotel

Flamingo for space for studio

headquarters.

Riviera

tains the Ted Lewis Recreational

T' "skating ^

Sophie Tucker Playgorund EddiV Darling, sunning himself
and their Long Branch. N. J., sum-

;

in Brighton, is expecting to sail
Follies being dickered as a

, camp for underprivileged chil- back to New York sometime in
A.* I ScDtdnbcr

Arthur L. Gardner, Parade magazine
|

The Cass Daleys to Paris for a
Latm-America chief, on his \^

y
j

humorist and WOR-Mutual col- few days prior to returning to
Mexico.

Onpra columnist-commentator, resurrect- America, with Chaz Chase acting Cam
Francis Robinson. Met o^^ “change as their guide.

i The Richard Greenes at Cap
to^r coordin^a^tor.^off next w

, address” cards to herald his Irving Tis^hman awaiting arrival
,
d’Antibes.

By Margaret Gardner
Constance Bennett at Hotel du

a month’s vacation
Sidney Lanfield. Paramount pro-

ducer, back to the Coast after a

short visit to Gotham
Collier’s current piece on Jerry

Wald. “Movie Maker in a Hurry,”

written by Dwight Whitney.

Hollywood
Meg Randall laid up with strpn

throat.
Paul Jones to Santa Barbara nn

vacation. “

Samuel Goldwyns vacationing at
Lake Tahoe. ® *

Em Westmofe recovering from a
heart attack.
Bob Hope returned to his theso-

ing at Paramount.
Ann Blyth became honorary

mayor of Toluco Lake.shift from the Hotel Astor to 9 W. of his wife Charlotte and then they
{

^ julien Duvivier has left Monte
57 , authough he still handles that

' are off to south of France for three
^

Carlo for Venice,
hotel plus some 26 other Times weeks’ vacation.

| Winston Churchill guest of Lord
Square hostelries. W. Douglas Home’s “Master of Beaverbrook at his Cap d’Ail villa.

Sylvia (Mrs. Ed) Sullivan and Arts” replaces revival of his ear-
> Eddie Robinson passing through

Rose (Mrs. Walter) Shirley sup- ' lier play, "The Chiltern Hundreds,”
' on his way to San Remo to make

plied the trousseau for the Bugs* at Strand, Sept. 1. film.
The Billy Jacksons s tbe vet Baers’ daughter, Arthura (Artra),

;

Jessie Matthews replaces Zoe Maurice Chevalier off to Belgium
vaude agent) celebrated their 30tn jyg^oe Ferdi- Gail in Cecil Landeau’s revue for a rest after finishing radio
wedding anni Monday (22).

1
nand Pecora (Mayor William i "Sauce Tartare” at Cambridge the- series and film.

,

Yvonne De Carlo, Universal thes- O’Dwyer couldn’t officiate, as atre, end of August.
!

Raymond R. Morgan In from New anniversary in show business.

Der planing to Europe today scheduled) to Martin Kalmanoff,
;

With over 1,466 performances. York and Paris for the windup of 1 Sam and Claire Wood celebrated
’ * ’ ' - . . - J

- View” p a s s e s i fbe current series of "This Is
^

their 41st wedding anniversary.
Clara Bow called off her return

Bing Crosby and sons on siesta
at Hayden Lake. Wash.

*

Lester Cowan returned from a
two-month stay in N.Y.

Broderick Crawford to Guaymas
Mex., for deep sea fishing.

’

William Perlberg back after
several weeks in Germany.
Lewis Stone celebrated his 49th

planing to Europe today scheduled) to Martin Kalmanoff,; With over
(Wed.) following a short stay in

' songsmith. Coupled Air-Franced “Worm’s Eye _ _ _
Gotham. _ on a London and Paris honey- ; "Charley’s Aunt” record and looks

| Paris.”
Humphrey Doulens to Coast moon.

Fridav <26) for three weeks, to set

radio* dates for Columbia Artists

;

Bucks County, Pa.
Mgt. talent.

Sidney Buchman. Columbia Pic-
j

tures writer-producer, staying east I By Sol Jacobson
for a couple of months to work on Jack Kirkland back at Spring-
some scripts.

I
town farm.

Harald Bowden, director of Aus- Leni Englehart, Irma Selz, Eliza-

sie’s J. C. Williamson Theatres.
|
beth Mears in for weekend,

off to (]k)asl for a week, prior to 1 Theron Bambergers tossed shin-

planing home. dig for Playhouse technical staff.

Salmaggi Opera Co. will open 1 Herman Shumlins down for _
Its 1949-50 season at Brooklyn vveekend as guest of Dr. Martin . the London Palladium, where he is

Academy of Music Sept. 17, with vorhaus. in for two weeks, Val Parnell 1

Verdi’s "La Traviata.”
i Paul Reed back at Music Circus handed him a flock of further dates

Blanche Merrill summering in rehearsing after Hollywood junket.
;
covering most of the Moss Empire

I

Atlantic City, working on radio
,

Played ii^ first two bUU.
i
houses,

and video ideas, including a TV ^ *"

to go on indefinitely at Whitehall Sam Pierce and family. Bill Rob-
| to show business because of illness

theatre. ' son and family leaving Cannes for
j

Audrey Totter to Little Rock for
Renee Asherson is latest English

, Paris on first lap of return voyage the Arkansas Theatre Owners Fes-
star added to the cast of Laurence

, to America. tival.

Oliviers "Streetcar Named Desire” Errol Flynn allegedly told to Lauritz Melchoir to Chicago for
in which Vivien Leigh and Bonar leave Palm Beach Casino after an an outdoor appearance at Soldiers
Colleano will be starred.

1 alleged racial slur. Flynn has left
|

Field.
Marie Ney and Frank Lawton to I ©n yacht for six-week cruise.

|
Lee Roberts, western thesp,

costar in revival of H. Granville The English colony here strength-
; broke an ankle in a fall from a mo^

Barker’s adaptation of Spanish ened by arrival of Sir Ralph Rich-

play, “The Romantic Young Lady,”
; ardson and Merle Oberon. Already

at Arts Theatre Club, Aug. 30.
! here are Jean Simmons and Stew-

Day after Ben Blue opened at art Granger.

Australia

show for Sid Caesar.

Lillian Thompson, head of Uni-
versal’s still department, resting

Teddy Hart suffering from in-

“f. ^
testlnaT trouble at Hope tMs

after emergency surgery. week but playing nightly. Off to
Warner Club’s annual golf tour- coast Mon. (22).

nament at Westchester Country
: Edwin Gilbert, author of “Da-

Club Sept. 16. Major Albert War- mion’s Daughter,” show biz novel.

By Eric Gorrick

Lewis Gensler down to see niece
I

Latest London theatre up for Minerva will

Anne Britten thesping at New sale is the Phoenix, currently pack- King’s comedy, *see now iney

Hope in ‘Three Men On A Horse” ing them in with Broadway hit,
,

Run.” Aug. 29 in ^ ,
last week. “Death of a Salesman.” Tom Arn- "Secrets of Life ( Moni &

old, who wns theatre, is asking Dad”) wound up a record 19 weeks

$1,000,000.
,

run at the Savoy. Sydney.

Melvin Block, prexy of Ammi-
;

“Rusty Bugles swings into its

dent. CBS sponsor of Burns & fifth month at tl^

Allen, was in for team’s opening at
,

bourne, for Fuller-Carroll.

London Palladium, and this was' Webb Tilton back to N. Y., after

ner Trophy to the low. scorer. has taken flat in New Hope while
; first time he had seen the act. Abe three years with Annie Get Your

Stanley F. Schneider, son of < jQoking for farm.
i Aronsohn, co-owner of 400 Club, Gun” for J. C. Williamson.

Abraham Schneider, Columbia Pic

tures’ veepee and treasurer, en-
gaged to Margery May Strauss.

Katharine Hepburn arriving

from the Coast at the end of the
month to start rehearsals on the five-day celebration of 100th year
'Theatre Guild’s “As You Like It.”

;

of incorporation with “then and
Carrie and A. J. Balaban are

;
now” fashion parade today (24).

Brooks Atkinson, Prof. Albert

Sigmund Romberg due in this
, and his wife hosted the Blocks.

,

“Present Laughter is in its IHb
week at Lambertville to help stage The Blocks sailed for New York on week at Palace, Sydney, for Fuller-

“Up In Central Park.” opening at
, the Queen Mary, Aug. 20. ,

Carroll, with Peter Gray starred.

Music Circus Aug. 30.

Lambertville Centennial tees off

torcycle.
Peggy Dow returned to work at

Universal after a siege of pencillin
poisoning.

Jerry Hoffman succeeded Don
Reeve as trustee of the Screen
Publicists Guild. .

Milton Berle’s mother returned
to the Beverly Wilshire after a
week in the hospital.

Admiral Sir Frederick Dal-
ryinple-Hamilton gandered film

technique at Warners.
Y. Frank Freeman returned to

his Paramount studio desk after a
stay at the home office.

Barclay Allen in serious condi-

tion with spinal injuries after a
motor accident in Nevada.

Ethel Barrymore’s birthday gift

from RKO was an oil painting of

herself by Paul Clemens.
Ginger Rogers will represent the

film industry at the California Con-
stitutional Centennial Convention

Washington

Elisabeth Schwarzopf, Viennese
soprano, here for concert tour for

celebration
Australian Broadcasting Commis-

j Caren Marsh demanding $106,-
sion. ! 500 damages from Standard Air-. a 1 Y V 1 f¥lla VaClliaciMV. o Aav/aaa

By Florence S. Lowe June Clyde and Hal Thomson injuries in an air crash
pouring ” tomorrow (Thursday) at ' Brooks Atkinson, Prof. Albert i Harry Fleishman, of the Gilbert playing in “Separate Rooms at

July 12.
the Roxy on the occasion of the

j

McClerry of Fordham, Adelaide Miller office and Milton Shubert in Comedy, Melbourne, for J. C. Wil-
; Variety Club, Tent 25, of South-

21st birthday of their son. Bruce.
^

Hawley, Stanley Woolf. Viola
, to give Olney theatre’s hit, liamson.

' ern California tossed a dinner to
Eddie Cantor dipping in and

,
Roache in to gander Lambertville “Charm,” the 0 .0 . Local edition of Fox Movietone

^ ^ ^ ^ Echkart’s 50th
Al Sherman (Sherman Plan, Inc.) celebrates its 20 years of operation, i

show biz
ked to do a series of one-minute Maj. Harry Guiness is in charge of

;

^
pppji q DoM

out of town on fair dates in be- Music Circus.
tween taping his first four shows Phil Bourneuf, whose spouse, inked to do a series of one-minute Maj. Harry Uuiness is in cnarge 01

;
^ Cepii 3 DeMille in town after

for “Take It or Leave It” out of Frances Reid, is featured at Play- tv spots to publicize local Variety the local setup.
1 wpeks of trouDinc with the

N. Y.
I

;

house in “The Swan” this stanza, tent’s welfare activities. 1 Freddie Bamberger, B**^tish j,. Show which he will im-
Paramount actress Nancy Olson commuting to his chores in “Miss Harry Stem, head of special fea- comedian, is scoring heavily over ‘sn rptinloid

headed west Monday (22) after a Liberty” from Tyson Nimicks Syca- tures division of Aztec Films, in to the Kerrige loop in New Zealand
week’s stinting to fanfare Par’s

;

more Farm. Bourneufs were' in tub thump for "Don Quixote,” via deal with David N. Martin.
“Sunset Boulevard,” in which she resident troupe last season at New Spanish language pic at the Du- ' Dorothy Rae arrives to present
stars.

I

Hope. pont.
'

“Edward, My Son.” with Robert
Alfred Hitchcock returning to

;

j

John Tassos, ex 20th’s Bogota, Morley for J. C. Williamson. Show
the U. S. from London early next

j

Colombia, office, named flack for
' debuts in Sydney early September,

month to attend world preem of i • I
Paramount’s Washington-Baltimore-

Tokyo
‘Under Capricorn” at the Music

i LhlCdCFO Norfolk exchange area, with head-
Hall, N. Y.

I

quarters in Washington.
Sizeable turnout of film industry-

i

Tom Drake and Haila Stoddard, S, E. (Steve) Cochran, former
. « „

Ites feteing Oscar Morgan, Para- in for appearance in “The Card- manager of National Theatre and "V Russell Splane

mount’s shorts subject sales man- board Lover,” at Chevy Chase sum- founder of the National 'Theatre Ealing’s “Hue and Cry road-

ager. Sept. 1 at Sardi’s on. his 35th mer theatre. Players, back in town after a year’s showing at Tokyo’s Piccadilly the-

anniversary with the company.
|

Willie Shore will emcee at hospitalization in California for in- atre and doing okay biz.

Wichita law firm of Aley & Variety Club’s golf tourney at juries received in a street car acci- Onoe Kikugoro, 65, famed
Martz seeking the whereabouts of Sportman’s course, Aug. 26, with dent. “kabuki” (classical drama) actor,

Juanita Peterson, actress, who has
,

proceeds going to LaRabida sani- Variety Club will dedicate a Va-
j

died. Popular star was awarded
been bequeathed the estate of her tarium. riety Cabin at the Merrick Boys’ Japanese government’s culture

late father. Ralph B. Peterson
Eve Arden arrives from the

Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) for a 12-

day stay in New York. She’ll be
accompanied by her agent. George
Ward, and three-year old daughter

Westport, Conn.

By Humphrey Doulens

I

Gladys Swarthout vacationing at

I her farm.

Raymond Masseys back from

Cape Cod.

Carl Ravazza
Wilton place.

Rose Bampton entertaining Law-

rence and Peggy Evans.
Marvin McDonald. Atlanta im-

presario, guest of the Marks

Levines,
Sophie Tucker, no country gal

ordinarily, visiting William

resting at his

and

5 4 Jerry Lester, comic, new i

Iror” Gotham for Buddy Ebsen

fTnof*? Opening at Chevy Chase last week.
(Tues. after huddling Ezio Pinza comic and Ebsen are working the

cafe circuit with an act they
on the script for “Deburau” in
which Pinza stars with Mario
Lanza.

Louise (Mrs. Martin) Beck in
from two months in England.
France and Ireland. She did a
sw’itch; stayed mostly with French
natives instead of mixing with the
transplanted Sardi mob.
George Jessel closes his per-

sonals with “You’re Mv Every-
thing” in Chi today (Wed.), arid
heads hack to Hollywood on new’
production business; not detouring
to Gotham as hoped.

Olin H, Clark. Metro’s eastern
fitory head, lectured yesterday
(Tues.) before John Farrar’s ^’ic-

tion Writers’ Conferences at Marl-
boro. Vt.. on “Fiction in Relation
to the Motion Picture.”

Niles Trammell back from a Ca-
nadian fishing trip discovered that
the Lauventians were the best
sponsor for no sleeping tablets;

you just did what comes naturally
without benefit of nostrums.

Ethel Shuta (Mrs. CJeorge Kirk-
sey). now retired in Houston, up
from Texas seeing the shows with
the younger of her two sons
Geroge Olsen. Jr., and Charles
Olsen, both U of Mich gridders.

Gloria Stroock, legit actress,

arrived in the U. S. from Italy cu

this week after visiting her sister. French

Marilyn Maxwell will pinchhit Camp Nanjemoy, Md., next Sun- medal posthumously.

for Celeste Holm in exploitation ® plsQue in A two-act melodrama extolling Madeline Gaxton.
appearance for “Come to the rii^)Tiory of the 15te John J. Payette, the virtues of prompt payment of

, William Eythe, here to see Cor-

Stable” at the Chicago theatre, chief barker of the Washing- taxes is now touring rural Japan patricia Knight m
Aug. 26 Warner topper in this and packing em in. Play is spon- “Western World ”

1 area until his death last year.
I

sored by Jap Finance Mini.stry,
j Faith Baldwin to N Y. to sub

' Japan’s famous Bunraku puppet Mgry Margaret McBride on her
troupe, whose theatrical tradition network show this week,
goes back for centuries, split inf o I Margaret Webster may rehearse
two warring factions on issue of'^er touring companies of “Taming

Sugar Chile Robin.son followed .mining Japan Film and Theatrical Shrew” and “Julius Ceasar
Ted Lewis into La.st Frontier and Workers Union.

j^ppp month
doing nice biz. Hokkaido, Japan’s northernmost '

. Theresa Helburn and Armina
Las Vegas Press Club lining up island, will see its first operatic

^jgpj,j^gl| y^gpi^ Cape Cod
Gridiron dinner and show to lam- performance in September when ^vere thev oo’d Helen Hayes in

poon local notables in nice way. Miho Opera troupe visits island for
Top ho.stelries mostly sold out tw'o weelcs to perform “Madama

Las Vegas

whipped together a few’ months
ago.

Al Jolson planed in Friday (19)

fpr appearances preceding mid-
west preem of “Jolson Sings
Again” at Woods theatre. Aug. 23.

Jolie joined George Jessel. who’s
currently at other F,ssaness house.
Oriental, on stage Sat. eve and
brought the rafters down.

all week instead of only w’eekends Butterfly” and “The Mikado.”
as in former years. Dr\*, cool
weather helping.

| Ilf • w 1Comeihan Harvey Stojie. facing

Paris
By Maxime de Beix

(33 Bird. Montparnasse)

Joe Hummel in Munich
Harry Novak in Germany.
Mrs. Artie Burns holding court

in Juan les Pins.

Ellen Dosia due for Roxy per-
sonals this season,

Borrah Minevitch may buy a mill
as a country place.

The Wladimir Lissims at Swiss
Glion, near Montreux.

such stiff competish as Ted Lewis
and Spike Jones at other hotels
well received at El Rancho Vegas.

Michael Kirby, ice-skater now
playing opposite Sonja Henie in

By Lary Solloway
Alfred McCosker, former MBS

prexy. building a home here.
Veterans of Foreign Wars con-

“Good Housekeeping. .

Lemonade Opera Co. moved out

from town to present Felix M®"*

delssohn’s “T h e Stranger at

Imcille Lortel’s White Barn Thea-

tre Sunday night <21'. .

Fredric March. Florence EKP

redge. Ward French. Kim IL.nter,

Christie MacDonald. Henry
vaine, Eleanor French here

sing “The Philadelphia Story ai

Manila

the films, here with his wife for vention here this week hypoing
‘

publicity pictures for Photoplay nitery biz.
^ Countiy playhouse.

B. S. Pully now’ a cocktail lounge
Jimmie Lederer, Universal news- host-operator at his Pump room

reel photog, who won national in the Bancroft hotel.
, ,

plaudits for his coverage of the Club 22 shuttered by croditoW, ! Hal Houghton. Par exec, who W
Texas City. Tex., oil fire, in town with Treasury department owed on tour of the Far East, given

some $14,000 in back taxes. i luncheon bv Manila theatreown-
Mabel Todd, night club song.ster Little Jack Little and his trio ers. ‘

,and onetime wife of^ Morey Am- doing heavy biz at the Neptune Harold Linker, director of *
'

sterdam, in ‘escrow for second Room of the Robert Richter hotel, ternational Films, and travelog

time. Figure.s to make some public “Uncle Don” Carney, now a producer, here for a week, enrou

Myrna Loy and husband Gene 0PP‘‘0''‘')nces here to pa.ss time dur- resident here, into the Rendale to Japan.
, ^

’’ Markev writing from Bad Gastein
the necessary six weeks ot res- Hotel Lounge with “songology for Manila- theatre owners have

• istria.
‘

. ..
adults.” newed their battle against the ci y

RKO “While Tnunr” rnmmnv » •

^ enthusiastic Tecep- .‘Man Gale shuttering his Celeb- government’s projected 5 -

rrentlv in Ch-imonix in ^the
Spike Jones at Hamingo. rity Club for enlarging. Will rq- reimpose its .5c surcharge on P

ench Savoie -MiU f'nmninv in’
sliows. beats main closed for four weeks, preem- admission tickets. . o

.
,

' J
*n- anything town has ever expert- ing the new’ sotun in October Amateur actors of the loff

Geraldine Brooks who’s starnng^i^^ enced. There’s been a queue for Kitty Davis’ closes for refurbish- Spanish community
William Dieterles

of* iVvinc Xlle^ ani MarS wIL’ LlP’r I- though Dannv Davis staged Sanchez Bo rt’s comedy-

tion of “Volcano with Anna plus trying Allen and Mary Wea- hit here. nlans nnieW rennoni«« -i « v 5 ..Hac Megres” < “The Happy

St Tomas U. s audi-
tion Of -volcano witn

J";” ‘'vj,'"*
plans quick reopening to compete "Las Viudas Alcgrcs

Magnani. ,. 41.
^er . wivts of Allen and Hoinolka Station KRAM starts taking Mu- with new’ Five O’clock which Widows”) in

Mrs. Ted Lewis sparking the are there loo. tual programs in September. NBC reopens Sept 15.
’

‘ toriim
’
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Films’ Honors
—rr Continued from page 2

tic,” and Germany’s ‘‘Behind

Bars.” All were well received, with

the exception of the illogical as-

pects of “Lagoon” story. France’s

“Light of Memories" followed on

Aug. 15.

Festival .Notes

The Excelsior hotel on the Lido

In Venice is the meeting place ot

all the tourists in Venice for the

International Film Festival. The
“Petite Revue” offered in the

night club of the hostelry each
evening consists of Mary Meade,
singer here from Hollywood, and
Ted Grouya, accompanist. Charles
Beal, colored singer-pianist from
New York and Hollywood, per-

forms nightly in the bar and club

to round out the music for the

many Americans here.

Director Anatole Litvak and
Betsy Blair are here to do per-

gonal appearances for “Snake Pit.”

, . . David O. Selznick is here with
his children. His wife, Jennifer
Jones, is busy making a picture

in England. . . . Doris Dowling
came up for the weekend from
Rome. . . . George and Gwynn
Pickford Ornstein are at the Ex-
celsior. . . . Gene Van Dee and his

wife are here from Paris. He is

an associate of Gerald Mayer of

the Motion Picture Assn. . . ,

Betsy Furstenburg got away from
her work in “Women of the Shad-
ows” at Cine-Citta to come here
with her mother, the Countess
Elizabeth Furstenburg. . . . Harold
Rosw'ell, editor of the Police
Gazette, has been here for a cou-
ple weeks and leaves for the Festi-

val In Cannes soon. . . . Pietro
Brullio, executive of Scalera Films,
here for a month.
Richard Ney is here from Lon-

don with his wife. . . . Nathan D.
Golden and his wife are doing
Venice at this time as part of their

European jaunt. He is chief of the
Motion Picture Unit of the U. S.

Dept, of Commerce. . . . Mike
Frankovitch and Binnie Barnes
ipend all their spare time at the
Casino In Venice. . . . Sidney Sal-

kow, who Is in Italy to direct “The
Dark Road,” came to the Festival

with actress Janice Paige and her
husband, Frank Martinelli. . . .

Peter and Valerie Moore arrived
this week In time to see “The
Elusive Pimpernel,” an English
entry. . . . Marilyn Buford planed
to Venice from Rome, having fin-

ished w’ork in film, “A Night of

Fame.” Italian actress Mariclla
Lotti, who was featured in Louis
Hayward’s “Pirates of Capri,” is

here. Producer of “Capri,” the
Marchese Nicola Teodelc. just re-

turned from America in time for

the Festival. . . . Petra Peters, star

of the German film entry, “Maed-
chen Hinter Gitterh” (“Girls Be-
hind the Bars”), is at the Hotel
Des Bains.

Lucille Marsh, young U. S.

actress, is in Venice between pic-

tures in Rome. . . . Mischa Auer
flew to Venice for the weekend.
Frances Auer is visiting in Porto-
fiBo . . . Italian director Giuseppe
Amato vacationing in Venice be-

fore starting on an Italian film

soon.

tie in on the Series with Fabian.
Latter has purchased an RCA

theatre television unit but it won’t
be delivered for at least another

I

five months. As a result, the cir-
cuit chief would be forced to bor-
row or rent the unit from RCA
which he used to transmit the

i

fight. Since the Series would bea
potent selling point for RCA in

I

pushing large-screen video, that
j

company interest is obvious.
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TV’s Grid Lineup
ss Continued from page 1

the web fed games to four sta-

:

tions. Last year, with American
I

Tobacco sponsoring, it picked up
1

two games each Saturday, one for
j

its own stations and one for Du-
Mont. This year, it will have the
mass coverage for the entire east-

j

em network, with Luckies again in
the sponsor’s seat. WNBT, the

I

web’s key N. Y. flagship, will carry
the most important game each

I
week but another of those covered
by NBC may be fed to a second
N. Y. station.

Plan has been worked out by
Jimmy Dolan, NBC’s assistant
sports director. While the exact
schedule is still being worked out,
.the system would work something
like this: On one Saturday, a Dart-
mouth game might be carried by
Providence, a Yale game would be
fed to Boston and New Haven, an
Army contest would go to Schen-
ectady and N. Y. and a Penn game
would be aired by stations in Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, W’ashington
and Richmond. The coverage
would be done by the network and
not by local stations.

Of the other webs, DuMont is

already committed to carry five
home Notre Dame games, plus an-
other five top contests, all bank-
rolled by Chevrolet. CBS-TV and
ABC-TV have not announced defin-
ite plans yet but it is expected
that the former will again have the
Columbia Univ. home games, which
it carried last year.

MARRIAGES
Joan Wadsworth Douress to

Howard Kvanson, Hollywood. Aug.
13. Bride is a nicco of .\rthur
Unger, editor of Daily Variety;
he’s traffic manager fnr' the Mc-
Clatchy radio-newspaper net.

Patricia Roc to .\ndro Thomas,
Paris, Aug. 1(J. Bride is a British
film actress: he's a cameraman.
Norcen Kennedy to Ray Crum-

mie, Pittsburgh, Aug. 18. Bride is

a band singer; he’s a musician.

Vida Aldana to Richard Morley.
Hollywood. Aug. ‘20. Bride is a film
player; he‘s a pioducer.

Viveca Lindfors to Don Siegel,
Paris, Aug. 11. Bride is .Swedish
film actress; he's a film dirt*ctor.

Anne Swain to Hall Overton,
Riverside. Conn., .Aug. 20. He’s a
member of the Ileatliertones, vocal
quartet.

Jane Eads to GrifTing Bancroft,
Jr., Washington. Aug.. 22. Bride is

Washington columnist of Asso-
ciated Press; he’s a CBS news
commentator.

‘Boundaries’ Ban
Continued from page 1

Talent Agencies
Continued from page 1

the giveaways going until the issue
is finally settled.

The talent offices, how'ever, have
a major problem in lubstituting
packages for the giveways. Major-
ity of giveaways have a maximum
$8,500 talent and production nut
for a full-hour and sponsors will
want a program with the Hooper
potential of a giveaway at the same
price. It’s e.stimated that a spon-
sor would have to go to $12,500 or
more for a name package. Whether
bankrollers will be able to* absorb
the increase is highly problemati-
cal.

j

Meanwhile, the William Morris
: agency, for example, will start

j

pitching Fannie Brice, “Blondie,”

j

“Date with Judy” among others,
while Music Corp. of America en-

, tertains hopes that buyers will be
found for Jack Carson, “Ozzie and
Harriet,” “Claudia” and, if con-
ditions warrant, may revive the

I

AFRA show with Dorothy Lan)our,
i sponsored last season by Seaitest.

Fabian Pitching
M Continued from page 1 sss

will be represented on tlic Series.
If Baseball Commi.ssioncr A. B.

(“Happy”) Chandler gives bis okay,
consequently, Fabian is not ex-
pected to encounter loo much dif-

ficulty.

If the Brooklyn Dodgers, now
battling it out for first plaee in the
National League with the St. Louis
Cardinals, succeed in pinning down
the NL flag, Fabian would be ex-
pected to post the SRO signs with '

no trouble at his Brooklyn house.
American League pennant at this
hme looks like a good bet for the

|

N. Y. Yankees. But even if two
jnidwestern teams, such as the
Cards and Cleveland Indians, wind
np in the Series, it is believed Fa-
bian could still do a landoffice
Dusiness becau.se of the great pull
the .series has in itself.
^hat kind of a deal Fabian could

make with the network and spon-
or has not been determined, but

^xppctcd that it would simu-

fl
Charlcs-Walcott

riohl
be paid a fee for the

jit 1 .

^tnee the Series will run

•Vi
fotir games, the possibility

that he might work out
Uj,

® of a percentage deal
boxoffice take. Proad-

the-' e, w’
'

’I also
the boxing match, may

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson,

daughter, Hollywood, .Aug. 14,

Father is a film cutter at Republic.
Mr. and Mrs. .Steve Clark, son.

Philadelphia. Aug. 8. Father is one
of the Clark Bros., vaude and
nitery act.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Marta, son,

Pasadena. Cal.. Aug. 13. Father is

a cameraman at Republic Pictures.

Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Spreckles,
Jr., son. Hollywood, Aug, 15.

Mother is Kay W'illiains. who re-

cently headed a vaiidc-nilery act

with the Williams Bros.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carlyn.

son, Pittsburgh. Aug. 16. Father is

a bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Berman, son.

Chicago, Aug. 12. Father is Chi

branch manager of Universal-Inter-

national.
Maj. and Mrs. John Leonard

Meakin, .son, July 2, Wa.shington,

D. C. Grandfather is Hardie

Meakin. manager of RKO Keith’s,

and Washington rep of RKO
studio, as well as onetime Variety

mugg.
, . ^. ..

Mr and Mrs. Irving Gitlin. son.

New' York. Aug. 16. Father is re-

.search head for CB.S’ documentary

unit,

Mr. and Mrs. .Arthur Aarons,

daughter. Newark. N, J.. Aug, 20.

Father is with Warner Bros, pur-

chasing department there.

Mr. and Mrs.^ Mario Pappas,

daughter. New York. Aug. 23. Par-

ents arc ballroom team ot Mario

and Fiona.

because it deals with a Negro asso-

ciating with white soldiers. Ac-
cording to Binford, “it’s a military

picture and that could luniiien.”

Atlanta ban was reported F'riday

(19) by Christine Smith, member
of the censor board in that city,

who said she was against the film

“for no particular reason,” De
Rochemont and Film Classics,

which is releasing the picture,

immediately appealed the action to

! the board of trustees of the Atlanta
Public Library, which can overrule

the censor. Spokesman for the
I board said that a final decision is

unlikely for 10 days or two weeks.

Board spokesman Aubrey Milam
explained that only three of seven

I members had seen the picture and

j

that, because the film involved
“such a controversial subject,” it

was felt all members should have
an opportunity to see it. Milam

I

emphasized it would be false to a»*

I
sume the film had been finally

I

banned until the board made a de-
cision.

Both Binford and the Atlanta
board expressed doubt whether

I they would have any jurisdiction

over the film if it appeared on TV.
In refusing to sell time to de
Rochemont, Henry Slavick, general
manager of WMCT, Memphis video

;

outlet, declared: “We have no con-
troversy with the Memphis censor

I board and they have none with us.

i
I’m not sure I like the idea of hav-

I ing someone use us to fight his bat-

j

ties. De Rochemont’s fight is with

the censor board. Why should we
be agitated about it?”

Producer, meanwhile, hopes to

get a quick court settlement of the

ban since the film has been booked
into several other southern cities.

He has offered to furnish counsel

to any exhibitor who wishes to

fight any censor action, offering to
' provide the serv'ices of Judge
Samuel L. Rosenman on the cuff.

Variety learned that “Boun-
daries” may play the Crittenden

I

theatre in West Memphis, Ark.,

which is only 10 miles from down-
town Memphis.

I As for Binford’s okay on

I

“Brave,” it is believed he resented

j

the enthusiasm with which

:

“Brave” was greeteej in the

southern city. Not only was there

very liberal patronage at the b.o.,

but there was no trouble in the

way of pickets, fights or anything

else. If Bhiford had expected to

demonstrate by his okay on
"Brave” that showing of racial pix

below the Mason & Dixon line was
impractical, he failed. “Brave”
has also done well in other south-

ern cities. "Boundaries” is ju.st

about to start cracking the terri-

tory.

I Binford’s action in okaying
“Brave” in the first place was a

surprise since he had gone .so far

as to previously ban an “Our Gang”
comedy because it showed white

and colored children playing to-

gether. A test case on this ban,

brought by United Artists and the

Motion Picture Assn, of .America,

is now ponding in the Tennessee

supreme court. It had been

thought that Binford’s approval of

I

“Brave” was to knock the props

out from under this suit and thus

prevent a test of his authority tl^it

might carry all the way to the U. S.

Supreme Court. “Boundary” nix,

however, would appear to elimin-

ate that thcor}'.

OBITUARIES
CHARLES KELT>I.\N

Charles Felt man, 78, former
owner of the Ct»ne> Island caleiy
bearing his n.ime. died m Brook-
lyn, N. Y., Aug. 22 W nil ilu* dcatli
of his father in 1910. Feldman and
his brother Allretl took o\er opera-
tion of the fanu'd resiaur.int. wliieh
was establislH'd in 1871. I’lie hrol ti-

ers continued as proprietors until
their retirement three \e.irs ago
when they .sold out.
Feltman was also oiu* of Hie

founders of the Cohey IsKnul March
Gras, held in Se|)t»*nili<‘r to mark
the end of the resoii's season. It

will not be held this mmi-
Survived by wife, son. two dangli-

ters and a brother.

GEORt'.K PAR.SDN’S
George Parsons, lornier Broad-

way actor and later a prohibit ion
agent in Albany, diici .Ang. 19 at

his home in Nassau I.nke. N. Y.
Assistant chief of the Albany

Prohibition oHiee for sonu'time.
Parsons moved from that eily to
Nassau Lake 15 .M'ars ag() after Hic
repeal of prohibition.

Prior to his apiniinlinent to the
federal post, Parsons liad aiitieared

Charles B. Dillingham

August 30, 1934

‘GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN’!

R. H. B.

with George M. Cohan in a nnniher
of the latter’s prodiu tions. Sur-
vived by wife and tw o sons.

CARLOS SANTOS
Carlos Santos, 77, veteran Portu-

guese actor died in Li'^lion. Ang
11. A protege of King Luis and
King Carlos of Portugal, he
studied at Lisbon University and

I

then entered the Portiignese Navy.
' After hitch there he decided upon
I a theatrical career, and had been

I

a leading player with the National
Theatre for many years.

In 1918 he became Professor of
Elocution at the Lisbon Conserva-
toir and retired 10 years ago.

RUTH PEASE JOHNSTON
Ruth Pease John.ston. 73. former

concert singer, died Aug. 18 in

Toronto. Daughter of Dr. Fred-
erick Pease, erstwhile condtictor
of the Detroit Symphony, she was
educated in Europe, sang with the
Munich Opera Co. and then re-

turned to America for concert
work.

Survived by two sons and two
daughters.

EMILIO SAGI-BARBA
Emilio Sagi-Barlia. 80. retired

baritone, dice! in Alicante. .Spain.

Augu.st 6. Ho retired in 1932 after
a long career in Spanish zarzuelas
in his native country and South
America with his wife, soubret

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

ARTHUR A. ROSE
who died August 26th, 1947

in Hollywood

[TO KNOW HIM WAS TO LOVE HIM|

Th« Family

Luisa V'^ela, who died some years
ago.
He leaves four sons of whom Is

Luis Sagi-V'da, baritone with the
Colon Opera Co,

CURTIS M. WILKINSON
Curtis M. Wilkin.son, 67 . musi-

cian, died in Laconia lluspital.

Laconia, N. H., Aug. 13. He had
played with leading orchestras in

Boston, Chicago and on the Coast,
and for the past several years had
been musical instructor in the
public schools of Concord. N. H.

Survived by wife and a daugh-
ter.

LEO W. BARCLAY
Leo W. Barclay, 56, former film

pres.sagent, died Aug. 19 in Los
Angeles, following a surgical op-
eration.
He went to Hollywood in 1922

as exploitation director for Samuel
Goldwyn. Previous to that he was

a newspaper reporter ami ad-
publicity manager for Ihealics m
Hie east.

MRS. KATIE DANGI.KK
Mrs. Katie Dangler. 62. .stylist

w ho had created costumes and h.ils

for George M, Cohan musicals,
died Aug. 20 in Saratoga .Springs,
N. Y. of coronary thrombosis.
Her only survivor is a son. l)a\ id,

of Saratoga Springs, transmission
engineer at WSNY, Sclnmiwlady.

FERNANDEZ PALOMLKO
Manuel Fernandez Palmncro 71,

playwright and composer, dicil m
Madrid. Aug. 7.

For the pa.st 20 years he was
head of the Musical Depi. of the
Spanish Assn, of Authors and
Composers.

-HAZEL MACK
Mrs. John Norel, 58. known pro-

fes.sionally as Hazel M.uk. died in
N’ew’ York, Aug. 17. She li.id heen
a dancer in burlesque and \au(le-
ville.

Survived by husband .ind Iwu
sons.

VINCENT BRUNO
Vincent Bruno. 46, foniM i Brook-

lyn nahe theatre oponilor. dud in
Brooklyn. Ang. 21. At Hu tiiii<> of
his death he was owner of ;i eh.iiii

of restaurants.
Wife and father survive.

PAUL .MARES
Paul Mares, 49, j.izz musician,

died in Chicago, Ang. 18. Mares
came from New Orleans in 192()s

and became a member of tlie orig-

inal New Orleans Rhythm Kings,
and later played with George
Brunis, Bix Beiderbecke, Bud
Freeman, Benny (loodman and
other jazz names. In 1938 he
opened a restaurant in the Loop,

'

w'hich became a hangout for mu-
sicians W'hen playing Chicago.

Survived by wife and a son.

CARLOS CARKIEDO G.ALV W
Carlos Carriedo Galvan. .»9. gen-

eral manager of Prodiu nones
Mi'Xieo and noted lawyer <!ic'<l Aug
19 afti-r a heart attack in Mexico
City. Wife and three ehildii'ii .sur-

vive.

ALEXANDROWNA WALTER
Alexandrowna Roberta Walti'r,

60. circus performer, died in Lis-
bon. Aug, 12.

She was the daughter of a clown
known as "Little W’alter” and wile
of George Walter, also a clown.

FRED HUSSON
Fred Hus.son, 38, owner of Hit

Wilmington theatre, Wilmington,
Mass., died in 1.4>well, .Mass.,
Aug. 16.

KERMIT (KEN) LYONS
Kermit (Ken) Lyons, writer on

several top east coast radio shows.

IN MEMORIAM

SAM RACHMAN
S. 1935)

Mrs. S. Rachman
and daughtar Kitty

died in his sleep Monday night '22)
at his Brooklyn. N. Y., home.

Details in Radio section.

Mrs. Bessie Norton Rite
Tiiofher of Monogram Inte
tional’s president. Norton V.
obey, died Aug. 21 at Mart
Vineyard, Mass. Widow of the
James V^ Ritchey, film pioneer,
is also survived by another
James V., a second veepee of
Cliase National Bank.

he.Vi

rna-
Rit-

ha's
late

she
•'On,

tile

liilllan Thompson (Mrs. George
Fisher), head of the Still Depari-
ment in New York for llniversal
Pictures, died in Jersey f’ity Atig.
22. .She had been with Universal
since 1930,

Father, 67, of Robert Lantz. New
York artists repre.sentative. long-
time stationed in London, died
Aug. 18 in London as result of
surgery for a stomach ailment.

Patrick Delanhunty. 70. owner
of New Cinema. Thurles. Irel.md
and director of Thurles Greyhound
Racing Track, died in Dublin, Aug.
12 .

V,

I

Mother, 81. of .A. M. Blumherg,
Brooks Costume Co. exec, died in
New’ York, Aug. 17. Three d.iugh-
ters and another .son survive.

Bernard A. Sohiceter, 61. man-
ager of the Liberty Theatre,
AR'xandria. Ind., died there .Aug.
14.

Louis B. Ipp, 58. projectionist at
the Paramount. Youngstown. O.,
for 25 years, died in that city Aug.
18.

Robert S. Crandall, 81. pioneer
motion picture canierraan, died
Aug. 16 in Hollywood,
Grandmother, 86. of Irx ing Cum-

mings, Jr., RKO producer, died
Aug. 16 in Hollywood.

Ethel Beach, 43. chief shoppci
for RKO's wardrobe department
died .\ug. 17 in HoHvwood.
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THROUGH GAIL SULLIVAN . .

.

Wcdnegdayy Augugt 24. 1949

is all you are asked (0 give

the THREE MILLION
^iMjttcd /^mefUccuG ^etenoMA

who gave so much of

their LIVES for you

!

7^ ^Uied StcUe^

0̂ *7XotcoH 'PicU<nc S^cMU6n4^
THROUGH WILLIAM L AINSWORTH...

have pledged their organizations* wholehearted support!

under the leadership of Abe Montague,

Columbia Pictures Vice-President and General

^^^Sales Manager, has mobilized combined Distributor sales

organizations to solicit your pledge and obtain your play

date.

are working with Distributors and local thea-

tre organizations to further this great cause.

has been designated by the

Motion Picture Industry to

handle physical distribution for the film.

For any further information or assistance, communicate with

your Local Chairman or National Screen Service manager. }\Cim
PPiliBSfBn
(yiem SERVICE
PBtZfBBBY Of MfiBDUSrBY
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H’WOOD’S TIGHT BACK’ DRIVE
Color Video May Be Final Cfincher To y|||J[Si With Legit Fmaneing So Scarce,

Bring Film, TV Indnstries Together
| yj ||jIllCK[[|S

You, Too, Can Now Be an Angel
• Color television, which this week>
looms closer to commercial reality,

may be the motivating factor in

finally cementing the tie between

the TV and film industries. Since

very few, if any, video broadcasters

have had any experience with

color, it is believed they will be

forced to turn to film technicians
|

to get them started on the tinted !

road,
j

That belief, already being aired '

by spokesmen for both industries, i

is based, of. course, on the as-
;

sumption that the Federal Com-
j

munications Commission will green-
j

light color TV in some form at the >

hearings scheduled to open in

Washington. Sept. 26. Disclosure

by RC'A laS! week of a new all-

electronic system which can be

linked directly with present broad- '

cast standards, coupled with CBS’
request that the FCC detail the

information it wants on its sys-
j

tern, presages an early FCC go-
|

ahead for some form of color

video.
1

Link between the two indu.stries
,

as a result of color TV’s immi-
J

nence was pointed up “this week
by the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers. Organ-
ization, which voted to include TV

i

technicians in its membership only
last spring, had selected color pho-
tography as the keynote of its con-
vention. which tees off on the
Coast in October. Following the

(Continued on page 63)

BEHE DAVIS IN PAR’S

‘STREETCAR’ PACKAGE?
Bette Davis, as her first role

since breaking her 18-year associa-
tion with Warner Bros., may play
the lead for Paramount in a filmi-

lation of Tennessee Williams’ hit

legiter. “A Streetcar Named De-
sire.” Unusual package deal with
William Wyler as director has
oeen set up and was awaiting the
return from abroad yesterday
(Tuesday

) of Par prexy Barney
Balaban for final okay.

Pulitzer prizewinning play has
bad such a high price tag hung on
it that studios have shied away
from it. It was offered for bidding
last winter at a starting price of
round $4.‘S0,000 plus a percentage.
It is in the complicated package
arrangement with star and di-
rector at $150,000 plus a percent-
age. Play is now in its 91st week
on Broadway.
Wyler i.s included in deal de-

apUe the fact that he is under con-
tract to Par. He’d be borrowed by
the ’’package” and loaned back to
the stucUp as part of it.

Radioes Singin’ Sheriff
Seguin, Tex., Aug. 30.

Music may be a strange
weapon to find in the ar.senal

of a Texas sheriff, but P. M.
Medlin. the “Singin’ Sheriff’*

of Ciuadalupe county, finds
i

that it comes in mighty handy
j

in his work. 1

Each Sunday at 6:30 p.m. the
j

' law officer parks his pistol and
handcuffs atop the piano here
at KWED, and with his theme,,

j

"Marcheta.” presents a half-

' hour of songs.

Too-Quick Rise

May Hurt Vaude

j

The RKO circuit is now' starting

to worry about the rapidity with

1 which its vaude-policy Palace

shows are growing. Not only has

public acceptance of the eight-

acters built up competition for the

I

chain in two situations, but the

number of acts suitable for the

Palace-type layouts are insuf-

ficient to meet the demands of

those entering into this kind of

programming. Chain toppers feel

I
that its too-rapid growth will

I

create a bad standard of show'man-

j

ship that will harm the vaudeville

revival.

^ Situation was brought into shbrp

focus last week when the Adams
theatre. Newark, advanced its

preem of the eight-act policy from

Sept. 1.5 to Sept. 8. the day after

1 (Continued on page 50)

Radio Takes a Hand In

Milking Contented Cows
I

Minneapolis. Aug. 30.

Minnesota State Fair has given

permission to Mueller & Sons,

Arlington, Minn., to install a radio

in the cattle barn on the grounds

where the firm is exhibiting its

prize herd of cows.

Karl Mueller explained he in-

stalled a radio in a cattle barn at

home so that he wouldn’t mi.ss U.

of Minnesota football games broad-

casts while doing his chore.s, and

that, following the games, he lis-

tened to the ensuing musical pro-

grams. He said he noticed that

during the music the cows seemed

more quiet than usual. This led

him to put the radio on again at

milking time for music, and he

I found the cows milked more easily.

!

By HERB GOLDEN
I

(’hicago, Aug. 30,

Verbal brickbats with which '

Hollywood has been habitually -

slugged for years will no longer go
;

unanswered, it appeared virtually
j

certain here today (Tuesday!. For
j

the first time in film history, those
|

who malign and discredit the in-
j

dustry, wliether for fun or for !

I

profit, can be sure of having the
j

lie tossed back in their face—and
of getting, additionally, a positive

j

slant on the virtues of the industry. ,

j

While it may yet take some time
!

i to work out details, one thing on
which major execs at the all-indus-

Otlior vf’wx of the film in-

dnstrif's public relations con-

feroice in Chicago on Page 3.

try public relations conference!

j

here appear to agree on is need for
j

j

a professional, full-time organiza-

,

i tion to enhance the now admittedly
! dim view that most of America

j

I takes of Hollywood. A secondary
aim, of course, will be to promote

I

boxoffice receipts.
j

This will be the first time that

I

every facet of the film industry, as

represented by the unprecedented
gathering at the two-day conclave

(Continued on page 25)

Competitive Heat Off,

I

Agents Have It Tough

I

Booking Fla. Names
i

New' York talent agencies have
little hope that the Florida cafe

;

.season will provide the booking
I bonanzas of former years. Up to

j

this time, not a single major name
! has been bought for a Miami
i Beach spot. Last season at this

time, most of the top talent were

j

already patted.

! Reason for the failure to sell

the top performers in Florida is

I

the absence of a major competi-

tive situation, such as existed last

season, when the Beachcomber
I and Copa City were dueling each
other for draw's. Fate of Copa City

is still to be determined. Operator
Murray Weinger is currently in a

Massachu.setts hospital and may
not be able to raise sufficient coin

needed to open the debt-ridden

cafe. Thus Ned Schuyler’s Beach-

comber, across the street from
Copa City, may be the sole major
cafe in that area. Another factor

contributing to the buying decline

I

is Schuyler’s recent takeover of

the Five O’clock club from Sam
1 (Continued on page 63)

Nathan’s ‘Religion*
George Jean Nathan is kid- 1

ding-on-the-square in enrolling
j

intimates in what he calts the

new religious cult of ”lm-
inunism.”

i

The veteran .scrivener then
reels off' a (lock of things one
can and should “immunize”
against. ,

P.S.—He’s getting willing

disciples.

Soaps, Giveaways

Tripe’: De Forest
Chicago. Aug. 30.

Tf the FCC enforces its ban on
giveaways, it’s perfectly all right

with Dr. r.ee de Forest, .so-called

“father of radio.” The inventor
celebrated his 76th birthday last

week (26) by blasting “lotteries and
soap operas’’ as “tripe.”

“I had hoped that radio would
improve our cultural lot by broad-
casting interesting educational pro-

grams and cultural music,” he .said.

Instead, he claimed, radio i.s the
communications organ for opera-
tors of quasi-lotteries.

De Forest works six hours a day
at American Television Labs, per-

fecting his color television inven-

tions. but knocks off four months
every year to rest at his L. A.

home.
“I guess the good radio has done

outweighs its evils.” he said. But as

for soap operas, “they could be

ordered off the air very easily with-

out much of a cultural loss to the

American people.”
De Forest predicted that devel-

opment of atomic energy might
have wide ramifications in the

radio and TV industry.

Pitt Progressives Pick

Radioite to Run as Alayor
Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.

f’harles M. Kerns, Jr., freelance
radio producer and former program
director of WJAS, has been named
by the Progres.sive Party here to

run for the mayoralty in the com-
ing city elections. lie’ll be unop-
posed for the nomination in the
primaries next jnonth.

Kerns has Idng been active in

local affairs of the Henry Wallace
party and was a Congressional can-

j

didate on the ticket la.st November,
but withdrew at the last minute.

By HOBE MORRISON

This may be the sea.son in which
the outsider with a bankroll comes
back into his own in the theatre.

Signs point that way.
With available production coin

growing scarcer by the week, (he
stranger with a collection of Gov-
ernment bonds is becoming th«
real Man of Distinction on Broad-
way. No longer is he merely
glanced at, sideway.s. down the
nose, to be given a barely polite

whisk or, perhaps patronizingly
admitted to the suckers’ circle.

Now, with the exception of very
few managements, nobody has to

introduce him and it doesn’t mat-
ter where or even if he went to

college. If he has a bank balance
that can be had he’s in. with as

many “auditions” as he and his

Iriendsseem to require. And if he
wants billing as associate producer,
with perhaps the right to make
suggestions about casting and this

and (hat. he may be accommodated
there, too.

The reason for all this is plain

enough. With the end of the war
yeai's’ boom, the boxoffice subsided
and grosses leveled off to normal
or less. But while costs have re-

mained high, profits have shrunk
and ri.sk capital has become elu-

sive. In fact, things have become
tough all over.

So, although such apparently

(Continued on page 63

»

NBC, CBS IN GOLDWYN,

SELZNICK TV DEALS?
New tiein between indie film

pniducer David O. Selzntck ana
CBS. calling for Sclznick to pro-
duce a series of tw'o-reelers espe-
cially for CBS television, is ex-
pected to be revealed when the
producer returns from Europe in

about two weeks. NBC television,

meanwhile, may beat CBS to the
I punch by announcing a similar

,

tiein with indie Samuel Goldwyn
.some time this week.

Deals by the two major web.s
with two of the top indie producers

j
in Hollywood arc expected to pave

' the way for other film producers to
turn their attentions to TV. With
(•levision confidently expected to
devour more film in a year than is

presently turned out by all the
Hollywood studios combined. TV
spokesmen believe it’s only a mat-
ter of time until even the major
companies start Icnsing films H>r
video. To date, several top indies,
including Selznick, Argosy (John
Ford-Merian Cooper), etc., have

i (Continued on page 63)
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Soviets Demand U. S. Pact Revision

Before Allowing Import of Films

Vednc«d«y, August 31 . 1949

Moscow, Aug. 30.

Relea.se of American pictures in

Russia will likely be held up fur-

ther since authorities reportedly

are demanding revision of a 1948
j

pact made with Eric Johnston,
1

head of the Motion Picture As.sn. 1

of America. Exact nature of their

!

demands are undisclosed, but they

flatly refuse to take any films un-

til the MPAA chief consents to cer-

tain changes in the deal,

Johnston’s initial arrangements
called for submission of 100 films

to the Soviet Ministry of Cinema-
tography for approval. Ministry ,

vas to select a minimum of 20

1

prints to be exhibited the first year i

and thereafter the deal was to be
continued on a picture-to-picture

basis.

Agreement stipulated that all

product was to be bought at a flat

sum with payment to be made in

dollars in New York. Louis Kan-
turek, eastern European supervisor
for the Motion Picture Export
Assn., recently delivered prints for

the first 24 features for the minis-
try’s scrutiny. He has since re-

turned to Frankfurt where he’s

currently conferring with Irving
Maas, MPEA veepee and general

,

manager, regarding the impasse.

Autry’s Quickie
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Gene Autry plays a guest
role in the Bob Hope starrer,
‘ Fancy Pants,” at Paramount.
Autry gallops to Hope’s res-

cue and gallops right out again.

Maas to Frankfurt

Paris, Aug. 30. !

Irving Maas, veepee and general
manager of the Motion Picture
Export Assn., left London Satur-
day <27) for Frankfurt, where he
is scheduled to meet the MPEA’s
eastern European supervisor,
Louis Kanturek. Latter recently
returned from Moscow, where he
delivered the first batch of Amer-
ican film.? for Soviet selection un-
der a 1948 agreement arranged

!

by Eric Johnston.

Maas, it’s understood, will re-

main about 10 days in Germany
prior to planing direct to the U. S.

F.nroute to Frankfurt ho made a

sliort stopover here to huddle with
tlie MPEA’s representative in Ger-
many Marian F. Jordan. He also
spent every minute interviewing
available execs on the continental
situation, despite the warm Au-
gust weekend.

Cantor, RKO Sued

On Plagiarism Rap
Los Angeles, Aug. 30.

Emerson Treacy, screen actor
and writer, filed suit for $150,000
against Eddie Cantor and RKO,
charging plagiarism.

Plaintiff declares his screenplay,
“Isabella’s Pawn Ticket.” was re-

written as a musical comedy. ‘‘Hail

(’olumbia,” for Cantor, and later

used as the basis of the RKO
picture. ‘Tf You Knew Susie,” re-

leased in 1948.

Italian Film Stars May

Head Legit Unit to Tour

U.S. Key Cities Next Year
Rio de Janeiro, Aug. 23.

Italian film stars such as Anna
Magnani and .Mdo Fabrizzi may ap-

pear in key cities of the U. S. next

year as part of a legit unit headed
by Ruggiero Ruggieri. if plans of

local impresario Dante Viggiani

materialize. Latter is sponsoring

the current Brazilian tour of Rug-
gieri.

In view of Ruggieri’s success in

.\rgenlina and Brazil, Viggiani feels

that an American venture would
be financially sound, inasmuch as

the U. S. has a large Italian-speak-

ing population, as have the two
South American countries.

•Arrangements for the projected

tour are now being worked out here
by Viggiani’s American rep, Marcel
Ventura, and Italian producer
Stefani Miraglia. Contemplated
swing through the U. S. reportedly

would be the first of its kind for

an Italian theatrical troupe since

the trooping of Eleanora Duse
more than ‘20 years ago.

Selznick Sets Prize For

Best Yearly Goodwill Pic
Venice, Aug. 22.

.\t'a press dinner last night <21)

in Venice city hall, producer David
G. Selznick announced his inten-

tion of donating a yearly prize to

the film made in Europe by a Eu-
ropean and presented in the
United Slates during the preceding
year which “constitutes the most
notable contribution towards com-
prehension and cooperation be-

tween free and democratic people,”

,
The winning picture, starting in

1950. will be shown each year at

the Venice Film Festival.

Selznick emphasized the fact

that he is placing full responsibil-
ity for the award in the hands of
a special jury, which will be made
up of North and South American
personalities having no financial or
commercial connection with the
film industries.

PhiDy $ love That Legion as Vets

Poiir in Welcome Convention Coin

Adler’s Gala

Fire Hits Bevhills

Wm. Morris Office
Beverly Hills. Aug. 30.

\aluable manuscripts, records
and tape recordings were destroyed
by fire in an annex of the William
Morris Agency. Records, damaged
by flame, smoke and water covered
« period of 21 years.

Damage to the building itself

was slight, according to Abe Last-
fogel. W'ho ordered immediate im-
jnediate rebuilding.

Zanuck Delayed
Paris, Aug. 30.

Twentieth-Fox’s flock of Euro-
pean local ioners is likely to keep
company production head Darryl
Zanuck here for some time.

Meanwhile. Louis D. Lighten
and Henry Hathaway, producer
and director, respectively, of the
linn's I’ecently completed ‘‘The
Mla(k Hose.” have arrived to

screen the pic for Zanuck.

377lh Week I

3,836 Performances
All-time long run record In tfce

legitimate theatre.

KEN MURRAY’S
"BLACKOUTS OF 1949"

ComplcUs 7- year run El Capitan
Theatre, Hollywood, August -27.

OI‘ENS Ziegfeld Theatre, N. Y.,

Sept, 6.

Miami Theatres,

Cafes Stay Open

In Hurricane
Miami Beach, Aug. 30.

First of the big blows this year
hit south Florida on Friday (26),

but damage to the Miami area was
negligible, though the Palm
Beaches were hard hit.

With the greater Miami area ex-

periencing minor winds (53 miles
per hour at the height), the upper
reaches of the ‘‘gold coast,” espe-
cially around the Lake Worth-Palm
Beach sector, were belted by 125-

mile winds that wrecked many
wooden structures and ripped the
roof off the Palm theatre. West
Palm Beach.

In the Miamis, most clubs and
all theatres remained open, though
drawing sparse business. Worst
casualty was patronage, when visit-

ing Veterans of Foreign Wars reps
leh town in a hurry on news of the
impending windstorm. Biz, how-
ever, picked up over the weekend
for majority of clubs and cocktail-
eries.

With most of the bigger cafes
and lounges closed further up the
Gulfstream (Palm Beaches and
other coastal towns), there were no
complaints. Most of the wreckage
was to homes, citrus packing
houses, hotels and trailer camps.
Storm came unusually early in

the “season,” with most of the
Miami area operations readying for
at least another blow.

Paris, Aug. 30.

Larry Adler played Sporting

Club, Monte Carlo, Aug. 28 for

gala performance, for a 250,000

franc fee.

Opened at Gaumont Palace,

Paris, Aug. 27 for a month.

England Too Rugged’

For Pic Production, So

Borzage Back to H’wood
Film production by U. S. com-

panies in England received a si-

multaneous boost and panning

this week by producer-director

Frank Borzage and actor Johnny
Wei.s.smuller, who returned from

Europe Monday (29) aboard the

same plane. They were accompa-

nied by their agent. Bo Roos.

Borzage had flown over to scout

the possibilities of filming his pro-

jected “Mark of Capt. Kidd”

abroad. After looking over the

situation, however, he nixed the

idea, claiming production condi-

tions are “too rugged.” Film, he

pointed out, calls for the • same
lavish Technicolor production as

his recent “Spanish Main” and he

would rather trust it to Hollywood.

As a result, he’ll lens the picture

on the Coast and plans to hud-

dle with agent Charles K, Feld-

man on his return to Hollywood
to set up a releasing deal, possibly

with one of the major companies.

Weissmuller, on the other hand,

plans to shoot one of his “Jungle

Jim” series in England, utilizing

frozen funds accumulated by the

first two films in the series that

have played there. Ex-swim champ
is partnered with producer Sam
Katzman in the outfit, which re-

leases through Columbia. Weiss-

muller starts the third “Jim” pic-

ture on the Coast tomorrow
(Thurs. ), immediately after his

return from N. Y.

Jones’ Glasgow Boff

Glasgow. Aug. 22,

Allan Jones, singing numbers
from films he's made, scored
here tonight at the Empire when he
opemed with his wife. Irene Hervey.

He was called back for repeated
encores.

METRO AUDITIONING

i DIRECTOR CRABTREE
Legit director Paul Crabtree

will visit the Coast next week as
a “guest” of Metro He has been
invited for a confab with produc-
tion chief Dore Schary that may
lead to a pact as a director at the
studio.

I

Crabtree has staged a number of

I

plays for the Theatre Guild, the

I

most recent being “Silver Whis-
I

tic” He has been directing at the

I

Westport, Conn., strawhatter this
I summer. Among plays he did
there was his own “A Story For
a Sunday Evening.”

NEW FRENCH TALENT

SCARCE, SCOUTS AGREE
Paris, Aug. 30.

After surveying the local scene,

impresario Sol Hurok as well as

MCA veepee Charles Miller and

other scouting visitors concur that

there’s no visible new sock talent

in the French capital. Despite the

generally bleak outlook here, Hu-
rok found things rosier in Italy,

where he signed a 2,5-piece accor-

dion orchestra which specialize.s in

classical and folk music.

Aside from acquiring a Ruman-
ian-born Chaliapinish .singer known
as Christoff, Hurok previously
picked up Britain’s Sadler Wells
Ballet for a U. .S. tour and al.so

inked the Luton Girls Choir for a
60-day swing through both America
and Canada starting April 1. 1950.
Recuperating from a broken collar-
bone .sustained in a recent fall, he
sailed today (Tues.) from Havre
for New York on the He de France.
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Unicindest Cut
Tel Aviv. .Aug. 30.

U. S. columnists Louis
Sobol and Earl Wil.son, and

,
Vahiety’s editor. Abel Green,

I may not know it. »nii some of
I the local film-press bunch had

been built up for a gander of
I their imphotqgenic and 'un-

histrionic talents by United
Artists which has been her-
alding the occasion as part of
the trailerizing for “Copa-
cabana.”

Unkindest rut to all, how-
' ever, was imposed by the

Israeli censors, who nixed Car-
men iMiranda’s hip-swinging
scene in the film on the
grounds of “siiggestivcness.”
Since this is the scene where
Miss Miranda supposedly audi-
tions her stuff to impress the
three American newspaper-
men, playing themselves a.s

sages of the saloon circuit,
with the cut also went their

‘ local cinematic debuts.

Garfield’s Zanuck Pic
John Garfield, who’s been spend-

ing the summer with his family at
Fire Island, N. Y,. since returning
from Europe, left yc.sterday (Tues.)
for the Coast for work on the
Darryl Zanuck production. “The
Big Fall,” for 2()th-Fox. Pie is

Casey Robinson’s adaptation of the
Erne.st Hemingway racetrack story.
“My Old Man.” Robinson did some
background shooting already this
summer for the pic. around the
Paris tracks. Micheline Prelle
(formerly Presle) will play op-
posite.

Garfield .said before leaving that
it was a one-film deal, and that
he’d be back in N.Y, thereafter to
look for a stage stint. His wife
and family remain in N.Y. Actor
had some radio recording a.ssign-
ments in N.Y. last week, too.

Bemelmans as Actor
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Ludwig Bemelmans turns actor
In Metro’s “Asphalt Jungle,” John
Huston directing.

Writer arrives here next week.

By JERRY GAGHAN
Philadelphia, Aug. 30 .The American Legion may havt

received bad’ raps elsewhere but
Philly would play host to the gang
whenever it gets the chance. Th*
50,000 visitors brought in by th-
31st annual Legion get-together ha!

inJly%ffecYed"brf^
in recent years (notablv in NpwYork), has done a policing job nn
Its Relegates and friends, but nol
so much as to cut out the carnival
spirit that has taken over all nf
mid-town Philadelphia, in the or-der named, the convention hai
proved a windfall to the hotels
bars, taprooms and cafes th#
restaurants, drugstores, film house!
and whatever other merchandislna
establishments the visitors haon^n
to hit.

Means Plenty Bucks
Any town that doesn’t want

thousands of guys on the loose just
isn’t open for trade. Despite the
usual glumming about the size of
tips In taxis and cafes, the general
trend to draught beer and the cus-
tomary moaning of movie moguls
It is apparent to every onlooker
that the Legion means plenty
bucks. The boys and girls are wav-
ing It around and looking for places
to put it.

Film houses are clocking up an
exceptional week for the end of
Augu-st. although to hear the com-
plainers, the Legion is cutting
down trade by shooing off locals
that might normallv travel Into
town. One thing militates against
top film business—the parades, of
which the Legion has plenty, and
which naturally keep customers out

I

in the open.

I

With President Truman as the''

j

headliner, the Legion brought Into
town a complement of show busi-
ness personalities. Mr. Truman

I flashed in and out for the opening
of the convention yesterday 129),

but the National Commanders
1 Dinner in the Bellevue-Stratford
' counted such show world personali-

I

ties as Edgar Bergen. Morton
Downey, Kitty Kallen. Rav Noble,

Mario Lanza and Kathryn Grayson,
Metro players here for the pre-

I
miere of their new pic. "That Mid-

I night Kiss,” which opens at the

^

Boyd Saturday (3).

TV-AM Coverage
Television and AM coverage’ of

the convention have been worked
out fully by the local outlets.

WPTZ, NBC television affiliate,

picked up the President’s Conven-
tion Hall address for all local video

stations and pa.sscd it on to WFIL-
TV and WCAU-TV. A union dis-

pute was responsible for the pool-

ing arrangement. WPTZ employees

are signed up with lATSE. which

is the boss union at Convention

Hall. WCAU-TV uses the rival

(Continued on page 61)

British Story Supply As

Cold as FYozen Pounds
Hollywood. Aug. 30.

Despite the fact that they can be

bought with frozen pounds. Holly-

wood studios have found virtually

nothing that interested them

among British plays and books.

Story editors for the major com-

' panics declare that English writers

are turning out just as little in the

way of acceptable screen material

as has been published in this

country since the war.

It was expected that tliere would

be a large increase in the (luantity

of British material aciiuir^d by

the studios as a result of the Anglo-

I American Film Agreement 01

t March. 1948. That specifically

listed the purchase of .‘•tory

erties as one of the methods by

which the cold storage sterling

could be thawed. Story eds, as

result, have been culling ’

but have come up with 'irtua y

nothing since the pact became e -

fective. ‘

,

i Even though yarns can he

relatively cheaply wilh the tro*

pounds, it’s not profitable

they arc particularly good, as

story exec pointed

“you can’t produce them in

wood for frozen pounds." In b
^

words, production costs j-

that a story bargain is no

unless it can be turned into a

notch picture.
• • CZ.
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FOREIGN FILM BUBBLE BURSTS
Young, Woolworth Scion and Rathvon ONLy 2 CLICKS IN !

Johnston Sounds Public Relations

Come Through With Fresh B.R. forE W Y ||y|||y|lllllTH^ Keynote: ‘Cease Intramural Feuds*;
Eagle Lion took its first big step^

! i I i I ll 0 iVI Ull I ll U ^ , /ll •

^

skoura. Spank. Manky Waffle Uenmet Permanent Ihaufman
Eagle Lion took its first big step-f —

towards solving its product prob- o i itii i

lem this week when Robert Young bkouras opanks Manky
and other backerS of EL, including I Twentieth-Fox producer-di-

Alan P- Kirby, Woolworth heir,
|

rector Joseph L. Mankiewicz
agreed to advance the company

j

talked out of turn when he
new funds for primary financing

i claimed in a recent Life mag-
of indie-made pix. Reportedly, azine story that the average
Young, who is condoning stock- exhibitor is no more than a

holder of Pathe Industries, EL’s real estate operator. That is

parent syndicate the opinion of 20th prez Spy-
have put up $1,000,000 in imrr^edi-

! ros P. Skouras, who declared
ate cash and promi.sed to furnish

|
yesterday ( Tues. > that Man-

an additional $5,000,000 in the way kiewicz. who is on 20th’s pay-
of a revolving production fund.

| roll, was obviously unin-
N, Peter Rathvon, former RKO i formed on the situation,

prez who heads Motion Picture
i Skouras pointed out that

Capital Corp., an outfit lending
^

Mankiewicz can’t know the
“risk money,” is tied to the new average exhibs’ problems
financing plan in a manner not en- since he has never been one
tirely. clear to the trade. Rathvon, himself. “If it were not for ex-
according to an EL announcement, hibitors,” Skouras added,
will supervise the new coin and de- “Mankiewicz would find him-
termine what pix packages and self ou , of a job.”
nroducers should be bankrolled '

and given EL releasing facilities,
j

While Rathvon has .stres.sed that Hi ¥T
his outfit is free to finance other

: \|fAllir^lC I llTIVAC
than EL product, it is reported W/IiUlIl CIO UlKI/0
that his four bankrolled produc-

j

tions, two of which are now in the
j

¥1 P If 1 f
can, are heading for EL release.

I
II \ H/||f| '|f|

It is understood that out of the
j

IlJ* IU llCIII 111
$1,000,000 cash posted by Young, et i

*

al., $500,000 has been advanced to
;

n
1

Rathvon as primary financing for P AITAIITII r ITAn
his two uncompleted films. Report-

; ¥ Ul Ul^ll 1 1 Ull*
edly, the money was loaned with

|

the two finished features, George Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.
'

Pal’s “Ruppert” and Alan LeMay Skouras, just returned from a two-

1

and George Templeton’s “Sun-
j

and-a-half month tour through
i

downers.” deposited as security, i most of Europe and the Near East, !

Rathvon Dickers 'declared yesterday (Tues.) that
Adding credence to the.se reports American film companies must

is the fact that Rathvon was re- > help promote local film production
'

cently dickering for United Artists’
j
in foreign countries. That, he

release for his four films while, at
; said, will be the chief factor in any

I

the same time, seeking additional easing by foreign governments on
funds to get his last two features their restrictions on the remit-
under way. After UA dickers fell tance of dollar earnings,
through. Rathvon turned to EL Speaking at a homeoffice press
and it is believed the final complex interview. Skouras also advocated
deal represents an expansion of his

^ series of meetings among both
original proposition. government and film execs from
Quened by Variety, Rathvon, countries to wmrk out the cur-

(Continued on page 22)
; rency problems, similar to that

planned for the Anglo-U. S. Film

D... rr 1 ’MV 117*iL Council. As for promoting local

nr LUCKS ID It. I. fVltn production abroad, he cited 20th's

I • 1 1 1
current operations in France and

Dualer Reissues at Art spam company now has- a deal

with French producer Paul Graetz

HaIICOC 1 Iflfniillc PsiIa films and with Spanish
nUU5e5 dd LIUgUdl5 rdUC producer Frederico Ariza for four

Paramount’s experiment in get- a year. Under the deal, 20th

ting out a flock of reissues on a finances 75'--h of the production

limited basis for art theatre con- budgets, with the foreign produ-

sumption took off to a flying start
|

(Continued on page 25)
this week. With its first two pack-
ages doing strong business in New im,* . ^ /\£
York, it now’ looks like the prac- UltlinUtC LUOICC Ul
tice may spread to other distribs. _ p
Twentieth-Fox. for one. will test (y rrOCFaUlS SCCD
the New York area with a Wilt ®

tt i •!
Rogers dualer within the next few

^ Available lO ExUlbS
Opening last Tuesday 1 23) simul-

' Washington. Aug. 30.

taneously at the Lopert-operated Exhibitors featuring theatre

Skouras Urges

U.S.to Help In

Foreign Prod.
Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P.

(Continued on page 22)

Par Clicks in N.Y. With

Dualer Reissues at Art

Houses as Linpals Fade

sumption took off to a flying start
|

(Continued on page 25)
this week. With its first two pack-
ages doing strong business in New im,* . ^ /\£
York, it now looks like the prac- UltlinatC LUOICC Ul
tice may spread to other distribs. _ p
Twentieth-Fox. for one. will test (y PrOCFaUlS SCCD
the New York area with a Will ®

tt i •!
Rogers dualer within the next few

^ Availablc lO ExHlbS
Opening last Tuesday 1 23) simul-

' Washington. Aug. 30.

laneously at the Lopert-operated Exhibitors featuring theatre
55th Street Playhouse and .5th television eventually will have
Avenue Playhouse, first Para- (heir choice of a number of pro-
mount dualer. “The Scoundrel” grains, which will compete for
and “Critne Without Passion." playing time on the basis of their
played to capacity business during and merit the same as feature
the week. Second package, eon- fiinns today. That is Ihe opinion
sisting of two Marx Bros, oldies. Society of Motion Picture
Animal Crackers” and “Duck Engineers, as* detailed in a brief
boup," is scoring big at the Goth- week with the Federal

Til® house. Latter dualer Communications Commission.

Jxl^cted "'f.

“"•

„Marx Bros.' revival also goes into
,'h^.r,‘,pH“hv Ihe'FCC last'

•nd TranM.ux Boston "this week: ^Ss 'of'Th'rnlwFor its third entry. Par is grooving ‘he technical aspects ol the new

• Marlene Dietrich dualer. “De- (Continued on page 22)

sire” and “Shanghai Express,” to
—

house op- Await Hciiry to Screen

,UndetsS‘-Zr- Par’s ex- ‘Sword’ for Brit. Exhibs
changes are currently conducting London, Aug. 30.

survey to determine how many c^.,nAnin 0 nf FTnivorsars “Sword
flk a. — ^ are likely to book the

Screening of Universal’s “Sword

in the De.sert” for the Cinemato-

the S,an!'’ ? •''‘SV'’" "
, sroph Exhihitors Assn, has been

MeaSf pa^ I
delayed several weeks because of

Its Lr'F "" the absence of Ben Henry. U s li.it-*W tests I the absence oi «en neni>,

three.t™r r,Hn,s
" l«h chief. Henry is vacationing at

Par’s Hvof 1
' • • • 1 Lake Como, Switzerland, and is not

drs tl>er in reissues is aimed
, ,

...-aji thp second
copping extra coin because of

In ^ nU mbthe current dearth in foreign-lan-
Septemht .

thp^^ houses, particularly Film depicting the ^
on®

V^Pert chain, has put the bee in Pale.stine agam.st the Bii ish

to dust off old cla.ssics caused a furore la.st week \v^lien

.pjT* them through the sure- Henry screened “Sword f()i Bi it-

-p-If.*’
''chs as a substitute for the ish critics. CEA wants to view the

foreign fodder. 1
pic before taking a stand.

The loud shouts of praise which
most American critics have been
sounding for the past five years
for almost any foreign film—in con-
trast to the Hollywood variety

—

have died away to a whisper. While
most of the pic reviewers and com-
mentators are still referring to the
overseas product as the ultra in
filmmaking, check of their own no-

j

tices shows that they are finding

,

mighty few of the English. French.
|

Italian or other foreign-mades to
\

their liking.

Survey by Variety shows that
in the eight months of 1949 that

:

ended this week only two of the
j

imports that opened in New York
got anything like wholehearted ap-

;

proval from newspaper and mag
;

critics. They are J. Arthur Rank’s
j

“Quartet” at the Sutton and the
French-made “Devil in the Fle.sh”

j

(“Le Diable au Corps”) at the Paris.

That ratio of prai.se to pan is

undoubtedly lower than the propor-
tion of good to bad product that
the same reviewers adjudged in

Hollywood’s output. Nevertheless,
apparently unmindful of this fact

—

in the memory of the numerous
topnotch British, French and Ital-

j

ian pix which hit this country in

the three years immediately fol-
[

lowing the war—the critics arc
writing as though firstrate films in

such quantity were still coming.
Evidences of this kind of living in

(Continued on page 22)
|

Danny Kaye on the Cuff ^

Offered by WB in Pic’s

Sales Pitch; Other Lures
With personal appearances of

junketing Hollywood stars reach-
ing epidemic proportions, Warner
Bros, has come up with the star

trek as an inducement for grab-
bing off choice playing time in

deluxe showcases. WB’s sales

force is currently offering Danny
Kaye, one of the top-paid U. S.

performers, cuffo to exhibs in a

number of situations on the con-
dition that “Tlie Inspector Gen-
eral.” Kaye’s first Warner pic, is

booked for select, holiday time.

Offer involves Kaye making ap-
pearances for an entire day—that

of the opening of the film—at the
particular house in question. Comic
w'ill hit the road for pcr.sonals in

a number of spots timed of with
the film.

Indicating a further swing to

junketing. Metro, last lioldoul. is

now' ticing into tlie practice with
the same intensity as other majors.

(Continued on page 22)

Untimely Visit
Chicago, Aug. 30.

A Chicago law’yer. repping a

local drive-in in a suit against

the majors, slapped subpoenas
on RKO prexy Ned E. Depinet,
Metro distrib vice-prexy W'il-

liam F. Rodgers and 20th-Fox
general counsel Austin C.

Keogh as soon as the trio came
to town for tlie public relations

conference.
Lawyer springing the juris-

dictional trap was Seymour
Simon, for the South Bend
Auto Drlve-ln.

Cofflfflerce Dept.

To Assist Films

Internal Relations
Washington, Aug. 30.

{

Tlie Dept, of Commerce is ex -

1

pected to throw its full weight be-

hind a move for better relations

between the various branches of

the film 1 du.stry. First tangible

step in that direction, it is report-
|

ed. will he a proposal for an all- :

industry arbitration system by
Secretary of Commerce Charles
Sawyer. The cabinet member is

expected to voice his proposal at

the Los Angeles convention of the
Theatre Owners of America where
he will be an invited speaker.

It is said that Sawyer is current-
ly working on an arbitration sy.s-

tem patterned after tliose adopted
by other industries. Since the
Commerce dept, concerns itself

with the business of the nation.
Sawyer does not consider his ac-

tion far afield.

Commerce chief reportedly will

(Continued on page 50)

j

Gable, Lana Teamed
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Metro will team Clark Gable and
j

Lana Turner again after a long
screen separation in “Nothing
Doing.” slated for filming early
next year, with F*rcston Sturges
directing his own screenplay.

Gable-Turner duo lias not ap-
peared together since tliey made
“Homecoming” .several years ago.

Chicago, Aug. 30.

“We are often our own worst
enemies,” MPAA president Erio
Johnston declared here today (30),

in making a plea to top flimites,

assembled in Chicago to discuss
overall public relations, that they
begin by ceasing intramural feud-
ing. Delivering the conference’s
keynote address MPA.A prexy as-

serted. “This innustry is as riddled
with inter industry strife as any 1

have ever seen.’’

Constant internecine sniping has
resulted in four serious conse-
quences, John.stoii said. First is

bad public relations, which results
from “reckless and Irresponsible
statements from within our own
ranks whicli may get publicity for
their autliors. I’ve been guilty my-
self. I regretted it afterward. A
family feud is always juicy read-
ing. hut it doesn’t inspire confi-

dence among the neighbors.”

Second con.sequence. MPAA top-
per said, was an unjust divvy of
profits, which hurts the wliole in-

dustry. Third is that “squabbles
have made our industry most law-
suit ridden in the country—a law-

(Continued on page 20)

Catholic Reviewers Are

‘Objective’ About Pvt

Lives of Film Stars

I

Chicago, Aug. 30.

' In an unusual statement, Mrs.
James F. Looram, Legion of De-
cency chairman of reviewers, .said

. the private lives of certain film
' stars were not a matter of the Le-
gion’s scrutiny and that pictures
were reviewed objectively. She
said that tlie Legion would try and
counteract any action taken against
the sliowings of “Joan of Arc’*

which has been .subject to individ-

ual pressure in certain areas, sup-

I
(Continued on page 56)
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National Boxoffice Survey
Many Firstruns Await Labor Day Week—‘Feeling’

Moves Up to First; ‘Bovary’ Cops Third

Ciinent week at the princiiial

firstruns nation-wide is an in-

between session prior to l.abor Day
weekend and unveiling of much
strong fall product. Few of recent

heavy grossers or newcomers are

doing as well as last stanza.

“It’s a Great Feeling” (WB'.

which was a strong .second la.st

round, is taking over national lead-
' ership by a wide margin. Closest

! competitor is “Good Old Summer-
time” (.M-Gi. comparatively modest
in contrast to “Feeling.”

Third place is going to “Madame
Bovary" 'M-G'. jn.st getting around
this week. Fourth money is being

copped by “Black. Magic” (UA*

tirst last stanza. “Great Sinner”
I M-G' is winding up fifth while

“Lost Boundaries” is taking sixth

spot.

“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO' and

“Ymrre .My Everything” (20th'

round out the Big Eight list in that

order. Best runner-up pix are

“Great Gatshy” 'Par'. “Once More.

My Darling" 'U* and “Slattery’s

Hurricane” (20th'.

“I Was Male War Bride” (20th)

and “Jolson Sings Again” (Col',

I
w hich teed off big last session.

again are coming through this

week. Latter is hanging up a new
' high in Clii while “Bride” looms
sock in N. V’. “Rope of Sand’’ (Pan.
which ran four highly profitable

weeks at N. Y, Paramount, is a

strong entry in mild L. A. cur-

rently. “Sw'ord in De.sert” (U' is i

going great guns in .N. Y.

“Top O’ Morning.” another from
Par stables, shapes up great in Chi
and big in Denver. Bing C'rosby

opus opens today (31' at N. Y.

I

F’aramount. Another newcomer
“.Soft Touch” 'Col' is mostly mild
this round. “Yes Sir. That’s .My

Baby” 'U'. sock last frame, is hefty

in Louisville and smash in Cincin-

nati.

“.Any Number Play” (M-G) looms
hot in Portland, Ore. “.Susanna
Pass" 'Rep' is fine in Louisville.

“Doolins of Oklahoma” (Col' looks
solid in (’incy

“Africa Screams” (U.A' is pacing
Minneapolis where it’s great with
strong assist from stageshow. “Wiz-
ard of Oz” (M-G' is doing sock in

Providence and looks great in

Seattle.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 1213). •
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Wanger s ‘Joan Doing Smash Biz

Abroad, Helping Ofset Domestic Lag
Smashing overseas grosses of4^

W'alter Wanger’s “Joan of Arc” are
helping the Ingrid Bergman starrer

dig itself out of the hole caused by
its costly production plus distribu-

tion nut. While the RKO release

has been doing only moderate do-

mestic business, if judged by its

negative cost, which exceeded $4,-

000,000, “Joan” is now taking on
the appearance of one of the peak
foreign earners. Only hurdle which
may prevent the spectacle from re-

!
French supporting ca.st. Plans call

covering its heavy nut are the crip- ' for daily shipments of Hhn from
pling currency restrictions in most Paris to London for the tinting

,, I

MPAA May Job With De RodiemontD €k ft* A • M# Aft«A i
^

To F^ht Southern *6000(13116$’
Bai

A Kelly in Paris
Hollywood. .4ug. 30,

Gene Kelly, and possibly another
Hollywood thesp, will be the only
Americans in "An American in

Paris,” to be filmed in the F'rench
capital by Metro next January.

Technicolor picture will be pro-
duced by Arthur F'reed with a

Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Film editors at Paramount are
working at top speed this week
with nine pictures in the clipping
process.

That’s one-third more than the
number handled by that depart-
ment at this time last year.

foreign countries.

In the six overseas spots where
the film has already precmied, it

has consi.stently racked up hcalthy-

to-spectacular grosses. Pic’s draw
in foreign countries is no surprise

to RKO-ers, since it parlays the

Bergman name, an international

flavor and an epic particularly ap-
pealing to Catholic nations.

IriMcating its strong pull in non-
Catholic as well as Catholic coun- i

tries. “Joan” opened this week at

the Century theatre, Sydney, Aus-
tralia, with a big take despite

mixed reviews. Prospects of a long

run on the Aussie Hoyt circuit,

showcase are good. Three-month
{

run at the Pavilion, London, has
already been registered, with a gen-
eral release over the Odeon circuit

at favorable terms in the fall now
slated.

In Dublin “Joan” did a big two
months at the Metropole. In its

other three engagements at ’Port'

au Prince, British Guiana and the
Barbados, film played day-and-date
In two “A” houses in each situa-

tion. Business was strong in each
of the Caribbean sectors.

RKO is plunging heavily on its

Continental ad budget to pave the

way for the film’s mass European
preem in October. Counting on
tremendous earnings, company has

^

booked the film to open simulta-

'

neously in every big European city

west of the Russian line during the
month. All major cities in France,
Belgium. Spain. F’ortugal. Nether-
lands. Scandinavia and Switzerland
are blanketed for the October
drive. Additionally, company is

concentrating on Italy, where some
25 cities and towns will preem the

,

pic in October.

process.

111. Allied to Act

On Films Over TV
Chicago. .Aug. 30.

Striking at a problem, which
may meet with oflicial action this

fall. Van Nomikas, veepee of Allied
Theatres of Illinois, last week said
the eontinued release of recent
product to television stations "was
unfair to the main source of profit

to the distributor. ” Comment was
occasioned by schedule on video
station WGN which has British
product teeing-off .Aug. 28.

As yet, nothing otTicial has been
done, but after Labor Day this item
will receive consideration at the
first fall meeting of .Allied.

Mono’s British Prod.

Teeoff Stalled Until

Jan., Says S. R. Dunlap
Originally due to start in Octo-

ber, Monogram’s production in

Britain likely won't get underway
until the first of the year according

to Scott R. Dunlap, executive as-

sistant to Mono prez .Steve Broidy.

Just returned from a two-month
Junket to England, he .said in New
York last week that the company’s
joint production program with As-
sociated British Pictures Corp. had
been moved back due to a lack of
space in the latter’s Elstree studios.

Under an agreement inked long
ago with ABPC, Monogram expects
to turn out two .Allied .Aitists pic-
tures for its ’AO-'.'iO season at Els-
tree. Three stories are now being
considered with the final decision
to be made by Broidy prior to .Jan.

1 w'hen the studio is expected to
be available. Casts and directors
will also be selected by the com-
pany chief.

Meanwhile. Dunlap contemplates
making two Allied .Artists pix on
his own in a 12-month period. At
least one of these, he said, will be
filmed in Britain.. Scripts for the
duo haven’t been decided upon as
yet. On the basis of his recent Els-
tree inspection tour, the Monogram
exec declared that the "well-
equipped” plant was hti mining at
rapacity and added that its modern
facilities match most Hollywood
lots. .After a one-day stopover In
New York for confabs with Broidy.
he planed to the Coast Friday '20'.

10 ADDITIONS GIVE

METRO 25 PRODUCERS
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Ten producers added to the
Metro roster in recent months
make a total of 2.5 lined up to
handle the studio’s program of 40
features for 1949-.50. Newcomers
include Armand Dcutsch. Z”. Wayne
Griffin, Voldemar \ etlugin, Val
Lewton, Frank Taylor. Norman
Krasna, Richard Goldstone. Nich-
olas Nayfack. Chester Franklin and
the producer-writer team of Nor-
man Panama and Melvin Frank.

Veteran producers on the Metro
lot include Joe Pasternak. .Arthur
Freed, Jack Cummings. Clarence
Brown. Robert .Sisk. Sam Zimbali.st,
Sam Marx. William H. Wright.

^

Pandro S. Berman. Carey Wilson,
|

: Leon Gordon, Edwin Knopf, .Arthur
j

'llornblow', Jr.. Sidney Franklin and
Gottfried Reinhardt.

Rhoden Relents,
t

Won t Insist On

Bid Disclosure
Kansas City. .Aug. 30.

Revolt against competitive bid-

ding recently staged by bigtime
circuit operators led by Elmer C.

'

Rhoden, head of Fox-Midwest
chain, is sputtering out. Rhoden,

j

who has been insisting that his
|

circuit will not bid for product :

unless a distrib agrees to disclose
,

the terms of a w'inning bid. has i

now relented. Circuit topper is of-

;

fering bids in a number of situa-

tions where he previously refused
to buy competitively. ,

Rhoden’s change in altitude ap-

'

parently follows a recent huddle i

which he had w'ith Charles .Skou-
ras. National Theatres head, in

Los Angeles. Since no other NT
exec took the same stand as Rho-j
den, it is believed that he has with-
drawn his objections at the urging

j

of Skoura.s.
!

With Rhoden retreating from his
'

skirmishes with major disiribs on
competitive bidding, it is expected
that other big circuits that have
objected to an extension of that
method of .selling product will al.so

revamp their views. .Number of
j

the larger chains have recently

'

been peeved because smaller
houses have grabbed off choice
product which ordinarily would
have wound up with the circuit. In

'

each instance, the small fry have
outbid their larger competitor. '

Rhoden had declared at an ex-

'

hib meeting here that he would
insist on all winning bids being ’

opened for inspection by a losing
rival. Disiribs, on their part, have
refused his demands on the con-
tention that such disclosures would
pry the lid off business secrets

'

which<i^.^e no concern to anyone ^

but the^strib and his customer.
For a time, Rhoden refused to

|

book product sold competitively.!
by distribs in a number of his
situations.

Another Circus Story
Hollywood, Aug. 30,

Columbia has sent writer Ralph
Bettison to Gainesville. Texas, to

gather material for “The Gaine.s-

ville Story,” built around circus in

which all 12,000 of town’s populace
takes part annually.

This makes tnree circtis pix up-
coming, including Cecil B. De
Mine’s for Paramount and Burt
Lancaster being starred for indie

Norma Productions,

0

N.Y. Labs Renew

Talks on Contract
Reps of the majors’ lab com-

panies in the east and lab tech-
nicians Local 702 reopened inten-
sive bargaining sessions this week
for a new pact to cover approxi-
mately 2.000 workers. Both sides
agreed to remain in virtually con-
tinuous session until a settlement
is reached.

Current talks were paved last

week by a meeting of Richard F.

Walsh, prez of Local 702 s parent
body, the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, and
proxies of several major companies
which operate labs in the east.' It’s

understood that agreement on the
basics was reached at the latter
meet.

Local 702 is demanding a cut in

working hours. Subsidiary de-
mands call for a welfare fund and
increased vacation time, A re-

fusal by the companies to meet
the union’s proposals almost led to
a walkout last month but Walsh’s
intervention led to resumption of
talks.

New contract would he retroac-
tive to the middle of .June.

EL Has Backlog of 15

Pix; 4 New From Rank
Hollywood, ,Aug. 30.

With the acquisition of four J.

Arthur Rank productions for U. S.

distribution. Eagle Lion has a
,

backlog of 1.5 pictures to tide over
the current shutdown of produc-
tion on the lot. Newly imported
films include “The Gay Lady.”
“Obsession.” “.Spring in Park
Lane” and “The Glass Mountain.”

Eleven films previously on the
li.st, including five from Rank, are
• Against the Wind. ”

-.A IMace of
One’s . Own.” “Weaker .Sex, ”

*

“Once Upon a Dream. ”

"Lttlcr of
Introduction,” “'riapped,” “Port
of New York." “Zamba. Fhe
Fighting Redhead ” "Down .Mem-'
ory Lane” and “The .Story of GI
Joe,” a re-release.

RKO TO DISTRIBUTE

WANGER’S GARBO PIC
Hollywood. .Aug. 30.

Walter Wanger’s “Lover and
Friend." .starring Greta Garbo

'

and James Ma.son, will be released
by RKO. It will be Miss Garbo’s
first pic in eight years. Production '

.starts Sept. 1.5-in Italy. -
!

Gusseppe Amato, Italian produ-
|

cer, and Massamo Rizzoli. Italian i

indu.strialist, are as.sociated with
i

Wanger and Eugene F'renke in the
production. Budget is .set at .$1,100.-
000. with a third in dollars, two- '

thirds in frozen lire.

Wanger, in N. Y.. planes to
Rome shortly to Join Mi.ss Garbo,
director Max Opuls. Ftenke and
production manager Gordon Grif-
fith. Film is an adaptation of
Honore de Balzac’s novel “Duchess
of Longeais.”

U-I Speeds Shooting
HoII\ \\ 00(1, Aug. 30.

I’nivcrsal-International is prop-
ping foui- pictures to start within
the next four weeks, in addition
to the foui' current l.v facing the
lenses, with a number of others
slated to gel the gun in November.

(’urrent activit.v on that lot con-
trasts with the shutdown period
last icar.

Metro’s 7 Comedies
Hollywood. .Aug. 30,

Seven comedies will have been
turned out by Metro before the end
ot the .year. 'I’o dale, onejs com-
pleted. four are in work and tw'o
will start early in October.
Ready for release is "Adam’s

Rib.” (’urrent ly before the cam-
eras are “Key to the City

”

‘‘Plea.se
Believe Me.” “The Rig Hangover”
and “The Yellowvf’ab .Man ” Slated
to start in (Vtoher are “Fat her of
the Brule and "'I’he Retormer and
the Redhead.”

Raibourn^s Return
Paul Raiboiirii. Paramount v p.

and fiscal expml. planes to .New
A(»rk Irom London Fridav i2i
after a month’s .^ilay in Britain.

Raiboiirn was stiidving the eur-
KMicy .>ituation in Biiiain with an
eve to using Par s lio/eii pounds
accumulated in the pa.vi icai.

H’wood Pix Cited As
Aid in Teaching History

Washington. Aug. 30.
Hollywood films, especially ed-

ited for classroom use. are proving
eflective in teaching history in
.schools throughout the nation. Lat-
est to be released tor this pur-
pose are “The Howards of Vir-
ginia,

’

“Wells Fargo.” “Tennes.see
Johnson.” “Brigham Young” and

j

“Drum.s Along the Mohawk. ”

Naming of a special commilloe
jby the National ('oiincil for the

Social .Studies to cooperate with
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica in cutting teaturc pictures for
school use, MF’A.A rev<'als. empha-
si/cs the importance of Hollywood
hims as an educational tool The
(’ommitice. headed hv Dr William
H. Hartley, of Towson .Slate I'cach-
ers (’ollegc, Towson. .Md . is w(»rk-
ing closely with the F.diicat ional
Services Department of MPAA and I

leaching Film (’u.stodians. distri-
niiion atfiliatr, in excerpting pic-
luics lor cla.ssroom length. i

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Benjamin
Jack Benny
Irving Berlin
Myrt Blum
Frank Borzage
Steve Broidy
Bullets Durgom
John Garth 3d
Mrs. Henry Ginsberg
Burl Ives
•John Joseph
Sidney Kingsley
Ho Roos
Herbert P. .Silverberg
Michael Todd
Michael "Vallon
Johnny Weissmuller

f

Europe to N. Y,
Marian Anderson
Barney Balaban
Sidney Bernstein
Jack Bregman
('aroiine Burke
Eugene Cohen
Morton Downe.v
Francois Dupree
Jacques Fath
(ilenn Ford
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Oscar Homolka
Sol lliirok

Hedy Lamarr
Lesli Lear
Gerald Mayer
(’hailes Miller
Mrs. Robert .Montgomerv
George Raft
Paul Raihurn
Claude Rains
Maegregor Scott
.Murray Silverstone
(’ornclia Otis Skinner
.Spvros P. Skouras
Alida Valli

Lawyers Settle With

Sorrell, Union on Fees
Los Angeles. .Aug. 30.

Herb Sorrell and the Confer-
ence of Studio Unions made an
out-of-court settlement with Frank
Pestana and William Esterman. at-

torneys. w ho had demanded $24,720
for legal fees. Understood tlie

settlement was for $15,000.

Conference previously filed a
counterclaim of $27,941. declaring
the law.vers had withdrawn more
than their salaries and expenses
from union fund.s.

Motion Picture Assn, of Am-
- may join with Louis de Roch^!f“‘*
in tests in Memphis and Atian?'®''*

•the censorship by
flueer's -Xost BounSiil” w"”-being kept from the screen n

**

Sion as to how the MPAA can k
aid in the battle i, expe^'come out of sessions probahi?
be held next week bMwe,^,^

i

A.s.sociation’s general counsel c

.

,

ney Schreiber, and de Rochemonr'
J
attorney m this matter jS ’

Samuel Rosenman. ’ '^^‘***

Moral encouragement
anripromise of legal cooperation h

*

already been given the nrod,^*
of the semi-documentary onNegro bias by Eric ^ohne

“*

,MPAA topper, in reply to ^from de Rochemont. declared
rIwive persistently fought againicensorship on the .screen l

I

complete accord with vou tha t ii"'
notion pictuw great

•

of TOmmumcatio^ri^enmi,d
to i?same rights of freediim of exorl.

Sion as press and r.idio . . i

you will take legal acllon toprotm
i
lho.se rights. In this I have

1 structed our attorneys to cooperai*
I

in any way they can.”
Lawyers will explore the aii

vantages of the MPAA’s going’beyond mere cooperation and
actually joining in as a party to
the action, as it did in Hal Roach"
suit against Memphis censor Llovd
1. Binford on “Curley.” Piriur#
industry lost in the lower courts
and ease is now on appeal in the
lennes.see Supreme court. It i.«

listed for argument in October
Johnston said last week. ••\Ve
intend to see it through to the
highest court in the land.”
No financial arrangement haj

been made as yet regarding the
cost of the “Curley” action, sim*
no bills have been submitted vet
and the matter hasn’t ari.sen. How-
ever. it is expected that MlM.t
memhers will share in the co.st of
the local Memphis coun.sel. Edward
(’. Raftery, of O’Brien. Dri.scoll.

Raller.v & Lawler, who is reppin?
the .MPAA from the New York end.
is doing so as counsel for United
Artists, the “Curley” di.strib. It is

expected that some similar ar-

rangement might be made in the

case of “Lost Boundaries ’
if the

MP.AA Joins in.

In any ca.se, Rosenman will have

complete access to the papers and

experience of Raftery and the

<C’ontinucd on page 20'

L. A. to .N. Y.
Edna Best
Eddie (’antor
.l(•.seph De Blasio
Bruce Dodge
Ibrahim Ezz-EIJin
('ookie Fairchild
-liidy Garland
Ray Golden
Benny Goodman
Edith Head
Eunice Healey
William Heineman
.Sonia Henie
Boris Karloff
Barrett Kiesling
•lill Kralt
Walter Lang
Charles Le Mai re
.loe Losey
.loseph Mankiewicz
Mary Mason
Lon McAllister
Ernest McChesney
Howard S. Meighan
•lohnny Mercer
•lohn Monks, Jr.

Ken Murray
P(‘ter Opp
Max Gpuls
.Sidney Pink
Irene Rich
•lane Russell
'I'aft Schrejber
Lamar Trotti
•loseph A. Walsh
Fred Waring
•lohn F. Wharton
Pal Williams
Cobina Wright
Herbert I. V'at«'S

N. Y. to Europe
Rolierl Bu.seh
•lack (’onnolly
Peter .Scott

CONK
Henry Morgen
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TEEN-AGERS AS ROAD TO B.O.
Blumberg Explains U-Rank Deals;

‘|y](|5J pmiHfUL’ I®® Divorce Delay Aimed to Keep

Export Assn. Views It as ‘Violation

Company prexies. after hearing

. defense by Universal topper

'

Nate Blumberg of his company’s

recent deal with J. Arthur Rank,

decided to throw to their lawyers

the question of whether U violat-

ed the Anglo-American agreement.

U’s arrangement with Rank elimi-

nates its payments into the “B

Pool” and bids fair to mark finis

to that facet of the British-U. S.

pact.

Meeting as the board of the

Motion Picture Export Assn, in

New York last Thursday (25). the

company chieftains listened at

length to the explanations by

Blumberg of the deal by which U
will offset earnings of Rank pix

in this country by using its frozen
,

pounds to buy outright U. S. rights

to them.

Only exec who spoke out on the

U side and backed Blumberg was
Steve Broidy, prez of Monogram-
Allied Artists. Rest generally took

the attitude that U was violating

the agreement, but there were
none of the violent fireworks that

were anticipated for the session

—

first one devoted to the subject

since U foreign chief Joe Seidel-

man made the deal on behalf of

bis company.
While the presidents were criti-

cal of U on moral grounds, they
admitted they were uncertain of

the legalities involved. Thus, after

the rather mild discussion, they
agreed to turn the problem over
to their lawyers with instructions

to report back to them when they

had decided whether U had violat-

(Continued on page 22)

Britain’s 50GG Payment
Payment to the majors this

week of $500,000 by Britain
represents the entire amount
which the companies will re-
ceive for the earnings of
British pix in America during
the first year of the Anglo-
American film pact. Sum, al-

most in toto, was derived from
what Universal remitted to J.

Arthur Rank as the latter’s

share of revenues on his prod-
uct di.stributed in the U. S. by
Universal. Of that total, larg-
est part by far was derived
from one film. Rank’s “Ham-
let.”

Since special deals which
skirted the requirements of
depositing earnings in the
“B” pool were made by other
distribs on British pix, prac-
tically no monies except those
remitted by U landed in the
pool. Incidentally, with the
$500,000 now paid, American
companies took out a total of
$17,500,000 from Britain from
June 1, 1948, to June 1, 1949.

TII[|IIII[CO[|IS
^ Theatre Earnings

Atlas Maintains Hold

As Largest Corporate

Owner of Film Stock
Floyd B. Odium’s Atlas Corp.

held its ground over the past six
j

months as probably the largest sin-
j

gle corporate holder of film stock, i

Still retaining sizable blocks of I

both Paramount and Walt Di.sney

Productions’ stock, semi-annual re-

port of the Investment company,
aired this week, discloses a $75,000
stock interest in N. Peter Rath-
von’s Motion Picture Capital Corp.
It is the first official statement of

the Atlas interest in the recently
formed unit, which bankrolls in-

die production.
Atlas motion picture holdings

will be further boosted when RKO
completes its reorganization under
the anti-tpjst consent decree. Re-
port shows that Atlas has com-
mitted itself to acquire 69.300
shares of stock of the production-
di.stribution unit on a “when, as
«nd if issued” basis for $2.50,113.

Shares are valued at $225,225.
based on June 30 market quotes.
In the half-year period, only sub-

stantial change of Atlas’ film hold-
ings is in RKO, Holding company’s
•lice of RKO option warrants
dipped from 317,812 owned at the
end of 1948 to June 30 holdings of

234,012. Value slid even more
drastically from a $258,222 figure
on Jan. 1 to $43,877 on June 30.
Optipns expire Jan. 31, 1950.

Atlas continues as large.st single
shareholder in Paramount with a
block of 50,000 shares. It also
nas 91,700 shares of Disney coin-
nion. Par holdings are valued at

•*;PI2.500; Disney shares at $355,-

Investment outfit also holds
JJisney Series “A” bonds with a
[ace value of $308,500 and a mar-
ket price of $228,290.
Only other show’biz stock listed

s 11,000 shares of Madi.son Square
['/[pen Corp. with a market tag
01 >103.125.

As.set value of Atlas common on
June 30 was estimated at $26.27
per share, representing a slight
cchne from $27.18 per share as

During the six-
month stretch, two quarterly divi-

uh^i P®** share were paid

Ifai
^'^o^her is due Sept. 20, Cap-

40
*) surplus amount to $51.-

j.-„’^b2’ of which earned surplus
lor $16,737,875 and net

114 729
^ appreciation for $4,-

NLRB Orders 3

Union Elections

Among Painters
Hollyw'ood, Aug. 30.

NLRB in Washington has or-

dered three types of bargaining

elections among studio painters.

First Is for 10 major studios,

calling for yes or no answer to

question as to whether painters

want repping by lATSE. Second,

for painters working for independ-

ent Motion Picture Producers
Assn., gives voters choice of lA,

Local 644 of painters, or no union.
Third is for series of el.ght elec-

tions by unafflliated studios, call-

ing for yes or no to lA.

Painters employed as of Aug.
26 w'ho belong to 644 will be per-

mitted to vote in unaffiliated elec-

tion.

In show biz’ perennial quest for
the secret of a hit, numerous film
producers were pondering this
w'eek whether the road to b.o. suc-
cess might not be a direct and con-
scious appeal to the teen-age audi-
ence. They were viewing the some-
what phenomenal grosses piled up
in the past two weeks by Samuel
Goldwyn’s “Roseanna McCoy,” and—since Goldwyn staffers them-
selves admit “the picture is not
that good”—wondering about the
only explanation that theatre oper-
ators have been able to give. 'That
is that the ratio of teen-agers pa-
tronizing “Roseanna” is out of all

proportion to the usual average for
their houses.

Conclusion regarding responsi-
bility of the high school and early
college group for the film’s success
fits in with two tenets long held by

,

Dr. George Gallup’s Audience Re-

1

search, Inc. Its surveys haVe con-
j

sistcntly shown that the teen-agers
are the mo.st frequent and faithful

theatregoers and that, as a matter
of fact, the 19-year-old group leads

all others in attendance.
The second Gallup point—one of

which it has made something of a

preachment—is that profits do not
lie in a producer's knocking him-
self out trying to get into the the.a-

tre that portion of the public which
infrequently buys a ticket or that

doesn’t naturally take to his type
pic. Producer can do much better,

ARI claims, in spending the coin

and extra steam on pitching to the

natural easy-to-get group.
Tougher to Get ’Em Post-30
That’s a switch on a stand that

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prexy, and many
other industryites have taken as

the result of another set of Gallup
figures. These show that after 30,

customers greatly slow* up in thea-

(Continued on page 22)

Howard Hughes is seeking a

I

delay in the divorcement dale for
1 RKO because the company, without

j

support of theatre earnings, will

I

show' a loss at the end of the year.
The dominant stockholder in RKO
is said to fear adverse stuck reper-
cussions against his production-
distribution company at the outset
of its .solo activities unless it is

given more time to overcome red-
ink operations during the first half
of the present year. His move for
a postponement from the present
Nov. 8 deadline, it is said, has
little or no relation to his recent
negotiations for the sale of his

j

own theatre stock holdings.

I

Hughes wants to avoid the decla-
i

ration of a loss at the close of
1949 because he is aware that in

I

an uncertain stock market the
announcement may have immediate

I

effect in driving down the stock
quotes. All profit returns of the
company, as well as other majors
going it without their theatre wing,

i will be carefully studied by Wall
street and other Interests.

If the deadline is extended pa.st
the first of next year, RKO will be
able to make its usual consolidated
report which merges both distribu-
tion and theatre returns. Exhibi-
tion end of the company in the
first half year has come up with

« J u • i 1 4 j

a net of approximately $ 1 ,500 ,000 .Howard Hughes nix last week
' addition, theatre w'iiig took
another $1,500,000 from the sale
of its holdings in the Butterfield

payment of capital

Choo-Choo Cycle?
That old hand at the throt-

tle, Casey Jones, looks certain
for celluloid immortalization.
Warner Bros, last week be-

came the fourth studio to get

in line for a whack at a pic

with that title. It has an origi-

nal yarn on which it wants to

hang the moniker of the
famed engineer.
Paramount got to the sta-

tion first, however, according
to Johnston office title regis-

tration bureau, and has pri-

ority with ownership of the
original copyrighted yarn. It

first registered it in 1938 and
re registered it last June 16,

RKO and Edward Small are
also in line ahead of WB.

Odium s Option

On RKO llieatres

Now in Dispute

I TOA Petitions FCC For

’ Theatre Video Hearings
^ Theatre Owners of America has

j

petitioned the Federal Communi -

1

!
cations Commission for public

hearings on the assignment of ex

elusive channels for theatre tele

I
vision, it was revealed yesterday

(Tues.) by TOA exec director

Gael Sullivan. Move follows a

similar step taken recently by the

I Motion Picture Assn, of America

and presages an all-encompassing

j

IndustiT front for the allocation of

' such channels.

TO.\ petition seeks no specific

frequency a.ssignments to any sin-

f gle exhibitor. Sullivan said, “but

I

endeavors to obtain recognition

I by the FCC for the need of mak-
‘ ing an allocation so that exhib-

itors, if they desire to do so in

,

the future, might apply for In-

I dividual licenses.” Sullivan con-

tinued :

“This action was taken for the

future protection of the industry

in the development of this new

medium, as well as profit if the

developments in TV make it feasi-

ble for us to participate in its

growth. It involves no prc.scnt

commitment on the part of 10.\

to rcque.st theatre TV frequencies

as an organization, but seeks to

protect its membership, and that

of other exhibitors, from having

all available channels assigned to

other forms of communications

without an opportunity of being

' heard.

M-G Still Unsure

On Appeal-Vogel
Chicago, Aug. 30.

Metro has yet to make up its

mind on the important question of

whether the company will appeal

to the U. S. Supreme Court from
the complete divorcement ordered
against it, Joseph Vogel, Metro’s

theatre chief, revealed here. At
the time. Vogel indicated the like-

lihood of an appeal.

“We haven’t decided the ques-

tion yet,” M-G theatre topper

said. “Mr. Schenck (Nicholas M.
Schenck. company prez) has had
no chance to talk to Mr. Davis

(John W. Davis, trial counsel) and
it will take some time yet to make
up our minds.
“However, as a layman.” Vogel

added, “I can hardly see that we
won’t appeal. What have we ever

done wrong in the operation of

our theatres that has merited this

decision against us?”
Metro’s vote for or against ap-

peal is considered the key to the

entire question so far as the com-
pany’s co-defendants, 20th-F’ox and

Warner Bros., are concerned. Lat-

ter two majors regard M-G in the

stronge.st position and consider

their chances nil if Metro decides

against an appeal.

British Filins Council

Nixes 30 Oldies on Quota
London, Aug. 30,

Stiffening its attitude, the Films

Council today (Tues.i flatly re-

jected 30 of 32 old British films

which had been submitted for ex-

tended quota life. Board members
are insisting that the pre.sent

quota can be adequately met from

new films.

In a further “get tough” stance,

the Council is also considering

steps to prosecute a number of

exhibitors who defaulted in the

fiscal year w hich ended September,

,

1948.
‘

of all offers for his RKO theatre
stock has thrown into further dis-

pute the option that Floyd Odium’s
Atlas Corp. was granted on the
shares. Lawyers are reportedly
again in a hassle, this time over
whether Atlas still holds the option
to buy at $4,500,000 or whether that
was wiped out by Odium’s refusal

to meet the $6 a share bid $(5,575,-

000) of Stanley Meyer, Matty Fox,
Cliff Work and their syndicate.

In the meantime, the Meyer-Fox-
Work combo has not lost heart over
Hughes’ decision that he’ll “tem-
porarily” listen to no offers. They
are underscoring that “temporar-
ily” and standing by to submit
their bid when the RKO owner is

ready to listen again. How soon
that will be hinges on his success
in efforts to get the Federal court
to extend the deadline from next
Nov. 8 the time he has to dispose
of RKO’s theatre holdings.

It is believed that the Meyer
group has an understanding with
Hughes that when the inevitable
day comes that he must sell his cir-

cuit stock—as per terms of the con-
sent decree into which he entered
with the Dept, of Justice—they will

get a preferred whack at It. ’There

is mutual friendship between
Hughes and Meyer and no recrim-
ination by the latter at Hughes’ nix

(Continued on page 25)

TV Buying Roach’s Oldies

But Not New Video Pix

Unable to get the price he w'ants

for the 12 series of 26-minute TV
films he planned, Hal Roach has
temporarily shelved them to turn
to one-minute spot commercial bus-

[

Iness. Vet comedy producer is of-

'

fering his full studio facilities and

J

experience to agencies for the spots

and has already turned out some
for Ovaltine and Chevrolet.
Roach has made a sample film

for each of the 12 comedy series

he was aiming for the TV market.
They cost him about $10,000 each.
He’s found, however, that there is

not that much coin available yet.

although he's willing to sell any of

the series at cost, on a one-year
basis. As a result, he is putting
them aside until he feels the mar-

^

ket is big enough to support this

type product.

Roach’s studio on the Coast is

now' given over to rental to a half-

dozen or so TV producers. They’re
far from making it pay for itself,

but help him meet the overhead.

;

He i.s also getting a large measure
i of income from some 600 features

j

and shorts which he has made over
' a period of many years. Grace
Rosenfield, his sal.se rep, is get-

ting considerable revenue peddling

i them to TV, 35m reissue and 16m.

circuit. After
gains taxes, the sale price will
total over $1,000,000.
On the other hand, distribution

(Continued on page 25)

Can. Nat’l Film Board

Sees TV Sporting Film

Prod.; Asks Budget Boost
Montreal, Aug. 30.

In a 25,000-word brief before
the Royal Commission on Arts and
Science la.st Wednesday (24), the
National Film Board in Ottawa in-
timated it ha.s no fear of the ad-
vent of television in Canada. The
NFB told the Commission that
video programming would call for
increased demand for film and
that in Canada motion pictures
would probably play a still greater
part in television, partly Realise
of the difficulty in obtaining live
shows and partly becau.se of the
lack of relay facilities.

To meet this coming demand,
the NFB claims its budget set in
1948 at $3,000,000 is not enough,
and an increa.se must be made to
expand the board’s scope and ac-
tivity, to bring all of its scattered
studios into one central building
and to increase its staff, which
now numbers 540.
The NFB also disclosed that

since 1943 it had been supplying
both the United Kingdom and the
U. S. video outlets with Canadian
film. During 1948, 72 Canadian
subjects were given television
screenings 367 times.
The Board is currently prep-

ping a series of five telefilms for
the Dominion Travel Bureau to be
used through U. S. outlets to pro-
mote greater tourist business.

WB’s Five Indies
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Warners will release a minimum
of 11 indie films, made by five
companies, on its 1949-50 program.
Companies currently working on
the lot are Br>’an Foy Productions,
Cagney Productions. Norma Pro-
ductions, Transatlantic Pictures
Corp., and United States Pictures,
Inc.

Pictures in work or lined up by
the indies are: Foy. “After Night-
fall” and “The Gold Smuggling
Story’.’; Cagney. “Only the Valiant”
and “A Lion I.s in the Streets”;
Norma. “The Hawk and the Arrow”
and “The Naked and the Dead”;
Transatlantic, “Stage Fright” and
“I Confess” (in England), and
United States Pictures. “Rock Bot-
tom,” “Narrow Margin” and “Mur-
der, Inc.”
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2nd PRIZE

HOW DO I ENTER?

W«Hlneft4lay, Auyugt 31, I949

Any theatre that plays “FATHER WAS A FULL-
BACK” between September 28 — December 4 auto-

matically qualifies for the All-American Premiere and is

eligible for the showmanship prizes.

'i Let yourself go! Open up with all of your showmanship

ideas! You can put them all to work for this one — and

how they’ll pay off! Razzle-dazzle your town with your

\ All-American Premiere! Use the special marquee and

lobby accessories to glamorize your house! Make your

Premiere the high-light of the football season! Local

School Bands! Parades! Snake Dance! Cheer Leaders!

Town Celebrities! Local Football Heroes! Every town,

everywhere, gets the football fever! You don’t have to



Wednesday, August 31, 1949 ,

JN THE EVENT OF A TIE, DUPLICATE PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

W
if

Jf

if

be a college town! Tie up with your local high school, elementary school,

sandlot or semi-pro football team! Yeah team!!!

HOW DO I DO; IT?

Build your premiere as a salute to your local football hero . . . Elect the

most beautiful campus queen . . . Feature the coach and the coach’s wife

. . . If you have two or more local teams, play up the competitive spirit . .

.

Put the local football schedule on the back of your herald . . . Tie up
with your merchants on a “Back the Local Team’’ promotion campaign!

SHOWMAN. TAKE IT FROM THERE! THE SKY'S THE
LIMIT AND A BIG PRIZE IS THE REWARD!

HOW DO I WIN?

Send your campaign to 20th Century -Fox, 444 West 56th St., N. Y. C.

The distinguished judges will award the prizes for the best and most

productive advertising, exploitation and publicity campaign for the picture.

Consideration will of course be given to the nature of the run, class of

house, location, business produced, etc. Come one! Come all! And may
the best Showman win

!

GO AFTER THAT PRIZE! Win a record gross for yovr theatre—and one of those

big prizes for yourself! GET GOING!

For Full Details and

complete rules, get the

regular"FATHER WAS

A FULLBACK" press-

book at your National

Screen Exchange.

AUUOICUl

CENTURY-FOX

Co(4̂

i

^‘Father Was A Fullback^'

All-American Premiere Contest
• '4

20th Century-Fox, •

444 West 56th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.
>

Rush confesf details and foolhall sourenir to:

NAME j

THEATRE J.,:
i

ADDRESS ?

NOTE : It is not mcessary to send in this jorm to qualify.

Whenyou hook the f)ictuTe you are automatirally eligible.



8 FILM REVIEWS Wednesday, Augugt 31 , I949

W hite Heal
Varner Bro*. release of I.ouis F. Edel-

|>ian protlucUon. Stars James Cafneyi
\ irtiinia Mayo; features Edmond O’Brien,

fc(e\e Cochran, Margaret Wycherly, John
Archer. Directed by Raoul Walsh. Screen-
play, Ivan (ioflf and Ben Roberts; sug-

gested bv story by Virginia Kellogg; cam-
eia, Sid llickox; editor, Owen Marks; spe-

cial effects. Boy Davidson: music. Max
Steiner: asst, director, Russell Saunders.
Tradeshown in N. Y., Aug. 24, '49, Run-
ning lime. 114 .MINS,
Cody Jarrett James Cagney
Verna Jarrett Virginia Mayo
Hank Fallon (Vic Pardo) Etimond O Brlen
Ma Jarrett Margaret Wycherly
-Big Ed" Somers • Steve Cochran
Philip Evans John Archer
Cotton Valettl Wally Cassell

i
let Kohler Mickey Knox
lo Creel I»n MacDonald
The Trader Fred Clark
The Reader O. Pat Collins

Roy Parker Paul Gullfoyle
Happv Tavlor Fred Coby
Zuckie li.iminell Ford Rainey
Tommy Ryley Robert Osterloh

Miniature Reviews
*‘White Heat’* (WB). Cag-

ney-Mayo gangster thriller

due for red-hot boxoffice.
‘^Everybody Does It** (20th).

Paul Douglas, Linda Darnell,
Celeste Holm in neat spoof of
grand opera; hefty grosses.

’’Chicago Deadline” (Par).

Alan Ladd socks over another
fast-mover beamed for good
grosses,

“Border Incident” (Metro).
Action meller about immigra-
tion smugglers; good program
support.
“Return of Black Eagle”

(Italian). Rossano Brazzi, Ira-

sema Dilian in exciting Italian
meller; strong entry for for-
eign-language spots.
“Across the Rio Grande”

(Mono). Standard Jimmie
Wakely oatuner for action situ-

ations

It has been too long since James

Cagney has spit a bellyful of lead

or laced a guy’s kisser. Cagney is

back in that kind of role, and
Warners can now start figuring out
the potential grosses. “White
Heat” is red-hot boxoffice.

The tight-lipped scowl, the
! Johnson production. Stars Paul DoukUi>.

hunched shoulders that rear them- Unda parnell. Celest* Holm. Charles Cp-
. <— . Mitchell, Luclle

enrge Tobias. Dl-

ing. Voice-dubbing job on him
and Miss Darnell is excellently

handled. Latter, besides being
beauteous, plays her lines to the
hilt ’ahd the same goes for Miss
Holm. Charles Coburn turns in his

usual top character role as the
sardonic father who’s gone through
the same thing himself, Millard
Mitchell displays his wry humor
as Douglas’ business partner and
Luclle Watson is fine as Miss
Holm’s ambitious mother. John
Hoyt makes the most of .some good
lines as Miss Darnell’s accom-
panist and George Tobias is good
as her manager.

Film is mounted on some ex-
pensive-looking sets, particularly

the opera stage. Joseph La Shelle’s

camera supervision is capable and
Robert Fritch has edited the story
down to a tight 98 minutes. Other
technical credits are on the beam.

StaL

Saints and Sinners
“Saints and Sinners,” Sir

Alexander Korda’s London
Films production, which is be-

ing tradeshown today (Wed.) in

New York, was reviewed from
London in Variety, July 6,

1947, by Myro w’ho said the

“appeal is limited for the U. S.

market.” Lacking w.k. thesp-

ers, reviewer said “the produc-
tion relies entirely on local

characterizations” in a setting

of "an Irish village steeped in

tradition and superstition.”

Kieron Moore and Christine

Norden head the cast.

Pic is slated to open at the

Little Carnegie, N. Y., as the

next feature.

Evervbodv Does II
(SONGS)

Tw«ntleth-Fox i-pipase of Nunnally

selves for the kill, the gargoyle------ ^ ° “ waiBon. jonn noyi. i.enrgc luoia*. i^i-
i

Mive
speech, the belching gunfire of a reeled by Edmund Gciulding. Screenplay.

: Adams
trigger - happy paranoiac — one

;

Johnson, based on story
' Roslta

With a ITlDthtr complex, no less Robert Fritch: mu.sio, Alfred Newman.
| worsei . irene nrrvey

these are the .standard and still-
,

Previewed N. Y., au*. 25, '49. Running
; ;;;;;; I Kennedy

popular ingredients that constitute '

.

‘ f. - T* J-eonard Borland
Cecil Carverthe Cagney of “White Heat.’’ It

all strikes a warmly responsive— i Doris Bori.md Celeste

and nostalgic—chord for those who Charles c

recall Cagney’s “Public Enemy”
days. All that is missing is the
grapefruit in a dame’s physiog, in

the Cagney manner, but tiiat may

breaks out of its formula frame-
work*
Yam opens strongly with a de-

piction of the plight of Mexican
laborers who annually migrate
north for work on U. S. farms.

Filmed on location, this section has

an authentic quality and impact.

When the plot, however, switches

to tracking down a ring of border-
Seiti; music. Victor Young: editor, LeRoy ' running racketeers, the film unfor-

: tunately takes on the unconvincing
flavor of an old-fashioned melo-
drama.

Story describes the joint efforts

of the U. S. and Mexican immigra-
tion authorities to stop the smug-

I'hieai^o Deadline
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Paramount release of Robert Fellows
production. Stars Alan Ladd, Donna
Reed: features June Havoc, Irene Hervey,
Arthur Kennedy. Directed by Lewis
Allen. Screenplay. Warren Duff: based on
story by Tiffany Thayer: camera. John F.

music. Victor Young: editor, LeRoy,

Alan Ladd
Jean D’Ur Donna Reed

June Havoc
Belle Dorset Irene Hervey

Solly Wellman
Anstruder

Berry Kroeger
Harold Vermilyea

Blacky Franchot shepperd .siiudwick gling of agricultural workers across
the border. Both George Mur-Johri Beal

i

Tom Powers

Paul Douglas
Linda Darnell

Holm

Mike Craig Millard Mitchell ^ Temple
‘

‘

i i ^ (lavin Muir phy, aS the U. S. agent, and Ricardo
^7.':?. .

^“^jlfhn" Hovt *’** Mexican count-
George Tobi’is j erpart, enter the ring to smash it

Leon Belasco 1

Tito Vuolo
I

Wilkins
Rci.ssi

Hugo
Makeup Man

be only because grapefruit is not
.

Ir, sc.i.4n.

porter in “Chicago Deadline,”
cause enough for audience inter-

est to be concentrated in goodly
measure in his movements. Story
line isn’t always clear-cut, but
there’s no doubt about film carry

Geraldine Wall
Ruth GiUette

Chamberlain Gilbert Russell

The stop- is not so much the se- Grand^ Priest ..... .....

quente of holdups and murders Mrs. Herts Phyllls Morris
that comprise this yarn about a Butler John Goldsworthy

modern-day gangleader, but the Ko[ef Manager Robert Emm^t^K
credence given it by the perform- Angelo Kay Bell

ance of, mainly, Cagney, as the Mr. Murray
...

J'jhn Burton

leader, and. to a lesser depet>. the Sn"r^,Ser .'.V.V.^
supporting ca.st. Cagney holds up nr. waiker E»-ik Rolf

a train with such authenticity that ^le^ry Ed Max
, , . ,

parents may well ru.sh home, after, nm.vGrLffrj^ '

hou.se. and Ladd who
viewing the picture, and lock up Pullman Porter .

.‘ Dudley Dickerson
,

happens to be on the spot in an
Makeup Man William Griffith adjoining room, scls oiit to leam
War«lrobe Woman M.ahel Smaney . .

Jane Hamilton

T ie « bn..dK„iio/t ro 'from the inside. Murphy, how-
Alan Ladd is a haidboiled r

found out and is cruelly
murdered under a plowing ma-
chine in a scene that harks back
to the days when heroines were
tied to the railroad tracks with a
train bearing down. But Montal-

ine sock action. Ifs the type of i

vehicle Ladd’s fans bo.st enioy him
in, and he acquits himself most
satisfactorily.

A girl’s body is found in a cheap

a gunfight that takes place in a
quicksand swamp from which he
is rescued in the nick.

: Brazzi emulates a French tutor tn
I gain entrance to Cervl’s castle h..*

e«d!‘'"'“‘^
‘““"afly is d'seo"v!

Director Riccardo Freda, who of
ten permits lesser detail to slow un
ear y developments, generally has
built a lusty tale, filled with sukpense and action. Rodolfo LornI
hard! has done a magnificent len^
ing job.

Brazzi. familiar figure on the
Italian screen, makes a dashing
tiuardsman who forsakes his usual
duties to ride at the head of hiJ
avenging countrymen. In fact hi«
portrayal, with the switch to’ the
fake French tutor, is one of the
finest in months from foreign nro-
ducers. Miss Dilian makes an In-
triguing, comely daughter withwhom he falls in love. Cervi con-
tributes a stalwart character role
as the ciuel, rich landowner The
other villain in the piece is Harry
Feist as Prince Serge and conniv-
ing enemy of Brazzi. Angelo Gala-
brc.se heads a large and capable
supporting cast. Wear.

Acrolis Iho Rio Grande
(SONGS)

Monogram release of Louis Gray orn.
durtion. Stars Jimmy Wakely; feature
“CannonbaU" Taylor, Reno Browne m"
reeled by OUyer Drake. Original screen.

R
lay, Ronald Davidson: camera, Henrv
feumann; editor. John C. Fuller; sones

Wakely: musical director, Edward Kiv*
At New York theatre. N. Y.. du.il. week
of Aug. 23. *49. Running time. f,fl MINS.Jimmy Jimmv Wakelv
Cannonball . . . . ."Cannonbair* Tavior
Sally Blaine ..rT. Remo Browne
Steven Blaine Rilev Hill

Dennis Moore
Bardet ,..Kenne Duncan
Bloon Ted Adams
nane Myron Healey
Stage Driver Bud O.sborne
r.nntina Singer Pollv Rurgin

Bob Curtis
Gill Carol Henry

Bovd .Stockman
.Sheriff William Bailey

“Across the Rio Grande” is a

standard Jimmy Wakely oatuner

that will prove adequate fodder for
most action situations. Film is no
gem of originality. On the other

their kids’ Lionels until “White
Heat” has played out the neigh- ^cr'etary
borhood. When Cagney adds a
few extra holes to a guy’s belt

—

with lead slugs—you just know
that the latter has ndfilled his con-
tract for the picture.

“White Heat” specifically Is

Murphy and Montalban turn in hand, a fair amount of shooting,

effective, hard - hitting perform-
j

cha.ses and hand-to-hand encount-

ances in a yam that contains no ers sprinkled through the footage

romantic angles. As the chief are surefire ingredients that will

Twentieth-Fox. which has suc-
cessfully spoofed such American
In.stitutions as department stores,
baby-sitters, etc., turns its atten-

about her from the list of names
In a notebook he finds in her purse.
Quest takes him to high and low

heavy, Howard da Silva makes a
menacing smoothie. Arnold Moss !

is firstrate as one of Mexican i

alike, to tycoons and toughs, all
j

bandits, while Alfonso Bedoya
of wbom, some willingly, others gives good .support as his sidekick,

unwillingly, offer a piece to the
j

Rest of the cast is okay in stock

^ ^
tions to grand opera in “Every-

about a killer over whom only his body Does It”—and with just as

mother can wield any influence.
He heads a western gang, with his

|mother and his double-dealing wife
|

along for company, me romantic I

triangle, such as it Is, is completed i

by the presence of Cagney’s chief
|

lieutenant, who covets Cagney’s
leadership, and also his wife.

When there looms a rap for a
train-robbery that he’s engineered,
along with a couple of incidental
killings, Cagney gives himself up in
another state and “confesses’’ to a
minor crime, for which he gets a
short stretch. By this means he is

alibied for the former. The Feds,
however, are hep to his scheme,
and plant a cellmate to gain his
confidence and thus circumstantial-
ly break down the alibi. There’s a
jail break and a finale shooting
scene between the T-men and the
Cagney gang—during the frus-
trated holdup of a chemical fac-
tory payroll—that is in the Cagney
tradition. When cornered he
pumps lead into a chemical vat

—

and is blown lo bits.

Cagney has an excellent sup-
porting ca.st. Steve Cochran
makes a good-looking, doublecros.s-
Ing mobster’s aide wnose ambition
for the gang leadership, and the
leader’s wife, ends in a rain of
bullets. It’s a capable perform-
ance. Virginia Mayo has little to
do except look .sexy as the wife.
Kdinond O’Brien is fine ns the un-
dercover agent, and Margaret

fine results. Film, while it lacks
the intimate warmth of “Miracle
on 34th Street” or “Sitting Pretty,”
is chockful of yocks, done to a
turn by a sock script and the
comcdic talents of Paul Douglas,
Linda Darnell and Celeste Holm.
It looks like a hefty grosser in all

situations.

Douglas and Miss Darnell are
teamed for the first time since

pattern. Murder and violence
pace his search, ending with his

dueling to the death with heavy.
Narrative is told in series of

flashbacks blending with pre.sent
action. Parade of characters who
filter in and out is extensive, and
Ladd is called upon to u.se slug-
ger methods with some of them,
all of which builds up interest and
suspense. Spectator is made to
feel that extreme danger hangs
constantly over Ladd’s head as he

their highly .successful pairing in ' works out a.ssignment.

the recent “Lotti'r to Three Wives”
and do lust as good a job on this
one. Former plays a rough and
tough wrecking contractor married
to a Park Avenue deb. who drives
him crazy with her ambitions to
become a concert singer. Miss
Darnell is a famous opera soprano

Ladd furnishes plenty of drive
in his portrayal of the reporter
who constantly sticks his neck out,
coloring character at every turn.
Donna Reed, who co-stars with
him, in role of femme whose body
was found, is never glimpsed in a
single scene with him, all her

parts.

Despite coin limitations, produc-
tion maintains fine standards in
lensing and musical scoring against
realistic backgrounds. Running
time could be cut down by tighter
editing. Herm.

with a yen for Douglas, who inad- footage unfolding in different flash-

vertently discovers he has a fine
j

backs. She gives an appealing per-
baritone and convinces him to con- formance. In supporting roles,
certize himself to stifle his wife’s! June Havoc, Arthur Kennedy and
no-talent thrushing. Miss Holm ' Berry Kroeger stand out, with

Return of Ihe Black
Eaftle

(ITALIAN)
Lux Film production and release. Stare

Rossano Braxzi, Irasema Dilian. Directed
by Riccardo Freda. Screenplay. Mario
Monlcelll and Braccio Agnolettl from
Alexander Pushkin novel; camera. Rodolfo
Lombardi: English titles, Clare Catalano.
Previewed In N. Y.. Aug. 26. '40. Running
time, IIS MINS.
Vladimir Dubrowskl Rossano Brazzi

, ,
.

Masha Irasema Dilian ' low-budgeter.
Klrila GIno Orvl

I
Prince Serge Harry Feist

I

Judge Angelo Calabrese
Bandit Paolo Stoppa
Irina Rina Morelli

.satisfy devotees of these outdoor
dramas.

Oft-used plot revolving around
smuggling silver over the Mexican
border into the U. S. furnishes the
story structure for this one. In-
vestigating the murder of his

father, Riley Hill is seized by the
smugglers. With the help of the
prisoner’s sister, Reno Browne,
Wakely and “Cannonball” Taylor
free Hill and corral the culprits.

Wakely wields his six-gun and
dukes with precision as well as

warbling a brace of tunes for good
measure. Taylor, as a bumbling
correspondence .school detective,

supplies some slapstick comedy.
Miss Browne is pleasantly decora-
tive in the top femme role while

the balance of the cast is compe-
tent under Oliver Drake’s okay di-

rection. Henry Neumann’s camera-
work is able In this Louis Gray

Gilb.

(In Italian; English Titles)
“Return of the Black Eagle” Is

an ambitious Italian screen effort.

FruMlmlioii
(SWEDISH)

Film Clanlrx release of Sveriges Folk-

biografer production. Directed by Ing-

mar Bergman. Screenplay. Berpman;
b.-ised on play by Martin Soederhjelmj
camera, Goran .Strindberg. Previewed
N. Y., Aug. 25, '49. Running time, XO

is the wife and pars the other two Shepperd Strudwick, Gavin Muir, I

R was turned out about three years mink.'
with an excellent thesping job.

,

Irene Hervey and Harold Vermil-
l

ago but this did not hold back out- ' AnniT?ndahi
Situations stemming from such al.’so offering firstclass work. ^ay for elaborate production and joha*nnes Birger MaimKten

an entente are almost obvious and big scale scenes. This looks like aFilm’s exteriors were all lensed
scripter Nunnally Johnson, who Chicago, on actual background ' very .strong entry for foreign-
also produced, milked them to the ."tory vriiich Warren Duff script-

;

language theatres and many arty
limit in his adaptation of a James
M. Cain story. Most of the fun is

in some sparkling dialog and the
aforementioned situations. hut
Johnson has also included some
hilarious slapstick, which takes
the revered mystery of grand
opera and brings It down to the
Mack Sennett level. Tt’s all done

ed from Tiffany Thayer’s original.
i

spots. Its boxoffice possibilities
Robert Fellows, as producer, rates likely could be enhanced by

S«Hy Gertrud Frldh

Hann Lawe Kranti

Bertil Jan Molander
Pecka F.rlk HoU
Selma Naeml BHr«e
Sofie HJortlis Petterfson

.salvo, as does Lewis Allen for his
megging. Whit.

Rordor In«*idonl
Metro release of Nicholas Nayfack pro-

diirtion. Stars Ricardo Montalban. George
, 1.1 ' rr !• ' ..L Iitivih ivv<.i. Hi, ail uuiic Murphy. Directed by Anthony Mann.

Wycherly Is quietly effective as the in Rood clean hiimnr, the type that
, '“S" S "'ssi"'- ‘tery. IIH-

niolher. John Archer, as another will have the Mels ehuckllng along A,Zn: Mt". rlS' a"' n;;;:;,"’,Fed agent, is effective also. with the bops. Andre Previn. Tmde shown N. Y.,

Prcjduction Is first rate, and t Title, of course, refers to the
Raoul Walsh s direction has kept singing and in Mi.ss Holm’s ca.se

judicious trimming since there is

enough extraneous footage to pare
(In Swedish; English Titles)

civ
‘ film w^h ^n« for^tl^oTA e.l«. e^AAiev^^A A ^ 1 i* AS* null Willi IMF tiuurctl UFI

Ruin . A '.r i”*
''5 "'artet. This Swedish importun-

h A ,

winds Its tortured tale with sly

fo'l. pretensions in Its long closeuus snd

mURlCa
Auf-

17. '49. Running time, MI.NS.
Pablo Rodriguez Ricardo Montalban
Jack Dearnes George Murphy

the pace sharp and exciting for! is traced hack to an horeditaiY Howard da .siiva

the nearly two-hour length family trait. When .she hires a ZopVte"‘
There are several .story flaws to

*’V.'Iiite Heat,” but this is neither
the time nor place to be too tech-
nical. This Cagney fellow Is

nnirderl Kahn.

tutor for trilling, Ivr father im
mediately warns Douglas to be-
ware. After her first concert gets
less than lukewarm reception and

Arnold Mom
ruchillo Alfonao Bedoya
Marla fVlH
.'eff Amboy Ch-trlei. McGraw
Pocolor o Torvay
Mr. Nelf-y lohn Hidfrely

Hank Docunientary Crew
Finisshes 6-Mo. Jap Stint

Tokyo, Aug. 2.3.

A three-man British crew de-
parted from Japan this week after
Siiending six months liere filming

« documentary for J. Arthur Rank.
Writer Andrew Kice and assistant

cameraman Roy Layzell headed for

London with a large amount of

footage for final editing, while
cameraman Pete Hennes.^ey is pro-

ceeding to Hongkong and New
Zealand for new assignments.

Pic will be released before end
of the year and will play Japan as

well as other Empire spots. Rice

said.

SiK Rumsn
Otto Waldis

She still isn’t deterred.' Douglas K‘’'Ivoi‘fKln'i nrich
decides on the df'sperate course of Fritz
action outlined by Miss Darnell. —
He tours with the opera star under
a pseudonym and becomes the
longhair Sinatra.

,
With his wreck-

ing busine.ss on the roik.s. he grabs
a chance finallv to co-star with her
in an opera, (’omes opening night,
he’s overdos(‘d with antidotes
against stage-fright and succeeds
in lousing up tlie works in a way
that opera hasn’t been treated
since the Marx Bros, gave it a go-
ing-over. His w'ifo, meanwhile,
has realized who should wear the
pants and all ends well.

much comes of either.
The original Alexander Pushkin

novel about an officer in the Rus-

;

sian Guards who swears vengeance
i

against a ruthless landowner is

!

developed into a meller of love and
I hip”f*y^*'read

'

duty, Scripters have this Russian i

officer, Ro.ssano Brazzi, deciding in
i

favor of love and deserting his
j

Black Eagle followers; then reseu-
;

ing the girl from an unhappy mar- 1

riage and letting his arch-enemy,
|

the gal’s father, bump himself off '

in a nmaway wagon accident.

underlighted lensing but tlic re-

.«ult in soporific. Pic is thrown

for its biggest loss hero by tne

English titling which is frepucntiy

so badly printed that it is impos.si-

Yarn concerns the rivalry ^
tween a brutal sea captain and nis

hunchbacked son for the love of a

dancchall lady of easy virtue, in*

angle is finally resolved when tne

captain goes mad and the son takes

the gal away from her professional

“Border Incident’’ is a straight
hard-action meller that will serve
neatly as b.o. support In secondary
situations. Produced on a modest
budget, pic wiaps a conventional
yarn within a semi-documentary
casing. Although well-paced, this

fhV-FrodweTs'havV hAd Bold ^

scenes elaborate and heavily man
ned. When the Black Eagle’s co-
horts ride to his rescue and charge
on their horses even on the upper
floors of the castle the picture rises

- . , , . ,
— highest Italian film-company

offering lacks both sufTi'^ient credi- tradition for turning out spectacle
pility and marquee weight to carry Brazzi is depicted as swearinj

day malting the interior cS •

' sensational lobby displays In tn

exploitation circuit. But the over^

all static story and the hamminf.-

I
of the the.sping will depress tne

' customers. Herm.

in key firstruns.
Him is handicapped by a screen-

play which treats the huportant
.suhjeet of illegal Immigration into

1 g- 1 1 - J- A
"'‘fi * naive rop-and-

Wilh Edmund Goulding direct- robbers approach. Anthony Mann

mg
vengeance against the wealthy
landowner because of the way he
persecuted both his father and his

ing for the maximum of lauglis,
the cast is uniformly good. Just
to watch Douglas giving out with
the arias is funny but he follows

who was brought over to the Metro
ot after his standout ioh on “He
Walked Rv Night" for Eagle Lion,
succeeds in importing some taut-

it thiough with uitia-sinuotli act- ness to the action but the pic never

Republic Pacts Armour
I Reginald Armour, onetime Ear

East general manager fur :

friends while he was awnv serving
j fv r* RpnubUc Pictur*^*

in the Russian army. As.the Black ' rnrn
^

-
• International Corp.

,

In the pa.st. Armour oa*

served as European general m.

ager for Walt Disney Brodutfons

and more recently was _

lumbia Pictures International Lorg*

Eagle, a ma.sked bandit, he loots
and robs to the embarra.ssment of
the influential landowner. Gne
stage coach holdup Introduces him
to Isasema Dilian. daughter of
Gino Cervi, his rich adversary.
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'Joe Young’ Slaps at Crix
Chicago. Aug. 30.

New way for an exhibitor to slap back at unfavorable film reviews

was unleashed here last week by the RKO Grand, playing RKO's
‘•Mighty Joe Young.” In an attention-grabbing, three-column ad,

the theatre quoted the worst lines it could find in the Chi critics’

reviews, which ran to such condemnations as “the most atrocious

film I have seen in a decade” and “the film is incredibly bad and-

technically shoddy.” Topping these with a b(rid-face line reading,

“In spite of the reviews, the crowds still pour in,” the ad ran an
“open letter” to the critics:

“If you are right, how do you account for the crowds that have
visited the RKO Grand the past three weeks? They have bought
only one thing—entertainment. That’s the primary object of any
motion picture. ‘Mighty Joe Young’ has it. It delivers no mes-
sage. It is not an artistic triumph. But it does take you out of this

humdrum, work-a-day world and entertains you as no other picture

has done before. Ninety per cent of all pictures hailed by the
critics as masterpieces are financial failures—90% that they con-

demn receive the support of the motion picture public. There must
be a reason. The motion picturegoer looks for and buys entertain-

ment above all—not perfection.”

Pli'Tl RES

EL Sued on ‘Bess’
l.os Angeles, Aug. 30.

Marvin A. Park, author, filed
.suit for $75,000 against Eagle Lion,

i

involving the production of “The I

Adventures of Gallant Bess” in!
1948. I

Park, who wrote “Gallant Bess" ;

for Metro in 1946, declares EL
made the sub.sequent picture with-
out his pennis.sion. <

Big Sept. Sales Push by Majors

Just Another Headache to Bookers

SOPEG, SPG Look to Strike Action
* •

In N. Y. as Chances for Pacts Fade
Culminating a full-year of4

maneuvering and pressure tactics.
|

the CIO white-collar unions in the

majors’ homeoffices are set "onj

strike action if negotiations which
,

opened ye.sterday (Tues.) end in a

deadlock once again. Ye.sterday ’s

session was the final attempt of

the Federal conciliation and medi-
ation service to find common
ground between the Screen Office

Sc Professional Employees Guild
and the major companies. Union
execs, however, were not too opti-

mistic over the possible results.

Bargaining between the majors
and the other white-collar union.

Screen Pubiicists Guild, col-

lapsed at a meeting last week.
Both guilds have been battling for

a new pact since la.st September.
Following last week’s session, SPG
called upon the joint strike

strategy committee of both unions
|

to prepare steps for an early walk-

1

out. SOPEG, however, delayed

'

any overt move until the outcome
|

of its negotiations was definitely
decided.

Major differences blocking a

new pact revolve around the
guilds’ demands for a hefty wage
hike and tightened security and
seniority provisions. The majors
have indicated their willingness to
renew the old pact without re-

!

visions but the unions have con-
sistently nixed this as an “unsatis-
factory counter-offer.”

So. CaL-Arizona Exhibs

May Join Nat’l Allied

Los Angeles, Aug. 30.

Independent Theatre Owners of
Southern California and Arizona
may switch its allegiance to Na-
tional Allied. Organization is cur-
rently affiliated w-ith the Pacific
Coast Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners. Possibility grew
strong this week when C’ol. H. A.
Cole, former .Mlled president, was
guest of honor today (Tues. > at a
luncheon of the Coast exhih group.
Fred A. Weller, general counsel

for the group, has confirmed the
fact that the unit is “greatly inter-
ested” in joining Allied.

Mpls. Indies Split On
Duals, Competitive Bids

Minneapolis. Aug. 30.

Ranks of local independent ex-
hibitors are split in consequence of
double-featuring and competitive
bidding for early availability. Ef-
forts of North Central Allied to
curb these developments and n*-
store peace among the neigldior-
hoori and suburban theat reowners
hav#-Kottcn nowhere.

f^ouble featuring has re;u'bed
the s(ag(‘ where, foi- the Tn-st time,
the 1 n d e p e n dent neighborhood
houses using twin bills tw(* or more
times a week are hooking un “A”
pictures. Their defense is tliat

they re ludug forced to this policN
|n self |)reservation because ol the
inroads niafle on their boxofi’tces
by other neighborhood theatres
yiat h.ive bad their clearance re-
duced from as much as .56 days to
as low as 28.
The double feature exhibitors

contend that the early-availability
independents want all the advan-
ages. latter non-dual billers
nave liuincbed a move to force the

,

*''’le-r(*aiure houses to 112 days
^learanco. oi- double or more their
Pie.senl availability period.

Lester’s Sinclair Deal
Sol Lesser’s indie unit.

Thalia Productions, which re-

cently made a deal with Up-
ton Sinclair for rights to all

the author’s “Lanny Budd"
stories, staked claim last week
to the titles of 10 of them
with the Motion Picture Assn,
of America’s title registration
bureau.
Tags are “World’s End,”

“Dragon’s Teeth.” “Wide Is the
Gate,” “Presidential Agent.”
“A World to Win.” “Dragon
Harvest.” “Presidential Mi.s-

sion,” “One Clear Call.” “O
Shepherd Speak” and “Be-
tween Two Worlds.”

Metro Approaches

1-a-Wk. Releasing
Metro’s goal to hit a prewar re-

lea.sing pace of one picture weekly

will be reached in November of

the current year in a sudden rais-

ing of the company’s sights. While

the plan for hypoed releases has

been blueprinted for a number of

months, its earlier-than-expected

adoption is said to be the first

repercussion of the complete di-

vorcement ordered against the

company along with 20th-Fox and
Warner Bros, last month.

M-G strategy was fixed in studio

talks earlier this year staged by
William F. Rodgers, distribution

veepee; Louis B. Mayer, studio

veepee. and Dore Schary. produc-

tion chief. Understood at that time

the main reason behind the boost-

ed production and distribution was

to increase the profit margin of

the sales end of Metro's activities.

If was felt that the market was
ripe for more pioduet. particularly

of top quality, and that M-G should

move into the gap.

I

Pic-per-week pace, however, was
i slated to be reached some time

during 19.50 to prevent dislocation

of sales machinery bv a sudden

tilting of tbe temiK). The push has

been advaueed so tliat distribution

will be well groo'cd tor the rush

of product when tlu' company goes

it alone without its tliealic bul-

wark.

Rodgers is scheduled to bead for

tbe Coast. Sept. 9. to attend the

,
Theatre Owners of America’s Los

.Angeles convention. Wliile in Hol-

lywood, AlG's sales topiier will

liud(lle with Mayer. Schary and

Edward Mannix to inaii out a pro-

gram wbicli can keep tbe company
at tlie topflight releasing level.

Company will slot to its ex-

changes four pix in November.

Quartet will be ’Tliat Forsyte

Woman” at Radio City Music Hall;

••Rittleground." which iirecins at

Ihe Astor. N. V., Nov. 11; “Adam’s

Rib” and "Tmision.”

Holding to the same tempo in

Deei'mber. Metro is groriving

“(’haMeiu’e to Lassie. ‘On ttie

Town.” “Death in tbe^ Doll’s

Hou.se” and “Conspirator.” Three

films are slated each for Septeni-

1
ber and October. September list

' consists of ”Thaf Midnight Kiss.

“Tbe Secret Garden” and “The

Doctor and tbe Girl.” ‘‘The Red

Danube,” “Border Incident” and

“Intruder in the Dust” will get

' the nod in October.

D. C. Tie Key To

Sullivan Boost
I

Behind the movement to up Gael
Sullivan, exec director of the The-
atre Owners of America, to the top

spot as TOA president Is a growing
belief among big circuit ops that

film Industry-Government relations

in the next couple of years will

reach a critical stage. First step

in what is considered an almost in-

evitable promotion for Sullivan

took place last week when the Mo-
tion Picture Exhibitors of Florida

unanimously proposed his election

as prexy.
|

TO.Aers note that Sullivan’s im-

mediate background is political and

that as former executive director of

the National Democratic Commit-
tee and a top official In the Po.st-

master General’s office, he has the
know-how for presenting exhibi-

tion’s views to Government politi-
|

cos. Indicating the current im- '

portance of that end of TOA’s
work. Sullivan has recently been
huddling with officials of the
Treasury, Ju.stice and Tax depart-
ments.

Influential group rncluding Ted
Gamble. TO.A board chairman;
Robeil Coyne, former TOA exec
director, and Mitchell Wolfson, di-

rector in the group. Is reported be-

hind the Sullivan boom. Arthur
Lockwood, incumbent president,
has definitely decided against run-
ning for another term, it is said.

Hence, the conviction that Sulli-

van will be named as prez.

‘Old Customer’ Angle

Biggest development on the hori-

zon. of course, is the possible reper-

, cussions of the anti-trust litigation.

Since TO.A has openly expressed
forebodings of the adverse effect

I

that divorcement will have, particu-

larly on- the “old cu.stomer,” the

org wants a titular head with
' standing in the eyes of the D of J
which will police the decree. Sul-

livan is regarded as the strongest

bet to take a stand on a multitude
of questions which affect exhibi-

tors. on the workings of tbe de-

cree.

Subject of theatre television is

also getting hotter by the day, ac-

cording to circuit owners. Next
' year will tell, it is said, whether
the Federal Communications Com-
mission is going to award channels
exclusively for theatre video. Pub-
lic hearings are likely in tlu* near
future and T().\ is expected to take

an active part in the fight for

ch a n n e 1 alloca t i on s.

I

Tax problem has been popping
up on a number of fronts. For
one. the battle is just beginning to

lift the 20'’V admi.ssion bite by sub-

stituting Hie previous peacetime
rate of lOS. On this poser, both

Sullivan and Gamble have been tbe

most actiie. Sullivan, moreover,
has been in close buddies on rul-

ings to be made on llic touchy
subject of drive-ins. On this point,

it is a qiKslion of whether a per-

ear or per-palron tax will be tbe

rule.

Pressing over.seas probb'ins are

also simmering and thongb exlii-

bition is not directly involved, the-

atre groniis have* b<*en on the Gov-
ernment .scene in a campaign lor

lowered currency barriers. Thought
behind exhibition’s battle on that

score is tiiat healthier foreign n>v-

enues will spell easiei' t<*rm.s on tlu*

domestic front. TO.A has already

joined tbe Motion Picture .Assn, of

.America in a jilea to tbe U. S. .State

Dept, for support overseas. It also

picked up Hie cudgels for tbe ma-
jors when tlie British quota was
first imposc'd.

If Sullivan is boosted to TO.A

lire/, bis eurreni job as exec direc-

tor will be liquidated.

'Heiress* on All Keys
Paramount will attempt to

hit every big city in the U. S.

simultaneously in a blanket
day-and-date playoff of its big
production. “The Heiress”
when that William Wyler film
is rtSeased in the fall. Com-
pany’s sales force will he In-

structed to line up bookings
for tbe film in “A” houses with
the idea of breaking the pie

day-and-date throughout tbe
country at one time. In each
big city, aim will be for an ex-
tended run rather than a fast

playoff dow n-tlu*-line.

Simultaneous playoff would
follow' preein dates at Radio
City Music- Hall, and a yet un-
designuted house in Los An-
geles.

Tri-Lingual Pix

With SweJe Stars
' Two former Swedish actors have
been temporarily reelaiined from
Hollywood by their homeland and
are currently making a picture in

Stockholm, They are Vivt*ca Llnd-
fors, who until rc*cently was under
contract to Warner Bros., and
Chrisopber Kent, who is on loan
from David O. Selznick. They arc*

appearing in “The Saga of Singo-
alla,” which has just completed
shooting and is now being edited.

Pic is being made in thrc*e ver-
sions — Engli.sh, French and

j

Swedish. English dialog is by i

American actor Romney Brent,'
who also plays a principal role.

Film, ba.scd on the 19th century

,

classic by Viktor Rydberg, was
directed by French producer-direc-
tor Christian-.! acques.

Western Hemisphere rights are
owned by Telinvcst, Inc., a new
film and tele financing group which
put up the coin for Louis de
RochemonI's "Lost Boundaries.” It

.is headed by Eliot Hyman. Rights
were acquired for tlie outfit by its

rep, Emile Lustig, who returned to

Stockholm last week after a brief

visit to New York following two
months in Phirope. I.ustig hopc*s

to he bac-k with a finished print of
“Singoalla” late* next month, at

which time major distribution deal
will he sought.

Lustig is working now with Ter-
rafilm, tbe Swedish production out-

fit, on setting up several more
similar pix. Telinvcst. for Ameri-
can rights, puts up tbe dollars

needed to attract players from Hol-
lyw’ood. It is hoped to make three
films a year and by tbe tri-lingual

technique break down language
barriers which have limited tbe
Swedish pix market.
While in Europe Lustig repprt(*d

that be arranged for “Boundaries”
to be shown at Hu* Cannes film

festival. Although tbe 10 Ameri-
can pix originally scheduled bad
already been selected, he .said that

tbe invitation was given to

“Boundaries” after he bad ar-

ranged a special screening for tbe
festival eommillee in F’.'iris. De-
Rocliemont has also been invited

to be a giu-st at tbe festival.

4 Film bookers arc boosting their
aspirin quota because of an un-
precedented number of sales drives
by major companies, all slated to
run concurrently in September.
With returns still comiii ' in. Para-
mount, Metro. 20th-Fox, Warner
Bros.. Universal and RKO are
already driving for both vol-
ume and choice playdales during
next month. Consequently, tbe

I heat’s on for September book-
!
ings, and the booker’s .ip<wering

;
wail is that "tbe days ar L rub-

,
ber; we just can’t stn them

I

enough.”

I

Feteing its 25tb anniversary,
;

Metro is gunning for at least one
pla>date in every theatre in the

I

country. Par is out for tlu* same
I

record except it is limited to “Para-
mount Week.” which t;d;e.s place in
September. Twentieth has an-
nounced its plans for a September
sales drive while U and RKO are
in the throes of a push which laps
over into the some period. Warners’
pu.sli started Monday (29'.

In every instance, pressure is

mounting from tlu* homeoffice to
the exchanges. With tlu* salesmen
scurrying for dates, same pressure
is being applied to tlu* hookers.
Their complaint is that "you can’t
tell one company about another
outfit’s drive becau.se it just doesn’t
register.” At the same time, the
beef g«)es, tbe moutb isn’t long
enough to take care of every dis-
trib.

Several bookers, as a result of
tbe record pressure, are announc-
ing to the trade a kidding-in-earn-
est proposal that the Motion Pic-
ture A.ssn. of America take over the
sales drive field. Central agency
should be set up, tbe plea goes,

that di.strihs can stake their
claim to particular months and
keep the field to themselves for
that particular period.

Jack Ellis’ Takeover
Jack f]llis. foiinei' United .Artists

district manager, is taking iiver

supervision of tlu* .New Yoik m(*t-

ropolitan seclor for .Motion Picture

Sales Coip.. tlu* Neil Agnrw-
Cliarles ('asana\e distrilniiing out-

fit. Ellts will he in complete
charge of sabs operations in Hie

ten itoiw

.

Ad(litionall\ . be will eontimu*
running bis own disirili setup,

wliicb is bamlHng I'. S. rights to

Gabriel Piiscal’s “!•> 'malion” and
“Major Barbaia” Ellis is bead-
fpiartering at the RKO building.

N. Y.

CREDITS TRADE PAPERS

FOR 20TH SALES HYPO
Tw'entietb-Fox racked up a rec-

ord 15,872 feature, bookings last
week in the U. S. and Canada to
launch its four-monlh branch man-
agers’ testimonial sales drive.
According to sales veepee Andy W.
Smith, Jr., every available print of
tbe company’s current four re-
leases Is booked solidly f«»r tbe
first week of tbe drive. Number
of bookings repre.sents an increase
of 43'"^; over the same week last
year.

With “Come to the Stable” and
"I Was a Male War Bride” set for
general release over tbe Labor Day
W'cekend, Smith is sigbling a still

better mark for tbe drive’s second
week He rev'*aled a 2l)th feature
will be on tbe screen of at least
one first-run bouse in every resort
situation in tbe country next week.
First four films include “Slattery's
Hurricane,” “You’re My Every-
thing.” “It Happens Every Spring”
and “House of Strangers.”
Smith also disclosed last week

that 201 b has bem forced to order
a record 500 prints on its upcoming
"Father Was a Kullbaek,” attribut-
ing tbe avalanche of bookings to
tbe effectiveness r)f tradepafier ad-
vei Using. Recent ads detailed a
contest run by 201b among exbil>-
itors for tlu* best ad- publicity cam-
pai.gns on tbe picture, in which 134
prizes totaling $7,500 will be award-
ed. .Av«-rring that “Fullback” has
a good (hanre of snaring 12 000
bookings before flu* drive winds
I)«*'-. 31. Smith added:

“I beli»‘ve this is the first time
that tradepaper advertising lias

lu*en so effect iv<*lv used to dissemi-
naie among exhibitors useful infor-
mation and booking data. Expe-
rience has l.iugbt me that the
(pii( k(*s( aufl most effect iiu* w.ay of
contacting exbibitrirs is through
the t radcfi.iper e«)lumns. Tbe re-

markable reaction to tbe recerP ads
on ‘F it tier’ emphasizes my conten-
t ion”

SEXER IN GB?
eve to closing disfribu-

Firsl .Metbodlsl Church. Falfur-

ria.s, Tex granted permission by

R. .N .Sr.iiit). owner of ifioruun-

theatre, to liokl Sunday morning
services in the theatre during the

«uniiuci.

Reade .Starts .5th Drive-In

With ultimat." goal of 27 drive-
ins in miT’fl. Walter Reatli* Thea-
tres sftrtcfl lonstruction of its

tifth oZoner. This will be bx-ated
at the Eatontown. N. J.. traffic

(irele on Route .No 3.5 Ciiaiu

last week prc'-iued its Lawreni «•

flri\e-'n ne.ii Trenton and exiieets

to build eii iit more optm-airiTs in

Nt'w York and N w .l 'rse\ futore

,1950 .season gels undeiwa:'.

SEIITNG
With an

tion de.'ils in Br't iin. J S Jossev.
tre.-isorpr of Hvuicnie F*roducti«'ns.

and Cb'irles h Me.ade. ronmanv's
neivonnel supenisor. sailed for
Fi*e|;ind last week on tlie Maure-
taoi.i.

Penieeted for I’ni*ed Kingdom
j-. jc '!«:<> are Hvgiepic's sexe*'. “Mom
•inrt Tt 'd ” and H'll’piark l’ro<!”<--

tio’is' ‘•The t>v*nee of Peace” '“The
T.awton S;')''*'”'. .Voic 'c r turns
late next moo h \»hiie Af "'de’s stay
will be of Ln'ldinite duration.



Columbia Pictures cai

extraordinary quotation

again and again by thi

which is taxing the ca|

in whici

Now In extended runs at Loewis State, New York, and the Woods, Chicago. Open



—New York Times, August 18th

^dd nothing to this

It is being repeated

press, and the public,

icities of the theatres
» .

k plays.

' '

*
. .

'

^rrow at the Hippodrome, Baltimore, and the Bijou, Springfield, Mass.
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Heat Dufls L. A.; ‘Rope’ Tight $33,

lucasta’ Not Lively $23,000, ‘Pigeon’

Fat 33G, ‘Bride’ Torrid $43,000, 2d

Ve<Tnetday, August 31 . 1949

Los Angeles, Aug. 30. -f

Hot weather here continues to

hurt firstrun grosses, and five new
bills in current frame are failing to

boost overall biz pace. Best new-
comer is "Rope of Sand,” strong

033,000 in two Paramount theatres.

•‘Great Sinner” is disappointing

with mild $33,000 in three sites,

and stays only one day past first

week.
“Johnny Stool Pigeon” is pleas-

ing $33,000 in five houses, getting

$3,000 at the Guild, added to four-

house United Artists combo. "Anna
Luca.sta” is slow $23,000 in two lo-

cations. “Roughshod” shapes light

$18,500 in five situations. “Male
War Bride” still is nifty at $43,000

In four spots in second week but

other holdovers are drooping.
Estimates for This Week

Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,

Hollywood Music Halls (Prin-Cor)

(834; 902; 1,106, 512, 512; 55-$!)—
•‘Black Magic” (UA» (2d wk). Down
to .$22,000. Last week, nice $35,-

600.
Chinese, Loew’s State, Loyola,

Uptown (FWC) (2,048, 2.404. 1.248.

1,719; 60-$l)
—

“1 Was Male War
Bride” (20th) (2d wk). Nifty $43,-

000. La.st week, terrific $64,000.

Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltiern

(WB) (1,757, 2,756, 2,344; 60-$l)—
“It’s Great Feeling” (WB) (2d wk).

Fair $25,000. Last week, $32,000.

Egyptian, Los Angeles, Wilshire

(FWC) (1,538, 2.097. 2,296; 50-$l)—
•‘Great Sinner” (M-G). Mild $33,-

000. Last week, “Neptune’s Daugh-
ter” (M-G) (2d wk), $38,000.
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 60-$l)—“Roughshod” (RKO) “Against

The Wind” (ED. Modest $9,000 here

with $18,500 in 5 day-daters. Last

week, “Pride Yankees” (RKO) and
••'fall In Saddle” (RKO) (reissues),

$23,818 in 5 situations.

Pantages, Hillstreet (RKO) (2.-

812, 2,890; 50-$l)—“Anna Lucasta”

(Col) and “Blondic Hits Jackpot”

(Col). Slow $23,000 or near. Last

week, “Mighty Joe Young” (RKO)
and “Make Mine Laughs” (RKO)
(2d wk), $26,000.

United Artists, RIti, Studio City,

Vogue (UA-FWC) (2,100, 1.370.

880, 885; 60-$l)— “Johnny Stool

Pigeon” (U) and “Forgotten Wom-
en” (Mono). Okay $30,000. Last

week, “Once More, My Darling”

(U) and “Sky Liner” (SG) (2d wk),

$ 11
,
000 . .

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (F&M) (3,398, 1,451; 60-$l(—“Rope of Sand” (Par) and at

L. A. Paramount only, “Down
Dakota Way” (Rep). Strong' $33.-

000. Last week. “Brimstone” (Rep)

and “Post Office Investigator”
(Rep), $20,500.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; $1.20-

$2.40)--“Red Shoes” (ED (35th
wki. Oke $4,500. Last week,
$5,200.

Four Star (UA-FWC) (900; 74-

$1)—“Lost Boundaries” <FC) (4ih

wk). Near $5,000. Last week, good
$6 ,000 .

Laurel (Rosener) <890; 8.5) —
•‘Quartet” (ED (14th wk). Down
to $3,000. Last week, $3,900.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $658,000
(Based on 18 theatres)

Last Year $638,000
(Based on 14 theatres).

Laine Boosts ‘Oz’

Sock $32,000, Prov.

Providence, Aug. 30.

With Frankie Laine topping

stage show, “Wizard of Oz” on
reissue Is giving Loew’s State a

great week. Majestic’s “It’s a

Great Feeling” looks hefty. Also

nice is RKO Albee’s second week
of “Lost Boundaries.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Lost Boundaries” (FC) and “Hold

That Baby” (Mono) (2d wk). Peppy
$14,000 after hitting big $19,000

in first.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
“Great Feeling” (WB) and “Rim-
fire” (SG). Hefty $18,000. Last
w'eek, “You’re My Everything”
(20th) and “Skyliner” (20th),

$16,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 65-85) —
“Wizard of Oz” (M-G) (reissue) and
Frankie Laine heading stageshow
w'hich includes Artie Dann and
Connie Haines. Socko $32,000.

j

Last week, “Black Magic” (UA)
and “Lone Wolf and His Lady”
tUA), $15,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 44-65)—“Great Gatsby” (Par>. Second
week began Monday (29). First
week was nice $15,000.

Balto Biz Spotty But

'Sinner’ Lively $15,000;

‘Touch’ Soft at $9,000
Baltimore. Aug. 30.

Trade along downtown sector is

In spotty groove here with moving
«ro • ’d of opening days for new
er no help. “The Great Sin-
n faring w'ell at Loew’s Cen-
to lid second round of “It’s

CIn.at Feeling” is holding steadily
«t the Stanley. “Mr. Soft Touch”
shapes soft at the Town.

E.stimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) cl.OOO; 20-

60)—“Great Sinner” (M-G). Lead-
ing current parade at nice $15,000.
Last week, “Black Magic” (UA),
fa'rish $11,800.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
2(-((()—“Make Believe Ballroom”
<Co ) plus vaude headed by Peggv
Lee. Flesh getting credit for most
of trade but somewhat di.sappoint-
ing at $17,000 because off from rec-
ord-making figure hung up by sing-
ing star last time here. Possibly
here too soon for a repeat. Last
5veek, “Homicide” (WB) plus Dick
C'ontino unit, fine $16,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—“Abbott Costello Meet Kar-

'

lofT” (U). Opened yesterday (Mon.) 1

after second w'eek of “Home of
Brave” (UA) held at $7 500 kehind 1

strong opener of $11,200.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—

•Brimstone” (Rep). Mild $4,500.
(Conti|ip$4.oi\ pags 24) 1 , ,

in Morocco”
Stanton, but
only okay at

Legion Hypoes Philly;

Basie-Vaughan Boost

‘Tombstone’ Wow 35G
Philadelphia, Aug. 30.

.^merican Legion convention

here this week is bringing about

50,000 visitors to town and giv-

ing firstruns much-needed hypo.

Threatening weather and showers

kept the advance guard of Legion-

naires glued to midlown district

over weekend.
Biggest moneym-iker is “Bad

Men of Tombstone” kited by the
.stage show at Earle featuring
Count Ba.sie band and Sarah
V'aughan and Illinois Jacquet.
"Madame Bovary” looks solid at

Aldine. “Outpost
looms strong at
“Black Magic” is

Boyd.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (l,.3n3: .50-99) —

“Madame Bovary” (M-Gt. Great
.$18,000. Last week. "F’ride Yan-
kees” (RKO) and “Tall in Sad-
dle” (RKO) (reissues), mild
$8 ,000 .

Boyd (WB) (2.360; 50-99)—"Black
Magic” (UA). Okay $16,000. La.st
week. “Great Sinner” (M-G) (3d
wk), fine $14,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“Bad
Men Tombstone” (Mono) with
Count Basie orch, Sarah Vaughan
topping stageshow. Terrif $35,000.
Last week. "Home of Brave” (U.\)
(3d wk), neat $15,000.
Fox (20th) (2.250; .50- 99) —

“Slatterv’s Hurricane” (20th) (2d
wk). Nice $18,500 after strong
$28,000 opener.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 50-

99)—"Good Old Summertime” (M-
G) (2d W'k). Nice $12,000. La.st
week, $16,000.

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
—“Great Gatsby” 'Par) (.5th wk).
Down to $5,000. La.st week, oke
$6 ,000 .

Mastbaum (WB) (4 360; .50-99)

—

“Great Feeling” 'WB) '3d wk)
Neat $14,000. Last week. $18,500.

Stanley (WB) (2.950; 50-99) —
“Scene of Crime” (M-G) (2d wk).
Tame $12,000 after nice $18,000
opener.

Stanton (WB) (1.476; 50-99) —
“Outpost in Morocco” lUAK Solid
$13,000. Last week. "Not Wanted”
(FO (^d $8,000. , , .

‘Darling’ Stout $15,000,

Buff, ‘Everything’ 19G
Buffalo, Aug. 30.

Several new entries this week
are helping to perk up biz here.

"You’re My Everything” and “Once
More, My Darling” shape as strong-

est.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)

—

“Great Sinner” (M-G) and Broad-
cast Dr. I. Q. radio show Friday

nights for six weeks. Good $16,000.

Last week, “Black Magic” (UA) and
‘‘Rose of Yukon” (Rep), $15,500.

Paramount (Par) (3,400; 40-70)

—

‘‘You’re My Evei-ything” (20th) and
“Tuna Clipper” (Mono). Big $19.-

000. Last week, “Silver Lining”

(WB) (2d wk). fast $12,000.

Center (Par) (3.400; 40-70)—“Top
’O Morning” (Par). Opens tomor-
row (Wed.). Last week, “Movie
Crazy” (Indie) (reissue) and “C-

Man” (FC), oke $7,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

"Once More, My Darling” (U) and
“Illegal Entry” (U). Strong $15,-

500 or close. Last week, “Abbott-
Costello Meet the Killer” (U) and
“Arctic Manhunt” (U), $11,500.

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)
—“Savage Splendor” (RKO) and

“Make Mine Laughs” (RKO). Mild
$8,500. Last week. “Gunga Din”
(RKO) and “Lost Patrol” (RKO)
(reissues), nice $10,500.

‘Sliff’-Vaude Tall 25G,

Cincy; ‘Baby’ Wham IIG,

‘Doolins’ Hot at $10,000
Cincinnati, Aug. 30.

Lively acceptance of vaude, with

“Lucky Stiff” this week, is giving

the Albee another sock session.

Other strong newocmers are upp-

ing biz for second straight stanza.

Both “Yes Sir, That’s My Baby”

and “Doolins of Oklahoma” are

smash.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3.100; 55-94)—
“Lucky Stiff” (UA) plus vaude
topped by Gus Van. Diversified 8-

act bill the tugger for a whopping
$25,000. Last week, area preem of

“Roseanna McCoy” (RKO) hypoed
I by terrific promotional campaign,
opening day p.a. of Farley Granger
and WLW’s “Morning Matinee”
show with Ruth Lyons on week
days, about same at 55-75c scale.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-75)—
“Madame Bovary” (M-G). Favor-
able $9,500. Last week, “Great
Sinner” (M-G) (2d wk), okay $8,000.

Grand (RKO) (1.400; 55-75)—
“Doolins of Oklahoma” (Col),

Swell $10,000. Last week, "Not
Wanted” (FC), ditto.

Keith’s (City Inv.) (1,542; .55-75)—"Yes Sir, That’s My Baby” (U).

Wham $11,000, Holds, Last w'eek,

“Lonesome Pine” (Par) (reissue),

$6,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,100; 55-75)—

“It’s Great Feeling” (WB) and
“Arctic Manhunt” (U). Nice $12,-

000, La.st week, “Black Magic”
(UA) and “This Is New York” (UA),
$10 ,000 .

Tronuse’-Vaiide Rosy $^,500 in Hd)

Despite Slow Pace; ‘Sinner’ Oke 31G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Groat
• This Week 12.731.000

(Based on 24 cities, 199

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

eluding N. Y.).

Total Gross Samo Week
Last Year $2,404,000

(Based on 22 cities and 201
theatres.)

‘Red Pony’ Fast

$13,000 in Mpis.
Minneapolis, Aug. 30.

This is State Fair Week here and
the big exposition probably will

draw a million customers, but, as

usual, it’s stacking up as opposition
to film houses. Nevertheless, Radio
City, with the second stage show
in little more than a month, looks
en route to a huge take with “Africa
Screams,” Stage lineup includes
Bob Crosby, ’Three Stooges and
Ted Weems band. Stronge.st major
newcomer at straight-film hou.ses

is “The Red Pony,” big at State.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Par) (1.600; 50-70^

—

“Movie Crazy” (Indie) (reissue*.

This Harold Lloyd oldie is only
fair $5,000. Last week, “One
Woman’s Story” (U). $6,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70i—“One
False Step” (U). Okay $6,000. La.st

week, “Lonesome Pine” (Par) and
“Geronimo” (Par) (reissues), mild
$4,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-85)—

"Africa Screams” (UA) and Ted
weems orch. Bob Crosby, 3
Stooges, Penny Edwards topping
stageshow. Stage array packing
’em in. Smash $35,000 looms. Last
week, “Any Number Play” (M-G)
(50-70), good $16,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) '2.800; 50-

70)_‘‘Mr. Soft Touch” (CoD. Fair
$9,500. Last week, “Anna Luca.sta”
(Col). $10,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; .50-70)—

“Anna Lucasta” (Col) (m.o.). Tepid
$5,000. Last week, “Illegal Entry”
(U). fair $7,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—“Red
Pony” (Rep). Big $13,000 or near.
La.st week, “Great Gatsby ” (Par)
(2d wk), $4,500 for 4 days.
World (Mann) (400; 50-70)—

“Mourning Becomes Electra”
(RKO) (2d run). Good $4*,000 and
holding. Last week. “Silver
Lining’’ (WB) (3d wk). $2,500.

‘Young’ Rousing $15,000,

Port; ‘Number’ Fast .14G
• Portland, Ore., Aug. 30.

Biz is up at firstruns this week.
Cool weather, no legit shows and
good product are the reasons. “Any
Number Can Play” and “Mighty
Joe Young” are both scoring.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,832; 50-85)—“Any Number Plav” (M-G) and

“Some Of Best” (M-G). Scorching
$14,000, Last week, "Wizard of
Oz” (M-G) (rei.ssue) and ‘The
Ca.staway” (Rep) (2d wk), okay $6,-
500.

Mayfair 'Parker) '1.500; 50-85)

—

“One False Step” (U) and “One
Woman's Story” 'U). Mild $4..300.
Last week, “Big Cat” 'ED and
"In This Corner” 'ED, so-so
$5,000.

Oriental (H-E) <2.000: 50-85) —
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
“Make Mine Laughs” (RKO). day
date with Paramount. Fine $4..5()0.
La.st week, "Anna Lucasta” (Col)
and “Judge Steps Out” (RKO),
$4,800.

Orpheum (H-E) (1.7.50; 50-85)—
Ma.s.sacre River” (Mono) and “Skv
Dragon” (Mono). Slim $6,500. Last
week, "Dumbo” (RKO) and “Sal-
UOO.S Amigos” (RKO) (rei.ssues),
56,700.

<H-E) (3.400; 50-85)—
Young” (RKO) and

Make Mine Laughs” (RKO), also
Oriental. Big $10,500 or near. Last
week’ Anna Lucasta” (Col) and
Judge Steps Out ” (RKO), $10,000.
United Artists (Parker) <395; 50-

Summertime”

wiek Last
v^eek, teirih(| $10,500.

I f

‘My Baby’ Leads L'ville,

At Hefty $14,000; ‘Pass’

Solid 7G, ‘Lucasta’ 12G
Louisville, Aug. 30.

Newcomers on downtown screens
are drawing the customers back to
film hou.ses this week. Biz pickup
standout at the Rialto where “Yes
Sir, That’s My Baby” is copping
big trade. State’s “Anna Lucasta”
also is drawing well. Roy Rogers
pic “Susanna Pas.s” at Strand is

sock fare for that house.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.400;

45-65)—“It’s Great Feeling” (WB)
(2d wk). Mea.suring up for neat $7.-

000 after la.st week’s sock $11,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; SO-

BS)—"Mr. Big” (U) and “Easy
Come, Easy Go” (Par) reissues)
plus seven-act vaude bill on stage.
Satisfactory $8,000. Last week,
“Give Out, Sisters” (U) and
“Ladies Man” (Par' (reissues) plus
seven vaude acts, brisk $8,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000-
45-65)—“Yes Sir. That’s My Baby”
(U) and “Incident” (Mono). Pulling
hefty $14,000. Last week. “Ro.se-
anna McCoy” (RKO) hypoed by
p.a. of stars and week-long on stage
appearance of WHAS disk jo<key.s
and hillbilly talent, iu.sty $19,000.

^

State (Loew’s) (3.000; 45-65)—
‘Anna Lucasta” (Col) and "Big
Jack” (M-G). Okay $12,000. Last
week, “Black Magic” (UA) and
Law of Barbary Coast” (CoD, $11 -

000 .

’

Strand (FA) ( 1.000; 45-65)—
Susanna Pass” (Rep) and "Hell-

fire (Rep). Top Western fare grab-
bing fine $7,000. Last Week,Green Promi.se” (RKO) and
^agecoach Kid” (Rep), mild $4,-

UUOa
. .

Bit i.
.town this stanza with vaudV

“Green Promise” at RKO
Mill leading the pack b?
fortable margin. Two newenm^'”'
“Great Slnn^” at State Tnd 0?pheum, and “Great Gatsby” atshape just okay.

^

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 40-85)

•Lost Boundaries” (FC) (7th wiTOkay $4,000 after $4,800 last weekRoseanna McCoy” (RKO) own.tomorrow (Wed.). «pcns

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 55-85)
Green Promise” (RKO) d1u»vaude. Nifty $25,500. Last week

• Kazan” (Col) and vaude, $26,000*
Fenway (NET) (1.373; 40-85)

'

:‘Great FeeHng” (WB) and “Flam:mg Fury” (Rep) (2d wk). Mild S4.
000 after fair $5,500 for first.

^ ’

Mayflower (ATC) (700; 40-85)
“Not Wanted” (FC) (5th wk). Down
to $2,000 after $2,500 for fourth
round.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Slattery’s Hurricane” (20th) and
! “Woman Hater” (20th) (2d wk). Not
;

bad $17,000 after nice $19,500 for
1 first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-8,5)
I

—“Great Gatsby” (Par) and “Skv
Liner” (SG). Okay $20,000. Last
week, “You’re My Everything” and
“House Across Street” (WB) i2d
wk-5 days), fair $14,700.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-851—

“Great Sinner” (M-G) and "Devil’s
Henchman” (Indie). Okay $19,000
Last week, “Black Magic” (UA) anci
“Daring Caballero” (CoD. $14,800
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—

“It’s a Great Feeling” (WB) and
"Flaming Fury” (Rep) (2d wk). Fair
$9,000 after about average $12,500
for first.

.State (Loew) (3..500; 40-85)—
“Great Sinner” (M-G) and “Devil’s
Henchman” (Indie). Nice $12,000,
Last week, “Black Magic” (UA) an(i

“Daring Caballero” (Col), $10,000.

‘FAN’ BREEZY $14,000,

MONT’L; ‘COLO.’ $12,000
Montreal, Aug. 30.

Business throughout summer
months here, in spite of unfavor-

able weather, is running about

same as in 1948. Break in heat is

spelling fine biz this week. "The

Fan” looks fa.st at Palace while

“Colorado Territory” is doing

nicely at Princess.

Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C. T.) (2,855; 40-65'-

“You’re My Everything” (20th) '2d

wk). Off to $13,000 after smash

opening at $22,000.
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 34-60)-

“Lust for Gold” 'CoD (2d wk'.

Down to slim $9,000 following nice

$14,000 opener.
Palace (C. T.) (2,625; 34-60)-

“The Fan” (20th). Fa.st $14,000.

La.st week, “Girl Jones Beach”

(WB) (2d wk), $10,000.
Princess (C. T.) (2,131: 34-60'-

“Colorado Territory” (WB). Solid

$12,000. La.st week. “Stratton

Story” (M-G) (2d wk'. fine $10,000.

Orpheum (C. T.) ( 1,000; 34-60'-

“Blaek Magic” (UA) (2d wk) and

•’Lone Wolf Lady” (UA) '*2(1 "Ic-

Off to $5,000 after sock opener at

$10,000.

‘Feeling’ Fine $12,000,

Omaba; ‘Pine’ Hot 131!

Omaha. Aug. 30.

Although “Great Feeling” at Par-

amount will do top biz for new pic-

tures, two oldies, “Lone.some Pine

and “Geronimo” are out aheaa

with smash session at Orpheum.

The.se two reissues are playm*

their third date at Orpheum and a-

big as ever. “Good Old Summer-

time” in second week at State stn

is big.

Estimates for This Week

Orpheum (Tristates) (3.000; 1

65'—“Lonesome Pine” (FaD an

“Geronimo” (Par)
Smash $13,500, for one of

grosses of year despite being m ,

ies. Last week, “Lo.st Bounoarie

(FC) and "Leave To
(Mono), $12,000. « Kt-

Paramount (Tristates) '2.800.

6.5)_“Great Feeling” ''VB'.

big $12,000. La.st week, “Girl Jonca

Beach” (WB). $11,500. .

State (Goldberg)
“Good Old Summertime
Smash $7,000, and holding..

îCol>

Vreissuea'i
week, "Commandos at Dawn '

and “Destroyer" (Col)

Brandeis (RKO) (1.500; 16-W

"Anna Lucasta”
Tribe” (Col) (2d wk). Fine

Last week, $8,000.



*jiKwUy. Angnrt SI,

Jokon Sings Sensational $49j

Chi; 'Morning’-Alan Young-Stage

Great IDG, 'Magic’-Prima Big SOG

PICTITRR GROSSKS IS

Rooo!*
^ Help B’way: lale Bride’

Plus Haley P.A. Smash 118G, 'Sword’

Sock 50G, ‘Bovary’-David Rose 78G
Chicago. Aug. 30.

by sensational biz that

.jSsSn Sings Again" is rolling up

Woods, Chi grosses continue

* siume upped level exhibited

r twent week;. Jolwn ulc has

[" IVn every attendance record at '

Jl^house and all-time gross record

%?000 Plc is getting $1.25 toe

'

c.nfrd^and Sunday nights. Thea-

s^fojerates around clock with 98

l/nt
admission before 0 p.m.

^^cnmewhat overshadowed is the

•rMt biz being done at the Chicago

‘Top O’ The Morning” and,

I an Young, Liberace. and tlje

'

find Bros, onstage. Looks nearly

1™ 000 "Black Magic" al the'

nri^tal plus Louis Prima band

Se shapes big $50,000. "Ma-
SSrBovary’’ at United Artists ap*

only tair wHh.gH.OOO. Olhei-

Sewcomers loom mild to thin.

•Great Gatsby” appears leader

of second weekers with $19,000 for

State-Lake. Or the longruns. * igj Louis. Aug. 30. I

"Mighty Joe Young at Grand ends intei est in the National League
four-week stint with neat $10,000. pennat race, with the Cards now !

Eatimatea for This Week
: out in lead, is keeping the local

rhieaco (B&K) (3,900; 50-98^— ' populace glued to the radio, and
;

"Tod O’ Morning” (Par) with Alan biz is suffering as a result. Despite

Younz Liberace. Lind Bros. Great .
apathy of dailies and crlx on vaud-

sTOOM looms. Last week. “Silver Oini policy at the Fox. the turn-

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
conie.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Slep’-Vaude Hep

$27,000 in St. Loo

Indianapolis. Aug. 30.
]

Steady weekend rains depressed
fit St run bi/, making this stanza off

in most spots. But “Hold Thai
;

Bab\, ” sparked by Roy AculT in

return of stage policy to Lyric, is

piling up hefty gross to lead town.
‘ It's Great Keeling,” at Circle, is

tops among straight filmers.

Estimates for This Week
rirele (Gamble-Dollc) (2.800; 44-

6.5i—^' It's Great Feeing” (WB> and
‘Palooka Counter Punch” (Mono).
Oke $11,000. Last week, “Rose-
anna McCoy” (RKO) and “Follow
Me (Quietly ’ (RKO). sock $15,000.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44 65)—
“Great Gatsby” (Par) and "Rust-
lers” I RKO). Mild $10,000. Last
week, “Yes Sir. That’s My Baby”
• L'-l) and “Sky Dragon” (Mono),
dandy $13,000.

I.oew's (Locw’s) (2,427; 44-65)

—

“Great Sinner” *M-G) and "Law of
Barbary C’oa.st” (M-G). Tepid $9.-
000. Last week. "Black Magic”
(LJ.\) and ’ Kazan” (Col), $8,000,

Lyric (C.-D) (1.600; 50-85)—
“Hold That Baby” (Mono) with Roy
Acuff show onstage. Great $18,000.
Last week, “Gunga Din” (RKO) and
“Lost Patrol” (RKO) (reissue.s), fair
$6,500 in 8 days at 44-65c scale.

$70,000

Lining” (WB) with Billy Eckstine
,

p.i. (2d wk), smash $63,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)

—

"Reign of Terror” and “Sleeping

Car Trieste” (EL). Trim $8,000.

Last week, “Doolins of Oklahoma”
and “Lost Tribe” (Col) (2d wk',

$6000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
"Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (4th

wk). Holding fairly steary at $10,-

000. Last week, $12,000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 50-98)

—"Black Magic” (UA) aided by
Louis Prima orch. Big $50,000 or
near. Last week, “You’re My
Everything” (20th) with ’ George
Jessel personal (3d wk), $41,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
"Abbott-Costello Meet the Killer”
'U' and “Leave To Henry” (Mono)
'2d wk). Bright $13,000! Last
Meek. $18,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1.700; 50-98) —
"Miracle of Life” (indie) (4th wk'.
Nifty $10,000. Last week, $11,500.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,700; 50-98 »—
"Manhandled” (Par) and “Big Cat”
'EL). Minor $$10,000. Lest week.
“Yes Sir, That’s My Baby.” (U)
'2d wk), big $16,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.20-
$2.40i-“Red Shoe.s” (EL) (36th
wk'. Still ne at $6,000. Last week,
se.-ioo.

State-Lake (B&K) (2.7()0: 50-98)
’Great Gatsby” (Par) (2(1 wk'

Taney $19,000. Last week. $29,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98' — “Madame Bovarv” (M-G'.
Mpdeerate $14,000. Last week.
Scene of Crime” (M-G) (2d wk'.

*16.000.

Woods (Es.saness) (1,073; 98-
*l -5'—“Jolson Sings Again” (Col'.
Sensational $49,000 seen for miri-
lest preem. all-time high here. La>t

“Champion” (UA) (0th wk'.

Stile activity is good. Another fine
week is in prospect with “One
False Step.” “Great Sinner” and
“It’s Great Feeling” both are doing
well among straight-filmers.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)—“You’re My Everything” (20th)

and “Great Gatsby” (Par) (m.o.).
Oke $10,000. Last week, “You’re
My Everything” (20th) and “One
Last Fling” (WB), nice $14,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“One

False Step” (U) and vaude. Big
$27,000. I.ast week, “Canadian
Pacific” (20th) and vaude, great
$32,000.

Loew’s (LoewO (3,172; 50-75) —
“Great Sinner” (M-G) and “Big
.lack” (M-G). Fine $19,000. Last
week. “Black Magic” (UA) and
“Jungle Jim” (Col), $14,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
“fJreat Feeling” (WB) and “House
.\cios.s Street” (WB). Solid $14,-
000. Last week. “Great Gatsby”
(Par) and “Bride Vengeance” (Par)
(2d wk*. $8,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
Once More. My Darling” (U) and
\ir Ho.stess” (Col). Trim $12,000.

Last week. “Calamity Jane” (U)
and “Illegal Entry” (U), $10,500.

Touch’ Okay In

Det.at$14,

ball games hit cleve.

B.O.; ‘GATSBY’ $18,000
Cleveland, Aug. 30.

1
borne baseball games of Cleve-
J*)dians cut deeply into week-

na bu at key houses. “Great Gat.s-

J
- week’s leader, is mild $18,000

. Mate. Just ordinary takes are
wing caught by “Mr. Soft Touch”
*0

,

iPP* and Palace’s “Dumbo”-
aiudos Amigos” oldie combo.

Estimates for This W eek
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 55-70'—
aiampede” (Mono). Oke $9,000.
Ust week, “Yes Sir, That’s My

U), satisfying $10,500.
^squire (Community) (704; 5.5-70)

n Boundaries” (FC) (6th wk'.
jjcellent $8,000 after $8,500 last

learners) (3,700; 55-70)—

iK-ftA Touch” (Col). Average
La.st week, “You’re My

*'Whing” (20th), ditto.
" Palace (RKO) (3,300; 5.5-70)—

Amigos” (RKO) and
'RKO) (reissues). TIhn
Last week. “One Last

able 124 000
'^®ude unit, profit-

T®rlfi*^'^o‘®w’s) (3,400; 55-70)—
Gatsby” (Par). Modest $18.-

-Biilu"**? 'Loew’.s) (2.700; 5.5-70)—
(UA) )2d wk).

unexpectedly to $7,000

')eek
®’‘^®Bcnt $13,500 for last

* # •
• » # I

' • •

D.C. Continues Strong
|

‘Young’ Robust $15,000,
^

‘Lucasta’ Okay $18,000
Washington, Aug. 30.

Despile return of hot weather
and absence of many government
workers away on vacation this

month, leading houses are doing a

flourishing biz. Tenth annual “Go- ’

ing Native” revue, onstage, with
• Secret Garden.” is doing well at

(’apil»)l. “Madame Bovary” at Pal-
ace is not smash in 11 days, hut

•Mighty Joe Young” at Keith’s
looms big.

Estimates for This W'eek
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—

* Secret Garden” (M-G) plus vaude.
Drawing power of “Going Native”
revue of local talent promises satis-

factory $25,000. Last week, “Sand”
ciOth)' with vaude, picked up after

slow start to better than expected
$21,000.

Dupont (435; 50-85)—“Don Quix-
ote ” (Indie) (2d wk). Looks to keep
near' sensational $5,420 of first

, "^^Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80»—
‘ Mightv Joe Young ” (RKO). Socko

$ 1 .5 .000 . Last week, “Blue Lagoon”
(U). hot $16,500.

Metropolitan (W’B) (1,163; 44-80)

—•Cover Girl” (Col) and “Never
Lovelier” (Col) (reissues). Fancy

' $8,000. Last w eek. / “Doolins of

Oklahoma” (Col), $9,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)

—

“Madame Bovary” (M-G). Okay
$36,000 in 11 days. Moves out

Thursday (1) for “Come to Stable

(2()th*,

Playhouse (Lopert) (432; 50-85)

—

‘ Girl in Painting” (U). Better than

average $6,250. La.st week. “One
Woman’s Story” (U) (3d wk), $3,-

550
'Warner (WB) (2.164; 44-74)-

“.Vnna Lucasta” (Col). Just okay

$18,000 Last week. “It’s Great

Feeling” (WB), $18,500 but below

Frans-Lux (T-D (654; 44-80)—

“Home of Brave” (UA) '4th wk'.

Fair $4,000 for last 4 days after

unexpected drop last week to

$5,000.
'

'

Detroit, Aug. 30.
Holdovers shape strongest this

week. “Soil Touch” looks okay at
Palms hut “(’alamity Jane” will be
mild at .\dams. “Great Feeling”
and “Lost Boundaries’ ’are the ace
holdovers.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)

—

“Lost Roiindaries” (FO (2d week).
Swell $3.5,000 Last week, $44,000.
MichUan (United Detroit) (4,000;

j

thereabouts
70-95)—“Great Feeling” (WB) and '

'' ' "

“Alimony” (KL) (2d wk). Big $24,-
000. Last week, $30,000.

Palms dlD' (2.900; 70-95)—“Mr
Soft Touch” (Col) and “Lost Tribe”

j

(Rep). Oke $14,000. Last week, 1

“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (2d
wk). great $11,000.

;

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-
95'—’’Black Magic” (UA) and “Gay
Amigo” (Mono) (2d wk). Trim
$14,000. La.sl week, $18,000.
' Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95) —
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
“Miranda” (KIJ (transferred from
Palms'. Fine $9,000 for this week
dow'ntown. Last week. “Can’t Take
It With You” (Col) and “Mr. Smith
to Washington” (Col) (reissues)

$6 ,000 .

Adams (Baluban) (1,700; 70-95)—“Calamity Jane” (U) and “Seal
Island” (RKO'. Mild $7,000. Last
week. “.Any Number Play” (M-Gi
and “Pack Up Troubles” (M-Gi
(3d wk', $6,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95'—“.lohnny Stool Pigeon” (U)
(2d wk'. Fading to $6,000. Last
week, $7,500.

Six new bills launched during
the past week will give Broadway
picture houses a lift this session

despite a return of hot weather.
Rain early Monday (29) morning
cooled things off, but the damage
was done because of the heat on
the weekend, nearly all first-runs

reporting a dip these days. This
is leaving Broadway business with
an uneven appearance currently.

Many delu.xeis look for some-
thing of a windfall starting tomor-
row (Tliurs.) because thousands
of Legion delegates will be stop-

ping off in N. Y. on their way
home from the national American
Legion convention in Pliiladelphia.

This may overcome usual Friday
lag as New Yorkers start exiting on
the Labor Day w'eekend and thou-
sands of visitors pour into the city.

Ace newcomer is "I Was Male
War Bride’’ at the Roxy, with
“Sword in Desert” a strong second
at the Criterion. Former, with Jack
Haley topping stageshow, is soar-
ing to a smash $118,000, or near
it, on first week. “Sw'ord” is rack-
ing up a socko $50,000, or a bit

under, at Criterion.

Also big is “Madame Bovary”
plus David Rose band, Eileen Bar-
ton and Jay Marshall onstage, with

I

$78,000 at C’apitol.

j
of “Duck Soup”
Crackers” is great $17,000 in small
Gotham. Palace continues recent

1 pace, doing fine $22,000 with “Red
I Stallion in Rockies” and vaude.
“Frustration.” foreign-made, is

hitting lofty $11,500 at Rialto, sexy

I

theatre front paying off despite

j

crix barl)s.

“Jol.son Sings Again” continues
! way up in the clouds on second
i Stall? week albeit down sharply
i from initial stanza with $74,000 or

First week hit $93,-
000, all-time record at State.

Fourth week of “Good Old Sum-
mertime," witli stageshow, at Music
Hall also is off considerably from
pace of fir.st three weeks. (Current
week’s $124,000 still is hefty coin,
pic holding a fifth through Labor
Day.

Strand reopens Friday (2) with

Last week. ".Vnna Lucasta” (Col)

plus Tommy Tucker orch. Golden
Gate Quartet, others (2d wk),
$49.(X)0.

Criterion (Moss) (1.700; 50-$1.75)—"Sword in Desert” (U) (2d wk).
First week soared to smash $50,000
or close, one of better grosses here.
Generally favorable crix reaction
helping. In view of current scale

and conditions, this compares well
with house high held by "Brute
Force,” another U film. Last week,
"Mightv Joe Young" (RKO) (3d wk-
10‘‘2 davs). big $15,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 50-$ 1.20)—"Siren of Atlantis” (UA) (2d-final

wk). Dow'n to slim $10,000 after
mild $13,500 opener. “Crooked
Way” (UA) opens Saturday (3).

Gotham (Brandt) (900; 44-99)-—

“Duck Soup” (Par) and “Animal
Crackers’’ (Par) (reissues*. Play-
ing to capacity most of time first

four days, and looks groat $17,000’

holds. Last week, “Special Agent’*
(Par). $7 ,000 .

!

Mayfair (BraiulD (1,736; 50-$1.20)—“Too Late for Tears” (UA) (3d-

final wk). Down to dim $10,500
(after thin $14,000 for second. “Kid
From Cleveland” (Hep) opens Sat-
urday (3).

i
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 5.5-$1.20)—

“Red Stallion in Rockies” (EL) with
Rei.ssue combo ' vaude. Fine $22,000. or clo.se to it.

and “Animal Last week. “Arctic Manhunt” (U)
and vaude, $22,500.
Paramount (Par) (3.664; 55-$1.50>—"Top O’ the Morning” (Par) plus

Carmen Cavallaro orch, De Marco
Sisters, Gary Morton, Vanderbilt
Boys onstage. Opens today (Wed.).
Last week, “Rope of Sand” (Par)
and Tex Bcneke oreh, Vic Damone,
Corinne Calvet heading stageshow
(4th wk), held well at $65,000 after
solid $76,000 for third stanza.
Park Avenue )U> (583; $1.20-

$2.40)—“Hamlet” (U* (49fh wk).
Off with other houses in 48th frame
ended last Monday (29) with $7,700
after $8,700 in previous week. Con-
tinues indef.

Radio City Music Hall (Roekefel-
lers) (5.945; 80-$2.40)—“Good Old
Summertime” (M-G* and stageshow
(4th wk). Still in big coin at $124,-
000 after strong $142,000 for third

stagefilm policy after week’s shut- 1 session. Continues into fifth week.

Pitt Biz Sloughed by Heat; 'Sinner’

Passable $18,000, 'Gatsby’ DuD IIG
Pittsburgh. Aug. 30. 4

Biz is diving again with return '

of warmer weather, and only

“Great Sinner” at Penn and “Lost

Boundaries.” on moveover to War-,

ner are doing much. “Sinner” is
|

only fairly okay. “Mr. Soft Touch”
|

and “Great Gat.sby” are way off at

Harris and Stanley, respectively. !

Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Shea* (1,700; 45-80* —
“Once More. My Darling” (U*.

Only fair $8,500. Last week. “Sand”
(20th'. about same.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80* —

.

“Mr. Soft Touch” (Col). Just

staggering along and will come out

after onlv 6 davs. with “Slattery’s

Hurricane” )20th) due to open

Thursday '1'. a day ahead of

schedule. Very thin $6,500. Last

week. "Yes Sir. That’s My Baby”

(U). solid $13,500. „
Penn (Loew’s-UA) (3.300; 45-80'

—“Great Sinner” (M-G*. Only

fairlv satisfactory $18,000. La.st

week “Black Magic” (UA). $17,000.

Stanley 'WB' (3,800; 45-80' —
“Great Gatsby” (Par). Not pulling

taking it through Labor Day.
Rialto (Mage) (.594; 44-98)—

“Frustration” (FC*. Eyes big $11,-
500. Holds. La.sl week. “Body
Snatcher” (RKO* (reissues) and
“Bride of Death” (Indie* l2d wk),
$7,000.

Rlvoll (UAT-Par) (2.092; 60-$l.25)—“Come to Stable” (20th) (5th wk).
Still doing nicely at $22,500 but
dip from hefty $24,500 of last week,
which was below expectancy. Stays
on.
Roxy (20fh) (5.886; 80-$1.50)—"I

Was Male War Bride’’ (20th) plus
Jack Haley, Martha Stewart. Max-
ellos, new ieesliow. Initial frame
looks to hit smash $118,000 or near,
be.st here in many weeks. Doing
five shows daily first three days.
Holding. East week. “Slattery’s
Hurricane” (2()lh) with Evelyn
Knight, Sid (’ae.sar, others onstage
(2d wk). mild $62,000.

State (Loew’s* (3,450; 50-$1.80)—
“Jolson Sings .Again” (Col) (3d wk).
Initial holdover stanza slipped con-
siderably from record-breaking first

week, being hurt by offish weekend
like many other houses. However,
still way up in clouds at huge $74.-
000. First round W'ent to $93,000,
bit below hopes but far above pre-
vious all-time higli at house.

Strand (WB- (2.756; 50-$1.25)—
Shuttered for facelift prior to re-

Denver; Beach $27,000 1

down for facelift. “White Heat,”
latest Jame.s C’agney starrer, and
Xavier Cugal hand and Latin-
American revue comprise opening
bill.

Estimates for This W'eek
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 60-$1.50)—“Lost Boundaries” (FC) (9th wk).

Still in chips at $16,500 after fancy
$19,000 last session. Stays on.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-$2.40)

—“Red Shoes” (ED (4.5th wk). Off
a bit W’itli the rest of the Street at
$9,500 after big $10,600 44th week.
Continues on indef.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 80-$ 1.50)—“Madame Bovary” (M-G), with
David Ro.se orch, Eileen Barton,
Jay Marshall heading stage bill

Getting big $78,000 or near. Holds.

Crosby Rousing $17,000,

Denver, Aug. 30.

“Girl From Jones Beach” at

Broadway and two drive-ins is tak-

ing top coin here this session. It

stays al Broaodway and moves over
to two other drive-ins lor a week.
“Top O’ Morning,” Bing Cro.sby’s

latest, is so big at Denham it is

holding over.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-

74 )

—
“Girl Jones Beach” (WB) and

“Hou.se .Across Street” (WB*. day-
date with East. West drive-ins. Fine
$8,000. Holds. Last week, “Silver
Lining” (WB* (4th wk). $4,500.

Denham (CockrilD (1,750; 35-74)—“Top O’ Morning” (Par). Big
$17,000. Holding. La.st week,
“Great Victor Herbert” (Par) (re-

is.sue), no dice $8,500.

Denver (F'ox* <2,525; 35-74)

—

sumption of stage-film policy.
“White Heat” (WB* and Xavier Cu-
gat orch and Latin-American revue
onstage reopen spot. Had used
.straight film policy for about six
weeks with indifferent results.

Sutton (R & B) (561; 70-$1.20)—
"Quartet” (EL* (23d wk>. Holding
near recent gait with $7,600 after
sturdy $8,000 last frame. “Fallen
Idol” <SRO'. due in next, not set
for opening date thus far.

Victoria (City Inv.' (1,060; 95-
$1..50)—“The Window” (RKO) (4th
wk). Feeling current general down-
beat with okay $14,000 after nice
$16,000 last week. May not hold
much past Labor Day week al-
though nothing set to follow.
“Christopher Columbus” (U)
booked to open Oct. 12 but not be-
fore.

. 1
^ »in hp vprv slow $11 - "Africa Screams” (UA) and “One

ooo"\^srweek ’Tost Boundaries’’ Last Fling” (WB*. day-date with
000. La.st v'ecK, i..om nuunuuuca MiM «i9onn
(2d wk'. hangup $16,000.

W’arner 'WB' (2.000; 45-80) —
“Lost Boundaries” (FC* (m.o.).

Continuing to hold up big at $11.-

000 or near. Last week. “One Last

Fling” ''VB' and ‘ House Across

Street ” (WB',‘ dim $6;000.- ’ •»

Esquire, Webber. Mild $12,000.

Last week, “You're My Everything”
(20th) and “Lone Wolf Lady” (CoD,
$16,000.

East Drive-ln (Wolfberg) <900

cars; 74*—‘*Girl Jones Beach” (WB)
(Continued on page 24) ' ' *

Directs Parks Indie
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Joseph Lewis has been signed
to direct “Stakeout.” first Larry
Parks indie starrer being prepped
to roll this fall.

Parks and Louis Mandell head
firm. Story is by .Anthony Mann
and Primed RoseiiwaltL • * - '
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LEO’S TONSILS ARE IN
BETTER SHAPE THAN EVER
WITH SO MANY NICE
HITS TO ROAR ABOUT
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New German Film Control Office

Readyii^ to Start Next Month

Duvivier Yanks Fest Pic;

Claims Choices Stacked

Frankfurt, Aug. 30. 4-

Cannes, Aug. 23.
Julien Duvivier, Faris-Hollywood

nlm director, unceremoniously
yanked a showing of his new film,

innff-olanned German film xt-. tx » Hoyaume des Cieux,” which

office a local variation of ,

FoUr Ncw CincniES Dl]6 In to have been shown in Cannes

He has also refused to enter the
film in any film festivals, claiming
that all the selections are prede-
termined.

U. S. Participation in Pix Festivals

Seen Paying Otf in Tilted Rentals

f?J^yroffice, will become a re-

'itty the end of September, local

filin
sources said nere.

The orijanization will be a com-

olete mixture of German bureauc-

racy and organizationalism, almost

ir^mplicted as were the recent

elections. It resembles a three-

house Parlianment or court system,

however

Portuguese West Africa
Lisbon, Aug. 23.

Local film industry will have
more opportunities of placing its
pix in Portuguese West Africa in
the near future.

Four new cinemas will be com-
pleted in the fall in the towns of

German film men here !

Luanda, Lobito, Benguela and Nova

rtiT'^it is the first really democratic
j

Lisboa. Each of these towns has

fniiitution to be set up in this already one cinema at least, but

r^ntry." They’re also proud that they are old, small buildings. The

western Germany will be the first

'

^^ew houses will be larger and

Furooean country to have such an ' modern in every respect. They’ll

institution

Organization will be called "Frei-

wlllige Selbskontrolle” or “volun-

tary self control." It will be

formed and will have its headquar-

ters hi Wiesbaden. The body has

been planned for a long time by

Influential German filmmakers,

beaded by veteran producer Kurt

Oertel.

The new control agency has

Military Government approval and

will be a possible successor to the

U S. Army Information Services

Division (ISD). ISD will stop

functioning as a licensing and cen-

lorship body for motion pictures

sometime around Sept. 20, coincid-

ing with the formation of the Ger-

man “Hays office.”

Organization, as its name sug-

in

also have a stage.

They’ll be inaugurated a week
apart by a Portuguese revue com-
pany now touring the colony.

Can. Pix Chain

Vs. Ad Shorts
Toronto, Aug. 30.

“Your business is to sell enter-

tainment,’’ is the warning to mem-
bers of the Motion Picture Thea-
tres Assn, in countering the cur-
rent all-out drive of industrial-

gestsris voluntary, with no domes-

;

tic or foreign producers, distribu-
1

shorts extolling toothpastes, soap

exhibitors compelled to '
Products, cigarettes and home per

t(ffs or

Join and subject their products to

approval. There’s a certain catch

to it, however, namely, that the as-

lociation of German distributors

have approved as a whole the new
control body, thus making practi-

cally impossible the screening of

any motion picture which was not

approved by, or rather submitted

to it.

Organization will consist of three

committees. These will decide the

fate of German and foreign films

after Hauptausschuss (Main Com-
mittee) and Juri.stenausschu.ss (Ju-

dicial Committee )

.

• The control authority also laid

down its rules for future pix to be
shown in western Germany;

1. A motion picture should not

show themes, acts or situations

bound to hurt moral or religious

(Continued on page 18)

Markova-Dolin End

SRO Tour of Africa;

English Visit Starts

London, Aug. 30.

Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin
have just ended a successful tour in

South Africa. Under sponsorship
of African Theatres and Alex
Cherniavsky, the dancers gave a

total of 50 performances, touring
South Africa, Rhodesia and Cen-
tral Africa.

Average concert tour in South
Africa has been 10 to 15 perform-
ances. Markova and Dolin’s suc-
cess was such, extra performances
had to be added on in each city.

manent-wave sets. Under signa-
j

ture ot Archibald Jolley, MPTA
j

secretary, it’s pointed out to mem-
|

bers that “this a.ssociation remains
entirely neutral in the matter but
leaves it to the exhibitor-member’s
own di.scretion whether or not he
cares to rent his screen for adver-

j

tising purposes.’’ (Membership
in MPTA ‘ncludes the “Big Three”
chains in uanada—Famous Players,

:

the Odeon houses (Rank) and Nat -

Taylor’s 20th setup.*
1

Chief drive has been launched i

by Audio Pictures of Canada, Ltd., 1

with studios near Toronto, and
with such clients as Tuckett To-

,

bacco, Pep.sodcnt and Lever Bros.
Newspaper advertising campaign

i

shows certain small chains and in-

dies plugging showings of such
shorts. Jftlley points out that

standard contract states minimum
number of commercial shorts to be

,

shown at every regular perform-

1

ance, that this is binding for 24
j

months, and that no short-term I

clause is included in the contr.act

w hich would permit the exhibitor
j

to cancel the remainder of the con -

1

tract should the exhibitor become
dissatisfied.

Jap Newsreels, Radio

Go All-Out Covering

LA’s Int’l Swim Meet
Tokyo, Aug. 23.

Japanese radio and newsreel dis-

tribs have gone all-out to give the

Nipponese complete coverage of the

participation of the sensational
Japanese swimming team in the
recent National A.\U swim meet
in Los Angeles. Clear screen beat
was scored by Central Motion Pic-
ture Exchange, local outlet for the
Motion Picture Export Assn.,
which received daily footage by
trans-Pacific Clipper and did a fast

job of editing and dubbing in Jap
dialog to hit the screens some 30
hours later as an add to its weekly
united Newsreel.
Two of Japan’s biggest news-

papers, Asahi and Mainichi, also

cashed in on the frantic swim team
fever which sw'ept the nation by
contracting for special newsreel
footage of the meet to he flown to

Japan and exhibited in Tokyo and
Osaka under the newspaper’s
auspices.

Broadcasting Corp. of Japan,
nation’s monopoly network, pre-

sented its first postwar inter-

national program with direct

Japanese-language broadcasts from
the Los Angeles Olympic pool

daily from Aug. 18 to 20. Broad-
casts were made by Seiji Shi-

maura, a BCJ announcer now ip

the U. S. studying at Columbia U.

on a Rockefeller grant. Shimaura
broadcast the 1932 Olympic Games
from the same L. A. pool.

Armed Forces Radio Service

al.so beamed pool -side broadcasts
of the meet’s highlights which were
aired throughout Japan to Occu-
pationaires via the AFRS Far East

network.

‘Shoes’ Click Cues Dub
Of ‘Yolanda’ for Europe

Mexico City. Aug. 23.
Clear click .of “Red Shoe.s’’

(EL* pic here, irt its fourth week
at the Cine Alameda and continu-
ing at the new high price for here
of 60c, has inspired Manuel Reachi
to dicker with Eagle Lion to dub
his Mexican-made “Yolanda,” which
he produced here some years ago,
and stars the ballerina Irina Baro-
nova. It’s also a ballet pic.

Reachi figures “Yolanda” dubbed
in English, German and Italian,

will be a click in Britain, Italy and
Germany.

Mex Pix Producers Seek

Easing of Jap Ceiling

Mexico City, Aug. 23.

Dickers have been started by
Mexican pic producers, spearhead-

ed by the trade’s own bank. Banco
Nacional Cinematografico, to in-

duce Gen. Douglas MacArthur to

ease the ceiling of 20 Mexican
for

which have averaged around 80

yearly, and state that plots and

themes of Mexican pix appeal

more to Orientals than do those

of Hollywood productions.

*" Tr"" V'a ' films a year he has decreed

uM : exhibition in Japan.

Sla«H I ““'.J’"'"™!"? I
Producers claim the Japs would

II'! welcome all pix Mexico produces,
jesty s, a 1,200-seater, to the v,avo avprappH around 80

Lmpire, where nearly 2.000 saw
them at -each performance.

In Capetown they recruited the
local ballet corps of the Univer-
sity Ballet and the South African
National Ballet Co. and presented
‘Swan Lake.” “Giselle.” “Syl-
Phides” and others in the classic
repertoire.

Dancers will return to Africa
in 1951 under the same Cherniav-
wy sponsorship. The duo opened
Saturday night (27) in London at
the Harringay Arena where, play-
ing to 7.000 people, they began a
London season of six perform-
ances to be follow'ed by an ex-
tensive tour through the British
isles. Their personal manager.
Alfred Katz, who accomi)anied
|neni on the African tour, has re-
turned to New York.

TWO LUX FILMS IN N. Y.
Lux Film Di.stributing (’orp..

iast week received prints

Koine
* produced by Lux of

for fall release, the
pix are "Mafia” CTn Nome Pella

' ^tid "Adam and Eve”
' Adamo e Eva").

Mysore Bans Theatre

I

Bld^-; Stiffens Censor
I Madras. Aug. K*.

' The My.sore State government

has imposed a total ban on con-

struction of theatres within the

state for three years. Reasons ad-

vanced are scarcity of matcrial.s

and drain on available economy.
Government ha.s al.so called on

all state exhiliitors to censor each

and every English picture in the

.state. notwithstanding whether

they have been censored or not

in ihe htdian I’nion. .MI English
' pictures have heneeforlh to be

1 shown to the Mysore C’ensor Board
' and a state censor certificate ob-

tained before tlu\\ can be sliown

on the screen.

ACAT MAY CALL STRIKE

AT BBC; 200 INVOLVED
London. Aug. 30.

George Elvin. general .secretary

of the Assn, of Cine and Allied

Technicians, said he informed the

Ministry of Labor of the BBC’s re-

fusal to operate appropriate agree-

ments applicable to its television

staff and film units, Unle.ss the

Ministry takes action within 21

days to settle the dispute, he said,

the union is entitled to call a strike.

Possible steps open to the Min-
istry are firstly, to bring parties to-

gether to settle difference by
friendly discussions with help of

the Minister’s conciliation experts.

Secondly, he could refer the dis-

pute to an independent fact-finding

court of inquiry whose conclusions

wouldn’t be binding on either party

but would let Parliament and pub-

lic know' what the trouble was
about. Thirdly, he could refer the

dispute to the National Arbitration

Tribunal, in w hich case the award
would be binding on both parties

and its observance enforceable by

law.
Dispute involves over 200 cam-

eramen and technicians at .Alexan-

dra F’alace headquarters of BBC
teUwision. The .\('.\T and Asso-

ciated British Pat he Newsreels

jointly announce that disjuite be-

tween union memhers and the com-

pany lune been amicably settled.

French Barn Circuit Due
Paris. Aug. 23.

\ group of 12 showmen headed
by the French .Min ter for Educa-

tion. Y\on Delhos. are currently

working on the formation of a

French strawhat cirdiit. Idea

stemmed from Delhos’ d(>sire to

revive legit in the 173 casinos

llirougluuit tlie provinces.

Tliese casinoM at one time

housed theatrical productions, but

wi’ie forced to close because of

poor produci.

Famous (Can.) Get

Korda, Wilcox Pix
Toronto. .\ug 30.

In an important deal, which is

expected to double revenue in

Canada on British films of previ-
ous years. Famous Players (Cana-
dian* lias inked a pact for the dis-

tribution in this country of 19 com-
pleted Sir Alexander Korda and
Herbert Wilcox productions.
Apart from the hands-across-

the-sea flag-waving, the situation
is that Famous Players, with its

more than 600 houses, can make a

better deal than the 150-theatre
Odeon chain of J. Arthur Rank,
though the Ariginal Korda-Wilcox
deal was made with Eagle Lion

I
Films of Canada, a Rank subsidi-

' ary. E-L is now' in on the deal
W'ith Famous, effective Sept. 1.

I

Basically, the deal goes back to

I

the recent visit here of Harold
' Wilson, British Board of Trade
' prez, and his briefing tliat Britain

j

needs more Canadian dollars. Un-
i doubtedly, there ha.s been British

1
government pressure on the Cana-
dian film industry, though nobody

i will talk and nobody actually

knows where tlie truth lies. Wil-

j

son, however, did come to Canada
to make a first-hand checkup, and
did di.scuss in Ottawa the possi-

I

bility of increasing British film

I

earnings in Canada to meet
Britain’s dollar shmlage. There
is the grapevine report tliat even

I

a British film quota might be im-

;

posed in Canada but that the fed-
‘ eral government here was opposed
I

to this after consultation with

I

Canada’s big chain exhibitors. The
new Famous Players deal with

' Korda and Wilcox is obviously

;

the outcome of llic Ottawa delib-

erations.

i

The London Films (Korda) re-

!
leases in the Famous Players dis-

tribution pact are “The Winslow
,
Boy.” “Bonnie Prince (’harlie,"

i

“The Small Back Room." “Maria
! Chapdelaine,’’ “Black Magic of

I

Bali,” “Interrupted Journey,’’

i “Saints and Sinners,” “.\ Girl in
' a Million.” “Night Beat,” “Angel
, with a Trumpet,” “C’hildren of

I
Chance,” “Last Days of Dolwyn,”

i
“The Small Voice,” “Cure for

! Love.” and “Forbidden.” The Wil-
cox productions are ".Maytime in

Mayfair,” "The Four Mrs. Beres-

Parls, Aug. 23.

American participation at for-

eign film festivals, especially at th«
most important ones such as Italy

(Venice*. France (Cannes* and Bel-
gium (Knockke*. will have to be
handled ditTerently in the future if

foreign film trade is not to suffer.

This is the opinion of all expert
film visitors here, who have wit-
nessed tlie poor showing made by
,\meriean firms. Festivais. as meet-
ings of the whole continental trade,
they fed, are too important to be
bypassed with the remark that
since foreign biz Is only a source
of frozen balances, there is no rea-
son to spend time, manpower and
money on increasing them.

Nathan Golden, chief of the mo-
tion picture section of the Dept, of
Commerce in Washington, was con-
siderably impressed in Venice by
the fact that while some nations
were all out to grab the trade,
American participation was mini-
mized to the limit, with Eugene
Van Dee, repre.senting the Motion
Picture .\ssu. of America tliere, un-
able to give even a cocktail parly
for lack ot an appropriation.

Continental managers are of
course ineliiied to forget the po-
litical angle to think only of the
0 •erhead. ’I'his is why participants
to the recent European fe.stivals.

recognized by MP.A.A (and there
ar^maiiy other and minor ones*,
only appropriated $300 per partici-

pating company. For the Venice
show’, with five companies partici-

pating. a total of $1,500 had to
cover U. S. expenses.
Even if execs here arc prone to

eonsider festivals a mere nuisance,
one company has turned them into

a bonanza by shrew'd selection of
its ofTerings. While most com-
panies are satisfied with submitting

I

to continental juries pictures which
have proved fop grossers at home.
RKO left out the boxoffiee angle
deliheraldy, to submit to those
hard-to-please. critical bodies pic-

tures which most likely to satisfy

the eontiMcnial hankering for psy-
^ chological conlrover.sy or fancy eii-

1

tcrtiinmcnt.

(
With “Best Years of Our Lives’*

in Brussels two years ago; “Cross-
fire’’ and “Dllmho” in Cannes, and
more recent Iv “The Window” in

Knockke. BKO drew prizes at every
turn, permilling the eompanv to

tilt the renliiL of the accoladi*d pix
and th('rehy turn overhead into ac-

crued revenue. Same hapiiened
iwith “Enchantment” in Locarno.
W'hile “Mclodv Time" or “Three
Caballeros” at the Venice festival

and “1’he Set-up” skedded for the
forthcoming Cannes festival, have
been picked with the same idea in

mind.

fords,” “The Courtneys’
“Spring in Park Lane.”

and

Ballet Memorial In

Venice for Diaj^hilev
Venice. Aug. 20.

A’ special commemorative per-

formance of ballets was given last

night before a capacit.\ audience
whicli packed Venice’s La Fenice
theatre, to mark tlie 2()th anniver-
sary of the death of Serge de
Diagliilev, noted Ballets Ktisse im-

presario who died here Aug. 19,

1929.

Soloists wlio flew ill from Paris

for the single performance wine
.Serge Lifar, Paris Opera ball(*t-

masti'r. who gave a curtain speech;
Liulmilla Tchcrina and Edmond
.Andraii. Program was made up
of "Swan I.akc," '.Sleeping Beauty”
and "Afternoon of a Faun.” and ex-

cerpts from several other ballets.

'I'hcy were commented on h.\ Lifar
himself.

i Talks on Future Import

' Of U.S. Pix in Arg. Balked

Due to Cabinet Changes

j

Buenos Aires, Aug. 20.

i
The question of future exchange

permits for imports into Argentina
of U. S. films is still hanging fire,

in spite of parleys which have been
proceeding now for many months
past between Joaquin Rickard, rep-
resenting the Eric Johnston office,

! and Argentine economic officials.

Changes made in the Argentine
Cabinet during the week caused
further delays, and the fact that
Argentina now has a new Foreign
Minister. Dr. Jesus Hipolito Paz,
replacing Dr. Juan A. Hramuglia,
may me;m a revision of the entire
economic sclup.

('ahim-t ch.ange so far has re-
sulted in postponement of appoint-
ments for parleys which Rickard,
represf riling Ihe Motion Picture
Assn of .\mrri<a. was to have had
this week with Dr. Ramon .\. Ccrei-
jo. .Argent ino Treasury Minister,
at f.hich if was hoped tliat the
whole matter of future pix imports
would ha\e been settled

If U. S distributors are granted
permits, this will mean that British
films also will reappear on the .Ar-

gentine s( reens. as Fmglish mate-
rial enter .Xr'^entina fi'om tlie I' S
through the Rank link-up witli Uni-
versal I’it lures.

Mex

Bernard J. Gates, Monogram s

T,atin American supervisor, re-

turned to New’ York last we(*k

after a three-month South Amcri-

I can survey.

Other Foreitjn Newi

on Page 18

The Emmerich Kalmans, now in

Zurich, leave there Saturdav i3>

for Paris, where the couple slays

until Sept. 22 when they sail on
the Queen Mary lui New York.

Pix OK in Israel
.Mexico City. .\ug. 23.

Mexi(an pix are doing well in

Tel .Aviv and some other cities of
the State of Israel, according to
Peliculas Mcxicanas, distributors
of Mexican films.
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THE MOST ENTERTAINING
SCREEN EXCITEMENT OF THE YEAR!
‘Tremendously exciting!"

— Daily News

‘Exciting action!"

'Box-office payoff is

assured!" .—Varlefy

Exciting action!" "Exciting and vigorous!* t
—N.Y. Times —Motion Picture Daily ^

'Fast-moving, suspenseful!" "Tops in every department

—Herald Tribune of film-making!" —Film Dail/

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL presents

Dana

i

I
THi INOUSINjr S

showmanship
LEADER
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Reissues Click in Arg. Fix B.O. Boom;

'All Quiet,’ 'Bambr Beat Original Takes
Buenos Aires, Aug. 23.

Excellent biz is being done in all

•nlertainment fields in Argentina,
especially in the film field. Grosses
are even higher than they were
during last year s boom, and the

Increases apply to many reissues of

old pictures, which, in some cases,

liave grossed mere than they did

when they were first released many
years ago.

.An instance is “All Quiet on the

Western Front,” which grossed

$.o0.000 <U.S.) when first released

at the Pnrtena theatre in 1928, and
has given the same amount over a

matter of a few weeks when reis-

sued this year. Another case is

that of ‘ Bambi,” whicli KKO reis-

sued at the neighborhood Gaumont
theatre three weeks ago. and has

been one of the outstanding
grossers of that period.

“Sorry. Wrong Number” (Par)

will be taken off the Ambassador
screen next week, after five weeks’

run. and will be replaced by Jean
Cocteau’s “Beauty and the Beast.”

release of which has been pending
for a long time. Paramount has

had to postpone release of “My
Own True Love” at the Broadway,
as the theatre had to bill “Ole
Torero,” with Argentine comedian
l^uis Sandrini, to comply with the

1 rotectionist decree, although the

picture was actually made in Spain,

and not in Argentina.
Lurninton’s “La 'rrampa.” an-

other local production, is in its

second week at the Opera and Roca
theatres, with grosses holding- up
well, chiefly due to the influx of

out-of-town visitors who are in the
capital for Argentina's great annual
cattle fair at the Rural Society, at

which the world’s finest bulls are
on show. This event always means
spiraling grosses as the wealthy
farmers flock into the city for a

Junket of two or three weeks.
This, has benefited KKO’s “Good

Sam” at the Gran Rex. which has
held on for a third week, contrary
to expectations. The Hungarian
picture “Valahol Europaban” (“In

Any Part of Euroi)e’’>, distributed
by Cosmos, and at the Luxor and
l.ibertador simultaneously since
Aug. 10. is creating a consider-
able sensation, comparable to that
caused by “Open City” two years
•go.

Booking Monopoly Claim

Vs. Jap’s 3 Top Distribs

Tokyo, Aug. 23.
j

Japan's three largest motion pic-

ture producers and distribs, Toho,
I Shochiku and Daiei, have been

^

I summoned before the Nipponese
j

Fair Trade Commission for hear-

1

ings on the block-booking system !

employed by the three firnis.

Purpose of the inquiry, the Com-
mission said, was to investigate

I
allegations that the distribs were

I

violating the Fair Trade Practices
.Act by operating a booking sys-
tem that freezes out small distribs.

Hearings will start this month.

‘Annie’s’ 1,600 Mile Hop
^ Sydney, Aug. 23.

J. C. William.son Theatres will

plane the “Annie Get Your Gun”
troupe from Sydney to New Zea-
land next week. It’s an ocean hop
of 1,600 miles. “Annie” has just

wound up a year’s solid run in Syd-
ney.

Earl Covert now has male lead
opposite Evie Hayes, in place of

Webb Tilton.

COM’L RADIO BILL NOW
LOOKS OK IN JAP DIET

Tokyo, Aug. 23.

Japanese government is rewrit-
ing the loiig-delayed Broadcasting
Bill to authorize commercial radio
In .la pan for the first time. Two
former bills hit snags in the na-
tional legislature and died. New
draft is slated to be introduced
when the Diet convenes this fall

chances for passage,
preparation is a bill to
Electric Waves Board to
Nipponese frequencies,

of the (’ommunica-
New Board would

be directly under tiie Cabinet.
Broadcasting Cori). of Japan,

meanwhile, announced this month
It has 8 .000.000 subscribers, a post-
war high. Network, whose 2.5-year
monopoly will be challenged if and
when commercial radio emerges.
Is supported by listener’s fees from
radio set owners. .Approximately
half of Japan’s households now
have receivers. BC.T said.

with fair

Also in

rreate an
regulate
now a function
lions Ministrv.

Lyon in Paris After

Scand. Talent Hunt
Haris. Aug. 23.

Ben Lyon, 20th-Fox British tal-

ent rep who recently returned to
Paris after a Scandinavian scouting
lour, found half-a-do/en prospects
on the expedition. Lyon is leav-
ing Haris in a few' days to looksee
the talent setup in other situations,
nd won't wait to confer with 20(h
production chief Darryl F. Zanuck.
who’s due here from the Riviera
this week.

Meantime. Nathan Golden. U. .S

Commerce Dept.’s film divisi«)n

chief, left on the America for home.

Arg. Pix Talent Scurries

For Work Elsewhere As

Studios Stay Snafued
Buenos Aires, Aug. 23.

Studio situation here is being
complicated by constant interven-
tion of influential financiers, who
have only a hazy connection with
the film industry, but are anxious
to muscle in, and who obtain raw
stock allocations to sell to the stu-
dios at black market prices, or in
exchange for a block of shares.
This further stymies the reorgani-
zational process which the industry
has been undergoing since the af-
fairs of San Miguel and Emelco
studios pa.ssed into the hands of
receivers of the official banks
which had been bolstering up their
precarious position. A syndicate
of capitalists is now angling for
purchase of Lumiton studios. ’Vhat
the financial interests are trying to
make certain of, however, before
investing fuilher in film produc-
tion. is that they would have some
certainty of getting exchange per-
mits for imports of raw stock.

Dr. Horatio Maciel Crespo, who
had been appointed prexy of Emel-
co Studios, lost no time in resign-
ing the task. The Industrial Credit
Bank is now looking around for
another candidate.
The financial and raw material

ups and downs of the industry add
up to an anxious time for talent,
and they are again looking around
in Spain and Central America for
likely contracts. Nini Marshall,
banned from Argentine legit and
radio by government pressure, is
currently doing radio work in Mex-
ico with Dolores del Rio and Lib-
ertad i.amarque, whose work is also
banned in her native Argentina.
Benito Herojo, who directs more
pix in Argentina than he does in
his native Spain, is off to Galicia
to ready the picture he is to direct
with Miss Marshall playing the Ar-;
genline Galician peasant servant
who returns to her birthplace after
some J cars ‘in service” in “las
Americas." Miss Marshall has two
pix to make in Spain and should
also visit Cuba and the U. S.

Zuliy Moreno is due to make a
picture in Mexico, po.ssibly “Ca-
mille" for Wallerstein Productions,
and her husband, director Luis
Cesar Amadori, will accompany
her. Mil l ha Legrand and director-
husband Daniel Tinayre are wind-
ing up local chores before starting
on a picture-making junket to
France Pedro Lopez Lagar is
slated to make a picture called
"Marijuana’’ before the end of the
vear, with Leon Klimovsky direct-
ing.

Arg. Hands Out

’48 Pix Oscars
Buenos Aires, Aug. 30.

Argentina’s Academy of Motion
Picture .Arts and Sciences held a

party at the Presidente Alvear
theatre last week to hand out
awards for the best of 1948 film

production. Argentine Oscars take
the form of statuets of Don
Quixote, and following a govern-
ment decree issued last year, can
only be made with the approval
of the Educational Ministry and
the Entertainment Board. The
orchids were handed out by Hugo
MacDougall, current prexy of the
Academy, with the help of Joa-
quin Mosquera, representing the
Educational Minister.
Awards went to poet Pedro Mi-

guel Obligado for his screen
adaptation of (Jscar Wilde’s “Lady
Windermere’s Fan,” produced here
under the title of “Una Mala
Mujer,” with Dolores del Rio in
the lead.

Cinemactress Zully Moreno and
Arturo de Cordova got firsts for
their acting in “Dios se lo Pague.”
w'hile dii .'ctor Luis Cesar Amadori
took the award for his direction
of that picture. Enrique Chaico
also got an award for the best
supporting player in the same film.
Medris and diplomas went to Tu-
lio Dernicheli (adaptation of screen
story), Alberto Etchebehere, pho-
tographer; Juan Ehlert, musical
director; Mario Fezia and Carlos
Marin, sound technicians; Jorge
Garate, continuity, and Roque Gia-
covino. cameraman, in the win-
ning picture.

Ulyses Petit de Murat got the
award for the best original screen
story (“Tierra del Fuego”) and
Antonio Merayo for photography
in “Passport to Rio.” Sabina
Olmos was given an award for her
supporting playing in “Tierra del
Fuego.” A special prize was given
to Andres Poggio (Toscanito) of
“Pelota de Trapo” fame, for the
best chiid acting, and special men-
tion was made of that film and
the work of producer Armando Bo.
The Oscars w’ere handed over

in some cases by former winners;
thus Amelia Bence w'as present
to make the presentation to Zully
Moreno, and Pedro Lopez Lagar
to Arturo de Cordova.

Swiss-Spanish Pic Set
Zurich, Aug. 23.

Preparations are on for a new'
pic to be produced in Spain in
Sw'iss-Spnnish collaboration, set to
.start in September. Pic wilt tell
the Don Juan story, with tentative
title “Don Juan in Seville.”

Starring roles will be taken by
Au.strian actor O. W. Fischer in the
title part and Swiss actor-couple
Maria Becker and Robert Freitag.

Two Old Scot Folk-Dramas Steal Play

From Preems at Eifiiibui^h Festival
Edinburgh, Aug. 25 .

Video S«« Bij BomI To
^ mm m U.. ¥7« ij_t_ «•

Documentary Pix Makers tharK^Trin ‘/r";
P:?i«grar

Surprise hit of last vear’s Festi-
val, the satire of ‘‘The Thre.
Estates, a Scottish morality nlav
written in 1535 by Sir David
Lindsay’ is filling to capacity

IvT IllA Kao XV a, I . y

4 U. S. Plays on Zurich

Slate; ‘Porgy and Bess’

Set for Opera

Edinburgh, Aug. 23

Video offers ihuch opportunity

for documentary film makers, says

Sir Stephen Tallents, who helped

to build the British documentary
film movement along with John
Grierson.

i _ .. , — nj capacitv
Opening the third International nightly the beamed, spacious

Fe.stival of Documentary Films
j

(1.200-.seat) A.ssemblv Hall of th«
here, he said television was now Church of Scotland. New this year
higher than the horizon. It was “The Gentle Shepherd.” Allan
necessary for those who w-ere mak-

!
Ramsay’s pastoral comedy (dating

ing documentary, films to master back to 1725), is already practically
this medium and to find in it their sold out for its .series of midnight
opportunity for further develop- candlelight performances in the
ment in their lochnique.

i

400-scat hall of the Royal Hiih
Robert Flaherty, who made School.

“Louisiana Story.” premiered at ' Both plays have been adaoted fnii
last year’s Edinburgh Fe.stival. at-

|

modern consumption by Roh^rf
tended the opening here, along 'Kemp, who is currently Scotland’s
with his wife. mo.st prolific playwright. lA new

j

play of his, “'The Saxon Saint,” is
! being performed during the Festi-

I

vat, but not as part of it. in the
j

nave of ancient Dunfermline Abbey
,
near Edinburgh).) Music has been
composed and conducted by Cedric

SpJl^nn Davie, one of Scotland’sucaouii leading musicians. And casts for
Zurich, Aug. 20. Iwo productions have been rounded

Schauspielhaus and Stadtlheatre up from best Scottish dramatic and
have just announced plans for the

^

singing talent.

’49-’50 season, which is due to start I Hero of both occasions, however
Aug. 27 at Stadttheatre and Sept. 8 is unquestionably Guthrie himself!
at Schauspielhaus. Hreceding the He has been mainly responsible for
official opening, the latter will have the idea, conception, and style of
a special performance of “Faust,” presentation. And again, as wai

(Part I and II, on the Goethe Bi- the case la.st year with the solo pro-
centennial Day. Aug. 28. duction of “Three Estates.” he has

i
Schauspielhaus plans for the

|

carried off both ventures with great
coming season the first German imagination and brilliance despite
performances of Arthur Milier’sithe handicaps of two not entirely
“Death of a Salesman.” Tennessee satisfactory arena stages,

i Williams’ “Streetcar Named De-
;

“The Three Estates” (title refers
sire, as w^ l as a new play by ' to church, nobility, merchants) is aThornton Wilder or a revival of his typical medieval morality play butOur Town. Furthermore, nego- still surprisingly relevant in its
tiations are underway to obtain subject matter. Content deals with^e author s permission for the

|

the struggle between various vices
Eugene and virtues for dominance overO Neill s The Iceman Cometh.” King Humanitie. Director Guthrie

'

,

four wnrld-preems are also has given each character a strong
.slated for this season, with a post- and definite personality. His han-humous work by Gerhart Haupt- dling of crowds and interweaving

, ,

T^i’bort Engelmann,” of groups of people in a relatively
,
adapted by Carl Zuckmayer; a new small space is superb,
satiric play by Erich Kae.stner, I “thp ••

r Sr.SHHH- - "

' Deare’s “ArUonv anH ® ^^ss and his problems of woo-

i b^folfoweS “i'
‘"K ="<* h". GiKhrie hu

^ de Veca "Th^ ^
, I

f’lade little real attempt at dramatic

BeliT.a-’»nJ ter .h. a
«/„'’<>"'?•> tension or theatrical illusion, pr^

' G^man the T f.^ei pfr,„ f i I

'» ‘'‘'t ‘•'e material in the

°Grn?"•from^h?‘Sr ••

Stadttheatre opens with Wag- 1

works are staged with the

ner’s “Lohengrin” and Johann ' seated on three sides of

Strauss’ “Die Fiedermaus’’ (“Rnya. too action and a tiered forestage

linda”). George Gershwin’s “Porgv
Jetting ou* on the fourth side. Re-

and Bc.ss,” performed for the first
two productions is that of

time here four years ago with
^tiamber music to a symphony con-

enormous success, wili be revived
“testates” abounds in color-

in the course of this season spectacle, swirling movement.

German Control
SS Continued from pace 15

“Miss Hilgrim’s Progress.” which
Daniel .Angel has produced foi-

British National Films, with Val
Guest directing and starring Yo-
lande Donlan and .Michael Rennie,
i.s now being cut and expectcfi to

be fradeshown early September.
Jackie Hillings directed the dances
arul (loe.s a solo dance in film with
'Mss l)*»nlan

India Pix (\ of C. Sets
Rules for Tourinji: Cinemas

Madras, Aug. 16.
Under the aegis of the .South

Indian Film Ghamber of Com-
imrce. permanent theatres and
louring camps have come to an
agreement over location of pitch-
ing tents. In terms of agreement,
a tonring cinema would not pitch
camp in places where the popula-
tions i.s less than 15.000 and where
there is already a permanent
cinema.

HI.kcs with population over
22..-)()0 hot less than 30,000 would
gel a loniing cinema in addition
to the permanent theatre. But di.s-

laiue vimuld be one mile and rates
of admissio?! same. In stations
'vith p«>piilaiiou over 30.000. tour-
iiiK (inema (an operate at a dis-
lanee of iwo miles from a pcrnia-
nenl ihealre.

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

..A
I^ondon. Aug. 30,

Anna Veronica.” Piccadilly (15)
•Annie Get Gun.” Co’ls’m (117)
‘Beau .Strategem.’’ Lvric (18).
“Brigadoon." .Majestic ( 20 ).

“Black (‘hiffon,’’ \y*.st (igi.
“Daphne,” Wyndharn (23).
“Death of Salesman,” Hhnx ( 5 )

“Fdwina Black.” Am has. (7).
French Without Tears.” V. ( 11 )

“Happiest Days,” Apollo ( 75 ).

Harvey, • f>rince of Wales (35).
**aymarket (31).

Her Excellency,” Hipp. ( 10 ).

(10).

.

Vogues.” Stoll (7i
^•Lady’s Burning,” Globe (17).

lusty humor and theatrical excite-

ment. “Shepherd” is in much
simpler vein. Chockfull of Scot-

tish folk-songs, alternately genteel

and rustic, elegantly costumed, the

production has great charm.

feelings or which might display !

perform with uniform

brutality and might have denioral- ^^fi^P^^tence; some of them, notably

izing influence. I willowy comic Duncan Macrae, are

2. Film should not haVe nation- They have enough vital-

alistic, national socialist, militaris- sen.se of style !o overcome
tic, imperialistic or racial discrim- ;

difficulties of the plays’

inatory tendencies. dialect and their thick Scotch

3. Film should not endanger b»'ORues.
Germany’s relations with other' Tw’o productions not only give

countries; it should not degrade additional liveliness to liu’ Festival
their governments, official repre- proceedings. They repii'sent the

I

senlafions and institutions. finest professional arena work in

I 4. Film should not degrade or British Isles. And they are giving

,
depreciate the constitutional or ju- strong impetus to current upsurge
dicial basis elements of the Ger- here of native .Scottish drama,
man people as a whole, or of one
of Its states (Laender).

I
5. Film should not present un-

true historical facts by emphasized
propagandistic or tendentious elu-
cidations.

.. a ^'Inis produced
under the direct or indirect influ-
ence of a government, influential

Alan.

AUSSIE GOVT. OKAYS

ADMISSION TAX CUTS

.Sydney. Aug. 23.

•lov; ?.K : poii'ical,
I

After a long Mruggle Ihe Au.jie

‘^'Iale aI^S-

\

ew''a'or
'<l<’ntified as s„rh '

Pir biz has finally been sueccssfa^

laane (117)

One Mild Oat.” (larrick (39).

“Snlir
’
^'‘‘"^^ridge (15).

Third Visitor.” V,„ks ( 12 )

' 12 r))

..I Adelphi (71
Traveller’s .loy.” Criterion

musi ne Identified as such and
nnaiiy

mu.st name the institutions which ‘n having the Ben, J

took p.nrt in producing thorn Fail-
K<>''i‘rnmcnt okay a redm ion m c

ure of sueh a ,leserlVio„''’„,e.?n. t- rt.-onment tas on all e.nema ad-

the ban of such a picture from I

CfCrman screening. 20c admission to 12c on Si admit^

The film control board will also ‘‘"^r *4 ()00 ,

the government of ,(round

loss to

i4.ooo-

but will likely spur

rion (641.Vorms View.” Whitehall (12.3Voun? Uives Tale.” Savoy (7)

cla.ssify motion piclui(‘s on an artis-
tic basis, according to the follow- annually,
ing classificalion ; (a) “artistic” h()xolTi(‘(*s

<b) “suited for popular education;’
furthering the ide.is of hu- tax cut of from 2c on lo"‘‘''

.sions to 8c on the higher rate

Vaude and legil slmw s will get

»

admiS'
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$32,455,500 Asked in Trust Suit

Filed by Essaness, 10 Others in Chi
Chicago. Aug. 30.

Essanes.s Corp. and 10 associated

subsidiary groups last week filed

what is probably the largest triple-

damage anti-trust suit in the his-

tory of the picture industry. Ask-
ing $32,4.55.500 in damages, action

states that eight major pic distribu-

tors conspired with Balaban & Katz
and Warner theatre circuits to try

and force Essaness circuit’s various
houses out of operation through
various overt actions from March 1,

1935, through Dec. 1, 1947, when
Jackson Park decree took effect.

Latter ended many of the practices

which brief states existed previ-

ously. Statute of limitations does
not hold in lliis type of anti-trust

action.

Suit charges that B&K was a

monopoly, practically controlling
ail first and second-run houses,
plus the majority of third and i

fourth-run locations here; and that I

during the period of the suit B&K
j

paid 90^r of the film rentals in the
Loop and 50''? of all Chicago

j

license fee.s. Through the vast

rentals that B&K paid, it could and
did control franchises, providing
that if it built any new houses they

i

would automatically get product
preference and clearance over
established spots.

Further cited violations of anti-

trust laws were the holdover play-

dates, formula deals, excess film

rentals, discriminatory overages
and underages, moveover monopoly,
and overbuying in order to prevent
competitors from obtaining films.

Also mentioned were the setting up
of* runs, clearances and admission
prices with the accusation that
B&K fostered the practice of

double features in 1946. which the
rest of the theatres were forced to

follow. Brief claims that B&K.
with RKO and Warner theatres,
divided the town geographically
and, with the exception of Warners’
two houses, there were no “A” re-

lease houses in the city; that in

"B” week. 10 of the 20 houses were
B&K. and that in ‘ C'

”
playing time,

WB and B&K controlled half of the
49 theatres in that position.

Tracing the historv of the Para-
mount-ovvned subsidiarv. B&K.
plaintifT’s attr)rnev. .lohn Blackman,
claimed Ih.at B&K used the
Oriental theatre, now operated by
Essaness as a presentation house,
as a lever to force independents
out of business, and also named
Barney Balaban. .lohn Balaban. and
other officers of B&K as siphoning
off a.sscts of the Oriental theatre
during rcoi'gani/.ation oroceedings.
totaling .$1,000,000. When .lones,
Linick & Schaefer operated the
State-Lake theatre, now a B&K
first-run, suit alleges that the
Oriental and the distribs would
not gi\’e the indie any product and
that B&K cut prices and revised
policy of the house in order to
drive the theatre out of busine.ss.
However. B&K finally bought the
State-Lake building and then took
over the house and has been play-
ing first-runs there since 1938.
Judge William (’ainnhell has

bt'cn assigned the suit, which
probably won't he heard on the fall

calendar.
Officials of B&K and distribs

Were not available foi comment.

Fete Oscar Morgan
Russell Holman. Paramount’s

eastern studio rep, will emcee the
luncheon tendered O.scar Morgan,
Par’s short subjects sales chief at

Sardi’s tomorrow (Thurs. ) feteing
Morgan’s 35th anniversary with
the company. In all. some 80 Para-
mounters and trade press reps will

attend.
Among those expected to attend

are Adolph Zukor, I.eonard Gold-
enson, Alfred W. Scbwalberg, Rob-
ert M. Weitman, F.dward Hyman,
Robert O’Brien. K. K. (Ted)
O’Shea and Hugh Owen.

Tune in Pic Held (’ause

Of ‘Every Sprinj^:’ Upbeat
Pinsbureh. Aug. :10.

Tri-stale evhibs are pointing
these da.vs to anulher c;ise where
a hit .song has been chiefly respon-
sible for turning a pidure that was
previously getting ordinary grosser
into a big money-m;iker. Film is

20th’s ’'It Hapfiens Kvery Spring.”
Despite terrific ballvhoo for the

film’s first-run getaway here, in-

cluding p.a.s of Paul Douglas,
Linda Darnell and Jean Peters.
“Spring" did only fair and in nahe
spots immediately alter was only
« little btdicr. Then the tune of
the same name si.iited to climb on
the "Hit Parade. and lakes everv-
vhere for the pic si.uted to /oom
As a matter of fact, in iiianv subse-
quent runs in this lerrilorv. it's

Jiclually hung iqi house reiords.
In number of loc.alions where

“.‘Spring” had prev lou.sl.v been
booked for two and three da.'s at

midweek, it's being moved to pre-

ferred tilaying lime, and runs li.ive

been extended. 'I'lieat i cow ners

think it’s the calehy tune .•ill the

w.'iy since Bay .Milland, w lio .-lai s

in the picture. Iiasn t bt en bo. in

these parts now for .some lime.

Drive-Ins Press

For First Runs
Push recently launched by the

drive-ins for a crack at first-runs

is reaching the fever point with

sales biggies admitting the upbeat

in pressure. Indicating what

amounts to almost an organized
campaign, deluge of letters are
hitting sales desks in the wake of

the recent report by William F.

Rodgers, Metro distribution vee-
pee, that the company’s survey
discloses ozoners are creating new
customers rather than competing
for the old. If we don’t compete,
letters declare, we should get first-

runs.

One major company attorney re-

ports that he is currently handling
complaints from Mankato. St.

Cloud and .Minot. Minn ; South
Bend, Ind.; Jacksonville. Fla.;

Bryan, 'fexas. and Chicago. In

South Bend, suit testing the ques-
tion is slated to come to trial in

the Federal court. Sept. 13. Pre-
liminary battle is on to determine
whether a major can check license

plates at a*drive-in to prove that

patrons come Irom ilie town itself

substantiating the claim of compe-
tition.

Major sales execs assert that

they won’t back down in the face
of demands. They have been ad-
vised by their legal depts. that a

refusal to grant first-runs to the
open-air houses is not discrimina-
tion violating the anti-trust decree
but the exercise of sound business
judgment. ,

Conventional houses,
they say. cannot afford to play be-
hind a drive-in while the converse
does not applv. Granting first-

runs to ozoners ‘'would murder
business of the regular houses who
are the backlog of our accounts,”
it was said.

In answering the flood of let-

ters. one legalite is writing the
peeved drive-in operators that his

company ‘'will not discriminate*
against people without cars.” Films
are a foim of mass entertainment,
letter stales, and should be avail-

able fir.<t-run to the public
whether they have a car or not.

While the rule against granting
first-runs to drive-ins is fairly uni-
form among ttie majors, excep-
tions are cropping up in special
cases where the distrib is either
selling away from the convene
tional houses or sees more overall
revenues from the sector by book-
ing in the drive-in.

I’niversal. lor instance, has been
.selling to the ozoners in a number
of Florida situations because it is

not booking Florida .State circuit.

In Louisville, companv grooved
'CiTlamily .lane and Sam Bass.”
day-and-dal e. to two drive-ins with
returns tar gi eater than it would
l.ike from regular first-run play-
da ti's.

Film plaved the F’aikway and
Skv w av , racking up $9,500 for the
week. It exceeded every other
L’niversal film except "The F'gg

and I.” I s all-l ne record grosser.
Companv is selling "Take Gne
False .Step” m Louisville on the
same basis,

ItKO has been looking first-run

in driv e-ins m the .l.icksonv ille.

Fla, s((i(u lui ihe s.iine leason

.Mlanta Drive-In's 'Wind' Click
A 1 1 a n I a

Piedmont drivi'-m turned away
hundreds of c.us last Wednesday
and riiursdav when it played
"Gone Willi W ind Death of .\iar-

garct \iilchell. native .Mlantan
who wrote novel .stimulated inter-
est in tilmi/alion ol book.

Basic Economics
Chicago, Aug. 30.

Films’ share of every dollar

spent by the American public

for recreation has declined by
one-third in past 20 years de-

spite the fact that theatre box-

office receipts have doubied,

Eric Johnston pointed out at

the Public Relations meeting
here today (30).

Putting finger on the cur-

rent boxoffice crisis, MPAA
topper declared that during

the peak of the depre.ssion

films w'ere getting 84c out of

every spectator amu.sement
dollar, as against 76c— 10'"© less

—in 1948.

This coin has been picked

up in part, he declared, by
pro baseball and football, col-

lege football and horse and
dog tracks. In the pa.st 18

years, he said, race tracks in-

creased their share of amuse-
ment dollar by 950%.

Johnston’s P. R. Keynote
Conliniifd from page 3

MPAA Joining
,

Continued from page 4

Deep South Terliniqiie

Atlanta. .Aug. 30.

Film Classics, distributor of

Louis de - Rochemont s ‘Lost
Boundaries.” hopes to demonstrate
to the Atlanta and Memphis een-
sors that the pic which treats on
the touchy subject of anti-.Ncgro

discrimination can play off in the
deep south without public resent-

ment or untoward disturbances.
With that strategy in mind. Ft’ has
booked the pic into a numlier of
houses in Texas, Louisiana. Florida
and Mississippi. I

Dropping the idea advanced by
de Rochemont for telev ision show-
ings in the two towns where the
film is now banned. FC is anxious
to have a backlog of peaceful play-
dates behind it while pressing for
reconsideration by both the At-
lanta board and Lloyd T. Binford,
Memphis board chairman.

In the Memphis sector, alter-
native plan currently being
weighed by,FC is to rim the city
with bookings of "Boundaries.”
Company would play the film in a
number of theatres within easy
reach of Memphis but outside its

territorial limits. One such book-
ing in the Crittenden theatre in

West Memphis, .Ark., within
miles from downtown Memphis
already reported.

Indicating the wide number
southern dates now lined up. film
will go into the Majestic. Houston;
Majestic. Dallas; Aztec, San An-
tonio; F'lorida, Miami; Cinema.
Miami Beach, and Saenger. .New
Orleans. In all these situations, pic
plays within the next few weeks.
Moreover, it is booked for the rest
of the Interstate circuit in Texas
and E. V. Richard.s’ Saenger chain
in Louisiana.
Meanwhile, FC continues to press

its appeal to the board of trustees
of the Atlanta Public IJbrary
trom the ban announced by
Christine Smith, member of the
een.sor board. It will etmtinue
fighting the ease while pushing
hookings elsewhere in the south.
Library tru.stees can overrule the
censor.

10

is

of

Memphis counsel. De Rochemont
also wired the Society of Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Producers
for support. It is expected that it

will likewise make available the

advice and services of its counsel,

Robert J. Rubin.
"Curley” was banned by Binford

because it showed white and Negro
children playing together. ‘‘Bound-

aries’’ got the Memphis nix because
it deals with "social e(|uality

between whites and Negroes in a

w'ay that we do not have in the

south.” An Atlanta censor said

she had banned "Boundaries” there

"for no particular reason. ” .Appeal

to the entire board is now pending
there.

New Eastman Memorial
Rochester. N. V., Aug. .3 ( 1 .

f tern gt* Kastman House, an inde-
pendent photographic educational
institute organized here in 1947
will be opened to the public Nov!

House is p.xp»‘eted to become a
world center tor the demonstra-

tion ol pliolograpliy as an art and
science.”

.
»i'>l‘ling itself is a Georgian

(oloni.il whicii the laic film pioneer
|)nl np in 190,5. \n adjunct of the
photographic center will be the
Di.vden theatre, w Imse construction
IS due to start soon. A gift of the
George B. Drydi-ns. the .vlrintiire
will c.)st $200,000 Mr.v. Di.vden
Is an F.astnian niece.

yer’s paradise.” Fourth conse-

quence, he declared, i.s that a lack

of unity weakens the industry’s po-

sition in Washington. "As a house

divided,” he said, "we are infinite-

ly less effective than if we spoke

with a united voice on matter.^ in

which we have a common intere.st.”

Expanding on point three, John-

ston explained that cutting down

lawsuits is not the purpo.se of the

pre.sent meeting, “but perhaps the

time will come when an industry

gathering will consider it. 1 refer

to the lawsuit situation now only

as a phase of the public relations

problem. Some other time, per-

haps, we can study out ways to re-

solve our legitimate grievances

without rushing to law about

them.”

Further striking the keynote of

the two-day public relations

huddle, Johnston explained; "We
are here to find new ways of

strengthening our relations with
one anbther and with the public —
or attracting new and larger audi-

ences to ojur theatres—and of ex-

panding and amplifying Ihe fruit

iul mission of the motion picture
in promoting peace and under-
stand among peoples everywhere.”

MP.A.A chief pointed out that the
indu.stry is in the midst of a

“triple-barrelled crisis.” First is

the foreign market; "we’ve met the
first shock of that and are still

alive;” second the “implications of
recent court decision.s, ” and third,
the “home market—the donie.siic
boxoffice.” which is blamed for the
slide in grosses because of .social

and economic changes which must
be met by the industry, i'.cluding
competitio" from otiici ainiisc-
ments to the boxoffice dollar
Likewi.se. he pointed out that more
than half the populaticn in the
filmgoing age is 31 or older, but
this group accounts for onlv om*-
third the tickets sold— ‘an un-
tapped audience bigger than the
whole British Kmpire and bigger
than all South .America.”

Delegates Go Slowly, But
Restrained Optimism Ve\i
As the meeting swung into its

work, it became apparent that the
delegates were proceeding with
care and restrained optimism. Out
of the convention it was hoped that
a temporary organization would be
created to carry on the p r. chores
and that, ultimatel.v. a permanent
group would be formed. However,
the delegates have not been author-
ized to agree to a jjermanenl .setup
—hence, they must report hack on
the tcmporai'.v plan which ina.v
later develop into a permanent op-
eration.

This view was expres.sed b.v Ned
E. Depinet. RKO prez who heads
the MP.A.A community relations
committee, whose axiom is: ‘A’ou
mu.st crawl before you walk and
w^alk before you run. It i.s hoped
that the diaper .stage is quiekiv
pas.sed and that we mav soon be
on firmer footing.”
As evidence of the great progress

made today (Tues.i. the eonelave
named five sub-committees to take
up five generalized topics. On all
sub-committees are reps from the
nine organizations part icipat ing

Ihe-se committees are; 1. Gen-
eral public relations; 2. public re-
lation.s as aMecting the boxofTiee-
•L public relations pertaining to
mter-mdustry affairs; 4. di.scrimina-
loiy taxes and adverse legislation

]5. aspects Of p.,-. which are siibjeet
to ha.sic research.

It was hinted that trade practicesmay eventually be handled hv a
similar conference. Rut Depinet.
chairmanning the meeting, was eir^
cumspect in reiterating that no eon-
roversial subject be taken np at

.the present meeting. All reps
agreed to eliminate trade practices

on the Insistence ofAbram F. .Myers, National Allied
hoard chairman, with general
agreement evidenced th.d discus-
sions would be premature.

Det)inel‘ in hj.s address opening
conclave, lost no lime striking

a note of caution .\ftcr express-
ing great enthusiasm r()r the co-

I

operative spirit which brought i„.
dustryites together and optimism
over what might be dune, Jjc
added

I in going to temi)er my en-
thusiasm about this gathering with

4
a word of caution . . . ji woidd be

,a dangerous delusion for us
to believe that the kind of ,
Iprehensive public relations aZ'
,

gram we need for our indiist v
,

can be written in two davs
of the pitfalls this conference
must avoid is our understandable

!

desire to make haste and the teino
tation to emerge from this confer'
ence with a complete program ”

Depinet, as did Johnston wIia
followed him to the rostrum asked
an end to inter-industry feudinc
”1 urgently advocate a moratorium
on name calling. The job ahead
IS big enough as it is to occunv
our full time on con.structive
things,” he said.

'

Among others speaking at the
Tuesday morning session wereAbram F. Myers. National Allied
board chairman; Nicholas mSchenck, Metro prexy; George
Murphy, repping the Screen Actors
Guild on the Motion Picture in.
dustry Council; Robert O’Donnell*
for the Variety clubs; Arthur Lock’
wood, TOA prez; J. J. Fitzgibbons
repping Canadian cxhib.s; Klli.s
Arnall, Society of Independent .Mo.
t ion Picture Producers; i,eo
Brecker, Metropolitan Motion Pie-
ture Theatre Owners; Leonard
Spigelgnss, Screen Writers Guild-
and Harry Brandt, Independent
'I’heatre Owners Assn.

Myers Eases Demands

Allied will not insi.st on the
adoption of the much-discussed
Finneran Plan which would bar
erring stars from Hollywood
studios, Myers told the conclave
•‘However, Allied fully believes in

the principle that something like

the Finneran Plan must be
adopted.” Myers added. He ai-

knowlcdged the generally ex-

pre.ssed fear that .Allied might
up.«:et the applecart by insi.sling on
the plan's presentation in (’hi He
left no doubt that while ready to

concede on some points. Ailied
wanted the principle adopted,

Schenck declared; ‘ Tm lOOG for

this meeting. In 40 years in ihe

industry, I think there has never
been as much need for something
like this as today. William Hoilgers

and Jo.seph Vogel will stay with
;Vou with full authority to act

''

Murphy told of Hollywoods
charity work and the contribution
of stars to hospital benefits. Lets
not have our hassles in tlie slieei"

Murphy .said. "Diffei ences of

opinion are healthy. Let s .settle

them around a table like thi.s."

Depinet had been unaniinou.'sly

elected permanent chairman, fol-

lowing his nomination by Brandi.

Francis Harmon. .MP.A.A veepee.

was appointed permanent .secretary

by Depinet.

.Aside from trade practices.

MPAA’s community and exhibitor

relations committee, which spark-

plugged the Chicago conclave, went

out of its way to avoid suggesting

an agenda. Although its members
met together all day yesterday

(Monday) in advance of the meet.

Depinet asserted the only agenda

would be what the participant.s in

(he conference desired to disc-uss.

Aim of thi.s is to avoid (he appear-

ance of MPAA trying to steam-

roller or direct the session.s.

Members of the MP.A.A commit*

fee. who arrived Chicago Sunday

'281 night, in addition to Depinet

and Johnston, who is an exoffirio

member, are William Rodgers

Metro veepee in charge of s-iles;

Austin Keough, Paramount gen-

eral counsel; Maurice Bergman,

special aide to the president of

Universal and Francis Harmon.

Calling the meeting ‘a shirt*

sleeve eonference.” Depinet asked

participants S|)cak out with

strurtive ideas on two questions:

“what can we do to protect our

industry . . . from attacks tr‘")'

within and without, fiom discrimi-

natory taxation, censorship

other adver.se legislation «nd in-

fluences'/” and '2i “what can

do to pump new life into our veins

and bring about a healthier reium

on our inve.stmerit.”

The conclave is the most sif('

nificant of its type ever held i

breadth of indusii’v facets repre

sented and in Ihe importance

its d«•legates. Theie are more tn*'

65 film people on hand.
-j

ing nine major organizations .(

many subdivisions of the

including the tradci'rcss •

sioiis being held at the -

Id here started tliis

I Tuc.sday) and wind up 1""”''

nighl.
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THE BOXOFFICE SKILL

OF A GREAT DIRECTOR

-THE TICKET SELLING

POWER OF GREAT STAR

NAMES-THE ROMANTIC

APPEAL OF GREAT
DRAMA - MAKE IT

APPARENT TO EVERY

EXPERIENCED SHOWMAN

Paramount presents

Its Finest of ’49

OlMa deHavillaud

Moiitgomerj Cli

Mpli Richardson,

william'wyler:s

. MIRIAM HOPKINS
MONA FREEMAN • VANESSA BROWN

SELENA ROYLE
Produced and Directed hy William \\ yier

^'crecn play by Rulli ainl Aiif^uslus G(»ctz

Based upon tlieir .slagc-(>lay

THAT HERE, INDEED, IS

A Truly Great

Motion Picture
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M-G ChaOenges Selznick s Sincerity

In Tying Up Tvanhoe’ Production

Ultimate Choice
iCuiuinued from pasu 3;

public domain

it is Sir Walter

Issue is being

Metro and David O. Sel/.nick's^

Vanguard Productions, which not

long ago were in a stiff battle over

,

rights to "Treasure Island,” are at
|

it again on another

property. This time

Scott’s "Ivanhoe.”
set for arbitration.

Metro is objecting to Selznick's

recjuest for a six-month extension

on his rights to the classic under
tlie Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica rules. Leo’s sciuawk is that DOS
is doing nothing to indicate any
intention of producing the picture,

that he is also laying claim to at

least three other classics which he
j

must produce in the next six

months to one year in order to re- i

tain title and that he just can't go
I

on bottling up the public domain
!

field and not producing pix.
j

Selznick is now in Europe and
bas .stated that he is taking a hiatus

from production for a year or 18

months. In that case, Metro ciueries.

what good would time extension be
anyway. He’d have to produce
“Ivanhoe” before the end of this

year to maintain his rights. Orig-
inal registration, which is granted
by the MPAA for one year, expired
June 30 and Selznick is asking six

months’ grace from then.

Rules provide that a producer
may get the half-year extension if

be can show evidence satisfactory

to the next studio in line for the
property that he is at work on it.

That is to prevent a producer from
losing his title while in the mid.st

of preparation. M-G sez DOS can-
not produce such evidence.

Metro, in the meantin^, has ob-
tained waivers or tentative waivers
from three other lots that stood
ahead of it on claims to "Ivanhoe.”
They are Edward Small. Samuel
Goldwyn. and RKO. RKO has not
actually granted the waiver, but
has agreed to do .so when Metro
shows evidence of being at work
on a .script.

Won’t Fit the Marquee
Indie producer Albert Jay

Cohen last week registered

with the Motion Picture Assn,
of America’s title bureau a fea-

ture film moniker that had in-

dustryites scratching their

heads. They were wondering
what exactly he had in mind
for the picture to which it was
to be attached.
The title; "The Psychiatrists’

Convention,”

Reissues Hit

Their Postwar

Peak This Year
Postw'ar peak in reissue business

was reached in the early stretch
i

of the current summer when some i

4,000 U. S. theatres regularly
^

booked the oldies during at least

one change weekly. Business of

peddling oldies hit its high during
!

the June-July period because of a I

product shortage in strong new
features. With the entry of big-

;

ger b.o. hopefuls during Augu.st,

sales execs report dwindling rev- '

bookings for the pastenues and
few weeks.

Belief is

sue biz hit

YouRg-Rathvon
Continued from page 3

who is in New York prior to push-
ing on to Mexico, declared that his
tieup with EL does not neeessarily
Involve releasing four pix through
that company. He maintained
that some of his producers may not
be free to use EL channels he-
cause of possible commitmenls to
other companies. He conceded,
however, that discussions are cur-
rently under way with EL toppers.

Granting of additional cash to
EL would not have been made un-
less he agreed to supervise the
funds, Rathvon said. "I know a
gr(*at many people in Hollywood
very well suited to produce films
for Eagle Lion release, ,\11 they
need is the necessary financing.
That will be my job with the com-
pany.’

Denies Tupping Eagle Lion

Rathvon dismissed current ru-
mors that he would ultimately
come into EL as its president. He
has no intention of working for
the company in an official status
either as prexy or production chief,
er.-^t while RKO head declared.
IMorcover, his tieup with EL would
not cut down his activities with his
own financing unit.

.Aligned with Young. Kirby and
their syndicate are reported to be
outside interests which have not
heretofore been active in backing
I’athe. If the $.'5,000,000 promi.sed
by the group is forthcoming, it

would solve EL’s production prob-
lems for the coming year. Refi-
nancing however, will not affect a
large loan outstanding to the First
National Bank of Boston which was
recently extended. That debt is

secured by stock collateral posted
by Young derived from the rail-

load magnate’s other holdings.

This debt is not regarded as too
critical since the company previ-
ously demonstrated, under the .Ar-

thur Krim regime, that it has
strong grossing possibilities when
given ample product. Company, at

that time, worked its way into the
black for a number of months,
.slipping only after its supply of cel-

luloid dwindled.

El., will release 12 pix during
September. October and Novem-
ber including Bryan Foy’s

“Trapped” and “Port of New
York.” last two turned out by the

Hollywood lot.

current that the rei.s-

its absolute peak, pos-

sibly for many years to come, in

the early *49 hot-weather stretch.

Boosted releasing plans announced
by many majors—particularly Met-
ro and Columbia— is believed by
reissue peddlers ’to foreshadow a

decline from this year’s lush re-

turns. Summer months, general-
ly the best so far as volume of

bookings are concerned, will be
hurt along with the cooler stanzas
by the bigger outpouring of new
films which the upped releasing
schedules promise.

Ab.solute ceiling of 7.000 theatres
which will take an unusually
strong solo or reissue packaged
dualer has been hit a few times
during the pa.st year by distribs

concentrating on selling the old-

ies, Average good package, it is

said, can get into up to 6,000
houses, many of which ordinarily
do not take on reissues.

Handled by these di.stribs, The
top reissue (either p.aekaged or sin-

gle billed) can now bring in $400,-

000 in a single time round the
country. Two-year period is re-

fiuircd to cover all houses avail-

able for bookings. On the aver-
age, however, distrib garners some
$150,000 per pic in working the
U. S. territory.

Oldies are generally sold on
flats to all houses except’ first-run,

key city situations. Hence, their
popularity among a raft of exhibs
who count on regular patronage
to give them a .solid margin of
profit. Costs of getting out a re-

issue. it is said, vary widely de-
pending on the shape of the pic
marked for re-release.

On this score, distribs are cur-
rently using 150 prints. Title
change.s are freciuently required as
well as the neee.ssity of cutting out
scenes which are outdated for one
reason or another. .Ad campaigns
are completely new. Censorship
costs must be met as though the
pic were first is.sued.

Distribs are now getting ap-
proximately the same

medium, including the channels it

believes must be reserved for the i

service. Twentieth-Fox, to which

the same six questions were sub-

mitted, is expected to cover thea-

:

tre TV programming in its reply. >

which will be filed here Friday

(2). Paramount’s answers are due
|

the same day but that company has

not indicated what its reply will

comprise.

In answ'ering the six specific

que.stions, the Society said the

minimum frequency requirements

for a limited nationwide theatre

TV service would be three 50-

megacycle channels. (Standard

TV broadcasters now operate on a

6-mc channel.) For a truly com-

petitive service. though. the

SMPE advocated from four to six

50-mc ehanncls for each program

origination .source, with as many
as possible to be allocated between

the 5,925-mc and 7,125-mc bands

on the frequency spectrum.

These channels are neces.sary for

each program source, according to

the SAIPE. to provide remote pick-

'

ups. transmission from a central

studio or transmitter to local thea-

tres and transmi.ssion from the

I

central studios or transmitters in I

one city to those in another city.

“At the present time.” the brief

continued, “limited cable facilities

might be made available for oc-

casional transmission of low-def-

inition monochrome theatre TV
pictures, but would not be satisfac-

tory for the type of theatre TV
service considered necessary or

for future high-detailed mono-
chrome or color theatre TV pic-

tures.”

Theatre tele will need Govern-
ment allocation of high-frequency
channels, the SMPF' said, since as

of today, no existing common car-

riers (such as .American Telephone
& Telegraph’s coaxial cables) have
facilities fully available for thea-

tre TV purposes. SMPE urged
the FCC to reserve channels for

large-screen video for the follow-

ing reasons;

1. Nationwide theatre TV serv-

ice. because of its instantaneous
nature, will further the film indus-

try’s cooperation with the Govern-
ment.

2. Events of outstanding histori-

cal importance or of great social

significance may be viewed. Thus,
“the people of the U. S. as a whole
will be the beneficiaries of any
thoughtfully-established” service,

3. Theatre TV is as important as
any other entertainment medium
and should receive the same study,
sanction and support by the Gov-
ernment as any comparable enter-
tainment enterprise.

4. It \^1I provide employment
and “personal opportunity” for
many people and thus deserves
the opportunity for development
and expansion accorded any new
industry in the U. S.

Skelton Bows to Berle
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

While the rest of the world

is bristling with warlike

threats, the film studios are

getting along like old palsy-

walsies.

In “The Yellow Cab Man.”
Metro will hand Warners a

plug with a background the-

atre marquee emblazoned with

“.Always Leave Them Laugh-
ing.” Understood the idea was
promoted by Red Skelton as

a favor to his pal, Milton Berle,

star of “Laughing,”

Foreign Bubble
Continued from page 3

the past
pieces of

are

Reade Mgr. Pleads

Innocent on State Rap
.Albany, Aug. 30.

Reginald W, (Robert) Case, 47.

Kingston city manager for Walter

Reade Theatres and onetime State

trooper, pleaded innocent before

Supreme Court Justice Isadore

Bookstein here last Wednesday

(24) to a 126-count indictment

charging him with defrauding the

.state of $6,493 by collecting disa-

bility pension payments to which

he allegedly was not entitled. .After

surrendering to State police, he

entered a plea of not guilty

through Attorney William Risely.

of King.ston, and was paroled in

custody of his lawyer pending post-

ing of $1,500 bail.

The theatre manager, who is al.so

president of the Kingston Central

Businessmen’s .Assn,, said the

Stale’s charges “arc news to me.”
Injured Aug. 19. 1931. near Utica,

while chasing Vincent Coll. New
York gangster. Case was retired on
a pension of $1,125. Under the

State Retirement Law. .Assistant

Attorney General Sidney Gordon
said that Case was entitled to earn
only $375 annually in private em-
ployment without causing a reduc-

I

tion in pension. Gordon .stated the

1
investigation showed Case had

j

earned $25,407 as a theatre man-
ager between Jan. 1, 1944 and
June 28. 1949.

the

That
strong for-

American

When
through
and sureseaters
on

Teen-Agers
Continued from pane S

Blumberg Explains
Continued from patte S s

ed the pact. The presidents will
then hold another meeting.
There was no talk of the steps

to be taken if Blumberg’s com-
pany is found to be in violation.
This could lead to firew'orks if U
were found to be failing to live
up to the agreement and refused
to back down from its new ar-
rangement with Rank—as it un-
doubtedly would.
Samuel Goldwyn. David O. Solz-

niek and 20th-Fox have all made
deals wi h .Sir Alexander Korda
similar to U’s with Rank, and
Warner Bros, recently made one
with Associated British Pictures

distributTon i
These all similarly avoid

fee for handling an oldie as they
would be paid for a new film. Tab
to the producer currently ranges
from 25^’r-40^r, depending on the
pic. If reis.suing pre.sent.s an un-
usual problem, di.strib fee is

higher.

ATLANTA MGR. SLASHED
Atlanta. Aug. 30.

Walter Perry. 23, manager of
Temple theatre. neighborhood
house, was treated at Grady hos-
pital last week after being slashed
in left arm and shoulder by an
unidentified as^ailant.

He tol ’ police he ha(f just closed
boxoffice and was standing out.side
theatre when ear pulled up. He
said a man jumped out of the auto,
stabbed him and fled. Perry said
his assailant was a stranger to
him.

payments into the “B Pool,” which
consists ^f earnings of British-
owned pix in the U. S. Dollar pay-
ments equal to it were to be made
as a conce.ssion by the British in
addition to the $17,000,000 which
is permitted for remittance an-
nually to the U. S. companies from
England.

First payment under the “B
Pool” arrangement was made by
Britain last week when authoriza-
tion was given to permit conver-
sion of pounds to the equivalent
of $500,000. Payment was due as
of .June 13. when the first year
ended, hut the eomnanics are still
in a hassle among themselves, and
with the Briti'h government over
exactly wint should he counted in
the pool. Initial conversion permit
was merely on account, since f’’''

sum dll'’ is definitely Targer th''*-
that, no mallei how it is figured.

tre attendance and that a lariat

must be tossed out for them by

making more mature pix if empty
^

seats arc to be filled. Virtually all

observers agree with that, but won-
der on the basis of such things

’

as the “Roseanna” smash, whether
the easier way isn’t to forget the

|

a. k.’s and to woo the pushover
teen-age set.

Goldwynites, attributing their

'

b.o wonder to one of those myste-
rious somethings that makes show
biz the gamble it is, have never-
thele.ss been systematically endeav-
oring to lay their finger on the se-
cret of their succe.ss. Best that
they have been able to establish in

phone interviews with exhibs play-
ing the pic is the teen-age angle.

In this regard they feel that their
young star. 15-year-old Joan Evans,
might be part of the answer. There
has been a tremendous publicity
campaign on the kid. who was
picked up by Goldwyn in New York
and placed In a starring role de-
spite the fact she had absolutely
no experience or background for it.

(Goldwyn staffers feel that one of
the secrets might be considerable
identification by teen-age gals of
themselves with Miss Evans. She
might be any moderately attractive
high school kid. and the others
see in her the chance that they
wish might have been theirs.

Farley Granger, male star of the
pic, it is thought also might have
a larger youthful following than
was anticipated. Joe Alexander,
city manager for RKO theatres In
Cincinnati, and Ronald Coleman,
manager of the Kearse theatre in
Charleston, S. C.. who were among
those quizzed by the Goldwyn .staff,

both credited Granger with .some
of the draw.

Heavy exploitation campaign,
primarily via .sending out groups
of square dancers, was being cred-
ited last week for being partially
responsible for the film’s out-of-
proportion success. While the bally
is still considered important,
there’s less emphasis this week on
its contribution, s'nce the pie has
now opened in numerous towns
where there has b^'cn no extra
plugcirg and has done about as'
'veil as cvim In tho^e ‘pots where
Miss Fvnps and Granger were sent
in p r-onally for exploitation pur-
poses.

seen in the critical

.

Hollywood by Time S
in Its cover story two weeks aenand by George Jean Nathan in huNew York Journal-Anierican cmumn last week.

Foreign pic distribs In New York
are fully agreed that the European
wel has pretty much run drv
Right after the war the distrib,
were able to dig into .stockpiles of
years’ standing and strain out
best for U. S. consumption
meant a high ratio of
eign product playing
houses.

Supply Very Dry
the stockpiles were run
and the Yank art hou.ses

had to begin living
current production in Europe

the depression set in. Evidence of
their difficulty in finding suitable
films is clear in the switchover last
week to U. S, reissues of two ofNew York’s best-established arties.-
They are the 55th Street IMay house
and the Fifth Avenue, both oper-
ated by the Ilya Lopert-Snm Raker
interests. They are showing a
double bill currently of "Crime
Without Passion” and “The Scoun-
drel.”

Other houses throughout the
country are likewise sufTering a
shortage of foreign-made films,

and a reverse trend is .setting in ori

the increase that has taken place
since the war in the number of
theatres playing British and lingual
pix.

The foreign distribs. such as I..0-

pert, Jo.seph Bur.styn and Irvin Sha-
piro. are in Europe this summer
combing the vaults and trying to

set deals for production of suitable
French and Italian product. All

admit that there is very little to be
found. Lopert, as a matter of fact,

stated before he left that he had
practically given up hope of finding

anything pre-made, and was going
to concentrate on deals in which
he’d have a hand in the production
himself.

British pix. which were earning
such paeans fiom the critics for

awhile, appear to have turned com-
pletely sour as far as they are con-

cerned. Aside from last year’s

"Hamlet” and "Red Shoes" and this

year's "Quartet.” there’s been noth-

ing from London recent h that has

received more than mild praise.

Much of the Rank and Sir Alexan-

der Korda product that has been

shown here has. on the other hand,

been .vevercly beaten up by the

writers.

Whether the British and other

foreign pic-makers Iri' e lost their

inspiration and their heads in

an effort to emulate the h o. suc-

cess of Hollywood, or whether the

ratio of exc'Jleney in current pro-

duction was never high, is a moot

point among observers in this

country.

Danny Kaye
Continued from pane 3 ss

Kathryn Grayson and Mario Lanza

trekked to Philadelphia this \veeK

for preliminary bally on "That

.Midnight Kiss.” M-G is also pre-

paring a mass star appearance for

the proem of “Battleground” at

the Astor. N, Y., Nov. 11.

Columbia recently demonstrated

the ballyhoo possibilities of the

technique with its A1 Jol.son swing

through the metropolitan New

York area timed with the opening

of “Jolson Sings Again.” Para-

mount is grooming Boh Hope for

another nationwide tiip wliile Uni-

versal has been staging personals

on a mass basis.

Both 20th-Fox and RKO are also

sold on the star jun!-('l.s as a

method of extracting peak exploi-

tation on a film.

Metro Lininjr Up
Junketini? Vro^ravn

Hollywood. Aug. 30.

Metro is lining up a series of pro-

motional junkets, about six a yooi’*

with stars and production person-

nel hitting the road to
„

pictures. It starts with Nathi.v

Gravson and Mario Lan/.<i going i

Philadelphia for the prccin

“That Midnight Kiss.”

Later junkets include
Leigh and Pet(*r L.nwford

|

‘

ton for "The Red Damihc; t lar*

ence Hrown and Claude ’

Jr., to Oxford. Miss., for

.,,h 1 Van
Ricardo Monlalhat]

;rt)i)y to N ^

November lor

of

Janet

in the Dust.’

John Hodiak.
and Gi'orge M
VVasliing’on iu

1 tleground.”

and

Bat'



These Top Houses in Key Cities Already Dated!
SACNGER, NEW ORLEANS • MAYFAIR, NEW YORK • DENVER, DENVER • STANTON, PHIUDELPHIA

PARAMOUNT; BOSTON • FENWAY, BOSTON • PARAMOUNT, NEW HAVEN • FULTON, PinSBURGH

STATE, CLEVELAND • PALACE, CINCINNATI • PALMS STATE, DETROIT • STATE LAKE, CHICAGO

INDIANA, INDIANAPOUS • WARNER, MILWAUKEE • UPTOWN, KANSAS CITY • TOWER, KANSAS CITY

FAIRWAY, KANSAS CITY • DES MOINES, DES MOINES • ROOSEVELT, DES MOINES • MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS

WARNER, WASHINGTON«MAYFAIR,BALTIMORE*FOX,ATLANTA*CAROUNA,CHARLOnE'MALCO,MEMPHIS

MAJESTIC, DAUAS • MAJESTIC, HOUSTON • MAJESTIC, SAN ANTONIO • MIDWEST, OKUHOMA OTY

PARAMOUNT, SEAHLE • LYRIC, SALT LAKE CITY • BROADWAY, PORTUND, ORE.* FOX, SAN FRANCISCO

PARAMOUNT, LOS ANGELES * PARAMOUNT, HOaYWOOD • JOtli CENTURY, BUFFALO • ORPNEUM, TULSA

co-starring
ftaturing

Musk by George Antheii p Director of Photography — lee Garmes, A.S.C
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24 PICTITRES Wednesday^ Augmt 31,

CGps from Fdm Row

' clearances, also that the house ex-
pects to become a first run opera-

;

tion.

1
Lou Davidoff succeeded John

I

Turner as head film buyer for Stan-
ley-Warner Theatres. Davidoff was
for years assistant to Turner, who

NEW YORK furtherance of its campaiRn j
against Don Hallenbeck's Indian

,

branch manager for United Artists.

DENVER
(Continued from page 131

Woodside Park, which discontin- and “House Across StreeC’ .'WBl,

holders and local

Republic Pictures has pencilled Ladder drive-in as “unfair to nrive-In
In three regional sales meetings to labor” because of refusal to hire Sunday stage bills in favor of aLso

week subse-
be held next month in Los Angeles, union men, has started newspaper large screen television, has clocked 1 Brisk $9,000. Las t

Chicago and New York. Company ad campaign urging readers to up huge attendance figures for the
;

quent run.

prez Herbert J. Yates will attend patronize four-area ozoners em- fr^e video shows. „ j. JJsquIre (Fox) (742; 3d-74)
^ , . . . . , j 1— I r' r? V I Screams (UA) &ud One

Last Fling” (WB), also Denver,

Webber. Only $300 in three days,

so yanked. Last week “You re My
Everything” (20th) and “Lone Wolf

Lady” (Col), good $3,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74)—

“Great Sinner” (M-G) and “Con-

Republic spiracy in Teheran” (UA). Okay
r . 1. “/^ny Numbe

Amigo

all three conclaves over which ploying card
James R, Grainger, exec-veepee in theatres,
charge of sales and distribution,

will preside. Initial gathering is

set for Los Angeles, Sept. 7-8.

Aside from Yates and Grainger,
Edward L. Walton, veepee and as-

LOS ANGELES

C. G. Keeney, veteran Reading
exhibitor and business as.sociate of
Jay Emanuel and Frank McNamee,
retiring after 43 years in the in-

du.stry.

Herbert Rosener bought the

. Masque on Wilshire Blvd., and will

sistant general .sales manager, will
I spend $75,000 converting it into

be on hand as well as branch man- an arty house, to be known as the
agers from some six western ex- Park,
change areas. Company execs and

DALLAS

branch chiefs, of course, will take
In the Chi. and N. Y. huddles

John J. Houlihan

SterllnK Way, manager of I rd'*’
••g"?/ aVo"

fh'oTis awardTy 'Charles P office manager,, key city sales-
;

(UA), fine $17,o00,
in tne t ni. ana in. y. nuaaies showman s award by cnaries i'. rAnifloina rivd** Hnnctnn rA- ' iFnv) (2 200- 35-74)

—

which are to be held Sept. 12-13 Skouras at National Th^atres’^Uth
J. E. Mitchell succeeds

|
“Not Wanted” (FC) and '“Amazon

and Sept. 15-16, respectively.
i

National Drive, Fox
Nelson Towler named Memphis Southern California Division,

branch manager for Eagle Lion.
Towler formerly was salesman
with the Atlanta exchange,

R. E. Smith becomes film buyer

ST. LOUIS
James Fenoglio,

Brager.
1 Quest” (FO. day-date with Rialto.

Truman Hendrix will replace
' Slim $8,000, Last week. “Johnny

William C. Houston Jr., as Repub-
j

Allegro” (Col) and "Leave To
lie booker, latter resigning.

|

Henry” (Mono), $7,500.

manager of ' Gaylynn Theatre Bldg, is expect-
, Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)

—“Not

and Carroli
'j* Lawyer a new book- Roxy, Shelbyville. 111., resigned to ed to be completed in Beaumont wanted” (FC) and “Amazon Quest”

er for Shea circuit according to operate the Aida, 400-seater in around Oct. 1, according to S. L.
[
(pC), also Paramount. Fair $2,500.

loop’s head, E. C. Grainger. Posts Oglesby, 111., which he recently 1 Oakley, general manager of the i^st week, "Johnny Allegro” (Col)

became vacant following recent purchased. It is the only house in , Jefferson Amus. Co., builders. In ' and "Leave To Henry” (Mono), $1,-

death of Jack Shea who handled town. __ ,
addition to 1.400-seat Gaylynn the-

! 500 .

Webber (Fox)

“Africa Screams’
(750; 35-74)—
(UA) and “One

those departments in the past. ! William Welch, manager of Mai- atre. building will have space for

Smith came to New York in 1947 00 Theatres Circuit’s Strand, six stores. _ ___
as Grainger’s assistant while I^w- 1

Owensboro. Ky.. becomes manager
|

John L. Franconi. who recently t ,351 Fling” (WB). also Denver, Es
ler moves over from organization’s of El Capitan drive-in near Metrop- .sold his Screen Guild franchise, I Yair $2,000. Last week,
executive staff oils. III., recently purchased from

|

formed new operating unit with
, My Everything” (20th) and

Universal has boosted Mrs. Russell Baker by a syndicate|ClairE.Hilger8tohandleRealart|..j^jjgWolfLady”(Col),good$2,-
Estelle Nathan to head of the com- headed hy M. S. Liftman, Jr., Pictures. 1

gOQ
lany’s still dept, and library in Robert H. Chase and E. P. Sapin- The Texas, 45^seat nabe m. a nrive-In (Wolfberg) (950

U’s stati.stical dept, for the past
10 years.

CHICAGO
Essaness Byrd, Lamarr and

Sheridan theatres held over “In East Prairie, Mo., bedded by ill-

Good Old Summertime” for second < ncfis.

W'eek.

the Sunset and Palace. I its interest in two downtown first-

Fanchon & Marco Service Corp., runs. Waco and Orpheum, and 25th
lessees of the Shubert, which was [ Street nabe there,

shuttered during the summer, will

relight house Aug. 31.

T. R. DeField, owner of Lyric, BUTTE
Nine drive-ins in Montarta keep-

Recently Incorporated Jablonow-
1

busy on older

In a surprise move. Myles Seely Koinin Theatres. Ine., closed 1®- i
^ Universal sales-

‘STEAL’ BIG $13,000,

TORONTO; ‘MAGIC’ S^G
Toronto, Aug. 30.

Opening of Canadian National
has subpoenaed aH the clients of year on Mound drive-in,

1,^ Montana, replacing Carl Exhibition is basting biz here with
Seymour Simon, film attorney, in 000-car project, opened la.st July «* „i. resigned i

“Big Steal best newcomer in three

the South Bend Auto-Drive-In 4 by the Pimes Co., near Collins- barren is latest theatre to onen ' spots. “Black Magic” shapes pass-

equity action, for depositions
RKO took large space ads to in-

vite crix who panned “Mighty Joe
Young,” which ju.st finished four
weeks at RKO Grand to view the

MINNEAPOLIS
state, Minnesota Amu.s. Co. “A”

fir.st-run. reopened after be-
large

^

shuttered five days for redec-
' orating.

Bennie Berger, North Central
Allied prexy and circuit owner, va-

in Missoula.
Screen of State drive-in, Mis-

soula, grounded by heavy wind

'

able at Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol, Nortown, Shea’s (FP) d,-

TEELING’ STANDOUT IN

SLOW SEATTLE, $13,000
Seattle, Aug. 30

Takings are slim this round
“Great Feeling” at Orpheum ij
about the only exception to down-
beat. being big. “Once More Mv
Darling” shapes especially dull at
Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (H-E) (1,877; .50-84)-^

“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) and
“Make Mine Laughs” (RKO) (2d
wk-5 days). Down to $6,000 after
immense $14,600 last week.

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 50-84)— “Secret Garden’* (M-G) and
“Grand Canyon” (SG). Dim $5 500
Last week, “Good Old Summer*
time” (M-G) and "Skyliner” (SG)
(3d wk), good $6,700.

Liberty (Theatres. Inc.) (1.650*
50-84) — “Doolins of Oklahoma’^
(Col) and "Air Hostess” (Col) )2d
wk). Off to $7,000. La.st week
swell $9,200.

Music Box (H-E) (850; 50-84)—.
“Silver Lining” *(WB) and “One
Last Fling” (WB) (5th wk). Big $3-
500 after $4,000 last week.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 50-84)—.

“Great Sinner” (M-G) and “Louisi-
ana Story” (Indie) (2d wk). Good
$6,000 following nice $9,600 last
session.
Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; .50-84)^

“It’s Great Feeling” (WB) and
Postoffice Investigator” (Rep). Big

$13,000. Last week, “Lucasta"
(Col) and “Devil’s Henchman”
(Col) (2d wk). oke $6,500 in 6 days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,3.50; 50-84)—“Late For Tears” 'UA) and

“Green Promise” (RKO) (2d runs)
plus stage. Slow $4,500. Last week,
“Colorado Territory” (WB) and
“Jigsaw” (UA) (2d runs) plus stage-
show. fair $5,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 50-84)—

"Once More, My Darling’’ (U) and
“Mysterious Desperado” (RKO).
Dim $6,500. Last week "Slattery’s

Hurricane” (20th) and “Counter
Punch” (Mono), oke $8,600 in 9
days.

shortly after opening. Manager 079.959,2,386)
—"Big Steal” (RKO),

Bill Powers replacing with steel Hefty $13,000. Last week. "You’re
tower.

j

My Everything” (20th) (2d wk),
Bruce Wendorff, former theatre $12,500,

manager here, now with National
Theatre Supply in Omaha.

MEMPHIS
Jim Thames, southern Metro

flack, named assistant manager ot

Arkan.sas Amusement Theatres,

ALBANY
strict enforcement by police here

'

of a regulation barring standees I J
^

in local theatres is costing ‘
town

latter money, and causing head-
,

j®^ H?rWnfv
aches. In effect for only about

i

Picture. The Hickory

three week.s, edict is apt to ; • Aiue«« AUnnno i>n ^ir.
have more f*r reaching effects 1 i

Little Rock, Chain is run by Robb
with upbeat in business. Figured

; JhLckuTat ’Ma% clinic Rochester '

Rowley of Dallas, with Dave
It could slice $1,000 or more fcom '

,

Callahan in charge of Little Rock
weekly gross of two downtown

; vniri a hookinc for ^*‘®®- Thames will double-in-brass
houses. Police department notified

fl^st time in both Minneapolis and i

handling exploitation for cir-

St. Paul RKOOrpheums for “Lost
Boundries.”

Bill and Sidney Volk, independ-
ent circuit owners, vacationed at

Breezy Point, Minn., resort.

theatre managers that henceforth
no tickets were to be sold when ca-
pacity was reached.

Projectionists’ Local 324, in

cuit.

J. K. Jameson bought the Be-
linda, McCory, Ark., from veteran
Tri-state showman Paul Meyers.
Dave Lebovitz, Memphis theatre

Despite opposition of local In-
; SS.'S!®!;'.™''' u hr^Sf„.‘r.

inaneionf awViiKifrki* 0rrkiin nnH houscs hcrc, Is bringing the Louis
Jordan band to Memphis famed
Beale Ave. Auditorium Sept. 15.

Loretta

YOUNG'

TO THE SIABLE

- itoit/i'RivoU

' dependent exhibitor group and
other downtown interests, Lyceum,
legit hou.se. has been granted 28-

day availability by Metro, 20th-Fox
and Warners. It will be in effect

a second-run downtown house,
playing these major company pix
for what amounts to Loop return
dates less than month after their
firstruns. Minneapolis has not had
a second-run, return-date down- ' here as salesman covering Denver
town theatre since Paramount cir- 1 and Western Colorado, succeeding
cuit changed Lyric to a moveover I

Jack Felix, who moved over to

DENVER
C. J. Ducr, lately Paramount

manager here, slated to go to Los
Angeles for the company, has

d !
pa.s.scd up that chance and ctays

1-
1 hi

rWAV 4 4f ST

CROSBY* 6LYTH
AMT HUM

arzKiuiO'CMiMrii

policy.

PITTSBURGH _
,

ma^r Colo.7'’fo7
" AUar*

of W B s Mcinor theatre, succeed-
1 nlarc^s with Ruri nivnn

Monogram,
James Hall puts films into Tex-

line, Texas, via 170-seat Texllne.
George Hodge, city manager, La-

. ^ . T Til •* TT *
swaps places with Bud Dixon,mg the late Joe Blowite. He t cans- Gothic, Denver, manager. Paul

fers to Squirrel Hill nabe from
,
Rudick goes from Jewel, Denver,

f”"." n?*. BriKhton. succeeding Phil
Kenyon.

r\RY GKA.NT - ANN SIIKKIIIAN

'I Was a Male War Bride'
A 20th Centuni-Fox Picture

On Varlity Stage—JACK HALEY and
MARTHA STEWART

Oa Ise Stage— “HAWAdAN NIGHTS"
Starring JOAN HYLOOFT and

ARNOl.O SHODA

—ROXY'"'"*—

from Belmer to Kenyon and Jack Phlllipiom Vetoed Bill Royrte^;
Keiffer, former assistant at Stan- exploiteer, made Jewel manager.
ley who was recently promoted, re-
places Macicoce at Belmar.
Mannie Brown, formerly with BOSTON

Par in Buffalo, has joined RKO xT..rti« tu n- j » • « • •

sales staff. He takes over spot
left vacant by switch of Stanley of Children.s Cancer
Dudelson to Detroit exchange. fJ®'’®®!’®!}- Foundation announced
Sunday services of St

beth’s Cinircb in Corrv. Pa

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (20th) (1,059, 955, 698, 694;

35-60)
—“Purple Heart” (20th) and

“Guadalcanal Diary” (20th) (reis-

sues). Lusty $12,000. Last week,
“Johnny Allegro” (Col) and “Law
Barbary Coast” (Col), ditto.

Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;

1,556; 40-60)—“Anna Lucasta” (Col)

(2d wk). Okay $7,500 after last

week’s $10,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-70)—

“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (2d

wk). Fell off sharply to $6,000 in

3 days; then yanked. Last week,
huge $16000. “Silver Lining”
(WB) opens Wedne.sday (31).

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70)

—

“Black Magic” (UA). Passable $8,-

500. Last week, “Neptune’s Daugh-
ter” (M-G) (4th wk), okay $5,500.
Odeon (Rank) (2,096; 35-$1.20)

—

“Passport to Pimlico” (EL) (2d wk).
Strong $10,000 after last week’s
$13,000.

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 12)

Last week, "Crooked Way” (UA),
somewhat better at $4,900.
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)—

“Come to Stable” (20th). Opening
today (Tues.) after “Slattery’s Hur-
ricane” (20th) held rather well at

$12..500.

Stanley (WB) (3.280: 25-75)—"It’s

Great Feeling’’ (WB) (2d wk). Main-
taining very steady gait at $16,000

after breezing in with fine $16,800

opener.
Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 35-65)

—“Mr. Soft Touch” (Col). Mild

$9,000. Last week. “Mighty Joe

Young” (RKO) (2d wk). $6,600 fol-

lowing smash $13,700 first week.

K. C. Cooler, Biz Same;

‘Enlry’-'Slep’ $15,000
Kansas City, Aug. 30.

Cooler weather is helping biz
here while film fare stays moderate
in Quality. Fox Midwest continues
double bill policy in its three-thea-
tre combo with “Illegal Entry” and
“Take One False Step” doing good
session. “Black Magic,’’ topping
Midland bill, looks modest.

Estimates for This Week
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)—“Black Magic” (UA) and "Law

Barbary Coast” (Col). Moderate
$13,000. Last week, “Anna Lucasta”
(Col) and “Lone Wolf Lady” (Col).

$ 12 ,000 .

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)

—

“Fountainhead” (WB) and "Follow

Fuatwring DOUOIAS 4 ENGINE »N»S_

LOS ANGELES ‘QQ
SAN FRANCISCO VV
CHICAGO >28.75

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS

TIMES SQUARE BRyont 9-6492
147 li'Ml

GRAND CEMTRAl M'Jrroy hill 7-6415

6(19 .'•III Avniii*

ROOKlYl MAin 5-5621

Hotel Mt. tieorife, t lark »*.

LA QUARDIA Hickory 6-0710

17. 8. Gov’t apovd. Indep. Alrllae#

Rttk St.

Eifza-
that $325,000 has been coTlectid ' Je
Founda ion

tJrive of the
. 500 . Last week, oke $13,000.

IkmcI in itlatt llros. Bex theatre « Paramount (Par) (1 900* 4 ’s-R'^)
wliile men of parish aid in demoli- fu- vr

.^tohilly, fonner booker for — Great Feeline’’ (WRi I 2 rl

tion of old church. the Veteran.s Administration, added L^^^rble $9 inn T !crLfi?
Mort Magill. ontMime manager I”

jhe booking .staff at Metro. He sid’oim
Last week,

for U.\ in Pitt.sbiirgh, now operat-
been with Metro here for 13

ing Principal Films exchange in
I’Psikning in 1946 to join

Philadelphia the VA.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
Rotlitfellcr C«nltr

Jody GARLAND ' • Von JOHNSON
"IN THE GOOD
OLD SUMMERTIME*'
('olur by TK.rilNK OI.OK

i A Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr Plctura

4 MtCTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION 4

PHILADELPHIA
William Goldman Theatres chain

DETROIT
t.iko« over Wa'mfr',"stVm” 4 nnn'

f'>i-merly with Towir—Uptown—Fairway (I

tr?"fiAtrun dua7pol"y ?or S'sis'oM

Goldman acquired this key house Organization
' last spring, there were reports that Bill
he planned to make
but exchanges have bee
it will continue with its present stoie.

$14.00(1.

Roxy (Durwood) (900; 45-65) —
•’Dumbo” (RKO) and “Sahidos
Amigos” (RKO) (reissues). Nice
$4,500. Last week, “Cover Girl”
<Col) and "Never Lovelier” (Col)
(reissues), about same.
Tower—Uptown—Fairwav (Fox

Handy —’’Illegal Entry’”’''(U) wrii ’“(One
False Step” (U). Continues tempo-

IIRANH NKW IIKKNrWOOP HO.«
llilKId* I’hHo

3
|{<‘(lrooiiiN

ItntliH
I'irfiOurrA

Complptrly P'urnlwhrd Rnil

y^iulpprcl, iMtent A|»i'(l'0«‘‘ci«

For I/THffe— I’ohwihir Siil*

BiUdftliaw S-SiGO—4 'Krhlvlriv

nic« $16,000.

OUTDOOR
REFRE5HMINT

:os:essionaires
f»OM COASr ro cciASF

NOW SPfC/AtlUNOl

IN REFRESHMENT '

SERVICE fOR

RIVE-IN THEATREI

kirr4tRfSCE Corp. J

is WAUi murwAut, w. y.
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Continued from page 1

a broad*
|
execs that they must consider pub-
lic relations separate and apart
from publicity and exploitation. It
wa.s generally agreed that the two
have been too often confused in
the past, with poor results.
Many other suggestions have

been made, running from trailers
to a grand tour by Eric Johnston
and a bevy of stars, latter sugges-
tion being entered by Spyros
Skouras. 20th-Fox prexy. All the
proposals have been put before an
overall public relations committee
and will be discussed today and
tomorrow.

r. .

onnei to support such an am-
P'tious program. British situation ,

", unfortunate, he add-

!

eu, since production costs were
i

*^*®M*^^** ®ud the boxofhee was

f j

during the time they
|

tried to increase their production,
bkouras noted, however, that the
Britl.sh b.o. today on an average ,

«4
the U. S.. estimating ,

it about pars the 1943 or 1944
grosses.

Twentieth prez revealed he had
,

told John J. McCloy, U. S. high
commis.sioner in Germany, that it
W'ould be unwise for the Govern-
ment to select the films to be shown
in that country. To best demon-
strate to Germans the American
way of life, he advocated the Gov- i

ernment permit the company presi-
|

dents to select the pix. but limit ^

them to no more than 15 or 20 a '

year from each studio in order to '

preclude flooding the German
market.

j

Skouras said 20th will build
theatres in any foreign country
wiiere it will be able to remit earn-

'

ings from the theatres. Move is
particularly advisable at this time, '

he said, when 20th faces the pos-
|

sibility of domestic divorcement.
I

Company has already decided to

,

erect four theatres in Israel and i

one in Alexandria, Egjpt. Each
theatre in Israel, he said, will pro-
vide office space for doctors, den-
tists, etc., which is desperately
needed at this time.

Evades 2 Issues

Skouras declined to discuss the
two subjects which have received
most emphasis recently—Govern-
ment-enforced divorcement and
20th’s attempt to buy a 50% inter-
est In J. Arthur Rank’s Odeon cir-

cuit in Canada.
The two are directly linked,

since 20th will need theatre earn-
ings from whatever source possi-

ble if it is forced to divest itself

of its theatre holdings in the U. S.

Skouras said the deal with Rank is

cold at this time but would not
divulge the reasons why it had
fallen through. He intimated, how-
ever, that 20th has not given up
completely on the plan, declaring
the deal “might happen some

Continued from page S

of his bid after six w’eoks of
negotiation and months involved in
getting the deal together.

Meyer has withdrawn from es-
crow the $1,500,000 binder he put
up. However, all the participants
with him in the financing are stand-
ing by and ready to advance their
share of the coin again when
Hughes is ready to reopen negotia-
tion.

Kingsberc Still in It

Malcolm Kingsberg, prexy of the
RKO circuit, is also still* in the
fight to obtain the 929,020 shares,
representing 24% of the outstand-
ing stock, w'hlch Hughes owns in
the approximately 100 houses in-
volved. Whether Kingsberg was
ever able to get a syndicate to-
gether to match the Meyer bid is

beclouded. Some sources say he
met it, some say he exceeded it.

and some equally reliable ones say
he couldn’t get enough coin to-
gether to make a bid. And Hughes,
the only man who can impartially
answer the question, won’t talk.

With the temporary hi.itus on all
bids, however, the Atlas option
again comes to the fore. Hughes’
stand reportedly is that Odium had
his chance and refused to meet the
best bid. as called for under terms
of the deal, and therefore let his
option slide. Odium takes the op-
posing viewpoint that if Hughes
doesn’t accept any other bid. the
$4,500,000 option still stands. Im-
partial lawyers admit that the
matter is open to argument and
litigation under terms of the op-
tion. Pertinent paragraph states;

“I (Hughes) shall u.se my best ef-
forts to obtain one or more cash
offers from financially res|)onsible
persons, firms or corporations, and
the one of these off ers that is most
acceptable to me shall be the one
which shall determine the price
hereunder. You shall have two
days to accept such offer after I

have disclosed it to you and made
I

the same off er to you firmly. I

agree that at least eight days prior

I

to the time when I shall make such
offer to you firmly, I will disclose

I to you tentatively Its terms so that

you may have opportunity to give
adequate attention to such of-
fer. ... In the event that I am un-
able to obtain such a cash offer
from others, then I .shall offer said
.securities In the theatre company
to you for a cash price of not to
exceed $4,500,000.”

Odium view'point is that since
Hughes accepted no offer then
none could have been “the most
acceptable.” In any event, he had
previously challenged the validity
of the Meyer offer, suggesting that
it was not bona bide but a method
of bidding up the price. He sent
a series of questions to Hughes
hesitate to file suit since the charge
general legal opinion was that he’d
and hinted at litigation, although
would be extremely difficult to
prove.

letup, or oy Hiring suiiie iiiKii-

priced outside public relations or-

ganization.

The spirit of the delegates here,

as f*r can be determined, favors

establishing a new, Industry-con-

trolled unit. In any case, its full-

time job w'ould be to acquaint the

nation’s theatregoers with the
bright side of the Hollywood pic-

ture. Maior company publicity-

advertising directors, represented

here by Warner Bros*. Mort Blum- Skouras Urges

RKO Divorce
Continued from page S samJ

is said to be in the red for about

$2,000,000. It is believed that the

company has a good chance of

operating in the black during the

rest of ’49. Without a sen.sational

recovery, however, it cannot rally

to the point of overcoming its

earlier losses.

Company was particularly hard

hit, distribution-wise, by the late

spring boxoffice slump. Its gross
for the second quarter dropped to

$21,900,000 compared to $28,681,-

555 for the same period of last

year.

Despite its lo.s.s. production-dis-
tribution unit would probably have
ample cash reserves since the
theatre unit is making an extra-
ordinary di.strlbution of $10,000,-
000 cash to it prior to the splitup.

Fund is being paid by way of a
dividend and reduction of capital.

Nonetheless, if the production-
distribution unit was forced to take
this year’s loss alone, it w’ould rep-
resent something of a dent in the
working capital.

I
Top P.R. Committee

r Chicago, Aug. 30.

Top-working commitjtee has
been set up by the public re-

lations meet here which will

actually mastermind the re-

ports of a group of five sub-
committees. Overall planning
group is sitting in continuous
session to sift through the rec-

ommendations.
Coordinating group named

consi.sts of:

William Ainsworth—Nation-
al Allied.

Max Cohen — Independent
Theatre Owmers Assn.
Leo Brecker—Metropolitan

Motion Picture Theatre own-
ers.

Ned E. Depinet—Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of America.
Roy Brewer—Motion Picture

Indu.stry Council.
Rotus Harvey—Pacific Coast

Conference of Independent
Theatre Owners.
Gael Sullivan— Theatre

Owners of America.
Robert J. Rubin— Society

of Independent Motion Picture
Producers.

Abel Green — Tradepress
Publishers.

nent committee which is certain to
grow' out of these sessions.

It will take a long time to co-
ordinate all the views, but the in-
dustry a^as never nearer to that
than now', as evidenced by the
sincerity and good will shown by
production, di.strlbution, exhibition,
union, guild, tradepaper and other
reps here.

Exhibs to Be Used
The 18,000 theatreinen throiigli-

out the country, continually re-
ferred to here as the first line of
attack in any oublic relations earn-

A Lux Girl? Indeed I am!
says lovely MARIA MONTEZ

Here’s a beauty care that really works: in

recent Lux Toilet Soap tests by skin spe-

cialists, actually three out of four complex-

ions improved in a short time.

“It’s wonderful the way Lux Soap cart

really makes skin lovelier,” says Maria
Montez. “I smooth the fragrant lather well

in. As I rinse and then pat with a soft towel

to dry, skin takes on fresh new beauty!”

Take the screen stars’ tip! Don’t let neg-

lect cheat you of loveliness, romance.

jne grassroots patron, will be used
in the campaign as much as po.ssi-
Dle probably with material pro-
vided at least in part, by the
Hollywood writers w’hom the Mo-
tion Picture Industry Council reps

'V
l)nve unequalled talent lhat

they d like to throw' into sueh a
fray.

Another angle will undoul)lcdly
n® a speakers’ bureau. It would
V'ork with local exhibs and organi-
zations in bringing everyone from

ffull.vwood stars to an oralori-
caily-gif(p(j exhib in a nearby town
0 local meetings. In this way the
^lopkeeper. the chamber of eom-
Joerce secretary and the small
u.sinos.s people of America would
e for tliemsclves. firsthand, that
0 mdustry i.s made up of serimis-
inded businessmen, artists and
rtisans. that tall tales out of Hol-

• udgbt make interesting

hit
*0 a new'spaper column.

ot that they are exaggerated out
all proportion.

tbinking.
1

^ statements that privatc-
))iost applause from ohserv-

s here came from Abram F.

- • board chairman and gen-
for Allied States The-

"ont out of hi.s

1 lo .ntake clear to assembled

Starring in the

Seymour Nebenzal production

•fine pcodud cf \

Bfviheiz J
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WPEN, Philly, Lines Dp 11 Indies

As Nucleus (or Sports B east Web
Philadelphia. Au?. 30.

WPEN* .^.OOO-’Aart indie. i.« spark-

In? a new SporT.s Broadcast Net- .

uork with 11 independent radio

stations already lined up. and ne-

gotiations swinging to bring the

stnng up to at least .50 by the time I

the grid calendar gets into opera- I

tion in late September.

Idea stem.s from .Jack Hensel, of

the Weightman ad agency, with
;

Albert J. Sylk. owner of WPEN.
The new “network" was officially ;

launched with 11 stations, all of
|

whom get in on the ground floor. !

It wai5 organized exclusively for

;

the purposes of making it possible

for the indies to carry major
sports events live. !

The initial links in the new
tports chain are: WPAM, Potts-

»

vil!e. Pa.; WSNJ. Bridgeton. N. J.; *

WKOK. Sunbury. Pa.; WHAP,
;

Hopewell. Va.; WFPG. Atlantic

City; WEEU. Reading. Pa,; WNOW.
York. Pa • WAMS. Wilmington.

’

Uel.; WOKO. Albany. N. Y;
Wr..AN. I^caster. Pa

,
and W.\EB,

Allentown, Pa.

Already signed by SBN are air-

ing rights for all at-home and
awav games of the Philadelphia
Eagles, profes.sional football cham-
pions. and the boxing bouts pro-

moted by Harry Steinman. Latin
Casino owner, who is putting on
bouts at Philly’s Convention Hall,

starting Sept. 21. Steinman has
lined up some impressive ring
cards for his initial fling as a fight

promoter.
The Sports net Is dickering for

major event.s in everv field of ath-

letics. The new web will peddle
the games to national and regional
advertisers, permitting time buy-
ers to take as many stations as they
want, in as many towns as they
like. Individual station retains its

own rights whether to come in on
web sale or to peddle the events
to a local sponsor, or even carry
the games sustaining.

Additional stations are being in-

vited. on a planned scale, to cut
down to a minimum the wire costs
Involved. Instead of direct wires
from the origination point, each
station in the link will take the
games and bouts by direct wire
from the network station in the
nearest town. Web figures on spot-
ting its stations about 40 miles
apart, thus giving the indies an
opportunity to carry major ath-
letic events live, without having
prohibitive wire bills.

No organizational setup for the
new network as yet. Rensel is

serving as general manager.

Aggreativ* Showman

HUGH B. TERRY
KlJi'a vice-prenident and general

manager l.s one of the induj<try’»

!

t^yt known managers; regional

NaH director, Di.st. So. 14: a BMB!
director: and recently American
radio repre.uentative at UNB.SCO
hou.se, I'ari.s. i

KLZ, Denver.

Drys Rap Radio On

Liquor Question

,

Philadelphia. .\ug. 30.* I

Cherges that the broadcasting
companies and independent sta-

tions discriminate against the na-

tion’s dry forces were made here
27) by Rep. Joseph W. Bryson I

D -S. C.) speaking at the diamond
i

jubilee convention of the National
Women’s Christian Temperance
Union.
Congressman Bryson, who is the

author of the House Bill to ban ad-

vertising of alcoholic beverages In

interstate commerce and over the
radio, said the broadcasters refu.se

to give time to liquor's foes, but
never hesitate to carry programs
sponsored by the breweries and
di.stilleries.

“Liquor advertising is out of

hand since the repeal of Prohibi-
tion,” Bryson declared. “The li-

fContinued on page 40)

Network Premieres

Eigen in Switch to WMGM
Next Month When Jock’s

WINS Contract Expires
Jack Eigen, who since April.

1947, has conducted a disk jockey
session over WI.N.S. N. Y., from the
New York C’opacabana, will join
the Loew station, WMGM, late

next month, when his WINS con-
tract expires. WINS isn’t renew-
ing Eigen because it is dropping
the early am. hours to get its

transrriitfer into shape in anticipa-
tion of the F('C upping it to .50.000

watts. Station is now .50,000 day
and 10,000 after 6 p m.

Eigen will he spieling the same
hours for W.Mfi.M as he did with
Wf.N.S, 1-4 am., and he’ll do the
same type of pntgram. joekeying
plus interviews. His WLNS deal
ends Sept. 25 and begins on
W.MGM the next night. Beginning
Sept. 20 WIN.S wiil sign off

1 a m. and resume at 6 am.

(Sept. 1-10)

Follotving is a list of the
new and retxirn^nq shows
scheduled to tee off on the

major radio networks during
the next 10 days:

Sept. 1

FBI in Peace and War.
Drama. Thursday, 8 pm.
CBS. Procter & Gamble.
Biow agency.

Suspense, Drama. Thurs-
day, 9 p.m. CBS. Electric

Auto-Lite, .Newell-Emnietl.

Sept. 2

Goldbergs. Domestic com-
edy. Friday, 8 p.m. CBS.
General Foods. Young &: Rubi-
cam.
My Favorite Husband. Com-

edy. Friday. 8:30 pm. CBS.
General
Rubicara.

Foods. Young &

at

Sept. 4.

the Story.
11 a.m.

Drama.
Mutual.

ATLANTA CANDIDATES

POUR COIN INTO RADIO
Atlanta, Aug. 30.

Flood of fresh coin is pouring
Into Atlanta’s radio stations as
municipal election nears its climax.
Election dale is Sept. 7, ,

Chief interest centers in race for

mayor, which has simmered down
to contest between incumbent.
Mayor William B. Harlsfield, and
('harlic Brown, ex-corninissioner of

Fulton County. Two otlicr men in

the race are not culling much fig-

ure, hut are in there punching and
spending radio coin just the same.

Also to he elected are full slate
'

of aldermen and councilmcn, all

of whom are buying radio time. i

• it * t J t • I . It) *

Behind
Sunday.
Sustaining.
Drew Pearson, Nows. Sun-

day, 6 p.m, ABC. Adam
Hat Stores, Weintraub.

Horace lleldt .Show. Talent,
Sunday, 9:30 p.m. CBS. Philip
Morris. Biow.

.Sept. 8

Housewives’ .Money Maker.
Household hints. Thur.'iday,

10:45 a.m. ABC. Sustaining.
Hallmark Playhouse. Drama.

Thursday. 10 p m. CB.S. Hall
Bros., Inc. Foote, Cone &
Belding.

.Supper Club. Music. Thurs-
day. 10 p.m. 'new once-wockly
format'. NBC. Chesterfield
cigaret.s. Newell-EiniiieU.

Sept. 10

Confidential Closeups. Inter-
views. Saturday, 5;45 p.m.
NBC, Animal Foundation.
BufTalo, Comstock & DufTics.

The Shifting Tides of Agency Activity—194449
S. W. ATER

1944
•Telephone Hour” <Bell Telephone) Dorothy Dix tSealtMt)

Horace Heidt ‘Hires) -Telephone Hour ‘Bell Telephone)

-Hook n’ Ladder Follies’’ Goodyear) Helen Hayes ‘Electric Cos.)

-Report to the Nation” Electrical Cooperatives)

TED B.VTES
1944

“Bachelor’s Children” (Wonder Bread; Dennis Day Colpte)

“Can You Top This?” ‘Colgate) Judy Canova 'Colgate)

“Inner Sanctum” ‘Colgate* “Our Miss Brooks ‘Colgate)

“Keepsakes ” 'Carter’s Pills) Irene Beasley iContmenUl Baking)

“The Open Door" ‘Standard Brands)
“Palmolive Party” (Colgate)

BENTON A BOWLES
1944

“Maxwell House Show” (General Foods)
“Portia Faces Life” ‘’General Foods)
“Prudential Family Hour” 'Prudential)
“Thin Man” 'General Foods)
“When a Girl Marries” ‘General Foods)
“Woman of America” (PAG)
“Young Doctor Malone” ^General Foods)

1944
“Cavalcade of .America” (DuPont)
“.\rmstrong Theatre” 'Armstrong Cork)
“Fashions in Rations” ‘Servel)

“Let’s Pretend” 'Cream of Wheat)
Phil Spitalny 'Gen, Electric)

“To Your Good Health” tSquibb)

1949
“Family Hour of Stars” ‘Prudential)
“Railroad Hour’’ ‘Assn, of Amer. Railroads)
“Father Knows Best” ‘General Foods)
Red Skelton ‘PAG) 'With Russel Seeds)
-When a Girl Marries” 'General Foods)
“Portia Faces Life” 'General Foods)
“Wendy Warren and the News” ‘General Foods)
“Perry’ .Mason” ‘P & G)
“Rosemary” ‘PAG)
“Life Can Be Beautiful” ‘PAG)
“Juvenile Jury” (General Foods)
“House of Mystery” (General Foods)

BBDAO
1949

“Cavalcade of America” 'DuPont)
“.\rmstrong Theatre” (.Armstrong Cork)
Jack Benny (Lucky Strike)
Phil Harris- .Alice Fay (Rexall)
“Sam Spade” (Wildroot)
“Theatre Guild of the Air” (U. S. Steel)
“Inner Sanctum” (Emerson Drug)
“Hit the Jackpot” (DeSoto)
Fred Waring (Gen. Electric)

“Let’s Pretend” (Cream of Wheat)
“Hormel’s Girl Corps” 'HormeD
“Hit Parade” ‘Lucky Strike)
Bob Hope (Lever Bros.)
Frank Sinatra-Dorothy Kirsten 'Lucky Strike)

BIOW
1944

“Crime Doctor” 'Philip Morris)
“It Pays to Be Ignorant” (Philip Morris)
“Let Yourself Go” (Eversharp)
Ginny Simms (Philip Morris)
“Suspense” (Roma Wine)
“Take It or Leave It” (Eversharp)

1944
Boston Symphony 'Allis Chalmers)
“Brave Tomorrow” (PAG)
“Breakfast at Sardi’s” 'PAG)
“The Goldbergs" (PAG)
“I Love a .Mystery” 'PAG)
“Life Can Be Beautiful” ‘P A G)
“Right to Happiness” 'P A G)
“Road of Life” <P A G)
“Truth or Consequences” (PAG)
“Vic and Sade” (P A G)

1949
“This Is Your Life” (Philip Morris)
“Crime Photographer” (Philip Morrij)
Horace Heidt (Philip Morris)
“Take It or Leave It” (Eversharp)
“Big Sifter” (Spic and Span)
“Counterspy” (Pepsi Cola)
“FBI in Peace and War” (PAG)

CO.MPTON
1949

“Truth or Consequences” (PAG)
“Road of Life” <P A G)
“Young Doctor Malone” 'P A G)
“Right to Happiness” (PAG)
Lowell Thomas ‘P A G)
“Guiding Ught” 'P A G)
“Brighter Day” 'P A G)

1944
DANCER. FITZGERALD A SAMPLE

Amanda of Honeymoon Lane” (Sterling Drug)
American Album” 'Sterling)
•American Melody Hour” ‘Sterling)
Back Stage Wife” ‘Sterling)
Stella Dallas” (Sterling)
Easy Aces” ‘Anacin)
Friday on Broadway” 'Anacin)
Front Page Farrell” (Wyeth Chemical)
Hymns of .All Churches” (Gen. Mills)
Lorenzo Jones” ‘Sterling)
Just Plain Bill” ‘Anacin)
Light of the World) 'Gen. Mills)
Lone Ranger” 'Gen. Mills)
Ma Perkins” 'P A G)
•Manhattan Merry-Go-Round" Sterling)
Mr. Keen" 'Kolynos)
Our Gal Sunday" 'Anacin)
Romance of Helen Trent” '.Amer. Home Products)
Second Husband” 'Sterling)
Today’s Children" 'Gen. Mills)
Waltz Time” 'Sterling)
Young Widder Brown" 'Sterling)

1949
“Beulat” 'P A G)
Jack Smith” 'PAG)
“Ma Perkins” <P A G)
“Light of the World” 'Gen. MiUs)
“Welcome Traveler” (P A G)
Betty Crocker 'Gen, Mills)
“Stella Dallas” (Sterling)
“Lo-enzo Jones” (Sterling)
“Young Widder Brown” (Sterling)
“Backstage Wife” (Sterling)
“Mystery Theatre” (Sterling)
“Mr. Chameleon” (Sterling)
“American Album” ‘Sterling)

1944
Abbott A Costello 'Camel)
“Blind Date” (Lehn A Fink)
“Blondie” 'Colgate) /

Jimmy Durante-Garry Moore 'Camel)
“Grand Ole Opry" (prince .Albert;
Bob Hawk 'Camel)

1944
“Hit Parade” 'Lucky Strike)
“All Time Hit Parade” 'Lucky Strike)
Jac'k Carson (Campbell Soup)
“Cities .Service Concert” (Cities Service)
“Here’s to Romanie” 'Bourjois)
Bob Hope (Pepsodent)

^

Kay Ky.ser (Lucky Strike)

WILLI A.M ESTY
1949

Screen Guild Players 'Camel)
Jimmy Durante (Camel)
“Grand Ole Opry" (Prince Albert)
Vaughn Monroe (Camel)
Bob Hawk (Camel)

FOOTE. CONE A BELDING
1949

“Nora Drake” (Toni)
“Give and Take" (Toni)
“Hallmark Playhouse” (Hall Bros.)
“My Friend Irma" (Pepsodent)

1944
Jack Berch 'Kellogg)
“Bieakfa.st at Sardi’s” 'Kellogg)
“Breakfa.st Club” (Kellogg)
“f)ne Man’s Family” 'Standard Brands)
“Superman” (Kellogg)

1944
“Death V’alley Days” (Borax)
“Dr. Christian” 'Vaseline)
“Grand Centra! Station” <Pill.sbur> )

JyUo Charles Thomas 'Westinghouse)
"Top of the Evening” tVV’eslinghouse)

KENYON A ECKHARDT
1949

“Qounly Fair” (Borden)

McCANN-ERICKSON
1949

“Arthur Godfrey Time” (National Biscuit)
“Breakfast Club" (Swift)
“Dr. Christian” (Chesebrough)
“Harvest of* Stars” (Int’l Harvester)
“Straight Arrow” (National Biscuit)
Ted Malone (Westinghou.se)
“The Sheriff” (Pacific Coast Borax)
“Sammy Kaye Showrooiil” (Chrysler Dealers)

(Continued on page 28)
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REAPPRAISING THE AGENCIES
—

BBD<!0:Braiiis,Billiiigs,My--()uch! yui) IQ T|l[ i “Where’s That New Biz?’ Wek Ask
The saga of BBD&O and its emergence into the No, 1 agency

ipotUght is generally regarded by the trade as the Horatio Alger
payoff to prexy Ben Duffy’s masterminding—the same Duffy who
parlayed a reginve dating back 30 years to his BBD&O mailboy
chores into gross billings of $80,000,000 a year.

As a strictly U. S. institution (with no overseas representation!,

that’s unparallelod in agency circles and a far cry from the days
when (only a decade ago) BBD&O was gasping for billings breath
and operating in the red.

It was in 1938, to be exact, that BBD&O was floundering, fol-

lowing the checkout of Roy Durstine. Durstine, back in ’31, brought
to the agency business its initial bigtime radio splurging, with the
L.aPalina-Kate Smith showcase, the Ethyl Gas sponsorship of Andre
Koslelanetz; John Charles Thomas show, the Hoffman Brewery 60- ,

minute showcas'e for Nelson Eddy, the Julia Sanderson-B'rank
Crumit stanza, March of Time and other nighttime productions,
which, in terms of 1931, represented radio show' lyz at its best.

The “House of Duffy,’’ with only “Cavalcade of America’’ and Phil
Spitalny left as major network attractions five years ago, began Hit-

ting its stride when Duffy moved into the prexy spot three years
ago. It was Duffy who, through the simple expedient of a postcard
and a telephone call, wrapped up by the $10,000,000 American
Tobacco business, and is now moving into Vincent Riggio’s video
domain (now represented by N. W. Ayer). Only a couple weeks
back Duffy sent an agency emissary to England for huddles with
Robert Montgomery to lay the groundwork for a major Lucky
Strike production. Something in the nature of a TV version of
“Lux Radio Theatre,’’ it would feature Montgomery to emcee the
show and star in the weekly attractions.

Of the $80,000,000 overall buildings, upwards of $25,000,000
comes out of the agency’s radio-TV columns, with about $8,000,000
channelled into spots alone.

ABC to Move Today (Wed.) for Court

Test on Legality of Giveaway Ban
Washington, Aug. 30. ^ —

Action to test the legality of the „ L L 11* n l
FCC s ban on giveaway ^ograim MatChaDelil BaCK
Will be taken tomorrow (Wed * by
the AB(? network. Variety learned Prince Matchabelli is coming
yesterday. Preparations for a court back into radio. Perfume corn-

test h-^ve been under way for the ,
P(‘ny. which formerly sponsored the

j)ast week under the direction of Paul Lavalle pops-semi-classical

Joseph A. McDonald veepee. secre-
;

stanza on NBC and CBS as an in-

tary and general attorney of the ' and-out Sunday afternoon attrac-

web. The New York law firm of tion. is buying the 2:30-3 p.m. Sun-

Cravalh, Swain & Moore has been day segment on Columbia this fall,

retained. preceding the New York Phil-

Efforts were being made to have harmonic symph concerts for a re-

papers ready for filing today. It is turn engagement of Lavalle.

understood a complaint would be Move comes in wake of Carna-

filed with the United States Circuit ’ tion moving its “Contented Hour"
Court of Appeals of the Second into Sunday night at 10 on CBS
Judicial Circuit, of which Learned and Standard Oil of New Jersey

Hand of New York is chief judge, mulling sponsorship of Andrew
McDonald was unable to say Kostelanetz Sunday at 5.

what ABC will ask of the court.
pending final determination of 1171 f Jj 1171 0
legal strategy, but it was expected W llA I OnflC W hPITP f

the web would request that the If Ilv AJClllUO If 111/11/

•

FCC order prohibiting certain
'

types of money and prize shows be A 17
set aside until the merits have been I IHPIfV K PPHC I K i
argued by both sides. The ABC

j

lalUd Jf
XjiJkJ

exec said his company would take
action independently but he 11 *

thought it likely that others would P VPPC liHPCCIIKF
file. (CBS and NBC will join in: IjACvO UUl/OOlllX
obtaining judicial review' of the
ban). ' Prevailing jitters (on an executive
An important consideration in level • around CBS are said to stem

(Continued on page 40)
i

f)’nin the far* that board chairman

As Market Timetable Has Setback

Railroad Hours

750G Sidetrack
ABC suffered another nighttime

billings reverse, in this instonce
to the tune of some $750,000. w hen
the American Assn, of Railroad.^
decided in favor of moving it.s

Railroad Hour’’ musical to NBC.
Effective Oct. 3, show, starring Gor-
don MacRae, goes into the Monday
flight at 8 period, same time seg-
*®^t it’s been occupying on ABC,
Factor in Railroad Assn.’s deci-

sion to switch was desire to tie in
with NBC’s Monday night “mood
wusic’’ experiment, with “Railroad
Hour’’ as the curtain raiser to a
parlay comprising Firestone. “Tele-
Plione Hour’’ and “Carnation
Hour.’’

Originally it w'as planned to spot
J'red Waring in the Monday at 8
period, but he’ll be moved into
Thursday night 10:30.
Meanwhile, NBC has changed its

Plans about Dave Garroway as a
adio personality and in.stead of a
^lurday night '7:30 showcase, he’ll

^ spotted Monday nights 10.30.
J^etwork is figuring on the line of
ne old vaude axiom, “leave ’em
*ughing,’’ and will thus have Car-

up the rear of the
mood music’’ evening.

Matchabelli Back
Prince Matchabelli is coming

back into radio. Perfume com-'
pany, which formerly sponsored the
Paul Lavalle pops-semi-classical
stanza on NBC and CBS as an in-'

and-out Sunday afternoon attrac-

tion. is buying the 2:30-3 p.m. Sun-
day segment on Columbia this fall,

preceding the New York Phil-

harmonic symph concerts for a re-

turn engagement of Lavalle.
Move comes in wake of Carna-

tion moving its “Contented Hour"
into Sunday night at 10 on CBS
and Standard Oil of New Jersey
mulling sponsorship of Andrew
Kostelanetz Sunday at 5.

Who Lands Where?

Query Keeps CBS

Execs Guessing
Prevailing jitters (on an executive

level' around CBS are said to stem
,

from the far* that board chairman
W'illiam S. Palcy, now that he’s

refreshed from his European vaca-

tion. will turn his immediate post-

Labor Day attention to the problem

of effecting an Integrated AM-TV
pattern.

The move, in turn, it’s reported,

will result in a wliolesale realign-

ment of executive positions. “Who
lands where'.’’’ is the question up-

pcrmo.sl in the minds of execs,

particularly in the programming
division, where the divorced AM-
TV’ operations have been the cause

of considerable confusing.

Thus far CBS has effected in-

tegration only within the ranks of

the Public Affairs Division, under

veepee Davidson Taylor, Jr.

Sale last week of “This Is

Broadway’’ as a half-hour video

program for Sunday night showcas-

ing in the 7:30 period served to

point up anew the confusion with-

in the programming department

resulting from the present unin-

tegrated setup. Show was created

by Irving Mansfield, .strictly as an

AM attraction. Mansfield himself

operates out ot the radio dept.

few weeks back “Broadway ’

was con\'(‘rted into a simultaneous

AM-TV show and last week the

vid«*o stanza was sold lo,(roslc>.

The origiital AM version is being

dropped. Thus the program, con-

ceived by the .\M hoys, moves out

of the radio creative ken into tele

with Mansfield remaining as th*

only bridge between the two divi

' sions as producer of the program.

By GEORGE ROSEN
The big noise in agency radio ac-

tivity is, far and way, BBD&O. The
1 “House of Duffy,” with Its envi-

|

able roster of stars and major ac-

1

counts, has, within the span of
|

two years, parlayed itself into the

1
trade’s “wonder agency.’’ Whe/eas

' five years ago it wasn’t even in the

j

running in terms of major league

I

network prestige programming, it ;

I

goes to the post next month for the I

! opening of the ’49-’50 broadcast- !

ing season with the most solid
j

lineup in the business, including,
among others. Jack Benny, Bob
Hope, Phil Harris-Alice Faye,
Frank Sinatra-Dorothy Kirsten, the I

U. S. Steel’s “Theatre Guild on the
Air,’’ Fred Waring. “Hit Parade,’’
“Cavalcade ot America’’ and “Sam
Spade.”
Back in 1944 the agency’s only

bid for a place in the nighttime
programming sphere was “Caval-

i cade of America’’ and Phil
,

I Spitalny. I

j

A “tben-and-now” appraisal of

I

agency activity spanning the 1944-

j

’49 five-year period (see chart) re-

I

veals just how' turbulent the tran-
sition has been. Back in ’44 it was
J. Walter Thompson and Young &

i

Rubicam slugging it out, as they

.
had done for years, for “top dog ’

I

position in nighttime billings and
' star-studded shows. They divided

;

the “cream” between them.
, Those were the days when Y & R
’

' boasted, among others, Jack Benny,
. when lie was selling Jello; Burns

J
and Allen. Eddie Cantor, Dinah

. ' Shore, Kate Smith with a hill-hour

. variety show, “Duffy’s Tavern’’ and
such sundry items, which contrib-

I uted toward a fabulous billings

I payoff', as “Molle Mystery Theatre.’’

“Sherlock Holmes,’’ “Silver Thea-
tre.” Goodyear's “Star and the

Story.’’ “March of Time" and
* Celanese'.s “Great IMoments in

- Music.’’

It was a period, too. when JWT
' was riding high and hand.some with

Bing Crosby’s “Kraft Music Hall.”

“Lux Radio Theatre” (which now

I
remains the only bigtime network

* entry on the JWT hooks and
the agency's sole Coast-originating-

' ing program'; Edgar Bergen and
. Charlie McCarthy. Frank Sin-

atra. Bob Cro.sby. the brace of

I
Ford-sponsored nightime entries,

I

“Greenfield Village Choir” and

j
“Watch the World Go By": the

. Ballantine “Broadway Showtime,’’
I Wrigley's “.America in the Air’’ and
) its hid to break the daytime serial

sirangehold with Alfred Drake’s
^ “Broadway Matinee” for Owens-
^

I Illinois.

1 Like JWT. Y & R’s Coast produc-
* tion (which once set the Hollywood

pace) has been whittled down to a

single enirv: “My Favorite Hus-

)
hand.’’ whidi. aelually, i.s a CBS-

' built package.
t The five-year interval has wit-

* nessed a draslie reshuffle ot agency
* standings in terms of programs and
^ hillings, with Benton & Bowles.

next to BBD&O. moving into a new
'• spliere of influence with its im-

^ (Continued on page 28)

Gone &. Forgotten
Since the networks have

drastically whittled down
their budgets, there has been
a noticeable absence of pre-

broadcast season cocktail par-

ties. Particularly at this time
of the season, past years have
witnessed a succes.sion of

those Hampshi e House, 21.

Stork Club, Barberry Room
shindigs in New’ York to “wel-

come" the talent and toast the

sponsor.
The tab usually ran any-

where from $1,500 to $3,500.

with the network and the

agency splitting the bill. No-
body, as a rule, wanted them,
with the webs, agencies and
talent generally regarding
them as a necessary evil.

All of those tends to make
everybody happy—except the
freeloaders.

Junkin Junket

To Sift Talent

CBS CUTS PLATTER FOR

750G KOSn PROGRAM
CBS last week cut its audition

record of the .\ndre Kostelanetz

.show for Standard Oil of New
Jersev. Company last season spon-

.sored the New York Philharmonic

.symph eonrerts on CB.S. with the

integrated “Weekend With Music.”

but cancelled out at the end of

the season.

Standard Oil now wants to come

back into radio, with Cohimhia

pitching up the Kostel.anclz pro-

gram for the Sunday .5-5 30 seg-

ment In place of “Weekend With

Music" there will be an inseil

designed to develop native music

com |)osl t ion .
with Kostelanetz giv-

ing a weekl} "how case of the best

iihmitted

Sponsor has a $750,000 time-and-

•alent budget lo spend for the ’49

'50 sca.son.

In Colleges

NBC is embarking on a novel

junket idea, designating a network
j

“ambassador” who will tour the

key universities and colleges in a :

bid to ferret out new writing tal-

ent and techniques for use on its

“Badio City Playhouse” series.

“Playhouse” is being pulled off

the air when the commercial sea- i

I

son opens, until a new time slot

can he found. Meanwhile there

will be a complete revamp on the

show’ and during it.s hiatus Harry
Junkin. producer of “Playhouse.”
will set off on a combination good-
will, public-relations junket and a

search for untapped writing talent.

Proposed itinerary will take

Junkin to the major universities

to talk on radio writing in general

and "Radio City Playhouse” in

particular. He’ll talk to the stu-

1

dents about problems of script

treatment and supply them with a

complete breakdown of “Play-

,

house” requirements, extending

invitations to submit original

stories for tlie series. I

I

Thus “Playhouse” will he util-

I

(Continued on page 40)
|

Crusading Columnist Is
j

Bounced From Kentucky

Station Under Pressure
I Louisville. Aug. 30
I James B. Rhody wa.s bounced
from WFKY. Frankford, Ky., last

week because he made “too many
attacks on city officials and the

police depaitment.”
According to manager Wallace

Robinson. Rhody’s comments were
^ undermining the confidence of the

listeners in Frankfott’s police

force and encouraging “petty

thieves and delinquents” into

greater activity, Robinson took

the position that the airlanes are

not the place for anyone’s personal

gripes.
Rhodv’s version of the incident

differed with that ol Robinson. He
claimed he had to buy advertising

space in the State Journal, Frank-

fort’s newspaper, to explain why
he had been banned by the local

station. Claimed his comments
were banned “at the insistence of a

special group or interest who find

free speech object ionahle and
detrimental to their activities or

pursuits.”
Rhody’s airing, called “This ’n’

That.’ a chatter session during
which he crusaded again.st things

he thought were wrong in the city,

was a carryover from a column he

wrote for 10 years In the State

Journal before entering radio three

>‘ears ago.

Timetable on the anticipated

bullish radio market has gone awry

somewhere along the line, and the

networks appear to be singing an*

other tune. It's recalled five or
six weeks ago. NBC and CBS were
fully confident that by the end of

August each would have remaining
but two or three nighttime half-

hour segments for sale.

Such, however, is not the case.

Those wide open gaps still remain
and the sponsorship nibbles are
as elusive today as they were a
month ago.

The webs nonetheless are far
from panicky and are now saying:
“wait until the immediate post-
Labor Djy period."
Four ot five years ago the major

networks knew by early July just
where they stood on fall program-
ming sales. Year by year, how-
ever. commitments have been held
in abeyance and last year it wasn't
until the middle of August that
the pattern crystallized itself.

This year the economic un-
certainties have been more pro-
nounced. The bullish attitude of
six weeks back stemmed partially
from the predictions of Sumner
Schlichter, the Harvard economist,
with the webs in turn taking their
cue from his note of optimism. Hut
they’re fairly well reconciled to the
fact, as of the moment, that there
will be quite a few open time
periods when the fall curtain is
officially up in late September.

NBC Blueprints

‘Sneak Previews
Tom McCray, NBC’s program

chief, has blueprinted a plan for
utilization of the pix indu.stry’.s
“sneak preview” technique as a
.solution to the problem of what to
do with shows now on the shelf
that didn’t have a chance for an
airing this summer.

In adopting the “.sneak preview”
idea for netw’ork radio, McCray
will spot on a continuing basis at
frequent intervals the shows that
missed out on the summer selied-
ule. liisteners won’t be apprised
in advance of the “sneak” and
they’ll be ask«‘d to mail In their
commemts in the same manner as
pix companies Invite card com-
ment.

Initial “.sneak” under the new
policy will take place tomorrow

Initial “.sneak” under the new
policy will take place tomorrow
night (Thurs.) at 11:30 (that’s the
regular time slot re.served for the
experiment', when “.Security
Agent. U.SA” gets an unveiling.
Actually NBC pulled a “sneak”
earlier this summer with Ed
Byron’s giveaway package, “Invis-
ible Microphone.”
“Sneaks” will also serve a dual

purpose in that they will be an as-
si.st toward establishing prior title

and format rights.

XONTENTilHS
SWITCHES TO CBS

Carnation ends an association of
18 years with NBC Oct. 2 when the
"Contented Hour ” starring Buddy
Clark moves to CBS in the Sun-
day night slot following Horace
Heidt, also a fugitive from NBC.
Sponsor also bought another

half-hour on Columbia for a Satur-
day matinee show with Jay Stewart
as emcee Starting Sept. 24 on the
Coast network, it will spread na-
tionwide if Carnation likes both
the show and the rating.

In view of Buddy Clark’s Co-
lumbia Records deal. CBS regard.s
its web as a natural habitat for
’’Contented.”

Ethel Shutta Comeback?
Ethel Shutta (Kirksey*, singing

comedienne and erstwhile star of
the “Ziegfeld Follies,” may return
to show’ biz either in radio or tele-

vision.

Now visiting N. Y., she guests on
' CBS' ’This Is Broadway’ this week.



SCHWERIN TESTS OF JUVENILE SHOWS

REVEAL KIDS, NOT ADETS, KNOW BEST

The main trouble with many ju- I TarllSirv Ri^rfhc
venile programs, Horace Schwerin I«vlUlI J Uvl UlO

holds, is that they are written to
j

Frederick A. “Ted" Long has
conform with what grownups think

|

been named director of radio and
children will like rather than real- television, and George Zachary as

ly being written for children.
|

associate director of the depart-
In the Schwerin System’s test ment, for Geyer, Newell & Ganger,

sessions, one common criticism
j

Long joined the agency in 1946.

adults make of shows they don’t Zachary resigned as television

like is that such programs are “too
}

producer and director at CBS to

juvenile." Comments like that are, accept his new appointment.
naturally, valueless to research. In

j

» - —
addition, they badly underrate the ' _ _ _ _
interests and attitudes of children.

,

Actually, the Schwerin System’s ff I 1 11^ I PP|||||P|Q||
experience reveals, children’s sen- • • * * VvlUllvIttll
tiinents as to the radio material
they like don’t jibe with what most Oi •! TT’I
adults think or feel young people ]\f|r|lrp I ||1fP^|P||C
should enjoy. Further, children k/ll lllw A III VlIIVllv
are quick to react to any depart-
ure from the correct presentation Washington, Aug. 30.

level, either on the side of aiming
;

Officials of WTOP, Washington
too low or of “talking down."

I post station, were in conference to-
This article deals with some i

Schwerin findings on juvenile '

(Tues.) with representatives of

shows—oneo meant mainly for
|

International Brotherhood of Elec-

children, though sometimes with a tricnl Workers, Local 1215, in an

WTOP Technician

Strike Threatens
Washington, Aug. 30.

Officials of WTOP, Washington

Post station, were in conference to-

secondary appeal to grownups also.

International Brotherhood of Elec-

trical Workers, Local 1215, in an
effort to avert a threatened strike

Studies on children’s reactions to of technicians. The AFL union had
adult programs have been made
from time to time, but these are a
separate subject.

Juvenile programs are tested by
the Schwerin System at special
children’s sessions, usually held on
Saturdays. The procedures are in
general the same as for testing
adults, except that orientation,
forms and questions are somewhat
simplified.

That children’s true reactions
can be obtained is proved by the

served notice that it would strike

at midnight tomorrow (Wed.) un-
less an agreement on wages and
working conditions is reached.
John Hayes, manager of the sta-

tion, said he was hopeful that the
strike will be avoided. “What we
want to do," he said, “is to break
down the negotiations to what the
union specifically wants. So far,

it has all been tied up together so
that we could reach no definite
conclusion."

Thirty-two of the station’s tech-
nicians have given notice they

me fchw^rin System's
nf 17 ii>nHinn fimoc nf -nrn.

'

mct. If the walkout occurs.each of 17 leading types of pro-
j Igrams and commercials in what is

probably the most comprehensive
effort yet made in qualitative radio
research.

)

~

ability to get the same results from
matched samples when testing the
same edition at several sessions

—

the same sort of reliability evi-
dence that is part of the research
outfit’s methodology in the case of
adults.

Boys Meet Girls?

Frequent mention has been
made in this series of Schwerin’s
principle of Direction, which has
to do with defining the audience
groups to whom a program appeals.
Cases have been quoted to illus-
trate how certain elements will
make a show better liked by men
than by women, or vice versa.

In studying juvenile shows, it

turns out that the elements swing-
ing programs in the direction of
boys’ appeal or girls’ appeal often
have far more marked effects than
on adult programs.
One of the most obvious influ-

ences is having a heroine in the
story. If too much emphasis is

placed on her, the interest of boys
often suffers, though that of girls
will rise higher.

This doesn’t mean that the
heroine’s part must be erased, but
H does mean careful study to learn
the amount of emphasis that can
be placed on this type of character.
This varies from show to show.
On one major juvenile tested, it

was found that boys’ liking could
be retained even though the hero-
ine was on scene throughout the
first act, but that it weakened if

she was around too much in the
second act, where the chases scenes
and climactic action took place.
Under the former conditions, the
average liking score for boys was
10 points higher than when the
heroine was featured in Act II.

Another well-known show had
BO heroine in the episodes tested,

(Continued on page 40)

Hayes said, the station would con-
tinue operation with supervisory

BEN LUDLOW
MUSIC

Call the Police—CBS
Scattergood Balnea—MBS

WHOM Preps Foreign

Tongue Pleas for Chest
WHOM, N. Y. foreign-language

indie, is preparing special tran-
scribed appeals in Spanish, Italian,

German and Polish to aid the
Community Chests of America
fund-raising campaign. Kits will

be distributed to multi-lingual out-
lets throughout the country by the
Community Chests Radio Commit-
tee, headed by William M. Ramsey.

In the Greater New York area
alone the message will be heard
by 4,000,000 listeners, according to
campaign officials. WHOM has en-
li.sted the support of its artists to
record the various appeals.

From the Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

“Our Miss Brooks" has hit the No. 1 spot In the new Hooper Ton n
with 11.1. “Fat Man" and ;This Is Your FBI" tie for second nlai.
with 10.7. '

Albert Ward has joined BBD&O to direct CBS’ “Theatre of Todav’»
Ted Martin, former WNEW and WMCA vocalist, is father of a new

daughter, Candace Robin ... Robert Z. Morrison, Jr., ex-WFIL, Philly
has joined World Broadcasting’s sales department. .. .Trade ’ eagerly
awaiting Ben Duffy’s book on media, due off the Prentice-Hall presses
soon Schick Electric Shaver (as distinct from Schick-Eversharn
razor) coming back into radio via spots ... Max Ehrlich’s “Big Eye^
novel being released by Doubleday .... ABC’s Jack Pacey Nantucket-
ing .... Larry Lowenstein into Benton Sc Bowles flackery .... Car! Wat-
son of NBC continuity acceptance, Conn-ing two weeks in Conn...,
Jo Dine, director of NBC press, passing out stogies; it’s a boy.

Bertram Lebhar, Jr., named general manager of WMGM, in addition
to his jobs as sales topper of the indie and head of MGM ^dio attrac-
tions, has had his contract extended for five years, effective tomorrow
(Thurs.). . . . WINS sportscaster Mel Allen is profiled in current Look
mag. . . .Shirley Booth, star of NBC’s “Hogan’s Daughter,” will play the
lead in the Theatre Guild’s tryout of “Come Back, Little Sheba" at
Westport County Playhouse during the week of Sept. 12 . . James Van
Dyke ^dded to “I..ora Lawton" players .... Earl George and Owen Jordan
into cast of “Romance of Helen Trent”. . . John Stanley joins “David
Harum" .... Berel Firestone, Toni Darnay, Ralph Bell, Kenneth Lynth
and Edgar Stehli move into “Front Page Farrell” roster. . . Dick Seff
now playing Bruce Bigby on Compton’s “The Brighter Day" for Procter
& Gamble. .. .DuMont labs sponsoring six-hour recorded program on
WA3F, beginning Sat. (3) from ^ p.m. until midnight. Other companies
sponsoring six-hour “package evenings" on FM station are Columbia
Records, Emerson Radio, Dynamic Stores and Lafayette Radio
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, NAM’s radio and teevee dir., with his fraii
to Cape Cod and Kennebunkport, Me., for brief vacation. Returns
Sept. 8 Vic Damone bowing out of Pet Milk “Saturday Night Ser-
enade". . . Bill Leonard’s “This Is New York,” expands to 45 minutes
over WCBS and will be heard from 9 to 9:45 a.m., effective Mon. (5).

Innovation of expanded format is feature series taking listeners behind
' the scenes of industries and professions in the metropolitan area.

I
Addle Klein now playing Ingrid, Swedish housekeeper in "Wendy

i
Warren and the News". ... Sandy Sieicken, “Girl Friday" of WOR'i

I

Barbara Welles, leaves for two weeks in Nantucket Friday <2)

'johnny Thompson, WJZ vocalist, to do a series for Langwoith Tran-
! scriptions. . . Tony Lane, of the WJZ Airlane Trio, now owms his own
' eatery. The Applegarth, at Hightstown, N. J Cyril Armbrister sub-
bing as director on “Road of Life" for vacationing Walter Gorman
starting Sept. 5 . .

.

Rosemary Rice featured on "FBI in Peace and
War" Thurs. (1) WWRL, Woodslde, will expand its broadca.st sched-

i ule one hour daily, pointing up the increased commergial take of for-

j

eign language broadcasts. Starting Sept. 12, the indie will go on the
' air at 7 a.m. in.stead of the present 8 a.m. sign-on time. Station man-
I (Continued on page 40)

*

The Shifting Tides of Agency Activity--1944-49

1944
Dunninger (Ken-Tone)
Fred Waring (Chesterfield)

Cantor’s 1-Man Show
Eddie Cantor may have a 1.5-

ininute, once-weekly chatter show
on the air this year, in addition
to serving as emcee on NBC’s
“Take It or Leave It.” Comedian,
now in N. Y., plans to do an inti-

mate one-man program, having it

sound as though he were talking

to listeners from his Hollywood
home.

Cantor is showing the idea this

week to NBC program chief, Tom
McCray. “Cookie” Fairchild, orch
leader on his radio show, and
Bruce Dodge, producer, accompa-
Bied him to N. Y.

1944
“.\mos ’n’ Andy” (Lever Bros.)
’•.‘\unt Jenny" (Lever)
Lionel Barrymore (Lever)
“Big Sister" (Lever)
Major Bowes (Chrysler)
Bob Burns (Lever)
“Double or Nothing" (Pharmaco)
’• Everything for the Boys" (Auto-Lite)
“The Shadow" (D.L.&W. Coal)
‘ That Brewster Boy” (Quaker Oats)
“Vox Pop" (Emerson Drug)

1944
“.America in the Air" (Wrigley)
Edgar Bergen (Standard Brands)
‘ Breakfast Club” (Swift)
‘ Broadway Matinee" (Owen-Illinois) .

“Broadway Showtime” (Ballantinc)
Bob Crosby (Old Gold)
“Greenfield Village Choir" (Ford)
Allan Jones-Frankie Carle (Old Gold)
Bing Crosby (Kraft)
“Lux Radio Theatre" (Lever Bros.)
“Mary Marlin” (Standard Brands)
Frank Sinatra (Lever Bros.)

“Watch the World Go By” (Ford)
“Nero Wolf" (Elgin)

Johns-Manville News fJ-M; 5 Mins.)

1944
“Gangbusters” (Sloan’s)

Guy Lombardo (Larus Bros.)

Groucho Marx (Pabst)
“World of Song” (Sherwin-W’illiams)

1944
“.Aldrich Family" (Gen. Foods)
Jack Benny (Gen. Foods)
“Bright Horizon” (Lever Bros.)

Burns Sc Allen (Lever Bros.)

Eddie Cantor (Bristol-Myers)
“Duffy’s Tavern" (Bristol-Myers)

“Great Moments in Music" (Celanese)
’ Joyce Jordan" (Gen. Foods)
“.March of Time" (Time Mag.)
“My Best Girls” (Energine)
“Mystery Theatre” (Molle)

“Sherlock Holmes" (Petri Wine)
Dinah Shore (Gen. Foods)
“Silver Theatre" (International Silver)
’ Kate Smith Hour" (Gen. Foods)
“Kate Smith Speaks” (Gen. Foods)
“Star and the Story" (Goodyear)
“Those We Love” (Gen. Foods)
“We Love and Learn" (Gen. Foods)
“We, the People" (Gulf Oil)

(Continued from page 26)

NEWELL-EMMETT
1949

Bing Crosby (Chesterfield)
Arthur Godfrey (Chesterfield)
Perry Como (Chesterfield)
“Suspense" (Auto-Lite)
“Tales of Fatima" (Fatima)

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN
1949

“Amos ’n’ Andy" (Lever)
Gene Autry (Wrigley)
“The Shadow" (D.L.&W. Coal)
“Aunt Jenny" (Lever)

J. WALTER THOMPSON
1949

“Lux Radio Theatre" (Lever)
“Breakfast Club" (Swift)
“Marriage for Two" (Kraft)
“My True Story” (Libby)
Johns-Manville News (J-M; 5 Mins.)

WARWICK Sc LEGLER
1949

“Life of Riley" (Pabst)
“This Is Your FBI" (Equitable Life)

YOUNG St RUBICAM
1949

“Talent Scouts” (Lipton)
“We, the People" (Gulf)
“Aldrich Family” (Gen. Foods)
“'rhe Goldbergs" (Gen. Foods)
“My Favorite Husband" (Gen. Foods)
“Gangbusters” (Gen. Foods)
“Second Mrs. Burton" (Gen. Foods)
“Skippy Hollywood Theatre ” (Skippy Peanut

Butter) (Tran.«jcribed)

“Professor Quiz” (Gen. Foods)

Zenith Sights Radio TV

Sales Boom in Fall; Net

Up $66,476 Last (Quarter

Chicago, .Aug. 30.

Zenith is going sharply ahead to

supply what Commander Eugene

F. McDonald, Jr., its prez, thinks

will be a great fall rally for radio

and TV set manufacturers. Mc-
Donald discounts the current sale.s

slump in sols ns ‘usiul • ummer
; doldrums,” to the point cl recalling

i many of his employees who had
been given earlier layoffs resulting

j

from the lag.

j

Zenith has been back-ordered on
its FM receivers and portables for

90 days, according to McDonald,
! and the demand for his newly in-

;

troduced “glare ban” black tube

,
for TV sets is expected to provide

a “sharp pickup which should carry

through until the end of the year."

Zenith net income for the three

months ended July 31 was $170.94.5,
' compared with 4>1 04,469 a year ago.

The increase occurred despite a

10% drop in factory shipments in

1949.

Agencies
|

^ Continued from pane ?7

pressive lineup of General Foods

and Procter & Gamble accounts.

The new standings show Kenyon &
Eckhardt down to a single network

: entry — Borden’s “rounty Fair,

I

with its lucrative Ford - Lincoln-

Mercury business completely by'

passing radio for the first time in

years.

I
It shows Newell-Emmett edging

1
into program prominence with the

bigtime Chesterfield parlay of Ar-

thur Godfrey, Bing Crosby and

Perry Como. It shows Ted Bates

and Compton, now as then, riding

along with their respective Colgate

and P&G multiple stanza.s; with

Philip Morris dominating Biow ar-

1

tivity and William Esty practican.y

I

settling for a four-way Camel

spread.

WFIN Sale at 135G
Findlay, O.. Aug. 30.

FCC this week (25) authorized

Helen- F. Hover to a.ssign (be if*

censes of WFIN and WFIN FM
here to the Findlay Publijhing

Sale price authorized was

1135 ,000 .
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WEBS PUniN’ ON THE ‘OLD HAF
The CBS Vs. NBC Summer Story

CBS
frofram
l.eave It to Joan

Life With Luigi

Philip Marlowe
Young Love •••;••*

Broadway Is My Beat...

Sing It Again

Pays To Be Ignorant

Breakfast With Burrows.

Spin To Win
This Is Broadway
Green Lama
Johnny Dollar

CBS AVERAGE

Auf. 15-31

Rating
9.2

9.0

9.0

6.9

6.9

6.0

6.0

4.9

4.7

4.2

3.8

3.4

2.8

Hooperatings
NBC

Program
Dragnet
Richard Diamond
Dangerous Assignment ..

Radio City Playhouse ...

Martin-Lewis Show
Jane Pickens
James & Pamela Mason.
Eight By Request
My Good Wife
Silent Partner
Chicken Every Sunday .

One Man's Family
Four-Star Playhouse . .

.

Hollywood Calling
Tree Grows In Bklyn. . ..

Rating
6.2

6.1

5.9

4.5

4 4

4.2

3.8

3.7

3.6

3.4

3.1

2.8

2.8

2.6

2.0

I

Video Sparks Help Enliven Dull

FII[SII FORMUm Convention; Rename CoDyer

5.9 NBC AVERAGE 3.9

New St. Louis Selling Plan Via Panels

On Varied Programs Seen Paying Off

‘Baedeker of the Air’

As Travel Agency Bait

St. Louis, Aug. 30. *

Execs at KMOX, local CBS out-

let. have cooked up a new method

of merchandising through the co-

(

op of dialers and a panel of men
and women, and the result of the

policy may have a far reaching

effect in the radio advertising

field.

Over a period of seven weeks

the station unveiled 10 programs
of different format and invited packaging the series on speculation

dialers to write their
.
comments.

,

with the aim of selling shipping

likes, dislikes, etc. The panel,
j

and air lines, travel agencies, and

eO'r of which were women, were

If there’s anything at all that
distinguishes the upcoming broad-
casting season, it is the undistin-
guished role radio is currently
playing in an attempt to project

,

1
fresh personalities and ideas into

1 the creative programming picture,
i A glance at the Sunday-through-
Saturday rosters on the major net-

,

works reveals how firmly the year-
to-year "reprise technique” has
taken hold, despite the fact that
the emergence of video into the

I

bigtime hangs as a sword over
j

commercial radio >• general.
|

Come October, and CBS board
chairman William S. Palcy’s
"dream pattern" of major league
programming will be fully realized. I

This comprises the Sunday night
Amos 'n' Andy-Jack Benny-Edgar

j

Bergen-Red Skelton back-to-back
j

parlay, and the Wednesday night .

Groucho Marx-Bing Crosby-Burns
A Allen sequencing.

Major interest centers on the
Paley strategy— involving, as it

does, a switchover of all the old
established NBC favorites— with
NBC in turn relying on such
“standards” as "Theatre Guild of
the Air,” "Sam Spade” and Phil
Harris-Alice Faye, plus an excur-

WBAL Expansion

Baltimore. Aug. 30.

WB.M. is launching an extensive
expansion program, with the ap-
pointment of John T. Wilner as en-
gineering director. elTcctivc Oct. 1.

Wilner, engineer in charge of CBS-
TV transmitter development and a

pioneer in color and ultra-high

frequency TV equipment, will
work on AM and black-and-white
video for WBAL.
The NBC affiliate simultaneously

announced the promotion of Wil-
liam C. Barcham to post of chief

engineer. I*lans are now in the
works to increase WBAL-TV’s
studio space by 100^ c.

on which they
record their re-

furnished a form
were requested to

actions.

.M the conclusion of the scries

more than 5,000 letters were re-

ceived from the dialers in addition

to the reports from the panel. The
first program, each aired Sunday
nights, is tagged “In the Spot-'

light,” and is a new feature section

with a human interest story added.

'

This drew an 80% favorable from
the dialers and a 17 to five okay
from the panel. i

The second program, “Shopping
With Music,” a grocery store

quizzer with gift awards, drew a

5.V> favorable vote from the dial-

ers and a 12 to 10 favorable mar-
gin from the panel. “Family .M-
bum.” featuring oldtime phono-
graph records made by Little Jack
I.ittle. Sophie Tucker, etc., copped
a 95^0 ok‘>: from the dialers and
the panel voted 34 to 18 for it. i

The format of “Strictly Per-
«onal” was a 15-minute program
featuring Jean Shirley, songbird.
Wed Howard, m. c., and the Jack
Connor Trio, and is designed for
light dialog between boy and gal

with pop music and ditties. Pro-
gram copped a 75% okay frotu
dialers and 42 to 10 approval from
the nanel.

‘Hill Country Ballad.” a 30-
minute dramatic show utilizing the
folklore of the upper Mi.ssi.ssippi

(ContintlSd on page 56)

traveller check companies on foot-
' ing the production bill.

I

Shows will consist of recordings

j

made in the major European coun-
tries and will suggest itineraries

for the most economical way of

I

spending a vacation abroad. Airers
will be open-ended for local spon-
sorship.

Ted Hudes Radio Productions is

readying a series of four travel

shows titled “The Baedeker of the
,

. . . . ,,

.Air” for gratis distribution to sta-
[

giveaways via ^llywood
tions early next spring. Hudes is

Calling, to meet the stiff Colum-
bia competition.

This in itself, the trade concedes,
is a revealing commentary, for
aside from the NBC-CBS maneu-
vering for “top dog” position, the
“old hat’’ overtones attending the
programming stand out above all

else.

What few innovations are on the
horizon stem from the NBC camp,
rather than CBS. The projected
three - in - one comedy parlay de-
signed to bracket Ethel Merman,
Henry Morgan and Dean Martin-
Jerry Lewis into an hour segment;
the bid to showcase Mary Martin
and Ezio Pinza as a radio team;
the Monday night experimentation
with "mood ’ programming (se-

quencing "Railroad Hour,” Fire-

stone. Bell “Telephone Hour”
and "Bands of America”) suggests
an attempt at departure from the
tried-and-true formula.
On lop of that, NBC throughout

the summer initiated an impres-
sive sustaining drive with a varie-

gated roster I Merman, "Chicken
Every Summer.” "Dragnet,” "Four-
Star Playhouse,” "Eight by Re-
quest." "Tree Grows in Brooklyn,”
James and Pamela Mason Show,
etc.» w hich revealed a bid for pro-

gram l•c(•og^ilion. despite the fact

that many didn’t pay olf rating-

wise.

Murphy Yanked,

Vic Knight Quits

'H wood Calling’

Park Dickering With 3

Sponsors as J&J Bows

Out of ‘It’s Your Ufe’
Chicago, Aug. 30.

•lohnson A John.son bows out
p'l 9 as sponsor of “It’s Your
IJfe.” Ben Park’s prize-winning,
^-minute health show aired over
WM.AQ, but Park is already dick-
ering with three potential groups

bankrollers to carry the series.
”^•1 is switching its ad emphasi.s
to black and white, after carrying
Life” for 52 weeks.
Park is offering the series on a

balf-hour once weekly basis, with
•0 alternate proposal of 15 niin-

five weekly, the setup he
osed for the show in February and
March. Groups being contacted
now are life insurance, pharmaceu-
tiral and soap companies, all of
'^'nich have a personal stake in
community health,

.|***'l* revealed his coming shows
will deal with such subjects as

leprosy, unwed mothers,
mental hospitals, juvenile

ABC the Winnah

In $1,400,000
I

Mutual Setback^

Mutual has suffered a severe

commercial setback and ABC
pulled off its biggest single sale of

I he year, totaling about $1,400,000.

as Philip Morris this week decided

to shift its daytime billings
from MBS to ABC. Reason for the

imu'c. which will be made around
0(1. 24. is said to be the ciggie

out tit ’s dl.s.satisfaction with the

ratings racked up by its two shows.

‘•Queen for a Day” and “Against

the Storm.” Decision to shift to

.ABC is reportedly no reflection on

the programs but is due to the fact

that MBS. with a considerable

! amount of unsold time, couldn’t

(Surround “Queen” and “Storm”
with highpowered stanzas.

!

On ABC Philip Morris will pick

I

up the tab for “Ladies Be Seated,”

j
w hich Is aired from 3:30-3:55 p.m.,

I
and Walter Kiernan’s "One Man’s
Opinion.” from 12:25 to 12:30 p.m.,

( hot It cross-the-board. “L a d i e s,”

I which had previously originated
‘ from Chi with Tom Moore as em-

cee. returned to the web as a New-

York origination with Johnny Ol-

sen. tlie show'’s original emcee,

again handling the chore. Format

has been given an overhauling to

inciude music, humor, audience

participation and prizes to studio

contcst.-ints. Show will spend about

of its time traveling around

(Continued on page 56)
Jn r

Nielsen, Jr., Upped
Chicago, Aug. 30.

Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr., has been

up|i**d to assistant to the prez at

A (' Nielsen Co., where he’ll work

with A C Nielsen. Sr., on speQal

projects. In addition, he will serve

as director of the British subsidi-

ary and the newly-inaugurated

Australian service.

Nielsen. Jr., has been with the
- •••ciiiai nospiiais, juveiiiir

community health cen- research testing company for eighty

etc. ^eai'S.

Hey, Buh, Scram,

The War’s Over
Washington. Aug. 30.

.An Alaska broadcasting station

has asked the FCC to make another
Territory station get off the clear

channel of WNBC, New York.

Oddly enough, the basis for the re-

que.st had nothing to do with inter-

ference. but was on the ground that

continued use of the channel,

granted as a w'artime emergency,
provides an unfair competitive ad-

vantage.
Alaska Broadcasting Co., which

operates KFRB in Fairbanks, a one
kllowatter on 1290 kc, told the

Commission that KFAR in Fair-

banks is no longer entitled to spe-

cial authorization to use 660 kc

(with 10 kw power! now that the

war is over and that the Army will

soon begin servicing troops from

its own outlets. KFAR has con-

tinually ba.scd requests for exten-

sions on the premise it serves the

military by broadcasting AFRS
programs, said KFRB. KFAR is

regularly licensed to transmit on

610 kc with 5 kw power.

KFRB also pointed out that the

radio situation in Alaska has

changed a great deal since the war

and that the need for clear chan-

nel service in the Fairbanks area

iContinued on page 38)

Hollyw’ood. Aug. 30.

George Murphy has been fired

by Gruen Watch and Gray agency

as cmcce of NBC’s $20,000 give-

i

away show. “Hollywood Calling”

and producer Vic Knight has quiff

layout rather than go along with

orders to place heavy emphasis on

contest angles and underplay pre-

pared comedy. '

1 Murphy had a 52-week contract,

I

optional on quarterly pickups, at

'$1,250 weekly. This was settled,

w'ith Murphy being paid five w-ecks

remaining in first option period.
|

A1 Hollander, vccpcc of Lou
Cowan. Inc., wliich packaged the

show', i.s temporarily replacing

'Knight. He has auditioned Ben

I

Alexander. Jack McCoy and Hy
Avcrback for the cmcce shot.

Murphy was fired after NBC
surveyed eastern radio cds and sta-

tion owners and after Ben Katz,

Gruen Prexy. had canvassed deal-

ers. Original format, with em-
phasis on giveaw’ay aspect, was
used by NBC as counter attraction

1 to defeating Jack Benny. Kniglit

played up comedy. Gruen is un-

derstood to have ordered return to

audition format, wliich it bought
for second half.

I

Murjiliy. when notified shortly

I

before broadcast lime that he was
being dropped, balked at first on

j

doing his w indup sliow. but was
finally persuaded to go on. He
bowed off with the terse air an-

nouncement; "I'liis is my last

broadcast.”

San Franci.sco. Aug. 30.

Television was the big question
that provided a few sparks at an
otherwise smooth-flowing, routine
national convention of the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists

meeting at the Palace hotel here
from Friday to Monday.
The parley unanimously ap-

proved participation In the 'I'elevi-

sion Authority to be set up by
unions in the .As.sociated Actors
and Artistes of America. Move is

interpreted as throwing dow'ii the
gauntlet to the Screen Actors
Guild, which has turned down the
proposal to establish the new TA
with jurisdiction over both live and
film video, on both coasts.

George Heller. AFR.A executive
secretary w ho is generally expected

,

to resign his AFRA post and be

;

named TA topper when the plan

j
is put into effect, said that the

I

radio union would ask the backing
!
of the 4A’s at the latter’s executive
board meeting Sept. 15. According

I

to Heller, if the board gives final

approval to the T.\ plan. AFR.A and
the other 4.A’s unions involved
would immediately launch a cam-
paign for colh'ctive bargaining in

the tele industry.
1 “I know that some w'orkablc solu-

tion will be found which will en-
! able us to proceed effectively and
immediately to organize this newr

and most iinportai\t entertainment
,
medium.” Heller declared.

I The AFR.\ resolution declared
that video performers must be pro-
tected, that collective bargaining
can be delayed no longer and that
“every effort should be made to

reach agreement with the screen
guilds” to give perform(*rs a single
bargaining agent and prevent po.s-

sible jurisdictional strife. The
statement noted that although the
disagreements between .AP'RA and
the screen guilds "do not portend
an early solution” of th« issues, the
delogales hack the fundamental
principles of the TA agreement
and request “continued efforts" to
reach an agreement with the screen
guilds. It added that it did not
believe the S,\G position would
“preclude SAG’s reconsideration of
its refusal to join with the other
branches in part ieiiiai ing in the
Television Authority.”
Many sfieakers cxpres.scd tho

view that TV i.s a new medium in

which performers should he given
“the same opportunity for denio-

(Continued on paj^e 41)

Runnion, KXLW Founder,

Out as Directing Head
SI. Louis, Aug. 30.

Guy Runnion. wlio founded
KXLW. only radio .station in ad-

jacent St. Louis County, in 1946,

after serving at KMOX. last week
bowed out as prez and general

manager after he and hi.s wife dis-

majority interest in

Lee J. Sloan, Silas

. Virgil Sloan, broth-

arc engaged in the

The sale recently was
FCC.

The station went on the air Jan.

1, 1947. and last January and Feb-

ruary Runnion was embroiled in

a long row with AFL Broadcast-

ing Engineers over wages and with

the trustees of the Village of Oli-

vette over the location of the trans-

mitter. the erection of which vio-

lated the village zoning ordinances,

j

After the wage dispute was set-

tled, Runnion cleared up the zon-

ing row by building a new trans-

mitter in another part of the coun-

ty. During both turmoils several

arrests were made and litigation

was filed, but slate was finally

1 cleared.

posed of their

the station to

E. Sloan and T,

ers who also

moving biz.

approved by

Quaker Oats ‘Man on Farm’

Goes Full Hour on MBS
Chicago. Aug. 30.

Quaker Oat.s, pretty pleased
about its 3()-miMute "Man on the
Farm” show aired from Chi oVer
400 Mutual outlets, has extended
the program to a full hour, starting
Oct. 8. The Feature Production
package aired over the full MBS
net Aug. 27. after 11 years of QO
spotting "Man” into 50 regional
markets.

Additional 30 minutes reportedly
will plug Mother’s Oats for Quak-
ers—It’ll tialance the first half now
pushing Full-0-l*ep feed. Present
format will expand on the same
basis, with emcee Chuck Acre,
comic Reggie Cross, organist Por-
ter Heaps, and newly-added warb-
ler Peggy O’Neil maintaining the
breezy audience participation with
a rural twist. Sherman & Mar-
quette agency routed.

Atomic Plant Town May
Get 1st Radio Station

Seattle, .Aug. 30.

Cascade Broadcasting Co., op-
erator of KIMA in Yakima, Wash.,
has been awarded a lea.se to con-
struct and operate a 1,000 watt ra-
dio station in Richland, site of
atomic production plant.

The lease, granted by General
Electric, is contingent upon the
ability of the company to obtain
an FCC license. If it goes through,
it will be first radio station In
Richland, wliich has been a boom
town since atomic plants were

i opened there.
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Protests Swarm in On FCC Re Plan

To Switch Towns From UHF to VHF

‘Platform,’ AM Sustainer,

Gets Sponsor on Video
‘People’s Platform,” CBS forum

Washington, Aug. 30.

Strong opposition to establish-'
^

Ing UHF stations in cities with

stations operating in the present

very high frequency band was
registered last week in comments
filed with the FCC to its proposed

television allocations. Several of program which has been aired sus-

the briefs also challenged the legal- taining as a radio show for the

Ity of the allocation table and con- last 11 years, has picked up a

tended it should be used only as a sponsor for television after only

guide I
a year on TV. Weekly half-hour

Approximately 120 companies and show was bought this w eek by

organizations filed briefs Friday Household Finance Corp which

<26), the deadline for submitting ;

takes over at the end of Septem-

comments. More were arriving as tier. Now aired Thursday nights,

the Commission offices closed. The
,

the program moves at hat time

''cBS harmimained the suatai.

beginning Sept. 26. show^ pubTc service ra“
Several companies suggested decided recently to open

plans to eliminate the for rpy
y^j-sion to sponsorship.

Intermixing of VHB and UHF sta- p^igh^ Cooke is moderator on
tions. A proposal sug^sted by shows, but the two feature
DuMont would utilize the entire

different subjects and guest panel-
DHF band, increa.sing the number each week. Household Finance

Kempner’s 109G TV Bid
Galveston, Aug. 30.

R. Lee Kempner has filed appli-

cation with the FCC for a tele-

vision outlet to be built here at a

cost of $109,000. It would operate

on channel number 9 with 2.64 kw
visual and 1.32 kw aural.

Estimated cost of operation the

first year and the estimated income
the first year is set at $70,000.

Kempner is a local banker.

of channels from 42 to 69. The
DuMont plan would retain the pres-

ent VHF assignments and, in some
cases, would make possible more
VHF stations. Intermixing was
also opposed by the Television

^

Broadcasters Assn.

A plan suggested by CBS would
give Boston and San Francisco

each one more VHF station than is

provided by FCC. In 15 metropoli-

tan areas which have no TV
authorizations but which would get

both VHF and UHF under the

Commission allocations, seven

bankrolled the 15-minute ‘‘Back-

stage with Barry (Wood)” on
CBS-TV last season, but dropped
it at the beginning of the sum-

WVNJ, Newark, In

4 UHF Bands Plea

Gleason s 'Riley

As NBC Telefilm

Hollywood, Aug. 30.

Producer Irving Brecher and
Pabst Beer have decided to put the
television version of ‘‘Life of Ri-

ley” directly on film, thus making
it the first regularly-scheduled ra-

dio show to be filmed for TV. Jackie

i

Gleason, stage and nitery comic,

!
last week was signed for the titlef

i role of the video show, which will

I be launched 9ct. 4 on both the

I

NBC-TV interconnected web and

I

Coast stations.

I
Gleason was the personal choice

I

of Brecher for the role, after Lon
Chaney, Jr., had played the part
in a test film. Only other cast-

1

ings set are Rosemary De Camp
1 as Mrs. Riley and Lanny Rees as

1

"Junior.” Brecher is still search-
ing for a 16-year-old girl to play
Babs, the daughter, and Gillis, the
mugg friend of Riley’s. Unless
NBC can work out some tempo-
rary arrangement with the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians,
Brecher will use recorded music
to score the film.

CU Indk Pro^Kers (laiin Brushoff

From Agencies; Can’t Get AuditiiMs

would have UHF stations only un-
|

Washington, Aug. 30.

While most television applicants 2 BANKROLLERS SEEN
^^yresno ^^^WheoUn^/ telling FCC last week how ,

leaurnt-^rt aS Tex.. Ham: it would be possible to provide
pQ|J ‘BROADWAY REVUE’

ilton-Middletown.O..Roanoke, Va.,( heir cit es with VHF instead of rWI\ DIXUnunHl lUifUli

Springfield, III., and Manchester, .
UHF stations, Newark Broadcas -

® ing Corp. (WVNJ) of Newark, of-

fered a plan to make available
Wide Disinclination

Petitions from dozens of stations
four UHF channels in the New
Jersey city. Under the new pro-

indicated wide disinclination to ap- posed video allocations no channels
plying for UHF channels. Many the lower or upper band would
broadcasters suggested ways in be given Newark and all VHF al-
which VHF could be allocated in locations in the New York-Newark
their cities in place of UHF. They area have been assigned,
said they could bring television to

i wVNJ told the Commission it

their com/nunities much sooner recognized that the only possible
with VHF than with UHF, which ju which additional television
would require waiting for equip- service could be furnished to Nevv-
ment to be made available.

j would be through UHF. It
A surprising number of broad- therefore proposed that four chan-

casters offered to establish VHF ^gls in the UHF band which are
television stations in small towns

' allocated to cities less than 200
and were willing to proceed as niiles awav be also used in Newark
soon as they could get permits. although FCC proposed require-
DuMont’s plan would provide 48 ^ents call for a 200 mile separa-UHF channels for metropolitan tion of stations on the same chan-

stations, 12 UHF for community Since the other cities using
stations, and nine for educational, jjje channels are at least 150 miles
With the 12 channels now allocated ’ away, WVNJ suggests, the use of
In the VHF band, the proposal

, offset carrier would provide a bet-
would call for the use of 81 chan- ter interference protection to the

other stations than the distance
separation itself.

At least two of the channels
could be used in Newark, under
FCC requirements, the station as-
serts.

Serving notice that it intend.^ to
Sun Oil Co. has completed ar- appear at the September video

rangements with ABC-TV to tele- hearings, WVNJ points out that
vise 15 professional football games New Jersey, the ninth state in
of the National League. Formula population. Is allowed only one
which has been worked out to VHF channel, already assigned to
avoid cutting into gate receipts of a Newark applicant, under the
the grid matches, calls for airing proposed allocations, and that no
the contests in 12 non-league cities

j

UHF stations are provided for
and in other league cities which Newark, Paterson or Camden,
don’t have games when the broad- i

Under the proposed allocations,
casts are .scheduled.

|

Atlantic City and Trenton are each
Red Grange, onetime ‘‘Galloping assigned three UHF channels and

Ghost,” will handle the play-by- Asbury Park, New Brunswick and
play descriptions, with Joe Hasel Vineland each one UHF.
handling the color. First broad-! —
cast will be Sunday. Sept. 25, when

j i n •r • t
t^he New York Giants play I’itts-j WboleSale Shifting Mburgh at the latter s field. On I

®
Sept. 26 the night game between '

Washington and Chicago, in Chi.
|

Will be aired.

"Broadway Revue,” sponsored
, for a full hour via NBC-TV last

year by Admiral, may have two
' bankrollers this season. Admiral
retains an option on the full 8 to 9

!
Friday night time period but would

j

like to give up a half-hour to
another advertiser. Admiral has
not trimmed its TV budget but is

now also sponsoring a half-hour of
“Stop the Music” on ABC-TV.

I

NBC, which packages "Revue”

I

along with the William Morris
,

office and Max Liebman, who pro-
,

duced and directed last year, is

: now pitching the other half-hour

I

lo several top ad agencies and
clients. Show last year was headed
by Sid Caesar, Mary McCarty, Imo-
gene Coca and Marke and Gower
Champion, but whether all will be
back this year has not been deter-
mined, Program carries a talent
and production budget of $18,000-
$20 ,000 .

(Continued on page 39)

SUN OIL TO TELEVISE

15 NAT’L LEAGUE GAMES

Don Lee Goes in For

Tele Color Research

Carl Stanton to NBC
Carl M. .Stanton, former head

©f nighttime radio and televi.sion

with the Dancer. Fitzgerald &
Sample agency, will .«5upervi.se the
new Saturday night block program-
ming lineup as his first job in his

new NBC-TV post. Stanton joined
the NBC-TV staff Monday <29t. and
W'ill concentrate on development
of new talent.

I

Before joining DFAS. Stanton
headed up radio for Foote. Cone
&. Belding, handling the American
Tobacco account at that agency.
Earlier, he worked with the Hol-
lywood office of the old Lord &

Thomas agency, FC&B’s pi edcces- !

sor. i

Channels Due If New

Allocations Get OK
Washington. Aug. 30.

Federal Communications Com-
mission engineers will have to shift
plenty of channels around if the
propo-sals of various applicants and
permittees in connection with the
new television allocation plan are
accepted. Among the hundred or
.so suggestions made last week
WBTV, of Charlotte. N. C, which
uses channel 3 to cover a vast area
with its rural video .station, request-
ed that a permittee in Greensboro
be given channel 8 instead of chan-
nel 2. Such a shift would protect
WBTV and al.so benefit the Greens-
boro permittee (WFMY-TV', FCC
was told.

WBTV said it purcha.sed a moun-
(Continued on page 38)

I Hollywood, Aug. 30.
Harry Lubeke, director of tele-

vision research for Don Lee, will
j

concentrate all his efforts on the I

developing of color for the web.
Move was decided upon by Willet
Brown. Don Lee prexy, last week

,

following RCA’s color announce-
‘ ment.
' Brown’s decision to have Lubeke
expend all his energies in the de-
velopment of color reception came

;

after RCA announced that it had
developed a new color television
system which requires no changes
in present tran.smission .standards

^

and needs only a simple color
j

^

adapter to be receivable on present
i

day sets. FCC’s sudden interest

!

^

in color video also acted as a hypo
on Don Lee execs.
Lubeke put the Don Lee station,

KT.SL. on the air in 1931. He has!
been with the organization for
almost 20 years. Lubeke helped
develop the electric .scanning lube
with Philo T. Farnsworth. Don
r.ee revealed last week that it has
had an experimental research
transmitter since 1946.

Ace British Lensman In

N. Y. for TV Huddles
Derick Williams, ace British

cameraman, is in N. Y. huddling

with Hubbell Television officials

on production setup for new TV
mystery film series. "Man Who
Walks by Night. ” Williams, who
did lensing on "In Which We
Serve.” "idiot s Delight” and
"Yank At Oxford.” is chief techni-

cal advisor and a director of Vizio,

Ltd., of London, producers of TV
films for Hubbell.

First issues of two mystery
series produced especially for

television, "Walks By Night” and
"Case Book of Scotland Yard,”
were brought to N. Y. by Williams
for prexy Richard Hubbell to in-

spect.

GiDette Bouts In

Chi Hit TV Snag
Chicago. Aug. 30,

Squabble between International
Boxing Club and two ex-Chi Stadi-

um fight promoters has temporari-
ly snafued plans to televi.se 10 ma-
jor scraps out of Chi starting Sept.

30, and running until April 14, IBC
kingpin Arthur Wirtz has already
arranged with NBC-TV to carry six

of the bouts and CBS-TV to handle
four, but must clear five disputed
dates with the Illinois Athletic
Commission before he gives the
green light to the tele contracts.

Likewi.se pending is the position
of Gillette Razors as sponsor of all

10 fights, starting with the Kid
Galivan-Beau Jack scrap Sept. 30,
and embracing nine other major
fights. Illinois boxing mogul Joe
Triner is .settling the disputed
dates this week between Wirtz and
promoters Irving Schoenwald and
Jack Begun.

Dates .set with NBC-TV. all Fri-
day nights, are Sept. 30. Oct, 14,
Nov. 4 and 18, Jan. 20 and April 14.

CBS-TV dates, all Wednesday
nights, are Dec. 7. Feb 8. Feb. 22
and March 22. NIK’ time will be
9 p.m.. Chi time, and it's assumed
the CBS times will coincide. Gil-
lette already holds the NBC Fri.
time periods for its New York
bouts, but it’s believed the spon-
sor will be just as happy to switch
to Chi originations, as long as the
calibre of the bouts has some tele-
viewer appeal.

Another wrinkle not yet Ironed
out Is whether Chi will be blacked
out on the bouts. Wirtz is report-
ed dickering to accomplish this,
for fear of the TV effect on his
Stadium gates, but whether Gil-
lette will go along is doubtful.

‘Touchdown’ at KTSL
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

"Touchdown.” a 30-minute, once
v^eekly show featuring film high-
lights of top eastern football game.s
played last year, has been lea.sed
by KTSL's sales topper Bob Hoag.
Station will peddle the 13-week
series to a focal sponsor for $516.47
per epsiode, including time.

Series is slated to kick off Sept.
23. preceding the station’s telens-mg of boxing bouts.

Venuta-Skolsky Combo,

Bert Gordon Package

For ‘Premiere Theatre’
Hollywood, Aug. 30.

William Morris has packaged
two more shows for telensing on
KNBH as part of the "Premiere
Theatre” .series. Agency and
KNBH have a 13-week working
agreement for the presentation of
Morris packages. This will be ex-
tended indefinitely if it proves
favorable to selling agency pack-
ages.

J-sicst shows to be packaged are
The Private F.ar” and a Benay

Venuta-.Sidney Skolsky combo.
Ear’ will .star Bert Gordon, the
Mad Russian." and be scripted by

Will Ciould. Show is a comedy-
detective layout. The Venuta-Skol-
sky package is being written by
Mannie Manheim. Program will
be of gab singfest type. Shows
will be telensed once on KNBH
and kinescoped for agenc.v view-
ing in accordance with the agree-
ment.

Chicago, Aug. 3o.
Indie TV producers here are

griping about the brushoff they’r.
getting from agencies, even when
they come up with new. low-cost
packages with “sponsor impact”
They’re complaining the ad boys
have gotten so glamorized they
have overlooked the strong nm
gram value of local showcasing
One packager has offered a dozen

new ideas, in the $100-$.'j00 range
ready to screen on a week's notice’
but claims he doesn't even get
courtesy auditions until he gets on
his knees before the tele directors
Furthermore, he charges it i.snt
just lack of spon.sor money that
cau.se.s the aloofness, but excessiv*
timidity on the agency’s pari.

Another indie operator, with two
commercial shows running, blames
the freeze on agency toppers who
"put radio directors in the TV seat
without first inserting a thi.stle

”

He claims his sale.smen don’t even
get past the receptionists without
a fight even while the agency bra.ss
are out making speeches about
"the miracle of television.”

TV stations don’t give much help
either, according to one indie. He
charges that because the program
departments are so intere.sied in
building up their staffs and im-
portance that new programs
brought in from outside won’t get
attention until the station produc-
ers can put their own stamp on it.

Net result of the dis.sen.sion is

that small indies, already strapped
for coin and operating mainly on
fresh ideas and optimism, are
carrying salesmen a's well as pro-
duction staffs. They argue that if

the agencies would give them a
break, they could then offer their
packages even cheaper, and thus
speed tele progress in the (’hi area.

KRAMER INTO VIDEO

WITH LARDNER TALES
Hollywood. Aug, 30.

Stanley Kramer has inked a deal

with Don Lee television to produce

a series of teevee pictures for

KTSL based on Ring Lardner

stories. Deal was set by network

video veepee Charles Glett. Latter

arranged financing of th;ee
Kramer films for theatres through
Bruce Church as liis last job be-

fore leaving post as managing di-

rector of Motion Picture Center

Studio to take over the tele post

last July.

Move points up Glett’s pu.sh for

picture talent and methods for the

KTSL outlet. Tele topper re-

portedly is also looking for a film

man to take over post of program

director at KTSL vacated recently

by Carlton Winckler w ho moves to

KECA-TV. He is using first threO

months of his time at Don Lee,

which will be up Sept. 7. lo set up

a "television workshop” similar to

CBS’ “radio workshop ” of war-

time.

Kramer, who.se "The Men" will

teeoff trio of Churem financed pic-

tures on Oct. 10, will use the Lard-

ner properties he acquired when

setting up his first Indie picture,

"So This Is New York” It’s figured

the "earthy-talking ” Lardner char-

acters are suitable tele fodder.

Plans are for the film f)roducer to

experiment with live shows before

he puts anything on film.

Berle Pacts Legiter
Hollywood. Aug. 30.

Milton Berle has signed Audrey
Meadows for his fall Texaco tele
show.

She’s currently with the "High
Button Shoes" cast here.

Upside-Down Models

Pep Up Detroit Video

Detroit. Aug. 30.

Video did the old flipflop Fr’***^

night (26), just like the flicker*

used to do. The picture.*; on WJBK-

TV came out upside down.

turvy performers were models

a style show featuring bathini

suits, afternoon dressc.s and forma

attire. .

Hundreds of set owners call^fo

Richard Jones, general

of WJBK. Jones couldn't ‘‘’‘plain

what happened. At first he c

eluded that a bored engineer

cided to pep up the prograiri-

it turned out to be an ••’ndver

reversal somewhere among

mysterious tubes deep in the v

of the machinery.
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HEFTY TV BILLINGS LOOMING
CBS Vs. RCA s Dye-in-the-Sky’

As far as CBS is concerned, the current color television tempest
adds up to a “here-we-go-again” and a reprise of the October, 1946,

ruling, with the FCC once more yanking the rug from under
Columbia.
CBS is anything but happy about it and privately feels that it’s

getting a rough deal from the Commissioners, in view of its avowed
championing of tinted video. As one CBS exec put; “After all,

what network took it on the chin to the tune of $3,500,000 in

trying to push color TV?”
' Thus to accuse CBS of trying to hold back the color advance is

slightly ridiculous, the net execs argue.

Attitude of the Columbia chieftains, it’s known, is something like

this: By hailing the RCA announcement, the Commissioners can pat
themselves on the back. They can be jubilant over the fact that

'they didn’t act hastily on the ex-CBS pitch, on the basis that now
they needn’t change the standards and use up twice as much spec-

trum space. They can thus relax into a four-five-year period of

inaction while RCA fulfills its “pie in the sky” promise. But mean-
while, CBS argues, it’s the public that takes the beating.

Around CBS there are some who question whether RCA’s elec-

tronic color system can do what it claims. They say the technique

for integrating color into the existing black-and-white low band
was tried and abandoned by Columbia experts as not feasible.

It $ Johnson to FCC to TV Indnstry

M SOLD DOT A, CBS in Again

NBC to Project 'American Famfly

In 3-Honr Saturday Night Showcase
Entirely new' idea in television

programming, which in effect will

give 12 sponsors a three-hour show

each at an individual cost of a 15-

minute segment, has been set by

NBC-TV for its fall Saturday night

lineup. Conceived by Sylve.ster L.

(“Pat”) Weaver, new NBC-TV vee-

pee, the program will have no set

format but will encompass all

things the average American fam-
ily does on a Saturday night. By
spreading the cost of the three-

hour block among 12 bpnkrollers.

Weaver thinks it will lower the

cost for each and yet provide
enough o' a budget to lure top-

name stars.

NBC-TV salesmen are now’ out
pitching the idea to ad agencies
and clients, terming the show a

gigantic participation. Show will

present a panorama of Americans
at play on Saturday night, compri.s-

Ing a series of vignettes featuring
the name talent. For example,
one sequence may depict' a group
of teenagers playing a Tommy Dor-
sey record. Cameras would then
dissolve through the record into

a live pickup of the Dorsey orch.
In the same way. the program may
encompass nitery .show's, films,

stageshows. etc. For a film, the
camera<^may depict a family going
to their neighborhood theatre and

(Continued on page 63)

Hannon’s Grid Chore
Hollywood. Aug. 30.

Tom Harmon has been picked by
KECA-TV to call the USC-UCLA
football games. KFI has given
Harmon an 11-week leave of ab-

sence from his chores as sports di-

rector for KFI-TV and KFI.
Harmon will, however, continue

to handle his three television shows
for the outlet. He does a five-min-

ute sports feature Monday through
Friday, a 30-minute layout Sunday,
and another half-hour show' each
Sunday.

Philly Eagles Rescind

TV Ban on 'Away’ Grid

NBC, CBS Decide

To String With

Own Packages
Despite the fact that some of

their house-built package shows
have been on the air several

months without a sponsor, both

NBC-TV and CBS-TV plan to ride

along with the best of these pro-

grams in hopes* of selling them
soon. Both webs, in addition, will

continue their emphasis on crea-

tive programming, slotting new
packages in the early or late eve-

ning time periods.

Tops of the NBC sustainers is

aired
t 1 &!• II 1 1

Garroway at Large.” now

tiames; Local Nix Holds *" simoa,- nuht lo to i^o
' period. Web sales chiefs report

Philadelphia, Aug. 30.

The Philadelphia Eagles, pre-
grid champs, which early this year
thumbs - downed television, has
backtracked to permit WFII>TV
telecast the team’s aw’ay-from-
home games.
The video ban, which caused

lively local comment and much
pro and con discussion, still ap-
plies to the six games the Kngles
will play at Shibe Park. How-
ever, local TV viewers are certain
to see some of the five panics away
from the home lot.

Initial Eagles appearance before
the cameras was the exliihilion

game with the Chi Cardinals held
yesterday (29i in Chicago. WFIL-
Ty presented the game here by
Midwest coaxial cable facilities.

George Walsh, WFIL-TV sports di-

rector, did the play-by-play. The
game, however, was not seen in

Ghicago.

James P. Clark, president of thp
Eagles, announced the new TV de-
rision, at a pres.s-radio luncheon
(24) and said the switch was “in

accordance with our policy of mak-
ing available by television all

practical opportunities lo present
the Eagb's in action, and to give
inyal fans and supporter.s a chance
to see the Eagles away.

Tlie Eagles telecasts are spon-
sored by Sun Oil.
According to Clark, the no-\ ideo

stand on the local games has hy-
poed ticket sales.

five prospective sponsors are

(Continued on page 38)

def-

3-Hour, 3-Nel Program

For KMTV, Omaha, Bow
Omaha. Aug. 30.

Omaha - Council Bluffs civic

leaders w ill gather at television sta-

tion KMTV' for its commercial open-

ing Sept. 1 in Omaha. Three hours

of programs from three networks.

C’BS. ABC and DuMont, are to be

aired plus a special film review of

21.31(5 persons who toured the

Omaha station Aug. 15-20 during

KMTVs open house when the sta-

tion demonstrated for the first

time in the city just what network

programs actually are.

The open house, held in coopera-

tion with the Nebraska-low a Elec-

trical Council, gave Omahans a

three-hour preview' of network

video each evening; launched one

of the most successful TV set sales

drives in midwest history, accoi cl-

ing to J. Helgeson of the TV'

distributors committee; gave

KMTV’ tbe honor of being first

with a TV schedule in Omaha, and

paved the way for a large viewing

audience on the Sept. 1 opening.

After Sept. 1. the program schcc

-

ule will vary each evening depend-

ing upon commitments from il.s

three networks, remotes, and local

I
organizations.

Underlining the belief that tele-
vision is due for hefty billings dur-
ing the upcoming season, a roundup
of the four major TV networks re-
veals that NBC is already 74^e sold
out on its weekly evening time and
the CBS availabilities are about
66^'r gone. ABC and DuMont fall
short of the other two webs, but
both have a number of new pack-
ages on Ice which they’re confident
will snag bankrollers within the
next few w'eeks.
Taking 7 p.m. nightly as the net-

work starting time. NBC’s fall pro-
gram log at this time calls for 24' 2
hours per week. Of that time. 18
hours have been sold. In addition,
two-and-a-half of the still open six-
and-a-half hours have been op-
tioned by different advertisers.
Biggest hole in the NBC com-
mercial schedule' is Saturday night,
where “Who Said That.” with
Crosley sponsoring, is the only
show sold. Crosley. in fact, may
drop the show, since it has already
signed with CBS to bankroll a half-
hour version of ‘ This Is Broadw'ay”
in the fall.

NBC toppers are confident, how-
ever, that their new block program-
ming lineup for Saturday nigbt will

go fast, Web is planning a solid

three hours of shows, probably
starting at 7 o’clock, which will

comprise pickups from several sta-

tions on the interconnected link

tied together by a central theme.
Time is to be sold on the block in

15-minute segments, meaning 12
different slots are open to partici-

pating bankrollers.

NBC’s Tuesday Sellout

With confirmation this week of

the sw'itch from DuMont to NBC of

the Old Gold “Amateur Hour.”
NBC’s Tuesday night lineup is

completely sold out for the fail and
winter. Present layout has “Kukla,
Fran and Ollie” (Sealtesti from 7

to 7:30; Roberta Quinlan (Mohawk*,
7:30 to 7:45; “Camel News Cara-
van” (Camels). 7:45 to 8; Milton
Berle’s “Texaco Star Theatre.” 8 to

9; “Fireside Theatre” (Procter &
Gamble), 9 to 9:30; “Life of Riley”
(Pabst), 9:30 to 10, and the “Ama-
teur Hour” from 10 to 11.

CBS, taking the same 24)2 hours
as average w'eekly network time, to

date has sold 16)4 hours. Satur-

day night presents the biggest

problem for that ' web also. Only
show sold to date on Saturdays is

“Winner Take All.” bankrolled by
Chevrolet, But, as W'ith NBC. CBS
is confident it w'ill have little

trouble in filling the available time.

Ken Murray’s “Blackouts,” slotted

in the Saturday night 9 to 10 pe-

riod, has already been bid for by
several advertisers. Once that

show’ is sold, CBS believes it will

easily fill the adjacent slots.

Wednesday is CBS’ big night so

far, with only the first half-hour of

the four-hour evening still open.

Lineup at present reads Doug Ed-
wards News (Oldsmobile), 7:30 to

7:45; Earl Wrightson Show (Mas-
land Carpets. (7:45 to 8; “Godfrey
and Friends” (Che.sterfield). 8 to 9;

Paul Winchcll-Dunninger (Bigelow-

Sanford'. 9 to 9:30; “.Armchair De-
tective” ( W'hitehall). 9:30 to 10, and
the fights (Ballantine', 10 to 11.

Santa Fe Goes Video
Santa Fe Railroad has signed for

a weekly 15-minute travel film on
WCBS-TV, ke.y N. Y. outlet of the
CBS web. I'llms will be scanned
in the Sunday night 6:1.5 to 6:30
slot starting Oct. 2. Agency is Leo '

Burnett.
jTime sale was set by the Chicago
'

office of Radio Sales. CBS’ spot ^

sales representatives for owned-
and-operated stations.

Set Retalers

Confused On

Color To-Do
Television set retailers present-

ed varying reactions this week to

the effect on sales of the current
to-do about color video. Some
claimed the newspaper stories on
color, which hit the front pages
of several N. Y. dailies last week,

i

boomed sales by finally settling the
obsole.scence issue in the minds of

prospective buyers. Other retail- ,

ers claimed, however, that the
;

public is now more confused than
ever and berated the industry for ;

reviving the color controversy at

a time when the 1950 modehs are
Just hitting the stores.

One factor gleaned from a sur-

vey of N. Y. retailers is that the

store managers themselves are
confused. One such manager con- 1

fessed to being muddled over such
terms as adapters, converters, etc.,

and whether TV sets will need
them if color is approved by tbe

FCC. This was despite the fac-

tual information given aliout such
problems in last week’s announce-
ment of its new color process by
RCA. As a result, .some indust ry-

ites, fearing buyers may be scared

off by such an attitude on the part

of retailers, are mulling some form
of education campaign for dealers

throughout the country.

Spokesman for one of (he large

indie retaileps pointed out that sto-

ries on color, besides clearing the

obsolescence issue, had also

brought video into public view edi-

torially. This, he claimed, gave

set sales the biggest push they

have had since the political con-

ventions a year ago. Another re-

tailer averred that all the public-

ity given both color and ob.so-

(Continued on page 63*

Washington, Aug. 30.

Color television development
has been .setting a dizzy pace here
the last week, with FCC driving
herd on the industry to show its

stuff and chairman Edwin Johnson
of the Senate Committee on Inter-

state and f Foreign Commerce
cracking the Congre.ssional whip
to spur the Commi.ssion to license

some system, or several of them,
in. the interest.s of getting video
out of the red.

While occupied with problems
Involving tbe CBS system, the
Commission was confronted with
news of (he RC.A all-electronic

developn ent. Although regarded
as a welcome addition to progress
in color, the new system met with
some skeptici.srn.

Some iifficials wanted to know’
more about the cost of converters
to re.*eive UCA color. They were
not carrii'd away by tbe fact that
no attachment is needed to bring
in color programs in black and
white. “How does that bring in
color'V they asked.

(’BS prez Frank Stanton and his

aidPs npiaiently failed to satisfy

the Commission that CBS is Suf-

ficiently cooperating for the tele
hearings beginning Sept. 26. Im-
mediately alter a confab Frida.v
(26), Commissioner Rol)ert Jones
sent Stall! on a letter in which he
likened the web’s report of its

color advances to a race horse
which “having run a fine race, sud-
denly balks at the finish line.”
Jones said he was “amazed” that
the web failed to order converters
for the forthcoming hearings, even
though it had been requested b.v

the (’ommission to provide the
equipmeiil.
Kefe|ring to a letter Stanton

wrote him tin* previous day. Jones
said he was “greatly surprised that
a company the size of C’B.S should
hesitate to spend the $12. .500 maxi-
mum neees.sary for even 25 con-
verters for bla( k and white receiv-
ing set.s.” Considering that the
FC(' decision which rejected CBS
color in 1947 was based in large
part on lack of adequate field test-
ing b.v otlier than CBS engineers,
Jones added, the web’s stand is

(Continued on page 41)

Underhill to Coast For

CBS Operations Study
Presaging an increa.sed u.se of

Hollywood - originated television

program.s on the CBS-TV web,
eastern program chief Charles I’n-

derhill planed lo "the Coast Fri-

day <26 1 for a 10 day study of

CBS progr.am operations there.

Underhill plans to onceover all

shows now aired by KTTV, the

web’s Hollywood outlet, to deter-

mine which might be suitable for

kinescoping for the rest of the

country. He’ll huddle with Harry
Ackerman, who heads up the

web's tele program operations on

the Coast, with a view towards

lining up a greater interchange of

shows. Underhill also plans to con-

fab with Ed Wynn, who.se weekly
half-hour comedy show tees off

Oct, 6 via kinescope on CBS' east-

ern and midwestern nets.

BENNY STILL UP IN AIR

ON FALL VIDEO PLANS
Jack Benny is still undecided on

his television plans for the fall.

Comedian declared on his arrival

from England Thursday <25' that

the situation is open. He said he

wants to wait until he get.s his

radio stiow on the air this fall

before resuming negotiations with

CBS and American Tobacco on a

possible kinescoped TV program
from the Coast. Radio shovv tees

off Sept. 1

1

Benny arrived aboard the Queen
Mary a. .1 planed out the s.ime

night for Hollywood. He went to

England to attend the opening
night of George Burns and Gracie

.Allen’s stand at the London Pal-

ladium. Comedian also talked to

CBS board chairman William S.

F’aley, who also just returned from
Fairopc, about his radio and TV'

plans.

Bristol-Myers Has Two

Banks to Break on NBC

Despite New FCC Edict
NBC. in (he face of the recent

FCC ban on giveaway shows, will
preem “tbeak the Bank” as .separ-
ate radio and television programs
Oct. 5. Quiz show, sponsored by
Bristol-Myers, moves at that time
from ABC’, where it has been si-

mulcast. On NBC, however, the
radio version will be aired at 9
p.m. Wednesdays, with the TV’ ver-
sion hitting the air an hour later.

Bert Ihirks will continue as em-
cee of both shows, with Bud Coll-
yer a.ssisting as announcer ’and
program host, Tele show will have
its own contestants and cash
awards for correct answers, includ-
ing a “bank " always worth $1,000
or more. Doherty, C'lifford &
Shenfield is the agency for B-M on
both show.s

KBTV Set to Go
Dallas, Aug 30 .

KBTV, local television outlet, is

expected to start testing this week.

Its test pattern will be transmitted

on Channel 8 until Sept. 17, when
programming will begin.

Joe K. Parrish has been named
advertising and publicitv director

of the video outlet He was tormer-

Jy with J. B. Taylor ad agency.

‘SILVER TV THEATRE’

SET FOR OCT. 3 PREEM
“Sihfi- Tidevision Theatre." In-

ternational Silver show which
preems ( )( t 3 on the CBS-TV web,
will feature an original comedy
each week with the emphasis on
romanee to tie in with the spon-
sor’s piodiKt. Conrad Nagel has
been set as program host, with a
different name actor planned for
each .stanza to head up the cast.
Frank K. Telford. Young &

Rubicam agency .staffer, will pro-
duce and direct. Telford will also
repeat this year as producer of the
Bigelow-Sanford < Uunninger-Paul
WinchelD program, which moves
from NBC to CBS. Pres. Woo’d.
Telford’s assistant on the show last

,
year, will direct.
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Maybe it isn’t as tough as it looks.

For example: A manufacturer of facial

tissues faced a price war from competitors

and buying resistance from inventory-

conscious retailers in St. lx)uis.*

He thought he had a formidable problem.

.

until his agency called in Radio Sales.

The Radio Sales Account Executive

(just back from a see-for-himself trip to

St. Louis) drew on his vast fund of

f r^^i’haiid experience to give the manu-

facturer inside information on exactly

how '‘The Housewives’ Piotective

League” on 50, 000-watt KMOX

could function as his sales weapon.

f

The manufacturer bought.

And the HPL sold. In six weeks, sales

jumpec]_222^ jn

!

If yoK think you have a tough nut

to ci'ack in any— or all—of thiileen of

your best maiLets, call in your

Radio Sales Account Executive. His

regular visits to each station he

}epresents give you face-to-face facts

on how to lick your competition

, , . and be a champ.
*Amithri > mJ lift tttory.

RADIO SALES
Radio and Television Stations

Representat ive , . . CBS
Salt*!* repiest-iits Coliimhia Pacific Network

aiiti CBS slationu in thirteen of the conntry’i* riciiest citiea —

jankiriK fit>t*, jiecond, thin!*, fifth*, seventh, eighth,

tenth, twelfth, fifte<-nth, thii ty-secoinl*, fortieth, fifty-second*

and seventy-fourth* in total annual retail sales.

(*Arid the best TV station, too, in these markets.)

i
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S4 RADIO REVIEWS
FATHER KNOWS BEST
With Robert Younf, June Whitley.
Ted Donaldson, Thoda Williams,
Norma Jean Nillson, Eleanor
Audley, others; Roy Bargy orch

Writer: Ed James
Director: Ken Burton
30 Mins.; Thurs. 8:30 p.m.
CiENERAL FOODS
NBC, from Hollywood

( Bcjiton & Bowles^
Ed James, it would appear, has

written himself a honey of a pack-
age in “Father Knows Best.” This
is the situation comedy to which,

as a coin-saving expedient. General
Foods latched itself on behalf of

Its Maxwell House product, as re-

S
lacemcnt for the high-budgeted
urns & Allen show in the Thurs-

day night 8:30-9 period.

There are two factors, however,
that may mitigate against “Father”
when the Hooper chips are down.
E.s.sentially the family-slanted sit-

uation comedy clings somewhat to

the idiom of “Aldrich Family,”
which it follows, thus posing the
que.stion whether the bracketing of

two 30-minute comedy gab sessions

Js the ideal come-on for listeners.

Too, it stacks up against he high-
voltage suspense parlay of shows
on CBS, with the high-rated “Mr.
Keen.’’ in this instance, as the com-
petition.

’•iie fact remains that on its own
nuiits. “Father” shapes up as a

winner, if the initial installment
has set the pattern. For scripter

James’ “average family in an av-

erage American town.” with its

trio of Anderson kids with their as-

sorted dilemmas and comedy-pro-
voking tribulations, hits right at

family risibilities. It’s real with-

out being maudlin and the comedy
stems from hilarious situations and
unforced punchy lines (as in the se-

quence of the Andersons kicking
around the projected marriage of

their 17-year-old daughter with a

neighbor’s kid, culminating in a

two-family verbal slugfest and
tongue-lashing that registered as a

boff.

It won’t be easy maintaining the
pace and qualitative scripting
achieved by James on the pre-
miere, but now that he’s got the
basic ingredients established, it

should be smooth sailing.

Robert Young as “Father” was a
neat casting trick and right down
the line the acting and particular-
ly the timing was firstrate.

Rose.

LUX RADIO THEATRE
<”June Bride”)
With Bette Davis, Janies Stewart,

others; Lou Silvers orch
Producer: William Keighlc;y
Director: Fred McKaye
Writer: Sandy Barnett
60 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m. (EDT)
LEVER BROS.
CBS, from Hollywood

(J. Walter Thompson)
Inaugurating its 15th anni as

radio’s top dramatic showcase,
“Lux Radio Theatre” remains one
of the prize programming packages
on the airlines. Dramatic stanzas
come and go, but “Lux” has an en-
viable niche all of its own—as wit-
ness its season-round monopoly on
the No, 1 Nielsen rating spot and
the perpetual jocke>ing among
competitive networks in a bid to

grab off the show.
For years the keynote of CBS’

Monday night dominance in audi-
ence pull, insuring top ratings for
“front and back” shows, it’s no
wonder that Bill Paley & Co., in

return for a new Lever nod, recip-
rocated with a “sky’s-the-limit” on
promotion, etc.

Which accounts for the eyebrow-
raising innovation to mark the 15th

,
anni—a contest to find the nation’s

' most beautiful 15-year-old girl, tie-

j

ing in with 20th-Fox’.s “Oh, You
Beautiful Doll”; eyebrow raising
because “Lux,” in view of its in-

herent values as a sock dramatic
stanza combining the finest show
biz elements, can afford to remain
aloof from supplementary come-
ons.

I

Monday’s (29) initial broadcast
of the new season again revealed
“Lux’s” capacity to achieve maxi-
mum results. The adaptation of the

I

Warners’ 1936 comedy. “June

,

Bride,” with Bette Davis and James
I Stewart, was topflight, with Wil-
I liam Keighley investing it with top
production values. Rose.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES
Willi Norman Cousins, narrator;

Less GritTith. announcer
Producer-Director: Jack Babb
60 .Mins.; Sun. (28) 4:30 p.m.
ABC, from New York
To mark the fourth anniv’crsaries

of the bombing of Hiroshima and
V-J Day, ABC’s public affairs de-
partment sent Norman Cousins to
Japan as a special correspondent.
The hour-long broadcast the web
aired Sunday (28) was an editing of
tlie tape-recorded report the Satur-
day Review of Literature editor
brouglit back. While the program
included a good deal of factual ma-
terial. the overall effect, however,
was disappointing.
The first 30 minutes were de-

voted to Cousin's report on Hiro-
shima. which consisted chiefly of
an interview with the bombed city’s
mayor. The civic official himself
spoke briefly in English, but the
major part of the interview was
handled through an interpreter.
That fact, however, did not detract
from the stirring quality of the
mayor’s words. He revealed that
the death toll of his city was be-
tween 210,000 and 240,000—more
than twice the original estimates.
He al.so revealed that there was a
sizable garri.son of Japanese sol-
diers in Hiroshima at the time of
the atom blast, w'hich gave the
'\'ank.s a military reason for using
the bomb. And he explained that
Hiro.shima has been rededi'^ated as
the “Peace City.” that it is being
rebuilt as an exhibit to halt an-
other war “which would bring
thousands of Hiroshimas.”

While the factual approach was
commendable, the first half of the
broadcast leaned so heavily on tlie
side of understatement "that it

lacked real showmanship values.
Seeond half, which dealt with
Tok>(). in jected more dramatic ma-
terial in the form of recordings of
jive from a Nipponese vaudeville
sliow, some music from a tradi-
tional Jajianese play. American-
l.\pe dance tunes from a western-
ized nightery in Tokyo, man-in-the-
.street interviews, and an excerpt
from a military government brief-
ing session. Cousins stressed the
point that many Japanese feel they
are bceoming a democracy meiely
by aping superficialities of Ameri-
can culture—comic books, baseball,
jitteibugging and nightclubbing.
Alore important, he said, is the
need for continued reforms.
Show added up to an informa-

tive documentary, Jt would have
been strengthened, however, with
tlie addition of more politically sig-
nificant facts, tighter editing, .'’nd

a spark of showmanship. Bril,

THIS IS THE NEWS
With Edward R. Murrow, Gilbert

Forbes; Bob Dixon, announcer
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:45 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOUP
CBS, from N. Y.

(Ward, Wheelock)
|

After an eight-week summer
leave, Ed Murrow' was back on the
air Mondai"" (29) night, for what i

CBS calls his nightly series of
“news and analysis broadcasts.” In i

his authoritative, appealing style
Murrow gave capsule reports of the
day’s news, about U. S. Senate do-
ings. U. S. Steel hearings. -economic

'

talks with Britain, the stock mar-
ket. Greek war, Yugoslav tension,
etc. He quoted from President Tru-

I

man’s speech to the Lelionairos
meeting at Philadelphia, and from

|

,

the President’s comments on the
I
world crisis in his press talks. Mur-
row al.so piped in Gilbert Forbes
from Indianapolis, to give his com-
ments on the G..\.R. encampment.
Murrow’s capsule reports are

good for those who want their news
in that form, and as such have their
place on the air. Especially when I

given as coherently, dispassionately
and simply as Murrow does. But at
lea.st one auditor would prefer some
interpretation or commentary. Any
announcer can do Murrow’s present
function; more is expected from a
man of his reputation. The pro-
gram is news, alright, but certainlv
not “analysis broadcasts” as the
network claims. The program, be-
cause of Murrow’s knowledge and
experience, ought to have more
than mere reading of headlines.
The present world crisis deserves
a searching analysis, a penetrating
explanation, such as Murrow could
give. Bron.

WIL.SONAIRES
With Tommy Port, “.Marylin,”
Johnny Duffy orch; John McCor-
mick, emcee

Producer-Director: Andy Christian
15 .Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:30 p.m.
WILSON & CO.
WBB.M Chicago

(Ewell & Tliurbrr)
Disker John McCormick duhs in

live intro and commercials on
this pleasant transcribed package
that uses the vocals of Tommy Port
and “.Marylin.” backed by the
Johnny Duffy orch. After a shaky
preem marked by recorded feed-
backs and transcription table foul-
ups, program got into a smooth
pace its second day out. McCor-
mick. one of the abler Chi yakkers,
fed chatter and persuasive corn-
mer-cials neatly between number*s.

Selections were surefire vet
favorites—"Oh. What a Beautiful
Mor-ning,” “.Summertime” anrl
“Lady of Spain” Baritone Port
carried the main load pleasingly,
competent 1\ assisted by “.Marylin.”
w h o once - overed ‘ Gershw in's
’•.Summertime” hauntingly. Johnnv
Duffy orch backr'fl well.

Musical end rrf pr’ogram is cut
in Chi previorrs to airing, but
WBBM prwlirction did a nice job
of simulating an all-live show
Sponsor’s pilch is for dog food,
and while emcee .McCormick scll.s

it well, there i.s some doubt as to
whether hi.s mrrsic-loving airdience
arc pet owners. This Is onr* of
those daytime experiments that
might work. Mart. '

Cantor & tho EGA
If Eddie Cantor ever decides

to hang up his gags, he can
launch a new career as a public

affairs commentator. Recently
returned from a European
tour. Cantor proved himself to

be a sharp and serious ob-
server of current history in an
interview aired over WDET-
FM, the United Auto Workers
outlet in Detroit. It was re-

broadcast on a platter over
WFDR-FM, N. Y., Monday
night (29) and will make the

rounds of the so-called “labor-

liberal network” of union and
cooperative stations.

Completely ad libbed. Can-
tor gave an incisive description

of the effect of Marshall Plan
aid on European recovery. Not
being a diplomat, he eschewed
double talk and stated his

point of view in unmistakable
terms. Cantor is for the Mar-
shall Plan program, against
pussy-foot tactics towards Rus-
sia, for deihocracy and against
all forms of bigotry and dis-

crimination. Cantor has his

opinions and some people may
differ, but there can be no
dispute over his public-mind-
edness. Paul Morris, of the
WDET special events staff,

handled the query end of the
interview intelligently. Herm.

MY FRIEND IRMA
With Marie Wilson, Cathy Lewis,

Gloria Gordon, Hans Conried,
Donald Woods, Bea Bendaret,
John Brown, Alan Reed, Sandra
Gould: Wendell Niles, announcer

Producer-Director: Cy Howard
Writers: Howard, Parke Levy, Stan-

ley Adams, Roland MacLane
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBS, from Hollywood

(Foote, Cone & Belding)
“My Friend Irma.” rolling into

its third season, continues to be a

crackling good comedy show. It has
two strong factors w'orking for a
solid Hooperating. Firstly, “Irma”
follows the blue-ribbon “Lux Radio
Theatre,” and secondly, but more
importantly, it rides with all pro-
duction cylinders clicking at top
speed. The quartet of scripters,
headed by the program’s originator,
Cy Howard, are contributing the
indispensable ingredients of fast

lines and farcical situations.
The characterizations are being

handled by the same cast in the
same expert style of former years.
Marie Wilson, in the title role as
the dumb cluck of a heroine, has
not faded the brightness of her ig-

norance. Cathy Lewis is back as
Irma’s sidekick after being absent
last year. One of the cleverest bits
in the show>i.s played by John
Brown, as Irma’s boyfriend with
an occupational dislike of work.
Other familiar roles are aLso filled

by topnotch supporting players. i

Opening show- (29) of the new

'

season precipitated a .steady torrent
of puns. gags, malapropisms and
other assorted forms of absurdity
for a full measure of laughs. The
situation found Irma without a job.
her boyfriend working in an em-
ployment agency finding jobs for
other people on ii commission
basis, and Irma’s friends working
hard to keep her out of trouble.
Lud Gruskin’s background music
was neatly pitched to a comedy
level.

Plugs for Pepsodent toothpa.ste
are slugged home with a powerful
attack by Wendell Niles and a fancy
system of background whispers
that swell up in a loud chorus hail-
ing—Pep.sodent. Herm.

JACK SMITH -DINAH SHORE-
MARGARET WHITING SHOW

Producer: Bill Brennan
Writer: Glenn Wheaton
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 p.in.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
CBS, from Hollywood

( Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample )

A good show', to which something
new has been added for the season
—in the person of Margaret Whit-
ing, who rivals Dinah Shore in the
femme phase of name singers. Miss
Whiting works Monday and Friday
with Smith, Miss Shore Tuesdays
and Thursdays and the two alter-

nate each Wednesday.
Almost exclusively musical, wdth

a minimum of script between
numbers. Smith’s new show' gets
over nicely. On the entire week
of programs it adds up to a series

of standard and pop-recorded tunes
by all three singers, solidly backed
by an excellent combination under
the direction of F'rank DeVol.

If anything can be cited as hav-
ing a weakening effect on the
broadcasts Smith him.self is to

blame. His vocal forte is rhythmic
material which brings out the in-

fectious style that brought him to
attention. On the opening week’s
shows he leaned toward ballad
material such as “Maybe It’s Be-
cause,” a type of tune that he un-
questionably is handling better
than heretofore, but which simply
isn’t Smith. Of course it’s to be
expected that working in tandem
with either Miss Shore or Miss
Whiting he must take on a ballad
or two for the interests of pacing,
while they occasionally kick up a
light beat item, but it’s a circum-
stance that decreases the show’s
impact to a pop tune level. Smith’s
is a “happy” voice and he’d be
better off, and so would the show,
if a better attempt were made to
provide him with tunes in his
groove, ones that at the same time
got away from the pop category
provided by Miss Shore and Miss
Whiting and their promoting of
recorded material. There are
plenty melodies available, with a
little digging, that would make
Smith’s innings different and at
the same time play to his ability.
“I Still Get a Thrill.” which he
did Thursday (25 » isn’t different
enough. Wood.

WeJnwJay, Anj^it si.

SHOW

Writer: Meredith Willson

30 Min*.; Thurs. 8 u.m
GENERAL FOODS
NBC, from Hollywood

( Young & Rubicam)
Pending the return of “AiHrir.u

Fa.niiy to the Thuisda
8 slot on NBC. General FoSd,
giving the “Meredith wXonShow” a five-week whirl. (Programwas heard under same sponsoFshia
auspices last season on ABC) a«
a stopgap for the late summer-eariu
fall NBC kickoff, the Willsoi sta„ J

mom^nr" Pieasureabll

about M illson and his mu.cirai on
gregation.

TALENT SCOUTS
Arthur Godfrey, Archie

Bleyer Orch, others
Producer: Larry Puck
Director: Jack Carney
p Mins.; .Mon., 8:30 p.m.
lever BROS.
CBS, from New York

(You)ig & Rubicam)
Arthur Godfrey, after hi.s sum-

nier vacation, is apparently break-mg into his chores gradually. His
show is being taped

,

for the first few weeks. Otherwise.

'

It s the same easy-going and in-
lormal slum’ wherein various per-
formers vie for the privilege of
v'mrking the a.m. Godfreycasts and
attaining a degree of show business
recognition
Godfrey canie up with a prime

talent selection on his
stanza. Performers provide
gree ot variety since there was a
haritone. piano duo. a vocal quin-
tet and a lyric soprano seeking
honors However, this show
tip 'till) a few laughs from
ix'cted quarters The initial
made his living looking for
till* cans. That line of
carried out to a borderline situa-

u oh rocked
vith laughs

’

’V*’
a Russ

ti.insl.ition ol the Lipton
cial which similarlv
humor dept
Show hasn’t lost any of its flavor.

Jose.

HOLLYWOOD STAR THEATRE
With Jeanne Bates, Ronald Col-
man, Bill Jonstone, Janet Scott,
Paul MeVey

Producer: Jack Van Nostrand
I 30 Mins.. Sat., 8 p.m.
AN.4CIN
NBC, from Hollywood

(NSC&Bi
“Hollywood Star Theatre.” re-

.suming after an eight-week layoff,
is a neat, mode.st-budgeted drama-
tic show. Novel peg of this airer is
its showcasing of up-and-coming
film and radio thespers in the lead
parts with a top Hollywood name
appearing to introduce the new’-
comers. While the studio stars con-
trib only some perfunctory com-
ments, they make good dialer bait
and publicity icing. Show’s basic
value, however, depends on the cal-
ibre of scripts written by free-
lancers.
Opening show Saturday (27) was

a solid horror piece that was ex-
pertly projected by a good cast.
Yarn involved a murder-for-insur-
ance scheme with an innocent
young gal playing the patsy for an
urbane killer. Although the wind-
up rescue was based on a series
of unlikely coincidencej?, the plot
developed several original twi.st.s
that provoked interest and atten-

future scripts maintain
the level of the opener, this airer
should garner a hefty sector of the
Saturday evening market.
Newcomer on this show was

Jeanne Bates who played the
feinme lead. She registered ef-
lectively, showing plenty of emo-
tional power in the near-murder
scene. Ronald Colman handled
tiie intro in his usual suave man-
ner. Rest of the ca.st al.so per-
formed expertly with a good a.ssist
trom the background music.

Her K

his musical ag-
Granted he’s nn*

AFRA’s choicest specimen in the
gift of gab department, or that the
writing has prize-winning over-
tones. The fact remains that there
IS an arresting quality about the
pseudo-philosophical, corny ramb-
ling.s. He literally throws the book
at his audience in the potpourri
tndt icpiGscnts & niusicdl forniaL
but at the most unpredictable mo!
ment there emerges a line or a
musical tidbit that redeems the
stanza.

Last week’s initial NBC broad-
cast spanned the gamut—tvpical
for the Willson course. His bv-
play with the Talking People and
their precision tongue dance (which
incidentally, provides a lift to the
Jello commercial); the transition
from the Josef Marais and Miranda
South African incantation to joyous
hymnal notes of "Abide With Me,"
the provocative jumping of Jivin*
Joe, the excursion into tiie Will-
son “chiffon swing’’ and the varia-
tion on the Sigmund Spaeth “tune
detective” stunt—they were all in
evidence in a loosely-constructed
format, that, perhaps by intent, had
the listener hanging around to find
out what's coming up next.

Mel Torme was the first of a
series of weekly guests. Hose.

GUESTIN’ WITH KESTEN
Hriter: Bob Kesten
Producer: Art Hiller
30 Mills.: Fri., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
CBC, from Toronto
Boh Kesten i.s the former man-

preem • •'oi’<>nl(), flagsliip of
‘d a de- ‘

,

^(ipadian Broadcasting Corp
ti'lirk 1 1 «- 41...4 1 . . * **

came
um,‘x-

scout
defec-

activlty was

commer-
scored in the

who quit that important job to hoar
more ot hirn.self on the air and to
see his opinions in print. This lat-
ter IS covered liy his now andnewsy radio column in The Toronto
lelegiam; the former hv his new
interview series. “Guo.stin’ with
Kesten, a title which should make
«ny punst wince.
However, the now widely-read

radio columnist has concocted a
celehi it\ palaver session that orig-
inates in C’BL. Toronto, and is ear-ned by 30 stations of the
j rans-C’.'inada network,
takes the stanza

(Continued on

CBC
Kc.slen

leisurely hut

page 39)

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
With Ralph Edwards; Shelley Win-

ters, guest; Harlow Wilcox, an-
nouncer

Producers: A1 Paschall. Fred Car-
ney, Floyd Hold

Director: Ed Bailey
Writers: Phil Davis, Mort Lewis,

Paul Edwards, Al Simon
Organist: Buddy Cole
30 Mins.; Saturday, 8:30 p.m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE
NBC, from Hollywood

( Compton >

Ralph Edwards’ “Truth or Con-
sequences,’’ with its telephone give-
away stunt, is one of the shows
that could come under fire of the
recent FCC ban. Unlike tho.se

whicli depend strictly on the jack-

pot tw ist, though, thi.« one was orig-

inated 10 years ago and built its

following sans the giveaway before
such audience lure.s were con-

ceived. As a re.sult, if the FCC ban
.sticks, it would be po.ssihle for Ed-
wards to revert to liis original for-

mat and still probably maintain the

high ratings the program has re-

ceived in previous years.
“T. or C.” returned to the air

Saturday night (27 » after the usual

! summer hiatus. Format, judging

!

from the initialer, varies not a whit

! from that of last season. The show
was replete with questions submit-

ted by listeners, the contrived cmi-

.sequences for giving out with

wrong answers and the giveaway
stunt. There was enough entertain-

ment value in the “T. or C.” part

alone to indicate Edwards could

eliminate the telephoning with lit-

tle loss of audience.
Edwards’ successor to the “Mis*

Hush” and other identification con-

tests i.s “Laughing Boy.” with a

$2,500 prize going to tiie listener

who identifies him. Mystery char-

acter made a call to a listener dur-

ing the week and Edwards re-

phoned the same listener during

the broadcast to play hack a tran-

scription of the recording for iden-

tification. Fact that tiie recording

was very bad, however, almost ne-

gated the stunt, since the myste^
man's voice could hardly he heard.

With no winner last week, another

listener will get a chance on the

next show'. .

C'onse(|uencp antics Edwards put

the studio contestants ihioiigh sh**

sounded loo visual for

part. Studio aiidieiKe got all tne

benefits, wilii home listeners forcca

to rely on the emei'e’s descripHoj*

of tlie goings-on. Stunt,'..

corny, were clever. There
^

listeners who would olijeit to tie

way the eontestanis hid hu' sru'

riincnh*. but. with no kiekhacks

from the particiiiani s ilieiiisehc •

Edwards prohahly has iu» woriie

on that .srore,
^

Edwards handled the stunl-s e •

tremely well, willi his

personality helping to *ake i

sting out He and announcer tia

low Wileov teamed on the

rials, sidling a new Duz f‘d'”'

acceptably.
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JtOSCOE KARNS & INKY POO
!

With Karns. Mary Loaiie, Sally

Kester, .Jimmy Goodwin. Jim
Little, John Kane, Curtis
Wheeler

Producer: Karns
j

Director: Larry Menkin
Tech, dir.: Frank Bunetta
3« Mins.: Wed. (17), 8 p.m.
Sustaining
Du.Vlont, from N. Y.

Film-legit comedian Roscoe
Karns bowed in as a television

ador and producer on thi.s show,
w hich was aired in DuMont’s ‘T*ro-

giam Playhouse” showcase slot.

Comprising a new twist on domes-

^

tic comedies, involving Karns as

a middle-class family man beset by
an apparition conscience, the show
indicated good potentialitie,s as a

,

regular series. Story, acting and i

direction were all professionally
capable, with the program gen-
erating some of that warmth w'hich

has become a standard feature of
j

domestic comedies on TV.
I

Karns demonstrated that there is

still no substitute for experience
w hen it comes to thesping. Way
he handled his lines and moved in

front of the cameras, even on a set

that was often too limited in space,
showed he too can make the switch
to tele with beneficial results for

the audience. He was cast as the
father of a teenage daughter, who
almost wrecked her chances with
her first boyfriend by his bungling]
efforts to do the right thing. His
conscience, dressed as a clown and
called “Inky Poo” (something
should be done about that namei,
appeared from time to time via

super-imposition to set him back
on the right course.

Supporting cast was good,
topped by Mary Loane as Karns’
wife, Sally Kester as the daughter
and Jimmy Goodwin as her boy-
friend. Curtis Wheeler played the
clown but the role didn’t call for

much thesping ability. Larry Men-
kin directed, with technical direc-

tor Frank Bunetta doing a neat job
on camera direction. Package is

being handled by the Wilbur Stark-
Jerry Layton outfit. Stal.

Huntington. W. Va.— WS.\Z-TV.
first television station in West Vir-
ginia, has set Nov. 15 as its starting
date. Station claims it will have
Mie most complete tele operation
for a city the size of Huntington
In the country. Marshall Rosene.
until now station manager of
WS.\Z. has been named general
manager of the TV outlet.

SWEEPSTAKES QUIZ
With LaVell Waltman, guests
Directors: Bud Wiiherbee and Dick

JackiBon
30 Min.s.; Thurs. 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WAVE-TV, Louisville

Any TV show with a Churchill

Downs background will get atten-

!

tion in this ho.ss race-minded town.

'

and this one has an excellent .set

depicting the grandstand at the
famous Derby oval, executed by

'

Mary Alice Hadley. Contestants, i

three males and three femmes,

!

were local sports figures in the
field of baseball, golf and tennis.

!

Men were Billy Herman, 21-years i

in major and minor league base-

1

ball; Wayne LeMaster, also retired
pitcher who made the rounds from
minor league to major, then back

.

home where he is proprietor of an
antique shop, and Irv Jeffries,

;

local boy who played in the
majors. Gals were local tennis

j

and golf tournament players.
|

Sweepstakes quiz gimmick was
a chart depicting horses, which
were advanced when the con-

1

testant answered the question cor-
rect 1>. Q’s and a’s were on various
subjects, but none strangely
enough on sports. Quizees were
rather slow on the upbeat, and
closeups were greeted for the most
part by deadpans. Neat job of
m.c’ing was turned in by LaVell
Waltman, regular WAVE radio an-

1

nouncer. One distracting note was
,

announcer’s stand which in some
shots took up too much space in
the frame. Waltman kept the
quizzes in a light vein, and had the I

contestants in a happy mood
j

throughout.
I

Telephone angle was worked by
catling individuals with a jackpot
question, which no one answered
at the show caught. Prizes to be I

j

given away are a television set,

portable radio, and a vacation trip

,
to Fontana Village, in the Smokey

I
Mountains. Contestants on the

,

show were given cigaret lighters,
compacts, and the like.

|

I Another gimmick which was

'

slanted at viewers was a jigsaw
i
puzzle showing part of a man’s

|

I

face, nose and ear. Each week

'

I another section will be added un-
! til someone guesses the identity of i

I

the phiz. 'There’s a lot of good i

j

quiz stuff for contestants, viewers,
j

and stay-at-homes, with a chance
for all to win something. i

Nice production effort went into
this stanza, camera work was
sharp, and results are to be com-
mended. Wicd.

;

TOP VIEWS IN SPORTS
With Jimmy Evans
Producer: E. M. Glucksman
15 Mins.; Sat., 7:15 p.m.
Sii.staininf

WJZ-TV, N. Y.
Produced by All American News,

'

thi.s sports reel is a snappy, first-

rate compilation of weekly high-
lights in the sports world. Quarter-
hour reel is being distributed by
United Artists and has already been
picked up for sponsorship in most
of the key video areas outside of
New York. During the fall season
it will make a solid supplement to
the professional and collegiate
weekend football schedule.

Reel has a straightforward for-

mat, briefiy but adequately cover-
ing about five or six events weekly.
Typical film Saturday (27) included
a good shot of the Japanese
swimmer taking the AAU meet, and

j

clips of the recent tug o’ war cham-
pionship meet, the Connie Mack
ceremonies at the Yankee Stadium
and the 100-mile midget auto race
in Milwaukee. Slight femme angle
was inserted in a feature shot
showing Patty Berg in.structing a '

group of women on how not to hit I

a golf ball.

Commentary is handled clearly
and simply by Jimmy Evans.
There’s no reason, however, why
Evans’ picture should be used to

]

introduce each news shot. A dif- i

ferent cutting technique would help
smooth the transitions. Herm. I

VERSATILE VARIETIES
With George Givot, emcee; Jack

Parker, Audrey Palmer. Three
Beaux & Peep, Charles Duo;
Jerry Jerome orch

Producers: Charlie Basch, Frances
Scott

Director: Mark Hawley
30 Mins.; Frl., 9 p.m.
BONAFIDE MILLS
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

(Gibraltar)

After experimenting with sev-
ral half-hour television formats last

.

season. Bonafide Mills returned to
i

(he air Friday (26) with a standard
vaudeo presentation. Show is pat-
terned after almost every variety
program that’s been on TV yet.
Such a layout, at its best, would be
dependent entirely on talent and,
at least as far as the preem went,
the talent wasn’t overly impres-
sive.

George Givot, as emcee, was
lacklustre. His opening monolog;
failed to catch on even with the
studio audience and his method of >

Wednetday, Augugt 31 , I949

introducing the acts showed no with both the Jimmy Dorsev anH
imagination. Then, when he had Larry Clinton orclnj, she’s a lonW
a chance to demonstrate his Greek with a good set of pipes whn«®
dialect material, the show ran forte apparently lies in blii^
overtime and he was forced to Other talent on the .show was cnoa
abandon it. Best of the acts was Dancer Shirley Levitt looked well
Three Beaux and a Peep, a vocal

j

in an impressionistic number thit
ensemble which pleased with some was highlighted by some fine sha
close harmony. Juggler Jack dow lighting and camera effect^'
Parker was standard, even though Paulette Si.s(ers, a vocal auartPi’
he worked from a unicycle, and handled their two numbers ade’
Audrey Palmer was so-so with an

^

quately but would have more imi
impressionistic ”bat” dance.! pact if they limited their efforts to
Charles Duo (man and girl) per-

j

one tune. Joe E. Marks did a neat
formed some conventional roller introduction with a rhythm mono-
skating gyrations.

i log routine and the Cavalier Trio
As an added feature, Givot ex- led by Dick Style, backed the act«

plained the talent was auditioning Lcapably.
on the show for nitery bookers and

|

Other show's like this have ser-
announced at the close that the ved as good testing grounds for
vocal group had got a job out of

;

new camera and lighting* tricks
this one. This might lure some and producer Jack Caldwell and
good, unknown acts to the program.

|
Director Jac Heins evidently plan

Show was staged in a simuluated
1 to follow that formula. Stal.

niterv. which again has been done
before, with the acts playing be-] I

—
fore a standard curtain. Jerry

: ^
Jerome’s orch handled the music] T0lC rOllOWUP
Commercials brought back the

“Wear” and "Tear” characters who
1 j « o.

appeared last year, along with the Cavalcade of Stars sponsored

"Bonny Maid,” Bonafide’s trade- by the Whelan chain of drug stores
mark. Plugs do an adequate sell-

]

^ould be one of ’the better variety

Basel! and Frances Scott) and
|

directed for NBC by Mark Hawley, py learned the knack of in-

Stal. tegrating a show and keeping it

* going. However, the oft-heard
complaint of the frequent and un-

SUNDAY D.ATE imaginative commercials are suf-

With Helen Lee, Cavalier Trio with ficient to knock any show off its

Dick Style. Paulette Sisters (4), keel. The filmed plug.s too often

Shirley Levitt. Joe E. Marks break up the mood and the pro-

Producer: Jack Caldwell gram’s personnel must get started

Director: Jac Heins ^ .

15 Mins.; Sun., 7:15 p.m. Talent on Saturday’s (27) show
Sustaining wasn’t hard to take at all. Most
NBC-TV, from N. Y. of th^ acts did extrernely well and

"Sundav Date” is a pleasant lit-

tie lo-minute musicale, similar in
|

acrobatics warmed up the set and
format to several other shows now Georgia Gibbs produced a high
on the air. This one is marked by standard of warbling,
good lighting and production val- The Brooklynese of Phil Fo.ster
ues, which might give it enough al.so registered extremely well as
punch to retain the early Sunday did the comedy antics of the Pitch-
night slotting in the face of antici- men. Kathryn Lee did a tasty bit
pated hot competition. "Date.” is

now followed by "Broadway Spot-
light,” which is too much like it

to meet best programming stand-
ards. "Aldrich Family” moves into
the 7:30 p.m. period in a few

of dramatic ballet. In fact as far
as talent was concerned, the sole
negative turn was that of the
Treniers, a strictly jive and bop
item.
Under sensible standards of corn-

weeks, though, which will break mercials. this show' should have
the block-booking tieup.

|

hit the upper rungs of audience
On the preem (28). the main em- ' acceptance, but with the pace brok-

phasis was on vocalist Helen Lee, en up so frequently by plug.s, it

and she rated it. Former singer 1 wasn’t.

what's an auto got to do

with Mrs. Murphy's

A f.oT, SIR—really.

Please read ca ref u I ly. It’s a pretty

tlirilly thing:

chowder?
It began in May, as many things are

apt to do. It began witli 1,735 personal in-

tervievN's for WOR by Pulse, Inc. in auto-

drivers’ homes. WOR w'as rather lavish—it

asked its questions in 1 2 metropolitan coun-

ties. Might as well be thorough, thoughtwe.

We could trample you with facts and

technique usage and a lot of etcetera. But

that’s all done in a very precise folio called

“Audience on Wheels’’ which you may
have for f-r-e-e, by asking.

WOR found that there are 1,493,000

cars on the roads of metropolitan N. Y,

with radios in them.

Between the weekday, Mon. thru Frl.,

hours of 7 and 9 AM there are 1,064,800

people ill the cars. Between the hours of

5 and 7 P.M, there are 1,107,000 people.

That’s people!

During the average weekday V4 hr.,

WOR found 193,300 people listening be-

,tween 7 and 9 AM and 230,500 people lis-

tening between 5 and 7 PM.
.And now, the point—more people lis-

ten TO WOR ON CAR RADIOS DURING THF.SE

;hours than listen to any other major
,NEW YORK Sr.\TION. AS MANY AS 47,500
V(ERR FOUND tuned NIGHTLY TO WOR’s
NEWS O.N HUMAN SIDE”, FOR INSTANCE.

These facts, Gentlemen, are not to be

sloughed—they add to thousands of chow-

der sales and candy sales and clothing sales

and—Oh, anything.

Don’t you want to sell a lot more for

less? It’s a normal thing to do.

Our address is1440 Broadway, in New York,

WOR
’ ^h9mrd by th€ most peoplm

wfcoro tho most poopio or#

P S. Remember—write, or phone, for your

free copy of “Audience on Wheels,”
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Kansas City will receive its first television

test pattern starting September 11th . .

.

The BEST in programming October 16th

# Simultaneously with the broadcast of the
first test pattern in Kansas City, The
Kansas City Star, in co-operation with the
Electrical Association and TV manu-
facturers and distributors, opens a gigantic

three-day TV demonstration in the

Municipal Auditorium. This closed-circuit

demonstration will show actual tele-

vision pictures and acquaint the public
with the latest and best in TV
development and reception.

Represented Nationally

by

EDW. PETRY & CO.



Chi Sponsor Objects To

‘Too Much Commercials’
Chicago, Aug. 30.

Evan.s Furs, a major Chi radio-

tele advertiser, has switched its

overall ad accounts from State

Advertising to W. B. Doner agency

after learning the sad lesson that

TV viewers are demanding some-

thing better for entertainment

than straight 30-minute commer-
cials.

As a result. Evans’ “Fur Fa.shion

Parades.” two half-hour shows on
WGN-TV pitched at housewives on

a straiglit selling basis, have been
cancelled out after four weekly
appearances. Doner is now build-

ing a new TV show for Evans, with

emphasis “on entertainment that

will sell fur coats in a more subtle

fashion.”
Another Doner move is the can-

cellation of WGN’s transcribed 15-

minute “.lim Ameche Show.” ef-

fective Sept. 3. and a switchover
to WIND for radio advertising.

Doner is taking several 10 and 15-

minute strips, including a solid

quarter-hour of music slated for

Sunday a.m.

N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX this

week became tlie first television

station in the metropolitan area to

collaborate witli New York City’s

new tele production unit. Station

signed to carry a series of semi-
monthly programs, titled “This Is

Your City,” starting Sept. 8 at 8:15

p m. Shows are being staged by
the city as a public service ven-
ture.

Programs, each running 45 min-
utes, will cover all phases of mu-
nicipal government, taking the pub-
lic behind the scenes in the various
city departments. Initialer, on
housing, will originate from a
WPIX studio. Other show's on oc-

casion will be staged at the city’s

studio, now building on Park ave-

nue, or from remote locations, such
as a hospital or police station.

Both film and live productions are
to be presented.

City's TV production unit is

headed up by Clifford Evans.

packages as “Studio One,” “God-
I frey and Friends,” “Goldberg.s” and
I

“Mama,” will ride along with the
two best it now has on the air.

These are “Mr. 1. Magination” and
NBC

,

“Wesley.” both produced by Wor-
thington >Iiner, who also does
“Studio One.” CBS. in addition,

is lensing a kinescope audition

initely interested in the Clucago-

originated revue. Despite produc-

tion values which have attracted

trade interest, the show carries a

talent and production nut of only

$4,500. .According to one
spokt'sman. the same program
ct)uld not he staged in N. Y. for

less than $7,000.

NBC is al.so continuing to pitch

“Black Kobe” to the ad agencies

and their clients. Despite the sor-

did characters who appear on the

simw, NBC believes it has discov-

ered a way of including commer-
cials by confining them to open-
ing and clo.sing spots. Then, by
injecting some kind of humor into

the last court case tried, the script

could swing easily into the com-
mercial.

“Lights Out.” half-hour suspense
meller, is now being considered by
Admiral, and General Foods is

mulling sponsorship of a project-

ed half-hour program starring
Bobby Clark, to be produced by
NBC in collaboration with Mike
Todd. Web may drop its “Believe
It or Not” package but plans to

continue on the air with “Mixed*
Doubles,” staged In conjunction
with Carleton Morse, and the Phil-
adelphia-originated “Nature of
Things.”

CBS, which has had little trou-
ble in selling such house-built

Hollywood, Aug. 30.

KGO-TV’, ABC video outlet in

San Francisco, has purchased the
rights to the Stanford U. home
football games. Tidewater Associ-

ated Oil will sponsor the eight
games played at Palo Alto.

First grid battle will be played
Sept. 17 against San Jose State.

Included in the lineup this season
are Harvard and Michigan.

Channel Shifts

Amarillo, Tex.— KAMQ, owned
and operated by the Top of Texas
Broadcasting Co., will be local

Mutual affiliate replacing KLYN,
formerly known as KVAI and
which becomes the local CBS out-
let. KLYN is owned and operated
by the Plains Broadcasting Co.

“The O’Neills,” originally due
to make its TV debut last night
(30> on the DuMont network, is

now set to tee oflF next Tuesday (6).

Kansas City, Mo. — WDAF-TV,
owned and operated by the Kan.sas
City Star, launches regular com-
mercial operations Oct. 16. with
test patterns teeing otl Sept. 11.
Station has set a program .schedule
of four hours nightly, seven nights
a week and plans to air kinescoped
shows from all four network.s.

standard equipment

TliereN a good reason why so many

advorlisers select \\ first as the vehicle

to carry new seUiiij: appeals.

For here is a radio station with un-

equalled facilities — a great station that is

equipped to provide many e.xtra servic(‘s

far heyond simply selling time on the air.

And liere, in lAV-Land, are 330

counties comprising parts of seven states

— an area that presents a true cross sec-

tion of the nation.

Yes, you'll find that 's Merchan-

dise-Able Area is an idt*al proving ground

for new advertising campaigns, new

techniques, new products. And with a

“know-how" f»eculiar t(» its territory —
plus adequate manj)ower— I'he Nation's

Station is in a position to help yon study

this market of nearly fourteen million

people. It can smooth the way in secur-

ing dislrihiition . . .
gaining dealer co-

operation . , . getting consumer reactions.

The Texas Rangers, stars of

stage, screen, radio and tele-

vision, early this summer

made a personal appear-

ance tour in the Midwest.

They are pictured here in

Oklahoma City, when they

were commissioned honor-

ary Colonels of the State of

Oklahoma by Governor

Roy ]. Turner.

It yon arc planning

advertising camj)aign oi

jnodnet, talk it over

Nation's Station.

mtrocluce a new

first with The

People's Advisory Coiineil

to (letcrniine pr<»gram preferences and
for general con.'^umer market studies.

Consumer’s Foundation

to (letf^rrnine consumer reaction to prod-

ucts and packaging.

Merchandising Departments

to stimulate dealer cooperation, check
distribution, report attitudes, etc.

lest Stores

to check potential buying re.sponses,

effect of new packaging, di.'^plays, etc.

Buy ^uy
monthly merchandising newspaper for

retailers and wholesalers.

The Texas Rangers tran-

scriptions, used on scores

of stations from coast to

coast, have achieved Hoop-

eratings as high as 27.4.

Advertisers and stations

— ask about our new
sales plan!

bofie

ARTHUR B. CHURCH
Productions

KANSAS CITY «, MlSSOUtl

with
' AT LIBERTY, beginning to

rtment, Old man. Write.s and sp

ribault American. Has Tux and »-

Sept. 3. watch. Also, typewriier at h(

Dapper Specialties- Radio dreaiihng

duetion execution— 1 to 120 niinuU

es Net- to 1000 times w'eekly. Crack

iHl NATION t MOJT MIRCMANOISI AllI STATION
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Radio Reviews
^ Continued from page 34

Sponsors Wrapped Up

For 3 KPIX Programs
San Francisco, Aug. 30.

noints up the proceedings with his

Suiet but cogent questioning. He
introduces each guest with a help-

ful thumbnail description of physi-

cal appearance and working back-

ground and then into the interview.
* Included Kate Aitken, director

of women’s activities at the current

Canadian National Exhibition; Dave
Hutchison, publicist of the Bell

Tplcohone Co., on the trouble

KPIX has sold three TV pro-

grams. Sherman Clay and Co. will

sponsor the 15-minute “Music Al-
bum,” a program pitched for Ham-
mond Organ demonstration, with
that instrument used during pro-
gram as accompaniment for pop
and classical numbers.

Henry J. Kaiser Motors has
bought a man-on-the-street in-
terview program utilizing the
Kaiser automobile as background.
Don Gilmore, Frisco Chevrolet

dealer, has bought one of the most
popular TV half-hours at KPIX,
"Share-a-Charade,” starring Ruby
Hunter. This Sunday evening show I minimum of four stations be allo-

will use live and sound on film cated to each of the principal
commercials,

star John Garfield and show’s reg-
ular thesper-emcee Basil Rathbone
undoubtedly snared a fair slice of
dialers on the strength of their
names. However, despite their vali-
ant efforts in portraying a criminal
psychologist and a young doctor,
respectively, the airer differed lit-

tle from a flock of other mediocre
detective yarns cluttering up the
kilocycles. Author John Roeburt
strained for a plot twist in his “In-
tent to Kill,” but most mystery fans
probably had little difficulty in an-
ticipating the denouement.

nols for television, permitting sev- ' television. Opposing intermixing
eral thousand stations. as “undesirable.” the association

The plan makes allocations for recommended that the entire UHF
over 1,000 stations in the 326 band be asigned to commercial

largest cities. It is liased on a
200-mile separation of metropoli-] In a brief filed by the Federal
tan stations on the same channel. Communications Bar Assn., the
CBS told the Commission it sup-

j

legality of the allocation table as

ports the policy of a master alio- a hard and fast procedure for con-
cation plant, but believes that sidering station applications was
widespread mixing of VHF and

i

challenged. Adherence to the
UHF in the same communities is table, said FCB.\, denies applicants
unsound and should be eliminated the right to be heard on the merits
wherever it can possibly be done, of their applications, impedes or-

TB.^. which also supported the derly and judicious review of Corn-
master plan concept, urged that a mission action, and prevents “fair,

efficient and equitable distribu-

tion of radio service” as required

Columbus— Pauline Bailev. for-
merly of the WELD-FM staff, has
Joined the continuity department
of WCOL. 4 cities to maintain competition in by Congress

SONGS TO CHEER
With Nancy Evans, Jack Kelly

orch, Marty Hogan, emcee; Bill

Harmon, announcer
Producer-director: Bob Platt

15 Mins.. Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:30 p. m.
PATRICK HENRY BEER
WCFL, Chicago

(Carroll Dean Murphy)
Nancy Evans was the whole show

In this one, which depends on
sparking by gue.st stars to make
it worthwhile listening. Miss
Evans warbled nicely through
“There’s Yes, Yes in Your Eyes.”
“Lover’s Gold” and “Blue Skies,”
flashing a lilting tease of a voice
that was built ju.st right for radio,

Disker Marty Hogan did the em-
cee chores and .showed the effect
of too many radio show's per week.
His style apparently goes better on
solo stints, since his chatter with
Miss Evans sounded rushed and
Improvised. Jack Kelly orch did
a good job of backing.
Commercials, sp7it by Hogan and

announcer Bill Harmon, were ca-
pably handled. It’s good listening
as long as the music is on, but a
more suave job of emceeing would
be in order Mart.

MODERN FARMER irith Jim Chapman
WTAM, Cleveland

(6:00-6:^5 AM Monday-Sat urday)

Available as a Package

THE BOB BENDER SPORTS SHOW
WGY, Schenectady

( 6:30-6U5 PM Monday-Sut urday)

(6:15-6:30 PM Saturday)

Available on Participation Basis

THE FOOD MAGICIAN
featuring Osborne Putnam Stearns

WMAQ, Chicago

(12:15-12:^5 PM Monday-Friday)

A vailable on Participation Basis

In two yeans Stearns pulled 103,265
pieces of mail

Kecipe booklet offer pulled 6,000 requests

Monthly merchandising paper to

6,100 retail grocers

Sponsored for 157 consecutive weeks
Music and travel talk blended with

unique dishes

Tremendous personality and charm

.^7'5 per participation

ifSoO for five per week

PEOPLE’S POETRY •

With Herb Newcomb
Producer-Director: Robert White
15 Mins,, Sun., 9:45 p.m.
WENR, Chicago
WENR goes after stay-at-homes,

culture vultures and lovers of folk-
siness in this once-weekly series of
^etry read dramatically by Herb
Newcomb. Studio orch and records
create an intrepretive background
for each selection.
On show caught, Newcomb did a

varied dramatic reading of poems
ranging from w'ar themes to pa.s-

torals. Except for one flaw, when
a musical bit from a record was
overplayed, Newcomb slipped eas-
ily from one mood to another with
no jolting transitions. He showed
an adaptive voice and some skill in
catching the keynote of the selec-
tions.

This is good mood stuff, deriving
from but considerably higher than
an Eddie Guest session. If WENR
hasn’t over-estimated its audience
I Q., the program might well catch
on as an oasis of peace among
noisier Sunday night shows.

Mart.

JO THE LADIE.S
Mitli Ellis Barrett
55 Mins., Mon.-thru-Sat., 10:05 a.m,
WPTR, Albany
One of the programs on tliis ,50.-

000-watter backboned by m u s i c
library and teletype, “To the
Ladies” is moderately listenabic.
rormat of recordings spaced by
news oddities is maintained by a
n^w conductor, Ellis Banett. who
formerly held a post in the radio
promotion of the I’rovidence 'R. 1.'

mble Institute. Aside from fact
that the music is selected with an

to permitting continuance of
vhores by housewives, show is not
particularly slanted toward
femmes.

Barrett posse.sses one of the best
Voices in Albany radio— dce|).
resonant and masculine. His tone
and approach lean in the direction
nt the formal. Possibly a more
,,^’'*nlc and intimate approach
«ould be helpful. Barrett skillfully

Twelve years a radio farm expert

Chapman was War Food Administration
official

Features news summary, livestock

report.s, interviews

Four announcement.s pulled 4,128
reque.sta for calendars

Directly traceable sales for 21 week
period: $22,000

WTAM covers more Northern Ohio farm
counties than any other station

$3.}0 per u'cek for six quarter-hours

Top-rated sportscaster in tri-citie.s

Bender used to write Bill Stern’s show
Was assistant to NBC’s Director

of Sports
Former play-by-play commentator:

Junior World Series

Southern Conference Football

All commercials receive spetial, tailor-

made lead-in by Bender

$70 per announcement

Cnmpi^i* presentations on «ath

of these successful radio pro-

grams covering program formot^

ratings, adjacencies and compe-
tition, specific success stories,

ore yours for the osking. Just

coll your NBC Spot solesmon:

in New York— Circle 7-8300

in Chicago— Superior 7-8300

in Cleveland— Cherry 0942

In Hollywood— Hollywood 9-6161 ^

in San Francisco—Creystone 4-8700

Your NB(’ Spot .Salesman has dozens

of sirriilar radio shows to .select from...

just the l ight r)ne for client.

LES WEELANS AND HIS PIANO
KO.A, Dciiwr

' 3 :It5-9 :00 AM Tiicsdinj oud Th u i sda y

)

iDf Tuesday, Thursday a lal Sat a idu y)

Ai'nilahlc as a Pragiant

Known locally as “Denver’s keyboard
wizard”

Weelans an e.stablisheil musical director

riay.s popular .songs and okI-fa\(>rite

reejuests

Precedes NB(”s “Marriage for Two”
.sponsored by local furniture dealer

,‘i day.s [ler week

()i)ly .$121 for three

prog rums per week

LEIF EID AND THE NEWS
WK(’, Washington

I 0:03-6:15 PM Mouday-Sat aiday)

Araihihlc as a Program NBC SPOT SALES

hed analyst and commenlatoi
” Washington News Bma-au

. y. Times reporter and

;cr scholarship hoMer

cellent. terse and const riic-

bv former Feilcral Reserve

WNBC

WMAQ icogo

WTAM

. WfliSington

Son FranciscoKNBC

Denver

Radio Followup
Schenectady

“Tales of Fatim.i.” half-hour
ran.scril)ed drama serie.s. dusled off

i

‘i^ystery formal in its CBS,
•foov^ iji^tu^day night CZlJ. . . I F I
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Schwerin On Jive Shows

! ity. This is a fault that should

I
especially be guarded against.

There Is no surer way of getting
' children to lose interest than by
bringing in an unnecessarily large

j

number of characters or too much
though the popular story series on

!

spotting inconsistencies or impos-
i
subplot material. One animal fan-

which the program was based did sibilities in a story, and such tasy tested had a low liking score

have such a character. More than faults will adversely affect their among children, but the young peo-

.'ontinued from page SS

From the Production Centers
Continued from page ts

pie voted that they liked nearly
all the animal characters better
than they liked the story. The
animal characters the children said

they didn't like were involved In

is pailicularly true if they are por-

trayed as so young that they are

helpless when placed in dangerous
situations. Boys old enough to

three times as many girls as boys liking for the program,

voted that there should have been
. Beyond that, credibility Is espe-

a woman in the story.
| cially important in putting together

The presence of young children 1 juvenile programs. The mood of

in "he-man" adventure stories us-
;
^uch a show does not have to be

ually has great appeal for girls, realistic, but, once the mood is
|

scenes that had nothing to do with

but is not pleasing to boys. This i established, any departure from 1 main thread of the story.

its own internal set of rules will Clearly, cutting down on the num-
prove costly. Thus, on various 1^®** these characters and stick-

shows tested by the Schwerin Sys- ®P® simple story line^ would

tern, some exploits assigned to an- ' have raised liking substantially,

take part in the adventure, how- imals have created high interest,
!

To sum up, the Schwerin tests
ever, are frequently w'eli liked as

; while others have lost interest be- have shown that producing good :

characters.
|
cause the children didn’t believe ' juvenile programs is at least as

j

Bringing songs or music into ad-
|

that any animal could possibly per- hard, and perhaps harder, than
i

venture stories is also customarily form these exploits. For example, * turning out adult programs of real I

more appealing to girls than to
j an animal warning its master or quality. Those concerned with !

boys. There are cases where this going for help may create high such shows must stick clo.se to cer-
,

has been done in which that part interest; but belief and liking went tain basic rules—and departure !

of the show' was the high liking i down when an animal was sup- from tho.se rules is apt to prove;
point of the show for girls but posed to have dug up a hidden

,

even more costly than when con-
the low point of liking among boys, cache of gold.

Girls are more sensitive to rough i in determining the mood of a
geenes, and especially to actual or juvenile adventure program, a key
implied brutality, than boys are. que.stion to answer is whether hero
Girls particularly dislike any sug- or setting is the center of inter-
gestion of cruelty to animals. In est. The answer, of course, is not
one leading program extensively

, the same for all shows. If the
tested by the Schwerin System, the hero is the focus, too much empha-
two most disliked sequences w ere sis on scene-settings and too much bly determine immediate court re-
of this kind. In one, the heavy

, stress on odd and colorful locales spon.se, is the fact that only a bare
killed an animal to get blood to may actually weaken interest. If quorum of the Commission voted
spread around so that he could

^

the setting interests young listen-
i

on the giveaway issue. Of the
fake a murder setup. In the other, ers most, the hero can often be seven members of the agency, only
two crooks discussed a plan for absent from the scene for consid- four voted, one dissenting. Corn-
killing a watchdog. Girls’ liking erable stretches, and there can be missioners Paul Walker, George
dropped off violently each time. i more time devoted to narration. Sterling and Edward Webster were

In addition to finding whether
|

The true mood of a program is in the affirmative. Commissioner
juvenile programs appeal more to

|

not automatically identifiable, but ' Frieda Hennock voted in the nega-
tive.

structing radio fare for grow’nups.

ABC To Move
Continued from page 27

the FCC action, which may possi-

It is generally conceded that if

boys or to girls, the Schwerin Sys- it becomes clear in testing
ten. examines their age

I
Too much narration, by the way.

,

- -- —
peal even more closely than that gg disruptive of mood ' all members had voted, the out-
ot adult shows. Children s liking

q,^ juvenile shows as on adult pro- come would have been much closer,
scores are usually studied year by

, grams. In the case of one major Commissioner Robert Jones is
year to see at what age the show youngster’s show tested, episodes

j

known to have been against the
reaches its peak appeal. When having about a fifth of the total majority action. He was ill at his
this peak is found to be at too

. time devoted to narration home the day (18> his fellow corn-
young an age, this signals ihe need

^

scored eight liking points higher missioners took a vote at their
for corrective changes that w'ill in-

; than those which devoted a third regular weekly meeting. If the
of their story time to narration. vote had been taken the next day.

One final point that has come !

when Commissioner Jones was at

out of the Schwerin Sy.stem’s ® decision would have
qualitative testing of children’s ®®®*' three to tw'o.

shows should also be mentioned Chairman Wayne Coy, who re-

changes
crease the show’s interest for old-
er children.

Kids Sharp Critics

In most cases, children seem
quicker to catch plot fiaw-s than
adults. They have sharp ears for here. It concerns over-complex-

|

turned to Washington last week
after several months in Europe on
international communications mat-
ters, is believed to have favored the
ban on giveaways. During the oral
argument.^ last October on the pro-
posed rules, he indicated, in ques-
tioning Bruce Bromley, lottery ex-
pert for ABC, that he was not im-
pressed with claims that "skill” was
involved in identifying the mvsterv

i

tune on "Stop the Music.”

Commissioner Rosel Hyde, who
has been on vacation in Idaho for
several weeks, was reportedly "on
the fence’’ with regard to the give-
aways.

Had all the members been pres-
ent, it is probable that the decision
would have been at least 4-3 and
possibly 5-2.

The 3-1 vote, according to some
lawyers, will weigh heavily before
a court. Among opponents of the
FCC ban. the vote has been alluded
to as evidence of arbitrary action
by the regulatory agency. ' Among
defenders of the Commission, the
opinion has been expressed that a
full vote would have been more
conclusive.
Chairman Edwin Johnson (D-

Colo.) of the Senate Committee on
Interstate & Foreign Commerce,
while applauding the voting ma-
jority for “courageous action” in
banning the shows, told the Senate
last week he^ regretted that seven
commi.ssioners did not join as a
unit in abolishing "this cheap clap-

vhU'ij lowers the standing of
lanio. Similai' sentiments weia* ex-
pre.ssed editorially in the Washing-
ton Post.

ager Edith Dick said that because of greater demands for Spanish lan-
guage programs, WWRL will now carry 32 houi*s weekly in Spanish as
against the present 26 ... . ABC, in a move to further its integration of
AM and TV operations, this week named Charles ("Bud”) Barry as
veei>ee in charge of programs for both radio and television. J. Donald
Wilson at the same time was named veepee and national director of
network show's ... Casandra (Sandy) Sinclair, secretary to CBS prez
Frank Stanton for the past 13 years, resigning. She’s marrying Charles
Brick (non-radio) in a couple of Weeks. . . Is "Telephone Hour” moving
from NBC to CBS? .... Howard Meighan back from Hollywood with
final blueprint for CBS Coast setup.

HOLLYWOOD . . .

Bing Crosby will be back with his old alma mater, the Thompson
agency, but only on a brief call. He has taken a booking on Lux Radio
Theatre Sept. 26 with his picture. "Emperor Waltz" Coca-Cola will

splash Edgar Bergen and his dummies on billboards across the country

to whip up an audience for his takeoff on CBS. . . .Marvin Miller sweat-

ed out 100 transcribed spots for Grove Laboratories while Charles

Claggett of the Gardner agency ground out the copy Tom Luckenbill
bounced into town for the audition of Jimmy Durante’s new' story line
format and to be around for Bob Hawk’s first flight of the season ...

Ralph Edwards kinescoped a show for unveiling of Omaha’s WOW-TV
at request of John Gillen, whose spot he filled when the station prexy
was hospitalized with a heart attack . . Hal Carlock, w'ho used to plant
plugs for radio shows, is now hustling ads for Christian Science Monitor
... Jack Wyatt and Arthur Fatt of the Gray agency and Ben Kati,
prexy of Gruen, in town to set up the commercials for the watchmaker,
w'hicii sponsors half of NBC’s "Hollywood Calling” starting Sept. 4. . ..

Franklin Pulaski shifting his base here after an Army film stint to re-
sume his announcing career. . . .Lou Cowan due in this week from N.Y.

i

. . . Cal Kuhl passing a week w'ith his family and returns to N.Y. and
his TV duties at Thompson after Labor Day. . . .Associated Oil, which
sponsors the Coast Conference football games, has bought time on 100
stations in the seven western states and Hawaii ... Art Marquetto
around for filming of Roy Rogers TV spots for Quaker Oats.

/JV CHICAGO ...
Bill Halligan, Jr., appointed communications sales manager of Ilalll-

crafter Co WCFL chief engineer Charlie Willett back from Kansas

City trip.... Blue Cross and Blue Shield named Frederick, Franz &
MacCowan agency to handle its radio program. . . NBC flack John Keys
to Indianapolis to set up publicity splurge .... ABC veepee John Norton

j

and WENR manager Roy McLaughlin took part in Morris B. Sachs
I celebration of its 15th year on radio with the "Amateur Hour”....
I WBBM producer Bev Dean at Green Lake, Wis., for international re»
I ligious education meet. Dean will conduct a radio workshop there ....
! John H. Kelly, copy director of Roche, Williams & Cleary agency,

j

boosted to veepee . . .WCFL singer Nancy Evans held on for additional
! week on "Songs To Cheer”. .. WBBM engineer Art Maus boasting a
new son. . . .Columnist Sheila Daly guested by Hank Grant on his WGN
teenage show .... Schwimmer Si Scott agency appointed to handle Helz-
berg’s chain jewelry account in Kansas City WBBM staffer Virginia

;
Pleo married to Vincent Dexter Aug. 29.

Nielsen Radio Index .sold to Mars, Inc., for two years by A. C. Nielsen
i ... WOAK (FM) airing the United Nations Story, besides the U. N.
"Little Songs”.

Drys Rap
Continued from page 2€

quor interests have attempted to
foist the liquor habit on the entire

t population of this country by try-

I
ing to foster the idea that liquor
is traditional in the American way

I

of life.”

Broadcasting of liquor ads will
“assure" the Congre.ssional legis-

lation propo.sed by Bryson. Mrs.
,
D. Leigh Colvin, president of the

' Temperance Union, told the con-
vention. “The liquor industry’s
plan to use radio is vicious and
without regard for the high moral

,

standard of the American home,
and contrary to the best American
interests.” Mrs. Colvin read a let-

ter of support from Senator Ed-
' ward C. John.son, of Colorado.

Junkin
Continued from page 27

HINT
TO BE WTAQ

. fpoo

at 0^ A0
" > •'

U. OF DENVER’S KLZ

‘WESTWARD AMERICA’
....

,

Denver, Aug 30.
w ith the Lniled .Slates National

Bank of Denvei bankrolling, tlie
Lniversity of DenvtM’ starts a week-
ly drama serio.s Sunday <4i on
Kl.Z. the local outlet. Show i.s

tagged "Westward America” and
will dramatize key events in the
history of the west.

All-live package will he produced
by the university which will u.se
the airer as a means of showcasing
hilenls of its lniversity Radio-
1 Meat re. Script will he handled hv
Albert N Williams and Myron
pmith Diiecting the series will
bo Williams. R. Rus.sell Porter and
.Noel Jordan.

ized as an experimental theatre
for trying out new techniques and
plots, feeling being that there’s an
entire new field of writers to be
tapped.

' Tour w'ould also be in line with
NBC’s thinking in building up
Junkin as a successor to Fletcher
Markle and Norman Corw'in as a
standout personality, and give w'eh
a valuahle entre into schools and

1 universities throughout the coun-
try.

I

Because of the "Playhou.se”
sei ies, •Junkin has come into con-

^

siderable critical acclaim lately.

netrolt—Di rectors of W.TR, The
(fooduill Station, Inc., have voted
a dividend of l()c a share to be
paid Sept. 14 to shareholders of
recorc at the close of biz Sept. 7
acioKling to chairman of the board
(George A. HicJiards.

lUDY CANOVA
AMERICA’S NO. 1

COMEDIENNE

WM. H. KING
Pcrsonol Management

A. S. LYONS
177 S. Beverly Dr.

Beverly Hi lit, Calif.

BB

m-g-m—
On an Island with You'

TIIK C.tMKI. snow
Fvrrjr friiliiy

Mqt.: LOU CLAYTON

II AVI II ItllOEKVIAN
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Tele Chatter

New York
Jim Jordan. Jr., son of Jim and

Marion Jordan (radio’s “Fibber

McGee & Molly”), returns to the

Coast Nov. 15 as a staff producer

a d 0 p t e d," but that he was
adamant” in his determination
that no color television system is

rejected because it is inadequately
|

presented by those who could have

CIRCLilia THE KILOCYCLES

pee, Sally Perle as secretary and showing.” Jones’

Ed Evans, treasurer. the implication that
Commission may license both
CBS and RCA systems and pos-

HoilyWOOd a thir(^ system.

United Artists tele department 'lones’ letter was ostensibly a re

for NBC’s KNBH, after training ' has purchased 17 shorts from W. • lengthy communication

for the last several months at ,
Lee Wilder which will be peddled I aeh^lvpJpnH^Pn'i *^\*i**?i"^ «

wUt here . . . Columbia Univ.’s to television stations. Series is olorfl^SWNBi nei^ . . . ®
••America Sines” Fieh film Stanton strongly pro-

School of General Studies offering
; nine minutes Films feature I

implications Jones had made
25 courses in radio and TV during i giee clubs, church choirs and ' not done its proper

the coming year under the super- ’ soloists . . . KTLA’s "Time For’ i^^.^f in color video. This, Stanton

vision of Erik Barnouw, prea of ,

Beany” will be sponsored by >ntirely unfounded and

* 1.- Radio Writers Guild and as-
Budget-Pac; "Man’s Best Friend” P.'j/®'*’-,

^n the contrary, he said,
the Radio Wrlteis l,ui a and as

, ^bs virtually created the art. and
•istant professor ot English at Co-

, feature picture by four Chrysler contributed more to it than “all

lumbia . • . "Goldbergs* will use
|

dealers . . . Jay Stewart’s "Fun i

the rest of the industry combined,”
the same scripts for both their Fair” will be telensed weekly by] Yesterday <Mon,) the Commis-
radio and television versions this sl^rting Sunday. Sept, sion followed up the Jones-Stanton

with the scriDts being edited kinescoped at exchange with requests to CBS.
year, with me scnpis oeing eoiiea

|
ABC-TV network RCA and Color Television Inc of

for radio only enough to clarify
,
beaming the following week. "Fair”

,

San Francisco, which has T “line
•cenes in the absence of sight . . . will also be transcribed simnltane- sequential” system, to provide “as
DuMont setting up a new spot ously for airing over ABC web.

j

large a number of receivers as

•ales department because of an in-
: Catfirdiv •

P®^^ible” to demonstrate their sys-

creased volume of business, with ‘
narrate ‘

series ^Fofd i

September hearings.
Halsey V. Barrett and Martin P-

1 merJfaT filml for tele being nm' chairman Paul Walker ad-
Harrison heading up the depart- Pco- vised the companies that FCC is i

ment . . . WUII.m N«.^ Jayme
j

anxious" that color de-

*

adapting the late Gertrude Stein’s ciT mI * L
'

velopers oresent "thP mo«5t mm '

*Vp« Is for a Verv Young Man” Cinemascoped at i ITl* *
P™^ me most com-

Jr TV production. Plfy was
' KLAC-TV by Mini-Films. Initialer

^ and demonstrations pos-

rtaged in N. Y. this summer by
!

proposed series was an adapta-

1

Off Broadway, Inc. . . . WNBT V®n of Joan of Arc” teaturing
|

Today fTues.) Walker again re-

ordered the new INS Projectall, the.sps between six and 16 quested RCA and CBS 1o file by
which provides a new system of .years of age . . . Five Star Produc-

j

Sept. 6 supplemental engineering
news transmission ... Dave, rolling five one-minute information concerning their color
Forester, former orch conductor “Ini commercials for Log Cabin systems, including data on stand-
on the Red Skelton radio show, in

|

Bread . . . Don Sharpe tele pack-
1 ards, receiver characteristics, and

N. Y. from the Coast with a kine age. One False Step,’ was Cine- compatibilitv The reauest was
print of his new video show, which mascoped at KLAC-TV last week.

! made to provide onooXn itv to
features his 46-piec;e orch and Jane Wyatt handled the lead role. Sh.r
soloists Danny Scholl and Betty John Larkin directed
Jaynes ... Wllllani A, Cornish,

Dallas—The Jackson Brewing j

Co., of New Orlean.s. is sponsori»ig

'

what is said to be the south's own
big radio network show which is

heard each Saturday night for a
half-hour broadcast from Holly-
wood, Series is for Jax Beer and I

stars E^ddie Arnold, the Duke of
Paducah. Guy Willis and his Okla-

.

homa Wranglers, Ann E'ord A Jack;
& Jill, Dennie, Dill A .\nnie

!

Laurie and a host of other stars.

Airings are heard locally through
KRLD. !

.signed on .short notice last week
and took off with his brother. Harry,

for the interior of Brazil on an oil

exploration deal.

San Antonio—Nutrena Mills will

sponsor Henry Howell’s “Market
Reports” heard over WOAl here on
Tuesdays and Thursdays for a

quarter-hour for a total of 104

broadcasts. Series will be heard
from Sept. 6 through Aug, 31, 1950.

El Paso—Overtures have been
made to the Mutual network by
Xt7LO. Juarez, Mexico, acro.ss the
border from here, for affiliation to

j

replace KSET, local outlet which
was local Mutual affiliate until it

went off the air due to economic
difficulties. XELO operates on HOO
kilocycles with a power of l.")0.0U0

watts.

AFRA

Boston — Marie II. Iloulahan.

,

WEEI’s public relations directin',

is spending the first week of her
Ihree-weck vacation beading a

group of New England Women’s
Press Assn, members at a Jour-
nalism Seminar at Bowdoin College.

'

This is Miss Houlahan’s second
term as president of the associa- ‘

tion. i

formerly with the DuMont web.
named to the TV ,sales staff of
Edward Petry & Co. . . . John F.
Dickinson, former eastern sales
rep of Paramount Television Pro-

It’s Johnson
Continued from page 31

Other companies and Commission
engineers to check the RCA and
CBS systems.

A sobering note was Introduced
into the .situation by Philco Corp.
In submitting its formal comments
on the color question. “The very

ductions, joined Harrison, Righter t "more significant.” Stanton had
j

future of the television industry is

£ Parsons a.s -an account exec in I stated that converters for CBS at stake,” the company warned, in

f/xiT* A*Sr^’'rv
color would cost $75 if produced what the FCC decides. Pointing

Doime?a •Sles ren the Chi ofl i

^ handmade
;

out that 100 companies, directly

nee of the recently-formed TV sta-'™®^*^®
would cost many times employing 50.000 persons, are now

tion rep outfit ... Mel Gold re-
i

_ - I engaged in producing sets, the firm

nominated as prez of the National
Television Film Council along
with all incumbent officers, in-
cluding William S. Roach as vee-

Pittsburgh— Armand Lombardi
has joined the office staff of i

WCAE, replacing Hal Ohnsman.
who resigned . Label for Ray
Schneider’s two-hour di.sk show on
WWSW every morning is "Sweet-
est Music on Record” Joe
Tucker signed again to do the play-
by-play accounts of Steelers’ pro
football games with Bob Prince

;

spieling the commercials for

Atlantic Refining and the color
.stuff A1 Marsico’s beer-spon-

1

sored half hour musical. Memory
^

Time, returns to KDKA next week
after a two-month summer hiatus

Otto Krenn has resigned from .

WPGH announcing staff to joirt the
' promotion department of Pitts-

burgh Press, Scripps-Howard daily.

'

The Commissioner said he was said the ultimate decision will de-
not concerned with “whether the

i
termine whether the Industry can

CBS system ultimately is adopted,
or if it Is one of several systems

go ahead or be forced to “drastic-
ally retrench all along the lln#*.’’

I

Columbus— Bill Rrabson, staff

announcer and disk jockey for
' WVKO. sole FM station, re-

Continued from pare 29

cratic expi*ession of their needs as

any other members of the 4A’8'
.

branches,” It was also stre.ssed

that the primary consideration is

not what the TA may do to AFRA
or to other branches but "taking

care of the needs of the per-

formers,”

Clayton “Bud” Collier was given

another term as prez and the slate

of five veepees also reelected.

Harry VonZell was named treas-

urer and Nellie Booth of St. I.,oui8

recording secretary.

On the political front the con-

vention lashed out at the Taft-

Hartley act. “An unholy coalition

thwarted a clear mandate given by
the American voters in the last

election." Heller charged in a re-

view of the labor law situation.

"But 1950 will see the issue joined.

All the forces of the AF'L, united

behind Labor’s League for Po-
litical Education, are determined
that 19.50 will be more than a by-

election year. It will be a rallying

call to all who believe in a liberal

America and a truly free labor

movement to return to Congress
those representatives who will

truly reflect the needs of all the
American people.”

A. Frank Reel, the union’s na-

tional assistant exec secretary, also

scored Taft-Hartley, declaring that

the law “is full of tricks and booby
traps that vitally affect every on«
of us in our ability to make a

OWiNgO RcprcMMtd b) RADIO Los Angeles • 50,000 Watts
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Victor in Super Buildup of Flanagan

Disks, In Bid (or New Band Name
RCA-Victor is attempting to do^

something that no other recording

company or band agency has tried

too hard to do since the end of the
,

—build a new band name via I

recordings. Using it’s revived Blue- 1

bird label, marketed at 49c, Victor i

is deliberately setting about the
,

task of establishing a new maestro

CoL Signs Donald In

Moppet-Disk Race

Tops of the Tops

Retail Disk Best Seller

“Some Enchanted Evening”

Retail Sheet Music Seller

“Some Enchanted Evening”

“Most Requested” Disk
“You’re Breaking My Heart”

Seller on Coin Machines
“You’re Breaking My Heart”

Best British Seller
“Riders in the Sky”

dio comic, who has already cut

an album titled “Chummy.”
Columbia also plans using Gene

Autry and Burl Ives on material

for youngsters, in addition to base-

ball .stars Pee-Wee Reese and
Jackie Robinson, of the Brooklyn
Dodgers.

Race to sign people to produce
kiddie records for the major com-
panies grows. • Columbia, which

per.sonality by basing a studio band
^

intends expanding its attention to

on the clarinet-lead musical style ' moppet platters this fall and win-

which made the late Glenn Miller’s ter, has signed Peter Donald, ra-

orchestra one of the nation’s all- ,

time tops, A style, incidently,

that the current Tex Beneke Or-
chestra. actually the postwar Miller

band, has not tried to duplicate

very seriously.

Victor took Ralph Flanagan, ar-

ranger for various hands and radio

shows, such as Perry Como’s Ches-
terfield broadcasts, had him turn

out arrangements deliberately

copying the old Miller style, and
record four sides at the helm of a

studio orchestra. These disks will

be marketed this week as part of

the second Bluebird release, and
were the reason for Victor’s tossing

a party for di.sk jockeys and news-
papermen in New York last Thurs-
day (25). The sides were the main
fare of the pre-release “showing”
to platter spinners.

Victor intends promoting the
Flanagan disks heavily and to keep
hammering at the old Miller style

with Flanagan, despite the possi-

bility of tan.gling with Beneke over
It (Beneke records for the 7.5c Vic-
tor label). Company’s artists and
repertoire division feels that if it

can help revive the band business
by launching a new band name, the
pop disk business will be so much
better ofT than it is now. almo.st

confined to top vocalist sales
power.

Four sides Flanagan cut con-
sisted of three pops hits and a

standard—"You’re Breaking My

Kaye to Pitch

Chrysler Woo

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By BEBNIE WOODS

Ralph Flanagan Orchestra
“You’re Breaking My Heart”-

“You’re So Understanding;” “It All

Depends On You”-“Wedding of Lil-

first glance, the “Hope” side is one
of the poorest records the trio has
turned out recently. But, with re-
peats, the slow-beat version of the
tune brought off the shelf by Jo

li Marlene” (Bluebird). Admittedly : StalTord-Gordon MacRae (Capitol)

aping the style of the old Glenn
|

fets better and better But if,

Miller orchestra, these four sides
|

“ cuHously AttractWe ti^
by arranger Ralph Flanagan and a fi-om “The Tales of HofTman.”
Studio band are aimed to start

;
EUa Logan “Hop Scotch Polka”-

something stirring in the band “Story of Annie Lauire” (Blue-

business. All four sides ore ex-
^ e" •Strl,"1u7e

cellent, cut on a rhythm beat that s
j

^ good job on it vocally
slightly more definite than Miller her Scotch accent moving smoothiv

Sammy Kaye’s orchestra will ever u.sed, and are excellent jock i into the swing of the lyric and
play the Statler hotel. Detroit, and juke material. Flanagan used

;

melody. Backing turns up an equal-
, , c. 4 eft , . ,

I his own arrangements and turned , ly earable slab of Scotch accentweek of Sept, 19, an unusual book-
1 qj p^p standard music

1
applied to a new pop that sounds

Joe Louis Joins Ranks Of

Sports Disk Personalities

In New Bluebird Release
Basing of pop tunes on sports

personalities was expanded last

i
week from baseball to the fight

' game. RCA’s Bluebird label came
' out with a tune titled “OF Joe

1

Louis,” written by Cy Corber re-

corded by Cab Calloway.
|

In recent weeks, there have been
^

such items as “Brooklyn Dodger

;

Jump.” recorded by Ralph Branca. '

Erv Palica and Carl Furillo, Dod- ;

gcr players, and “Did You See
Jackie Robin.son Hit That Ball.”

,

cut for Decca by maestro Buddy
i

John.son. Plus Columbia’s reissue 1

of “Joltin’ Joe DiMaggio,” origin-

'

ally made,by Les Brown in 1941.:

I
I.yric of the Joe Louis piece,

which describes his prowess In the

i

ring, was submitted to Louis’
handlers before being marketed.

ing that will serve tw'o purposes, that ring the bell solidly. Harry

Statler’s cafe, seating only 275
. u ui i- his voice smoothly fitting into the

patrons, probably has never em- clarinet-lead style that Miller popu-
ployed a name band of the stature

;
larized and which has never been

and expense of Kaye’s combina-
, , ,0

tion, but it bought the inae.stro as
,

..jj L^ve Is Trouble” (M-G-M).
a means of highlighting the kick-

1

Eckstine’s standards and pops have
off of its season. As a rule, the

, been doing well and these two
spot uses individual performers

;
should follow nicely. But, like his

such as Dorothy Shay, etc. 1 “Temptation” and “Crying” cou-

Kaye wanted the date, too. and pling, the pop here is superior. Dis-

made the Statler a special price,
j

tinctive singer does too mu^ vo-

ile figures it a good idea to sit cal-playing with “Body and Soul,
^

down briefly among Chrysler ex- perhaps to vary it from the Na-

ecutives, who help bankroll his tional label record recently re-

band on the air via transcriptions, i

Chrysler itself doesn’t underwrite hooked up with M-G-M.

Kaye’s band entirely; dealers in

various keys and towns buy the
time to air the recordings, which
are paid for by the manufacturer.

RODDY McDOWALL

TURNS DISK JOCKEY
Hollywood. Aug. 30.

Roddy McDowall turned disk

Frank A. Petrillo, former Euro- '
jockey Monday (29) when he

Hpart ” “Wedding of T illi Mar- '

poan pianist and conductor, di- ' started a five-day weekly layout

lene,” “You’re So Understanding,” ^.?^*P|f9®.^yoaphony orche.s- on KMPC. Progrjuii runs 4:30 to the old melody, in ballad tempo.

Q?ftftf I
Joe Lipman’s band backs both

Slope Music Festival held at the McDowall pulls down $200 per
| nicelv

. . . - - sounds
good and has a chance to click
A good melody and a cute lyric.

Ravens “Someday”-“If You Didn’t
Mean It” (National). Vaughan
Monroe’s siding of “Someday” Isn’t
in any danger from the Ravens’
cut, but theirs is a .solid, bounce-
beat approach to the tune that will
provide many jocks with a good
variation. Ballad back-side is okay.

Bill Gale Orchestra “Hop Scotch
Polka”-“l Knew From the Start”
(Columbia). Gale’s handling of
“Hop Scotch” is perhaps the clos-
est to Billy Whitlock’s instrumental
(London). Using bagpipes, bells
and vocal by Gwen Davies and the
Highlanders, which isn’t as lively

At any rate, “Trouble” is superior; Por-

a ballad, it’s musically in Eckstine’s fim’ ‘I ®
f.

/^tart”

groove and he does a swell job. !

never stall, its along for the

Sarah Vaughan “That Lucky Old
| r'oiift,.,.*,, “rki' t t

Sun”-“Make Believe” (Columbia).
| VftdJ “

An excellent pairing. Miss Vau- ! P®:-
ghan’s “Lucky Sun” isn’t going to JIZ

rt’cords. but

take over from Frankie Laine’s
,

.standout version, but it is never- 4 ..f
®

thele.ss a solid side and It figures :

to get many a play. It’s her type I J”
of music. “Make Believe” is fine.

|

andean
too It ranks with the best dicks .

acceptance otherwise. It100. It ranks with the best disks
. Calloway’s vocal is good.on the tune. Backed by a group. ^

n/rso... * .... .V Reverse is better, pop-wise. AMiss Vaughan turns up an unusu
ally commercial arrangement of

and “It All Depends On You.”
Harry Prime did the vocals.

GOODMAN PROBES

SOUTH ON 1-NITERS
Benny Goodman’s orche.stra will

penetrate as far south as Macon,
Ga., for the first time in years,
when he starts a string of one-
nighters following his current run
at the Surf Club, Virginia Beach.
B. G. will work through North and

j

South Carolina and into Georgia

!

starting Sept. 11, then bounces!
north for a week at the Town Ca-
sino, Buffalo, opening Sept. 19,1
and a week at Vogue 'Terrace, Mc-
Keesport, Pa., opening the 26th, at

$7,500 each.
Goodman has a new girl vocali.st

with him, Dolly Houston.

base of Cranmore Mountain North
Conway, N. H., Aug. 27-28.

week for the stint, plus percentage
|

Andrews Sisters “Whispering
of sponsor coin. I Hope”-“Lovely Night” (Decca). At

P^^RIETY

1. YOU’RE BREAKING MY HEART (3) (Algonquin) Vic Damone Mercury

SOME ENCHANTED EVENING (14) (Williamson) i Perry Como Victor

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

“SWEET ’N’ SWING”
Budd Sweeney and Bert Stille

Producer: John Moses
135 Mins.; 2:30 p.in., Mon. thru Fri.

Participating
!

WIIKC, Columbus. O. I

On Labor Day this twin-jockey
j

program, which has better than
tripled the time period Hooper

[

since it began, will enter its second '

year. Sweeney and Stille have
1

stuck to an all-requ»'st routine, and
only rarely .spin an uncalled-for 1

tune. They take it easy on this

'

show' and as a result the audience
feels no pain either. They don’t try

to be funny or h.\ per’tnsive, they’re
just relaxed.

Pair splits the chores. When
Sweeney handles the mike, Stille is

at the turntables, and vice versa.
The program uses a musical bridge
between numbers and commercials,
a unique departure which also adds
up to an eajy-going atmosphere,
the bridge usually always a piano,
guitar or harp glissando. «

Because of this technique the
boys use three turntables and claim
they could use four. With all the
platter-spinning it’s strictly a two-
man job. They run a commercial
about every five minutes and have
nearly all they can handle.

Biggest triumph Sweeney and
Stille had during this first year was
forcing Victor to reissue the Wayne
King recording of "None But the

I>onely Heart” with the Franklin
McCormick monolog. They started

plugging it six months ago, the re-

quests piled up and three months
ago came the reissue.

Top orchestra leaders in town
for engagements arc freouently

heard on the program. Dean.

2 .

3. ROOM FULL OF ROSES (6) (Hill Sc Range),

4 .

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

I Frank Sinatra Columbia
i Sammy Kaye Victor
{Dick Haymes Decca

WONDERFUL GUY (11) (Williamson) [Margaret Whiting Capitol
’"[Fran Warren .Victor

HUCKLEBUCK (9) (United) j
Sinatra Columbia

/
Tommy Dorsey Victor

BALI HA’I ( 11 ) (Williamson) \
Perry Como Victor

I Crosby Decca
AGAIN (24) (Robbins) j Gordon Jenkins Decca

I Vic Damone Mercury
RIDERS IN THE SKY (18) (Morris) j

Vai r;hn Monroe Victor
Columbia 4.MAYBE IT’S BECAUSE ( 1 ) (Triangle) j

Dick Haymes Decca. t’

i Connie Haines Coral
SOMEDAY ( 1 ) (Duchess) i Vaughn Monroe Victor

^ros V.’.V. Decca

Second Croup

THAT LUCKY OLD SUN (Robbins) \ Frankie Laine Mercury
I Vaughn Monroe Virtnr

JEALOUS HEART (AouH-Rose.
. . . . . LoX

YOU’RE SO UNDER.STANDING (Barron-Pemora) ^Evelyn Knight Decca
( Blue Barron M-G M

LET’S TAKE OLD FASHIONED WALK (Berlin) j Sinatra-Day Columbia

NOW THAT . WEEH vou

«

! . . . . ! !

! ^

^

BABY IT’S COLD OUTSIDE (Melrose) ... j Whiting-Mercer Capitol
I Shore-dark Columbia

YES YES IN YOUR EYES (Remick) f Blue Barron M-G-M
I Carmen Cavallaro Decca

I DON’T SEE .ME (15) (Laurel) i Gordon Jenkins Decca
I Perry Como Victor

^ FOUR WINDS. SEVEN SEAS (3) (Lombardo) j Sammv Kaye Victor
(Guy Lombardo Decca

HOMEWORK (Berlin) j
Fran Warren Victor

(Dinah Shore CohimbinSOMEHOW <Al*.„,uh..
. . .

.

.

.

. Au^M
WEDDING LILLI .M.\RLE.NE (Leeds) \

Gordon MacRae Capitol
(Steve Conway Harmony

HOW IT LIES (Morris) i Bing Crosby Decca
lf<ay Starr Capitol

CIRCUS (Massey) f Tony Martin Victor
( Dick Haymes

CRYING (Greenwich) . .
' AiPy Kclc.stine

THAT’S MY WEAKNESS NOW' (.Shapiro-B) Russ Morgan
I CAN DREAM CAN’T I (Chappell)

] . Si.oters

24 HOURS OF SUNSHINE (Witmark) <
'^rt Mooney . . .

I
Dick Jurgens . ,

.

Bing Crosby Decca
[Figures in parentheses Indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top 10.1

LAST MILE HOME (Leeds)

, .Decca

.M-G-M
. . . Decca

. . .Decca

. . . M.-G-M
Columbia

rhythm version of a doubtful tune
launched by King Cole (Capitol)
weeks back, Calloway’s platter
rides at a lively pace and listens

easy. It won’t hit big, however.
Jan Garber “Making Love Uke-

lele Style” - “Catalina Bounce;”
"You’re Breaking My Heart”-
“Where Are You, Now That I Need
You” (Capitol). Capitol apparently
is aiming the Jan Garber band as
its sweet feature (company in the
past has frowned on mickey bands).
At any rate, Garber’s got some
good tunes here and, surprisingly
enough, it’s the first side "Ukelele,”
that has the best chance. A cute,

light-rhythmed material piece vo-
called by Bob Grabeau with band
chorusing accomp, It could make
a mark in the hit lists. “Catalina”
is a bounce instrumental that’s

okay. Grabeau. and a sugary sweet
style, stand out of Garber’s ap-

proaches to “Heart,” already a

.solid hit, and “Now That 1 Need
You.” which is promising. They’re
worthwhile sides.

Platter Pointers
Ralph Young does a swell

job on “September in the Rain”
on Louia Prlma’s initial Hap-
piness label disk. It’s aptly backed
by another good vocal of a tune

titled, “Green As April” . Ray
Anthony’s excellent band shows up
solidly on “Slider,” an instrumen-
tal (Capitol) . Mary Ann McCall’s

beat-vocal of “Sunday” (Discovery)

is a shining example of the work
she turns in wlien the tune is right

! Another tune smoothly fitting a

! singer. “Ya Gotta Buy. Buy, Buy
For Baby,” by Kay Starr (Capitol)

Buddy Johnson’s vocalist, Ar-

1
thur Frysock, is another wlio turns

!
a melody a la Biliy Eckstine; his

I

“Lovely In Her Evening Gown” is

!
good w ork . . . RCA’s Bluebird label

i knocking out string band di.sks,

I

“Golden Slipi)e)'s” and “Hello.

Hello,” by the “Main Street String

1

Band” forming a formidable cou-

pling of that type . .Capitol reis-

sued Red Ingle’s “Temptation, by

Red Ingle-Jo Stafford Cap also

has a strong entry by Bonny Strong

of “That’s My Weakrfess ^Jow', to

buck Russ Morgan’s version
(Decca).
Standout western, hillbilly,

polka, jaz, etc.: Red River Dave,

“Wrong Number” (M-G-M);
gie Auld, “Vox Bon”
Joe Prineie. “Twilight Waltz (D^*

ca); Texas Jim Robertson, “I H«^°
The Angels Weep” (Victor); Shorn

Long, “The Warm Red Wine (v»c

tor); Cass County Boys, "Fpom
of Ro.ses” (Decca); Ernie ueej

Southerners, “One Two Three F

Five Foot Six” (Victor); Bob Ai

Cher, “Why Don’t You Ham
Y"

and Love Me” (C«>lunibia):

Boyd, “Du.st On My Telf’PUf^JJj

(Victor); Bill N^’ttles. ‘Do ^8"*

Daddy” ( Mercury );
Wa.shhnaty

’

“Maybe You’ll Love Me (Vitio



ASCAP Talks Per-Program Licensing

Format; Blanket Deal May Be 3 Yrs.

American Society of Composers. 4-

Authors and Publishers execu-

1

lives, who have been handlinfi tel-

evision negotiations to the exclu- :

gion of the Society’s full commit- ^

tee on the subject and its board

of directors, journeyed to Lancas-

ter, Pa.. la.*5t week on tele busi-

ness. Group spoke there with Clair

McCullough, independent video op-

erator, on the problem of setting

up the per-program tele licensing

contract, which indie station own-

ers insist should be available in

addition to the blanket contract.

It was decided by ASCAP that

In formulating the terms apd the

language of the per-program con-

tract. discussions should be con-

ducted with a representative of

the indies, rather than with net-

work or National A.ssn, of Broad-

casters reps, who would be more
Interested in the blanket license

angle. McCullough is an NAB
board member, but also an indie

|

tele owner.

Exactly how far the negotiations

between the Society and tele
,

have gone, a.side from waiting- for
|

the per-program formula, nobody i

geems to know. Vacations here,

procrastination there add up so
|

far to a lot of talk and little ac-
^

tion. while publishers and song- ;

W'riters constantly search for in-,

formation on how far the ball has

been carried, by either side. Mean- '

while, ASCAP continues to extend
the deadline on a deal; a half

dozen extensions have been okayed
by the Society since last .Ian. 1.

The deal, when it’s finally com-
pleted. apparently will be for

three years only, instead of the

five tele men have been seeking.

ASCAP, it’s said, is insi.sting on
a maximum of three during which
it would be better able to meas-
ure the effect video will have on
the music business, and to right

whatever wrongs are incurred
more quickly than a five-year deal 1

would allow. Some ASCA Piles

don’t see the wisdom in that term,
pointing out that, since the deal
now' being arranged will he retro-

active to last Jan. 1, it will barely '

get into operation before new ne-

gotiations w’ill be demanded, A ^

three-year deal will require only
the extension by one year of the
two-year assignment of rights by
publishers and writers, given
ASCAP last year. That two-year i

right to represent them began as
j

of Jan. 1, last.

Dailey Sets Bishop

As Backer-Upper
Billy Bishop's orche.slra will ac-

company Frankie Laine and pro-

vide dance music on the opening
fall bill at Frank Dailey’s Meadow-
brook. Cedar Grove, N. J, Dailey’s
new policy of using .semi-name or-
chestras through the week, bol-
stered by name recording acts
weekends, begins on Sept. 9. Laine
holding three days and Patti Paige
following Sept. 16. Bob Kberle
Sept. 23, all backed by Bishop, who
holds for at least two weeks, with
options,

Dailey doesn’t intend using top
name orchc.slras at Meadowbrook
during the coming season.

‘COLE PORTER’ SHOW

TO NEW YORKER HOTEL
“Salute to Cole Porter,’’ one of

the musical show ideas developed
by writer Sherman Marks, which

Vas so successful at the Sherman
hotel, Chicago, and later at the

Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles,

has been booked for the New
Yorker hotel. New York’s Terrace
Room, opening Sept, 22. “Cole

Porter” show is one of three de-

veloped by Marks, the others

saluting George Gershwin, and
Dick Rodgers and Oscar Hammer-
Mein.

Shows are ba.sed of course on
the outstanding tunes turned out
by the writers involved and are
presented with a script and tricky
lighting. They are expensive, at
least to install, .since there are
some 200 light changes required
*nd numerous floods and spots, all

controlled from a panel operated
by from two to three electricians.
Don McGrane’s orchestra w ill be

Used at the New Yorker to present
the show.

Bop City’s Boff

B.O., With Non-Bop

Satchmo as Draw
Bop City, New York home . of

bop rnusic, had its opening night

and weekend records broken again

last week, for the second time es-

tablishing a h.o. mark with a non-

bop name as the draw-. Louis Arm-
strong’s jazz combo, including Jack

Teagarden. Barney Bigard, Earl

Hines, Arvil Shaw and Cosy Cole,

lopping a show consisting of

Gcoige .Sheaiing’s bop group, and
the Treniers, ciacked singer Billy

Ecksline’s opening night attend-
ance and gro.ss mark Thursday <2.')»

evening and for each successive
night up to and including Sunday.
Armstrong is given credit for the

heaviest portion of the draw. It’s

his first rate at a N. Y. cafe in

years (two years ago he worked a
concert at Carnegie Hall) and It

caused considerable comment
among N. Y. bop and jazz adher-
ents. While “Satchmo’s” opening
night was claimed by Bop City’s

owners. Ralph Watkins and Monte
Kay. to be the biggest, each suc-

ceeding evening up to Sunday i28)

was bigger, resulting in long lines

of holdouts in the street. Club
gets a 98c admission price, which
covers standing room only, Arm-
strong is drawing $4,000 weekly
for the date.

Jan Concerts for San Antonio
San Antonio, Aug. 30.

San Antonio’s first "Jazz at the

Riulbarmonic” concert, like those
held in New York’s Carnegie Hall,
nas been .set for Nov. 11 at at the
Municipal Auditorium here.
iNornian Granz was here recently

^na made the arrangements.

ULL-flUT Dm
SUBTS S[PT. n

R('\-Victor anticipates spend-
ing close to $2,000,000 o, its cam-
paign. beginning Sept. 20. t(» con-
solidate its 4o ipm disks and ma-
chines with the public. .Actually.
RC.A execs do not know for cer-
tain the exact amount that will be
spent, but. including radio sp<»t

announcements, television, news-
paper and magazine ads and deal-
er “incentive" contests, the cost
will easily approach $2.('00.000 and
could possibly go much higher.
R(’.\ heads are so tnuphatie on
putting over the 4.'is that it’s said
they wouldn’t be averse to going
up to $3,000,000.

All told, therefore, it’s likely
that the 4.") development and mar-
keting will in the end cost lU’.A
in the neighborhood of $.o.0()0.000

or so. including the expense of de-
velopment. loss of sales in n‘Cord-

,

ings and machines, etc. And that’s
probably a conservative figure.
As pointed out in Vafikty last

week, one of the prime ?novements
in the fall campaign will be the
reduction of the cost of RC.X’s 4,5

player, which jacks into bigger
combinations, from $24.9.5 to

$12.9.5 as a means of getting them i

into the hands of record buyers.
This spearheads ads citing the
price reduction, calling for 1.000.

800 and 600-line blurbs in 1.54 key
markets throughout the country.

This w ill be followed by a series

of 12 weekly ads, bought on a co-

operative basis by dealers, distrib-

utors and Rt'A, in similar terri-

tories. Radio spot ads will be used
on 30 major radio outlets, along
with plugs on H('A’s tele

"Kukla. Fran and Ollie."

will empliasi/.e the kiddie
of RC.A’s small 45 players.

RCA sales, merchandising and
pi'otnotion execs are now out on
the road briefing distribs and deal-

ers on the cam|)aign. RC-A will

! give three automobiles and 13

L'. .S. .Savings Bonds ranging from
$1,000 to $100 to distributor and
dealer .salesman on a contest basis.

show,
w hich
aspect

Trojan Horse In

Lehar Bequest?
23. 1

AKM
(’om-
they
oper-

!

I

I

‘Dream,’ ‘Georgia’ Disk

Sales Cue Campaign

To Hypo Sheet Music
Prompted by the sales success

of recordings of “I Can Dream,
Can’t I” and "Georgia On My
Mind.” the publishers of those

.standards are planning to launch

plug campaigns, hoping to add
sheet music sales. “1 Can Dream.”
as cut by the Andrews Si.sters for

Decca. has .set such a di.sk-selling

pace in the past week that Chap-
pell Music will put a staff to work
on the tune. Same goes with Peer-

International. owner of the

“Georgia’’ copyright, which

Frankie Laine cut for Mercury.

Another revival selling big on

disks is “Someday.” led by Vaughn
Monroe’s RC.A-Vietor recording.

Duche.ss Music i Leeds subsid) al-

ready is at work on plugging the

tune and it has reached the No.

4 slot on the sheet music best-

seller lists at Music Dealer’s Serv-

ice.

Vienna. Aug.
It’s a Troian horse the

f.Au.'^trian Assn, of Authors,

po.sers and Publishers i feel

inherited from Franz Lehar.

etta composer. .An executive com-
mittee was set up to negotiate with

the other heirs in order to straight-

en things out.

Lehar bc(|ueathed bis Austi'ian

royalties of ,AKM. for “needy peo-

ple.” Question arises if he iueant

members only or anyone.
And attached is a codicil where-

by the AKM would be obliged to

pay out 60.000 Schilling ($6,000 at

.N’ationalbank rate) annually to bis

brother Baron Lehar and wife.

Besides. 10'^/ would go to the mu-
nicipality of Bad I.schl. where he

lived and died. He also left a

house in Theobaldgasse to

valued at $.50,000, which
bomb repairs amounting to

$30,000.
Inasmuch as Lehar’s rights in

Austria amounted to a mere $5 500

in 1948, AK.VI would lose by accept-

ing legacy as long as Baron Lehar
and wife live.

AKM.
needs
about

r.U.’s 4 Days, .Alb.any

.Albany, ,Aug. 30.

Tommy Dorsey’s orch plays four

days at Fabi.m’s Palace, beginning

Sept. 7. He did .smash biz there on

bis two previous dates.

Vaughn Monroe did *$30,000 m
four (lavs at the Palace last May
the last band to appear at house.

Pat Lombard’s St. L.

Talent-Buying Job
St. Louis, Aug. 30.

Pat T.ombard. former member of

the William Morris agency b-^nd

department, has joined the Koi)lar

hotel chain, as a buyer of t.dent.

He’ll be a member of the staff

which books bands and acts for the

Chase hotel. Park Plaza and Forest

Paik hotels.

Lombard headed W.Ms Chicago

hand di\ision and l.ater moved to

Hie New York offne. He sulfered

a Inart attack last fall and has

been \acalioning in the .south

since.

Pubs Won’t Go for Decca’s Royally

Plan, But Fear Anti-Trust Laws
^

Frankie Masters Asked
To Entertain (iH’s Oversea

Chicago, .Aug. 30.

Frankie Masters, currently at

Stevens hotel, has been asked by
the government to tour Europe for

six weeks, to entertain Gl’s still

stationed abroad. Masters is one
of first bandleader.s to receive (be
bid.

Meanwhile Masters has until Jan.
1 to go at the .Stevens, completing
the longest stay of any unit at the
Hilton spot—over 14 months.

LP Going Great

Guns, Sez Col.;

Decca Optimistic

Columbia Records claims that

the improving disk market, plus

Hie impetus of the announcement
that Decca Records will bring out

a complete line of its albums on

LP platters, has shot the ordering

of CRC Mierogroove albums u|)

nicely. Columbia asserts that at

Hie moment it is shipping LP sets

at a ratio of between two and
three to one over 78 rpm wax
albums.
As a result, and also with a view

toward leading disk buyers more
and more in Hie direction of LP,
Columbia is bent on issuing al-

bums only in Hie LP groove. Here-
tofore, anything released wa.s

either on 78 only, or on both 78
and LP. .Naturally, the material to

be issued solely on LP will not

for the present be toji saU'.s. It

will consist of standard pop songs
and the like that eneounler a mod-
ified sale.

Deeea. incidimtally. pi'edicts sol-

id success for its LP’s, wliicb will

be on the market next week. Ad-
vance orders are heav.''. e.speeially

for the standout “Oklahoma!.”
“Carousel,” ".Annie Get Your
Gun” and otlier items.

London Co. Completes

1st U. S. Disking Date,

Slated to Do Others
London Records completed its

initial reeordin.g date in the U. S.

on Monday '2f)>. First cutting was
done with A1 Morgan, former Uni-
versal Rciords. Chicago, singer,

whose contract London took over
several weeks ago wh(‘n it bought

|

his hit ma.ster of “Jealous Heart”
from U. Date was done at Muzak
sti'dios. New York.
From here on in London will

continue with a .string of dates in-

volving L. S. artists just signed
to the label. Theresa Brewer, new
gal singer recently at tli«> Village
Vanguard. N. Y.. will he recorded
next week, and then Bobby Wayne,
former vo'jalist with Ruby New-
man’s band in Boston, is due.

Ia)n(lon only recently got the
right to ix'cord U. S. artists here
via the concli sion of .'in egreeii'cnt

with U. S. Decca. This deal gives

U. S. Decca an annual guarmtec
from the saU* of its di^ks in Eng
'and. et al.. through British Deeea
distribution ehanne's. This allevi-

ated the U. S. company’s complaint
that the English eomfiany w.'is not
extending itself in Ik li.ilf of U. S.

Deeea piiKiuet. In return, British

Deeea’s London company in the
U. .S took o\«‘r U. S. distribution of

FFRR el.'issieal platters and was
given tlie riglif to record in the
U. .S.. which it had hem prevented
from doing.

Ernest .Nharow, ’who has playid
in the NBC and oilier symfilionies.
engaged a'' n» w f)’ '-! v iolist ol the
Dallas Sjriiph Oreii.

Deeea Records so far has made
little headway among major and
minor publishers alike with its newv

metliod of toting-up royalty state-

ments owed indi\ idual pubs for the

(luarter ended June 30. While the

publisliers are being careful to

a\(iid getting together as a group
in refusing to accept De('ca’s payoff

principle, fearing priee-fixing

(•barges under the .Sherman anti-

trust law, none has so far agreed
to Deeea’s terms. Some have ac-

cepted eiieeks “under luolesl” and
jolliers liave returned the coin al-

i

lotted, demanding full payment.
What Deeea is seeking to do i.s

' to deduct from eurrerit stattMiients
for returned disks that may have

j

been shipped as long as a year ago.
I Not only that, but instead of toting
I returns against .sales of a particular

j

song. Deeea simply added up coin
' owed and (leduele(i returns in lump
sums. This approach forms a hope-
less eomplieatiun for publishers,
who could not hope to allocate
royalfu's to writers in a fair man-
ner. For example, deductions for
returns on a pop song that may
have expired months ago are ap-
plied against earnings of* a pop
song during the past (juarter. so
long as one music house published
boHi. That’s all right for Deeea,
but the publisher finds himself be-
tween two writers, one demanding
payment on the sales of a current
bit, against which the returns of
an explri'd hit by an entirely dif-
feri'iif writer may have been ap-
plied. It would then be up to the
luib to recov(*r royalfi(*s on returns,
which bad already been paid to the
writer of the past hit. or absorb the
loss.

.Actually, tliero Is only n small
amount of coin involved. The dis-
puted amounts aggregate only
about 2'

f

to of Deeea’s overall
distribution for the June 30 quar-
ter. But pubs are fighting the
principle. They feel that If they
aceetit Deeea’s ideas, which are
identical in thought, but dilTerently
W'ork'Kl than RC.A-Vietor’s iinsue-
eessful attempt to secure a flat
H' jS deduction last fall, all other
recorders will want the same deal.
And mathematieal ebaos will re-
sult.

,
Publishers do not disagree with

I Decea’s id(‘as of deducting for re-
turns. but they aver those returns
should be made within a reason-
jable time. Pubs mark a time limit
on pop flits, warning dealers and
jobbers of a 3()-day return limit
wliyri a bit song finally begins to
slow down to a walk.

CHAPPEIX TO PUBLISH

DANISH BALLAD IN U.S.
Copenhagen. .Aug. 30.

The Danish ballad. “Lad To-
neme fortaelle.” which for the
last 12 years has been for Scandi-
navian tenors what “Trees” is

for American singers, will he pub-
lished by Chappell in America un-
der the title, “Dream Days. with
lyrics by the British writer, Car-
Icnc Mair.

“I.ad Toneme fortaelle” has
over 20 recordings in Scandinavia,
which mc'ans that each recording
firm has had to record it with sev-
eral (lilTerent artists — ranging
from Royal Opera singers to jazz
liianists. The tune is by Erland
Frederiksen, known in Denmark
as “Hie man who knows every
tune written!” He is in ch.nrge of
the retail department of one of
the biggest music firms in Copen-
hagen. Ori'.'inal Danish lyric is by
Victor Skaarup, V.xrif.ty corre-
spondent here.
"Dream Days” will be used as

signatur tune in a new si«i-ies of
shortwave broadcasts of li,yht Dan-
i'^h music from Statsp.Tdiofonien,
with songstress Lilian Ellis emcee-
ing.

Jacob G.ide’s “.lealousy,”
t’lii(li apiieared 2() years ago.
••I,.-d Toneme furi-ielle’’ is the
fir-t D.'inivh tun(‘ to rti 'ke .an entry

• in the .Amenoan nielod.x market.
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Crack L A. Tooters Lure Longhair

Disk-Cutters Into Westward Trend

ORCHR<«TRAS>»n;SIC

iFor First Tune in Its 9 Years, BMI

Hollywood, Aug. 30. "

An hegira of longhairs from the

east is threatening to lavish its cul-

ture on this art colony. Concert

stars with a Red Seal rating are be-

ginning to eye these placid pre-

cincts as permanent stamping

grounds, in closer proximity to the

sprocket factories.

It all came about when Ben Bar-

rett, a music contractor, proved to

the Victor crowd that instrumental

artists, ergo, top musicians, are as
,

abundantly available here as in the

east. He proved his point by round-

ing up 68 men for a six-side Red
^aler of Grieg’s A Minor Concer-

to. Antal Dorati came out to con-

duct, with Artur Rubenstein solo-

ing at the piano. Richard Mohr,
Red Seal director, presided in his

official capacity and is said to have
expressed astonishment at the end
result of the night’s recording. Re-
cording was done at Republic pic-

ture studio.

Victor and other concert record-

ers have long held that class rec-

ords can be made only in New
York, which boasts the best musi-
cians. Barrett plucked his men
from concert, radio and pictures

and came up with 68 musicians
said to be comparable to the best

N. Y. has to offer. Not in years
had a classic platter been cut in

Hollywood, but recently Dorothy
Kirsten, Mario Lanza and Robert
Merrill were pressed for the needle
trade.

Grieg pancake album required
only six night hours, with each of

the sidemen drawing $82. .*50 for his

chore. If the Mr. Bigs of Victor
like the Coast sample there’ll be
more to come. And that will make
the arti.sts very happy, to say noth-

ing of the Hollywood (’hamher of

Commerce, which would tub-thump
the town’s new cultural side.

Oct. 1 Music Charity
Chicago, .^ug. 30.

Tenth annual American Music
Festival will be pre.sented Oct. 1 at

;

the Chi stadium, under Mid-City '

charities sponsorship. Name con-

'

cert and pop artists will take part,
j

including Chi musicians.
|

Proceeds will go to South Side,
Boys’ Club, Parkway community

|

center and United Negro College
i

Fund.

Carl Fischer’s Off-Air

Recording of Shows

On Long-Playing Disks
Project to record radio shows off

the air on long-playing disks for

private record collections is being

planned on a national .scale by Carl
Fischer Music Co. Deal is being
set up on the basis of a new high
fidelity L-P recording device manu-
factured by the Wagner-Nichols
company in New York. Legal snarls

involved in unauthorized commer-
cial use of radio shows are being
sidestepped by a system in which
the customer will rent the record-
ing machine for a specified time to

etch whatever program he wants.

Carl Fi.scher company will handle
the distribution of agencies in mu-
sic stores across the country.

Wagner-Nichols outfit, co-headed
by the former bandleader Buddy
Wagner, is also setting up a radio

clipping service for stations and
performers.

Service will include a morgue of

all network shows which will tie

grooved on a four-inch super long-

playing disk invented liy the com-
pany. New recording process,

called embossing, is much cheaper
than the standard acetate disks.

(Week ending Aiig. 20)

London, Aug. 23.

Riders in the Sky. . . . Morris
Wedding of Lilli . Box & Cox

j

Again F. D. II. -
i

Red Roses L. Wright
“A” You’re Adorable Connelly
Buy Killamey P. Maurice
Forever and Ever . .F. D. & IL
Careless Hands ...... Morris
Angelus Ringing ...Southern
Lavender Blue Sun
12th Street Rag .... Chappell
Fcho 'Fold a Lie .. Chappell

Second 12
Candy Kisses ... .. Chappell
I Don’t See Me Connelly
Put Shoes on Lucy , . . tlay
Blue Ribbon Gal Dash
Strawberry Moon Yale
Confidentially .. New World
Leicester Square Rag Norris
Put ’Em in Box Connelly
It's Magic Connelly
Our Love Story. Carolin
Faraway Places. Leeds
Cuckoo Waltz Keith- 1’.

‘Hucklebuck* Sets

A Harlem Trend
Sncces.s of “The llueklebuek.”

based on a riff with a lyric added,

has many of Harlem's songwrilers

searching for the same sort of
windfall that came the way of
Andy Gibson. “Hucklebuek ” w ritei.

Rhythm-jazz instrumentals on disks
are being constantly gone (»\er as
to their adaptability to lyrics and
publishers who frequently deal in

that type of tune constantly are
being shown “another lluekle-
buek.”

Leeds Music, for example, last

week accepted a thing called
‘

'rhe
Beetle. ” w hich also describes a new

AffOiates Big in Sheet, Disk Sales
Coincidental with the general

sea.sonal upturn in sheet music and
platter sales, BMI for the first time
in its existence has a concentration
of songs published by its affiliates
selling strongly in both fields.

Although BMI has had hit .songs
in the past, the song in question
was usually by itself, such as ‘Sen-
timental Reasons,” "Open the Door
Richard” or “Managua Nicaragua.

’

with nothing else eoneurrently nor
another tune to follow it up.

For the first time not only is

BMI well represented on the be.st

selling sheet music and disk eharis
in virtually every category, hut it

is in a position to follow up on the
heels of its current hits with an
equally strong array of pop fare.

This is also the first break of its

kind in the nine years it has been
in business.

“You’re Breaking My Heart.’’

BobT,y Mellin's top tune, hit the
“Hit Parade” a week ago .Satui-

day in fourth place. Followup
tunes are "Bluebird On Your Win-
dow Sill,” already recorded on six

hillbilly labels with .Andrews .Sis-

ters coming up on Deeea, .lolmny
Bond on M-G-M, and several
others. Also on the Mellin up<i)m-
ing list is “Vieni Su.” Latin-Amer-
ican hit (new' lyric), which will

break out with Frankie Carle 'Co-
lumbia), Vaughn Monroe (Victor'.

Dean Martin (Capitol), Bob F.hei ly

• Decca), and others. Still anolIxM-
from Mellin is “Somehow ’’ which
had Eddy Duchin on Columbia.
Billy Eckstine, M-G-M. Pied Pipers
on Victor, plus others.

“Room Full of Roses.” another
“Hit Parade” tune. Hill A Bange.
which followed right in on “t’andv
Ki.sses,” has the Aberbaeh brothers’
firm ready with “I’m Throwing
Rice at the Girl I l.ove .

” Like
others in the Hill & Range catalog,

this tune is modestly getting up
steam for the pop field with a top
lead as best selling folk disk via

two major and three lesser labels

on tap.
Levy Tune liOaded

Duebe.ss Music’s (Lou I..evv)

“Someday (You’ll Want Me to Want
You”) is well loaded with disks

and selling powerful. “You’re So
Understanding.” the Barron- Pe-
mora hit. is still gathering momen-
tum and as is the case Vith most
of the BMI tunes, is more or less

in process of getting under way
for the peak. A1 Porgie’s “Love Is

a Beautiful Thing” is also shaping
up nicely.

.lohnstone-Montei, currently rep-

re.sented with “Ooh— If You Knew
is getting strong all-round reaction

on "Strummin’ on the Old Banjo.”
while Regent with “Wedding in the

Park.” will knuckle down on “She
Wore a Yellow Ribbon,’’ title .song

from the RKO pic. Freddy Mar-
tin’s firm, Fremart. is sitting pretty

with "Now. Now. Now Is the Time ”

* Russ Morgan’s firm, Claremont, ha*
“I Can’t Believe It” in like vein.

“.lealous Heart” ( Aeuff-Rosei,
wliieli actually received its start in

the midwest, coming up from Nash-
\ille. is being spotted as one of

the strongest comers in the BMI
fold Here again is a so-called folk

or hillbilly tune coming to the
' front. Spike Jones’ “Dance of the

Hours’’ is still another looming on
the horizon, along with Beech-
wood’s “Whispering Hope,’’ a P D ,

with a Jo Stafford platter for a

starter. Among the novelty or

^

freak stuff’ in “Did You See .laekie

^Rohin-son Hit That Ball,’’ a Sophis-
ticate publication; likewise. “Trou-
hle Blues,” which BMI’s own pro-

fessional department is linking on;

•Wishing Star,” upon which it is

just starting.

1

Sid Topper and Roy Brodsky,
who turned out “Red Ros<*s for «

Blue Lady” earlier this >eai.
(lashed off a sequel. “Th;inks .Mi-.

Florist." which Mills Music is

publishing.

Bands at Hotel B.O.’s
Band Hotel

Weeks
Played

Covers
Past
Week

Total
Covers

On Date

Freddy Martin Waldorf '400; $2) 3 2.500 8.000

Nat Brandwynne Roosevelt (400; $1..50-$2) .

.

4 575 2.350

Henry Bus.se . . . .Staller (450; $1.50-$2) . • • • • 4 t 32.5 4 825

Xavier Cugal . . . . Astur 850; $1.50-$2) 4 4 175 16,77.5

l.\pe of dance, as docs the eurreiit

hit.

,

MILLINDER ASKS lOOG
'

IN ‘HUCKLEBUCK’ SUIT
Maestro l.iicky Milliiuler has

filed suit in .\. Y. supreme court,

against his former arraiigeu. .And.v

Chicago
Johnny Brewer (.Swiss Chalet, Bismarck; $2 min.-$l coxer'. Belly

Jane Wat.son and Jerry .Austen. Fine 2.100 tabs.

Eddy Howard (Beaehvxalk. Kdgewaler; $2 adm.'. Hot weather helped

Lush 14.200 admissions.
Frankie Masters 'Boulevard Room, Stevens. 720; $3..'i0 min -$1 cover'.

Ice Show and Masters going full speed at 4.450 covers.

Eddie O’Neal (Empire Boom. Palmer House. 500; $2 .50 min -SI cover'.

Liberace and Modernaires gave way to Janet Blair and Blackburn

Twins Thursday '2.5'. Fine 3.000 covers.

Bill Snyder (College Inn. Sherman, 500; $3.50 min '. “Salute series

•till garnering heavy 3,700 ( overs.

Gibson, over parentage ot the hit

song. “The llueklebuek .” Action
asks $100,000 damages, account ing

of profits and that Milliiuh'i's

name be placed on the tune av

writer. It’s based on eirenmsianees
unique to the pop music business,

but not so unique gauged troin llie

viewpoint of the “Jazz riff’ style

of music, on which the tune is

based.
llueklebuek ” and Millinder's

“D Natural Blues.” recent l> le-

Los Angeles
Eddie Fitzpatrick (.Ambassador, 900; $1.50'. With Peter l.ind Hayes

•nd Mary Healy, Fourth week, 3.650 covers.

Chuck Foster (Biltriiore. 900; $1.50». Thirteenth week. 2 500 covers.

Ted Fio RIto 'Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.'. Even 600 coveis.

corded by him for BC.A-Vietor.

have one and the same music. ,Vlil-

linder’s version is insl rumenlal
and Gibson’s, with the Ivries he

added, is, of course, vocal. Ques-
tion to be settled by the court is

whether Millinder or Gibson de-

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Chicaqo)
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree. 500; $3.50 mm -$1 cover', .laekie Miles

out. Danny Thomas in Friday '26'. Upped to fine 3.900 labs

Jiifimy Featherstone 'Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.i. First week of Fealber-

•tone sweet 12,500 admissions.
Buddy Moreno (Blaekhawk. .500; $2.50 min.'. Opened Wednesday

C24). Bigger 2.300 tab.-!.
, , nnn i

Griff Williams (Aragon; $1-$1 15 adm.). Holding well at 11.000 ad-

missions.

(Los Angeles)
Ray Robbins (.Aragon. Santa Monica; .5th wk.'. (tood 6 100 admjssions.

Frankie Carle 'Palladium B ,
Hollywood; 5th wk.'. Lower 9 700 ad-

missions.
Benny Strong (Casino Gardens. Santa Monica; 5th wk '. (Four nights',

•kay 5,000 admissions.

Inside Orchestras—Music

\ eloped the basic riff on which
both melodies are based. Tliere’s

no question that Gibson did the
• llueklebuek” lyric.

,
Millinder claims he wiole the

original melody la.sl year and it

was given In Gibson to arrange.

Gibson claims he developed the

strain and arranged it for Mil-

linder’s band, siibsequentlv jnitling

the lyric to it after Paul W'illiains’

Regent Record brought the music
to attention.

Months back, before either “D
Natural" nr “llueklebuek” hit the

market. Millinder and Gibson got

into an argument over (he two and
went before Rex ftiecardi. of the

.American Federation of Musieiaiis.

along with Juggy Gayle, pnbli.sher

of “Huekichuck.” Dispute was
seHled when .Millinder agreed llial

he would keep “D Natural ” to piib-

lisli himself, and Gibson and Gayle.

Music and recording men are wondering about a eurious im iilent of

the past couple weeks Ray Bloch, musical direetor of .signature

Record.s (and its subsid Ili-Tone'. has been offered as an artist to maim
record companies bv the pK.sidenI of .Sig. Bob Thiele. Many took the

circumstance as an indication that Signature might be going out ot

hu.siness. hut the thought behind seeking a major disk (ontraci im

Rloeh, it’s claimed, is that the .stuff Bloch does lor Signature is too high-

class for low-cost, low-price 3.5c disks such as Hi- 1 one.

Decca Records has gotten unusual rea(lion from its Iwo lecoidings of

‘Maybe It’s Because ” (’mime Haines’ Coral disk was the first l uti'iig

the tune to hit the market, and it met with such success that it w.is

J^Pcided that the song merited another reemding. on the Den a label,

pick Haymes cut it and hv virtue of his more powerful name. i«.ok over

popularity from the Coral platter, but Miss Haines continues to sell

5^ 011 .

who had no interest in the argu-

ment. would go ahead with

•llueklebuek ’ I.alfer sub.scquent-

ly betaine a liiL

Top French Song
Paris. Aug 30

Pit/e for the best current French

song has been awarded at Di-auv illc

to a number titled ’ ;Ma Rue el

Moi
”

Translated as “My .Street and

Mv.self .” the tune was aiitlimed bv

Henri Cmilel and .Margueiite

Morinot.

‘RH’ Logging System
Richard Hinibcr's new dcreloginrui in logging broadcast perfonii-

nnccs lists tunes in the surret/. luiscd on fotir major uetrvork schedules.

'I lay are compiled on the basis of 1 point for .sustaining instrumental,

2 points for sustaining vocals. 3 for commercial iustrutncntal, 4 tor

commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories, Nem
York, ClUcago and Coast. For e.rainple, a conmiercial vocal in all

three territories counts 12. Added to these totals 's the listener ratings

of comniercial shotrs. The first group eonsists of the top 30 song.s.

Week uf .Aiixiist 19 to .August 25

First (ti'oiip

Songs Publishers

Again— i“Road House ” Robbins
.And It Still Goes .Shapiro

A Wonderful Guy—*‘‘Soi.ith I’acilie” Williamson
Baby, It’s Cold Outside— i •Neptune s Daughter” Morris
Bali Ha’i—"‘“South Pacific” Williamson
Don’t Call Me Sw-eetheart Anymore ABC
Dreamy Old New England Moon Leeds
Fiddle Dee Dee— i”Il’s a Great Feeling” Harms
Four Winds and the Seven .Seas Lombardo
Give Me Song With Beautiful Melody— H's a Great Feeling” Wilmark
If You Ever Fall in l.ove Again J. J. Robbins & .Sons
It’s a Great Feeling— (• it’s a Great Keeling” Remick
I Wish I Had a Record Crawford
Just One Way To Say I I.ove 5’oii— "".Miss Liberty” Berlin
Let’s Take Old-F'ashioned Walk— Miss Liberty” Berlin
Love Is a Beautiful Thing Porgie
Maybe It’s Becau.se BVC
Now Now Now Is the Time Fremart
Room Full of Roses Hill & Range
Someday You’ll Want Me Duchess
.Some Enchanted Evening— "•South Pacific” Williamson
Song of Surrender— - ‘ .Song of .Sui render "’ Paramount
Swiss Lullaby Southern
'I’here’s 5’es Yes In 5'mir Eyes Witinark
'Pool Toot Tootsie— • •.lolson .Siiig.s .Again’’ Feist
I’vveiity-Four Hours of Sun.shine Advam ed
Where Are You ... Famous
Who Do You Know In Heaven ^ Robbins
5ounger Than Springtime— " 'Soul ti Pacific ' Williamson
You’re Breaking .My Heart Algompiin

Second tiroup

F.verytime I Meet 5’ou— ' Bcaiiiitul Blonde Bashful Bend” Feist
Everywhere You Go Lombardo
Forevei and Ever Robbins
Homework— "‘'Miss l-ifierly " Bei lin

How It Lies . .Morris
Hucklebuek . United
.lust P'or Me . Peer
Katrina— •• Ichabod and Mi Poad " Melrose
Kiss Me Sweet Advanred
Look For the .Silver Lining Look Kor the Silver l.ining’’ P. B. Harms
Lora Belle Lee . Santly
l.over’s (Jold ... Oxforil
Make Believe Triangle
.My One A' Only Highland Fling— • • Barkley v of Broadway” 11. Warren
Riders In the .Sky .Morns
Through Long and Sleeple.-v .Night — "Come 'Po the Stable” Miller
Twilight Bloom
'Pwo Little New Little Blue Lillie Eves Morris
Why Fall In Love With a Sirangt r ('ampbell
Vou’re So Understanding Bai ron-Pemoi

a



FRANK WALKER

WELCOMES YOU TO THE

FIVE TOP:
ALBUMS

I

ALEXANDRIA HOTELSILVER LINING

•ack

WANTED: Top-notch pia-

nist, boss, drummor, tonor

sox, trumpet, arranger for

name band. Travel if neces-

sary. Phone for appoint-

ment. Miss O'Keefe, PLoxa
5-7930.
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Jo Stafford s
|

Touring Unit
Jo Stafford is planning an unique

aeries of concert dates in the mid-

vest during October, Capitol

Records singer is making up a unit

consisting of Paul Weston, Cap
musical director, and a 25-piece

band, plus the Starlighters, vocal

group, and two other acts, which
will play college dates and regular
ballroom promotions.

Based on the coin secured for
three of the 11 days. Mi.ss Stafford
figures to earn a healthy return on
the fortnight’s work. She’s down
for one day at Michigan State,

East Lan.sing, at $4,000 guarantee
»3igain.st 60% of the gross, and a

flat $6,000 for two days at Purdue
U. Tour starts Oct. 15 and is the
singer’s first p.a. work since last

summer, when she worked the New
York Paramount theatre.

Label
Victor .

Decca
Mercury

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned)

No. of
Records Points Label

. . . 10 199 Capitol
8 140 Columbia

. . . 3 7.5 Coral
I

Points
38
23
10

— — I

UNION BANS CANADIAN
'

SERVICE BANDS AT EXPO

5lh 01 Spring S». 10$ ANGELES

No. of
Records

. . 2

. . 2

. . 1

Toronto, Aug. 30.

Upsetting the daily 24.000-seater
grandstand shows at the Canadian
National ‘Exhibition, tbe Toronto
local' of the Canadian Musical
Protective Assn, has banned ap-

pearances here of the massed
bands of the Canadian army, navy
and air force. Three 40-piece units

from each of the three services
were to be included in the finale

of the Olsen & Johnson grand-
stand show as well as the morning
raising and evening lowering of

the colors. These two ceremonies
will now be carried out by three
buglers.
Arthur Dowell, union business

agent, refuses all comment; the
union president, Walter Murdoch,
is in England. Elwood Hughes,
general manager of the CNE,
termed the union’s action a “pecu-

N. liar decision” and said that his

offer to put in standby musicians
was refused by the union. Matter
is now' being taken up with De-
partment of National Defense. It’s

also pointed out that many mem-
bers of the three active services’

bands, wbo were formerly profes-
sional musicians before joining up,
have kept up their union member-
ship fees.

Vic Damone tapped for the Mo-
cambo, Hollywood, Nov. I and will '

be followed by Danny Thomas
starting No- 21.

RETAR DISK BEST SELLERS
PSKlEfr

Survey of refail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing cony
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending

Aug. 27

Artist, Label. Title

PERRY COMO (Victor)

1 I “Some Enchanted Evening” 4 1 4 2 6

VIC dXmONE (Mercury)

2 5 “You’re Breaking My Heart” 6 4 .. 3 .. .. I 1

aTwhItING-JT mercer (Cap) .

.

3 4 “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” 8 9 8 3

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)

4 3 “You’re So Understanding** 1 5 .. .. 9 . .. 4

VAUGHN l^NROE (Victor)

5 . . “Someday” 2 . . . . 5

DICK HAYMES (Decca)

6A 10 “Room Full of Roses” 2 . . 9 .

.

INk^POTS I beccar
6B 12 “You’re Breaking My Heart” 6 .. 3

bTHAYMES-TATTLERS (Decca)

7 9 “Maybe It’s Because” 5 . . . . 8 5

VAUGHl^ MONROE (Victor)

8 2 “Riders in the Sky” 10 -- 7 7

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor)

9 6 “The Hucklebuck” . .
. ^

9 8

SPIKE JONES (Victor)

10 16 “Dance of the Hours” 3 1 .

.

FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
11 “That Lucky Old Sun” 3 3

PERRY COMO (Victor)

12A . . “I Don’t See Me in Your Eyes” 4 ..

BINGCrosby ( Decca)
12B 8 “Some Enchanted Evening” ! 6 .

.

^d7 DAY-FrsINATRA ( Columbia)
13 13 “An Old Fashioned Walk” 5 7

EDDIE”HOWARD (Mercury)
14A 13 “Room Full of Roses” 8 2

'j.~ST“AFFORD-G.'MacRAE (Cap) .

14B “Whispering Hope” 4 6

MILLS~BROS.~(becca)
14C .. “Someday” ^

PERRY CC)^ (Victor)

14D .. “Bail Ha’i”

SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

14E 16 “Room Full of Rost.s”

G(bRDON JENKINS (Decca)
15A 7 “Again” 7 5

KENNY ROBERTS (Coral)

15B 16 “I Never See Maggie Alone” 1

iJARRY'GREEN (Victor)

15C .. “There’s Yfes, Yes, in Your Eyes” 6 .. 6 .. ..

Sbk.ACH HOBAT (Decca)
15D .. “Blue Skirt Waltz” 1

FRANKIE YANKOVIC (Colum'biai
15F. 16 .“Blue Skirt Waltz” 10

TONY MARTIN (Vietpr)

15F. 16

1.5F 16 “Circus’

1 2 3 4

SOUTH PACIFIC KISS ME. KATE SONGS WITHOUT MISS LIBERTY

Broadway Cast Broadway Cost
WORDS
Selactad Broadwoy Cost

Columbia Columbia (Paul Weston Orch)

Capitol
Columbia

SONGS

Vaughn Monro*

Victor

‘4 Winds’ Blows

Legal Hurricane
An infringement suit with freak

overtones is being threatened over

j

the current pop hit, “Four Winds

j

and Seven Seas.” It involves the

I

Lombardo brothers in several dif.
ferent ways that the music bush

,

ness, with all its infringement ac-
tions, never heard of before.

Back in 1927. a tune titled

“Where in the World” was mar-

^

keted, with the writers listed as

(

A1 Lewis, Gerald Marks, Emer.son
Gill and Carmen Lombardo. Sha-
piro-Bern.stein published. Lewis,
Marks and Gill are the complain-
ants again-st “Four Winds.” Lorn-

1 bardo refusing to become a party

I

to it. They as.sert that the meU
ody of “Winds” Infringes on the
melody of “Where in the World.’*
Shapiro, incidentally, al.so refuses

I

to become a party to the com-
plaint, but may be drawn in on

j

an involuntary basis.

I

Here’s the rub in the whole
thing: Carmen Lombardo, li.sted

as one of the “Where” writers, is

co-owner of Lombardo Music,
which publishes “Four Winds.’*
Not only that. Don Rodney, vocal-
ist with Guy Lombardo’s orches-
tra, is one of the co-writers (with
Hal Davis) of “Four Winds.”

SAM WEISS SETS UP
' OWN PUBLISHING CO.

Sam Weiss, former Coa.st rep

for Edwin H. Morris Music, has

gone into business fur himself.

Weiss has been in the east for the

past two weeks or so and late la.st

week finalized plans fur his own
publishing venture, which will be'

undertaken w'ithout outside finan-

cial help It’ll be called Sam Weiss

Music.

Weiss will headquarter on the
' Coast, returning there next week,

j

and he will put a one-man staff

to work in N. Y., reversing the

usual procedure of headquartering
in N. Y, and having representation

I
in the west. Weiss gets going with

two tunes, one titled “Mad About
You.” from the King Bros.’ forth-

coming film. "Gun Crazy,” and a

pop by Dave Franklin titled “A
Man Wrote a Song,”

CURRENTLY

LOEW’S STATE
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE EVER POPULAR
STANDARD

DEED
I DO

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1619 Iroodway, N. Y. 19

AMATEUR SUES MILLS IN

SONG CONTEST SNARL
Mills Music has been .served

with papers in a suit by Larry

Stamps, amateur songwriter who
won an am contest put on in 1948

by Coast disk Jockey Gene Norman
at the Hollywood Bowl. Top prize

in the contest was a contract under

which .Mills would publish the win-

ning song, which was selected by

judges Ferde Grofe. Johnny Mer-
cer. Victor Young, .lohnny Green
and David Rose.

Stamps’ tune was titled “Said
the Little Train.” His suit claims
that not only didn’t .Mills publish

it as the contest terms i)roiuise(l,

but that .Mills subsequently mark-
eted a melody titled "Down By the
Station.” a fair hit earlier this

year, which Stamjis as.scil^ was
very similar in idea to his crea-

tion. “Station” lists Lee Ricks

and Slim Ciaillard as co writci v

Billy Eckstine into Merry Go
Round, Youngstown, Oct. 31. I

I

Hutton Toronto Date

Snarled by Customs
Toronto. .Vug. 30.

Dancebatul attraction at the
Canadian National Exhibition. Inu
Ray Hutton ran into border trou-
ble at Fort Erie when Canadian
customs officials refused to allow
a special truckload of instruments
to pass through until the necessary
$1,()()0 posted bond was handed
over. Seems nobody could pro-
duce it. and journey to Toronto
was held up for three hours while
frantic phone call-, were put
through to New York and CNE
officials.

^
Green lighf was given when

Canadian customs decided to put
om* of th(*ir men oti the truck as
wafehdog to Toronto of four trum-
pets, six saxes, two trombones,
four clarinefs. a bass fiddh', the
drums and the players’ uniforms.
.Meanwhile. .Miss lliifton. who had
trained in. and the 14 men who
came by bus were forced to miss
their afternoon performance at the
P,('(’f^bricated ballroom at the
CNE. Mixup also badly dented

TIM-TAYSHUN’ REISSUE,

!

ACCENT ON STAFFORD'
Capitol Records is back on the

market with Red Ingle’s “Tim-Tay-
j

shun” record, which not too long
ago sold over 1,000,000 copies. In
rei.ssuing the disk, however. Cap
isn t mi.ssing a bet. While the orig-
inal release of the platter did not
give the vocali.st billing, which
started a gue.ssing game culminat-
ing in the spotlighting of Jo Staf-
f()rd as the purveyor of the hill-
billy-slanted vocal, the new disk
clearly makes certain it’s Miss
Stafford.

Cap’s new label gives the femme
singer top billing over Ingle in an
elTort to renew sales via her disk
mart power. It also has dropped
the hillbilly spelling of the song's
title in preference to the straight
“Temptation” tag.

first night’s opening on word-of-
mouth that Miss Hutton’s hand
had not arrived hut Miss Hutton
grinily waved the baton, with long
waits between numbers, for the
small turnout.

Wanted—Active partner to of^
ate-contact for two e»tabll*h^

corporotiont. (1 ) o mntie p*b-

eorp. (Member: ASCAP); 121 a

record corp., records on the mor-

het, own ttudiot near Radio City.

Partner with some capital $ p<*^

full time. Owners in poor heolth.

Address: loi 1921. Variety.

West 44tb St.. New York 19. N. V-
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LONDON FLIES RRST S

ffrr disks to U. S.

ORrHESTBAS-MITSIC

London Records flew its first

.hioment of FFRR recordings into

the U S. irom England Monday
Shipment consisted of ap-

nrojdmately 35,000 high-fidelity

Sicks of approximately 60 different

Seal selections. They'll be

Sistributed to dealers in the U. S.

Snmediately. They’re all Micro-

Sroove Long-Playing platters.

London was to have had the

disks here earlier, but held up

until a greater number of units

could be brought in at once.

They’re the first FFRR material

to be retailed in the U. S. since

Rritish Decca and U. S. Decca

were at the Ankara here for sev-

eral months last winter . . . Carl
De Berthin’s orch had its option
lifted at .Johnny Brown’s club in

East Liberty . . . Bill Bickel and
his Starliters Trio into third month
at the Pines . . . Jerry Murad's
Harmonirats opened w'eek’s en-
gagement Monday <29) at the Copa.Boston, Washington, etc.; ex-

^

Horace lleidt accordionist has set

several theatre records recently . . .

Louis Armstrong made first Decca

records in N. Y. Monday (29 > . . .

Chappell Music took over, “If I

Were You’’ from Fanfare Music.

. . . Ike Carpenter band signed with

Discovery Records . . . Guy Lom-
bardo named chairman of Nassau

County Golden Anni “Recreation

Day” at Roosevelt Field. Long i

Island, in October . . . Johnny
Bothwell into Cafe Society, Sept.

16 . . . Tommy Valando recovering

from kidney op in N. Y. hospital.

. . . Homer and Jethro join Spike '

Jones' troupe at Indiana State Fair.

. . . Decca reissuing Glen Gray's
,

“I Can Dream, Can't I," with
j

Kenny Sargent vocal, as result of

Andrews Si.sters click disk . . . Ray
McKinley plays home town. Fort
Worth, opening three days at Lake-
worth Casino, Sept. 16 . . . King
Cole into Paramount theatre. N, Y.

Oct. 19 . . . Lawrence Fishbein now
general manager of Edward B.

Marks Music in N. Y.
i

Ray Robbins' option hoisted for

four more weeks at the Aragon
ballroom . . . Dave Barbour four-

piece combo backing Peggy Lee
at Las Vegas Thunderbird, starting

Nov. 10 . . . Les Brown band into

the Trianon Sept. 30, at $2,000
against 50^ d on each weekend, for

five straight weekends . . . Spade
Cooley crying the blues over the
smashing of his sailboat by a sub-
merged object off El Segundo pier.

. . . Louis Armstrong combo^ at

$4,500 weekly, starts a fortnight

at Flamingo. Las Vegas, Jan. 26 . .

.

Buddy Childers on first trunripet in

Woody Herman's band, subbing for

Ernie Royal . . . Leighton Noble
band flew from Catalina to etch
four faces for Coral. “That’s My
Weakness Now." “Ain’t She
Sweet?” “Dime .A Dozen” and
“Jealous Heart.”
Tony Martin won’t start at the

Flamingo, Las Vegas. Sept. 8, for a

scheduled two-week engagement.
He’ll do it later. Nitery let him out

of the dale so he can fill tw’o NY
radio guest shots . . . Rudy Vallee

will be opening headliner at the

Chicago
Norman Granz' “Jazz at the Phil-

harmonic” returns to the Chi Civic
Opera House Oct. 14, with Ella

Fitzgerald in the star spot. . . Disk
jock Ernie Simon back from a
three-week vacash in Hawaii ....

Lee Pines took leave of A1 Trace’s
orch, as pianist-arranger, when a .

small investment in an oil well in Commodore, new Vancouver, B. C.,

southern Illinois, came through, nitery which opens Sept. 10. He’ll

Pines intends to concentrate on get $4,500 per stanza . . . Craig
composing ... L 1 o n e 1 Hampton ' Flanagan has joined Joe Glaser’s
starts a lour of nine Canadian , Associated Booking. Inc., to handle
cities Sept. 19, with bookings set cocktail units as a.ssi.stant to Milt
by Associated. . Russ C a r I y e Deutsch . . . Peggy Lee into Las
opened Aug. 26 at Ideal Beach, Vegas’ Thunderbird for two weeks
Monticello, Ind., and stays through starting Nov. 10, with Dave Bar-
Labor Day .. Orrin Tucker comes hour I'our-piece combo hacking,
back to Karzas ballrooms here Package gets flat $5,000 weekly.
Sept. 20 after finishing at Peabody Herb Wald has joined Knicker-
hotel, Memphis . . Sherman Hayes

j
bocker pubbery as Coast rep. He

winds up his three months at O. formerly was with Chappell Music
Henry ballroom here. Sept. 11.

.

. Lesly Gray slicing four faces
with one-nighters until first part of for Ca.stle Records . . . .Slim Car-
October ... Teddy Phillips heads ter, oatuner. Bill Gaither and the
for St. Louis and seven days at .Madcaps signed by M-G-M Rec-
Casa Loma ballroom. Sept. 9 . . . 1 ords, with .le.sse Kaye, waxery’s
Disk jockey Hugh Douglas and the local chief, handling their first re-

Mrs. heading for a three-week mo- cording session . . . Dave Kapp

The Fast-Breaking Hit Ballad

From the 20fh Century-Fox Picture

COME TO THE STABLE DAIIY NIWS

Starring LORETTA YOUNG and CELESTE HOLM

COLUMBIA RECORD #38539

DINAH SHORE
With Chorus and Orchestra

UNDER DIRECTION OF HARRY ZIMMERMAN

Mardr Gras Club. „ZGet. 3 for four weeks . Bornie dates and one nighleis with new
Fummins into ciaridge hotel. Mem- band he will take on the road
phis. Sept. 9 till end of the month,

i month U s .Shaw s/ initial

I tour with « pop band in several

Pittsburgh ^ years.

Baron EIHott back into West ' Combo will
Vo TheView Park for fourth week’s being styled

^stand there in two months . . . swing band that made the record-

Skip Nelson, former vocalist with ing “Begin the Beguine. sHR one
Cnlro Marx, Glenn Miller and of RCA-Vicloi s top standard sell-

lommy Dorsey, singing w' i t h ers after 10 \ears.
^frett Neill's band again on its Shaw opens at S.vmphony Hall.

Ration dance stands and also on Boston. .Sept. 14. then goes to
yany of outfit's one-nighters . . . uhodes-OnThe Paw tucket. Provi-

donee- .State iheatie. Hartford;

Si-iii
Lounge for indefinite run. They Sault St. Mane.

1
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CAVALCADE
( Mii»icnl-Historient Hevietv: 1800-1948)

Compilrtl for

By JULIUS MATTFKLD
(Copyright, Vorioty Inc. All Rights RotorVod)

Icgsncfs and othtr baste background information, attondani to tho tompilafion

and proiontation, appeared in tho Oct. 6, I94i, issuo when tho Varioty Song
CavaUado otartod publication torially. It is suggtsfed that thooo installmonto bo
tlippod and filed for future roforonco.

Attontion is heroby calltd to tho fact that thlV motorial is copyrightod and may not

bo roproducod oithor wholly or in part.

1928—Continued
If I Had You. w.. m., Ted §Jia-

piro, .Timmy Campbell and Regi-
nald Connelly. Robbins Music
Corp.. cop. 1928 by Campbell, Con-
nelly & Co,; assigned 1928 to Rob-
bins Music Corp.

In a Mist.. Piano solo, m., Bix
beiderbecke. Robbins Music Corp.,

cop. 1928.
Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time

(Film: Lilac Time), w., L. Wolfe
Gilbert, m.. Nathaniel Shilkret.
Leo Feist. Inc., cop. 1928.

Just Like a Melody Out of the
Sky. w., m., Walter Donaldson.
Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble,
Inc., cop. 1928. (Successor Pub.,
Bregman, Vocco & Conn).

K-ra-zy For You (Treasure Girl),

w.. Ira Gershwin, m.. George
Gershwin. New World Music Corp.,
cup. 1928.

Laugh! Clown, Laugh! w.. Sam
M. Lewis and Joe Young, m., Ted
Fiorito. Remick Music Corp., cop.
1928.

l.et’s Do It (Paris), w^, m.. Cole
Porter. Harms, Inc,, cop. 1928.

Let's Misbehave (Paris), w.. m.,
Cole Porter. Harms, Inc., cop. 1928.
Lonesome in the Moonlight, w..

Benee Russell, m., Abel Baer. Leo
Feist, Inc., cop. 1928.
The Lonesome Road (Film: The

Show Boat), w.. Gene Austin, m.,
Nathaniel Shilkret. Spier & Cos-
low. Inc., cop. 1928. (Successor
Pub.. Bregman. Vocco & Conn).
Love Me or Leave Me. w., Gus

Kahn, m., Walter Donalson. Don-
aldson, Douglas & Gumble, Inc.,

cop. 1928. (Successor Pub., Breg-
ma n. Vocco & Conn).

Lover, Come Back to Me (The
ew Moon), w., Oscar Hammer-

stein. 2nd. m., Sigmund Romberg.
Harms. Inc., cop. 1928.
Ma Belle (The Three Mus-

keteers). w., ClitTord Grey. m.. Ru-
dolf Friml. Harms, Inc., cop. 1928.

Manhattan .Serenade. Piano solo,
m , Louis Alter. Robbins Music
Corp., cop. 1928,

March of the Musketeers (The
Three Musketeers), w.. P. G. Wode-
house and Clifford Grey. m.. Ru-
dolf Friml. Harms. Inc., cop. 1928.

Marie, w., m., Irving Berlin. Irv-

I
lug Berlin. Inc., cop. 1928.

Mem’ries. w., Henry M. Neely,
ni., Harold Sanford. M. Witmark &
Sons, cop 1928.
Memories of France, w.. A

I

Dubin, m.. J. Russet Robinson.
Water.son. Berlin & Snvder Co.,
cop. 1928. (Successor Pub., Mills
Music).
Moonlight of My Delight (Chee

Chee). w„ Lorenz Hart, m., Richard
Rodgers. Harms. Inc., cop. 1928.
My Lucky Star (Follow Thru),

w.. m.. Bud G. DeSylva. Lew
Brown and Ray Henderson. De-
Sylva. Brown & Henderson. Inc ,

cop. 1928. (Successor Pub.. Craw-
ford Music).

Nagaski. w.. Mort Dixon, m..
Harry Warren. Remick Music
Vorp.. cop. 1928.

Once in a Life Time (Earl Car-

roll Vanities. 7th Edition), w.. Ray-
mond Klages. m.. Jesse Greer.
Robbins Music Corp., cop. 1928.

One Kiss (The New Moon), m'..

1

Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd. m., Sig-
mund Romberg. Harms, Inc., cop.
1928.

i
Precious Little Thing Called

i l.ove Film: The Shopworn Angel
w.. m., Lou Davis and J. Fred
Coots. Remick Music Corp., cop.

I

1928.

Regimental Song (The White

j

Eagle), w'.. Brian Hooker, m., Ru-
1 dolf Friml. Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder Co., cop. 1928, (Successor

1 Pub., Mills Music).

Revenge, w., Sam M. Lewis and
Joe Young, m.. Harry Akst. Remick

,
Music Corp., cop. 1928.

Ham-
Rom-

A NEW JIMMY MeHUGH
STANDARD

IT’S A MOST
UNUSUAL
DAY

Music by. . .

JtMMY McHVCH
ROIIINS MUSIC CORPORATION

ICt Music Ry

JESSE GREER
Program today
Yoitorday’s

s»oiiiy, AS in a morning
(The New Moon), w., Oscar
merstein. 2nd. m., Sigmund
berg. Harms, Inc., cop. 1928.
Sonny Boy (Film: The Singing

Fool), w.. m., A1 Jolson, Bud G. De-
Sylva. Lew Brown and Ray Hen-
derson. DeSylva, Brown & Hender-
son, Inc., cop. 1928. (Successor
Pub., Crawford Music).
Stout Hearted Men (The New

Moon), w., O.scar Hammerstein,
2nd. m., Sigmund Romberg.
Harms. Inc., cop. 1928.

Sweet Lorraine. w., Mitchell
Parish, m.. Cliff Burwell. Mills
Music Co.. Inc., cop. 1928.
Sweet Sue—Just You. w.. Will J.

Harris, m.. Victor Young. Shapiro,
Bernstein & Co., Inc., cop. 1928.
Sweethearts On Parade, w'..

Charles Newman, m.. Carmen
Lombardo. Chicago: Milton Weil
Music Co., cop. 1928.
The Tartar Song (Chee Chee).

w.. Lorenz Hart, m., Richard
Rodgers. Harms, Inc., cop. 1928.

That’s My Weakness Now. w.,
m.. Bud Green and Sam H. Stept.
Shapiro. Bernstein & Co., Inc

,

cop. 1928 by Green &c Stept: a.s-

signed io Shapiro. Bernstein &
Co.. Inc.

There’ < a Rainbow Round My
Shoulder (Film: The Singing Fool).

,

w., m.. A1 Jolson, Billy Rose and
Dave Dreyer. Irving Berlin, Inc.,
cop, 1928. (Successor Pub., Bourne,
Inc.).

I

There’s .Something About a Rose—That Reminds Me of Yod. w..
Irving Kahal and Francis Wheeler,
m.. Sammy Fain. Waterson. Berlin
& Snyder Co., cop. 1928. (Succes-
sor Pub., Mills Music.
To Be Forgotten, w.. m., Irving

Berlin. Irving Berlin Standard
Music C’orp., cop. 1928.
Watching the Clouds Roll By

(.\nimal Crackers), w'., Bert Kal-
I
mar. m.. Harry Ruby. Harms, Inc.,
cop. 1928.
When You’re Smiling — The

Whole World Smiles With You. w ..

m.. Mark Fisher, Joe Goodwin and
Larry Shay. Chicago: Harold Ros-
siter Music Co., cop. 1928.
Where Is the Song of Songs for

Me (Film: I^ady of the Pavements),
w.. m.. Irving Berlin. Irving Berlin,
Inc., cop. 1928.
Where the Shy IJttle Violets

Grow, w., m.. Gus Kahn and Harry
Warren. Remick Music Corp.. cop.
1928.
You’re the Cream In My Coffee

(Hold Everything!) w., m.. Bud G.
DeSylva. Lew Brown and Ray
Henderson. DeSylva. Brown &
Henderson. Inc., cop. 1928. (Suc-
ce.s.sor Pub., Crawford Music).
You Took Advantage of Me

(Present Arms), w.. Lorenz Hart
m.. Richard Rodgers. Harms, Inc.,

cop. 1928.
You Wouldn’t Fool Me (Follow

Thru), w.. 111 ., Bud G. De.Sylva,
Lew- Brown and Ray Henderson.
DeSylva. Brown & Henderson, cop
1928. (Succe.s.sor Pub.. Crawford
Music).

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

f^KiEfr
Survey of retail sheet rtiusie

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cifii’s

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
Aug. 27

Title and Publisher
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She’s Funny That Way. w,. Rich- 10 “Someday” (Duchess) 4 . . 8 4 . . • • a a 6 .

.

22
ard A. Whiting, m., Neil Morel. '

San Francisco. Villa Morel Inc.,

cop. 1928. j

Short’nin’ Bread, w-., m., Jacques
Wolf. Harold Flamnier, Inc., cop.

11 12 “Riders in the Sky” (Morris) . . 2 .. 2 . . • a 18

12 8 “4 Winds and 7 Seas” (Lombardo) 7 .. 6 8 .

.

9 . . 9 16
13 9 “It’s Cold Outside” (Melrose) a • • a • a 9 .

.

a . 6 3 .. - • 15

14A 13 “The Hucklebuck” (United) a . 9 .

.

7 4 .

.

a a a a 13

1928.
1 14B , , “24 Hrs. of Sunshine” (Witmark). . 8 . . .. • a a a a a a a 10 .

.

3 .. 13

name of Shipwreck Kelly bounced
into headlines.
The stock market was climbing

to astronomical higlk>.

“Peaches” Browning appeared in
vaudeville.
Mae West was playing in ‘ Dia-

mond Lil.’’

Greta Garbo was in her sixth
Hollywood year, and well estab-
lished as a star.

Plays of the year included “The
Front Page” (Hecht and Mac-
Arthur, authors), “Strange Inter-
lude” (Eugene O’Neill, author),
"New' Moon” and “Whoopee.”
“The Singing Fool” (Al Jolson)

set film box office records never
before approached by anj thing.

(Film: Sunnyside
G. DeSylva. Lew
Henderson. De-
Henderson. Ine.,

Pub., Craw-

FIAPPERETTE
Dacca Racerd (6312S)

FRANKIE CARLE
(Milh Music)

Automobile production now-
crossed the 4,000,000 per year
mark.
Marathon dancers still wearily

dragged tlieniselves across dance
floors.

C. C. Pyle launched his “Bunion
Derby.”

Flagpole sitting was the lato.st

addition t(» the craze for producing
records of .some sort. With it, the

! 1929
Ain’t Misbehavin’ (Hot Choco-

1 lates). w'.. Andy Razaf. m.. Thomas
I
Waller and Harry Brook.s. Mills
Music. Inc., cop. 1929.
Am I Blue? (Film: On With the

I

Show), w .. Grand Clarke, m..
Harry Akst. M. Witmark & Sons,

j

cop. 1929.
Aren’t We All

I

Lp). w., m.. Bud
Brown and Ray
Sylva, Brown &
cop. 1929. (Succe.ssor

I

fold Music).
' Beside An Open Fireplaee. w

,

m.. Paul Denniker and Will O.s-
borne. Santly Bros., Inc., cop.
1929. (Succe.ssor Pub.. Santly-Joy).
Can’t We Be Friends (The Little

Show), w., Paul James, m., Kay
Swift. Harms. Inc., cop. 1929.

Can’t You Understand? w., Jack
I

Osterman. m., Victor Young. Don-
-ald.son. Douglas & Gumble, Inc.,
cop. 1929. (Succe.s.sor Pub., Breg-
man-Vocco & Conn).
Canto Siboney. w.. m.. Ernesto

Lecuona. Havana. Ciilia: Agencia
Intel nacional de Propiedad In-
telectual. cop. 1929 by Eineslo
Lecuona. (Succe.ssor Pub., Leo
F'eist ).

Chant of the Jungle (Film: Un-
tamed). w'., Arthur Freed, m
Nacio Herb Brown. Robbins Music
Corp.. cop. 1929 by Metro-flold-

I w-yn-Mayer Music Corp.; a.ssigned
1929 to Robbins Music Corp.
Cross Your Finders (.Sons O’

Guns), w.. m., Arthur Swansirom,
Benny Davis and J. Fred Cools.
Davis. Coots A f!ngel, Inc., cop
1929. (Successor Pub., Words &
Music).
Deep Night, w.. Rudv Vallee. m .

Cliarlie flender.son Ager, Yelleii &
Kornstein. Inc., cop. 1929. (Succes-
sor Pul).. Advance.

Don’t Ever I.eave Me (Sweet
Adeline), w.. Oscar Hammerstein.
2nd. m.. Jerome Kern. 'f. B. Harms
Co . cop. 1929.
Dream Lover (Film: The I.ove

Parade), w-.. Clifford Grev. m.. Vic-
tor Schertzinger. Famous Music
Coi p.. cop 1929.

Lv’ry Day .Away from You. w..
( harles Tobias, m.. Jav Mills.
Shapiro. Bernstein & Co Inc
cop. 1929.

Forlunlo’s Song ( F o r t u n i o ).

Original French words. Alfred de
Musset; English words. Adrian i

Kos.s. in . Andre Message!. I«ondon
(happen A Co.. Ltd., cop

You. w.. Billy Hays and Ray Bretz.

m.. Ted Weitz. Waterson, Berlin A
Snyder Co., cop. 1929. (Successor
Pub., Mills Music).

Great Day (Great Day), w., Billy

Rose and Edward Eliscu. m..
Vincent Youmans. Vincent You-
mans, Inc., cop. 1929. (Successor
Pub., Miller).

(ypsy Dream Rose. w.. James
Kendis and Erank Samuels, m..

Meyer Gusman. Kendis. Gusman
A Samuels. Inc., cop. 1929. (Succes-
sor Pub., Remick Corp ).

Happy Days Are Here Again
(Film: Chasing Rainbows), w.. Jack
Yellen. up., Milton Ager. Ager, Yel-
len A Bornstein, Inc., cop. 1929.
(Succe.s.sor Pub.. Advance).

Head liOW. w.. Willard Robison.
I m.. Frank Skinner. San Kranci.sco:
Villa Morct, Inc., cop. 1929.

Here Am I (Sweet Adeline), w.,
Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd. m..
Jerome Kern. T. B. Harms Co.,
cop. 1929.

I Don’t Want Your Kisses (Film:

I

So This Is College), w.. Fred Fisher
I and M. M. Broones. Robbins Music
Corp.. cop. 1929 by Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer Music Corp

; as.signed
1929 to Rohl)ins Music Corp.

!
I Got a “Code” in My "Dose”—

Cold in My Nose, w., m.. Arthur
I

Fields, Fred Hall and Billy Ro.se.
Santly Bros., cop. 1929. (Succes-
sor Pub., Santly-Joy I.

I’ve Got a Feeling I’m Falling,
w., Billy Rose, m., Harry l.ink
and Thomas Waller. Santly Bros., '

cop. 1929. (Successor Pub., Santly-
Joy).

i Kiss Your Hand, Madame, w-..
Fritz Rotter; American words by
Lewis and Young, m.. Ralph Er-
win. Harms. Inc., cop. 1928 by Edi-
tion Karl Brull, Leipzig; cop. 1929
by Harms. Inc.

I’ll Close My Eyes to the Re.st
Of the World, w.. m.. Cliff Friend
Remick Music Corp.. cop. 1929.

Again (Bittersweet).
Coward. London:

Co.. Ltd., cop. 1929.
a Talking Picture of

I’ll See You
w.. m., Noel
Chappell A

If I Had

Clioudens.
Chappell A
Goodness

. op. 1907 bv
F’aris; co|>. 1929 by
Co.. Ltd.. London.
Knows How 1 Love

You (Film: Sunny Side Up), w.. m .

Bud G. DeSylva, Lew Brown and
^

Ray Henderson. DeSylva. Brown
& Henderson Inc., cop, 1929. (Suc-
ce.s.sor Pub., Oawford Music).

Jericho (Film: Synropation). w
Leo Robin, m. Richard Myers’
Harms. Inc., cop. 1929.
June Moon (June Moon), w

m.. Ring Lardner and George S.
Kaufman. Harms. Inc., cop, 1929

..
Myself for You (Film:

Hit the Deck), w., Sidney Clare,
m,. Vincent Youmans. Vincent
Youmans, Inc., cop. 1929 (Suc-
cessor Pub.. Harms, Inc.i.
Lady Luck (Show of .Shows), wm . Ray Perkins. M. Witmark A

Sons, cop 1929.
Little by Little, w., m . WalterO Keefe and Bobby Dolan. De-

Sylva, Brown A Henderson, Inc.
cop^ 1929 (Succe.ssor Pub., Craw-
ford Music).

,!).
*'*^***‘ Kiss Each Morning—

a

Little Kiss Each Night (Film: The
Vagabond Lover), w.. m . Harry
Woods. Harms. Inc., cop. 1929

Liza (Show flirl). w.. Gus Kahn
and Ira Gershwin, m., George
Gershwin. New World Musie Corn
cop. 1929.

‘

,'«ur Spell Is Everywhere
(rilm: ihe Trespasser), w,, Elsie

Janis. m.. Edmund Goulding. Irv-
ing Berlin. Inc., cop. 1929. (Suc-
cessor Pub., Bourne, Inc.).

Louise (Film: Innocents of
Paris), w.. Leo Robin! Riebard A.
Wliiting. Famous Music Corp., cop.
1929.

.Moanin’ Low (The Little Show),
w'., Howard Dietz, in., Ralph Rain-
ger. Harms, Inc., cop. 1929.
More Than You Know (Great

Day), w., Billy Rose and Edward
Eliscu. m., Vincent Youmans.
Vincent \oumans, Inc., cop. 1929.
(Succes.sor Pub.. Miller Music).
My Kinda Love. w.. Jo’ Trent,

m. Louis Alter. Bobbins Music
Corp., cop. 1929.
My Love Parade (Film: The

Love Parade), w., Clifford Grey,
m., Victor Schertzinger. Famous
.Music Corp., cop. 1929.

.My Song of the Nile (Film: The
Drag), w.. Al. Bryan, m., (Jeorge
W. Meyer. M. Witmark A Sons,
cop 1929.
My Sweeter Than Sweet (Film:

Sweetie), w., George Marion, .Ir.,

m., Richard A. Whiting. Harms,
Ine., cop. 1929 by Famous Music
Corp.

Pagan liOve Song (Film: The
Pagan), w.. Aiiliur Freed, m.,
Nacio Herb Brown. Robbins Music
Corp., cop. 1929 by Metro-Gold-
wyn- Mayer Corp.

Painting the Clouds With Sun-
shine (Film: Gold Diggers of
Broadway), w.. Al Dubin. m., Joe
Burke. M. Witmark A Sons, cop.
1929.
Paree (Fifty Million Frenchmen).

w., ni.. Cole Porter. Harms, Inc.,

cop. 1929,
Romance, w., Edgar liCsIie. m.,

Walter Donaldson. Donaldson,
Douglas A Gumble, Inc , cop. 1929.

(.Successor Pub., Bregman, Vocco A
Conn).

(Continued next week)

ALL-TIMELY

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

SAILBOAT IN

THE MOONLIGHT
CRAWFORD

YOU CAN’T LOSE
A BROKEN HEART

•

MISSION BELLS
and WISHIN’ WELLS

•

BLUE SKIRT WALTZ

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

Idle Rraadwag Nrgr York ft. N. T.
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Saratoga No Longer Playground

For ChhChi; Pop Prices Key to Biz

49

Saratoga, N. Y., Aug. 30.

The season which ended Satur-

day <27) at Saratoga has ended the

myth that the spa is a piayground

for society. Ifs now a foregone

conclusion that the hoi-polioi have

taken over completeiy and the re-

sort win have to run along pop-

priced lines if it’s to come out

even.

Indicative of the change in

the tenor of the town is the

engagement of Hildegarde at the

Piping Rock club at the beginning

of the season. Hildegarde played

the spot as the sole entertainer.

However, business was extremely

spotty, indicating that those the

chantoosy draws at the swank
spots, such as the Persian Room
of the Hotel Plaza, N. Y., where
she’s the hottest draw the room
has, didn’t^^nie to Saratoga this

season. Buknft'ss at that spot

picked up immediately with the

next show, on Aug. 15, with Joe E.

Lewis. Connee Boswell, Raye &
Naldi and a line. The spot ended
the season in good shape because
of the business done the last two
weeks.

Another indication that the re-

sort is being supported by those
not in the chi-chi set ii seen in

the fact that the Minsky Carnival

Continued on page 53)

AUIANCE TO SAMPLE

VAUDE FOR CIRCUIT
Chicago, Aug. 80.

Alliance theatres are teeing off

vaude policy which may. If success-
ful, be u.sed throughout 98-theatre
circuit. Most of the theatres, lo-

cated in the midwest, are in towns
that haven’t seen vaude In many
years.

First show will be the Roy Acuff
package at the Grand, Terre Haute
Ind., Sept. 1-2. Same bill will play
the Sipe, Kokomo, Ind., Sept. 29.
and the New Moon. Vincennes, Ind.

Pete Panagos, circuit film book-
er, also books the talent.

Pitt Tenor Doubles

Chauffing Taxicab
Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.

Vince Boylan. local tenor, has a
sideline when jobs get scarce. He
drives a cab. Sometimes even
during nitery engagements, singer
continues to double behind the

,

wheel of a taxi.
^

{

Boylan’s just turned in his badge
,

for a while, however. He’s been
'signed as the house singer at the
'Avenue burlesk house in Detroit,
where he opens Saturday (3). Last

I year he did a similar stretch at
the Casino, local home of the Peel

I

Wheel, and later al.so in Rochester.
N. Y. This summer he’s been job-
bing around the cafe belt and
hauling passengers.

QeTe.’$ Vogue Room

Drops Acts in Band Try
The Vogue Room of the Hollen-

den hotel, Cleveland, has cancelled
the booking of acts and will experi-
ment with a “society" band policy.
enny Fields, who w’as to have

opened Sept. 26, has been cancel-
led as a result. He may play the
room later if policy doesn’t
out.

It s planned to try the
policy at least one month.

High Button Shoes Plus Pk to Test

Tah Musical Policy at N. Y. Strand
Condensed versions of legit

I

shows may make their appearances
!
in top vaude houses. Deal for the

pan

band

Atlanta. Aug. 30.

! Copa Caprice Club, shuttered

during the summer, reopened its

i doors Thursday (25) to turnaway

,

business. Night spot, located in

Imperial hotel, is under direction
' of Jimmy Gonzales, leader of his

own Latin band.

Eddie Cantor will get one of the
Featured currently in Henry

highest convention date salaries in
,

t"»«’ady hotel’s Paradise Room are

recent years when he opens at the'
Norvas and the Upstarts, be-

Electrical convention at the Colo- and dancers, and LeRoy
seum. Chicago. Sept 30 Come- '

• Puppeteers. Howard Le-
dian is signed at $20 000 for a 10- .

“society” orch is providing

Copa Caprice, Atlanta,

Rpnnpn« tn Rio- Riy ^'’^t Broadway musical to play a

*V..
^

vaude house In some years has
theatre.

CANTOR’S 20G VS. 60t
FOR CHI CONVENTION

day stand against 60% of the
gross. In addition, convention’s
promoters will pay for the band
and surrounding talent. Included

music.
Providing good draw for Para-

dise Room is a radio giveaway
show. "Luncheon in Paradise."

been set for the Strand
N. Y.. starting around Sept. 29.

Deal is being finalized for "High
Button Shoes" to go into that
house for four weeks, with two
weeks of options, in conjunction
with the film "Task Force" (WB).

Sixty-minute version will have
the cast which recently wound up
a tour of the N. Y. "subway cir-

cuit." Joey Faye, Danny Dayton
and Betty Bonney are the main-
stays. Entire company comprises
40 people. Several scenes will be
deleted to fit requirements of the
vauder.

Strand is reported shopping
around for other tabloid musical.s,

since house is working on the as-

WFSSflN RRO^ AT AIN CantoCs retinue w ill be a 1 !

over WBGE. w ith Stan ,
sumption that there aren’t enough

TT LiUUVll UIWJ. /iU/illl Thaler hillpH n« "A Raymond as emcee. strong bands around to keen

. SPUniNG AS TEAM
*1 he Wesson Bros, are again

I breaking up their act “after per-

I

sonal differences." Duo were
:

slated to go into the Capitol, New
1 York. in mid-September. but
they’ve cancelled out. Phil Fos-
ter will substitute. Jack Leonard
was origimilly slated as the Wes-

;

.sons’ replacement, but he’s been
moved to the following show'.

1

The Wes.son’s. Dick and Gene,
previously broke up on the Coast
.several years ago, being reunited

j

about a year ago.
' They’re current at the Cafe
Lounge, Galve.ston, which is their
last date together.

Thaler, billed as ‘A Mad Ru.ssian
Sid Fields, who did the “Guffev”
and “Prof. Mellonhead ’ cha racters
on the air, and singer Vickee
Richards.

!

' BLUE ANGEL’S FALL POLICY
i

The Blue Angel. N. Y., is slated
to in.stall shows Sept. 7. Irene

,

Williams. Claude Alphand and Her-
man Chittson Trio have been book-
ed for the preem show.

Spot cut out acts several weeks
ago with the piano team of Eadie
and Rack providing the entertain-
ment.

Cantor will precede this stand
with a series of dates, .starting
Saturday t3> at Grossinger’s,
Ferndale, N. Y.. in a benefit for
United Jewish Appeal. Cantor has
appeared at the resort hotel pre-
viously. in an emcee capacity, but
this will mark the first time that
he’ll do a regular act there. Comic
is also pacted for a stand at the
Lancaster (Pa.) Fair. Sept. 13; the
Shriners’ Ak-Sar-Ben temple. Sept,
21, and a stand at the Warner thea-
tre, Atlantic City. Sept. 2ft. Lat-
ter is a benefit fr>r a local organi-
zation. but Cantor is being paid.

Cantor is starting his Eversharp
Take It or Leave It ” series Sept.
11. Shows will be taped for
broadcast while he’s on tour.

Texas Chain Sets Louise Massey
Lubbock. Texas. Aug. 30.

Louise Massey, composer and
singer, set for a series of personals
on the Wallace circuit in northwest
Texas.

REDSTONE WOULD SEL

BOSTON L.Q.. MAYFAIR
Boston, Aug. 30.

Mickey Redstone, operator of

the Latin Quarter and Mayfair

I niteries here, is attempting to un-

load his cafe holdings in order to

,

concentrate on the operation of

his drive-in theatres. Redstone had

I
been negotiating with Lou Wal-
ters and E. M. Loew, owners of

the Latin Quarter. N. Y.. who sold

the Boston L.Q. to Redstone five
J

,

years ago.

j

Walters and Loew decided
against returning to Boston espe-
cially since the N. Y. bonifaces
are currently negotiating to lake

I

over Earl Carroll’s theatre-restau-

I

rant in Hollywood.

I
Redstone several weeks ago

opened a drive-in in the Bronx
and is operating similar ventures

i in Revere and Dedham, both Bos-

ton suburbs, and Valley Stream,
.1 L. I .

strong bands around to keep
grosses profitable. With the nearby
Paramount and Capitol competing
for the same orchestras, it’s felt

that it’s foolhardly to continue with
that policy,

“Shoes” will go Into the Strand
at $12,500, which pars the prices
paid for name bands and surround-
ing talent. Deals are on with sev-
eral theatres to break in unit for
the Strand. It’s likely that Warners

Continued on page 52)

MAGICO A. J. CANTU

KILLED IN CAR MISHAP
.4. J. Cantu, who did a novelty

pigeon act. was killed last week
while motoring from a date at the
Henry Grady hotel, Atlanta, to the
Cheat Lake Supper club, Morgan-
town. W. Va. Full details aren’t
yet di.sclo.sed other than the fact

that Cantu was caught in the back-
wash of the hurricane which hit
Florida.

Brother of Cantu living in I,os

Angeles was notified, and in turn
wired agent Miles Ingalls in New
York,

HAROLD MINSKY Presents

FIRST EDITION of

**0«s of Americo'f Great-
est Girl Shows."

EARL WILSON.
N. Y. POST. MINSKrS FOLLIES

"America's Most leoeti-

f«l Girls."

ARTHUR (CIS)
GODFREY.

NEWEST SENSATION OF THE ENTERTAINMENT WORLD

With a Broadway Cast of 30 Top Notch Entertainers Mostly Girls

—Just Closed—

4 Sensational Weeks

RILEY’S LAKE HOUSE
SARATOGA, N. Y.

Opening Sept. 2nd (4 WEEKS ENGAGEMENT)

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
Cincinnati

Followed tvilli: BOWERY, DCt.

VOGUE TERRACE, Pitts.

FOR AVAILABLE DATES— ingalls, noth astor, n.w York city
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182-Pop. Town Sees

Circus Due to Minn. Snag
Minneapolis, Aug. 30.

Unable to appear in Minnesota
at this time because of a state law
prohibiting circus appearances dur-

j

ing the State Fair, the A1 G. Kelly-

I
Miller Bros, circus last week played

j

Houlton, Wis., population 182,

! across the river from this state.

Incidentally. Houlton is across

I

the river from Stillwater, a Minne-
I sota town with a population of ap-

j

proximately 10,000.

Continued from pagt 1

the RKO Proctor, Newark, debuts
j

panded to the point wher a pleni.
its first full week in that house in i tude of talent will be available
years. Adams opener was ad-

1

for Palace shows throughout the
vanced because of change in films, country.

Proctor’s lineup so far includes
j

RKO currently feels that it has
Proske’s Tigers, Ben Yost Vikings,

|

the advantage over other houses
Pat Henning, Fred Sanborn, Doris

|

because of the Palace name and
Patts and Mrs. Waterfall, and the string of 14 weeks that it now
Peggy Taylor Trio. Adams so far

j

offers plus others that will come
has lined up Roberts Sisters and

;
up shortly. Circuit is still mulling

White, and Benson & Mann. It : expansion. With that in its favor
will be the first time since revival

j

chain thinks it can successfully
of the Palace shows that RKO has , compete with other hou-ses in
encountered simultaneous opposi-

^

both price and quality of the bills,

tion. In towns where there is com-
j

The RKO road shows comprise
petition, shows are spaced so that , acts that have first played the
there are never two vauders in N. Y, Palace. Booking of the
the same town. Although the Para- Broadway showcase is a pre-
mount, Syracuse, a Schine house,

,

requisite before the additional
is playing eight -acters as is RKO, road time is granted. This is

both of them aren’t playing at the
^

dramatically opposite the standard
same time.

j

practice of former years when a
RKO execs stress that the op- performer had to go out on the

position isn’t their prime worry, road for as many as 40 weeks be-
Major fear is that a string of poor fore he was considered for the
shows will give the policy a bad Stem showing.

Fritzi Zivic Sued by Pitt

Boniface for $2,200 Loan
Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.

Don Metz, veteran Pittsburgh

nightclub owner, filed a judgment

note for $2,200 over the weekend
against Fritzi Zivic, former welter-
weight boxing champion, and occa-
sional cafe performer, and his

wife, Helen.

Metz claims he loaned the Zivics

that amount a year and a half ago
and that they have disregarded
numerous demands for payment.
The amount now totals $2,519, in-

cluding $209 interest and $110 at-

torney fees. Lately Zivic has been
: a prizefight promoter.

metropolitan centres. The urban
{

urchins vacationing in the hinter-
|

lands are bringing about a series of
j

changes. The square dance, as is I

being practiced today in the remote !

country spots, is a mixture of the
'

rural reels and jitterbugging. Gen- ;

eral contour of the terp is along
established lines, but there are
Lindy-hopping embellishments that
take this dance form out of the i

category of relaxation for the old-
j

sters into the classification of vio-
i

lent exercises for youth groups.

Having learned the rudiments of
the backwoods ballets while in the
cities, the vacationing kids have

J

superimposed the fancy figures i

usually cut at the Roseland ball- i

room on the traditional square
{

dance.
I

It’s now an established fact that
the urbanites have taken over com-

|

pletely. The callers are working
|

more rapidly. The dances are
|

shorter since both the prancers and
j

Ca
the callers need to catch their i Katherine Dui
breath. The callers, incidentally, i

,

have been forced to get a wider
J

contm

range of tunes because the number on the continent

Minneapolis, Aug. 30.

Stage shows are making a de-

cided comeback here.

In a single week, starting Sept.

15, for example, the town will

have, simultaneously, the musical
comedy, “Brigadoon,” at the Ly-

ceum, legitimate roadshow house;

a stage show headed by Edgar
Bergen at Radio City, and another
Palace vaudeville unit at the RKO-
Orpheum. Also, Lena Horne will

be winding up a fortnight at Club
Carnival.

The competition for live-enter-

tainment patronage is expected to

prove “the life of trade’’ instead

of holding down the takings for

the offerings individually. Local

amusement biz believes that the

array of attractions will attract

many transients from the sur-

rounding territory to Minneapolis

during the 10-day period and that

additional interest in shows will

be stimulated locally to the ad-

vantage of all. the only question

being whether amusement pur-

chasing power will be equal to

the occasion.

Up until a little more than a

month ago the town hadn’t had a

combination stage-screen show in

over a year. Now, by mid-Septem-
ber. it will have had five of them.

And legitimate stage shows here

are only intermittent.

tits Lits Brancs, and last week (16)

they performed at the Theatre aux
Etoiles, in Cannes. The troupe
was hampered by the backless,

roofless and cramped stage. They
gave a trailer version of their suc-

cessful Parisian show earlier this

year, “Carribean Rhapsody.”

Miss Dunham shared the show
with the French choral group. The
Nine Companions of Song, who
were at one time Edith Piaf’s part-

ners. Miss Dunham and her troupe
are on the Riviera primarily to

ready their new show to open at

the Theatre de Paris in Paris Oct.

ard catalog. The “newer
(Continued on page 51)

Omaha, Aug. 30.
Comedienne Judy Canova ran

into trouble in Omaha Monday
night (29). Receipts on her date
at the Auditorium were attached by
Ak-Sar-Ben, which claimed she ran
out on a contract last summer.

Miss Canova denied she knew
anything about such a contract.

MARSHALL
Columbus Burley House

Resumes This Week
Columbus, (k, Aug. 30.

Gayety, city's only burlesque

house, which has been shuttered

for the summer, reopens Friday (2'.

In past years house had opened
during state fair week the last

of August but delayed tliis year in
order to gel a larger share of the
spotlight.

Acts will be booked from the
eastern wheel, and presented by
Jack Kane, whose offices in
Youngstown control the local girl
show. Jay McGhee, associated
with the Kane interests for 20
years, is house manager.

Currently

CAPITOL, New York

CLIMON HOTEL

Jack Parker, who until recently
did a juggling single, has added a
femme partner. New act will be
tagged Jack Parker and Doll.

WttKlY fAttS
HOUSiKltUNG fACniTlH

W/llK(Na AIStAHCt or Alt THiAttItm

“Madame Bovary” opened

at the Capitol to the biggest

opening (iay business in seven

months—playing to upwards
of 12,000 persons.

N. Y. Journal-American

LOEW
BOOKING
AGENCY

Mgt.i, MARK J. LEDDY-LEON NEWMAN
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City Slickers

Mary Hatcher Fills

Week Owed in Pitt 1-AA d. aUa .krAAlr %ifKon

Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.

Mary Hatcher, who owes the

Copa a week, picked herself a

good time to fill it. She comes into

Lenny Lit man's club Sept. 26.

same day her husband, llcrky

Styles, opens a few miles out on
the highway at Vogue Terrace with
Benny Goodman's band.

Several months ago. while Good-
man was doing some one-niters in

the territory, Miss Hatcher, then
honeymooning with Styles, did two
nights for Litman when his star

that week, Harry Bellafonte. came
down with a bad throat. On
strength of her click on the briefie.

Copa signed her to head its show
a fortnight later.

latter part of the week, when
Lewis returns from ^the Coast.

Spot would be known as Slapsie

Maxie’s and be patterned after the

defunct nitery of that name on the

Coast, which at various times was
owned by both Rosenbloom and
Lewis,

Sam Marcus, etirrent owner of

the Kmbassy, is asking SfiO.OOO for

the property. Corporate plans be-

tween Rosenbloom and Lewis call

for each to put up close to $15,000

each, out of which a down payment
on the cafe would be made and
an operating fund set up after al-

terations are completed. Balance
of the purchase price would be
paid over a period of years.

Remodeling would include two
stages, with initial show compris-
ing Patti Moore and Ben Lessy
I former is Mrs. Sammy Lewis),

w'ho open tonight (Wed.) at Ciro’s,

Hollywood. Tentative opening is

set for (R t. 1.

The Embassy was originally

started by Bill Miller, who now
operates the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J.

Marcus was interested financially

in the spot and took over shortly

after Miller acquired the Riviera.

Last season, spot was fronted by
Jerry Gerardo, and folded after a

bad season.

London, Aug. 30.

The Ink Spots opened to smash
biz at the Palladium Monday <29).

Originally booked for three weeks,
their advance was so big that en-

gagement was extended another
week even before they opened.

This is the Negro quartet’s sec-

ond London appearance. They
played the Casino for Bernard
Delfont la.st year. Delfont has
bought the group for a tour of the

provinces. After their opening
business in the provinces, Delfont
asked, and got, an extension of the

tour from the original eight weeks
to 16. Gale agency handles them.

Also registering big on the

Palladium bill are Florence Des-
mond, who showed a new line of

satires which went over exceed-
ingly well, and "Think-a-Drink”
Hoffman, who scored with his

novel drink-concoctions.

material. Since these hinterland 1

7

hot spots are in isolated places. "'‘'Y

customers come by car.
|

“P 5°** cafes

Situation is most evident in the ,

Adirondacks in the Lake George.
|

J?''"Lauletta and Erne.st D.B.ase,

N. Y., area. Within 15 or 20 miles !

Philadelphia, were ac-

of that re.sort there's a plenitude i

smashing mirrors and

of square dance emporia and all of i

furnishings in the Tabu, fol-

them are doing capacity business
;

alleged unsuccessful at-

with most of the patronage consist-

1

fo get money from

ing of metropolitan vacationers,
j

proprietors Stanley Schwartz and

Urbanites -who find the new type i
f**‘*’P^*''

reels too dangerous get a terrific
!

Similar rowdy incidents in at

kick just from watching. Jeast three other mid-city bars

Since the spots must draw on the were charged against the three by

same crowd within the area, it’s police. Marty Collins, club watch-

profitable to hire musicians for Fri-

1

man. alleged he was threatened

days and Saturdays only. Take on
|

with a knife before the vandalism

those nights is sufficient to support ^ started. According to detectives,

the spot on the slow nights that
|

the same men had asked Perper
follow.

j

eight months ago to put them on

K-F Latches on to Callers

Joining the trend of commercial
outfits tow'ards showmanship in

sparking sales. Kaiser-Frazer is

latching on to the square dance
craze as a peg for introducing its

1950 auto models. In several key
city tests, the company’s sponsor-
ship of outdoor country hoofing
for the public has already paid off

with huge crowds and heavy news-
paper publicity.

.A mammoth square dance under
K-F auspices was held last week on
Boston’s esplanade with 25,000 in

;

attendance. Company brought in a

corn-pone band .with a caller, and

i

arranged for the appearance of

several top square dance units to

lead the crowds. Company also

held competitions among the hick

hoofers In various Boston localities.

Jack Goldstein, former pub-ad di-

rector for David O. Selznick, han-

dled the promotion,

j

Kaiser-Frazer will spread the

square dance bally into a number
of other cities, including St. Louis.

Seattle. Pittsburgh and Newark
i under the overall supervision of

!
Les Kaufman, former publicity di-

rector for Republic and Universal.

I

Other angles, such as beauty con-

1
tests, public service safety demon-

:
strations and free rides for hos-

pitalized vets to ball games, are also

being worked, but the square dance

I

pitch has proved to be the most

effective publicity-getter to date.

Goldstein, in fact, is propping a

square dance unit of eight hoofers

pius a caller for a vaude tour. He’s

currently dickering with Sol
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MeunM EiilJt|t«ants (30i40<: 13 15

(No NotaUvi Dtirp «i 2 or mote)

Made by J. i. Kriegsmann, The Man Whost
Photographs Grace Billboard's Covers

^ Plan 7 0233 i

Currently

Jock Carter's TV Show
and

Scoroon Manor

(That Boy Comic)

Just completed 6 months engagement at

And inked for another 6 MONTH PERIOD

IS THAT GOOD?
Tbodit to: PETER lODICE and JOHN ANTHONY

(ATILIO—HECTOR)

Just Concluded Engogements of:

Poromount New York (4 Weeks)

Henry Grady Hotel, Atlonto, Go. (2 Weeks)

Town Cosine, luftole. New York (2 Weeks)

Chicoge, Chicogo (2 Weeks)

Latin Quarter, Boston (2 Weeks)

Capitol, Washington, D. C. (1 Week)

Polmer House, Chicago (6 Weeks)

Currently

Currently FIFTH WEEK

Boverly HiU$ Country Club, Newport, Ky., to follow and
a return engagement at tho Paramount, New York, In

November^

"Cordini. Eosily the Best of

the Sleight-of-Honders."

ABBL, VARIETY
MARCH tth. 1f49

NEW YORK CITY

Sept. 16-29 MT. ROYAl HOTEl, Montreol

Oct. 13 CAPITOL, Washington, D. C.

Oct. 23 RKO CIRCUIT TOUR
Eicl. Mot.: DAVE JOHAS—MATTY ROSEM

PartMMi Monoeomant: SAM TISHMAN ond MILTON lEROER

701 Sovtnth Aw«nn«. N«w York It, N. Y.

ToIooIiom: CIrcIo i-4M7
WM. MORRIS AOENCY
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York
| Chi Hollywood

91 51 Suii»«t •Ivrf

coqo
2G3 No. Woboth

foieigner demanding the appear-ance of the president of a shuttVredbank and then turning but to K
a non-depositor, and a volunteer
B-17 PHot who passes out propa-ganda handbills, house to house !«
{[je^onemy, instead of dropping

Locally recruited, the Irvine

does her second engagement at

the Palmer House a month after

first appearing here. Youngster
has I he poise and know-how, plus

plenty of talent, and keeps aud
in palm of her hand during deft

fiddPng of “Fiddle Faddle,” “Hap-

py Doll." “Merry Polka” and “Sec-

ond (’anary Song,” Encore, that of

rendering Italian song.s while

strolling fiom table to table,

garners hefty plaudits. Gal’s facial

expressions, subtle musical kid-

ding and ability make her a sure-

fire attraction.

Pitchman Sid Stone, complete
cigar and suitcase

stand, sells his wares in .same man-
ner as pitching commercial via his

Texaco video show for generous
sprinkling of guffaws. Stone’s

short bit is good balance for show.
Merriel Abbott Dancers smooth-

ly execute their single production

number, “Coral and Jade,” routine

being in the running for four

straight months. Eddie O’Neal
pably, also handling
;. Grey.

i’lioz Paroo, Ciil
Chicago, Aug 26.

Dainty Thomas, Fran V/armi
CiiiKjfr Kinney, Chez Force Ador
ahics <10t, Al Wallis, Ccr Dacid
.son Orch: $3.50 miniiiiuin. $1

Bearding the bopuphiles in their

s’ knack of mixing every- own den, Louis Armstrong is

criences, human frailties knocking over the flatted-fifth

erdog stories vs'lth bits of traces and firmly planting the ban-,
— all leading to belly- nei- of New Orleans over Bop City,

had seatholders begging Armstron.i has come back to

after 55-minute solo stint. Broadway in top form with a fine

o “South Pacific,” backed supporting combo to reassert jazz

?r Popp at keyboard and in its classic, hot, four-to-the-bar
j

North Atlantic,” exhibits torm. Even the confirmed bop with derby
ongs. stories and twi.sts, addicts, who consider ragtime to

rly his “Bali Ha’i” take- be prehistoric, don’t cavil at pay-

*Va’i.” Guy’s definitely • ing tribute to the wham jazz man,
touch when it comes to The phenomenal standup biz at

ing, timing and an end- this bop emporium, despite the

rvoir of fresh material. wilting temperatures since Thurs-
avidson continues to show - day night’s (25) preem, is addi-

fir.st-rate manner, with Al tional evidence of Satchmo’s su-

vocals backing the elab- premacy. No other attraction at

oduction numbers. Creg. Bop City has come close to pack-

I

ing this spot so solidly and steadily i show-backs ca|

in all sectors from the ringside
! emcee chores

tables to the leftfield bleachers,
where the juves are massed stand-
ing lo the wall.

.Armstrong is currently being
backed by a topnotch group of

sidemen. most of whom also have
a legendary aura around them.
I’he combo comprises Jack Tea-
garden on trombone, Earl “Father”
Hines on piano, Barney Bigard on
clarinet. Cozy Cole on drums, and
a standout young bass. Avrell
Shaw. Velma Middleton is the
femme vocalist and does a first-

rate job on a repertory of bluesy
indigo numbers.
On stage for 45 minutes five

times nightly, the Arm.strong unit
is delivering a huge catalog of

standard jazz numbers, with virtu-

al I v a new show' at every appear-
ance. Armstrong, of courjie, beats
out his gravel-voiced slide-toned
vocal.s on such faves as “Shad-,
rack” and “As the Saints Go ' local success
Marching By.” among others, and ' Gobel tells
duels with Miss Middleton and them old», 1

Teagarden on a flock of others.
| fully, gets n

F.ach of the sidemen also takes monolog that
long solo licks in a rotating se- and sings hi.'

quence. all delivering superla- a way that v
lively. Arm.strong’s trumpeting, onlv prop is

after spanning nearly four decades he accompan
of jazz history, still pours out with suits of his
incomparable drive and melodic chuckles, se
inventiveness that surpasses mere and. in toto,
virtuoso technique. And “Ole meiit interluc
Satchmo.” to top it all, is a natu -

1

^ humo
ral showman with an irresistible an
personality on the bandstand.

;

^
“"J.' ‘ f

®

In a radically different style,

George Shearing’s quintet is dish- ^
ing up an unusual mix of bop and :

classic. Britain’s contribution to "j?, "j

“progressive music.” Shearing is ^ voH^fe
an accomplished pianist with an . „ ^
intricate and intense style of play- , -uettPH hv *

ing. He has a well-matched combo,
comprising Margie Hyams on

1

vibes. Chuck Wayne on guitar,
Denzil Best on drums and John ^U|I|bI1||

In the more frantic antic style
of bop. the Treniers run a non- 1

stop race of solo riffs. Group, I

includes an instrumental
|

quartet with two vocalists, have a
j

wild and woolly attack. Herm. mHlTmlil

Lmmw ('Qiitinued from pa|:e 49

will shuttle “Shoes” around some
of it.s stageshow' houses, notably the
Earle. Philadelphia, after the
Strand date.

The Strand has hired Sherman
Marks as house producer. Strand
has been without a house producer
since Leo Morgan left several
months ago to go to the William
Morris agency television dept.
The Strand reopens Friday (2t

with the Xavier Cugat band on
stage and "White Heat” (WBt.
Theatre chose the band to preem

(;eorgie Gobel has a quiet, seem- the house’s reopening to stage-

inglv effortless, natural and casual show's, follow’ing attempt at straight

of s,y,e fhal ouick.y puts him

00 , 01 , male, tnendly term,jv. h

the soests and suit, tin, small, been stipulated thatJoey Faye may
swanky room and the carriage

. leave the company if show’s pro-
trade attracted here. It s the sec- Joseph Kipne.ss and Monte

.Tea., inatrial' (a mllst here', hU iXHoi . hi . ,V.o ’'“'’C
unswerving adherence to good P***^*^ t)e taken by Dayton, who
taste, his unobtrusive manner and IT

turn would be replaced by Vini

polite approach and youthful ap- s brother, w’ho Is the

pearance again contribute to his company s stage manager.

WrNallles* X. Y.
Jon & Sondra Steele, Bob Grant

Oreh, Panchito’s Rhumba Band;
$3.50 minimum.

rough going, trying to hold the
ringsiders on two slow ones. “Over
the Rainbow” and “Temptation."
but feat was achieved with little

difficulty. Latter, sung to drum ac-

companiment only, showcases gal s

ability both vocally and in pro-

jection. And she got rapt atten-

but then again neither are the
summer patrons at the Versailles
di.stinctly in the same category.
Which makes them a big click

with the visitors from out-of-town.
Jon Steele is a pianist-singer,

with his mate supplying the per-
sonality at the mike. They do
pops and novelties, with their best
being “Dry Bones” rather than
“My Happiness,” by which they’re
probably best known through their
hit disk of that name.

'Fhey’ie the only act on the bill,

being backed excellently by the
Bob Grant band. Kahn.

Tony Martin docs a one-day
stand at York (Pa.) Fair, Sept. 14.

Thanki t«

Iht N, V.

Critic* tor

kin4 ravlewi

•t ttii

Palate

Chants With a ChuckU

NOW APPEARING

\.-V. n.Ht, “KXrKI.I.FAT"—K. W. P.

HilllMiHrd. “AS (ilOOn AS EVKK”—Hill Smith
VAKIKI V Mi.TB. “\KTISTKV"—(ili.B.

.N. Y. W«rM Trlrcram, m.vh, “HIS
IMTTY NIX.I.K” —W. H.

Mgr.: EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
RKO Bid!., Bulta »02 JUdaaa 6-334SNow Internationally

Famous
lOTH

SUCCESSFUL WEEK!

Kiiipiro Ruioni. fill
(PAL.MER HOUSE)

Chicago, Aug. 25.
Jnt.el Blair and Blackburn

Tiriiis. Maria Neqlia, Sid Stone,
Merrii'l Abbott Dancers (lOi. Ed-
die OMeal Orch; $3.50 minimum,
$I eorcr.

CNiy SHOW
Of /r$ X/A/D

Talent -packed bill goes over
sliongly. headed by Janet Blair
and the Blackburn Twins,

.Mis.s Blair and the Blackburns,
in clo.sing slot, have the boys ex-
hibit their torplng and vocaling
in their mirror bit of precision
dancing before bringing on Mi.ss
Blair. Gowned In a flaming red,
sequined dress. Miss Blair pipes
“Comme Ci, Comme Ca,” with
dramatic comedy gab about
Charles Boyer interspersed. Trio
combine their song and dance
efforts In “Fine Romance,” a
clever twist on "Baby, It’s Cold
Outside.” and encore with “Our
Father Played the Palace.” Latter
needs polishing but Is good show-
case for their frc.sh appeal and
versatility. Act’s debut in the hotel
circuit rated kudos from ring-
siders. and they deserved them.

Marla Neglia, 18-year-old violin-
ist. although new in cafe circles.

Skating Vanities just rtturnad from Europa whtrt fhty
ployad to 675,000 ptopit in 12 wttks—in Porif, Zurich
and London.

Skating Vanities opens with the new 8th edition in

Montreal Sept. 14th.

Starts American tour in Chicago Stadium, Chicago,
III., Sept. 21st.

HAROLD STEINMAN
Owner end Producer

GENERAL MOTORS ILDG.. 1775 RROADWAY. N. Y. C.
e—m MS—PfcMB CIrclB 7-1 34t

and his MEMPHIS FIVE
Feoturing TONY SPARGO

OriglBal DixidoBd OrBrnmer

New 14Hi Week mud ledef.

NICK’S, NEW YORK CITY

Broodcosting Six Timet Weekly
Mutual Network—Coost to Coast

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Braneh»i 0/ Thtefricela

r I’ IV - M A S T E R
'Th« ORIGINAL Shew-Sii Gag File"

NOS. 1 to 30 @ $1.00 Eo.
(Ordtr In Stqurnc* Only)

-Special: Firtt 13 Filet for $10.00
AJL*® t2* 00

• i.JiV '’ABOOIES tIO F$r Bk. #e mihstbel budget 125.00 •e HUMOR'OOR Itr Emicct.. 25.00 be 3 Bliek.ut Bo«k* $25 •
Jf til 3 OiR. V<Rt. f#r $30

'"N. M tther material.
Bt C.0.0 t—Oa.n Dally lad. Sunday*

PAULA SMITH
100 W. 54tk St., Dept. V, N. Y If

CIRCLE Mm



Saturd.iy (28) when 74,924 persons
passed through the turnstiles.

Indications are that last year’s

know about surrealism? And. for

that matter, what do they know
about Freud?”

its 25th anni. First week hit $89,

500 with straight 98c admish. How
glad to note that Ruth Wood beat
out a major operation and now is

1 . . . Randy Brown and the Four
Chords into Blackhawk Sept. 7 . . .

.

Wednesday, August SI, 1949

Minn. State Fair Okays Gypola

But Censors Artist Mate (or Exhibit

%’ACBBVnXB

Saratoga Atlantic City Hits Peak Business

But tensors Artist Mate for Exhibit
j Rii^^fw^ai^^iood* /“aw With I

/Art
the dialog, about a girl who worked o** is indecent as is con- through the wicket^ A contrit? Fnrinhv Unit
for $75 a week and sent $100 home, tended by the Fair censorship com- uting factor was the general re-

Ullll laClCU

ship committee cleared the Gypsy Miss Lee, her husband and her
;

were"."d«n!ied’ from whirls
I

Fof CaiUdia
«0« Le‘iir> “"J?' "‘te rJi'i “1"^. "f" '

? '""r s,i« . .rcane tap: Montreal, A,

With Big Assist From Weather

For Canadian Tour

T^r c"ommittee, however, refused
j

the Fair grounds while playing the of"pre;ious'"sea;ons‘ ThVAsInSs '

r- a
*

to approve the “front” of the Fair.
: also had a bigger play although

<^«orge Formby opens three-dayer as Labor Day is cele-

“Dream Show” by her husband, Ju-
1

j stakes were not as high as in pre-
trans-Canada tour Oct. 6 brated.

lio de Diego. Spanish artist. Asa iif/vMTnPII IIF I v a ,

with a two-night stand at the For- Good weekend weather next
consequence, although the commit-

j

jflUli I KfcAL WALKAiHUPli Saratoga Spgs., N. Y.. Aug. 30.
;

um here. week would make it 100% perfect
tee found no objection to the show

i ^
confounded the dope-i He’ll head ud a six-act bill weekend weather for South Jersey

Itself, De Diego refused to open it. FOI IN DOPF ^NARI finishing the annual rac-' p i n i n resort.s. Resort got break In that

It all resulted in considerable
^ l/Uilj ulliiliL mg season Saturday (26> with

<^or..si.sting of Robert Harbin, illu- hurricanes missed city,

front-page newspaper publicity, on Montreal, Aug. 30.
;

jrack attendance less than 1% i,e- *^”"**^1 Cynthia and Gladys, bal- .\nuisement people bemoaning clos-

which De Diego refused to capital- Walkathon speed derby at Ver-
1°"^ figures and the bet- ancing act; Gus Brox and Myrna; ing of Naval Air base at Pomona

he by opening the show, and a pro- dun auditorium, promoted by Ray handle 7% off last year’s
,

Alan Clive, mimic: Medlock and with its $9,000,000 annual payroll,

test to the Fair board from the lo-
;

Passo of Hollywood closed Sunday admission figures Marlowe, comedy aero dancers and most of it spent in the city. Station

ral branch of Artists Equity. (28) after pressure had been
22.448 topped same day in 1948 the Humore.squcs quartet. to close Nov. 1. according to latest

Atlantic City, Aug. 30.

Fine weekend weather for th»

next to last big w'eekend of season

here again boosted the crowds.

Finale comes this week when the

two-day holiday will be made a

The De Diego “front” which the
I

brought by church and civic of- th_
total being

Fair committee won’t sanction com- ficials.
j Total naid a ri

'

’ t 94
prises a surrealistic mural that De Action to close derby was taken day meeting rea^hPri'^iyiWwnm — ....v*, u
5i,go himself painted, and it de- after arrest of four women eon-

1
paAd with*3M dflo MUUU iriun it nrr 2,2 '«‘''''*\«'l><»-‘«'«‘A f' 'raek.

picls practically nude TOinen in a testants for Illegal possession of flclals of the Saratoga Racing' As°n. DANNY KAYE AT 25G hunmer'^ti^bumpe/throughSilou
whitish haze and with greenish narcotics drugs and after police were jubilant nninfina mit ihoi at .

nuniper lo oumper inrougnoui us

heads which the Minneapolis Mom-
1
investigated case of 16-year-old

! most \racks^’ aUendance was ^off
Chicago. Aug. 30. area.

Ing Tribune, giving the story a
j

boy said to have smoked marijuana more than 5% from the 1948
After minor scrimmage between

;

Pageant with selection of Mis.s

front-page play, said “might be the cigaret allegedly given him by one count. Decline in mutuel betting ^be Oriental and Chicago theatres
,

next week
heads of cows, horses or dragons of performers in troupe. which reached $16,614,085 for the

,

for Danny Kaye, comedian is set

;

-no one seemed sure.” On Fair session, was 6.7%. fev. ...Li, 1

than 2,500, total being
i

I

here from Washington,
since 1946. fminamrkn All ainiKsement business did top.s

in”. CHICAGO THEATRE WINS

DANNY KAYE AT 25G
Chicago, Aug. 30.

After minor scrimmage between

Saranac Lake
Midwest Vaude Dates

—no one seemed sure. On Fair session, was 6.7%. for thp wepk nf Oet 7 at thp RaH
pommittee orders. De Diego cov- _ _ .

^

ered his mural with uncensorable Sarnn;ir IjIKP
^ flagship for $25,000

maroon-and-yellow striped canvas. aiiai# LiaiVv a gplH above $60,000. Oriental

The show itself, according to the By Happy Benway
j

iTlKlWCSt Y21Ud6 USltCS offered the same terms, but would
Tribune, consists of distorted mir- Saranac, N. Y.. Aug. 30. '

,
not give the star right to pick film

rored reflections of pretty girls and Frank Revoir, executive of radio
j .

j

to back stage show, which he is

“purports to portray Freudian in-

1

.station WAGE, Syracuse, and| ^
I getting from B&K. Kaye will pay

terpretations of dreams.” I Lawrence Skiddy, sports editor of
|

' anaers joins Billboard At-
i Qf jj^e supporting acts, esti-

"Poof,” De Diego was quoted in ' Syracuse Herald, in for a bedside
;

tractions in the small unit depart- i mated at about $5 000
the Tribune, “what do these people

|

chat with Sam LaBalbo.
j

ment . Marie Lawler repacted . nHved the house for two
Vnnw about arf^ What do they Staffers of the Richmond Neigh- !

for the fourth time in year and half
Actor played the house for l\so

know aooui aii. wiiai uu luey
| — « . weeks in 1946 in coniunction with

lur uanny ivdyt-. lon.tru.an is st-i
, ^^p day event and judging to take

for the week of Oct. 7 at the Bala-
'
place in Convention hall four

ban & Katz flagship for $25,000 nights .starting Wcdnc.sday and con-

and a split above $60,000. Oriental *
chiding Saturday. Bob Russell is

I, * U..I back as emcee.

Chicago, Aug. 30.

offered the same terms, but would
not give the star right to pick film

to back stage show, which he is Minn. Fair’s Record
St of the supporting acts, esti-

1

Minneapolis, Aug. 30.

ated at about $5,000.
j

Minne.sota State Fair set an
Actor played the house for two ' opening-day attendance record

• • 1 A*

Rallying to De Diego’.s “defense,” '

"i;;;''cutrr wUh Der"sonal
' fng tVearly^blrd price before noon attendance of approximately 1,000,-

Equity sent a petition to the Fair, (- Hearns. RKO theatre ment remaininsr wUh TwLt^linAn of 60c. making the above figure 000 for the 10-day exposition will

Board, signed by its members here manager from N. Y.. in to bedside
; Willif> Shnr« mnvpc intrl almost impossible to top. I

be exceeded currently.

and nrotesting against the treat-
; with Delohin Streder. u ho is show- L.,_ I!

ment of his art. It also employed ing marked progrc,ss,
. . I

^

two psychiatrists to inspect his
1

The Joe Nolans motored in
rice, Montreal Larry Ross

*THE LANGS*

"rOPS” in nAZZLINU
THRILL-A-BATlCSt

Curr«n(l,T:

IOWA STATE FAIR
Dm Moinat

BnAked Mtlld outdoor •roson nnlil
Oftobrr Sth . , . tlien

ROXY THEATRE
New York

nirrotion:

l.NiiAM.S
Hotrl .%Htor, New Vork

SAM ROHKKTS
t03 N. Vlaba»li, Chiraga

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY
whtR In LONDON for lorgoiM io

For Coots, Logqogo, Trovol

ood Sports Goods:—Coll, ot 1 Pert*

•oa Street (cemor of Oilord
^•ot), Morblo Arch, Loodoo, W.1.

1
A AA^ IXV/ACAAAO AAIVFA\/AVVA AAA J VT a.^ 1 ^ ^ J *1

from N, Y. for two-week vacation ^^lson d() a quick re-

1

lo be bv the bedside of their son, Casino, Sept. 2 . . .j

John (lATSE) Nolan, who is show- 1;®“ Cojian takes over booking of

ing a definite improvement. National theatre, Louisville . . .

Eddie (Hurst &) Vogt deserves Vera Love and Vensell Sisters re-

bows for his energy. He did a bit place Lorraine Fortune and Perry
here a long time ago but now holds Franks & Janyce at Vine Gardens
down the following responsible this week.
positions; headman of the Variety Sadie Jacobs and Sunny Burnett
Clubs’ hospital research laboratory, leave Ed Newberi*y office Oct. 1 to
assistant to Dr. William Stern in form new agency . . . Alan Young
the Xray department, editor of mto Fox, Detroit, Sept. 9 . . .

Study & Craft Guild News, has a com Palace Show. Mitchell, S. D.,
daily column in local new.spaper, set Bob Crosby and Skitch Hender-

at intervals. He takes
orchs, Monica Lewis. Johnny

* f ^R^n* ) »nd Morgan, Clifford Guest, Billy Wells

frau in to ogle the institution and ^ cl’n***!?
’*®*“*"y

chat with Ted Caumont, who now
|

Mackjfor^week^of^ept^^

enjoys all privileges. I

A real cheer-upper are the regu-| '

lar visits of Charles “Chick” Lewis,

!

Variety Clubs’ hospital executive. I

His personal greetings to every,
patient pack a wallop of real men-

i

tal tonic.
_ . .

'

Sig Mealy, who is still doing
time in our infirmaniy, got a real

,
thrill from the visit of Noyes and

' Rose Tillotson, who planed in from
Seattle*

Rose Poland, of Fabian theatre,

Troy, ended a three-month obser-

'

vation period and left here for

home with an all-clear.

After a six-month period of rest

and observation. Andrew Rutledge,
I Warner cameraman, left for N. Y.

I

He will continue a rest routine
' there

Jeanette Binkley, accompanied
by B. R. Trimble, shot in from Lan-

caster. Pa., to mitt and greet the

! gang here and chat with Forrest

“Slim” Glenn. i

(Write to those .who are 111).
j

I

Ruban Bleu Reopening
|

Ruban Bleu. N. Y.. reopens for
^

' the season next Wednesday (7)

with a bill comprising Bibi Oster-

1

wald, Paula Drake. Michael Brown,
' King Odum Quartet and Norman
Paris Trio.

Spot has been given a new decor,

that of an outdoor terrace.

•tm

^0^

,ltv

S

Lindsay Lovely Ladies

Unit

Unit

Unit

Unit

Unit

CURRENTLY APPEARING:

1, ALPINE VILLAGE, Cl«v*land, 40th w«»k

7 , BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB, Newport, Ky., 26th wk.

3, CHEZ AMI, Buffalo, 28th wok
, . ^ ,

4, HOLLYWOOD COUNTRY CLUB, Birnvingham, Ala.

5, OPENING FLAMINGO HOTEL, Lo* V«ga», Sgpt. 8

Dir*ctl«R •!:

CECIL LINDSAY
1237 Avwm

Chial—H, OM«

CliMMgrcpky by:

BUSTER KEIM

Jutl Concluded 4 Successful Weeks at the

COPACABANA, New York

Thank* lo HARRY ROMM, DANNY WELKES, HENRY GINI (
Oiroction M.C.A.

"
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M Gross for O&J at Toronto Expo;

Record Crowds at Ottawa Exhibition

By BOB McSTAY
Toronto. Aug. 27.

Chiof importance of the Olsen &

Johnson grandstand show at the

Canadian National Exhibition is

that it will gross close to $400,000

for the 14 performances, and that

this amount is already in the kit-

tv. This is a 10^ b tilt on last

year’s terrific $360,000 garnered

here by the comics for a similar

chore.

Advance sale, launched a fort-

night before the opening, was puch

that this had to be called off days

before the exhibition itself opened,

,

and it also meant disappointment

to thousands of mail-order appli-

;

cants whose money had to be re-
j

turned. Such was the frantic buy-

ing chaos that quarter-page ads

had to be taken in the dailies ex-

plaining w hy there were no more i

seats for advance sale but that

1,000 up in the 7f>c. section have

been held back each night in an

attempt to take care of

By JOHN GOKMLEY
Ottawa, Aug. 30.

Drenching rains did not prevent
new attendance records being set

ever. More than $400,000 was
spent on improving the .buildings

and $40,000 on the roads in the

park. Fluore.scent lighting was in-

stalled in all exhibit buildings.

Royal Canadian Air Force band
followed the Dorsey crew on the

bandstand at 5 and played for an

hour, spelled Friday (26 • by the

band of the Royal Canadian
MTounted Police. First concert on
Mon. (22>, which was children’s

day, was given by the 12-piece

Palace* N. Y.
Slip, Slap & Slide, Penny the

Horse, Martez & Lucia, Hal Sher-

man. Tattlers (4>. Chris Cross,

Helene & Howard, Kuda Bur, Don
Albert House Orch; “Red Stallion

in the Rockies" (EL), reviewed in

Variety March 16, ’49.

Capitol, K. Y.
David Rose Orch (41) Rpnni^
Rudy. Eileen Barton. Jay

Bovary” (M.q,
•

&
shall; “Madame
reviewed in Variety Any. 3^ ’4^

at the 1949 Central Canada Exhihi- ! band from Bob Ilermine’s midget

tion, which closed last night after i

a week’s run at Lansdowne Park in

the Canadian capital. But the rain

did keep the new' records from
being as high as they probably
would have been with dry weather.

Total attendance for the w’eek
reached 386.000. This figure is

about 3.'S,000 greater than the 1948
week’s total.

Herb McElroy declared more
room will have to be found for

next year’s show. There were

show.
Livestock competitions were

lively but entries W'ere few. The
horse show drew big crowds: flovv-

ers and vegetables filled the horti-

cultural building. Innovation was
a continual demonstration of the

Wurlitzer electric organ in a rock

garden in the floral building.

McElroy and the CCE assn.,

plans bigger things for next year.

Already a $400,000 addition to the

Coliseum building is on the way
up, and a new bus terminal was in

more exhibits, but they lacked
i oueration. Whether or not Lans

and
with
from
item

Olsen & Johnson production of •

•^Grandstand Gayeties,” until Olsen i

& Johnson, Marty May, Gloria Gil-

,

hert, June Johnson. Berry Bros.,

The Dunhills. J. C. Olsen. Wallace

Siebert. Ernest Adams. Patricia

Wells. Bill Hays, Jack Joyce, Pat

Moran, Nina Virella, Helen Mag-

na, Russ Sobey, Billy Kay, Mau-
rice Millard. Frank Harty.

Staged and directed by Leon
Leonidoff: dances by Robert Sid-

ney: settings by Albert Johnson;

costumes by Billy Livingstone;

musical director, Joseph Litau. At
the Canadian National Exhibition,

Toronto. August 27; $2 top.

towners. The.se are quickly

snapped up nightly as soon as

;

they go on sale. Reported scalp-

ers are getting $5 and $10 for $2

tops.

(Notable, too. that advance b.o.

'

take included $63,000 in American
bills, this Indicating the O&.I pull-

ing power along the adjacent

American side.>
|

Apart from these b.o. figures,;

the O&.I extravaganza before the

packed 21.000seat grandstand fol-

lows the 0&.I formula, except that,

owing to puritan pressure follow-!

ing last year’s O&.I performance

!

here, the zanies have sandpapered '

a lot of w'hat certain local blue-
j

noses believed to be rough edges.

True, this form of stage censor-

ship hampers and hurts, but O&J
still have lots of back-file comedy
material and, this year, have con-

centrated on more flash and pro-

duction numbers; and while artisti-

cally curbed by civic censorship,

the two comics can console them-
selves with that $400,000 gross.

With a short rehearsal 10-day

period, the two naturally have
thrpwn a number of their recent

Madison Square Garden acts into

the "C.N.E. Grandstand Gayeties”
(sic) but other fine talent has

also been included, plus the 96

girls and 48 boys for precision,

ballet and choral groups. Jo.seph

Idtau conducts the 60-piece pit

orch.
Apart from the traditional gun-

fire. swarms of stooges and scram-
bling midgets, the big production
numbers are eye-filling in concep-

tion and truly gorgeous in co.s-

tuming. Here. Leon Leonidoff as

producer, and Bob Sidney as dance
director, have used mass move-
ments on varying stage levels that

had the opening night audience
roaring its approval.

Notable are the min.strel open-
ing. the big Spanish fiesta number,
the truly beautiful ballet interpre-

tation of Ravel’s “Bolero.” Full

u.se of further staging possibilities

hinges on a wedding party (with

June Johnson as the bride) and
the dramatic arrival of a heli-

copter to take the two on a trans-

Canada honeymoon. It’s a seasonal

jnlxup, ranging from skating

scenes in Quebec to fox hunting in

Ontario to harvesting in Saskatch-

ewan; but anachronisms likely un-

noticed by the enthusiastic audi-

ence.
Whole 13.>minute extravaganza

(no intermission' is a credit to all

connected with it.

originality. The agricultural end
of the CCE w'as okay but held
down by the attraction of forth-'

coming winter fairs, mainly To-
j

ronto’s Royal.
j

Customers came to see three
items; Frank Bergen’s midway.
“World of Mirth”; George Hamid’s

out -of* '
grandstand show, and Tommy

Dorsey’s orchestra. Those items
1 sold the CCE and maintained it

while it ran.

Bergen did an exceptionally fine

job. Besides constructing a spe-
cial “Funland” gateway for the
CCE at a cost of more than $3,000.
all his canvas was either new or
freshly cleaned, all co.stumes and
uniforms spotless, all fronts and

dow'ne Park can be enlarged is a

problem. Several buildings, in-;

eluding the Capital’s first log

cabin, were removed to allow’ Ber-

gen to set up his midway to better

advantage without competing with

outdoor displays of automobiles,

farm machinery, and equipment of

the three armed services, includ-

ing several air force planes.

In its second year was a gimmick
for selling more tickets but main-
ly insuring sales if bad weather
arrived (which it did). Beginning
several weeks before the exhibit, ad-

vance tickets went on sale all oyer

eastern Canada, offering prizes in-

cluding three automobiles. Gim-
mick circumvents Canadian lottery

newly painted. !
ban by allowing
grounds for theshows

Sid Caesar’i Chi Date
Comedian Sid Caesar is .set for

the Chicago theatre. Chicago, for

two weeks starting Sept. 9.

Caesar closed last week at the

Rox^', N. Y.
. . . V i *• .

structural work
Thirty-two rides and 22
made up “World of Mirth.”

New items in the Bergen outfit

included a well-equipped children’s
.section with a miniature roller
coaster. New’ on the midway was
Nat Mercy’s “Vanities.” plus some
new faces in “Doc” Kahn’s motor-
cade. I..a.st year’s “world’s largest
hor.se” faced directly across the
lane a tent with “world’s smallest
horses.” new to the “W. of M.”
Bergen has also replaced former
neon lighting on fronts and rides
with what he claims are cheaper,
easier-to-handle fiuorescents.
Midway got plenty newspaper

space locally, mainly through the

,

organization of Richmond Cox,
Spartanburg, W. Va.. army captain

I

and former reporter, doing Ber-
' gen’s flacking.

About the only familiar item in

the Hamid grandstand show was
the presence of Lee Barton Evans

}

as g.m. of the show, and even he
|

had to turn over his m e. stint to
Ted Grant because of a foot ail-

ment which had him hospitalized
before reaching Ottawa. Evans i

crew included Joe Bowers as stage
mgr., Glen Childers on lights and
Jack Glickman batoning the
(local) Governor General’s Fool
Guards band in the pit. I

Matinee and evening programs
differed slightly. Afternoon call-

sheet listed Josh Kitchen’s mules,
horses and chimps; Rosales Sis-
ters (from South America', perch
act; Johnny Welde’s comedy bears;
Sam Linfield and his Krazy Scouts
(S' in comedy aero.; Three Barretts,
80-feet high on a trapeze; Linon,
tramp on rope; Kirk’s comedy
dogs; Dynamic Partners, in aero
tumbling; The Harstons (S', teeter-
hoard, and Ives Kimrls (2', in a
high act. The evening show
added the 20-girl ‘Gold Rush Fol-
lies” line; Paul Kohler, xylophone;
Great Athos. finger balancer;
Three Rays, sister acro-comedy;
Ben Yost Singers '6'. and the vet
vaude turn, Leonard Gauthier’s
Bricklayers.
As usual, the Hamid show, both

afternoon and evening, was top-
rung material, offered at $1.50 top
for the late show, 50c. in the af-
ternoon. New idea in outdoor
scenoi'y was attempted, using
three-sided sets, changing scenery
by a one-third twist of each set

Done inside often, it got a good
test on the outdoor platform at

CCE and operated smoothly. New
experience for the local grand-
stand was seeing a show in a down-
pour, Twice it happened, each
time the show went on. wet and
uncomfortable, but determined
Dorsey appeared twice each day.

between 4 and .5 p m., on the band-
stand. where since the (X’E began
a military band had held forth, and
again between 9 and midnight on
a special stand and dancefloor con-
structed on the bank of the
Rideau (?anal. which runs beside
Lansdowne Park. Dorsey drew
capacity crow'ds each day and rang
up a total of 21.000 dancing admis-
sions for the six nights, at 2.5c. to

get in, 2.5c. a dance. Dorsey fans
found it an unusual experience to

hear the trombone-nnd-si)ectacIe«:

lad toot to the rhythm of diesel

engines, gravel-voiced barkers and
screaming sirens from shows and
rides.
CCE Itself did some wrrtk to

makjC^ this year’s lhe^f>esl

admission to the
three-for-a-dollar

The Palace bill is made up large-

ly of performers who have head-

lined at competing Broadway

vaudfilmers and as .such is one

of the most talent-laden layouts

it’s had in a long time. The bill

plays smoothly despite an array

of seeming conflictions. Majority

of the acts are of the dance va-

riety, or use terping as part of the

turn, but diverse choreo work
doesn’t intrude upon each other.

The standards on the bill in-

clude Hal Sherman, Helene
Howard and Chris Cross

Penny the Horse, renamed
Pansy the Horae, also a w.k.

on the variety circuits.

Sherman has a fetching comedy
turn, with a winning line of gab

and dance Impre.ssions. Satire of a

sailor tangoing with a nioll is his

most laugh-provoking bit and pro-

vides a solid base for applause.

Helene and Howard, in the next-

to-closing slot, hit top returns with

their comedy ballroom work,

i

Their act has been exhibited vir-

I

tually at every Broadway vauder
but they’ve rarely looked better

I since the Palace is able to impart

! the added dimension of intimacy,

i

Chris Cross, similarly a familiar

figure on the Stem, has an excel-

I lent ventriloquy turn, probably

. better dressed than the average
' because of the variety of dolls

used. One is a life-sized Mae

The big name on
bill *s film composer
leading an orch of 40
nated, of course, by
section. That’s his trademark ofcourse—plenty of strings. And
this orch has no le.ss than 22 of
’em. including a girl harpist.

It is an average bill for playing
values, with Eileen Barton diet
ing with her songstering, Renald

Rudy dittoing in their slow-

the current
David Rose,
pieces domi-
a big siring

and

strip tickets which can also get the
j dame, another is a regula

customers
grandstand
passed the
were only
ducats.

into the afternoon
show. Advance sale

100,000 mark. Prizes

available by advance

Radl4» Mpis*
Minneapolis, Aug. 27.

Ted Weems Orch (13) u’ifh

Russ Carter & Elmo Tanner, Bob
Cro.sby until Virginia Maxey,

^
3

Stooges, Penny Edwards; “Africa
Screams” (UA).

tion dummy, and the third is a

hand-puppet. Cro.ss does well, but

might do better if h# puts some
volume into his voice. Penny the

Horse, with two men in a horse

hide and paced by a looker, put

on an amusing turn. The comedy
is good and customers are reward-
ed with a steady laugh-stream.

Surrounding talent compri.ses

Slip. Slap and Slide, Martez and
Lucia. The Tattlers (4), and Kuda
Bux. all New Acts. Jose.

This stage-screen pre.sentation.

almost all down the line, seems

made to order for the youngster

trade, what with its abundance of

slapstick and other comedy. And
the enthusiastic juvenile trade,

much in evidence among the near-

capacity audience for the first of

four shows at 1:50 p.m. on open-
ing day, a hot Friday, surely
whooped it up noisily with high-
voltage whistling, as well as other
approval demonstrations. But the
presentation still also holds plenty
of adult appeal by reason of its di-

verse and quality entertainment.
Bob Crosby, the 3 Stooges and Ted
Weems top the bill.

Tuneful swing, for the most part,

emanates from the four brass, four
j

saxes and four riiythm comprising
the Weems lineup. Crosby, work-
ing through the entire show, shares
the emceeing with Weems, and
both handle their assignments ex-
pertly, The band sets a lively

mood with its opener. “Rose
Room.” after which its good-look-
ing Vocalist, Russ Carter, does well '

enough by “Bali Ha’i.”
j

Crosby sings of various famous '

brothers, including his own clan, in
a clever ditty. “B.O.K.B.” Then
animated Penny Edwards, a looker,
like others in this and most other
shows these days, also taps the rich
“South Pacific” till with the much-
heard but always welcome “Won-
derful Guy” to fine results. Fol-
lows with a vigorous comedic ren-
dition of “Sheboygan” and con-
cludes by offering a bit of first-

rate dancing.

After some tomfoolery with Cros-
by, Glenn West, from the band,
lands laughs with his distinctive
comedy vocalizing, offering a stam-
mering number and a highly origi-
nal interpretation of “Cecelia.”
Billy Blair, rotund ba.ss viol player,
steps off the platform to generate
considerable mirth, too. as he pan-
tomimes and gyrates through
“Ding, Dong Daddy” and "W'ho
Threw the W’hiskey in the W'ell?”

Still among the tops In his line,
Elmo Tanner, of the band, accom-
panied by the Weems’ crew, scoies
with his whistling of “Heartaches.”
“.N'ola,” “Indian Love C’all ” and
‘Sweet Georgia Brow n.” The
Three Stooges haven’t changed
their slapstick, and they don’t have
to because repetition apparently
doesn’t make them a whit less
hilarious. They seem to be at their
unrefined best on this visit.

f’rosby has a cute blonde vocal
partner in Virginia Maxey for
“Buzz. Buzz. Buzz” and “Dumb-
dr«>ps.” numbers with comedy over-
tones. after he solos “Some En-
chanted Evening.” The audience
le.ipons^ is bofL

,
H^es.

Pala€*e« I'olumbuii
Columbus, Aug. 25.

Berk & Hallow, The Chords,
Fanny & Kitty Watson, Bob Ham-
mond’s Birds, Mack, Russ & Ot. m,
Wally Brown, Dolinoff & Raya Sis-

ters, Pat Rooney, Nick Francis
Orch; “Roughshod” (RKO).

motion acrobatics with their
bodies oh-so-beautiful, and Jay
Marshall contributing a fair com-
edy turn. Plus which there Is
Rose and the orch for the major
running time, the show being cut
to around 45 minutes becau.se of
the picture’s length (114 mins.).
The big fault with this orch

seems to be that the men don’t
seem to have played together
enough. And that bandstand! It’s
so crowded that the fiddlers seem
to be playing each others’ wind-
pipes. The sum total is that
there’s hardly anything exciting
in the band’s pre.sentation, which
does the Inevitable Rose composi-
tions for their closers, namely.
“Holiday For Strings.”

Rose himself, attired in dark
dinner jacket while the band.^men
are in white summer formals, is

a self-effacing maestro-emcee, and
gets over with the customers on
that basis. That’s all that would
be required of him if only the
bandsmen themselves were able
to contribute a greater verve to
their playing.

Renald and Rudy have been
around the Broadway showcases,
and they’re clicko, as ever, with
their pyramiding and a.ssorted

acros. They’re especially esthetic

for an act of its kind, because
I
of their s.a. for the dames, in

view of their .strlpped-to-the-walst

I

manner of working.

I Miss Barton has an unas.suming
I style, in comparison to most of

I
the current-day pop singers with
their overdone affectations. She
has the voice, too, and the cus-

tomers liked her.

Marshall is standard with his

droll comedy, namely the assorted

objects that he twists into shape
from a pleated gadget. He tops

off the turn with a ventriloquial

bit with a doll that he fashions

with his fist. It’s cute, but the talk

is familiar. Kahn.

Reaction here to the first New
York Palace troupe followed the

general pattern established by the

return of vaudeville in other cities.

Nostalgia hit all audiences right

where they had been waiting to be i

hit for many years. The oldsters I

applauded the acts with high sat-

isfaction and youngsters ogled ap-

!

propriately. The bill, essentially
j

the same one as opened in New

,

York, is a strung one.
i

Berk and Hallow, pair of tap
dancers who threw in a few acro-
batics, are expert, if just a little

too cute for the opener. The
Chords met with mixed reception
in their vocal takeoffs of some of
the top dance bands.

Everyone went for Fanny and
Kitty Watson, vet troupers whose

1

patter is fast and funny, if corny,

!

and their songs go over well, too. I

A lot of veteran vaudeville-gocrs '

got that old pleasant feeling to see
Fanny still using that characteris-
tic ge.sture with which -he seems
to gather the audience to her with

!

one sweep of her arm. :

Bob Hammond and his cockatoos
put on a smoothly coordinated act
which has just the right number
of comedy touches. Mack, Russ & '

Owen throw’ themselves about .

with abandon to put on a strenu-

1

ous act of acrobatics made differ-
ent by the peppy midget.
The Interrupted patter of Wally

Brown is amusing. After a slow
start. Brown has the audience with
him right through his song on the
high cost of romance In old age.
Dolinoff and the three Raya Sis-
ters put forth an engaging doll
dance, and, with the aid of lights
and Dolinoff in a black cos-
tume, exhibit some neat bur-
lesques.

I’at Rooney, as a kind of embodi-
ment of reincarnated vaudeville,
puts the right fillp on the show.
Mis casual, easy manner, his effort-
less dancing and genuine oldtime
show'inanship make his appearance
the climax to a memorable evening.
The management reports terrific

biz. Matinees, surprisingly enough,
were stronger than any other
shows during the first two days.
Hou.se seats 3.000, and manage-
ment says it had three full houses
the first day, with queues in ex-

t istepvs tiipc^.
, , .

Parani4»unl« Svrapafie
Syracuse, Aug. 24,

Bud Sc Cece Robinson, Bernie

George, Duke Art & Co. (2). Dan-

ny Shaw; Hi, Lota, Jack & the

Dame (4>, Sully Sc Thomas, Little

Walter, Honey Bros. (3'; “Take

One False Step” (U).

Getting in step with the vaude

trend in Syracuse, the Schines

launch four-a-day at the Para-

mount with a well-balanced eight-

act show that brings the customers

in droves.
Hi, Low. Jack & the Dame are

the headliners but every turn

draws hearty hu7.zahs. John Sully,

recruited from Sully & Thomas,

m.c.s and helps tie the show’ to-

gether.
Bud and Cece Robin.son open

with some loose-limbed tap and

jitterbug dancing which goes over.

Bernie George. Arthur Godfrey

discovery, ^ )ntributes some clever

mike impre.ssions of Fred Allen,

Ronald Colman, W’inston Church-

ill. etc. There are .sound-effecti

stunts, too. like a Joe Louis nghi

broadcast, Shep Fields’ rrppung

rhythm and plane bombings.

A new touch is added in

trey spot by Duke Art, who slaps

out funny faces in clay

the payees amused with light cnai-

ter. His transformation of an In-

dian chief Into a mother-in-la

got the most applause wnen

ought. _ .

Danny Sh.iw works hard

with comic flops and
he makes “tricks” that

snafu. Best laugh-getter is his

the Bus” routine, which had in«

payees calling for more. Hi. •

Jack & the Dame follow with niiiy

vocalizing of “Molly
in a

“Somebody Loves Me.” * ,i

neat musical confession
I*®

..u

their singing commereial jwst vv

jingles like “Dentyne Chewing

Gum.’’ and others.
Thorn-

wit h M u
screw ball comSully

as next
teams
for some

edy. playing straight to her antic*-

More variety is served ^ up

who pl*y*

to the

nexl-to-closing spot by

' ter, French importation,

everything from the bassoon

I bass drum. . §

The Honey Bro.s. bui d no

t
strong closing teinpo ''’"1

_oing.
split-.second acrobatic trtP „

Their encore stunt, using tne

band pianist as stooge,

i , . . . . . • I • • *

with
rn.....

is socko.
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Xhe Kids Break Thru
Hollywood, Aug. 28.

Horace Heidt production of

mudeville revue featuring ama-

tgur talent; staging and choreog-

raohv, Al White, Jr.; produced and
directed by Heidt; inusical direc-

tnr Vic Galente. Opened at El

Capitan, Hollywood. Aug. 28. ’49;

13 60 opening; $2.40 top.

featured acts: Wayne and Gil-

bert Shepard. Tiny Hutton, Vahnn
Khorigian, Nadine Jansen, the

Pepperettes (3), Ernie Camerota,

Halyard Patterson, Ralph Sigwald,

Tommy Check, Pierce Knox, Scot-

ty Doggett, Johnny Tulucci: the

Heidt-Steppers (11), including

jeannine Meister, Gloria Moore,

Shirley Schmidt, Jana Ekelund,

Beverly Esterbrook, Wiletta Smith,

Don Sky, Nino Tempo, Russ Bud-

dy, Sonny Berry, Don Spruajice;

featured dancers, Jeanne Hanley,

Eddie Krieg, Harold Peck; fea-

tured sidemen, Vic Galente,

Charles Brosen. Abe Aaron, Don
Wilson, Stan Fletcher, Bill Rich-

mond, Stan Plog, Leo Neibaur,

Ollie Mitchell, Howard Price, Gap-

py Lewis, Eddie Freeman.

Ken Murray’s “Blackouts.” after

a seven-year stand here, is suc-

ceeded by Horace Heidt 's “The
Kids Break Thru.” Heidt’s am-
ateur layout, recruited mostly from
his cross-country radio tour, is un -

1

ashamedly for the yokel trade.

Booked in for a three-week w'arm-

up for the road, this unit’s next
stops are Yuma and Houston.

There are probably sufficient

customers around who enjoy the
spectacle of a young lady in an
evening gown playing “Star Dust” ,

on the trumpet and accompanying
herself on the piano at the same
time. 'This brass-keyboard wizard
is Nadine Jansen. Others are Nino
Tempo, who plays “Jealousy” on
the clarinet and tap dances; Diana
Dixon. "The Bird Girl.” who whis-
tles “Mv Symphony of the Birds;”
Ralph Sigwald, fine for radio but
definitely not a sight act, who
pipes “Some Enchanted Evening.”
‘The Lord’s Prayer” and “Be-
cause;” and Halyard Patterson,
who keyboards Bach to boogie
standing up, dancing, and with one
leg crossed over his playing arm,
after which Heidt does a takeoff
on him.

- Heidt is on stage most of the
time as emcee. He engenders a
folksy atmosphere at the outset
with a “Shake Hands with Your
Neighbor” routine, and birthday
and anniversary greetings to cus-
tomers who are having ’em.
There’s also a “Hellzapoppin” lay-
out before intermission, in which
cast brings payees on stage for
first-half square dance finale. Fam-
ily air is further encouraged
through Mrs. Adeline Heidt’s ap-
pearance with her spouse to sing
and dance in the production num-
ber, “Boy Meets Girl.”
Acts arc sandwiched by similar

numbers, in which most of talent
participates. Heidt-stepoers, six
Mys and six girls, are all talented
terpsters but their routines are
strictly from “Good News.” Twelve
men in band, paced by pianist Vic
Valente, are spotted onstage
throughout the show. They pro-

!

vide good backing. Other acts
are Vahan Khorigian. rubberfaced
comic, who takes off on Frankie
Lame; the Pepnerettes. livelv girl
trio who spark “I Didn't Know'
me Gun Was T.oaded” and “Pussy
Cat Song;” Tiny Hutton, singer,
who does “Waitin’ for the Robert
E. Lee” and “She’s Too Fat for
Me;” Johnny Tolucci. who mimics
Gene Krupa. Slam Stewart. Harry
"3mes and other nuisiral satellites;
henry Leroy, who plavs “Parade
Of the Wooden Soldiers" and other
standards w'ith spoons- Scotty nog-

cu M IfttiTipet and banjo. “The
kii j Araby”: Pierce Knox,
piind xylophonist. “Nola" and
ptingarian Rhapsody;” Russ
“Udd, tapster imitator of Rav Bol-
pt* and Rill Robinson; Harold

eccentric dancer, and Tom-
|«y Check. 10-year-old drummer.
1
-

** nnd maestro, whose forte
‘s I Hot Rhythm.”

Typical, perhaps, of the entire
^i-act layout is the la.st-act "Cur-

Ifn
^?'vs” skit, in which head-

unes involving President and
Margaret Truman. Col. Hunt,
rew Pearson, Ingrid and Roberto,

iy, Aly, Vishinskv and Gen.
^cArthur. are invoked. The cast
mpersonates these figures. It's
Pfetty grim. Mike.

HOt^5(E REVIEWS 55
number, “Jealousy,’* gets a neat
hand for fast twirls.
Lind Bros., local bi.stro favorites,

are tops in the vocal department,
but song selection is weak. “Sabre
Dance” as opener is too fast, and
pop “Forever and Ever” is not fit-
ting to the bravuro style of the
trio. “Ave Maria” gets sock recep-
tion, but is followed by “McNa-
mara’s Band,” which seems some-
what ill-fitting. “Sorrento” gives
each member a chance to display
his vocal abilities. Closer, rapid-
fire version of “Flight of the
Bumblebee,” gets the men off well.

Alan Young (New Acts) film
and radio name, has the audience
laughing from the walk-on.

Liberace uses top showmanship
in his concert planning but chatter
should be kept to a minimum. Talk
is more in the nitery vein and falls
somewhat flat here. However, his
88’ing of Liszt’s "Second Piano
Concerto,” .score of “South Pacific”
and “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” get
a hefty hand. Vocal rendition of
“Cement Mixer” seems more like a
rude interjection in this routine.

Zabe.

Apollo, Y.
.

Miller's "Inside Harlem"
uith Dud Bascomb Orch (13),Uynome Harris. The Orioles (5),

^2). Dancing Chorus
<14); Spider” Bruce & Co.; "The
Rig Fight" (Mono).

of business
light.

Miss Lee
ertoire of
"Riders in
“Why Don’t

and a decided high-

\

rapiioL Wash.
Washington, Aug. 30,

Tenth Edition of Gene Ford’s
"Going Native” All-Wa-shiuptou
Revue; "Secret Garden” ^M-G>. .

.Proving again there’s plenty of
talent around if it’s given a
chance, Loew’s Capitol, in its lOlh
annual “family party” last week,
brought together a show that had
even the wiseacres inquiring; are
these really amateurs? Although
whipped into shape in a few
weeks, ‘the revue performed in
professional style, with staging,
props, costumes and lighting of
the highest order.

Outstanding in this year’s “Go-
ing Native” is the chorus of 14
girls from local dancing schools
who work with the precision and
zip usually expected in top musi-
cals. Trick lighting effects make
several routines especially impres-
sive. Response of audience was
terrific at this catching.

Also tops are a trio of young
males (Thomas Pence. Bernard
Shur and Grover Boydston) in in-

terpretative bits from “Fau.st.” ac-

companied by two groups of the
chorus in the role of sorcerers and
angels. Backgrounded by excel-

lent musical scores and fine use
of lighting, this number achieves
good dramatic effect.

Among the individual acts. Da-
vid Field, Maryland U. student,
who does comic acrobatics on his

trampoline: Marion Kiotta, well-

trained soprano; James Spear,
magician, with very professional

female assistant, and Ken Calfee,

personable imitator, perform with
professional ease and assurance.

Carter Barron and Allen Zee
may well be proud of the work
done by Joe Margolis, Kay Ford.

Margaret Faber (who directed the

dances). Sam Jack Kaufman (who
directed the music), and the

others who made “Going Native”

a fini.shed product. Levy.

Deviating somewhat from its
usual method of presentation, the :

Apollo has added a mixed dancing !

chorus this week and tagged the
,whole show as Norma Miller’s “In-

1

side Harlem.” Revue-like format
both entertainment and

Doxofficewise, At matinee caught
<27), biz was hefty.

Blue.s-shouter Wvnonie Harris
supplies plenty of spark with a
quartet of numbers. He maintains
an infectious beat and. unlike
most of his contemporary chanters,
^*^i3ys good enunciation.
/be Orioles are a harmony quin-

tet hat’s primarily built around
the stentorian warbling of one
member who carries the melody.
Others back him up with guitar,
bass and sundry vocal effects.
Overall result is often exaggerated
and overdone, as on the group’s
“Forgive and Forget.” Boys, how-
ever have built up a rep on record-
ings and they seem to have a fol-
lowing, to judge by their okay re-
ception.
Made up of three rhvthm, five

brass^ and five reed. “Dud” Ba.s-
comb’s outfit is an average crew
that pleases in a couple of in-
dividual tunes on its own as well
as backing the show- competently.
Bascomb himself impresses in a
trumpet solo of “Embraceable
You.” Only ofay turn on the bill
is that of the comedy acrobatic
duo, the Briants. They’ve been do-
ing their pantomimic routines for
more than 30 years, and the pair
still registers handily.

Staged by Norma Miller. “Rhap-
sody in Blue” Is a fairly effective
production number that puts some
14 guys and gals through assorted
pirouettes. Lighting is a help, and
the group climaxes with a scries of
collective lifts and spins. Same
dancers also score in the finale,

w'hich has ’em in a spirited
“Frankie & Johnny” number to
cop well-merited returns. Comedy
is furnished by house funmaker
“Spider” Bruce, along w’ith two as-

sistants. Gilb.

gives out with a rep-
familiars, including
the Sky,” “Again.”
You Do Right.” “It’s

a Good Day” and “Manana,” Po-
tent instrumental support is doled
out by Barbour’s combo, employ-
ing tricky arrangements to stress
his guitar. Bunn.

Earle, Phlllj
Philadelphia. Aug 27.

Count Basie Orch, Jimmy Tyler
& James Rushing; Sarah Vaughan,
Illinois Jacquet Septet, Lewis h
White; "Bad Men of Tombstone”
( .4.4 )

.

Fox. Kt. I.OIliN
St. Louis, Aug. 2.5.

Max & His Gang, Claire Sisters
1 2'. Cl/ Landry, Martells & Mig
non, Anton Sisters HD, Joe Sehir-
mer. Bill Baird & Girlie. Professor
Backwards; Russ David Orch;
"One False Step” lUl).

Oriental. riil

Chicago, Aug. 26.

Louis Prima Orch (14) with
Kceley Smith, Burns Birds, Amaz-
ing Mr. Ballantine; "Black Magic”
lUA).

IIKO. RoMton
. Boston. Aug. 26.

Vi/ICC & Gloria Haydock, Carl-

ton Emmy, Kate Murtah. Dick

Buckley, LeJa Moore. Ben Yost s

Vikings, Senator Murphy. St.

Leon 'Troupe; "The Green Prom-
ise” (RKOK

C'hieaito. I 'hi
« Chicago. Aug. 26.

^ Jeanne Mahoney, Lind

Lniii’
Alan You mi, I

Morning” (Par).

While
Playing

ihe race,

O’ the

ibis bill is load('d with

tim'a
'‘'bie. liberal pruning in

.material would garner

shAif,** reception. As is.

rV^^,^l)Rbtly over an hour.

reaUf the Mahoneys.
although male mem-

s«lo Is bit too long. Final

Rounding out its first month,

v'aude rebirth here is still paying

off at the b.o.. with the current

layout shaping up as pretty fair

entertainment and enough vaidcty

to garner neat mitt action down
the line.

Opening with a clean-cut sesh

of tapping by Vince and Glona
Ilavdock. pace is continued hy

Carlton Emmy and his neat dog

act. which goes over nicely. Antics

of dogs bring yocks from kiddos

and oldsters alike. Kate .Murtah

follows with a bright session ot

vocalizing, her ribbing of Holly-

wood being .solid with stiihholdci s.

Dick Buckley, who struts around

the stage while making with the

jokes, scores strongly, use of four

kids from the audience In pseiido-

ventro stint being surefire. Mat-

swapping turn with audience

stooge gets nifty return.s. Lela

Moore, in a sexy dance skit, slows

pace hut the Ben ^ost \tkings

it hack on the track with some

solid vocalizing. Although stmt

is limited to three songs. Laneb;

(Mown. Laugh.” “OhI Man River.
^

and “You Tell Me Your proam.

hovs click neatly and had to beg

off. ^ .

Senator Murphy, in

peannee here in several \iais.

hasn’t lost his ability to warm up

Ihp p.iveos. Ilis 2.iny
;

Icr and nonsensical rem-'t'k'' about

world prolilcms win hefty

cnee reaction Bill winds up

the St. I.eon Troupe.
,

.sesh of teeterhoard tricks

strong close. Larry Hm'
house band backs up. acts capably

Nice biz at opener.

Essane.ss pre.sentation house has
brought in a band show for the
first time in more than four
months, with change of pace regi.s-

tering well In most instances.
Louis Prima orch, while sound
musically, goes overboard on com-
edy numbers with accent on the
Italian idiom.
Band opens with “Mariutch”

and scores heavy with hoke of “I

No Wanna.” with leader getting

heavy laughs portraying the title

role of “All Right. Louis, Drop the
Gun.” Welcome interlude is the
sock drumming of Jimmy Vincent,
backed by unusual orch scoring of

"Dark Eyes.” Femme singer. Kee-
Icy Smith, needs more appropriate
gowning and should discard her
slower numbers for the faster teni-

poes.
.Amazing Mr. Ballantine sells a

line of chatter that most name
comedians could well copy as he
dehunks the elementary magic
tricks. He garners yocks as he
‘ fails’’ to accomplish each routine.

Burns Birds are unusually well

trained, with lovebirds walking
tight ropes, carrying umbrellas,

riding the ferris wheel and, for

finale, going for a plane
Zabe.

.A diversified bill constitutes the
.second offering at this house, and
with an audience just short of
capacity, at session caught, cu.s-

tomer applause was of such vol-
ume that vaude may be back to
stay in this burg.
Cy Landry cops first honors with

a variety of entertainment that
ranges from softshoe eccentric
dancing to a burlesk on grand
opera warbling.
Max and His Gang, dog act.

score. And Max shows that
he doesn’t have to depend on the
educated canines to win the
payees. He not only does a neat
softshoe routine but also twirls
four hoops simultaneously with
his head, arms and one foot. He’s
followed by the Claire Sisters,
blonde lookers with shapely gams,
who click with a neat tap routine
that could be shortened and not
lose its effect.

Martells and Mignon are three
husky guys and a tiny gal whom
they toss all over the place as if

she were a ragdoll. The customers
ate this one up.

Maestro Russ David, at the pia-

no. paces the tooters through “Has
.Anybody Seen My Gal?” with the
music makers contributing n.s.g.

warbling, and then closing with a

hot “St. Louis Blues” that brought
down the mob.
The Anton Sisters, three bru-

nets. confine their vocal contribu-
tion to “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy”
and "You’re An Ugly Child,” all

sock. Joe Schirmer. banjoist with
(he band, who scored solidly last

week, is repeating again. Bill

1 Baird is a personable, suave card
manipulator.

j

Professor Backwards has a line

I of chatter that precedes his stint

of spelling and pronouncing words
! in rever.se. He appeared at the

St. Louis several years ago on spot

I

booking and, except for some of

I

the salty lines hasn’t changed
his routine. Sahu.

Smart presentation of three top
jazz names is making the Earle
lorget the dog days. There were
standees at the Friday (26) open-
er. and the line has been steady
.since. Combination of Count Basie,

Sarah Vaughan and Illinois Jac-
quet nlakes irresistible buy for

the hot-music shoppers.
Basie orch plays the show, with

s(iuat Jimu1^’ Rushing spotted for
the band vocals. Basie backs up
.Miss Vaughan, who is the vocal
highlight and the audience fave.
The crowd shouts so many instruc-
tions and requests at the girl it

becomes difficult to catch the sing-
ing at times.

Miss Vaughan has the faculty of
being able to make progressive
jazz both palatable and popular.
With her cu.stomary distinctfon,
true tones and assortment of vocal
tricks. Miss Vaughan sings, “I Cry
for You,” “1 Cover the Water-
front." “I Get a Kick Out of You,”
“Black Coffee” and “Everything I

Have Belongs to You,” for sock re-

turns,
Lewis & White, the comedy duo,

open with the standard heekler-in-
the-box business, but move on to
solid laughs, particularly with their
bit on reefers.

Basie orch gets a terrific recep-
tion, Jacquet, who follows the
show with his septet, is presented
in jazz concert style.

When his part of the bill is fin-

ished Basic comes out before the
curtain and chats with the custom-
ers while the stage is cleared. He
even puts in a plug for next week’s
show. The Jacquet combo is then
on before a single drape and
is flooded in a broad white
light. Paced by the hard-work-
ing tenor lead the unit tears
the place apart with “Snake Pit
Boogie” “Black Velvet” and "How
High the Moon.” By a coincidence,
.h) Jones, former pereussioni.st in

Basie’s solidc.st rhythm section, is

al the drums for Jacquet.
Gagh.

Olvmpili, Illiaifil
Miami, Aug. 29.

Helen Forrest, Hank Ladd with
Francetta Malloy, Cat Mountain
Buys, Jordan & Parins, Carlos;
Freddie C a r I o n e House Orch;
"Look fur the Silver Lining"
iWBK

Xaflonal* E^^illa

Louisville, Aug. 26,

Jerry Jerome, Wallace & Gale,
A I Montan, Gil Robinson, Stan
Kramer & Co., Nicholas &. Haley, 3

Chocolateers; Tiny Tonialc’s House
Orch (9»; “Mr. Big” (U) and
"Easy Come, Easy Go’* (Par).

flashy

ride.

Rallo.Ili|ipoilronio,
Baltimore. Aug. 28.

Lewis & Van. Martin & Floreiit,

Rochelle & Beebe. Bobby Sargent,

Peggy Lee with Dare Barbour &
Qiiiniet. Jo Lombardi House Oreir

(12i; "Make Believe Ballroom”
I Col )

the
put

This is the swan-song show for

this longtime combo theatre, own-

er Izz.v Rappaport having an-

nounced a .secession of vaude

with advent of “Jolson Sings

Again” .set to open Thurs. il*.

i’eggy Lee with Dave Barbour and

his instrumental quintet highlight

and whack out a nice
this windup
sesh.

Fast oFicning

Lew is and Van.

his first ap- ing tiny pairs of

audi-
w it h

hovs in

a fast

for a

is provided by
hoofers, employ-
.steps to point up

their taps effectively. .Martin and

Klorenz in the deuce, provide eim-

siderahle novelty and entertain-

ment wit’, puppetry. Get most out

of a GI -lue number and a Mac
West Jimmy Durante routine,

Knockabout hallroomology

Rochelle and B^ebe gets laughs

af*?r which Bobby

h(,ld for .solid mimicry,

sion of a miner Is

by
ghs

Sargent takes
Impres-

a funny piece

Three Chocolateers top the hill

this week and wham home. ('«)lored

boys bounce out dulled up in flash

suits, and turn in a terrific routine
of hoofing and clowning which had
the customers giving them almo.st

a continuous mitting. Trio teams
for some strenuous flips reminis-

cent of oldlime Arab tumbling
acts, but thc.se boys do the stuff

in jive tempo. A solid click.

Giving out on the marimba,
Jerry .leromo brings sweet music,
having also a cute stunt in which
he uses a hand puppet, simulating
the wee figure playing the marim-
ba. Jerome wears blue gloves,

and the effect is heightened hy the

luminous coloring of the puppet.
It’s something different and rogi.s-

ters.

Only slow' spot on the hill is Gil

Robinson, rope-twirler. Togged in

western outfit, guy has a «low line

of chatter which can’t warm up
the customers, and his rope tricks

are pretty tame. too.

Wallace and Gale start as a ball-

room team, hut ease into some
straight aero balancing. Male mem-
ber has excellent control wifli one-

arm lifts, turn going over well.

Robinson, as m e., makes his an-

nouncements offstage, a pattern
now standard at this house. He
staits slowly with some gags, then
gives impressions of various ‘•how

hrv personalities. Groiicho .Marx
imnresh is his best, and he hctws

(»ff after a big response for liis

c'omody song a la Groucho.
Nichols & Haley also teeoff as a

haIlro(»m team, hut segue into some
fast clowning and acm d.ancing

which register. .Stan Kramer ^
Go,. t)ut)pet turn, work on a small
hh'tekfiut platform introing some
"•eil-manipiilatefl characters. Rettv
Hutton, park hum and a viwv good
ft'-unk. (’loses by bringing on
Kramer’s mom and dad, each
manipulating a pair of puppet
danrers. Figures are luminous and
make fine simulation of chorus
line. Nice hand. Chocolateers
closed to solid hit. Wied.

Components of vaude current
here add up as just fair, compared
to recent layouts that set a nifty
pace this summer.
Helen Forrest, in the topllner

spot, does an opener, a special-ma-
terial piece, that doesn’t hit. Bal-
ance of .stint is not of the palm-
building type though her vocal
abilities are obvious. With more
solidity on delivery (viz, the aw'k-
wardly approached Irving Berlin-
"Miss Liberty” number), she’d
click, her later version of “Sunny

of the Street” poiiuing thatSide
up.
Hank Ladd, In the comedy spot,

hits nicely with his deadpan,
smooth monolog. Aide is Fran-
e«*lta Malloy 'Mrs. Ladd), who
hi'lps build the comedies to a high
spot.

.Sock bit is that of the Cat Moun-
tain Boys, a zingy quartet of hill-

l)illy songsters. For that type of
,Tcl theirs is a well-rounded sTint,

with a mixture of corn and har-
moiiv garnering the mitts.
Terpers .Iordan and Parvis go

wi'll. with their smooth hallroom-
ology interspieed with comedy,
plus songs. Standard steight-of-

hand gets good re'nonse for Car-
los. Stuff is w'ell worked.

Freddie (Tarlone’s house hand
does okay by the show. Lari/.

.Slool I'.

Atlantic City, Aug. 25.
Monica Lewis, Myron Cohen,

Stagg McMann Trio, Paul Sydell
Spotty. Taynton Dancers, Johnny

O'Daunell's House Orch; "Ring-
side’’ (.S’G).

Monica Lewis is the bill-topper
in Steel Flier’s big Music Hall this
we< k. Songstress warms up audi-
enee with, name)'-, tim'^s from
"South Pacific.’’ going off to nice
returns. “Mood for Love." “Lady
Known as Lou,” and “Tree in the
Meadow” are also done
among others.

Stage McMann Trio is a
harmonica unit, attacking
thing from Ion" h.'dr to pops, and
putting them all over.

Paul Sydell and Spotty, dog act.

neatly,

clever
everv-

aHo big.

pooch is

comedy.
.M'Ton

near.a nee

.Straight balancing of
mixed with .some cute

Cohen, in his first ap-
nt Ihe pier, emcees and

keeps audience well entertained
with Yiddish dialect stories. Show
lounded out with the Taynton
darners, who appear in two nlc«
numbers. Walk.
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NiiiiipratM in rnnnri-lion with hllitt hrlow liiilinata opanlng day af ihnw
Mliptlier full nr a|illt wi^k
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NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 1

Ilave Ro:;«* Ore
Eileen Barton
Jay Mariihall
Renalcl & Kiidy

Music Hall (I) 1

Bettina Dearborn
Chas Lasky
Clean Burris
All.vn & HodKes
Piero Bros
Clifford Guest
Corps de Ballet
Hockettes
Syin Ore

P::l.-e (R) I

Marino Sis
Mad C. ps
\V A G Ahearn
Eiela Moore
Johnny VVijods
Leni Lynn
Paul Gray
Ceu.icr’s

Steepleehase
Paramount (P) 31

C Cavall?" ' Bd
DeMarco Sis
G; ry Mor'.u.i
Vanierb'lt Boys

Roxy (I) 3

Jack Haley
Martha Stewart
Maxellos
Pat Terry
Arnold Shoda
Joan Hyldoft

Strand (W) 3
Xavier Cugat Ore

Palaco (R> 1

Edwards Bros

j

Yvonne Moray
Mnrvellos
Cook & Brown

I

Steve Evans
: The Appletons
Ross & LaPierre

I Gus Van
i

Oriontal (I) 3

I

Louis Prima Ore
I

Keely Smith
Jimmy Vincent
Pasquale
Goofers
Carmelia Seris
Mike Cotton
Frank Nichols
Burn's Birds
Amar.in'’ Mr.

Ballantine
HARTFORD
Stata (I) 3-4

E(l;4ar Bersen
Ray Nob'e Show

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 31

Los Barraneos
Maria Lainont
Guy Raymond
Joan Brandon
Buddy Royers
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 1

Rice Sis
Pierre Cartier
Gloria Ryan
Benson & Mann

Earle (W) 3
V & G Haydock

VAUDEVILLE IH
B.trK:

rVc FOX THEATRE. St. Louis

’^'wlct* nlirlitly—Mati*. Sal., Sun ., HoIh.

F&M STAGESHOWS Inc.

1
'’rCr DOC HOWE New

1

York
1

Tom Katz Sax 0
E Beams Girls
Delrlnas

DERBY
Orand (t) If

F Mendelssohn
Hawaiian
Serenadera

Bobby May
Donald B Stuart
D Phllppe & Marta
Craig & Voyle
Chas Hague

FELIXSTOWI
Reanlagh (I) 3f

Hal Miller
Billy Matchett
Frank Bishop
Gwen Adeler
Duval
MarJuris Lea*
Violet Plowman
Victor Dale
A1 Stevens
£ Beams Girls

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 3» '

Norman Savaye
Yvonne Brown
Haddon Hall
Jack Dwyer
Steps Lee
Johnnie (’ritchley
Stanley West
David Nairn

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 39

Monty Rey
J Holst A Milady
Caniield Smith
Albert Whelan
Bill Waddinyton
Melville & Rekar
Vic Ray 3

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 39

D Harris A Stan
Billy Barr
Johnny Downes
Eddie Arnold
•Toey Hopkinson
B O'Loughlan
Monte Marwin
Patricia Kleth
Eddie Lee

4 Botonds
HOLLAND ON SEA
Queens Hall (I) 39
Sydney Revlll
Kewans Chri.stie
Joan Pendleton
Kenneth Jackson
Doreen A Jean
Pamela Hale
LITTLEHAMPTON
Pavlllen (1) 39

Frank Raymond
Joan Dainty
Gordon Fi'eeman
Don Watson
June Lynette
Reg Jarvis
Jane Austin

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 39
Folies Bergers
Francoise Flore
Raymond Giretd
Jackie Hunter
Angela Page
Claude Rixio
Helen Crerrar
Vlvi.-tn et TassI
Trois de Milles

MARGATE
Royal (I) 39

Jimmy Mac
Peggy Ann Taylor

I

Francis Whitmar
,

George Alex
' Glen Arthur
I 3 Loonies

]

Terry’s Juveniles
Spangled Beauties

I

Oval (I) 39
! Verne Morgan
I

Irving Kaye
' Green A Whitaker
I

Barbara Newman
I Douglas Francis
Jacqueline Buyer

WESTGATE
Pavlllen (I) 39

Louis Roberts
Jane Wurlli
Arnold Crowther
John Barr
Ivy Ksta
Ida Willis

SYDNEY TIVOLI SET TO

REOPEN VAUDE SEPT. 9
Sydney, Aug. 23.

After a shutdown of some nine

weeks becau-se of industrial strife

and cutoff of electric power, Dave
Martin’s key vauder, Tivoli, is due
to reopen Sept. 9. Bill will include
Ben Wrigley, British comedian;
Roily Rolls, and the Swis Stars.

The Merry Macs will go into the
Tivoli, Melbourne, Sept. 5, accord-
ing to Martin, who has just re-

turned to Sydney after setting two
vaude units over the Kerridge loop
in New Zealand. It’s understood
that Martin will soon be heading
again for the U.S. on talent buys.

Shutdown of the Tivoli here was
costly to the Martin outfit. An
emergency power plant will go in

just in case of any more industrial

holdups. Martin had to let many
I

of his acts go home after the shut-
down, with some accepting night
club dates. Martin was fortunate,
however, in having his Melbourne
house open, plus arranging dates
in other key Aussie spots, plus the
New Zealand dates.

Wfdnegday, Auguat 3 1. I949

New Acts

Commerce Dept.
Continued from page 3

I

ALAN YOUNG
I Comedy
,

13 Mins.
!
Chicago, Chicago

I
While radio and film s^ar claims

I to have never been in the “flesh”

circuit heretofore, his offering

here shows all the earmarks of

stage tradition. Producer Ben
Brady has done a fine job in pro-
viding Alan Young material
which fits neatly in awkward,
shy, characterization, which has
made him a hit on radio and
sci*een.

From walk-on, where he pitches
some fast quips at radio commer-
cials, to end. Young has the audi-
ence chuckling. Here and there
is a tinge which seems out of char-
acter^ but not offensive. His yearn
to portray a film lover is an hilari-

ous bit in which he interposes a
specialty song de.scribing him as
the new name, “The Flame.” Don-
ning kilts he plays the Scottish
bagpipes for a few bars of "Camp-
bells Are Coming” to walkoff to
solid hand. Brought back he does
a nervous youth’s first public rec-
itation about a horse, mixing the
various parts of the animal for
loud guffaws from the audience.
Bow' should also be taken by writ-
ers Lester Lee and Jack Barnett.

Zabe. *

SLIP. SLAP & SLIDE
Dance
7 Mins.; Full
Palace. N. Y.

Slip Slap & Slide. Negro daneeturn have appeared in Haiwt
Apollo, and are making their firstmajor Broadway stand. TrU) h?presses as suitable Stem fodder*being a lively act good for the

^“‘ther down ojthe bill. Routines are well-mn
ceiyed with best efforts registe?";
in the solo portions of the turn

^

personnel comprises
different dance styles so thatthere s a constant degree of vari-

work is sufficiently
flashy and integrated for good S
turns.

BALTIMORE
Stat* (I) 31-3

Bomaine A Babelte
Wallace A Michel
J Phillips Co
Lund Bros A

Patricia
4-7

Carlton A Del
Lew Fcnn>rd
Yorke A Scanlon
Bicar." ns

BOSTON
Boston (R> 1

Sara Ann McCabe
Sla‘;g Mc.'.iami 3
D.inwoods
Ciri) Uini'c Co
Anthony A RoKcrs
Russ Wyse Jr' A-

Pei.'«y Womack
Coleman ('l.*rk Co
Bob llookins

CAMDEN
Tov'trs (I) 3-$

Kay A AlflririKe
Terry Bennett
II irris
l.ew Brown
Slip, Slap A Slide

CANTON
Loew (L) 4-1

Dick Contim* .Show

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 31

Alan Youiir
I. iiid Kro,
I.iberai eTAJ .Mahoney

Grace Drysd'le
MacFarland A
Brown

Connie Haines
Don Henry 3
Jan Murray
Frankie Laine

ROCHESTER
Palace (R) 31

Berk A Hallow
The Chords
F A K Watson
B Hammond’s Birds
M:’ek. Russ A
Owen

Wally Brown
DolinofT A Raya

Sis
Pat Rooney Sr

ST LOUIS
Fox (FM> 1

Joyce A .Seldeii
Cappy Barra
Bijrr A Estes
7 Marcels
Russ Davis
H.ink Siemon
Alan Carney
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 1

Stapletons
Eddie Manson
Marjorie Wells
M.irshall Bn»s
Vic Dinate

Howard (D 3
Count Basie Ore
4 Step Bros
Lewis A White
(«)nc to i'lll)

Cabaret Bills

NEW YOEK CITY

BRITAIN
ASTON

Hippodroma (I) 39
Jack I.ewis
Tommy Hose
Sonny Dawkes
Ken Ityan
Weludy fl

Arthur tvnotto
BASINGSTOKE
Grand (I) 39

Kerns A Mary Lou
I.Min A Margot
Tommy Michaels
John Howard
CaTiadiaii Caw Girl

BLACKPOOL
Grand (1) 39

Donald Peers
Billy Russell
Robert Lamouret
Norman Wisdom

Freddie Foss
Odette Field
Marjorie Holmes

I Manfred Felix
Celia Hart
I Ilajos A Surnay
Rvnii A Young
E Beams Lovlies
Juvenile Ballet

BRISTOL
Empire (I)

Toe .Stein
Max Carole
Ronnie .Stewart
I'Yed Sloan
Jackie Farr
Kenneth .Vllan
Art'hie Csher
Cyrus
Hippodrome (Si
Peter Lorre

39

39

THE MAXELLO’S
Now at

ROXY, NEW YORK
Booked by

EDDIE SMITH A&ENCY
RKO Bldg., Suit* 902 - JUdson 6-3345

Ernest .Vrn.sley
Gloria Day
John Pygram
Wendy Brandon
Zena Dell
Albert Barland
Opera House (I) 39
Charlie Chester Co
Andreas
Casavecchia
Henry Lytton
France Clery
Shiela Matthews
llalama A Konatskl
Tiller Girls
Midsummer Lo\Iies
Corps de Ballet
O A B Bernard

Palace (I) 39
Big Bill Campbell
Joe t’rosbie
Sioux Dakotas
Valeska
A Chapman Horses
Wally Hrenn.in

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (D 39
Albert Grant
Renee Becke
Fred Hush
BOURNEMOUTH
New Royal (I) 19

S
ddle Gray
alph Reader

.Billy Tasker

I
Max Bacon
.\i lemtis,
Bill iUir:;e
le.;Ti .Melville
B Beni •nd s I’i'jeon.s
Hope A Ita.v

Bunny A Bvron
CHATHAM

Empire iS) 39
Frank Marlowe

' Edrie Connor
Evelyn I'aylor
Bobbie Kimber
Pepino's Ciri us
Mar.shall A Lana
Rili'hie A Wendj
Marrv Bail»*\

j

CHISWICK
' Empire iSi 39
.limmy E'lw..rds
Freddie I'rinlon
Joyce Guiding
.St Clair A |).iy
Toros A Beach
K Fiat A Naudv
Finlay Bro.s
Heather Kurnell

CLACTON
West Cliff ID 39

Bunny Baron
Harry Arnold
Mary Germ
James O'.Nelll
Ivy Lurk
Juaonc. PaxIdsoB

Blue Angel
Eadie A Rack

Bop City
L Armstrong Ore
Geo Shearing Ore
Traniers
Cl unt Basie Ore
Bunny Briggs

C.-re Society
Dorothy Donegan
Coleman Hawkins
Lewis A White
Martha L. ilarp

CopaCeMne
Romo V’incent
Edwards A Diane
Mindy Carson
Riinona Lange
Penny Carroll
M Durso Oec
Alvares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Billy Bishop
Jack Gansert
W'. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Choral Quartet
Juengcr Ballet Line
Gleb Yellln Ore

El Chico
Koslta Rios
Damiron A
Chapuseaux

Tina Ramirez
Los Guaracheros
Vizcaino Ore

Havana-Msdrid
I Gomez A Rey
I

Sacasas Ore
I

Pancho Ore
, Hotel Ambassedor
I

.Tules Lande Ore
Hotel Astor

Xavier Cugat Ore
. Bill McCune Ore

Hotel Biltmore
Don Bestor Ore
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison
: Lee Crane Ore
' Hotel Plaza
Nicolas Matthov Or
Payson Re Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

N Br.indwynne Ore
Hotel St Regis

Ln.s7.lo A Pppito
M Sb.TW Ore

Hotel Statler
Henry Bu.s.sp Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Otr

Irel.-.nd
Cl D Wasliington
Line
Jack Palmer Ore

Latin Quartet
•Sonny .Skvlar
Jo<\\ Bi.shup
Pa.v.tpes
Don .S.ixon
Art Warier O
B Harlow Ore

Le Coq Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore

Ave

Jack Towne Ore
Leon A Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Rita A Allen
Ray Alton
Johnny Crawford
Jane Abel
Bella Sinaro
Art Waner Ore

Macombo
•lerry Ber.'-en
Sandy Locke
Jack Prince
Leonne Hall
Joanne .Inrdao
Dave Rogers
Gordon Andrews
Johnn.v Na/./.ari
No 1 Fifth

Loul.se Howard
Downey A Funville
Har.el Wehstei
Jack ('assidv

Old Knick
Gene Barry
Paul Killiain
Cloris Leachman
Bob McMenimen
John Silver
Gloria Manning
A1 Cooper Ore

Old Roumanien
Sadie Bank.s
Bob Fitzgerald
Carmen Mnnto.va
Micke.v Freeman
Joanne Floriu
Joe LaPorle Ore
D’Aquila Ore

Penthouse
Bill Tahbert
Kurt Maier

Riviera
Harr.v Hichman
Martha Rave
Vic A Adio
Yo.>t Guardsmen
Catalinu Ore
Ualiei i\.vc On

Savannah
Annahelle Mill
Arleigh Peterson
Jimmy Lewis
Manhattan Paul
The Blemlers
Sliotsie Davi.s
Andre A Dortheo
Tioi Benson
Lucille Dixon Ore

Versailles
J A .S Sleele
Bob Grant Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Rob .Scott
Marv Ellen 4
Abbey Albert Ore
Village Vanguaro

.M.irv I, oil Williams
J C Heard ;j

Waldorf-Astoria
Jack FIna Ore
Mi.scha Boil

offer the services of his depart-
ment’s experts in drafting an ar-

bitration setup satisfactory to all

branches of the industry. Previ-
ous system was handled by the
American Arbitration Assn, but
was knocked out by the U. S. Su-
preme Court decision in the Gov-
ernment anti-trust ca.se. Since
then, despite urging by the Fed-
eral statutory court which recently
ruled complete divorcement, no
move to create a new system has
been made.

j

Besides Sawyer, Eric Johnston,

j

MPAA prez, has accepted an in-
! vitation to speak at the TOA con-

I

vention. He will be among the

j

featured gabbers at the producers-
!
exhibitoi's dinner. Sept. 14, at the

1 Ambassador hotel. In accepting
I

the invitation, Johnston made a

j

plea for “all elements to pull to-

!

gether to produce better pictures
and bring more patrons to the box-
office.”

Chief speaker at the president’s
dinner, Sept. 15 will be Secretary
of Defense Louis Johnson. Cabinet
member has accepted a TOA in-
vitation extended by exec director
Gael Sullivan and will fly to the
Coast to make his appearance. His
acceptance was tagged by Sullivan
as “a fitting recognition of the
splendid service rendered to the
Government by the motion pic-
ture industry during the wai- and
in the postwar period.”

Meanwhile, in Los Angeles, Ted
Gamble, board chairman, and
Charles Skouras. National Thea-
tres head chairmanning the con-
vention. estimated attendance at
550 exhibs. These will include 150
from California and 400 from the
rest of the country. Gamble and
Skouras are huddling on final de-
tails of the convention.

KUDA BUX (3)

Magic
8 Mins.; Three
Palace, N. Y.

Kuda Bux is preceded into his
first local vaude display by a repu-
tation made on video. This East
Indian magico has cut a figure
over the iconoscopes with his
seeming ability to see through a
maze of bandages. He’s being
billed as the “man with x-ray
eyes” but hi.s turn at the PSlace
completely neglects this pha.se of|
his accomplishments in favor of
a short turn using standard il-

lusions. It’s naturally held that
his blindfold turn would be a con-

1

siderable time consumer which the i

Palace runoff can’t afford, but

'

there should be a small portion of
hi.s turn devoted to the x-ray work.

i

Kuda Bux does two major feats.
i

first being the producing of an
endless number of silk kerchiefs, 1

and the other is making a girl dis-

,

appear in a booth. Both come off
extremely well. Aside from the
girl, he’s assisted by a male com-
mentator which adds nothing to i

the act. • Jose,

Catholic Crix
iConiiiiiipd from pace 3

Ore

I

CHICAGO
Btackhawk

Itudclv .Morono Ore
Ch«k rare*

Dann> Thomas
Fran Warn-n
Gin,or Kinnov
Ailor.ible.s (lOj
Cee Davidaon Ore
Lino Ithumha Ore

Heijings
•M Morgan
•N.ini v Vvi ir.ht

Ai.'ri.inno l.ur.iine
I.onn.v ('ulyor
Billy Chandlor Ore

H'del B "rrlr
H.- ty Jane Watson
ta nr « (I 1

Jeirv Austoa
Jolinny Biewor O
H Edgewarer Beacn
Eddv Howard Ore
.M.IM.iIIIU- 1 ortclu
H’air A Je.ni
D Ilild D.<ni ors

A ml) I'ixodors
BoM.v Gray .3

Hotel Stevens
".Skaiinu CircuH'

Atkiosoo

Charles II.dn
Wondei Wheelers
Bi ini'kiii'inn Si.s
Skill ini; Blvdears
Choiles A l.iieille
Jnck H.afTloer
Jerry Mripe.s
<• A B Du Buy
Gloiia Hond\
Blirlflv BusI

Palmer House
Janet Bl.iir A

Blackhiirn I'wms
.Sid S!om>
M;4ria .\e!;lia
Eddie I) \e.il o,,.

Sherman Hotel
il.MIl II. ill

BilJ Snyder Otr
“Sallito t(, Bod';er4
A llamnix. sieiii"

Flone\ Dre. iners
tl.ilph S'-rBn
Kennel ti \| lekiu) 'ic
Du st > Will ! .ill

Vine Gardens
Lind Bits i;ii

Mm I.ev •s'l.iiij

\e!i/'i.t .Shein
Mel Cole Oie
f’siMkio tUv

;

posedly due to the activities of In-

^

grid Bergman abroad.

Meeting here for the triennial
con\ention of the International
Federation of Catholic Alumnae,

i

which is the source of most of the
, volunteer reviewers for the Le-
gmn. Mrs. Looram repotted lliat
To''} of pics reviewed got an “A”
or acceptable rating. Legion con-
demned “Black Narcissus,” “For-
ever Amber” and “Devil in the
Flesh,” besides two .sex educational
films and found 54 films “objec-
tionable.”

•hi^'cver. during the same peri-
od. 'M'h of the 57 foreign films re-
viewed were rated objectionable
and Hi'";, wore condemned. Chief
reviewer said that her organization
wants “adult pictures—tho.se deal-
ing with problems of adults, placed
in a proper frame for reference."
“Legion has never objected to sin
portrayed on screen.” she said.
“But when sin is .shown, pi’tidncers
Inve a responsibility to show moral
eompens.Ttion. perhaps hy retribu-
tion. or the judgment of .some char
acter’s conscience.”

In Corilrasl to Mrs. Looram. Hcv.
Patrick .Masterson. executive sec-
i'clary of the Legion, commented
that, poHwnr films were the most
imLi()r;il in l.l ycii's and criticized
the pel Minal lives of motion pic-
ture .stars.

TATTLERS (4)

,

Songs
8 Mins.: Two
Palace. N. Y.

The Tattlers, a mixed vocal
quartet, have made previous ap-
pearances at the Copacabana. N. Y..
as well a.s the nearby Capitol thea-
tre, but in each instance they’ve
been part of the production num-

I hers. Now on their own. this
youthful and well-groomed group

I

appears capable of taking on as-
signments in nearly all media.
Vocal work has the benefit of

I

good arrangements and fresh and
enthusiastic approaches. Tliey’vc
integrated their tunes with bit's of
comedy busine.ss and altogether
make favorable imprc.ssions. How-

: ever, they’ve concentrated a good
1
portion of their work in the

I comedy vein, which is probably the
only department in which they
have still to pick up considerable
know-how. Satire of a radio pro-

,

gram is overdone and impression
I

of^ a soft-shoe vaude turn just
mis.ses its complete mark. Jose.

New St. Louis
ISS Continued from page 29 -

Valley, was a top heavy fave,
from the dialers and a 47 to 13
vote from the panel. “Girl in theRam,” a 15-minute mystery yarn
with a dramatic ca.st. copped an85% okay from the dialers and a
45 to seven nod from the panel.
“Mike My.sterles.” is a 15-minute

program using narrator and re-
corded music. Narrator tells crime
stories and dialer is given all clues
and brief time in which to grab
the right one and solve the case.
The dialers nixed this one by 60%
and the panel was divided 25 to 25.

“Green Turtle’s Club.” a 30-
minute good-natured satire on club
meetings, won a 15% nod from the
dialer-s and a 26 to 21 vote from
the panel. “Hank and Hazel,” 15-
minute of chit-chat between man
and wife at a breakfast table,
copped a 75^% approval from the
dialers and a 37 to 11 nod from the
panel,

“Toast of St. Louis,” an early
15-minute a.m. program of pop
records, won a 95% approval from
the dialers and 43 to eight from
the panel. “Concert or Corn ” a
30-minute program of recorded
symph and live hillbilly music,
copped a 98% listener okay and a
30 to 11 panel approval.

When the series w'as concluded
the panel met In the KMOX studio
and 60-minutes of open forum dis-

cussion was recorded and later

played over the local station.

The five most pop programs of
the series were “Toa.st of St.

Louis.” “The Girl in the Rain.”
“Hill Country Ballad.” “Concert or

Corn” and “Strictly Personal.” As
recordings were made of each, the

prospective buyer may not only

make hi.s own choice hut read the

tetters and comments made by the

dialers and members of the panel.

Wlicn members of the panel

were not available for comment
the program ^was played back for

them. Members of the panel were

selected from the station’s public

relations list, letters received, etc.,

and showed a fine cross-section of

persons residing in the St. Louis

area as professional men and

women, artisans, housewives, etc.,

were members.

ABC The Winnab
^ Cnntinurd from page 29 ss

MARTHA ZENTIIY
Dancing

I 5 Mins.
The Night Club. Paris

I
Lx-acrobatic dancer, this girl who

IS a pretty little blonde manages
to keep a very winsome smile
duiing the whole of her routine
now straight dancing. .She appears
twice during the evening at the
Night Club, once in long rire.ss and
once in tights. She scores in both,
even if the place is rather small
for her extremely graceful and
light terping.

Hung.irian born, speaking several
languages, slie looks like a screen

_____
MARTEZ & LUCIA
Acrobatic
7 Mins.. Three
Palace, N. Y.

j

Maitez & Lucia, boy and giil
hand-to-hand team, vary from
•ivciage act of this type* fiy using
a liberal mixture of Latin dance
steps between their aero work.
Rcsidt is a picturesque blend tliat
could fill vaude. cafe and vaudeo
reqiiuements.

I

The duo’s tricks are fairlv
famili.'ir. There’s tlie usual v.'i-
ncly of lifts, headstands and turn-
overs which are always good for
mid-term applause*, hut the* tcro
dras.smg gives a high degro*' of
differentiation. Jose,

the country, playing theatre dates.

W'hich is expected to help promote

si)on.sor’s sales. The fivevminute

Kiernan strip will lie Philip Mo*"'

ris’ first venture info the com*

mentary fielei.

Big question Mutual is facing is

whether to keep airing “Siorni-

I*hilip Me)rri.s has l)e'e'n paying fof

15 minutes of the show, with tnf

rcmaindeT sustaining Problem
ne)W is wli(*the.*r MBS will a.s.sunie

the cost of the entire production

until another backer can be inkeo

Initially. Philip Morris sought to

move “Storm” to eitlicr NBC o

CBS.
“Queen” will definitely remain

on. as half the .stanza is bankrolie

by Alka-Seltzer,
,

Agency on the d.iylime

for Philip Morris is ('ecil « I

brey.

Imdriii Biiy.s lleatter

Miitiial’s comnuM cial .

is getting .':ome relief from ^ u

of Imdrin business. Rhodes 1

macal C'o.. maniifacfurors o|

headache remedy, has hought
^

(luarter-lioiirs on riiduicl
“

7::in p.in. cro.ss-t he board fomme^

tary strip for its fir.^f venture

network radio. Starting

Imdrin will back the mj

Tluirsday broadca.'-ts. via O
Lar.sun & McMahon.
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EXPANDED SUBWAY CIRCUIT
Tacific Now Blamed for Scaring 01

Musical Coin; Houston Junket Nixed

The terrific impact of “Souths :

Pacific,” which some rival manage- hi *m n •

ments blame for hurting attend- MlSS HealeV MaV DFing
ance at their shows. IS also claim-

i

ed to be crimping the financing of
I JJJ|>

ByiLDIHmjllES, Central Office for Mail Orders to All

Broadway Shows Now Being Mulled

other proposed new musicals. As

one disappointed producer com Eunice Healey may bring

plained last week, after an ump-
,

all-Negro musical, “Sugar Hill,”

teenth audition had failed to raise current at the Las Palmas thea-

the required capital, “One Man I tre, Hollywood, to Broadway this

was particularly counting on turn- fall. Former dancer, w'ho has been

cd it down because he said it wasn’t ! associated with several New York

u good as ‘South PScific.’ ”
j

shows, . has lined up sufficient

Although numerous announced
,

backing for the venture, but

productions are understood to be hadn’t worked out terms with Paul

In abeyance because of insufficient

funds, it appears that the coin

shortage is especially tough in the

case of certain proposed musicals.

That’s to be expected, since musi-

cals normally cost several times as

much as straight plays, and are

generally figured as having less

chance of making a sizable profit.

What might have become one of

the most spectacular financing

deals ever made was considered for

a time la.st week by Herman Levin
and Oliver Smith, producers of the
forthcoming musical. “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes. They had ar-

| Girls Go” will switch
ranged to charter a plane to fly Sunday performances and have
them, the authors, director, chore-

' ^ $4.80 top week nights, when it

Brandt Theatres, which has built

the “subway circuit’’ in Greater
New \ork into a profitable opera-
tion. w ill add more houses and may
go into legit booking on a national

Central office to handle mail or-

ders f(»r all Broadway shows has
been suggested as a possible way
to take care of the growing volume
of such business. It's figured that

a full-time agency, with a staff

Maurice Abravancl. conductor of trained for the work, could do the

Abravanel to Baton 1st

3 N.Y. Weeks of ‘Regina’

of 26 weeks. which Cheryl Crawford is present-
|

The theatre, it’s pointed out, has

Already, the Brandis are major ‘V*
*' "Pfratrd on a raah basis

iployers of logit talent and por- .1' ‘7'““';. ,
'<1>“PP5<' '»

'•'•‘‘f-

<•'«

Schriebman and Alvin Baranov,
j

co-presenters of the Coast engage-
ment.
“Sugar Hill” was written by

Flournoy Miller and James P.

Johnson.

employt-rs ui legii laient and per-
sonnel, with three lighted theaters.
Flat bush. Brooklyn; Windsor
Bronx, and Brighton, Brooklyn.
Since opening the .season June 1 4.
they have provided a total of 30
weeks’ employment so far. Salar-
ies are generally minimum, as

'Girls Go’ On

Lower Scale

Abravanel, whose last Broadway of mail orders. As a result, the
conducting stint was for the run volume of mail orders for a pro.s-

of "Street Scene” in 1947. arrived pcctive hit frequently swamps a

in N.Y. la.st weekend to sit in on boxoffice staff. The extra employ-
final casting decisions, and begin- ees hired on such occasions are

ning of rehearsals next Tuesday generally inexperienced and apt to

(6). He’ll be in N.Y. with “Regina” be incompetent, so there are

c lOot, 1
. until .Nov, 19. then Hying to Salt almost certain to be delays and

sho«s play to IPW adm...sion prices. bi-ginning of his etrors.
The fourth house to be added to regular Utah Symph season. His More important than the cost in-

ine circuit next sea.son will be built first symph rehearsal is set for volved in such situations is the In-

Nov. 21. with first concert Nov. 30. convenience and resentment that

ographer and some of the prospec-
tive cast members to Houston for a

private audition for Glen McCar-
thy, the multimillionaire oilman
who recently created a publicity
flurry with the opening of his lav-

ish Shamrock hotel in the Texas
capital.

The junket was called off, how-
ever, because it was figured that
McCarthy was not a likely-enough
angel prospect to warrant the cost
involved. The round trip was c.s-

reopens Sept. 13 at the Broadway,
N. Y. Top will be $6 Saturday
nights, $4.80 Sunday nights and
$3.60 matinees.

Despite the lowered scale, the

musical will be able to gross al-

most as much in the new location,

i because of the larger seating

capacity there. With a $6.60 top

,

week nights and $7.20 Saturday
nights. “Girls” could gross over

I $55,000 a week ^at the Winter
' Garden, N. Y., where it played un-

The

in Kew Gardens, Queens. The
exact location of the new theatre
is not revealed and the builder is

not identified, but it will have a
large capacity and will operate at
a low b.o. scale and play the same
sliows as the other houses of the I

circuit.
j

With many theatres thoughout i

the country in desperate need of 1

sufficient product, the Brandts go
into legit booking on a national

Abbott Backers

Few on Touch’
George Abbott will have only 10

backers, including himself, for his
. ,

scale next sea.<!on. As a first step $100.000 production of “Touch and

may ensue. In the ca.se of “Miss
Liberty." for instance, the com-
plaints from di.sappuinlcd and em-
bittered mail order patrons were
so numerous that John M. Mur-
tagh. New York City Commission-
er of Investigation, qu( .>t oned the
theatre staff and the producers
alMuit it. Drama editors of nearly
all New York dailies received let-

ters of protest, some of which were

in that direction they are book- Go.” revue by Jean and Walter
ing their production of “The Heir- Kerr, with music by Jay Gorney.

with Miriam Hoi)kins and Among the investors i.s Anthony

timated as costing $1,500. It had „ uu /-.i i u sn
been hoped McCarthy would put

Bobby Clark became ill

up the necessary $80,000 to com- vacationing in

plete the show’s $200,000 budget.

Equity to Mull Lifting

5^ Alien Fee; British

Schedule Similar Bite

New Hampshire, is reportedly well

and anxious to get back into ac-

tion.

Michael Todd, producer of

ess.

Ralph Forbes, into the independ- b” Farrell. Albany indu.strialist
ently-operated Maryland theatre, and owner of the Hellinger thea-
Baltimore. for a pop-price run. In tre. N. Y., with a $10,000 slice,
general, the operation would be at incidentally. Farrell also has a
low b.o. scale and thus would de- $i()0,000 share in. and will be asso-
pend on large-capacity houses.

i ^iate producer of, the Theatre
The Brandts now buy the physi- Guild’s forthcoming musical ver-

cal productions of many Broadway I sion of “Pursuit of Happines.s.”
shows that do not tour. Thev pay

! other “Touch and Go” limited
including both the

little for them, but the deal is ' partners inZde HowarS S CuM- ^^^ance ones designed to pull mail

profitable for the original manage- ^an. $6,000; Abbott’s daughter
subsequent plugs

ments involved, since it saves them Judith Clark $20 000' his nenhew critical quotes, etc., could

the co»t Of havtn* the setting, cart- Ao"iSS;' ht Zth™ .TIL? I'::!.',?'"'',,!!”*.?.!''!:;’

Situations of that sort presum-
ably hurt not just the shows di-

rectly involved, but tend to alien-

ate theatre patrons generally. In-

stead. a permanent agency for the
job has been suggested. Its staff

would be expert and, to insure
agaimst dishonesty, the individuals
put under bond.

or Ultimate Benefit

The idea would be that display

Actors Equity may revise its song-and-dance revue will remain

•lien rules to eliminate the 5% !

fn the house, where it has been

assessment on British players w'ork- playing since July 7. Between

ing in the U. S. The matter will Plane trips to the Coast to line up

be considered by the union’s coun- stars for 'hi.s proposed

cil, as a special order of business, ^
Day” vaudeville show, Todd has

•t next Tuesday’s (6) meeting. Un- hinted that he has Lee Shuberts

less a reciprocal agreement is '

promise of the Broadway for

reached, British Equity has voted "Girls.”

to slap a 5% assessment on Ameri-
can actors playing in England, ef-

fective Oct. 1.

In an exchange of letters recent-
ly, British Equity has sought to

work out a complete reciprocal
•greement by which a card in

either union would entitle the
member to work in both countries

** hi* will the

Broadway for the reopened mu.sl-
I
ed away and burned:' Ansul-h p7^ BurweU^M’ Abho7' * regular office, the ad

cal. despite claims by the pre

senters of "A Night * in Spain’

(formerly “Cabalgata”) that their

ductions are stored until t4icre is sister Isabel jiieraens ^$6 000- the
wliich would be gi\'pn. Ad-

,n opportunity to use them.
,

in ^p'^SdEtcer hims“^^ *

some cases several years elapsing epnetarv Celia Linder $10 000
while to become conditioned to the

before a suitable star is aviilahle
-^cieiary. L,inaer, ^lu.uuu. then it might proveoeiore a suiianie star IS ava iaDie. jbe partnership agreement pro- e,,nprinr for natrons and manaire-For instance, the “Counsellor-at- vides for a Dossible overcall of

patrons and manage-

Law” setting is still in storage. 3
^^^^

possible overcaii or alike.

BROWN SOLID CLICK

IN LONDON ‘HARVEY’
London, Aug. 30.

Joe E. Brown, taking over as El-

wood P. Dowd in “Harvey.” replac-—VM.UCI 10 woris in oum uuuiiiin-n y,, »;,• l epnri'd a solid
of additional dues

, fhe Prince of Wales \he-

lish*^^’
meantime, the Eng-

j ^ jpgit bow. the

anS se?^t^‘foT 1 H'pam?n% “I'Her ' American comic was given an ova-
Joadline, after

; pertain, responding

thespeJs inL'KLur
As far as is known there’s little

pro.spert of modification of other
1

phases of Equity’s alien rule. Spe-

'

cifically, the stipulation that British 1

players must wait six months be-
tween engagements in the U. S. i.s

figured likely to remain iiit.net, and

bS n ne<i.' and his understudy played
Brit sh Equity will try to have the ^

waiting until Paul Muni is free to

star in the show on the “subway
circuit’’ and po.ssibly elsewhere.

Besides the employment and au-
thor royalties involved, the “sub-
way circuit” operation probably
builds future legit audi<’nces. as
many of the patrons at‘ the FJat

SHU6ERT GUARANTEES

‘NIGHT IN SPAIN’ PAY
After a row la.st week between

Daniel Cordoba, producer of

bush, Windsor and Brighton have "Night in Spain” (formerly “Cabal-
never seen live entertainment be-

, American Guild o(
fore. After seeing one or two .shows » a-,, u u
they frequently become regular Musical Artists, Lee Bhubert has

playgoers. It’s on such audienc«6,« stepped In to guarantee expenses

the Brandts feel, that the legit for the show. Understood there

ment alike.

Even if many orders were still

addres.‘;ed to the theatre or the pro-

ducer’s office, as before, they could
be taken to the central office for
handling. The central office, with
a regular system and .staff, should
be able to keep abreast of the mail

(Continued on page 58)

theatre must build any comeback
it may make.

Revision on ‘Best Play’

Choice Will Be Sought

At N.Y. Critics’ Meeting
Revision of the N. Y. Drama

was unanimously acclaimed by the

critics.

BrowTi, who starred in “Harvey”

for several sea.sons on Broadway

and the road, is subbing while

Field takes a vacation. However,

because of illness, Field had to

leave the show earlier than plan-

was a dispute about salary pay-
' ments. with the union taking a

I

$3,200 bond posted by Cordoba,
Critics Circle rules governing the

I

plus $400 of boxoffice receipts, to selection of the “best play" each
i
pay the cast. season will probably be sought at

I

Shubert took over after Cordoba group’s next meeting. John
i reportedly attempted to dismiss chapman, N. Y. News critic, Indi-
several cast members and then cated in his column Sunday (28)

Basic Agreement of N.Y.

Producers, Treasurers

Ta Ra pTfAnilAfl fnr Yr threatened to close the revue. As he would sponsor a motion to
lU Uv LAlvUUvU lUI II* owner of the Broadway theatre, effect, and he implied that

Basic general agreement between where the Spanish song-dance pro- George Jean Nathan, of the Jour-

Broadway theatre operators and diction is hou.sed. Shubert agreed nal-American. and Brooks Atkin

. „ ^ guarantee oi>eraling expenses son of the Times, might support th'
the Treasurers & Ticket S . lers

p(,yp|. back salaries to the per- proposal. Other members are als

English government’s labor regu-
wtions amended to ease the em-
ployment of American players
there.

There may be considerable oppo-
sition in the council and among the
jnembership against relaxing the

assessment. The general atti-

the part until Brown arrived.

Suit Vs. Allan Jones

Settled on Song Use
Detroit, Aug. 30.

The troubles of singer Allan

^ Jones over “Yours Is My Heart

tude in the union recently has been Alone” ended in Federal court here

toward more stringent alien regu- la.st week.
lations.

i Jones was charged last year

^^ilh infringing the copyright on

Julie Hairis Slated Por the song. Ile wa.s singing with
iiarrib Sldltu ru

Detroit’s Civic Light Opera when

Union, Local 751, lATSE, will be formers

extended for another year follow-

I

ing expiration of the current con-
* tract in early .September. Con-
tinuation of the old terms will be

automatic under a cla'jse providing

that propo.sals for changes must be
j

submitted 60 clays in advance of

the expiration. No .such proposals

have been entered by either side,

I Individual contracts between the

treasurers and theatres will al.so

DowlinK* Bel Geddes In

Houston Stock Group
Houston, Aug. 30.

Permanent stock company, to

be called the Houston Players,

the
also

understood to favor change.
I Chapman suggests that the rule
' should not specify that the "best”

play be of .\merlcan authorship,

lie would make the award open to

all plays, regardless of the nation-

ality of the author. Apparently,
although he doesn’t say so explicit-

ly. he would do away with the
“best foreign play” classification

entirely. The critic broached the

One of ‘Weddinj^;’ I.»eads the suit started. Milton M. Mad
Julie Harris is reportedly set for din. attorney for April Productions

one of the three leading parts in Vork. owners of the by the probe

"The Member of the Wedding.”
Carson McCuller.s’ dramatization
of her own novel. Also sought for
one of the leads is Ethel Waters.
Robert Whitehead and Oliver

expire next week. It’s exported

that a number of switches will be

made in employment tickets at the theatre here, with Dowling slated

Shubert hou.ses. The only direct to star in his original Broadway

will be started Oct. 1 by producer-

actor Eddie Dowling and designer- subject In writing about the re-

producer Norman Bel Geddes. opening at the Royale. N. Y.. last

Group will u.se the River Oaks 'veek of “Madwoman of Chaillot.”

Inc., New York, owners

copyright, said an out-of-court

settlement was reached.

Jones made a $625 cash pay-

ment and agreed not to u.se the

song again without permission.

French import, which received the
“best foreign play” citation

casualtv of the rec( nt furor rau.sed role in .Saroyan’s “The Time of According to Chapman, a motion

bv the probe of N.Y. Comrni.''-sioner Your Life’’ a.s the opening hill. to eliminate the L. S. autliorship

of Invc-stigation'john M. Murtagh Ralph Mead, a local showman, requirement In the “ho.st play’’ se-

U expected to be Jack Pearl, who.se will be in charge of the business lection was presented two or three

contract rcportedlv. will not be end of the operation, with Robert years ago by Nathan and Atkm-

Eea wIlYprtiduce 'the play early in Maddin said^ Federal J'’(ige 'Theo

the fall. tdore Levin discontinued the suit.

renewed Pearl was suspended for fJ’Donnell, president ol the Inter- son. It looked like a cinch for

refusing to answer .Murtagh’s quer- state circuit, which owns the approval he was un-

hoxoffice tieups house, having a substantial inter- accountably voted down in an of-

I iicial meeting.
ies concerning

with ticket agencies
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'Roberts to Wind Up 54-Week Chi Stay

With Near-Record All-Time Gross
Chicago, Aug. 30.

The Thomas Heggen-Joshua Lo-

g.in comedy of Navy life, “Mr. Rob-
erts,” winds up its 54-week run at

the Erlanger theatre Sept. 17, a

stones-throw away from shattering

the all-time gross record of any I

legiter in Chi’s theatrical history. '

As is, the production will have
gro.ssed more than any vehicle, in-

cluding musicals, in the amount of

weeks it played. While six other
legiters passed “Roberts” in length
of stay here, its $1,339,919.43 take
was topped only by the “Good
Night Ladies” gross of $1,413,900
the latter holding the run record
with its 100 weeks here. 1

Chances are “Roberts" could
'

have easily captured the gross lead

if it didn’t have to vacate the Er-
^

langer to make room for “Death
of a Salesman,” which opens Sept. 1

19, since its top of $4.33 nearly
doubles that of the $2.57 “Ladies.” ,

Then, too, “Ladies,” with its ap-
peal of bawdiness and semi-nudity
and sreeching s.a. exploitation cam-
paign, had the lush war years of
1941-’43 to capitalize on, while
“Roberts” maintained its profitable
weekly take consistently in view of

upped prices, recessive economic
conditions and tightened purse
strings. 1

Lowest weekly gross of “Rob-
erts” hit around $16,000 in May,
but for the most part stayed near
capacity. Average gross per w'eek

j

hit around $24,400; weekly capac-

1

ity is $28,700. Other long-runners
like “Ladies” did a top of $17,500
weekly, pulling out at the same fig-

ure. “Life With Father,” which
had snagged the record with 66
weeks in the 1940-’41 season, until
“Ladies,” pulled out at a lean
$13,000, while “Voice of the Tur-

,

tie,” after 67 weeks in 1944-’45,

vacated at $17,000 with a $3.60 top.
'

“Maid In the Ozarks,” a 62-week-
er in the 1942-’43 season, pulled
out at a weak $6,000 with a top of
$2.75.

Contrary to the expected rule,
“Mr. Roberts” did not get extra
heavy play from conventions as did
“Ladies,” but the Heggen-Logan
play remained intact despite cast
changes, while it’s doubtful that
“Ladies” could have survived with-
out Buddy Ebsen and Skeets Gal-
lagher. John Forsythe and Jackie
Cooper took over leads June 1 .

with Richard Carlson and Murray
Hamilton bowing out. Hamilton is

currently appearing in the Broad-
way production.

New Courses to Mark 14th

Session of Wing Program
Several new courses will mark

the 14th session of the American
Theatre Wing’s Professional Train-
ing Program, which gets under way
Sept. 14, with registration Sept. 6-

9. Anna Sokolow, who i. staging

the dances for the upcoming “Re-
gina” (“The Little Foxes” b will

give a course in choreography for

Broadway shows. Carl Beier will

head a course on performances for

video, using guest lecturers.

The Wing is going stronger on
work groups and advanced acting
workshops, for actors in Broadway
shows, and Herbert Berghof and
William Hansen will be in charge
of these. Other new courses will

include one in Hebrew singing,

under Jacob Karsch; singer’s ap-
preciation of music, under Alma
Lubin, a new opera course under
Lillian Foerster, etc, Charles
Vance is director of the Wing pro-

gram.

Shubert Largesse
Decision to change the title

of “Cabalgata” last week to

“A Night in Spain” was at

the suggestion of Lee Shubert,
who operates the Broadway
theatre, N. Y., where the
Spanish song-and-dance revue
is current. Immediately after

his return from a European
vacation, Shubert pointed out
that the “Cabalgata” name is

meaningless to U. S, play-
goers
When he proposed the

switch to “A Night in Spain,”
someone objected that there
had been a Broadway show of

that title some years ago. “1

know,” Shubert replied. “I

produced it. The title and the
theatre both belong to me.
You’re already using one. Go
ahead and take the other.”

Shubert Proposal

StallsATAM Talks
Proposal by Lee Shubert that the

,

Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents &
Managers become rfn open union,
has stalled the organization’s nego-

Boston Area S3os Closing After

Best B. 0. Season; Other Bam News
Boston, Aug. 30.

|

10-year contract for summer i.«.
Strawhat season in this area is of the state-owned house Apr

winding up with the best record of ' ment runs to 1960
*

gro-sses since the inception of the
| Huntington, after experimentsilo circuit.
! ing with an pjphf

”"‘®***’

With very tew exceptions busi-
! sajj he would nofnm any ToSness has been sock, most produc- the future. He plared S/

tions piaying to capacity or near dies exclusiveiy this year wdihcapacity for the season. Influx of guest stars. Business was abo S
I

names and name p ays no doubt 20% ahead of 1948. August homi
had plenty to do with heavy b.o. i the racing season hmC. *

'draw and results .show that t>m It'^he ,he"itre ^s
public can still afford to see solid

|

,„onth. although Hungtinton ^
hffproductions.

I

his highest gro.ss his .second weekLeading gro.s.s pullers weie Tal-
.t,,, Churchill and Jeffrei

lulah Bankhead with a terrific - - -lettrev

$14,500 at Falmouth and $14,300

at North Shore Playhouse. Ap-

"T^fTrov
Lynn in “The Philadelphia Story.”

pearance of Sarah Churchill in

“The Philadelphia Story” at Bos-

ton Summer Theatre grossed a

sock $14,000 and resulted in bring

‘Jennie* Stockbridge Sleeper
Stockbridge, Ma.ss., Aug 30

“Jennie Ki.ssed Me.” with Leo G
Carroll, proved a sleeper at the

ing her back for an extra .week, Berkshire Plaj^iouse, Stockbridge
I prossinp Sd QUO o no « rgrossing $4,990 at a $2.90 top for

436 seats.

Wildberg, Kaufman Buy

U.S. ‘Chiffon’ Rights For

75G Pins Percentage
London, Aug. 30.

Lesley Storm’s “Black Chiffon,”
one of the outstanding plays in the
West End, packing the Westmin-
ster theatre despite unprecedented
heat wave and house being off the
beaten track, has been sold for
America.

Purchasers are John Wildberg
and Joe Kaufman, who expect to
stage show on Broadway late next
year with practically an all-Amer-
ican cast, although they would
have liked Flora Robson, current-
ly starring in the London produc-
tion. But Miss Rob.son will not be
available till practically the end of
next year, and then she will want a
holiday.

V^'. and K. have, however, ar-
ranged for Charles Hickman, who
procluced the play in London, to
stage it in New York. Understood
price for Broadway and film rights
Is $75,000 against 12 J 2 ^c of gross,
plus 20% of the profits.

Although substantial offers have
been made for the film rights, from
practically every major Hollywood
film company, no deal will be en-
tertained till after the Broadw'ay
production. American owners are
seriously considering producing
the film in Hollywood themselves
after Its New York run. with Kauf-
man using his Hollywood experi-
ence In directing.

‘Wisteria Wails

On ‘House Party
Whether or not the Theatre

Guild decides to bring its “House
Party” tryout to Broadway this

fall may determine whether Joshua
Logan produces his “Tire Wisteria
Tree” this season. Logan adapted
the play from Chekhov’s “The
Cherry. Orchard” as a vehicle for
Helen Hayes. However, she is

starring in “Good Housekeeping”
in summer theatres and is com-
mitted for it if the Guild goes
through with plans to bring it to
town.
Apparently there was some

misunderstanding between Logan
and Miss Hayes, as he went ahead
with the adaptation of the Russian
classic in the belief that she would
be available to appear in it. He was
aware of her plans to do “Good
Housekeeping” in summer stock,
but thought there were no Broad-
way prospects for the William Mc-
Cleery play.

Although the Guild has financed
“Good Housekeeping” as part of a
four-play package at a total
budget of $200,000, the McCleery
comedy-drama has not been well
received by strawhat audiences. So
another play may be sub.stituted for
it by the Guild. In that case, Miss
Hayes would presumably be avail-
able for “Wisteria.” If so. Logan
would schedule it for the fall, as
his first solo production. He would
also do the staging.

with the house already sold out.

Grosses at North Shore Play-

house for the sea.son hovered
j

Producer William Miles reported
around $13,000 for all attractions,

! an excellent advance sale for the
the only disappointment of the

;

current “The Corn Is Green,” with
season being “The Medium and

,
Eva Le Gallienne, and “Yes My

The Telephone,” which dropped
|

Darling Daughter” with Ann Hard-
to a mild $7,000. Artists such as ing, for the 12th and added week.. j*u T - f XT xr lO a miia ?>/,uuu. Ariisis such as

Bankhead. Hildegarde, Helen
|Theatres. officials have

j Comel Wilde and Raymond '

flatly refused to consider the move,
I

drew capacity houses and
which they claim would wreck the

!
‘ ^ ^

union. Opening the rolls to new
; ^ Englandmembers would aggravate the al- Summer Theatre re-

i

P-‘ed tatt. grosses. for its 10,week

New llampshires Silos Close

Manche.ster. N. H., Aug. 30.
By the end of the week, most of

New Hamp.shire’s strawhat thea-
tres will have put on their ear-

I

season with such talent as Susan to close, Aug. 27 was
Except for Shubert’s suggestion.

|
peters. Kay Francis. Joan Blondell,

Salisbuiy Players in Salisbury,

I the ATAM-League negotiations for
j
Edward Everett Horton and Paul J®"'

a new contract appears to be rela-
! Lukas, all in the $13,000 bracket.

!

Jf^^ee williams Ihe Glass
lively clear sailing. The union has

|
Appearance of Elizabeth Bergner

,

^i^^^g^rie.

asked for no increases or conces-
; “Amphytrion 38” drew lowest

! _
Sept. 3. these closings and

sions covering employment condi-
j

figure ($9 ,000 ) of an otherwise sen-
tions. And, other than the open-

1 sational season,
shop proposal, the theatre owners’ !

I
I Hayes-Lawrenee Magic Parlay!lhe current contract fur another! Dennis. Mass . Auk. 30
i Helen Hayes and Gertrude Law-

final pre.sentations will take place:
Chase Barn theatre, Whitefield,
“My Sister Eileen”; New London
Players. “Laburnum Grove”; Wind-
ham Players, Patrick Hamilton’s
“Rope”; Barnstormers, Tamworth,
Peter Blackmore’s “Miranda,” and
Peterborough Players, “Take a
Dream,” original musical by direc-

tors Alice Lee Edwards and Ber-
nard Welch,

I

WatVA V. » 1.4 V4V JUJU TT —

Although the open-shop move
,
rence proved a magic b.o. parlay

was not settled at yesterday’s last week for Richard Aldrich, w'ho
(Tues.) ATAM-League meeting, operates strawhats at nearby Fal-

j

members of the latter group’s I

rnouth and here. Both actresses

:

board are understood to be trying topped capacity. Miss Hayes gross-

, to persuade Shubert to drop his de-

1

^*^8 $12,000 in a tryout engagement
mand.

I

“Good Housekeeping,” at the
Falmouth stand, while Miss Law-
rence racked up $ 10,000 in her
London hit, “September Tide,” at
the Cape playhouse here.

Miss Lawrence (Mrs. Aldrich), is
continuing “Tide” this week at

_ , _ xx .
!

Falmouth, with the house com-
Louise (Mrs. Watson) Barratt is pletely sold out in advance. Edward

summer home in
, Everett Horton is starring here in

Highlands, N. C Her designer-
j
Noel Coward’s “Present Laughter,”husband planed to her bedside a with a ororaisine advance Thi« U u , . . .. x x j ^

week before the season finale of the closing week of the most ffni I

strawhat operated by

the _St. Lqui_s Muny Opera . . . I cessful selson for^ Wh I

William Cullen, came to an abrupt

San Antonio Revue
San Antonio, Aug. 30.

“Show' Window' of 1949,” revue
made up of local talent is to be
staged here at the YWCA Sept. 9
and 10 .

I Sxloi? M n
Opera

.
I

cessful season for' both ThVatVes,
i o^^Edn^’BeMf'cameTa's't wUlft"

' ^-P-'“vely.

Conn. Barn’s Abrupt Fold

North Haven, Conn., Aug. 30.

Brief career of Broadway Play-

hou.se, local strawhat operated by

mother, w'ho will costar with
Maurice Evans in his production of
“Double Bill”... Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse are writing the York cast and wrth Its'oHpinai ’hi” i

"ever even got started, some per-
taok of a musical, for which Irving original di- „ 39

‘Money’ $8,000 at OIney
Olney, Md., Aug. 30.

Produced largely with its New

end a week ago when the box-

office suffered an acute attack of

sheriff’s plasters. Demise left a

trail of unpaid bills in its wake.

Setup, an initial venture here.

Berlin may suddIv the soncs for t ^ Money,” with ‘ ^ ,. k
Ethel Meraan.

^ ^ ^ ^
I

Jo*)" Loder and Vicki Cummings, I

People. There was dissension be

' Schloss, Philly Drama
Critic, Hospitalized

, Philadelphia, Aug. 30.

[

Edwin H. Schloss, drama critic
of the Philadelphia Inquirer, is a
patient at Eagleville sanitarium,

'Eagleville, Pa., with a lung ailment.
His condition is said to be satisfac-
tory.

After catching cold recently.

I

Schloss had a fever that refused to
subside, so doctors X-rayed him
and discovered the lung condition

. while it was in its preliminary
stages.

rettists Dorothy and Herbert Fields, ®x*u
Good

' compo.ser Burton Lane will not be ^
P^ncipals.

I associated with the Theatre Guild’s Dayton, a resi-

musical edition of “Pursuit of Hap- member at (Jlney, in the in-

piness” . .S. M. Chartock will
' k? t’

I

present a Gilbert and Sullivan
I

^ ^ helped the boxoffice.

repertory, opening Sept. 26, at the '

1 x
summer theatres are

Hellinger theatre, N. Y The P^^Pa*”!*^? to close up shop, the
Playhouse, N. Y., rented the la.st
year by the ABC network, reverts I ,

its sea.son, with its
* to legit this .season . Max Gordon

i

a*’®ad. Cur-
will present, under George S- Peters in

asso-
nei merman.

i « n j v.-uiiuiiiiiks, . •

Because of differences with lib- “P ® $8,000 at the Ol- tween Cullen and certain
txs-x- — xm._^ , .. i nev theatrp h»»po in«f uixxaL-

! ciates who threatened to institut#

(Continued on page 61)

Murtagh Hasn’t Okayed

‘Buys,’ Though He Feels

They Are Not Illegal

wiu preseni, unaer Ueorge S. •‘The’'Rarrpi;‘/‘nV’ 1
Joh" M. Murtagh, New York City

on whicirXaSL Commissioner of Inve.stigation.

If"'
Nex^tZih w^r

rT''.
'"‘--"-.'“•1

! Hayes in “Good IInii<5»'lrpotTitii» " ticket Iluy.s

Central Office
Continued from page 57

Vovkor Play, which hCll exit •Make
^

-d KU,^ Car,lx,_e^ i„
show.^ehher^toKa^or ^vaude^,...

i On the strength of the improved Sarah Churchill and .Jeffrt^ some of the dailies have stated,

grosses the last two weeks a .sec- T*’® Philadelphia Story,i’ Kiven his “blessing" to the broker

nf T\/r„
which Carries the Olney season in- “biiv” arramied bv Billy Rose for

Cornell in Buffalo Debut
Erlanger, Aug. 30.

,

Premiere of Katharine Cornell’s
‘‘That Lady” Is underlined for
Erlanger week beginning Oct. 17.'

Rehearsals start Sept. 19, with
Guthrie McCllntic directing.

Rolf Gerard, English artist and i

stage designer, will do settings and
costumes.

|

volume and make many le.ss errors.
After each day’s orders were sort-
ed. the required tickets could be
obtained from the boxoffice all at
once. Or, if the desired .seats were
not available, the patron would be
prnimptly notified to that effect,
via a standard form.

It’s questionable if such a perma-
nent office would be able to thwart
“diggers” who use mail orders to
get tickets to hit shows for resale

'

to scalpers. However, the central
office would be able to do .so just
as well as can the individual the-
atre or producer .staff.

In any case, the management of
one Broadway show has been
studying the problem of how' such
a central agency could be set up
and made to work. It will then
submit the proposal to the Commit-
tee of Theatrical Producers and
the League of N. Y. Theatres.

j

original troupe on tour, open- , , u
-w.... vu

mg Sept. 19 in Boston. Ruth i

* at Olney.
Hu.ssey, currently subbing as star,
will head the new aggregation

. .

Garson Kanin has written a new
‘Animal’ $7,300 in D. C.

Washington. Aug. 30.

II mere is any overciuuKc

i

than the legal 75c. (plus tax), he

will take action.

There may be no more major

developments in Miirtagh’s ticket
comedv “thp poT Mono'”'" m ' Mpi iHim Hi T i ’

I
developments In Miiriagn .s

(O' “ TnMI^ .. _* ^0.® weeks. The next important step »
V » — ••MV

. I

.Fones ha.s taken the “Summer and ....cww la.-n wt?uK wiin 'I'he ' i
' mi. x ct

Smoke’’ company to Chicago for ^^ale Animal.’’ starring To n Ewell . ‘T-nH.tion th^^
final rehearsals before next week’s •'> outdoor playhou.se.^ situated

, ‘>®Yi
^® ^ 1 . fwo larger

• Deblang’s ticket agency ^^th street’s Emba.s.sy Row. has :

‘^® "®®«s®s of one or two large

has filed a notice In Albany on re- ^®®o drawing ’em in. Although :

revoked. A so. tner

classification of Its stock.
;

operating on a non-segrecation "'^y be fireworks, possibly invoiv

'fhe Robert Whiteheads have Policy. Negro attendance has ave- evidence of specific
gone to Colorado to visit her par-

1

^^8®d only about 5%. i of “ice” by brokers to boxoffice

ents . Joanna Roos, whose. Coleman and John Beal nicn, w'hen the commissioner i^ue

_Among Ourselves” has just won i

Tl'o Voice of the Turtle” are his final report on the ticket situa*

Ilia m Stevens award ft Meridian. Coming up is i tion to Mayor William O’Dwyer. ^and will be produced this season at Holman in “O Mistress Under the “buy” for “Blackouts.

)n a new .

^'‘oe.
1 25 brokers will take a total of 5W

return

simniord U., is working on a new
script to be titled “Step-Mother”

Saint xSubher and Ixemuel
.\yers go to the Coast next deck to
confab with scenarist Dwight Tay-
lor on the book of “Heaven on

Spa Biz 20% Up on ’48
Saratoga Springs. N. Y., Aug. 30. ' contract with Rose, wno
John Huntington, who closed his Ziegfeld theatre, where the sno

ticket.s a night, with a

privilege of jo%. Under tn^

contract with Rose, who owns

Earth,” for w-hich Cole Porter Is c '
*

season at the Spa theatre, w'ill be housed, the brokers gua

(Continued on naue 631
Saratoga Sprlng.s, .Saturday (27). tee not to re.sell tickets at more

>v,onunuca on page 631 1 announced that he had signed a , than the 75c. limit.
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Total Legit Grosses

Thf foUounng nre the comparative figures, based on Variety's
hoxoffice estimau>s for last week (the I3th week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
Number of shows current

Total weeks played so far by all shows. . .

.

Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season’s gross so far by all shows. ..

Number of new productions so far

ROAD
• (Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring shows reported

Total weeks played so far by all shows . .

.

Total road gross reported last week
Season’s total road gross so far

This Last
Season Season

15 15
197 251

$409,600 $362,000
$5,058,700 $5,436,600

2 2

8 15
123 178

$212,800 $329.3' '()

$3,558,400 $4,108,300

Strawhat Reviews

‘Advanced Thinking’ Of
Dallas Casino Defended

.
Dallas. Aug. 30.

uallas should be bursting with
pride over the Stale Fair Casino
and not grousing about a couple of
shows it doesn’t understand,” says
K. J. O Donnell, Interstate Theatre
t ircuit v.p. and general manager.
I here has been some beefs this
seatum over "Look. Ma. I’m Dan-
ein .

’ and "Pal Joey,” two "firsts”
lor the summer theatre. O'Donnell
has just returned from
both coasts and
cal Casino
business.”

‘Consensus is that the Casino
has e.xhibited more adaneetl think-
ing than any other summer the-
atre,” said O'Donnell. "St. I.ouis
now believes Dallas
Los Angeles
us.

”

B way Biz Eased, Despite Several

Sellouts; ‘Anne $17,700, ‘Liberty 43G,

‘Fancy’ $11,600, ‘Madwoman’ $17,900

IS

trips to
slated that the lo-

Ihe "talk of show

is right and
actually is imitating

Toxafi^ Lri Darlin’
Westport, Conn., Aug. 29.

Lawrenc* Dangner and assoidatvs pro-

duction of musical comedy in two acts (12

scenes), with book by John Whedon and
Sam Moore, music by Robert Emmett
Dolan, lyrics by Johnny Mercer. Features

Itenny Delmar. Elaine Stritch, Danny
Scholl. Harry Bannister. Directed by Paul
Crabtree. Choreography by Emy .Sf. Ju.st:

settings and lighting by Edward T.

Cooper. At Westport Country Playhouse,
Westport, Conn., Aug. 29. '49; $3.00 top.

Hominy Smith Kenny
lam

irewster Ames if
c,. .. u

Dallas Smith Elaine Stnteh
Easy Jones Danny Seholl

Harvey Fenwick Small Harry Banni.ster

Benson
f'j.y

Robert Emmett
Three Coyotes. Eddy Smith. Bill Horan.

Joel McConkey
Texans: Emy St. Just. Dorothy Hill. Diane
Lsmont. Jean L4imont. Herbert Ross,

John Ward. Ray Long. Betty Tyson.
Ralph Patterson, Chilton Ryan. Gene
Shewmaker. Don Falasco, Ned Wr’er-

timer. AWen Aldrich,
iecretarles: Elyse W’eber. Nancy Frank-

lin. Jackie James, Georgeann Crabtree,
Mary Anne Mattson. Anne Chisholm.

Delmar
Jared Reed

Betty Lou Keim
. . Fred W’avne

previously proved his enthusiasm
for covv-lan(i material. He has man-
iiged to put a lot on and get a lot
out of the limited space in this
playbarn, even using slides efTec-

;

tively to lead into the second act.
Edward T. Cooper’s half-dozen sets
help the action.

Although politics has generally
been a delicate subject for Holly-
wood, some of the content of
“Texas, Li’l Darlin’ ” seems even
more suitable for the films than,
in its present conditio*', it is for
Broadway. Elcm.

Up to intermission. “Texas. Li’l

Darlin’ ” impressed as an unusu-
ally strong Broadway potential. Not
another “Oklahoma!.’’ nor any-

where big enough for its title, but a

bright musical with a lot of easy-

to-take assets including the latest

lyrics of Johnny Mercer.
But it was a different story in

Act II. The story foundered and
the score added little that was
fresh. By the late finish—the run-
ning time at this catch was two
hours and 25 minutes—“Texas, Lil’l

Darlin’ ” had demonstrated it would
have trouble opening even in Dal-
las, let alone Broadway, until a

major material renovation has been
accomplished.
John Whedon and Sam Moore,

radio writers C'Great Giklersleeve.”
currently "Hogan’s Daughter”* in

their first legit collaboration, have
an attractive idea in the campaign
of a Texas back-country windbag
for re-election to the State Senate
against his daughter’s war hero
sweetheart. The role of the Lone
Star soapboxer is, of course, a nat-
ural for Kenny Delmar, and he
troupes through for all the part
has. But the introduction of a Life
mag-like publisher plotting a re-
birth of the Republican party with
the Texan as his White House
stooge, changes the mood from
comedy to a bad brand of travesty.
The turns of the romantic plot are
telegraphed far ahead, even to the
kid sister bringing the lovers to-
gether.

Mercer, a lyricist whose thinking
Is big enough for the state of Texas,
brings forth one of his largest num-
Mrs in “The Btg Movie Show in the
"ky," which happens to be set in
the same locale as “Riders in the
Sky” but is nevertheless a stopper,
and w’as at performance caught
jvhen tenorized by Danny Scholl.
Other noteworthy Mercer jobs arc
y*e love ballad, “A Month of Sun-
days,” “It’s Great to Be Alive.” the
title number paced by Delmar. and
some ingenious verbal exercises.
Affable Balding Me,” a poke at

« j
.^ttce pubs’ inverted English,

and 'Our Family Tree,” the sauciest
point in the score.
Robert Emmett Dolan’s music i.s

i« iiw side, most melodious

,
nth of Sundays.” Dolan, in-

ciaentally, was at one of the pianos
opening night. The most ambitious
SpPoe number is a brief ballet.

Heights.” by Emy St. Just,
^nich contains little of distinction.

'

ohould the show make New York
* are a number of principals.

„
p^dition to Delmar, who have

even if they haven’t the
®anie value.

jlfine Stritch is alive and sharp
Texas gal who helps pappy

Ino^i votes, and her song sell-

ana •
*^^Poi’t in duets with Scholl

••p, ber soloing of the broad

ble*?'*
^ Tree.” Scholl, a pleasura-

tor K impressive ac-

FrVfl\v
retitent. any-

of th u 'Vn.vne scores a number
laughs as the niaga/.ine

disc overs the Texas
tvniil7'^ and H.irry Bannister i*-

PDhlisher. Betty Lou
p a eompetent kid sist(‘r.

ui Crabtree, the director, has

Seplomlior Title

Dennis, Mass., Aug. 22.
Richard Aldrich production of drama

b.v Daphne DuMaurier in three acts (live
scenes) starrinK Gertrude Lawrence.
.Staved by Arthur Sircom, with sets by
Euftene Fitsch. At Cape Playhouse. Den-
nis, Mass., Auv. 22, '49; $3.60 top.

! Robert Hanson Edward Ashley
Mrs. Tucket Mabel Taylor
Cherr.v Jean Gillespie
Evan Davies Peter Graves

'.Stella Martyn Gertrude Lawrence
Jimmy. John Kerr

Paced by Gertrude Lawrence.
September Tide” comes in largely
because of the extraordinary illu-

mination with which she plays the
central character. She sustained It

for nine months in London; there
seems no doubt that she could do
the same on Broadway.
Daphne DuMaurier’s play has its

points to begin with. 'The central
theme is that despite the present
generation’s cynicism, its iT'pudia-

tion of moral values, its bad man-
ners and brash iconoclasm, it can
be brought back into the fold

through a demonstration of love,

of moral fibre, of the basic con-
cepts of right and wrong.
The demonstrator, of coursj?, is

Miss Lawrence, as a radiant widow
named Stella Martyn. To her Cor-
nish home above the sea comes her
daughter, a bright young thing of

22 or so, and her new son-in-law,

an artist nearing his 40’s whose
war-jaundiced eye is matched by
a needle-pointed tongue. Stella,

though long on gallant equanimity,

is staggered to learn her daughter
and son-in-law had lived together

i

some time before their marriage,

and appalled at their matter-of-

j

fact ness as bride and groom.
There presently develops a large

hole in the artist’s cynical armor
and Stella, the eternal romantic

(and not too much his senior in

years), unwittingly puts her finger

in it. The result is an exceedingly

ardent romance between mother
anci son-in-law. The solution to

this situation, which occjasionalty

,

has thc' atmosphere of Portia fac-

ing life, is both neat and convinc-

ing in a brilliant .scene involving,

again unwittingly, Stella’s son.

The factor th-at lifts this nol-too-

excc'ssively British romance within

hailing distance of distinction and
gives it its American passport, is

thc dialog. Even in the lusher mo-
ments of romance it renuiins bal-

anced. poised, telling, while in the

crisp exchanges between, for ex-

ample, the artist and Stella’s per-,

ennial suitor, it has wit and sur-

prise. Still it is. from the outset,)

Mi.ss Lawrence’s play. She makes
Stella a hypnotic character; it is

hard to take eyes off her. While

it is clear to everyone that .^he

overdoes the inflection, the ge.sture,

the pause, it is all part of the

legend. There’s no denying she

! does make the character live.

She i.s given superior support by

Peter Graves of the London com-

, (Continued on page 60)

Chi Sked Perks;

‘Roberts’ $25,500
Chicago, Aug. 30.

Legit is perking a bit here, with
Sept, openings eagerly awaited to
end drama drought of the past few
inonth.s.

I “Kiss Me Kate.” opening at

j

Shuhert Sept. 22, has chalked up
a terrif advance sale while Theatre

' Guild launches its .season with
I “Summer and Smoke” opener at
Harris theatre Sept. 5, followed by
"Death of a Salesman” at Erlanger
Sept. 19.

Meanwhile. “Mr. Roberts” con-
tinued to chalk up profitable

,

returns in its Slst week and will
probably wind up its record run
here in near-SRO fashion. Play

’ pulls out Sept. 17, with heavy road
schedule lined up.

Estimate for Last Week
“Mr. Roberts.” Erlanger (.51st

week) (1,334; $4.33*. Capacity again
at $25,500.

‘Norway,’ With $51,000,

Disappoints St. Louis
St. Louis. .Aug. 30.

“Song of Norway," the second

most expcjisive iiroduction slagctl

in the 31-year history of the Mu-
nicipal Tlu'atre Assn’s alfresco

theatre in Forest Park, proved a

h.o. disatipointim'nt to the man-
agement during the first week that
wound up Sunday '29>. There is

no indication tlial hi/ will ae-

eelerate during the second and last

session.
Seven performanei's drew 71.000

payees and a gross of approximate-
ly $51,000. despite the presence of

I
four of the original east. Helena
Bliss. Robert Sliafer, R()hert Ber-

;

nard and Sig Arno; raves from the
crix. and an extensive advertising
campaign and bally.

Glenville to U.S.-Europe

After ‘Double Bill’ Stiut;

Has Two Plays Readying
Peter Glenville, British director

who’s staging the Maurice Evans
production of “Double Bill,” in-

tend.s to divide his time between
New York and London henceforth.
However, he figures on confining
his activities to directing rather
than becoming associated in man-
agement.

After the Broadway opening of
“Double Bill.’i Glenville plans to

return to London to arrange the'

production of two plays by U. S.

authors. He wants to do both in

the West F.nd first, where costs are
much lower, and bring them to

America later, if they seem suit-

able. He hasn’t revealed the titles

of the plays or thc names of their

authors, and he ha.sn’t yet started

dickering for London showings for

them.
Although Glenville has staged

numerous shows in r.<ondon.

“Double Rill” will be his first

Broadway assignment. He has full

authority for the job, as the con-

tracts of the author. Terence Rat-

ligan. give him final say on casting,

production details and perform-

ance. Glenville .staged the original

production of the Rattigan pieces

in London. Tncldenlally, the au-

thor will come to the U. S. to at-

tend the “Double Bill” tryout in

Princeton and the Broadway open-

ing.

‘Crazy’ $41501),

‘Shoes’ 501], LA
Los Angeles. Aug. 30.

Sweltering weather didn’t help
the outdoor production of “Girl
Crazy” at the Greek theatre in

Griffith Park, and the stage debut
of Buddy Clark has to be put down
—at least for the first w<*pk of the
show—as none too hot. Clark was
treated wet by the critics for an
easy manner onstage, but his pipes
couldn’t get across to the poorly-
miked vast ness of the amphi-
theatre.
"High Button Shoes.” in its sec-

ond week at tlie Philharmonic
Auditorium, dropped a little.

“Blackouts of 1949^’ wound up its

375th and last week with the same
near-capacily lake it has enjoyed
for more than seve'n years. "Sugar
Hill.” all colored revue at the Las
Palmas, continues to do fair biz.

Estimates for Last Week
“B’ackouts of lf)4» ” El Capilan

(37.5th wk) (1.142; $2 40*. .Solid

$17,100.
“(iirl Crazv,” Greek 'I'licatre

(Lsl wk) (4.400; $3.60). So-so $41.-
500.

“High Button Shoes,” Philliar-

nionic And i2d wk* (2,670; $4.80).

Down from first week, but still

fair'v stronP at almost $50,000,
“Sugar IIIII.” Las Palmas (7th

wk* (388; $3.60*. Good $7,000.

to

‘Okla.!’ $18,900, Monti.
Montreal. Aug. 30.

“Oklahoma!” paying a third visit

His Majesty’s '1.579 .seats* did

the usual sellout business, grossing

$18,900 for four performances. The
three-day stand was scaled to a

$3 94 top.

Company is in Ottawa this week
for another three-nighter, moving
into Toronto for a week opening

Sept. 5 and then on to Hamilton

R)r three days.

Current Road Shows
(Aug. 29-Sept. 10)

“BHgadoon"— Int’l. Vancouver.
B. (’. (29-3*: firand Calgary (.5-10'.

“Diamond LH”— Lafayette. Det.
(30-3*.

“Death of a Salesman”—Cass.

Del. 5-10*.

“Finian’s Rainbow”—.Shulicrt, N.
Haven *29-3*; Nixon. Pitt. (.5-10'.

“High Button .Shoes”— Philhar-
mon'n, Ij. A. (‘?9-i0).

“Kiss Me, Kate’''—Curran, Frisco
(29-10*.

“Mr. Roberts” — Erlanger, Chi
(29-10*.

“Oklahoma!”— Capitol. Ottawa
(29-3); Palace; Hamilton (1-3);

Royal Alex.. Toronto (.5-10).

“Stre^car Nam'd Desire” —
Geary. Frisco '29-10).

“Summer and Smoke”—Harris,

Chi. '5-10).

.Mtondance for most Broadw'ay
shows eased slight 1\ last week
from the hectic pace of the previ-
ous wci'k. Hut conditions were
still much belter than during the
hot spell of July and early .August.
Little ehango in thc pri'sent pace
is due until afler l.alior Day. when
the traditional climb he'*ins.

.Althougli receipts for individual
.stiows el)hcd a l)it last week, the
reopening of “Anne of tlie Thou-
sand D.iys” and "Madwoman of
Chaillol” increased Hie list to 15
entries .-md Imosled the total gross
for all hoiises. Next opening, ex-
c’udiiu' "Blaekoiits.” the Ken
Murray v.iiide sl’.ow, will he the re-
turn of Mae West in ‘‘’)i.imond
Lil.” due Sept. 7 at fl)e IMymoiith.
No elosings are scheduled for the
next few weeks.

Estimates for Lust Week
Kri/s: C (Conicd?/*, D t/)r(imn>,

CD H'oinedy DranuO . It t Rerue),
M ( Musical I

. O ' O/x ref in *

,

Other parrnthi'tir thiiircs refer
tn •' r • ‘'•(‘ill/ and ton price,
including 20''r ainnscnicnt tax.
However, estimated ornsses are
7iet: i.e., cxelusire of tax.

“.\nne of 1.000 D;»vv- " Shuhert
(30th wk) (D-1.3()l; $4 80*. Max-
well Anderson costumer. pre-
sented by thc IMaywrigtits’ Co., re-
sumed last week aft''r a summer
hiatus; started promisingly at
$17,700.
“Born Yesterday.” Milter (186th

wk* (C-940: $2.40). Tapered off a
l)it. hut still bettered recent weeks;
$6 ,000 .

“Nitrht in Spain.” Broadway
(8th wk* (H-L9()0; $3.60*. Stianish
dance-and-song stiow. formerly
titled "Cabalgala,” rose a step to
$18,800.
“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco

(29th wk) (D-919; $4.00'. .Another
al'solute capacity week: $24. 100

“Detective Storv,” Hudson (23d
wk* (D-L057; $4 80*. Also slid a
notch nr two, but plenty of profit
at $21,500.
“Goodbye. Mv Fanev,” Fulton

(4()fh wk* (CD-3()6; $4 80*. Slightly
affected hv the gtmer;)' trend, but
ample margin at $11,600.
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 19.50.”

Center (14th wk* (R-2.9fi4: $2 88).
.Always a favorite at tract 'on for
tourist and family trade; $37,000.

I “Kiss Me. Kate.” Century *3.5th

j

wk* (M-l,().54; $6*. Same every
* week- all the house will hold at
I .$47,200

“Lend An Ear.” Broadhurst
(371*1 wk* (R-l.inO; $6*. Reacted
to eener;il eondit'ons, but plenty
profitable at $25,300.

1

“Madwoman of C’haillot.” Rovale
(26111 wk) (Cn-1.03.5; $4 80*. Mau-

:
rice Valency’s adaptation of the

j

.lean fliradoux original, tircsented
I by .A'fred dcLiagre, .Ir.. relighted
I

last week after an ei»»ht-w('ck re-
! cess; got away with a spurt; $17,-
' 900.
' “Miss IJberty.” Tmpirial (7th
wk) (M-1.4()0; $6.60) i-'asixt just
a trifle under capacity; $43,000.

“Mister Roberts," Aivin (80lh
wk) ((!I)-1..3.57; 4 80* C*imhed back
to capacity-plus $34 500.

.South Pacific.” .Majestic (21st
wk) (M-1,659; $(i). Ab.'olutely th«
limit, as always $50,(i00.

".Streetcar Named Desire,”
Barrymore )91st wk) (l)-92(); $4 80).
Ehhcd a couple of notches to $16,-
600.
“Where’s Charley?” St. James

1 46th wk) (M- 1.509; $6). Ray Bol-
ger starrer is maintaining it.s great
pace; capacity $37,800 again.

Longhair Shorts

Inside Stuff-Legit

Variety’s issue of Oct. 30. 1929. carrying thc mcinorable banner,

St I ivs An Egg.” is reproduced on the cover of the new Sep-
VVall St.

,
*; F’icturc shows Bobby Clark, seated

. h'il. pLintod sp.-etpcl.-s, holdinp -h-

,.,py o, _v.K,r:v. jeonj..
,, nic-hard

Jarmila Novotna, recently on
tour with .Sigmund Romberg’s or-

chestra. has signed with the San
Franci.sco Opera Assn, for

formances this fall in Frisco

Ij. a. In “Don Giovanni,” "Faust”
and "Tales of Hoffman” . . . Nell

Rankin, young American contralto,

parted by Zurich Stadtheater for

opera appearances in (ierinan this

si'ason . . . French conductor Paul
Paray to open Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra’s 1949-50 season at Tel
Aviv Oct. 4. Isaac .Stern w’ill make
his fir.st appearance in Israel in

September in pre-siuison concerts
with the orch under Michael
Taube’s tiaton.

!Kate’ $41,300, Frisco;

‘Streetcar’ $24,000
San Francisco, Aug, 30.

With two hot boxoffice draws in
town, San Francisco continues to
be a legit showman’s dream. Tht
pace for both "Kiss Me, Kate” and

j

"Streetcar Named Desire” Capered
abd ofY slightly la.st week, but condi-

tions were still far better than lo-
cal theatre men can recall In tho
past.

Estimatea for Last Week
' “Kiss Me, Kate,” at the 1.773-
seat Curran, got a throbbing $41,-
300 at a $4.80 top for its third week.
It will continue through Sept. 17.

“Streetcar Named Desb-e,” at
the 1.550-scat Geary, pulled a Juicy
$24,000 at $4.20 top for its fifth
week. It stays at least two more
stanzas.

battered
of V.ARII.'Y.

rciu'ar.sal lircak,

.Avedon.
Feature of the i.ssiii

"Backward Glance; 1949;

Years Ago.”

is an article and cxten.sive pidurc

Nostalgic Review of the Livelj

spread titled

Arts Twenty

•BRIGADOON’ $29,000, SEA'TTLE
Seattle. Aug. 30.

Ten-day engagement of “Bri-
gadoon” at the 1,500-seat Melro-
polilan, scaled from $4.50 for or-

chestra, hit close to fine $45,000,
getting $29,000 of it last week.

Shows in Rehearsal
“Death of a Salesman” (road)^

Kermit Bluomgarden &i Walter
Fried. .

“Double Bill”—Maurice Evans.
“Touch and Go”—George Abbott.
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Theatre Party Reps, B’way Mgrs.

Meet Sept 20 on Mutual ProUems
Conference of theatre benefits

chairmen of various organizations

In the New York area will be held

Sept. 20 at the Essex House, N. Y.

Confab, called by Sylvia Siegler,

president of the Show of the

‘Ur Opens Del. Season
Detroit, Aug. 30.

Detroit’s 1949-50 legit season

Konth" C^ub,‘ is ‘ a^merto provide i
turns on the lights tonight (30)

an exchange of views between the-
1

when Mae West s “Diamond Lil

atre party representatives and i
opens a six-day engagement at the

Broadway managements. '

Shubert Lafayette.

More than 100 representatives The Ca.ss will open its season

of organizations, from New York Sept. 5 with “Death of a Sales-

City, Westchester county and man,” with Tom Mitchell and

Connecticut and northern New June Walker. “Salesman” will be

Jersey have been invited. All are in town two weeks, the first on

in charge of arranging theatre : Theatre Guild sulxscription.

benefits for their outfits. About ,

75 have accepted so far. Also,

'

legit producers, business managers,
pressagents and actors will outline

their views about theatre parties

nd how they might be improved.

It’s figured that most theatre

party chairmen have little knowl-

idge of how the Broadway theatre
'

t’^under wav
operates. Also, those associated

^ei unaei way

with Broadway shows are un
familiar with the setup of organi-

|

zations holding benefits. Miss

Tinian’s’ to Start Pitt

Legit Season Sept. 5
Pittsburgh, Aug. 30

Legit season of 1949-50 at Nixon ' seasons.
Labor Day

^ !
week (Sept. 5) with return engage-
ment of “Finian’s Rainbow.”

From looks of things at present.

May Revive Old Socials,

With Accent on Legrit

Click of the sundry “Rendez-
vous With the Theatre” shindigs,

staged at the Hotel Plaza’s Rendez-
vous Room, New York, has in-

spired Jim Sauter and others in

the American Theatre Wing to re-

vive possibly the old Mayfair or
60 Club as a regular Saturday
night social group, with accent on

1

the legit.
|

The ATW benefited from five

musicals, the last being Thursday
t

night’s (25> tieup with “Ki.ss Me
j

Kate.” The entire $2 converts go
j

to that fund. Alfred Drake, Lisa I

Kirk, Patricia Morison, Harold
Lang, Agnes deMille, Mary Me-

:

Carty and Ruth Hu.sscy partici-

'

pated. There were plenty of do-
nated gifts as door prizes, dance
contest award, etc. I

As the pre-Labor Day blowoff
was signalized with “Kate,” Sauter,
who has been officiating as host
for the Wing, bethought himself of

the yesteryear Mayfair nights at

the old Ritz-Carlton, and their im-
pact on New' York’s legit-socialite

Strawhat Reviews
Continued from pago S9

Siegel hopes that an airing of house will be dark immediately fol-

views may be mutuallv helpful. ' lowing “Finian.” relighting Sept.

Also the affair is intended as a 19 with “Mister Roberts,” which

prestige builder and possible busi- ! comes in for three weeks, running

ness getter for Show of the Month ' through Oct. 8. It’ll be the first

flub.
I

touring date for the national com-

The A.ssn. of Theatre Benefit pany of the Thomas Heggen-Joshua
^

Agents, of which Miss Siegler is a Logan hit. following its 54-week general art of living resumed trade
former member and which has op-

1

stay in Chicago, where it closes at the Royale, N. Y., last week (22)

Till* Madwoman of
f haillot

(ROYALE. N. Y.)

Jean Giraudoux’s rich satire on
modern politics, business and the

Neptembor TIdo
pany. Nobody ever had to over-

come a tougher handicap than he
in turning a pompous ass into a
highly romantic figure, and he
scores in a very difficult role, con-
tributing in large measure to the
play’s overall effect. Others are less

important, but Jean Gillespie does
well as the daughter, Edward Ash-
ley is suitably stuffy as the suitor,

Mabel Taylor is okay as the maid,
and John Kerr gets in a good lick

as the son. The play actually runs
a full three hours and could stand
a good deal of pruning here and
there without interfering with the

mood, but held intere.st in the ex-

cellent staging by Arthur Sircom.
It also has a couple of fine sets by
Eugene Filsch. Elie.

I’luiii*rbui*k
Denver, Aug. 29.

Elilch theatre pre.fcntauon of comedy
in three ads by Benn W. Levy. Produced
by Arnold Gurther. in association with
Irving Jacobs. Stars Ruth Matteson. Ruth
Ford. Whitfield C'onnor, Walter Grea/.a:
features Claire C’arleton. Directed by
Norris Houghton. Designed by Alvin Coll.
At Elilch theatre. Denver. Aug. 28. ’49.

Julian Pugh Whitfield C'onnor
Arthur Poinfret Walter Greaza
Deborah Poinfret Ruth Ford
Jane Pugh Ruth Matteson
Clutterbui k Peter Hobbs
Walter Fred Sherman
Melissa Claire Carleton

posed her booking parties, has
;

Sept. 17.

meantime announced the list of

new shows for which it will sell

benefits. The lineup includes the

Maxwell Anderson-Kurt Weill

“Lost In the Stars,” Katharine Cor-
nell’s “That Lady,” Cheryl Craw-
ford’s “Regina” musical, the

Maurice Evans “Double Bill,”

Lillian Heilman’s “Montserrat,”

S. M. Charlock’s Gilbert and Sul-

livan series and George Abbott’s
“Touch and Go” revue.

after an eifeht-week vacation, pick-
ing right up where it left off. A
few replacements have in no way
weakened the play or its punch, so

’Medium’ Claimed So Good, n

It Only Seemed Short
New York.

Editor, Variety:
In the Aug. 17 Variety, your

feview of “The Medium” and “The
Telephone” says that: “Production
has been necessarily streamlined
for barn travel, but gives the im-
pression of having been cut too
much. Never too long on Broad-
way, it is now too short.”
As musical director of the recent

tour, I would like to say that not
one bar or even note has been
omitted from the original produc-
tion in the tour of summer theatres.
We have performed it in its entire-
ty at all times, although some sus-
tained orchestral passages were
played a little faster in our two-

Hefty ’49-’50 Sked Set

For Des Moines Season
Des Moines, Aug. 30.

|

ple against the wicked big shots of

D. C. Peterson, manager of the
I

the world remains a fascinating

4.200-seat KRNT Radio theatre «vening.

here, has the following se^up to
j

Martita Hunt continues to give
date for the 1949-50 season: Black-

|

a virtuoso performance as Countess
stone. Sept. 19; “The Silver Whis- ! Aurelia, the Madwoman who sets

tie,” Nov. 7; “Finian’s Rainbow,” i

the world right. If possible, she’s

Jan. 1-2; “Mr. Roberts.” Jan. 10-11; ' ^rown in the part self-assured.

Ballet Rii.«:.<«e rte Mnnte Carlo Jan ;

absolutely captivating.Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, Jan.
Marion Anderson, Jan. 23;

Her lengthy dissertation on her

T‘imr“"F.‘r‘VR. Spending the day is still a

VallHei^*^ Feh ^
91

bit, and the meeting with
Vanities, Feb. 21-26, Oscar

, jjgj. cronies in her cellar
‘‘Merry

, is still the evening’s comedic hlgh-
Widow, March 30.

|

spot. John Carradine, as the rag-
Several other shows and concerts

;

picker, leads the support, and
will schedule definite dates soon,

j

scores a bullseye with his mock-
including the Metropolitan Opera ' defense of the capitalists. Estelle

Assn.
i

Winwood, as Mme. Constance; Le-
ora Dana, as the waitress; Nydia
Westman, as Mile. Gabrielle, stand
out in a uniformly good cast. Mar-
tin Kosleck, back after an absence
for film work, continues to make a
gifted part of the deaf mute role.

Louis Sorin, replacing Clarence
Derwent as the corporation presi-

Play Abroad

The I'oeklail Party
Edinburgh, Aug. 23.

Sherek Playeri. Ltd., production of dent, plays the role more affably.
comedy in three act* by T. S. Eliot. Dl- igBs suavelv It n Hiffprpnt intor
rected by E. Martin Browne. Setting* by

, *
SUdveiJ . 11 IS a umereni inter-

Anthony Holland. At Edinburgh Inter- ;

pretation, but no lesS effective,
national Festival of Music and Drama. Jonathan Harris, who originally

Edward *Chaml?erf^vne*’ Robert Flemyn* broker’s roIe, has moved Up
Julia (Mr*, shuttiethwaite) to the part of the inspector, orig-

Cathleen Nesbitt inallv held bv Vladimir Sokolnff
piano letup. Maybe the show you !

Celia Coplestone Irene Worth
"

raiioht wie QO pnnH von it
‘ Alexander MacColgi# Gibbs Ernest Clark ®‘."*Ster looking,

caugnt was so good, you felt it was
;
peter Quiipe Donald Houston he s just as enigmatic, giving an eX'

all too short.
WilUajn McDermott.

Jennerstown (Fa.) Musical
Pittsburgh, Aug. 30.

For first time in its long straw-

5
at history. Mountain Playhouse at
ennerstown. Pa., will try out a

new show, a musical. It’s “Let’s
iTake Stock.” Tuner opens tomor-
row night (31) and will run
through Sept. 10

Unidentified Guest Alec Gulnnes* cellent nerformnnop Tt hacn’l eVia
Lavinl* Chambei layn* Ursula Jean.s I-...*-
Nurse Secretary C:hristlna Horniman “BVOr of Sokolou S poitrayal, but it

Caterer's Men Donald Bain, Martin
:

has a good flavor of its OWn. Fay
Beckwith

, Roope, taking over as the broker.
' gives the part the proper bluff,

Dramatic highlight of the current pushing quality. Bron

Fifiiaii*H nainliow
(SHUBERT, N. H.)

New Haven, Aug. 30.
With some refurbished scenery.

Festival, the first new play in 10
^

years by poet-dramatist T. S. Eliot,
emerges as provocative but over-
long and a confusing intellectual
crossword puzzle. Serious theatre

|

enthusiasts, especially those con- I

Book and Ivrics were written bv
' Eliot’s philosophy, will freshened up costumes and a flr.st-

William Wheeling senior it HarV talking about it for a long time
i

rate troupe, including new lead.s,

yard Jid native (if nS^^ probably no tWo “Finian’s Rainbow” stepped off

bir Pa ^aSd^the mu?lc bv Wheel-
would agree as to what it means, here on the first leg of a tour that

Ing’andRuss Ames also an un(?er-
''^^st End production chances look w»ll touch Pittsburgh. Kansas City,

irfduate at cLbri’dge vJheeling gSfil w^v
Lake City on the

forked as an apprentice at Jen-
i . I laiJ

beginning in

perstown last summer and found Playwright has written In more
: i i*

the material for “Let’s Take reali.stic and colloquial terms than enthusia.stic re-

Stock” on the job either of his two previous plays p^P^*oo m this town which is ex-BtocK 0" JOP-
( "Murder in the Cathedral” and ‘remely critical from legit angles.

Don Hirst, legit actor, now plav- “Family Reunion”). For the first
rests easily on the ears.

Ing leads in films for Army sfgnal * chorus is missing. The verse after a couple of seasons.

Corps, at Astoria. N. Y.. while con- :

»s more felt than heard—in Inter- routines come through ter-

tinuing his scripting chores on the oal rhythms of language and height- choreijgraphy get-

TV show, “You Are An Artist.” on ened imagery. Though labeled a yP*.
upper crust rendition by a

NBC.
i

comedy, play is clo.ser to being ^'oup. Excellent vocal en-
ip——— —

—

' a p.sychological problem piece or
*®*ribles also get a substantial hand.

drawing room tragedy, w i t h n Stockwell and Marilyn
marked resemblance to Philio * 1

^^ taken on the top roman-
Barry’s “Hotel Universe.” i

spots and both are well re-

Plot ostensibly deals with tnnor
Stockwell has been around

and outer conflicts “involvli^^^
Uroup of characters cauRht In a She
tangle of marital and extra-marital soarc V'-nJ-Ho

appeal to

misunderstandinRs, Title, partially
,

if, his ca“,"does a Sood Job as"the
stufT> southern Senator.
Joe Yule again does the Finian

role in good shape, and other re-
peaters who .score are Charles J.
Davis. Carmen Guterez. Eddie
Bruce. Berenice Hall and Maude
Simmons.

Although Bretaigne Windu.st Is
credited on program as director,
actual staging has been handled by
Jame.s Busso, who assisted Windiisl
on original production. Bone*

“Clutterbuck.” giving its Ameri-
can premiere at Elitch stock the-
atre here to SRO crowds, likewise

I

packs the house with laughs, espe-

I

daily when it gets rolling after a

I

dragging start. Running about two
hours and a half, with two inter-

, missions, “Clutterbuck” could stand
;

some judicious trimming which

j

should be done before play can go
Broadway. It rolls out sex in heavy

i
doses in such manner that the audi-

i

ence eats it up. It will go over in

j

N. Y. without any trouble.

Cast Is small, being three couples
and a waiter, with the man carry-
ing the title role being on stage
once in each act and not saying a
word, but carrying a load of poten-
tialities. Starting rather slowly,
the action gets going after long dia-
log which sets the stage, bringing
the audience up to date in the be-
fore-marriage sex life of the two
couples who carry most of the
show.

The two wives each spent a spell
with the same man priof^ to mar-

I

riage. Then, to give the play a
i

seeming surfeit of sex, it’s revealed
that the two husbands each lived

I

for a time with the same woman,
I

and to top it off the man and the
woman were later marrieti, and are
on board the cruise with the two

I

couples. The men are never en-
lightened as to the pre-marital
dawdling, nor do the wives receive
any Inkling of their mates’ mis-
doings. However, the women tell
each other of their conquests, as
do the men.

In the title role of “Clutterbuck.”
,

Peter Hobbs walks across stage

j

t^hree times, but with dynamite in
I his step. The five with the prin-
]

cipal parts, all meaty, carry them-
selves well. Their diction is tops,
getting everything out of the roles.
Ruth Matte.son, as Jane Pugh, has
the popular part and holds it up
throughout. Claire Carleton,
brought in to be the ingenue, snaps
the action when she comes on in
the second act in a revealing bath-
ing suit, and panics the house
when, after getting one of her for-
mer paramours to do her back with
suntan lotion, she a.sk.s the other,
with his wife there, to do her legs,
and plops one of them in his lap
In a few words, “Clutterbuck” is

I
‘y triple dose, and then

tripled. As one of Miss Carleton’s
lines goes. “You can’t blame a tom-
cat for being a tomcat.”

Direction by Norris Houghton.
"'Po js slated to go to New York
witli the play, is invigorating. Two
settings by Alvin Colt are excel-
lent, with the hotel scene the win-
Ber. Jaro.

Number
One-O-Six, a sexy, slinky witchfrom another world who has been
sent to earth to fetch back another
female As the wife she is stupidli
modest, dowdy and completely un.
der the speH of her sister (Maurine
Cookson). Gal chosen by the witch
to be returned to her outer nlanet
IS Vera Marshe, flibbertigibbet wife
of John Alvin, Woods’ publisher
Sorceress places Woods under her
control and forces him to make
ardent love to Miss Marshe. This
is for the ultimate purpose of lur
ing the erring wife to her murder
at Woods’ hands. Miss Marshe
leaves her husband for Woods, then
retreats back to her male when the
writer wangles out of tiio romance
by a delightfully-done exposition of
the reasons why he wants to live
out the rest of their davs in a
nudist camp, sans clothes, sans
food, sans sanitation.

I*
W'oods doe.sn’t get all the .subtle

comedy of his role hut delivers a
I faii-Iy workmanlike job. Miss
Lewis does ably in her two parts
Miss Marshe gives her flighty role
a dizzy character, and .Alvin is
okay as the publisher. E. Alyn

. Warren’s direction is excellent. So
is the one-.set Gotham apartment bv
E. Willard Schurz. Production by

j

Norman Mennes, Florence and Har-

I

old Turney is good. Day.

Yiiii Got a llo^tafia
, Bellport, L. I.. Aug. 23.
I

Uesloy Savaxe production of musical
comedy in two acts. Book, .Mi** Savage-
music. Cy Coleman: lyrics, Larry .Stelirer:

. staged by Wade Williams; dances, John
,
Vlvyan: set. Jeanne Burke. At Bellport

; theatre, L. 1., ,4ug. 17, '49.

Robbie Vance Chris Hamilton
' Jeanne Carter Patricia John Canty
Mabel Lawrence Paulette .San Marelii
David Vance John Vlvyan

;

Nina Carter Helen Donaldson
I Gary Vance Lou Frizzell
Sandra Gloria Mitchell

!
_ Rip Collin*

,
Club Entertainer Wade Williams
Ensemble; Lesley Savage. Barbara De

, Mar. June Irving, Ann Raskin. Jackie
Leve, Ruth Pomeran, ('rank Entwistle,

,

Dave Pomeran, Jay Johnson.
1 Children: Edo Cook. Judy Gray. Peter
Cook, Russell King, Lennic Dacunto.

BrcioiiiNtirk

FOR SALE
Summer Playhouse

In Bridgton, >li«lne

SeatliiK capacity apjdox. 4(»0

111 operation 10IB.I7-H

$4,000
Reply BOX M. BKIIM.TOX, Me.

(Continued on page 61)

Academy of Our Lady of the Blessed Sacrament
IROADLEA HALL. GOSHEN. N. Y.

ELEMENTARY C*®^*'®** HIGH SCHOOL
\ boHrdliiir arlimd for rlrla In an Ideal conntrj •o-tting

Conducted by THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC OF BLAUVELT
Ailfirees: The IflrectreHa— IMione: fiovheii 416

I Mi l ^
Austin, Cal., Aug. 20.

production of Norman
1 J?****

Harold Turney pre-

Wooru"^#«'^
llHam Bolton. Stars Donald

MsuhIi’.^ I** ’'^“‘she. June Lewis,Maurine Cookson, John Alvin and Eve
Ilumi"F Warren;,

i

Willard Schurz. At Tustin high

l»;^‘\n*-O.Six....*.-.®'’’ fune Lewis
lShiu n h " Donald Woods

: r»o?othv Maurine Cookson

V h n Vera Marshe

, Eve Halpern

Tf Muriel and William Bolton will
get hack to their typewriters for a
careful job of rewriting, principally
polishing, they may have something
in this nmu.sing compound of do-
mestic comedy, double identity,
witchcraft and fanla.sy.

JiHie I.,ewis is cast in the double
role ol v\ite to Donald Woods, Man-

Whether intentional or not, the
fact that “You Got a Regatta” con-
fines itself to a running time of

i approximately 75 minutes is ad-
vantageous. This brevity allows

I

little time for the development of
a hackneyed plot and is responsible

' for the show traveling at a fa.st and
;
pleasant pace. As a Broadway

;
entry, the musical is too short and
too threadbare to warrant produc-

: tion. but as summer theatre fart
: it’s ok.

^

Show, however, could use somt

I

padding. A dance specialty, an-

;

other tune or an additional scene

I

revolving around the femme comic
. would be helpful. If lengthened a
' little, musical might do as a pack-
age for the summer circuit or
could even fill one-night stands on

j

the borscht circuit.

!

Cy Coleman and Larry Steiner,

in the music and lyric department,
respectively, show promise. Cole-

man, a nitery pianist and composer,
i has turned out a listenable score.

;

while Steiner shines in spots with

i some clever wordage. Show sport.s

i
12 numbers, leaving little time to

the story of a boy and girl who
' compete in a regatta. Boy wins,

girl contests decision. Girl’s wid-

owed mother and boy’s wifeless

I

father, affected by similar situa-

tion years ago when they were in

love, realize their mistake and. not

I

wanting the same thing to happen

to their children, manage to

; straighten out the whole affair.

I Patricia John Canty in the in-

genue role gives a pert perform-

ance and offers a cute rendition of

“Daddy Why?,” questioning the

w'hys and wherefores of sex. Chris

Hamilton, as the youth and Lou

Frizzell, as his father, are okay,

with latter showing good voice m
his balladeering of “Strange How

Love Can La.st.” Paulette San

Marchi’s»comic antics are goocl for

some laughs, and Helen Donaldson

docs nicely as the mother.

Best showmanship display ae*

companies the tune, “My
Called Her Bingo,” done in tne

vaudeville idiom, complete witn

cane, derby and strut. As i/,'®

ing and closing number. “Aff

The Glory,” captures tlie feeling 01

the show. Musical accompanimen
is adequately supplied by duo-

pianists Paquita Anderson *n

Edward Hein.

BUFFALO TROUPE RESUMES
Buffalo. Aug. 30.

Erlanger Players resuming Seph

6 with “Trial of Mary Dugan
J"

six performances, “Springtime

Henry” skedded to lollow’-

Troupe includes (Walter '

Norma Taylor Sharpe. Sally •
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Literati
towns to show “The Medium” are
jSewport, StockbridKe, Worcester,
“Ohasset and Marblehead, Mass;
Ivoryton, Conn.; Albany and now
Olney.

Vanderbilt’s Bedside Cuts
Cornelius Vanderbilt, .Ir. is cut-

ting his European travelog film

from his bedside, having been laid

up ever since returning to New
York two weeks ago. Hi.s wife, at '

first, was thought to have been
stricken with polio but while she,

too, is still convalescent, her ail-

ment has now been diagnosed as

different.
. , |

“Vagabonding with Vanderbilt’’
j

is the columni.st-lecturer's theme
for the 1949-50 sea.son, predicat-

ing his views on a vast amount of

footage shot during his station-

wagon tour of the Continent.
Vanderbilt is also slated for some

]

guest-shots on the radio and video

as soon as he recovers.

Mackall’s 2d Edition
Lawton Mackall has brought out

a second edition of “Knife and
Folk in New York” under a con-

tinuing Doubleday imprint. A
jacket spotlight tag profL-rs fur-

ther footnotes and revisions, as

changes occur. These are for free.

Mackall has attractively grouped
his categories of New York's and
near Gotham’s many variations of

pubs, “ clubs, eateries, dinerios,

drinkeries and plush restaurants.

A good gourmets’ guide for the

heps and the .squares alike.

Mugg’s Truman Kudo
Martin O’Shaughnossy, C h i

Variety mugg, tomed a book.
“How to Break Into Politics." which
got a literary review last week by
President Harry Truman at the
Veterans of Foreign Wars national
convention in Florida, lattei term-
ing it a valuable adjunct to the
budding politician.

0’Shaughnes.sy has never been
In politics.

Merle Miller Takes on the FBI
Merle Miller, ex-Harpei '.s staffer

Whose first novel was “That
Winter,” has drawn on his experi-
ence as a Washington corre-
spondent 'for his second effort.

“The Sure Thing” iWilliani SI(t:mo.

Tome is a timely opus dealing
with the current lovalty investiga-
tions of government employees,

.4n astute reportorial jol). "Sure
Thing” probes the probers, detail-
ing the techniques thev use to pry
into past activities and present be-
liefs of “security risks." Volume
has some hard-hitting sequenees.
as when some FBI eyes show the
wife of a snspeet a nhoto of her
husband with another woman.
And there are some strong iiuliet-

ments of those who'd use the ex-
posure of pro-Comimmi'-ls as a

cover to further their own selfish

ends.
Story, tautly compressed into a

24-hour span, relates tlie investiga-
tion of a middle-echelon St;ito

Dept, employee. .\s .nn idealistic

youth, he had joined the K'nls fr>r

a brief period in 19118. 'I'his, to-

gether with his criticism of some
governmental nolieies. his distaste
for bureaucratic red tape, and his
other non-conformist altitudes, is

used as the basis for his dismissal.
Miller’s implication is that loyalty
Investigations inevitablv trap the
innocent and deny Uncle Sam
benefit of talented public servants.
Despite some sketchv eharacteri/.a-
tions and superficial political
analv.sis. “Sure Thing ” is a •"••e.

punchily-written novel. Rrif.

research department, has contrib-
uted a chapter on re.search to
“After (Busines.s) Hours." com-
pendium on advertising put out by
Funk & Wagnalls.

Robert Downing, stage manager
of “Streetcar Named Desire," at
the Barrymore, N. Y.. authored a
piece on stage cats, titled "Minnie
and Mr. Clark,” in the September
issue of Theatre Arts mag.

William C. Lengel, exec editor of
Fawcett Publications, authored a
short story, “An Innocent Hus-
band,” which will be included in
the Jo.seph Greene-Elizabeth Abell
anthology. “Husband and Lovers. ”

due for publication soon under the
Bantam imprint,

A course on “Literary Property
and the Law,” covering copyiight,
libel and taxation aspects uf writ-
ing, will be given at New ^ ork U. s
evening session this fall with .Alex-
ander Lindcy as in.struelor. Lindey '

is a member of the law fiiin of
Greenbaum, Wolff and F.rnst and i

eo-authored several books with
Morris Ern.st,

“Don’t Go Away Mad. and Other
Plays,” which will include three
full-length dramas by William
Saroyan, has been added to the
Harcourt, Brace list for November

,

publication. Title play deals with
patients in a hospital who have
only a short time left to live. .Al.so

included are “Sam Ego’s House.”
a comedy about the Great Ameri-
can Dream, and “A Decent Birth,
A Happy Funeral,” an allegory.

1

doe Laurie, Jr., is writing a fore-

^

word for a new book on break-
I ing into show biz penned by
playwright Paul Gerard Smith.
Titled “Guide to Glorv—A Hand-
book for the Stageslruek.” the
book details the requirements an
aspirant should have and the
gauntlet he must run in order to
gain a place. Smith is now work-
ing on a .second tome, titled "Puin
Pum l*eedaway.” humorous biog-
raphy recounting the last davs of
Kavenswood, N. Y.. the .suburb in
which he was rai.sed.

Strike Nips Chi Strawhal

Chicago, Aug. 80
Chicago’s plush strawhat biz re-

a slight setback last week
with the outbreak of the gas truck-

strike. Chevy Chase summer
theatre has been considering ex-
tending its season for two weeks,
but gas strike plus heavy legit
schedule in the loop for September
may change its plans.

Lake Zurich Playhouse. Lake
Zurich. 111., has foregone plans to
extend, winding up season with
Ruth Gordon’s "Year’s Ago,” Aug.
31 to Sept. 4. Tenthouse theatre.
Highland Park. 111., will shutter as
planned, instead of extending addi-
tional two weeks. Luzern theatre.
Lake Geneva. Wi.sc., winds up .Aug.
’2fi, with two weeks presentatiim of
"1 Like It Here.” Chevy Chase
was to wind up this week.

Chevy Chase ‘Lover’ S.-l.T-IO

Chicago, .Aug. .30

Despite gas truckers strike here,
w-liich has paralyzed strawhat biz,
Chevy Chase Summer Theatre
broke its single night attendance
record Saturday (27 » with 794 per-
sons, including .standees. Big
weekend rush helped week of
"Cardboard Lover," with rom
Drake and Haila Stoddard, to hit a
$5,7.50 gro.ss.

Eighth week of silo .setup’s fir.st

season gets under way tonight i3(T>

with Dennis King in “The Second
Man.” Chevy Cha.se will extend
its sea.son with a ninth and tinal
week. Sept. 6-11, with (Miai Ics

Ruggles in “Nothing But Hie
Truth.”

Philly’s Legion
Continued from pane t

(MO outfit, the ,AC'.A-.A merican
(’ommuriication .Association.

.All local AM stations picked up
President Truman’s address from
Convention Hall, at the l.egion’s

opening ses.sions. Several of the
stations fed it to the nets, allliough

none of the TV webs picked up the
Truman speech, except tor film

feeds on network news shows.

Philadelphia relaxed iis regular
blue laws for the vets conclave.

The Saturday midnight closing was
extended well beyond that hour
and the \lce sipiad ignored the
street corner crap games and oilier

over-stepping of bounds. .Allhoiigli

the night clubs planned nothing
special, several hired name acts.

The Click brought in Duke Elling-

ton and the Latin Casino engaged
the Radio Rogues; but generally

the nitery bonifaccs learned their

lesson about high priced acts Irorn

the national political conventions
last year, most of which fizzled.

for
Dick Joseph’s Book

Dick Joseph, travel editor hm
E.squire, has been signed try Dou-
bleday to do a book, Mlow to Plan
Your Vacation Abroad”
Joseph is al.so working on an-

other travel hook, which ina> go
Via the -same firm.

Boston Area
Continiird from paicr .S8

CHATTER
Jeanne Sakol. of Mar-fadden eir-

oulatjon-promotion stall, in Europe
tor six weeks.

Inez (INS) Robb and her Ini.s-

band off to Europe on holiday;
<lue back Oct. 15.
Fred Beck dunking his eoliimn

|n the L. A. Mirror to devote his
time and other interests.

Gilbert W. Gabriel, recently with
ineatre Arts mag, becomes drama
ontic of Cue mag next week.
Maxwell Wilkinson and Kenneth

Littauer, ex-mag editors have
opened a literary agency in N Y.

"^nl Hochuli, drama editor of
toe Houston Pre.ss. in Hoi I

j® .lE^ke his bow as a film

Facie and the Hawk ’

The Human Nature of IMay-

j

['I'ng.” a how-to hook by 'icrmar-
si-dramatist Samson Ba|)h;iel‘a»n.

'J’lll be published Oel IH hv .Mae-
milian.

_^.*'‘*nk Luther, conductor of juve
^bows. will have two ot his

fniidren s i o w r s. “Siliv Billy
Jtorie.s” and “Mr. Wheal lev Whah*
jUories,” published bv Garden Citym Septemher.

Dr, Leo Handel, head ol Metro’s

ouster proceedings.
Hie situation has not

as yet. Cullen is

operated previously

Beach.

This angle of

been clarified

said to have
at N'iiginia

y w ood
a< tor

‘lAledlum’-'Telephone’ for Olney
"The .Medium’’ and "The 'I’ele-

phone,” Gian-Caiio Menodi's imi-

sie-drama twin-bill which has been

plaving the strawhat circuit, will

do a week at Olney theatre. Olney,

iVId., .starting Sept. 6. for its eighth

and final barn engagement r»f the

summer. The N. Y. City Opera Co.

has "The Medium” in its repertory

and will probably do il once or

twice at City Center. N. Y . in the

f,

lead
and Leo Coleman, are '«li

"The Medium," and will

the Center.

Reception on the road this < 0111-

mer has been good, with one excep-

tion, the Newport iB I.)Ca'in(» This

was r'xpinined hy fact Hie simw was

the strawhatter’s opening lull

when r<*giilar patronage hadn t

started to arrive at the shme re-

vert. Package unit has ber-n travel-

ing with a two-piano aceompani-

menl performed as well as dirr’ct-

td |)v William McDermott, who

eondiKted "The Medium’ "ben il

phiicd the road and in Pari.s Light

Tryouts This Week
“Texas Li’l Darllii*," imisiial

comedy with book by John Win don
and Sam Moore, lyrics hy .lohnny
Mercer, score by Robert Emmett
Dolan, at Country playhouse.
Westport, Conn.

“Yankee Clambake,” revne h.\

Milton Lyon and Stanley Pearl at

Chapel playhouse, Guilford. C«)nn

“Clutterbuck,” play by Benn W
Levy, at Elitch’s Gardens. Denver

“Letter from Harry," (Ir.im.i liv

Leon Stein, at Putnam playliouse
Mahopac. .N. Y.

“While the City Sleeps,” innsiea
by .Alfred Dumais and Riehari
thitts. at Camden Hills i.Me.t sum
iner theatre.

“Lo and Behold.” musical h,\

William Happ and Broun Kurlow
at Red Barn tliealre, WesHioro
Mass.

“I.,et’s Take Stook." play will

music, by William Wheeling ami
Russ Ames, at Mountain IMaytmuse.
Jennerstown, Pa.

"Tammy.” play with music
adapted by Cid Ricketts Sumnei
from her ow n novel. "Tammy Out
of Time,” with .score by ,AI Moritz

at Duxbury i.Mass.i playhouse..

“.Miranda,” play by F*etcr Black-

more. at Starlight tlieatre. Pawl
ing. N. Y . and at The Barnstorm-
ers’. Tainvvorth, N. H.

"Too .Much Johnson. ’’ musica
version of William (Jilletle play

adapted by George Schaefer, mu
sic by G. Wood,. at Hilltop theatre

Lutherville, Md.
“Baa-Baa. Black Sheep.” hv

Montgomery Hare, at Barter i!

Ire. Abingdon, Va.. opening
' 2 >.

"Syllabub." by Patricia Collier

at Grand Island (N.Y.) plavhous
“Love Thief,” by (^aesar Duni

at Keene 'N.H.) playnouse.

"Take a Dream,” revue, by Alii

I.ee Edwards. Bernard Welch. .A

tied Simon and Harold Kmtuay. ;

Peterborough 'N.H.) summer the;

tre.

“High Time.” musical by Willai

Jodicc, at Nar.tasket (Mass.i thci

tie.

!m;

Frida

fall. The original three Broadway
lead's. Marie Powers. Evelvn Keller

'I plaving
do il at

Play Abroad
Conllnucd from paje «0

Tilt* IWklail Parlv
symbolic, refers to two occasion

One parlv introduces the erisi

Hie other— le.ss cleverly handled-

resolves it. Action in betwet

consists mainly of conversaiioi

between various pairs of charai le

engaged in searching out their ow

and each other’s psychoses.

Characters include a middi

aging lavwer and wife who ai

rapidly drifting apart, an emotio

ally (onfused .^ocietv girl wl

thinks she's in love with the lawvi

hut i'^n't. a bouncy voting M-ree

writer who thinks he’s in love wii

her and is. a government of fin

uilh w orldwide connect ion-,

chatterbox of a widow who ton

-ennii'-minded at the authors co

venience. and an unknown gue

who eventually turns out. in wh

(liinil manner, to be a consullw
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SCULLY’S SCR.4PBOOK t

By Fratik Scully

Murray Hill, Aug. 29.

Clattering across the continent toward Times Square is Ken Murray’s
“Blackout.” Far from being the reserves rushed eastward to support
the Palace while Mike Todd plans to open with plushier acts at the Win-
ter Garden. Murray and his carloatl of corn are set for a two-time kill-

ing on their own. In fact, hi.s sivle of vaude might well outlive all

otliers.

Murray will give New York jnsi about what he has been giving
Hollywood since the critics looked at his wares and ordered him locked
up for six weeks and then released lliat was 'way hack in June, 1942.

He will feature the same vaiiotoiis acts, moving them along so fast

that vice cops can’t spell out s-e-x belore he has swung to the acrobat.*

and the animal acts. Even George Burton and his beautiful performing
birds will be there lo add an air of Inicolic innocence to the bawdy
merriment.

Ashes On a Windy Day
Somewhere between those 10 .shows a week and that $17,000 weekly

gross he must draw at the Ziegfidil, Murray will shake the ashes of Ins

ever-present cigar in front of CBS’ TV cameras and trust that the

kinoscopic offset which old pal.s in llollvwood have to view will not be
too hard to see.

In fact, if it hadn’t been for one of the juiciest plums ever dangletl
before anybody in show biz. ii is (UmbHiil if Murray would have Icit

those Hollywood pals till cairi»(1 on their shoulders to Forest Lawn.
Two years ago he told me he couldn't imagine a happier guy than him-
self. He had everything he had ever wanted— his own show, a pa<k»d
house every night and lots of Hme to play golf. But when Bill Palcy
of CBS offered him a straight ttiree-year deal for an hour a week at a

minimum of $20,000 a program and a lav off guarantee of $3,750 evi-ry

week pending the signing of a spon.sor. Murray felt he simply eouldn t

say no.

Figures Don't Lie. But Figurers*’
(An closing, “Blackouts” had run np a record of 3,943 consecutive

perforinances in one house. Dick Hunt, who opened and closed the

show, long ago filed a claim for the all-time lon.g-run record of the

.American theatre. This is a tricky (iaiin because Hunt based it on the

tact that “The Drunkard.” which has l>ecn running 15 years in one
house, i.s a revival and, besides, serves Iveer and sandwiehes, whiili

makes it. in his opinion, a cross l)etvve« n a hurle.sque house and a niglii-

elub. The only legit contender. Himl holds, was the New York pio-

duction of “Life With F'ather." and Father'’ folded after 3,209 perform-
anees, or 635 showings short of where "Blaekouts” ended its Hollywood
run.

F^l.sa Lancaster and the Yale Piippi leers at the Turnabout i.s left now
lo tight it out with “The Drunkard" for Hie Hollywood long-run reeoid
I'his melange has been playing to lapaeiiv for eight years and. hort of

some irresistible offer to Miss l.anehester to (piit Hollywood s ’< h as

has come lo Murray, it is doulitfiil if the Turnabout show will stop for

another eight years. Ditto "The Drunkard. ’’

Of the original cast only Miiriav remains for the N. Y. opening the

(lay after Labor Day. Marie Wilson, who opened with Murray, dropped
out two weeks before "Itlaekoois" completed its Hollywotul run. ami
will be replaced in New York hv I’ai Williams. .Also in that original

east were Billy Gilbert, Gene .Ansim. Rov Davis. P.irk & Clifford. Ni(‘h-

olas Brothers, Helen Gardner Fomsome, Betty Atkinson and Vivien
.Marshall. Of these all are gone

Jack .Mulhall, the Old Ktinnor-Up
Longest to Murray in point of service still with the show is Jack Miil-

hall. He joined as a handsome slraiglil man in 1942, eight weeks after

the opening night, and has tveen m there pitching— 10 shows a week

—

ever since. The Mulhall of the old pielore team of Alulhall & MaeKaill,
.lack should be well remembered around Broadway. They don’t come
lielter liked.

The Elderlov('lies. too. have lieeii a long time with the show and eon-
trihule a nostalgic touch that i- possilily more eharacteristie of Broad-
way than it is of Hollywood Tools Shor and other crumbuins from the
(lavs when Ward’s .sold a loaf of bread for 5e, will now be able to sec
what happened to vaiuU.* when .ill Hie Hme they thought il was dead.
The Ken Murray N. Y. i.s going to see will not look anything like the

(haraeter vvho.se smoke has liecn gelling in their eyes for so many
vears. The export job has a crew haircut with a cowlick instead of a

part, and rarely, if ever, vve.irs a hat. Whether he will dare go bare-
headed around Times .S(iuarc depdids on whether the warm weatlier
liolds out all winter.
The chances are you will not see him light a cigar either. He quit

smoking some time ago Inil si ill carries one for a prop. People whose
imaginations are awful fast on the draw have frequently sworn lh(V
inhaled smoke arising from his blue gags. But actually what happened
was (hat somebody lell a door of K1 Capilan open and the smog which
passed for fresh air around llollyvvood came into the theatre and
louled up the air-conditioning

Murray’s D. .\. R. Guys
Barring his el ropo routine, the rest is as authentic Murray as Miiriay

Hill. Incidentally, friends of the key (omie claim he is descended from
the gal who entertained the Biiti.sti at her Manhattan manse while
Washington’s army scrammed across the Hudson to New Jersey and .sti

lived to fi.ght another day. If .so. I suspect the present-day master of
emcee is using the same gags Mrs. Murray u.sed in 1776, dirtied, of
course, by the wear and tear of lime

Old-timers will miss Marie Wil.son dreadfully. .A trouper always on
lime and perfect in her timing, she ran up 2,332 eon.secutive perform-
.inees in one house. Has any other pal played 10 shows a week, week
in and week out. for four and a lialf vears without taking a day off’

In the early days .she and Mm ray were in and out of every skit In
latter years, however, she lias done less and le.ss and, if po.ssible, shown
more and more. But in the last ‘ Blackouts’' she stopped stripping
and returned to the plunging nei kline In cleavage she has been Hie
siieees.sor to the split neckline In ( leavage she has been the sueces.sor
to the split week. Now hu.';y wiih "My Friend Irma” on stage and
sc reen, watch the battle to keep Miss Wilson dres.scd when she opens- -

and "opens” is the word—on television.

Out front at the Ziegfeld the Mm ray dynasty will show some changes,
too. Sid Grauman, C. E. Tobennan and IJoyd Bacon won’t be around
Broadway, but David W. .Siegel, the Cleveland attorney who put up
the .show’s original $12,000 in 1942. will be counting the house and
checking with Billy Rose for Murrav.

In Hollywood Murray and Siegel ran their 12G up to $6,535,100 be-
fore they quit. It would he more amazing than atomic fission if they
should top that on Broadwav But lemember what Napoleon said:

1 mpos.sible’.’ (!et mot n’esi pas fianeais”

psychiatrist equally handy at tricks

of behavior and theological allii-

.sions.

'I'rouble is that most of hi>

writing i.s neither simple nor
dramatic enough. His philosophical
trails, especially on Hu* questions
of love and responsibility for love.,

are iritere.sting hut diffused. Hrs
talk is often static.

Henry Sherck. who i.s interested
in the play’s West End possibiliiies

has spared no effort (»n the Edin-
burgh presentation. I'hv steal pro-

duction IS slick and lavish, the

(•o.«.iitmes especially smart. Polished
east IS headed by Robert Flemvng
and I'fsula Jeans as husband and
wile. v\ ho.se problems of loving and
being loved provide the plav s

(cntral core; with .Alec GuineVs.
one of England's be.st eliaradtr
a(ioi>. the mystical doctor who
ailernalely is taken for either a
saint nr a devil.

Director Martin Browne, who
staged Hie other two Eliot plavs.
Hies valiantly to clarify the plav >

theme and keep lack of action from
b« ing loo obvious. Ahiu.
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Broadway
to work for some time. Mario
Pedro, lately manager of Teatro
Avenida, subbing.

Robles Monteiro, for 20 years
impresario of the Teatro Nacional,

Metro press contact Bill

ftein on two-week vacation at Stan-

fordville, N. Y.
roa«?f organizing the four months’ com-

Humphrey
, whom Pulsory legit season at the Teatro

with Dorothy K'rsten. "“om
hes

at "’*^1 start rehearsals in Sep-
Daricer Nick Long jP.

: tember and close down before
Jewish Memorial f

^ 3 Christmas when the theatre will

London

suiting from auto crash.

Gerald Mayer, Motion Picture

Assn, of America’s continental

manager, due in from Paris.

David Wayne in town from Lake

Placid for special recording retakes

on Metro’s “Adam’s Rib,’’ in which

he starred.
,

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox s

foreign chief, arriving next week

return to films.

Lima, Peru
By Bart McDowell

Mexican ventriloquist Paco Mill-
er moved to Callao.

Bolivian cultural ambassador,

on* the Queeri Mary from extensive Julio Martinez Arteaga, doing three

European survey.
|

concerts here on Andean folk mu-
BMI’s international copyright sic.

and performing societies expert,
j

Westrex Andean Co. handing

Jean Geiringer, back from three
,

out 1,000 soles in prizes and silver

months in Europe. i
plaques to Peruvian film opera-

Mildred (Mrs. Henry) Ginsberg tors,

flew in from a Paris sojourn and M-G-M’s Latin American super-

out for Hollywood the next day. visor Maurice Silverstein brewing

She’s been abroad over a month,
|

plans here for Silver Anniversary

Marian Anderson, who returned celebration,

from a European concert tour, and Jose Cibrian’s Spanish comedy
Mrs Robert Montgomery, wife of i company featuring Jose’s dad,

the actor, in on the Caronia yes-
;

Benito Cibrian, just up from
terday (Tues.). Buenos Aires.

Comedian Jack Pearl, back from 1 U. S. explorer Lewis Cotlow

a vacation in Ottawa during which
|

back from African trip to make
be had an operation, is recuper-

i

films in Amazon country on head-

ating and expects to be up and ,
shrinking Jibaro Indian tribes,

around in a few days. i

Eddie Cantor has moved his

entire business staff east for a

month while setting up the debut
of his first four “Take It Or Leave
It” shows for NBC.

Lew Grade on quick looksee of
Holland and Belgium.
Boy Foy off to America shortly to

pick up his citizenship papers.
Dolores Gray back in the lead of

“Annie Get Your Gun” after two
months’ rest.

Lee Royce has joined the Ben
Blue act. Opens provincial tour
with him at Empire, Glasgow,
Sept. 5.

Wednesday, Au|pigt 31
, I949

tion and business by filling Riviera
engagements.

Rita Hayworth with Aly Khan at
their Villa Gorizia. Deauville, for
the racing season there.

Irene Hilda to La Baule and
brother Bernard with his orch due

' back soon from Knokke, Belgium.
Julius (ex-Ruban Bleu) Monk

now punching the ivories at Oeil
de Boeuf, formerly Boeuf sur le

'Toit.

The Gerry Mayers celebrating
their silver wedding anni. Sept. 3.

Hollywood.

Prince Littler has resigned post, wcuuhir
of chairman and managing direc-

1

’
attend if can

tor of Olympia, Margate, due to switch his boat reservation. He
oressure of other biz. I

came over to row in the Princetonpressure of other biz.

Harry Bradbury-Pratt has ac vs. Oxford boat race

I

quired Pinoli’s restaurant, noted', Harry Brown to help Arthur
! West End rendezvous, for $300,000. i

Lesser on local production of

Spot also has annual rental of “Streetcar Named Desire, starring i

$48,000. Arletty, in November at the An-
[

1

Pearl Bailey to New York after !

to*"®, and Jean Cocteau trying to

a week at Glasgow and Manchester, i

8ct the French picture rights to

but returning next summer for
West End revue, with Paris dates

i

to follow.

J

Dee.i River Boys and John Boles,
both acts working in Hyman Zahl’s

I

vaudeville units, booked here till

;

end of the year, and already signed

I

to return next year.
After three weeks in London

the play.

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Trevor Howard in on motoring
vacation.

Bertie McNally, RKO Irish man-
honeymooning and on biz, the Joe ager, to France on vacation
Kaufmans to Paris, returning to

;

Betty Cheatle pacted by 10-per-

London Sept. 11, and planing for
,

center John Gliddon for London

Minneapolis

New York a week later.

Harry Green host to Helen Haye,
Britain’s oldest playing actress, at

roles.

Ex-Abbeyite Maureen Toal to
London for “The King of Friday’s

By Les Rees
Lena Horne underlined for Club*

Metro director Vincente Minnelli Carnival,

planed from the Coast to Boston
j

Slim Gaillard band into St. Paul

to join mate Judy Garland during Flame nitery.

the Labor Day holiday. Minnelli Old Log strawhatter offering

will be in Boston 10 days.
i

“Play’s the Thing.”

Irving Berlin to the Coast for a
j

Royal American Shows again on
w«ek and then three more at Lake Midway of Minnesota State Fair.

Tahoe, where daughter Mary Ellin ’ Club Carnival has Harvey Stone,

(Mrs. Dennis Sheedy Burden) is :

Frar^'es Faye and Perry Martin
“in escrow” while divorcing her orche&ira.

husband. !

Georgie Gobel playing return at

Actress Marie Wilson off on a 10
|

Hotel Radisson Flame Room with

key-city swing Monday (5) in con-
j

Irving Winslow’s orchestra,

juction with openings of “My 1 Adrian Ames, female impersona-
Friend Irma,” Paramount film ;

tor, into St. Paul Drum after

a party Aug. 28 in celebration of Men.
her 75th birthday. She appears i Jack Irwin, who directed “Badg-
with him in “The Return of Peter ' ers Green” for J. Arthur Rank, in

I

Grimm.” *
|

on vacation.
!

The old Bedford Music Hall,
j

Jimmy O’Dea has hit the jackpot
cradle of early vaude stars, bought again with “Stop Press,” new re-

I by two young thesps, John Penrose vue at the Gaiety,
and Pat Nye, who plan to run it as Josephine Alberlcci, director

'

I

a legit house. Price said to be ' Dublin School of Acting, about
around $360,000.

j

again after long illness.
!

j

Harry Foster planing to New
:

Mine. Kirdwood-Hackett mulling
York end of September and expects

,

role in J. B. Priestley’s “The Last
to be away for six weeks. Will take Holiday” for Associated British
in Chicago and Hollywood for new i Pictures.
talent hunt for London Palladium’s Stariley Illsley and Leo McCabe
vaudeville season next year.

^

back from London after look.see at
London Hippodrome’s musical.

|

new shows. They’re ogling “Death
' “Her Excellency,” which has been : of a Salesman.”
tottering, has been given a broad- ' -

virus^
Charisse laid up with flu

giving up golf fora while; doctor’s orders
^

I

Maxwell Shane in town after a
!

two-month tour of the stix
*

! I,
Cowdin in town for

I

huddles with UI studio toppers
^ ^

I
Louis^ B, Mayers tossed birthdavpart^ for Major John Zanft of

Hoot Gibson will star in a rodeo

Police' CitJ

Edward .Nassour returned to
wock^^^after siege with ,l„rt i^*

Alan Young ea.st for two weeksin Chicago, followed by stand- inMiami and N. Y.
Carol Ann Beery awarded $500monthly pocket money from vS

lace Beery estate.
^ *

Ted Tetslair in from France

The White Tower.”
Massichi Wagata ganderlng Hoi-lywood technique at Paramount

for use in his Tokyo studios.
Gertrude Rozan in town to roundup talent for American Theatre

^*’uup s play, “King Johnny ”

n Valentino Memorial
Guild holding its 23rd annual
tribute meeting at Troupers Thea-
tre.

Ida Lupino suffered cuts and
bruises when thrown from scaffold
during fight scene in “Fugitive
from Terror.”

^ *

Allen Rivkin and Leonard
Spiegelgass will represent the
Screen Writers Guild at all-
industry public relations conven-
tion in Chicago.

takeoff on the radio show,
in the pic.

Ted R. Gamble, board chairman
of the Theatre Owners of America,
shifting his permanent base from

She’s
I

month’s engagement
Paines here.
With cancellation of “Diamond

Lil,” originally set for week of Aug.
29, Lyceum gets late start with

cast by the British Broadcasting
;

Corp., with result that takings have
at Persian picked up and closing postponed.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Bahia nitery imported Hy Hazel

Portland, Ore., to New York. Gam- “Brigadoon.” Sept. 19.

ble is moving his family to Green- Annual St. Paul Civic Opera sea-

wich. Conn., next month.
|

son starts Nov. 17 with “The Great
Jack Benny, Morton Downey,

;

Waltz”; also will include “Aida”
Hedy Lamarr and the Myrt Blums and “Song of Norway.”
after voyaging together back home ' Pappy Trester’s ‘Screwballs,”

on the Queen Elizabeth, continued novelty band, busting up after

their conviviality by having their more than five years in Twin City

first on-shore dinner together. 1
niteries, with most of boys but

Vera and Nate Blumberg’s 29th
,

not T r ester, reorganizing as

anniversary was signalized by a
,

Komikings.
gag edition of Variety with the

I

P. 1 streamer reading, “Nate Lifts
Vera’s Option.” Sub-bank was
captioned. “Univ Prexy Extends
Pact Another Year.”

Jack Connolly, former Pathe ^
News editor and now with the State Mangles Sisters from London.
Department, is hopping off for Eu-

i

.Mrs. Florinda S. de Lucena,
rope today (Wed.) to pick up some Piamst. wife of Portuguese consul,

40 junketing editors and publishers m /fpm Bombay,
now in London and Paris and es- Alfredo Matas, manager of Ar-
cort them back to N. Y. cines pic house and Windsor nitery.

Si Seadler, acting ad-pub chief Paris and London in search
of Metro in the absence of Howard for talent.

Dietz, in Philadelphia for on-the- Victoria theatre preparing sec^

scene supervision of the fanfare of big musical “Taxi
being stirred by M-G, prelim to the

I

m Victori^’ by J. A. Prada and
world preem of “That Midnight Joaquin Gasa. with music by
Ki.ss” at the Boyd. Friday (2i. Alonso and Cabrera.

Robert Benjamin, chief of *J.
' Another big musical staged at

Arthur Rank’s U. S. wing, on the Principal Palacio, “Te espero
Coast for huddles with William ol Siglo que Viene” (“I’ll Expect
Goetz, Universal’s production top- Next Century”). Stars Pepe
per, and Earl St. John, one of Barcenas and Mary Campos.
Hank’s studio execs, on joint Following the success of the
Anglo-American film projects. i

musical. “Escuela de Serenos,”
Robbie (Mrs. John) Garfield so song-writers Damaso and Llorca.

accustomed to going arounci bare- "*1*^ composer Lopez Marin, are
foot this summer at Fire Island. P^'^paring another show, “Escuela
that she couldn’t keep her shoes on Vampircsas.”
while attending performance of
“The Madwoman of Chaillot” at
the Royale last Wednesday (24>, !

.Scripter Hy KraH’s daughter, I

Jill Kraft, summoned east from '

Hollywood by Michael Kanin for
the national road company of
“Goodbye My Fancy.” Apart from guesting
a stint with the semi-pro Circle Jerry Lester and Buddy Ebsen
Players on the Coast, this is her Fairmont s Venetian Room,
first legit show. Promotion underway for Bal

Esta Silsbee, now aide to Ed Tabarin reopening Sept. 8. with
” Seay, publicity chief of the Hotel Lewis heading show.
Plaza, was originally Esther, but it

Frank Fay and Dorothy Kirsten
was switched by Vincent Lopez. head “Gold Rush Salute” pag-
her onetime employer. Bandleader Sept. 10 at Frisco’s Ports-
Lopez is w.k. for his numerologistic Plaza,

tendencies, and that influenced
Mi.ss

name.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

Scotland

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

King Cole trio at Giro’s.
‘Kiss Me Kate” cast Press Club

By Gordon Irving
Delta Rhythm Boys top at Glas-

gow Empire.
Noel Coward revival of “Bitter

j

Sweet” registering big coin in four-

The Metropolitan Hospital is in-
peeks’ season at Glasgow Theatre

stalling a life-size television screen 1 t * * •

to permit doctors and nurses on the c j
staff to watch operations as they titled Annie Laurie

,

are performed. ;

during run of nearby Edinburgh

!
Theatre Guild is sounding out its o *

subscribers on the plan of wearing .
<^omic,

evening dress for opening nights i

biog-musical on his own
here. Guild’s opener is Lynn Riggs’ m

Title;

I

“Out of the Dust.” set for Sept. 19. ^

• *
Local 77, American Federation of v

I

Musicians, has served notice on all
' bongo maraccas and Klavatc nlav- Pl^nes

^

back to Sydney Oct. 10

j

ers that they are now eligible and headnna^rf^r«"^^^
Glasgow BBC

,

must apply for membership in the t u
, union by Sept. 15. u

Hervey
Mrs L Wallacp Fean variety, at Gla.sgow Em-

actress and widow of a former City a
Councilman, has been named head ’ keeping Up
of a drive committee to raise $60.-

Jones^^

000 to aid the Philadelphia LaScala __ !

Opera Co.’s new season.
1 |y|j;illll Ranpli

“Stop the Music,” radio give-
i

lilidllll DcflCU
away show, will be presented be- By Lary Solloway
tween the halves of the city’s first Mother Kelly’s on the block butpro ^id game—Philadelphia Eagles high a.sking price is delaying sale
vs. Chicago Bears, at Municipal Alan Gale clo.sing his Celebrity
Stadium. Saturday, Sept. 17. Affair Club for refurbishing; to reopen

'

will be spon.sored by the Philadel- mid-October.
New partner for Giro’s, swank

.supper club, is Jules Kasdin, local
drug store tycoon. '

VFW convention delegates rushed
_ _ ^ ,

pack to home cities on threat of
»»>’ Geeno Garr hurncane, nitering suffering.

Sally Browne, .songstress from Claudia Jordan a click at Clover
London, at the open-air Pavillion Club, with comic Milt Ro.ss holding
night club. over for sixth week plus Maureen

Trucii Bora has started a “Revue Hall Dancers,
of Revues” at the air-conditioned Marta E.ster (Princess of Bour-

'

Zarzuela theatre. bon) now has own program on
Meirelles Sisters, Portuguese WKAT (MBS) with song and chat-

tno, clicked at the Baia nitery, ter show for Latins.
Madrid. They will go to Brazil in —

I

September. ^ I

Portland, Ore.

phia Inquirer Charities, Inc.

Madrid

Mexico City
By D. L. Grahame

Ester P'ernandez and Antonio
Badu, pic players, mairied.
Maria Felix, top pic actress, to

Spam in September for film work
Edward D. Cohen. 20th-Fox

Latin-American supervi.sor, here
on biz.

Charito Granados. Argentinian,
inked by Diana Films for two pro-
ductions.

Pic scripters union elected Jose
Revueltas its general secretary for
the ensuing year.
Oscar Pani, financier, and Jose

Luis Bueno, producer, forming a
pic production company.
Georges Ulmer, French song-

writer-singer, doubling at El Patio
nitery and vaude-revue theatre,
Lirico.

Libertad Lamarque, Argentinian
thrush, topping the Teatro Tivoli
revue. After making another pic,

she planes back home.
Alfred Holquin, SRO Latin-

American chief, readying Mexican
preem of “Jennie” here Sept. 14,

start of the annual independence
fiestas.

Santiago Reaclii. prez of Po.sa

Films, producer of pix of Cantin-
flas (Mario Moreno), is a news-
paper columnist. His “Metas”
(“Goals”) runs daily in Novedades.
Reva Reyes, songstress, inked by

Seki Sano, Japanese producer, for

Spanish version of John Stein-

beck’s “Brute Force” which he’s

readying for the Palace of Fine

Arts (National Theatre'.
Fernando Alvarez, son of Sofia

Alvarez. Colombian actress who’s

a name in Mexican pix. organizing

a pic production company here,

Vanguardia Films, which he hopes

to have in action pronto.

Pittsburgh

Spanish dancer Elvira Lucena.
back from Paris, giving recitals at
Teatro del Retiro prior to her de-
parture for South America.

Jacque Ravel and his line of
)?H’ls into Club Hy Mac.

Sacha Goudine Ballet clicked in a Bros, .set for three days
Badajoz (.southwest Spain* nitery "‘’S month,
after six months in Portugal, where Bros., circus in town for
local Arti.sts Syndicate didn’t re-
new their work permit.

Silsbce’s curtailed given

Lisbon

Atlantic City
By Joe W. Walker

George Owen and Charlie Mur-
ray into Babettes.
Duke Ellington did neat biz dur-

ing three-day stand at Orsatti’s in

Paris

By Lewi.s Gary©
Illness of Teresa Gomez stopped

propo.sed St rawhat season at Teatro nearby Somers Point '26-2’7-2Hi.
Apolo. Lisbon, Jane Russell into Steel Pier’s
New revue at Teatro Maria Music hall for week starling

Vitoria. Lisbon, folded after three Sunday (28'. .Sammy Kaye coming
weeks, due to terrific heat. into ballroom Sept. 2-4. replacing

Teatro Ginasio, a firstrun house. Hal McIntyre, who starteil Sunday
started its four months’ compuKsory (28*. Kitty Kallen to head new
legit season with old F'rench farce, vaudeville show .Monday '5(. Kaye

Alberto Reis, manager of Teatro is playing a return engagement
Apollo, taken ill and w'Ojti’t be able here for season.

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Bird, Monti)arna!fsc)

Elicia Parker to St. Tropez.
Danton Walker here from Rome.
Lou Parker and wife gandering

Pans.

Freddy Fox in Deauville for
w’cekend.

Harry Pilcer seen in Paris for a
quickie from Riviera.

three days featuring cut-rate
prices.

Woody Herman band completed
one w^ek stand at Jantzen beach
Park Ballroom. 1

Eddie Lawrence Quartet moves
to Tropics Club after six months
at Diamond Horseshoe.

Worcester
Eddie Sham’s banc^ at Sea Crest

hotel, Falmouth,
a'lrt Quentin (she’s Mara

Williams of Worcester) dancing in
Havana.
Norman Kohler, radioSiizy Saint C’lair poslcardine

Kohler, radio nn-
from Juan Les Pins

^ nouricer. given six months for

'tF
""

io/n' ATd"?oS
Martha Zenlhy combining vaca- prwed bMh'

'' " *’“* “P'

By Hal Cohen
Eddie Wapiiler to take over man-

agerial reins at Nixon again.

Wife of Bandleader Billy Yates

into hospital for major surgery,

Betty Annis Dancers finished

long run at Club Copa. Aug, 27.

Rose Flllovich. Carnegie Tech

drama graduate directing at Cape

May N. J.. Theatre.
John Montague is beating drums

for “Mister Roberts,” which comes

to Wixon, Sept. 19. .

Janet Blair guest of honor «
centennial celebration in home-

town, of Altoona. Pa. .

Karl Krug. Sun-Tele drama
vacationing and Leonard Mendio-

witz .sitting in for liim ,

Harry Richman being
for return engagement at JacK

Heller’s room next month.
Sam Mandelsman off to ^^^hfo

^

nia for rest after winding up su

mer opera company’s affairs.

Critic Kap .Monahan Y,,

Ing at the Press but still

crutches from his busted
.

Tebaldo Tamburi. chef at nay

house Grill, back on J L
three-month .sojourn in his na

Italy.
, I i« tnivu

Lenny Martin back
working with his vocal

.-fi

Martinaires. after a Virginia B
• •ll^ A" C h^nu*

E* 4 •*A 4 M
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OBITUARIES
in Hollywood, following a heart at-

years he w'as connected

di;!\ niiniature department at
KK(J,

HERMAN DEVRIES
|

Herman Devries, 90, dean of

Chicago music critics before his

retirement from the Chicago
Herald American, died Aug. 24 in

Chicago. He was music critic on
the Chi daily for over 30 years be-

fore retiring in 1944.
i

Born in New York, Devries
originally sang in opera from 1879

to 1901, appearing with the Paris

Opera, Paris Opera Comique and
the Savage Opera Co. In 1898, he
debuted with the Met Opera Assn.

In New York in “Romeo and
Juliette.” He specialized in

French and German opera. After
retiring from the stage, he taught

and composed music, lie also pro-

duced several plays in French.
He is survived by his son, Rene,

who is Chicago editor of Musical
Courier.

WILLIAM N. ROBSON. SR.

William N. Robson, Sr., 64. one
of earliest of film exploitation
men and father of the radio pro-
ducer, William, Jr., died in Pitts-

burgh, Aug. 27, following a stroke.
Robson worked for Paramount
and Jesse L. Lasky when the in-

dustry was young, quitting the
road in the early 20’s to go Into

S
olitics. Registrar of Deeds under
layor Scully, he had been deputy

clerk of courts in the office of the
prothonotary since 1944. He was
also editor of a column on city
hall activity that was published in
more than 60 local weeklies.

In addition to his wife and son.

is the British and Hollywood film
actor, Edmund Gwenn.
Chesney was also seen in several

nlms. aside from a long list of Lon-
don plays. He last played in “The
Years Between” in London in 1945.He was the first husband of Estelle
Winwood, actress, who is appearing
in the Broadway production ofMadwoman of Chaillot."

LUIS DE VARGAS
Luis de Vargas, playwright, 58.

died in Madrid. Aug. 18. He had
lately met with difficulties in his
producing and directing activities
as legit theatre manager.

His first play. "Santo con
gracia. was presented in Madrid
in 1914. He was the author of 16
plays.

j

OSCAR WASSERBERGER
I

j

Oscar Wa.sserberger, 49, radio
and concert violinist, died in N. Y.,
Aug. 24. after a long illness. He
formerly worked for 20th-Fox ns

I
a studio musician and was an
original member of the Capitol
theatre symphony orchestra. i

A wife, daughter, brother, sister
and lather survive.

’ VICTOR METZETTI
1

Victor Met/.ettl, 54. film stunt
I man and former circus acrobat,

!

died Aug. 21 in Birmingham Gen-
eral Hospital. Los Angeles, after a
siege of pneumonia.

I

He was a member of the Metzetti
family which loured for years un-

Edward J. Burke, 75. former pro-

'

^*ssional pugilist and stagehand at

;

Buffalo theatres for the past 35
years, died in BuiTalo last w eek af-

,

ter several months’ illness.

Sgt. Robert Burlen. 20. son of
actress Margaret Burlen. killed in ,

!
action over Yokohama April 16.

1

1945, was buried at the National
Cemetery, St. Louis, Aug. 30.

!

Clarence Rush, 56. in Chicago,
Aug. 23. He was motion picture
operator at the Maryland. Chi. for
many years. Survived by w ife.

i

Rodger B. Grieg. 39. former pro-
ducer with the Canadian Broad-
casting Co., died .Aug. 27 in To-
ronto.

I

Jack Ilerschel Ellsworth, 38.
screen actor, died Aug. 19 in Holly-
wood

Mrs. Eddie Cline, 49. wife of
Monogram film director, died sud-
denly Aug. 24, in Los Angeles,

i

I

Mother of Lennie Hayton, musi-
cal director at Metro, died Aug. 21
in Hollywood.

Dr. George Erland Malmgren,
j

47, physician to numerous film
stars, died Aug. 24 in Hollywood.

Eddie Parks, 38. trumpter in the
RKO studio orchestra, died of

,
leukemia, Aug. 25, in Los Angeles,

IN MEMORIAM

Marcus Loew
September 5th, 1927

he leaves a daughter, Mrs. William der the big top and on the stage
A. Haughton (Gertrude Robson

i, a until J920, when he went into films
former ballet dancer.

i

.lACK DARROCK
Jack Uarrock, 52, veteran news-

reel and short subjects editor,
died in San Diego, Cal., Aug. 27,
from a heart ailment. Fox Movie-
tone shorts editor at the time of
his death, he had suffered a stroke
about a year ago. Darrock. who
'had been with Movietone news-
reel for about 15 years, stepped
up to the short subjects editor
post when Lew Lehr was forced
out because of illness a number of
years ago.

Originally with Pathe News,
Darrock had been Coast super-
visor for Movietone newsreel for
many years. Body will be brought
east for burial in Albany, N. Y.
Survived by wife, father, sister

and brother.

GEORGE GORDON
George Gordon. 60, member of

the chorus of the Met Oprr.n A sen.,
died in Coney Island hospital, N.Y.,
Aug. 27. He was stricken with a
heart ailment in May while touring

la commemoration of tny beloved
Wend ond theatrical mentor

PAUL ARMSTRONG
Who passed away
Angnst 30th. 1915

ben j. piazza

Met troupe. Born in

^ leading tenor at
ne Beyretith festival for several

/hd came to America as a
tlu* Boston-Manhattan Op-

Co.

accompanied the dan-
**avlova on tour, and w a.^

0 .soloi.st with the Chicago and

pnn« companies. He also sang
performed at flie

^1 the Roxy theatre. N. Y.
idow and two sons survive.

p CLARENCE EISEMAN
Ki.seman, 55, New York

district manager for
earner Bros., died in N. Y.. Aug.

Clpvli^ Joined Warners in 1942 in

tvs*
as a salesman and later

shin branch manager-
1943. He assumed

position in 1948.
•te and son survive.

CHESNEY
»ctPr

Chesney, 67, British char-

don u Aug, 27 in Lnn-

1903
debuted on the stage in

in
* uitide his first appearance

Plav^7- 19^6 when he
Bit of FlufT,”

*ater m "Caroline.” His brother

CARL H. (TINY) HUNT
Carl Henry (Tiny* Hunt, 45,1

violinist, died .Aug. 26 in Holly-
wood. of injuries sustained in a
motor crash For the last four
years he plased with Fibber
.McGee and .Molly on radio.

LOUIS MILLER
I.oiiis Miller. 45, died in Mil-

waukee .Aug. 26. He was the
owner of the (hand theatre, Chi-
cago southside nabe house. Sur-
vived by widow,

JOSEPH siVHTIl GERARD
Joseph Smith (]erard, 78, pioneer

screen actor, died Aug. 20 at the
Motion Picture Country Home near
Los .Angeles.

James (’ostello, 71. veteran re-
ceptionist at 20th-Fox homeoffice
in N. Y . died Aug. 28 after an
illness of only a week. He was
widely known to everybody in the
industry around N. \ . having been
with 26th-F().\ tor about 30 years.
Survived t)y wife and four
da lighters.

** ^

Minnie OT'arrell. 73. wife of

vaudevilli.in I'alhol O'Farrell, died
in London. .Aug 23. .Voted for her
charitable aciivilic'j. she inaugu-
rated the Cup of Kindness fund to

help needy stage folk, of which or-

ganization she was president.

Surx'ived l)> liii.shand and four
children.

Fred Moag. .i7, projectionist in

.North 'I’onawanda. .V V.. theatres

for the past 17 ycai's. died al his

home in Tonawanda .hdy 28. He
was a ?iicmher of the International

Alliance (»f Thealriial Stage Ein-

plovees. VVile. fhiee sons and a

daughter survive

George II. .Nelson. 77 manager
of the Nel'^on theatre. Fairmont.

W Va,. from 191.') until it closed in

1939. and in recent vears inter-

ested in promotional afTairs in eon-

neetion with theatics. died at Fair-

mont. .Aug. 2.5.

Frank DePaoe. .58 manager of

the Pi inces.s-Me\ theatre. Shinns-

ton. W Va died al Shinnston Aug.

20 from a heart attack. He had

succeeded Ihv late .Miss Lynne
Moni'oe as m.'uiagi'r ot that theatre

when she died a ti'vv >ears ago.

Jimmy Fax. 97. vet Canadian

comic singer, died in a loronto

hospital Aug. 28 alter a long ill-

ness. He had touted the top cir-

cuits in C. .S amt Canada, makjng

his last person. il api>eaiancc in lo-

ronto last vear

Jules Salmen. .74 motion pitlurt-

technician, died suddenly .Aug. 23

I
Color Video

Continued (rum page 1

aforementioned development.s in

color TV last week, however, the
Society decided to devote consid-
erable time also to that subject.

Number of technical developments
and explanatory papers are expect-

ed to stem from the convention.
Film engineers and research

technicians point out that TV has
already come to them for advice
on lighting, special elTects, etc., in

current black-and-white broadcast-
ing. CBS-TV. for example, is gen-
erally accredited with being tlie

first network to initiate low-key
lighting, rear screen projection,

etc. Those developments were the
work of George Stoetzel, one-lime
eliicf cameraman for indie produc-
er Louis de Hochemont, and ,Iohn

HeMott, who liad 10 years’ expe-
rience with Partmioimt’s special ef-

fects department in Hollywood be-

fore joining UBS.
Film researchers claim that most

refinements in color photography
during the last several decades
were either developed by their in-

dustry or traced directly to their

needs. As a result, they said, if

color video becomes a commercial
reality, broadcasters will be forced
to turn again to them. Thus, they
aver, the two indu.stries will be
linked together more closely than
ever.

Legit Bits
L— Continued from page 58

writing the .songs. Director John
C. Wilson and choreographer
Hanya Holm will go along to con-

duct tuneup rehearsals of the sec-

ond company of "Kiss Me, Kate,”

in advance of the Chicago engage-

ment.

Fred Stewart joining the tour-

ing "Brigadoon ’’
. . . Peggy Cass in

the cast of the revue "Touch and

Go’’ , . . "Cabalgata,”—the Spanish

song and dance show at the Broad-

way, N. Y., has been retitled "A
Night in Spain” . . . Robert White-

head and Oliver Rea will present

"Member of the Wedding," by

Carson McCullers from her own
novel, with Harold Clurman stag-

ing. Still on the W & R schedule

are "The Halter,” by Albert

Camus; a revival of Pinero’s "The end of the Cof

Magistrate” and the Ben Edwards-
;
competition a

Virginia Bolen (Mrs. Whitehead) ;

breaks in yeai

adaptation of Chekhov’s "The off buying, tak

^ „ I

panicky enouf
Cherry Orchard. their top head

Cornelia Otis Skinner, w’ h o below salaries

returned Monday *29) from an

engagement and vacation in Eng-

land. may star in the Russel Qp* I

Lewis-IIoward Young production

of John Patrick’s ih amatization of :: Continue

Dickens’ "Bleak Hou.se '
. . . Equity

Library Theatre will present all its k’scence duiir

productions this season at the nionths has all

Lenox Hill Neighborhood House, ble damage.

N Y. . . . >lary-Elizabeth Anders mistically that

will present Shelley O’Day’s dram- try does now
atization of Booth Tarkington’s much.
"Rumbin Gallerie.s’’ this winter . . . Bnjno-N Y
Pressagent Edggr Wallach back metropolitan a
from three-month ( oust vacation.

. declared
. . . William Blair will again man-

,

age .Margaret tVebster’s t,.uring
'

Shakespeare repertory troupe. ”

Harry .Mirsky. formerly a man spokt sman sau

ager for the Shuberls, recuperatif?.^>s^‘t sales have

at French hospital. N Y.. alter a last .several da;

heart attack . . . Harold Fried- company won

lander, of Artcraft. theatrical print- fourth quarter

ing firm, will be married Sept. 1. 1950 line, he

Burl Ives, currently guest- sold out and 1

starring in "The .Man Who C'amc file keeping it

to Dinner,” at the Laguna '(’al.) the unprecedt
.strawhat, has signed tor a part in sets,

the Universal-International picture.

"Sierra” Incidentally, the ballad -

singer is selling his auxiliary sloop,
|

as his concert and nitcry engage- I

ments keep him too busy for sail-

ing .. . .Michael Todd, who planed I'- Continue

Friday night '26' to the Coast to

trv to sign Jimmy Durante for the dissolve from

opening bill of his "Tw i-a-Day,*’ tore, which w

was determined to get tiack in time live dramatic

to spend last night ‘Tnes.h her Each of Ih

birthday, with Joan Blondell '.Mrs. sponsors will

Todd', who’s starring in Happy minute show.
Birthday” this ueek at ran haven,

lijp bt«)

Mass. the program a
Robin A. Gibson, fornier D Oy!y

J5.,,pp(md plug
Carte stage r

terinission. NB
in New York a boa 1(1

a late fall st;
Elizabeth last week with the

opUpfii.ipfi
,

intention of becoming an American

citizen, has been »fiS.;.gc (l <> te;ac i

theatre production -(.ilhcit A Sul- ‘

livan in particular* al the Friends mer

Seminary, N. V.

Competitive Heat
! Continued from pa*« 1

i Barken for a reported $40,000. Ac-

quisition of a second club is fig-

ured to give Schuyler a buying

i
edge such as no Beach operator

has had in many years. Schuyler

has been in 'New Y’ork inquiring

about names, but is in no hurry

to sign on the dotted line.

La Boheme, Hallandale. Fla.,

which may be the sole cafe in the

area with a connecting casino,

hasn’t signed any acts as yet. al-

though it’s figured that Danny
Thomas may return. The nearby

Colonial Inn, owned by Harold

^ Minsky, will return to the non-

name "burlesque” policy which

was successful last year.

I

The majority of Florida oper-

ators aren’t optimistic regarding

i

the ability of the nitery market

I

to support names costing $12,500

or more. They regard the possible

end of the Copa City-Beachcomber

;
competition as one of the be.st

breaks in years, and if they hold
off buying, talent agencies may get

:
panicky enough to sell some of

their top headliners at prices far

below salaries of last year.

Danny
nearby

Harold

MARRIAGES
Charlotte C. C'hapman to Robert

A. Beauregard, Keene. N, II., Aug.
24. Bride is a musicians.

Mary*’ Mason to John F, Whar-
ton, Aug. 30. in Reno. Bride ia

legit-radio actress; he's the the-
atrical attorney.

Irene* Halliday to Maurice Bo-
dington, Toi*onto, Aug. 24 He’s
radio comic on Canadian Broad-
casting Corp networks.

Beverly Jolly to Steve Lancaster,
Los Angeles. Aug. 27, Bride and
groom are screen players.

Hazel Patricia McAlister to F'red
S. Haywood, Aug, 26. Bolton, S. C.
Groom is WNBC’s news and special
events director.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Hal E. Chest ci-. son.

Hollywood, ,Aug. 21. Father is a
film producer.

Mr. and .Mrs. Sam Friedman,
daughter. Los .Angeles. .Aug. 24.
Father is a songuriti'r.

Mr. and Mrs. Eddy Howard, son,
Aug. 22. Chieago. Father is an
oreh leader.

Mr, and Mrs. Henry S. White,
daughter. New York. .Aug. 24.
Father is President of World Video,
Ine.

.Mr and Mrs. Jonas T. .Silver-

stone, son, .Aug. 25, New York.
Father is a memlier of I lie thea-
trical law firm, Silverstone &
Rosenthal.

Mr, and Mrs. Jo Dine. son. .Aug,

24. Now York. Father is NBC
press director.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lauter,
daugliter, Hollywood. .Aug. 23.
Father is stage and screen actor.

Mr. and Mi's. Uufe Davis, son,
Santa Monica, Aug. 20. Father is

actor.
Mr. ami Mrs. Gerald Kramer,

son. Pittsburgh, .Aug. 22. Father
manages Hollywood Show Bar,
Pittsburgh.

Mr. and Mrs. Morton Silverblalt,
son. Pittsburgh. .Aug. 22. Father’s
the son of Estlier iShuge* Silver-
blatt, nitery singer.

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. McNamara,
Jr., son, Los Angeles, .Aug. 21.

Child is grandson of Dam.y Vari-
ET circulation manager.

Mr. and Mrs. William Beaudine,
Jr., son. Los Angeles, .Aug. 26.
Father is an assistant film direc-
tor

Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Green, son.
New Y'ork, Aug. 29. Father is

theatrical pre.ss agent.
Mr, and Mrs. Saul I*. Pryor,

daughter, Aug. ‘29 in New York.
Father is a theatrical attorney.

Set Retailers
Continiird from pane 31

lescence during the last several

months has already done irrepara-

ble damage. He claimed pessi-

mistically that noliiing the inclii.s-

try does now will lielp mailers
much.

Bruno-N. Y'.. disli ibutor in tlie

metropolitan area for HCA-Victor
sets, declared that it's still too

early to tell what efVect the sto-

ries on color will have. Bruno
spokesman said, though, that their

^.set sales have boomed dining tlie

last several days and predicted the
company would have the best

fourth quarter in Lts histoi-y. New
1950 line, he .>al4, is completely
sold out and UC.A is having trou-

ble keeping its production up to

the unprecedented demand for

sets.

I
NBC’s Sat. Nite

Cuntinurd from paicr 31

dissolve from there into the fea-

ture, wliich would actually be a

live dramatic presentation.

Each of the 12 participating
sponsors will pay for only a L5-

minute show. Plan is to spotlight

each at the beginning and clo.se of

the program and then insert four
15-sec()nd plugs at each hour’s in-

termission. .\BC-TV is shooting for
a late fall start, with the block
scheduled to occupy the 8 to 11

p.m. period. Title is still indefinite,

with NBC now referring to the
program merely as "Saturday
NighU”

NBC-Goldwyn
|

Continued from pane I

talked TV production but Jerry
F'airbanks and Hal Roach are the
only ’’name” producers actually to

be making vidpix. Roach has been
unable to sell hi.s product at th«
price he wants for TV.

Selznick, now honeymooning in
Europe with his bride. Jennifer
Jones, has had continuing huddles
on the production do«l with (’BS
hoard chairman William S. Paley
abroad. The two liave been close
friends for years. Contract would
presumably have Selznick lens the
shorts on the Coast, for national
TV syndication by the C'B.S film de-
partiiK'nt out of New Y’ork.

Goldwyn has not yet revealed his
plans for TV pnxluction but has
consistently averred that 'I'V would
open a lush new market for Holly-
wood producers. If his deal with
NBC goes through, he would work
the same as Selznick, making the
chorts in Hollywood for syndication
to TV stations by the .NBC film de-
partment. Latter now handles all

Jerry Fairbanks productions for
video.

Legit Financing
Continiird from pa^r l

sure-thing practitioners as Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hamiiici stem.
II, can get all the financing they
need at the first announcement of

a contemplated new project, few
other managements are still in that
in-demand position. Nearly all,

even long-established ones, have
to get out and flail the underbrush
for money.

'Ihal’s just dandy for the guy
with bucks but no "connections,”
the dreamy individual who’s al-

ways heard about the fabulous
profits from big hits, but who nor-
mally gels a chance at only the
flamboyant baubles that experi-
enced operators avoid. If present
trends continue, these rank out-
siders with only a checking ac-
count to recomm«-nd them, will be
able to invest uiili the most rep-
utable managements, instead of al-

ways getting stuck with the fruno-
• hysteria promoters.
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